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PROLOGUE 

Each of these patent texts elucidate several declassified technologies, priceless :contents which reveal the · 
true height and breadth of an alarming technology. Let it ·not be imagined, however, that this technology 
has remained as portrayed. What your eyes will presently feast upon represents technology which, though 
new to secular scholars, has already been superseded in countless new forms and parameters by its military 
developers. The importance of the technologies presented here does not lie in the specific devices which 
have been compiled. We are not impressed with the performance of devices designed to kill. We have no 
desire to counterfeit or improve the military designs, inf emal machines. We are not enamored of technolo
gies which permit dubious bureaucratic factions to engage in unsuspected and unbreakable security com
munications. Our-true purpose is comprised of the thematic investigation of unknown natural phenomena, 
and if military patents reveal some new such mystery, we are intuitively compelled to search it out. 

Understand then, that the bibliographic source of revelations concerning natural mystery is far less 
important than the revelations themselves. IT we seem to be adventurers amid the bibliographic records, it 
is to uncover and unleash the conscious streamings of deep world mysteries. If thieves, then we are 
dispersing knowledge which has been too long imprisoned among those who serve their shadow masters. 
Such are the coveted gems of our scholarly devotions. The technological embodiments of anomalous and 
unknown natural phenomena are broadcast stations, noumenous radiators from which necessary epipha
nies emerge. Technological embodiments are special sculptures, artwork whose unspoken messages deeply 
permeate into those who surround. Inventions emanate conscious radiances which stimulate new and 
unstoppable awareness, the catalyst which disturbs geopolitical control. All potential sources of this expe
rience, scholarly documents and treatises, permit the development of a deeper and more archane worldview, 
one whose very frame reinvigorates the greatly advanced and highly desirable biodynamic technologies of 
our central thesis. Patent Texts such as these should therefore be closely examined. Assimilated and 
pondered from a distance, they are sure to produce serial and graphic mind elevations in their devotee. 

Tbis Patent Collection is divided into two basic categories: weapons and communications systems. The 
first group shows the progressive developmental trends in Coherent Beamray Weaponry. The latter group 
is devoted to Communications Systems, subdivided into three subgroups: modulators, detectors, ?fild 
systems. The deeper details of each technology apprises the avid student of facts formerly withheld from 
university lecture halls and scholarly texts. For those whose passion it is to learn more of the mysterious 
phenomena which flood our world, such a study cannot be underestimated. While bureaucrats fear the 
loss of geopolitical control through the absolute ownership of such knowledge, access to the detailed 
information will stimulate a cataclysmic avalanche of new developments. One does not quench the flow of 
knowledge, while giving lipservice and vainglory to a now vague and ambiguous "liberty" in the selfsame 
breath. 

It must be made clear that these patents by no means represent the whole fund of relevant declassified 
resources. This collection is but a small representative of the vast reservoir which awaits the thorough 
researcher. This tome began as the result of an accidental find. It was not originally the result of methodic 
and rigorous patent searches. Indeed, one finds the greater amount of highly revelatory Patents when 
conducting "random" searches. Seeking the microfilm cassettes of a particular time period aids greatly in 
this aspect of the search process. In this method, one often finds very well hidden patents in which astound
ing technologies lay quietly forgotten. We may trust that a principle of incomplete "truth in disclosure" is 
in force throughout the Patent Archives. But this incomplete status is not bureaucratic in origin. The filing 
of patents by megalithic competitors is predicated on financial weight alone. Issues of national security and 
high classification status is secondary to legal priority. "What items fall through this priority sieve become 



free issues of the intellectual domain. 
One reads through these patents not without some shock, the sheer arrogance of each applicant perme

ates the too banal and routine descriptions of the deadly designs. After reading several score such patents, 
one very naturally questions the motive, the urge which prompts these researchers to proclaim their in
volvement in death-a.irned technology. What is the "modus operandi" which pro~pts these technologically 
adepts to so fearlessly reveal the_ir secrets before a cloakec;l assembly of international espions? One would 
think that greater discretion would be the poise, weater patriotism, far more conservative dignity at the 
very least. Ah, but no. We find quite the contrary. The pride, the pomp, and insensitivity in devising 
weapons to destroy people does not prevent them from openly and unabashedly declaring the effective
ness of these infernal tools. It is just because of this garish and gauche display of human folly, that one is led 
to question both the motives and purposes of those who do so. It is important for us to analyze and discuss 
the drive which leads supposedly classified researchers to publicly register a patent for some secret technol
ogy. IT a device or utility is so very classified, why would any corporate structure actually make such a full 
disclosure; and by .. that act, risk theft at the hands of one's enemies? 

At one time in our national history, it may not have been absolutely necessary for the citizen to become 
aware of military weaponry. With the inception of radiation weaponry however, and its potential use in 
oligarchy-directed "foreign operations", one is pressed to discover as much as possible. In addition, those 
who speak out in these matters have been characterized as "national security threats" by those who claim 
to preserve and protect freedom of speech. Knowledge, information, and its free exchange is not the 
foundation on which democratic republics are defined. The pillar on which democratic republics are 
based is freedom of speech without fear of bureaucratic reprisals, a condition which has not yet found its 
fulfillment. The total suppression of select individuals by bureaucrats is an indication of the modem bu
reaucratic attitude, a redefinition of democratic free speech. Knowledge is now feared. The potency con
tained in such a thesaurus of knowledge is much feared as a social catalyst of revolutionary proportions. 

This Study Companion is intended to serve as a skeletal structure withiri which equally motivated 
students may easily launch forth into new patent searches. Let this text then be a branch in the large forest 
which has been recently uncovered. It is important to comprehend the implications of a govemment
provided patent search, there being no way to ascertain the thoroughness of such "given" patent registra
tions. The recent openness in Patent Archival reference is indicative not of a new bureaucratic spirit, one 
designed to stimulate the citizen toward new patriotic ideals. It is indicative of a completed project wherein 
all of the high priority classifications have been securely bound, while the once of secret, now-obsolescent 
technology has been relinquished. The filing and subsequent disclosure of highly classified patents already 
predicates the obsolescence of that which is disclosed. The present volume is the representation of already 
surpassed technologies. A discussion of the deeper implications inherent in these systems will form a 
running thematic commentary. 
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CO:MMENTARYSECTIONl 

A SHORT HISTORY OF PENETRATING RADIANT ENERGY 

1.1 ANCIENTRAYS 

The main theme of this declassified patents section deals with various applications of a superior Radia
tion Technology, one whose very existence has not been suspected by the greater portion of the science 
community. While the fundamental theory of these systems could have been anticipated long ago, the 
issue has never been addressed in public forum. Except for a sudden insight received, during the course of 
research on submarine communications systems, I myself would never have ventured the supposition. 
Searching through the records revealed a flood of Radiation Technology patents, most having only very 
recently been declassified. The declassified status is affirmed by noting the awkward addition of dates on 
the patent headings. In addition, one notices that the presentation format of numerous such patents have 
been considerably altered; evidence that the design in question has been in bureau-interior litigation. 

There is much to mention in regards to the bureaucratic process, where classified technologies become 
declassified, but we must first consider the sundry aspects of the technology itself before reaching conclu
sions related to these more geopolitical protocols. Please know then, that these patents do not represent the 
entire available fund. The retrieval of those innumerable others will require the motivations of your quest 
toward deeper understanding. In this emphasis then, each one of these patents has carefully been selected. 
Each is a specific representative, a chapter heading of an otheIWise progressively long list of thematically 
variant developments. 

The mythology and true history of beamray technology properly begins with the Egyptians, whose 
awareness of vitalistic solar energies prompted a pagan devotion to "Ra" the sun-god. The Egyptian mas
tery of natural phenomena enabled their marvelous achievements in numerous disciplines, not the least of 
which had to do with commtinications technology. Historians have great difficulty otherwise understand
ing how such large ancient empires were able to so long survive as singular organisms. Mounted on natural 
plateaus and mountainous peaks, large diameter and highly maneuverable silver discs effected the. ex
change of meaningful messages, and helps modem minds to rationalize and comprehend the large joined 
kingdoms. Available solar light supplied the necessary illumination by day, while sulphurated oil jets 
provided the brilliant light required to achieve and maintain nocturnal signalling. Egyptian mirror signal
ling techniques gave the ability to routinely transmit flashing light code across thousands of empire miles. 
This technology was deployed to produce other ancient world wonders. The lighthouse at Pharos (built 
300 BC) provided its powerful beacons of light until an earthquake destroyed it in the 13th Century. Other, 
much smaller ancient lighthouses employed the same light concentrating power of the large polished silver 
discs, projecting powerful beams to twenty or more sea miles. 

On behalf of the Athenian city state, Archimedes of Syracusa (247 BC) applied the Egyptian mirror 
technology to warfare. It was Archimedes, archetypal inventor, in whose control the living solar energies 
were wrangled into death-rays. His discovery of the parabola led to the development of superior concave 
mirrors, a means for the powerful concentration of solar energy. Archimedes represents the consciousness 
which demystifies Nature for the express purpose of effecting and extending human will. According to the 
legends, Archimedes enabled Athenian soldiers to concentrate enormous quantities of sunlight upon any 
prospective threat to the welfare and peace of the City. The simultaneous focussing of his multiple large 
diameter mirrors caused the instantaneous combustion of both enemy sailing ships and encroaching armies 
alike. Roman forces conquered the Athenian city state by planning their assault along directions which 



frustrated the weaponry of Archimedes. Roman armies later appropriated this means to maintain battle
field communications, small tripod-mounted mirrors affording ;;i. compact and portable communications 
system. The use of mirrors in both communications and surveying applications followed western society 
through the time when the Templars ruled Europe. The Templars used mirrors for pwposes of geomantic 
surveying and secret signalling operations between castles and cathedrals. 

The Age of Discovery found mirrored communications systems absolutely vital for exchanging mes
sages between and among distant ships and ports. 1bis art remained essentially unchanged for centuries. 
The Eighteenth Century reemergence of portable Roman heliographs gives testimony to the fact that lost 
ideas remain. Until the Nineteenth Century advent of electrical science, beamray communications tech
niques largely relied on natural sources of light and flammable media. Lighthouses were vastly improved 
~th the discovery of various illuminating gases, such as acetylene. The rapid development of inventions 
designed to best utilize these chemical illuminants gained popularity in the international maritime enter
prises. Lighthous~s_ and shipboard signalling systems employing acetylene and coal gas became part of the 
routine oceangoing repertoire. 

The revolutionary developments in electrical science provoked an enormous technological flood, whose 
effects are yet resounding throughout the industrial world. The discovery of electroincandescent and 
phosphorescent phenomena became a primary focus for the invention of both illuminating and signalling 
systems. Systems for the powerful production of light and lightbeams fill the Patent Archive. The discovery 
of various electroradiant phenomena engaged the development of radio-ray and radio-wave technologies, 
developments which brought forth an awareness of invisible and insensate energies. It was within this 
awareness that new laboratory apparatus began releasing, modulating, and transforming energies of in
credible potential. 

1.2 RADIANT MATTER 

Electrostatically induced luminescence was observed when a mercury-filled Torricelli Barometer was 
accidentally shaken, the vacuum space giving an eerie blue-green light (1630). Otto Guericke observed 
luminosity in low pressure "glass eggs" when electrostatic charge was applied to them (1633). Edward 
Naime, a foreign member of the American Philosophical Society, observed electroluminous stratificati_ons 
in low pressure cylindrical vessels (1711). Abbe Nollet demonstrated the effect of human contact on 
electroluminescent glass eggs ( 17 4 7). Heinrich Winkler developed luminous displays when electrostatic 
charge was applied to bent low pressure glass tubes ( 17 44). 

Michael Faraday observed that the high voltage brush discharge from an influence machine actually 
produced chemical changes at a great distance from his high voltage terrain~ (1837). He took this to 
represent the extensive "dark discharge" which was propelled to the far surrounding space: evidence of 
energetic broadcast effects. Heinrich Geissler had invented certain improved vacuum pumps to achieve 
better conditions of low pressure than those obtained by Faraday (1845). Dr. Julius Plucker engaged 
Geissler to seal platinum electrodes in glass globes for the expressed purpose of studying electrical dis
charges (1847). Geissler independently discovered that low pressure gas tubes could be raised to phospho
rescence by frictive rubbing, the addition of mercury greatly intensifying the effect. 

Baron van Reichenbach asserted that highly stressed materials (magnets, mineral crystals, chemicals, 
metals, and plants) were focal points of a universal energy which he termed "Od light". Baron Karl von 
Reichenbach and his neurosensitives (1850) observed the strange and similar multi.spectral phosphores
cence of magnets, crystals, chemicals, and pure elements in special darkrooms. He observed the large
volume rainbow displays of light which surrounded electrostatic charges; displays which greatly exceeded 
those lights normally associated with electrical action. In addition, Baron von Reichenbach found that 



magnets extended a strong rainbow phosphorescence when poised in evacuated containers. He observed 
that the luminous colors actually grew in strength and volume with increasing vacuum. This he took as 
proof that the wavering rainbow colorations of auroral phenomena were produced by high aerial magnetic 
discharges of Od Light. Od Light was also present in solar, lunar, planetary, and stellar light; a. component 
not recognized without certain filtrations and separations. Baron von Reichenbach was aware that these 
Od Light energies most strongly affected the viscera and emotive portions of human experience, and 
routinely proved these effects in several thousand experiments. 

Geissler (1858) later prepared a great variety of wonderful low pressure gaseous electrical discharge 
tubes, some containing varied gaseous mixtures as well as electroluminescent chemical coatings. The 
more elaborate Geissler Tubes approached greater vacuum states, exposing chemically saturated lace, 
flowers, and chemically coated metallic patterns to high voltage electrical discharge. Inexpensive enough 
to be purchased as amusements, these phosphorescent displays provided an accessible public source of 
wonder. This proliferation stimulated and deeply impressed Victorian society with the sense that humanity 
had discovered some fundamental world mystery.Johann Hittorf (1868) produced more highly evacuated 
Geissler Tubes, observing that the stronger fluorescence of Geissler Tubes actually emanated from the 
cathode terminal. In this simple observation, Hittorf thus discovered the strange lighilike "cathodic rays". 

Sir William Crookes (1875) undertook his detailed, methodic, and now classic investigation in order to 
test the Od-Light theory on electrostatic charge in high vacuum. According to theory, vacuum represented 
infinite resistance to the· actual flow of charge. Sir William therefore expected that a rai.Ilbow display would 
flood the tube from end to end, just as Baron von Reichenbach described had been observed in open air. 

A series of marvelous electrical discharge globes were produced. Within these relatively high vacuum 
were seen smokey blue fluidic threads, which continuously wavered and intertwined. Sir William . per
ceived how the behavior of these Od Light threads might have been influenced from an outside agency, 
movements highly suggestive of external control. Seeking access to the deepest vacuum states available, 
states which greatly exceeded the vacuum of all previous apparatus, Sir William began observing strange 
phenomena which had never before been viewed. The progressive extension of a strange black cathodic 
radiance was observed with increasing stages of evacuation, a presence which forced the luminous gas 
toward the aribde. Crookes greatly wished to know the exact composition of this black radiance, and why 
it was able to drive off the luminosity in his tubes toward the anode. 

At certain critical vacuum stages, Crookes could see wavering threads of black radiance merging ':Vith 
luminous threads of the anode; a very defined organic nature being revealed. He suggested that these 
fluttering, thready emanations were highly purified Od Light phenomena, made stronger than the ordi
nary electrical discharges by the evacuation process. This black radiant space seemed to drive_ the remain
ing luminescent gas out of the vessel with excessive evacuations, finally flooding the entire globe. At 
highest stages of evacuation, the entire glass globe fluoresced with an apple green color. The spreading 
black radiant glow was believed by Sir William to be a pure Od energy, one which actually preceded the 
appearance of Od Light phenomena. He strongly believed that this was strange evidence of space-distrib
uted "ectoplasm", a space-filling living energy had been both purified and fractioned into clarified view. 
Within his high vacuum globes, Crookes believed that he had effectively contacted the world of spirit: a 
portal of access into the aetherial, unearthly world. 

His views concerning the metaphysical currents flowing through his globes were never accepted by the 
Royal Society. To appease their inert view of the world, Crookes introduced dialogue on the material 
nature of cathodic rays. These, he stated, were streams of ultragaseous particles which moved through 
evacuated vessels at extreme velocities. Crookes designed several tubes by which the internal flow of black 
cathodic energy could be bent, and made to impact the walls. This quantitative analysis attracted the 
attentions of his Society fellows, a study which later produced a regime of beamray apparatus and particle 
accelerators. He reported the observation of a mysterious and penetrating heat, which flowed from the 



black radiant space beyond the blunted wans of his modified study tubes. These were effects which could 
be felt at quite a distance. Indeed, glass at these blunted ends seemed to pressured, even to the melting 
point 

Crookes also observed strange phenomena which actually revealed the unity between phenomena 
taking place within his globes and those anomalies which now took place throµgbout his laboratory. Sir 
William observed electro-phosphorescent action both inside and outside his globes. The black radiant 
stream made chemicals and minerals glow. Many cited the possibility that the tubes were projecting a 
chemically active radiance in the deep ultraviolet spectrum. Nevertheless, Sir William could not account 
for the continual fogging of photographic plates which he had stored in special dark cabinets. Each experi
ment with the discharge tubes ruined his sensitive plates. Crookes delivered a discourse before the Royal 
Society on these phenomena, his famed "Matter in The Fourth State" (1879). But in keeping with his 
qualitative foundations, Crookes later described a visionary system of communications by which such 
globes and their rays could be utilized to_ signal through great distances (1890). Here we find the first 
recorded instance in which such a system is both described and afforded the possibility of construction. 

1.3 DARKRAYS 

Discovered throughout the Nineteenth Century, several varieties of various "dark radiant energies" 
were continually chronicled. These made their appearance in several distinctly different circumstances. 
Certain remarkable spectroscopic anomalies were discovered by Fox Talbot (1840). Talbot discovered 
light spectra, in which the usual low refraction of red and high refraction of violet colors, were actually 
reversed. Le Roux (1860) corroborated this discovery, finding the light-absorbing character of iodine 
vapor capable of effecting the same strange refractive reversal. De Klerker (1879) found·that certain rays 
were not refracted at all in passage through similarly absorptive vapors. Such anomalously dispersed light 
rays were also found possessed of a material-penetrating ability not previously recognized. A hollow quartz 
prism was filled with fuchsine _solution,. and exposed to brilliant sunlight Photosensitive plates, though well 
covered by a pasteboard cover, were fogged after exposure to the peculiar radiance. Plates, in a light-tight 
box, were covered by thick white blotting paper and other substances. Exposed to the dispersed rays, the 
plates were repeatedly fogged (Hodges). This demonstrated that anomalous dispersed violet rays have 
power to penetrate paper, leather, wood, and thick black cloth: evidence of unrecognized solar radia.llce. 

To his already monumental discoveries, Baron von Reichenbach added a final triumph of his Od 
Theory. By successfully producing a remarkable series of photographic exposures, he demonstrated hard 
evidence for the existence of Odyllic Energy. Such exposures poised magnets and large crystals several 
inches from photographic plates, a very large focussing lens or concave mirror often being used to intensify 
the strange eternal light. It was found· that Od Light required no lenses, their smokey projections passing 
from source to plate through tiny pinholes. These photographic methods set the stage for all of the succes
sive discoveries made in subsequent years of the Nineteenth Century. Reichenbach produced true aura 
photographs, images of plants and human hands made with no other than their natural Od Light. These 
photographic exposures were later reproduced by Dr. Albert Abrams. Following the work of Kilner, a 
certain Parisian, Dr. Luys, used photosensitizing baths of hydro-quinone in order to produce aura photo
graphs from the bodies of his patients. His discovery revealed the absence of strong auric emanations from 
paralyzed portions of the body. 

In testimony to the assertions of Reichenbach, some experimenters used ordinary permanent magnets 
and successfully reproduced the clear images of objects (MacKay). Varying the original experiments, 
photographic plates were wrapped with strips of different metals in thick masking papers. Placed with a 
necessary gap, a fine order adjustment of millimetres, very ordinary permanent magnets produced a 



remarkable series of "magnetographs" (Mace). In vacuum, these effects were corroborated by several 
other investigators (W artmann, Hunt, Remsen). These energetic displays were produced by no other 
e~ergetic catalysts but the magnets themselves. The use of dynamic energy in producing photographic 
images produced a new series of phenomena. 

Professor Anthony discovered the penetrating power of sparks, perforating glass plates with high voltage 
discharges (1872). Scientific investigators had successfully produced very mysterious photographs, 
"skiagraphs", or "shadowgraphs" as they were then called. Electroshock images were routinely developed 
by Riess, Lichtenberg, Lullin, Fage, Sanford, McClelland, Piltchikoff, Duncan, Karsten, Nipher, and MacKay. 
These electrophotographs, sometimes referred to as "inductoscripts", were made in various configurations 
by which static shocks were applied to fine lycopodium dust, sulfur, diatomaceous earth, chemical gels, 
and photographic emulsions. The shock emanations from these electrostatic discharges passed through 
fairly thick close-contact layers of different substances, evidencing that many of their formations were due 
to anomalous ra)dc emanations. De La Rue produced electrophotographs across a space, the sputtered 
images forming within a well sealed container. Other investigators began producing photographs of well 
shielded objects by exposing them to the action of well distanced electrostatic machines. These long 
distance electrostatic photographs were produced by Case, Duncan, Dolbear, and Morton. The exposure 
of photographic plates to arclight energies produced a rare series of researches by Rittenhouse, Hart, 
Dolbear, and Tesla. 

Several later researchers proved that sunlight contains penetrating energies, components capable of 
passing directly through layers of metal and thick organic multilayers. Repeated tests proved that unknown 
solar emissions were capable of rendering clear images in photosensitive plates. Solarigraphs were taken 
by Hammer, Morton, Rittenhouse, Schmidt, Case, Robertson, Kerr, G. Thompson, and Tesla. Zeugen 
produced remarkable night photographs of Mt. Blanc, some having suggested these to have been illumi
nated by "natural deep ultraviolet light". Dr. Gustav. Le Bon discovered that_ heavily shielded oil lamps 
could produce incredibly detailed in equally shielded photographic plates, an anomaly. Dr. Le Bon em
ployed special chemical emulsions to produce equally strange images of outer gardens, taken right through 
thick laboratory walls by a mysterious space radiance. In reiterations of the Reichenbach Od Light thesis, 
Dr. Le Bon stated that a continual radiance from space illuminated all matter. These mysterious photo
graphs, which yet defy our present understanding, revealed that a cosmic illuminant passed through matter 
as if it were transparent. Dr. Le Bon continued his researches in this realm, proving the existence of strange 
matter-dissolving agencies in strongly focussed sunlight. · 

Others discovered a world of radiant emanations in the world of biology, where plants were found 
completely radiant in certain unexpected spectra. Vegetative emanations were termed "Tithonic Rays"· by 
Dr.J. Draper (1841), who found it possible to develop photographic prints by exposing shielded plates to 
evergreen branches. The later work of Gw.witsch successfully explored this regime of vegetative energies, 
this work corroborating that of Draper, who found that such energies best passed through quartz glass 
before penetrating the shielding of photoplates. A fascination with rays and their penetrating power soon 
gripped the scientific world. In proof of the objective existence of the "dark rays", researchers began 
exposing heavily shielded photographic emulsions to various agencies, each of whom discovered a new 
and unexpected species of anomalous light. 

The careful examination of these historical transcripts offers the devoted student insight into the vast 
reservoir of yet misunderstood world energies. The manner in which the plates were shielded (whether in 

lead, tin, or thick organic layers) makes it quite clear that the greater portion of such "mystery light" 
emanations were neither infrared nor ultraviolet energies. They therefore remain worthy of modern reex
amination. These accounts are important in our development on beamray technology because they 
chronicle the vast reservoir of natural energies which had been discovered and forgotten: energies which 
yet may offer humanity a wondrous new avenue into deeper mysteries of the biodynamic world. 



1.4 NIK.OLA TESLA 

Any discussion of Radiant Energy Technology necessarily begins with Dr. Nikola Tesla, whose legend
ary work on rays and beamrays formed the early and most formative origins of all subsequent radiation 
devices. It is imperative that we review his discoveries, since the forgotten fund--of Teslian Science offers 
humanity the most clarified coni.dor toward achieving most of the modem technological quests. Teslian 
technology actually secured a wide range of potentials now thought impossible with real technology. In 
fact, the Teslian methods could yet obtain the means by which most technologically produced environ
mental hazards may be entirely eliminated. 

In a single accidental find, Tesla secured the means by which a completely distinct kind of energy could 
be channelled. The phenomena accompanying this distinct energy have yet to be reproduced in the main. 
Those methods by which· Tesla achieved his famed phenomena, conventionally impossible effects which 
he consistently demonstrated for a great many qualified observers, have not been viewed as special and 
distinct by contemporary research groups. Those who believe themselves in possession of better technolo
gies have not been successful in reproducing the distinctively penetrating Teslian effects, those which 
render no harm to society when released. The attainment of more potent radiant effects than those achieved 
through Teslian methods has apparently never been successful. Researchers who sought interpretation of 
his achievements through particle beam systems found themselves engaged with lethal forces requiring 
excessive radiation shields. 

The discoveries of Tesla properly begin after his development of Polyphase Technology. Tesla discov
ered a radiant electroshock phenomenon, the study of which eventually compelled him to abandon alter
nating current technology altogether. Tesla discovered this effect while performing experiments on vio
lently disruptive capacitor discharges. The radiant electroshock phenomenon demonstrated the instant 
development of sensible shock and pressure effects at great distances from the. apparatus. Its effects could 
be sensed right through copper plates, an. obvious violation of simple electrodynamic laws. When wires 
were connected to his discharge device. and _immersed in oil baths, Tesla found that the focussed pressure 
effect could produce strong gaseous fountains . .Tesla concluded that the effect was a new electrostatic 
force, and immediately set about studying its. aspects to the exclusion of all other research. 

In its strongest manifestation, Tesla generated and used only explosive impulses. Explosive, unidirec
tional capacitor sparks held the secret. Tesla sought means for producing steady successions of these 
explosive spark discharges, a means by which a sustained radiant effect could be secured. The very fact 
that these "electrified soundwaves" could sting human beings at a distance indicated the powerful radiant 
emission of electrical power from his apparatus. Tesla conceived and demonstrated a small system for the 
radiant distribution of electrical power, one which would supplant his own wired Polyphase System. 

1.5 PULSATIONS 

His problems were manifold: how to reduce the potentially lethal stinging shocks, and how to raise the 
intensity of the radiant shock power. Critical to the manifestation of this effect was the unidirectional 
discharge, a condition requiring specific resistance-capacitance relationships. Only properly configured 
discharge systems would produce the electroradiant effect. Through a revealing series of experiments, 
Tesla found that the radiant shock effect contained lightlike rays which were projected from the spark core. 
While spark intensity was the critical factor in projecting sufficient power from his apparatus, Tesla discov
ered that the duration of each spark pulse produced different kinds of distant effects. His development of 
various mechanical switches gave him certain control over the pulsation brevity. When the spark pulsa
tions were shorter than 50 microseconds, the stinging pain disappeared. Tesla then devised a magnetic arc 



disrupter, one which used the thrusting force of a strong magnetic field to pulse an explosive DC arc 
discharge. By adjusting the magnetic intensity of the gap and the electrical capacity of the primary circuit, 
Tesla was able to selectively modify the duration of each discharge. 

Tesla discovered that the lightlike rays projecting from his magnetic disrupter were capable of produc
ing strange and distinct effects on human sensation and matter, a spectrum of rayic effects never before 
observed. Decreased impulse duration produced pressure effects, penetrating heat, room luminescence, 
and cool breezes. But another observation stimulated Tesla to greater realizations, those which lead to the 
ce~ter of our discussion. The powerful magnetic field of this disrupter visibly thrust the bright blue arc 
completely out of the spark channel. . .its intended function. But Tesla observed a brilliant white fl.uidic 
stream which continued flowing between the poles, completely uninfluenced by the magnetism. Tiris white 
stream of light was not merely composed of high thermal electrons, otherwise it would have been more 
powerfully thrust out of the discharge. Throbbing and pulsating in rhythm with the disrupted arc, this 
luminous white sb:eam was responsible for all of the strange effects which he had been observing. A new 
current species had been fractioned and isolated. Tesla had discovered an entirely different species of 
energetic current, one which required the explosively violent electrical discharge for its stimulation. Tesla 
devised several special fractioning apparatus in order to separate this white luminous current from the 
commonly known electrical current. Indeed this bright white fluidic energy is that upon which Tesla relied 
for the production of all his legendary effects, a fact which has eluded and baffled researchers since his first 
announcements. 

Tesla demonstrated the two distinct currents present in explosive sparks through several demonstra
tions. These each cleverly showed the distinc,:tion between electron currents and white currents. In one 
experiment, Tesla used a heavy "U" shaped bar across which several carbon filament lamps were con
nected. Stimulated by the aetheric currents of his Transformers, the copper bar became hot with electron 
currents, while the lamps became brilliant with a cold whiteness. His development of special white current 
Transformers :provoked the intensification of projected rays beyond all expectations. These Transformers 
raised electrostatic tensions beyond all_ commonly accepted values, manifesting a strange non-magnetic 
induction phenomenon which surprisingly few could accept. The radiant streams, over which Tesla held 
strict priority {'·were electrically neutral and did not respond to magnetic fields. Tesla found that white 
currents fluidically wriggled over the surface of smooth, single layer coils. He was unable to measure an 
amperage on the coil itself, while developing electrostatic tensions exceeding several million volts. . 

White currents-were absolutely hannless in passage through the human body, while handheld metal 
bars simply vaporized. The passage of the white currents through metals obviously produced charges, 
while passage through carbonaceous matter apparently did not. The fact that white current passage through 
certain metals produced electrostatic charge was a phenomenon which formed the very basis of his Broad
cast Power System. His numerous experimental evidences were seldom comprehended, the dual current 
species not having been adequately comprehended or appreciated by most of the academic community. 
All except Crookes and a few German researchers. 

1.6 RADIANT ENERGY 

Produced by purified streams of the mysterious white currents, Tesla transformers became true Trans
mitters of the radiant force. Giving homage to his mentor, Sir William Crookes, Tesla termed these trans
missions "Radiant Energy" broadcasts. Most engineers imagine incorrectly that this "transmission mode" 
required the agency of a long antenna. In other words, they view the Tesla transformer as a generator of 
harmonically alternating high frequency current. They are wrong. True Tesla Transformers are pulse 
transformers. Furthermore, they do not pulsate with electrical energy, they pulsate with white currents. The 



radiant shocks pulse outward into space like successive shells of light, penetrating rays which require a 
simple ball antenna for efficient transmission. The rays can project outward from the large spherical 
terminals and powerlully produced a flood of electrostatic charges on contact with metals, a phenomenon 
which had previously been observed and misunderstood by Elihu Thompson in 1872. 

Surmounted with copper spheres of specific volume, the Transmitters produ~~q. white flriidic near-zone 
discharges, and far-zone electrostatic power effects. Tbis discharge brilliance was a condition which Tesla 
greatly wished to suppress. Besides focussing the radiant energy from a truly spherical distribution through
out surrounding space, the discharge streamers actually dampened the effectively transmitted power. Dis
charge streamers were not desired by Tesla, representing power drainage at the· source. Even at this early 
stage in development, and despite the dampening effect of random streamers, numerous anomalies began 
to be noticed. Using Geissler Tubes in place of incandescent lamps, Tesla calculated that far more power 
was appearing at a distance than was actually supplied to the Transmitter. 

Yes, Tesla found that the flow of power to the distant appliances often exceeded that which he was 
supplying from fus high pressure terminals, an impossible condition. He was able to provide more than 
enough energy at a distance to bring specially designed motors and lamps to full operational performance. 
This feat was especially easy to accomplish when the Transmitters were grounded. Indeed, Tesla found 
that the Radiant Energy Transmitters were not propelling charge through space at all. Tesla observed that 
the radiant energy was producing charges only when impacting metal objects. Whatever this mysterious 
force brought through space, its principle essence was not electrical. This strange and penetrating radiance 
produced charges only on contact. Tesla very gradually comprehended that the radiant energy was simply 
stimulating a much larger atmosphere of energy, one resident throughout space. The white currents which 
he had generated, separated, and intensified held the secret. 

Tesla showed that white currents could pass through most matter unhindered. White currents were · 
believed by Tesla to be currents of an ultragaseous species, an aetheric g~ which was discussed by 
Crookes and predicted by Dmitri Mendeleev. Mendeleev described the aetheric atmosphere as consisting 
~f several distinct elements, noble gases very much lighter than hydrogen which flooded all of space. Tesla 
considered that the tluidic stream, which had successfully been fractioned from the violent chaos of his 
magnetic disrupter, was a purified .stream of Aether Gas. He had intimated this in his very first publication 
on the electroradiant phenomenon, refening to the effect as taking place "entirely in the ambient me
dium". Composed of particles very much smaller than electrons themselves, this white aetheric current 
produced characteristic phenomena completely unlike those familiar to electrical science. The Tesla Trans
former was like no other apparatus, producing a stream of throbbing non-electric aether currents. Tesla 
could skew the polarities of his Transformers, causing the aether currents to move outward from the high 
tension terminal ... or inward, from all directions in space. This latter feature greatly intrigued Tesla, who 
recognized the space-permeating nature of the aetheric atmosphere. 

The aetheric atmosphere filled all space. Therefore energetic stimulations were sufficient to set this 
atmosphere in motion. Aether evidenced a momentum unlike that observed when matter was set in 
motion. Aether required only a window through which to move. Thereafter, its own pressure would 
sustain the stream.momentum. Tesla realized that his Transmitters were stimulating the very aether, setting 
in motion enormous potentials at a great distance. Aether engines! He designed a special transmitter for 
the expressed purpose of setting aether from space into motion, the magnifying transmitter. 

Depending on the impulse rate and the material composition of insulators, white currents were found 
able to pass through electrical insulators. Here was evidence of their fundamental superiority as energetic 
species. Aether currents never passed through metal conductors without producing significant electrostatic 
charges, these appearing most powerfully at his Transmitter terminals. The high tension was produced not 
by the aether currents, but by the rapid accumulation of electrostatic charge. The density of metal resis
tances always resulted in the dramatic and rapid concentration of electrostatic charge, a process which 



choked aetheric currents. Tesla observed this reciprocation, realizing that this had cloaked the existence of 
aether currents since the very discovery of electrical charge. Aether currents never tunneled into and 
through metals. Aether currents fluidically flowed around metals. Here was a progressive lesson which led 
to the new technology which Tesia finally perfected. The mere passage of aetheric current necessarily 
inf erred energetic mechanical bombardment of the conductive medium. Metals- represented a special 
class of .elements which offered in.ore resistance to the passage of aetheric gas. Aetheric bombardment of 
metals resulted in charge formation. While metals were best able to conduct electrical charge, they would 
not conduct aether streams. 

These dynamics were recognized in his Transmitters, the insidious source of certain efficiency losses in 
transformation. The very metal of his Transmitters provided an effectively dense target for an aetheric 
bombardment effect to take place. This bombardment converted back some of the aetheric radiance into 
charges in the very moment of transformation, a discharge of brilliant white streamers. These streamers 
contained deadly_ components, electrostatic charges of unexpected potential. Sometimes lethal sparks 
often were unexpectedly discharged into the surrounding space, and were responsible for the near-tragic 
accident which occurred early in this research. Tesla replaced the copper ball antennas with low pressure 
gas-filled bulbs, finding that these safely projected aetheric radiant energy with far greater purity and 
efficiency. In this method, the deadly spark hazard was largely eliminated. The use of these gas-filled 
globes promoted the development of a new regime of technology, that which leads directly into our central 
discussion topic. 

1.7 VERY SPECIAL RADIATION 

Most Tesla students find this period of his research to be somewhat separate and radically different from 
that which engaged the development of wireless power broadcast systems and of geophysically coupled 
broadcast stations. But this is a misconception, brought about by lack of information. Tesla accidentally 
discovered that vacuum tubes could actually extend the efficacy of his Wireless Power Broadcast System in 
a most remarkable and unexpected manner. 

The accidental production of several bizarre shadowgraphs occurred in the Tesla Research Laboratory 
at 33-35 South Fifth Avenue. The year was 1894. While using his gas-filled globes as photographic illumina
tors, strange prints convinced the photographer (Edward R. Hewitt) that something was awrf The peculiar 
characteristic of these gaseous lamps produced portraits which included the internal mechanism of the 
camera in use. Tesla recognized that the aetheric currents had achiev~d a potent degree of penetration 
after passage through the gas filled globes. The strange transparency of ordinarily obstructive material 
captivated Tesla, the dim portrait of his friends appearing among clockwork gears and lens casings. Tesla 
had not seen this effect with copper b~ antennas. Tesla eventually replaced the gaseous bulb terminals 
with high vacuum carbon button lamps, having found that these conveyed aetheric force effects with 
greater purity and far less hazard. It was in conjunction with the implementation of these vacuum tubes that 
Tesla made his sec·ond greatest discovery, that which we will now detail. 

His experiments with carbon button vacuum lamps revealed that a remarkable increase in the intensity 
of broadcast power was being effected. The rapidly pulsating flashes of energy could pass through walls 
unhindered. 

Tesla found it a simple matter to broadcast both coded and vocalized signals on this far-spreading 
radiant emission. He experimented with the transfer of images through the radiant streams, a strange 
"magick lantern" system capable of projecting whole images through walls. Phosphorescent screens re
trieved the images however distant. The discovery of fundamental phenomena eradicating the excesses of 
technical manipulations, the Teslian form of television required no scanning systems whatsoever. This 



scheme was later revealed as a means for illuminating deeply submerged vessels of war. The Teslian 
submarine detector has always been misinterpreted as a primitive radar system. 

Tesla began a new study of. the white currents and their ability to powerfully project from a single 
electrode immersed in hard vacuum. A new investigation now sought the exact nature of the aetheric 
current, its composiij.on, particle size, and other rare characteristics now revealeq. 'Jlle use of the vacuum 
tube as a conduit for his pulsating aetheric currents truly revealed new and unexpected attributes. Recog
nizing the ultragaseous stream which now flowed in powerful beams from his vacuum tubes, Tesla began 
performing a great number of tests to find how to better purify the radiant streams. Tesla discovered that 
the aethertc currents lost their brilliant white colorations when applied to high vacuum discharge tubes. 
Instead, a powerful black radiance flooded both the vacuum globe and then the entire laboratory space. In 
this intensified condition, one which greatly resembled conditions in interstellar space, Tesla learned more 
concerning the power of these aethertc currents than in all of his previous years of research. 
. Along with this clarified visual effect came certain defined sensations. When properly activated, these 
vacuum tube antennas produced strong elevations of physiological, emotive, and mental vitality. Tesla 
became obsessed with the notion that consciousness could be raised by such means. ~tis strongly believed 
that Tesla prtmarily designed his W ardenclyff e System to achieve a world wide transformation of these 
human parameters. A World Broadcast of such energetic influence would dramatically increase "human 
energy" on a social scale ("human energy" is a phrase ortginally coined by Albert Abrams in 1902, and 
refers to the human aura). A new mode of conveying energetic conditions now promised magnificent 
benefits for humanity. "Very Special Radiation" was the collective term which he gave to this new class of 
phenomena. 

1.8 DUALlTY 

Sir William Crookes first termed the cathode rays and their ancillary energies as "radiant matter". The 
title could not have been more succinct. Ejected into a hard vacuum, from the very metal of a negatively 
charged surface, particles of vanishingly small mass became radiant projectiles. Launched along straight 
ray lines, such radiant matter represent~d a defined approach to the very condition of space itself. Radiant 
matter was some final nearly massless step before the vacuum state was reached. It was here that Tesla 
focussed all of his attentions, for in the comprehension of these concepts, one could develop a superlative 
energy technology capable of utilizing and manipulating the ultimate constituents of space. 

The work of Sir William Crookes brought forth much scientific fruit in the haunts of expertmenters 
everywhere. Crookes remained the loyal and trusted mentor of Nikola Tesla until the passing away of the 
elder. Tesla forever regarded Crookes as the greatest living scientist, the very one whose work in "radiant 
matter" research led him to his own scientific devotions. Tesla continued publishing his findings through
out the years, his column in the Electrical Engineer and other scholarly periodicals giving strong testimony 
to his ortginality in all phases of experimental process. Tesla was remarkable in his ability of arranging 
experiments. Observing and interpreting puzzling phenomena were delicate crafts of which he was clearly 
a master. Because of Faraday, Hittorf, Crookes, and Tesla, a great many expertmenters set to work on 
vacuum tube phenomena. 

By 1894, the scientific world was flowing over with discoveries concerning strange particle streams and 
rays. Each newly discovered energetic stream demonstrated the remarkable ability to penetrate matter, 
some more powerfully than others. In addition, these rays performed remarkable energetic transforma
tions in their passage through both space and matter, evidencing numerous usable interactions. The fund 
of Victorian knowledge overflowed with a succession of discoveries in these regards, each of which strongly 
suggested an entirely new technology: a radiant energy technology, which utilized the strong interactions 



produced by beamrays in order to transmit power and signals. 1bis prospect, for Tesla, was a welcomed 
advent. Tesla had been describing these phenomena for a decade of more. His impulse systems were 
generators of low impulse rays, not producers of radiowaves. Tesla believed that his Transmitters were 
producing a "slow" form of light. 

The mounting confusion in the world of physics poised its study on the nature_ of light Experimental 
evidence suggested that light could behave both as a partj,cle and as a wavelet. Tesla did not accept that 
pure visible light was anything like convoluted electromagnetic wavelets. Tesla believed that "pure light" 
was more in the nature of a particle stream. Degenerated light was a wavelet. The confusion among 
physicists could have been simply resolved by assuming that visible light was a collection of different 
energetic species. Both were produced in the sun, a conjunct stream containing particulate light and light 
wavelets: two distinct energy species. Tesla considered only the particulate component of light to be "pure 
light", the vitalizing component of sunlight. Wavelets produced all the damaging physiological attributes 
commonly associated with sunlight. 

For these reasons, Dr. Tesla did not accept the common misconception that a continuity between 
radiowaves and light existed. Since "pure particle light" differed from degenerate light wavelets, one could 
never find unity between the two differing species. Those who stated it possible to produce light from 
superhigh radiowave generators had been completely misled. The pulsing rays which Tesla Transmitters 
powerfully generated were indeed more nearly lightlike, composed of aether particles. He believed that 
the rays projected from his Transmitters were the true origins leading up the scale toward pure particle 
light. Recently these findings have been corroborated by engineer, Eric Dollard. In a brilliant series of 
experimental verifications, Mr. Dollard demonstrated the distinct quality and attributes of light produced 
through the application of Teslian pulsed aether currents. The light is brilliant, vitalizing, more in affinity 
with pure sunlight, and offers strange pressure effects in keeping with the statements made by Dr. Tesla. 
Indeed, the Teslaaether ray spectrum began with the relatively "slower" pulsations of his Transmitters, and 
led up through the particle light spectrum. Aether particles produced the ray spectrum. Tesla realized that 
the ability to.produce a differentiated stream of aether particles would lead to revolutionary technologies, 
capable of ~~hieving undreamed ideals. 

1.9 LENARD RAYS 

These conceptions of Tesla were misunderstood. Most continued believing that light had "two quali
ties". Misinterpreting the classical experimental demonstrations, they began concocting a model which 
simultaneously accepted both attributes of light. This and other theories of the time manifested an aca
demic predilection with contradiction! Careful examination of the history will reveal this trend in theoreti
cal physics, where grossly misinterpreted experiments very rapidly became hardened doctrine. Scientific 
discovery in the academies and private laboratories of the world followed equally convoluted avenues of 
pursuit. One group of investigators concentrated their efforts on discovering the nature of the inert matter 
propelled from high tension cathodes in vacuum. Another group focussed their intentions on discovertng 
the exact nature of rays produced by high energy cathode ray impact in gases and against solid targets. 

One of the principle experimenters in this regard was Philip Lenard, whose development of remarkable 
vacuum tubes earned for him the normally difficult to obtain respect of Dr. Tesla. Lenard placed a thin 
aluminum window at the opposite wall of a high vacuum discharge tube, the cathode projecting its power
fully propelled high voltage streams through the window. Lenard successfully caused cathode rays to 
escape the confines of his tube, the aluminum window becoming transparent to the flow. Serving as both 
anode and window for a remarkable energetic display, the Lenard tube projected a powerful radiant agent 
into the laboratory. With this arrangement, one which held most researchers in absolute awe, Lenard was 



able to produce the brilliant dark violet fluorescence of the very air directly in front of the window. 
The column of light was understood to be an externalized stream of cathode rays, thereafter termed 

"Lenard Rays". This beamray often extended for several feet from the anode window, a combination of 
particles and lightlike rays. Lenard Rays caused brilliant phosphorescence in a great variety of minerals, 
chemicals, and low pressure gas samples. Thin foils of various metal failed to block Lenard Rays, while 
thin quartz slices extinguished the fluorescing power of the rays completely. The -rays acted as chemical 
catalysts, exposing photographic films. Lenard studied tlie manner in which these externalized cathodic 
rays produced shadows and interference effects when caused to pass through metal geometries. He showed 
that several ray species were simultaneously present in the beams, using magnets and electrostatic fields to 
separate each. 

Lenard could not bend the cathode rays when once they had passed into air, an effect on which Tesla 
often commented. The Teslian model of radioactivity viewed all natural occurrences of radioactivity the 
result of external bombardment Radioactive matter was matter of definite density, capable of intercepting 
and absorbing the high velocity impacts of infinitesimal particles. In the Tesla model, these particles came 
from space, the chemical "Zero Series" of aetheric gases which Mendeleev had so championed. Target 
anodes represented the natural condition in miniature, an artificial arrangement illustrating similar, but not 
exact phenomena. Tesla drew much of these particle-impact models from the classic written by his mentor, 
Sir William Crookes. In "Radiant Matter", Sir William speaks much of the nature of matter and the ability 
of specific particles to pass through relatively thick plates. 

1.10 EXPOSURE 

The exposure of each metal to Lenard rays provided many experimenters with an early examination of 
atomic lattices. We have viewed the impact process as an hysteresis phenomenon, where homogeneous 
matter constricts under impact, consequently cavitating and dissolving into surrounding space. Matter is a 
repository of enormous information potentials, often termed "metaphysical". In this view, matter was not 
originally endowed with the inertia which now forms and defines our. experience. Qualitative human 
involvement with matter does not teach of atomic structure, it teaches of qualities which surpass the merely 
physical attributes. When handled, material samples give distinct impressions which extend our concepts 
of sensation and the world. 

The several hundred researchers, whose endeavors in these studies were chronicled throughout the 
scholarly journals of Europe, had long observed a great variety of invisible energy forms which they 
collectively termed "darkrays". The numerous accounts cross and recross the variant experiments by 
which investigators compared and examined the several such species. It was indeed possible to generate 
new ray species by simply employing any combination of metal cathodes or anodic targets. Besides the 
great number of photorecords which preceded the announcement of Wilhelm Roentgen, there were those 
who continually observed and reported darkray effects while operating high voltage electrical discharge 
tubes. Sir William Crookes exposed photographic plates to the action of his mysterious dark rays at a 
distance from the bombardment anode, obtaining shadowgraphs of a remarkably sharp and clear kind. 
The radiant emissions passing through the glass tube walls of his high vacuum tubes produced a series of 
photographic impressions, the first such darkray photographs having been made by Sir William Crookes. 

In 1895, the scientific and social world became stirred with the supposed first-time discovery of a new 
form of light. In perhaps the first modern instance of media-induced fame, Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen was 
propelled into history. His observation of chemical phosphorescence beyond a high vacuum discharge 
tube was not an original discovery at all. Sir William Crookes, Tesla, Lenard, and others, had previously 
reported the very same phenomena. While these first priority researchers obtained phosphorescent images 



and photographic prints of objects or material patterns, Roentgen had secured an· early phosphorescent 
view through a human hand. Largely ignorant of the previous scientific proceedings, the public was com
pletely enthralled by his publication. Roentgen entered the public spotlight, completely ignoring the fact 
that he had not discovered anything new. 

Decades before Roentgen rediscovered the penetrating effect of X-Rays on t.P.:_e Jiuman anatomy, Euro
pean researchers had already surpassed their work on t4e study with newer findings. Others had both 
performed and learned more concerning the mysterious rays, and offered humanity far more than Roentgen's 
little experiment actually merited. The accidental feat which captured the public eye and gained for him 
his place in the spotlight, proved only the power of public idolatry in choosing those portions of history and 
science for worldly fame. But electrical discharge phenomena, involving both invisible rays and particle 
beams, was the fascinating realm to which hundreds of relatively unknown names gave their scientific 
allegiance. 

Several years of such research produced an enormous volume of experimental comparisons and tests in 
the scientific record. Each investigation sought the exact nature of the enormous spectrum of darkray 
species which had been found. The next step would be to comprehend how each distinct ray was related 
to the others. Certain researchers expressed the view that all of these vacuum discharge phenomena were 
the result of highly mobile aether particles (Wiedemann, Hertz, Goldstein, Tesla, Lenard). 1bis would 
have neatly settled the dilemma posed by the existence of so many ray types. Fundamental misunderstand
ings concerning rays, particles, and waves prevented acceptance of the aetheric theory. Tesla had no 
doubts when considering these issues. Cathode rays were large particles, compounds made through aetheric 
condensations in metal lattices. He often described the strange explosive nature of electrons in certain 
highly energetic environments. No doubt he referred to conditions produced in his special discharge 
tubes. 

1.11 SPACE ULTRAGAS 

Dr. Tesla vif.as able to prove that his powerful beamray projectors produced a neutral particulate energy, 
one which was capable of stimulating a wide variety of effects at their target reception point. Studying these 
varieties of longrange effects, Tesla opened a now forgotten world of secrets. Tesla had already compre-

. hended the sequential transformations of neutral aether particles into particles of charge and mass. ·He 
viewed the Lenard discharge tube as a perfect arrangement for this purpose, the bombardment of target 
windows providing an easy means for examining such transformations. Tesla used a great variety of 
different metal windows, observing the effects of such collisions on the otherwise pure aetheric streams. 
Forced passage through the internal crystalline structure of metal targets proved instructive, the production 
of succinct aetheric compounds being the result. In modern terms, Tesla was studying the production of 
mass particles from the bombardments of a massless stream. In a great variety of experiments, tests which 
produced hundreds of experimental tubes, Tesla studied the means in which aether bombardment pro
duced non-fundamental or "compound" particles. These would be classed among the catalog of particles 
studied by physicists today, particles which are claimed to be the "fundamental building blocks" of matter. 
Dr. Tesla always disagreed when these statements were early made by the academes, citing instances 
where the bombardment of fundamental aether particles resulted in spallation (recoil ejection) and con
densation (mass production). 

The process by which matter had been disintegrated by aetheric impact was chronicled a series of 
wonderlul articles by Tesla throughout the latter part of the Nineteenth Century. But this study had its goal. 
He believed that the aether streams which flowed through his projection tubes were very close to the 
fundamental particle from which all matter was composed. Tesla later became interested in the com.mer-



cial application of these aetheric beams. The "improvement" of materials by bombardment, and the 
"conversion" of material elements from one species to another became his special fascination for a time. 
T_esla was deeply impressed with what had been revealed to him, now recognizing that the "Very Special 
Radiation", was pure and distinct from all of the other rays which had been discovered. Very Special 
Radiation was the ptimary materium from which all the other rays had been COI¥.P<?sed, the aether spoken 
of by the ancients. Aether was not quite matter, not quite. energy, not quite space. Aether streams were a 
cross-over state in space, where energy and matter were in continual exchange. The vanishingly small 
aether particles were the next step. to space itself. 

While the quantum theory of Dirac sought to affirm these principles, physicists today reject the notion 
that Tesla had reached this ultimate material particle with the equipment he had at his disposal. The 
modem achievement the ultimate material condition would require extreme measures. Before seeking the 
penetrating impact and consequent dissolution of matter to such highly refined states, physicists usually 
begin with very massive particles. Accelerated nearly to the speed of light, they relativistically gather mass. 
On collision, it is -supposed that they are capable of dissolving atoms beyond the ability of close-range 
nuclear forces to maintain the integrity. Few ever question whether the appearance of close-range nuclear 
forces, or any other forces, are the mere response of matter to high energy impacts. Forces and atomic 
centers suddenly appear, the hysteresis of homogeneous matter under irritating external impact. The 
Teslian method differed in the nature of currents developed, a current species obtained through manipu
lation of accessible natural conduction bands. Tesla had empirically stumbled upon a means for securing 
a neutral particle stream which, apparently, has never been secured by the methods common to accelera
tor physics. 

1.12 VACUUM STATES 

Dr. Tesla quickly advanced a theory concerning radiant energy transmissions which was never com
pletely appreciated by the academic world. Having familiarized himself with the more common ray spe
cies, Dr. Tesla began seeking a select species for the service of a new technology. Dr. Tesla discarded the 
designs which produced Roentgen (X-Rays) and Lenard Rays (accelerated electrons), having secured a 
neutral radiation upon which he focussed all of his personal concentrations. The problem which the other 
researchers had failed to recognize was the means by which each had generated their varieties. Dr. Tesla 
realized why both particulate and photonic species were forming in the discharge tubes of other investiga
tors. Few of his colleagues, if any, were beginning with a purified stream of infinitesimal aether particles .. 
This was evident in the reports of those who claimed the so-called impossibility of striking an electrical 
discharge in hard vacuum. It had been believed that purely electrical discharges could not pass through 
hard vacuum tubes (Morgan, 1875). Even Lenard stated that cathodic rays could not be generated in hard 
vacuum. What this really meant was that electron currents could not propel cathode electrons into the 
hard vacuum. 

Previous researchers were unable to produce such emissions from high vacuum, a product of their 
reliance on high voltage induction coil currents. Dr. Tesla found himself able to break both the vacuum 
and massive particle barrier by utilizing the aetheric currents of his unique transformers. According to Dr. 
Tesla, electrons were already condensed aether conglomerates and were far too large in cross section to 
escape the confines of the cathode lattice. But Tesla did not utilize electron currents in his Transformers. 
He used streams of aether particles. He was therefore not bombarding his terminals with the relatively 
more massive electrons. Discharges in the hardest attainable vacuum was never a problem for Tesla, who 
used single terminal projectors. In fact, Tesla used his aether streams to reach vacuum states which are yet 
otherwise impossible to rationalize. 



Dr. Tesla described a special means for evacuating his tubes beyond the means afforded to others of his 
time. He first brought his tubes to moderate vacuum mechanically, a process followed by mercury diffu
sion pumping. Normal "outgassing" procedures followed. His final stage employed the use of high tension 
pulsations to drive away all of the remaining gas atoms from the tube. It was during this phase of his 
evacuation process that Dr. Tesla observed the "milky white" discharge which covered the enclosed termi
nal: the sign that aetheric streams were being released. After this "projective evacuation" process had been 
completed, Tesla sealed the tubes. The obtainable vacuum was virtually complete. In a later article, Tesla 
describes a much refined pulse evacuation process which requires none of the mechanical or diffusive 
priming pumps, the absolute vacuum being completed by pulses of special duration and repetition. Tesla 
published all of his findings in these regards. Most failed to recognize that his tubes were not being 
stimulated by electrical currents. He therefore continued obtaining effects which few, if any, could ever 
reproduce. 

Dr. Tesla reported his ability to produce hard X-Rays capable of passing through the human skeleton, 
at a distance of 40 feet. In some cases, his tubes were projecting rays of greater intensity beyond 200 feet. 
But this was neither his goal, nor the radiant energy on which his new technology was to rely. Almost 
immediately with use, Tesla recognized inherent problems in his super vacuum pulse tubes. The purity of 
the aetheric current was being contaminated by virtue of material collisions within the tube. Aether cur
rents were flowing with such penetrating force that they were mechanically generating and releasing a 
group of new energetic contaminants, particle species which Tesla wished to eliminate. Here were random 
and spurious discharges which, like those early occurring with his transformer terminals, were taking 
power and purity away from the intended broadcast radiance. Tesla wished to produce a highly purified 
aether stream, a stream of ultragas without particulate contaminants. Dr. Tesla had to find various means 
for separating and eliminating the numerous conjugate energy species released by his new and powerful 
high vacuum tubes; to eliminate the various species of particulate and photonic species released through 
haphazard internal collisions. He wished a purified and "monochromatic" stream of aether where possible. 

The academic professions were already formu1:ating and establishing theoretical frameworks by which 
to rationalize the existence of these new particles. Fixating their ideas according to established physical 
mechanisms, they selectively chose those principles which supported every other classical doctrine. This 
rendered the existing theoretical framework more sturdy, while denying the obvious evidence that Nature 
was teaching a deeper and more fundamental reality. With the exclusion of Victorian documents, pne 
would never suppose the existence of any other but academic viewpoints. Nevertheless, one finds all too 
many comments, observations, and anomalous footnotes by names of the highest reputation, who offered 
differing views on the radiant and radioactive phenomena. 

1.13 RADIANT SPECIES 

With regard to Light and its associated phenomena, the scientific nomenclature of the time offers us a 
small notion of the lost science. That Victorian science which was reduced into a morass of abstractions 
after 1910 lists a progression of spectral names, lines above Visible Light whose distinct activities are 
unfamiliar to most. Measured by the light wavelet populations, it becomes clear that experimenters had 
distinguished very peculiar activities above the Visible Light Spectrum. Indeed, very specific chemical and 
biological phenomena were associated with specific Ultraviolet and X-Ray wavelengths (measured in 
Angstroms): 

Rungling Rays 3200 to 3000 
Hess Vital Rays 3100 to 2900 



Heilbron Rays 
Morton Rays 
Kamm Rays 
WRays 
Schumann Rays 
Lyman Rays 
Grenz Rays 

2900 
2800 
2700 

2200 to 150 
2200 to 1800 

1200 to 130 
14 to 2 

The. very distinct effects of each given energies suggest the divergence of particle and wavelet ·popula
tions at specific natm-al wavelengths, the so-called "particle-wave duality" representing two distinct but 
conjoint streaming energy species. In this view, the concept of a "photon" must be reexamined. This term 
may surreptitiously cloak the existence of two distinct energetic species: particles and wavelets. Indeed, it 
was early noticed that sunlight contains far more particulate species than wavelet species. Those who 
managed the production of shadowgraphs through the use of sunlight alone believed this distinction true. 
It was also early recognized that the vitalizing qualities of sunlight exceeds all sources of artificial light, 
biological processes being responsive to specific light spectra more than others. Some researchers gave 
strong suggestion that biological communications occurred on specific darkray spectral lines (Gurwitsch, 
Wuest, Rahne). 

The discovery of natural radioactivity in 1895 by Antoine Henri Becquerel followed the announcement 
of Roentgen. Uranium minerals were found to radiate streams of particles, a seemingly constant and 
"immutable" process. Through various methods of separation, magnets and electrostatic fields, Becquerel 
was abl)e to show the existence of "corpuscular rays" (large particles) having positive (alpha) and negative 
(beta) charges. Villard (1900) discovered Gamma Ray emissions from uranium, neutral rays which coUld 
be bent neither by magnetic or electrostatic fields. 

Indeed, the broad spectrum of X and Gamm.a Radiation from radioactive substances was the focus of 
tremendous scientific attention, many substances being known only in terms of their natural ability to 
provide a free and prolific source of such energies. Uranium was thus found capable of supplying energies 
which spanned the length· between hard Ultraviolet, long X-Rays, and Gamma Rays. Soft X-Radiations 
were once known as "Grenz Rays". Ordinary broadband X-Rays, those produced by the first X-Ray tubes, 
were termed "white". Monochromatic X-Radiations were once referred to as "uni.frequent" rays (Hackh). 
Radium was perhaps the element which captured the IJlOSt imaginative scientific exercise, the intense 
emissions from the element suggesting a miraculous new energy technology. Indeed, as originally con
ceived and designed, the energy of mineral radiance greatly exceeds the wasteful and common use of 
purified uranium isotopes in fission reactors. 

But few considered the great number of emissions from natural sources and artificial discharge sources 
as much as did Nikola Tesla. It was important to learn what Nature was teaching concerning these ener
getic emissions. Were each of the now many recognized particles, as academes were so bold to claim, 
evidence of "fixed stable states"? Were there only certain particles permitted by some unrecognized natu
ral law? Tesla disagreed. He had observed particles which were very much smaller than electrons, his 
ultragas particles. What made his observation critical had more to do with the "charge" of his infinitesimal 
particles: they were electrically neutral. Tesla continually stated that he was able to "manufacture" elec
trons and every sort of particle by passing his particle streams through various target windows. Here, Tesla 
claimed that particles were both being ejected and formed in the impact process. 

Tesla studied the mechanism by which aetheric particles were actively being ejected from his pulse
energized terminal. Dr. Tesla sought means for enhancing the efficiency of this ultragas conduction pro
cess. He devised a great number of tubes, and conducted an enormous number of experiments. Most 
believe that Tesla performed these tests for reasons of pure pleasure in research. It becomes obvious 



however, that his experimental studies were conducted with a view toward developing a new Radiant 
Energy Technology ... one whose properties would completely supplant his own early and elemental de
signs for an electrostatic power broadcast system. The Colorado Springs Experimental Station and 
W ardenclyff e Station were to use the very ground as conductive media for aetheric broadcasts? Both of his 
gigantic geophysically coupled stations had been destroyed by the edict of financial concern. Rather than 
engage a wide space aether broadcast in the formerly conceived manner, Dr. Tesla now reconfigured his 
Radiant Broadcast System to concentrate aether power along tight thready streams. Beam power tubes 
would send the energy along a virtual powerline, between specific towers. The new radiant beam system 
could better control the energy supply between distant districts and regions. 

1.14 AETIIER TECHNOLOGY 

Toward this progressive end, Dr. Tesla developed a hundreds of vacuum tubes projectors, which have 
largely been ignored by students of his technology. These designs have recently been described in a new 
treatise by researcher Jorge Resines ("Tesla Power Tubes"), designs which represent a Teslian venture 
deeper into the world of Aether Technology. The individual aether projecting tubes of Dr. Tesla, a very 
great variety, have been clearly drafted by Mr. Resines. Coupled with articles written and published by Dr. 
Tesla, we discover certain previously unobtainable and revealing facts. Most of his contemporaries re
duced his developments in these regards, supposing that Tesla was simply producing intense X-Rays. 
Tesla was testing a variety of configurations intending to find those which maximized their aetheric output, 
while minimizing and defocussing the other degenerated species. 

Tesla knew that the degeneration of otherwise pure aetheric streams properly began with their very 
release from the single tube-sealed terminal. Light metals were found best suited for this purpose, alwni
num being the preference. Tesla beam projection tubes did not utilize targets. Tesla found that the sealed 
glass wall unfortunately degenerated the emerging aether stream into X-Rays, the source of his early 
difficulties. Jl.eplacement of this blunt glass wall with very thin windows of quartz solved some of the 
~erent problems. The aetheric "ultragas" could pass easily through this window without degenerating 
into collections of slow particles and wavelets, and without becoming agglomerated by impact into large 
"condensed" particles. . 

Commonly produced X-Rays, streams produced through reflective impact, consist primarily of wavelets 
rather than pure particles. Consistent with his thesis on Pure Light and the Pure Light Spectrum, Tesla 
considered X-Rays and Gamma-Rays to be complex blends of aether particles and wavelets. In such a 
mixed form, the radiant products of most experimental discharge tubes would pose a hazard to their 
human operators. Tesla was one of the very first to publish these warnings, after personally experiencing a 
laboratory mishap having to do with Lenard Rays. Tesla knew that a stream filtration principle would need 
to be discovered of necessity. When highly filtered streams of pure particles could be secured through the 
proper apparatus, then resplendent results would be obtained. Tesla affirmed that his experimental find
ings were consistent with the statements. He later reported the achievement of several otherwise impossible 
phenomena, and experimentally vertfied equally anomalous effects after the perfection of his special raytubes. 

Tesla reported that his Very Special Radiation lowered the temperature of his ultrahigh vacuum termi
nals to below the frost point. This observation of coldness was corroborated (Amerio). X-Rays were actu
ally seen by some observers, a strange spark-like sensation deep in the eyes (Tesla, Edison, Lenard, Dorn). 
X-Rays caused anaesthetic sensations (Tesla). In the Teslian mode, conduction produces energy streams 
entirely composed of particles. The purified X and Gamma Ray particles thus produced may not be the 
hazardous ionizing variety. We must consequently conclude that the rays, projected by the ultrahigh 
vacuum tubes of Tesla, were indeed distinct from all others. Tesla stated that vitalizing benefits could be 



had by these ray species, a comment which again brought much derision. Familiar only with X and 
Gamma wavelets, one would be forced to agree with his conventional antagonists. Indeed, the high energy 
wavelets produced by vacuum impact tubes are hazardous. This energy species is entirely responsible for 
the production of hazardous ionization trails in biological systems. But the Teslian production of particles 
is predicated on th~ fractional elimination of all such "photon wavelets". 

Recall that Tesla would expose himself to the energetic streams of his hard vacuum tubes with great 
regularity ... and lived into his eighties. These daily exposures were never accompanied by any of the 
symptoms commonly associated with "radiation sickness", certainly not the malaise, the loss of appetite 
and vitality, the nausea, the loss of hair, and other deleterious effects. The results reported by Tesla are 
definitely related to the Gamma Ray therapy tubes of Dr. T. H. Moray, whose anomalous "soft" energy 
streams cured and vitalized as they soothingly passed through the human body. These developments in 
Teslian tube technology represented a true catalog. Each power tube was designed for a specific applica
tion. Tesla implemented each of several distinct particle streams in order to produce a specific effect. Some 
tubes were designed to transmute elements, others to both modulate and receive the human voice. Some 
were made for the powerful projection of usable power, yet others to receive that power. There were a 
series of powertubes designed for therapeutic purposes, elevations of vitality being the result. 

Misinterpreting every one of his breathtaking demonstrations as a peculiar manipulation of mere electri
cal action, the very best experimenters have remained frustrated with Tesla. Their own inability to repro
duce his demonstrations has. taken the form of a mere interpretation and minimalization of Teslian Sci
ence. In its strongest expression, one finds a strange derision especially prevalent among professional 
engineers in this regards. But the complete bi-eakdown of dialogue between Teslian apparatus and electri
cal apparatus is the best evidence that Tesla had indeed discovered and used a completely different 
energetic species. Only a renewed study of Teslian Technology and a willing openness to accept the facts, 
can bring these is~ues to their anticipated conclusions. Tesla thus stands in stark contrast against the 
contemporary corps of well funded engineers, who are yet unable to perforrri his simplest of demonstra
tions. 

Tesla used the explosive energy of very powerful and brief unidirectional electric discharges in order to 
· stimulate the release of a strange silverwhite stream, a particulate emission of now-unidentified nature. 'Ibis 
stream, fluidic and organic in character, was electrically neutral: a flow of particles having none of the 
characteristics listed in academic compilations. The phraseology of Sir William Crookes ("radiant matter") 
was modified by Tesla ("radiant energy") when referring to his special discharge streams. But these silverwbite 
streams had properties never observed before or since Dr. Tesla first brought them into human experi
ence. 



SECTION2 

BEAMRAY WEAPONS 

2.1 EARLY BEAMRAY GENERATORS 

Recall that the historical wonder of the "dark" radiant energies centered about their strange ability to 
pass through the most opaque objects. With the exception of but a few select substances, these energies 
were found capable of passing through most metals with relative ease. More powerful radiations were 
gradually discovered through empirical testing, radiant energies which actually exceeded the penetrating 
power of X-Rays themselves. Whether correctly or incorrectly, some researchers equated these penetrat
ing neutral radiations with naturally occuning Gamma Rays. Gamma Rays of sufficient intensity were 
found capable of_passing through steel plates and even thick lead plates. 

Working with both energy species, researchers quickly discovered the ability of these rays species in 
heating matter to incandescence. Crookes early discovered the ability of cathodic rays to melt little holes 
in the blunt tube walls of his more developed discharge tubes. Tesla recounted the various phenomena by 
which his Very Special Radiation actually punctured discharge tubes. So very great were these extreme 
pressures, from within the tubes, that Tesla observed the continuance of the streams despite punctured 
walls. In this phenomenon, Tesla had discovered the secret of aetheric pressure; a means by which special 
engines could derive motive force. In addition, Tesla tested and demonstrated several devices capable of 
producing motive drive through beamrays alone, fabulous light sources having tractive forces. In addition, 
Tesla had early found ways for communicating to very great distances along the radiant beams of these 
Very Special Radiations. Teslian communications required only a small radiant emitter, a vacuum gfobe. 
The dark radiant output of these systems surpassed those weak wave systems of Marconi, permitting vocal 
transmissions and receptions through walls. These were the benign uses of wonderful phenomena, having 
equally benign utility in the service of humanity. 

There are i!ideed several good uses for radiation energies, not the least of which is found in the commu
nications arts . ." .. The others find their use in various critical therapies, most of which vitalizing varieties have 
been suppressed by federal agencies of dubious alignment Yet another use of radiation energies has much 
to do with materials sciences, the improvement and generation of substances being a principle theme. 
Indeed, there are uses of radiation energies by which hazardous materials may actually be neutralized and 
rendered safe, but these are matters for another publication. All these utilities are more easily rationalized 
by scholars and experimenters than this first discussion which requires mention. But there were those 
whose military assessment of radiation apparatus considered their utility in more deadly alignments. 

With the developments of Phillip Lenard, cathodic emanations were brought outside the discharge tube 
and into the laboratory space directly. These rays were a puzzling phenomenon which most eventually 
treated as a· harmless effect in air. In this naivete, many risked their health, eventually discovering the 
inherent dangers of the Lenard Rays. Recall that Dr. Tesla employed special excitation means, by which 
also the emanations from his special tubes were entirely distinct from the normal species reported by 
others. Nevertheless, Dr. Tesla found that when his Very Special Radiations were made to pass through 
target windows, their resultant impact radiations were very dangerous at close range. He and others found 
that penetrating Lenard Rays passed through the hands, producing a glow in the space beyond. In addi
tion, Lenard Rays produced a warming effect on the body. This was an effect which later became the 
cause of greatest alarm among these experimenters. 



2.2 DANGEROUS EMANATIONS 

Long term exposures to Lenard Rays produced severe external and internal "bums". Tesla was first to 
report their painful aftereffects, bums which permeated the hand. He later reported that he had chanced to 
"look into the target plate" from a somewhat close range. The resulting "internal cacophony", knocking 
sounds heard within the skull, give an hideous impression to those who read the account. After so direct 
and potent an exposure, one would imagine that the life of Tesla was greatly curtailed. Yet Tesla lived well 
into his eighties, apparently of quite sound health. We have discussed the plausible explanation for this 
increased vitality, the differences between Teslian ray emissions and Roentgen X-Ray emissions being 
total. 

Tesla very clearly differentiated between those dangerous emissions, obtained at close distances from 
the Lenard Tube windows, and those which projected to further distances. An assistant chanced to stand 
too close to a special Lenard tube, while Tesla conducted a lengthy series of experiments. The resulting 
bums across the abdomen so greatly upset Tesla, that he was compelled to confess the nearly fatal error. 
·This contradiction implied that the greater projecting rays, normally thought to be of far greater lethality, 
were actually less hazardous than those produced directly from the window target itself. But these observa
tions would be completely in accord with those statements consistently made by Tesla when describing his 
particular species of Very Special Radiation. 

This was not the account given by other researchers, whose systems very obviously produced far too 
much of the hazardous varieties. Tesla reported that his sensitivities to the more hannful X-Radiations 
became ever more clarified with continued experimentation. He described a defined whole-body "ten
sion". which gripped ray-exposed researchers with the very first close of the power switch. In addition to 
this, there was an effect on the eyes not unlike that caused by exposure to a brilliant light Some experi
menters reported that this sense of "brilliance" caused them to squint (Len?U"d, Edison). These strong 
visceral effects, though caused by an invisible radiance, were not without their lethal effects. 

After the Tesla report on X-Ray hazards, Edison quickly came forward with the sad confessions of his 
own experiences in this respect. An assistant of Edison (C. Darrow) worked ,long hours, while the latter was 
developing his X-Ray fluorescent lamp. The assistant received my$teiious deep bums, an unexpected 
trauma. These bums permeated the body, gradually spreading across the affected area in malignant growths. 
Sadly, tragically, the assistant eventually died from the exposure. It was a shock which brought Ediso~ to 
report the fact that X-Rays had done permanent damaged to his own eyes as well. Several investigators 
began assessing the lethal potential of certain X-Ray species, whose motives are now not entirely clear. The 
serial discoveries of new, and more deadly radiations, were always accompanied by reports oflethalities in 
various animals. 

There is that use of radiation energies which has nothing at all to do with the intended blessings for 
which these energies have been revealed to us: for, as soon as the inherent danger of the darkrays was 
recognized, their weapons potential was sought out by more devious and self-aggrandizing inventors. It 
becomes clear that Lenard tubes were the starting point for experiments in particle-beam weapons, where 
highly accelerated-cathodic rays are propelled in gigantic bursts through appropriate metal windows. A 
great number of patents describe the varieties of impact particle and wavelet release. The variant forms of 
this method use targets of different metals and shapes in order to effect a specifically blended lethal 
emanation. Certain therefore produce neutron beams, others relativistic electrons, yet others X-Rays and 
electron complexes. Indeed, frighteningly powerful variations of the Lenard system which saw their incep
tion throughout the years between World Wars did not cease for several decades after World War II. 

One of the earliest recorded attempts at implementing X-Rays for military application was performed by 
Borgmann and Gerchun, the results published as "La Distance Explosive" in Comptes Rendue (17 Febru
ary 1896). These tests followed those, earlier chronicled in the works of Turpain, MacFarland-Moore, and 



Ulivi (see parent text); devices capable of causing the directed wireless explosion of enemy munitions. A 
history of World War I Beamray devices is contained in Volume 10 of the Vril Compendium, numerous 
newspaper clippings detailing interviews with an aged Nikola Tesla There are a number of articles which 
were taken from various popular sources of the time period benveen World Wars, articles which described 
and showed the operation of "death ray" devices. It as been sUnnised that the i;ov.entors of these systems 
rarely received patent license for their systems because of the classification status. Our more critical read
ership would interject ·the plausible "inutility" of these systems, while failing to recognize the fact that the 
popular journals reported the military investigation of the same. A few of these "lost" patents appear 
among these pages as early Cold War weapons designs. Such technology defines the state of warfare, 
invincible beamray weaponry for both defensive and offensive operations. 

Cathodic rays caused phosphorescent green spots to appear on the walls of Crookes· Tubes. X-Rays 
were found to most strongly emanate from these glowing spots, places where the cathode rays had found 
and maintained ~ .exit site in the glass walls. Wherever cathode rays were blocked from their electrostati
cally acquired high velocity, the X-Rays appeared. It was thus early learned that the. slightest deceleration 
of cathodic rays resulted in the release of X-Rays. This, the product of particle impacts in deeply seated 
target electrons, X-Rays were the "braking radiation" ... or "bremsstrahlung", taken from the German. The 
greater the change in cathode ray velocity, the greater the resultant X-ray intensities. This principle was 
applied to comprehend the continuous release of X-Rays from certain radioactive materials. The explosive 
release of electrons from such materials necessarily required the continual internal collisions of these same 
electrons with the nuclei through which they moved. The continual braking decelerations imposed on 
these high velocity electrons were responsible for the production of a natural X-Ray flux from certain 
radionuclides. 

2.3 RAY OPTICS 

Sir William· Crookes discovered the ability of shaped cathodes and anodes in modifying the central 
discharge coltimn within his vacuum globes~ By these means he was able to project mysterious beamrays 
outside the confines of his discharge tubes. Anodes poised at angles to the cathode diverted and reflected 
cathodic emissions through the tube walls. It was Crookes who also discovered the ability of concave 
cathodes to focus the cathodic rays. It was by this method that Sir William was able to cause diamonds .and 
other gemstones to fluoresce, heat or vaporize metals, and compel vane rotors to spin within his globes. 
The optical characteristics of cathodic emissions was further exploited ¢ the development of X-Ray tubes, 
where combinations of concave cathodes and angled anodes produced intense X-Ray emissions in a 
specified tube-external column. Cathode optics was the principle means by which Dr. Philo Farnsworth 
was ultimately able to successfully produce contained nuclear fusion reactions with control. 

Based on these conceptions, very powerful X-Ray tubes had been developed before World War I. 
Double concave cathodes focussed high voltage cathodic emissions on conical targets to produce X-Ray 
intensities never before realized (Swinton, Rice, Stine). The development of thermionic anodes, heated to 
incandescence by thick filaments, produced high density X-Ray beams of measured consistency (Coolidge). 
The improvement of target materials, with the notable replacement of platinum by tungsten (Langmuir), 
helped companies such as General Electric to rise in prominence as the premier producers of X-Ray 
apparatus. The use of X-Ray apparatus in medical professions had already become a matter of routine 
practice. The development and deployment of military X-Ray weapons has thus been historically cloaked 
behind descriptions of "medical" applications. 

Before and during World War I, the intriguing science of X-Ray optics began to attract a small number 
of investigators and inventors. More a theoretical quest than an expected field of discovery, several of these 



individuals sought some means by which X-Rays might be ·refracted, focussed, collimated, and reflected. 
Tesla and others had already performed ~xperiments which showed that X-I_lay beams could produce 
secondary emanations from objects into which they were directed. The reflection of X-Rays was thus a 
process of absorption and reradiation. A very large collection of phenomena in these regards had been 
gathered. These empirical findings described a wide variety of elemental respqp.s_es to X-irradiati.on, the 
different elements becoming either highly responsive or opaque to the same. X-Rays were studied with a 
rare curiosity, the radiance itself representing the very essence of the unknown to researchers. X-Rays 
seemed to be messengers from the depth of space, beckoning attention and consciousness. 

X-Rays were found to diffuse around sharp edges (Edison), and continue through a series of successive 
reflections (Lafay, Thomson). Tests had been performed to determine whether the rays.could be polarized 
(Mayer, Quincke, Elster, Geitel, Macintyre, von Laue) or made to mutually interfere (Roentgen, Perrin). 
In order to extend the knowledge of X-Ray optics, experimenters employed special pinhole shields in 
order to collimate the rays (Leeds, McBerty, Scribner, Stokes). Others developed special metal lenses, 
showing a very real and surprising refractive effect (Stine). Until Max von Laue proved the refraction of X
Rays in crystals (1912), each early such test produced questionable results. Using crystals of zinc sulfide or 
rock salt as effective diffraction gratings, von Laue actually measured the wavelength of X-Rays. Moseley 
later discovered a means for identifying elements by the specific X-Ray spectrwn which they were stimu
lated to emit. X-Ray microscopes were invented in 1948 (Kirkpatrick, Scientific American, March 1949, 
"The X-Ray Microscope"). 

Most early X-Ray devices were powered by interruptive induction coil discharges (Hittorf, Crookes, 
Lenard). Others employed static electric machines (Pupin, Morton, Rice). Others employed potent combi
nations of these in order to "pump" the target (Shallenberger). X-Ray tubes of this kind were eventually 
used to inspect steel plates and the quality of plate-steel welds, a prodigious source of penetrating energy. 
Multimillion volt X-Ray beam systems had already begun to make their appearance before the end of 
World War TI. These systems later augmented the use of particle accelerators in nuclear studies. 

2.4 BURST X-RAY BEAMS 

Employed to disrupt the normal stability of material nuclei, it was learned that the bombardment of 
elements by such_X-Ray intensities produced both new radioactive isotopes and an assortment of strange 
phenomena. The particle accelerators, themselves outgrowths of Lenard designs, were studied with re
spect to their ability in producing more penetrating and completely unexpected ray species. Used in 
combination however, the effects on matter were completely unexpected. The concept of producing a 
"cathode ray magnifying glass" became the topic of sardonic intrigue by those intent on preparing extraor
dinary weapons. By World War I there were several such systems which considered the deliberate and 
hideous use of X-Rays on the battlefield. 

The possible military use of these beams was a statistical certainty. The employment of highpower 
RADAR beacons as experimental weapons systems had its proven effectiveness, numerous accounts tell of 
RADAR "accidents" by which the deadly effects of short time exposure to highpower microwaves was first 
realized. Nor have these reports stopped with the end of the Second World War. One yet hears continual 
accounts of such accidents, deaths occurring from exposures to 1 or 2 second exposures in line of fire with 
multigigawatt pulsed beams. These accidents are seldom reported as such, and do not require close range 
exposure. Both RADAR and X-Ray packages had their inherent limits based solely upon size and power 
requirements. X-Ray packages would yield more potent results, but smaller systems had to ~e developed. 

X-Ray beam devices could never operate in continuous mode, the necessary power being far too 
excessive. But sudden X-Ray "burst" designs would be effective and portable, the requirements consider-



ably diminished by the form of ray delivery. Burst X-Ray systems could store their primary power in 
capacitor banks, the support voltage being maintained by diesel-powered dynamos. The sudden release of 
current through a properly constructed Lenard Tube would produce a devastating energy blast in any 
desired direction. But such "X-Ray Flashlamps" had their inherent faults. Problematic in the .use of such 
configurations was the non-coherent nature of such X-Ray emissions. Whether cemposed of particles or of 
waves, these beams could not maintain their intended collimations for very long distances. Lethal, yes. But 
capable of striking with devastating instant force from the safety of a great distance ... no. 

There were numerous natural obstructions whereby X-Ray bursts became less powerful with increasing 
distance in air. Atmospheric components greatly absorbed the X-Ray energy, gradually degenerating the 
beam force into highwattage thermal energy. The launching of energetic beam.rays such as these could not 
be camouflaged. The X-Ray flashlamp produced a telltale signature, a characteristic plasma flare by which 
the cannon assembly was all too easily targeted. In addition, this flare did not easily or quickly disperse 
with time, building an ionization cloud which made the continued use of the weapon increasingly less 
effective with batde ti.Lue in a fixed location. There is no objection in hoisting such a system aloft, however. 
Such a system would have represented a lethal force· from a moving height. Indeed we have secured 
several different detector systems which, in the absence of their powerful and penetrating companion X
Ray or Gamma Ray searchlight components, reveal an early use during and after World War II. 

In the Cold War years, attempts were made to collimate burst X-Ray beams as close to the ray source as 
possible. It was empirically found that very intense radiations could be obtained by bombarding radioac
tive targets, some inventors combined electrical discharge systems (in the manner of Lenard) with the use 
of radioactive beta-emitting targets. The production of exceedingly intense X-Ray bursts was secured by 
the application of low-power DC arcs on radioactive anode windows. Intense X-Rays were thus derived 
from comparatively small device packages. These systems were so compact and articulately controlled that 
they, while intended for weapons applications, also became the core of signalling modulators: it having 
bee:p. discovered that varying bombardment of radioactive materials by electrical discharges resulted in the 
production of varying radiation streams. Weapons designers foresaw the potential use of Lenard systems 
on the battlefield, using radioactive matter as the initial bursting source of radiation. Utilizing small capaci
tor storage units, such devices applied sudden arc currents to beta-radioactive sources. The radiant outputs 
from these was then applied to special radioactive alloy anode windows. The resultant deadly yield pro
vided short and intense X-Ray blasts from a compact field unit. 

2.5 EXPLOSIVE BEAMS 

Radioactive metals have been alloyed with heavy metals (tungsten, platinum, lead) to produce a re
markable and constant radiant yield. With radiant emissions constantly moving through such an alloy, the 
optical properties of solid geometry best direct the radiant energy. Cast in specific shapes and used as 
target matter for electron pulse discharges, such an anode considerably extends the Lenard principle 
(Reiff el, patent). Despite the great variation in shaped cathodic beams, designers found the task of produc
ing a strictly collimated beam quite difficult. The target-burst variation produced high thermal energy 
particles or radiation hybrids, whose group volume rapidly expanded with increasing distance from their 
source. The penetration effects of such bursts were severely hampered as a result of this natural expansion 
factor. While such systems worked well in space, their efficiency through air was completely deranged. 

In air, these beams caused lightning like discharges which negatively modified the burst volume. These 
discharges represented a degeneration of the intended radiation burst, drawing away much of the burst 
power at the very instant of application. Emerging from the device barrel, the initial power was dramati
cally decreased on impact with air. In addition, the accurate direction of the burst could not be completely 



insured. Spurious atmospheric discharges so increased the turbidity of the beam that its course required 
statistical targeting. The need was for a coherent X-Ray LASER, one whose emerging beam was so in
tensely collimated that it could "bleach" the atmosphere, creating for itself a conductive path. 

The use of empirically developed multilayer perforation screens, "multiple pinhole cameras", achieved 
the collimation of photons far too energetic for ordinary matetial lenses. The radiation from a point 
Gamma Ray source (Cobalt-60) is collimated into a powerful beam which maintains its parallel format for 
great distances (Gschleidlen, patent). Such collimators relied on the rectilinear propagation of the X and 
Gamma Rays; energies which are neither stopped by most obstructions, nor thus deviated from their 
original course. Designers of beam.ray weapons and communications systems made the best use of these 
rayic properties, a brute force parallel beam method which was greatly analogous to lighthouse beacons. 
Such systems lost much of their initial energy before passing through the multiple baffles of the collimator 
itself. Ultimately, these pinhole camera systems failed from inherent problems of fundamental incoherence 
from the source i~elf, an intriguing engineering problem requiring the discovery of new phenomena for its 
solution. 

The kinetic and thermal methods for releasing coherent radiations relied upon energetic impacts: elec
tron shock phenomena in various elements. Such shock effects produced transitions in the orbitals of target 
matter which were not thoroughly understood. Had they been better analyzed from the work of von Laue 
on X-Ray diffraction, then investigators could much sooner have engaged the theoretical dialogue neces
sary for the design of coherent ray emitters. The instantaneous stimulation of quantum states, within the 
locus of a tiny point, often brought surprisingly "monochromatic" and highly organized radiations. Though 
chaotic in generation mode, these superthermal impacts produced intense quantum "avalanches" which in 
every way behaved as coherent emitters. This behavior may be comprehended in the following manner. 
The plasma point grows in quantum-gated steps, gathering photons of the same energy in locked-phase 
with each of its expansive steps. In an infinitesimal increment of time, the pfasma reaches its maximum 
phased absorption of available photons, and bursts forth. A defined kind of coherence is thus derived from 
the very ~harp and highly focussed impact of appropriate target matter. 

Long befor.e both MASER and IASER technology emerged, a bizarre system explored the use of 
brilliant light sources for the release of Hard Ultraviolet,.·Hard X and Gamma Radiation. The existence of 
small fractional kiloton nuclear warheads was never imagined. Nevertheless, this system used such war
heads for the production of super powerful light beams (De Ment, patent). Long containment pipes pro
vided sufficient time for the multiterrawatt nuclear stimulated radiance to be reflected out of the vessel 
before the entire device was consumed by the blast. Producing very large diameter beams of inconceiv
ably huge radiant output, the inventor referred to the resultant emissions as CAL (Clear Atomic Light). 

Equipped with target windows of any required "fluorescent matetial", the primary developer of these 
CAL weapons stated it possible to release any desired particle or ray species through nuclear radiant 
illumination. One could thus easily release hard X or Gamma Ray blasts, itself an exotic Lenard Tube of 
military dimensions. It is not at all difficult to recognize that this system can easily be inverted in any 
orientation, applying its lethal beam.rays toward any target point. Scaled up in dimensions, such a device 
could produce a radiant beam of any desired diameter. Rays such as these were tested for their ability to 
incinerate objects. This system was, in all probability, considered for deployment and placement in orbit. 

Before the development of far better and more pernicious radiation weapons, this CAL beam weapon 
had no equal. Its declassification in 1973 occurs some 15 years after its testing in coincidence with Project 
Plowshare, a "peacetime" use of nuclear weaponry. These expelimental weapons were part of PROJECT 
DEFENDER, the original Star Wars Defense Initiative of President Eisenhower. This Project investigated 
the use of directed hot nuclear plasmas (PROJECT CASABA), high energy particles (PROJECT HOWIT
ZER), and primary experimentation with X and Gamma Ray LASERS. It has been suggested that this 
primary Defense Initiative was abandoned in 1960. The deployment of nuclear capable ICBM systems 



offered the more practical and accessible· approach to the defense needs of the NAO. 
The SDI modification of the CAL device appeared as several highly publicized X and Gamma Ray 

LASERS. The radiation blast of a fractional kiloton warhead is used to produce highly directed gamma ray 
beams of immeasurable potential. The warhead is poised in a tanklike structure whose periphery is stud
ded with special "Reiffel-type" directive rods, radioactive alloys. Here was an application of an effect 
discovered by Rudolph Mossbauer, and which we must thoroughly discuss in the next section. Useful only 
in the brief time interval before itself being incinerated, the detonated warhead pumps the LASER Rods 
with nuclear light. The light is saturated with X and Gamma Radiation, a suitable, saturating flash of 
energy to stimulate lasing action. 

Surrounding the first form of the Nuclear LASER with some 50 or more of these high density Reiffel 
Rods, one is able to produce an enormous diameter X beamray for the specific purpose of destroying 
missiles or cities alike. The length of the rods employed determines the amplification factor. In one model, 

. the rods each point toward a single target. In later press releases, Teller described an embodiment in which 
each Reiff el Rod was capable of being individually aimed. Capable of targeting specific locations, this 
second form of the deadly device would effectively incinerate all life at each of its prime focal points. 
Hailed by Teller as the "perfection" of nuclear art, these horrifying third generation weapons captivated 
and focussed the fears of humanity once again. Teller was once again in the spotlight. The final weapons 
"contributions" of Dr. Edvard Teller to our world was in no way imaginative or decisive. The technology 
represents a degenerate consciousness, one which has repeatedly been occulted by a far more incisive 
biodynamic technology. 

The Defense Nuclear Agency conducts some 20 underground test shots yearly, a practice which has 
consistently tested new weapons since its inception in 1963. The Nuclear LASER systems employed similar 
methods as those of PROJECT DEFENDER, where CAL systems were tested in very deep horizontal and 
vertical chambers. Code-named DIABLO HA WK, tests on a nuclear pumped Krypton Fluoride LASER 
was conducted on 13 September 1978. Prior to the over-emphasized Reagan "Star Wars" speech, a series 
of tests had already demonstrated the new weaponry. Indeed, the declassified patents reveal that superior 
beamray weapons had already existed. Long before the DAUPHlN Nuclear LASER test, which occurred 
on 14 November 1980, coherent beamray weapons had been tested and abandoned. Several more highly 
classified test shots took place before and after the Reagan speech, a revealing configuration of secret 
confidences and bold press releases. The ROMANO test occurred in December 1983, having been both 
preceded and followed by other shots. · 

Somehow believing himself suffused with the message which the world awaited, Teller hoped to excite 
the public to new ideals with his announcements. perhaps he believed that the nation of beleaguered 
working class citizens needed his words to have hope. In atypical excited monologue, Teller publically 
foisted these systems as the "ideal nuclear weapon". Lacking all of the hazards which made tactical nuclear 
explosives impractical to their users, these Nuclear X-LASERS were said capable of performing their 
killing task with "highest efficiency". Made to incinerate only living things in the beamray, such weaponry 
would permit the instant occupation of lands so destroyed. No radioactive signature would remain in the 
stones or dust below. There would be no fallout, no debris. The beamray method would kill and carbonize 
all living matter, while leaving the "real estate" intact. 

Manifesting only the perfection of his own insensitivity, his revealing rhetoric once again exposed the 
essential character of those seduced by wealth and vainglory. Power, that given by superior command, 
explodes such personalities beyond all sense of their own very human proportion or self-worth. Teller 
found himself a familiar media personality, somehow again imagining himself the national hero of the 
hour. It had been quite long since the spotlight brought him into the public eye. The hydrogen bomb was 
his first "present" to the world. Nuclear LASERS was his chance to again surprise the world. Those who 
recognized the real significance of these rare press conferences viewed a man, completely incapable of 



recognizing his thoroughly alienated condition. Here was seen the true effect and reward of power, that 
which superior command delegates to those whom it uses. Demonstrating a bizarre hubris, Teller became 
the intended target of public reaction, being again a mere tool for the private dictates of his shadow 
masters. Exposure to the technology of death alters both perspective and consciousness, evidenced when 
Teller referred to NUCLEAR beamray weapons as "humane" and."effective". Perhaps he needed to look 
deep into the faces of those for whom these designs had been prepared before stepping into the spotlights 
for awards. 

2.6 HIGHPOWER LASER PULSE 

The nuclear flash method resulted in the production of staggering coherent bursts, but was unable to 
maintain this proq.uction for periods longer than the self-incineration interval. X-Ray modulation was quite 
difficult to obtain. The electrical burst method provided intense beamrays, but required the construction 
and maintenance of large installations. To be sure, the requisite elemental media capable of being stimu
lated to X and Gamma Ray quantum states were not difficult to compose. But the critically small discharge 
intervals at high power could not be obtained through electrical discharge alone. The designers gradually 
shifted their emphasis from electrical discharge initiations, and began to explore the use of high-power 
LASER discharges as the primary burst source. LASER bursts could be exceedingly powerful, while 
lasting for a nanos_econd or less. Other difficulties lay in finding the requisite optical cavities to reflect and 
intensify the radiations. The very fact that X-Rays permeated matter rather completely precluded the use 
of material lenses or the optical geometries of materials for their modification. Other phenomena had first 
to be discovered.before realistic X-Ray optical cavities could be configured. 

The directed release of X-Rays through shock-vaporized metal wires was r_eexplored (W" ood, patent). 
The discovery that sudden progressive vaporization along lengths of extremely fine wire could produce a 
coherent X-Ray burst occupied the intense development of several other research groups. But a more 
continuous form of weaponry was desired. To this. end, several strange· composite power systems were 
employed. Revealing new interactive phenomena, the use of small linear· accelerators to pump an X or 
Gamma Ray plasma has been demonstrated with success (Viecelli, Sprangle, patents). Uncommon energy 
transformations occur when counterflowing beams of accelerated electrons and LASER light are ad.ml:xed 
together. These up.its can be remarkably compact in design, systems which would have no problem oper
ating in the frigid darkness of a deep orbital station. Others reexplored the Lenard tube and its projective 
potentials. Modem Lenard systems used LASER-targeted multiple windows, an attempt to build up the 
power of a single burst by successive bombardments. In this shock-layer method were also discovered 
strange quasi-optical effects by which emerging monochromatic X-Ray beams seemed better collimated 
and better able to maintain their collimated condition for greater distances. The use of focussed arc 
discharges on appropriately layered metal targets, combinations whose radiant yield comprised both the X 
and Gamma Ray spectrum, were developed. 

X-Ray quantum yields were directly related to the metal foil layers utilized as "ammunition". Outputs 
from these "exploding foil" devices were decidedly coherent, a process involving the progressive release of 
X-Rays through the expansion of successive metal plasma layers. One such exploding foil system em
ployed selenium and tantalum (London, patent). For a short ti.me maintaining their relative boundaries, 
these plasmas absorbed primary LASER energy while converting it into X-Rays. The layers formed an 
exotic cavity which, while incapable of reflecting the X-rays, organized a coherent structure for a very short 
time. Once thus organized, the X-Ray beam would burst along the axis determined by the initiating 
LASER pulse. Alternately layered targets of very specific high and low density metals are especially potent 
coherent X-Ray emitters. In these embodiments, gargantuan infrared LASER pulses were focussed into 



the same layered foil composites, propelling a progressive coherent population of X-Ray photons toward 
a fixed focus (Mallozzi, patent). Exploding foil systems have gradually evolved into detonators, termed 
"slappers". These devices play a dramatic role in the Radiation Technologies responsible for Gamma 
Bombs. Special multilayers of metal foils and radionuclides compose slapper detonators .. The intense 
gamma bursts obtained from these, effectively trigger the explosive core of Gamma Bombs. 

Analogues to the exploding foil techniques, the use of layered chemical lasant media have been ex
plored. Water soluble sulfates of copper, iron, and zinc have been wedged between microscope slides, 
producing gel targets. These are vaporized by LASER burst techniques, and is successful in producing 
very powerful X-Lasant plasmas (Kepros, patent). Other similar embodiments combined varied elements 
in closely packed layers. The use of very thin sodium-carbon-neon layers has successfully produced coher
ent X-Ray beams (Cochran, patent). Such lasant media are systems requiring constant cartridge replace
ment. The layered weapons composites are incinerated with each firing, an exotic "ammunition" having 
deadly output. Gas analogues of fine-wire vapor systems use capillaries of high pressure X-Lasant gases, 
continuously activated by focussed LASER energy (Tomie, patent). This system resembles Teslian de
signs. When speaking of "teleforce", Tesla described his use of open-ended gas jets to surround his high 
tension terminals, this being principle means for the production of "intense threadlike beams of true force". 

The use of timed LASER pulses, adding newer and hotter boundary layers to a primary plasma body 
has produced long lasting X-Lasing action. The successive vaporization of additional lasant matter from a 
multilayered metal foil, a process known as "gain-pulse spiking", continually adds new las ant plasma layers 
to a growing column (Kepros, patent). This progressive addition of hot layers intensifies the resultant 
effects by increasing both the plasma density and its effective lasing time (Charatis, patent). But this method, 
while finding weapons utility for small cross section strikes, does not produce enough power for the 
targeting of battleships or installations. By developing very dense lasant volumes which last for long time 
periods, metal-gas systems are capable of greater X-Ray outputs. Systems such as these, deadly weapons, 
have produced incredibly coherent X-Radiation while operating in the multi-Terrawatt level. The develop
ment of these began with the use of chemical plasmas in continuous beam LASERS. While many research
ers spend time discovering new quantum transitions for the production of excessively succinct X-Ray 
spectra, others concentrated effort on the generation of excessive power~ Maintenance of higher density 
lasant volume for longer time intervals provoked the design of large volume, long duty X-LASERS. 

2.7 X-RAY LASERS 

Chemical-gas X-LASERS use liquid fuels in burn chambers to produce coherent extreme Ultraviolet 
(EUV) to soft X-Radiation (VV ang, patent). Others activate corrosive gas-metal plasmas by LASER bursts. 
Nitrogen-Fluorine, Cadmium-Zinc, Sodium-Neon, Vanadium-Titanium, Carbon-Manganese, Aluminum
Erbium, and Silicon-Dysprosium are some of the endless combinations. Exotic gas and chemical-gas 
media have formed the heart of EXCIMERresearch (Tomiyasu, Meinzer, Nighan, patents). These systems 
have employed fluorides of argon, xenon, neon, and krypton to excite extreme quantum transitions in 
various hard ultraviolet and hard X-Ray spectra. 

The use of dense volume metal vapors and lasant media have produced the most powerful X-LASERS 
to date. High amperage electrical discharges are combined with highpower optical LASER pulses in order 
to produce frighteningly powerful X and Gamma Ray emissions. Eutectic alloys of lowest possible melting 
points are employed in certain X-LASERS. Boron-Nickel-Platinum and Gold-Silicon are some of these 
exotic X-Lasant blends which are made to melt and rapidly become a vapor when electrically activated. 
The high amperage electrodischarge converts portions of the eutectic solid into liquid, and the liquid into 
a dense plasma gas. Continued electrodischarge raises the plasma into excessively stimulated quantum 



states which,· by highpulse LASER excitations, produce the intensely penetrating X and Gamma Rays for 
which they are so highly prized. These "Z-Pinch" plasma devices fire beams easily capable of melting clec:m 
holes directly through thick walls of metal and stone. Those who direct the development of these weapons 
are rarely concerned with disclosing the secrets germane to their actual reconstruction, a curious arro
gance which betrays far too many cryptic elements. The inner workings of b~.~aµcracy cannot hide the 
motives of those who have rushed into the making of these superior weapons. Fulfilling the designs out
lined in the early RAND proposals, a great number of X and Gamma LASERS can be placed in orbit, the 
perlect weapons station. 

The ability of X-Rays most noticed by its early observers was its strange, inherent ability to pass through 
most substances. While representing its major distinguishing characteristic, this attribute makes the task of 
developing a true photon cavity resonator for X-Rays virtually impossible~ All of the former designs which 
have been thus far mentioned were systems which developed travelling beams of coherent X-Rays. None 
employed resonant cavity intensification of radiant emissions, a feature which severely limited their overall 
efficiency. All of-the systems which used travelling shockwave methods for gathering monochromatic 
photon populations were incapable of employing optical cavities, those normally use in raising visible light 
intensities in IASER arrays. 

By comparison with the burst technologies, those techniques which make coherent X-LASERS possible, 
true optical LASER action permits enormous photon gathering efficiency over longer time periods. It is 
routinely possible to produce Terrawatt optical beams because of mirrors. Optical lasing action occurs as 
we feed a lasant medium with external energy. Raised to critical transitions, the continual cascade of 
photons harvests vast yields in an organized "coherent" manner. Von Laue (1906) discovered that rock salt 
and other crystals have defined effect on X-Ray beams. But X-Ray light is not appreciably refracted by 
ordinary lenses. They require special multiple vanes and pinhole composites, as revealed in a great variety 
of X-Ray pinhole cameras (Andrews, patent). Magnesium Fluoride or Lithium Fluoride windows have 
been used as hard Ultraviolet transmission windows. X-Ray mirrors have been developed for use in the 
soft X-spectrum. 

Flat halide reflecting cavities, partially reflective X-Ray mirrors, have been composed of salts and min

eral crystals. But having a maximum reflectivity of 50% or less, these can provide optical resonances only 
for a few "passes". These were designed for use in early X-LASERS, but did not allow sufficient amplifica
tion by continuous reflection. Spontaneous amplification occurs only with successive passes through the 
lasant medium. As X-Ray wavelets and particles rise beyond a given threshold, the now intense beams 
cannot be stopped by the crystal mirrors. The few "passes" made while the photons permeate their las ant 
medium produce a minor amplification until the escape point is reached. Until the discovery of true 
Gamma Ray lasing phenomena, all weapons research moved toward the development of X-Ray LASERS. 
Through the inherent limits of the art, attentions were concentrated on burst-pulse technologies; major 
design representatives being contained within this collection. 

By developing far superior weaponry, nuclear warheads would join the mace, axe, or crossbow of 
heraldry as antiques. The later history of the Cold War came to a close with the development of working 
beamray weapons. The advent of SDI marked the new era. Warfare had developed to the place where 
electrically slaved beamray systems had effectively rendered all nuclear warheads obsolete. Electron LA
SERS marked a rare advance in this progressive campaign to rid the world of nuclear horror. Requiring 
large stationary installations, linear electron accelerators were combined with :MlID technology to pro
duce the most powerful LASER regime. Free Electron LASERS (FEL) employed a number of fundamen
tal phenomena to produce frighteningly powerful pure light energies approaching the optoexplosive Clear 
Atomic Light technique. The development of ELECTRON LASERS utilized the qualities of mammoth 
single burst electron bunches and their behavior in magnetic fields. High density terrawatt electron bursts 
were accelerated in hard vacuum toward a static array of powerful magnets. This array, stacks of alternate 



magnetic poles, was termed a "wiggler". 
Clumped electron bursts were directed through the "wiggler", each burst group being forced to vibrate 

in perpendicular directions to its direction of travel. These systems produced radiant blasts of photon 
energy strictly equal to the velocity of the electron burst. Cerenkov radiation produced by this burst 
method, the FEL method successfully released inordinately intense light energies of very specific fre
quency. Experiments with these weapons systems were conducted throughout the SDI period, where huge 
hangar-sized electron accelerators beamed their "wiggled" coherent emissions toward ... and shockingly 
through thick steel plates. The resultant holes were smooth edged and excessively large in diameter, 
penetrations for which two solid feet of steel was virtually like tinder. Reflected from large mirrors, this 
penetrating light vaporized high velocity moving targets. FEL technology was adaptive to the production of 
both X and Gamma Beamrays of terrifying potential. The simple imposition of special windows easily 
converting the device into a superpowerful Lenard System. These target windows were composed of 
alternate heavy metal layers, sometimes including radioactive isotopes. The searing quasicoherent Gamma 
Ray energies emitted by these weapons represented the literal release of radiance equal to small yield 
nuclear warheads. 

Since the radiant emissions of these FEL systems were available by the push of a command switch, they 
represented a superior potential to any nuclear weapons: lethal radiation without the devastating blast and 
its concomitant contamination problems. To the perverse minds which devise such technology, these were 
elegant solutions. None of these weapons violated any of the progressively stringent international space 
laws, laws which prohibited the placement of hazardous fissionable systems in orbit. The possession of 
superior weapons systems now pennitted the space deployment of an hybrid weapons host...an aerial 
annada which was not nuclear until empowered electrically. Radiation weaponry is Electronuclear weap
onry, systems which release nuclear fireball radiations on command. Because they are not normally radio
active in the fissionable sense, electronuclear weapons do not legally violate -the existing terms of space 
weapons treaties ... they cleverly violate notions of nuclear energy in the weapons potential. Becoming 
operative at the flick of a switch, these weapons represent potentially more of a threat than a single strike 
nuclear warhead. Any single electronuclear weapon can be fired repeatedly, the equivalent radiant fire
power of several warheads. 

It is ironic that Dr. Nikola Tesla engaged the military in dialogue concerning the use of his Very Special 
Radiations for the defense of his adopted nation. This technology, all too curiously, seemed not to attract 
the least attention of existing military branches. Intent on developing a nuclear arsenal, military adVise
ment betrayed a singular lack of foresight on behalf of the NAO (see parent text). It was not until the death 
of Tesla that military agents broke into his New Yorker Hotel rooms; scouring both the penthouse where 
he lived, and his penthouse laboratory. Secretaries reported that his private safes had been opened, the 
contents completely removed. Questions were asked concerning his several widely scattered trunks, re
positories of completed works on a great variety of topics germane to Aether Physics and Aether Technol
ogy. Those who examined the material later assessed the designs as "containing nothing suggestive of a 
weapons system", conducting their analysis of course from the staunch viewpoint of a more conventional 
understanding. · 



SECTION3 

RADIATION COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

3.1 EARLY RADIANT C01\1MUNICATORS 

A wide variety of radiation modulators precede the development of high penetration particle and wave
let technologies. The concept of communicating on a lightbeam was conceived and developed by a great 
number of inventors before the end of the Nineteenth Century. Photophones and Radiophones, as they 
were termed, used a variety of means by which beamrays of light were modulated l:>y the human voice 
(Bell, Tainter). It was thus possible to establish point-to-point vocal communications along a vibrating 
lightbeam. This ~.ethod found a tremendous appeal among maritime veterans and military personnel. 
When once it was established that both infrared and ultraviolet rays could afford a "secret" channel of 
communications, military agencies took greater personal interest in the technology (Case, Zickler, Coblentz). 

The early development of darkray communications systems preceded the development of MASER and 
LASER technologies. There were ray communications systems already in development before the end of 
the Nineteenth Century. The first of these systems were capable of telegraphing code along a stuttering 
aether beamray. These were eventually replaced by vocal modulators, the rays acting as penetrating 
signalling agents. Again, one name stands out in this unexpected application of strange new energies: 
Nikola Tesla. His pioneering venture. His invention of vacuum-projected Radiant Energy signalling sys
tems was the direct result of familiarity with the mysterious and powerful characteristics of emanations 
which he alone seemed·able to obtain. The energetic darkrays from his tubes were capable of penetrating 
materials without .being obstructed or deformed. The rays were therefore wonqerfully suited for the estab
lishment of a superior form of communications. Teslian very special radiation represented a coherent 
portion of an ambient medium which filled all spa_ce. It was therefore capable of travelling long distances 
directly through· intervening obstructions without appreciable loss. 

Dr. Tesla first experimented with the use. of Radiant Energy beamrays specifically for use in communi
cations, and developed finished systems toward those ends (patents 685.957 and 985.958). Tesla also pio
neered the development of selenium crystal detectors of these special darkrays, the very first demodulators 
of their kind (patent 685.954 and 685.956). These demonstrations · 

proved that signal exchange could effortlessly be established with the smallest of devices between any 
two points. Exchange was not predicated n conditions of position, distance, intervening obstacles, or 
meteorological conditions. Marconi Wave Radio was plagued with all these flaws. The technology of 
Tesla was not easily duplicated by most of his contemporaries. Lacking sufficient understanding of his 
simple, but profound methods, most modem experimenters have again been unable to achieve the claimed 
effects. Only Eric Dollard has successfully duplicated several of the Radiant Energy communications 
effects. There certainly remains much more to rediscover. 

But once the idea was enunciated by Dr. Tesla, several experimenters began realizing the feasibility and 
potential of systems employing penetrating radiations. But "interpretation" abounds in the scientific realms. 
When a phenomenon cannot obtained, it is either rejected or interpreted. Unable to achieve the Teslian 
results, several experimenters interpreted Radiant Energy Technology in terms of X and _other more 
energetic Rays. But several factors prevented most investigators from realizing the inherent potential of X 
and Gamma Rays for either power transmission or signalling. The excessive fame and mysterious nature 
of the X-Rays literally blinded the eyes of experimenters for a long time, and few were able to grasp the use 
of these rays. For most academes and experimenters, X-Rays were totally unlike light. There were few 
materials with which the X-Rays would interact at all. X-Rays seemed to represent an ultimate reality of 



space which held most experimenters in awe. Recall that X-Rays had been viewed as a harmless manif es
tation of light: untenable, insensible, and ephemeral. The X-Rays were equated by the academes with 
aether itself. The excessive academic publicity, which failed to credit Sir William Crookes with the dis
cover, had failed to grasp what Dr. Tesla later claimed concerning aether ad X-Rays. In his numerous 
articles and lectures, Dr. Tesla repeatedly affirmed that X-Rays were a distinct by::product of aether stream 
bombardment in metals. 

According to Tesla, X-Rays were not fundamental in nature. X-Rays were a far more convoluted "wave
let energy": large vortices in the aether, but not rarefied aether itself. Tesla came to recognize that the 
highly energetic and purified streams which he had obtained were not the same "X-Rays" as those investi
gated by the others. His "very special radiation" was composed of a purified aether stream, a ray of 
ultimate particles. These ultimate particles comprised the Radiant Energy with which he was principally 
concerned and on which his technology completely depended. The excessive familiarity with the study 
granted Dr. Tesl(!. a confidence which was soon hated by many of his contemporaries. Notable among 
these was his own countryman, Michael Pupin, who sought every opportunity to slander and vilify the very 
name of Tesla. In several lecture presentations, Pupin incited his students to make loud and mocking 
noises whenever Tesla made a statement; an interaction which Tesla did not refrain from deriding. 

Pupin claimed he had preceded Tesla in the development of X-Ray photography, while Tesla simple 
cited Crookes as the true discoverer of X-Rays and the originator of both the fluorescent and photographic 
X-Ray process. This was in fact the historical precedent which most chose to ignore. While heaping their 
praise on Roentgen, the media-launched fame diverted attention from Dr. Crookes. He had been the 
object of derision far too long, the t:winkling little man who used his globes to actively searched for 
"ectoplasms". Most of his petty flatterers, young members of the Royal Society, wished him completely out 
of the scientific world ... if not out of the world altogether. He was an ancient standard, a noisome reminder 
that Victorian Science produced far more revolutionary discoveries and techn9logies than their theoretics 
could provide. Tesla was viewed in the very same light, a derisive association which Tesla gladly accepted. 
Tesla was in fact the very first to cite the damaging power of both Lenard and X-Rays. Tesla made itclear 
that the· aether rays, which he had discovered, were capable of permeating matter because they were in 
such a rarefi.ea condition. 

The hazards of exposure to such "large complexes" and "aether vortices" could not be enough over
stated. Being such "large energetic complexes", the X-Rays were incapable of truly passing through tissues 
without damaging them. Their vortexian nature passed through delicate tissue like winding screws, ·tug
ging and dragging biological materials to pieces. Despite the mounting derision concerning his statements 
on X-Rays, the bad news concerning dark radiations soon became an unbreached barrier. Severely over
exposed to hard X-Rays, Lenard Rays, and the Gamma emissions of radionuclides, a great many experi
menters suffered from strange bums and terribly degenerative illnesses. X-Ray energies, though invisible, 
insensible, and untenable, were recognized as lethal agencies. It was just as Tesla had stated. 

For private experimenters, the subject of X-Rays was first shunned, then feared, and then excluded in 
that order. The gradual rejection of studies in Radiation Science overcame the greater portion of private 
experimenters. Thoroughly occupied with the exploration of an emerging Marconi Wave Radio and its 
application, the scientific community typically shifted its gears and fled the former quest. Only the indus
trial development of commercial X-Ray Technology continued, a study virtually dominated by large 
corporate conglomerates such as General Electric. Tb.is industry-monopolized examination of X-Ray ener
gies did not encompass the kind of creative vision which early characterized the energetic experimenters 
of 1896. Industry focussed on single objectives for mundane applications, the harnessing of spectacular 
energies as a mere tool toward the banal pursuit of corporate supremacy. The large million-volt X-Ray 
systems which were developed by Morgan-owned General Electric Company, were applied to the 
skiatographic examination of steel welds. 



It had been popularly believed that the otherwise mysterious energy had been conquered by Industry, 
a notion which conveniently helped to privatize X-Rays and Radiation Technology among corporations. 
But the inventive and visionary pursuits of only the most bold researchers successfully developed X-Ray 
and radiation technology far beyond these boring applications. It was recalled that several strange phe
nomena had been observed by the first X-Ray experimenters. A host of energeti~_il].teractions and transfor
mations between X-Rays and conventional laboratory apparatus had been collated during the period of 
intense private research. An incredibly wide range of Ray-electric and Ray-fluorescent phenomena cap
tured the attention of researchers whose minds searched for new technological innovations. 

In the electrical interactions, X-Rays could discharge and even modulate electrostatic loads (Robb, 
Thomson, Gerchun, Borgmann, Koch). X-Rays could easily charge neutral bodies (Righi, Minchin). X
Rays destroyed the contact potential of dissimilar metals (Murray). X-Rays modulated flames telephoni
cally (Edison). X-Rays could be relayed by appropriated charged bodies and reflective angles (Rowland, 
Carmichael, Briggs, Thomson). They increased conductivity in selenium cells (Giltay, Haga). X-Rays were 
conducted most deeply through refrigerated objects (Edison, Roentgen, Trowbridge, Bleekrode). There 
were a host of distinct fluorescent phenomena which strongly suggested utility in exotic visual communica
tions systems. X-Rays modified various chemical reactions (Goldstein, Lenard, Roentgen, Gifford, Meslan, 
Buquet, Gascard), and were capable of exposing photographic plates of special fluorescent combinations 
(Lumiere, Pupin, Swinton, Henry, Morton, Gifford). They stimulated fluorescence in non-electrified Geissler 
Tubes (Dufour). X-Rays produced variable fluorescence, strongly suggesting utility in a wide variety of 
signalling systems (Edison). 

In each of these strong energetic transformations were perceived new possibilities for communicating 
both power currents, vocal signals, and visual images across vast distances. Where mountains and other 
intervening structures might otherwise occlude Wave Radio signal exchanges, Teslian aether-ray signals 
would simple pass through. Some explored the use of Deep Ultraviolet and Sofy X-Rays for use in commu
nications (Zickler, De Moura). Indeed, no essential difference existed between the use of Ultraviolet or X
Rays in radiophones, systems made to project and receive a stream of modulated high frequency light 
energy for longrange signalling. And there would have been more of these systems, but for the fear w~ch 
accompanied the very mention of X-Rays. But in the discovery of these special energy transfortnative 
effects, interactive effects between X-rays and electrical systems, highly motivated private experimenters 
again found it possible to implement the strange rays in code-pulse radiophonic communications. These 
discoveries and embodiments remain largely unknown by the scientific community. · 

3.2 RADIANT MODULATORS 

The advent of Marconi Wave Radio seemed to offer the greatest promise of longrange communica
tions. This was especially true of Marconi Shortwave Radio, where field stations were easily established by 
the use of loop antennas. Military Wave Radio brought very effective countermeasures among the strong
holds of the technologically adept. Wave Radio "jamming" technologies employed hannonically rich 
spark discharges and destroyed signal exchange for miles. Therefore a precedent had historically been set 
by the military implementation of a surprising assortment of invisible beamrays for communications. The 
highly privatized communications of maritime and landbased military forces had become part of the 
privatized intelligence technology arsenal. While the use of electroradiant (Tesla, De Moura), ultraviolet 
(Zickler) and infrared beams (Coblentz) during World War I established secretive communications links 
between dispersed field or ocean-going armed forces, several bizarre systems appeared which employed 
radiations not commonly considered usable in these venues. These X and Gamma Ray systems found 
application because of their generally unstoppable propagation mode, point-to-point radiant beams per-



· mitting precise and unjammable communications. 
Between the World Wars a very few undaunted Radiation Science experimenters tenaciously researched 

the varieties of radiant energies, with an aim toward developing a specific new technology. These pioneers 
established several true technological milestones, both for power transmission and communications arts. 
Certain of these pursuits produced true and powerful radiant energy receivers foi: the production of clean, 
pollution-free energy (Tesla, Hubbard, Moray, Ammon, Farnsworth). Some of these experimenters dis
coyered the means for establishing longrange communications betw"een impossibly obstructed points. 
Through a rare and truly mystifying discovery, Dr. Thomas Henry Moray found a means to listen in on 
remarkably distant locations. This small and compact device, which quickly became a matter of NRL 
classification during World War II, aimed small gas-filled tubes of radioisotopes at the ground. The 
reception of human dialogue, not the result of microphonic amplification, gave startling implications con
cerning the true nature of the biodynamic continuum and certain Gamma Rays. 

By the beginning of World War II in Europe, several radiation inventions had already been tested. 
Because the energetic beams were endowed with natural ability to permeate most substances, X-Ray and 
Gamma Ray beacons were actively used to penetrate fog and the darkness of night, insuring the safety of 
both aircraft and maritime traffic ("Directing the Movements of Air and Marine Craft", Weber). Guidance 
systems were developed in quick successions, an exotic form of nightvision ("Ray Aviation Compass", 
Weber). These X-Ray activated systems found their more modern counterparts in Gamma Ray Technol
ogy ("Radiation Generator Providing Amplitude Modulation", Kaminskas ). 

The development of MASER technology was an application of molecular resonance phenomena to 
microwave technology, a completely novel approach to the amplification of superhigh frequency signals. 
MASER technology focussed the attentions of electronics engineers, less on the artificial production of 
electron populations, and more on natural frequency sources. The reason why the MASER approach was 
so radically different from klystron amplifier technology was that it utilized _chemical vapors, naturally 
occurring generators of microwave energy. The very first MASER was demonstrated in Columbia Univer
sity by the team of Townes, Gordon, and Zeiger (1954). The intensely coherent energy derived from a 
chaotic gas plasma surprised engineers, and stimulated designers to work toward the development of solid 
state MASERS; The very first such device was successfully demonstrated in Bell Laboratories by Feher, 
Scovil, and Seidel (1956). MASER technology was immediately applied to the first ECHO satellite trans
missions. Robert DeGrassee handled MASER reception from ECHO I (1960), the highly amplified and 
clarified signals encouraging a veritable revolution in the drive toward the development of ever new 
"quantum" amplifiers. 

Townes and Shawlow published theoretical discussions which described both the necessary parts and 
operational characteristics of an optical MASER in 1958. In this publication, the possibility of both infrared 
and visible light amplifying MASERS were considered. By 1960, Theodore Maiman test fired the first ruby 
crystal LASER. One gains a power advantage by the employment of special atomic populations, the 
applied light energy stimulating an enormous atomic population into cooperative resonance. The crystal 
LASER process is analogous to placing an iron rod in the core of an electromagnet. The same light energy 
becomes enormously amplified. In the case of the first ruby LASER, the crystal-poised Chromium atoms 
provided the cooperative cascade. The first ruby LASER was small, a system only a few centimeters in 

length and 0.5 centimeters in diameter. Nevertheless, it produced coherent red light through flash pump
ing action. The (0.3) millisecond burst delivered 10 kilowatts of coherent light energy. 

While the development and proliferation of MASER technology was based on a need for greatly ampli
fied microwave signals for communications, the development of LASER technology had no real base in 

communications arts whatsoever. The theoretical attributes of a powerful LASER system had defined 
applications only in weapons technology. As a weapon, the potential coherent energy of such a photon 
amplifier would be virtually unlimited. The first highpower crystal LASERS were produced by Raytheon. 



The numerous demonstrations impacted the national and international mind with an intended slant on the 
weapons attributes of the intense light. This continual series of news releases, graphic demonstrations of 
LASER-perforated metal plates, taught the public that a new weapon had been secured. By employing 
atomic populations of naturally stimulated quantum states, populations whose normal ground levels were 
naturally stimulated,_ incredibly powerful crystal LASERS were developed. 

It was known that the natural radioactive elements were already super saturated with free quanta. Self
stimulations flooded the Lanthanide series, where the addition of appropriate light energy could easily 
provoke a huge coherent avalanche of power. The appropriate mixtures ofradionuclides produced a great 
and varied number of potent LASER spectra Uranium-doped fluoride crystals formed the crystal core of 
one such powerful coherent infrared LASER. Flashlamps superpumped an already-stimulated uranium 
fluorescence, a system having an incredible power yield for its total size (Sorokin, patent). 1his radioactive 
LASER method was explored by others, whose efforts were directed toward the weapons development of 
coherent X-Radiation LASERS. 

The potential advantage of a coherent light communications link was already discussed, especially 
among those whose interest lay primarily in the communications arts. The now divergent LASER technol
ogy required the simultaneous development of experimental weapons and communications systems. While 
flashlamp operation satisfied the early requirements of weapons contractors such as Raytheon, the commu
nications requirement of Bell Laboratories called for a "continuous" lasing action. 

The modulation of a coherent light beam would in no way differ from the designs formerly known as 
"photophones" and "radiophones". Photophones were devices which established vocal communications 
along a visible light beam. Radiophones were devices which exchanged vocal signals along an invisible 
light beam. This latter variety included the use of infrared (Coblentz) and hard Ultraviolet (Zickler). Each 
system failed to replace waveradio for a single reason. The inherent characteristic of light, by which its 
beams diverge. across great distances, placed severe limits on the utility of ra~ophones. In time, several 
experimenters developed monochromatic beam radiophones, whose directed rays were curiously intense 
and which remained mysteriously parallel. This first recognition of coherent light provoked several de
cades of research toward the establishment of true coherent beam systems. The infrared MASER was the 
very first such system, the LASER the next. 

It was not therefore unusual to recall that the very first gas-LASER was demonstrated in Bell Laborato
ries ( 1961) by J avan, Bennett, and Herriot. This system differed greatly from the ruby crystal LASER in that 
its operation was indeed co~tinuous. The gas LASER depended not on the instantaneous high-intensity 
stimulations of flashlamps, but on the continuous stimulation of an electrical plasma. Here then was a 
means of producing coherent light directly from electrical power. Thereafter, the generation of a wide 
communications-worthy spectrum was pursued by a great number of experimenters. The patent by Gor
don Gould is a veritable doctoral thesis on every conceivable aspect of the LASER art. 1broughout the 20 
year period which followed the very first LASER demonstration, a host of pulsed and continuous opera
tion LASER systems flooded the Patent Archive. The Archive reveals the development of variant lasing 
media, media combinations, media symmetries, media stimulation modes, and the exploration of special 
spectral outputs. 

The advent of the coherent beam technologies permitted the former infrared and ultraviolet radiophonic 
systems to operate over a vastly extended range with great clarity. Because coherent rays are rectilinear 
and intense, it was found possible to encrypt messages with a previously unknown density. The develop
ment of various LASER emissions, those including infrared and ultraviolet, were the deliberate design of 
communications developers. The inability of most visible light spectra to penetrate fog, clouds, and rain 
was solved to a large extent by selecting spectra with natural ability to pass through large volumes of water 
vapor. The development of continuous gas-LASERS produced an increased beam power with a concomi
tant ability to impress signals upon the beamray. This modulation potential was not new. But for LASERS, 



formerly limited to highpower pulsed crystal apparatus, this ability to modulate LASER light gave a new 
and thrilling promise. 

3.3 RADIATION CARRIERS 

We have mentioned that the true and original models of all the Radiation Communications Systems are 
those several designs which were developed, demonstrated, and patented by Dr. Nikola Tesla (patent 
685.958). Tesla Radiant Energy transceivers operated in an aetheric mode. The rarefied particle transmis
sions employed by Tesla, according to his assessment ultimately more refined than free electrons, effected 
a graphic vocal communications previously unknown in the wireless arts. In the Teslian communications 
systems, specialized vacuum globes and (later) long tubes replaced the aerial wires of waveradio. W!th 
these, Dr. Tesla 'Yas easily able to communicate across incredible distances with the most surprisingly 
compact transceivers. Military misinterpretations of Radiant Energy apparatus provoked research in X and 
Gamma Ray Technology, a field which could not live up to the legendary achievements of Tesla. 

The misrepresentations concerning Teslian Technology motivated certain researchers to explore the 
use of X and Gamma Ray energies as communications carriers. It had been observed that fluctuating X
Ray streams produced fluctuating fluorescence in distant sensitive screens. This constituted a rather simple 
but complete form of a communications system. Photoelectric conversions between fluctuating X-Ray 
beams, fluorescent screens, and photosensitive cells had been implemented in one such system (Fua, 
patent). Whole image transfer systems anticipated the use of beamray projection through opaque filters, 
fluoroscopes providing the means for "decoding" the transmitted images. This technology, one which 
utilized a very special radiation, properly began with Nikola Tesla. Retrieved patents reveal that others, 
having misinterpreted his intentions, developed successful X and Gamma Ray image transfer systems. 

When properly obtained, the energies were relatively monochromatic. X or Gamma Rays were pos
sessed of such high energetic content that their projected divergence was not an impediment to the prelimi
nary experiments. When properly projected, it was known that X-Ray beams did not diverge with great 
distance. The nature of these energies, however, was problematic. In the experiments which proposed the 
use of X-Ray signal carriers, the very nature of the radiation constituted grave personal hazard. Unless 
means were found for tightly maintaining the beamrays, or allowing the signal strengths to be negligible, 
both signalling parties would be at risk. Early X-Ray modulators could impress code or vocal signals upon 
the cathode supply of an ordinary Coolidge Tube, obtaining communications through a vibrating X-Ray 
stream. Telegraphy on an X-Ray beam! 

These simple Coolidge Tube modulators projected their encoded signal beam to any one of a number 
of radiation-sensitive detectors. However primitive, the employment of a modulator and a distant detector 
forms a true communications system. Experimental investigations next sought the development of ex
tremely collimated X and soft Gamma Ray beams which could be impressed with vocal signals. This 
posed an essential problem to engineers, the intensely penetrating rays not easily lending themselves to 
traditional modulation techniques. The theoretical modulation of any radiant energy requires control of 
the processes which generate those rays. But the valvular control of natural X and Gamma Ray emitters 
was not possible in these early years of development. Prior to 1962, there was no way to secure the 
modulated control of natural radioactive decay. The solution to this formidable challenge resulted in a 
remarkable series of embodiments. 

The generation of primary carrier beams in both the X and Gamma Ray bands had been a develop
mental path having two solutions. The first involved the utilization of dangerous natural Gamma emitters, 
mechanical shutters, or mechanical vibrators. These systems, which required samples of Cobalt-60 or 
Strontium-90, were necessarily accompanied by excessive shielding requirements. Vocal-sensitive mechanical 



modulators poised well shi~lded gamma emissives on delicate wire (DeLora.ine and Goldstein, patent), on 
a delicate spring (Wanetick, patent), valved emissions from a radioisotope by varying a shutter window 
(London, patent), vibrated delicate pistons over emissive matter to impress audio fluctuations on emitted 
rays (Black, Hyde, patents), and flowed colloidal aluminum over X-Ray emissives to impress audio com
pressional waves on the radiation (Fanning, patent). 

An ingenious method used beta-ray emitters in conjunotion with electrical discharges. These beta-emis
sive substances were less dangerous, readily available, and more easily shielded than the gamma emitters 
themselves. Applying electrical modulations in directed streams toward beta-emissive targets in vacuum, 
experimenters obtained the powerful modulation of an intensely penetrating Gamma Ray stream.· Signal
modulated electron streams bombarded various emissives to project graphically rich signals (Chope, Fua, 
Piekenbrock, patents). In this design theme, directed electron bombardment under modulated control was 
absorbed into beta-emissive material. The resultant X and Gamma radiation was completely modulated 
for certain pulseq-code and rudimentary vocal communications. 

Gamma Rays from such systems were not the spurious emissions of a natural source, such as Cobalt-60 
or Strontium-90. They were sources under modulated control, and could be utilized in audio beam trans
missions. Bremsstrahlung modulators were effective and compact, but succeeded only in projecting inco
herent "soft" gamma rays. While lacking the necessary coherence for long range, distortion-free communi
cations, these components provided a step in the art. This electron-bombardment modulatory process 
found improvement in vario~s downscaled weapons designs, those which also provided the attribute of 
coherence. Complex and delicate, these systems were soon replaced by an unexpected discovery. It 
proved to be one which totally revolutionized the art of radiation communications. 

Whether produced through shutters, mechanical oscillators, or bombardment tubes ... X and Gamma 
radiations can carry information. X and Gamma Ray fluctuations are varying columnar radiant densities 
which behave as virtual solid lines. These energetic carriers differ from the radiophonic use of infrared or 
ultraviolet light rays in both their material penetration depth and extreme rectilinearity. An emitted pencil 
of X or Gamma Rays undulates in density with time. The basic function of a mechanical modulator is to 
impress signal variations on penetrating X or Gamma radiant earners. Mechanical modulation of either X 
or Gamma Rays is a largely inefficient process, better and· more fundamental means were sought. 

3.4 RADIATION DETECTORS 

The contemporary science of radiant emissions and their detection, while properly having its origins in 
deepest antiquity, begins anew with the researches of Luigi Galvani (1777). Dr. Galvani observed an 
"atmosphere" of strange natural emanations, radiant currents of unknown species, projecting from large 
metal plates out into their surrounding space. His experiments highlighted the fact that physiological 
interception of these emanations resulted in powerful physiological effects. Contact with the plates in 
darkness produced effects which differed from those sensed with the plates in full sunlight. Elevated and 
insulated from the ·.ground, these large plates of zinc or copper were able to produce remarkably thrilling 
currents; currents which have never found resolution in the electronic carrier theory. These physiotonic 
currents were never measured directly by either electrostatic or electromagnetic instruments, however 
sensitive. 

Half a century later, Baron Karl von Reichenbach delved into the mystery, exposing large plates of 
silver, copper, iron, zinc to starlight, moonlight, sunlight, and the complete darkness of special chambers 
he had arranged for these purposes. Reichenbach discovered that an atypical current species flowed from 
these plates, observed in complete darkness as a luminous brush discharge of vivid coloration. Each 
element and chemical substance emanated a distinctive color and discharge form, evidence to the Baron 



that a luminal energy was coursing throughout all matter in the world~ 1bis current species he termed 
"Odylle", or simply "Od". Odyllic currents were slow and permeating. They were completely different 
from currents produced by static machines, batteries, or small dynamos. On closer examination, Odylle 
currents more nearly resemble certain luminous energies produced by Sir William Crookes. and Nikola 
Tesla. These white 11.iminous currents also match the currents obtained by Stubblefield, Moray, and Reich. 

The elusive quality of such energies direct our scientific attentions back to a previous Qualitative Sci
ence, where we are compelled to accept the fact that sensible forces do exist beyond the response of 
inertial measuring instruments. The existence of current species, those species first discerned through 
accessible subjective experience, demands a greater skeptical inquiry: one which accepts both the impo
tence of present measurement instruments, and the incompleteness of the highly restrictive and dogmatic 
force models presently accepted at the academic level. 

Subjective discernment experiences energetic species which cannot easily be measured in inertial sys
tems, and are distinct from the conventional electronic carriers on several accounts. The light-stimulated 
currents from metal plates, those investigated by Galvani and Baron von Reichenbach, were continually 
reexplored throughout the Victorian Epoch. As academes shifted their focus from less measurable qualita
tive currents to the measurable quantitative currents, a regime of Radionic Science developed among 
heretical academes and a large community of privateers. Radionic Science explored the potentials of the 
aetherial currents, developing a wide and astounding technological regime. Because academia ignored the 
findings, they were forced to consider only the gross measurable artifacts which have today become 
collated in Quantum Physics. 

Interest in light, and its interactive effects within matter, again made a foray into human consciousness 
when the "photoelectrolytic effect" was discovered. E. Becquerel (1839) observed an increased current 
flow in a wetcell battery when one of the electrodes was brightly illuminated by sunshine. A great number 
of photoelectrolytic cells were subsequently developed to exploit this astounding find (Case, Garrison, 
Goldman, Brodsky). These cells converted light energy into electrical current, and varied the resistance of 
measuring circuits when exposed to light Photoconduction in solid materials was discovered by Willoughby 
Smith in 1873. He utilized tiny rods of selenium as resistance elements in a bridge circuit On being 
accidentally ill.Uminated, these rods were found to greatly increase the total current flow in his sensitive 
bridge. I 

Selenium _was a wonder metal, a brittle grey element which could not easily be worked. Sumner Tainter 
(1881), a technician who worked with A.G. Bell, discovered a means for drawing out selenium wire. This 
metallurgic feat permitted both Tainter and Bell to develop a "photophonic" system of communications. 
Beams of sunlight were modulated through highly reflective mica windows, projecting their vibrating 
beams toward a coil of fine selenium wire which Tainter had devised. The demodulation of this vibrating 
lightbeam produced an audible vocal signal in the earphone, an ordinary telephonic receiver. This was, as 
far as we yet know, the first modem instance in which telephonic signals were obtained through a lightbeam. 

Heinrich Hertz discovered the photoej ection of electrons when certain metals were exposed to ultravio
let light. Hallwachs (1888) soon closely investigated the phenomenon, employing ultraviolet sources, pol
ished photoejective metals and fine-wire grids. Electrostatic fields were measured between these plate-grid 
structures in air. It was later learned by Augusto Righi (1888) that stacked combinations of these plates and 
grids were capable of greatly multiplying the normally small electrostatic field. Several premier Victorian 
experimenters began a fascinating exploration of photosensitivity. Preserving the Victorian truths which 
represent the heritage of accumulated centuries' empirical discovery, several researchers maintained their 
qualitative alliance. One such researcher, Dr Gustav Le Bon, revealed an unknown super-photoelectric 
effect in certain metals when exposed to sunlight. He produced artificial radioactivities in light elemental 
metals (magnesium, tin, zinc) under focussed sunlight. Anomalous in manifestation, these radioactivities 
actually exceeded the measured outputs of radium and thorium samples. The work of Dr. Le Bon strongly 



inf erred the existence of pre-electronic particles, a bombarding atmosphere capable of rendering radioac
tive certain appropriate elements. 

It became therefore known that aluminum, magnesium, and zinc, each electropositive metals, produced 
the strongest photoelectric emissions. Two co-researchers, Elster and Geitel, discovered that amalgams of 
zinc and magnesium produced better photoelectric effects in air than the pure IIJ:~Ws (1888). In 1889, they 
found that amalgams of sodium and potassium produced.very strong photoelectric currents in air. These 
amalgams did not require ultraviolet rays, the stimulating sunlight having passed through a thick glass plate 
and produced a strong photosensitivity. This was the very first "photometric detector", a discovery which 
triggered a revolution in photoelectric research. 

In 1890, Julius Elster and Hans Geitel patented a sodium amalgam vacuum tube. In th.is device, the 
photosensitive amalgam was hermetically sealed in glass. The globe was evacuated, the very first true 
phototube. Being easily stimulated by visible light alone, the device did not require special ultraviolet
permittive quartz windows. They soon discovered that hydride crystals of alkaline metals gave superior 
results to their amcllgam globes. Their process used a stream of hydrogen gas over sodium or potassium 
film deposits, a bright colloidal surface being developed. Globes produced by this process (1912) were 
more than 100 orders in magnitude greater than all previous photoelectric cells. The invention of this 
special tube soon became a regime of specialized detectors, vacuum tubes capable of responding to and 
demodulating beams of radiant energy. 

It became known that the placement of photovoltaic substances in either gas-filled or evacuated glass 
tubes greatly increased their response. Many experimenters hermetically sealed a variety of photosensitive 
materials, both elements and minerals, in glass tubes. These photosensitive detectors later comprised the 
heart of a number of subsequent discoveries in the Radiation Sciences, designs which ultimately found 
continual utility in Radiation Technology. A variety of photoelectric effects embodied a growing arsenal of 
sensitive detecting instruments (Case, Michelson, Hart, Goldman, et al). The e~ly radiation detectors were 
specialized photosensitive materials, elements and minerals whose conductive response to incident radia
tion allowed them to function as transducers. Tesla both discloses and explains the use of selenium crystals 
as sensitive detectors of his pulsation rays (patents 685.954 and 685.956) .. 'This first use of photosensitive 
materials as detectors of pulsed and vocal-impressed Radiant Energy reveals . a distinct difference in their 
Teslian use. 

Supersensitive caesium-silver vacuum tubes were devised (de Boer, Teves), and later improved (Koller, 
Campbell, Asao,. Suzuki). Photosensitive vacuum tubes employed thallium sulphide (Case), telluriiim
selenium (Michelson), selenium-iodine (Hart), iron selenide-silver (Bergmann, Lange), molybdenum sul
phide (Coblentz), potassium (Campbell), potassium-nickel (Knowles), potassium sulphide (Olpin), barium
silver (Case), barium-tungsten, barium-nickel (Lowry), cadmium (Griffith), sodium (Selenyi), (Becker), 
rubidium (Ives), and many others. These vacuum tubes were later referred to as "primary emission" tubes, 
a reference to the photoelectrons released from their sensitive metal plates when properly illuminated. 

The chemical process of depositing sensitive photocathodic material often required the presence of inert 
gases within the tubes, processes which left gas traces despite subsequent evacuation. These residual gases 
actually strengthened the vacuum photoelectric effect, and experimenters found that the addition of a 
gaseous atmosphere enhanced the output currents of photosensitive materials. Investigators used hydro
gen, helium, nitrogen, oxygen, and other gas-filled tubes (Mohler, Foote). Others tested the worth of neon, 
krypton and xenon in magnifying photosensitivity (G. Hertz). A new variety of photosensitive tubes dem
onstrated that phototarget materials flooded the gas with ejecta, a bombardment which resulted in an 
emission of secondary electrons. The bombardment products were reabsorbed from the gas, by the anode 
rod. These gas-metal interaction tubes produced greatly amplified currents. 

Certain metals and gases were found to function best together, combinations which produced exces
sively strong secondary emissions. Any detected signal, however weak, could be raised by an articulate 



physical process. Amplifiers of the photoelectric effect, these new gas-filled tubes produced strong photo
electric signals in response to the slightest incoming radiant energy. Experiments verified the use of mul
tiple gas mixtures and photoemissive metals. Caesium layers on magnesium were immersed in a low
pressure atmosphere of neon-argon, a design which excelled all previous phototubes (Penning). Certain 
experimenters constructed composite tubes, by which photosensitivity was aetu.ally amplified through 
thermionic emission (Asada, Hagita, Geffeken, Richter). . 

Because so many experimenters misinterpreted the findings of Tesla, a subsequent use of early photo
conductive materials as radiowave detectors flooded the literature. The waveradio phototube detector 
represented an anomaly which was never fully and properly addressed. Why any material sensitive to light 
photons should be capable of responding to electromagnetic waves was viewed only by a few. The old pre
Maxwellian concept that all radiant interactions were interactions in the Aether capably addressed this 
anomaly. One curious such design was able to detect radiostation transmissions by simply scanning the 
horizon with a special yard-long thermionic photomultiplier (McCullough). Misunderstood and curiously 
ignored, this compact system enabled military forces of the Second World War to determine the direction 
of enemy trans~ssions with unerring accuracy. 

For a great variety of military and industrial functions, the amplification of weak incident radiation 
signals became a priority just before World War II. Phototube characteristics were studied with special 
attention toward the production of powerful photoelectric avalanches, an increase of output signal being 
greatly desired by certain agencies. During the Cold War, phototube technology reached an acme which 
is revealed only in the declassified patent records .. Multiple plate phototubes, analogues of the discharge 
devices produced by Righi, became a new focus. Photomultiplier tubes greatly advanced this pulse-code 
demodulation of radiation signals, employing the added noise potential given by radioisotopes under 
photoelectric bombardment. Military contractors provided their respective armed forces with special ra
diation detectors for a wide variety of applications. 

No single 'researcher did more to utilize and perfect the photomultiplication effect than Dr. Philo 
Farnsworth, .. whose astounding designs revolutionized the electronic arts. Dr. Farnsworth choreographed 
the sum totc4 of photoem.issive technologies, by his masterful genius employing hitherto unknown geom
etries to produce his famed Multipactor Tube. A plethora of his designs exist, apparatus having anomalous 
efficiencies scarcely represented by our few bibliographic references. Reconfigured into radiant energy 
receivers and imaging systems, these deeply inspired devices literally "make visible that which is 
invisible" ... thus the military "IA1RON" advertisement states. It is a technology in which Dr. Farnsworth 
remains the premier visionary. 

The numerous Farnsworth image amplifiers and image storing devices demonstrated enormous ability 
to amplify insignificantly small incident radiant signals. The Farnsworth Multipactors employ thoriated 
mirrors and caesium plates, and develop avalanche emissions by radioactive multiplication. This principle 
gradually became the adopted standard in a wide variety of radiation signal receivers, where input X and 
Gamma Rays were transformed in wavelength and magnified in energy; so that an immeasurable incident 
photon could be raised to five or more orders of magnitude. 

As investigators found that the addition of special elements and gas mixtures produced curiously 
"photoselective" detectors, a strange breed of photosensitive tubes were developed throughout the early 
part of the Twentieth Century. These specialized photodetectors, "artificial retinas" as they were called, 
were used to select and discriminate colorations with extreme accuracy. A new breed of monochromatic 
sensors were implemented to detect infrared (caesium), red (cadmium, iron-selenium, sodium), yellow
green (barium), green (cuprous oxide), blue (rubidium), violet (lithium, potassium), ultraviolet (cadmium, 

. sodium, strontium, uranium, zinc). Certain cell-types (cuprous oxide) responded to several colors, produc
ing reversing photocurrent polarities for each color. 

Such highly selective photodetectors opened a new potential in the art of point-to-point phototelephony: 



the concept qf selective and innumerable "color channels". Projecting pulse-code or vocal modulations, 
these "color beam" systems used special monochromatic gas-discharge tubes in conjunction with their 
peak photoselective tubes. The use of such specific monochromatic channels granted a rare secrecy to 
priority messages. The range of this special monochromatic communications technology was especially 
extended into the invisible spectra, where specific and numerous infrared and JJltraviolet channels could 
be accessed where absolute secrecy was demanded. It was in _the development of this monochromatic 
selectivity that bifurcation occurred in the art. Wishing to refine and expand this new communications 
trend, some pursued the development of more intensely monochromatic sources (MASERS), while others 
pursued the development of higher and more undetectable radiation spectra. 

The development of spectral frontiers sought access in the hard.ultraviolet and X-Ray regions. Without 
sensitive radiation demodulating detectors however, transmitted X-Ray signals were unnecessarily strong 
and dangerous. Seeking utility in this region, certain designers began investigating the use of specialized 
phototubes as high efficiency, auto-amplifying detectors. Radioactive sources were pulsed with quick act
ing plate lead shutters, as particle or photonic pulses were directed out through small pinhole collimators. 
These pulsating radiations streamed across the intervening space, producing identical pulsations in the 
receptive photodetector. Transmitted signals of this form used both particulate or photonic radiation as the 
carrier energy, a rudimentary pulse-code communications system. With weak sources, fluoroscopes were 
used to detect near zone radiations. A later example of this experimental trend appears in the "Ray 
Aviation Compass" of S. L. Weber. 

The attractive feature of radiation carriers was their highly projective and penetrative nature. Material 
obstructions did not pose a problem when using these permeating beams. The early Lenard Ray and X
Ray signalling devices were, by comparison to the aethero-projective systems of Tesla, far more hazardous 
to personnel and fat less efficient The early development of telegraphic pulse-code demodulators was 
relatively easy, a_means which tolerated the presence of modulator "noise". _One could discern the re
ceived pulses as an audio "noise", the chaotic effect in metal target. plates of the penetrating gamma 
radiation carrier .. Radiation receivers were simple vacuum phototubes. Low pressure phototubes pro
duced intensified noise signals, the result of harmonic, enrichment in the inert gas atmosphere. 

The effective range of these pulse-code systems could be greatly extended, neither by modifying the 
transmitter componentry or by intensifying the source output, but through a more highly selective detec
tion method. All phototubes are radiation detectors. Though having maximum response in specific spec
tra, each photosensitive element or compound is possessed of innate responses among the ultraviolet, hard 
ultraviolet, X-Ray, and Gamma Ray spectra. Phototubes are therefore capable of sensing the most pen
etrating rays which any X or Gamma Ray source can propel. The development of a selective respon$e 
detector, one having special selectivity in the energetic X or Gamma Ray spectra, would allow complete 
demodulation at the reception site. One tube design which qualified in these regards was the Geiger 
Ionization Tube. 

3.5 RADIATION CARRIER DEMODULATORS 

A design perfected by Hans Geiger in 1908 as a radiation counter, the Geiger Ionization Tube found 
experimental utility in X-Ray carrier communications systems. Itself being a very specialized phototube, 
the design was amicably suited for this purpose, its thin mica window representing a highly directional 
photodetector capable of responding to highly penetrative X and Gamma photons. Having wonderful 
dynamic characteristics as a detector of pulse-modulated beamrays, the Geiger dete~tor tube was used as 
both receiver and demodulator of intentionally pulsed radiations. Geiger point-counters are excellent 
analog demodulators for pulsed code, having a rapid response-recovery time. They can produce remark-



ably clarified responses to incident radiation pulses. 
The original Geiger design was later improved by W. Muller (1924). The original Geiger Tube used a 

thin aluminum axial wire to detect alpha and beta rays. Used with a thin b.eta-emissive window, the tube 
responded to low energy gamma rays. In another form, thin beta-emissive metal axial wire .was used to 
detect more energetic gamma rays. In effect, the Geiger-Muller Tube is a reverse Lenard Tube. Used as a 
simple line-of-sight detector, the Geiger-Muller Tube show:ed ability to "read" and "decode" pulsed radia
tion signals. Despite these first experimental findings, the Geiger-Muller tube did not permit the high 
selectivity demanded by military requirements. Such primitive radiation detectors do not insure selectivity, 
and cannot therefore be relied on to ensure the absolute secrecy which military signallers demand. 

The improvement of radiation signalling systems lacked two basic components: a truly monochromatic 
and coherent ray source, and a highly selective Geiger-Muller detector. Radiation signal beams had to be 
monochromatic and absolutely rectilinear in propagation between source and target. By making the radia
tion carrier outpl!t more nearly monochromatic, one could literally signal to the horizon with absolute 
secrecy. X and Gamma Ray modulators, which either rapidly "shutter" or vibrate radioisotopes within 
shielded projectors, are broadband quantum sources. Being mechanical systems which impress their modu
lations "after the fact", these systems lack the absolute monochromatic character needed to effect selective 
communications. In addition, they do not provide the highly collimated streams required for longrange 
secrecy in the signalling process. 

Another problem especially emerged with the use of shuttered radioisotopes. The use of natural sources 
produced a broadband radiation carrier, one which often contained energies below X-Rays. Point-to point 
integrity was lost where skewed Grenz and Ultraviolet rays of a wide variety surround the central signal 
beam. These skewed rays have such high energy content that they may easily be read by any enemy 
photodetector. Proximity is not required when the initial beam is intense. Therefore a coherent X or 
Gamma Ray projector, capable of being easily and graphically modulated, b~came the primary compo
nent of necessity in the new art. The design of a highly selective radiation detector would complete the 
system as second component of necessity. Together each would permit absolute secrecy in longrange 
point-to-point'.·signals. 

hnproved radiation detectors of the period effectively converted, clarified, and intensified their received 
· X and Gamma carrier signals. These detectors became complex aggregates, internally employing multiple 
functions to achieve their efficient operations. A series of spark ionizing chambers were produced between 
1920 and 1940, highly charged multiple plate arrangements in very low pressure gas atJ:µospheres. Sirigle 
incident rays triggered electrostatic discharges across the thin gas-capacitor plates, each individual ray trail 
thus being made visible. As detectors ofradiation pulses, these multiple plate low pressure chambers could 
themselves admirably respond to individual rays. 

Not having been designed for use as signal demodulators, neither Geiger-Muller ionization tubes nor 
spark chambers could provide the strong and distortion-free output currents which communications sys
tems demanded. On the contrary, such tubes gave exceedingly weak and noisy responses in such applica-

. tions. In addition, the energetic transformations occurring within the chambers produced a very slow 
response ti.me. Though point-accurate per strike, spark ionization chambers were far too slow to be used in 
communications systems. Lagging response time was problematic in the communications application of 
early phototubes, the time-lag characteristics defining the difference between detectors and true demodu
lators. Such lagging responses were observed and measured in photodetectors, a remarkable evidence of 
various resonant responses in matter (Campbell and Stoodley, Metcalf, Tedham, Wheatcroft). 

High pressure radiation detectors are very specialized autoamplifying phototubes. They are component 
aggregates comprised of highly articulate members, and comprising composite functions. Employing vari
ous radioactive members, the high pressure gamma demodulator effected a staged transduction of inci
dent energy. Through impact with special radioactive targets, the received gamma radiation carrier pro-



duces bremsstrahlung. Cascading action brings the individual gamma rays down into the lower energy, 
higher mass-density of thermal electron currents. This densi.fi.cation is achieved through the use of several 
radioactive impact targets, and the high pressure inert gas atmosphere, closely spaced stages which slows 
and amplifies the cascading electron population. These high pressure detectors demonstrated an unex
pected means for gr.eatly amplifying radiation code signals, the traditional conc~pt_ of ion mobility encom
passing only hard vacuums. 

The high pressure atmosphere represents yet another discovery, an alternative means for receiving and 
transforming gamma radiation carriers into densified signal currents. Thus, several concomitant electron 
multiplication effects are employed to convert incident gamma ray signals into readable electrical im

pulses. The high pressure target tubes were capable of producing superior demodulation of gamma ray 
signals. In their varied geometries and compositions, we yet discover a lost encyclopedia of previously 
undisclosed nuclear phenomena. The use of high pressure inert gas atmospheres had been found to 
greatly ·magnified incident X and Gamma Ray energy with particular speed; an unexpected discovery. 
Successful attempt:S at duplicating the characteristics of the high vacuum Multipactor, in high pressure inert 
gas arrangements, are found in the "Communications System" of DeLoraine and Goldstein (1951). This 
design represents a true vocal communicator for gamma ray carrier bands. 

Immersed in high pressure argon atmospheres, multiple radioisotopic plates defied the previously dis
covered rules of low pressure photosensor design. Certain high pressure tubes use pinhole apertures to 
provide the incident radiation carrier with a greater mean free path between the internal target plates. 
Made of beta-emitting radioisotopes, these plates are designed to produce autoamplified cascades. Highly 
directional gamma detectors combine bombardment avalanche in radioisotopes with special shielding 
foils to produce intense collimations (Zigler and Elsen, patents). "Aperture amplifiers" are specialized 
capacitors, variations which produce enormous charge cascades with each insignificant admission of inci
dent X or Gamma radiation carriers. The admission of very weak pulsed radiation code through the single 
tiny apertures, rapidly produced strong electrical signals (DeLoraine and Goldstein, Lord, patents). 

3.6 THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT 

The appearance of certain fixed design forms in LASER technology became laboratory standards. 
Unexpected discovery provided experimenters with a cqmpletely new phenomenon, one whose exploita
tion completely changed the face and direction of LASER research forever. The critical development, of 
which we will now speak, concerns recently declassified patents. It is in these patents that we discover rare 
and fundamental phenomena which enable a new Radiation Communications Technology. 

Once a radiant energy has been secured, its attributes studied and understood, it may find utility in 
either a weapons or communications system. Inventors require the exploitation of some phenomenon in 
connection with the radiant energy which they have chosen, and phenomena require empirical familiarity 
with the behavior of materials and energies. It has too often been assumed that natural radioactivity is a 
phenomenon beyond human control, an irresistible auto-destruction of heavy atoms whose constancy of 
decay is as clocklike as the day. But there are obviously instances in which the radioactive decay of certain 
materials may be actually modified by external applications of energy. Forcing a radioactive nuclide to 
release its total fund of radioactivity in a short burst is obviously not as difficult as one has been led to 
believe. 

Reciprocal photoamplification effects in highly ionized gases had long been observed. Using analogies 
with harmonic waveradio resonance, first researchers in the phenomenon imagined that the principle of 
"lumped resonance" might hold true at both molecular and atomic levels. Electrons were viewed as small 
resonant circuits, having natural resonant frequency in various bands of the visible light spectrum. If it were 



possible to stimulate resonance in sympathetic wire circuits, why would the principle not hold true for 
atomic-sized circuits? Brilliant monochromatic beams from a sodium vapor lamp were directed into a 
sodium vapor sample by appropriate optical means. The incident monochromatic radiation from the 
activated sodium gas stimulated the inactive sample to a brilliant resonance. When two samples were 
stimulated to brilliance, and· one directed through the other, a beam of very gr.-eatly intensified light was 
obtained. This unique atomic or molecular "resonance" gr.eatly attracted the curiosity of a few enlightened 
researchers, forming the very early foundations of both MASER Technology. 

A great many researchers marvelled over these "molecular" and "atomic" resonance effects, particularly 
typified in MASER arts, others considered the strong possibility that resonant effects might occur entirely 
within solid lattices. This concept led to the development of the first crystalline Ruby LASER. Additionally, 
a few perceptive researchers realized that identical resonance processes should occur for every quantum 
band. This theoretical consideration suggested that resonance e:ff ects might be found in the Hard Ultravio
let, X-Ray, and Gamma Ray spectra, a developmental line which successfully produced coherent emitters 
for each energy band. But the search to discover both X and Gamma Ray resonance effects brought forth 
a truly remarkable finding long before the development of recently declassified extreme quantum LA
SERS, one which was to completely modify the nature of communications arts forever. 

Though not discussed in any academic journals as yet, the Gamma Ray resonance effect forms the heart 
of the new Radiation Communications Art in which Gamma Rays are the dense and facile carriers of 
articulate modulations. While yet a graduate student, Dr. Rudolf Mossbauer (1959) discovered that spe
cillc radioactive elements could be stimulated into gamma ray resonance. Moss bauer directed an external 
supply of monochromatic gamma rays into various radioactive isotopes, finding that they produced iden
tical monochromatic outputs. This gamma resonant effect taught that certain radioactive isotopes could be 
stimulated to release more gamma rays than the amount delivered to them. Mossbauer found that he 
could stimulate his isotopes into a supersaturated state by continually supplying them with the requisite 
quanta. Brought to a state of supersaturation, Mossbauer observed the sudden release of gamma ray bursts 
several orders in magnitude greater than the input Furthermore, when properly directed, the gamma 
burst came as a single coherent emission. Mossbauer had found the means for creating a true gamma ray 

. LASER. 

After Rudolf Mossbauer discovered the primary aspects of his strange effect, others began discovering 
its ancillary phenomena. Mossbauer used gamma ray stimuli from discrete sources to effect the resonant 
release of gamma bursts in special Lanthanides and Actinides. Theoreticians described the phase charac
teristics of gamma photons resulting from Mossbauer stimulations (Shapiro). Some experimenters discov
ered that the mere proximity of gamma absorbent matter near a gamma isotope source effectively modi
fied the source, an anomaly. The coherent gamma emissions of Mossbauer resonant stimulations were 
strangely linked to their absorbers, a relationship modified by motion alone. 

Special radioisotopes were rotated on special high speed rotors, demonstrating a phase modulation 
effect (Ruderfer, Ruby, Bolefj. Slotted shields were made to rotate at high speed between isotope sources 
and absorbers, adding evidence that phase shifts were indeed occuning. Other variations of this experi
mental arrangement employed a moving wedge of absorbent matter. Made to rotate near a isotopic 
gamma source, both positive and negative phase shifts were observed (Novick). All of these researchers 
observed Gamma Doppler Shifts (Grodzins, Phillips). These findings strongly suggested the possibility of 
directly modulating Gamma Ray streams by movement alone. Previous attempts at generating and modu
lating Gamma Rays required Lenard Target Tubes arranged with special radioisotopic windows. But such 
systems did not generate monochromatic, coherent streams. The Mossbauer Effect did. 

While the separation of isotopes and their absorbers revealed anomalous reciprocal effects of gamma 
emission and modulation, the mere application of stress on the isotope samples was found to produce 
successions of powerful gamma ray bursts. Here was an unexpected "piezonuclear" corollary to the 



Mossbauer Effect. Isotope samples were applied to loudspeaker cones, and physically vibrated in the 
presence of absorbe11t materials. These vibratory analogues of the shutter-wheel experiments provided 
more accurate determinations of gamma burst states. Indeed, certain experimenters discover.ed a strange 
effect of vibration upon the isotopes themselves. With applications of increasingly high pitch, the loud
speaker-fixed isotopes produced continual bursts of coherent gamma ray energy:. Here was evidence that 
the mere compression of specific isotopic material could produce an intense_ gamma supersaturation. 
What had been observed constituted an avalanche process, one capable of organizing coherent gamma 
emissions. 

The application of audio signals (400 cps) caused remarkably intense gamma emission in these isotopes. 
It was soon found that ultrasonic vibrations produced staggering gamma emissions. The ultrasonic magni
ficatiqn of gamma bursts was the obvious result of internal strain. As ultrasonic compressional waves ride 
through special isotopes, Mossbauer Isotopes, they produce a remarkably potent state of supersaturation. 
A growing wave _of gamma photons is thus both stimulated and driven along by compressional waves 
alone. 

This supersaturated condition is entirely dependent on the pitch and volume of tonal power delivered to 
the isotopes. Intensely coherent gamma emissions emerge from both sample ends, beamrays of lethal 
potential. 

Those devoted to weapons research had realized the import of a controlled gamma ray reaction. Large 
level gamma bursts were produced by these compression methods. Continual compressions produced 
continual gamma bursts, the piezonuclear effect occurring with tremendous efficiency. Researchers who 
studied the compression phenomenon may not have been prepared for the resultant gamma yield when 
shock impact was applied to the isotopes. Huge coherent gamma ray bursts were produced throughout the 
small isotope core, a radiance which may have produced the first uncontrolled gamma ray "event": an 
explosion of pure_ and penetrating gamma superradiance. The development o~ gamma burst "explosives" 
has well remained completely shrouded in secrecy. In the course of developing this program, most likely 
at the cost of several lives, a means for contr~ll.ii:ig the process was thereafter approached with the greatest 
care. Small samples of the "Mossbauer Isotopes" were permeated with tiny increments of ultrasonic en
ergy, the resultant gamma yield bearing the highly modulated signature of the audio tone. The more 
intriguing chapter in this developmental line however has more to do with the communications theme. 

3.7 JOSEF EERKENS 

The initial experiments with radioisotopes and moving absorbers were surpassed by new variations. 
Some researchers tested crystal LASER analogues of the Mossbauer Effect, employing crystal substrates 
which had been doped with a succession of different gamma isotopes. Each crystal matrix was examined 
in order to discover some new gamma resonant transitions (de Coster, Pollak, Amelinck). New gamma 
peaks and resonant states were discovered in electrically conductive crystals (Wertheim, Norem, Ludwig, 
Woodbury). These experiments proved it possible to use combinations of radioactive dopants in order to 
stimulate and elicit very specific gamma radiant states. Experiments with amorphous substrates deter
mined the importance of crystalline structures in order to facilitate the stimulation of Mossbauer emissions 
(Pollak, de Coster, Amelinck). 

The most valuable patents in this collection, if only for the elevating inf ortnation which it brings, may 
well be those granted to Josef. Eerkens. Eerkens ( 1962) discovered that the application of strong axial 
magnetic fields to rodshaped samples (of specific Lanthanides) could produce a more highly coherent 
organization of gamma ray emissions. A "superradiant" beam was found to emerge from both ends of such 
rods. The discovery that gamma ray emissions could be cohered in preferred directions was yet super-



seded by methods which actually effected the direction of gamma bursts through a single rod end. Eerkens 
found it possible to cause the coherent gamma burst to emerge from a designated rod end, by pulsing the 
rod with gigacycle ultrasound. Producing travelling compression waves in the isotope rod, it was found 
possible to actually direct the mounting gamma cascade from end to end. The powerful coherent gamma 
blast was thus capable of being directed, a previously unheard potential. 

In the Eerkens design we see a true Gamma Ray LASER, or GRASER. The unit provides both intense 
and directional beamrays and an extremely facile communications potential. It represents, I believe, the 
most advanced system in this declassified collection. Both the device and its description are intriguing to 
science scholars because it reveals the very existence of natural phenomena never before suspected. 
Privatized and horded for military reasons, the Mossbauer Effect represents a step which places Radiation 
Communications Technology far above all others. Eerkens found that the same radioactive materials 
could be forced to discharge their radioactivity in sudden voluminous bursts when properly stimulated. 
'Ibis latter effect violated the concept that radioactive half-life is an immutable constant, for it was found 
possible to control the decay rate by a special "enhancement process" involving acoustic energy. 

Eerkens found it possible to actually control and determine the decay rate of the radioisotope by forcing 
gamma emissions through the application of ultrasound vibrations. Frequencies necessary for the control 
of radioactivity is given as lying between 1 and 10,000 Gigacycles. He states that the increase in these 
ultrasonic frequencies eliminates the need for axial magnetic fields. In a variety of energetic stimulations, 
Eerkens found that microwave energies produced all the combined effects of both magnetic orienting 
fields and ultrasound applications. These Mossbauer Gamma Ray LASERS produce "superradiant beams" 
whose suggested applications include "radiation weaponry, in the melting and evaporation of materials for 
the purpose of welding, cutting, and machining ... ". 

Unexpected and anomalous from every theoretical standpoint, The Mossbauer Effect represents a phe
nomenon by which every tenet of nuclear physics has been overthrown. The "Gamma Ray Laser" of 
Piekenbrock (1971) is another patent which extended these principles. Having utility in both weapons and 
communications applications, this system uses Mossbauer isotopes in yet another activation mode. Direct 
bombardment of the isotope plate with high. energy electrons reveals a means more powerful than the 
microwave method of Eerkens. This patent features the use of a gamma "optical" resonator cavity. Highly 
polished crystals of pure germanium or silicon crystals are arranged in quadrature, the optical cavity 
sustaining and intensifying stimulated gamma states through successive Bragg angle reflections. The au
thor corroborates the discovery that radioactive decay rates can be controlled, made to yield its e~tire 
energetic fund in a short increment of time. In this capacity, the device represents a weapon of frightening 
potential. 

Operated in burst mode, the optically regenerative system of Piekenbrock can produce a succession of 
30 Gigawatt blasts. One cannot imagine such penetrating gamma superradiance. In this use, the inventor 
cites its utility in " ... the interception and destruction of missiles, tunneling through mountains, well drilling, 
and for road and canal building projects ... ". In continuous operation, this system also constitutes a true 
modulator of gamma beamrays. While the weapons potential of these devices is clearly stated in the patent 
documentation, the use of the designs as gamma ray modulators may not be so clear. These systems can 
be easily modulated by simple means, producing any desired coherent Gamma Ray intensities. Indeed, 
the Eerkens Patent teaches that "when modulated, the gamma beam is useful for communications". Thus 
once again, military personnel grasped the implications of Teslian radiant methods all too late. Their 
attempts to achieve some fraction of his more life-elevating methods actively pursued the use of X and 
Gamma Bearnrays specifically for point-to-point communications. 

One does not survey these astounding developments without some surprise. Patent study reveals a 
curious and wide divergence between Mossbauer Technology and the confusing sequence of inferior 
mechanical modulators which kept appearing at later dates. Several variations of the mechanical modula-



tors were repeatedly patented throughout the later Cold War years (Black, Fanning, Wanetick, patents). 
Study of both mechanical and electronic bombardment gamma modulators reveals the remarkable phe
nomenon of design repetition, a recapitulation which lasts beyond the admitted date of the more revolu
tionary Mossbauer Technology. The continual appearance of these inferior mechanical designs demon
strates the degree to which information had been withdrawn from the scientific cqm.rnunity, it having been 
quite obvious that the Mossbauer Effect and all of its corollaries were absolutely classified until very 
recently. This is why it is possible to find endless repetitions of the same mechanical Gamma Ray modula
tors, where only Mossbauer Technology should have dominated the scene. 

3.8 RESONANT GAMMA DEMODULATORS 

While the detection of pulsed-code radiation could employ inefficient Geiger-Muller tubes, the de
modulation of voccll signals required far more graphic and fidelity-restrictive audio outputs. The improve
ment of radiation carrier technology required several advancements. First, a means for producing greatly 
enhanced graphic modulations of signals, including vocal signals, defined the pursuits of one research 
group. Others developed means by which carrier intensification and beam collimation could be obtained. 
The most important study avenue however was that which developed highly efficient radiation carrier 
receivers. 

The first radiation carrier systems best operated in pulsed mode because of both their inefficient trans
mission qualities, and their poor response in carrier reception. Properly understanding the nature of trans
mitters and receivers gives us deeper insight into the problem. The improvement of any communications 
system begins with improvements in reception characteristics. 1bis is no different for a radiation carrier 
system. It is the reception process which truly defines the limits of a comm~cations system, not the 
transmission process. While with waveradio, the inability of amplifying received signals demanded multi
megawatt spark transmitters, a gradual progression of designs taught that efficient detection and amplifica
tion permitted much smaller transmitter stations. An efficient receiver lessens the required transmission 
intensity. It is the same with all commllnication systems, regardless of carrier species. Any highly efficient 
receiver greatly diminishes the necessary power of a transmitter. Radiation carriers need not be so danger
ously intense when the receivers are very highly efficient. 

By comparisonwith Lenard and X-Ray signallers, much improved Gamma Ray Communications Sys
tems have more stringent and restrtctive requirements, emphasizing the need for much improved "coop
erative" transducers. The employment of modulated radiation carriers demands very specialized resonant 
receivers. Existing Geiger-Muller tubes could not provide this fidelity, a property of their both their mate
rial compositions and geometrtc symmetry. Gamma Ray carrier systems require gamma-resonant receiv
ers. But how do radiation carrier receivers differ so appreciably from other communications receivers? 

Simple selenium and caesium tubes had been early implemented as radiation carrier receivers because 
they represented the most direct means for producing an electrical signal from an incident radiation 
carrier. But the process was not efficient, much energy being chaotically reflected away during absorption. 
None of the commercially available Geiger-Muller Tubes were designed to best utilize the incoming 
gamma ray energy. These produced their noisy response to code fluctuating gamma beams because they 
lost most of the signal on reception. Photodetectors are target structures. They are made to respond when 
struck with various species of radiation. This is especially true for the photosensors known as ionization 
chambers. In each case, incident radiation of certain wavelength results in a photoelectric process. When 
incident radiation cooperates however with the target structure, the incoming energy releases an anoma
lous density of photoelectrons. Signals of a remarkable intensity may thus be obtained from seemingly 
insignificant incident rays. 



The progressive development of specialized photosensitive tubes, and their conversion from detectors 
to demodulators of radiation carriers is a rich, fascinating, and informative bibliography. The numerous 
varieties of Geiger-Muller Tubes, scintillation counters (Lundberg, Youmans, patents), sulfur crystals 
(Parsegian, patent), halogen crystals (Taylor, patent), and semiconductor wafers of various. geometries 
(Horton, Calaway, patents) provided invaluable data on elemental target response to gamma carriers. 
Some of the early photodetectors provided anomalous high efficiencies when used with specific gamma 
ray spectra, the result of strange quantum-lattice interactions. When it was found that efficient X and 
Gamma Ray carrier demodulation required a resonant absorption of the incident carriers, a great variety 
of existing vacuum and solidstate devices were studied and modified. 

The production of superior resonant receivers in the gamma carrier band was thus realized to be 
predicated on certain highly anomalous dynamics. These dynamics have yet to be explained by conven
tional physics. The impact of X and Gamma radiation so loosens the crystalline lattice of photosensors that 
they become, for- a brief moment, fluidic at point of incidence. It is in this brief instant that anomalous 
energetic transformations can take place within a lattice structure. In certain radioisotopes, gamma rays are 
emitted when atoms shed excess energy. They do so without otherwise transmuting their nuclei. Contrari
wise, the absorption of a single incident gamma photon, in a crystalline lattice of the appropriate element, 
can result in an enormous release of energy. It is for this reason then, that certain elemental phototubes ·are 
very potent detectors and unexpected amplifiers of incident radiation. 

Nikola Tesla and Gustav Le Bon both independently discussed and demonstrated these principles in 
several experiments. Tesla was able to effect sub-electron transitions by the violence of special arc dis
charges. Le Bon provided transitions equal to those emanating from Radium by he use of focussed sun
light and "resonant" metal lattices. Dr. Le Bon proposed the existence of an energetic particulate medium 
between and among atoms, an "intra-atomic" energy. Dr. Tesla referred to this continuum as the "ambient 
medium", a clarified name for the Aether Gas. This topic area, one largely abandoned after the Victorian 
Epoch, led several researchers into deeper study of nucleonic processes. Experimenters considered that 
special partide bombardments could breach nuclear barriers, releasing subatomic particles in the process. 

The notion of securing new kinds of energetic current began making more sense. By this reasoning, we 
may understand what Dr. Tesla achieved. His accidental discovery of "white currents" may have been a 
fortuitous intra-atomic resonant effect, one in which streams of aether gas were liberated from between and 
among the atoms of his discharging components. The violent impulse currents were simply used to ef:f ect 
this release. The special nitrogen arc discharger which Dr. Tesla later empirically designed, may have 
managed the amplification of this effect. 

Comparing the different aether currents of Tesla and Le Bon against conventional terms, physicists 
equated the streams with electrons or neutrinos. Completely misinterpreting the Victorian reports, some 
began studying gamma ray excitations. While this study area opened a great many new discoveries, it 
never managed to unlock the mystifying lock yet closed ·on the aetheric treasurehouse. Those who sought 
these secrets were not prepared to implement the methods of Tesla or of Le Bon in securing real aether 
currents. Misconceptions, misinterpretations, and misrepresentations flood the pertinent bibliography. The 
several steps, through which conventional physicists abandoned aetheric theory, resulted in a hardened 
attitude toward the more "measurable" atomic and subatomic particle species. Nevertheless, the anoma
lous discoveries continued to make their appearance, especially when excess energies emerge from high 
current electrodischarge tubes (Paneth). No conventional model could satisfied the requisite conditions for 
the mysterious observed efflux of heat and white light, an astounding efflux which continued long after the 
stimulating discharges had been withdrawn. 

Bombardment studies on matter commenced with the ion tubes of von Laue, tubes by which remark
able supermagnifications of individual tungsten crystal atoms were obtained (1906). Frenetic and head
strong, a successful academic purge very methodically replaced every theory, phenomenon, model, and 



embodiment which represented the Aether. Each aetheric attribute was equated with measurable "known" 
identities. With the discoveries of J. J. Thomson, aether gas was first renamed "electron gas". With the 
abstractions of Einstein, aether was renamed "space". With the theoretical research of De Broglie, aether 
was termed "particle pair saturated space". Later discovery repudiated all these, referring to "neutrino 
gas". Modern theorists have resorted to a "seething quantum gas" in place ofJp.~ aether. Each of these 
repudiations and rephrased attempts have only emphasized the absolute need to recognize the fact that 
space is flooded with an interstellar medium, the Aether. 

The dynamic interchange, by which incident radiations and matter are actually interconverted, may not 
require the excessive conversions claimed by so many contemporaries. Lacking knowledge of the peculiar 
resonances germane to such Late Victorian anomalies provokes the designers of nuclear systems. Those 
whose fund of knowledge is limited to the conventional dialogue, theoretical structure, and other permit
ted expressions, have missed the best of opportunities. Accident, serendipity, prepared observation ... these 
represent fortuitous "shortcircuits" in the progressive development of science and technology, and should 
be embraced rather than derided. Experimenters, the fortunate recipients of all too numerous such "acci
dents", obtained greatly elevated knowledge when anomalous energies made themselves known. Tesla 
was one individual whose accidental discovery provided a simple means for obtaining a stream of ener
getic aether gas, whose technology was well proven by nearly a half-century of equally anomalous demon
strations. 

The Multipactors and Photomultipliers of Dr. Farnsworth combined both materials and geometries in 
order to amplify the smallest scintilla of incoming light energy. External energy supplied to the tubes 
amplified the output of these complex tubes to five orders of magnitude. Because of unusual bombard
ment-resonance effects, the alkali metals were found especially sensitive to the extreme spectra. Evidencing 
anomalous response in these extreme spectra, metals such as potassium and caesium release uncharacter
istic volumes of electrons. Defined by Dr. Le Bon (1906), specific incident wavelengths in specific target 
elements most powerfully produce photoelectric outputs. -

Thoriated alkali elements produced uncommon resonant spectra when electrically bombarded. The 
resulting photoelectrons were increased up to 200,000 times after exposure to insignificant amounts of 
visible light. It was also found ·that radioisotopes became stimulated to unusual photoelectric levels when 
energized by sharp electric discharges. This discovery was repetitiously learned when a variety of radioac
tive detector tubes were developed just after World War I (Ainsworth, Winkelmann, McElrath, see parent· 
text). Continuously appearing throughout the Patent Archive years, these radioactive receiver tubes 'left 
their permanent legacy. Their bibliography is a anecdotal record replete with anomalous energy amplifica
tion effects. In each case, the high efficiencies were based on the fact that incident radiations were com
pletely absorbed. 

A study which began with the crystallographic research of von Laue, and which culminated with the 
stimulated emissions science of Townes, quantum theory provided certain successful models toward these 
ends. One would not expect such highly efficient output currents without the highly specialized "quantum 
design" of absorptive targets, by which researchers found themselves able to obtain enormous particle 
yields with insignificant input energy. Thus, by simply taking the time to properly arrange both absorptive 
materials and incident wavelengths, experimenters could obtain unheard and unexpected transformative 
maxima. Such apparatus employ the resonance-bombardment effect to obtain significant and clarified 
outputs, those necessary for vocal communications along a gamma ray beam (DeLoraine and Goldstein, 
patent). 

The various quantum phenomena which were embodied in these tube designs, exploited these resonant 
absorption effects to produce highly efficient "gamma resonant" conversions. Resonant radiation demodu
lators receive incident gamma carriers and resonantly liberate free electric charges with highest efficiency 
for a particular gamma wavelength. Resonant demodulators are specialized absorptive target tubes, detec-



tors which constructively resonate with the gamma ray spectra for which they are designed to respond. Yet, 
the perlected art did not become available until the remarkable Mossbauer Effect again revealed an 
astounding corollary. 

The Mossbauer gamma resonance effect provided an exploitable resonance phenomenon, one by 
which the most advanced demodulators of gamma ray carriers have been devi~~d! These designs provide 
the highest fidelity vocal communications along gamma ~anier beams. Resonant radiation demodulators 
convert incident radiation into electrical currents with virtually no reflective losses (Schiffer et al., patent). 
These phenomena were dimly foreseen by W. C. Peckham (1896), who believed that X-Rays were reso
nantly emitted and absorbed. According to his view, improper material resonances would not emit X
Rays. This model was indeed proven, when it was found that certain target elements would not yield the 
same amount of X-Radiation as others. Gamma resonant demodulators are necessarily coupled to their 
transmitters, but do not so much require signal intensity as they do signal wavelength. The Mossbauer 
Effect opened the principle of "channel selectivity" to Gamma Ray Technology, channels never before 
realized in LASER science (Reiffel, patent). The gamma tuning process is one by which system operators 
may literally delineate specific Angstrom channels, even as waveradio operators rate their transmission 
channels in "frequencies". Because of these resonant modes, there exist preferential Gamma Ray "chan
nels". 

Because of the _highly classified nature of this technology, most radiation detector patents rarely declare 
their true purpose (Deming, Weber, McDermott, Calaway, Chope, Tomiyasu,Jernigan, patents). Most are 
portrayed as "prospecting systems" (Herzog, Lord, Youmans, patents), "testing instruments" (Fua, patent), 
and "measuring systems" (Reiffel, patent). Several do not declare their true purpose at all, ignoring the 
issue altogether, and preferring to briefly state their operation characteristics (Horton, Desvignes and 
Hunziger, patents). The very obvious application of communications-relevant components in the Radia
tion Arts is made all the more evident by the several complete systems openly declared and declassified. 

3.9 GAMMA IMAGING SYSTEMS 

Gamma ray television systems are based upon fundamental principles established toward these ends by 
Nikola Tesla in 1893. Nearly two years before Roentgen made his announcements, Tesla had been observ
ing shadowgraphic effects from his various high vacuum globes. In certain instances, he had observed the 
fluorescent effects of these globes against special chemiluminescent screens, usually of platinocyanide. 
Tesla observed shadows produced when the outward expanding flow of "Very Special Radiation", an 
aetheric streaming, was obstructed by his own body. Here then was the first televisual projector, a precur
sor of military gamma ray video. The projection method of Dr. Tesla, later described just prior to World 
War I, suggested infinite televisual possibilities to other researchers of his time. His system was constructed 
in two basic components: the image projector and the image reader. Images intended for transmission 
were placed in a large area column of "very special radiation". The system thus described by Tesla utilized 
his special aetheric beams. 

Images chosen for this purpose were geometric masks made of some electropositive metal, usually of 
zinc. These obstructive masks were placed directly in front of the emerging column. Thus impressing 
themselves onto the invisible aetheric beam, their form was projected out through space. This "whole 
image" projection technique was exactly analogous to the magick lantern projectors of his day, with the 
exception that the rays were both highly rectilinear and penetrating. The projected images were inter
cepted at any given distance with a fluorescent screen, the resolving component. Images projected in this 
manner were always "in focus" so long as the fluorescent screen was held perpendicular to the ray column. 
Brilliantly illuminated by the impinging energy, the screen was an effective target which revealed the 



transmitted image without distortion. These images demonstrably retained their integrity across any given 
distance. Tesla showed the projection of simple shaped patterns across several hundred feet, a demonstra
tion intended to prove the feasibility of projection across several miles. 

Tesla television is simply a magick lantern. The main difference between the two is that aetheric projec
tions effortlessly pass through most obstacles. Whole image projection is georrwtp.c image projection, a 
shaped beam television method. The beam carrier is impr~ssed with the image, transmitting whole images 
as a fixed geometric distribution. The essential beauty of this televisual form is the complete absence or 
need for excessively supportive and highly synchronous scanning systems. Typically, a great many others 
misinterpreted the Teslian whole image projector, insisting that he employed intense X-Rays as the funda
mental image carrier. Later researchers insisted that the carrier rays were a soft gamma emission. Tesla 
transmitted legible writing with his method, a matter of bibliographic record. presented some minor diffi
culties. These were solved by the use of th.in glass screens and lead letters, the geometlic whole-image 
transmission being the essential "picture of simplicity". 

Some scientific- researchers easily adapted their misconceptions of these popular disclosures of Dr. 
Tesla. Those who considered the Teslian rays to be mere X-Radiation devised bold and dangerous projec
tion systems, testing their primitive X-Ray image lanterns with special darkroom fluoroscopes. X-Ray 
imaging required opaque projection techniques, and dangerously penetrating rays. Various apparatus 
secured X-Ray columns through the use of large surface area targets. These large area X-Ray columns 
were then appropriately shaped through opaque masking. The emerging beam, a rectangular column of 
several square inches "window area" passes through a prepared image. Images were made from lead foil 
and placed on th.in glass or mica sheets. Thomas Edison and a great many experimenters remained 
fascinated with the scintillating images produced across rooms by their powerful X-Ray and Lenard Ray 
lanterns. 

The notion of frame-teletype projection was handled by Dr. Tesla in the same direct shadowgraphic 
manner, prepared slides being placed before the beam projector. The impressions of the occlusions and 
transparencies were discerned across the transmission space by the use of his special high-brilliance fluoro
scopic screens. Miniaturized, such teletype plates could be produced by the engraver's art, a window of 
t\vo or three square inches. Projected out through a space and received in a small fluorescent screen, 
ordinary optical lenses couid expand the otherwise small teletype image for reading or projective pur
poses. In articles which were written for the Electrical Engineer, Dr. Tesla revealed a great number of long 
distance projected shadowgraphs and typographs. · 

The Teslian ray projection of live images required more developments in the first simple stages of the 
art. With the energetic effluves which he used, there were no hazards _in direct and continual exposure. 
The shadow images of persons who obstructed some portion of the beamray were directly impressed on 
the outflowing ray column. VVhile these images were mere shadowgraphs of "live scenes", other adapta
tions would permit the application of vivid, well illuminated imagery to the energetic carrier. Tesla ob
served these moving images, paying special attention to the "granular density" of fluorescent materials 
applied to the screens. The reason why he pondered this problem was to better obtain more graphic 
resolution in the projected images. 

One solution to this singularly intriguing technical impasse ·was the implementation of bright arc lamps 
and optical focussing systems. The light of brilliantly illuminated "live" scenes would be focussed onto 
mirrors. These would be so arranged to project their brilliant miniature scenes onto a special photosensi
tive beta-emissive target plate, the window of a large area Lenard Tube. A large, flat cathode plate dis
charges against this window, projecting a variable density X-Ray column, the result of bremsstrahllung. 
Depending upon the granular refinement of the target window, this variable density X-Ray column con
tains the exact geometric representation of the live optical scenes. Distortion in the reflected image, that 
which falls onto this Lenard window, is optically corrected by appropriate elliptical lenses. These X-Ray 



projections are -resolved at the reception site through any number of several fluorescent screens (Masi, 
patent), electrically amplified fluorescent screens (Kell, patent), large area scintillator windows (Lundberg, 
patent), and a great variety of newly declassified scanner-imaging systems (Takahashi, Schmidt, Cox, 
Pandelisev, Taboada, Riedner, Spivey, patents). These latter systems allow separation between the source 
gamma column and those viewing the screen. 

3.10 COivTh1AND G.Al\.1MARAY SYSTEMS 

But X-Ray systems were not nearly as penetrating as gamma ray carriers, and the Mossbauer Technol
ogy made several remarkable appliances possible. Since gamma ray beams have both an extreme penetra
bility and rectilinearity, they are therefore capable of travelling through far longer distances than X-Ray 
columns. The new and sensitive Mossbauer receivers make possible a communications carrier which may 
be exceedingly weak in power. Being so weak a column of energy, such systems may operate in an 
intermittent manner without fear of being identified by foreign surveillance. 

Gamma ray integrity ... whether as a thin thread, a pencil, or a column .. .is not lost with distance. The 
nature of the exchange medium permitted wireless transfer of power without concern for distance, a strong 
connective link being established between Gamma emissive source and receptor. Gamma Ray communi
cations carriers can move through walls, projecting its signals straight to any appropriate receiver. The 
technology was extended when once the development of coherent X and Gamma Ray LASERS had been 
secured. Since directed Gamma beamrays need be no wider than a "pencil", their streams may be treated 
as incident radiation. The demodulators therefore behave as targets, ideally absorbing the whole incoming 
stream without reflection losses. 

Three variables can reduce the effective clarity of a Gamma signal: insufficient source modulation, 
beamray divergence, and distortion losses in the demodulator. Mossbauer Technology removed these 
lossy potentials, securing the technology and placing it far above all existing systems. Gamma Ray signals 
suffer from none of the meteorological variables whose distortive actions so distort waveradio signals. 
Gamma ray . signals can pass through exceedingly thick layers of water and water vapor without any 
distortion. Their implementation permits a resolution which very greatly exceeds every other carrier spe
cies. Possessing the highest potential "graphic density" of all photon species, very high resolution whole 
images can be exchanged through a low intensity gamma ray column. Satellite Technology resolves. the 
heads of civilians on the street. With Gamma Ray carriers of (0.01to0.001) Angstroms, one can "examine" 
individual hairs on the head of civilians on the street. 

With most early X-Ray and gamma ray applications, a simple pulsed code transmission was easily 
projected through most obstructive materials (Weber, patent). The very minor distortions of passing through 
enclosures or hulls would not appreciably distort or greatly modify a gamma ray signal. The task of 
utilizing such beamrays for the transmission of video matter offered a far greater challenge. Gamma carrier 
television is not a hypothetical possibility. It is a reality. Thin Mossbauer isotope rods are packed together 
into a large matriX, a "window" which very easily becomes the projective source for live scenery. Each rod 
of such a matrix is the pixel of a projective column which is sent through space as a Gamma Ray carrier. 
A Mossbauer Matrix is stimulated by the back projection of whole images which have been intended for 
transmission. Scenery, which is impressed as focussed LASER light on one face of such a Mossbauer 
matrix, becomes a variable density gamma column. The column contains the representation of moving 
images, a projected carrier beam having highest graphic detail. Projected to its target receiving station, it is 
resolved through an identical Mossbauer Matrix. This receiving unit absorbs, amplifies, and converts the 
columnar carrier into a fluorescent display. 

Radiation modulators project intensely penetrating emissions, a communications channel of unprec-



edented characteristics. When considering X and Gamma Rays, the effect of "broadcast .distance" be
tween transmitter and receptor becomes ambiguous. Extremely rectilinear and irresistible, X and Gamma 
Ray projectors can operate effectively through either a millimeter or several hundred kilometers of separa
tion space without any seriously detectable difference. Since Gamma Rays cannot easily be stopped or 
distorted in passage.through most natural material barriers, they become the cagier beam of choice. 1bis 
is especially true when considering the kinds of communications links which Gamma Ray carriers could 
establish. Gamma ray communications represent a system which obtains unblocked, unjammed, and 
unaltered point-to-point contact among command centers. The instantaneous and failsafe communications 
network needed by various command centers has thus found its perfection in Gamma Ray Technology. 

During the early years of the Cold War it was not uncommon for children to thrill to the sight and sound 
of delta-wing air power, aerial formations which streaked across the city sky with great regularity. All that 
is ended now. Airpower need never be deployed in patrol functions again unless so directed. When they 
appear, they appear with a determined mission as governed by those who watch and command. Satellite 
eyes monitor the- globe with cliched and familiar, yet unbelieved resolutions. These watchers are never 
hampered by the night or by cloudcover. They merely select a specific retina, and continue watching with 
unbroken resolve. For gamma ray "light", virtually no intermediary occlusions exist. 

The late Cold War years, those preceding SDI, proved that scientific annadas had indeed conquered 
space. But these armadas were robotic systems, a continual airlift of enormous espionage satellites. The 
consistent cover story proliferated the transparent tale of peaceful geophysical studies. The technologies of 
photodetectors and high resolution video surveillance, and space technology, whose conjunct develop
ment was stimulated during the years following the U-2 incident, have been fused into an implacable 
alliance. One not only can see everything on the terrestrial surface, but one can see it regardless of time or 
meteorological conditions. In fact, one can see deep into the terrestrial surface. Gamma Ray Technology 
has provided the means. A wide selection of available spectra have provided the watchers with far more 
than "geophysical" data. The "spaceoscopic" arsenal is a matter of declassified fact. 

In the absence of hard data concerning Gamma Rays, there are those disclosures which, while repre
senting encrypted surveillance systems, actually inform, corroborate, and empower our theme. We may 
thus derive adequate information from these disclosures to learn much more than academic texts ever tell. 
There are those patents which describe a great many Gamma Ray "prospecting methods". The "MiI1eral 
Detection Apparatus" of Duffey (1972 declassified) is far more than what has been claimed. Here is a 
radiation technology which employs neutron and gamma beam transmissions in scanning operations. One 
requires but a small leap of the imagination to realize that both the disclosed bathysphere and 2-man 
submersible represent deep space orbital stations, a surveillance system (misrepresented) being more or 
less completely disclosed. 

Various disclosures teach much concerning the behavior and attributes of Gamma Ray differentials 
above the ground. High altitude surveillance teaches much concerning the feasibility of Gamma Ray 
inspection and communications links (Teichmann, Lord, Herzog, Youmans, patents). Gamma Detecting 
instrument packages, cameras and directional photosensors, now police the potential orbital munitions 
stores. The space residence of these instrumentalities are openly described on behalf of obvious "national 
security" and International Space Law. 1bis necessary surveillance of nuclear material in space, a patrol of 
every foreign launching, has its other functions. Satellite footage of the earth surface has become the 
common feature foldout of popular magazines, Sunday rotogravure sections, and a host of Cable Televi
sion presentations. One thus surveys a wide range of optical and paraoptical views, a very detailed recon
naissance in a grand variety of spectra. The colorful tapestry revealed before the casual and uninitiated 
observer represents an unfathomable potential. Each such satellite survey evidences a vague shadow of the 
actual tactical military potentials, now secured. 

Once the greatly desired advantage of military commands the world over, geosynchronous patrol sta-



tions sweep the earth with robotic regularity. The dubious and fascistic dream of Dr. Von Braun has been 
partly achieved where, cloaked in peaceful attire, the watchful eyes of endless unmanned squadrons patrol 
the entire globe at every instant. These are not watchers and holy ones however. They are military agen
cies whose functions are not entirely clear to civilians. The fact remains that military command now has 
committed itself wholly to its satellite technology. This absolute reliance on the .. existing enormous aerial 
network has become state of art. With the establishment of. this satellite ring, there can be no other systems 
competitive technology. In both communications and weapons technology, there can be no equal. The 
entire global surface becomes an opened book, free for the prying eyes to do as they will. A dangerous 
potential for the ambitious. · 

Orbital weapons platforms, while not bearing nuclear fission or fusion packages, nevertheless each 
represent greater potential lethalities. Gamma Ray LASERS have been detailed in previous sections, the 
gamma ray "flash bombs" having been described to some degree in the parent text. Gamma Ray commu
nications systems_ interlink strategic points on the globe with pinpoint accuracy. Poised in deep space 
orbits, these geosynchronous stations rest in undetectable positions. When so required, the use of multiple 
relay methods prevents any one "gamma" satellite from being observed. Densely compressed messages 
are continuously redirected among a host of these gamma relay posts in space, producing only a spurious 
and deranged gamma "flicker" when surveilled. 

Command oversight of each potential theatre of action is secured between a vast regime of highly 
integrated earthlinks and the synergistic halo of military satellite stations. Gamma Technology is formi
dable, a vast assortment of remarkable apparatus. With the available Gamma Ray technology we may well 
consider the state of military communications Arts, against this Art perceiving somewhat of the existing 
waveradio systems and their fate as inferior technology. How would a Military Command employ these 
systems? One can prove the possible connective links in such a system, using those LASER models of the 
past technology (Tomiyasu, patent). Ships, aerial squadrons, submersible vessels, land forces ... all are linked 
through the existing system of orbital stations. Gamma carriers form the links of an immense communica
tions web. Tactical submarines, however deeply submerged, do not have to surface or utilize outdated 
periscopic techniques. 

Satellite reconnaissance can provide submerged vessels with superhigh definition television images, the 
detailed closeups of course surroundings. Submarine crews can thus view the details of air, sea surface, and 
undersea conditions in a wide circumference surrounding their vessel. Submarine point-to-point communi
cations are routine, Gamma carriers providing flawless interlinks in a great variety of possible combina
tions. These are systems communications links which cannot be broken. Why would there be any need for 
the former systems? Unwieldy, mammoth, susceptible, and costly, waveradio systems are obsolescent. We 
have indeed arrived at a place in history where the Oligarchic Power reveals itself plainly. With no threat 
of warfare, there is no reason for the surveillance operations. Furthermore, with such a complete system in 
its innumerable and inaccessible aeries, there are several questions which others must now answer. 

The seeming contemporary ambiguity of "friend or foe" covers far too many desiderata concerning 
geopolitical themes. Why the continued monitoring? Who is directing, and who is receiving these reports? 
Are we simply leaining more of the true oligarchic nature, whose methods and ambitious programs wait 

for no one? Leaning out in an endless drive toward continued and prolific masteries of greater social 
proportions, such oligarchic rulership believes it has achieved the ultimate in terrestrial management. But, 
terrestrial management. .. in whose name? 



EPILOGUE 

Students of the Patent Archive must search those records with a tramed eye. However convoluted the 
historical records, one nevertheless piercingly perceives the true utility of any patent Only an awareness of 
patent potentials can steer the path, familiarity with the historical bibliography. __ b~ing a primary require
ment The encryptive intrigues of otherwise high classified_military patents is often presented to the student 
beneath a coverture of innocence. Weapons-potential systems are often misrepresented as "medical de
vices", a horrifying and cruel perversion of language which reveals the motives of those who design. 
Indeed, it has often been my horrifying experience to note the numerous publications which cite X-Ray 
LASERS as having been designed specifically for use in the "medical sciences". The lethal application of 
deadly LASER. yields to human subjects is usually associated with those criminals ·who pursued such 
objectives in Nazi Germany. When Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, a weapons developer, dedassifies 
an X-LASER patent (5.103.452) and claims it to be a device for "producing holograms", one becomes 
especially resolute. and severe. The intrigue becomes grave when reading that the device is intended for 
"producing holographic images of biological specimens", understanding the infernal depths cloaked in 
that phrase. In one such instance, a weapon was described as a "microscope illuminator", another as a "full 
body tomography scanner", yet another as an "exploratory tool". While most such packages are content to 
present themselves as engineering exercises, the designers blinding themselves with erudite discussions on 
quantum transitions, their true purpose cannot be hidden. 

X and Gamma Ray LASERS, specifically cited as having application in the manufacture of etched 
silicon technology, ameliorates the conscience of a few researchers who are willingly deceived. The mili
tary application of any such system is overwhelmingly obvious, especially when noting the true identity of 
each such patent assignor. "Optoexplosive Device" (De Ment, assignor to United States of America), "X
Ray Laser" (Wood, assignor to United States of America for the Atomic Energy Commission), "Excimer 
Laser" (assignee NRL), "Coherent X and Gamma Ray Emitter" (Viecelli, assignor to United States of 
America for the Atomic Energy Commission), "X-Ray LASER System" (London, assignor to United States 
of America for the Department of Energy), "X-Ray LASER" (Nilsen, assignor to United States of America 
for the Department of Energy), "Coherent X-Ray Production" (Cochran, assignor to The United States of 
America as represented by the Secretary of Tne Navy). Each of these weapons mentions utility in the 
"medical arts". Each cites utility in various high-tech "manufacturing processes". 

Of the weapons inventors themselves, I have only the very lowest opinion. I am not enthralled with those 
who hide their malicious nature behind a false patriotism. It is not for any nationalistic cause that these 
persons labor. If the cause for which they are so devoted did not exceed national interests, then they would 
be guilty of treason. They have too boldly sold their nation out to the eyes of those who search for 
advantage, patent declarations tell the military soul of any nation. They also reveal the weaknesses of a 
national defense system. I have no doubt but that these declassified patents have already been superseded 
by a far more potent and revolutionary technology, one whose "working substance" is an exchange me
dium of extreme flexibility. We do not require these facts here. The present text has been published for 
matters of scholarly elucidation on natural phenomenology. Our single aim is philosophical in essence. 
The pursuit of world foundations, matters of consciousness and the structure of reality is our single theme. 

Patent classification does not always require a complete withdrawal from the publicly accessed Ar
chives. OthelWise highly classified patents do flood the Archive as carefully misrepresented disclosures. 
Deception through open visibility. The art of investigative patent research requires the discovery of a 
theme, the Archive contains the proof. One very discretely examines related patents, realizing that the 
greater majority of relevant and critical disclosures will never be found until released to the public. Most 
civilians will never venture forth into the Archives, and the regularly declassified technologies will remain 
widely undisclosed. Secrets remain safe because of indolence, apathy, and endless distractions. 



It is evident that those who rule their geopolitical concerns have established a bureaucratic machine for 
systematically policing both those who research and those who venture. Information is power. The careful 
and meticulous bureaucratic examination of private business, and the movements of seemingly insignifi
cant persons in their private ventures, irritates those who believe themselves "in control". True control 
requires no patrol, an overwhelming truth which reveals the insufficient state of heart. Bureaucracies grant 
privilege to private ventures until unexpected, possibly destabilizing potentials emerge. Always in this foil 
play are considerations of the very simplest kind, the maintenance of oligarchic control being the chief 
priority which dictates the movements of bureaucratic branches. Oligarchs fear the loss of control. They 
fear this loss because they recognize the fact that far more capable and incisive personalities can usurp their 
golden thrones. 

In a Technological Age, gold is an insufficient means of control. If ideas were harmless, so much effort 
on suppressing them and their hardware embodiments would never have been exerted. The killing of 
dreams, of ideas, of ideals and aspirations is a theme far too overrated in the media. Those who have the 
most to lose from the application of very simple ideas are the most fearful of them. They must therefore 
promote the lie that ideas die ... Blind power lust is often indiscreet. Nevertheless, ideas persist and rule 
principalities. The whisper of a thought is sufficient to topple kingdoms. 

It also becomes increasingly clear that aggressive foreign conglomerates are ill-equipped to compete 
with such advanced systems as these. Third World forces will continue developing and relying upon 
obsolescent war technology, just as the NAO will continue developing and relying upon radiation technol
ogy. "Access" becomes the critical term in these regards. An ability to attain technological heights through 
access to the most highly regulated components in the world today defines one's position in the scale of 
war power. The spirit of hatred, that which fuels and drives humanity to destroy itself, will stop at nothing 
in achieving that wandering will. Those hostile and irrational Third World forces, who wage their interna
tional war of terrorism regardless of high-technology access, have not been prevented from accomplishing 
their foul intent. The question we must ask concerns the contradiction which exists, between having high
technology war power, and withholding its use. Why are those leaders, those branded as our avowed 
enemies throughout the media propaganda, necessarily yet alive? The answer to this single question will 
be far more revealing than all of our combined efforts and researches. 
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Th.is invention _relates to a source of X-rays am.I, mor\! 
particularly, to a source of X-rays including a source ... -:f 
beta particle emitting radioactive material and a target in 
conjunction therewith. 

X-rays have heretofore been produced by X-ray tubes 

2 
any radiation from the one side and to direct X-ray radia
tion from the other side. 

According to a further important feature of the inven
tion, the target is of such a form that it has oppositely 

5 facing boundaries. For example, it may take the form 
of a plate having parallel boundary surfaces or a tube 
having inner and outer boundary surfaces. Means are 
pro\'il.kd for impinging beta particles against one of the 
boundaries which means may preferably comprise beta 

10 particle emitting radioactive material but might com
prise a vacuum or gaseous conduction tube or the like. 

It has been discovered that for maximum efficiency, 
the beta particles should have sufficient energy to penetrate 
to the regiOn of the other of the boundaries from which 

15 the X-rays are emitted. 
Accordingly, the spacing between the boundaries should 

be so related to the characteristics of the target and the 
energy of the beta particles that the range of the particles 
is to the vicinity of the aforesaid other boundary. · 

·in which electrons are acce!erated by use of a source of 20 
high potential and impinged on a target. The ·apparatus 
required is very bulky, complex and expensive to manu
facture and maintain and the t..igh potentials utilized arc 
very dangerous. · · · 

· hmight be here noted that with the conventional X-ray 
generator tubes, the X-ray radiation is from the same side 
of ·the target as that on which the electrcns are impinged, 
while by this invention, the X-ray radiation is from a sur
face or boundary of the iarget opposite to that on which. 

This .invention utilizes Bremsstrahiung· which is iadia
tion generated when high energy beta panicles (electrons) 
are deceleratc1 in the region of target nuclei. The theory 

·underlying_this effect has been. known for many years but 
no practical use has ever been made of it. In fact. it .lms 
constituted mainly a nuisance·and .has been considered in 
practice only. to the extent that shields and the like have 
been provideci to prevent such radiation. · 

· According to this invention, the Bremsstrahlung effect 
is utilized in an ·x~ray source whi.;h may preferably com
prise beta particle emitting radioactive material in conjunc
tion with a ·target. 

. It will be readily appreciated that .this source may be 
very compa~t and yef efficient. safe, reliable and inex
pensive.· Io· addition, the intensity spectrum of the radia
tion produced is approximately ftat from zero up ·to· the 
energy of the incident beta partici.:s so that a continuous 
spectrum of X-rays is produced which is desirable in 
many applications. Further, the invention makes · pos
sible the use of X-rays in· applications where they h2\'C 

1.cver before been utilized or wher~ they have been utilized 
only to a very restncted exten:., due to the limitations 
on the X-ray generating equipment· pre"iously used. 

Any kind of beta particle emitting ra·dioactive material 
is suitable. In most applications. the maximum energy of 
the beta particles should be :at least 150,000 electron volts. 
The material may, or may not, emit alpha partieles as 
well, since such slow moving particles will normally be 
readily absorbed by the :arget material. The radioactive 
material may, or may not, emit gamma rays. However, if 
the material does emit gamma rays, then the energy of 
the X-rays derived from impingement of the beta particles 
on the target should be at least one percent and. prefer
ably, considerably more th;in 10 percent of the energy 
derived from the gamma rays. 

The target may be of any desired material. gaseous. 
liquid or solid. However, in most applications. a target 
material having a relatively high atomic number will he 
pref erred, since the efficiency of X-ray productio11 is 
greater the higher the atomic number. Lead, tungsten 
and other heavy metals are particularly suitable. 

According to another feature of the invention. the 
target is in surrounding relation to the radioactive mate-

25 the beta particles are impinged. 
With c:.~1Y particular type of target material and with· 

any. maximum given beta particle energy, there will, of 
course. be a particular penetration range which can be 
determined from known tables and formula ·or by pre-

30 liminary tests made according to well-known test proce
dure. as wm readily be understood by those. skilled in the 
an. 
. If the beta particles penetrate appreciably fa:nher thar. 

!'lS .. the boundary of the target. ~then they may penetrate 1:,:.- · 
prcciable dis~ances :into the surrounding space ~n.d i .• :ty 

·likely cau~e ~armful effects .. If the ·beta partide_s· de) not 
penetr.nc to the region of. the boundary,· then there • .. .till 
be appreciable. absorption ·or the X-rays and de~re2. ·ed 
efficiency. Also, the process of producing the X-rays fr Jm · 

4o· impingement of beta particles on the target ·materic::: is, 
by nature. reversible. Hence, X-rays produced· may ....... 
on the target material beyond the range ~i penetration ..,r 
the beta particles and cause a •• .cconJ~n. · emission . of 

45 heta p=irticles from the target which. of cot~cie, would bc 
highiy undesirable. 

According to a specific f ea.tu re oi the ir.vention, tte 
X-ray source may take the form of a .. sandwich'~ in which 
the radioactive material is placed between two sheets of 

50 t~rget material of a thickness depending upon the x:ange ot 
be:a parricle. radiation emitted. 

According to another specific feature of the invention, 
the X-ray source may take the form of an i~timate mix
ture of the beta parJde emittin~ raJioactive matedal and 

5;; the target material as liquids or as powders. 
According to a further specific feature of the invention, 

the X-ray source may comprise a target in the form of 
a tube with the beta p:i.rticle emitting radioactive material· 
therewithin. The thickness of the walls of the tube is, 

60 of cour~. dependent upon the range of the beta par
ticles. 

According to still another specific f eaturc of the inven
t: on, the X-ray source may comprise a capsule of very 
thin plastic containin~ the beta particle emitting raciio-

65 active material and surrounded by a removable target. 
This X-ray source could be .. turned off" by replacing the 
target with a beta radiatjon shield of considerabh thick
ness. 

rial so that, in addition to acting to produce X-rays. it 
also acts as a r1:lield preventing radiation of undesirable iO 
rays into the rnrrounding space. If desired, the target 
may be thicker on one side thnn •mother so ns to prevent 

According to a still further specific feature of the 
invention, the X-ray source may comprise a target in the 
form of a hollow needle in which the beta pm'ficle emit
ting radioactive matl!ri:il is l.!isposcd. This source might, 2 
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for example, be imbedded in a cancerous growth. The tions. If desired, the peripheries of the plates 12 and 
range of radiation and the long useful life obtainable from 13 misht be joined so as to completely enclose the rndio-
such a source make it particularly desirable for such a active material. 
purpose. In Figure 2, reference numeral 14 designates another 

It will, accordingly, be apparent that this invention ,, preferred form of X-ray source according to tht: prin-
provides a source of X-rays which is extremely compact, ciples of this invention. The source l.J comprises a •ar-
portable, readily used, inexpensive, safe and highly effi- get 15 in the form of a tube with radioactive mat~rial 16 
cient. <lisP.osed inside the tube 15. The considerations involved 

An object of this invention, accordingly, is to provide in selecting the type of radioactive m:ilerial 16 and the 
an improved source of X-rays. . J 11 thickness of the walls of the tube 1.5 are generally the 

Another object of this invention is to provide an im- same as those involved in selecting the radioactive mate- i 
proved source of X-rays using radioactive material. rial 11 and the !hickncss of the plates 12 and 13 in the 

A further object of this invention is to provide an embodiment of Figure l as described above. 
improved source of X-rays utilizing a beta particle emit- As an example, the tube 15 may be of platinum ap-
ting radioactive material surrounded by a target. J .i prmcimutcly 0.1 inch in diameter and 0.3 inch long with 

Still another object of this invention is to provide ;u; a wall thidrnc~s of 0.0! 8 inch filled with one·half curie 
improved X-ray source comprising a target having oppo- of strontium 90 and might be used in interstitial treat-
sitely facing boundaries with means for impinging beta .m·:nt of extensive nmlignancies. This would he appro-
particles ag&inst one of the boundaries with sufficient pri:tte for high level dosa~~. for extremely long times. 
energy to penetrate to the region of the other of the :.!II Another example would be the same tube filled with 
boundaries. · rhosphorus 32 which could be used for shorter Jived 

Other objects of the invention reside in the particular irradiation with :ipproximately the same X-ray charac-
and highly advantageous arrangements of beta particle teristics. 
emitting radioactive material and targets. As a further example. silver 111 might be used in the 

This invention contemplates other objectc;, features and ~.i same configuration. 
advantages which ·wm become more fuIJy apparent from Still another example would be calcium 45 which could 
thr- following detailed description taken i" conjunction be used for extremely low energy radiation for fairly 
w~th the accompanying drawing which illustrates preferred long times of a ye~r er so. With both silver 1i1 and 
embodiments and in which: calcium 45, th"! wall thickness of the tube 15 might be 

Figures I, 2, 3 and 4 illustrated oreferred embodiment" :;u appreciably thinner than 0.018 inch, rierhars 0.005 inch. 
of X-ray sources constructed acccrding to the principles The ends of the tube 15 might pref ernbly be closed as 
of this invention; :md · · · to prevent radfation directly from the radioactive material 

Figure S is a. sectional view through the embodiment 16. If desired, th\: genera! fot:rn of :Figure 2 might take 
of Figure 4, tzken substantially along the line V-V. the form· of a needle 17 as illustrated in Fie?ure 3 with the 

In Figure 1, reference numeral 10 ·designates one pre- :;.i needle forming the target and being hollow with radio-
. fem~d form of X_.ray source constructed according to active material 18 disposed therewithin. With this form. : 
the principles. of this invention. The source 10 is in the ·the treatment of. many types of malignancies ·could be . 
form. of.·:a: "sandwich" in which beta particle emitting readily effected. . . · ' 
radioactive· -"lterial ll is placed between two sheets _12 In- Figure 4, reference numeral 19 designates another. 
and 13 of ta1 ~ea. BA;:' tr.rial.. . . . . . •.;0 preferred X-ray -ource ~ccording to the principles of this 

The thickness of the sheets 12 ·and 13 will !>e deter- invention. The source 19 comprises a target having a 
mined by the maximum.· energy .of the beta particles hollow body portion 20 and a cap -21 removable disposed : 
emittedby the materia~ 11 and the .tYJ>e of ·material used on one end of the body portion 20~ · Disposed within the 

· for the target . sheets 12 and .13. This thickness should body pc-!i:or. 'n is ~ capsule 22 of thin plaslc material. O':" 

preferably be _si1cb that the beta· particles ,,,m penetrate 4:, the like. V'hich is filled· with radioactive material 1~. The 
to the outer surfaces of the sheets 12· and 13. This walls of t~e capsule must. of course. be thin enough to 
thickness can be determined by known tables and for- readily pa~" the b1·~a ·particles emitted by the radioactive 
mula o.i:- by preliminary tests made according to w.ell- material 23. 
known test procedures. · 'fo "tum off" the source -19, the capsu!e 22 might be 

As examples, the radioactive material l t might be :111 ~•:moved from the target and the target repl:lced wiih a 
:>!rontium 90 and the sheets 12 and J 3 might be lead shield of similar phvsical cons!mction but having low 
plates approximately 0.040 inch thick or platinum plates atomic number and considerable thickness so as to cffcc-
approximately 0.018 inch thick. tively elimina:e 1ddi!ltion. 

It will be understood that thinner plates might be used Another preferred form of the invention, not illust.-atcd. 
if beta particle emission is permissible or desirable while ;;:-, is an intimate combinatio11 of beta particle emitting radio-
somewhat thicker plates might be used if it is desired activ.; material with target material. ei(her as powders. 
to re.duce the total energy of the X-rays or change the gases, liquids, mixtures, alloys or compounds. or any 
frequency spectrum of the X-rays emitted. combination thereof. 

The radioactive material 11 mu~t, of course, emit beta It will be understood that while certain preforred 
particles and the maximum energy of the beta particles tii: structural forms and certain preferred types and dimen-
emitted should preferably be at least 150.000 electron sions of materials have been set forth above. the invention 
volts to obtain efficient production of the X-rays. The is not.limited thereto and various other physical cmbodi-
material may, or may not, emit alpha particles as well ments, dimensions, and characteristics will he sue:e:este<l 
since such slow moving particles wilt normally be readily by the teachings above. ~ ~ 
absorbed by the ~arget. 1;.; It will further be apparent that this invention provides 

The radioactive material 11 may or may not emit an X-ray source having extremely wide application wnich 
gamma rays. However, if it does emit gamma rays. is extremely compact, portable, re:i.dily used, inexpcn:-ivc. 
then the energy of the X-rays derived from impingement safe and highly efficient. 
of the beta particles on the target plates 12 and 13 It will stilt further be understood that various modific a-
should be at least one percent and preferably much more 10 tions and variations may be effected without dcpnnin!:! 
than 10 percent of the energy derived from the gamma from the spirit and scope of the novel concepts of thi~ 
rays. invention. 

It may be noted that the plates 12 and 13 are in gen- I claim as my invention: 
erally surrounding relatior. to the radioactive material 11 I. An X-ray gencr~tor. comprising: a target, and oeta 
so as to act as a shield in preventing undesirable radia- 7 ;"} particle emitting radioactive material so disposed relative 3 
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5 
to sa.id target that the beta particles bomhard target atoms 
to produce X-rays, the compositions and relative geometry 
of the radiolctive ·and target materials hcins such that 
usable quantities of X-rays arc rndiated from the gener
ator and comprise at le::ist one percent of the total radia- 5 
tion from the generator. 

2. An X-ray genemtor, comprising: a target, and beta 
particle emitting radioactive material so disposed relative 
to said target that the beta particles bombard target atoms 
to produce X-rays, the compositions and relative ~·~ometry 1 ll 
of the radioactive and target materials bdn.s such that the 
energy radiated fr.:>m the generator is predominantly in 
the form of X-ray radiation. 

3. In an X-ray gen~rator, beta particle emitting radio
active material, ~nd t:irgt:t materfaJ :n :he path of the be:a l:; 
particles emitted by said radioactive material to substan
tially absorb said beta p<lrticlcs and generate X-rays 
through the bombardment of target atoms by the beta par
ticles, the compositiuns and relative geometry of the radio
active and target materials being such that usable quanti· 20 
ties of X-rays are radiated from the generator and com
prise at least one percent of the total radiation from the 
generator. 

4. In an X-ray generator, beta particle emitting radio
active material, and target material jn the path of the 25 
beta particle:; emitted by ~aid radioa'-:ive material to sub
stantially ab!::::>rb said beta particle-.s and generate X-rays 
through the bombardment of target atoms. by the beta 
particles, the compositions and relati\'e. geometry of the 
radioactive and tartet . mate:ials. being such that the 30 
energy radiated from the :;enerator is predominailtly in 
the form of X-ray radiation. 

S. AL .X-ray generator,· comprising: a target having 
oppositely facing boun~aaies, and radioactive material for 
imp;nging beta particles against ::>ne of said boundaries 35 
With sufficient energy to penetrate to· the region of the 
other said boundaries so tl~at .t.he beta :particles bombard 
target atoms to cause emission of. X-rays from said other 
of said boundaries, the compositions and relative geometry 
of· the radici:active and. "target materials being such that 40 
usable quantities of X-rays are radiated from the generator 
and comprise at .least one percent of the total radiation 
from the generator. · . . . . . 

6. An X-ray generator comprising: an intimate com
binat!on of beta ·particle emittini radioactive material .and -15 
target material such that the beta particl'!s bombard 
iarget atoms to produce X-ray:;. the c·ompositions arid 
relative geometry of the radioactive and target m~i~rfals 
l'-eing such that usable quantifies of X-rays are radiated 
from the g.:merator and· ::om prise at least one percent of 60 
the total radiation from the generator. 

7. An X-ray generator, com!,)rising: a pair of sh~ets 
of target material, aoi:i beta p:J.rticle emitting radioactive 
material arranged between ~id ~heets so that the beta 
particl~s bombard +:irget atoms to prod·· X-rays. d:!e 55 

6 
therewithin :.o that 1h.: bct:i particles bombJrd target 
••toms t.:> pn.')ducc X-rays, the compositions and rcfative 
geometry of the rndio;tctivc :md tarset materials hcing 
!;llCh .that us•1hk quantities of X-rays are radiated from the 
generator nnd comprise :it least or..· pcr~ent of the tot;1l 
raJiation from the generator. 

9. An X-r:ly generator, comprising: a capsule contain
ing beta p~rticles emitting radioacti\'c material and hav
ing w:•lls thi11 enough to readily pass the beta p::irticlcs. 
:!ml :1 t·1r£1~t removably surrounc.ling said c:?psulc so th:lt 
th~ bcl&t i;artic1es bombard tar.set atoms to produce X
rays, the composition and relative gcometr~· of the radio
active and targt-t materials being such that us:ible qu<mti
ties of X-rays :\re radiated from tr.c generator and com
pri:<c :1t ic:lst one percent of the total radiation from the 
gcn .. ·ra:or. 
~ J 0. An X-ray generator, comprising: a needle of target 
material. and beta particle emitting .radioactive material 
within said needle so that the beta particles bomb3rd target 
atoms to produce· X-rays, the compositions and relative 
seometry. of the radioactive and target materials beit:g 
such that usable quantities of X-rays are radiated from 
the generator and comprisl? at least one percent of the 
total radiation from the geperator. . 

11. An X-ray generator. comprising: a capsule con
taining beta particles emir~ing radioactive material and 
hav!~ig -walls .thin enou!?h to readily pass. the ·beta particles. 
and a target rcmo\•abh• surrounding said capsule so that 
the . beta particles bombard target atoms to produce. X
r:•y<>. the. compositions a.nd relative geometry of the radio
active 3r.d target materials being such that usar · ... quanti
t;::~ of X-rays are radiated from the. generator and com
. prise :&t least . one percent qf the_ total radi.ati~n f .... im the 
generator, said target being repla:eable with a .shield:hav
fog a lower atCJmic number and cr;nsiderabln;reatcr thick.;. 
ncss so. a~ to effectively. eliminate radiation. . . 

12~ An X-ray .generator CQmprising: -~target, and beta. 
particle emitting radioactive· material so disp'osed n:Iative 
to said target that the beta particies bombard target atoms 
to produce x..:rays, the compositions and relative geometry 
of the · radioactive a11d target materials being such: that · 
u"able quantities of X-rays· are radiated· from the genera
tor and comprise at· 1east one per.cent of the total radia
tion from the generator, the beta particles emitted from 
s:: .d radioactive material having 'l maximum energy of 
at !cast l 5\l,000 ckclron volts. 
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8. An X-ray generator, comprising a capsule of target 
material having beta particle emitting radioactive material 
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2 
examples which will be renderecl below with reference 
to th~ accompanying drawing. In the drawing, 

DE'VICE FOR COLLIMATION OF A RAY BEAM 

Wilhelm Gscheldler:, Erlangen, Germany, assignor to 
~ Siemens-Relnlger-Werke Aktiengescllscllsft, Erlangen, 
y Germany, a firm 

Fig. 1 shows a radiation head partly· m section and 
v~-t.ly in elevation; 

ts Figs. 2 tO 4 show various views of the collimator sys-
tem· 

Fig. 5 illustrates a template for setting the field; 

Applicatior;. January 15, 19!1, Serial No. 634,195 

Claims J!~forlty, applfca(·-.1n Germany .January 21, 19~6 

6 Claims. (Cl. 250 -105) 

Fig. 6 indicates ;n schematic manner a plurality (\f 
collimator systems o~c disposed upon the other in the 

10 direction of the central ray beam; 

This invention relates to a device for collimation of 15 
a useful ray bea~ .illanat=ng from a source of Mgb. 
euerey, for examplt-1 cobalt 60, employing collimato,;.· 
plates that can L;; aa:·:~sted perpendicular to tLt central 
ray of the. ray b~iIIl to be collimated. Th.e usual coJ.
limator systems of this kind provide rectangular plates, 20 
which are arranged in pairs one above the other and 
positioned in planes perpendicular to the central ray 
of the ray beam in such manner that subsequent pair.: 
of plates . in the tliP~ction of the central ray are at right ~5 angJ"".s to each 'lthe!'. This stacked arrangement of th~ 
pairs of plates i.1 the direction of the central ray neces
sitates a rather ~nrge size of the collimator system. In 
the direction of the , ~u.tral ray, subsequently amulge:i 
pairs of plates which lira, ,t the rny beam at their oppos
ing sides eu:~. no~ -~r: .. ~ctly stacked one above the other but. 30 

arranged with a space between them. .This space is 
occupied by a pair. '>f plates disposed at right angle to 
th~ adjaceni. pair o~ plat~ and therefore limits the beam 
with the other · opposing :;ides. Furthermore, this ar.. 35 rangement ~.:lows o~~, t~= collimation of rectangular ur 
quadratic fields. 

According to this i~ventioli a plurality of. groups .of 
collimator pb~~ which arc: approXimately rectangular are . 
positioned uprigM in the direction of the central ray of 40 
the ray beam a.Ild stacked perpendicular to· the central 
ray, an adjusv'lg ·member being provided for e3.ch col.; 
limator plate, and a driving element, a driving shaft for 
instance, which is common to the adjusting members of 
a group is coupled thereto via friction couplings only. 

45 Thereby, the following advantR~ are obtained: 
The ray benm is laterally limited by the edge walls of 

the upright collimator plates. These limiting surfaces 
!:re not interrupted in the direction of the central ray. 
Consequently, this collimator systec~ can be less in height 60 than the usual collimator systems where the lateral limit
ing surfact"~ are interrupted in the direction of the central 
ray. 

Since the power transmission from the common driv-

1 
ing element to the individual adjusting members of a 55 
group is effected only by friction, it is possible .to apply 
counter forces to foe individual collimator plates wht:n 
the common driving element is actuated, which counter- · 
act the frictional force betweo::"l the driving element and 
the adjusting member for tl1e individual collimator plate. 60 

Such counter forces :nay be produced, for ~xampie, 
by means of stops for the individual collimator t-lat'!s. If 
such counter forces are not applied, all conimator ;>lates 
will be moved when the driving clement for th~, corre
sponding group of plates is actuated. Stops may be pro- 65 
vitled for individual plates, so as to exclude such plates 
from the common adjustment operation, either along 
the complttc range of adjustment or n pa~ thereof. It 
is in this manner possible to limit the useful ray ~am so 
as to obtain desired shapes and size~ of fields. 70 

The foregoing and further f e::iturcs and objects of the 
jnvcntion will o.ppear from the following description of 

~iP,. 7 shows arcuate plates arranged in planes parallel 
to the central ray; 

Fig. 8 indicates a p1'U'ality of collimator systems ac
cording to Fig. 7, arranged in superposed manner; and 

Fig. 9 indicates the use of a treatment cone in con
junction with a structure such. as sb·Jwn in Fig. 4. 

The ratliation h~d, shown in Fi~. 1, comprises a 
spherical shielding body 1, wh;ch is provided ·tith a 
radial, conical or pyramidal shaped cutout 2 exu:nding 
substantially to the center of the head, where the source 
::>, c .... oalt 60 for instance, is disposed. The radiation 
h"'ad may be rotatably mounted by means of dian:.etri
cally disposed pivots 4, 5. 

1be shielding body 1 is provided with a plane surface 
6 located on the lower side as shown in the drawing, to 
which is secured a collimator system 9 by means of the 
scre'..3 7, 8. 

The collimator system 9 illustrated in Figs. 2 to 4 com
prises a -plurality of groups of collimator plates 10, ex
tending upright in the direction of the central ny of the 
ray beam and in the respective groups side by side in 
planes parallel to the:: central ray of the ray bP..run the 
edges . of t':~ plates facing in directio~ perpendicular to 
the central ray. In the example shown, tile plates are· 
combined in two pairs of groups, each group having :five 
plates. The base 11 of the casing of the collimator sys
te1•1 serves to guide the plates. The groups of plates are 
ec·:-,tinecf in their p<)sitions by means of angle bars ll, 13, 
~4, .15 and prism-shaped blocks 12a, 13a, 14a and !Sa, 
which may· be. adjnstcd.-inanually with the screw-spindles 
16, 1'1, thus nilling it possible to vary the contact pres
sure between the collimator plates. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the adjusting means for. the colli
mator plates comprises an adjusting crank 18 for each 
corresponding plate, with a push !"00 19 articulated with 
the plate. All cranks 18 belonging to a group of plates are 
rot~ably mounted. on a common driving shaft 20. The 
rotation of the cranks !8 is effected with the aid of fric
tion disks 21 carried by the shaft 20, by means of grooves 
and tongues, for example, and pressed against the cranks 
HS by sprin~ 23. The spring pressure may be varied 
by means of an adjustable nut 24 on the shaft 20 operat
ing against a washer 25 which engages the spring. The 
shaft may be adjusted by means of knob or !-tandwheel 
U which is fastened thereto. As will be seen from Fig. 
2, the collimator plates of oppositely disposed groups are 
commonly adjustable. For this purpose, the two driving 
shafts wL.lcb. operate the corresponding groups of plates 
are coupled to· each other by means of an endless belt 27 
or th~ like. Fig. 2 shows the operating means 26 and 26a, 
each for adjusting two groups of oppositely disposed 
plates. 

In <"· ·der to ~ct the field, a sett.ing tc..'l.np~nte 28 may be 
employed as illustrated in Fig. 5 (also shown in Fig. 4), 
which is provided with a mm1ber of bores' 29', for receiv
ing pins· or similar stop means. Since the cranks 18 are 
rotatably mounted on the shaft 20 and are moved on ac
count of the frictional forces between the cranks and the 
friction disks 11, the collimator plates may be brought 
into positions which arc limited by the pins 30 of setti:ig 
templnte 28. It is thus possible to set the sh.npe and 7 
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siz.e of the field in steps corr~pooding with the number 
of plates contained in each ~~oup. 

~n tr~ case of very high radiant ~nerr.ies : .. may be ad
v:-ntageous .to arrange several collimator systems of this 
type, one above the other, in llie direction of the central 5 
ray, as schematically outlined in Fig. 6, In such ar-
ri: ·.;:,ement; the aJjusting means for superposed groups of 
plates may be coupled analogously ac; described below. 
O.r ·~ setting patt~rn with adj:ustab;e stops may be pro
vided for each collimator system, so that the setting of 10 
the field size .and shape may again be effected as previou·;Iy 
explained. · 

According to F .g. 7, arcuate co11imator plates 33 ar
ranged in pl0nes parallel to ~:· ·e central ray and supported 
so that they may be swivelled about ari ·axis 31, whicl. : 5 
preferably extends through the radiativn source, the front 
edges 32 of the collimator plates 33, extending tangential 
to the ray beam and forming li~ting surfaces therefor. 
Numeral 34 indicate~ curv"'.d guide tracks for the plates 33. 

As shown· in Fig. ~. t ivo or more collimator systems, 20 
such P.S indicated in Fig. •· may be superposed in the beam 
direction. The adjusdng a..'1ear • ..: may cor.espond to ... hose 
previously described. 

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the collimator plates can ~~ 
provided with groove-shaped cutouts 35, into which, ac- 25 
cording to Fig. 9. a treatment cone 36 may be inserted, 
which is of advantage :'l order to reduce the penumbra 
zone of sources with 1£.:"ger focus areas. 

The '.'."ay beam ray ·~ partially limited by fixed, up
right bodies, for inst~:mce, bodies of U-shaped cross sec- 30 
tion, with a stack of collimator plates arranged fa. the 
interior space thereof to .;:&nit a portion of the ray kam 
according to s1'ape and size. If two opposing stacks of 
collimator plates ar·~ "1~m~ed, they may be movably ~p;. 
ported between fixed limiting bodies. SUcb and similar 35 
arrangements are within the scope of this invention. 
More.,ver, it is possible to i=ouple not only the driving· 
elements for two oppositely. disposed. groups of plates, 
but those for. auy nrim~== :::~.groups of plates, if neces
sary those for all groups of· plates, and to operate them 40 
·by a common actuating xr.~.aus. 

What I claim~-:: 
1. A device for collimating a ray·beam. emanating from 

a source of high energy, comprising a plurality of indi
vidually movable -approximately rectangular collimation 45 
plates disposed side by side in lllpright positions with cor
responding edges foereof extending in the direction of the 
T'ay beam to be collimated, said edges constituting the 
collimating edges, and a separate .s:tdjusting member for 
ear~1 of said collimator plates adapted to move its re- M 
spective plate laterally in a direction . perpendicular to 
the ray beam to adjust the collimating edge thereof with 
r1;;;.lci"c:nce to said ray beam, a common (-iving element for 
said adjusting members, and friction clutch means for . 
coupling each \odividuai adjusting member with said driv- 65 

ing elemenc. 

-'I. •. 

-4 
2. A device R('"'~rding to claim 1, comprising a rotatable 

drive shaft constituting said common driving element, 
said adjusti,g m::mbers being freely rotatable Uf-"'.l11 said 
common drive sha.ft, said friction clutch means being 
fixedly mounted on said drive shaft, one friction clutch 
means for each adjusting member and dispoRed adjacent 
thereto. . 
· .;. A device according to claim 2, comprising spring 
meaas disposed on -said shaft for exerting pressure axially 
thereof to effect friction pressure engagement · of said 
friction clutch means with the adjusting members which 
are respectively indiviJual thereto. 

4. A device according to claim l, comprising setting 
means for adjustably setting the adjustment pattern of 
said c. · >Uin:ator plates with respect to the ray beam, said 
setting means comprising a template having rows of 
holes formed therein for r ..:ceiving stops to be placert in 
the lateral paths of adjustment motion of the respective 
coliimator plates for the purpose of selectively setting 
said collimator plates in accordance· wilfi a desired size 
and shape of the radiation field of the ray beam. 

5. A device for collimating a ray beam emanating fl >m . 
a so:i..i-ce of high energy, comprising a plurality of groups 
of collioiator plates disposed at right angle to one an
othet, each group comprising a plurality of individually 
mov.:.ble approximately rectangular plates disposed side 
ry side in upright positions with corresponding inner 
11::dges thereof extending in the direction of the ray beam 
t~ be collimated,('. separate adjusting member for each 
plate in each group and adapted to move its respective : 
plate lat..:rally inwardly in a direction perpendiculu to the ! 

ray beam to set the inner edge thereof with reference 
to such ray beam, a common driving member for the · 
adjusting members in each group of plates, friction clutch : 
:neans for coupling each individual adjusting member 
with the comm.on driving member therefor, and means for 
coupling at least ·two of said driving members for com
mon. driving operation. 

6. A device according· tO claim S, comprising setting 
means for adjUstably. setting the adjustment pattern of ·· 
the ll'h?er edges of said collimator plates with respect to 
the r·: 7 beam; said setting means comprising a template 
·hav!ng rows of holes formed·therem··for receiving stops 
to be placed in the lateral inward adjusting path of motion 
of the respective collimator plates for the purpose of 
~ :lectively setting said plates in accordance with a desired 
size and shape of the radiation field of. the ray beam. 
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2 
It is another object of the invention to provide a r::idia· 

tion technique measuring apparatus cni->~le of perform
ing the foregoing functions nt a 1owCT cost than would 
be possible with nny collection of previously available 

5 equipment. 

This invention relates to :; method and apparatus for 
radintion technique measurements of density and various 
~ther ~haracteristics of materials. More p.::rticularly the 10 
~nventu:~n rd:itcs ~o .a method nnd apparntus for provid-
ing optimum radmt1on energy for the accomplishment 

It is still another object of the invention to provide a 
device cnpnblc of producing n large vnricty of rndiation 
energy spectr<t, or a large rang,. of mean radiation ener
gies, utilizing but a single radioactive source. 

It is another object of tne invention to provide a source 
of corpl.l~cular radiations haviog a continuously variable 
mean energy of radiation. · 

of a wide range of measurement: on various materinls 
by radiation absorption and reflection methods. 

The measurement of thickness, weight, density, profile 
and •1 wide rnnge of other char:icteristics of materials 
through the use o( radfotion gauges disposed in v~rious 
geometric relationships has become quite common and 
both X-ray tubes and radioactive sources have heen 
u.sed. Commercial X-ray equipment, however. is expen
sive, bulky. complicaied to operate, and requires a cer
tain amount of servicing. In addition. the intensity of the 
radiation produced by such equipment is less stable than 
the intensity of radiation emitted by radioisotopes. 

On the other hand, measuring devices using radioactive 
sources of radiations, such as ·radioisotopes, have been 
limited in their usefulness ·because compromises must be 
made in the selection of the energy of the radiation source 
with relation to the range of materials to be measured 
with that source. That is to say, the designer of measur
ing devices using radioisotopes is limited in his selection 
of mean energies of radioactive radiations by considera
tions of cost, availability and half-lives of .radioactive iso
topes. While practical radioisotopes are av:iiJable for 
emitting high energy gamma rays to provid1; all of the 
penetrability desired. the m:mufacturing, handling and 
storage of the capsules containing such gamma ray emit
ters req::!:-cs cx:rcrne pr~cau:k;ns :end exp.:r.siv~ fa~ilitias. 

It is still a further object of the invention to provide a 
method and apparatus of the foregoing type which pcr-

15 mils a measurement of an extremely wide range of ener
gy translating properties of materials. 

These and further objects and advantages of the inven
tion will become apparent upon reference to the follow
ing specification and claims and appended drawings 

20 wherein: 
FIGURE l is a schematic reprr<>entation of a radiation 

measuring device, such as a thi:- 'ness gauge. employing 
one embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 2 presents a series of calibration curves ob-
25 tained using the apparatus of FIGURE I and depicting 

the relative response of the detector and read-out device 
as a function of the thickness of the material being 
gauged; · 

FIGURE 3 is a graph showing radiation energy spectra 
SO corresponding to the energy translating characteristics 

shown in FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 4 is a graph shewing percent instrument re

sponse necessary to obtain full scale meter tlefiection, a 
function . of sensitivity, plotted against. weight per unit 

35 area or material thickness for the three calibration curves 
shown in FIGURE 2; 

·FIGURE S is a side elevation of an apparatus for ob
taining a large nnmber of radiation energy spectra charac
teristics from a single primary source of radiation; 

FIGURE 6 is a plan view of the apparatus of FIG
URES; 

. Severa~ .rnctho1: h:ivc been suggested for modifying or 
influencing the nature of the emanations which are ulti- 40 
mately used in making the desired measurements. Thus 
Atchley in United States Patent No. 2,629,831 shows a 
reflective method of obtaining attenuated beta radiation. 
Foster et al. in copending application Serial No. 434,786, 
filed June 7, 1954, now Patent No. 2,933,606·, show a 
method of increasing the ~netrability of primary beta 
radiation. Baldwin Instrument Company et al. in British 
Patent 689,857 of April 8, 1953, show a fixed collimation 
system using a pair of collimating filters. Also numer
ous workers have shown nulling gauging systems using 
absorbing wedges to atter:.uate radiation. Examples of 
such systems may be found in United States .Patents Nos. 
2,586,303 to Clarke and 2,678,399 to Fay. 

FIGURE 7 is a graph showing the mass absorption co
efficient of a given material plotted against the position 
of the movable member of the device shown in FlG-

45 URES S and 6. 
FIGURE 8 is a vertical section of another embodiment 

of an apparatus for obtaining a large number of radiation 
energy spectra characteristics from a single primary sourc~ 
of radiation; 

50 FIGURE 9 is an elevation of still another embod-
iment of an apparatus for obtaining a large number of 
radiation energy spectra characteristics from a single 
primary source of r .. ctiation; and 

While these prior methods increase the range of mean 
energy levels available to the equipment designer over 
and above the ene:gies available by reason of the radio
active tisinteg:r::ition action alone, they still restrict him 
to the use of tk~ particular type of energy source and 
the particular energy which he has selected. Gauges de
signed to use such sources are thus restricted in usefulness 
to the results obtainabie through th::. use of the selected 
energy alone. 

It is accordingly a primary object of this invention to 
provide a method and nppar: · ~ for making measure
ments through the use of rad.ation techniques which 
eliminates restrictions on equipment performance dictated 
by the radiation source and/or the sensitivity of the read-
out device. 
· It is another object of the invention to provide a radia
tion technique method and apparatus for measuring a 
range of characteristics of materials greatly in excess of 
that possible with any prior equipment. 

FIGURE 10 is a side view of the apparatus of PIG-
55 URE 9. 

Referring to Y:-IGURE 1, which shows one embodiment 
of a device employing the present invention, a r11aterial 
10, some char::ictcristic of which is to be measured, is 
placed between a radiation detector 12, such as an ioni-

60 zation chamber, and a source of radiation generally indi
cated at 14. For puJ1X>ses of illustration it is assumed 
that it is desired to measure the thickness of the material. 

The radiation flux received by the radiation detector 
12 i:; translated into an electrical signal and this is fed to 

6!i an amplifying means 16. A measuring device 18 is as
sociated with the amplifying means 16 and is provided 
with a control 20 for setting the operating point of the 
amplifier corresponding to a particular weight of material 
to be measured. Me~uring device 18 also contains a 

70 sensitivity co?Itrol 22 for adjusting the r..::sponsc of the 
indicaring device to the span of vari::ition of the measured 
characteristic of the material to be mcastm:d. The meas-

1 t) 
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urt'mcnt inf om1ution is pNscnted or indicated on a rend· spcctrn curves which correspond to the ubsorptlon curves 
out dcvkc or meter 2-S which is of the center scalo zero 26, 28 nnd JO arc shown in FIGURE 3 at 39, 41 nnd 43. 
ty~. A 8RUging system of this nature is described in Referring to FIGURE 2, there are shown !our weights 
detail in tho copcnding npplkation of Henry R. Chopc, or thickness w,. W2, W3, and W4 which it is desired to 
Serinl No. 286.220, filed May s. 1952. now U.S. Patent 5 measure. Using these weights as center span weights, 
No. 2,829,268. let it be assumed that the weight span of the measuring 

Such a measuring device 18 is of the null bnlnnce type device in measuring each weight is l 0 percent of that 
wherein the control 20 adjusts a bucking signal so that weight. The sensitivity control 22 is then set to spread 
the read-out meter 24 reads the difference between the this weight span over the iuH scale of meter 24. As ex-
bucking signal and ihe amplified version of the signal 10 -nmples: if W2 is JOO the weight span is IO and meter 24 
Crom the detector 12. 'lbe ordinate of the graph of FlG· reads from 95 to 105. If W1 is 1 the weight span is 0.1 
URE 2 thus may represent the yosition of control 20 and meter 24 reads from 0.95 to 1.05. 
between its two extremes, which are represented upon It will be apparent to tbOSt skil!ed in the art that in 
the graph as zero ;md 100%. For any thickness of ma- order to obtain good instrument accur;i.cy a relatively 
terial within the range of the ir.strument there is some 15 high relntive detector response is desirable for the par-
setting of control 20 which causes the metc.i" 24 to read ticular span or range being measured. If the slope of 
zero. This setting is an indication of the relative re- the absorption curve is too low at the center span weight 
sponse of the detector. the relative detector response is also low and poor ac-

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that a curacy results. Using spans equal to IO percent of the 
calibration or absorption curve can be prepru-ed relating 20 center span weight, as discussed he .. einabove, the relative 
relative detect\)r response to material thickness. With detector rec;ponse available for any given center span 
such an absorption curve available, the unknown thick- weight can be determined graphically from the absorption 
ness of a sample can be quickly de:ermined by placing curves of FIGURE 2. 
the sample in the Eaugc, adjusting the control 20 until Consider, as an ex:imple. a weight of 100. As pointed 
the meter 24 reads zero, and reading the thickness from z:; out previously .the span is W percent of tf.Js, or 10, ~md 
the point on the absorption curve which corresponds to the low and high span weights arc 95 and I 05. Entering 
the setting of contro! '!~. Sample calibration or abrorp- the abscissa in FIGURE 2 with a weight of 105, a rek-
tion curves are shown in FIGURE 2. tive detector response is obtained for the particular ab-

WhHe maximum accuracy is obtai11ed in this manner sorption curve in use. Let us call this the high scale 
it is generally desirable to calibrate the instrument so 30 relative detector response. A low scale relative detector 
that the scale of the meter 24 is direct reading over a response can similarly be obtained by entering the 
practical range of thickness, making it unnecessary to abscissa of FIGURE 2 with a weight of 95. If now the 
readjust the control 20 or to refer to the absorption curve low scale relative detector response is subtracted from 
when measuring thickne~ within that range. It is in the high scale relative detector response the relative de-
order to perform this function that the sensitivity con~rol 35 tector response span is obtained. Since the sensitivity 
ZZ i:; provided. This control adjusts the response of the control is set to spread this relative detector response 
meter 24 to a given voltage variation from the null bal- span over full scale, the relative detector response span 
ance condition. That is to say, if it is desired to measi.:re may also be referred to as the percent instrument re-
a certain specified span or range of thickness (or other sponse for fuU scale defiectfon. When the percent instru-
property) of some particular material, a certain variation 40 ment response for full scale deflection is too low instru-
in relative detector response is available. The sensitivity ment sensitivity is set too high and instrument readings 
control. 22 makes it possible to spread this variation over are .inaccurate for the reasons pointed out hereinabove. 
the entire scale of the meter 24. In other words, the A high percent instrument response for full scale deficc-
range of thickness is spread over full scale of meter 24.. :ion is thus desirable. The percent instrument resfk)nse 

lt will be obvious that if the span or range of weights 45 for full scale deflection for absorption curves 26. 28 and 
to be measured is excessively large, this dirc:ct reading 30 has been plotted in FIGURE 4 as curves 32, 34 and 
arrangement will introduce an error due to the non- 36 r:::.pectiveJy. 
linearity of the absorption calibration curve. Further, Consider now the three -:alibration curves 26, 28 and 
as a practical matter, the span of a weight range is also 30 in FIGURE 2 and a measurement of the weights \V1 •. 

limited by the fact tha~ it is normally desired to be able 50 W2, W3, and W4• It is readily apparent that the quantHy 
to read the meter to three digits. W 4 can11ot be successfully measured by means of the 

It will also be apparent that there are practical limits absorption curve 28 inasmuch as this weight of material 
on the minimum span of weight range as a result of cer- is simply too thick to permit sufficient radiation flux to 
tain statistical noise signals generated in the device. That 

55 
reach the detector. Stated in another manner. the slope 

is to say, at excessive weight range spans the statistical of curve 28 is insufficient at W4 so that the percent in-
noise to signal ratio beer "'.'JCS excessive or, expressed in strument response achieved is substantially zero as shown 
other words, the noise level becomes objectionable when by curve 34 in FIGURE ~- This corresponds to an 
the sensitivity is increased too much. infinite sensitivity and if any signal at all is obtained it 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the character- is completely unreliable because of the statistical signal 
istics of a measuring system of this type Jet it be assumed OO to noise ratio. 
that the sensitivity control is set to provide a span equal Considering measurement of the quantity Wi. it will 
10 a given percentage of the center spl.n thickness or be apparent that the absorption curve 28 is not very 
weight per unit area to be measured. That is to say, for satisfactory because of the small percent instrument re-
a center span thickness of IO the full scak meter deflcc-

65 
sponse which must be utilized in order to obtain full 

tion corresponds to a weight per unit area span of 9.5- scale deflection of the meter. This is shown at R1 in 
10.S. This provides a uniform percentage of accuracy FIGURE 4. Stated another way. the slope of curve: 28 
when comparing the reaction of the measuring device to i~ insufficient at this low weight and the relative response 
different center span thicknesses. of tJ1e detector must be spread out excessively so that 

Let us assume, without further description for the time 70 the signal to ooise ratio renders the reading unsatisfactory. 
being, that the radiation source 14 is capable of produ::- While absorption curve 28 could not sa~isfactorily be 
ing n plurality of different radiation energy spectra, and utilized to measure the quantities W1 and w,, it can, 
thnt the detector and mea.~uring instrument have been however, be quit•; satisfactorily utili1..cd to mcnsurc the 
cuJibrntc:d for three of thc.o;.e spcctrn n!t ~hown by tho quantities W2 nnd w,. Thu~ rurninr. ro FlGURE 4 it 
curves 2G, 28 11nd .30 In f-IGURE 2. Rudlntlon energy n wlll be seen thnt n relntlvcly hlsh percent ln~trnmcnt re· 
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sponso for full scale deflection is obtained with curve 
34 for both W2 and W3• 

· While the quantity W 1 could not . be satisfactorily 
measured using the absorption characteristic shown by 
curve 28, this quantity can be effectively measured by 
using an nbsorption chnracteristic such as th~t shown 
au: 26 in FIGURE 2. Turning to FIGURE 4, wherein 
the percent instrument response for full scale deflection 
is plotted against weight per unit area, it will be seen 
that the percent instrument response R2 obtained with 
curve 32 (corresponding to curve 26 in FIGURE 2) is 
almost do.uble the percent instrument response R1 ob
tained for this same weight with curve 34 (correspond
ing to curve 28 in FIGURE 2). This same absorption 
characteristic 26 in FIGURE 2 (curve 32 in FIGURE 
4) can he quite effectively used to measure· ~he quantity 
W~. The absorption characteristic 26, however. obvious
ly could not be utilized to measure the quantity W4• 

While \V4 could not be satisfactorily measured by 
either absorption chnracteristics 26 or 28, this quantity 
can be measured by absorption characteristic 30 in FIG
URE 2. Turning to FIGURE 4 ir. will be seen that the 
percent instrument response curve 36 corresponding to 
absorption ch::iracteristic 30 in FIGURE 2 gives a very 
adequate percentage instrument response at the weight 
W4• Absorption characteristic 30 can also be used to 
measure the weight W3 and is aimost as accurate as ab
sorption curve 28 (percent response curve 34) for that 
purpose. On the other hand, absorption characteristic 
30 could be used to measure quantity. W 2 but its per
formance in so doing would not be as satisfactory as 
would absorption characteristic 26 (percent response 
curve 32). 

It will thus be apparent that if a radiation source capa
ble of producing a plurality of different radiatio.1 energy 
spectra was available, a single gauge would be capable 
of measuring a large range of properties and would be 
able to measure such properties with a much higher de
gree of accuracy than has heretofore been possible. Re
ferring to FIGURES 5 and 6 there is shown a device 
for providing such a r::idiation source. An elongated 
carrfage or iarget assembly 38 is mounted for lo.ngitudinal 
sliding movement over a radioactive beta emittin~ source 
40 mounted in a collim::iting ca.psule 42. A handle, such 
as the handle 44, is provided for sliding the· target as
sembly and a suitable locking means 46 is provided to 
lock the target assembly in position between movements. 

The t:irget assembly consists of a plurality of different 
materials 48, 50, 52 and 54 which are joined together in 
any suitable manner. and which have a tapered wedge 
shaped member 56 attached thereto. The wedge shaped 
member 56 has an end 58 of the same cross section as 
the last material 54, to which it is attached, and is pro
vided with a large aperture 62 in this end. The other 
end of this member is bell shaved, as shown at 60, and 
a large number of holes 64 pierce this bell shaped end. 
The holes 64 decrease in diameter from a maximum ad
jacent hole 62, to a minimum at the bell shaped end 60. 
An increasing number of holes per unit of area is pro
vided a~ the bell shaped end is approached. 

ff 
While the targe.t materials themselves 48, SO, 52, s.; 

and 56 have discrete boundaries therebetween, the target 
assembly or· carriage 38 is so mounted that its positions 
are not rcstricteJ to discrete locations corresponding to 

u · the scgmcnt:1I length of these mater:iaJs. The target as
sembly mny be positioned at nny point along its longitu
dinal travel so that the primary beta radiation may im· 
pinge upon varying portions of two materials at the same 
time, thereby generating a net mean photon energy of re-

10 suiting radiation which lies between the two energies which 
would rc;sult by irridation of either of the two materials 
alone. 

Referring to the wedge sh:iped member ~6. it will be 
seen that the thickness of the member increa~es as its 

15 end 60 is appro:iched. Parallel holes 64 ~re provided aJ;ld 
these prosressively increase in number and decrease in 
<fo:mctcr as the end 60 of the member is approached. The 
radiation produced by the source 40 is inherently a multi
directiona! radiation directed in all directions within the 

20 180° defined by the horizontal plane which is the floor of 
the cn,)sttle 42. Some collim~1tion is provided by the 
cnpsule, but the beta rays emanating therefrom are not 
completely p::m11lel. When the forge aperture 62 overlies 
the beta source 40 in capsule 42, very little additional col-

25 limation is effected so that the radiation emanating from 
aperture 62 possesses basically the same mean energy as 
the radiation emanating from the capsule. When the 
wedge shaped member is moved to the left in FIGURE 
5, a series or. apertures 63 overlie the source 4{}. The 

30 diameter of these apertures is Jess than that of aperture 
62 :md the total area of the apertures overlying the source 
40 is reduced. This effects an additional collimation and 
reduces the menn energy of primary beta radiation 
emanating from the upper portion of the wedge shaped 

35 member 56. As the wedge shnped member is moved still 
farther to the left in FIGURE 5, a larger number of even 
smaller apertures 65 :ire brought into registry with the 
<lpcrture in capsule 42. Jn additio:i to this the thickness 
of the wedge is increased so that add!tional collimation is 

40 effected both through the reduction in ~perture size and 
the length of the collimating apertures. This results in 
an additional less~ning of the energy of primary beta 
radiation passing through the wedge shetped member. It 
will thu~ be seen thnt while the portion of the carriage 

45 38 comprised of. materials 48. SO, 52 and 54 acts as a 
brcmsstrahlu:-~ generator. the wedge shaped member 56 
does not, but acts as a variable collimating device produc
ing prim~ry beta radiation of VC!rying mean energy. Sec
tion 56 need not necessarily be of a varying thickness if 

50 v:irying diameter apertures arc used. ~lthough this pro
vides an additional varintion in collimation: nor <lo the 
apertures have to be of varvin!! diameter if n thickness 
variation is used. A gradm{ted- degree of collimation is 
desfred :md this may be effected by any su!table means, 

55 such as a variation in ;ipcrture diameter or wedge thickness 
or both. · 

FrGURE 7 shQws a relatiom•hip obtained with a certain 
set of materials wherein the effecth·e mass absorption co
effi("ient rcc;lllting from irr:-idiation of the various mate-

60 rials is plotted against the position of the target assembly 
or c:trriage 38. In such an arrangement the secondary 
rac.Lition is al!owcd to emit from an orifice in the source 
14 ('FfGUR.E 1). p:isses throu,gh the materi:i: to be mcas
t.ircd :?nd is detc-c!c:d bv the detector 12. TI·c horizontal 
!inc 66 in the ~r:-iph ind:cnres the mass ab!\orpt!on co-

65 cffidc:it obt:1in~.J wh~n the primary beta source 40 irradi
:->!c:.: only the rir!!:'"i:tl 48. Th: horizont:l! lines 68. 70 
a!'ld 72 lik.:--..v:·.;c :•·r:-cs-:nt the m:?ss ahsorption coefficients 
ob::iincd wll:=;i the p!"im:iry be::\ radi:ition source irr::idi-

The materials 48, 50, 52 and 54 are used as brems
strahlung radiation generators by reason of their place
ment in the path of the beta radiation flux emitted by 
the radioactive beta emitting source 40. As is taught in 
the aforementioned Foster et al. application, Seri~l No. 
434,786, filed June 7, 1954, the mean energy of the sec
ondary radiation gener«tcd within the material exposed 
to the primary beta radiation is a function, among other 
thines, of the target material itself. particularly its atomic 
number. Target materials 48, SO, 52, 54 and 56 of 
various types may be used, including, as examples. lead, 
carbon; aluminum, iron, copper, etc. Preferably each 
target material 48, 50, 52 and 54 is sufficiently thick to 
stop 98% of the beta mys which would otherwise reach 
the material to be measured. 

70 ates tarr::t mat.:ria!s 50. 52 ::ind 54. respectively. By ::id
jmtin,g the si~e of the collimatin~ aperture in the capsule 
42. which contain~ the primary beta radiation source 40, 
and lhe wiJlh of the target materials 48. 50. 52 and. 54, 
it is possible to provide a rcla~ively smooth ch:mge in the 

75 mass ::ibsorption coefficient ::i.s the position of the c:miagc ~ 4 j_ 
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or target assembly 38 is varied, as is shown by curve 16 

8 
reachir.g the mnterial 136 as in the preceding embodi· 
mcnt of the inv~ntion. in FIGURE 7. While such n smooth curve may be ob

tained it will be recognized by those skilled in the nrt that 
this is by no means c~sentinl nnd thnt stepped char<Jcteris
tics may be used. 

The horizontal line 74 in FIGURE 7 represents the 
mass absorption !=Oefficient obtained when the aperture 62 
in member 56 is adjacent the primary beta radiation source 

It will thus be npparent to those skilled in the art that 
with n device of the ty~ disclosed herein it is possible 

5 to measure nn extremely large range of material cbarnc
leristics, with a l)ingle instrument utilizing "'nly one pri· 
mary radiation source. In addition to this, the measure
ments may be made with the instrument or gauge opera.t· 

40 nnd the radiation \1sed is prim<ary rnJiation. As the 
right end of the target nssembly comprising the bell shaped 10 
member 64 is moved over the primnry beta radiation 
source, primary b~ta radiatior. is used !::.id a further varia
tion in mass absorption coefficient is obtained through i.he 
varying depth and diameter of the collimating holes 64. 
By utilizing a sufficiently large number of holes and pro- 15 
viding for a gradual variation in their diameters :ind in 
the thickness of the member 56, a smooth mass absorp
tion coefficient curve 78 can be obtained as the position 
of ~he carriage or target assembly is changed. As pointed 
out hereinbefore it is not essential that this curve be 20 
smooth. 

The target materials 48 and 50, as an example, may pro
duce energy absorption spectra such as those shown at 

ing under condition$ which provide a high degree of ac
curacy. Both manmu and power positioning devices may 
l>c used, and servo mechanisms may be utilized to provide 
an extremely accurate control. Tiie target assembly may 
assume a variety of shapes, and. •• J.rious types of target 
motions ma.y be used. Similarly the particular collimat
ing arrangements shown arc intended to be illt1strative 
and not restrictive in nature, since other collimating ar-
rangements will be apparent. to those skilled in the art. 

While the g:iuge shown herein provides one satisfac
tory method of utilizing the variable energy absorption 
spectra producing device of this invention, other gauges 
may be utilized. A particularly satisfactory alternative 
gauge is one utilizing a feedback positioning device to 
adjust the position of the target assembly or carriage to 
produce a particular level of received r:idiation flux in 
the rletecto:-. That is to say, the positioning device can 
be utilized h> move the carriag~ in ordl!r to maintain this 
Jevel of received radiation flux so that the position of the 
carriage indicates the particufar parameter being meas
ured. Other type gauge arr:.mgemcnts m2y :!!so be uti-

39 and 43 in FIGURE 3. When the large hole 62 in mem
ber 56 is positioned over beta source 40, a beta radiation 25 
spectra such as that shown at 41 in FIGURE 3 may re
sult. Since foe target assembly or carriage is capable of 
movement to any position over the source of primary beta 
radiation 40, an infinite number of intermediate energy 
absorption spectra may be obtained. 30 liz~ without departing from the spirit of this invention. 

While the carriage or target shown in FIGURP 5 
utilizes a bell or wedge shaped end portion 56 and varying 
diameter apertures it will be apparent to those skilled in 
the art that other variable collim~ting arrangements may 
be used. One example of such an arrangement is shown 35 
in FIGURE 8. Referring to that figure. a carriage or tar-
E;?et 82 is comprised of a plurality of target materials 84, 
86. 88 and 90 of different :itomic numbers as in the pre
ceding embodiment of the inventicn. Attach~d to these 
elements is a stepped collimating member ~Z having 40 
stepped ,portions 94, 96, 98 and 100 of different thick
nesses. The minimum thickness portion 94 is provided 
with an.aperture 102 of substantially the same diameter =is 
the aperture in the capsule 104 containing source 106. 
The succeeding portions 96. 98 :md 100 are provided with 
increasing .. numbers of apertures of the same size. An 45 

even further degree of collimation may be obtained if 
these latter apertures are of decreasing diameter. 

For FIGURES 9 and iO there is shown a still further 

:~~~:; ~: t~r~~tn~se~~~~yw~~~~~ t~-i: %~~~~~~i~: SO 
as in the precedin~ embodiments. Referring to these fig
ures, there is shown a circuiar target 106 consisting of a 
hub 108 mounted on a shaft 110 which may he driven 
either by hand or by an automatic means such as a servo- 55 
motor 112. Mounted on the hub 108 :ire a plurality of 
elements 114, 116, 118 and 120 of different atomic num
bers which coincide with the elements 48. SO, 52 and 54 
of the device in FIGURE 5. The remainder of the pe
riphery of hub 108 has an arcuatc member 122 attached 60 
thereto and this member increases in thickness from its 
juncture with element 120 at 124 to its juncture with ele
ment 114 at 126. A large aperture 128 is provided adja
cent clement 120 and juncture 124 and a progressively 
increasing number of apertures 130 of decreasing diam- 65 
eter is provided hetween aperture 128 and juncture 126 
and element 114. The increasing thickness of arcuate sec
tion 122, as best seen in FIGURE 10, provide5 increasing· 

The invention may be embodied in other specific forms 
without departing from the spirit or essential characteris
tics thereof. The present embodiment is therefore to be 
considered in all respects as illustrative and not restric
tive, the scope of the invention . being indicated by the 
appended claims rather than by the foregoing description, 
and all changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are therefore intended to be 
embraced therein. 

What is claimed and desired to be secureci by United 
States Letters Patent is: 

1. A t:irget assembly for varying the mean energy level 
of radiation emitted by a radioactive source comprising 
a plurality of bremsstrahlung generators each having a 
ditrerent atomic number. 

2. A target assembly for varying the mean energy level 
of radiation emitted by a radioactive source comprising 
a plurality of bremsstrahlung generators and a beta col
limating section, said bremsstrahlung generators each 
having a different atomic number. 

3. A target assembly for varying the means energy 
level of radiation emitted by a radioactive source com-
prising a plurality of bremsstrahlun!:! nenerators ea~h 
having a different atomic number, and- a beta collimating 
section of varying width including scri~ of collimating 
apertures of varying diameter. 

4. In a measuring system utilizing a radioactive source 
for determining the variable absorption characteristics of 
the material under test, a target ass~mbly for varyin~ the 
mean energy level of radiation emitted by a radioactive 
source comprising a plurality of bremsstrahlung genera-
tor sections each having a different atomi\,; number. means 
for restricting the radiation emitted by said ~ource to :m 
area of said assembly less than one of said sections, and 
means for altering the relative positions of said soun . .e 
and said assembly. 

5. ~n a measuring system utilizing a radio~ctivc source 
for determining the variable absorption characteristics of 
the material under test, a target assembly for varying ly long collimating apertures as ju net u:-e 126 is 

approached. 
A radiation source 132 is provided adjac!n! one face 

70 the m~an energy level of radiation emitted bv said radio
active source comprising a plurality of br~msstrnhlung 
generator section~ each having a different .atomic number, 
and a variable beta collimating section; me:rns for restrict-

of the circular target 106 and :i suit:'lhle clctcctor 134 is 
placed opposite the other f;icc on the far side of a mate· 
rial 136 to be gauged. Rotation cf shaft Ii 0 under con
trol of motor 112 vari..:s the mean energy of radiation 76 

ing the radiation emitted by saiC: source to an area of s.iid 
assembly less than one of said sections, and means for 

15 
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altering the relative positions of said source and said 
assembly. 
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ABSTRACT 

3,715,596 
Feb.6, 1973 

This disclosure relates to a tellurian(undergrou.nd) 
system( an explotron) for the close-in treatment of an 
irradiable target by explosion-formed electromagnetic 
energies characterized as reflectable off a frangible 
reflective optic such that the target is not 
overwhelmed by non-reflectable explosion energies 
like blast and plasma. A typical teJlurian explotron is a 
main duct horizontally sited below the ground, within 
one end of which is positioned and fired a mass of 
chemical or nuclear explosive (the optoexplosive) that 
generates electromagnetic and kinetic energies. Junc
tured midway or at any other convenient site along the 
main duct is at least one ductoid branch member, 
which rises to the ground surface and couples with the 
irradiable target. At the furcation of main duct and 
branch there is emplaced at a suitable angle a frangi
ble reflective optic such as an aluminmn foil rr:;rror 
which delivers the faster-moving, reflectable radiation 
via the branch to the target. while the slower-moving, 
non-reflectable energies transit the main duct and 
break out the frangible reflective optic, being 
deposited in the opposite end of the main duct(the 
shock sink). 

25 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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TELl...URIAN OPTOEXPLOSIVE SYSTEM 
INCl.UDING NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVE UGHT 
GENERATOR AND TARGET IRRADIATION 

This is :! continuation-in-part of my U.S. Ser. No. 
407.461, filed Oct. 29, 1964, titled .. Explodable Light 
Source and Laser Light Gcncrafor", now U.S. Pal. No. 
3.414,838, granted Dec. 3, 1968, tiled Oct. 29, 1964. 

This invention relates to optoexplosivc systems. par
ticularly those of the tellurian variety, which employ 
chemical explosives or cxplosions(CX) and nuclear ex
plosives or explosions( NX). generally of ·substantial 
yield, for the production of certain electromagnetic 
radiations. · 

These electromagnetic radiations include those lying 
in the long wavelength( or so-called soft) X-ray. ul
traviolet. visible. infrared. and/or the trans-infrared 
portions of the spectrum. 

2 
optical spectrum is taken to mean that portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum between approximately Jo-: 
and I o:i microns. This definition agrees with good 
physics practice in that the ultraviolet, visible and in-

5 frared radiations can be thought of collectively as the 
optical spectrum not only due to similar emission 
processes, but also ·due to common experimental 
techniques such as the use of lenses and mirrors for 
focusing the radiation and prisms and gratings for 

1 O separating the constituent wavelengths, as well as fil
ters, polarizers and like optic elements for imparting 
some special characteristic to a light beam. The end 
points of the spectrum are rather arbitrary. On the long 
wavelength end the infrared and microwaves over-

15 
Jap(hence my use of the term .. trans-infrared.'' supra). 

The present improvement also includes target ir
radiation. as well as nuclear explosive light gener~tion. 

20 Additionally there is included light pulse generation of 
sinusoid nature. also a new family of optics-which I 
designate as frangible reflective optics{fRO). 

The same is true where X-rays and ultraviolet merge, at 
about 10-2 microns( 100 Angstroms(A)). Division of 
the various regions into near, intermediate, far, and ex
treme, differ somewhat among physicists, and the stan
dard literature is referred to for information of this 
kind. Depending upon the discipline the wavelengths 
units may differ. e.g .• the micron for the infrar·:d, the 
millimicron(or nanometer) for the visible. and the In addition to the feature of light generation by CX 

and NX explosions. this improvement is characterized 
hy light (which term will be taken to broadly include 
the electromagnetic spectrum just delineated, and 
further explained below) substantially free of blast( or 
shock). explosion debris, highly penetrating elec
tromagnetic and particulate radiation. and the like. de
pending upon the e-xplosive employed. 

This disclosure includes the fol: owing sections: 
Objects - Features· 
Drawin~s 

Geoengmeering - Systems Design 
Frangible Reflective Optics 
Chemical Optoexplosives 
Nuclear Optoexplosives 
OptoexpJosion Modifiers 
Beam Manipulation - Large Arca Optics 
lrradiable Target 
In my presentation I have liberally cross-referenced 

in an endeavor to tie the many facets of this broad sub
ject into a coherent package. 

Since this and the ·parent invention encompass many 
branches of the arts, sciences and industries-and is a 
highly multi-disciplinary engineering and s~stems 
design entity-it is necesury for me to: (a) expia1~ c~r
tain of the relevant facts in the one or more spec1alt1es 
which may otherwise not be clear to those in other spe
cialties. theoretical and/or applied; (b) provide a con
sistent nomenclature and terminology derived substan
tially from the various specialties wherever the need 
may be evident. including the sparse use of acronyms 
for convenience and brevity. also to point up the novel
ty of the large family of optocxplosive systems-telluri-

25 Angstrom· for the ultraviolet and soft-X-ray. Herein, 
these units may be used interchangeably. 

While I prefer to utilize highly reflective, mirror-like 
substances of the conventional kir.ds(e.g .• polished 
metals) in the make-up of an FRO. I particularly point 

30 out that when I employ terms like ··reflection·· and 
··reflective·· I u~e them in the context of optics, physi
cal optics and like disciplines. Thus: when light( as 

· defined herein) strikes. a ·boundary separating two 
media(more than two can be involved) of different 

35 refractivities. some .of the light is specularly reflected, 
some is scattered. or diffu.sely reflected, and the 
remainder enters the second medium. The amount 
specularly reflected depends ·upon both the angle of in
cidence, i, and the polarization of the incident light. To 

40 
the best of my knowledge. for explosive light sources 
very little factual data are available on polarized explo- . 
sion light. Unless L i = 0, the reflected light is plane
polarized(partially). even when the incident light is 

45 not. The component has its electric vector perpendicu
lar to· the plane of i( i.e .. polarized in the plane of in
cidence) and is more strongly reflected than the other. 
As i increases from 0° to 90° the ratio of the reflectivi
ties of the two components passes thro.ugh a maximum, 

so called the Brewster angle and given by the reiation tanl 
; = n. At the Brewster angle the reflected light is almost 
completely plane-polarized. 

The reflectivity or reflectance, R, is the ratio R = 
1,./11 where 11 and I,. are the intensities of the incident 

SS and o.f the specularly reflected light, respectively. 

an or other: and ( c) cite and give pertinent, relevant 
and follow-through literature and sources of informa
tion which the artizan. student or other interested party 

60 can get a basis in-depth understanding of the 
phenomena of separation of light from shock in an ex
plosive light source, which information is not always 
necessary or practicable to set out in lengthy discourse 
herein. 65 

Neglecting absorption and scattering the reflectivity of 
a transparent medium is 

R,. =sin:( i- r)/sin:z(i + r) 

if the incident light is plane-polarized in the plane of 
i( i.e., electric vector parallel to the reflecting surface); 
and 

Herein I employ the term .. Jight .. in a generic sense. 
to include electromagnetic radiation defined as "opti-
cal radiation" lyir.~ within the "optical spectrum.·· The 

if it is plane-polarized normal to the plane of incidence, 
wherein i is the angle of incidence and r that of refrnc-
tion. 
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If the incident light is unpolarized, as appears to be prise an active FRO. This an similar features are set out 
the case of a symmetric or spheroidal explosion of CX in detail hereinafter. including FRO of both sim-
or NX, then R should be half the sum of the two forego- ple(e.g., purely reflective) and compound( e.g., reflec-
ing ~xpressions. ln the case of an asymmetric. directed- tion-refraction by virtue of an overlay of refractive or 
energy or other specialty CX or NX explosion( or ex- 5 other optically active medium) types. 
plo!'ive light sour~e) it should be expected that R In addition. herein there is set forth explosive light 
should lie between 0.5 and 1.0. sources which. may be symmetric or asymmetric in 

As the index of refraction of the second medium( the terms of light release. For example, CX os mass con-
FRO in this case) with reference to the first mcdi- figuration which upon explosion creates light of cru-
um(loading gas or environmental medium in this case) IO ciform nature and distribution. 
is n =sin i/sin r. the expressions may be derived to the It is a feature of the present improvement to utilize 
usual fresncl relation of: fully or partially earth or earth-like conduit arrange

ments in a furcated mode and having at least one 
If i = O. R,. = R 11 = ( n - l )1

/( n + 1 >1 frangible reflective optic to separate and shunt the 
15 . 

For purposes of orientation the parent invention s•.!ts rcflective·portion of the electromagnetic spectrum into 
out the extraction of substantially shock free light from a light leg, away from and substantially freed of 
an explosive( or explodable) tight source whereby there blast/shock energies, explosion debris, penetrating 
is fired or detonated an explosive light source charac- radiation. and the like, the combination ·of the 
terized as generating electromagnetic energies concur- 20 aforesaid reflective electromagnetic radiations and the 
rently with non-C?lectromagnetic energies; directing unwanted and ancillary energies originating together in 
both of the said energies against a frangible optic; the explosion of a chemical explosive(CX ), a nuclear 
.reflecting the said electromagnetic energies from the explosive(NX ). or the combination of t'ie two 
optic; and shortly thereafter by virtue of the inherent (CX/NX ). as may be desired. . 
velocity differences between the two forms of energy 25 It is a feature of this invention to supply to an irradia-
impacting the non-electromagnetic energies upon the ble target reflected and reflectable light of electromag-
frangible. reflective: optic to cause the destruction of netic nature for purposes of absorption by that target. 

It is a feature of this improvemen~ to provide (a) ulthe optic; and directing the destructed optic together 
trahigh power electromagnetic energy fluxes reflected with the non-electromagnetic energies in a direction 

away from the direction of the reflected electromag- 30 to an irradiable target and/or (b) specific and special 
netic eneroies. light bands characterized by profiles of large aperture, 

o area t1r the like. 
Typically. the frangible optic includes a breahble or It is a feature of the present invention to select from· 

like destructible mirror or mirror-optic, e.g.. mirror 
lens or n:tlection grating. impacted by energies derived an explosion pulse. whether-it be CX or NX or the like, 

JS a sinusoid fragment of light of particular intensity-time 
from explosives (e.g .• solid chemical explosive. hyper- configuration and deliver that sinusoid light bit free of 
golics. an~ exploded coUoidochemical s~stems( e_.g.. blast and extraneous energies to an irradiable targeL · 
met~I par~1culates and gases); also. _explodmg and 1m- Accordingly: 
plochng ":ires. shee~. tubes and the hke ). . . · . It is an object of this invention to provide method 
. There .1s thus d~nved a la_rge and flexible family of 40 and means for the separation of light from blast .and. 

hght sources-w_h1ch I designate by the term EX- shock, debris. particulate and penetrating, and like 
PLOTRON-typ1cally made up of a Tor V furcated tu- energies generated in a chemical or nuclear explosion 
bular system wherein the frangible. reflective optic is or both· · 
positioned ~t the crotch so as ~o receive explosion- It is ~lso an object of this invention to provide explo-
generated _hg~t and pass sa.me into o_ne arm. of the 45 sive method and means for the production of reflecta-
syst~m wh&Je ~nto a sh~ck-~mk there is sub~quently ble X-ray(often called soft X-ray), ultraviolet, visible, 
rece~ve~ ~on-hg~t energies, 1.e .• blast and the l!ke. infrared and transinfrared light in beams of high energy 

In this invention I refine and extend certain of the and/or large cross-sectional area, as may be desired; 
basic _features of t~e paren~ invention. For exa~ple, t~e It is an object hereof to gene~ate light beams 
frangible. reflective optic can be of ttmed-hfe SO originating in a nuclear explosion which may be 
character. Typically this is an optic which fails to characterized as free of nuclear blast and debris and 
reflect incident light at some specific or special point in unwanted particulate and penetrating nuclear radia-
the explosive light pul~e. which point may be well be- tions. which light beams I designate as 11clean atomic 
fore impingement of the subsequent blast. The result is light .. ( CAL); 
the reflection or a sinusoid fragment or bit of light from SS Likewise, to generate CAL beams or shaped cross-
that pulse. sectional profile. which CAL beams I designate herein 

Thu§. in the double pulse which characterizes many as .. shaped ato,.nic light"(SAL); 
nuclear explosives all ofthe light energy or the initial or It is also an object of this invention to produce in-
prompt pulse plus a portion of the longer lasting and 

60 
tense light beams originating in chemical or nuclear ex-

usually less intense second or delayed pulse can be ex- plosion and to irradiate an irradiabte target with said 
tracted by timed-Hf e frangible. reflective optic and beams; 
shunted into an irradiable target. It is an object of this improvement to produce high 

Furthermore. the frangible. reflective optic( FRO) power light pulses characterized as varying in intensity 
can in this improvement be either passive or active. In 65 with time. i.e .• the sinusoid bits of optical energ~ja.-
the case of the usual mirror tens system it is passive; in closed herein. 
contrast. when energy is introduced into an FRO to Other objects of this invention are set out 

2 2 give it !\peciat optical qualities it can he said to com- hereinafter. 
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Traditionally. explosives have been utilized for their FIG. 8 is similar to FIG. 7, except that a shaped 
blast and shock effects. In fact, the energy which ap- charge or directed or asymmetric explosive force is i_n-
pears as light flasi1 has often been considered undesira- volved. . 
hie. Generally this may be said to be true of chemical Whereas the accompanying drawings generally por-
explosivcs. and, increasingly true of nuclear explosives. S tray the present invention in terms of (a) s.ide elevation 
Perhaps an exception would be photoflash bombs and (b) tellurian (e.g., sub,terranean) environment, it is 
which are usually designed for aerial use, but which are noted that the optoexplosive system may be viewed in 
characterized by a small amount of blast and a relative- ·plan or other appropriate manner as regards spatial ar-
ly long burning time. Perhaps another exception in- rangement with respect to ground or surface line or 
eludes nuclear explosions at reduced atmospheric pres- lO contour. Also that the tellurian optoexplosive system 
sure(at high altitudes). where the optical energy output can. as desired and according to the modification 
may attain upwards of 80 percent of the overall yield of hereof, be wholly closed or partially closed, i.e .• wit~ 
the device: for present purposes this will have to be re- access and egress in terms of explosive, target, venting 
garded as rather coincidental in that it is an environ- rs or the like. As will be recognized by those skilled in the 
ment-depenc.lcnt quality and not having to do with the art and as detailed subsequently. numerous modifica-
design of the NX per sc. tions and variations are feasible. The choice of these 

Evidently • .then, an entire new science and technolo- will naturally depend upcn the parameters involved. 
gy-which I call optoexplosives technology-opens once Taking the accompanying drawings in detail, with 
it is feasible to (a) extract blast-free light from a chemi- 20 elaboration and modifications subsequently.disclosed: 
cal or nuclear explosion and (b) optimize ex and NX FIG. l shows in side elevation a tellurian optoexplo-
to liberate larger proportions of their energies as usable sive system characterized by T-configuration. Beneath 
optical energies or light than they presently do. The the surf ace of the earth( e.g .• rock. ice. permafrost or 
parent invention as well as the instant disclosure pro- the like) 20. there is a T-shap:::d tunnel. duct, shaft or 
vides method and means for attaining (a). The design 25 like system having three legs 14, 16 and 18. Positioned 
optimization of conventional ex and. quite particu- at or near the end of explosion leg 14 is an explosive 
lar.ly. of certain NX for light generation must be re- device or mass 10, which may be chemical explosive or 
garded as a rather neglected aspect of the overall ener- nuclear explosive or both(eX, NX or CXINX, respec-
gy picture. . tively). 10 being in communication with firing or 

Thus. nuclear blast is used, as in PLOWSHARE and 30 detonating cable or the like 12 exiting at 20. Op-
lik~ nucte·ar engineering work; and nuclear radiation is tionatly, 14 may have a vent or like duct ll rising to 20. 
used for food or other product irradia.tion. But ap- Optionally. 18 may have a vent or like shaft 24 tising to 
parently little or no attention has been given the 10~ 

production of blast·free and radiation·f ree nuclear light Positioned at the juncture or crotch of the T tunnel 
by NX. ic:t alone its many actual and potential uses. 35 system, 14• 16• 18, is a frangibl~. reflective optic 16, 

DRAWINGS which may be a breakable plane or non-plane mirror 
. . optic or. other frangible, reflective oaptic(FRO) as 

Fot ot~er ob1ect~ and ~eatures and f~r a better un- hereinafter described. · The angular positioning of 
derstandmg of the mvent1on. reference ts made to the member 26 is such that it is optically coupled to light 
parc~t disclo~ur~ cited s~pra a~d t~ the. following 40 passing down 14 and to an irradiable target shown as 
detailed ~escnpt1~n taken. in conjunction wa~h the ac- 30. Thus upon the detonation via 11 and explosion of 
companymg drawings which. ~nless oth~rwise ~oted to a prompt burst of light 34 is created. with blast and 
heremafter. may be taken as ~·a~rammatic. sectional. shock and explosion debris 32 following thereafter, de-
foreshorten~d. s~bgr~dc elevation. 

45 
pending upon the nature of 10 and the pressure within 

The dr~w.mg~ m braef: . . the system. Light· .34 incidents upon 26 and reflects 
Fl~. 1 as rn side elevat10n an opt_oexplos1ve system of therefrom to 30. Subsequent blast 32 may destroy the 

tellunan c~a:ac~er ofT-co.ntigurataon: . FRO 26, to pass into the shock-sink leg 18. 
FIG. l as m side ele~atlon a tellunan optoexplosive Further in FIG. 1, FRO 26 may be of such nat~re that 

sysFtelGm a,.r '!-~on~dagural taont: t ,1 • to xnlos· e so it is characterized by a .. timed-life.•• That is. by virtue ., 1s an st e e cva 1011 a ea unan op e r 1v . . . . . 
· . . . of meltmg burnmg, vapor1zat1on, explosion, or the 

svstem correspondmg to a multiple Y-conf'iguratton or nc . ' rf, FRO . t b f th 
~ultiple T-configuration. or of other furcation as 1 ~· It ceases to pe_ orm as ~ . a_t 3 pom e or~ . e 
h · ft . d . ·b d d te med a zig-zag or blind- am val of blast 32. its reflecting hfet1me hence dec1dmg erema er escn e • an r · h . · · 1• • f h i· h l fl d 
alley configuration for purposes of convenience; ! e mtens1ty·ttme qua 1t1es o t e ag t pu se re ecte · 

FIG. 4 represents in side elevation a multilegged, tel- SS m.to 16. :Ro members 26 of a rather large ?umber and 
lurian or~:>explosive system; "':''de variety can be employe?, and both ac~sve and pas-

FIG. S shows in schematic form and in side elevation s1ve FRO me~~ers are descnbed .latcr.herem. . 
a tellurian optoexplosive system of say T-configuration In Fl~. 1 1t 1s ~oted that t.h~ 1rrad1able target 30 ts 
or the like characterized by multiple frangible and/or schematically depacte_d as pos1t1oned at the m?unt of 16 
nonfrangible reflective optics; 60 at 20 .. As ma~ ~e desired, 30 may be .l'lac~d m any ap-

FIG. 6 is a graph with arbitrary intensity and time propnate pos1t1on a~d.at any appropnate distance, e.g., 
coordinates. which depicts certain salient facets of the mounted upon or w1thm a tower, suspended by balloon, 
energy-shock release of a nuclear explosive; or otherwise positioned in the atmo.sphere, as long as 

FIG. 7 .schematica11y represents in side elevation a 65 30 is o_ptically cou~led via 26 t~ ligh~ 34. In the c~se of 
portion of a typical tellurian optoexplosive system of explosions of low yield or relatively httle. destruction to 
say T-butt configuration wherein interial(falling, slid- the T system an angular duct 28 can, opt1onally, be em-
ing or the like) mass is operant; and ployed to feed subsequent FRO members for a 

23 
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sequence of explosions; 28 may, as desired, also serve as may he desired. which for purposes of convenience 
as venting means. can be designated zig-zag or blind-alley. This system is 

Alternatively. in FIG. 1. light leg 16 together with preferred for high yield, large mass explosions, particu-
target 30 need not egress at 20. For example. the entire -larly NX, where multiple FRO passes are desired, and 
T system can be subterranean and comprise a closed 5 where multiple shock-sinks. 44 and SO in this instance, 
system~ in which case 30 may be positioned within a are necessary to minimize N-wave pressure variations 
closed leg 16. say within a chamber or at the end of 16. and plasma piston shoot-through· to target 30b. Not 

FIG. 2 shows in side elevation a tellurian optoexplo- shown in this schematic diagram are surface-rising 
sive system of Y - or acute angle- configuration. i.e., drifts which function as vents to compensate for the ex-
light arm 16a makes an acute angle with respect to 10 plosion dynamics ju~;t mentioned. Such vents may be of 
-14a(the explosion arm oft.he system). wherein ma is any appropriate number in communication from the 
the explosive light source and its ancillary firing means ground surface with leg members 40(firing or explosion 
I la positioned in shaft 14a. toa is placed at or near the leg). 44(first shock-sink leg), ·. 46(first light-leg), 
ground surface 20a. lOa is supported by cradle, support 

15 
SO( second· shock-sink leg). and 52{second light-leg) 

or like means 36. which is destructible upon cxpbsion. carrying the optically-coupled target 30b. 
and which may he of appropriate material{ e.g .• metal. In FIG. 3 the LA or NX or the like is detonated via 
wood. plastic) of sheet. coarse screen or mesh or other means l 2b (firing cable). the explosive being IOb and 
appropriate structure. As desired. IOa can be posi- ohymmetric or asymmetric explosion behavior, within 
tioned above the surface 20a, as for example in a shot 20 the leg 40, to generate optical radiation of reflectable 
tower. Also, as may be desired, member 36 may he do- nature 54 together with the much slower velocity, e.g., 
pant(discussed subsequently) which serves to enhance several Mach or less, blast and explosion debris 32.b. 
the optical energy output of the ex or NX toa. Light 54 strikes the first fRO 42 ?.~d reflect;:, therefrom 

It. is seen that FIG. 2 typically depicts a shallow sub- into the first light-leg 46 while the blast and debris and 
surface explosion, a s~rface explosion or a near-surface 25 the like pass partly or wholly into the shock-sink leg 44; 
explosion, in contra.~t to the deeper. contained cavity- 54 now incidents the second FRO 48 and passes into 
producing explosion of 10 in FIG. L The consequence Sl. which is the light-leg or target leg, and thence to the 
in FIG. 2 is an explosively-formed crater 38, which fol- target 30b as beam 54 in its second pass, while residual, 
lows blast scaling laws known in the art. The fill maieri- reflected and/or diffracted blast originating with IOb 

. al 37 is . optional. depending upon the modification 30 sinks into leg SO with the destruction of the FRO 48. 
being utilized. Thus. no rm material 37 may he em- Further in FIG. 3 the angular relationship of the vari-
ploycd to allow for dissipation of blast energies into the ous legs of the system may vary: with respect to one 
atmosphere(as in the case or ex and so-called clean ~nother; likewise. the tunnel system may or may not be 
NX ). Or whr'l fill material 37 is employed it may be cut parallel or vertical with the ground surfaQe, as may 
decouplant substance, as for ex~mple heat absorbing JS be desired; thus, the vadous legs may be set in angular 
material like graphite or ablatives( natural or synthetic. rotatio.n with respect to one another. The target JOb 
discussed hereinafter). to· reduce the the magnitude of may be em placed within a chamber at the end of leg s2 · 
scis·mic: signals which may be_ undesirable for such having ~n adit for target emplacement and removal. 
reasons as target JOa jitter. When 31 is employed it 

40 
It is thus app~rent that the version shown in FIG. 3 

need not extend to the ground surface lOa. but may be has at least two FRO with corresponding shock-sink 
heavily overlaid with rock or the like to minimize sur- legs and light ducts; an appropriate increase in the 
face blow-through of fallout. number of FRO and ancillary legs can be utilized for 

Further in FIG. -2. Jla and J4a represent blast and explosive light production by high yield explosions 
explosion debris. and reflectable light. respectively. 35 45 which incur problems of blast and fireball-derived 
is the frangible. reflective optic aligned to receive J4a plasma disposal. 
and shunt it into the light leg 16a and thence to their- Referring now to FIG. 4. There is shown in side 
radiabte target JOa. 28a is an optional shaft say drifting elevation a typical multilegged, tellurian optoexplosive 
to the surface 20a, after the manner of 21 in FIG. I. system, which may be closed-loop or open-loop as 
Ila is the third leg of the bifurcat~d tunnel system. so schematically depicted in the diagram. as desired. In a 
comprising the shock-sink into which blast and explo- closed system. e.g .• deeply buried. venting adits may or 
sion debris and non-reflectab1e energies pass. may not be employed. In FIG. 4 10c is CX or NX or 

In FIG. 2 it is preferable in the case of highly brisant both, with firing cabl: or like means Uc, positioned in 
e.X and high blast-giving NX that the angle between a horizontal shaft, say midway therein, represented by 
14!, and 16a be a severely acute one. to lessen escape of 55 legs 56 and 66. Blast and the like from lOc is shown as 
secondary shock and to reduce shock diffraction into 32c. with the _higher velocity light 64 and 74 striking 
16a. consistent with choice of appropriate tunnel FRO 58 and 68. and shunting into light legs 62 and 72. 
lengths and appropriately-chosen explosive sizes. The which converge upon target 30c. The shock-sink legs 
same considerations obtain in minimizing abrupt excur- for 56 and 66 are shown as 60 and 70. respectively. 
sions(positive and/or negative) in pressure, also in the 60 Whereas FIG. 4 shows a two-legged(56,66 and 62,72 
shoot-through to 16a of a plasma piston which can and 60,70) explosive light generating system, alterna-
occur with over-sized NX charges. which considcra- tively one or more legs can be added so as to pipe off 
tions are discussed in some detail hereinafter. blast and light from IOc at the level of 56 and 66, to 

FIG. 3 shows in side elevation or in plan eJevation. as 
65 

form a juncture therewith at Uk, with corresponding 
may be desired. a closed teJJurian optoexpJosive system shock-sink legs for each additional explosion leg. and 
corresponding to a multiple Y-configuration or multi- with upwardly target-converging light-legs correspond-
p1e T-configuration or of other branching or furcation ing to 62 and 72., having suitably mounted and aligned 

24 
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additional FRO means at the Y junction of the tuhular 
arrangement. For example. two additional systems can· 
he 90° c:1ch on either side of 56 ... 66, at lOc. This may 
he said to correspond to a cruciform, spider-legged 
suhtcrrancan structure. In this modification a symmct- 5 
ric explosion-giving .explosive can be used or an asym
metric one. e.g .• ex which detonates and explodes with 
the release of light in a cruciform pattern. In the two
leggcd modification shown in FIG. 4 an asymmetric ex
plosion-producing gun-type NX device can be utilized to 
so as to release its energy more or less linearly in op
posite directions, i.e .• so that the two stronger explo
sion energy fields arc directed into 56 and 66, respec-
tively. 

15 
Further in FIG. 4, as desired and according to th~ ap

plication, the target 30c may be mounted within or just 
at the light exits _of 62 and 72. with or without suitable 
housing. Or the target 30c may be aerial, in which case 
the angles between 56 and 62, and 66 and 72. are ap- 20 
propriatcly less acute than shown in FIG. 4. In any 
evl!nt. optical coupling between toe via FRO 58,68 and 
30c is maintained. 

rn 
like, as desired and as detailed subsequently in this dis
closure. 

Reflective optics 84 in FIG. S, or their equivalents 
when means 84 is rigid(e.g .• highly reflective casing. 
coating or lin~r for 82) can perform as a flux redistribu
tor. Should spatially non-uniform light flux(as from a 
spherical FRO) enter 82, then the hall-of-mirrors effect 
obtains between the focal plane and the sample. the 
emergent light being uniformly distributed over an area 
equal to the cross-section of the flux redistributor 
system comprised of 82 and element(s} 84. The effi-
ciency depends upon the reflectivity of the means 84 or 
their cquivalent(as when rigid, in the form of liner) 
used at the wall of 82.- Arc source thermal imaging 
systems give about 0.5 transmission by a redistributor 
of specular-reflecting surfaces. 

In properly understanding FIG. 6 a few preliminary 
words of explanation arc in order. Thus: immediately 
after detonation and during the initial phase of an ex
plosion, whether that explosion be ex or NX, the 
dynamics of the event arc substantially independent of 
the surrounding environment. Upon rupture of the ex 
or NX device there may be ~aid Lo be an interaction 
with the environment comprising a feedback of explo
sion behavior. For example, an explosion in air at at
mospheric pressure involves the interaction of 
mechanical( e.g., blast/shock) and optical(light) ener
gies. When this atmosphere is absent this interaction. 

Referring now to FIG. 5. depicted as a T-configura
tion, and in this respect not unlike FIGS. 1 and 2 in- 25 
sofar as the angular relationships of the three legs are 
concerned. FIG. S shows in side elevation and sche
matic form a tellurian optoexplosive system charac
terized by multiple FRO and/or non-FRO situated at 
say the wall portions of light leg 82. 30 especially that of shock formation which, by definition. 

involves formation of pressure waves( characterized by 
pressure-time and velocity parameters). is reduced to a 
point approaching zero (e.g .• in an absolute vacuum 

In FIG. S the explosive light source and firing means 
:ire tod and lld. respectively. 32.d and 88 designate 
blast and explosion debris and the like. and reflectable 
clectromagnetfo radiation. respectively. 76 is the firing 
shaft. with 80 the by-pass shock-sink .. 78 is a FR• 35 
aligned to optically couple light 81 wiih target 30d via a 
series of-wan or like mounted FRO members 84. which 
may he any appropriate numbe.r and/or which may 
comprise reflectable lining, as of polished_ metal. 
ceramic reflection optic. or the like. at or subset in the 
wall of leg 82. 86 refers to optional. secondary shock
sink drifts when. the modification of FRO 84 members 

· the ideal situation would be the complete absence of 
shock because of the lack of ·pressurable media by 
which that shock is formed and transmitted; the ideal 
situation is never attained for large explosive masses 
because of explosion debris; pragmatically the situation 
is closely approached by properly designing-out media 

40 which favor blast and shock formation, as will be in
dicated subsequently}. 

Whereas the blast/light energies from eX( in the at
mosphere or like media) or NX(under anatmospheri- · 
cally provided conditions. e.g.. at high altitudes or are utilized. lOc refers to the terrain or ground or like 

surface. 
further in FIG. S the target JOd, while optically cou

pled via the F~O means and the explosive light source, 
may be set subsurface. atthe surface(as within a hous
ing). or disposed at a distance. e.g .• aerially. 

Alternatively. in FIG. 5. one of more means 84 are 

45 within evacuated enclosures) may be simplistically 
stated as essentially a curve of rise-time, peak of varia
ble plateau. and fall-time. for each of the two kinds of 
energies, the situation characteristic of NX is more 
.complex for gas environmentli. The latter is developed 

SO in FIG. 6. . 
set before one or more ad its corresponding to 86 which 
are in communication with ground surface or the at
mosphere 20c. In an optoexplosive system which func
tions under ambient atmospheric conditions said ar
rangement serves as vent means to minimize target 30d SS 
insult by anomalous shock effects, serving to valve and 
smooth the positive-negative pressure N-wave which 
may be undesirable when high blast yield ex or NX op
aoexplosive sources are employed. 

It is evident that FIG. 5 may be said to correspond to 60 
a '1all-of-mirrors or kaleidoscope optical element train 
characterized by at least one FRO 84 when said train is 
multiple. The optical train comprising a sequence of 
optically coupled optic elements of a reflective nature 

65 
84 m::y com prise members either of passive or active 
properties, or may or may not be itclectively or 
prefrentially renective. diffracting. polarizing or the 

Further in FIG. 6: Fourier analysis lays the basis for 
the extraction of a sinusoid(bit or fragment, as herein 
designated) from from a larger or more complex light 
pulse. mustrativcly. the sinusoid light bit is plucked 
from ·the explosion light monopulse or mul
tipulse(bipulse form as depicted in FIG. 6) by a timed
life FRO. By definition a timed-life FRO ceases to per
form as a reflective optic at a point in time up to and in
cluding shock-impaction upon the FRO. The case of 
blast-destroyed FRO is set out in the parent disclosure; 
shock-generated· light behind the shock front may or 
may not have time to undergo the necessary optical 
transition before FRO failure by mechanical insult or 
the conversion to destructive thermal energy by blast, 
depending upon such factors as absorbance, rupture 
strength or yield point, spallation and like properties of 
the FRO and the shock flux together with Mach value. 

25 
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FIG. 6 represents the timed-life of a FRO of life T ·. • · 
T', with T the start of the lif~ of that FRO. T' and the 

dashed vertical coordinate at the centrum of the 
second optical pulse 92 depict the end of the life of the 
FRO. i.e .• the fail-point of the FRO(i.e .• failure due to 
the.rmal shattering._ fusion. vaporization. pyrolysis or 
burning. sublimation. or the like (note is made of the 
fact that these and like qualities inherent in the FRO 
performance are duly set forth in the parent disclo
sure)). In other words, the T - - - T' value and the 
linearity or non-linearity of FRO response. particularly 
as T' is approached and more energy is deposited 
within the FRO, is essentially decided by the ther
mophysical properties of that member. 

FIG. 6 graphs on arbitrary intensity and time coor
dinates optical( electromagnetic radiation) output vs. 
time. This graph. called a double-pulse graph in nuclear 
explosion phenomenalogy. has its coordinates decided 
by. among other things. the nature of the NX source 
and the environmental medium. e.g .• air at atmospheric 
or near-atmospheric pressures. As just indicated, the 
double-pulse graph tends to coalesce into a single pulse 
depiction as environmental pressure is reduced. Since 
nuclear explosions in gasified media other than air, e.g .• 
the so-called inert-gases(c.g., He, Ne, Ar). chemically
rcactivc gases( e.g .• Hz, nitrogen oxides( of which there 
are seven potentially available), C-H gases of the 
clliphatic series of single. double and triple bonding). 
alsn inorganic and organic vapors(e.g .• water. DzO. 
TzO, Hg. ~alogens, polycyclic hydrocarbons) are 
scantly or fully unknown it is n.:cessary for purposes of 
development or this facet of the present invention to 
tdy Upon FIG. 6 graph. 

12 
Ref erring to FIG. 1 there is shown in side elevation a 

subterranean 20e, portion of a typical tellurian optoex
plosive system· of say T -butt configuration wherein in
ertial or gravity (falling, semi-implied fall, sliding or the 

S like) is operant upon a piston member 94. In FIG. 7 the 
T-butt portion is formed as sec-0ndary extensions con
joining the explosion leg or chamber 104, as described 
in previous drawings. In apposition to(to form the arms 
of a T) 104, at say 90° or other appropriate angle, and 

1 O forming secondary. or branching legs are upper and 
lower drifts 96 and 102, respectively. An inertial load 
or gravity piston of freely fallable or slidable nature, 94, 
is suspended within 96 by lug, cable, beam or like 
means 98. Movable piston 94 is characterized as explo-15 
sively detachable or impelled by explosive means car-
ried in 98. Thus 98 preferably includes electroexplosive 
devices. EED's, as for example a series of explosive 
lugs, bolts or guillotines. A suitable firing cable 100 cir-

20 cu its 98. Optionally. means 98 may carry a bursting 
charge which serves to assure detachment of 94 and 
provide an initial impelling force. 

Mounted say on the face of 94 is CX or NX lOe with 
its firing means Ile. lOe is so positioned that preferably 

25 upon the initial phase of explosion it sends light 106 
through leg 104 to the FRO. 

Depending upon the explosion dynamics of CX or 
NX lOe. and say substantially at the time of firing of 
I Oe.( or shortly before or shortly thereafter. depending 

30 upon the parar.~·.'ters involved, e.g .• the mass and fall 
rate of 94. and the relative positioning of 1 Ot and 94, as . 
well as the length of shaft 96, and the like, as will be 
recognized by those skilled. in the art) means 100 is 

· In FIG. 6 th<..c! is shown an initial. prompt pulse of 35 
electromagnetic radiation 90 created by an NX within 
the atmosphere or the like. with subsequent drop due 

fired to explode 98 and release 94. Member 94 falls 
into sump. pit, tubular vault or the like leg 102. tamp
ing or valving off within 102 the partly developed e~
plosion of 1 Oe. in essence catching the explosion at a -
pointin it.c; formative stage and diverting the developing 

to the start· of a slower N X devicc-creatt. i fireball <>r 
'i:CCOnd-pulse 92 characterized as relatively less intense 
and of greater duration. 

Further in FIG. 6 T - - - T' illustratively depicts the 
pick-off of sinusoid light bits ranging downward from 
the coupling of blast with the FRO. Thus: the vertical 
dashed line ofT' can represent the arrival of the shock 
:nergy. in which instance the FRO is said to be 

40 and i~mature explosion away from· an FRO optical 
coupling arrangement. 

. '.1echanica11y destroyed( directed or indirectly. as just 
indicated), or, ~elow this point in time. for example, 
only the prompt pulse 90 may be reflected; or, only the 
l""ading edge to centrum of 90 may be reflected; or, T' 
1a!ay be set out on the trailing edg~ of 92 so that the 
mass of hot gases in the region behind the radiation 
front. the isothermal sphere of the NX-type explosive . 
light source, is advantageously utilized; or. the like. 

The large family of variegated timed-life FRO means 
is discussed in more detail hereinafter. At this point suf
fice to state that an FRO can be designed to fail, i.e., 
possess a definite lifetime, because of its passive ther
mophysical nature. but also because of active, non-CX 

Typically in FIG. 7 the piston 94 faUs freely once 
detached from means 98 into leg 102, as when a 90° an- · 
gularity of involved between UM. 96 and 102; or. 94 

45 can be adapted to slide from 96 into 102 when the two 
said legs are shafted at angles off 90°, as may be 
desired. Concurrently 94 should maintain structural in
tegrity until it enters and plugs 102. at which time the 
residuum of the explosion of 10t becomes a contained 

so or semi-contained explosion. . 
Further in FIG. 7 94 is typically a cylindrical mass, as 

for example a cylindrical container of high strength 
steel or refractory ceramic having a face of explosion
resistant quality' and say interiorly strutted construction 

55 to maint:.·•11 geometric integrity during its force history. 
Such a piston container is expediently loaded after 
placement with high density material, e.g., lead or 
other heavy metals, rock, or a combination of the two. 
Alternatively. dense core material of diameter less than 

60 96 may be employed.· Optionally, a semiprotective 
sandwich of substance of high thermal energy absorp
tion and low thermal energy conductivity may be em
placed between lOe and the face of 94, as for example a 

or non-NX destruct-energy inputs. For example. the 
FRO can comprise high detonation rate or 
velocity(e.g .. say of the order of 8000 meters/sec~ 
chemical explosive. so as to exhibit self-destruct-upon
command(as by electric firing). 

From FIG. 6 it is thus evident that an object and f ea
ture of this invention is an explosive light source which 
need not rely upon light-trailing shock or blast to chop 
ofl' light renection of a FRO. 

65 
decouplant or inorganic ablative. 

Whereas in FIG. 7 the CX or NX IOe may be 
mounted on the face or bottom of 94, an alternate en
semble is the positioning of IOe on the back wall of the 

26 
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T-configuration(96 ... I02) in line with the axis <>f 
!04, with 94 set at a distance within 96 above IOe. This 
arrangement may be preferred when T . · . T' sinusoid 
fragments( cf. FIG. 6) are desired when, say, lOe, is low 
order detonation or when the environment is anat
mospheric. In terms of explosion behavior IOe may be 
symmetric or asymmetric, as may he desired, as for ex
ample in the latter instance to minimize burst force 
which opposes the fall of 94, as well as to optimize light 
input 106 into tunnel leg 104. 

Commensurate with good mining engineering prac
tice as applied to the present invention drifts 96 and 
102 in FIG. 7 {the same obtains for FIG. 8, below) 
should have substantially smooth walls. The walls can 
be lapped to remove irregularities and surface projec· 
tions, name-sprayed ceramic coating m whole or in 
part, provided with cemented metal, metal carbide, 
metal nitride or ceramic tile in tubular lining form. 
metal or graphite har slidcays. or the like. Moreover, 
the face of member 94 may be other than plane with 
rounded or champfered edges, as for example 94 may 
have a conical nose(which may or may not be trun
cated) after the fashion of projectile or missile shaping. 
with or without heat-shielding media known in the art. 

Those skilled in the art will readily recognize that the 
modification shown in .FIG. 7 is more suited for rela
tively small yield toe energy sources characterized as 
of low hrisancy and low detonation rates with the con
sequently slower developing fireball (as in NX) or 
nashbody(as in ex). 

In FIG. 8 there ts set out in side elevation the subter-

14 
in turn, carries a detonator·booster {not shown) in cir
cuit with a suitable firing line 116. Optionally. member 
114 may be thermally sensitive so as to be detonated by 
the radiant flash of JO/. with or without explosive delay 

5 element, eliminating the need for l 16 · and the 
synchronization which may f>e required with the firing 
of IO/. as explained for FIG. 7. Simpler as well as more 
sophisticated shaped charge ensembles are well known 
in the explosives art and need not be detailed at this 

IO point. 
Further in FIG. 8, upon firing JOf with the simultane

ous or time-lapse actuation of I 08 there issues from 
I 08 an explosive jet of exceedingly high velocity and 

15 
force. This acts in the manner of a plasmoid piston first 
to constrain and then to force the explosion developing 
out of IOf into vault 120. The interception and cut-off 
is decided by the hollow charge explosion velocity and 
pressure, through time. relative to the opposing explo-

20 sive forces of the CX or N X l Of 
. The interaction of the two aforementioned explo

sibns and the blocking and displacement of the I Of ex
plosion in a portion of its formative st<l£C:) by th..: more 
powerful directed-energy explosion of 108 poses 

25 problems for solution of rather formidable mathemati
cal complexity. These appear to be reducible by com
puter using hydrodynamic analogy and similitude. 
Otherwise, in the simpler optoexplosive systems, e.g .• 
the smaller versions of non-NX variety, empirical or 

30 modeling approaches can be utilized to advantage. 

GEOENGINEERING - SYSTEMS DESIGN 

ranean 20/ e1bow-butt end modification of the explo- The tellurian tnedium(e.g .• 20, 20a. and 20c in FIGS. 
sion leg 117. In 1pposition at· say 90° or other ap- I. 2 and 4) may be of any appropriate solid. For exam~ 
propriate angle and conjoining U7 are secondary legs 35 pie, alluvium. tuff. tuff/alluvium. granite, dolomite, 
or drifts UO and 120. Emplaced say at the crotch of rock salt, basalt or other igneous, metamorphic ·and 
110, 120 and ! 17 and axially with 117 to provide light sedimentary rock or. combinations there9f, porose, 
energy U8(which c">uples with the FRO) is CX or NX vesicular or·not. The tunnel system may be disposed 
source JO/and its ancillary firing umbilical Uf. 40 . such that one or more of its legs intersect a stratum, 

As desired, the back wall delineated by l IO and 120 fault or geocline, such that two or more rock types or 
may comprise a concavity 122. for example. 12.2 may geologic formations are included for purposes of 
have a radius of curvature such that should it be a mir- seismic refraction away from the target and/or FRO; or 
ror lens the focal point coincides with the FRO placed for density choice·so as to enhance lithostatic pressure 
on down in 117: or. the energy cone generated by 122 4S (or the converse. to provide elastic dissipation of explo-
may truncate with an area approximating the area of sion energy); or for rea~ons of economy and ease of en-
the FRO. 122. il! such a mo,;ification. may be lined gineering operations. 
with reflective. temperature-resistent ceramic (e.g.. Included as tellurian media are such miscellaneous 
anatase or MgO based material); or, the lining of 122 environments as those comprising c<;>al and coaliferous 
may be of mdal which upon CX or NX radiant en~rgy SO rock, ice and highly compacted snow, and permafrost. 
deposition behaves as a dopant to enhance light The latter are of especial interest in connection with 
generation. optoexplosive light generators which must be remotely 

Further in .FIG. 8 there is positioned in leg or located because of high yield explosive sources. Gla-
chambcr I XO an asyr.lmetric explosive charge IOS. This cial, berg or other high density ice and permafrost are 
may be a directed-energy cylindrical ex of high brisan- 55 of interest from a workability standpoint, also because 
cy or. preferably. a shaped or hollow charge( also v::-.ri- of optical properties( e.g., the increased reflectivity of 
ously known as Munroe. Neumann. and Stettbacherex- smooth ice on shaft walls). Thus. steam-smoothed ice 
plosive charges. depending upon the variant-of which may have optical dopant characteristics when frozen-in 
there are many known in the CX art in particular). situ slurries of water and metal or other dopant admix-

As schematically shown in FIG. 8 the asymmetric or 60 tures have been applied to the wall surface. 
shaped charge ensemble includes say a cylindrical mass Coal. on the other hand, behaves as a thermal energy 
of bursting CX 108 having a conical or like face con- absorbent and a decouplant, as in an explosion 
cavity usually provided with a metal. :·'ass. ceramic or chamber sculpted out of a thick coal seam. Likewise, 
other liner I 12. At the apex of the cc;;lc (or set out 65 vent drifts rising to the surface and passing through 
therefrom by !\Upport-extension means. as desired) coal perform in a similar manner, serving to take up the 
there may he a primcr·detonator J 14 in axial flash-tube energy of and therefore contribute to the degeneration 
communication with the liCllt or the charge J08 which, or CXplo~ion plasma. 

27 
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The systems engineering of an optoexplosive genera- The making of holes for an optoexplosive system is 
tor, especially that disposing to large yield CX and NX made by any of the conventional tools and techniques. 

·light sources. is particularly attractive in the case of tel- consistent with economic factors. There are four 
lurian media including frozen water. Permafrost may general drilling methods which can be used for boring 
be taken as an example of such a medium: R.J.E. 5 holes up to 8 feet in diameter: (a) churn drilling, (b) 
Brown( The Polar Record. 13(87), 741-751 { 1967)) auger drilling, (c) core drilling, and (d) rotary drilling. 
details information about perennially frozen ground. These not be described in detail nere, for they are well 
Canada and the USSR together possess most of the ter- known in the art. but suffice to say that by means of ro-
ritory in the Northern Hemisphere underlain by per-

10 
tary drilling holes over 5 feet in diameter to depths of 

mafmst. Permafrost varies in thickness from a few cen- upwards of 3000 feet can be made. As dictated by the 
timetcrs at the southern limit to several hundred meters medium the hole may or may not be cased. Calyx or 
at the houndary of the continuous zone. which is ap- large bore core drilling enables hole making in larger 
proximately 60 to J 00 meters in Canada and 250 to diameters. usually with the recovery of a consolidated 
300 meters in Siberia. 15 core. Properly trimmed and cased( and/or faced, as 

Unfrozen layers-called taliks_.:.are of interest ir:. the previously described} such a core can be employed as 
systems design of an optocxplosivc light generator. member 94 in FIG. 7. as desired. 
Taliks may occur. between layers of permafrost and. Means other than drilling can be used for tunneling 
therefore. from the standpoint of mining engineering at angles abruptly off the vertical. Hard rock nd coal 
workahility( tunneling. shafting, or the like) arc of con- 20 mining techniques using explosives. for example, as 
siderablc potential service_.ability. The depth to the well as aquifer and railroad tunnel methods, can be 
permafrost tahlc is widely variable, ranging between taken advantage of. These essentially non-drilling 
about 0.5 and several meters. The active layer. which means arc utilized in instances where a shaf~ of other 

than circular section is desired. freezes in winter and thaws in summer. does not always 
extend to the permafrost table. 25 Full or partial casing of the tunnels may or may not 

In the continuous zone. permafrost occurs be used. consistent with geologic considerations and 
everywhere beneath the ground surface( e.g.. 20c in the performance desired from the optoexplosive 
FIG. 4, and 20c in FIG. s. and so forth in the accom· system. Timbering and posting and their equivalents, in 

· panying drawings). In Canada it varies from about 60 accordance with usual mining methods used for lode 
to IOO meters in the southern zone. to thicknesses 30 form.ations having caving tendencies, can be employed. 

. Multiply timbered, strutted, posted or equivalent 
between approximately 4oo t<:> SOO meters in the Arc- membe.rs within a tunnel(e.g., 14 in FIG. 1; .14a in FIG. 
tic. There are numerous permafrost features, and in ad-

·. . . " . . d f h .. · 2; 40. 46 and/or 52 in FIG. 3; 56 and 66, and/or 62 
c.hlaon to tahks mention should be ma e o t ermo"arst d/ 7··"2" • FIG .11. 1Jl. di- " 82 • . FIG· e.) f · • · d • · . f d . C . f an or m . ... u an or m • ., are o m . 
associate w1tt. the .mcltmg 0 gro~n ice .. er:t~m 0 35 terest in this invention with respect to the reduction or 
the. near-polar .A~c~tc ~nd A:ntarctic areas exhibit ex- diversion away from a target of anomalous, secondary, 
plo1tab_le pecuhantzes mvo~vmg t~e ~hange-of-state of diffracted shock and blast, i.e.. utilization of tunnel 
wate~( •:e .• to-a~d-fro. of sobd and l~q~ad water>_. . · cross-member equ·ivalents, for· CX. and mathematical 

. Thi~ as a subject'. hke that of mm~ng and mmang_en-
4 

modeling test are reported in the literature available to 
gmeenng. o_flong history an~ extensiv~ documc~tatm?. O the artizan (0P£RATION DISTANT PLAIN). 
R~f~rence 1s._made t~: Mar~e Tremame(ed.). Ar~tic Evidently, however, the optical parameters of interest 
81bhography • Arctic Institute of North Amenca. in this invention were not monitored in the DIST ANT · 
volumes 1 to 7 .·Washington. D.C .• U.S. Government PLAIN series. 
Printing Office. 1953-1957, which seven volumes com- 45 The tunnels, shafts, adits, boreholes. ducts. and the 
~rise an alphabetical arrangement b~ ~~thor. of ~J.~64 like conduit members variously and interchangeably 
titles, annotated; also. to V .J. Creas1,. Arctic 81bhog- designated herein in accordance with common naming 
raphy'', U.S. Weather Bureau, Washmgton, D.C .• 61 practices. i.e .• the one or more of the legs forming the 
pp .• CFSTI( AD 666.~ 94 )1968. . . furcated light-blast shunting system hereof, may be 

from the stant:tpc~mt of geophysical modehng. ther- so conveniently classed as (a) natural and'(b) man-made. 
modynamic treatment. and physicochemicaJ charac- The man-made chambers and conduits are the 
teristics. I would here point to permafrost as rather a preferred of the two classes. for obvious reasons. How-
unique medium. Simplistically. it can be viewed as a ever. I point out that for reasons of economy. feasibility 
heterogeneous solid composed of a solid (earth) and a workup and prototype testing, and remoteness, and the 
solified liquid( ice), the behaviors of each component SS like, th.at certain natural cavernous and conduitiferous 
as well as the composite being different for different structures can be advantageously employed. For exam-
kinetic and electromagnetic input energies. The ice. pie, natural caves to provide the shot vault and explo-
being vaporizable, acts to take up transfer-energy com- sion leg member 14 of FIG. 1, say suitably engineered 
municated to it by the more absorptive solid com- at or near its orifice to permit the boring of, or con· 
ponent while. at the same time, may be considered to 60 struction of, the necessary other legs 16 and 18, leg 16 
have the qualities of a decouplant. Concurrently. of of which in FIG. 1 may of course correspond to the 
coiJrse. iced surfaces of shaft and tunnel walls behave housed or unhoused target 30 set out at or above the 
as reflecting agents. Depending upon the density of the ground surface 20. with a suitable tricoupled FRO 26. 
permafrost and the solid:ice ratio, and taking into con- 65 Of interest for low order detonation optoexp1osive 
sideration sorptivity(as from voids or· structural sources. in this connection. is also the use of the natu· 
hreah). this tellurian medium should behave to absorb rally formed arched rock or ice structure, as may be 
cxplo~ion debri!I and rodi.oactive particulate!!. desired. 

f)Q 
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Illustratively, I prefer a tubate. furcated system. (b) The cross-sectional profile of the shafts, tunnels and 
supra, comprising at suitable burial depth at least an ex- the like is usually circular( as when drilled). However. 
plosion chamber and explosion leg of any convenient these may be arched, ovoid. polygonal(square. rectan-
or appropriate attitude with respect to surface terrain. gular. triangular, and so forth), as may be desired. The 
The walls of the tubate system may be partially or 5 face or aperture of the various legs may differ from one 
wholly: (a) trimmed. lapped, smoothed or the like; (b.) . another. The side-elevation profile. likewise, may vary 
cased or lined; and/or ( c) provided with wall projecting greatly, as has been described hereinbefore, and as is 
means characterized as not reducing the optical energy ·set ·out subsequently as regards pressure, plasma and 
flow below a usable value but. concurrently. operant as i 

0 
like control. 

say anechoic analogs( .. anablastic means .. ) which serve The cross-sectional profile of the light leg, e.g .• 16 of 
to reflect and diffract blast and plasma back into the leg FIG. I, is important for the production of what I term a 
of origin. i.e., away from the direction of the FRO. or at shaped light beam. In the special case of nuclear explo-
lcast set up turbulence and eddying of the. non-optical sive-derived light I employ the term "shaped atomic 
forms of energy. Means (C) is designed in accordance 15 light .. (SAL). 
with fluid. blast and like mechanics. which aspect of the As generally defined here a shaped optical beam or a 
subject need not be aetailed here. SAL is a beam of light characterized by a face contour 

Cased or lined shafts, ( b) supra, serve in the usual matching or adapted to match optimum light energy in-
mechanical reinforcing capacity to prevent cave-in; to jection into a target. Should the target be rectangular. 
reflect light when polished or possessing reflective 20 then the beam is shaped rectangular; should the target 
characteristics; to ablate when it is desired to reduce be ovoid. then the beam is shaped ovoid; should the tar-
temperaturc( more feasible in small ex powered get be of irregular profile. then the beam "is shaped to a 
systems) and perhaps at the same time to assist in the corresponding irregular profile. While this is somewhat 
degeneration of name or plasma; to behave as an incan- of a simplified approach to the SlJbject, it nonetheless 
descent or color temperature-increasing optical do- 25 serves to point up beam-target matching, other things 
pant: and the like. Shaft liners and wall projecting being equal; also, target irradiatiol) where only a part of 
means can be employed cooperantly. the target is to be exp~sed. By use of the expression .. 0 

Importantly. shafts which are cased. lined. walled. simplified approach .. I do not take into consideration 
coated or otherwise sealed function to: such parameters as the inverse square law, target 

a. maintain reduced pressure within part or all of the 30 distance,. and the like, all of which obviously enter the 
system; picture. 

b. maintain increased pressure within part or all of In addiiion to shaping the exit portal of the light leg. 
the system: e.g .• 82 in FIG. S, and 62 and 72 in FIG. 4, a light-shap-

e. maintain a bottling integrity when part or all of the ing member or aperture stop( or contra.stop) of any 
$ystem is loaded with gas other than air at say at- 35 necessary or desired opening configuration can also be 
mosph'eric pressure. used, which modification is preferab1e for a sequence 

Situations (a) and (b), s..:pra. for example. may in- of changes. Such a member may be a suitably thick and 
volve pressure differentials among the various legs. strong slab of refractory rock, metal or ceramic. 
with frangible or rupturablc sealing membranes or 40 The cross-sectional or face area(throat or aperture. 
diaphgr:ims to assure compartmentalization. These are as variously termed by the different disciplines in-
of suitable materials. physically and optically. The at- volved) of the various legs. particularly the light 
mosphcre within a system may be air. pressurized air. leg( e.g .• 16 in FIG. 1 and 16a in FIG. 2), may range. 
tenuous air, or. say the so-called inert gases( e.g., He. from several square feet to several hundred square feet~ 
Ar. Ne, Kr). as wen as nitrogen, nitrogen oxides. 45 or more( cf. the discussion given subsequently ofventu-
hydrogcn or other gaseous media. not excluding the ri, and converging and diverging "nozzle .. (especially 
\•:tpors of inorganic. metal-organic and organic sub- light leg geometries). This is usually decided by the 
stances chosen bcc~use of physicochemical and spec- size, type and confi~uration of the optoexplosive 
tral properties. system taken fogether with the kind and yield of explo-

Scaled shafts and tunnels are also desirable when the so sive light source. · 
rock or other tellurian medium contains water, the An abandoned railroad tunnel, of which there are 
§team from which in the absence of venting or like several hundred in the United States, has a face area of 
measures may insult the target and instrumentation upwards of 150 to 180 square feet. The thousands of 
which may be placed therein. abandoned or worked-out lode or other hard rock mine 

It is established that NX energy conversion to optical SS tunnels and shafts range in face area anywhere between 
energy with concurrent reduction in shock and blast in- about 25 and I 00 square feet. These are examples of 
creases with decreasing pressu!e. for example, when ready-made tellurian system components which. in ad-
thc pressure of the environmental atmosphere of an dition to their usual remoteness and virtual lack of cost, 
NX is taken down to about 9 mm Hg the optical energy can be utilized for experimental. feasibility and proto-
output approaches 0.8. Thus in FIG. 6 the bipulse. 90 60 type testing. 
and 92. of an NX source would tend to· coalesce into· a . Likewise." extant in .the Montana-Nebraska· area are . 
monopulse as the pressure is reduced. The con- some I 50 abandoned missile silos which measure 80 
sequence. as depicted in FIG. 6, is that the integr~ted feet in depth and have aface area ofapproximately 125 
NX output energy is enhanced, and the 30 milliseconds 65 to 150 square feet. Missile silos and vertical mine shafts 
value for a I KT NX for T - - - T' is time-extended, i.e.. are adapted to a simplistic modification of this inven-
T' has an apparent value more towards the trailing edge tion. Namely, they comprise the light of explosion leg 
of 9l. loaded at or near the bottom with a large mus ofslow-

29 
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firing, low-order detonating optoexplosive composi- ment NX light generating sources utilizes. generally 
tion. speaking. yields below say approximately O.S X 101 KT, 

At the surface exit of such a tunnel there is posi- and especially below the hectoton(hT) and 
tioned the FRO at an appropriate optical coupling an- dekaton(daT)-down to 1-2 tons( of particular interest 
gle. $3Y 45°. so as to direct reflected light to a target 5 when doped to enhance light output), it should be men-
housed an appropriate distance away on the surface of tioned that extrapolations on large yield NX bursts can-
the ground. The FRO may he mounted in a short-leg not he made with confidence on the basis of present 
tower or emplaced hy other suitable structure. While knowledge. 
this basic form of the invention is not depicted in the For example, the physical properties of the rock have 
drawings, I do not exclude it from the scope of the 10 little. if any. effect on the size of the cavity produced. 
present invention. One advantage of this modification. The limiting parameters are device yield, the gas-
as will be readily appreciated by those in the art. is that producing constituents of the rock such as water, the 
complex venting( of gas and plasma) means are not depth at which the device is exploded, the average den-
rcquircd. fhr there may be a plasma sity of the overburden and the concomitant lithostatic 

. 1 s 
p1ston/shoothrnugh and a subsequent absorption hy the prc~sure. venting and decoupling, and the like. How-
atm'clsphcric overburden without target insult. Such an ever, for purposes of elucidation and for those in the art 
optoexp!osivc system is well adapted for ex powered the following is of interest as it may apply to this facet 
explosive source~; less so for NX because of release of of the present invention. 
radioactive d~bris. 20 First. the equations of state of geologic materials are 

The explosion or firing portion of the leg( e.g .• means of fundamental importance in determining.response to 
IO in leg 14 of FIG. I) may be enlarged into a suitably · high yield explosions, particularly NX explosions. The 
sized room or vault. Decoupling may or may not be em- equations of state derive from geophysical and labora-
ployed, as desired. The crotch or conjoined leg por- tory measurements of physicochcmicaJ properties, also 
tion(e.g .• at 26 in FIG. I) may be. enlarged into an FRO 25 from theoretical calculations of the high pressure and 
chamber which is square. rectangular. spheroid or bul- high temperature conditions otherwise not feasible for 
bous, or of other convenient volume geometry-par- measurement. Physical measurements of ground mo-
ticularly when FRO means of special sizes and contours tion generated by explosions are used together with 
are used. · equations of state, chemical and thermodynamic 

Furthermore. none of the legs of the optoexplosive 30 theory. and the laws of continuum mechanics are em-
clean light generating system ·need be of the diameter, ployed· to develop mathematical. models for the predic-
face area. or sectional geometry as the other legs. Thus tion of explosion phenomena. 
it ~ .. ~·-he desirahie in the case or high yield(brisant or Nuclear engineering and excavation information like 
bla.c;l-wise > explosions to have a light leg, e.g .• 16a in that growing out of Project PLOWSHARE experiments 
FIG. 2. but a few tenths the face area of either 14a or 35 very largely appears to fall into two cl~: (a) con-
lla of FIG. 2. This. among other things. is to allow for tainecl underground explosions, and (b) cratering. Scal-
the very rapid fluid pres.c;u. ~ differentials which may ing Jaws for both of these aie available. In the case ·or 
develop. This facet or the subject is detailed (b). cratering. the interest woµld be secondary in that· 
hereinafter. . . . 40 ~uclear crat~ring is ~ot employed ~n the present inven.; 

The length of the legs or the furcated system as vaned t1on except m special optoexplos1Ve systems such as 
according to CX or NX yield and the design of the that depicted in FIG. 2 or in near-surface bursts com-
system. Usually the system will have a light leg( e.g .• 82 municating their energies to the light leg 14a(having an. 
in FIG. 5, and· properly overburden-compensated to open surface face) of FIG. l. 
provide lithstatic. constraint 62 and "72 of FIG. 4, and so 45 For subterranean. contained nuclear explosions the 
forth) at the least the ·burial depth of the explosive light usual law of scaling cavity radii is best modified for pur-
source an the case o: a T-configuration(as in the cases poses of this improvement, as follows: 
of FIG. I and FIG. S ). and greater should the light 
leg( s) join into the FRO crotch at a non-90° angle( as in 
the cases of FIG. 3. FIG. 2. also FIG. 4 ). In the more so where 
complexly tunneled and shafted systems the lengths are 
accordingly greater. Likewise, in the interrupted opti-
cal explo~ion versions like FIG. 7 and FIG. I. the leg 
lengths can be foreshortened. particularly when there is 
a deep sump< e.g .• 102 in FIG. 1, and 120 in FIG. 8 ). SS 

for NX light generators the minimum leg lengths can 
he approximated on the basis or information extant on 
the damage to mine workings. Thus: a I KT NX !l>hot in 
granitic roc8' cau5e5 only minor damage and offset at 
approximately 400 feet; a 2 KT at about 600 feet; a 5 60 

KT at about 1000 feet; and a 20 KT at about 2000 feet; 
I believe that the confidence level decreases with yield, 
so a safety factor ::hould be built into the design. 

The RAINIER shot( 1.7 KT) conducted at about 900 
6

S 
foot burial. and certain other NX underground shots 
since September of 1957 are frequently employed to 
get data for sc21ling laws. Since in the present improve-

R =cavity radius in meters 
W =yield in kilotons( I KT= the release of 1012 calo-

ries or 4.2 = I 0 11 ergs) · 
p = overburden average density in grams per cubic 

centimeter 
h =burial depth in meters 
C = an empirically-derived constant generally rang-

ing between 60 and 80 for available tests results 
n =approximately 0.33 
m =approximately 0.25 
l<c .. 11111 = an empirically-derived venting factor, usually· 

a fraction of I, determined largely by W taken 
together with the configuration of the optoexplo
sive system viewed in terms of fluid mechanics or 
hydrodynamic analogy; in a sense, kwr11t can be re
garded as that portion which departs from the 
ideal situation of a fully contained, non-vented ex- 30 
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plosion. e.g .• when the shallow. subsurface crater- The extensive literature on the PLOWSHARE pro- . 
ing type of vented or semi-vented configuration is gram which is not practicable to cite in detail 
approached here( however, see Carl R. Gerber and Hugh E. Voress, 

kdrpr11 = an optional. empirically-derived( in certain A Selected, Annotated Bibliography of the Civil, Indus-
instances. e.g., those involving directed energy or 5 trial, and Scientific Uses for Nuclear Explosives, U.S. 
highly asymmetric CX or NX sources. and com- Atomic Energy Commission, Division of Technical ln-
plex optnexpk>sive systems of large and/or loaded formation, TID-3522(rev. 8 ·)May 1966; Proceedings 
firing chambers ·with or without muhiducted of ·the Third Plowshare Symposium: Engineering with 
vents) thermophysical factor generally of value N~clear Explosives. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
less than l. which expresses the explosive energy 1 O TID-7695. 1964~ The Effects of Nuclear Weapons. 
taken up by decoupling mechanisms. kd,.,,r,, can U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1962 and I 964 
enter the ·afore-mentioned equation when (a) the edns.: Peaceful Applications of Nuclear Explosives-
explosion chamber is large. e.g., due to Plowshare. Hearing Before the Joint Committee on 
lithoclasticity and like effects the seismic effect of Atomic Energy(Congress of the United States), First 
a nuclear explosion can be reduced to an apparent 

15 
Session on Peaceful Applications of Nuclear Explo-

nuclear explosion of ca. I 0-2 magnitude; ( b) there sives-Plowshare. Jan. 5. 1965; and, especially for the 
is emplaced cooperantly with the NX a decouplant artizen. the bibliographies in the aforementioned 
agent or structure (blast and/or optical. depending references including the extensive publications of the 
upon the nature of the dec.ouplant); and (c) 20 Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. University of Califor-
sundry parameter interactions, as for example kN',,,, nia (Livermore) should be referred to for specifics). 
as just mentioned. the pressure P within the system Particularly as regards high yield optoexplosivc 
and the nature of the radiative and collisional systems the methods and means by which pre,·ention or 
processes which make or break the local ther- control of fluid excursions(gas and plasma) are at-
modynamic processes and their equilibrium of the 25 tained may be conveniently, though somewhat ar-
P-medium loading the optoexplosive system; and bitrarily. summarized and reiterated singly ot' in com-
the like. bination. as follows: 

In contemporary nuclear engineering directed to a. venting, as descrihed herein, including ducts which 
non-cratering results it is usually desired to prevent originate at the shot point and shown along the cx-
dynamic vcnt•ng. This is done by NX burial equal to the 30 plosion leg( e.g .• 14 in FIG. I, 40 in FIG. '3) arcing 
anticipated chimney height of the cavity. while provid- out say laterally from· (and/or below) the explosion 
ing a 300 to 500 foot buffer of overburden. This can be leg and around the FRO-carrying crotch portion so 
used for ~pproximating minimum burial depths of the as to by-pass same, and feeding into the shock-sink 
explosive source, assuming the absence of vents en- leg(e.g .• 18 in FIG. 1.·44 and/or SO in FIG. J) be-
gineered into the optoexplosive system. Thus. in the JS hind the emplaced FRO. Since the cjirection of 
HARDHAT event of 1962 a S KT NX shot in flow is chang.ed, work is done by the fluid .and the 
granodiorite. at burial depth 'J.39 feet. produced a cavi- total fluid energy decreases. so the laws ·of 
ty 63 reet in radius and a rubble chimney extending 281 branching ducts and bends are appropriately taken 
feet above shot point. · advantage of; . 

In this invention vent adits and shafts function to re-
40 

b. venting by dilation or contraction, as for example 
licve the system of blast and plasma. to valve-off or contouring light leg 16 of FIG. I in conical~ Ion-
contain reactive or radioactive gases and debris. These gitudina11y-sectioned cone. or funnel geometry.. 
vents may be surtace exiting or .. say in the case of high with the apex or smaller portion of the cone join-
levels of radioactivity. ~re of a contained. d.ead:end 45 ing in at the FRO portion; lik·ewise, the shock-sink 
kind. The primary function or vents and ventmg as to leg may be of conical or like diverging geometry. 
prevent non-wanted energies from getting into the light The result is that flow from the smaller explosion 
leg of the syMcm and thence to the target. leg 14 of FIG. I into either or both of the larger 

For the aid of those skilled in the art and of interest legs 16 and/or 18 is accompanied by an increase in 
in this connection is the HARDT ACK series of five N X so static pressure due to the decrease in velocity of 
shots during October of 1958. as follows: fluid; the total eo~rgy of the system is decreased 

f...-enl Depth KT Yield 
TAMAI.PAIS :no feet 
F.V ANS 840 feet 0.0.S.S 
NEPTl!:r.::: 99 feet 0.090 
"'RAINIER 790 feet 1.7 
I.OGAN 83.S feet .S.O 
BLANCA 1140 feet 19.0 

0.072 

SS 

due to turbulence which takes place downstream 
from the crotch interface. I prefer that condition 
known as sudden enlargement so that head losses 
will be quickly and abruptly increased; 

c. venting may be said to include burial at depths 
where the lithstatic pressure fails to contain the ex
plosion and surface breakthrough occurs, as 
described herein; 

• The RAINIF.R shot ~ extensively used for the derivation of various 
scaling la'llfs, including fully contained NX explO&ions. and is referred to 
herein for various parameten. 

60 d. venturi configuration of the system( cf. parent dis-
Otherwise.. ;.. the absence of extensive venting. 

decoupling. and use of multileggcd means it is prefera
ble to design and build a system very conservatively. 
say downwards by a factor of at least I 00 per cent. A 65 
rule of thumb basis value, as indicated, from which 
minimum leg length(s) may be determined is the burial 
depth or upward~ nf several muhiple!l. 

closure). ·· wherein · for example ··the· ·explosion 
leg( e.g .• 14 of FIG. 1) converges into a section 

. coupled to the crotch. to form a throat, and a 
shock-sink leg diffuser( e.g .• JI of FIG. I). Typi
cally the throat diameter is about one-fourth to 
one-half the inlet duct diameter; for flow in one 
direction( H into the Rhock-aink ). the included 

31 
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positioned or of substantially slab or sheet Likewise. the FRO may be perforated or it may be in 
form( e.g., 78 in FIG. S and one or more ele- the form of a small-hole annulus. plane or curved in 
ments 84 in the same figure); thus. a .. volume'' surface. 
or .. bulk·· FRO can be a block of lasing materi- In special applications. e.g., shaped pulse production 
al( reflectively backed in the direction of the 5 by the FRO. a train of FRO members can be employed. 
shock-sink) of the solid or liquid kind, which the hole member( disk) being at first offs:.et(towards the 
modification.is described in d~tail hereinafter. explosion leg) followed by a second FRO annulus, and 

F. Passive and Active FRO: I distinguish the two the~ by a larger-diameter third annulus, and so on. 
classes as follows: each to reflect and undergo destruction in sequence, 
I. Passive( rl~'1ned as an FRO which performs by l O starting with the center disk member. Each of the FRO 

virtue of th:: explosively-generated optical radia- elements in such a train may be of different substances 
tion, and is independent of other energy input), so as to provide different fail characteristics and dif-
e.g .• simple mirror FRO; ferent reflection spectra. 

It Active( defined as an FRO which performs by When it is desired to linearly or circularly or other-
virtue of the explosively-generated optical radia- 15 wise vary the flux pattern across the face of the 
tion. concurrently being dependent upon an reflected light beam, several techniques can be ad-
cnergy input from a secondary source which vantageous. The FRO may be a composite of in-
confcrs up.on the FRO particular mechanical, dividuals of varying reflectances in mosaic or other sur-
tlacrmophysical. optical or like characteristics 

20 
face pattern to correspond to the sectional energy-den-

which alter its response to the explosion light sity desired. e.g .• a mosaic of squares, slats. or concen-
and, hence, alter the reflected explosion light). tric rings. Or a metal FRO surface ·can be selectively 
·e.g., explosive mirror or self-destruct optic. graded from highly polished to increasing deerecs of 
hereinafter described. roughness, whence to shift. from specular through to in-

Thc <.wcrlapping of the various classes of FRO means ., 5 creasing admixtures of diffusely reflected light. Or-in 
is most evident when the distinction between burnable ..... a sense the rough equivalent of this-is an FRO 
fusible, vapori7.ahlc and sublimable is attempted. As member having a wavy specular or polished surface; 
purely working distinctions of convenience. each is wherein one ray incident ara point is reflected at a first 
more properly defined within the frame of explosion angle and another, say adjacent ray incident at a 
light energy input, and whether the thermophysical 30 second point is reflected at an ~ngle different from the 
changes-of-state or the thermochemical first. ••flux-shaping", as I prefer to call this technique 
changes( molecular or the· 1ike) result from ab~orhed fnr purposes or convenience, is discussed in more detail 
optical energy or from shock and blast kinetics. hereinafter. · 

. The -llforementioned cla~ification is emphasized as The blast-breakable FRO~ e.g., sheet or foil metal. 
an arbitrary one, aimed to aid the artizan by pmviding 35 undergoes variable behav;or in its .. punch-out:• This 
convenient working categories; and. at the same time. behavior depends upon such factors as blast strength. 
illustrative orthe actualand pc•P.ntial scope ofthc new the nature of the FRO material and the mode of mount-
largc class of FRO. Additionally. whil~ examples of the ing, the pressure within the system, and.the like. In tests 
simpler FRO elements are set out in the parent dhclo- I have found that overly thick metal FRO may be shat-
sure. e.g .• plane and spherical mirrors and gratings. it is 40 tered,. with strands hanging from the edges of the 
desirable to give further examples of rRO. especially mounting. On the other hand, when the balance 
those of the more complex and sophistic"ated variety between FRO strength (e.g., thickness) and the method 
and/or those which embrace unusual or little-worked of mounting( e.g., as when a series of••break holes" are· 
portions or the optical spectrum. The following are by made at the periphery of the FRO mount, a rather curi-
no means exhaustive of the family and its species. 45 ous but not unexpected phenomenon occurs when the 

The materials from which an FRO is constructed are baiance between blast (at atmospheric pressur~) and 
usually solid. However. in unusual or specialty optoex- metal foil are just right. The FRO is very cleanly 
plosive systems FRO members inc::iuding fluids can be punched out and is often found at the bottom of the 
employed. For example. a sheet of reflective liquid. shock-sink as a neatly self-wrapped. crenated ball. Of 
e.g •• molten metal alloys of low fusibilities can- be in- SO course for highly brittle or shatterab1e FRO materials 
jected by suitable nozzle means. as for example via duct this does not take place, the result being a simple 
28. to form the member 26. the angle being an ap- mechanical fragmentation. The balling effect is due to 
propriate one as long as optical coupling is maintained, the rarefaction component which travels immediately 
in FIG. 1. Such modifications are the less preferable of behind the shock front. the positive pressure front 
the other more direct and easily reduced to practice SS causing the metal to collapse inwardly upon itself and 
forms ofthi~ invention. so form the interesting ball. 

The FRO means need not fit snugly or be neatly In modifications of this and the parent invention 
seated into position or have the same cross-sectional where shock or blast-ruptured FRO elements comprise 
shape as the leg-conjoined or crotch portion of the 

60 
the system, the artizan will be aid~d by existing 

system, e.g., a.c; might be the case of an ovoid 26 FRO or knowledge on bursting diaphragms. Reference is made 
a roundel(with ovoid frame) in FIG. I. Thus, the FRO - to··-J.--·Seremak. · ··oiaphra·gms: ... A. Selected ... Bibliog-
may not be of the same cross-sectional geometry as the raphy," Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and 
leg(s) of the system. e.g .• a polygon may be er.nplaced Technical Information( abbreviated CFSTl herein), AD 
within a circular leg. The space open around a non-fit 65 623,361. October 1965. The period of 1920 to 1965, 
arrangement enables better sinking of the shock in high with 135 references, is covered. 
yield optoexp1osions, also a more effective disposition The large deformation, e.g .• from plane to dome, 
of the FRO into the !i!hock-sink. response or a simply-supported, inelastic, circular 
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latter causing the sublimation. burning, vaporization or 
the like of the mirror member. Although the two radia
tions have the same velocity, reflection occurs first with 
a time constant of the order of J 0-•5 second or less, 

angle of the convergent inlet cone should approxi
mate 20° to 22°, with the included angle of the dif
fuser cone approximating 5° to I 0°. Turbulence 
can he designed into the venturi configuration by 
making cone angle and/or the diffuser angle overly 
large. which is frequently desirable when high 
Mach nu id. of explosion origin is to be 
degenerated( i.e .• when large kinetic energies are 
to he dissipated as thermal energies in the shock-
sink ). · 

5 _whereas burning. sublimation, ablative and like 
mechanisms take longer, e.g., greater by several or 
more orders of magnitude~· because heat transfer is 
slQwer and change of state processes are slower; pure 
and simple reflection, for example, involves no change 

1 O of state, whereas absorbed energy requires time to 
manifest itself as change of state, e.g .• to vapor. reac
tion products, sublimone, or pyrofragments. •• 

This of course means that the FRO as originally set 

e. "anablastic"(anechoic analog) wall projections 
within the explosion leg and/or shock-sink leg, as 
described, to enhance fluid power dr.op by wall
friction type and similar mechanisms; 

f. ablatives within the explosion leg and/or shock
sink leg, as dcscrihcd, and which may comprise 
naturally ablating tellurian material(silica. feld
spar. dolomite) or those incorporated in the form 
of slowly disintegrating anablastic means. wall 
liners, casings. and the like; impelled 7, employed 

15 out includes varieties which are other than simple blast
breakable and, by the same token. the operating princi
ple of my explosive light generator may be other than 
that of simple light reflection-shock destruction 
sequence. A, pointed out, the reflection time is of the 

g. droppable or impelled valving systems such as set 
out in FIG. 7. employed singly or in plurality along 
the explosion leg I 04; 

20 order of 10-15 second, which changes of state or, at the 
least the cessation of functioning as an FRO. several or 
more orders of magnitude less; the best values I have 
been able to obtain for reflection t;me is i .2 fem
tosecond for the widely used retlectant ;:tluminum, ob-

h. directed-energy explosions such as set out in FIG. 
8, employed singly or multiply along the explosion 
leg 118; 

25 tained by Drude.formulas. 

i. choice ofproper explosive charge sizes consistent 
with tunnel lengths; 

j. use of . asymmetric explosions, consid.ercd 
hereinafter; 

k. optoexplosive system design incorporating nuidics 
principles. including series orifices( cf. ( b) and ( d) 
supra). th¢ subject of a large literature available to 

Herein I refine and amplify the nature and charac
teristics of the FRO as a class of optics. Several working 
categories arc convenient( albeit occasionally over
lappin'g ). for the one-shot or multiple-feed FRO which. 

30 in turn, may be fed into the optoexplosive system rota
tionally or translationally (preferred in• this improve
ment), as originally disclosed, as· follows: 

the artizan;. 35 
I. systems design in which the different legs are in dif

ferent attitudes with rest. ;:ct to each other. i.e .• 
spati~lly rotated and no.t in the same plane; 

m. libCral employment of zig-zag. blind-alley and 
comparable configurations. like that depicted in 

40 

FIG. J; 
n. and the like. 

FRANGIBLE REFLECTIVE OPTICS 
45 

The frangible. reflective optic( FRO) is an especially 
important element in this invention. A large number 
and wide variety of FRO means can be designed into 
the s,tem. The types and kinds of optical performance 
embrace much latitude. corresponding to the many and so 
diversified attributes of the FRO, comprising what l be
lieve to be a new and unique family of optical devices. 

For purposes of orientation the parent· disclosure, 
Ser. No. 407 .46 J .• includes the following statement: 

··ey frangible optic I mean a member which, upon 55 
being struck hy the light energy from the explodable 
light source ... mutes that light energy as light ... 
freed ofshock and like non-optical forms of energy into 
the light leg ... and thence into the irradiable target. 

•• ... the term .. frangible" will be equivalent to ··- 60 
breakable.·· .. destructible.·· ••burnable.·· ··sublimable. •· 
··vaporizablc; and the like. The reason for this is that 
the .. frangible optic element" ... e.g .• mirror. can have 
qualities other than simple mechanical frangibility or 65 
breakability. Thus. the mirror can be simultaneously 
reflective for say the visible portion of the electromag
netic spectrum and absorptive for the infrared. the 

A. Cross-section· Geometry: The FRO is usually cir
cular or a roundel corresponding to the sectional 
profile ofthe system. or, ofsuch suitable geometry 
as to adapt to emplacement at the conjoining por-
tion. · 

8. Optical(surface) Geometry: A variety of choices 
are available, as for example: 
i. plane surface( e.g .• mirror); 
ii. curved surface( e.g .• concave or convex mirror

lens ); 
m. other( e.g .• fresnel mirror. parallel or circularly 

ruled, reflection grating). · 
C. Physical: This category includes, for example: 

a. rigid FRO; 
b. elastic or deformable FRO. 

D. Thermophysical: FRO means responsive to ab
sorbed light with cessation of performance as a 
reflective optic, including as previously men-
tioned: · 
I. burnable; 
2. vaporizable; 
3. sublimable; 
4 .. fusihle; 
S. other. 

E. Optical Configuration: For example: 
x. simple optic( e.g .• plane or spherical mirror); 
y. compound optic(e.g., active or passive optical 
······medium( cf.··· below)" backed ·by refleetive · 

member. or a stack or sandwich of materials of 
different optical characteristics backed by 
reflectant; may be plane, spherical or other sur
f ace or interface geometry); 

z. ''bulk "(by this designation I means a volume of 
optical material which need not be angularly 
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membrane( i.e .• FRO) which is subject to blast loading microns. The subject of the FRO as a reststrahlen 
(usually from spherical or symmetric ex charges under monochromator is discussed subsequently. 
water) has been investigated upon theoretical and ex- Suffice to state that clear frozen water( ice) is an ex-

. perimental bases by Donald Boyd (Presented at the ample of an FRO characterized as a frangible reflective 
Third Martin Symposium on Solid Mechanics. 2-4 5 optic operant upon the well-known fresncl law of 
June ( l %5 ), Denver, Colorado ( 114 pp.); AD reflection wherein two or media of different refractive 
830.109). This analysis is especially.relevant to what indices(inthiscaseairandice}formtheFRO.Thus,by 
may be termed .. quasi-timed-life" FRO elements definition an FRO need not carry a metal or silvered or 
wherein. for example. the FRO is a renection grating 

10 
like foil or coating, although this is usually desirable 

which. under hlast loading and consequent spheroidal from the standpoint of obtaining optimum reflection. 
deformation. shifts its spectral output between blast im- An FRO can be operated at the extremes of tempera-
pact and blast destruction. turc. as ia the· case of an ice mirror, or molten metal 

The rupture strength of ductile metals subjected to sprayed in sheet fform or allowed to run over the light 
pulsed loading(shock) has been investigated by Vitman 15 incidenting surface of a suitable substrate. High or low 
et al. ( Fizika metallov i metallovedeniye, 18( 5 ):717 temperatures, particularly the latter, may be desired 
-723( l 9M )). with pulses of 10-$ to I o-e second. Metals when it is necessary to alter the physical-mechanical 
like copper. aluminum. lead and ferrous alloys are ar- characteristics of an FRO( e.g .• plastic coole.d io the 
ranged generally in the same sequence as that formed glass point so as to be highly brittle), when chemical 
by their values of static crack strength. with some 20 properties and practicability dictate(e.g., otherwise 
deviations. highly toxic or corrosive liquids in the frozen. solid 

Experiments on time and failure on about SO dif- state}. and when certain optical properties are to be 
ferent materials has established that failure occurs enhanced( e.g .• alteration of electron or lattice ener-
under loads which do not attain the limit of strength. gies), and the like. 
the lifetime of the materials being inversely propor- 25 The heating or cooling of an FRO is best accom-
tional to the load. according to an analysis by plished by use of a conventional system which includes 
Slutsker(Priroda. no. 8.36-42 ( 1965 )). a hollow backing member or series of pipes having inlet 

Consi~tent with the FRO ball-forming phenomenon and outlet conduits in communication with the source 
set out herein, the metal failure under explosion force 
is not a permanent characteristic of its strength; ircan 30 of the heating or cooling agent residing at the sur-
undergo a wide range of changes depending upon the facc(e.g .• lOc in FIG. 5). Molten metal. hot liquid(pres-
strain rate in the interacting rarefaction waves. The suri~ed or not). or Jiquidified gas is circulated through· 
dynamic yielcJ strength is apparently determined by the the system and the FRO brought to the desired tern- · 

. position of the minimum of the metal expansion curve perature point. The system-itself should be frangible-
in the area of negative pressures (e.g .• of its theoretical 3S and. therefore. is usually constructed from light metal; 

. tensile strength. . according to. Al'tshuler et alternatively, peripherally mounted pipes can be em-
al.(Akademiya nauk SSR.·Doltlady. no. 1. pp. 67.:..70( ployed, or a concentric(and spaced) piping used. par-

. ticulady for large area FRO members. 
1966 )). Al · · I ,,. ,,. · · · · 

For abstracts of the above and 105 othedtems relat- · · ternative y, aor 'aast heatmg to relatively lugh tern-
ing to clastoplasticity of FRO metal candidates. par- 40 pe~atu~es. as in the case o: a fusi~le metal· or all~y 
ticularly high parameter ener~y and matter interaction. which 15 to act as the !eflectmg medaum, a pyrotec~mc . 
reference is made to: ••High Parameter Energy Matter he~ter. Th~se explosive ?ea~er~ are one-s~ot devices. 
Interaction •• Surveys of Foreign Scientific and Techni- whach consist of an actuatmg 1gmter and a piece of steel 
cal Literat~re. ATD Report 68-14-72-1. AD 660119. 45 tub~n.g cont~ining a pyrotechnic, heat-generating com-
Aerospace Technology Division. (US) Library of Con- pos1~1on. With a surface tem_perature of t~e order of 
grcss. Washin~~on. D.C .• dated 23 October 1967. 59 700 C such a heater can furmsh 0.625 Btu/m. at a rate 
pages. of 4 to S seconds per inch. They. can be had in long 

Because of their mechanical frangibility frozen lengths. and several sections can be connected 
liquids make excellent FRO elements, at the same time so together. The pyrotechnic heater can .be bent into al-
providing reflection spectra not easily obtair.ed by ·use most any desired configuration. e.g .• plane spiral, for 
of conventional solids. For example. I havP- made FRO attachmen~ to the back ofthe heatable FRO. or for im-
members in slab and mirror lens from by freezing water mersion in the FRO medium, as may be desired. Large, 
in its pure st.lte. with alu~inum particles in suspension non-round specialty pyrotechnic heaters of greater Btu 
C'aluminized ice""). and with aluminum foil backing. In SS output. and controlled. temperature (increased if 
every instance. when inserted into the test model of the wanted). as well as b.~ming rate. can readily be 
optoexplosivc system. small chemical charges(e.g.. designed. See Machine Dcsign,4(16), I 16-122(July 4, 
black powder doped with 10-1 S percent aluminum 1968) for further information. 
powder) readily fragmented the ice FRO ~nd shot its If in FIG. l, the explosion leg 14a and the light leg 
debris down the shock-sink. Reflected visible light 60 16a are say 45° with respect to one another( the shock-
could easily be seen. and infrared pulse observed .. si~.k. leg I.Sa_ continuing on .through from 14a in line-of- .. · 
through filter by an image co.nverter. ·The infrared sight to 34a). the FRO means JS may then be placed 
pulse evidently corresponds to peaks of reflection for horizontal or parallel with respect to ground surface 
ice at 3.2 microns and 13.0 microns, with other 65 lOa. In such a configuration the FRO means can then 
wavelengths contributing accordingly. comprise an open-faced liquid reflector. Thi11 may be 

Note is made of the fact that restrahlen or ··residual" carried as an appropriately thin layer within a frangible 
rays occur in the reflection spectrum of ice near I 3 pie-plate or like pan or tray container. 
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The liquid reflector m'ay be the clean, freshly-fused 
surface of a metal, for example; such a metal may be a 
low. melting point alloy or it can be fusible metal which 
liquifics at higher temperatures, e.g .• Ag, Cd. Zn, Au, 
Ph. Heating is done in the usual way, as hy high tem
perature heating clements beneath and around the 
FRO cnsemhle. When oxidation and dirty-surface film
ing present a prohlcm because of the presence of air. 
hot gas like nitrogen or helium may be hlown across the 
face of the molten reflector. 

Wt· ::n it is desired to have an FRO clement which is 
highly refractory or is material that is selectively tcm
pcraturcrcsistent( e.g., in which the parameters of melt
ing point(or vaporization. sublimation or decomposi
tion). specific heat. and thermal conductivity intcrpby 
to provide the ultimate performance profile). or in the 
case of :1 timed-life FRO (where built-in or controlled 
failure is desired for modulating or demodulating the 
incidenting light pulse or pulse ·complex). or in the case 
of an FRO which is to exhibit change in reflectance 
and/or rcncction spectrum through the time of the in
cidenting event. a number of substances can be ad
vantageously utilized. These may be worked in a 
cryogenic state or at elevated temperature(as by re
sistence heating), to preferentially alter optical and/or 
mechanical properties. · 

30 
highly reflective, disintegrablc (or vaporizable) FRO 
material which ends up black (and, finally, physically 
destroyed). exhibiting gradations in reflectance and of 
color( or, more accurately, reflection spectrum}. e.g., 

5 through yellow to brown in the. familiar burning 
process. This behavior is decided by the FRO substance 
and is generally more characteristic of initially heat-re
s'istcnt substances which degrade through light pulses 
of long duration and relatively low flux. 

10 This Jays the basis for a special modification of the .. -
burnable·· FRO, which may be said to correspond to 
photochromic and thermochromic phenomena ob
served in such substances as mcrcurous fluoride and 

15 
the double mercuric iodides, Hgl2·2R(( R =Li, Na. K ). 
The artizan is referred to the large literature on 
photochromism and thermochroism for additional ex
amples and details. 

Another reflection modifying or shifting FRO is that 

20 of a b~rnable or change-of-state(vaporizable, sublima
ble) overlay substance on say a temperature resistent 
FRO substrate. The top layer may be only lightly bound 
to the substrate, the two having different diffen:nt heat 
response properties, such that the overlay peels. spalls 

25 or otherwise breaks away so as to expose the substrate 
FRO. which then functions until it too is destroyed. The 
time constants of these types must lie within the input 
pulse duration. and the change-of-state be fast enough 
to enable the substrate FRO to come into piay at some 

These FRO .suhstanccs form a very large class, 
usually inorganic in nature. including metals and metal
loids in the elemental state. horidcs. carbides. nitrides. 
single and mixed oxides, sulfirles. silicides. various 
metalloid co.mpounds. and intermctallic compounds 
and alloys. as well as specialty ceramics and 
glasses( which may. or ma~f not be colloided by opticat1y 
acti\'c. additive( e.g.. absorbing particles of metal 35 

blacks) or reflectively hacked when ·a high degree of 
frcsnel reflection is to he avoided). The materials run 
·the gamut nf color between white and black. with pure 
and mixed. variegated colors in between. 

30 useful point in that pulse. 
With the injection of extremely large amounts of op

tical energy within very brief periods into an FRO of 
!..mail mas.'i, e.g .• of thin-film type. that FRO can be ex
pected to literally explode. In certain ways this may be 
said to be the ·optical analog ·of the exploding wire 
phenomenon. For example, on general thermodynamic 
grounds the high temperature matter should show 
vaporization waves, which i~ shown by various metals 

40 
including frozen mercury(which can be utilized as an 
FRO element in this improvement) in the electrically 
exploded conductor effect. as well as the various fluid 
dynamical phenomena perculiar to that effect. Wave 
speed models and thermodynamic interpretations 
based upon the Jittle available knowledge about 
vaporization waves are highly suggestive of method and 
means for the utilization of vaporization waves as the 
basis for a specific type of timed-life FRO. A theoreti
·cal background on the subject can be had by sterting 

For candidates of this class of FRO substances the ar
tiian should make particular reference to compilations 
like that of J.F. Lynch et al.C"Engineering Properties of 
Ceramics: Data-book to Guide Materials Selection for 
Structural Applications ... Battelle Memorial Institute, 45 
Columbus. Ohio CFSTI AD 803,765, 688 pp., 1177 + 
refs .• June 1966 ). wherein there is tabulated some 800 
substances and upwards of 20 physical. thermal (table 
4.3.2 lists ~bout 600 materials according to melting 
point. including incongruent melting (which is of in
terest in connccti~n with timed-I if e and variable
reflectance FRO means). vaporization and sublima
tion. and decomposition temperatures). mechanical, 
stress. and oxidation and corrosion properties. The 
temperature range is between about l and 7 x 103 °C, 
the latter being represented by the melting points of 
such substances as TaiC. ZrC. NbC. TaC, and HfC. Op
tical data like reflectances and rcflecion spectra( in
cluding the extra-visual spectrum) are not given, and 

50 with: F.D. Bennett, Phys. Fluids, 8; 1425( 1965 ); G.D. 

the literature cited should be consulted for what sparse 
information may exi~t on this facet of materials proper
ties. 

When an· optical energy-disintegrable( burnable} 
FRO passes into its destruct phase. due to the time
varying deposition of light therein. there is a shift in (a} 
reflectan.ce efficiency and ( h) spectral nature of the 
reflected light. A simple example is an initially white or 

Kahl, Phys. Rev .• 155. 78( 1967). 
Included in the category of fusible FRO elements are 

those which are shock-fusible. Theoretically shock 
wave compression-fusion follows from the conserva-

SS tion· law. and the calculation of the fusion curve is 
based upon the volume and fusion temperature inter
relationship. Analysis by Urlin et al.(Akademiya nauk 
SSR. Doldady, 149(6 ): 1303-1306( 1963 ); cf. p. 7 of 
ATD Report 68-14-72-1 cited herein) shows that by 

60 careful mechanical sh.ock wave measurement the inter
section of the shock adiabatk curve and the fusion· 
curve can be adequately determined if the slope is not 
overly steep. 

65 
Taking the case of an FRO element of lead. fused by 

shock. as described by Belyakov(ibid .• 170(3 ):540 
-543( 1966 ); ibid., abstract 23 on p. l 4ATD Report)); 
thusly: Since the thermodynamic parameters of a sub-
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stance in a shock wave do not change materially. it is 
impossible to distinguish the shock adiahatic curves for 
heating a suhstance in its solid and its two-phase states 
hy measurements of wave and mas." velocities. Lead has 
a suhstantial thermal expansion. low fusion point, and S 
tendency tn non-polymorphism. 

The mass-equivalent velocity required for the melt· 
ing of lead is approximately 650 meters per second, 
corresponding to about 23 x I 0 4 atmospheres pressure 

·and a volume increase of hctween 22 and 23 percent. IO 
With a 2 millimeter lead sheet. as in the case of an 
FRO, the fusion takes place at about 1250 to 1300 m·c
ters per second; for 1 millimeter lead sheets the value is 
t 340 meters per second. Like the punched out 15 
FRO( i.e., cleanly made roundel of aluminum, metal
lized paper) I have observed in my tests, there is the 
splitting-off of a s-aucer-shapcd layer( i.e., from the side 
opposite of impact). 

The FRO may he elastic under mechanical or ther- 20 
mal loading so as to be of timed-life nature. For many 
materials used in the make-up of an FRO deformation 
obviously occurs upon shock insult or heat deposition 
at very high rates. However, it may be desirable for cut-
off of the light pulse( derived from the explosion) at 25 
some point in time to have an .. elastic" or thermally
deformablc(warping. buckling. and the like) member 
whose optical surface{ e.g .• planencss or sphericity). is 
altered in a contro11ed manner. 

Conversely, the FRO may initially be out.of optical 30 
coupling with the explosion leg and/or .light.leg-target, 
so the function of an elastic FRO. in this instance is to 
optically couple by form change source of light(CX or 
NX) and/or target. . 

32 
referred to the relevant literature. for spherical op1ic 
types of FRO elements the equations of De Luca, for 
example. can be used as starting approximations. 
Otherwise, such problems are evidently best ap
pro:lched by computer analysis. 

As originally disclosed, the FRO may be a reflection 
diffr~ction grating, usually a replica. This may be of the 
usual kind, linearly or circularly ruled and coupled to 
appropriate slit or onion stop at say the exit of the light 
leg, or, a series of such gratings can be employed( e.g., 
78 and 84 in FIG. S). However. for the far infrared, 
e.g .• in the region between 102 and 103 microns, a wire 
grating can be utilized. This and the transition region 
are usual.ly considered difficult for experimental work. 
partly because of the paucity of radiant power available 
from the more conventional sources. making for a con
siderable signal-to-noise problem. The wire grating can 
also be used as a reflection polarizer for the regions in
dicated. 

Wire gratings exhibit interesting characteristics in 
the transition region between the infrared and the 
microwave, where the wavelength is appr.aximately. 
equal to the grating spacing. Note is made of the fact · 
that transition energy is included in the output of N X 
explosions. Wire gratings and their theory for the long 
wavelength and transition regions are described by 
Wesse I{ Hochfrequenztechnik. 54:62( 1939) ). Large 
area wire gratings suitable for use in this invention can 
be made by scribing metal-coated dielectric substrate 
(e.g., plastic, glass, fused silica). 

Narrow band or essentially monochromatic explo-
. sion-derived light can be obtained by means other than 
the. reflection .grating( absorption filters .ate generally 
less desirable because of working ~imitations, ·although 
the refinement of compound FRO elements discussed 
herein can be used). Thus. the.FRO can take the· form 
of a rcststrahlen optic. Typically this is a ·plane or 

Such an arrangement is adapted to chopping out a 35 
segment of the explosion light pulse beginning at a time 
later than the birth time T(e.g .• of FIG. 6) of the explo
sion. This in effect enables the by-passing of unwanted 
early optical radiations corresponding to the leading 
edge of the source pulse. This may be desired when 
short wavelength radiations characteristic of the early. 
formative stage of the explosion are to be screeneci out. 

40 spherical mirror of the FRO kind having a first surface 
coating of material which provides reflected residual 
radiation. The coating is usually in crystalline form. sin
tered, pressed or minimally cemented as a coating on 

This variety of FRO can be of one substance in con
tiguous form; or, a mosaic of variou~ substances of dif· 45 
ferent properties, for example. Likewise. the substrate, 
if any. or the backside support means( e.g .• grid). if any, 
can be designed into a more complicated form of 
deformable. timed-life FRO. The material(s) employed 
is chosen mainly on the basis of elastic modulii,:particu· so 
larly at elevated temperatures where thermal energy 

· from the input light causes abrupt excursions. and 
hence of form. Polymers, especially silicone or other 
metal-organic and fluorinated, metals, and glasses and 
cryptocrystalline ceramics can be used. The FRO of SS 
this type can be at either elevated temperature or in a 
cryogenic state. depending upon the substances and the 
structure. 

The dynamic behavior of impulse-loaded(shock but 
preferably thermal} deformable. timed-life ~RO means 60 
embraces a large number and --.. wide .. ·variety·--of ... ·
disciplines and technologies, no small number of which . _ 
involve a good deal of empiricism. For example, seals 
and diaphragms. vibrational and waveform analyses of 

6
S 

damping. mechanical and thermal dynamic properties 
of materials, and the like. This is a very broad subject 
no feasihly gone into detail herein. so the artintn is 

the substrate. Such devices are· worked in the infrared. 
Examples of materials include sodium potassium 
niobate( I 1 to 40 microns). and cesium iodide and cesi-
um bromide( 120 and 170 micron peaks): Structurally 
such FRO elements may be considered in the class of 
the compound FRO. . 

The FRO need not be of plane or spherical surface 
contour. It can have a bulk or volume geometry when it 
is desired to include lasing material, for example. 
adapted to pumping by explosio.n light. Illustratively. in 
FIG. 1 rraember 26 is set parallel to the axis of leg 16~ at 
the light input 34 or face of 26 there is positioned a 
square, rectangular or other appropriate bulk of lasing 
substance·. Light 34 enters the lasing substance and 
reflects back thereinto, giving a side pumping. The las
ing material may be stacked rods of solid laser material 
such as ruby. Nd activated glass. or the like. The laser 
light exil ends of the.laser stack align parallel to leg 16, 
to impact target 30. 

Alternatively, the iaser may be a liquid carried within 
say a silica cell backed by FRO at say the Bre·Nster an
gle. The silica cell is usually plane at the front( facing 
the incoming beam 34, which pumps), and may be of 
rectangular or square or circular side wall geometry. 
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enclosed at its top hy the exit or portal(which may be 
plane. i.e., parallel to axis 34, Brewster or other angle, 
again to issue the laser beam up and through leg 16 to 
target 30. In order to enhance lasing efficiency, also 
frangibility( secondarily). the laser liquid may be super
coolcJ. 

An extensive listing of laser substances is set out in 
the parent disclosure, including liquid lasers substances 
like rare earth chclates. A contcmpornry liquid laser of 
higher efficiency than those originally described is the 
aprntic solution of neodymium salt dissolved in an 
<tcidificd solution of selenium oxychloride. Not cxl
cudcd from the FRO version described supra. wherein 
the FRO is faced hy a cell containing optically active 
material, arc those agents which arc marginally respon
sive to the pumping levels of present light sources. e.g .. 
so-called Raman lasers and Brilluoin lasers. 

Not excluded arc gas-loaded cells carrying gas or 
gas-mixtures well known in the art which can he made 
to lase hy optical pumping. As in the case of liquid 
lasers the gas lasers may he in the configuration of a 
solid cuhc. rectangle, or the like. 

Likewise. the FRO backing member need not be in 
intimate association with the bulk lasing substance. The 
FRO may be set hack therefrom and may. in such an 
ensemble, be non-piano in type. e.g .• ellipsoidal, so as 
to reflect explosion light back into the laser. 

A detailed analysis is not necessary to demonstrate 
that a ex or NX light pumping involving a laser is 
adequate to produce (a) laser pulse energies far ex
ceeding those now attainable or feasible with the vari
ous ctectric:o•ly-driven discharge pumps. e.g .• double
or multiple- pulsed, high-pressure flash1amps. zeta and 
theta discharges, and ablative light sources, particularly 
taken with the aperture or laser beam diameter (b ). 
which may lie in the range of several tens of square 
feet. 
· When non-destructible laser pumping is desired. 
then the target is the laser, as for ex.ample 30c in FIG. 4, 
wherein the laser 30c at· any appropriate attitude with 
respect to shock·frcc. pumping beams 64 and 72. is 
excited by multiple inputs; JOc can be surrounded by 
rctrorenective mirrors. An asymmetric, e.g., cruciform, 
optoexplosive light source is preferred in the mul· 
tileggcd system depicted in FIG. 4. 

The lasing and fluorescence-transducing FRO en
sembles are examples of the .. passive·· FRO types of 
the previous classification in that they function inde
pendently of energy other than optoexplosion light. 
Upwards of 20 such physical effects involving elec
tromagnetic radiation impinging on matter. which arc 
of interest in connection with the present subject. have 
been described and tabulated by George Raabe( .. A 
Selection of Physical Effects and Their Description: 
Appendix(Part Illa). eFSTI AD 276.~8 I. Rcpt. No. 
SMIR £,2-5, 130 pp .• 1962(67 physical effects arc 
clearly and succinctly described. not all of which I note 
arc applicable to the design of compound FRO cle
m cnts of either passive or active kinds_ because ~f_con
straints placed by materials, energy(e.g., large mag
netic fields). low-order effects. or the like. but which 
should be surveyed by the artisan in any event); "A 
Selection of Physical Effects and Some of Their Impli
cations in Recent Materials Research ••• Part Ill. CFSTI 
AD 272,930, Rcpt. No. SMIR 62-4, 8 pp. + 6 tables, 
I 962(sce c~pccially Table 2A) ). 

34 
In un .. active" FRO ensemble energy is supplied so as 

to give field·controllcd electromagnetic:: energy 
prnpagation. the supplied energy being other than that 
created by the optoexplosion. Field.control is usually 

5 the result of electrical energy fed to a responsive sub· 
stance comprising the FRO and, to a leSser extent. 
input acoustic energy. Because of size and mass an 
~ther working limitations field-control by magnetic 
energy is generally limited to smaller optoexplosive 

I 0 systems equipped with small area. active FRO ensem
bles. 
· Thus, Table 28 of the Raabe puhlication(Part m) 

details upwards of two dozen physical effects which are 
field-controlled insofar as electromagnetic propagation 

15 is concerned. Again: it is not deemed necessary to 
detail the specifics of each and every candidate 
phenomenon, other than to point out that certain of 
these will he readily recognized by those skilled in the 
art as incorporating novel behavioral attributes into an 

20 
FRO member. These hchavioral attributes include 
spectral shaping_, polarization, oscillation and vi~ratory 
qualities, light switching, spectral transduction. and the 
like. Examples of the physical phenomena include. for 

25 example: piezoelectric effect, Cotton-Mouton effect, 
Kerr and Pockels electro- and magneto- optical effects, 
magnetostriction, and electro- and magncto
photochromism and thcrmochromism(not described in 
the reference). 

30 A typical active frangible. reflective optic is a mass. 
say a slab roundel. of high detonation velocity chemical 
explosive. Such an explosive FRO is a self-destruct 
de.vice which can be made to fail at any desired point 
from immediately after the initiation of the optoexplo-

35 sive ex or NX source to the arrival of blast and shock. 
These performance parameters enable the self-destruct 
FRO to cut i;~ on the CX or NX light pulse at any 
desired time_, chopping out a sim.asoid. so as to reflect a 
shaped light fragment which is time-intensity modu-

40 lated. · 
Illustratively. an explosive FRO is a cast or pressed 

suitable explosive slab which carries on its face a metal 
reflector, e.g .• A I. W, Au, say of thin foil. The expio
sive substrate, in this simpler version, carries at its edge 

45 or inserted into the periphery a series of detona
tors( with or without boosters, as required);. these are 
fired simultaneously, to cause the explosion and self
destruction of the FRO. The timing of the firing is 
determined by the size and geometry of the explosive 

SO mass( which may be plane or non-plane}, its detonation 
velocity. the point of CX or NX light pulse interrup
tion, and like factors. 

For example, a roundel of mannitol hexanitrate, hav
ing a detonation velocity of approximately 8000 meters 

55 per second. of I meter diameter and 2.5 centimeters 
thickness. is provided with between 8 and 24 detona
tors or electric igniters, requires about 4 milliseconds 
for self-destruction. If spaced d~tonators are placed 

60 
close together on the backside of the explosive roundel, 

. . the_ explosion. life of the mass can be reduced· to ·the·· 
submillisecond realm. 

A somewhat more complex explosive FRO can be 
. employed when very fast self-destruct times are 

65 required. Typically, this comprises a hoop or ring of 
shaped charges, the cone or jet faces of which are all 
aimed at the center of the ring( in or not in the same 
plane, as required by the geometry of the FRO). Over 
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the hoop ofshaped charges or em placed within the ring 
is d'estructible reflective solid, such as thin polished 
metal sheet. The simultaneous explosion of the charges 
prnduces exceedingly high velocity jets which give the 
FRO a disintegration time in the nanosecond domain. 

An unhalanced explosive charge ensemble can be 
cmployc!d, shaped or not, to destroy only a part of the 
FRO. lc:lving a subsequently-destroyed portion, the 
combination of the two or more portions acting to in
tensity modulate( by reflection) the incident optical 
beam. 

As desired. the explosive FRO can be heat-ignited by 
the imp~cting explosion light: copper. ~raphitc or other 
heat-conductive metal "squibs .. are pa,tly embedded in 
the explosive, with a portion extending out into the <.m
coming beam. 

The explosive can he liquid encased in a frangible 
container, e.g~. nitroglycerine or nitromethane in thin 
steel, aluminum. plastic. · 

Following are explosives of high detonation veloci
ties adapted to use in the explosive. self-destruct FRO. 
in the case of solids the values differing somewhat ac
cording to density as w!!ll as method of test, but 
representative: 

Explosive 

Mannitol hexanitr.ltc 
Nitroglycerine{ metal container) 
Picric acid 
Telryl 
Trinitrotoluene( TNT) 
Tritonal( 80:20 TNT/ Al) 
Cyclonitc( ROX) 

· Nitromethanc( container) 
Pcntaeryttiritol tctranitratc( PETN) 
Pcntolitc< 50:50 PETNrrNn 
CyclotnlC7!\:25 RDXrrNT> 

Detonation rate 
{meters/second) 

8250 
7800 
7350 
7850 
6640 
6700 
8UIO 
6200 
8300 
7500 
ROOO 

Preferred as the optoexplosive light source for this 
improvement are: 

I. Chemical explosives and explosive composi
tions(CX ); 

II. Nuclear explosives and explosive composi
tions(NX ); 

m. Combinations of the two. 
These m;..y be (a) symmetric in that their energy 

releac;e roughly corresponds to a .. point source .. , as 
from a spheroidal mass of explosive, or (b) asymmetric 
in that their energy release is characterized by taking a ... 
particular direction (directed-energy explosion), as 
from a hollow or shaped charge. Combinations of the 
two. (UI) supra, may involve interaction with or inter
ruption of the primary optoexplosion by secondary ex
p1osion, usu:-1ly directed-energy in nature( e.g .• ex) as 
described hereinbefore for the accompanying FIG. 8. 

The parent 'disclosure gives examples of optoexplo
sives. and I refine and expand upon this facet of the 
subject in the following. 

36 
Compounded upon the plateauing of light outputs 

practicable with the. various flashtubes available. con
straints arc further placed upon the generation of very 
high energy. ultrahigh power tight generation by the 

5 limitations of large primary power storage systems. 
These constraints and limitations inherent to the elec
trical art include inordinate .size, weight, bulk and a 
lack of portability, as well as severe restrictions in time 
and place. One answer to this problem is the seizing to 

l O purpose the energy stored in an explosive. Thus, figures 
in the art give a 5 X I 04

: I saving in bulk, size and weight 
of chemically-stored energy over capacitor-stored 
energy, although in many instances this has to be 
revised downwards by· one or two orders of magnitude 

15 to be realistic. 

20 

Herein I supplement and expand upon those CX light 
sources originally disclosed, giving special emphasis to 
. wbat I believe to be unique approaches to the subj~ct of 
optoexplosive technology. in line with my continuing 
theoretical and experimental studies of: (a) methods 
and means for the seperation of light from blast in an 
explosion, and (b) optoexplosives per se, together with 
the designing of those optocxplosives into means by 

25 which optimum light genex:_a_tion is obtained. 
Since it is not feasible to here detail the explosives art 

other than to emphasize areas of especial interest to the 
artizan from the optoexplosion viewpoint, 1 would 
reiterate what is stated in the following section <?n 

3o nuclear optoexplosives; namely, that a preponderance 
of the existing body of knowledge on explosions 
relegates optical phenomena to a secondary or often in 
absentia role. The computer rundowns for information 
retrieval I have had performed turn up a scarcity or 

35 complete absence of data on optical energy generation 
in explosio.ns. the radiant energy and spectral qualities 
of which otherwise would be of considerable pragmatic 
value. The striking paucity of data on opticaJ energy in
herent in other-parameter-monitored explosions of the 

40 large yield kind perhaps points up the fact that, tradi
tionally, chem:.:al explosions have been and are first 
and foremost blast ene.rgy workhorses. 

The foregoing is a critique which in oversimplifica
tion relates to detonation light as contrasted to shock-

45 wave light. There is a substantial body of literature on 
the latter subject. I regard an optoexplosive as an agent 
which performs out of detonation light and~ to a lesser 
extent in most instances after-cumbusting light, 
although certainly not excluded from the meaning of 

50 the word is shock light. The reason for this is that 
detonation light is essentially independent of its at
mosphere or environment, e.g., the process can occur 
in a vacuum, whereas by definition shock light is en
vironment-dependent. 

55 for high explosives the physical and chemical 
processes are actually not this simple. and the demarca
tion is not always clean-cut, for there are complex in
terdependencies and interrelatiqnships between CHEMICAL OPTOEXPLOSlVES 

CX energy sources are variegated and of large 
number, including individual substances, combinations 
of materials and reactions having as a primary quality 
the liberation of very large amounts <'f energy, both 
kinetic and electromagnetic. These can be tailored to, 
and explosives ensembles and systems designed for, 
maximization of light generation and minimization of 
blast and like kinetic energy. 

60 
detonation light and shock energy and the afterburning 
explosive substance. For low explosives detonation and 
shoclccontribute· to a-much Jesser deg·ree to the.light 
generation, while combustion-like processes play the 
dominant role. 

65 Despite this rather easy approach, the distinctions do 
serve as a working basis for the development of im
proved optoexplosives. and for their implementation in 
the problem of shock-light separation. 

38 
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Chemical optocxplosive light sources can for present sive. The ~heet surface may be coated with dopant or 
purposes generally he considered as hrnadly of twn the spaces between the various sheets may be occupic:d 
kinds: by dopant in sheet form, as for example foil of Al. Mg. 

l. Molecular( or single-substance) materials. which Zr. Hf. Alternatively, warm(so as to rise) gas like He. 
may he solid, liquid or gas in form. or cnmhina- S Ar, Xe, Kr. and Ne, may be fed by an appropriate series 
tinm !hercnf( as when not in inthnatc admixture or of nozzles at the bottom of the area-explosive ensem-
~~hcn cm ploycu in groups, the individuals being re· hie. to contribute to intensity or ..spectral shaping upon 
gardcd as suhst~mtially non-interacting in the ex- firing; likewise, reactant gases may be utilized, as well 
plosion process); as ·warm convection-rising vapors(inorganic(e.g .• 

2. Multisuhstancc( or ingredient) compos1tmns. 10 tetrahalides like the chlorides or iodides of tin, silicon. 
which may be intimate admixtures, solid or liquid germanium. or suhstances like uranium hexafluoride), 
or gas solutions, or sorptives or the like. which may . mcta1-organics(like certain of the Grignard com-
be soliJ, liquid or gas in form. and which may com- pounds; cf. those for hypergolic reaction set out 
prise binary. ternary or like formulations of the ex-

15 
herein). or organics( e.g .• high carbon content gas from 

plosives art. particularly those which have been polycyclic hydrocarbon sublimones). By fusing means 
redesigned physicallyfas by increasing the dcnsi- well known in the art, an area-explosive can be made to 
ty ). chemically{ as ·by introduction of a . li~ht- detonate substantially simultaneously. or such a 
emitting metal into an organic molecule), and/or detonation can be time-delayed as regards the com-
stokh!ometrically( as hy raising or lowering the 20 ponents: the latter situation will be recognized as one 
fuel-oxidant ratio in say a nitrate or chlorate-metal which produces optoexplosive pulses of longer dura-
admixture ). tions. 

Thu~. taken together with the original disclosure. When the ex material is sensitive to impact, friction 
Ser. No. 407.461 (filed Oct. 29. 1964 ), the following or electrostatic charge, special precautions must be 
may be taken illustratively and typically as optoexplo- 25 taken in loading the system with large masses of the ex-
sivcs together with methods and means for stimulating plosive. Pumping in as a slurry, and then dewatering 
their output in the optical spectrum. and drying in situ is practicable in many cases, and this 

Molecular( or single-suhstance) explosives include is gone into subsequently in the discussion on sensitive 
those of the usual variety. e.g .• polynitro· organics such optoexplosives like the azides. When slurry-loading is 
as TNT. RDX, PETN(and others listed elsewhere 30 not feasible the firing portion or vault in the explosion 
herein( as ia: the table of detonation rates)) can be em- leg can be modified in: (a)" atmosphere and/or (b) un-
played per se but, preferably, these are modified so as derwater or under-oil loading, for the building of a pile 
to enhance: light output and reduce the proportion of of explosive .. 
kinetic to optical energy released. These substances are Slabs or bricks of static-sensitive explosive, which 
pril"flarily designed for blast effects. Thus. by lowering 35 may or may not be coated with thin. electrically-con-

. th.: density of an explosive of this kind the detonation ductive plastic, are built into the explosive pile in say an 
rate and. henc~. the light contributed by afterburning atmosphere of conductive ammonia gas or organic 
approprhtely raised. amine vapor, this to be subsequently outpumped when 

For e·xample, conventional high explosives of the 
40 

the pile is completed. . 
molecular class can be physically treated so that in a Racks or like structures may or may not be employed 
cellular mode. e.g .. ioamcd, where air or other gas in- in stacking large numbers of explosives pieces. 
tersticcs contribute to density reduction. the per- When the explosive is impact or shock or friction 
formance is markedly altered. In addition to cellulation sensitive, it can be loaded under water or under oil~ 
by fC'aming. other techniques include binding the ex- 45 both providing cushioning, and the water conductive, 
plosive particles with ai:i elastomer, drawing into s"trings as may be desired. Thus. a small coffer da~. crib-
~r threads, we~•ving these into an "explosive fabric". coffer, or canvas-plank bulkhead container is made 
and then fashioning the optoexplosive element from within the firing chamber and then filled with water or 
this fabric. which fabric may have interstices of any oil; grillage. piers or the like may be employed. The 
desired opening size. The explosive fabric can be SO coffer structure may have a neck extending up the 
wound upon itself from yardage of the sal'T!e· or ran-. loading hole. to ground surface, the hole also being 
dof!ll~, alig~ed woof and warp stacks made by piling one filled with liquid. Aiter loading the liquid is pumped out 
sheet on top of the other, to form the optoexplosive •• · and the coffer gently taken apart. 
pile··. As desireci, such a mass can be ifTlpregnated with The foregoing coffer dam and like technique is 
liquid explosive, liquid or colloidal dopant. or with SS designed for making explosive piles of large mass and 
solid dopant.. size. e.g., say to tons or more. For quantities less than 

··Area ex" energy sources provide an approxima- this. depending upon the material involved and the 
tion of a Lam1'ertian radiator when the interstitial or system parameters, a more straightforward solution in-
cellutant explosive sheet(e.g., fabric, hole-punched . volves the initial emplacement of a thin plastic bag or 
sheet, or spumed sheet) is hung vertical to the axis of 60 balloon; this is partly filled with water or oil or other 

·the firing leg and-within-its explosion vault or-portion;----cushioning liquid·and·the·pile-gently·and slowly·builtby------
Such area-explosives, which may be sheets of circular positioning the explosive pieces; the liquid is pumped 
or other desired form. may be hung flat. or t~ey may be out after the pile is constructed, and dra.inage and dry-
hung after the manner of drapes in pleated, folded or 65 ing(as by warm air circulation) put into. effect. The dry 
accordianized contour. A plurality of such sheets is explosive pile is now ready for detonation (firing means 
preferable, in contact or closely spaced, behind one have already been placed therein. as .. by waterproof 
another, so as to build the required mass of optoexplo- squibs and surface-communicating electric firing ca-~ .,. 3 9 
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hies), with or without removal of the encasement; gen- The theory and applications of dust cloud explosions· 
tic cutting can be used to remove the plastic envelope. are set out by Seery and Palmer. cited supra; and for 
or it can be merely dropped over and around the exp lo- further information in the practice of this modification 
sive pile to the floor of the firing vault. of the present invention the artizan is referred to: ··-

When high detonati()n and large gas volume produc- 5 Handbook on Aerosols,·· Washington, D.C.. U.S. 
tion(as to contribute to the production of shock light) Atomic Energy Commission. 1950; J. Dalavalle, .. _ 
is desired. Astrolite-G(not "astralitc") can be. cm- Mkrometrics''. New York. P.itman Pub. Co .• 1948; 
ployed. Astrolite-G is a clear liquid explosive especially ··1 hird Symposium on Combustion and flame and Ex-
designed to produce a very high detonation pfosion Phenomena''. Baltimore, Ma.. Williams and 
vclocity(8200 meters per second). It is 40 times less l O Williams Co .• 1949; Ibid., "Sixth Symposium on Com-
scnsitivc to impact shock and antibatic compression bustion··. New York, N.Y., Reinhold Pub. Co .• 1957.; 
than nitroglycerine and four times safer than H. Green and W. R. Lane. "Particulate Clouds''. Lon-
nitromethane, characterized by high energy release and don. Spon Publishers. 1957. 
very high gas release. Astrolite-G can be sorbed onto In connection with the area of metal dust explosions. 
porose substrates for case of handling. for reduction uf 15 I would e.specially refer to the abundant literature 
density (in terms of explosive material), and for the generated out of the activities of the Hartmann Group. 
production of physicochemical systems in which the Dust and Explosions and Mine Experiments Branch, 
sorptivc material may enter into the' optoexplosion to Explosives and Physical Sciences Division: U.S. Bureau 
alter the balance between kinetic and optical energies. 20 of Mines. Pittsburgh. Pa .• wherein a great deal of data 

Astrolite-A. a solid. and Astrc>litc-P. a plastic expl<>- are set forth on the numerous facets of the subject; 
sive are both tractable to the fashioning of explosive also. cL-S. Haffner. ••A Survey of Available Literature 
masses of an interstitial nature. e.g .• foamed solid ex- on the Rapid Combustion of Metals in Air ... 18 pp .• 
plosivcs and explosive fabrics, just described. PA TR 2061. Picatinny Arsenal, Dover. N .J ., Sep-

furthermore. Astrolite-P can be used as a .. liner .. or 25 tembcr 1954, AD 44.543(25 refs.), which pap~r also 
"lens .. charge in the firing chamber of the system, as setc; out data on the flashtimes and relative outputs of 
for example layering the surface of the: concave rear of various metals and alloys and binary nitrated and 
the explosion leg. chlorated metal (Al, Mg, Al-Mg, Zr. Al-Li, Al-Ti. 

Binary. ternary or other multisubstance explosive in-
gredient preparations may initially be in admixture(as Al-Mg-Zr) formulations. 

30 Of distinct interest in connection with the subject of 
in. the case of aluminizcd explo~ives, or the baronal- chemical optoexplosives is the work of I. Hartmann, J. 
type '::ompositions), or they spay be separated and then Nagy. and M. Jacobson( .. Explosive Characteristics of 
brought intimate relationship with a resulting explo- Titanium. Zirconium. Thorium, Uranium and Their 
sion(as in the case of hypergolics). 

· · '" h · h Hyd:-ides," 16 pp .• U.S. Bureau of Mines, Rept. of ln-
Hypergolic optoexplosives were set aort m t e 35 vestigations 4835, December 1951 ). wherein there is 

original disclsourc and further detail is not necessary 
here. except to add that useful classes of compounds set. out data .on the explosive behaviors of these ele-
fall into the groups comprising metal( usually alu- ments and their hydrides in such atmospheres as pure 
minum) alkyls, MR:i( M = metal, R = a1kyl); metal oxygen, nitrogen. carbon ·dioxide, helium. and argon, 
alkyl halides. MRXz( R =halogen. usually iodine) and 40 the latterfoudn various mixtures with oxygen. 
metal dialkyl halides, MR2X; and metal alkyl hydrides, It is not deemed necessary to detail this subject 
M2H2R4, like aluminum tetramethyl hydride. which un- herein, other than to reiterate my critique given at the 
dergoes explosive cumbustion with oxygen or air with · out.set of the present section, wherein optical assay Qf 
the release of ...-iolet light. Air, oxygen, chlorine, ·the dust. explosion phenomenon .has not been moni-
nuorine and other gases are usually the second reactant 45 tared in the many studies in this field because of the tilt 
in driving the system into optoexplosion. to blast phenomena. Reference is made to my patent 

Dust explosions. i.e., particulates usually metal react- cited supra on the optoexplosive facet of reactaions of 
ing with an atmosphere like oxygen( with firing means), ~ariou~ metal partic_ulates with ~ifferent ~tmo~pheres, 
comprise a versatile binary optoexplosive light source mcludang tho~ ?f aar, oxygen, mtro~s 0~1de, mtrogen, 
characterized as capable in the present improvement of 50 and carbon d1ox1de. The gaps extant ·~ dispersed metal 
supplying optical energy in a sequence of bursts, a~d metalJ~id reactant.~nd gas and vapo! reactant, ~pe-
enabling repititious shots when FRO feed is employed. caes are· quite large, with b~ast. ~redommant ~n~ hght 
A basis for this is set out in my U.S. Pat. No. 3,309,620. nugatory. for example, the 1gn1t10n and combustion of 
Thus, the reactants are fed separately into the firing powdered metals(AI, Li, Be. B, Ca, Ce. Ti, Zr. Th, U, 
chamber by pipe from a source at say ground surface. SS Mg) _are reported for the atmospheres of earth. 
with say electric ignition means being employed to in- Mars(2.16 percent Ar, 11.21 percent C02• and the 
duce the dust explosion. In order to sustain a dispersion balance Nz), and Venus(4.IO percent Ar. 9.17 percent 
of solid particles in the gaseous reactant medium, bot- Ni. and the remainder C02)-the latter two being 
tom and/or side up-jet(s) of particulate reactant and/or simulant atmospheres-by R.A. Rhein(Astronautica 
gas reactant can be utilized; slit deagregators and ancil- 60 Acta, 11 (5). 1965 ). These data may be of interest to 
-lary means can be·employed·in-such-a-system;-Various---the-artizan-in-designing··metal dust·opto;;explosive·light -·---
dust cloud generators are summarized by D.J. Seery sources and systems. 
_and H.B. Palmer( .. The Combustion of Dust Clouds: A An example of a large class _of binary optoexplosives 
Survey of the Literature'". Coal Research Board, Dept. 65 is what I call the "baronal-typc. •• These are ther-
Fucl Tech .• College of Mineral Ind., The Pennsylvania mochemically designed or formulated out of empirical 
State Univ .• Special Research Rcpt. No. SR-17. 30 test batches. as may be necessary. and may be 
pp.(28 refs.). Nov. 30. 1959). represented by: 
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A (B) C. D lions known to be unique for spectral emission proper-m .r 11:n :o 
tics is an example. Thallium azide, TINJ. explodes with 

where: a pronounced gr~en flash(Tl(neutral atom) emits per-
A =a cation portion of the mclccule Az( B>t1• which is sistent lines at S3S0.4(strongesl). 3775.7. JS 19.2, and 

usually alkaline earth or metal; .5 3229.7 A; singly ionized Tl emits its stro~gest line at 
B =an anion portion of the molecule, such as nitrate, I 908.6A ). The explosion sp~ctra of the azides of Ca, 

chlorate, perchlorate, bromatc, ·iodate or other Sr, and Ba show· not only the triplet system but also 
available oxygen anion or oxidizing moiety: lines of the singlet system. Zinc azide, Zn(N

3
)

1
, emits 

C= a particulate metal, such as Al, Zr, Hf, Mg; only triplet lines of the diffuse and sharp series. Oxide 
D =an optional explosive to assist in chemically driv- 1 o bands are also present.in these spectra( cf. A. Petrikaln, 

ing the reaction between A.r(B)uand C; Zeit. phys .• 37. 610-618(1926); Chem. Abs., 20. 
x and y = the valences of the anion and cation. 2791 ( 1926) ). The explosion spectra of various sub-

respecyively; . stances has been recorded by H. Muraour and A. 
m and n(also the <>ptional o) =the mole proportions Michel-Levy, Mem. Artillerie Francaise (Paris). 21, 

or weights of the ingredients. .. 15 263-270( 194 7 ). R.K. Landshoff et al.( cited herein) 
Cation A is preferably one of the 19 elements in the has tabulated the states arid spectra of the following 

table of R. K. Landshoff et al. (cited herein) which lists a· c c c c F L M M monoxides: Al, Be. 1, a, e. u. r. e. a. g. n, 
the states and spectra of monoxides, covering the spec- Ni, Sc, Sn, Ta. Ti. v, w, and Zr; these data should be 
trum between the ultraviolet and the far infrared, 20 consulted in the workup of spectral data for the cor-
although I Jo not exclude others in the periodic tahle. responding azides. 
In addition to monoxide and like spectra, the kinetics Because of the highly tempermcntal nature of certain 
of baronal-type reactions also involve emission by metal-organic optoexplosives like the azides exccp-
neutral and ionized· A species. the spectral data for tional precautions must be taken in the preparation. 
which can be found in the standard handbooks. 25 refinement and handling of the substantial amounts 

A typical baronal-type optoexplosive is made of bari- which may be used in an optoexplosive light generator . 
. um or magnesium nitrate and aluminum or zirconium It goes without saying that the artizan should very 
powder in say 60:40 proportions; TNT. PETN, ROX, thoroughly acquaint himself with all aspects of the 
up to say 10 parts, can be added to enhance the detona- . knowledge about a particular metal-organic optoexplo-
tion reaction and lift the reaction rate. A similar system 30 sive. and should make scaled-down runs before at-
studied by J.M. GerhausercC::f. Ordnance. July-August tempting a full-sized shot made say from the piling of 

· · 196 7. pp. 1-2( ar:ticlc by W.W. Ca veil et al.)) on the dry or semi-dry( preferably thinly coated with conduc-
flame temperatures of metals( Mg. Al, Li, Ca. Ni. Ti. Bi. tive polymer so as to prev.ent electrostatic charge build-

. B, V. Mo. Cr,. Mn, Zr. Hf) under oxidizing conditions up and .detonation) bricks or briquettes. Reference 
established· the brightness of a reaction, in addition to 35 should be made to Basil T~ · Federoff, et al., '"En-
being a function ~f high ,flame temperature. as depen- cyclopedia of Expfosives·and Related Items," vol. I, pp. 
dent upon the .boiling point .of the oxide and the solu- AS20-A 73, CFSTI AD 257. 189, Picatinny "rserial, 

. bility of the metal in its oxide. Dover. New Jersey( 1960 ), : 691 pp., for information 
.Ternary and quatern~ry comp~sitions may be exe~-

40 
and extensive documentation· of the inor~anic and or-· 

phfied by the foregoung workmg formula ~hcrean .. ganic a·zides. azo compounds, and the hke; also, H. 
A.rCB)., co.mprises two compounds, the cations or · Rosenwasser. ..Hydra:zoic Acid and the Metal 
which may be the same or dissimilar and the anions or Azides(A 'Literature Survey);' Rept. l SS I-TR. 28 Oc-
which are di5similar when the cations are the same. as tober 1958, USA Engineer and Development Labora-
for example alkali metal chlorate and metal nitrate. 4s tories, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, AD 208,892(437 
Likewise, C may include two or more metal particu- references to the literature). 
lates and, in addition to the metals just listed. l espe- Metal-organics like the azides are extremely sensitive 
dally point to particulate rare earth metals. to friction and shock, so . extraordinary and special 

My broad designation by the foregoing formula for precautions and measures must be used in the large-
the baronal-type optoexplosives. therefore, gives a so mass loading of an optoexplosive system. This loading 
galaxy of agents of greatly widened scope insofar as is done by emplacement of a water slur~ in situ, with 
choice of· ingredients is concerned. When ther- subsequent drying or dewatering to bring the mass to 
modynamic modeling is feasible(and it is not always the state necessary for the explosion. Among the vari-
available because of lack of thermodynamic data on ous means which can be used are the following: . 
substances of potential interest), such formulations are SS a .. Pumping the azide or other slurry into the firing . 
tractable to reduction by computer. . chamber of the explosion leg of the system. allow-

Certain metallic compounds, particularly metal-or- ing the water to drain by gravity and other natural 
ganic compounds, are a preferred class of optoexplo- means, with a final gentle drying by circulating 
sives. These include picrates, azides, fulminates, warm air over the mass; 
amides and various double compounds~ (Substances 60 b. Pumping the explosive slurry onto a horizontal 
like chl~rine azide, CIN3 , while not considered here are-·---·--· pallet-or-tray~-- allowing-the -water· to· ·drain ··and·· ...... ~-·- -
not excluded from the scope of this improvement; CIN 3 evaporate, and then cautiously bringing the pallet 
explodes with an cm ission from the ultra violet( UV) to up t~ or n~ar vertical position, with a final drying 
the red intense in UV and blue, and peaking at 5000 to 65 by circulating warm air; a small amount of water· 
SSOOA ). soluble binder such as methyl cellulose or polyvi-

The explosive rearrangement of metal-organic nyl alcohol .is ad?ed to the slurry ~o keep the mass 
molecules like the azide group bound to metallic ca- from crmbhng; lake (a), supra, dus procedure can 

41 
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be carried out within a la.· ... .:.·. thin, transparent obtained from certain of the compounds of the 
plastic hag first emplaccd in tia~ firing cavity. its N:C.(C:C)11·C:N series .reacted with oxygen, including 
bottom having'drain holes; · gaseous (C4N1 ) and others. 

c. As of (a) or (b). above. with internal warming Typically, the investigations of the John L. Wright 
means provided by circulating hot water pipes or · 5 group (as reported in Volume U of &•Army Science 
hy low-temperature pyrotechnic heater pipes. hoth Conference Proceedings," pp. 539-552, 14-17 June 
emhedded in the explosive mass, so as to drive off 1966( AD 634,616; the Wright paper per se is AD 
the undrained water at a slow rate and bring the 634,655) set out light pulse data from cyanogen-oxi-
optocxplosive to the required state of dryness; dant combinations, particularly detonations sparked or 

d. Similarly to (b) and (c), supra. when an enclosure lO squibbed at atmospheric pressure. I note that these stu-
is utilized adjacent water-sorpti~e(e.g., silica gel) dies establish feasibility and proof-out my U.S. Pat. No. 
means for dry-out. Should there by compartmen- 3.309,620, titled .. Method and Apparatus for Pumping 
talization( e.g., a backing cell to the pallet or tray) a Laser by EKploding Dispersed Metal Particles,·· filed 
chemicai desiccant like PiO:. can be em- 15 Mar. 23, 1963, and gra~ted Mar. 14, 1967. This, in 
ployed( suitably chosen desiccants might also serve turn, con~erns optoexplosive sources utilizing metal or 
as brightness and temperature modifying dopants other particulates, as described elsewhere herein, as 
in the subsequent explosion); well as in the parent disclosure. 

e. The use -of freeze-drying and soil dewatering Thus in the reaction 
techniques well known in the chemical process in- 20 
dustries and in engineering. as for special applica-
tions or problem of handling and loading. high adiabatic flame temperatures are produi:ed. the 

The sensitivity of the azides. like the fulminates. maximum theoretical temperature being 6200°K for 
styphnates. and the like. can be reduced· by leaving 50:50 mixtures at atmosph.eric pressure( rising to 57 at-
residual water and by dextrinating. The detonation 25 mospheres pressure upon· detonation). Detonation 
velocities of these explosives depe~ds, like most explo- velocities are in the range of 2700 meters per secorid. 
sives, upon the. density. so detonation velocity is The detonation time( i.e., the. light pulse life) ranges 
generally on the low side of the values given in the between SO and about 200 microseconds. Brightness 
literature. if not much less. e.g .• about 4000 meters per temperature is increased by·doping with an excess of 
second for lead azide, and about the same value for 30 carbon, and temperatures in· the vicinity of 8000°K are 
silver azide. For lead styphnate the value is approxi- attained by admixture of small amounts of such do
mately 5000 m~~~rs per second; and for copper . pants as Ar, He, and Xe. 
chlorotet:-~z"'': the value is evidently not reported. . mustratively. in this imp_rovement I prefer to use the 
Metal hal. tcTrea.:•,le"· metal 2A-dinitroresorcinates. cyanogen reaction on a larger. pressurized scale. Thus •. 
and metal ..i,6 tlinitroresorcinol basics are included in 35 . the cyanogen and the oxygen can be ·moderately presu-
the foregoing category. These and like substances may rized into ·a double balloon .-·provided with suitable 
be preferable to the because of their lessened sensitivi- detonators. Balloon. ·container materials include dear 
ties which make for easier handling. tetrafluoroethylene elastomer (Teflon) of the like~ The 

The tellurian optoexplosive light generator. in par- 40 balloon container is ·filled immediately before the ex
ticular. is peculiarly suited for the use of chemical com- . plosion, each ·compartment having an inlet pipe. The · 
binations, detonable or hypergolic, which are difficult · disadvantage of the presurized. balloon system is, of 
to work with becau~ of handling hazards, toxicity. and ·course, the limitation placed on· the mass of reactants; 

. like factors. And especially when large masses of reac- however, for relatively small. low energy optoexplosive 
tants must be manipulated for optoexplosive light 45 syste:ns this is an advantage a sequence of runs is 
generation, as for example between several hundred desired and destruction· or injury to the firi~:~ leg is to 
pounds and several tons or more. The oxidative optoex- be avoided( e.g .• caving). 
plosion of cyanogen(C2Nz), using oxygen, nitrous· ox- Alternatively, for high energy systems I prefer the 
ide. or other suitable oxidant is an example of a reac- use of (a) large masses(e.g., several tons or more) of 
tion having a brightness temperature ranging between SO reactants, (b) under pressure(usuaHy liquified or, if 
6000° and 8000°K. This reaction. as desired, can be not, in a suitable combination of dewars or cryostats 
doped so as to raise the color or brightness tempera-· which are separately vented to the surface of the 
ture. For example. an excess of carbon particles or of ground) which are (c) implosively combined to give 
carbon in the stoichiometric or other reactant ratios; or the optoexplosion. Admixture or commingling of the/ 
of including very high surface area metals(e.g .• ·rare 55 reactants isolated from one another in a compart:. 
earths. alkali. transition elements); or of including( e.g.. mented container or two adjacent, fitted containers can 
as explo~ion leg filler) such gases as those of the inert be forced by low order explosion, including shaped 
family of He, Ar. Kr. Ne. Xe, or of other gases selected charge means. The resulting optoexplosion may be 
out of consideration of quantum mechanics and their symmetric or asymmetric, depending upon the form of 
behavior under excitation. 60 _the contained, reacting masses. and upon whether or 

A large. amount of-work· on· cyanogen· and· other ·re-·- ·- -not·a .. directed «~nergy-explosiefrns-.1seif f6Ttlieir-blend=----·---:--· 
lated compounds of the carbon. nitrogen. and oxygen ing. As desired, part or all of the container may serve as 
system has been carried out by the· A. V. Grosse group dopant(e.g"., when coated with dopant), to raise the 
at Temple University. wherein flame temperatures 

6
S brightness temperature. 

between approximately 5000° and 6000°K were ob- Cyanogen is liquid below 34.4°C; it is soluble in 
tained. at pressures ranging between atmospheric and water, ethanol and diethyl ether. Above SOO°C 
40.82 atmospheres(600 psi). High temperatures are cyanogen forms a solid. paracyanogen, (CN) ... a sub-

42 
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sta\.ce of potential as a reactant. T.he oxidants may be The cruciform luminsoty phenomenon is an cxplo-
scveral. as for example liquid air. liquid oxygcn(with or sivc effect highly adapted to asymmetric energy 
without carbon( a commercial explosive known in that release. particularly in the ~ase of multilegged optoex-
art)), liquid ozone(liquified at approximately - t 93°C. plosive light generators. When a cube of explosive is 

· ohtaincd as a blue liquid by supercooling ozonized air). 5 detonated the resulting explosion takes the form of an 
and liquid or pressurized nitrous oxide, N:0(-90.8°C l. optical 'cruciform having its legs _in directior.s perpen-

For highly pressurized reactants, supra. which are to dicular to the faces of the cube, with a dark zone all 
he explosively blended, a convenient container is that arou-nd the crucifix{called the .. dead zone" or .. zone 
of biconical geometry, with the cone bases in apposi- morte .. ). 

·. tion( i.e .. diameter largest at the girdle). and with a 1 O Therefore. in FIG. 4 for example, when source IOc is 

frangible wall separating the two conical chambers. At a cube or rectangle, energy will be directed into legs 56 
e;.t.ch end is placed a shaped or other explosive charge. and 66(with, of course, corresponding lateral emis-
the two detonated simultaneously. When of the gas- sion). Should FIG. 4 take the form ofa Y. then a prism 
bottle type of pressure container, middle and side wall 15 of explosive is employed. each face of the prism facing 
strengths should be such that they are ruptured. When into each of the light-legs and thence into the shock-
of the dewar-type each compartment is provided "".ith sink legs. Should FIG. 4 take the form of a crucifix. 
inlet pipes for fitling. and with separated, outlet pipes with four legs, then the cube of explosive is arranged so 
for venting. that each of the faces corresponds to each of the legs. 

for the aid of those in the art the following literature 20 Likewise. should FIG. 4 be of what I have previosly 
relates to cyanogen reactions and the kinetics thereof: called .. spider-leg" configuration, i~e., of many 
H.E. Williams, .. Cyanogen Compounds: Their Chemis- branching legs. then a polygonal mass of explosive is 
try. Detection and Estimation.'' London. Arnold & utilized. the number of faces corresponding to the 
Co .• 1947; V. Migrdichian ... The Chemistry of Organic number oflegs. 

25 For additional information on the theory and Cyanogen Compounds," New York, Reinhold. 
1947(Amer. Chem. Soc. Mon. No. IOS); H. James et mechanics of the cruciform luminosity phenomenon 

and like asymmetric effects, the art!zan is referred to: 
al.. Compt. rend .• 236. 811-813(1953 ); H. James and E. Burlot, Mem. Artillerie Francaise( Paris). 9, 
P. Lafitte, Fifth Symposium on Combustion, Pitt- 789_957 (1 930 ); P. Demougin, ibid., 9, 961-972 
sburgh. Pa.( US>. PP· 616-6 19 ( 1954 ); Basil T. Fede- 30 ( 1930 ); H. Ahrens, Zeit. gesamte Schiess- under Spren-
roff. "Endyclodepia of Explosi\·cs and Related Items.·· stoffwesen-Nitrocellulose(presently Explosiv-
vol. m. Picatinny Arsenal Tech. Rept.·2700. Picatinny stoffo(Munchen)). 38. 175-177 (1943); H. Muraour, 
Arsenal, Dover. New Jerscy(USA) 1966(cf. pp. C-586 . Compt. rend.,.222, 1108( 1946); A. Michel-Levy, ibid., 
to C-588, wherein such compounds as cyanogen bro- 223• 62 .. (19.46); D. Riabouchinsky. ibid., 237. 
mide. cyanogen chloride. cyanogen fluoride. cyanogen 35 222"".'224c l9S3); also, the Federoff tomes cited 
iodide. and others arc described); A. V. Grosse and C .S. . , herein( vol. m. C563-C564( 1966) ). 
Stokes. ··study of Ultra High Temperatures," (Temple The shaped-charge: can be fabricated in the usual 
University Research Institute. Philadelphia. Pa.). U.S.. manner from explosive material of desired detonation 
Dept. Commerce. OTS Rcpt. PB-161.460~ 26 PP· rate{cf. the table given previously herein). For extra-
{ 1960 ). · 

40 
large shaped-charges, or those of special configuration, 

When. as for example using a CX source lOd in FIG. where casting or conventional methods are difficult or 
S. IOd is a cylindrical mass aligned so that its long axis not feasible. the technique ( have devi~d(and tested · 
is parallel to 76. as is detonated at the butt end. the using dynamite ·powder between two sheets of heavy 
resulting explosion is .. quasi-asymmetric"-for the 45 paper) may be useful: Namely, an asymmetric charge 
direction of the light output is not perpendicular to the rolled into shape from a flat sheet. Detasheet flexible 
axis, but is inclined in a direction opposite to that of the explosive(= PETN(ca. 85 percent+ elastomer binder), 
detonator. In the case of FIG. 4. where 10c carries the · having a detonation velocity of the order of 7200 me-
detonator at its center and say mid-way along the ters per second. is first cut into a right-angle triangle. 
cylinder. the same thing obtains, except that the explo- so This triangular sheet is then truncated by cutting off 
sion energy· issue is bilateral in the direction of 64 and both of the. acute angle ends, the truncation of each 
74( or 56 and 66. as the case may be). being decided by the length of cone-apex-to-base and 

These cylindrical explosions. as they are termed in the overall diameter of the final product desired; the 
the art, have for example heen inve!itigated by R. Col- angle of the cone is determined by the angle of the 
lins("Some Methoos of Generating Cylindrical Explo- 55 greater· of the two acute angles; the length of cone-
sions.'' Univ. nf Toronto. Institute of Aerophysics. apex-to-base is the truncated length ·at the lesser of the 
UTIA Tech. Note 43( 1960). Solid. liquid and gas-mix- two acute angles. The sheet. thus cut is then rolled back 
ture explosive compositions exhibit cylindrical explo- onto itself, beginning with the truncation at the lesser 
sions phenomena. Features such as the main shock angle, with a cylinder having a coned face being the 
wave, contact front, and imploding second shock wave 60 result. As desired, dopant metal(AI. Zr. rare earth), 
are present in these explosions. . ·- ... ·--- ··--- -···-·· --- -·------·---- .carbon orthe-like-may·be-rolled into·the shaped charge-

The cylindrical explosion is particularly suited for formed in this way. Cement may be applied to the sur-
use in optoexplosive systems where directed-energy ex- face just before rolling, or the cylinder may be tied. 
plosions are desired. e.g .• directed into the shock-sink; 

65 
Detonation, with or without booster, at the base is done 

also, where gas and liquid explosives arc employed in in the usual way. _ 
repetition shooting when system integrity is ~o·be main- Illuminating flaRh and flare and li1ht-ai1nalin1 com· 
tained. positions are chemically designed aa light producin1 43 
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mediaCinvolving not only the visible but also the ut- ries of detonators. it is· seen that a ••shaped implosion 
traviolet and/or the infrared). By nature these are con- charge .. is the result. The ring may be of cast explosive, 
sidered as burning or deflagrating. as contrasted to ex- pressed explosive, or molded explosive composition · 
plosive in their behavior. However, when highly con- · characterized as having a high detonation velocity 
fined so as to permit pressure buildup. most of these 5 (e.g .• TNT. ROX, PETN, Astrotite(not the ••astralite .. 
agents become explosive, producing a shock along with of the earlier explosives art) compou_nded into a setta-
the light output. hie preparation with suitable cement or binder, and the 

In this improvement I employ as a CX light-emitting like). . 
source an otherwise pyrotechnic and def1agrating com- The hole of the implosion doughnut is filled with the 
position, as desired. Instead of container confinement I 1 o chemical or nuclear( as for low-grade explosions; cf. my 
prefer· implosion confinement of the pyrotechnic discussion hereinafter on this subject) explosive reac-
material. Thus, the pyrotechnic may be a co~poncnt in tant. Simultaneous ··firing of the detonators( with 
an optoexplosivc system which comprises a mass of detonation of a booster ring which may be present) 
that pyrotechnic having mild implosion means. e.g.. 15 results in ·an implosion which rises to a pressure peak 
one or more hemispheric hoUow charges, enveloping and then quickly drops off as the reactant undergoes 
the pyrotechnic. These shaped charges act as the con- reaction and escapes from the face of the doughnut. 
fining "container'\ - allowing pressure build-up and Such an implosion doughnut may or may not be backed 
resulting explosion of the light-emitter. The explosion by a contact wall of high-strength metal or very hard 
.. container(s)' may be of any suitable size and configu- 2o rock. as desired. When light-release from the hole filler 
ration, and of explosive well known in the art; the im- is desired from both sides such backing o'r course is not 
plosion sheaths or envelopes are squibbed and used( e.g., as 1 Oc in FIG. 4 ). 
detonated in the usual manner. e.g .• as by electric fir- Illustratively, the reaction of 
ing. 

Alternatively, explosive pressuri.~ation or compac- 25 
tion can be used upon an otherwise deflagrating. light- with 46% Ca and 54% Ca(N03):·4H20 proceeds in a 
emitting composition( or other suitable compositions or · typical deflagration, with a theoretical energy output of 
substances. described below) so as to induce an op- 1.45 Kcal/gm. · 
toexplosion in that composition. This includes the sim- However, when this afore-mentioned mixture of cal-
ple expecHent of sandwiching a layer of the composition 30 cium and. hydrated calcium nitrate is pressurized to ap-
between two steel plates (making a flat sandwich when . proxi~ately 14 x- 103 psi, an explosion occurs. "At this 
the plates are parallel, or a wedge-shaped sandwich order-of-magnitude pressure or greater. as. may be 
when they are angutar to one another). The top plate . produced by implosion confinement, I .consider that the 
carries ·a slab of explosive. which upon detonation · · light..:emitting species are not the. same as tltose of the 
causes the explosive pressurization· and compaction. 35 simple· deflagration. Thus, a portion of the light emitted 
The ~zght is released from the' edge of such a sandwich. . in · the • optoexplosive reaction . can . ·be· considered . 
·so the ensemble should be aligned accor~irigly in the derived from Ca0( 1I}: 
optoexplosive system. Other. more elaborate and so
phisticated ·arrangements of this kin:i can follow the 40 State 

tech:iiques employed for explosive-cladding and form-
ing of metals. In this and like inst.ances there is a layer >.'I 
of light-gealerating reactant which undergoes high-rate 
and high-force pressure effects between a slapper and 
an anvil. . 

So that enhanced light-releasing area is obtained 
such an ensemble may comprise a core of driving ex-
plosive within a slapper tube which is made up of two, 
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• 10533-
9133 

three or four '"petar' members (which move outwardly (Notes: ( a)Light generation together with the deflagra-
in the discoid or doughnut arrangement upon explosion SO tion behavior ofthe Ca+ Ca(N03 ) 1·4H10 system is set 
of the core). The petal members. in turn, are sur- out by R.M. Blunt. ""Evaluation of Processes Occurring 
rounded by a ring of the optoexplosive composition in Pyrotechnic Flames.•• Denver Research Institute, 
and this, in tum, is rimmed by an outer hoop of high- . Denver, Colorado, RDTR No. 91(AD655,820), 75 pp. 
strength steel which makes up th~ ~nvil. This explosive (cf. pp. ~-S}, 15 March 1957. including magnesium 
disc ensemble is characterized by a greater light- SS and c.alcium species spectra, and a resume of the im-
emitting area. and may be of any desired diameter and portant papers since about 1920 on sodium spectra 
thickness. (see dopants herein). ( b) In the aforementioned data 

When greater explosive forces are required for the for the CaO molecule and its ground state and higher 
pressurization and compaction process what I ca.II an energies are first given, with the initial and final st.ates 
"implosion doughnut .. can be utilized. Illustratively, 60 of the transition given by the system; v' and v" are the 
this is a doughnut ring or a segment of same·( e;g:;-of-an--. - maximum-and-initial-and-final-vibrational .. transitions;· -·- ---·--
ancho·r ring or torus) of square, rectangular or circular wavelengths refer to those of the transition, according 
cross-section; the ring or segment thereof may be to the best data I have at hand (Table of the States and 
formed as a single piece or may be assembled from a se- 65 Spectra of the· Monoxides, p. 290-295, in DASA 
ries of segments. The inside surface of the ring is 1917-4, ··Thermal Radiation Phenomena,•• volume 4, 
grooved, e.e .. having a V-shaped or U-shaped or like ··Excitation and Non-Equilibrium Phenomena in Air.'' 
groove, and the peripheral edge is provided with a se- by R. K. landshoff and J.L. Magee, Lockheed Missile.s 4·4 
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and Space Company. Sunnyvale, California. November materials. susceptible to moisture or oxidation 
l 967(AD 664,496) ). preserved until needed. By varying the wall thickness 

It is not practicable here to go into detail on and mass a time-delayed release can be had. And by 
pyrotechnics. especially as it relates to flare, flash. illu- varying the nature of the wall material that material can 

'minating and like preparations. Suffice to sav, however. 5 contribute to chemical reaction, e.g.. as a fueL 
that the foregoing example illustrates the domain of ex- Microencapsulated moieties_ can be produced over a 
p1osiveJy or implosively confined light-generating wide range of temperatures involving a wide range of 
chemicals. · ·atmospheres. e.g .• formed within inert gas atmospheres 

In this connection I would especially point to those 
h I() 

when highly reactive substances are encapsulated. 
pyrotcc nic and dcflagratablc compositions set forth in ·1 
my U.S. Pat. No. 2.995,526(filcd July 27. 1951 and Wha e the wall material of the coacervated product is 
granted Aug. 8. 1961 ), wherein some 600 varieties of most often organic. it may also be a specialty substance 

like fluorinated polymer or silicone or metal imidazole. 
preparations including about 60 different elements arc Many substances alone flare in combination are 
disclosed. Although originally intended as smoke-form-. 15 ·uniquely interesting as optoexplosives, but are not or-
mg munitions, these pyrotechnic compositions. upon 
implosive .reaction-especially with an excess of fuel dinarily practicable because of instability singly or ul-
and/or oxidant to raise the reaction temperature-offer traviolet multibase mixu.:ire, sensitivity to low-order 
a large number and wide variety of light emitters. Thus. kinetic forces, volatility. extreme chemical reactivity• 
since my tests and studies from about 1950, with an in- and the contrasted The literature is. in fact, filled with 

. 20 examples of this kind of material-not used because of 
tensive following of the literature on pyrotechnology. 
there has been a paucity of information on preparations the various working obstacles they present. I prefer to 
containing oxygenated and peroxygenated halides overcome these obstacles by isol~tion of the sub-
other than chlorine. As for example, bromates. iodates. · stances. typically by microen.capsulating the various in-
and perfluorinated compounds, both organic and inor- 25 gredients and then by combining these into the final 
ganic. polyphasic product. 

There. is an abundant literature on light-cre_ating Briefly •. the art of microencapsulation-dating back 
pyrotechnics, and the artizan is referred to the r ollow- some 30 or more years-embraces the conversion of 
ing examples: A.A. Shidlovsky, .. fundamentals of two-phase systems into one-phase by encapsulating the 
Pyrotechnics," 3d. edition. Tech. Memorandum 1615. 30 reactive ingredient(s) to block their activity until such 
translated by U.S. Joint Publication Service from .. Os- time as they are required for use. Microencapsulation 
novy Pirotekhniki .. ( 1964 ), May t 965, 414 pp. + 308 involves the form~tion of.small spheric bodies, usually 
references, · AD 462,474; Duane M. Johnson, ... _ between several microns and upwards of a centimeter 
Proposed Kinetics and Mechanics of Illuminant Flares: in diameter, comprising a wall or envelope enclosing 
Maxi-mizing Efficiency:·. U.S. Naval Ammunittion JS the active medium of gas. liquid or solid, generally the 
Depot. Crane. Indiana. 13 January 1966. 40 pp. + 6 .· latter two states. The envelope is most often. a polymer- , 
references("' ... the best combination of chemicals for ii-· . ic substances like gelatin." polyvinyl alcohol or the like, 
luminant flare compositions has continued to be a fuel~ which may be reinforced by additive and/or hardened 
rich mixture of magnesium and sodium nitrate. Unfor.;. by subsequent chemical treatment. 
tunately, very little information is available to ·explain 40 ~us, optoexplosives or optoexplosive ingredients 
the reason why this type of composition gives the best ~h1ch cannot be worked alone or, especially, handled 
illumination efficiency ... )(AD. 627,649); John E.· Wil- an the large amounts which may be required for certain 
drige, ••Experimental High Intensity Flare Systems; '·.:!~inns of the present invention. microencapsulation 
Design and Tests of, ... ibid. August !966, 111 pp.CAD 45 i~ f~equeni;y t~e answer; the following substances, 
638.490); J.N. Gerhauser, "Spectral Emissivity of hqu1ds and __ sohds, are usually compliant .to this ap-
Flash Combustion Reaction Study Program (Final proach, illustratively including for purposes of this dis-
Technical Report)," North American Aviation. Inc.. dosure: 
Los Angeles. California, l June 1963 to 31 May 1964. i. highly reactive substances characterized by an ex-
152 pp.CAD 443. I 58 ); Paul Tavernier. ··contribution so ceedingly high surface area. as for example par-
to the Study of Flash Powders;· Tech. Memorandum · ticulate, d~st and filament solids like colloided 
No_ I 082. by U.S. Joint Publication Research Service metal powders and pyrohphorics; 
<October 1963) from The Laboratoire De La Commis- ii. alkali and alkaline earth metals, including alloys 
sion Des Substances Explosives, 17 May t944(AD thereof; 
42.446 ); Basil T. Federoff, et al.. ••Encyclopedia of Ex- SS iii. peroxy compounds. particularly peroxy organics 
plosives and Related ltems,"(vol. I. t960(AD 257. and peroxyacids; . 
189);vol. II. 1962(AD 422,747); vol. Ill, ·1966(AD iv. reactive allotropes like white (or yellow) 
653,029)), Picatinny Arsenal. Dover. New .Jer- phosphorous; 
sey(USA); Ibid.. ..German Section," 1958(AD v. fuel-oxidizer type multibase compositions wherein 
160,63~ ), ~ ATR 2510; a~d. of course_. the usual books 60 incompatibility precludes use, especiaHy o~ a large · 
and penod 1cals on explosives and the ltke.-···- ·-- -- ----·----·-··--·-·---- scale· (a-study-of the· literature-on· propelten r-dotr:----

Encapsulants( or microencapsulants when on small hie-base and multibase candidates that have been 
scale) can be made free-flowing. after the manner of excluded because of explosive or other dangerous 
dry powders, even though they contain liquid cores; 

65 
qualities provides a very good guideline, and the 

thus •. liquids 7an be hand.Jed as if they wer~ solids, same is true for the same reason .for rejects in the 
volatile materials and reactive com~~unds retamed.a.nd deflagratives and pyrotechnics art( e.g., flare. flash, 
then released under ~elected cond1t1ons, and sens1tave smoke, and like munitions); 
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vi. ozone. fluorine and like enriched agents such as 
solutions and sorptiyes; also, ozonides, which are 
notoriously difficult to handle; 

vii. interhalogen compounds like chlorine 
monofluoride. CIF: chlorine trifluoride. CIF!'; S 
iodine pentafluoridc, IF5; bromine pentafluoridc. 
Brf5 ; bromine trifluoride, Brf3 ; and the like; · 

viii. oxyhalogen compounds like chlorine heptoxide. 
Cl201chlorine monoxide, C120; chlorine dioxide. 
CIOz; fluorine nitrate. N03 F; so-called fluorine IO 
perchlorate (chlorine · tetroxyfluoride ). ECl04 ; 

perchloryl fluoride, Clf03 ; and the like. 
A further advantage of microencapsulated explosives 

52 
with a face area which may vary between several 
and several hundred square feet. However, when 
the CAL beam is passed through aperture means 
of desired configuration the resulting CAL beam is 
changed into what I call a .. shaped atomic light .. or 
"SAL .. beam. One utility of-the SAL beam is that 

_ it can ~e made to correspond to the profile of a 
near or. far target, consistent of course with ancilla
ry optics which may be included in the fashioning 
of the beam and consistent with the inverse square 
law; additionally, the limitations placed by the in- · 
verse square law can be overcome by use of a flux 
redistributor system( described hereinafter); 

is the cushioning provided by both the resilient wall 
member and the matrix gas, if any, or the matrix liquid 
(which may be reactant, as desired), to protect the sen
sitive material from insult. Note is made of the fact that 

ts c. Without further manipulation the CAL or SAL 

the wall or the encapsulant body can be .electrically
conductive. as may be the case with the ·encapsulant 20 
environmental medium. to prevent build-up of electro
static chargc:s. 

Encapsulated substances-herein generally 

beams will gener~lly have a more or les~ uniform 
.energy density across the face at a given point; 
however, by suitable treatment, e.g~. selected por-

designated as microencapsulated-of ·the optoexplo
sion modifier kind are mentioned elsewhere in this dis
closure. 

tions of the beam given reflection or.reflection-dif
fraction pass through a flux redistributor( cf. FIG. 
5), the energy density at a given point may be 
made to vary within that beam, as for example a 
longitudinally bisected CAL or SAL beam of 
halves of different fluxes; 

25 d. By means of a multilegged system{as in FIG. 4 ), 
two or more CAL or SAL beams can be fashioned 

NUCLEAR OPTOEXPLOSIVES so that each is of different spectral qualities, as for 

From an applications standpoint the blast energy of example two invisible beams one of which peaks in 
an NX device has dominated the art. Materials treat- 30 the ultraviolet and the other of which peaks in the 
ment by NX blast is exemplified by the PLOWSHARE infrared; this is accomplished by the use of FRO 
program of the United States, involving nuclear mining means in the legs, each of appropriate and dif-
engineering and· excavation. Penetrating electromag- f erent optical behaviors; in turn, these two or more 
netic and particulate radiations uses are. usually of . . beams can be worked together; . 
secondary role.as in teUurian transuranium isotope stu- 35 .. e. Following from (c) and (d),supra, mut~ple and/or 
dies. Sundry proposals and investigations· embrace .the longitudinally multisected beams may be spec-

. thermal effects of NX energy on mineral values in situ.. traHy different; 
Information on the status ofthe subject 'c:an be found in f. An additional working of the two or more beams 
··Major Activities in the Atomic Energy Programs ... 

40 
results from either the superposing or sequencing 

January-Deccmb.cr 196 7. 397 pp .• U.S. Atomic Energy of sinusoid light bits obtained from timed-life FRO 
Commission. Washington. D.C.. l 968(U.S. Govern- means of different lives; 
ment Printi~g Office). With the target including suitable optics. as for ex- · 

A varying and often substantial portion of the energy ample a train of imaging reflectors, the aforementioned 
released in the explosion of an NX device is optical 45 arbitrary, working distinctions for the light enable mix-
energy, depending upon the yield. nature and design of ing, non-linear working, or other optical treatment. In 
that device. and depending upon the environment in effect, then, by changing the design and performance 
which it is exploded. Except for direct conversion to parameters of this as well as the parent invention there 
heat by absorption in a material. the optical energy.per may be ~btained an explosion-prod~ced light beam 
sc and substantially freed of blast and shock and exp lo- so characterized by: . 
sion debris. and penetrating and particulate radiations, 1. Time (or integrated energy)-modulation; 
has not been hitherto available. let alone used, in the 2. Frequency( or wavelength)-modulation; 
case of dose-in NX explosions( e.g .• explosions typified . 3. lntensity-rvodulation; 
by distances from the shot wher~ blast and non-optical 4. Combination of these. 
radiations are overwhelming by their magnitude). SS While I have just described the fashioning, working 

In this invention· I extract and isolate the light per se and manipulation of optoexplosively-derived light 
of a close-in NX explosion and. as desired. manipulate within a nuclear source framework, it is evident that 
it in one or more of several ways; for example: what I have stated holds equally for the light emitted by 

a. When the raw light is extracted from a nuclear ex- chemical optoexplosives. 
plosion free of extraneous energies. I call this ··- 60 As to the characteristics of NX energy sources, these 

.... ~ . 

clean - atomic ··light .. · and ·-·designate ··it· ··by·· the ·----have-been-published--in-such-sources-as:-w~·J.-Frank;-·--- · -----·-
acronym_ ··c~L ": a CAL beam can be impac_ted "The Characte~istics of Nuclear Explosives," (pp. 
upon an 1rrad1~ble target to pr°'!uce photophys1cal 65-68 of the Third Plowshare Symposium Proceedings, 
or photochemical changes therem. for example; 65 i 964, cited herein); also, S. Glasstone(ed.), .. The Ef. 

b. Under ordina_ry circumstan~es an NX device- fects of Nuclear Weapons,·· rev. ed., U.S. Atomic Ener-
powered tellunan optoexploswe system produces gy Commission, Washington, D.C., 1964, which also 
a CAL beam of round or circular cross-section sets forth literature references of interest to the artizan. 46 
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A nuclear reaction under explosive or implosive con
fincmem. produces enormous energies for the mass and 
volume of the materials involved. NX sources may 
range down to I to 2 T in yield, and of course upwards 
by a factor of I 03(1~T) or I 08 (MT). The traditional 5 
unit for measuring NX explosive energy ·is the 
kiloton( I 03 T) TNT energy equivalent: 

1012 calorics 

54 
imum(9l in FIG. 6) decreases slightly as the yield of 
the N X device increases, not considering the aforemen
tioned phenomena dependent upon a surrounding 
gaseous medium. An approximate function which 
describes this variation derives from knowledge· of the 
thermal pulse shape and fireball size(note is made. 

4.2 X I 0"' ergs 
1.2 x 106 kilowatt hours 
4.0 x t 09 British thermal units (Btu) 
12.6 Gigajoules(GJ) 

again, that this is essentially an uncontained fireball; 
and that evidently little is known about highly, partly or 
vented subterranean fireballs in this respect, which is 

10 quite germane to the improvement here addressed to) 
·and the Stefan-Botzman law for the power emitted by a 
black body; 

Although there is a substantial body of knowledge 
extant as regards NX device yield and the partition of 

15 
the energies of that yield. most symmetric NX cxplo- where: 

p=u At4 

sions have common qualitative ·and quantitative fea- P= the power 
tures. lllustrativefy~ these are set out by R.E. Jones("- t=thetemperatureofthebody 
Nuclear Weapon Burst Parameters Governing Urban A= the emitting area 
Fire Vulnerability". U.S. Naval Radiological Defense 20 u =the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
Laboratory, San Francisco. California. CFSTI. AD and that: 
659.981. 24 pp .• 12 ref .• 24 May. 1967 ). including the 
following aspects relevant to the present invention: 

The initial phase of a nuclear explosion proceeds.in a represents the power temperature of the fireball. Note 
manner independent of the surrounding environment. 25 is to be made of A as not being equal to that of a 
Within a fraction of a microsecond after detonation. sphere. 4 1T r. in the present improvement because of 
the fission products, device casing and ancillary, close- aperture or throat or FRO surface of the optoexplosive 
in debris, and. like material. arc raised to a temp~rature light generator. 
of several tens of millions of degrees .. Before the explo- Subsequently. there is a sequence of radiation-pres-

. sion plasma has. time to expand appreciably (within a 30 sure mechanisms, explained usually on a hydrodynamic 
microsecond). about 70 percent of the. total energy basis. the temperature drops to a typical value of just 
present appears.as .. thermal radiation ... Cas it is called in µnder 104 0c. with most of the radiation lying in the 
that art)- in the form of soft X-rays of several kiloelec- visible. and- corresponding to the time .when the fireball 
tron-volt energies. depending u~n the .. temperature reaches· maximum size .. Roughly. approximately JO to 
produced by the NX device. The remainder is primarily 35 40 percent of the NX device energy is converted into 
contained: in the kinetic energy of the vapor-plasma en- thermal radiant energy~ the preponderance.being in the· 
tity. which e~pands until collision with the environmen- visible and near-infrared portions ofthe spectrum, with 
.tal medium at a velocity of about O.S X to• feet per the balance as kinetic blast energy, i.e .• at about at-
second. 40 mospheric pressure. The spectral distribution of the 

In an air shot.at about sea level or at low altitudes the thermal energy does not exactly correspond to that of a 
primary thermal X-rays are absorbed within a few.feet black body, and is depleted in the ultraviolet and the in-
ofthc device. producing exceedingly high temperatures frared. ,. 
within the initial fireball. The energy. is immediately However. viewed as a Planckian radiator a good ap-
reradiated and again absorbed in ·the surrounding air; 4S proximation is obtained for the conventional NX explo-
hence, the fireball grows at high velocity as the radiant sion at hand: For typical fireball temperatures the 
energy diffuses outward. Since the mean free path of Planck spectrum predicts about I 0 percent of the ener-
the thermal radiation in air at these temperatures is gy in the ultraviolet, 40 percent in the visible, and SO 
large compared to the fireball dimensions. ene11gy is percent in the near infrared. Likewise, .for the usual. 
rapidly distributed within the fireball, and the tempera- 50 non-optoexplosive NX device. i.e., the NX device not 
ture throughout remains quite uniform as the fireball optimized for the generation of optical radiation. as 
grows and cools. The mass of hot gases( or plasma) in should be the case in the present improvement in cer-
the region behind ·the radiation front is .referred to as tain of its modifications. about I percent of the total 
the isothermal sphere. thermal energy is released in the prompt pulse(90 in 

The spectral distribution of radiation from the 55 FIG. 6). with about 99 percent in the second pulse(9l 
fireball can be approximated by. the spectrum of a in FIG. 6) which is radiated over a much longer period 
black body corresponding to the surface temperature of time and at a lower temperature. 
of the fireball. In the more conventional NX explo- At NX burst altitudes of approximately 50 miles- or 
sions, which arc.not necessarily dea·lt with herein, only "the equivalent in a 'depressurized optoexplosive 
relatively low enerzy(visible .and near-visible) radia- 60 system-the atmosphere can no longer be assumed 

·tion. a small· fraction of the total;·escapes from-the· im-:--···-·isotropic~·since·the-me~i'n-free-path-of the-primaryd£r:-
mediate vicinity. of the isothermal sphere during the mal X-rays(and thus the radius of the initial fireball) 
early stages, and substantially all of the short balloons to some tens of miles. Because of the density 
wavelength radiation is reabsorbed by the surrounding 65 gradient, in a high altitude explosion. the otherwise 
air. spherical fireball becomes spheroidal, prolate above 

In the nuclear explosion art it is generalized that and oblate below. and . at even greater altitude 
fireball temperature at the second thermal max- equivale.nts the distortion will be extreme. The thermal 47 
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radiation at ground level will consist of two main com- within the arm 101 of the T-or its equivalent. Rather. 
ponents: (a) a brief flash of a few microseconds . the highly reacting or ... combmting0 '(sometimcs a.Hed 

· lifetime, the visible and near-visible tail of the high- .. afterburning'') explosive and explosive device and 
temperature NX device plasma spectrum being fol- optional (e.g .• dopant) materials account for the light 
lowed by ( h) a pulse of longer duration emitted by the 5 production. The situation is well adapted to the use of 
excited region of the tenuous atmosphere. The extra- dopants as liners or means say upon the walls of arms 
visual portions of the spectrum may be enhanced. 1P2 and/or 96(in the latter instance as when the plasma 

Viewed simplistically the fireball from a just- is made to rebound back-and-forth between 101 and 96 
detonated NX device. as well a.S that from a ex device, · in a partiaUy or fully closed T configuration. until di.s
is a "plasma balloon," having high-rise rate( several IO sipatedJ. Likewise. such an arrangement is suited to the 
hundred feet per second in the case of an open Nx employment of optoexplosives characterized as of the 
burst. more slowly in the case of ex detonations) and long-lasting low-order detonation or near-pyrotechnic 
unique buoyancy-maintaining a certain structuraJ and kind. so as to yield a. maximum of plasma. Highly 
configurational integrity until it breaks out, as by 15 brisant optoexp~osives are utilized when comparatively 
hydrodynamic separation. short pulse outputs are desired, although usually with 

Thus. when a T or Y or like bifurcated explosion leg con~mitant insult to the structure. 
(e.g .• 96, 102 ii) FIG. 7. and 110. 120 in FIG. 8. with the llll!stratively, if an optoexplosive detonated say off-
light-traversing legs UM and 117, respectively) carries alignment with 106 as in FIG. 7, e.g.,. emplaced in sump 
an optoexplosive source(say at Uk(RG.7). lOftFIG. 20 102 for that detonation, and within 10 milliseconds 
8), and the other members shown in these drawings are produces a fireball of 15 yards diameter, then the un-
not present), the explosion of that source results in the confined( as when 102 is larger than 15 yards in diame-
plasma balloon I have deScribed. which· rises and thus ter) plasma balloon will· occupy a volume of approxi-
removes itself from the line-of-sight communication mately 1750 cubic yards. Fifteen milliseconds later. 
with the FRO means. 25 when the plasma balloon is 50 yards in diameter. i.e., at 

By venting the top arm of the Tor Y or the like, vent- 25 milliseconds from detonation, the spheric plasma 
ing can be obtained; otherwise, rebound into the lower body mensurates out io 6500 cubic yards volume. As· 
arm, with an ess.=ntiaUy lateral to-and-fro fluid flow suming a cylindrical member like 102 in FIG. 7, and 
between the side-arms( with of course some escape- . knowing its diameter~· the rough length of the plasma 
ment, depending upon · the confi;:=uration of the 30 piston formed once· the plasma balloon is constrained 
system), to decompose and dissipate the plasma bal- and formed into the piston by arm 102 conveniently 
loon. follows from the usual relation for the volume of· a 

Similarly. taking FIG. 7 as~ example of a T butt · · cylinder, 'Ir rl(r=radiusJE=length.); or when of square 
configuration, should the NX device I O.Jt or a CX 'cross-sectional fac·e fiom S1l (S =face side, l = lenith); 
device, as may be desired), be .emplaced in the lower 35 ·or when of heugorial section, 0.866.fl(/ = distance 
arm 102 and detonated, the plasma ~alloon will first · . between opposite.faces. of the hexagon, /=length ofihe 
form and then be constrained by the walls of the.· hexagon); or when of octagonal form, 0.829.fl (fand l, 
system;,' forming a plasma piston which will shoot up- as before); and the like, including &ustrum-joined con
wards into upper arm !~(again, ·in this illustration 40 figurations(as 101and96 in· FIG. 7) at the inter..;..:ction 
members 94, 98 ~nd the like are not present). If arm 96 with leg 104 of FIG. 7(which. for example, may be 
rises to and opens at the ground surface 20e, the thusly- round, eUiptical or the like), like variously truncated 
formed plasma piston follows the course of least re- cones and polygons, e.g~, a pyramid. 
sistence and vents at that ground surface. However, the The explosive coursing of a plasma mus from one 
plasma traverses the T made with leg 104 and light 106 4.s side arm into a second side um in· communication 
therefrom passes down I 04; the duration of this pulse therewith, and passing by an apertured stem( as illus-
depends of course upon the length and velocity of the trated here by shot within 102, traveling put 104, and 
plasma piston. and in any event generally malting for through to 96 in AG. 7). with stem 104.offering pres-
the production of a lengthy light pulse 106. "f..he ease- sure release and shock d~amics like diffracted shock, 
ment of the plasma in its movement from shot point SO secondary or reinforced reflections, and Mach.:.stem ef· 
within 102·and up into and out of %(should the vent- fects involves attendent tluidics, hydrodynamics, pJas-
ing modification be involved and, as just pointed out madynamics and gasdynamics. among other features. 
supra. this may not always be desirable) can be ob- which will not be detailed here, as these involve com-
tained by malting· 102 and 96 of relatively large diame- puteri,zation for the solution of situations concerning 
ter as compared to leg UM. offering by least-resistance SS the spill into the leg like that of 104(FIG. 7) of 
pathway a lessened spillover of plasma into leg I 04. plasma( which may be taken as fluidic medium) and of 

Knowing the expansion velocity of an NX or ex kinetic energies like blast. . . 
fir~ball readily enables those in the art to calculate the The otherwise wasted energies of the spilled plasma 
len~th and therefore the duration of light pulse produc- and. blast, into the leg 104 optically coupled with the 
tion when the throat diameter of leg UW is also 60 FRO means._~~--~«:_c~~-tit!J~~-as_useable_opticaL.--.··· ·-·· 
known( as· by-a· systemrscience-reduction·-w-·a· Jeast----radiation. -For ex~ple. as by the employment of UM 
parameter model). although. in such calculations the dopant liner to take up and reradiate plasma energy; as 
fluid mechanical properties of the plasma generally by the use of fast-time fluorescent transducers ·for the 
enter into the figuring at a more refined level. 

65 
sa..T!le purpose; and as by loading part or all of leg 104 

It is noted in these versions that the burst or detona- with luminomly-shock.able gueou.s medium like a 
tion light from an optoexptosion is not utilized. for that noble gas, with or without containing partitions singly 
prompt pulse of optical radiation largely is confined or multiply sectioning out portiom of UM. 4 8 
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Abruptly shock-dcnsificd nuclear reactant generates. he contrasted with the typical 10-•s second taken as 
explosive energy by two processes: (a) fission. e.g .. of reflection time). the foregoing can also be employed to: 
uranium or plutonium isotopes. and ( h) fusion~ e.g .. of (I) change the rise .. time by varying the nuclear reaction 
deuterium .and tritium, the latter forming out of the rate. :ind/or (II) expand the time base of pulse 90 and 
fragmentation of lithium-6. NX energy sources can he 5 foreshorten or coalesce pulse 92 into 90. making for 
controlled hy proper design of the device: Tht! desired more of a monopulse in FIG. 6. so as to provide a more 
amount of energy can be metered out, although it is· not useful optoexplosion. and. hcri.ce-. to better match the 
always evident from available information just how this optic.al absorption-reflection parameters of the FRO. 
energy is partitioned; the release location can he In the conventional NX device art and in the various 
designated and controlled: and the time of relea!'c of 10 nuclear explosions I have observed, the resulting explo-
NX energy c:m be determined. sion is usually regarded as substantially a symmetric 

NX devices can be optimized in design for some sin- one. i.e .. spheroidal or approximating same until the 
gle property or characteristic. although as I point out in point of environmental factor take-over. In certain ver-
the present disclosure. designs maximized for say the 15 sions of this invention(e.g .• where venting, fireball 
ultravio~et visible-infrared window of the at- plasma, and pres.~ur~ problems are severe) I prefer to 
mosphcrc( of principal interest herein) seem to have - utilize an asymmetric or aspheric NX device explosion. 
received attention not at ali or at least secondary to Asymmetric NX energy sources, for purposes of this 
blast and other forms of energy. When small diameter diselosurc, can be said to falJ into two categories: (a) 
or cost arc paramount. these features can he designed 20 gun-type a·nd (b) implosion, as follows: 
into an NX device. Often there are trade-offs hetwccn a. NX source IOd in FIG. S, for example, may com-
the attributes of particular NX device designs. prise the usual constraining envelope carryiug the 

Thus. herein the primary function of the N X energy necessary fissionable pieces, which are explosively 
source is :in optoexplosive one, wherein optimizing for brought together for the fission reaction by ex 
light output with or without attcndent reaction rate 25 charges on. either side of the group of pieces; how-
changc. and with or without dopants(as contrasted to ever. in order to make the resulting explosion 
''salting .. agents which relate to another facet of the asymmetric or the analog of CX cylindrical explo-
NX art). there is includ!:d: ( 1) varying the criticality sions. with the preponderance of released energy 
and/or ( 2) varying the symmetry of the nuclear reac- emitted from one end of the tube over that of the 
tant. as for example singly or comhincd the following: 30 opposite end. one of the two CX charges is 

a. Reducing the critica!ity by les..,.ening the en- stronger than the other. Thus. at the butt of lOd 
richment of the nudear reactant, as by alloying there is placed a more powerful shaped charge. 
with the ~me element( but of different isotopic whereas at the front( in t~e d_irection of 76 and 88) 
species). or· by use of an· additive element in alloy. there is placed a less powerful shaped charge, with 
solid-solution~ chemical combination or like form, 35 the fissionable matter ancillary elements between · 
in which case the element(s) is essentially nuclear the two. ·other versions of this basic approach by 
non-reactive and say of appropriatc(e.g .• low) asymmetric· NX explosions.- adapted to say ·muJ..-
neutror...-capture cross-section; tilegged optoexplosive system like that of. FIG. 4 

b. Lowering the density of the nuclear reactant. as hy 40 within design capacity of those skmed in the NX 
explosive liquifaction( e.g .• cnsembling the nuclear design art; · · 
rC!actant as liner, cone, filler or like element in one b. Likewise, in the implosion-type NX energy source 
or more hollow-charges of the NX device), or by one or more of the ex implosion "lenses_"( as they 
gasificatibn-compaction techniques( discussed are often called in the art) is of lesser yield than its 
subsequently); . 45 opposing counterpart(s). The result, like that of 

c. Reducing the renccted neutron flux, as by decreas- (a). is that the explosive fission reaction( or fusion 
ing the surface area and/or changing the profile of reaction. as the case may be) first breaks through 
the neutron reflector; at that portion corresponding to the less power of 

d. Changing the shape of the nuclear reactant by rais- the implosion lens( es), giving asymmetry or a 
ing the surface-to-volume ratio, as by powder SO directed-energy explosion. There are many possi-
metallurgy and foamed-metal techniques; ble variations to this approach, utilizing multiple .. _ 

e. Demoderating by reducing or modifying the break-out" implosion facets. whic~ :.-.~ed not be 
moderation envelope; detailed here. 

f. Tamping. ashy use of inclusives(c.g .• particulates, One advantage of the directed-energy explosion, par-
cellulants(gas-loaded spheres and foamed-metal 55 ticularly NX, is that high Mach blast energies, debris 
members), foil. rods, and the like-which may or and the like can be made to sink into the shock-sink 
may not act as dopants) characterized by ap- leg(s) of the system; that more efficient venting can be 
propriate( e.g., high) neutron-capture cross-sec- had(see venting methods and means set forth herein); 
tion. that insult to the firing chamber of the explosion leg is 

Furthermore, the performance of an NX device can 60 reduced; and that the problem of plasma piston han-
be altered hy suitably changing the nature·;stren·gth·a·nd · · ·· -dlinf in--the·-case·-or liigh--yield-·eilergy .. sourccs i-s ex~·-···· 

configuration of the ex explosive media which actuate pedited by sinking and/or venting. 
it. The usual and more conventionally designed NX 

Since the rise-time of the prompt pulse of an NX ex-
65 

devices utilize nuclear reactant in solid form. Many NX 
plosion may be of the order of J 0-11 second (or I 00 devices are optimized for blast rather than optical ener-
nanoseconds) (approximately the time constant for op- gy output_, and hence do not appear as well adapted to 
tical tran§ftion!I in many substance~. which value should mu: in tellurian optoexplosive systems H they might he. 

49 
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Since the requirements of a tcllurian optocxplosivc 
system may include N X energy generators of low 
yield( e.g .• T to daT or, at least, in the sub-KT range J. 
maximized for light generation and having reduced 
detonation rates(for lon~cr light pulse production. al
beit generally at lessened temperatures and cff1c1cn
cies ), f submit a gas-loaded NX energy source as an op
tocxplosivc, which may or may not he doped to in
crease the color or brightness temperature. 

tocxplosivc energy source per se(e.g .• dopants in inti
mate admixture with explosive substance), and/or (II) 
agents and adjunctives external to that source, but in 
close and reciprocal relationship with the dynamic:: ex-

5 plosion( e.g .• decouplants). 
. Optocxplosion modifiers fall into a miscellany of 
over~apping classes, the functionatity and exact role of 
which are sometimes overlooked or are upon very em
pirical bases in the more traditional explosives art. For 

10 working purposes herein these modifiers include the 
following: 

Thus there is·containcd at suitable pressure a sub-
.. critical mass of say U235 in gaseous form. e.g .• uranium-

235 hexafluoride. U235F6 (with the co1llbining cle
ment(s) t)f low neutron cross-section or capture) 
within a CX implosion system. Upon firing the latter I 

5 
explosive pressurization of the fissionable gas com
pound takes place with compaction into a critical mass 
which undergoes low-grade nuclear explosion. Gasified 
plutonium compounds should also be useful. The 
nuclear reactant gas may initially be at elevated pres- 20 
~ure. atmospheric pressure. or reduced pressure. The 
latter conditions are favored by the spatial latitude and 
large working volume available in the firing chamber of 
the explosion -leg of the optoexplosive system. Im
mediately hefore use the gas-type NX energy source 25 
can be loaded by in-pumping gasified nuclear reactant 
from multiple (suhcritical) bottles at the surface. the 
nuclear reactant container being of any suitable materi-
al used in the N X devices art. Modifications of the gun
type explosive source should be feasible for larger yield 30 
NX explosions, e.g .• in the range of daT to several hec
totons(hT). the.gun envelope say being provided with a 
rurturable .. window .. ( e.g.. thinned and structurally 
weaker section) so as to give a directed-energy NX ex
plosion and/or an NX explosion of controlled yield. 35 

Otherwise. asymmetric . NX energy sources should 
result from proper use of implosives. as de5cribed in the 
for~going. 

Certain· NX devices arc designed .for maximum 
40 

neutron generation, and this is accompanied by an in-
tense flash of light. The neutron energy of such devices 
can be transduced into optical spectrum frequencies b_y 
an appropriate neutron-excitable phosphor. with emis
sion in the visible and extra-visible portions of the spec- 45 
trum. The phosphor can, for example bC turned to ac
count as a coating on the walls of the explosion leg. 
preferably near the crotch where the FRO. is em placed, 
and/or by using a phosphor-surfaced FRO member. It is 
desirable that such a version be operated at reduced so 
pressure. although it is feasible at atmospheric pres
sures or in tenuous gas atmospheres other than air, con
sistent with neutron absorptivitics of gases. In the BAR
BEL ADD-ON event of 1961. an NX of special design 
produced an ultrahigh neutron flux which was colli- 55 
mated to a small beam for experimental purposes. 

OPTOEXPLOSION MODIFIERS 

a. Dopants: agents and/or processes which interact 
during the reactive, dynamical phase of the explo
sion. i.e .• at some time during the first-to-last of the 
reaction. serving to enhance color and/or 
brightness. and/or functioning to add to and in
troduce into light output spectral qualities, e.g., 
particular lines and bands (both emission and ab
sorption, the latter being especially emphasized 
here for those optoexpJosion beams desired as 
characterized by spectral gaps), of the kind to be 
worked into an irradiablc:: target; and, agents 
and/or processes which interact with the kinetic 
energy output, particularly shock. to produce usa
ble light. 

I demarcate the two aforementionc:d working varie
ties of dopants as follows: 

A. Detonation dopants: those which physicochemi
cally interact with and enter info the explosion 
reaction per se, including the combusting which 
may be involved in say the after-median or trailing 
edge of the detonation sequence. to'. provide 
adiabat_ically or otherwfae excited · atomic and 
molecular species or both(e.g .• C, Si, B. Al. Mg. 
Zr, Hf, Ta. Nb, Th, U. and rare earths. and their 
various species like. monoxides( as of alkaline earth·. 
metals). it being emphasized that the line between 
the usually smalf amounts of dopants typical to an 
e11hancement process( involving detonation and/or· 
combusting) and the generally larger amounts of 
the same or similar materials that more properly 
have to be regarded as daltonide(as contrasted to 
bertholide) ingredients of many of the usual explo
sives: 

B. Shock dopants: those which interact with shock, 
blast and the general category which includes •• -
kinetic energy.'' which generally do not enter into 
the chemical reaction or affect the. rate thereof. 
and which transduce essentially kinetic energy into 
optical radiation; e.g .• the various gases like the 
noble gases~ the more reactive and single element 
and compound gases and vapors( including those 
deri"'.ed from sublimones) like N2, 0 2, N20, CO:z, 
CO, the halogens. and certain halogenated and 
group- or radical- coupled carbon com-
pounds(e.g., fluoroc~rbons, metalorganics, 

By the expression .. optoexplosion modifiers .. I mean nitrocarbons); · 
those adjunctive processes and agents, usually involv- 60 And. as is evident, kind (A )-detonation dopant- is 

;. -

ing solids but raot excluding gases and· liquids;·which--·an·integral·part·of the··explosive-devictfl)r-af leasflri"iii.:--· ····--·--·-
chemically and/or physically interact with and modify terreacting relationship with or closely intimate to the 
the performance of an optoexplosive device or ensem- reacting explosive mass; whereas, kind (8)-shock do-
ble and/or the dynamic!' and kinetics of the reactions 65 pant-may be in an ~xternal relationship which in-
thereofwhich produce blast and light. eludes reception of and interaction with the light exci-

Optoexplosion modifiers and adjunctives take the tant(shock) but does not necessarily exclude the highly 
two forms of: (I) incorporation with and into the op· dynamic phase (A) wh_ich due to pressure and similar 

~n 
,.) ". . .1 
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characteristics of its own may engage in·.a feedback Proc. Roy. Soc .• 246A. 281-283 (1958); M.A. 
relationship with the shock dopant situation: Cook et al., J. Appl. Phys., 30, I 579-1584( I 

b. Decou plants: substances external to a· CX or N X 959) ); the well known variation of detonation rate 
device which. via · entropification processes, with density of explosives like TNT may be taken 
reduce and dc[!rade kinetic ener~ies.~ normally 5 as an example. The density of an optoexplosive, 
these are thought of in terms of NX encr~y and hence the detonation rate, can be varied by 
sources, but here I specifically point out numerous methods and means; e-.g., rate of cooling 
decouplant masses cooperantly arranged with CX frof!l molten state, gasification by inert or noble 
sources of high yield, or of CX devices seated gas during the casting step, compositing by adding 
within and detonated in a tellurian optoexplosive 10 low-density filler or diluent, and loading with 
system characterized hy comparatively short and microencapsulated solid, liquid or gas. 

· large aperture legs. and formed out of a medium of Throughout the present disclosure I have set out ii-
high seismic permeability; lustrative and typical optoexplosive modifiers; these 

c. Ablatives: agents of a rather arbitrary classifica- data may be complimented and reinforced by the fol-
tion, e.g., overlapping for example (b ). supra, 

1 ~ lowing pertinent information and examples. 
wherein change-of-state like P..!!:~~~sis, vaporiza- As just indicated, my concept embracing the dopant 
tion. sublimation, fusion. and the like are involved. is a very broad one. It includes a large and variegated 
The situation is- complexed by the fact that abla- category or' substances( and, in some cases, physical ef-
tives(c.g.. forming melts. vapors. sublimoncs. 20 fects and agencies) not always neatly defined or classed 
spalled particulates). as from a tunnel or shaft wall in terms of chemical and physical properties. The more 
of siliceous make-up, can and do contribute as a easily functional approach, however, provides cert~in 
detonation dopant in that light output is increased. common qualities which run through the solids. liquids 
Conversely, ahlativcs can behave as decouplants and gases I have demarcated as detonation dopants and 
by cntropying and decomposing unwanted ener- 25 shock dopants. Generally. the common feature from 
gics like those in kinetic forms and those at the ex- the standpoint of functionality is simply the alteration 
tremes of the electromagnetic spectrum. particu- of the balance of an explosion process in favor of light 
larly X-rays;. output of practicable and usable nature-to make for 

d. Optical transducers: usually fa.st-time nuoresccnt what I call an optoexplosion-and to contribute to the 
agents. e.g .•. pure emitters. phosphors, doped 30 production of that optoexplosion optically transduced 
glasses. of less than approximately Io-• second energies from otherwise unwanted. and wasted optical. 
lifetime, and not excluding gases and vapors and chemical and kinetic energies. 
liquids. albeit usually solids. which absorb optoex- Dopants may or may not be Planckian, and they may 
plosion exciting light and emit in a Stokesian raise the system "to one or more optical parameters-
mode: anti-Stokesian luminescents of suitable 35 real or apparentbut, in any event, useful-to that level 
r&~laxation time are not excluded. although these beyond what would be expected by application of black 
comprise a small minority of the family; body ·law, spectrum-additive-dopants included~ 

e. Coolants: agent~ which interact with an infant, ma- Likewise, dopants in an explosive configuration may 
turc:. or senescent explosion in such a way as to 40 result in an optical output above that usually set by 
limit the rate of reaction or the temperature of the stoichiometric an~ thermodynamic and like considera-
reaction(which kind of definition may he said to tions. 
hold in converse for some dopants, supra); coo- Throughout this disclosure I have endeavored to 
lants are employed mainly in.low-order-detonation emphasize dopant and like agencies in the particular 
and pyrotechnic-type optocxplosives to regulate 45 reactions set out. for example, that of the oxidation of 
light emission by a given atomic or molecular spe- . cyanogen, where in the presence of carbon a several-
cies by keeping the reaction rate and/or tempera- fold enhancement results; or in the case of high detona-
ture favorable for the existence ofthat species; tion rate chemical explosives like TNT. PETN, ROX, 

f. Velocity modifiers: agents or physical charac- where the addition of metal powder like aluminum may 
teristics which increase or decrease deto~ation 50 nearly double the energy; the same thing being true of 
velocity within an optoexplosive mass. usually by low detonation rate explosives like black- powder 
changing the density. Entrained air and variations (where an essentially .. carbon flash" is changed to an 
in crystalline state. e.g .• ranging from the more "aluminum nash .. ), and so forth. 
dense cryptocrystalline to the less dense coarse or Carbon. an example of a dopant in a high explosive 
macrocrystalline, loosely a situation which is an 55 which is otherwise of low luminosity, leads the way to.a 
analog of confinement. wherein the transition class of dopants which may be described as "high tern-

. from deflagration through to detonation involves perature." These are the substances noted with respect 
the former in a mode of explosion as distinguished to refractory FRO means, set out by J.f. Lynch et 
from the latter by constituting the very rapid au- al.( cited herein), which are solids until the ca. l 0 4 °C 
tocombustion of particles as a surface 6-0 region is attained(e.g .• carbides of tantalum, niobium, 
phenomenon; in · det1agration···-·the ···reaction· - · -zirconium-and hafnium )~-Certain·of the-nitrides-and.sit-=--·······------
products flow away from the unreacted material, · icides fall into this category. 
while in detonation these are at exceedingly high Certain silicon alloys possess a dopant quality. caus 0 

pressure and flow toward the unreacted material 
65 

ing an increase in brightness when added in percent-
( cf. W. Rinkenbach in G. L. Clark (ed.). ··The En- ·ages up to approximately 5-8 percent. For example, I 
cyclopedia 0 (Chemistry"". New York. Reinhold have tested calcium-silicon alloy(e.g .• Ca(28-35) 
Pub. Co .. 19~7. pp. 284-285; M.A. Cook et al., :Si(60-65 ), an example of alkaline earth metal:silicon 
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alloys, and have found that there is a pronounced hole for emplacement and shot of the NX device. the 
enhancement in the light-giving qualities of apparent yield of that device can be pared down to 
pyrotechnic compositions of the fuel-oxidizer type hav- between several tenths and several per cent of the 
ing a com busting or deflagrating temperature in the original value in terms of the seismic signal generated. 
range of less than 103 °C. 5 In the sense of .. decouplant", as generally used here as 

Dopant-enhanced light output appears generally behaving cooperantly with an NX or CX explosion to 
within the area of chemical explosives and explosions. take up unwanted kinetic energies in particular, gra-
At first sight detonation and like dopants would not phite is an example of a material which by heat and like 
seem to be applicable to· nuclear ex.plosions, aside from ahsorption-entropification via change-of-state-
shock dopants like noble gases which interact in the IO decouples by a theoretical factor of 3 X 102 or more, 
usual way with tpe shock front. However. despite the although evidently not all skilled in the NX art agree 
often different energy le.vets between the CX and NX with this(cf. "Technical Aspects of Detection and ln-
explosions and the means producing them. there are spection Controls of a Nuclear Weapons Test Ban," 
features which allow for detonation doping and. there- 15 Summary Analysis of Hearings. pp. 26-27. 74, Joint 
fore. the use of dopant(s), in the NX energy process. Committee on -Atomic Energy( U.S.), Washington, 

Thus, in both prompt flash and particularly the after- D.C., April 19-22, 1960). 
burning fireball luminosity dopants either are present Typically. for present purposes the NX device-
by virtue of NX device design or of nuclear reactant; decouplant arrangement is specifically structured so 
Thus, the casing and like immediate and adjacent 20 that. for example, within the firing or explosion 
. material contribute to both. as is the case when the chamber of the explosion leg of the syste~. said 
nuclear reactant is say not highly enriched and the chamber being enlargened in appropriate manner and 
diluent contributes to the nuclear burning process. geometry and size, the optoexplosive device-NX or 
When the temperature of this process drops into the CX or both-is surrounded by decouplant, except that 
105 °C, or at least below 1 O' °C, the high temperature 25 the portion facing the explosion leg and thence to the 
dopants. supra, are advantageously employed. FRO element (e.g., device 10/ in cavity to 122. facing 
Likewise, dopants such as certain metals and metal- into 117 and providing optoexplosion light 118 in 
loids, W. Nb, Ta, Si, B, can be utilized~ FIG.8(the other features in this drawing are omitted for 

These are usually in particulate form in a mass in present purpo~s) is not surrounded by decouplant so 
which the NX device is embedded. of symmetry 30 that optoexplosion· light 1 UJ can traverse leg 117. 
characterized by a larger mass of the dopant at the The structural arrangement between NX or CX or 
rear(away from the leg leading to· the FRO) of the both and the decouplant, taken together with the 
device. Special ensembles and geometries.can be em- chamber size, is made in accordance with shock and 
ployed for directed-energy· NX devices ~ that max-. ·ex.plosion phenomena, a~d can be as fully .decoupled an 
imum nuclear energy is taken up by the dopant body.. 35 . arrangement as possible consistent with the. generation 

Taking the nuclear pla5ma as a~ analog offlashla.mp · and ·liberation oflight into leg U7, or a partially dec.ou-
plasma of high power, gas-discharge type~lhe nuclear · pied arrangement. In the latter case there·may be an in-
plasma in a siliceous or artifically.w>repared(as by shaft · tel'Vening.space of·an atmosphere, and the member 122 
or tunnel coa.ting) tu~ul"ation can be ex~cted. ~to 40 or i~ ~quivalent c~mprising the d~couplant. In. such a 
produce what 1s called m the flashlamp art 1mpuraty versmn slabs or briquettes of graphite or other heat-ab-
radiation .. from the .. evaporated" wall surface materi- sorptive material, which . may be an endothermic 
al. When the system design is· such that nuclear chemical composition or a si.mple change-of-state 
plasma( and the same holds for CX-derived plasma, in material like a conventional ablative, say composite 
both cases afterbtirning or com busting material of high 4s wherein randomly oriented fibrous, particulate or other 
energy and a high degree of ionization of elementary disperse~ ·solid within matrix solid like thermosetted 
particles like atoms) passes into the explosion leg. that polymer is utilized. 
leg may be lined with dopant( e.g., high temperature Decouplants of the ablative species( not to be con-
variety) or have projections out from its walls made of fused ·with "'ablatives" as modifiers also set out herein) 
the dopant. so can be chosen and designed out of experience with 

The concept and principle of decoupling and,·the use entry materials, heat shield substances, and the like in 
of decouplants derives from the NX ·device art. Thus, the missiles field. This is the subject of a large literature 
the signal produced by a given underground burst de- and the artizan is referred to such examples a·s: H.G. 
pends upon the nature of the medium within which it Landau. "Heat Conduction in a Melting Solid", Quart. 
occurs. This is due to the difference in magnitude of SS J. Appl. Math., 8( I), 81-94( 1950); R.G. Fleddermann, 
kinetic( or !':lechanical) et.ergy transfer( or coupling) .. Analysis of Transient Ablation and Heat Conduction 
between the explosion and the surrounding te11urian Phenomena at a Vaporizing Surface," Chem. Eng. 
medium. For example, tests have been made on the Symp. Ser., 57(32),24( 1960); H.Bethe and Mac C. 
seismic effects of CX energy sources in saltine medium Adams, ••A Theory for the Ablation of Glassy Materi-
with TNT charges up to I T in size. Although the ex- 60 als.'' J. Aerospace Sci., 26(6 ), 321-328( 1959); R.S. 
trapolations into NX device shots of the KT range in- Barriault and J. Vos, .. Analysis of the Ablation of 
dicated that a saltine medium would have a decoupling Plastic: Heat SJHeld1 that Form a Charred Surface 
factor-of 2;5 for a tamped shot·in·tuff,-the··oNOME·Nx--·-i;ayif.'' rA-mer~·Rocket· Soc~: <i, 82f.~829(1.960); H.S. 
shot(December 1961) of about 3-4 KT. also in salt, 65 CanlawandJ.~aeger,"ConductionofHeatinSolids," 
shows that in these yield ranges the salt has a London, Oxford Univ. Press •. 1959; J. Kanzlarich. 
coupling( as contrasted to a decouplina) factor .. of about "Ablation of Reinforced Plastics for Heat Protection," 
2.5 under !'im ilar conditions. However, by use of a large J. Appl. Mech., 3, 177-182( I 96S ). 

' ' 
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duccr enables an upgrading in efficiency of an optoex
plosivc light source in that otherwise wasted light or 
particulate energies arc converted into useful lig~t. 

The fluorescent transducer may be coated on the 

I particularly cite these and like rcfcrcnfc~ herein to · 
exemplify those facets which deal with the state of the 
art not only as it may concern decouplants and can
didates for that role, but also in connection with facets 
relevant to other kinds of optocxplosion modifiers. c.~ .• 
optical tr;.rnsduccrs(as physical configurations. for ex
ample). coolants. and velocity modifiers. Furthermore. 
operancy of the various forms of the FRO means re
lates to this· area, e.g., timed-life FRO and reflectively
changeable(during input pulse history) FRO. 

5 wall of the explosion leg and/or layered upon say a 
fran~ible, reflective metal substrate. In the former in
stance an optical arrangement of wall-projecting reflec
tors gathers the initial exciting light (the reflection sur
face faces the explosive light source), and then directs 

10 it to projecting members which carry the fluorescent 
transducer (which faces the FRO). say as a spaced se
ries of half-pyramids (the flat or curved faces being the 
reflection and transduction fa~es. 

15 
When fluorescent transducer excitation is to be 

made by particulate radiation. the system is preferably 
outgassed so as to reduce absorption and increase 
mean free pat~s. depending upon the particle(s) in
volved. For neutron beams tenuous air or low cross-

When I speak of ablatives as a category of optoexplo
sion modifiers I distinguish these from ·dopants and 
decouplants which in certain instances involve ahlativc 
behavior. admitting that again there is overlapping 
between the classes~ but at the same time pointing up 
the fact that certain materials within or interacting with 
explosion plasma contribute materially to light genera
tion. For example, it is recognized as a fact that high 
power gaseous discharges( plasmas) are acompanied hy 20 section gases can be loaded Into the system. For in

creased luminescence efficiency the fluorescent sub
stance can be supercooled, and this is particularly 
desirable in the case of a large fluorescent mass carried 
in the form of an FRO element at the crotch of the op-

· .. impurity radiation .. evolved from .. evaporated .. wall 
portions of the envelope-these are called "ablative 
light sources.'' In these sources the major portion of the 
radiation is emitted by the wall particles rather than by 
the gas initially loaded in the electric discharge tube. 
The ablated wall material may be fused silica or a ther
moplastic like lucite( methyl methacrylate ), and in con
nection with the present improvement I would espe
cially emphasize the following ablatives: non-silicates, 
e.g.. boron and phosphorus based glasses; heavy 30 
metal(like lead) and rare earth glasses: heavily 

is toexplosive system. 
An example of a calculation of the maximum bril

liancy of a phosphor excited by an unlimited energy 
input is that of H.W. Leverenz(R.C.A. Rev., 
5, 162( 1940)): 

E,,.az=ZPE/t 

doped( .. impurity .. ) glasses: and the like. where: 
When the .shot vault and/or explosion leg of the E= the luminescence e~ergy in ergs; 

!'ystem, e.g .• 14 back. to and-including means 10 in FIG. Z = the optimum concentration of activating centers 
I, is of highly siliceous material like granite, 35 per millimeter~ being 1021; 

granodi<:frite. rhyolite. or the "like, it can be considered P = the penetration of the exciting electrons into the 
the anal9g of the envelope of an ablative light source of phosphor layer, in centimeters; 
the electric discharge variety. In the latter the ·conver- t = the transition time. for luminescent output in 
sion of electrical energy occurs with an efficiency of 40 seconds. · 
between t 0 and 30 percent,. in the. microsecond In a typical calculation this comes out to 9 x rnu 
domain, with a good proportion of the emission in the ergs per square centimeter. or about 9 x t 05 watts. per 
ultraviolet. Thus. R. Goldstein and f.N. ~astrup(IEE square centimeter. . 
J. Quant. Electronics, 0-3.249( 1967); J. H. Gonz and Coolants form an assortment of often seemingly lit-
P. Newell, J. Opt. Soc. Amer .• 56,87(1966): see espe- 45 tie-related compounds. Flash reducers and flash hiders 
dally. for summary and review, A. Papayoanou et al., of the munitions art. and certain ingredients common 
.. High-Power Incoherent Light Sources·\ CFSTI AD ·to pyrotechnics are included as coolants. Federoff et 
664,148.l l pp. (cf. pp. 8-9). Fort Monmouth, New al.("Dictionary of _Explosives, Am~nmition and 
Jersey. November 1967 ). establish an increase by a fac- Weapons( German Section)", PATR No. 2510, CFSTI 
tor of S due to ablatives, ranging down to 3500 A in the SO AD 160,636, 343 pp., Dover, New Jersey, 1958, p. 
case of silica. · Ger. S 1) lists the following substances which have been 

Papayoanou and Buser( cited above) reinforce the used, most of which date back many years in. the -
objects and f ea tu res of the present. and parent inven- pyrotechnic art: potassium salts like the sulfate, nitrate 
tions by stating that a plateau has been reached in·the or oxalate; alkali salts generally, with improved per-
use of standard (electrically-powered) flashlamps as SS fo~ance going .up the series in the periodic system, 
pulsed incoherent light sources, and that deficiences e.g .• Cs is better than Rb and Rb is better than K: oxalic 
are pronounced in very high power ultraviolet light acid; potassium chloride; sodium bicarbonate; 
sources. nitroguax:iidine(an explosive in its own right). A.A. 

A fluorescent solid having a very fast transition time, Swanson and D.D. Sager are cited(by Federoff .et al., 
e.g .• phosphor or doped fluorescent glass (preferably 60 supra) as examining the following compounds aa flash 
comprising high temperature host material), behaves-as··--···- reducers:-·-·-----·----·---·--·····---·-·-----·------·---··-··-·-···· 
a transducer in that particulate radiation and short Aminoguanidine bicarbonate; ammonium acetate. 
wavelength optical radiation is absorbed, with emission phosphate, sulfate; apatite; asbestos; barium sulfate; 
in the ultraviolet, visible. and/or infrared portions of 65 boron nitride; cerium oxide; cryolite; dicyandiamide; 
the spectrum. Many such substances are known and dimethyl oxamide; dimethyl urea; disodium phosphate; 
need not be detailed herein. Substances of high quan- mercurous nitrate; methylene urea; potassium bicar-
tum efficiency ~\fC preferred. Such a nuore1eent tran~- bonatc, thloride. iodide, metaphosphate, perchlorate~ . 5 3 
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phosphate. siliconuoride. urea oxalate; sodium am-. 
monium sulfate; sulfur; zinc sulfate; and zirconium ox-
ide. '' 

The explosive flash of an exploding projectile can be 
reduced to the point of flashlessness by surround in~ the 
explosive body with a.~ to 6 millimeter layer( sheath )of 
chlorine containing m.aterial such as ammonium 
chloride. tetrachloronaphthalene or hex
achloronaph thalcnc. 

Additionally, in my investigations of deflagratives 
.and H~c munitions I have successfully used such com
pounds as alkali acid sulfates(e.g., KHS0 4 , alkali car
bonates and bicarbonates and oxalates( cf. U.S. Pat. 
No. 2,995.526, p.3; also. various items on fluorescent. 
radioactive. carcinogenic and like specialty smoke
forming pyrotechnic munitions in Official Gazette( U.S. 
Patent Office) and Chemical Abstracts for the period 
of early 1950 and on"). 

When compatible with other optoexplosive material 
coolants can be added in small amounts. e.g., of the 
order of several percent( depending· upon the result 
desired). Or. such agents can be arranged cooperantly 
with such explosive material but_ isolated therefrom. as 
by barrier or layer partition using thin plastic film to 
form a laminate; coolants can also be prilled or coated 
after the manner of the pharmaceutical art; microen
capsulated coolant agent may be employed to ad
vantage. 

BEAM MANIPULATION - LARGE AREA OPTICS 

68 
mirror lenses may be made and assembled in sections. 
as from a number or pie-shaped wedges tied together. 
which approach is often feasible and desirable when 
otherwise untransportable mirrors are involved, e.g .• 

5 because of large size. need for structural and form in
tegrity. 

A low-cost, easily-handled and formed mirror optic 
is that· of the inflatable balloon( or like structure) 
variety. This is simply a round bag adapted to air or 

1 O other gas filling, having temperature-resistent 
fabric(e.g., Teflon, asbestos or organometallic 
polymer) metallized on its optical face, with or without· 
reinforcing stays or like members. Lighter-than-air 
gas( e.g., He) filling, together with tie-down cable, ena-

15 ble positioning the "aerial optic .. at any convenient or 
reasonable altitude, in the appropriate beam shunting 
attitude, above the exit portal of the usually ground
surface light leg. Thin metal or plastic stays, girders or 

20 
like members serve to form the optic(e.g .• as an.ellip
soidal or paraboloid mirror) and to maintain the in
tegrity of that shape involved. High winds, of course, 
and to some extent heavy rain, limit thE" performance of 
such an aerial optic. The reflecting portion of the aerial 

25 optic, alternatively. may be a sheet of polished metal 
foil or metallized plastic film. Numerous design, struc
tural and functional variates of t~e inflatable optic will 
be ev_ident to those skilled in .the art, and for ap
proaches to the bases of these reference should be 

30 made to the literature on inflatable structures and bal
loons. 

Optica11y. the mirror lens( usually paraboloid or ellip-
The shock- and debris- freed optoexplosion light may soidal in configuration) can be the first and only 

be variously manipulated or fashioned, and/or applie:1 member to gather the optoexplosive ligh.t, to pass it to 
to target in one or more of the following ways: 

a. In its pristine form~ as delivered by the FRO 35 the irradiable target. Or. such a reflection optic;s system 
may comprise more than one mirror lens, as for exam

means. as in the case ofCAL: · pie double-ellipsoidal and double paraboloid(two mir-
b. In the form of collimated and/or sectionally- rors in each system). single compound reflective 

shaped raw light. as in the case of SAL; system, and double compound-reflective system. in-
c. In the form resuJ_ting .from alteration by one or 40 eluding flux distributors.· For optics design information 

more passes involving reflection and/or refraction the artiz.an should consult P. Glaser and G. Walker, 
optics. with or without special treatment by such •·Thermal Imaging Techniques," New Yorlc, Plenum 
optical device_s as beam-splitters. polarizing ele- Press, t 964; H. Lazlo, "Image Furnace· Techniques 
ments. and electrooptic switches. particularly what Survey.•• Solar Energy. 7. 4( 1963 ); and, .. The Use of a 
I call 

0

0ux-varied"(i.e .• across the face) beams. 45 Kaleidoscope to Obtain Uniform Flux Over a Large 
As it issues from the light leg of the system the beam Area in a Solar of Arc-Imaging Furnace", by Chen. 

may be collimated or otherwise passed through one or Mattack, and Glaser, Applied Optics, 2(Marc::h) 1963. 
a series of stops. diaphragms,· slits, or like aperturing like the primary optic element in an optoexplosive 
means well known in optics, with scale-up commensu- system: the FRO, secondary optics such as mirror len-
rate with the beam size and energy. SO ses may be adapted to selectively and preferentially 

As regards ancillary optics which shunt the light to change the flux value across the face of the reflected 
the target mirror lenses are by far the more efficient light beam. The same technique can be used for secon-
and economical when large-body beams of light are dary reflectors as for the FRO, singly or in combination 
manipulated. The mirrors are usually formed metal therewith; namely, modifying the surface of the mirror 
sheet of highly polished and reflective surface. SS between one of highly specular and one or highly dif-
a1though they may be first surface, metallized glass, fuse reflectances. When this is done in desired or 
plastic or metal. The glass and the metal have the ad- predetermined pattern the resulting beam will, in its 
vantage of rigidity in large ~izes. The plastic is. ad- cross-section, exhibit the lower energy densities due to 
vantageous from the standpoant of low cost and hght loss by diffuse reflection and the higher energy densi-

·. 

.>. 

weight. The glass base, and in the case of ther- 60 ties resulting from specular reflection. This and like 
. moplastics, may.be formed by.the.technique of.slump---···---·methods·are·more-suitable-for·light-beams·whidnm:·-- ---·-·-·---

molding over a master mold. Should pressure of blast ·. not brought to focus upon an irradiable target, and 
effects be involved to a slight degree by spillover from where that target truncates the beama short distance 
an improperly vented or over-explosived system. the 65-·below the actual or calculated focal point. 
mirror elements may be perforated in one or more Alternatively. ••flux-shaping" may be had by a com-
places, though not to the extent of reducing to a great posite secondary mirror; that is, one made up of materi-
extent their light gathering surface. Extra-large area als of given patterning, and of different reflectancea. ~ . 54 
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Like large-area rdlection optics. large-area rcfrac· 
tion optics need not be the elegant and ~ophisticatcd 
ones of fine optics. although it is always desirable to en
gineer an optoexplosive system to within reasonably 
good working tolerances. Surface imperfectil.,ns. 5 
microhubbles. striae and other defects arc generally 
not of importance in large-area optics. being compt!n
sation-canccllcd by the area. 

Large-area refraction optics arc less desirable for the 
reasons just mentioned. However. in those special cases IO 
:where they are necessary. and in the smaller optoexplo
sive systems. refraction op.tics are sometimes ad
vantageous, e.g., they may be more rugged and suited 
to a series of shots. Such optics can be fabricated by 
molding( one-piece or compositely). or by the slumping 15 

methods of the art when glass or optical thermoplastic 
is the medium. About I J 0 ··plastic glas:·f':s .. have been 
described by H.C. Rafoe( .. Plastic Gia~~=- ... Proc. Lon
don Conf. Optics Inst.. 243 ct seq. ( 1950); Amer. lnsL 

20 Physics Handbook. "Optical Plastics ... p. 6-19. New 
York. McGraw-Hill. 1957). 

The so-called optical glasses are tabulated for refrac
tive indices and reciprocal dispersive powers; chemi
cally they include vinyl polycyclics. polycyclic acrylics 25 
and their. esters. and halogehated styrenes-among 
others-as well as certain metal derivatives 
thereof(e.g .• Pb), with refrac.tive indices (n:0 ) ranging 
between approximately 1 A I and 1.68. 

To meet the need· for large-area optics of the (a) 30 
refraction (lens) type. and/or fb)"light-guide type(c.g .• 
fiber and plate light pipes or conduits). wherein there is 
a refraction interface situation, I have designed and 
tested on a modest basis the two aforementioned kinds. 
emphasizing that this new cla."s of optics is primarily 35 
designed to gather and refractively guide incident 
light-with beam shaping according to the geometry of 
the device-withrcsoJution. chromatic aberration. and 
like qualities of fine optics secondary. 

I call these "wound-optics ... Thus. in simple form. 40 
take a strip or tape of transparent thermopla~tic and 
tightly wind that strip into a roll upon itself. so as to 
form a flat roll like a ·roll of common tape. The start of 

· the winding can begin upon a small-diameter mandrel 
or rod of the same plastic. From this product there is 45 
derived: 

a. A plate-type light-guide when the faces of the tape 
roll are substantially plane and smooth. Should they not 
he smooth. the body of rolled tape can be chilled( e.g., 

70 
·degas so to prevent bubble formation from en
trained air or volatile plasticizer), the product is 
now ideally a roundel slab of optically and physi
cally homogeneous m~terial; 

d. If, instead of a rectilinear strip of thermoplastic 
there is employed a polymer strip of side-elevation 
contour corresponding to a halved bi- or plano
convex lens shape. and the winding is started at the 
truncated portion. there results a roll of bi- or 
piano- convex lens configuration, which may be 
heat-melded; 

c. Conversely. instead of a rectilinear strip of ther
moplastic. should the strip in side-elevation cor
respond to a halved bi- or piano- concave lens 
shape. and the upon-itself winding begun at the 
long-axis verical half-cut9 there results a roll of bi
or piano- concave lens configuration, which may 
be oven-treated to give a substantially homogene
ous body; 

f. [would now expand upon the foregoing techniques 
of wound-optics. including same but not excluding 
other methods embracing heat-workable 
polymers, glasses or the like(including particulate 
and concentric-mold techniques) to derive what I 
call .. plate-lenses''(i.e .• substantially flat plates of 
circular or polygonal or other sectional 
geometries). Plate-lenses are characterized as 
refractively manipulating an incident beam of light 
into a convergent or divergent beam or the like. 
While, typically, such optic elements are parallel
plane plates. not excluded of course are plates of 
spheric facial aspect. consistent with the positive 
or negative magnitude of the lens desired~ The 
materials approach to the fabrication of plate-len
ses is exemplified by the series of acrylics: 

Suhstancc 

tcrt-Butyl mcthacrylate 
lsopropyl mcthacrylatc 
n-Hexyl mcthacrylatc 
n-Butyl mcthacrylatc · 
Methyl methacrylatc 
2-Methyl-cyclohexyl mcthacrylatc 
2-Chlorocyclohcxyl methacrylate 
Mcthacrylic anhydride 
Butyl mcrcaptyl methacrylatc 
h-Bromoethyl mcthacrylatc 
p.p'-Xylylcnyl dimethacrylatc 
Bcn:r.yl methacrylate 
2.3-Dibromopropyl methacrylatc 
a.b-Oiphenylethyl methacrylatc 
p-Bromophenyl methacrylate 
Methacryl phenyl salicylate 
Pentachlorophenyl mcthacrylatc 
b-Naphthyl methacrylate 
fluorenyl methacrylate 
Lead methacrylatc 

Refractive index 
(rough value} 

1.464 
1.473 
1.481 
1.483 
1.491 

. t.503 
J.518 
1.523 
1.539 
1.542 
1.556 
1.568 
1.574 
l.S81 
1.596 
1.600 
t.610 
1.629 
1.632 
l.64S 

to the glass point of the polymer). and in the resulting 50 
brittle form cold-lapped by fine and gentle abrasive ac
tion to produce a plane. polished surface. Because of 
the air layer of lower refractive index between the 
layers of plastic tape the product behaves as an in
coherent light guide. As desired, instead·of iapping and 55 

polishing. a coating of suitable lacquer can be put upon When a series of several or more strips of the foregoing 
the faces: or equivalent materials is made say by lap-splicing in-

b. An obvious alternative to the form taken by the vidual members into a single length of tape, and this 
wound optic of (a). supra. is that in which the 

6 
tape is tighly wound ~PO? it.self to f~~ a. roll, th.ere 

polymer tape surface is first coated with viscous O results a plate-l~ns which 1s ~1ther pos1t1v~ or neg~t1ve. 
liquid tike a polyalkyl. silicone· polymer( e.g;9·-a ·sil--.----When-.the-.roll-1s-started -w1th-·~he·-m~terzal-of~h1gher--------····· 
icone) of suitable refractive index for the material refractive rndex and ends at its periphery with the 
used; materi~I of lower rc;fractive index. a positive lens 

c. When the thermoplastic roll of (a). supra. is 
65 

results; and vice versa. The magnitude of the positive or 
placed in an oven and very gently brought to meld- minus qu~lity depends t?e index intervals and the 
ing(i.e., interfusion ·of adjacent layers) tempera- homo~eneaty of the resultma heat-treated body. other 
ture. preferably with a mild negative preuure(to things being a11umed equal. or cour-ae the plate-len1e1 

55 
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are not designed primarily ;\S image formers. rather Alternatively, and preferably when maximum light is 
they are optics which may be ~aid to be .. quasi· to he had, is such a stack of the same or preferably dif-
coherent .. in they they function to gather light and ferent' refractive indices, the sheets or plates otherwise 
refractively shape a transmitted beam into diverging or being transparent for the portion of the spectrum being 
conver~iiir,. <ts the case may he. 5 worked. Such an optic, in effect. is a fresnel filter, per-

What l call "stacked-lenscs"'..-characterized by large forming out of the well-known law( for an air-isotropic 
area and lnw cost:_can readily be made by pilinJZ a SC· solid interface( e.g .. plastics and glasses or the both in 
ries of transparent plastic( or glass or polycrystalline combination): R = (n - I )2/(n + I )2 • A simple example 

· optical substance) plates or sheets, each sheet having a of such a fresnel filter is that of two roundels of plastic 
slightly lesser diameter than the sheet beneath( as in IO and/or glass held together, one of the roundels being 
building a piano-convex lens): or by stacking a series of smaller than the other. Depending upon the refractive 
sheets of decreasing-diameter 0-rings, with a final disk index differences, and taking into consideration the in-
plate for the <:·enter or last element in the sequence( as creased number of multiple internal reflections occur-
in building a concavo-convex lens);. or by stacking a se- ring between the two( and to some extent the layer of 
ries of 0-rings of the same diameter but of decrcclsing 15 air in between). the flux-shaped beam transmitted by 
hole siz~ fmm bottom to top, the bottom plate being such a deyice will comprise a ring of light of greater or 
discoid or roundel without hole ... Ap1anar bi-lenses lesser energy(usually lesser) enclosing a circular beam 
result when two of the stacks{ of like kind) are placed of different flux, depending upon the optical qualities 
face-to-face or back-to-back( plane areas meeting). 

20 
of the materials employed. 

The pilc::d or stacked plates are then made into a Taken together with their large areas and variegated 
more or less optically homogeneous mass by one or refractive characteristics the various refraction optics I 
more of several treatments. Thus, just prior to stacking set forth herein are pecularialy su!ted to operate as an 
and arrangement the· contact faces of the plates arc Andrew's Separator(W.S. Andrews, Genl. Elec. Rev .• 
lightly and evenly coated with plastic cement of base 25 9. 817 ( 19 l 7 )). This system enables the isolation of 
the same as the plastic being employed for the lens spectral regions by virtue of chromatic( i.e., wavelength 
fabrication; slight side-wise sliding before drying can be or frequency) aberration. wherein radiations of longer 
used to eliminate unwanted air bubbles. Or, the stack, wavelength are less refracted than those of shorter 
with or without the cement. may be placed in an oven wav.elength. Thus. to provide shorter waveler1gths in 
and gently heated under outgassing conditions( to pull 30 the ultraviolet, visible and/or infrared, or, especially, to 
off entrained air)· until fusion occurs between the isolate regions from each other within the ultraviolet 
layers, with a resulting solid body. and infrared, a ring-stop( or, for rough work an open 

In certain instances( e.g .• extremely large area optics) stop or diapnragm) is placed before the lens-emergent 
it may be desirable to screw-bolt or dowel the stack. beam at that point where a particular spectral region is 
using bolts ·or dowels of the same plastic{ suitable 35. to be passed and the adjacent spectral regions are to be 
plastic cement is again usually.employed). cut off. Various refraction optic+ field stop arrange-

The stacked-lenses ·can ·be used as-is or, preferably. ments can be employed, and the technique has been 
given a final working, as by 1.apping to remove the steps elaborated upon and extended by A. Terenin(Pliysik 
between the plates or sheets. and to optically contour Zeit. 31. 33(1925 )).- and by G.S. Forbes et al.. Rev. 
and finish the surface. Since the polymers used are 40 Sci. Inst .• S,253(1934 )). 
usually thermoplastic, slumping over a master form can 
further be employed to shape the product. IRRAD1ABLE TARGET 

Like aerial or inflatable optics. reinforcing ribs. Reiterating and amplifying my original disclosure on 
stays. and like structural members can be incorporated irradiable targets: The target may be of any appropriate 
into the design for strength and to prevent gravity sag; 45 shape and form. of solid, liquid and/or gas, at ambient. 
or. suitable mechanical mounting can be used for the elevated or reduced ~emperatures and pre5sures, con-
same purpose. tained or uncontained, and with or without special en-

And. after the fashion of the fresnd filters described vornment of so1id, liquid and/or gas, as may be desired. 
below, a large family of very interesting optics results Solid irradiable targets. unless transparent. like liquids, 
when stacked-lenses are made from sheets of material 50 present the best attitude towards the FRO shunted 
of different refractive index(cf. the discussion herein beam when in layered form. Ancillary backing or 
on plate-lenses). retroreflection or like means can be used to conserve 

The foregoing principles may also be utilized to the light by passing it back into the target after the ini-
fashion aplanat substrates for large mirror lenses, ap- tia1 pass. 
propriately low-density and high-rigidity material being SS The. target is usually stationary. mounted so as to 
selected( e.g .• plastic. foamed plastic. plastic-glass com- receive the beam; however, the target may be of the 
posites, balsa wood). moving kind, in which case the incidenting light and 

When the secondary optics, if any. in the system are target movement are synchronized. The target may be 
of the refractive kind, or it is desired to rely upon a positioned at ground level( as at 30 in FIG. l ). partly 
transmitted pass of light instead of a reflected one, the 60 beneath the surface(as at 30c in FIG. 4), just beneath 
aforementioned .. flux-shaping"· or energy· density· pat:-· ·-the-groundfas··at ·3otf irffIG:-2 )~·aeeplf-subtclluii"an-(as ____ -· 
terning can be accomplished by a composite body or at 30b in FIG. 3 ), or set above the surface in a close or 
stack of neutral density filters, i.e., plates or sheets, distant relationship with that surfac:e(as exemplified by 
each graded between wholly transparent and shades of 65 30d in FIG. 5). 
grey and wholly black ,or absorbent; individual mem- Typically, exceedingly large optical energy fluxes 
hers of the laminate correspond in shape and transmis· can be deposited in a target for purposes of heat treat-
~ivity to the reseu1t wanted. ment, fuRion, evaporation, crystal growth work, induc· 

·I 
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tion of thermochemical and thcrmophysical chan~c. changes its optical properties upon the application 
molecular disruption. excited radical production. clcc· thereto of energy. For example. many of the physical 
tron-stripping of atoms. and the like. The investigation phenomena recited by George Raabe( cited hereinbe-
and production of very high melting refractories. al- fore), like the Kerr and Pockels effects, are adapted to 
toys. eutcctics, and the like is expedited hy ultrahh~h S active irradiable target modifications when, of course, 
power Clptoe~plosivc li[!ht S?Cnerators.' In many in- the target material is a substance which shows the 
stances the mass of substance to be irradiated can act r·esponse in question. ··Thus. a so-called Kerr- or 
as its own crucihlc. with say a core portion that is im- Pockels- active liquid or solid, upon energization, as-
pacted and treated. In certain cases the so-called mag- sumes an optical configuration wherein it will behave 
netic-suspensi9n or magnetic-floating techniques can lO differently towards the polarized and unpolarized com-
be utilized to isolate a target from it~ surroundings. ponents which may make up light derived from an op-

Becase an irradiabtc target is apt to explode when toexplosion. 
large optical pulses arc injected into it. it may be desira- The irradiable target may be an optical transducer or 
ble to irradiate within a container and atmosphere of 15 amplifier. In the former it may be a phosphor or broad 
transparent. inert gas at elevated pressure. such a ~on- excitation spectrum comprising in a given instance un-
tainer ensemble having say a thick window of fused sil- wanted wavelengths. to transduce these into wanted 
ica. A less complicated container for use under such wavelengths which are optically coupled with a medi-

. conditions Is one of elo.ngated neck. madt: ,,f high um absorptive and responsive thereto. The large litera-
strength metal and polished to specular reflectance on 20 ture on luminescence need not be cited at this point. 
the inside surface. with the irradiahle target placed in except to illustrate same by ultraviolet-emitting 
layer or like form at the bottom. The incidenting beam phosphors of high intensity output( cf. J.W. Gilliland et 
enters the bottle. to strike the target. with multiple in- al.. ..Research and Development of Cathodolu-
ternal reflections within said container routing the .light minescent Phosphor with High-Intensity Ultraviolet 
back into the target. ·. 25 Emission;· CFSTI AD 657 .589, 132 pp., 92 refs .• 205 

I have found from laser experiments that an interest- phosphors listed, June 1967; I would particularly point 
ing and unique class of irradiable targets can be out for the artizan that a preponderance of cathodolu-
prepared by incorporating. as by simple mechanical ad- minescent phosphors. can be excited by short 
mixture(with semi-fusion as a pretreatment to con- wavelength ultraviolet to emit in Stokesian mode, also 
solidated the mass. should this be feasible), particles of 30 that this list contains substances( i.ncluding pure materi-
a more refractory( and unreactive) light absorptive als) which emit in the vacuum ultraviolet, which is of 
solid with the less refractpry(and reactive or energy· especial interest in connection with the present inven-
responsive) target phase(usually solid). The target tion as a .. FUV-gene~ator" (far or extreme ultraviolet, 
material may be otherwise only slightly absorbent for into the.trans X-ray portion of the spectrum). 
the optical energy involved, e.g .• white or very light in 35 Like the phosphor transducer which is characterized 
color. This hetereogenous system ~esponds to the op- ·by the emission of light. when the irradiable target is an 
toexpJosion light involving absorption thereof by the amplifier like a laser a number of advtangeous features 
darker substance which transfers its energy as thermal are the consequence. My original disclosure gives an 
energy to the less-absorptive, lighter target material. 40 extensive listing of laser media( for the time. 1964 ). and 
After an irradiation the two may be separated by simple in.the section herein on frangible reflective optics I set 
pulverization (the ahsorber particles. when hard and out an active FRO which includes lasing material. 
non-pulverizable under the conditions employed. arc These, generally, include, solids (crystals and glasses). 
then simply screened out). by solution of the target liquids, and gases tractable to optical pumping by op-
material, by mechanical sorting, and the like. Th?. same 45 toexplosion light bounced from the FRO element. Vari-
approach can be utilized in the case of liquid targets ous means like Q-switching, cooling, and the like can 
which are relatively non-absorptive; inert light-absorb- be utilized to shape the performance and output of the 
ing particles are mixed therewith, to transfer their ener- laser target which, in turn. is in optical communication 
gy to the liquid; in this instance the target medium with the end target of the series. Because it is often that 
should be withina container and under pressure( if not SO such an arrangement of the preS;Cnt improvement with 
sealed). so that explosion and dissipation of the liquid a laser is a one-shot affair, I prefer lasers which are low 
does not result. in cost and which can be worked and handled in rela-

By the same token. for low input fluxes an otherwise tively large bulks or volUmes. For example. the Lem-
transparenl. colorless or non-absorptive(say for a par- picke-type aprotic solutions of neodymium or other 
ticular wavelength) target material can have in solid or SS r.are earths; plastic and glass laser resonators; and the 
liquid solution an absorptive solute. e.g.. black like. Snitzer-glasses in fagot configuration(a bundle of 
dyestuff. · rods) of glassified laser ions are especially good for 

Transparent and relatively non-absorptive target high efficiencies, although many of these are limited to 
material of the solid kind( including frozen liquids and the infrared; the report of C.G. 
solified gases) can be first .:omminuted. so that th~ 60 Young(Microwaves(Laser Technology Sectn.), 7(7), 

. resulting.mass comprises many.particles each-of-which---69-78(July) 1968) should be consulted for these·data.· I------·-
presents a fresnel-reflecting surface, thus to give multi- do not exclude, for e_xample, gas and vapor laser 
pie internal reflections; preferably the surface of such a resonators which, in the case of H10, 0 10 and HCN. 
mass is the unbroken. transparent substance itself. 65 for example, are capable of lasing into the + 700 

I would include an "active target" as a form of irradi-. micron range. 
able target. Illustratively, this is target material which is I therefore include within the scope of this invention 
say field-re!!>ponsive( electrical or magnetic), and a chemical-explosive-pumped and/or a nucleaM~xplo-
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sive-pumped laser. consistent with what is disclosed The so-called non-electronic and like sensors and 
and claimed in my parent application. The laser and itl' recorders include photosensitive chemical structures. 
cooperant optics( e.g .• retroreflective mirror lens( cs), as for example photographic emulsions, including: (a) 
Q-switches) may be positioned in. fixed or static at- halide. (b) non-halide. (c) black-and-white for the 
titudc. vi the h1s~r cn~cmble can be mo"ahly 5 previous two, (d) spectrally specific or color for {a) 
mounted( e.g., 304 and ·30r in FIGS. 5 and 4. respcc- and (b), also, (e) photochromic and thermochromic 
tivcly)". so as to he translationally and/or rotationally ·agents(as in screen form) and~ as detailed herein (f) 
mobile, as by gimbal support. various luminescents including fluorescents, thermolu-

Anothcr example of an irradiablc target is tissue. live minesccnts. and infrared transducing phosphors(into 
or dead. healthy or moribund. for simulated flash burn 10 anti-Stokesian luminescent light), and th~ like. 
studies. to further knowledge of the various kinds and The luminescen~s can be· incorporated with or 
degrees of nuclear flashburn, the living animal model is adapted to emission-coupling with larger medium by 
the target. This model can be exposed to raw CAL or to admixture with the latter. Or by solution therein. Thus. 
raw CX source light. Or, should it be desired to prn-

15 
as described previously a luminescent transduces opti

gram into the model situation a varying energy flux the _c.al energy into a wavelength suitable for treating a tar-
tech niqucs set out hcreinbefore can be employed. as get material. However, an quite conversely, a lu-
for example when it is necessary for whole body or, at minescent can act to preferentially and selectively ab-
least. large surface area, irradiation by light fluxes sorb undesirable wavelengths so as to protect a coupled 
which vary in energy densities across their faces( e.g.. 20 target medium from those wavelengths, with emission 
depiction by simulant test of .. shadowed .. light expo- in inactive regions of the spectrum. 
surcs). While I have shown and described the various 
· By definition an irrad.iable. target includes pho- preferred embodiments of my invention, it is to be un-
toresponsi ve devices. These may be sensors of the derstood that the drawings and detailed disclosure are 
roughly categorized (a) electronic and (b) non-elec- 25 to be construed in an illustrative sense since various 
tronic varieties. Many light sensors and light recording versions. modifications and substitutions of equivalents 
devices and methods and means are well known. The may be made by those skilled in the art within the spirit 
choice of a particular sensor will u~ually depend upon and scope of this invention. I would again particularly 
the form this invention takes with reference to the pur- emphasize and point out that in many instances close-in 
pose thereof. including a consideration of the light flux 30 explosion phenomenology. is liitle or scantly known 
values and the region of the spectrum being worked, because of the obyious working difficulties. This inven- . 

·and such choices are well within the capability of those tion aims to overcome certain of these obstacles. At the 
skilled in the art.....:.other than to add that within the 

same time I would venture to say that other than the 
realm of ultrahigh power optical energies ~on-linear 
and intensity-dependent effects may well come into 35 raw optical effects of CX and NX. explosions a great 
play( cf. A. Einstein. Physik Zeit., 18, 122(1 917 ); G. many gaps exist in dose-in, sophisticated optical 
Bret and F. Gires. Com pt. rend .• 25 8,34690 964 ); G. phenomena· characteristic of substantial yield explo-
Bret and F. Gires. Appl. Phys. Lttrs., 4, 175( 1964 ); sions-which phenomena are adapted to con.trot, 

N I d S. · u S 53 3 manipulation and utilization· by proper approaches. E.U. Condon. Proc. at. Aca . c1.( .. ). ( ). 
635-637() ). 40 Among those proper approaches is the feature and aim 

of this invention. Auxilliary circuitry and the like may be chosen from 
the conventional art of electronics, according to sensor Hereinbefore 1 have endeavored to discern and point 
readout in terms of final signal; recording. image( in- out certain of the gaps which from a methodology and 
eluding computer imaging an~ computer graphics and fact basis seem either lacking in the art or to have been 
electronic image display. which methodologies form 45 neglected, one reason I ascribe th~ state of the explo-
their respective states of the art). and the like. sives art being the somewhat traditional and, therefore, 

The electronic and like sensors in my worki~g · rigidized view that explosi~es are chemical or nuclear 
distinction here include photocells( e.g., photoemissive, workhorses pronounc_ed by their kinetic energies. An 
photoconductive, photovoltaic), thermopiles. aim and a feature of this improvement· has been to 
thermistors. radiometers. bolometers. pyrometers. SO demonstrate that explosives, especially when properly 
photomultiplier tubes. and the like. As indicated, the designed as molecules and formulations and physical 
choice of a given sensor is decided by. among other shapes. possess great potential utility for what I have 
things. the light flux, the spectral range involved. the previously termed optoexplosive technology. 
relative intensities between the various lines and/or Finally: Although I have described my invention and .r 

bands, and the adaptability to amplification or sub- SS its p·arent in detail-the disclosures of which interrelate· 
sequent readout upon a machine like an oscilloscope, and commingle-so as to complement and reinforce 
tracing machine. or strip recorder, and the like. one another-and have specified numerous particular 

When degradation of the optoexplosion light( e.g .• in- examples and various combinations. and have 
tensity) is involved. as by multiple reflections through a proposed various. explanations, it is to be understood 
series of passes or by multiple refractions. or is beam- 60 that these are not binding nor exchaustive. Rather, they 

· · ·splitted,· an image intensifier can·be employed when· the--· ·-are· intended-for·-the·usistance ·of. others-skilled· in-the---
irradiance is low( as for example in monitoring diffuse- art to enable them more easily to apply my invention- ' 
Jy-reflected or glossy-reflected light or fresnel-reflected together with the parent invention-under widely vary-
light from a highly transparent optic) and/or when the 65 ing conditions encountere~ or desired in actual prac-
light varies greatly through its time-intensity profile(as tice and to change and modify the particular embodi-
in the case of a low-flux leading edge and a low-flux ments and examples herein aet out &H may be neceuary 
trailing edge, with a median peak, in a sinusoid pulse). or desirable under such varyin1 conditlon1. 
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The theoretical statement; and explanations of work-
ing principles. which to my b'est understanding are cor
rect. are of course not necessarily conclusive and my 
invention is in no way dependent upon their correct
ness, particularly in view of the at:>scnce of knowledge 5 

in the ultrahigh power optical energy domain. I have 
found them helpful and have based them wherever 
possible upon the best knowledge of the: physical 
sciences( which knowledge rhave extensively searched 
out in the literature) and give them for the aid of 1 o 
others. out my invention will be equaJJy useful should it 
prove that these explanations and· conclusions are not 
altogether correct. 

78 
velocity of the said non-reflectable rays, such that the 
reflcctable rays strike the reflective member before the 
n<>n-reflectable rays and reflect at the first angle from 
the said member into the second angle and into the said 
irradiable target. and thereafter the non-reflectable 
rays strike the destructible reflective member to 
destroy the member with the non-reflectable rays and 
the debris from the destroyed member being carried 
into the said receptacle. 

7. In a branched underground tunnel system for 
nuclear explosive light generation as set forth in claim 
6, wherein the said ·second angle is approximately 90° 
with respect to the said first angle. 

I claim: 8. In a branched underground tunnel system for 
15 1. In combination with an irradiablc target charac- nuclear explosive light generation as set forth in claim 

terized as sensitive to the kinetic energies of an explo- 6, wherein the said second angle is less than 90° with 
sion, for the irradiation of said target with reflectahle respect to the said first angle. 
electromagnetic r.adiations. the system which com- 9. In a· branched underground tunnel system for 
prises: 20 nuclear explosive light generation as set forth in claim 

a. an enclosed main· duct emplaced underground, 6, wherein the said second angle is more than 90° with 
said duct having two end parts; respect to the said first angle. 

b. a firable explosive positioned within a first end IO. In a branched underground tunnel system for 
part of the said main duct, said explosive charac- nuclear explosive light generation as set forth in claim 
terized as generating· reflectable electromagnetic 25 6, wherein a single nuclear explosive source of light at a 
radiations and kinetic energies of different veloci- common first angle is optically coupled with at least 
ties: two of the said second angle tunnel branchings. 

c. a ·Secondary, branching duct joined with the main I L An underground nuclear device for the separa-
duct between the two end parts; tion of the reflectable electromagnetic radiation from 

d. a frangible reflective optic angularly sited within 30 the non-reflectable energy of a contained nuclear ex-
the main duct to reflect reflcctable electromag- plosion. wherein the said reflectable electromagnetic 
netic radiations into the said branching duct; radiation has a velocity greater than that of the non-

e. and an irradiable target reflectively coupled to the ret1ectable energy. which comprises:. 
said frangible reflective optic through the a. a substantially straight containment tunnel un-
branching duct; such that upon the firing of the 3S derground; 
said firable explosive reflectable electromagnetic b. at least one side-arm duct joining the said tunnel at 
radiations strike the frangible reflective optic and a right angle between the closed ends. of. the said . 

tunnel; · 
. reflectively couple with the -:aid irradiable target 

c. a nuclear explosive device set at one of the ends of 
and the non-reflectable energy breaks through the 40 the tunnel, said nuclear device characterized as 
said optic and deposits withir. the said second send · 

generating reflectable electromagnetic radiation part of the main duct. so that the target is ir-
radiated. together with non-reflectable energy of faster and 

l. The combination as set forth in claim I, wherein 
slower velocities; 

d. actuation means for the firing of the said nuclear 
the said firable e)Cplosive is a nuclear explosive. 45 device; 

3. The combination as set forth in claim I. wherein e. a frangible refle.ctive optic at the said joining of the 
the said firable explosive is a chemical explosive. tunnel and the side-arm duct, said optic being in a 

4. The combination as set forth in claim I, wherein common coupling with the tunnel and the side-arm 
the said branching duct joined with the main duct duct at approximately one-half ··or a right angle 
between the two said end parts subtends by less· than SO with respect to the tunnel and the duct; 
90° in the direction of the said first end part of the main f. an irradiable target sited within the said side-arm 
duct having positioned therein the firable explosive. duct adapted to receive the said reflectable elec-

5. The combination as set forth in claim 4• wherein tromagnetic radiation from the said optic moving 
the said firable explosive is nuclear explosive. faster than the said non-r.eflectable energy; 

6. In a branched underground tunnel system for SS g. and a second end receptacle part of the said tunnel 
nuclear explosive light generation a destructible reflec- adapted to depose of the slower non-reflectable 
tivc member optically coupled at ·a first angle with a energy from the explosion of the nuclear device. 
nuclear explosive source of light and optically coupled 1 l. An underground optoexp1osive device for the 
at a second angle with a tunnel branching in communi- separation of the reflectable electromagnetic radiation 
cation with an irradiable target, the said second angle 60 from the non-retlectable energy of a contained explo
characterized as being different from_ the said. first an- - ·- · sion~-· wherein-the·-said-·renectable-·-efocfromagne"fic- ·- -· 
gle; and a receptable arranged at a third angle, said radiation is characterized as having a velocity greater 
third angle characterized as being different from the than the said non-reflectable energy of the explosion, 
said second angle, so that upon explosion of the said 6S which comprises: 
nuclear explosive source of light there is generated a. a substantially linear tunnel situated underground, 
reflectab1e rays togethers with non-reflectable rays. the said tunnel having two ends at .Jeast one of which 
said renectahle ray!i having a velocity greater than the ends is closed; 
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b. an explosive energy wurce contained within the ·19. The combination in an underground optoe1plo-
said tunnel at one of the said ends; sive system for the time r.ontrolled treatment of an ir-

e. explosive energy source firing means in comm uni· radiable target with explosion energy which comprises: 
cation with the said explosive energy source; a. a main tunnel section positioned underground; 

d. at least one first side-arm duct having a closed end. 5 b. a firable explosion energy source sited within the 
the said first duct joining the said tunnel between said main tunnel section including a branching 
the ends thereof-at an angle less than a right angle upper leg and a branching lower leg. the said legs 
in the direction of the end of the tunnel containing b~ing ·conduits· and branching in a substantially 
the said explosive energy source; common axis with respect to one another from the 

e. at least one second side-arm duct angularly joining 10 site of the said explosion energy source sited 
the first side-arm duct between the closed.end and within theJunnel; 
the first joining thereof; c. a controllably impellable piston mov~bly em-

f. a series of frangible reflective optics positioned at placed within the said upper leg; 
an angle at the joinings of the said tunnel and the d. a passageway for the piston in the upper Jeg 
said side-arm ducts. said angle adapted to the com- 15 through the site of the explosion energy source; 
mon axes of the tunnel and the ducts;· e. a lower leg ada·pted to receive the said impellable 

g. an irradiablc target optically coupled to the said piston upon movement from the upper leg and the 
series of frangible reflective optics through the 
ducts and tun-nd; traversing thereof of the said passageway in the 

h. and closed end portions of the tunnel and ducts 20 tunnel section containing the explosion energy 
adapted lo receive the sa_id non-reflectable energy source; 
from the explosion of the explosive source upon f. and means for the time controlled release of the 
the firing thereof. piston in the upper leg; 

13. An underground optocxplosive device as set such that upon the firing of the explosion energy source 
forth in claim 12. wherein the said first side-arm duct is 25 into a live explosion the release of the said piston and 
sealed off underground and the said irradiable target its traversing of the said site diverts a part of the explo-
carried within the said second side-arm duct is sealed sion into the said lower leg while the non-diverted par·t 
off therein. of the explosion enters the main tunnel section. 

14. An underground optoexplosive system as set 20. The combination of an underground optoexplo-
forth in claim 12. wherein the said explosive energy 30 sive system for the time controlled treatment of an ir-
source is a nuclear explosive device. radiable target with explosion energy as set forth in 

IS. An underground optoexplosive device as set claim 19. wherein the release of the piston is by 
forth in claim 12, wherein the said explosive energy mechanical release. 
~ourcc is a chemical explosive device. 21. The combination of an-underground optoexplo-

16. An underground explotron for the separation of 35 sive system for the time controlled treatment of an ir-
the faster moving reflectable electromagnetic radiation radiable ·target with explosion energy as set forth in 
from the slower moving non-reflectable energy of an claim 19. wherein the release of the piston inCludes the· 
explosion. for the treatment of an irradiable target with application of explosive force to the piston. 
ref electable radiation. the system which comprises: 

40 
22. The combination in an underground optoexplo-

a. an underground main tunnel having closed ends; sive system for the time controlled treatment of an ir-
b. a firable explosive device positioned within the radiablc target with explosion energy which comprises: 

said main tunnel between the said closed ends: a. a main tunnel section positioned underground: 
c. at least two .branching pipes joining the said main b. a firable explosion energy source sited within the 

tunnel between the closed ends and on each side of said main tunnel section including a branching 
h .d I . d . . 4 5 

t e sat exp osave evace; upper leg and a branching lower leg, the said legs 
d. an angular conjoinment of the ends opposite :he being conduits and branching in a substantially 

closed ends of the said pipes so as to form a com- common axis with respect to one another from the 
mon chamber; site of the said explosion energy source sited 

e. at least two frangible reflective optics em placed at 50 within the tunnel; . 
the joinings of the said pipes and the main tunnel. 
such that there. is an optical coupling of the said c. a secondary source of explosion energy firably em-

placed within the said uppedeg; explosive device with the said common chamber 
through the main tunnel and pipes; d. a passageway between the site of the said firable 

f. and an irradiable target in optical communication explosion energy source in the main tunnel section 
with the common chamber; such that upon firing SS and ~he said upper leg; 
the said firab1e explosive device the faster moving e. a lower leg adapted to receive energy from the said 
renectable eleftromagnetic radiation first reflects secondary source of explosion energy firably em-
into the irradiable target and the slower moving placed within the s~id upper leg; . . 
non-renectable energy breaks through the said f. and means for th~ time controlled firmg of the satd 
frangible reflective optic and passes into the closed 60 secondary explo~aon energy source; . 
ends of the main tunnel .. -- . . ... - -·- .. ·---- -------·._.such thatupon.the.finng of.the firable explosaon energy-·------·-

17. The underground explotron as set forth in claim source into a live explosion the release of energy from 
16. wherein the firable explosive device includes a the said secondary source traverses the site of the fira-
chemical explosive agent. 65 ble explosion energy source and diverts a part of the ex-

18. The underground explotron as set forth in claim plosion thereof into the lower leg while the non-
16. wherein the firable explosive device includes a diverted part of the explosion enters the main tunnel 
nuclear explosive agent. section. 
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lJ. The combination in an underground optoexplo
sive system for the time controlled treatment of an ir
radiable target with explosion energy as set forth in 
claim 22. wherein the said secondary source of expfo;. 
sion energy is a shaped chaq:?e .. 

24. The combination in an underground optoexplo
. sive system for the time controlled treatment of an ir
radiable target with explosion energy as set forth in 

82 
claim 22. wherein the said secondary source of explo
sion energy includes chemical explosive. 

25. The co,mbina.tion in an underground optoexplo
sive system for the time··controlled treatment of an ir

s radiable target with explosion energy as set forth in 
claim 22, wherein the said secondary source of explo
sion energy includes nuclear explosive . . . ... . . 
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(57] ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus for producing coherent x-ray · 
and gamma·ray emissions by taking advantage of dop· 
pier shift phenomena and the relativistic eff ccts of 
time dilation, wave vector angle compression. and 
length comprcs.~ion asSO<:iatc:d with an active optical 
lasing medium moving at a uniform velocity very 
nearly equal to the speed of light. 

7 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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MEmOD AND MEANS FOR PRODUCING 
COHERENT X·RA V AND GAMMA·RA Y 

EMISSIONS 

predetermined uniform velo..;ity approaching the speed 
or light with respect to an ob:Jerver 0 at rest in a .. labo
ratory" reference frame XV. An~ pu1taping be~ 
Io from a source 11. such as a cc;nventiona! ll!tr. is 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the 

course of, or under, Contract No. W-740S·ENG-48, 
with the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

5 pS$$Cd thro•.u;h the relativittic: ion beam I at a predetcr· 
mined angle e with respect to the refert;; ·.frame XY 
such as to establish the necessary conditfO,, for laser 
action, i.e., stimulatoo emission ofroheren' .6..C;•tion, 
in the ion beam medium .. 

The highest coherent radiation (laser} frequencies 
which can be produ~ed by presently known ttchniques 
and devices are in the ultraviolet frequency region. As 
is well known to those skilled in tne art, coherent radia
tion frequencies extending into the x-ray and gamma
ray regions would be very useful in such fields as com· 
munications and laser fusion. 

to When laser action occurs. an observer O' at rest in :t 

reference frame X'Y'. moving with the relativist.c ion 
beam S. will detect two beams of coherent radiation 14 
and 16 having the same frequency v?Jue v' characteris
tic of the ionic beam material. beam 14 traveling in the 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

13 same direction as the ion beam 8(the "forwerd'' direc
tion) with beam 16 traveling opposite to the direction 
of ion beam 8 {the "backward" direction). To the ob
server 0, however. the frequency of coherent beam 14 

The present invention provides a method ar.d appara- wm be much greater than v' ~r.d the frequency of CO· 
tus for producing roherent x-ray and gamma-ray emis- 20 hercnt beam 16 will be much less than v', due to dop-
sions, and involves:: I. generating an ion beam which pier shift phenomena and relativjstic effects. 
can be induced into laser action to cause the emi1lsion As described in more detail below. it is this differenc:e 
of a beam of coherent radiation having a characteristic in the detected frequency of coherent beam 14 by ob. 
frequency~ 2. :~ccelerating the ion beam to a relativistic . servers O and O~ which is used to achieve: th~ proouc
velocity with · "'Spect to a stationary reference point; 25 tion of coherent x-ray and gamma-ray emissions. 
and 3. inducmb laser action in the accelerated ion Assume that. relative to observer 0, ion beam 8 has 
beam. to thereby cause the emission of a beam of co- a velocity V = ( J - E )c, where c is the spe~d ot light. 
herent radiation having a frequency much greater than and f<<< I. Then the transformation properties of 
the characteristic frequency when measured with re- the special theory of relativity for ra~iation in the X Y 
spect to the stationary reference point. 30 and X'Y' frames of reference show the .following ef-

With suitable values for the characteristic frequency fects and results. · · 
and the relativistic velocity. beams of coherent radia- l. The frequency· of the .. forward .. coherent beam 
tion may be produced which have frequency values 14, as detected by observer 0, will be 
within the x-ray and gamma-ray range .of the electro-

35 
. . v= '12/E,,' 

magnetic frequency spectrum. · · · 
· It is therefore the principal object of the .. present in- As ·an example. let E = 2 X I o-s. Then ., = I 000'1'. Thus. 

vention to P.rovide a method and mearbi for producing to the observer 0, the frequency or the emitted coher. 
coherent x-ray and gamma-ray emissions. ent radiation beam 14 is I .000 times the characteristic 

Other objects of the invention will become· apparent frequency v' of the lasing medium of the relativistic ion 
from the . following description and accompar.yin.1 40 beam 8. If w' is se!ectcd to q; ::! ~. :~ . .:; ·ris1oi~ =-~v.ion of the 
drawings. spectrum. then v wm be in thr.- x-ray frequenc.r range. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 
SimiJarly. stm smaI!er vah~'!li for f wm give value~ f0r 
v in the gamma-ray frequency range. 

FIG. l schematically illustrat~s a basic embodiment • 2. The rel~tionsnip between an angle 8' in the X'Y' 
of an apparatus in accordan~'! ·~·irh the invention; and '•5 frame and the corresponding angle IJ in the XY 

FIG. 2 schematically illustrates an embodiment of the 
invention utilizing a circulating beam .. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Briefly, the invention is achieved by taking advantage 
of doppler shift phenomena and the rela~ivistic effects 

so 

of time dilation, wave vector angle compression, .and 
length compression associated with an active optical 

55 
lasing mediuni moving at a uniform velocity very nearly 
equal to the speed of Jight. 

The ions of many .elem en ts and their compounds can 
form a gaseous medium which may be induced i!itO 

laser action by an optical pumping beam to cau~ the 60 emission of c.:oherent radiation having a frequency 
value characteristic of the type of ion in the medium. 

ln the basic embodiment of the invention, shown in 
FIG. 1, s·-~ch a medium ii:; generated in the form of an 65 
ion beam 2 by an ion source 4. The beam 2 as a who?e 
is accelerated, such as by means of a superconductor 
microwave accelerator 6, to an io:· beam 8 having a 

frame is highly nonlinear. Assume that observer O' 
measures the angular spread of the .. forward" co
herent beam 14 as ~8'. The observer 0 will measure 
the angular spread as: 

A8:=~ 80' 

As an example, Jet E = 2 x 1 o-6. Then AIJ = 0.00 I ~e'. 
Thus, the .. forward .. coherent beam 14 is mu·ch more 
directional to observer 0 than to observer O'. 

J. The r~iationships between angles and between fre
quency and angles show that for a suitable choice 
of the incident angle 8 of the optical pumping beam 
l 0, it is possible to have the frequency of the opti· 
cal beam l 0 appear the same to both observer 0 
and O'. For example, for E = 2 ~ l o-6, the fre
quency of the optical pumping beam ic; the same to 
boL1 observer 0 and O' if the angle of incidence 8 
is 3°37'. Thus. from the point of view of observer 
O, the optical pumping beam 10 must be aimed 
nearly para!lel to the ion beam direction. How
ever. to the observer O', the optical pumping beam 
10 would appear to be coming from almost dead 
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ahcnd, i.e., with Mangle of incidence tJ of 176°23'. narrowin& of spontaneous emission in the direction of 
As an alternative, the angle of incidenc~ of the the beam. Alternatively, feedback can be provided so 
optical pumping beam 10 can be adjusted such thut the device actli as an oscillator. feedback cnn be 
that the frequency of beam U> as detected by ob-- distributed throughout the beam 8 by spatlnUy modu-
server O' is greater than the frequency of beam IO S lating the number density of the ior.1 as they pass 
as detected by observer O. Thus, by suitable through the acce:ecator 6. If l is the period of the "Pll· 
choice of the _angle of incidence of bt!am 10,. the tial modulation then the wavelength of oscilh1tiJ. in 
relativistic ion beum medium can be excited at the beam frame is approximately 2L. fo1 the Cd II• •· 
x-ray or ultraviolet frequencies in the X' Y' frame ample one would need L==2,20S A or 1,625 A. (in the 
·J~.i~g vis.ib~e. lig~.t(~equ~.!lS:i.~~ h.Hh.~ ~frame~-.. 10 beam frame}. 

4. Assume that observer O' determined that an km It should be noted that no existing heavy ion acceler-
density no' is :~quired in the ion beam 8 to get gain. a~ors are capable of approaching the energies required 
Then to observer. 0 the correspond;ng ion density for _E<< 1, but perhaps in the future they wm be. The 
n. will be much greater, i.e.: ion velocities that can be obtained with existing ma· 

yr; l 5 chine:; are only a small fraction of the speed of light. 
11

• = l / ZE n.' The principle of the invention still applies. but the frc· 
. I~ summary, ob~rver O', traveling with the relativis- quency shifts obtained :lre small. · 

tic 1on beam 8, wlll detect equal amounts of coherent The highest energy achieyed so far is 30 Mev with He 
radiation emitted in the "forward" and "backward" di- "O ions. There are development efforts contemplating en
rection (beams-14 and 16}. With suitable choices for ~ ergies in the t,000 Mev range. These are based on the 
E and 11'. observer 0, at rest in the laboratory frame. will collective acceleration of ions z.nd electrons. With the 
detect coherent x-rays or gamma-rays (beam 14) trav- cadmium example at 1.000 ~ev the doppler shift 
eling in the ''forward .. direction, and coherent infrared would ·only be 14 percent corresponding to wave-
or microwave radiation {beam 16) traveling in the 

25 
lengths of 3,870 A and 2,840 A for beam 14. 

"backward" direction. However, because of the reJa. FIG. l illustrates an embodiment of the invention uti-
tions~ip between angles in the frames. XY an.d X'Y', lizing a circulating beam of relativistic ions and elec-
the divergence of coherent beam 16 1s much greater trons from an ic·~ source passed through an accelerator 
than that of beam 14. . . (not shown bunimilar to that of FIG. I). the beam 

Although the num~r of _phot~:>ns emitted m th_e for-
30 

being bent or deflected by beam deflecting apparatus 
ward and backward d1rect1ons as the same relative to not shown but which. for example. ma.y be electromag. 
observer 0, almost aU of th~ e~ergy _and mornent~m of netic mechanism known in the art. Like comP<>nents or 
the "ener~ted .coherent rad1at1on win C_?mc out !n the the FIG. 1 embodiment will be given like reference nu- · 
forward dm:ct1on because of the large difference m fre- merals. As shown, a circulating beam of relativistic ions 
quency t?etween beams 14 and 16. The energy ~or the 35 and electrons indicated at 17 pass through a modulator 
x:ray. or gamma-ray beam .1~ ~o~es from the directed ·1g which spatially modulates the density of the ions at 
k1net1c energy of the relat1y1sti7 ion beam 8.. . . . a wavelength (in the beam frame) equal to 1k the wave-
• B~ w_ay of e~~mple only• to .illustrate the invention~ length of the laser transition of the iOns. As the b'cam . 
• ~e aon ~cam 2 is generated by won source 4 from me1te- 17 circulates an optical pumping beam 10'. from a· 
nal. for example, such as: argon (Ar). krypton. (Kr), 40 ur es has lase 12~ ·s passed thr u h th ·i b m 
xenon (Xe). neon (Ne); mercury (Hg). oxygen (0), so c uc .. r 1 _ . 0 g. e on ea 
boron CB). carbon (C). and cadmium (Cd). Laser os- 17 at a predeterrm~ed angle (}with resp~ct to the refer-
cillations or amplification has been obtained in the visi- ence frame XY "5 1~ the F~G: 1 em?°d1men:. wher<:bY 

· ble or near ultraviolet for the ions of these materials ~wo bea1!1s 0~ Cc:'k·. ·.nt radiation 14 and 16. traveUmg 
and many others. High power outputs have been ob. 

45 
m. opposite d1rect1 Jns are detected as described above 

taine<l at 5.145 A and 4,880 A in Ar II and at 4.416 A with respect to FIG. 1. . . . 
and 3,250 A in Cd n. ·Using· ca~.fr;~lurn with a· value The method and app~ratus of the mvent1on descnbed 
e = 2 x 10-s· (example discussed earlier) - the wave- a~ve attempt ~o .avoid the appai:entl_y fundamental 
length of beam 14 would be 4.416 A for the 4416 A hi_gh f~equenc~hm1.ton laseroperatmn imposed by t~e 
transition and 3.250 A for the 3250 A transitir.i;. ~:: 

50 
~mstem re!at1onsh1p b~t~een the SJ?Ontaneous emis-

corresponding wavelengths for beam 16 would be s10~ ~nd st1mul~ted em1ss1on c?Cffic1ents (A a v3 !J). 
0.4416 millimeters and 0.3250 millimeters. To pump Th1s ~s accomphshed by.arranging for t~e1 laser action 
the Cd II laser levels frequencies of 74,894 cm- 1 and to ta ... e place 1~ a coordm~te frame .<X Y ) where t~e 
69,259 cm- 1 are required in the beam frame. If a ruby spo:itaneous/stn:nutated ratio (A/B).1s_favor~ble, w?1le 
laser is used as the pump ( 6940 A) then the required 

55 
havm~ the emitted coherent radiation. _the optical 

·angles in the lab frame (8) .are 8° 16' and 7° 57'. ~~1er pump~ng 'be~m, and the e~erg-1 supply (the ion acceJer-
kinds of lasers such as Nd:YAG or C02 ..::'!~· ~bo be ator) m a different coordmat~ frame (XY). 
used for the pump, but then the angle { 6) must be al· .1.t has thus been shown that the p:ese.nt invention pro-
tered so that one still obtains 74.894 cm- 1 or 69,259 vi.ues a n1ethod and apparatus which mvolves: 
cm- 1 for the pump frequency in the beam frame (for 60 I· Generat~ng an ion beam whi~h. can be indut:ed into 
the Cd n example). 'T!':e formula for the angle tJ is 1aser action to cause the em1ss1on of a bec:im of co-

f 
· · -· . 1.;.~ • f · ·)/ ( herent radiation having a characteristic frequency. 

v (pump requ2mcy m rn:am rame vv pump 
frequency in lab frame) VI - ( j/£1c = I - v/C COS8 

v - Beam velocity 
C • velocity of light .. 
The !'!}'stem c:tn operate without feedback, in which 

case beam 14 !! produced by amplification and gain 

o5 

2. Accelerating the ion beam to a relativistic velocity 
with ·re,pect to a stationllry referer.ce point. 

3. Inducing laser action in the accelerated ion beam, 
to thereby cause the emission of a beam of coher
ent radiation having a frequency much greater than 
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the characteristic frequency when measured \\ith 
respect to the stationary rcf erencc point. 

Thus, with suitable values for the characteristic fre
qu~ncy and the relativistic velocity. beams of coherent 
radiation may be produced which have frequency val- 5 
ues within the x-ray and gamma-ray range of the elet· 
troma.gnetic frequency spectrum. 

celenUed ion beam is carried OUC by passsns a !a~cr 
beam through the ion beam at an angle 8 with· respect 
to a fixed reference frame, said angle S being defined 
by the formula: v (pump frequencyjn beam frame )/v 
(pump frcqu~n~:: ~n lab frame) vT - v'fJC.= J ~ v/C 
COSBwhere 11= beam velocity and(:;;: ve!oc1t~ ~ hght. 

While a particular. embodiment for carrying out the 4. An apparatus for producing -ceherent x-ra!· 6:h! 
method and particular examples have been illustrated gamma-ray emissions comprising: means for producmg 
and described, modiracations and changes will become IO an ion beam of medium capable of being induced into 
=~parent to th~ skilled in this art, and it is intended laser action· means for accelerating the ior. beam to a 
to cover in the appended claims all such modifkations · uniform vel:,dty approaching the $peed of light w~th 
and changes as come with in the spirit and sco~ of the respect to a stationary reference frame. me.ans _for sn-
invention. ducing laser action. in the accelerated aon bea!", 

What I claim is: 15 thereby causing emission of a ~ of coherent ra.d1~· 
1. A method for producing coJ-u~rcnt x-ray and gam- tion having a frequency greater than the characteri~ttc 

ma-ray emissions comprising the steps of: generating an frequency of the ion beam materittl when measured 
ion beam which can be induced into laser. a~tion to with respect to the stationary reference frame, &aid 
~a use the emiss~n .or a beam of coherent ra.d1at1on ~v- laser action inducing means comprising f!1Can_s for pro· 
mg a characte.~ta~ frequ~ncy: accelerating the . ion 20 ducing an optical pump beam and chrectmg . same . 
beam to a relatt~lSt~c vel?C1ty ~1th respec~ to~ station- through the accelerated ion beam at an angl~ 8 with re-
ary refere~ce pomt, and m.ducr_ng laser ac~wn m the ~c- spect to the stationary reference frame, said angle 0 
celerated aon beam by d1rect1~g an optical pumping being defined by the formula: v (pump frequency 
~am through the accelerated ion beam at ~n angle 8 in beam frame)/P (purnr frequency in lab frc>me) 
with respect to a fixed reference frame. said angle 8 25 Vt _ v~tc = 1 _ v/C COSB where v =beam velocity 
being defined by the formula: v (pump frequency d C 

1 
. fl' ht 

· '-- · f )/ (numn frenuencv in lab fram~ X an.. . ~ "'..~-~1ty __ o 1g • ., . . . . . 
. in oc;m:' l~-~!:....J'..._i:. ... r. · :-i..::.;_ .• .l.....::- ..... - . · 5. The apparatus defined m claim 4, wherem said me. 
v I - ,V-1 =•.-VIC ~OS8 wh.cre V - ~~m .veloc~t~ dium is selected from the group consisting <'f &rgon, 
and (. = velocity of ~·s?t caus.mg the emission o, a krypton, xenon. neon, mercury. oxygen. boron. carbon. 
beam of cohere_ nt rad1at1on havang a frequency greater 30 . d dm'um 
h h h . . ~ h ed w'th an ca l . . 

t ant e c aracte~stic 1rcquency w e~ mea5ur 1 6. The apparatus defined in.claim 4, wherein sai~ ~c-. 
res~ct to the stationary ~efer~nce pomt.. . . . celerating mean~ comprises a superconductor micro-

1. The method defined m ~la1m 1, w~erem sa1~ step wave accelerator .. 
?f acce_lerating the ion beam 1s accomphsh~d by.direct-

35 7• The apparatus defined in claim 4, wherei~ said op-
ing the beam through a superconductor microwave ac- tical pumping beam producing ·means compnscs a la-
celerator.. · 

3. The method defined in claim l, wherein said step ser. 
· of directing an optical pumping beam through the ac-

40 
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An x-ray laser utilizing rapid flash heating of a fila
ment of intermediate Z material to temperatt;res of 
the order of the K-shell binding energy of the material. 

6 Claims, 1 ~wing Figure 
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X·RA V LASER 

BACKGROUND OF THE 1NVENI10N 

The invention described herein was made in the 
cour~ of~ or under, Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 
with the United S~tcs Atomic Energy CommLc;sion. 

This invention relates to laser systems, and more par
ticularly to an x-ray lase;- using flash heated medil!m. 

Methods have been previously proposed to produce 
an x-ray laser system. These prior methods generally 
require unrealistically great time to establish alleged 
iit!vel population inversion, or develop population in
versions in media which would show net negative gain, 
d1J.e to photoelectric losses, for example. 

Because spontaneous emission is proportional to the 
third power of the frequency, exlt!m•ion of laser opera
tions to high frequencies becomes increasingly more 
difficult. Noting a typical transition probability = l 0 11 

sec-I for 3 } 0 ev transition in the U}traViOlet ( = Q. J 
µ.m ), the transition probability for 100 ev x-rays is = 
I 0 11 sec-•. Hence. x-ray level population inversion 
must be established in ~ I 0- 11 sec for x-ray ~ 100 
ev. 

SUMMARY Of THE INVENTION 

The :iresent invention providr.!s an x-ray laser based 
on the rapid ( ::S ! 0- 17 sec) flash-heating of a filament 
of intermediate Z ( 7.-· 1 and < 30) material to temper
atures of th~ ord<'i of ti~~ K-shell i.;inding energy of the 
material. 

Therefore, it is an object of the invention to provide 
an x-ray laser. 

A further object of the invention is to provide an 
x-ray laser using flash-heated medium. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an x-ray 
laser based on the rapid flash-heating of a filament of 

· intermediate Z 1.1aterial. 
Other .objects of the invention, wili become readily 

apparent from the following description and accompa-
nying drawing. · 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

2 
tion invt!rting pulse to procc~d along the wire ( fila
ment) with th~ grnup vck~icy of light in the expanding 
1roterial; the x-ray amplifying. inversion-destroying de
cxcitmions arc thereby induced to proceed in pha .. .;.c 

S with the heating pulse down th(.! 1~n~th of thl! wire. The 
population inversion dcYdops trnn:ticntly ~~c;t\usc th<: 
multi-body (predominant I)' three-body) processes in 
the dense, hydrcx.lynamically coolir:g electron gus pup
ubtc the upper bound states of the initially hydrngcnic 

10 (essentially completely ionized) ions faster tti::: me 
(mostly) radiative proce!'Ses (two-body i.:-1 nature) pop
uiac.e the lower bound states. Use i.i an appro~riate 
heating pulse and a }a...1llow (tubular) fiber may be macle 
to result in radi3I implosion of the fi!>cr !o densities two 

l5 to three orders of magnitude in exc.ess of soiid dt!nsi
ties, further concentr • .uing the heati11g pulse ¢ncrgy in 
space and time and permitting the :ltt;.;.;nment of popu
lation inversions in higher Z clements than would be 

., possible without implosion. Thi~ advantage occurs be- · 
- 0 cause the imp~odcd. highly compressed material is hy

drodynamically heated and chilled much more rapidly 
in the imploded configuration than is attainable in any 
non-imploded one. pennitting population· inversions to 

25 be developed through collisional recorr1binati<.m in 
spite of fast~r r:1diativc recombination processt•s in 
higher Z elements. 

An embodiment of the x-ray laser system is illus
trated in the drawing. The optical path length for a ra-

30 diation beam lO from a pulsed laser 11 is adjusted by 
an optical phase dday network. generally indicated al 
12, so that a traveling wave heating pulse 13 passes 
along an x-ray lasing medium such as a filament or wire 
14 (in direction of positive z axis) of nn intermediate 

35 Z material at the group velocity of the x-radiation · 
through the heated material of filament 14. The travel
ing wave heating pulse 14 has a width of ~ 10-22 sec. 
with the filament 14 having a diameter of ~ 1 µ.m and 
:i iength of 1 mm or more. For example, the filament 

40 14 maybe made of solid density fibers such as ah.imi
num (Al) having a Z of 13 or titanium (Ti) having a 
Z of 22, or of imploded. hollow fibers such as iron (Fe) 
having a Z of 26 or copper (C'u) having a Z of 29. The 
pulsed lnser 11 may be of the gas, chemical or other 
ty;:..:'. -74.lt)ablc of producing a !:: I 0 -12 sec pulse. (A p
proximately ~ l 0 1-i watts - ~ I joule in ~ I o-n sec). 

The single FluURE schematically illustrntcs an em
bodiment of an_x-ray laser made in accordance with the 

45 invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to an x-ray laser 
based on the rapid ( ~ Io- i: sec\ .flash heating of a fila
ment of intermediate Z (Z>2 and <30) material t() 

temperatures ( 1- l 0 Kev) of the order of the c:-shell 
binc:ng energy of the material. 

As pointed out above, ?.he spontaneous emission rate 
is proportional to the second power of the frequency, 
and thus extension of laser operations to highei fre
quencies becomes increasingly difficult. Also, as 
pointed out above, tr.e transition probability for l 00 ev 
x-rays is === I 0 11 sec- 1

• based on the typical transition 
prob~bility ===I OS' sec -i for a IO ev transition in the ul
traviolet ( =0.1 µ.m). Hence. x-ray level population in
version must be established in ~ 10-11 sec for x-ray 
U 100 ev. 

This invention uses an i.;Jtra short pulse of laser radia
tion ( ~ - 22 sec) to produce the popub.tion inversion by 
flash-heating, and subsequent radial expansion in a fine 
wire or filament ( ~ I µ.m diameter). Lasing is accom
plished by causing the heating. subscqucr.tiy popub-

·me optical phasing network ! 2 consists of a corrector 
plate IS and a lens 16. Network 12 satisfies simulta
neously (a) group velocity heating criterion. and (b) 

50 requirement of equal heati~g per unit length. 
It is extremely difficult to accurately estimate the 

populations of various levels as a function of time in the 
face of many complex and usually quite non-linear phc
nomen.a; the hydrod)'11:imics of the situation alone pre-

55 eludes quantitative analytic treatment. For this reason · 
the use of complex digital comµ<.iter simulsfr:m efforts 
have bP...en resorted to. The computer eff ort5 have 
shovm ~hat l 00 ev population inversion systems appear 
to be readily practicable since piccseccnd pump (flash-

60 heating) !2..ser sources are presently available. ! kev 
population inversions irivolvhig allowed transitions are 
not currently obtainable in the sub-picosecond ( 1o- 1:1) 
time scale, as pumping sour-:es having such characteris-

65 tic times are currl!n~ly not available. Should ~ l 0- 1 ~ 
sec pump sources become availe1blc, population inver
sions may be created ;.md utili.· . .:d bctwr:cn clcct;·orn:.ig· 
netically connected lc\';;ls in hig~1 Z phLc:;ni;ts. such that 
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the photon connecting the levds has energy of the 
order of I kcv. 

4 
maintenance of the population inversion. 

Transient population inversions between shells 
higher than the (mJ) pair have also been noted. but 
(l,k) inversiora;; have not; the reasons for both of thc~e 

The particular physical systems thus modelled in th~ 
computer simulation efforts, and illustrated in the 
drawing. have been effectively right circular cylinders 
of intermediate Z metal, in.itially at normal den~ity and 
effectively zero temperature. Their electron tempera
ture and density histories were followed on a hydrody
namics and energy fl";w code as functions of radius and 
time as t11ey are flash hea.ted. 

s arc bdieved clear from the above discus.sion. · 
It is tllus relatively straightforward ro create popula

tion inversions involving photons of several hundred ev 
with present technological means: inversions of kilovolt 
energies are currently not obtainable:. ~-.<t:cpc thrvugh 

1 o employment of energy-concentrating means. such a.-; 
These temperature and density histories arc then im

putted il' an isotropic. infinite medium simulation· 
which computes bound electron shell populations in 
the average atom appmximation, in the presence of a 
specified multigroup radiation field, taking into ac- l !i 
count free-free, bound-free and bound-bound radiation 
emission and absorption. and collisional excitation, 
ionization and recombination. The average atom ap
proximation was believed to have been conservative, a_<; 

most or all of the levels of a given shell must be super- 20 
pcpulated or underpopulated for an inversion of one 
shell relative to another to develop; inversion which _ 
might develop between particular levels of two shells 
were thus not counted. 

The plasmas were transversely thin to their own radi- 25 
ation, except at the line centers. and the ambient radia
tion field was thus always specified to have no radiation 

radial implosions. · 
lt has thus been shov.m that the present invention pro-

vides an x-ray laser based on the r01pid l o-i! sec) 
flash heating of a filament of intcnncdiatc Z material 
to temperatures of the order o( the k-shdl bindi11g en
ergy of the rnutcrial. thus providing ti :i:gnificant ad· 
vancement in the art. 

While a particular embodiment of the invention has 
been illustrated and described, modific~tions will be
come apparent to those skilled in the art, and it is in
tended to cover in the: appended cl:'.lims all such modifi. 
cations as come within the spirit and scope of the in
vention. 

What is claimed is: 
l. An x-ray laser utilizin.2 f!zsh-heating ofa l!!.Sing me-

dium to temperatures of the order of the K-shcll bind
ing energy of the mediu;n comprising: m~!~!'.::; for pro
ducing a beam of laser raci~:ition having a pulse of up 
to about 10-:7 seconds, a longitudinally extending bs-

in it; photons inputted to the radiation· field by elec
tro: •. , becoming e\•cr more tightly bound to ions were 
~jech~d from th~ simulations at the end of each very 
short i-hnuhtion time step. 

30 ing medium of material having a diameter of up t() 
about 1 micron.and a Zin the range between 2 and 30 
and an optical phasing network positioned intennedi
ate said radiation producing means and said lasing me-

With picosecond-scale flash heating of aluminum fi
bers. inversions.of the m-shcll with respect to the /-shell 
have been seen in such simulations; similar inversions 
were seen for titanium fibers flash heated at higher 35 
rates and densities. 

Since sound ·velocities are of the order of micron per 
picosecond at the appropriate electron temperatures 
for these cases of a few kilovolt temperatures, the ini-
tial diameters of these metal fibers were chosen to be 40 
of the order of a micron: the ~f>rresponding heat capac
itii.:s were of the order of 10 joules/cm length of the fi
ber. Even taking into account the collis~onal and possi-

dium. said lasing medium being axially aligned with 
said beam of radiation such that said beam produces 
flash-heating of said lasing medium producing a travel-
ing heat pulse passing longitudinally Lilong the lasing 
medium at the group velocity of x-radiation through 
the heated lasing medium causing a population inver
sion and lasing of the material. 

2. The x-ray laser defined ir. claim I. wherein said 
means for producing a beam of radiation comprises a 
pulsed laser. 

3. The x-ray laser defined in claim 1, wherein said las
ing medium comprises a metallic filament. 

4. 111e x-rav laser defined in claim 3, wherein said fil
a.rnent is selected from the group consisting of alumi
num, titanium, iron, and copper. 

ble S.t~:~ ·:A\.1aoening of the transitions of interest. · 
lengths of considerably less than I cm were sufficient. 45 
to achieve gains in excess .of l OOdB, more than suffi
cient to obtain surerradiant axial pulses. Thus. the 
higher the inversion density can be made to be at a con
stant gain Iinewidth. the shorter the fiber must be to ob
tain a given axial gain. 

5. The x-ray laser defined in claim I. wherein said op-
50 tical phasing network comprises a corrector plate and 

a lens. The ?asers are essentially four-level ones, in which 
the collisionally - and Stark-lowered continuum and 
the highly excited states arc collectively the upper-most 
level, the m-shell is the upper lasing level, the /-shell is 
the lower one. and the lowest lc:vel is the k-shell, the 55 
sink into which the.: /.shell electrons dump after (possi-
bly stimul:Hcd) transitions from the m and higher 
shells. It is wht''.1 the small k-shcll fills. and the /-shell 
"chokes up", th~t the system becomes a three level one 
and soon ceases to lase. The ~:hort radiative lifetime of 60 
the lower laser level relative to that of the upper level 
is of cour~c primariiy rcsponsihk for the creation and 

6. The x-ray laser defined in claim 1, \vherein said las-
ing medium comprises a filament configured as a hol
low fiber which the heating pulse causes to radially im
plode to high density and tcmp.craturc prior to subse
quent hydrodynamic rcl:1xation and population invcr· 
sion creation. so a.'> to b..: able to further concentrate 
the energy of the heating pulse in space and time and 
afford the creation of population inversions in clements 
of higher Z thus allowing x-ray laser action involving 
more energetic photons to be produced. -

• * * * • 
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energy from a luer onto a tuget. Convenlon cffiel~ey 
of at lwt about 3 percent 15 obt~ned by provldi11g the: 
tadiQ..9!t ~~~!Y in " low-pcwer. precut10r puls.e of ap
proximately unifonn effective intensity focllled onto 
the surface of the target for about 1 to 30 na.tt~ncb 
so as to generate am expnnding unconfined c:oronfll. 
pluma having l~ than nonnal solid density through-

. out mid comprising a low~ensity (underdenae) region 
wherein the plum& frequency i& Jess than thc. ln.ser • .L!
&ttion frequency and" higher-den1ity (overdemc) region 
wherein the plWM. frequency ii sreater lh4.'1 the lucr 
!Mmtion frequency Md, about 1 to 30 nM()C.QCOGch 
after the precunor pulse strikea the target. a higher· 
power main pulae focused onto the plasma for about 
10-lto 30 nanoseconds and hs.ving 1uch power d:mity 
and total energy tl-.at the radiant energy is absorbed in 
the underdeme region and conducted into the over· 
dense region to beat it and thus to produce X-rays there
from with the plumJl remaining substantW!y below 
normal sclid density and thus facilitating the substantial 
emission of X-rays in the form of spectral lines arising 
from nonequilibrium ionization st.ates. 
The X-rays may·be produced W--'"tlti!lly as from a point 
source (i.e., they ue spatially coherent) and thus are 
suitable for nimy · appliations that would otherwise 
require ~ X-ray luet. In some embodiments plwe 
coherence b !t'..hieved, thus prnviding a true x .. ray 
luer. 
In & similar method, providing a controlled nuclear 
f\Won reaction, .the: target comprises alternate layers of. 
high-Z and lower-Z material. 
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1 

PRODUCING X-RAYS 

BACKGROUND 

2 
als could be used in conjunction with deuterium and 
tritium, perhaps in different iayers. 

An in~ense point source of X-rays with a high conver
sion efficiency of laser light into X-rays has been devel .. 

B~r bombarding a th\ck iron target with &\high-power ' oped. The X·rays emanate from a spot of apprnximutely 
laser, a broad-band source of X-rays has been produced. 100 microns diameter, and a large fraction of the X·rays 
The conversion efficiency of 1.06-micron las.er light (sometimet: 50% or more) are emitted in the form of 
into X-raY1 is at least 10%, probably 15-20% and pos:d- spectral lines. · . _ 
bly 30-40%. An important implication of th~ pr1Jpert1es is the 

Above 1 kV the output was ma.inly spectral lines, and 10 fact that many of Ule applications that are genernlly 
the major portion below 1 kV was probably lines, too. cited in justification of an X-ray laser can be a.ccom-
At energies above 1 kV, the conversion efficiency is plis!1cd with a point source (i.e., "spatially coherent" 
about .5%. source) of X·ray lines, or even with a point source of 

The result can be a big step forward toward a brute- broad band X-rays. For example, a significant l'raction 
force X-rsy laser. One possibility is to use a broad-bnnd 1 S of the X-rays can be f ocuscd to nnother point or into n 
X-ray source of very high intensity as a laser pump. par::.llel beam by means of critical angle reflectors, Fres-

A Hadron C~B-~ neodymium-doped glass laser is nel zone plates, or Bragg diffo1ctors. 
pulsed at 100 Joules m 1 nanosec. The beam passes It is calculated that the X-ray emission in a single 
through an fl~ o~ //3 lens, strikes a target .at 45• wit.1:1 spectral line can exceed 1 % of the indicent laser light. 
:CSpect to_the incident beam, and a plas~ is produ~ 20 This can Ei!so be true when a substantial amount or 
m the target at the laser focus. The target is a 1-cm-thick . . . . . . · 
slab, essentially infinitely thick to the laser. Targets of amplification through ~ttmulnte:i enuss1on CY.'..CUI.ii. Ix;i. 
chromium, calcium, nickel, aluminum, lead, tungsten, the latter. case the de~1ce constitutes an .actual X-ray 

and ·gold provi'de X rs' ·th · ffi laser, which can provide a narrow beam 1f the plasma 
. -ray conve ion WI vary.u..g e 1- ha : · bl 1 i· d . · · 

ciencics. With chromium essentially the same efficiency 25 s pe IS a swta Y o~g cy ~n. er or an X-ray ca~1ty is 
is obtained as with iron. constructed. Indeed, m addition to the fact that it can 

The dist.-i.bution of internal states in the atom, rather serve man~ of ~he functions of a.'l X-ray laser, the point 
than the gross properties vf the t.:irget, are \Vhat deter- source deVIce is only one step ~way from. a true ~-ray 
mir:-:s the output. That is, the spectrum and conversion !aser .. ~ge outpu~ o~ X-ray lines are bemg proauced 
efficiency depend on the atomic number z of the target, 30 m a highl~ nonequihbnum. plasma, and. th.eory says that 
and. one can expect large conversion efficienci.c&- from · a ~ubstantial ~ount of stimulated eD1.1ss1on can occur 
any material with z above 10, provided one properly with some. adjust.ments of plasma temperature of target 
adjusts the precursor pulse or foot, a low-power pulse configuration. . 
that precedes the ms.in pulse. The purpose of the foot is Statements. are ofte11 made t~at p1cosecond or ter-
to produce plasma so that the main pulse will stlike a 35 ra~attpumpmg pulses are reqwred.for ~~-ray laser. 
plasma rathet' than a solid. This appears to be untrue. Calculations indicate that a 

For iron, the. material ·used for most of the ~, .. udieS, nanosecond laser pulse with 100 to 1000 joules of en-
with no foot one gets very soft X-rays. With a long foot ergy should be more than adequate. · 
one gets a few harder X-rays. With full p&rametric A.nother route to an X-ray l~r is to use the·X~rays 
variation of foot.size one gets an optimal value at 8-10 40 generated by_the pre:sent ~hnique to knock out ~er · 
nanosec pulse duration. ·· sh~ll electrons fro~ -atoms ~ a ~pa.ra~e laser medium 

Using a computer analysis to solve the rate equations ana thereby create a population mvers1on. 
· resulting from a microscopic description of all the prin- SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

cipal collisional and ~tive proce3SeS in the experi-
ment, good agreement is found between the calculation 45 l\ typical method of µroducing X-r.eys according to 
and experiment. . the present invention comprises dir~ <.ng radiant en-

Experiments were made also with pellets, bt:t most of ergy from a laser onto a ·target, and conversion effi-
tr~ emphasis has been on slabs ~nse they appear !o ciency of at least bout 3 ·percent is obtsined by provid-
be more useful in gaining ~'-' ~ai.&, aithough they may ing the radiant energy in a low-power precursor pulse 
not be the best geometry. Similarly, emphasis has been so of approximately uniform effective intensity focused 
on iron, although it may not be the best material. onto the surf ace of the t.arget for about 1 to 30 nano-JCC-

Laser bombardment of high-Z materials . appears c~:is so as to g~erate an expanding unconfmed cbronal 
promising for an X-ray laser, and also has other used. Ir. p;asma having less than normal solid density through· 
fact emphasis has primarily been on other uses. out and comprising a low-density. {underdense) region 

Because of the good conversion efficiency and co:i- SS wherein the plasma frequency is less than the luer radi-
siderable line output, it appears that by making a differ- ation frequency and a higher-density (overdense) region 
ent selection of targets, most of the energy could be wherein the plasma frequency is greater than the laser 
made to come out in a few lines. \Vhen one pulses a radiation frequency and, al:-out 1 to 30 nanoseconds 
material rapidly compared to the lifetime of the states af!er the precursor pulse strikes the target, a higher-
involved, one would expect to produce metastable 60 p6wer main pulse focused onto the plasma for about 
st.ates. If superra.diant levels :.re p:-::~nt in the laser 10- 3 to 30 nanoseconds and having such power density 
focw., the device would be close to a laser. The only and total energy that the radiant energy is absorbed in 
problem left woulc be to mn.ke a cavity. the underdense region and conducted into the over-

The interaction of a laser beam with high·Z materi.!!ls dense region to heat it wd thus to produce X-rays there-
i.s also useful for controlled fusion. The technique may 65 from with the plasma remaining substantially below 
play a key role in lowering the threshold laser energies normal solid density and thus facilitating the substantial 
for achieving fusion. Although most of the emphasis in emission of X-rays in the form of spectral lines ~sing 
this effort h9.S been with light materials, high-Z materi- from noneqr·:iibrium ionization states. 
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The target typiCJilly con.sis~ essentially of an element populated levels therel.n. The up~r la<;t~lev~I is met!!• 

having a high atomic number z. i.e., an atomic number stI,ble in :\Ome ens.es. 
Z greAtet tht.n 10 •. Typically the target consfats essen- For st~mulnted emission of X-rays. where the radiant 
ti.ally of irou, c.::Jclum, chromium, nickel, klumi.r:um, energy comprises a pumping pulse having a duration 
lead. tunpten, or gold. s th1t is longer tl1M tha lifetime of the: upper smtc in<; 

The amplitude, duration, and shape or the precursor volved, overpopulation of the lower laser level mny be 
pulse typically !.re adjusted to control the intensity and avoided by depopulating it fasrer than it is populated by 
spectral content of the X-rays. The precursor pulse tn.insitions from t~·.: upper laser level and other atomic 
typically comprises abqut 0.01 to s joules (about Joto to levels, to maintain continuous wave oper~!ion during n · 
I 012 watts per square centimeter), and strikes the target 1 o substantial portion of the pumping pu1$e. Typically the 
at an angle of about 20• to 10• from its surf ace. lower l~r level is depopulated by Auger transitions, 

The ma.in pulse typically comprises at least about 0.1 Coster-Kronig transitions. or collision::;; and the upper 
joule, preferably about 1n to 200 joules in about l to 3 laser level is excittd by electron-ion collisions, dielec-
nanoseconds. tronic recombination, three-body recombinaLon, or 

In a typical embodiment, the ~rget consists es.sen- 15 photoionization. Typically a b::am of X-rays is directed 
tially of iron and the duration of the precursor pulse is onto a target to remove electrons from an inner shell or 
about 8 to 10 nanoseconds. subshell by photoionization, then electrons ~ecay from 

The electi-on density in the low-density region of ·che an exterior shell or subshell filling the holes in the inner 
plasma typically is about 1016 to 102, per cubic centime- shell or subshell and leaving holes ir' the exterior shell 
ter, and in the higher-density region about 1019 to 1025 20 or subshell, the: holes in the exterior shell or subshell :u.e 

theu filled by Auger or Coster-Kronig trsnsitlons from 
per cubic centimeter. The radiant energy typically is more exterior shells or subshells, thereby eliminating 
focused onto a spot-on the target having a diameter of the lower laser states and decreasing the population in 
about 10 to 1000 microns. The volume of the plasma the lower laser level. In some embodiments n be:un of 
typically is about 10-6 to 10-3 cubic centimeter, the 25 X-rays is directed onto a target comprising essentially a 
thickness of the plasma in any direction being about material having an atomic number z Jess than about 40 
0.001 to 0.1 centimeter. to remove K-shell dectror.s by photoionization, then 

For low energy applications the X-rays are emitted electrons decay from the L shell filling the holes in the 
predominantly in the form of spectral line. K shell and leaving holes in the L shell; the boles in the 

. The ~t energy may be focused onto a spot on the 30 L shell are then filled b:r Auger transitions from the M 
target having a diameter of about 10 to 100 microns, and N shells or Coster-Kronig transitions from other 
generati.k1g ~ plasma of about the same diameter, to form sub.shells 0~ the L shell, thereby eliminating the lower 
substantially 1 point source of X-rays and thm to pro- la..cter states and decreasing the population in the lower 
vide substantially the adva.."1tages of stimulated emission laser level. 
of X-rays. 35 La.s.....-r action can be obtained where the radiant en-

In some embodiments of the invention the compc:;i- ergy is focused onto a substantially rectangular spot on 
tion of the target. and the tem~ture of the ·pt~ma a.re the target having a length at le.ast about IO times its 
sel~ to provide a. subat:antial amount cf stimulated width to ·generate a plasma substantially in the shape of 
emJSSlon of X-rar:i. . . . an elongate cylinder that forms a source of spontane-

In other. cmbOdunents X-rays are dll'ected. ~ impinge 40 ously emitted X-rays and amplifies then by the process 
upon a fluorescent target so as to remove 1nnc: shell of stim.uls:ted emission therein pre.dominantly in the 
electrons from atoms thereof and thereby create a popu- directions of its axis. The spot typically is about 1 io 100 
ls.tion inversion. ·raicrons W:de t\~d about 100 to I OS microns long, and. the· 

In a typical method of providing stimulated emission cylindrical ~.::!asma that is generated is about 1 to 1000 
of X-rays by directing radiant energy c.nto a target to 45 microns in diameter and about 100 to 10Smicrons long. 
create by means of a pumping mechanism scme upper Laser action can be provided where rut amplifying . 
and lower laser lev~ls, the required population inver- cavity is positioned adjacent the plasma to receive a 
s2on is not established by the pumping mechanism ak:ie, substantial proportion of the X-rays produced and by 
but by the combined actiC'r.: ·J! ~~:::··· I:' ~~ying mech2.nism multiple reflections to direct the X-rays repeatedly 

. and a quenching m~hanism that extinguishes the lower so through the cavity and the plasma to amplify them and 
laser level at a rate sufficient to establish and continu- to direct them the cohi:rent amplified waves predomi-
ously maintain the inversion. The pumping mechanism rumtly in a predetermined path. A typical amplifying 
typically comprises excitation by collisions of electrons cavity comprises a hollow guide l.'iat is aubstanti.ally 
and ions or by dielectronic recumbin.ation. The quench- circular in cross section and due to n:floction- nt or 
mg mechanism typicruiy compri~ Auger transitit'ns, ss below the critical angle-has a substantially completely 
Coster-Kronig transitions, or collisions. The radiant reflective side surface. In a tYPical embodiment the 
enerer may be from a laser, or it may comprise a be.am guide comprises a pair of coaxial substantially circular 
of electrons. The ,pumping mechanism mey comprise ~ cylind~ of which one end of each is substantially com-
beam of e!ectrons. pletely reflective (as by having an appropriately arw 

In some embodiment.'! the pumping mechanism is 60 ranged reflector configuration which employs critical 
sufficient to create a population inversion but not to angle or Bragg diffraction processes) and the other end 
maintain it. In others the pumping mcch.Dnism is suffi- is. positioned adjacent to the plasma. In another the 
cient to produce X-ra~ but not to ere.ate a population guide comprises substantially a torus having a gap 
inversion. therein in the sh.ape of a thin disk substantially coaxial 

\Vbere convenient, the radiant energy may be fur- 65 there\.\.ith, and the plasma is pcsitioIJed in t..1'.e gap. 
n.Ubed as a pulse having a dllr.ltion that is less ths.n the In a method of providing a controlled nuclear fusion 
lifetime or !he upper transition st!lte involved to pro- reaction by dire.cting radiant energy from a laser onto a 
duce stimulsted emission of X-rays from the highly tnr~t to create a plasma, the present invention includes 
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6 
the improvement that comprlscti including in· the com
position of t'1.e target an element having a high l\tomic 
number Z. together with the U!U8l deuterium, tritium. 
or other lowcr-Z material. Typically the target com
prisefi at lenst one layer of hlgh·Z material and at least 3 
one layer of lower·Z material. In a typical embodiment 
the high .. z material comprises essentially iron and the 
lower-Z material comprises essentially lithium deuter
ide. 

· 61 to ge.ae::-nte a plasma 63 (FIG. 3) and shortly thereaf
ter a higher-power main pulse 64 (FIG. 2) focu.sed onto 
the ptc.sma 63 to heat lt and thus to produce X-rays 65 
therefrom: . 

b. focusing the radiant energy 60 onto 1 tugct Gt 
(FIG. 4) shl!.ped to contain or compr~ thr, pl~ma 63 
generated by the energy 60 so as to _increase the density 
of the plasma fil. 1:0 increase its duration in a dense state, 
·or l:>oth: 

tO c. providing the radiant energy«' in sv.fficient power 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS tQ gcmera.te ~ pln.cima 63 having a low-density region 66 

The drawings all represent features or other aspects wherein the plasma f re!)uency is less than the laser"to.iH-
of tbr present invention. ation frequency wid a higher-density (overden.se) regfon 

FIG. 1 i.s a schemntie elevation.al view of typicru 67 wherein the pl!":.Sma frequem;y i' gr~~t:c1 th.an the 
apparatws for practicing the invention. 15 l~r radiation frequency so that the radiant energy b 

FIG. 2 is graph of a typical laser pulse with foot absorbed in the low-density region (as at 69) and thcr-
(precursor pulse). mally conducted ns indie.atcd at 69 tlirough a criti~ 

FIG. 3 is a &ehematic ~tional representation of a density region 70 into the higher-den$ity region 6"7 
typical pla3m~ _and associated phenomena. where the bulk of the X-rays 65 are produced; · 

FIG. 4 is a schematic sectional view of a typical tar- 20 d. focusing the radiant energy onto a wget 61 (FIG. 
get 4) containlng fusion.able mrceriru 71 and material 72 

FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 are gnphs of typical plasma proper- czipable of producing a substantial quantity of X-rays 65 
ties. so as to provide 2. controlled thermonuclear reaction 

FIG. 8 is a schematic view repr~nting radian.t en- therein and thus increase the total energy available to 
ergy focused onto a substantially rectangular spot on a 25 produce X-rays. 
target. Typ;cally a conversion efficiency of at least about 3 

FIG. 9 is a schematic ·::.riew repi"esenting a substan- percent is obtained by providing the radiant energy in a 
iliilly cylindrical plasma generated as in FIG. 8. low-powi;r precursor pulse 62 of approximately uni-

FIGS. 10. and 11 are schematic sectional views of form effective intensity {as h--i r:'IG. 1.j focused onto the 
typical amplifying cavities. 30 surfece of the target 61 for about 1 to 30 nanoseconds so 

FIGS. ~17 are graphs of typical properties in a as to generate an expanding unconfin~ coronal plasma 
nonequilibrium ionization. 63 (FIG. 3) M.ving less than normsl solid density 

FIGS. · 18-23 are similar graphs for an equilibrium throughout and comprising 3 Iow-de~ity. {underdense) 
ionization. region 66 wherein the p~asma frequency is less than the 

FIG. 24 is a schematic view illustrating apparat'Us for 35. laser radiation frequency and a higher-density (over-
avoiding damage to ~gh-power lasers used in the in- dev~) region 67 wherein· tlie plasma frequency· is 
vention. · greater tlum the laser radiation frequency and, about 1 

FIG. 25 is a schematic view of an alternative form of to 30 nanoseconds after the -precursor pulse strikes the 
the portion of the apparatus in the rectangle :Z in FIG. target, a higher-power main pulse focused ont'.'.> the 
:U. 40 plssma for. about 10-3 to 30 nano3CCOnds and having 

FIG • .26 is a graph of X-ray transmis.~:bn through such power density and total energy that the radi2nt 
beryllium foils. · energy is absorbed in the underdense region s.nd ther-

FIG. l7 is s. graph of X-ray s~tral distribution from mally .conducted as indicated at 6S into the overdense 
iron slabs. region to ·heat it and thus to produce X-rays 65 theye- · 

FIG. 2S is a schematic sectional view of a calorimeter 45 from with the plasma 63 r~ning substantially below· 
for measuring material damage threshold, normal solid density and thus facilitating the substantial · 

FIO. 29 is a densitometer trace of a film recording the emission of X-rays in the form cf spectral lines (as in 
.1>pCCtrogra.ph of X-rays from an t'"'"'ll slab target. FIG. l9)·arising from nonequilibrium ionization states. 

FIG. 30 is a graph cf iase.o· ilgnt reflection vers~ foot The main pulse 64 typically comprises ·at least about 
length for an iron slab target. so 0.1 joule in about 10-) to 30 nanoseconds, preferably 

FIG. 31 is a graph of effective bremSJtr..ililung tc:m- about 10 to 200 joules in about 1 to 3 nanoseconds, and 
perature versus atomic number. strikes the plasma 63 a.bout 1to30 nanoseconds after the 

FIG. 32 is a schematic sectional representation of a precursor pal~ strikes the wget. · 
typical X-ray radiation pettem. In a typical embodiment, the target 61 consists essen-

FIG. 33 is a graph of X-ray absorption. 55 ~Y cf iron and the durJttion of the precursor pulse 62 
The drawings of apparatus are highly magnified and is about 8 to 10 nanoseconds, as in FIG. 2. 

simplified schematic representations and of course ue The electron density in the kw-density region 66 of 
not to scale. the plasma 63 typically is about 1016. to 1021 per cubic 

centimeter, and. in. the higher-density region 67 about 
DESCRIPTI0N OF PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENTS 
60 1Ql9to l~per cubic centimeter. The radiant energy 60 

typically is focused onto a spot 73 on the target 62 
having ~ diameter of about 10 to 1000 Il"jcrons. The 
volume of the plasma 63 typically is ~.bout 10-6 to 10-3 

Referring first to FIG. 1, a typical method of produc
ing X-rays accor.:!ing to the present invention comprises 
directing radiant energy 60 from a lase onto a target 61, 
and high convenaion efficiency is obtained by at le3!t 65 
one of the following steps: 

a. providing the radiant ~ergy 60 in a low-power 
precursor pulse 62 (see FIG. 2) focused oni:o the target 

cubic centimeter, the thickness of the plasma 63 m any 
direction being about 0.001 to 0.1 centimeter. 

For low energy applications the X-rays 6S are emit· 
ted predominantly in the form of spectral lines, es in 
FIG. 29. 
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The radiant energy 60 mny be focused onto a spot 73 L shdl am then fUled vy Auger trnn$itions from tlle M 
on the target 61 having a diameter of about 10 to 100 and N shells or Coster-Kronig transitions t'rom other 
microns, generating a plasma 63 of about the same diam- subshel!s or the L shell, thereby ellmlnalins tht lowet 
eter, to form substantially a point source of X-rsys 65 laser states nnd decreasing the pop~lntion in the lower 
and thus to prov:de substantially the advanroges of laser level. 
stimulated emission of X-rays. Lltser action can be obtained where the radiant en· 

In some embodiments of the invention the composi- ergy 60 is f ocuscd onto a substanlicilly rectangular spot 
tion of the target 62 and the temperature of the plasma 74 on the targe! f .. ;, as in FIG. 8, having a length at least 
63 are selected to provide a substantial amount cf !>timu- about ten times its width to generate a :ilnsma 63 sub-
lated emission of X-rays 65. IO stantially in the shape of an elongate cylinder '75, as in 

In other embodiments X-rays 65 are directed to im- FIG. 9, that forms a source of spontaneously emitted 
pinge· upon a fluorescent target so as to remove inner X-rays 76 and amplifies them by the process of stimu-
shell electrons from atoms thereof and thereby create a lated emission therein predominantly in the directions 
population inversion. of its axis. The s_pot 74 typically is about l tc 100 mi-

In a typical method of providing stimulated emission. 15 crons wide and about 100 to 10' microns lor:ig, and the 
of X-rays by directing radiant energy onto a target to cyHndrical plasma 75 that is generated is about l to 1000 
create by meru~ .. of a pumping mechanism some upper microns in diameter and about 100 to lOS microns long. 
and lower laser levels. the required population inver- Laser action can be provided where an amplifying 
sion is not established by the pumping mechanism alone, cavity such as 81(FIG.10) or 82 (FIG. 11) .is positioned 
but by the combined action of the pumping mechanism 20 adjacent the plasma 63 to receive a substantial propor-
and a quenching mechanism that extinguishes the lower tion of the X-rays produced and by multiple reflections, 
laser level at a rste sufficient to establish and continu- providetl by Bragg angle or critical angle reflections, or 
ously maintain the inversion. The pumping mechanism both, as at 83, to direct the X-rays 65 tcpeatedly 
typically comprises excitation by collisions of electrons through the cavity 81 or 82 and the pla.c;ma 63 to amplify 
and ions or by dielectronic recombination. The quench- 25 them and to direct the coherent amplified waves pre-
ing mechanism typically comprises Auger transitions, dominantly in a predetermined path, as indicated at 84. 
Coster-Kronig transitions. or collisions. The radiant A typical amplifying cavity 81 or 8.2 comprises a hollow 
energy may be from a laser, or it may comprise a beam guide 85 (FIG. 10) or 86 (FIG. 11) that typically is 
of electrons. The pumping mechanism may comprise a substantfa.lly circular in cross section and due to reflec-
beam of electrons. · 30 tion at or below the critical angle has a substantially 

In some embodiments the pumping mechanism is completely reflective side surface 87. In a typical em-
sufficient to create a population inversion but not to bodiment (FIG. 10) the guide 85 comprises a pair of 
maintain it. In others the pumping mechanism is suffi- coaxial substantially circular cylinders 85 of which one 
cient to produce X-rays but not to create a population end 88 of each is substantially completely reflective (as 
inversion. 35 by having an appropriately arranged reflector configu-

Where . convenient, the radiant energy may be fur- ration which employs critical arigle or Bragg diffraction 
nished as a pulse having a duration that is less than the prcicesses) and the other end 89 is positioned adjacent to 
lifetime of the upper transition state involved to pro- the plasma 63. In another typical embodiment (FIG. 11) 
duce stimulated emission of X-rays from the highly the guide 86 comprises substantially a torus having a 
popu.iatedJevels therein. The upper laser level is .meta· 40 gap therein (at 90) in the shape of a thin disk substan-
stable in some cases. tialJy·coaxial therewith, and the plasm& 63 is positioned 

For stimulated emission of X-rays, where the radiant in the gap 90. 
energy comprises <t pumping P'1lse having a duration In a method of providing a controlied nuclear f usio!l 
that is longer than the lifeti.nre of the upper state in- reaction by directing radiant energy 60 from a laser 
volved, overpopula~ton of the lo\"\-'er l~·r level may be 45 on .. .:. t1. target 61 as in FIG. 4 to create a plasma 63, the 
t'.voided by depopulating it faster than it is populated by present invention includes the improv~ent that com-
transitions from the upper laser level and other atomic prises inciuding in the composition of the target 61 an 
lt:>:vels, to ~tain continuous wave operation during a elemellt 72 having a high atomic number Z, together 
substantial portion of the ~~r::,.·~··b iJWse. Typically the with the usual deuterium, tritium, or other lower-Z 
lower laser level is depopulated by Auger transitions, 50 materi~l at 71. Typically the target 61 comprises at lef.St 
Coster-K.ronig transitions, or collisions; and the upper one layer 72 of high-Z material and at lea.st one layer 71 
laser level is excited by electron-ion collisions, dielec- of lower-Z material. In a typical embodiment the high-
tronic recombination, three-body recombination. or Z material 72 comprises essentially iron and the lower-
photoionization. Typically a beam of X-rays is dir~ted Z material 71 comprises essentially lithium deuteride. 
onto a target to remove electrons from an inner shell or 55 Other useful targets are described in Reference 10. 
subshell by photoicnization, then electrons decay from 
an exte~or shell or subshell filling the holes in the inner 
shell or subshell and leaving holes in the exterior shell 
or subshell, the holes in the exterior shell or subshell are 
then filled by Auger or Coster-K.ronig transitions from 60 
more exterior shells or subshells, thereby eliminating 
the lower laser states and decreasing the population in 
the lower laser level. In some e:nbcdiments a beam of 
X-ray~ is directed onto a target comprising essentially a 
ma~erial having an atomic number Z less than about ~.Q 65 
to remove K-shcll electrons by photoionization, then 
electrons decay from the L shell fillir..3 ~he holes in the 
K shell and leaving holes in the L shell, the holes in the 

EXAMPLES 

Theoretical and experimental studies of laser pro
duced, high-Z ra6iative plasmas were conducted. ·4 

theoretical model and computer code have be:n deve1-
oped which include the effects of index of refraction, 
bremsstrahlung, recombination radiation, line radiation, 
single fluid shock hydrodynamics, separate kinetic tem
peratures for electrons and ions, and electron thermal 
conductivity. Its vt.lidity extends to highly nonequilib
rium regimes such as the "time dependent corona" re
gime. Computer calculations have been performed 
which predict that large fluxes of X-rays can be gener-
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10 
the feasibility of preventing debris from the laser geoer
nted plumv. from striking X·ray irradiation umples. 

ated by placing high·Z targets in the luer f<'Ous, with 
effieiencies in excess of 20 percent for converting laser 
light into X-rays being feosibXe flt lO•"watts/cm2ofluer 
light incident over 1 nanosecond. The experiments were 
performed using 10-100 joule, 1-2 nanosecond, 1.06 
micron pulses generated with Battetle's HA
DRON/COB VD-640 neodymium-doped glass laser, 
laolated from bncbcattered liaht by a special explojing 
mirror surface. The X-ray yield· was measured with 
several techniques, including scintillator detectors. ma
terial damage, micro-calorimeter, scintillator camera, 
and thermoluminescence detectors. Conversion effi
ciencies of laser light into X-rays of est lea't 10 percent, 
·probably 15-20 percent, and possibly higher were ob-

Tho ~ults were extremely successful. X-rays with 
an enerl'Y ahove -1 kcV were routinely delivered, 

s behind 11 beryllium debris shield, at sufficiently high 
fluxes to vaporii.e lea<l over tln area of several cm2. 
Efficiencies of - S percent for _converting laser light to 
x .. rays above l h· '-." were obtained. The overall conver
sion efficiency of laser light to X·rays that WC-1 obtained 

10 was at least 10 percent, probably 15-20 percent, and 
pogsibly 30-40 percent. Mos~ remarkably. these results 
were all obtained using 1 ··2 mmosecond laser pulses 
with less than 100 joule.c; total energy. There is no QUC$

tion that these convi:nion efficiencies, which a.re a.l-
tained with iron slab wgets oriented at 45• with respect 
to the incident beam. The x .. ray yield above 1 keV is 
about 5 percent of the incident laser light. 

1.S ready satisfactory, could be increMC<l with the use of 
larger laser pulses. · . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The plasmas most effective for· X·::-ay production 
consist of high-Z materials raised to the multikilovolt 
re;gime. The dynamics of a high·Z plasma and its radia-

20 tive output involve a vu.riety of collision.al and radiative 
Progress in the development of high power lasers processes in addition to the usual phenomena that occur 

during the past several years has opened the door to in low-Z plasmas. The new processes make possible 
several new areas . of research. The best . known, of hig,.1-ier conversion efficiencies. but also add consider· 

·bil" f h' · able complexity to the problem. In view of this com-
course, is the remarkable possi ity 0 ac ievmg con- 25 ple.xity it will be valuable, before discussing the theoret
trolled thermonuclear fusion by means of laser heated 
plasmas. ical and experimental wcrk in detail, to establish the 

Thete is a second and newer application of high basic story of what happens when a high in.tensity laser 
power lasers, however, which from the point of view of pulse strikes a high-Z target: a discussion of the basic 
basic laser anci plasma physics is equally exciting. The 

30 
phenomenology is provided in the next two sections, 

new problem is to generate an intense X-ray source where for definiteness, 1CXXJ joules of pulsed neodym-
using lasers. The simplest approach is to place a small i~ laser light ue assumed. 
particle in the focus of a high i:>ower laser or array of II. MACROSCOPIC CHARACTERIZATION 
high power lasers, anc~ thereby ~eat it to such a high The first. problem to consider is to iraSure that laser 
temperature that the energy it radiates lies· in the X-ray 35 light is admitted into the plasma and net reflected (£Way 
regime: . .· · at the surface. Whenever·the lase.r frequency <:>r.. is less 

There are many points of similarity between the than the plasma. frequency <z>p=(41i-nee2/m)11 : of the 
X-ray_ problem and the fusion problem. Both,_ for exam- target plasma, the . incident ·light is reflected. If the 
. ple, involve the laser heating of. plasmas to the mu!- reverse is· true, the light will enter the plesma. The 
ti.kilovolt regime. But there is an impo~t difi'erenc_e. 40 · criticd electron density at which the plasma frequency 
The fusion work is mostly directed to the het.~g of equals the frequency ·of neodymium laser light is 
fusion.able materisls;whlch by nature have a low atomic 1021 cm-:s, so th~t to avoid reflection 
aumber, Z. The X-r.?Y work, on· the other hand, in
volves the heating of bigh-Z ·materials, which are far 
more effective in converting laser light h:to X-rays. 45 

The research reported here has conc:asively demon
strated that X-rays ca:n be generated in sufficient quanti
ti-"$ and in an appropriate spectral range to satisfy a 
number of' important reGu~·~...:u~u~ :tor laboratory X-
ra~. . ~ 

In the early phase of the study, the Batte1'e la.ser
generated plasms computer code FLASH was general
ized to acount for ti.me dependent ionization: and co~
version emciencies greater than 20 perc~t (If laser light 
into X-rays were calculated assuming certain initial SS 
plasma conditions. At the · same time, a HA· 
DRON/CGE VD-640 laser ·.vas installed by Battelle. 
Columbus, and a special isolator device was developed 
to eliminate the troublesome problem of glass damage 
caused by amplification of laser light backscattered 60 
from targets.CO 

In the next phase, the total X-ray yield and effective 
temperature were studkd with 1 nanosecond laser 
pulses preceded by a variety of "feet" (i.e., prepulses) 
11l9Jging from approximately 1 to 15 nanoseconds. The 6S 
purpose here was to identify the prepulses that would 
establish optimum iffitis.l piasmn profiles when the laser 
beam was focused on particular solid targets. in addi
tion to the foot study, tests were conducted to est.s.blish 

n~;:? 1021 cm-l (1) 

This description of light reflection is naive and not 
always troe, but it is a useful introductory statement or 
a problem that must be ultimately dealt with. · 

The second problem to coru.lder is whether ihe iaser 
light is absorl>ed by the plasma. In order to insure a high 
conversion efficiency of laser light into X-rays, most of 
the light must be absorbed ··rather than transmitted 
through the phsma. This condition imposes a lower 
bound· on the electron density of about 1019 or 1()20. 
Thus, there ~s a working range of one or two factors of 
teru of electron density in which the 1~· light enters the 
pla~ma without being reflected and is also mostly ab
sorbed before passing th.rough. 

Now where within this working range is it most de
sirable to operate? The answer is provided by the objec
tive of ma:ximi.zing the X-ray yield. Since all of the 
processes known to contribute to X-radi.ation, namely 
br~sstrahlung, recombination radiation and line radia
tion, increase with the square of electron density, it is 
desirable to work as close as possible to the upper end of 
the working range. This establishes 1()21 as a sor~ of 
"favorite" electron density for X-ray production. 

Now what should the plasma size be? Tius is estab
lished by heat capacity <..:onsiderations based on com
plete nbsorption of thi= 1000 joules of in-::idcnt laser 
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light. 1be characteristic volume and side length of a 
plasma, of electron density l()lt, that lies in the mul· 
ti.kilovolt regime with IOOO joules of absorbed energy 
are 

12 
in loe41 tht:rmodynamio equilibrium (L TE). One nano
second is long enough for the electrons to «Juilibr*tc 
among themselves by coulomb collisiom Md be charnc
terlzed by an electron kinetic temperature, T f" Simj-

.5 larJy, there is enough time for the lo~ to equ11fbrate 
(2) among themselves nt an ion kinetic tetn~n.lu.re, T,.. .But 

L- JO-lcm. (3) there is generally insufficient tim~ f9r T, Md Tit? tie .. 
come c.qu.ttl. W~::»~ usually happens i~ that th.e m~td~tt 

This is a n~RSOnabJe approximation for plasmas of any laser light iR sbsorbed by the electrons, which _nse in 

atomic number, z. . 10 temperature relatively rapidly while slowly heating the 
It is aiow possible to determine what the pulse length ions by elect:;onion collisions. 

of the laser should be. 11tls parameter is established by Now this in itself constitutes a breakdown of L TE. 
the characteristic hydrOO.ynamic expansion time of a 0.1 But it is a trivial aJpect of its breakdown, both from an 
cm thick multi.kilovolt plasma, whlch is -10-9seconds. analytic point of view and from the point of ·.iew of 
The approximation is valid for plasmas of any n d'and z 15 X-ray production. Tiris is not to say that it is urJmpor-
within a factor of 3 or so. If a pulse substantially longer tant. Ind~. in a fusion plasma it is of paramount impor-
than a nanosecond is used, the plasma will expand and tance, since the desired product-fusion ene:--
go transparent during the irradiation, and will convert gy-would be sharply supressed by a lag~ng ion tem-
the absorbed energy into X-rays with a reduced effi- perature. But in the X-ray problem the des1r~d p:oduct 
ciency. A shorter pulse, on the other hand, is probably 20 d:pends ma.inly o? el~tron temperat.ure, ~h1ch is only 
acceptable, but there is usually no reason to make the slightly affected (m high-Z plasmas) 1f the ton tempers-
problem more difficult by employing a pulse which is tuie fogs.. · · 
unnecessarily short. The appropriate pulse width of the There z.s another aspect of the breakdown of L TE 
laser is thus which has a far more serious effect on X-ray prod~c-

25 tion. This is the question of whether or not the rdativ2 
(4} ion pcpulntions (i.e., the refativc ~umber. say. of 15. I 6 

W1tat about heat conduction and temperature uni
formity? Heat is conduct{;:..:,k in the laser plasma mainly 
by electron thermal conductivity. This process is similar 30 
to t!le conductivity of an ordinary gas except that the 
carrier pnrticles ~electrons rather than atoms. Calcu
lations show that electron thermal conductivity will 
generally. render the electron temperature wriform 
within a nanosecond if the. final electron temperature is 35 
greater than -5 keV, but.will have difficulty in doing 
so if the final electron temperatilre is only 1 or 2 Jee V. 

aTld 17 tim~ ionized tungsttn) ate governed by the Saha 
Equations, as they should be for a plasma in L TE. The 
import.ar-::e of this question is due to the strong depen
dence of X-ray emission on ionization potential. 

The Sahl$ Equations Dllt)' be writt~n in the ·appro:ti
m:ite f orm<J> 

When the conductivity fails, other processes, such as where Is and Is+ 1 are the io~ fractions that az:e s and s + .1 
shock heating and the tendency of the incir!mt light to times ionized, neis the density of free electrons, and kT e 

be"'transmitted through hot regions a.nd absorbed in cold 40 is the electron temperature: x,is the ioniz::ltion potential 
regions, will U.ilually step in and establish a r~~na.bly· or the s times ionized ion. In this report, cgs units are 
uniform temperature. Reradiated energy, on the other used unless othenvise stated. In the case of a plasma 
hand, is not an effective agent for temperature equaliza- which is optically thin, the ~oniza.tion state descri~ by 
tion. Most of its escapes fmm the pfasma, except at low the Saha Equations results from the competitive bal~,~ 
tempe:-atu.res. 45 between collisional ionization by two-body electron-ion 

We have .thus far arrived at a self consistent set of collisions, and recombination by so-called three-body 
laser and macr0scopic plasma parame'ters for ma.'!jmiz- recombination. The fatter process is a radiationless 
hg X-ray ·production for the case of 1000 joules of three-body "collision" involving one ion and two elec-
neody.-'1.ium laser light. 3;.;~ 1~·..:•1.Aacr the numbers for trons, in which one elwtron combines with the ion, 
their s'i.. ·~ limitations are ab:oiute. For example, it SO while the ot.'ler is scattered away with a dix~tion and 
appears possible to heat plasmas with electron densities velocity which guarantees energy and mornentt.un con-
greater than 1021 by means of s. two step process, the servation. These processes are statisti~ ~::l"'.e~ of one 
first step of which was pomted out by Dawson, Kaw another {i.e., one trs.nsfonilS into the other under time 
and Green.(2) Tht: idea is that no plasm.a is uniform, so reversal); this is to be expected, since the Saha Equa-
t.hat reflection of an external laser ~ at the critical SS rions pertain to an ion distribution which is in L TE. 
aensity point entails a two way ~ge of the light The Saha Equations definitely bres.k down. This may 
through an outer skin with an electron density ranging be seen by applying the follow\ng (very approximate) 
from 0 to 1021. This "underdense" portion of the plasma rule of thumb given by McWhirter(4J: 
is often capable of absorbing most of the incident en-
ergy, which is then partly transported to the "over- 60 
devc;e" portion of the pla.sm!i by electron thermal con-

(6) 

ductivity. Thus, the numbers obtained above are mainly The quantity (Te)ev is the electron tempernture ex-
logical guidelines 'for an initial study. pressed in electron volts. Vlhenever Equa!ion (6) is 

satisfied, the Saha Equations break down and the ion 
l!I. MICROSCOPIC CHARACTERlZA TION 65 di.:tribution is out of equilibrium. This is generally the 

In any case, we are now in a position to chs.racterize case in the present problem, sinc.e use of T" ~ 1000 e V 
the micr05C0pic nature of the plasma. The overriding io Equation (6) gives ne =:; 3 X 1026, which is e&Slly 
feature in this realm is that the plasma particles arc not s;itisfied by the key electron density l ()21. On e micro-
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scopic level, the state of affairs that prevails when. 
Equation (6) is satisfied is that the relative ion popula
tions are determinccl by the competitive balance be· 
tween collisional ionization- the same io:iizatiC'tn pro
cess as in the &ha regime-and two-body .radiative 5 
recombination. in which a free electron recombines 
with an ion ~nd tbe excess energy and momentum are 
carried off by a photon. These processes are not statisti
cal inverses of one another: the ionization precess is 
purely collisional, whereas the recombination process 
involves a photon. 

. computer code la designated by the naMe PLASH, and 
is continually being extended and improved. The ver
sion w be diBcUMed in thb report is FI-ASH 3. Whl<;h iJ 
one dimension.al but accounts for the time dependence 
of ionization. 

ABSORPTION AND REFLECTION 

Now wheu Equation {6) is sa.tisfied, tho? ion distribu
tion is often still in a quasi-steady, though nonequililr 
rium, stllte. The ionization equations in this case are 
tractable as those for equilibrium, the main difference ts 
being that the Saha Equations are replaced by anothet 
set of quasi-steady equations, generally· known as ··eor
onal Equilibrium" equations. The exact form of these 
equations depends on the formulas selected for the fun
damental - cross-sections. The Coron.al Equilibrium 20 
equations im,Ued by the formulas given in Section IV 
a.re 

In the moJ.;;i for absorption and reflection of laser 
1ight, the light en~rs the surface of ~he pl~ma and 

10 penetrates, via the laws of geometrical optics, to the 
critical density point, where 100 percent reflection is 
assumed to occur: it then retraces its path 1µld exits from 
the plMma. On the way i!1 and on the way out it ·;s 
as.~umed to he absorbed at the rate predicted by tlle 
Da~n n.nd 01'erm~n.{') miGrows,ve ~onductivity for
I:lula, suitably modified by the approximate index of 
refractio.n<6> 

Cl 2 
11 = (l - .::;r_ )I, 

OJl 

(9) 

where CiJ,is the plw;ma frequency. Thus, the beam in~-

( 

(7) sity ettenuatea as .dl/dx = -al, with the absorption fr = 3.3 X J0- 16 -r.!-;r) 6.J.~1~~,TJl exp ( - :;., ). 25 coefficient given by . 

where ~s) is the number of electrons in the outer Bohr 
shell (~o= 1 hydrogenlike it'}n, Ao= 6 for oxygenlike 
ion.s, etc.), d is a correction term, and the other qwmti- 30 
ties are defined as in Equation (S). The term .. qussi
steady.,, as applied to Equations (S) and (7), refers to the 
fact that/s's at any instant are specified by the instant3-
neous values of T,.and n,.. 

tr,Zl° · :Gil log A 
a = 6.2 x 10-" -------- cm-t, 

1))1 (1 _ ..!2.-)'ckr.':n 
012 eJ 

where 

(!0) . 

(11) 
Unfortunately, ir, a laser heated plasma, quasi-steady 35 

conditions do not always prevail. 1b.is may be cstab
lish-=d by a second rule of thumb, also given by 
McWbirter<·'>, which applied whenever Equation (6) is The light which surviv(.S absorption during the two 
satisfied; this ~d rule of thumb sa~ that quasi- . way Pass:1ge_ c:ons~tutes reflection. In these form~, n1 

steady conditions break down if the characteristic time 40 denc~ ion oens1ty, T,. denotes el~t~o~ temp.c:ratm.:ei 
for hydrodynamic expansion or contraction .,h satidies ,!;?d (I) lS the frequency of the laser li.~ ... The quantity 
the relation , , z• is the mean ion effective charge, z•2 i:s the m.ea.n 

square ion dfeciive charge, and log A is the so-called 
(!) Coulomb logarithm. which is generally ~t equal to S or 

45 10 throughout a oiven probfom. The· justification for 
this extension of microwave absorption theory to the 
opti.cal regime was provided by Mallozzi and Mar
gena.u(7), who showed that the primary physical process 
underlying the at»orption of laser light ·is plasmas, 
r..an1dy free-free absorption (inverse bremsstrahlung), is 
the q'12Iltum analogue of the proc.ess which underlies 

If Equation (8) is satisfied, the plssma is in an extremely 
nonequilibrium state. To s~ify the isistantaneous ion
ization state, it is n~·y ~·J ;..r,ow not only the local 
free electron conditions., but their entir~ pa.st hlstory as 30 
welll The only recourse in such a situation is to so1ve 
rate equations which include the pri..ncipal microscopic 
processes that cvntrlbute to the ionization rate, and 
calculate the time development of thie plasma from an 
initial state. 55 

The ionization of a multikilovolt l~r generated 
plasma requires the time dependent treatment. This may 
be seen by l.nserting the critical electron density 1021 in 
I?quation (8). In the underdeme plasma "skin," where 
n,. < 1021, the full time dependent treatment is required, (IJ 

although in the overdense "core" (which c.an be heated . 
by shocks and thermal conduction), a qussistes.dy treat
ment is generally valid. 

classical microwave -absorption: the formulas for free
free absorption and microwave absorption were shown 
to be identical when hv < < kT. 

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

The laser energy which is absorbed in each c:::>ne of 
the plasma is converted into electron kinetic energy. 
Now for a plasma.in LTE, the energy which the elec
trons absorb is immediately partitioned, in a fixed and 
rate independent way, among the intemcl degress of' 
freedom in each zone. However, in the present plasma, 
the conditions in each zone must be established by solv
ing an appropriate set of rate equations. These equations 

IV. THEORETICAL MODEL 

A the<.,retical model s.nd computer code have been 
developed to predict the ti!!'.!e dev~lopme.ct of a high-Z, 
radiative plasma interacting witb a 11.•.ser beam. The 

6.5 are given next, and provide a time dependent link be
twoen the total energy uensity f, the total pressure p, the 
kinetic electron Md :on temperatures Teand T1r and tile 
:-elative ion population1'J fr 
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The relative ion populati9ns tt.re descxibe.d by the 

equations (2J} 

(lS) 

(12) 

IO Equation (19) exr.resses the total density f(ergs/cm3) as 
a sum of the electron and ion kinetic energy densities Er 

and E.;, defined by the ideal gas formulas (21) and (2:?.), 
plus the total ionization energy density E1• The latter 
quantity is defined in Eqwiticn (23) in t~nns of the 

together with the normalization condition 

z 
~ /,=-1. 

(13) 

ts ground state binding energies U,. per ion, and alter
nately, the ground state ionization potentials. The bind
ing energies and ionization potentials can be supplied to 
FLASH as inputs, or calculated internally using a fun· 
damental atomic model. Equation (20) express the pres-

s=o 

and the definition 

20 sure in terms of the total kinetic energy density, in nc
ccrd with the ideal gas picture for pressure. Equation 
(24) gives the rate of change of e, + l.1. The first tcna on 
. the right side accounts for t.1ie change due to elastic 

Zl"" I f,Z,. 
s -= I 

(14) 
25 

The quantity 
Z, = o, I, •• .z (15) 

and den<>tes effective ion charge. The coefficients S. a, 
and f3 appearing in Equations (12) account respectively 30 
for collision.al ionization, radiative recombination, and 
three body recombination, and are given by 

2 l:.J.ZJ {kT~)l ( x'.Z,g) ) 
S{,ZJ = 4.9 x to- 4 exp - • 

- -x114(Z,g) kTe 

(1 6) 35 

,. a X Z, - l.g) 
cx,ZJ = 1.5 X 10- (1 + tf) (kTJl , 

(!7) 

(18) 40 
. -{J(ZJ = 1.6 X t0-63 • &J.Zr - l) 

,,.. x114(Z, - l.g) (kTJ5r. 

!n these formulas, X(Z,.'g) denotes the ground state ion
ization potential of an ion of effective charge Z,,.. and 
fl.J.Z;) is the number of electrons in the outermo-.;t occu- 45 
pied Bohr shell. The qwmtity d is a correction for die
lectronic recombination.<W!he formulas for Sand a are 
esset1tially those given in- reference 4, except for d. and 
their use lcs& E.quatic-~: (1-::· ':;·~..:duce to the Coronal 
Equilibrium Equations (7) in the limit of low particle so 
density and slow time variation. The formula for /3 was 
derived from S by requiring Equations (12) to reduce to 
the Saha EquatioDs (5) in the limit of high pai·ticle den
sity and slow time variation. Titis procedure leads to a 
low estimate for /3: The reasor.. is that Formula (16) 55 
underestimates S at high densities, since is ignores tbe 
existence of excited states. 

electron-ion collisions: this term affects only fr The 
second term accounts for the change in Ee + €1 due to 
reradiation, and equals the negative of the total radiated 
power per cm': this term in general ~ff ects both £(and 
e1• Equation (25) deSc:ribes the ch:1ngc in €:. which h; 
attributed to elastic electron-ion collisions. 

These equations all ignore the potential energy be· 
tween free el~irons, the effect of inelastic collisions on 
E;. and the reabsorption of emitted radiation: they al!lO 
assume that the ions are mostly found in the ground 
state. The quantity Tc{which ap~..ars in EqUAtions (24) 
and (25) is the electron-jon. equipa~ition time~ and is 
given by<7) 

6 
(ki~}J12A 

Tn= 1.5 x 102 ----
n;Z*2log A 

·: (26} 

... ,, ... 

where A is the atomic mass number (A= 1 for hydro
gen). Th.ls formula.. as well as most others Lr1 FLASH 3 
pertaining to collisional processes, is restricted to sinia
tions where T, is not more tna.&"'1 a few hundred times 
higher than T"" _:.:-:~conditions almost always apply. 

CONDUCTION AND HYDRODYNAMICS 

Heat conductions in FLASH 3 is accounted for by 
tbe following expression for the heat flow vector: 

r.sn ~ 
F = 1.3 X 10-s lo: A --VT.~ . 

"' zi2 'cm2scc 

(27) 

This expression arises from electron thermal comluctiv
ity. Ion thermal conductivity is ignored. 

Hydrodynamic motion is predicted by the hydrody
namic- equations for single fluid one-dimensional mo-

The ionization equations given above must be solved 
simultaneously with the following equations for energy 
and pressure; 

E = r + E!+ E;. (19) 

p = f (e, -t- f.i), (20) 

60 tion. The Lagrangian method is employed, with shock 
computations stabilized by an - "artificial viscosity" 
tel'l':' .. Energy density and pressure are given by the time 
dependent model described eadier, modified to allow 

I'.,::.: (3/2) z• n/>:T,.. (21) 65 

(22) 

for a changing n+ Two terms s.rc added to the right side 
of Equation (24) to allow for heat conduction and th~ 
absorption oflaser light, which affect Eeo but not t 1or e1• 

Heating due to compression a"ld artificial viscosity is 
as..~igned to Ee and ci (i.e., added to the zight sides of 
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Equstions 24 and {25) in proportion to the inst.antaneou, · 
ratio of e, to £1• 

RERADIA TION 

The Cllcrgy radiated by the plasma ~ from three 
mechanisms: free-free radiation (bremsstrahlung), free
bot:nd radiation (recombiution radiation), and line 
radiation. FLASH 3 calculo.tes the contribution from 
ench process and assumes that ilic emitted radiation 
escapes from the plasma. 

The free-free and free-bound radiation emitted into 
the spectral band A(hv)=hv2-hv1 is gjven by 

model, the frequency averugt..d line emission is a sub· 
stsntial improvement over what might be calculated 
with either the Saha or Cor':>nal Equilibriun·. ionization 
models. Work is undenvay to develop :L more detailed 

3 model for line radiation, including self absorption cf· 
fee ts. 

V. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 

The purpose of this Section is to present th~ results of 
10 two selected FLASH 3 cs.lculntions (FIGS. 12-23 and 

Tables ~ and 4). The input parameters for these comput
ers runs (1 nnd 2) are given in Table 1. together with 

J1y1 .. 1.2 X JO- "n1(kT,)i [exp ( - t~: )-exp ( - ~:-] F · ze'i c~~ , 

(28) 

P-; - s.s x 10-9/t} F 
(kT,)I 

Z 6 
2 

[2nl - tln(Zj) ( ;(n(7., - I) ) 
s : 1 " :, /wnCZ, - 1) n citp kT, 

(29) 

the input parameters of nine additional runs, which are 
reported in detail in the Final Report (\! c!ume I) cited 
at the end of this specification. 111e computer runs 

where lln(ZJ is the number of :tthshell electrons, 
x_,fZ;;-1) is the ionization potential of an electron cap
tured into that shell (the ~pture decreases Z: by 1), and 
H is the "Heavisider· step !unction, defined by · 

~.x) = o. x < o. 
fit.x) == 1, x 5:; 0. (30) 

30 cover two materials~ three laser power densities, two· 
laser wa ~ ··I:;:ngths, and three initial ple.sma profiles. The 
problems are all one-dimensional, with the laser beams 
noimally incident on. infinite plasma slabs at uniform 

Equations (28) and (29) a.re the usu.al formulas for free- initial temperatures of 8.6 electron volts arid with initial 
free and free-bound radiation found in the literature<9> 35 ion density profiles which are linear. These profiles are 
except that integrations over hv have been performed, given in Table 2. 
with Gaunt factors set equal to unity. The summation The main purpose in choosing these problems as the 
over n in Equation (29) extends over the first six shells, first to be an&lyzed was to illustrate the effect on X~ray 
which are the ones most likely to influence two-body production of basic interaction phenomena such as con-
recombination. · · 40 duction and time dependent ionization: thus, simple 

Line radiation is given by slabs were studic:d rather than a spread of different 
target geometries. Another intent!on was to vary cru

(31) 
cial pa.a.-ameters corresponding to tune.able labo•.atory 
quantities such as laser power density and the initial PL= 6.4 X 

lO-l4 nt Z. 
(kTJI 

Z ( X/..ZJ ) s: o/,F,cxp - -w;- 4.5 pl3.$ma profile. The latter quantity is related to the ioniz
ing prepulse which strikes a solid target oefore arrival° 
of the main pulse. One might wish that more materials 
were run. However, iron (Z=26) and calcium (Z=20) where x,.(ZJ is a characteristic excitation energy for the 

sth ion sped es and F 1~ :,; ~: : •• _· .. :....c.cistic absorption oscil
lator strength. Equation (31) is based on a model where SO 
each ion species emits a single spectral line of photon 
energy hv=x,. (ZJ, which is produced when ground 
s~te ions suffer inelastb two-body collisions with elec
trons and the excited states subsequently decay; the 
pl&sma is assilmed optically thin to the emitted radia- 55 
tion. This picture of Une radiation is admittedly approxi
mate and lacking in fine structure. However, when 
combined With the FLASH time depende~t ionization 

2 3 

Meteris.J Iron Iron Ca.lcium 
Wavclcngt!: l.06 l.OIS J.06 
~rons) 

Pube 
WK\th{n.ano-
secoods) 
Laser Power 1.0S x 1.05 x 1.05 x 
Density 
(watts/cm2) 

tQlo\ 1014 1014 

both. yielc high conversion efficiencies, and the basic 
piasma equetions promise similar behavior for higher Z 
targets if slight cha.-iges in initial plasma profiles nre 
made: the main differe.11ce is that ha.r1er X-ray spectra 
:>re genera!ly attcinable with higher Z targets. · 

An analysis of the computer runs anc! a comparison 
with earlier work (io.11,11) wili be prrsented in Section 
VII. The runs will also be employed in interpreting the 
experimental results which are presented there. 

TABLE 1. 
PARAMETERS FOR COMPtrrER RUNS 

4 4 6 9 10 11 

Caicium Ulcium C:llcium Calcium Calcium C:ikiu:n Calcium Cslciu::i 
1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 l.CX) l.05 10.6 

.s • .5 .75 .I 

1.0S x 1.0S X l.O:'i X 1.05 x !.OS X I.OS X 1.05 x 1.05 x 
101

' 1014 lOll 1Ql5 IO" 1013 1014 !Cl" 
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'I'ABLE t.-co.ntbiued · 

PAJU.M:eTilU t'Olt CO~f PU'l'fHl IWNS 
2 J . 4 4 ~ 7 II 9 10 lt 

Initial t'Wm.a A A A A A ;.., B Jl B c A 
Proftl. 

E.quil ~t nme Tune Time Time Tune Time 
Dep. Ocp. Oep. Oep. ~~. Dop. 

Yelll No Yes Ye:s Yea ycg Yes Yes 

loalution T'll'l>e Bquil nme 
~ Oep. Oep. 
Cooduction r~ Yet YciJ 

TABLE 2. 10 

lNITIAL PLASMA PROFILES FOR COMPUTER. RUNS 
Slof.: Thickness TABLE 4.-continued 

Pluma Profile (eons/cm pet cm) {etn) Time int.egnted rc~ia~ ener~ u ~rcent cf time integ."'lted Lput. 
A 5.1 ;.{ J()ll 0.030 Incident luer flux = J.OS X JO' watts/cm2 
B 5.1 x 1()20 0.30 l.S Wavelength = 1.06 microns Comr,ttr Run 2, 
c J.02 x t()lO 1.50 [nitW conditions: P~ profile A F!G . 18 -23 

O.!i - 1.0 0.02 O.Q2 0.01 0.05 
I.0- 2.0 O.D3 0.05 0.00 O.Oil 

TABLE 3· 2.0--4.0 0.03 0.16 0 0.19 
4.0- 8.0 o.oi 0.05 0.00 0.07 

NONEQUlLIBiUUM IRON CALCULATION: 
20 

8.0 - 16.0 0.00 o.~9 O· O.S9 
· TIME-DEPENDENT IONIZATION . !6.0 - 1024 0.00 o.oi 0 0.02 

· Tune intearated rendiat.ed encr~ u percent of time integrated input" · Total 0.14 0..90 0.38 1.42 
locldent ~ Owt - I.Os x JO 'watt&/1,.-ml {11.) Time = 137 Ncoseconru 
Wavelength - 1.06 Clic:rom Computer Run l, Sum 
.initial conditions: Pluma- proftlc A Figs. 12-17 Spectral Free- Free- Over 

Sum Region, keV F:-ee1 % Bound.% Line.% Processes. % 
Spectra! Free- Free- Over 25 0.0 - o.s 0.09 0.02 o:n 0.&8 

Regioo1 keV. P5% Bound1 % Linc,% Prooesses. % 0.5 - 1.0 0.06 o.os 0.01 0.12 

0.0-0.5 0.().4. 0.01 3.71 3.76 t.O - 2.0 0.o7 0.!:2 O.Ol 0.10 
o.s - 1.0 0.02 0.01 1.89 1.n 2.U - 4.0 0.06 v.41 0 0.47 
1.0 - 2.0 0.03 0.03 1.28 1.3-' "·o- s.o 0.0.? 0.1' \l.00 <>.rn 
2..0- 4.0 . 0.03 o.m 0 0.o7 · ~.o - 16.o o.oo l.43 0 1.43 

4.0- 8.0 0.02 0.02 0.01 o.os 16.0 - 1024 0.00 0.04 0. 0.04 
8.0- 16.0 0.00 . 0.01 0 O.Dl 30 Total 0.31 2.21 o.n J.n 

16.0- 1024 0.00 . 0.00 0 0.00 (b) T:me = 277 i';coseconds 
Total 0.14 0.12 6.89 7.15 Srun 

(s) Tzmc = 135 Picoseconds S)'CCtna.l Free- Free- Over 
Sum Re~oa. lceV Fr~% Bound,% Line..% Proce:so;. % 

. Spectral·. Free- Free- Over 0.0-0.S 0.18 0.04 1.23 I.45 
Region. keV F~% 8ouad1 ·3 Line.% Processes, % o.s. 1.0 O.H 0.12 . 0.03 O.l& 

O.O-·O.S O.o7 0.01 3.96 4.04 35 1.0- 2.0 0.13 0.25 0.03 0.41 
o . .s :..·1.0 o.os 0.03 2..30 2.38 2.0- 4.0 0.1 J 0.80 0 D.91 
1.0-2.0 . 0.06 0.06 2.76 2.!S 4.0- 8.0 0.05 0.26 0.01 0.32 
20·-<4.0 0.06 0.13 0 0.19 s.o- 16.0 . O.Ot 2.5! 0 l.Sl 

. 4.0-8.0 ·-:0.03 .. 0.06 0.12 0.21 16.0- 1024 0.00 O.o7 0 0.(]1 

S.0- 16J) .0.01 .. 0.01 0 0.02 Tobl O • .S9 ~.o.s 1.30 5.94 
·16.0- 1024 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 (c) Time = ~28 ~ 

Total ... 0.28 0.30 9.14 9.72 40 Sum 
.. (b) Tune = 265 Picoseconds S~:v.:tral Free- Free- Over 

Sum R~n.keV Free,% Bound.%. Line.% Processes. % 
. spedrai . Free- Free- Over 0.1 - 0.5 0.31 0.07 1.00 1.38 

·Region. k~V ·F~% Bound.% Lin~% Processes % 0.5 -1.0 0.17 0.26 O.lI 0.54 

·0.0-0.S 0.13 . O.Ql 4.70 us 1.0 - 2.0 0.20 0.48 O.t:s 0.83. 
. 0.5 - 1.0 0.0') 0.06 2.71 2.86 45 

2.C- 4.0 0.27 I.# c 1.61 
!.0- 2.0 0.11 0.13 4.39 4.63 4.0- 8.0 0.10 0.39 0.00 0.49 
2.0- 4.0 0.10 0.29 0 0.39 8.0 - 16.0 0.03 3.44 0 3.41 
~.0- 8.0 o.os 0.13 0.32 0.50 16.0 - 1024 0.00 0.17 0 0.17 
13.0 - 16.0 0.01 o.m 0 0.04. Tot&! 0.98 6.25 l.26 8.49 

16.0- 1024 0.00 o.ro 0 0.00 (d) Tune = 1000 Pi~nds 
Total 0.49 -- l:Z.12 13.27 

(c) Tm:e ... 411 "Picoeeccmds 50 
Sum 

VI. DE....~RIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS Spectral Free- Pree- Over 
Region. ke V F~% Bo~% Line,% Proci::sse:, % 

The Laser 0.0-0.S · 0.19 !l02 11.00 11.21 
0.5 - !.O 0.17 0.06 2.14 2.37 The e.~periments were perf ormeci with· t.06µ. wave-1.0- 2.0 0.15 0.22 4 33 4.70 
2.0- 4.0 0.14 o.so 0 0.64 55 length laser pulses generated with Bs.ttelle"s HA-
4.0 - 8.0 0.09 0.20 o.g1 1.10 DRON/CGE VD-640 neodymium-doped glass laser. 8.0-16.0 0.03 0.04 0 0.07 

16.(1- 1024 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 Thi~ imtnunent cons:i.!!ts of a Q-switched oscillator fol· 
Total o.n_ l.04 lS.28 20.09 iowed by six amplifying stages. The final stage cont.a.ins 

(d) Tune = 1000 Picosecoads a 64 mm.dimneter rod. The capability of the laser ranges ---.-· 
60 from 100 joules in 30 ns. This range of outputs is 

TABLE4. achieved by generating a standard 4 joule, 30 ns pulse 

Tune integrated re.-r.cti.ated ener~ u percent or time integnted input. 
with the oscillator and paMing it thrOl!0h a upulse clip-

Incident laser flw ,... 1.05 X 10 4 watU/cm2 per," which is located between the oscillator.and the 
Wave~ .. ..qt.11., 1.~ microm ecms.ter Run 2. first amplifying stage. ·The pulse clipper consists of 2. 
Initial ooadit.iom; Pl.um!! profile A FIG . 18 - 23 6S J.azer triggered spark gap wh.:Ch switches a Pockebs cell 

.. Free.:. Sum on for 1-2 ns nesr the peak of the 30 ns pulse .. The width 
Spectn.1 Free- Over 

Region. !teV Free.% . Bound!% Line,% "Proces:t~ % of the clipped pulse is essentially maintamed as it ·~ 
0.0 - o.s 0.04 0.01. 0.37 0.42 through tile runplifi.en . 
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Laser Modifications 

through the isolator. The 2 or 3 db attenuation in the 
forward direction is easily recovered by incr.:aslng the 

The first experiments were frustrated by the problem llmplifics.tion of the final stage. One drawback of this 
of dama$e to laser rods caused by laser light ba.clw.'..a.t- systetn is that a laser pulse entering the isolator at a level 
tcred from the: target. Th.is problem wu well . known s which is une~pected low by a factor of four or more 
from laser generated thermonuclear fusion work, and will yield insufficient energy ln the back leg to blow off 
had forced many experlmenta to be ~rformed at.power th~ mirror. But the lMtr is not likely to sutT~r r~fleQtion 
levels far below the cap"bility of the avnllablc laser damage at thes.ei b· .. vel" pulse levels. In any case. nddi-
systems. (IJ> In the VD-640 laser operating in the 100 timw .mirror development is expected to substautl.ally 
joule/I nanosecond mode, glass damage will occrJr if ss to improve the low pulse limit for mirror bloworr. and th<:: 
little as 1/100 joule is reflected back along the optictJ problem c:m be elimixa.ted altogether by inserting a 
path by the target. The 1/100 joule pulse, although supplemen·i:al nonlinear absorber 4-0 to protect again."lt 
distributed over approximately 30 cm2 of glass when it the weaker backscattered pulses, or else at a scarifice of 
reenters the IRSt amplifier •. will converge and be ampli· damage to the mirror blank, by vaporizing the mirror 
fied as it retraces the optical path, and at some point will t:S using u.n electrlco.1.discharge as in FIG. 25. In the pre-
cxceed the 10 jvule/cml damage threshold as it funnels sent system the mirror blanks are undamaged and can be 
through smaller and smaller rods. There are certain recoated et reasonable cost. 
combinations of pulses and targets for which the back.. The de\-ice dc:sc;ibed above Ui actually 3. highly ver-
scattered light is acceptably low, but this.does not solve sa.tile instrument which i.ci capnble of simult..aneously 
the· problem. A malfunction in· equipment might still 20 serving.many functions besides isolation. These include 
deliver a dangerous pulse, and in any case it lg undersit- ham h.ornogeniution. superrlldum.ce suppr~!on, zmd 
able to.be limited in .the experiments that can be per- divergen.ce sharpening. 
formed. . The special rtlir:'or 14, for example, serves a secon· 

It would appear that th~ !Leer could be protected dary function of suppressing hot spots in the laser bea...-n. 
most simply by introducing an electro-optical shutter 25 This is accomplished by placing the front surface of the 
after the last stage. The shutter would transmit the mirror at a position where the average flux approaches 
forward pulse but be switched off before the return of the damage threshold of the reflective coating. The hot 
the back-scattered pulse. Unfortunately, the construe- spots will exceed the damage threshold and be reduced 
tion ~f Kerr or Pockels cells large enough to 'handle . - in energy, which promotes a more homogeneous beam 
large diameter beams is vezy difficult l!!nd expensive. In 30 and helps protect downstream. laser rods from hot spot 
a somewhat more attractive scheme a large multipug damage. The same effect affords protection from acci-
Faraday rotator and polarizers are used.(14) But even dently large pulsCs. 
Faraday rotators have drawbacks for large lasers, The lens-iris-lens combination 43 can be used to limit 
owing to the difficulty of establishing the large volume, the beam divergence, and do it in such a way that it 
strong, uniform magnetic fields which are required. 35 actually provides some isolation by itself and suppresses 

To avoid these difficulties, a new method for isolating amplified spontaneous emissipn as well. Light backscat-
Q-switched lasers was developed. Cl) The technique is tered from the main pulse by the plasma will be rels-
readily applicable to Q-switch~ lasers of any ap;:.~turc, tively diffuse and be stopped in large part by an iris 47· 
power ud pulse width. designed to barely accomodate ·the normal divergenee. 

Ref en mg now to FIG. 24, a key element is a special 40 Amplified ·spontaneous· eni.is..«iion also has a relatively 
mirror 14 designed to be highly :rcl'lecting to light incl- high divergence and will be sharply reduced in p~ing 
de:-~t from the front 17 and to be -destroyed by light through the iris 47. Use of the iris in the indicated way 
incideD.t from the back 27. The mirror coating 14 con- cm replace procedures based on ~a.ratm~ th:: laser 
sists of high reflectivity copper 30 deposited over high s.mpliflen by long distances from 0ne another and from 
&bsorptivity germanium 28. 45 the target. . · 

An incident pulse 15 strikes a beamsplittcr 22, whfoh The varied uses for the isolator components suggests 
transmits most of the pulse 16, 17 to the copper mirror that its placeroent at a z:.umber of strategic points Lri an 
1..« and reflects a portion 25 through the long leg 25, 26, amplifier chain can alleviate many of the proble:ns of 
27 to the mirror backside. Tb.·:.; ~ ... ir1 iength of the back multistage high gain systems. As e byproduct, the ~ens-
leg is sufficiently long that the main pulse 17 completely SO iris-lens combination oE..3 can serve as a beam e.xpa.nder 
reflects off the front of the special mirror 14 before the and collimate.: to step up the ~. diameter between 
small rerouted portion '27 strikes it from the baclr ... The stages. Use of collimated beams in ~e laser rods can 
small pulse 27 blows the mirror film 30 off the glass reduce the degradation of bes.m divergence by pump 
plate 36, and th\'! light scattered back along the optical induced inhomogeneitit..os. 
path strikes a c::loud of mirro!." ~eating debris. 55 Further details of L~e laser modifications discussed 

A laser isolator bas.:d on these principles has been above are i.ai.cluded in the U.S. Patent applicatioo of 
designed and installed between the last two stsges of the Philip J. Mallozzi, Harold M. Epstein, Craig T. Walters, 
Battelle laser. The device includes a precautionary fea- David C. Applebaum, and William T. Gallagher for 
ture 43, in which two lenses (46 schematically) are in- Backscatter Isolation, Ser. No. 246,161, ftled Apr. 21, 
serted between the beamsplitter 22 and the special mir- 60 1972, now U.S. PAT. No. 3,778,585, issued Dec. 11, 
ror 14 for the purpose of focusing the beam through a 1973. · · 
small iris 47 anci recc>:ilimating it. The iris 47 is enclosed One of the objectives of the present study W8.S to 
in a vncuum to St1,press a:tenuation from air brea.~- assess the feasibility 2.Ild cost Of builc:ng a large parallel 
down, and serves the function of limiting the rolid angle rod multistage laser for X-ray production. The study 
of l\Ceeptance of light which may be diffusely scattered 65 showed that problems such as isolation and amplified 
into the return path by the debris cloud. In all tests spontaneous emission can be solved at a reason~ble cost, 
con<lucted thus far, light backscattered by the target and that the critical factor in the overall cost is the 
was attenuated by a minimum of 99 percent in p~.ssing output energy thnt can '>e dclivcreu from each final 
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24 
stage in 1-~ n.s pulses. As part of the evaluation of the 
"u~put ~::r st.a.ge, two 100 joule, 1-2 nanosecond pulses 
were delivered through the last stage of the Battelle 
laser, with the pul~ spaced sufficicnt1y in time to pre· 
vent glass damage. This doubled the usual sh~rt pulse 5 
capnbility of the D11tte1le laser, sine~ th1' pull!CS were 
emitted along separate optical paths. This pennits them 
to be sim•uumeously delivered to targets after approprl· 

Differential Foil3 

In the studies m~dc with differential foil~. the x .. ray. 
power wa' usuu.Uy monitored by two 1elntll1at~on de· 
tectors placed nt angles nearly perpendicular to the 
tnrget fnce (c.f. FIG. 1). In addition, the 1W&er powor and 
foot power were simultaneously recorded for each shot. 
Various thick~'""Ue£ of beryllium, carbon, and aluminum 

ate time delays. . 

X-Ra.y Production 

Once the isolation problem was solved, laser pulses 
with energies ranging from -10 to 100 joules and a 
pulse width of - 11 i nanosecond were f ocusecl down 

1U foils were placed in front of the scintiUJa.tors to block th~ 
reflected laser light and to serve as differential X-ray 
absorption foils. The ratio of X-ray transmission 
through foils of two different thicknesses was reduced 
to a .. bremsstrahlung temperature" by the techr.i~ue 

on a variety of targets, including spheres, slabs, and 15 

wires, and the emitted X-rays were observed. The bask 
experimental configuration is outlined in FIG. 1, which 
shows t~e case of a thlc1' slab irradiated at a 45• angle of 
incidence. The focal length of the lens is 7 cm, and it 20 
focuses the beam down to a spot size of -100 to 200 
microns diameter. Allowing for thr. -15 percent en· 
ergy loss suffered in passing through a lens and chamber 
window, this corresponds to a range of power density 
centering on 1014 watts/cm2. The same range was em· 2s 
ployed in the computer calculations. 

Thfa program has concentrated on slab targets, in 
spite of the fact that the best results can probably be 
achieved with special ta!"gct designs. (JO) This approach 
was useful in gaining basic data. It also proved that even 30 
simple targets can yield high conversion efficiencies, at 
least for the case of soft X-rays. 

The first experiments, performed with infinitely thick 
siabs, produced a tiny flux of X-rays on the second shot. 
But, when slabs thought to be optimally thick were 3:5 
used, no X-rays were detect~d. ·nie reason for this 
mysterious behavior was that several tenths or nun
dredths of a joule of amplified spontaneous emission 
was being deiivered to the target over an - 10-4second 
interva.L before the nrrival of the m&in pulse. This 40 
amount·of energy is sufficient to vaporize a parcel of 
matter designed to reach multikilovolt temperatures 
with the 100 joule mai.., pulse, and 10-4 seconds is suffi
cient time for the vl:Lpor to essentially disappear. 

Recognizing this effoct, the experiments in this study 45 

were designed for thick siabs and ma.11y of the optimiz
ing eff ccts associated with using a variety of think tar
gets were simulated with prepulses. Tne prepulses or 
"feet" that were tried ranged in P"~""''-11idth from 1 to 20 
ns, and struck the surf al.;(: a~ p0wer densities of about 50 

1011 watts/cm2. The function of the foot is to produce a 
plasma so that the main pt1J:~ strikes a plasma rather 
than the solid. The thickness &nd density profile of the 
initial plasma can to a large extent be controlled by 55 
tuning the foot parameters. A typical combination of 
foot and main puise is shown ir. FIG. 2. 

X-R.ay Diagnostics 

The characteristics of the emitted X-rays were mea- 60 
sured by several diagnostic methods, including differen
tial absorption foil techniques, thin film and thinister 
resistance calorimeters, material damage threshold cal
orimeters, a bent crystal X-ray spectrometer, calibrz.ted 
scintillstion detectors, thermoluminescence detectors, 65 
and X-ray ph.thole cameras. The purpcse w9S to a'l!'~ 
the yield and time integrated spectrum and to prm1ide 
information for ·comparisons with the mode!s. 

developed by Jahoda, et. al., OS> and was indentified 
with the plasma electron temperature. 

Now thls technique is strictly applicable only to a 
spectrum consisting of bremsstrahlung and the hi8h 
frequency tail of the free-bound continuum. But when 
proper care is exercised in interpreting the results, the 
technique is also valid in situations such as the present 
one, where line emission is important. 

The relative transmission through several thid..nesses 
of beryllium of the X-rays emitted from an iron slab 
target with ...... 40 joules incident on 10-4 cm2 is shov..:r. ir. 
FIG. 26. A low resolution spectrum derived from the 
transmission curve has the shape of a plasma brems
strahlung distribution curve with KT ..... Q.8 keV, except 
in the strong Hne regime below 1.25 keV (FIG. 27). This 
indicates that consistent results can be obtained· with 
two foil temperature mCJ:tSurements when care is exer· 
cised in selecting foils of the proper thickness. A deriva
tion of the-spectral distribution function S(hv) and the 
range of thicknesses over which the Jahoda tempera-. 
ture will be relatively independent of the choice of foils 
is given next. 

The absorption cross ~tfon pp. cf beryllium may be 
approximated by 

pµ.(hv) = 980(hv)- 3cm-I, (32) 

where J:v is the: photon energy in keV. The energy 
detected behind a thickness x of beryllium is thus 

£(~) = J 00 

S(l:v) exp[-pµ.(h~lp:Jd(hv) 
0 

= lee S(hv) exp[-980(/rv)-l:c]d(hv), 
0 

from which we derive 

dE(:c) _ 
d:c -

(33) 

rr:o (34) 
·- J~ S{:v) {980(/rv)- 3.:c e.x.p{-980(hv)- 3x)}d(h~). 

0 

Now for each foil of thickness x there corresponds a 
photon energy hv:c determined by 

980(/:vJ-3 x= I. (35) 

The quantity in the curly brackets has a rather shw-p 
4'rutimum at foJt energy, so that · 
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~ a 
~-:::: --;:SCJl\',J, 

(36) 

which may be written s 

Sf.Irv J - - J_ _!ff;!&_ x 
- a dx · 

(37) 

This equntion provides the basis for deriving FIG. 27 10 
from FIG. 26 and establishes that the range of foH thick
nesses correspor.ding to the plasma bremsstrahlung 
shaped portion of FIG. 27 (1.3 < hv < 3 keV) is - 1 
to 10 mils. Consistent two foil temperatures can be 
obtained with foils in this range. However, e:drapola
tions of the bremsstrahlung curve to determine total 

15 

conversion efficiencie.s are unreliable and were not used 
here. 

- · Bent Crystal X-Ra.y Spectra 

The spectral lines were measured with a. bent crystal 
20 

X-ray diffraction spectrometer. A bent KAP crystal 
with a. 3 inch radius was position~ at about 35 cm from 
the X-ray source. The X-rays were diffracted from the 
convex face of the crystal onto a strip of Kodak NS 2T 
film with a 3.5 inch radi~c; of curvature. The spectrome- 25 

ter chamber was optically isolated from the target 
chamber by a 3000 A paraline ,.vindow coated with 1000 
A of aluminum on each side. · 

·Calorimetry. Three c.alorimetric techniques were 
employed in this study: thexmoluminescence detectors ~o 
(TLD's), IIlS:terial damage threshold calorimeters, and 
nickel resistance thermometers. 

The TLD's were tried first, but were completely 
saturated at reasonable distances by the high intensity of 
Soft X-ray5. This problem was eliminated by placing 35 
large thicknesses of absorber over the TLD's, and with. 
10 mils of beryllil.lm the TLD's agreed within a fact.or of 
two with results obtained from calibrated scintillators. 
This corrobon!ted the hard X-ray results. But it ren
dered the method useless for soft X-rays, which were 40 
the main componen·i of the output. . 

A teehnique which proved more useful was the Mate
rial Damage Threshold Calorimeter shown in FIG. 28. 
This new technique, which relates X-ray fluence to 
vaporization of a thin lead film, was developed for the 45 
special purpose of providing lower bound conversion 
efficiencies for nanosecond pulses of soft X-rays. A 
frequently employed configuration consists of a 2000 A 
lead fiim deposited on a,:::.::.::~: :.~::..,.:.~ei.1.~ and plae-"'Ci be
hind a 1 mil beryllium debris shield. The effect of ther- 50 
mal radiation from the beryllium. shield has been shown 
to be negligible. A 2000 A lead thickness was preferred 
beca~ it absorbed a reasonable fraction of tbe X-rays 
and was sufficiently thin to thermally equilibrate in a 
nanosecond. Laser irradiations of this tilm with 1-2 ns 55 
pulses showed that complete film removal ~w-s only 
when the absorbed laser fluence is sufficient to vaporize 
the entire thickness of lf:ad. The threshold amount of 
absorbed X-ray energy required to vaporize the lead 
will esse1.tially be the same, since the thermal equilibra- 60 
tion time is less than the pulse width. 

VII. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The pu·rpose of this section is to analyze and compare 
the results of the computer calculations and the cxperi· 65 
men ts. 

The experiments were performed for a range of inci
dent power densities from lQD to -2 X 10' wntts/cm2 

and for a variety of clements, including iron and cat. 
cium. The computer calculations were perf ('lrmed for 
the same range of power densities, and also covered 
iron and calcium. 

The input conditions in the computer calculations 
differed in a few respects from. tl!ose actually employed 
in the experiments. The experiments were mostly per
fonned with a ped·:'!d pulse f0t:used at 45" incidence to 
a finite spot on a slab, whereas the ca.lculntions den.It 
with r. square wave pulse covering nn infinite plane nt 
normal incidence. But these difl'crences turn out to be 
immaterial for most of cases studied. 

The key to relatfog theory with experiment lies in the 
foot. When the role of the foot is included; tt,e two 
methods of study fall into basic agreement. both in the 
overall prediction of conversion efficiencies and in the 
point by point description of how these efficieucies 
come nbout. An approximate model for the pfo.~ma 
created by the foot is given in the Appendix. The model 
a.<t:Jumes that the pln.c;ma is optically thick to laser rild~a
tion and to its own radiation, in contrnst to its behavior 
during the main pulse. It is intended. for h.igh-Z slabs 
which are irradiated by neodymium laser· light at an 
intensity of !1 = Iioor of -109 to 1QI3 watts/cm2, with 
pulse widths ranging from approximately 1 to 20 nmo
seconds or more. 

The model given in the Appendh for the foot plasma 
has been used to compute the average ion density (n,)avo 
the temperature T. a..rtd the thickness d of the initial 
plasma profile for iron as a function of the •ntensity I 1 

and pulsewidth "'Jof the foot. Th'! results ar..! given in 
FIGS.~ and 6. Nov; the computed thick..'lesses of most 
of the icitial plasm.aS generated in the experiments are 
somewhat greater than the .--0.ol to 0.02 cm focal spot 
diameter. This and other geometrical aspects of the 
experiments can be dealth with in an approximate way 
by assignL.11g a linear density gradient, or slope. to ea.ch 
of the initial plasmas. A reasonable first estimate is· to 
assign an ion density slope of (11 1)a/d to the plasma with 
(n1)a,.t.aken from FIG.Sand d taken fr.~m FIG. 6. Slopes 
calculated on this basis are given in FIG. 7. 

A larg~ number of experiments were performed with 
iron at an incident power density of -1014 watts/cm2 
for the main pulse. The foot employed in most of these 
experiments was -1011 watts/cm2 over -10 nanosec
onds. The corresponding parameters for the initial 
plasma profile are found from FIGS. 5-7. 

N 1 - 4 X lOllions/cml (l-a) 

(nJ
0
,- 1.5 X 1CJ20ions/cm3 (1-b) 

Slope - 6 X 1021 !ons/cm3 per c:n 

d - 0.025 cm (l-<:! 

The calculated v21ue of N1 implies th.:.-: -101s ions are 
located in the focal volume and heated bv the main 
pulse. This qU11'ltity of matter will be raised~ to an elec
tron temperature of -5 keV upon absorbing a lOOjoule 
main pulse. so that the foot is well "tuned" with respect 
to "selecting" an initial plasma with an optimum heat 
cs.pe.city. The calculated value of (ni)

0
,. implies that the 

average electron density will start at -1021, and then 
approach several times 1()2; n.s heating by the main pulse 
cnuses additional ioni:z.ntion. Although the lnser light is 
absorbed in the undcrdense region, higher elcctroa 
densities nre achieved by conduction past the critical 
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density point. Finally,. the cnlculated slope and plasma 
thicbless a.re essentially the wne a!I in the computer 
calculations presented in Section V and designated by 
"Plasma Profile A. " This is all in accordanr.e with the 
m3Croscopfc d~ign prlnoiples diao\Wed in Section II. s 

With regnrd to the calculations for the main pu15¢, the 
first computer run in Section V predicts that mo.st of the 
X-rays are emitted in the form of spcctrru lines, and that 
the conversfon efficiency of laser light into X-r&ys is sJ 
least 20 percent. This computation uses plasma profile 10 
A and an i'lcident power density of 1014 watts/cm2, 
chosen to correspond to the foot and main pulse of the 
principle experiments. The prediction that reradiation is 
predominantly spectral lines is attributed to the time 
dependent model for ionization. In' this model the aver· l!i 
age degree of ionization,. and hence the average energy 
hv = x,. of the availnble line trsnsitions, substantially 
lags the electron temperature kT .. during the heating 
process. The average value of X,/kT e is therefore much 
lower than the one predicted by the Saha Equation. 20 
Th.is raises the power of line radiation, but lowers its 
average frequency. The second computer run presented 
in Section V is a .. control" run which is perf orrned with 
the same input conditions as the fint. except for the 
unphysical assumption that the ion populations are pre- 25 
dieted by the Saha Equations. Calculations of X-ray 
conversion efficiencies based on this type of model have 
recently appeared elsewhere, but these results can be 
highly misleading, as seen from FIGS. 18-::;3 and Table 

"" 4. In spite of the fact that relatively high conversion 30 
~fficiencies a.re predicted, most of the radiation is erro
neously calculated to be free-bound radiation, and fur
thermore, the average photon energy is too high by a 
factor of 1 O. It is noteworthy that: all of the computer 
runs, exc.ept the unphysical ones designated "Equilib- 35 
rium atlculation, " predict that most of the radiation is 
in the form of spectral lines. It should be mentioned that 
this pomt that m the bent crystal spectrometer measure
ments made with the Lockheed Group, the rad:!.ation 
appears to be mostly lines in the spectral interval stud- 40 
ied ( -0. 7 to 1.3 ke V). A typical spectrum is shown in 
FIG. 29, which W3.S taken at a crystal angle of 20· and 
a viewing angle normal to the target. 

The high convers.ion cfficienci~ prer\icted in the 
computer calculations at 1014 watts/cm2 w~re largely 45 
due tQ energy conducted past the critical deosity point. 
The underdense region becomes heated to several kilo
volts, but the bulk of the :;-adiation ~s produced by spec
l;:ul lines emanating froID ~~:: ··~· .:. . ~:J cool (::S 1 keV) 
leading edge of the thermal diffusion front. It is gratify- 50 
ing that this description was supported by the experi
ments. The high energy X-rays emitted from the hot, 
less dense, outer region of the plasma were observed. 
through thick layers of absorber. This high temperature 
component is consistent with a ccnversion of -1 per- 55 
cent of the incident la.~r energy to free-free c.nd free
bound radiation with an \!lectron temperature of - 5 
keV. It is unnecessary to invoke plasm.a instabilities to 
account for it. The cold regime wss ar1alyzed by trans
mission measurements through thin foils of carbon and 60 
beryllium. A typical spectral envelope of this regime, 
which was obtained by unfolding the berylUum trans
mission curve (FIG. 26), is shown in FIG. '27. A key 
feature of this spectrum is the sharp inc~ in X-ray 
intensity as the frequency decreases to the regime 65 
where L-lines arc predicted. The slope of the upper part 
of the curve indicates an electron temperature of less 
thn.."1 1 keV in the region where the lines arr. predicted. 

Another significant feature of the eJtperimeuts fa the 
chMgc in reflection which occurred whr:n ttc foot w~ 
varied. FIG, 3-0 shows that mQSt of the liaht iJ reflected 
for feet which are 1 to 2 n.anoseconcts long, and thAt the 
li-Cfleotlon dropt to teu th1m 50 J>fm:ant for foot lengt1" 
much greater than 10 nanoseconds. Tha decreat&e in 
reflectivity was accompanied by an increase in the ob
served tempetnlt:.~. Now it is tempting to attribute the 
temperature increase to the simple fact that a decre!L~ 
in refleetivity implies a greater power delivered to the 
plasma. nus is undoubtedly part of the explanation. but 
the computer calculations refute this as the major cause. 
The computer rul'.ls were performed with initial condi
tions corresponding to ~ large rnnge off oot lenttlJ.~ s.nd 
predict the same reflection and temperature trends ns 
were observed. But they .also imply the existence of a 
crhically short foot. The plnsma in that case behaves 
much like the foot plasma described in the Appendix 
(essentially blackbody). It now becofO(.."S clear how the 
often invoked blackbody temperature limiwtion for 
laser generated plasmas {-180 eV at 1014 watts/crn2) is 
circumvented by a sufficiently long foot. This explana
tion is also valuable in interpreting the decrease in tem
perature with atomic number shown in FIG. 31, where 
all of the shots were made with 11 foot which gave good 
conversion efficiencies for iron. Scnling considerntio!13 
bit">ed on the FLASH fonnubs and the foot formulas 
given in the Appendix predict that a foot which leads to 
a 20 percent conversion efficiency for iron will ap
proach a blackbody response for the Ir.:'in rulse at high
er-Z. This insight provides a clue for obtP.ining high 
conversion efficiencies above 1 ke V with the !leavier 
clements. A satisfactory procedure might be to use a 
longer and less powerful foot. The ~nd result would 
probably be a higher energy spectrum tha..91 obtained 
from iron, but with Comparable c9nversion efficiencies. 

We now tum to the question of optical thickness. The 
FLASH radiatio:i model assumes that the plasma. is 
optically thin to its own radiation. Transrn.ission mea
surements through 1 mil of ~ryllium show that the 
X-rays above -1 keV are most intense in the direction 
normal to the target (90° ), and drop off by up to a factor 
of two in intensity at o· . This demonstrates the exis
tence ·Of a noticeable but not troublesome self absorp
tion effect above -1 keV. 'The plasm.a probably cs.nnot 
be considered optically thh:. much below 1 keV, so LlJat 
the model should probably be modifie<l there to include 
self absorption. 

The key test of the oYerall understanding is to verify 
the high conversion efficiencies which are predicted. 
This ha$ lA..-aen done in several ways. One method was 
the material damage threshold calorimeter technique 
illustrated in FIG. 28, which estahfuhed lower bounds 
for the X-ray yield and provided a permani:nt record of 
the X-ray damage. In a ~ypical verification shot for 
conversion efficiency, a :U joule igser pulse struck an 
iron slab in the usual experimental configuratir.::m (FIG. 
1). A m.aterel dam..<tge threshold cf!.lorimeter with s. 1 
~I beryllium foil and a 2000 A lead film was placed 
0.43 cm from the plasma at a viewing angle of oc . The 
lead was vaporized down to the substrste. Since the 
density and total energy of vaporization of lead are 11 
gru/cm3 and 1200 joules/gm, the X-rny fluence ab
sorbed by the lead at that point was 0.26 joules/cm2. 

Now the lead absorbs only a minor fraction of the . 
incident fluence. The rest is stepped by the beryllium or 
passes through both the beryllium and the lead. A plot 
of the fraction absorbed in lead versus photon energy is 
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given in 'FIG. 33, fil'd shQW5 t1'at any s~trum of X· 
rays in the several kcV range or lower will at most be 
20.2 percent nbsorbd in the lead. The lower bound 
fluence emitted at o· is thus 0.26/0.202 = 1.29 jou
les/~1. Since o· is the angle of minimum flux, a lower S 
bound estimate for the X-ray fluence emitted into the 
experimentally observable 211' steradian solid angle is 2'11" 
X (0.43)2 X 1.29 = 1.50 joules, which corresponds to a 
conversion t!fficiency of 6.8 percent. The sharp dropoff 
of the curve in FIG. 33 near 1 keV implies that most of 10 
the 6.8 percent is above 1 keV. The appropriate number 
to compare with theory is the lower bound conversion 
efficiency of 13.6 percent for X-rays emitted in· 4·1r. • 

Another calorimetric · measurement used 0.1 mil 
nickel resistance thermometer elements behind 1 mil of 15 
Be or 3000 A of parykne coated with 2000 A of Al. The 
angular distribution of the X-rays is shown in FIG. 32. 
The conversion efficiency ba.cicd on tr!t.nsmission 
through the thin parylene is about 25 percent over 27T 
steradians. The average transmission through 1 mil of 20 

Be is about a factor of 5 lower. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions drawn from this study are the 
25 following. 

I. Conversion efficiencies of 6-10 percent ll!to 2'17' 
over - 1 ke V have been demonstrated with na.."losecond 
laser pulses on. ~labs. Sfa~ c:if proper thicl--..!!esS wm 
permit use of the full 4.,,.. . 

30 
II. Slab targets have several advantages for large 

laser systems. Focusing is simplified, the oi:tput is re
producible, and the initial plasma profile is conveniently 
established with a foot. Amplified spontaneous errJssion 
does not disrupt the target. Large outputs can be ob- 35 
· tai.ned in a desired pulse shape with a multiple pulse 
technique, with the pulses sequentially targeted at sepa
rate points on the slab. 

III. An understanding of the basic phenomenology is 
essential for opti.-nizing the output. The bulk. of the 40 . 
X-rays are produced by spectral lines emanating from 
the relatively cool ( ::S 1 kev) leading edge of a thermal 
diffusion front. A hard component is emitted from a hot 
low density regfon with - 1 percent COiiversion effi
ciency, and corresponds to free-free plus free-bound 45 
radiation at - 5 ke V electron ~emperature. The spec
trum and conversion efficiencies are strongly modified 
by the lag in ionization due to nonequilibrium. stripping. 
:Nonequilibrium strippinz r:-::;,;: ~~:..:.:.;~.put, lowers free
bound output, and lowers average photon energy. Con- 50 
version efficiencies are generally higher than with the 
Saha Equilibrium ioni.z.::i.tion model. Strong laser absorp
tion can be predicted without invoking instabilities. The 
output can be varic:d by tuning the initial plasma condi
tions with a foot. Higher-Z elements p::-omise to yield 55 
higher average photon energies. 

IV. A diminished debris problem due to high convcr
sicn efficiency has been demonstrated. Over I jou
le/cm2 of soft X-rays were delivered over a usable area, 
free of debris. 

V. The laser must be protected from gl.ass damage 
caused by light backscattered from targets. An isolation 
technique has been developed which is applicable to 
lasers of any aper \ure. 

VI. The nanosecond output of the final stngc of the ~5 
VD-640 can be incres.sed by a factor of five without 
glass damage. The single pulse output wns increased 
from 100 to 24D joules, and 350 joules were 1-'roduced in 

a double: pul~ mode. At le:i.st SOD Joules is available in 
the double pulse mode without serious mod!tication. 

Further development promiseg to provide :i. unique 
son X-ray for medicnl ~pplications !'\UCh M CtLnCer ther
apy, and may also ultimately lend to s brute force X-ray 
laser. An X-ray laser which produces a joule or so of 
cohere-nt X-rays would grt"atly aid the· life sciences by 
providing ph~ !y,~onnation in X·n.:y diffraction studies 
of genetic materials. The interaction of' a laser with 
hi~h-Z matter is al5o u.Seful for controlled thermonu
clCa.l :&LSion. Although most of the emph~is in laser 
generated f,.:ision to date has been on low-Z materials, 
use of a high-Z material in conjunction with deuterium 
and tritium may lower the threshoid laser em:.:gies re .. 
quired for controlled thermonuclear fusion. 
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A lasing system for lasing at x-rn.y wavele-ngths. In C:Je 
embodiment, a neon-like"Sulfur ion S?+ plasma is cau.sed 
to radiate on its 3d-2p transition to pump a lithium·like 
neon Nc7+ plasma to obtain x-rny lasing. In a second 
embodiment, a lithium-like s::.:icon Sii 1 + ion plasma is 
caused to radiate on the 3a-2p transition to pump 
lithium-like magnesium Mg9+ plasma to obtain x-ray 
lasing. · 
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RESO="A:\'T PHOTO~ PUMPI~G ~IECHANlSMS 
FOR A PLASl\-iA X-RAY LASER 

2 
the-art pump laser. Thi!' high po\vcr lnscrs req1.Jircd for 
this type of pumping are expensive. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to lasers and 
laser pumping systems, and more particularly to mecha
nisms for photon pumping a population inversion on 
selective energy levels in highly strip:->cd plasma ions in 

10 order to obtain lasing at x-ray wavcl.:ngths. 
There is stronP,. interest in nchieving lnser action in 

the x-ray range (1A<A<700A) · nnd many novel 
schemes have been proposed. Th' ·~otcntial applications 
for a coherent source in the x-rn;- wavelength regime 

15 
include bio-medica] research and holography wherein 
the .x-ray bscr racii!ltion WC'Uld be utilized to "photo· 
graph" objects with dimensions below l,000 Ang
stroms. Such an x-ray laser would also be useful in the 
study of high density plasmas for laser fusion. Remote 20 
sensing of various elements using x-ray induced fluores
cence or diffraction is another potential application. 

It can be seen that there is an urgent need for nlter
nate combinations of pump and laser ion:i that function 

5 at lower temreraturcsi and can be routinely studied 
with moden~.t~· power laboratory lasers. Such alternate 
combinations .should be adaptable to extension to centi
meters of length in line focus via cylindrical and spheri· 
cal lens combinations in order to permit high gain ex
periments on large pump fat.:iltics. 

The achievement of significant gain in the spectral 
region located at wavelengths shorter than 1000 Ang· 
stroms, where reflecting cavities become very incffi- 25 
cient, requires very high inverson population densities 
in the upper energy state that is to lase as well as high 
pump power densities. Additionally,· it is required to 
create population inversions on high energy transitions 
in order to obtain gain at short x-ray wavelengths. The 30 
pump power density required in order to obtain this 
population inversion generates highly-stripped ions in a 
high terr~}>er~.ture plasma state of mar ~~r. A highly 
stripped ion is an ion with many elcctI ns . removed, 
typically through collisions with other particles via 35 
heating at temperatures on the order of one million 
degrees Kelvin (100 eV). In the prior art, pumping has 
been attempted \:ia clcct:-c:: ~nd ion colli::!o~s ~ \Ve!! !!S 

· by photoionization. By way of example, Pat. No. 
4,229,708 to Mani et al. discloses an x-ray laser wherein 40 
a metastable state is pumped via photoionization. 

A highly efficient method of pumping to obtain co
herent x-ray radiation uses an intense spectral line from 
one plasma ion to pump on an absorption transition in 
another plasma ion, with nearly the same nuclear 45 
charge, and as nearly an exact wavelength match be
tween the two transitions as possible. Note that the ions 
in the two different plasmas should have approximately 
the same nuclear charge in order to ensure that they 
will coexist tog~fo::r ;;~ ~~,;i,c proximity at the same 50 
temperature. The p:i.rt:cul~r degree of ionization ion 
present (the 11'1.;.mber of electrons strippe'1. from the par
ticular atom) will depend very strongly on the tempera
ture at that particula..; location. Thus, it is essential that 
the desired pumping ion and lasing ion coexist at a par- 55 
ticular temperature. 

Wavelength coincidences within the natural or Dop
pler linewidths are rare. (~ote that Doppler linewid!hs, 
i.e., the spectral broadening due to the movement of 
ions in the plasma causing changes in the frequency of 60 
the radiation detected, are usually on the order of a fe\V 

ODJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide combinations of pump and la..~er ions which 
will function at lower plasma temperatures. 

:: is a forther object of the present invention to gener
ate lasing at short x-ray wavelengths using highly
stripped ions in relatively low temperatures plasmas. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Briefly, the above and other objects are achieved in 
one embodiment by means of a l!tsing producing system 
which includes apparatus for generating a pumping 
plasma of ne<:1n-like sulfur ions S6+ which radiate on the 
3d-2p transition, and further includes apparatus for 
generating a plasma of lithium-like neon ions Ne7 ..... 

which absorb on the 2s-i-5p transition, where the neon 
ion plasma is generated in close proxirr.ity to the sulfur 
ion plasma in order .to vbtain pumping radiation from 
the sulfur ion plasma and to provide quasi-cw lasing at 
X-ray wavelengths. 

In one implementation of this embodime!lt, a laser . 
may be disposed to focus a l?eam on a portion of solid 
sulfur with neon either frozen on the surface thereof, 
frozen nearby, or disposed· thereover in the form of a 
high pressure gas. · · 

In a ·second embooiment of the present invention~ 
apparatus may be provided for generating a plasma of 
lithium-lib~ silicon ions Si~ I+ which. radiate on the 
3d-2p transition, and apparatus for. generating a 
plasma of lithium-like magnesium ions· ~·g~. ~ which 
absorb on a 2s-4p transition. wherein the magnesiuIP 
ion plasma is generated in very close proximity to the· 
silicon ion plasma in order to obtain pumping radiation 
therefrom and to provide quasi-cw lasinp. at x-ray wave
lengths from the Mg9+ ions. 

Note that both of tre described embodiments permit 
x-ray lasing at lower plas1~ia temperatures than the prior 
\rt and therefore can be made to operate at the focus of 
a modest laboratory laser. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DR.A WINGS 

FIG. 1 is an energy level diagram for the p'.lmping-
1asing plasma system of a first embodiment of the p:-es
ent invention. 

FIG. 2 is an energy level diagram for the pumpin.;
lasing plasma system of a second embodiment of ti":e 
present invention. t:::~:; cf :ni!!i-."'.~gst:-c~s.) T\i.·c promis!n3 p055il:>i!itie~ 

for such wavelength coincidences involve hydroge:iic 
potassium pumping hydrogenic chlorine, :--ind helium
Jike sodium pm.1ping hdium-like neon. These ions in the 
Z = 10-20 range with o:-ily 0nc or two electrons remain
ing require very high temperatures usualiy created only 
in a point or short line focus of a high po\'•,:er state-of· 

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram oi an apparatus which 
may be utilized to pump lithium-like neon ions with 

65 neon-like sulphur ions. 
FIG. 4 is a schema.Lie diagram of an apparatus which 

may be utilized to pump lithium-like magnesium ;o:-is 
with lithium-like silicon ions. 
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Both the pumping and la.sarH plasmas may be ~re:ued 
at the focus of n single high ·power laser, or by using two 
high power lasers focusing on points in close adjacency. 

As noted above, in order to pump an x-ray transition The sulfur may be conveniently in slab form and the 
directly, large photon energies are required. A standard neon mny be either frozen onto the surface of the sul· 
laser beam. for example from an Nd+ 3 laser, does not phur slab or ~nto a material adj:fcent to the sultur, or 
provide sufficient photon energies to pump such x-r3y generated in il gas adjacent to a surface of the sulfur 
transitions. In the present invention, such a laser beam slab". There are a variety of high power Jnsers which 
pulse ii; used ini;tead to vaporize and heat a pump mate- may be utilized to implemen: the present invention. By 
rial to generate plasmn x-rays, which in turn, fall onto n 10 way of example, and not by way of limitation, an Nd: 
nearby lasing mnterinl nnd pump the upper energy Jev. glass .. visible" laser may be utilized. In the experiments 
els of that lasing m.~tcrial to inverted populations. performed with this combination of pump and lnsant 

In ess~nce, the present invention is n lasing system material, a 10600 Angstroms Nd-glass driving laser was 
which utilizes matched-line photo excitation pumping. operated at 201, 10 ns, and focused to a 0.5 mm diameter 
In this mode of pumping, spt:cific ionic excited staies i j spot on a su:;.:hur slab target. This results in approxi
are efficiently pumped to over·population relative to a mately 1Ql2watts/cm2 of power applied to the sulfur 
lower state by narrow band near-resonance absorption .. · slab target. · 
of fine radiation. Note that while it is possible to con- An apparatus for cryogenically fabricating a sulfur 
sider pumping by the same ion and transition as is used slab with neon frozen on a portion of the surface is 
for the absorqer/lasant ion, usually this emission is in- 20 disclosed in U.S. Pa.t. application Ser. No. 500,725, filed 
sufficient for lasing purposes. Hence, ions of different June, 3, 1983, by R. C. Elton, R. H. Dixon, and J. L: 
species are generally required. Ford. This patent application is hereby incorporated by 

\\'hen a population inversion is created, stimulated reference into the present disclosure. 
emission competes with flourescent ernissjon. Optimum FIG. 3 of the present disclosure sets forth the appara-
pumping is obtained with the emission and absorption 25 tus disclosed in that '757 patent application for freezing 
transitions at precisely the same energy and bandwidth the neon onto the surface of the sulfur. ·This apparatus 
(i.e., wavelength and linewidth). · includes a cooling circuit 11 which is employed to cool 

Accordingly, it can be seen thac matches must be a sulfur substrate 13 in order to hold the: normally.solid 
found between the emission and absorption transitions sulfur material below the freezing point of neon gas .. 
of the various ionic species. Moreover, certain addi· 30 The apparatus· also" includes a supply means 1s· em-
tional criteria must be invoked for the pumping-laser ployed to supply the gaseL~ .:.tmosphere of neon to the 
system candidates. Besides the overlap of ion transition cooled sulfur substrate 13 so that a frozen layer 17 con-
widths, strong transitions are require.d for the pump ion denses onto the substrate to form the target. _ 
in order to assure emission saturation, and a strong In the example apparatus shov.1n in FIG. 3, the cool· 
absorber ion transition is required for efficient pumping 35 ing means 11 takes the form of a thermally-conducting 
in order to ensure high gain for a given laser line. Rapid bldck 19 having a top face that includes a recess for 
lower-laser-state population depletion is also desirable mounting the substrate 13 of the sulphur material, and a 
for quasi..cw operation. Moreover, the achievement of cryostat comprising a housing 23 surrounding the block . 
lasing be.tween low-lying energy levels of the Iasant 19, a vacuum pumping means 25 communicating with 
may avoid photoionization by the laser beam. In addi- 40 the housing 23, a thermi.;.ily conducting rod 27 disposed 
tion to these "atomic considerations .. , it is aJso desirable inside the housing and connected to the bottom face of 
to have pumping and lasing plasmas of comparable the block 1~, a cold finger 29 pa.t;sing through the hous-
charge .and temperatures to maintain a large solid angle ing by way of a vacuum seal and connected to the rod 
of photo coupling and congruent ionic species. 27, and a radiation shield 31 connected to the cold-fin-

It has been discovered that a neon-like (stripped to 10 45 ger and surrounding the rod 27 and part of the cold-fin-
electrons like neon) sulfur ion designated S+6 radiates ger 29. The cold-finger 29 has a central channel .33 
on a 3d-2p transition··at 60.804 Angstroms and can be adapted to receive a coolant such as liquid helium from 
used to pump a lithi-uw-like (stripped to 3 electrons like a dewar 35 disposed outside the housing 23 via a trans-
lithium) neon ion designated Ne~ 7 on a 2s-5p absorp- fer line 37. 
tion transition at 60.796 /: ··;:-~:.:::.1s, with a wavelength 50 The supply means 15 i~ sh.1wn in FIG. 3 to include a 
difference of onlv 8 milli An~stroms. Note that the thermally insulating jacket!,:~ of lucite sealingly enclos-
3d-2p transit;;:;r.- ·is a closed shell pumping transition. ing the side wall of the block 19 and fitted against the 
This S•6-Ne+ 7 lasing combination mec~s all of the radiation shield 31. A removable thermally-insulating 
above requirements. Note in panicuiar that the wave- cap 45 sealingly engages the top face of the jacket 43. 
length difference between the sulfur ion emission and 55 The cap 45 has a hole 51 adapted to coincide with the 
the neon ion absorption of 8 milli-Angstr6ms is compa- mounted substrate 13 and to communicate by way of a 
rable to the milli-Angstrom Doppler Iinewidth in a T bifurcated tube 53 with an external pressurized source! 
= 100 e V plasma in which th es':. ions couid be created. 55 of gaseous neon preceded by a cold trap 57 of liquid 
In this regard, the S .... 6 ionizes at 281 eV and the Ne ... 7 nitrogen and a vacuum pump 59. 
ionizes at 239 eV energies. 60 In operation, the sulfur substrate 13 is mounted in the 

The 3d-2p pumping transition for the sulfur ion and recess in the top face of the block 19 and then the cap 45 
the 2s-5p absorptioi1 transition of the neon ion are is seaEngly engaged to the jacket 43. The block 19 is 
sho'\i..·n in FIG. l. It can be seen that quasi-cw amplifica· then cooled and maintained of 8" Kelvin absolute for 
tion t.3l<cs place on the 5-4, 4-3 and the 5-3 transi· neon by evacuating the housing 23 v;ith the vacuum 
tions in the Ne .... 7 at 564, 221 and 183 Angstroms. re- 65 ·pump 25 and transmitting liquid helium from the dewar 
spectively. Note that all three of these lasing transitions 35 by \1.·ay of the transfer line 37 and connector 39 
have a rapid lower laser state depletion to prevent bott· through the channel 33. Next, the neon gas is supplied 
lenecking. !O the mounted substrate 13 through the hole 51 in the 
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cap 45 froal~ the pressurized source SS and the cold trap sion:tl bro~\dening which is obt~incd whc:n the rlcctric 
57 that pre-cools the g:ls. The pressure of the ga~ may be field from one 1011 cnu!'c1: other ions to change their 
1.5 atmospheres for neon. A pool of neon gas fiquifies radio.ting frequency slightly. In 1his context, the tettn 
on the substrate 13 and then forms a frozen layer on rhe Doppler shifting with rt!lative strcuming means the 
substrate. The n:maining gas is then pumped from the Doppler shift obtained "vhcn ions are streaming away 
hole 51. In order to expose the sulfur target, the cap 45 from other iot'.s. It should be noted that there are a 
is r~moved. An external Nd glass la~cr may then be number of tech:1!.1ues to obtain this spectral broadening 
focused on the target by means of a lens 63 disposed in in oraer to make up the .30 milli-Angstrom difference 
the wall of the housing 23 opposite the target. between the emission and the absorber wavelengths. By 

It should be noted that for maximum gain, a lasant 10 way of example, a thin foil made by evaporating or 
plasma with cool ions should be essentially congruent sputtering silicon onto one or both sides of a magnesium 
with the hot dense !>Umping pla~mn. This may be ac- foil mny be used as the target for the device. This foil 
complished by maintaining a portion of the surface of mny then be hit from opposite sides with two different 
t.he sulfur substrate 13 free of the frozen neon, possibly lnscrs. As the foil is hit from oppposite directions by the: 
by covering it with a portion of the cap 45. Then n Is lasers. the plasmas formed thr.rr=by c.xpand back toward 
second laser may be focused on this uncoated portion of those IBscr beams thereby causing the ions in those 
the sulfur substrate adjacent to the neon-coated portion. plasmas to move awny from each other. The resulting 
These two lasers (only one laser is shown in FIG. 3) Doppler shift is sufficient to permit the pump ~mission 
would both be -focused through lens 63 and would be to be absorbed by the lasant ion. 
slightly ofTset. This two laser configuration allows the 20 FIG. 4 shows one embodiment of an apparatus which 
neon to expand a little further away from the sulfur may be utilized to hit a thin foil from opposite directions 
material that it is pumping. The separation between the with two different laser beams. In this configuration, a 
uncoated portion of the substrate 13 and the neon . thin foil 68 is disposed in a vacuum chamber 70. The 
coated portion may on the order of 100 µ.m. A first laser vacuum chamber 70 includes a vacuum pumping means 
pulse would .be applied to the bare sulfur portion of the 25 72 for pr~ing the proper vacuum pressure. For the 
substrate, and then a second laser pulse would be ap- silicon iru'i-magnesium ion lasing system, the pressure 
plied to the neon coated portion of the substrate 13 may be 10-.3 Torr. A first focusing lens 74 is utilized to 
approximately 1 ~anosecond later. It should be noted, focus a beam from .a laser 76 through an opening in the 

. that this separation of the pumping and lasant plasmas is vacuum chamber 70 on to one side of :!. thin foil target 
not essential; but is considered to optimize the resulting 30 68. A second focusing lens 78 is utilized to focus 2 beam 
gain. from a second laser 80 thr: .... 0~ a second opening in the 

In another implementation, a neon gas could simply vacuum chamber 70 to impinge on the thin foil 68 from 
be disposed ~djacent to a surface of a sulfur slab target. the opposite direction from the first laser 76. Note again 
Only approximately one-tenth of an atmosphere of neon that the lasers 76 and 80 may be realized by a 10000 
gas would be required. When a laser is focused on 'the 35 Angstrom Nd-glass driving laser operated at 20 J, 10 ns, 
sulfur··siab target, the electrons in the sulfur ion plasma and focused· to a O.S mm diameter spot. The approxi-
generated act to break down or ionize the surrounding mate amount of power required by the laser on me spot 
neon gas.thereby per.mitting lasing. · is 101.:-i Watts/cm2. The temperature in the vacuum 
· It shou!d be noted that. the present sulfur-neon ion chamber 70 may be room temperature.-
lasing system requires ·a .Jo:·~er plasma temperature be- 40 It should be noted that both of the lasing systems 
cause the ions are not one or two electron ions which . disclosed in the present invention permit significantly 
required higher temperatures to generate, but rather lower plasma temperatures than the prior art. There-
lithium-like and neon-like ions containing three c1ec- fore, these systems can be made to operate at the point 
trons and ten electrons, respectively. This design fea- focus of a modest laboratory laser or over an extended 
•ture permits a much smalle& laser to be used. 45 length for maximum gain with increased but sti1l moder-

In a second embodiment of the present invention, ate pump power. 
lithium-like silicon Si+ It with a transition of 3d-2p is · It should also be noted that the embodiments of the 
used to pump lithium-like magnesium Mg+9 which present invention.utilize lithium-like and neon-like ions 
absorbs on the 2s-4p transition. The emission wave- which are plentiful in a pulsed plasma. Also, the 3d-2p 
length for the litlih:.:n-~::-... :::,.:...:i ion is 44.021 Ang- 50 pumping transition for the pump ions are known to 
stroms and the absorption wavelength for lithium-mag- produce some of the most intense spectral lines avail-
nesium ion is 4·~.('50 Angstroms, with a differen::e there- able in pulsed laser plasmas. Tnc embodiment utilizing 
between of 30 miUi-Angstroms. This sili...;,.m ion emis- the neon-like sulfur ion pumping the lithium-like neon 
sion and magnesium ion absorption match is shown in ion has a wavelength decrement within th~ width of the 
FIG. 2. Note that the ionization potentials for this em- 55 spectral lines involved. The embodiment utilizing the 
bodiment are 523 eV for silicon and 367 eV for magne- lithium like silicon ions pumping f. ~ lithium-like mag-
sium. Thus, slightly higher temperatures in the range of nesium ions features metallic materials readily available 
150 e V ·are required in the plasmas. The lasing occurs on in solid form for convenient target configuration. 
the 4-3 transition for the magnesium ion at 170 Ang- The lasing systems of the present invention avoid the 
stroms. 60 use of photoionization schemes and the need for pump-

~ote that the Doppler linewidths are about 8 milli- ing intermediate metastable states. More specifically, 
Angstroms, which is npproximatcly only ~ of the ~:ave- the present invention involves the photoexcitation to a 
length difference between the silicon ion pump emission ::;pc:c..:ific il1!>ing c:nc:rgy levei by a matching c:ni:;;i~~ !:ttC, 
\i..·avelength and the magnesium ion absorber wave- i.e, a tuned photon source. The present process is a 
length. AccordiY"gly, additional Stark broadening at 65 one-step process since dir~ct resonant pumping of a 
higher electron densitites (approximately 1021 crn-3) or particular laser level is utilized. 
Doppl{;r shifting \Vith relative streaming is required. In It should be noteo that the rreseil! ]asi;ig systems are 
this di~clc;;ure. Stark broadening is defined as the colJi- C\1.: in operation and the population irivcrsio~s generated 
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by the pumping ions for these systems persist for many 
passes through a resonant cavity. This feature is in con
tradistinction to many prior art =·~·ray ::ystems which 
self-terminate rapi_dly on a ground state. It should also 
be noted that many prior art lasing systems deplete the S 
population inversions in their metastable and upper 
laser states due to ionization caused by their lasing pho
tons. This depletion creates excess ionized ground states 
so that any lasing quickly quenches itself. However, the 
present lasing system obtains nn x-ray output photon 10 
energy which is lower than the photoionization thresh
old for the lev..-Is involved, thereby e>bviating this prob
lem. 

Obviously many modifications and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above 15 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within 
the scope ofthe·appended claims the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described. 

8 
neon ion plasnu being generated ir. very close 
proximity to ~'lid ~ulfur ion pla~ma in crder to 
obtnin pumph1g rndi11tion thcrerrom1 wherein S£id 
neon-like sulfur ion 3d-2p transition is resonant 
-.vith said lithium-like n~on·· ion .h-5p .11.bgerption 

~ tran\i!iun to crente a population invm!on in ~aid 
plasn1a of neon ions to provide quasi-cw lasing 
amplification at x-ray wavelengths between J A n.nd 
700A from said Nc7+ ions by amplified spontane· 
ous emission. 

6. A method as defined in claim S, whe.rein said 
plasma gcn.-:rnting steps comprise the step of directing a 
laser to focus auto a portion of solid sulfur with 11eon 
frozen on the surf ace of the sulfur. 

7. A method as defined in claim 5, wherein said 
plasma generating steps comprise the step cf directing a 
laser to focus onto a portion of solid sulfur with neon 
disposed thereover in the forn1 of a gas. 

What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 
Patent of the United States is: 

8. A method for generating x-ray radiation compris-
20 ing the steps of: 

1. An amplified spontaneous emission x-ray laser 
comprising: . 

means for generating a plasma of nee.in-like sulfur ions 
S6+ which radiate on a 3d-2p transition; and 

means for generating a plasma of lithium-like neon 25 
ions Ne7+ which absorb on a 2s-5o absorntion 
transition, said neon ion plasma being. generat~d in 
close prox:mity to said sulfur ion plasma in order to 
obtain pumping radiation from said sulfur ion 
plasma, wherein said neon-like sulfur ion 3d-2p 30 
transition is resonant with said lithium-like neon 
ion 2s-5p absorption transition to· create a popula
tion inversion in said plasma of neon ions to ::>ro
vide quasi-cw lasing of said neon ion· plasma at 
x-raywavelengths between lA and 700A by ampli- .35 
fied spontaneous emission. . · 

2. An x-.ray laser as defined in claim 1, wherein said 
generating means comprise a solid sulfur target with 
neon frozen on a first surface thereof: arid 

and a laser disposed to focus a laser beam on a portion 40 
of the first surface of said solid sulfur target. 

3. An x-ray laser as defined in claim 1, wherein said 
generating means comprise a solid sulfur target with 
neon disposed over a first surface thereof in the form of 
a gas; and 45 

a laser disposed to focus a laser beam on a portion of 
the first surface of said solid sulfur target. 

4. An x-ray laser as defined in claim 1, wherein said 
ion plasma generating means comprises: 

a solid sulfur ~a rs~"'-:· •• ~:~• u. first and a second adjacent 50 
small area, said second small area having a layer of 
neor J~sposed on the surface th~reof; 

a first 1aser; 
a second laser; and 
means for focusing light emitted from said first laser 55 

onto said first small area on said solid sulfur target, 
and for focusing light from said second laser onto 
said second small area on said sulfur target adjacent 
to said first small area. 

5. A method for generating x-ray radiation compris- 60 
ing the steps of: 

gc :!era ting a plasma of neon-like sulfur ions S6 + 
which radiate on a 3d-L.p transition; and 

generating a plasma of lithi~117l-likc neon ions Nw 7 -'

which <bsorb on a 2s-5p absorption transition, said 65 

generating with spectral broadening a plasma of lithi
um-like silicon ions SP l + which radiate on the 
3d-2p transition; and 

generating with spectral broadening n plasma of Iithi· 
um-like magnesium ions Mg9+ which absorb on a 
2s-4p transition. said magnesium ion plasma being 
generated in yery close proximity to said silicon ion 
plasma in order to obtain pumping radiation there· 
from, wherein said lithium-like silicon ion 3d-2p 
transition resonant with said lithium-like magne
sium ion 2s-4p · ;.rai;.sition to cr~te a ·population 
inversion in said plasma of magncsiu~ ions to pro· 
vide quasi-cw lasing at x-ray wavelengt_hs between 
1 A and 700A from said Mg~·+ ions ·by amplified 
spontaneous emission. . 

9. A method ·as defined in claim 8, wherein said 
plasma generating steps _comprise the step of directing 
two laser beams to focus on opposite surf aces of a thin . 
foil·ta.rget of magnesium with silicon sputtered thereon.· 

· 10. An x-ray laser comprising: 
means for generating a spectrally broadened plasma 

of lithium-like silicon ions Sil 1 + which radiate on 
the 3d-2p transition; and 

means for generating a spectrally broadened plasma 
of lithium-like magnesium ions Mg9+ which ab
sorb on the 2s-4p transition, said magnesium ion 
plasma being generated in very close proximity to 
said silicon ion plasma in order to obtain pumping 
radiation therefrom, wherein said lithium-like sili-
con ions on thP. 3ci-2p transition are resonant with 
said lithium-like r.:.:.>gnesium ions on the 2s-4p tran-
sition to cre~tc a population inversion in said 
plasma of magnesium ions to provide quasi-cw 
lasing at x-ray \:.:ave!engths between 1 A and 700A 
from said Mg9+ ions by amplified spontaneous 
emission. 

11. An. x-ray laser as defined in claim 10, wherein said 
generating means comprise 

a thin foil target of magnesium with silicon sputtered 
thereon; and 

apparatus for directing laser beams to focus on a point 
in said thin foil target from opposite directions in 
order to obtain plasma on each side of the tnrget 
\vith a desired ion streaming. 

* tr .. .. 
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nlERl\lALLY BUFFERED SODIUM-NEON LASER 
"'fARGET FOR COHERENT X·RA Y PRODUCTION 

BACK:GROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention iclatcs to the gt"neration of 
coherent x-rays. More specifically, the present inven
tion relates to direct photon pumping in a Na-Ne system 
where a thci"IY'lal buffer is inserted therebetwe~n. 

10 For many yenrs now, there have been a variety of 
proposed schemes suggesting ways to create n populn
tion lnvers{o:i and subseqtJent gnln in the x-rny region. 
(A population inversion exi3t.ci when the upper energy 
level in a transition is overpopuinted relative to the 15 
lower energy level and is a necessary requirement f<.'r 
lasing to occur.) U.S. Pat. No. 4,206,364 to Dixon et n.l. 
describes a one sided la5-er irradiation scheme using 
tungsten -tiiocks to create a channel for plasma from a 
carbon target. PopulP.tion inversion occurs. in the ex- 20 
panding carbon plasma. U.S. Pat. No. 4,229,708 to Mani 
et al. concerns producing lithium-like atoms or ions 
using one-sided soft x-ray photon fi.uxes. 

Another scheme involves the flashlamp concept 
where the radiated flux from one plasm.a pumping an~ 25 
other plasma creates conditions which result in coher
ent radiation in the soft x-ra.y regions. See A. V. Vino
gradov, I.!. Sobel'man, and E. A. Yokov, Sov. J. Quan
tum. Electron 5, 59 (1975); B. A. Norton and N. J. 
Peacock. J. Phys. B 6, 989 (1975); J. P. Apruzese, J. 30 
Davis, and K. G. Whitney, J. Phys, B 11, L643 (1978); 

Na from hcatins and overionizing the Ne n.nd preclud
ing the: generation or coherent x-rn>'s. 

These and other objects or the present invention Mt:: 

accomplished with an urpnrntus for genert1~.;,g coher
ent x .. rny:i c:cmpri!iing: nn No. lny~r; nn 'N~ '"Y~'": n th-:r· 
mal transparent buffer layer foc:ited hetween and in 
c.ontact w::~. "i1e Na layer and the Ne layer wherein the 
Ne layer is maintained nt a lower tempernturc llnd ckn" 
sity thnn the Na lny'!r; a lower power lnser to heat the 
Ne layer until Ne IX is present: 1Lnd n higher power 
laser to h~nt the Na layer until Nn X is present. 

BRIEF DESCR1PTION OF THE ORA WINOS 

A more complete apprecietion of the inventkin nnd 
many of the attendant ndvnntagcs thereof will be 
readily oi··i.ined as the same becomes better understood 
by reference to the following detailed description ~hen 
considered in connection with the accompanying draw
ings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of the Na-C-Ne x-ray 
lasing system. 

FIG. 2 is n schematic drawing of the relevant energy 
level diagram for the Na-Ne scheme. 

FIG. 3 is a graph of density and temperature: profiles 
for one of several possible Na-C-Ne cases. 

FIG. 4 is R graph of number dcnsi~y, temperature ant:i 
He-like sodium ion density profiles for one of sever.al 
possible Na-C-Ne cases. 

FIG. 5 is a graph of the diagnosed intensity profile for 
the 11 angstrom line at the Na-C interf~ce for three 
cases. 

R. H. Dixon and R. C. Elton, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1, 232 
(1984), and· references therein. There are severat cases DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
where the coincidence between the pumping and ab- EMBODIMENTS 
sorbing lines is close enough to merit strong consider•. 35 Referring now· to the .drawings, wherein like refer~ 
ation as a possible lasing combination. For example, ·ence numerals designate· identical or corresponding 
K-shell lines from Mg, Al, or Si are reasonably well parts throughout the several views. and more particu-
matched to several fluorinelike Kr lines. Two such larly to FIG. 1 thereof, there is shown an apparatus for 
schemes utilize a Si XIII-Al III system and a Na X-Ne generating coherent x-rays. The apparatus 10 comprises 
IX system. The Na-Ne scheme is particularly interest- 40 an Na layer 12, an Ne layer 14, and a 'th~rmal ~on-· 
ing because the lines match to two parts in 104 at a opaque buffer layer 16 that is located between and in 
wavelength of 11 angstroms. An energy level diagram contact with the Na layer and the Ne layer. A· laser 18 
of this scheme is shown in FIG. 2. havh-ig power less than or equal to .io12 W /cm2 heats the·. 

In the Na-Ne approach, photons emitted from one Ne layer and a higher power laser 20 having power 
element (Na) impinge upon and pump the upper lasing 45 greater than or equal to SX 1013 W /cm2 heats the Na · 
level of the second element (Ne). This is one of the most layer. The heated Na layer acts as a fla."hlarnp to di-
promising approaches but it has not S\tcceeded because rectly photopump the ablated Ne layer, thus geocrating 
the conditions required in the pumped and pumping coherent x-rays. The transparent thermal buffer layer 16 
~la.-=mas are drastically ~;:f:--,."1t 2.Ild therefore difficult allows the Na layerand Ne layer to coexist at the drasti-
to acheve when they are in close physical proximity. 50 cally different conditions necessary for the x-ray lasing 

More specifically, the higher temperature that is pres- to occur since the Ne layer requires a lower tempera-
ent in order for the Na to function as a pump will propa.: ture and density for operation than the Na layer. With-
gate in a thermal wave over a finite time into the Ne put the thermal buffer layer 16, an isothermal condition 
crenting an overall isothermal state which precludes the \vould exist across the Na-Ne layers precluding the 
Ne from being at the lower temperature and density 55 generation of x-rays. The lasing system is to be con-
necessary to produce the desired x-ray lasing. This is tained within an evacuated ch::unber with a frozen layer 
particularly disastrous if the Ne is in contact with the of Ne en one side of the Na layer buffer layer combina-
Na. However, if the two materials are separated by any tion. (Tbc chamber is kept cold enough to keep the Ne 
appreciable distance, then the efficiency of the system is frozen until laser heating begins. The Ne has to be:fro-
lost due to solid angle effects. 60 zen in order for the electron density cf the Ne to be 

SUMMARY OF TI!E INVENTION 

Accordingly. one object of the pr~scnt invl!ntion is to 
generate coherent x-rnys. 

Another object of the present invention is to use Na 65 
and Ne to produce x-rays. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to pro
vide a thermal buffer between Na and Ne to prevent the 

above its critical density). The driving lasers enter the 
chamber through ports which are located in the cham
ber wall. 

More specifically, the lower power laser 18 nets to 
create a tenuous Ne blowoff while the higher power 
laser 20 provides an energy sour::e to heat the Na 12. 

. The sodium then acts as a backlig:hting flashlamp for 
neon. Laser:; which operate in the 0.25 -1.0 µ.m r~nge 
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are well suited for this task since absorption of the beam grnm vr the key e11ergy levels f<;>r the Na-Ne ;;chcmc. 
can be tailored to the requirements of th~ system. In The gain coefficients for the Ne IX ls2p 1p-ls3d 1D and 
actual operation absorption of }a.<:er 13 operating at a ls2plP-ts4<llD tr-.:i.n~itions peak near :in :l">n density of 
relatively low L'ltensity in comp!Uison with laser lO will i020 cm-J. The ls3d1D·ls1f10 gai.n which pcdk;; ncnr 
ablate the neon.at a low temperature, typically about S 1019 cm-3. subsequently drops off dr:imacic:illy to less 
100 eV. At the same time a higher-powered laser will titan uui~~' at 1016 cm-3 but is stiU greater than 10 l\t 

heat the sodium plasma ton higher temperature which 101g.cm-·J. The terminology of, for iri.sumcc1 lsZp 1P is 
then serves as the backlighting pump source. Of course. well known. The numbers in front of the lowercase 
within & finite time, the thermal wave wiil propagate letters represent principal quantum numbers. The low-
through the sodium and into the neon. This isothermal IO crease letters, here s and p, represent the angular mo. 
state precludes the conditions which are necessary for mentum associated with the principal quantum numbers 
achievi'lg gain. To alleviate this problem, a third mate- in the ato:.ttlc configuration. The uppercase !:ymbol, 
rial 16 is placed between ·the Na-Ne interlace. This here P, designates the total atomic angular momentum. 
material 16 acts as a thermal buffer while allowing the The ::-uperscripted number nex.t to that symool, here 1, 
pumping radiation to pass through without signific.mtly 1 S refers to the multiplicity of the configuration. This num-
reducing the pumping intensity. The requirements the ber takes on the vnlue 2S+ 1 were Sis the total spin of 
material 16 must fulfill are as follows. First, the material the atom. When more than one electron c:ccupies a 
is cho!en to-be a solid which is both thick enough to given angular momentum value for a principal quantum 
absorb the thermal wave from the heated sodium 12 and number. a superscript is used to designate the number of 
keep it from reaching the neon 14. Thus, a material of 20 electrons as in the ls21S ground state. FIG. 2 shows thnt 
approximately the same thickness and c!ensity ns that of Na X, when it is heated by laser 20, hns n resonnnt 
the original sodium is appropriat~ and allows for a ther- transition from a ground sta.te of ls2 ts to an excited 
mal penetration time through the material to be roughly state of ls2plP at 11.0027 angstroms and then returns to 
equal to that for the sodium. Second, the material the ground state of ls2 IS, but in the proccs~ of returning 
should be relatively low in Z, where Z is th'! number of 25 to the ground st11te releases a photon at 11.0027 ang· 
protons in the nucleus. so that opacity effects do not stroms. Referring to the Ne X energy levels shown in 
significantly impede the pumping line. A material such FIG. 2. the Ne IX is resonantly photo-pumped at 
as carbon is ideal for· this. purpose. For example, the . i 1.0003 Angstroms from ground state of ls2 15 to 1s4p1 

specific heat of carbon is approximately equal to that of 1P. The resulting inversion results in transitions at 58 
the sodium.and thus. allows the unwanted thermal en- 30 angstroms (ls2plP.fa4dlD), 230 angstroms {ls3dlD
ergy of the sodium to be absorbed. Also, the photon · ls4f1D) and 82 angstroms (ls2plP-lsJdlD). It is to be 
cross section of cold carl:>on at 11 angstroms (i.e., the. noted th.at the Na~layer contains 2 significantly greater 
pumping line) is approximately·2X 103 cm2/g. Thus, for mass than the Ne layer which must be cryogenic at solid 
linear distances less than 2.2 µm, solid carbon (2.2 . d~nsities. Hencl'~ !:~~ choice of Na for use as the pump
g!cm3) can be considered to be thin to the pumping line. 35 ing source allows for easier- target construction and . 
Th.at is, the optical depth is less than or equal to one for manipulation. · . · 
this thickness ·a.nd the attenuation of the.pumping line is Only Na X and Ne IX are of-interest in the ·Na-Ne 
less than or equal to one e-folciing. Tnis distance can be scheme of x-ray· ~asing. Tne roman numeral after the 
lengthened if, for instance, CH is used in which case the element represents one plus the number of free electrons 

·corresponding carbon density is decreased. During the 40 that have been disassociated from the element to f orrL\ 
operation of the laser, the c::trbon layer 16 absorbs the the plasma of the material. The laser5 18 and 20 are 
energy of the thermal wave that results -from the ab- tuned to ·the proper intensity (see FIG. 3) to heat the 
sorption of the laser beam of laser 20 in the sodium 12. layers 12 and 14 to maximize the production of Na X or 
Thus, the carbon is heated to above 10 eV as shown in Ne IX as well as to pump the Na X ls2 1$ to ls2plP 
FIG. 3. The absorption of this thermal energy by the 45 transition. 
carbon. however, prevents over::ieating of the neon. The layers l.2 and 14 are '..Olid Na and Ne, respec-

In the determination of the thickness of the Ne layer tively, at the start of heating, but as heating continues 
14 and the Na layer 12 thr. s;;ain versus density relation.- and the. respective plasmas form, the stages of free elec-
ships in each ••ui.i:...~!<U an: provided in J. P. Apruzcse, J. trons preceding the Na X level and the Ne IX level are 
Davis, and K. G. Whitney, J. Appl. Phys. 53, 4020 50 reached and passed. If care is not taken, too much heat-
(1982). Optimally, the greatest gain for a given density ing will cause the desired Ne IX level to be burned 
of material is sought to maximize the efficiency of the throt\gh efu!linating any further x-ray production. This 
system. The relationships given there, without presence can be avoided by limiting the laser and not allowing 
of a thermal buffer layer, are also the controlling rela- the Ne temperature (see FIG. 3) to reach too high o! a 
tionshlops when a thermal buffer layer is present. Thus 55 value. (It should be noted that if a source is used to 
the s.r;.2.Je length should nc>t be greater than 10 µ.m for pump the Ne IX other tha.Yl N.a X, then population 
ion densitie5 o;i the order of 1 ()20 cm - ·3. (The ~caJe inversion is not achieved. The excited electrons are 
length is a measure of the distance: over which the den- trapped at lower energy levels and essentially no x-ray 
sity is changing. Thus, the distance over which the generation occurs.) · 
density drops from 1020cm-3 to 1019 cm-3 would be 0.9 60 The thickness, d, of the Ne layer of the a.biated neon 
of a scale length. Hence, a 10 µm scale length would can be scaled as A/N for a fixed optical depth where A 
mean a drop from 1020 cm-3 to 1019 cm-3 over a dis- is a constant and N is the ion density. The optic:il depth 
tance of roughly 10 µm.) Tne scale iength can increase is a function of the constint A, thickness, d, ::ud dcns!ty. 
to greater than 0. i cm for ion number densities on the N. given by T = ANd. Thus for a fixed optical depth. the 
order of 1Ql& cm3. (For :l given amount of material 65 thickness of the layer varies inversely with der:sity. The 
within 10 µm r.t u dcn!>ity of 1020crn-3, expansion o! the thickness of the lnycr can then by scaled ·.vi th density 
material so that the density is 101s cm-J, gives :i. dis- using the ma,"l;imum allowed optical d~pth. The maxi-
tancc of \03 µm or 0.: cm.) FIG. 2 is 2. schem:i.tic dia- mur:1 1-2 resonance line optical depth before s!g:iificant 
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pulse. The time for cnse III is 300 psec, which ls the rite 
time for the linear rnmped pulse. In a 3VO p:\ec lincnr 
rnmped pulse, the external l~scrs rise to their full v:tlucs 
linearly in 300 psec nnd 11r~ :;ubscqucntly h<:ld con~;:-."'· 

reduction in population inversion occurs hus been deter
mined by P. C. Hagelstein, Lawrence Livemor~ Na· 
tional Laboratory Report UCRL-53100 (1981) to be 
npproximately ~. This require5 an ablated blowoIT with 
a scale leng~h not greater than t:ie 10 µ.m for ion densi
ties of 102° cm-l. This scale length can be increased to 
greater than O. l cm for number densities 011 the order of 
101s cm-J. 

.s The Rochoitf!r ~xperimental profile is the din:zno~cd 
intf'nsit;- prof:l,. of' only ft $mall nrn~unt of N~ in 11 gla.i:G 
microballoon wi1ich has been heated by a laser. The 
other three ca..~s, nll hnving a much grenter amourtt of 

As mentioned above, the Na-Ne combination for 
lasing requires a difference in the temperature and den- to 
sitics of the Ne and Na layer. The temperature of the 
· ising neon mu~t be kept lo•" enough to prevent burn
out of the Ne IX population. At a density of 101s cm-3 
the maximum fractional population for Ne IX occurs at 
approximately 65 eV in the presence of the pump radia- '5 
tion. On the other hand, the pumping plasma (in this 
case Na) is most favorable when it is an optically thick 
plasma with a kinetic temperature of about 300 eV. In 
short, what _is desired is a hot dense pumping plasma 
irradiating a cooler lasing plasma which is optically thin 20 
along one axis. The density and tem,i'erature profiles for 
the Ne-C-Na system at 100 pscc after the ·laser peak is 
shown in FIG. 3. In FIG. 3, Tis the temperature (where 
Te is the electron temperature and Tti3 the ion tempera
ture) and p is the density, both being a function of dis- 25 
tance from the C layer, for the case, of many possible 
cases, where the Na/C thickness is 0.5 µ.m/0.5 µ.m, the 
peak laser intensity is 5x1Q13W/cm3, the pulse time is 
200 psec, the line center pumping intensity is 2.0X 103 
ergs/cml sec Hz and the line width at half center value 30 
is 3~0X 1014 (Hz) .. The region where absorption of the 
line occurs in neon is seen to be roughly 100 e V for the 
electrons. The density in this region passes through the 
value 10-3 g/cm3 (or 3>( 1019 ions/cm3) which is neu 
the optimum density for gain. The sodium, on the other 35 . 
hand, has a temperature which varies between 100 e V 
and 1 keV at a density of more than 10-2 g/cml. This 
provides a strong punping source of He-like sodium. 
FIG. 4 shows the He-like ion density of the Na plasma. 
The He-like densir1 is"seen to peak at the carbon inter- 40 
face. A total of three cases is shown in table 1, which is 
a tabie of parameters for three Na-C targets. in these 
three cases both sides of the target a.re irradiated by 
lasers operating at 1.06 µm. The intensity on !he Ne side 
is well below that on the Na side and is typically on the 45 
order of 1012 W /cml. If necessary the low power laser 
on the neon can be turned off to prevent overheating. 

TA.J:\LE 1 

Nn, have a capped peak to a certain degree bccntL5e of 
self·absorption at 11 angstroms in the cooler surround
ing Na. 

Obviously, numerou (additional) modifications and 
venations of the present invention are possible in light 
of the above teachings. It is therefore to be unders:ood 
that within the scope of the nppendcc! cfairr..s, the inven
tion may be practiced otherwise thnn as specifically 
described herein. 

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured b~· 
Letters Patent of the United States is: 

1. A lasing system for generating frequency coherent 
x-rays, comprising: 

a sodium layer; 
a first heating means for heating said sodium layer 

until Na X is present: 
a neon layer, wherein said neon layer is kept frozen 

until laser heating begins; 
a second heating means for heating said neon !ayer 

until Ne t:X: is pr~.:rent, so that Ne IX i:; pumped by 
Na X ~.;, achiev:..: the n~essa..ry population for lasing 
to occur; · 

a thermal transparent buffer layer located between 
and in contact with said sodium and neon layers. 
wherein said buff er layer absorbs thermal waves 
from said sodium layer and wherein s:.id neon l:iyer 
is maintained at a lower temperature and density 
than said sodium layer for lasing to occur: and 

means for containing said.sodium-buffer-neon layered 
combination. · 

2. The la.sing system as re;cited in claim 1 wherein the 
sodium layer is at least 0.5 µm thick, the thermal buff er 
layer is carbon and is ·at least 0.5 µ.m thick, and the neon 
layer. has a ma."cimum resonance iine opticai depth of 
less than S. 

3. The lasing system as reciteG. in claim 1 wherein said 
fi.r .. t heating means for heating said neon layer until Ne 
IX is present comprises a l~r having powc::r iess than 
or equal to 1012 W /cm2 and said second heating means 

Peak Pulse Linc center Pump line width 
Na/C I:iscr time pumping at haif 

thickness intemit} FWHM Intensity center value 
Case (m) (W/cm) (pscc) (ergslcm2 sec Hz) (Hz) 

I O.S/O.S 5 x 101.3 :<.oo 2.0 X IoJ 3.0 x 1014 

11 0.1/0.5 2.5 x 101.3 200 9.6 x 1<>2 2.0 x 1014 

m 0.1/0.5 1 x 1013 JOO 6.7 X Io2 2.2 x !7'14 

Here pulse time is the full-\vidth-half-maximum 
(FWHM) time over which the external lasers arc on in 
psec (lQ-12 sec); line center pumping intensity is the 
intensity at the center of the Na X 11.0027 angstrom 60 
pumping line; and pumping line width is the width in Hz 
of the pumping line at half the Ir.a:timum value at center. 

A corresponding graph (sec FIG. 5) shows the r>0st 
processed intensity profiJe for the 11 ang$trom pumping 
line at the Na-C interface. The three cases of table I are 65 
shown along ·.vith the inferred Rochester experimental 
profile in FIG. 5. The times fo:- case I and case II are 
100 psec after the peak of the Gaussia.:1-sh:aped laser 

for h~ating said sodium layer until Na X is present com
prises a laser having a power greater than or equal to 
5X 10!3 W/cm2. 

4. A method for generating frequency coherent lasing 
in the :<-ray wavelength comprising the steps of: 

heating a sodium layer until Na X is present; 
heating a frozen neon layer ur.til Ne iX is present, 

wherein sa.id frozen neon layer is kept frozen until 
laser heating begins; 

providing s.aid neon layer in close i'roximity to s:lid 
sodium layt:r with a transparent thermal buffer 

112 
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8 
layer in between lllld in contact with both of said 
sodium and neon layers for absorbing a thermal 
wav~ produced in said sodium layer, wherein said 
neon layer is maintained at a lower temperature 
and density than said sodium layer for lasing to 5 
occur, whereby said neon layer is photopumped 
with radiation from said heated sodium layer to 
produce lasing of srud neon layer . 

.5. The ·r~~thod as recited in claim 4 wherein said step 
of heating said sodium layer is performed using a laser 10 

IS 

20 

25 

30 

35 

having ~owcr greater thnn S x 10 13 W /cm 2, 11nd 
wherein ssid step of heating said neon layer comprises 
lo.sing said frozen neof' layer with- a-laser hrving power 
less thn.n or eaual to 1012 W /cm2. 

6. The method as recited in claim S w:1erein s~iid 
sodium l&y~r \s at lea.st 0.5 um thick, sair:i buff er layer is 
carbon and is at least 0.5 um thick, and said neon layer 
has a maximum rec-...onance line optical depth of less than 
5. 

1 1 3 
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MULTIPLE WAVELENGTii EXCIMER LA.S:£R 

The Government hu rights in tltl! invention punuant 
to Contract No. N00014-76-C-0847 awarded by the 
Department of the Navy. 

'This is a continuation of Ser. No. 844,450, filed Mu. 
26, 1986, abando4ed. 

' 
DESCRIPTION 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

], M. Hoffman, et al have disclosed in Appll1d Physics 
Letters. Vol. 28. p. 538, May 1, 1976, the feasibility of 
achieving simultanco\13 laser oscillation on the 193 nm 
A.rF transition and the 248 nm KIF tran:dtion. How-

5 ever, in that work laser excitation was provided by a 
high energy electron ben.m accelerator in which a bea."!l 
of electrons lA.U·.img an energy of 2 MeV was confined 
by an- externally applied axial magnetic field so as to 
guide the electron beam longitudinally through the 

10 laser chamber. This laboratory means ofprpviding exci~ 
tation was capable of being fired only ten times per day, 
and is so complex as to preclude use in practical applica-

This invention relates to electrically excited lasers tions. Means to generate ·more than one UV wavelength 
having wavelengths in the UV /visible region of the .at the same time from a single repetitivel)' pulsed, dis-
spectrum and more· particul.a.rly to lasers of the rare· 15 charge excited rare gas-halide la.5e~, or to generate a UV 
gas-halide class. wavelen·gth and a visible wavelengtli simultaneously 

BACKGP..OUND ART from !'..4c.!h a las.er are unkt_lovln in t~e prior art. · 

Excimer gas luers are part of a family of electronic DISCL~SURE. OF INVENTION 
· transition lasers that produce powerful laser pulse3 hav- 20 An obj'= ... t <-'.: LAC present invention is to provide an. 

ing wavelengths in the UV /vi&ible region of the electro- excimer ~~· _:;,enerating UV or UV /visible radiation 
magnetic spectnuu. The term excimer i3 used to de· simultan.eo\l?Jy i't more tblln Oilt: wav<:l(:ngt.h. 
scribe the lasing species which is an excited molecule According 'Le Che present invention a multiple wa.ve-
that is not suble in the ground.electronic state. Excimer length excb':ler laser includes an enclosure disposed 
molecules do not exist in the initial gas mixture but are 25 about an oi)tic axis and having a ~ongitudinal interior . 
produced by action of an electrical excitation such as a cavity. Within the interior cavity is a gas mixture com-
discbarge acting on the.initial mixture constituents. This prising a buffer gas, a halogen donor gas and a gas com· 
feature distinguishes excimer .lasers from other gas la· prising 1gt least .two elements selected from the group 
sers. argon, krypton and xenon. Also included is a means for 

Of the exclmer lasers, those of the rare gas-halide 30 laser excits.tion that generates an electric field trans-
class arc the most important because tl:iey c;m be pro- . verse to the optic axis prOducing a gas discharge in the 
duced with high efficiency ?Sin.g readily available tech". gas mixture. The laser excitation m~s further reso-
nology such as l?Y th~ el~c discharge method. Exam- . . nates radiation . in said ·gas disc~ge simultaneousiy 
ples of rare gas-halide excuner lasers are AIF. KrF, producing laser radiation at a plurality of wavelengths 
XeCl and XeF.gerierating . .UV wav~lengths.of !93 .~ 35 8!)proximately between.150 and SOO nm. 
248 nm, 308 nm and 351 nm, respectively. Lasers of this · · · 
type· ar~. produced commercially and. ai'e used for a · BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DR.A WINGS 
wide variety of industrial, medical and sc~entifi9 appli- FIG. ·1 is a simplified block diagram partially in sec-
cations. Their propertjes .are reviewed in comprehen- . tion and partially in perspective of .a multiple wave-

. sive summary articles by J. Hecht appearin~ in Lasers 40 length excimer laser provided according to the present 
and Applications, Volume II, page 43, December 1983 invention; 
and by H. Pummer appeari:ig in Photonics Spectra. Vol. FIG. 2 is a drawing showing the dependence of tot.W 
19, p. 73, May.1985. UV laser CDergy as well as separate KrF and XeF laser 

There are many. applications in areas such as spectres- energies as s. function of Xe pressure for a multiple 
copy; optical diagnostics, mate~ processing and med- 45 wavelength cxcimer laser provided a~~ording to the 

· icine for which UV or visible laser radiation at more present invention; · 
than one wavelength is needed. However the discharge FIG. 3 is a drawing showing the dependence of total 
excited rare gas-halide lase~ currently known are capa- UV laser energy as well as :;eparate ArF and KrF laser 
ble of producing only 4=:le· ~'1·:".'.':~~ngth at a tim~. For energies as a function of Kr pressure for an alternative 
example, in order to produce 193 nm radiation typical so multiple wavelength excimer laser provided according 
of the ArF laser, s gas mixture containing Ar and ~ to the pre5ent invention; . 
fluorine donor such as F2 is used in the laser cha.ml".·&.· FIG. 4 is a drawing showing the depe.::.:•11ce of the 
To generate another wavelength such as 351 nm nuila· total laser energy as well as the 351 nm XeF and 4SO n.."11 
tion from XeF the. gas mixture must be changed to one XeF laser energies. as a function of Kr pressure for an 
containing Xe and F2. Therefore a single laser system 55 alternative embodiment of a multiple wavelength ex-
can produce only one wavelength at a time. For appli- cimer laser provided according to the present invention 
cations reqwring two or more UV wavelengths simulta- simultaneously producing visible and UV radiation; and 
neously, a separate laser system is .required for each FIG.Sis a drawing showing the wavelength depen-
wavelet.gth, introducing considerable additional cost dence of the transmission of the highly reflecting mirror 
and complexity. €0 and outcoupler used in the UV /visible excimer laser of 

Moreover, because rare gas-halide lasers generate F~G. 4. 
very short duration pulses on the order of 10 nsec, syn
chronization of the. laser pulses from different laser 
systems producing different UV wavelengths is a seri
ous problem. To supplement the UV laser, other appli- 65 
cations require a separate visible laser for spatial align
ment or where safety consideratioP.s require that the 
laser be.am be seen by the eye. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING Ol3T THE 
INVENTION 

FIG.'1 is a simplified block diagram partially in sec
tion and partially in perspective of a multiple wave
length excimer laser 10 provided according to the pres
ent invention. Laser chamber 12 includes an optical 
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cavity comprised of an end mirror 14 that is highly with both laser pulses overlapping temporally and hav-
reflecting for UV /visible laser wavelengths and an ing a. duration of about 10 mec. For Xe pr~sure of 
outcoupler 16 having a reflectivity selected to be opti· about 14 mbar both the 248 nm KrF laser and the 35 l 
mum for the laser· wavelengths of inter~t. In the best nm XeF laser have pulse energies of.about 10 mJ eorre· 
mode embodiment. the outcoupler comprues ll CaF2 or s sponcling to an overitll effieianey of noout 0.2%. De-
MgF2window, h~ving a refl~tivity of S-10% in tbt: ~reasiur; the Xe pr<;rtsurc below J4 rob3r cnu~ the 64~ 
UV/visible region. Alternatively, the outcoupler can be nm K.rF laser !c ciominate and increasing the Xe pres-
:! mirror having a pres.elected reflectivity at specified sure above 14 mbar causes the XeF laser to dominate 
UV and/or visible wavelengths. The laser chamber is showing that changes ·in the Xe pressure cnn be uBed to 
corustruotcd of haJogcn-compatibJc materhsln 1uch aa 10 control the rel~tlve cnergien or the slmultaueoualy oc· 
fluorocarbon l.nsulaton and euUy passivated metals curring 248 nm lltld 3'1 nm luer pulses. 
such as aluminum and nickel and ls usually equipped For the las.era P!'.oducing the curve& of' FIG. ~ the 
with a gu circuation system (not shown) typicru!y outcoupler {16, FIG. 1) w:.s ccmpri~cd of C9.F1 having 
comprised of a fan, a heat exchanger and a falter so that an 8% reflectivity ~t ooth 248 nm. imd 3S 1 flfl'l. How· 
a fresh, clean gu mixture (not shown) is always present. 15 ever, significantly improved mul~iple wavelength Inser 
ln the ~t mode embodiment the ls.CJ.er chamber com· energy can be obtained by replacing the outcoupler by 
prises a Lambda Physik EM0·100 series excimer laser a mirror having a ?.0% reflectivity at both wavdengths ... 
or equivalent. The gas mixture is of a type described Greater improvem.~nt occurs with a mirror designed to 
herein.after that is specifically tailored !o produce simui- have separately optimized reflectivities at each of the · 
taneous multiple wavelength rare gas-halide laser oscil- 20 248 nm and 351 run wavelengths, either over the entire 
lation. · · · planar surface of the mirior or in· zones such that the 

In the best mode embodiment. the· gas mixture is 248 nm and 3S 1 nm laser beams are generated in a side~ 
excited by supplying pulsed, high voltage· electrical by-side manner rather than colinearly, as in the present 
energy from conventional electric power supply 18 to embodiment. 
electrodes 20, 22 thereby producing an avalanche elec- 25 FIG. 3 is n diagram showing the total UV laser en-
tric discharge transverse to optic axis 24. Electrodes 20~ ergy as well as separate ArF and KfF laser energies as 
22.are.fabricated.ofa halogen-compatible, sputter·resist· a function of Kr pressure for another multiple wave-
ant material such as nickel and ·are similar in design to length e:;.:dmer laser provided according to the present 
electrodes found in conventional excimer lasers. invention. The total UV energy and spectral content of 
. Power supply 18 typically includes a very fast, low 30 the laser are measured by conventional techniques as 

. inductance. circuit designed to provide a source of uni- described herein.above. The laser comprises the appara-
· form preionization, such as UV radiation, thereby en- tus described herein.above with r~pect to FIG. l and 

·· suring the formation of a stable, uniform. electric dis- has a gas mixture that includes 7.5 mbar F2, 350 moar 
charge when a main voltage is applied between elec- ~r and He at an initial total pressure pf 2.2 ba1. Effi-
trodes 20, 22. The actual pumping of the excimer gas 35 cient, high power ArF laser pulses have a wavelength 
mixture occurs },y disd1arging a high voltage capacitor of 193 nm as indicated by point 36. As Kr is added to the 
through a suitable switch such· s.S a thyratron which gas mixture, the to~al UV laser 9utput decreases until a 

. comprise part '.of the circuitry ·of the power supply. minimum (38) is established for a Kr pressure of 6 mbar. 
_Those skilled in the art will note that other, alternative At this Kr pres.sure both the 193 nm ArF laser and a 248 
·,configurations of. the laser chamber and alternative 40 run K.rF laser operate simultaneously with temporally 
. methods of providing excitation such as \ltith micro- overlapping laser pulses. As indicated by curves 40 and 
·waves, :m electron-beam or other energetic particles 42 of ArF cmd KrF ·respectively, the relative energies 
may .be equivalently substituted. for the 193 nm and 248 nm puls..a.s are selectable. by . 

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating total UV l~r energy varying the Kr pressure around 6 mbar. 
as well as separate K.rF and XeF laser energies as a 45 It is apparent to those $killed in the art that other 

· function of Xe partial pressure for a multiple wave- · simultaneously occuring UV wavelength combinations 
length excimer laser provided according to the present are also possible such as 193 nm ArF and 351 nm XeF 
invention.·To measure the total UV laser energy at each laser radiation 'from lasers which comprise rare gas-
Xe concentration, a conve!!t::-:1.:'· -.alibrated pyroelec- halide m.ixture5 containing Ar, Xe and F2; 193 nm ArF, 
tric energy meter was c::mployed while the spectral 50 248 nm KrF and 351 nm XeF laser radiation from mix.-
content of the UV laser was measured using inteference tures conLaining Ar, Kr, Xe and F1; also 222 nm KrCl 
and color glass fiiters as described by R. A. Sauerbrey, and 308 nm XeCl laser radiation from mi.xt:!.:-~ contain-
et al in the IEEE Joumal of Quantum Electronics,. V oL ing Kr and Xe and a suitable chlorine donor such as 
QE-22, p. 230, February 1986, and expressly incorpo- HCl. 
rated by reference herein. SS The UV laser action described hereinnbove is the 

In the best mode. embodiment, the laser chamber (U, result of transitions between the B and X states of the 
FIG. 1) is initially filled with a gas .mixture approxi- rare gas-halide excimer (the letter B and X being con-
mately comprised of 6 mbar Fi. l:SO mbar Kr and He at ventional refe:-ences to particular rare gas-halide elec-
an initial total pressure of 2.5 bar. As indicated by point tronic states). However, in addition to the XeF 351 nm 
26, this gas mixture provides efficient, high power KrF 60 UV B--+X ·transition, the XeF e,;cimer molecule aJso 
laser pulses at a wavelength of 248 nm when excited in . exhibits broadband laser action on another transition 
an eler.tric discharge laser appa.ratu". As Xe is added to designated as the C--A transition. Unlike the UV B-X 
the mixture, the total UV laser output energy indicated transition, the brondband XeF {C-A) trnnsition is ccn-
by C'Jrve 28 decreases until a minimum (30) is found for tered in the visible region of the spectrum at a wave-
a Xe pressure of about 14 mhar. 65 length of 480 nm. A particularly important difference 

For Xe pressures 'between 10 mbar and 16 mbar a beween the visible 480 nm XeF (C-A) laser transition 
laser generates both 248 nm KrF l~r radiation (curve and the UV 351 nm XeF (B-+X) laser transition is the 
32) and 351 nm XeF radiation (curve 34) simultaneously fact th.at the former transit:on always e:<hibits much 
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lower optical gain than is typical of UV rare gu4 halldc trarumiasion chnracterlstics or 'the JS I nin and 4RO nm 
8-:-+X luen. Therefore, ln order to provide almulta· lucr berum will be obvious to tho~ ult.Hied in the urt. 
neom UV and visible laser oscUlution from the XeF Slmihnly, although the invention h~~ been uhown ttnd 
excimer transitions excited in a single laser chamber an described with respect to a best mode embodiment 
outcoupler must be provided that has separAtely opti· ~ thereof, it should be understood by those skilled. in the 
m.iud tm1s.misslon and reflection properties. at each of art that variou5 other chruigo, omissions und additions 
the 351nmAnd480 nm wavelengths, ns deJ>Cribed by R. th4;reto may w made therein wit~o~t deparths from 
A. Sauerbrey, et al in the IEEE Journal of Quar.tum the spirit and scope of the invention. . 
Electronics. Vol. QE-21, p. 418, May 1985, end expressly Wc·claim: 
incorporated by reference herein. . . 10 ' 1. A multiple wavelength excimer laser comprising: 

FIG. 4 is a drawing showing the dependence of the . enclosure means having an optically transmissive 
tot.al laser energy as well as the 351 nm XeF and 480 nm· p0rtion and having a longitudinal interior region 
XeF laser energies as a function of Kr partw pressure disposed about at least one optiCal axis; 
for an alternative embodiment of a multiple wavelength gas mixture meruis contained within said region com-
e.tcimer laser provided according to the present inven- 15 prising predetermined quantities of a buff er gas,· 
tion simultaneously producing visible and UV radiation. xenon, and a fluorine donor gas; 
The laser is similar to that described hereinabove with excitation means for exciting said gas mixture means 
respect to FIG. 1 and is characterized by an electron to produce quantities of xen.on fluoride excimer in 
beam means of transverse electrical excitation o.s well as the excited D and C states; · 
comprising an outcoupler having optimb;ed transmis- 20 opticti.l means disposed along said a.t 1e~t one optico.1 
lion properties at each of the 351 nm and 480 nm XeF ruds and bounding a predetermined portion of s.aid 
wavclengtlu. 8113 mixture meonl'I to form an optic~! cavity having 

FIO. 5 ifl a drawing showing the wavelength depen· predetermined reflectivity characteristics in the 
dence or the transmission of the ou~coupler and highly ultraviolet 'and the visible portion of the spcctrutt'l' 
reflecting mirror used in the laser described herein· 2.5 said g83 mixture means, said excitation means, and 
above with respect .. to FIG. 4 .. Curves ~ and 4{i illus·· . said optical means being interrelated such that said 
trate.the mirror transmission in the wavelength regions quantities of xenon fluoride excimer form popula-
330-385 nm and 440-520 nm, respectively in the UV tion inversions for both said B--X and C-A tran-
and vi.stole regions of the spectrum. Curve 48 illustrates sitions and such that said gas mixture meruis within 
that the outcoupler transmisSion at the 351 nm wave- 30 said optical -::-~vity has sufficient optical gain on 
length of the XeF {B-+X) transition is about 20%. As both the B .,.x transition and the C-A transition 
indicated by curve 50, the outcoupler transmission is of xenon fluoride such that the energy conversion 
approximately 10% between 460 nm and 510 nm efficiencies of said visible and.ultraviolet radiation 
throughout which the broadband XeF (C-A) transi- differ by less than a factor of 10, whereby ultravio-
tion oscillates. The laser described ~th respect to FIG. 35 let radiation in the B-+X band and visible radiation 
4 includes a g~ mixture comprised of 10.S mbar NF:;, in the C-i.A band are amplified simultaneously 
1.3 mbar Fi9 lO.S mbar Xe and Ar at a total pressure of within ~d C?Ptical cavity. · 
6.5 bar. Under these conditions 351 nm XeF laser radia- 2. A laser according to claim 1, in ""'.hich said optical 
tion is produced using electron-beam excitation (point . means is configured such that said optical axis is the 

. 52 in-FIG. 4). Upon addition of Kr the totAl laser energy 40 ·optical axis for both said ultraviolet and visible radia-
decreases until a broad minimum (point 54) is estab- tion. · 
lished for Kr pressure in the 100 to 200 mbar range. For 3. A laser according to claim 2, in which said optic~ 
this rar.ge of Kr pressure both the 351 nm and 480 run means includes reflective means disposed along said 
XeF excimer trnnsitiorui are oscillating simultaneously, optical nxia and having predetermined reflectivity in 
as indicated by curves 56 and 58 respectively. The rela- 4S the range of 350 nm and the r.ange cf 450-520 nm 
tive· intensity of the two laser beams are selected by adapted to produce efficient radiation production in 
simply changing the Kr pressure. Moreover, the laser both the visible and the ultraviolet simultaneously. 
efficiency is on the order of 0.3% when both the UV 4. A laser according to claim 1, in which said optical 
and visible lasers are~~~.-'."'.'..::.:, .:: __ ::mltaneously. means is configured·such that said ultraviolet ~nd visi-

. Simultaneous oscillation of both XeF excimer transi- 50 ble radiation each have an optical axis passing within 
tions in a single medium is particularly important since said gas mixture means, whereby said optic!l.l means 
the C-A 480 nm transition is visible. This means that forms a first .cavity for resonating ultravi.:~:--t radiation 
by selecting gas mixtures and by designing the outcou- and a second cavity. for resonating visible radiation. 
pler to be compatible with both 351 run and 480 nm S. A laser according to. claim 4, in which said gas. 
laser oscillation, efficient, high power 351 nm XeF laser 55 mixture means includes krypton at a predetermined 
radiation can be generated simultaneously with a weak pressure such that said optical cavity has opticai gain on 
480 nm laser beam that is visible to the eye~ The ability the 248 nm krypton fluoride transition· and also on at 
to effectively render a UV laser beam at 351 nm visible least one transition of xenon fluoride. 
by the temporal and spatial superposition of a 480 nm 6. A laser according to claim 5, in which said at least 
laser beat."Il will be useful in a variety of applications. 60 one transition is within the C-.A band of xenon fluo-
Other outcouplers, sue has side-by-side mirrors or zones ride. 
on a ;;ingle mirror designl'!d to separately optimize the 
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[.57] ABSTRACT 
A regenerative ·cavity X-ray lasing oscillator and 
method in which an X-ray laser target is positioned 
between a pair of opposed coaxial mirrors at predeter
mined fixed spacing <lnd fonning an .X-ray cavity. A 
series of light pulses is dir<!cted onto the target surface 
at predetermined fixed time intervals that correspond to 
spacing between the mirrors. Each light pulse ablates a 
portion of the target surface to form an ion plasmn 
adjacent to the target surface of a character and com po
sh; on for spontaneous emission of X-ray energy along 
the axis of the cavity .. Such X-ray energy oscillates in 
the cavity and is amplified upon each passage through 
the plasma. One of the mirr.ors. is constructed for ex
tracting t!::e amplified X-ray las<'.!r energy from the cav
ity. 
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REGENERATIVE CAVIIT X-RAY LASING 
AMPLIFIER 

The present invention is directed to X-ray lasers, and S 
more particularly to a method and apparatus for boost
ing or amplifying X-ray laser output. 

U.S. Pat. Nos.-4,731,786 and 4,827,479 disclose X-ray 
lasers in which a flat target surface of selected composi
tion, such as selenium, is illuminated by a high-intensity 10 
laser beam to ablate a portion of the target surr<:\ce and 
form a generally cylindricall)' shap~d plasma a...!jacent 
:o the target surf ace. This plasma contains neon-like 
ions that spontaneously emit X-ray radiation along a 
line orthogonal to the illumination axis and par.a.Jlel to 15 
the axis of the cylindrical plasma. It is a general object 
of the present invention to provide an X-ray lasing 
amplifier and method, of the type disclosed in the noted 
patents, that provide enh8.r.~d laser gain and efficiency. 

The invention, .together with additional obj~.cts, fea- 20 
tures and advantages thereof, will be best understood 
from the following description, the appended claims 
and the accompanying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of an X-ray laser 
in accordance with one presently preferred embodi- 25 
ment of the invention; 

FIG. 2. is a graphic illustration of various timing and 
control pulses useful in describing operation of the em
bodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG. !; 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary' functional block diagram of a 30 
modified embodiment of the invention; 
_ FIG. 4 is a graph that illustrates output chaiacteris

tics of the embodiment of the invention illustrated in 
FIG. 1; and . - . . 

·FIG.Sic; a fragmentary functional block diagram of 35 
another embodiment of the invention. · 

The disclosures of U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,731,786 and 
4,827,479 are incorporated herein by reference for back· 
ground discussion of )_{-ray laser structure, thee;ry and 
operation. · 40 

In a first laser system 10 (FIG. 1) in accordance with -
the present invention, a mode-locked:laser 1.2 provides_ a 
continuing series of output light pulses 14 {FIG. 2) at 
uniform inter-pulse spacing t (FIG. 2) determined by 
laser cavity length. A Pockels cell gate 16 receives the 45 
pulses 14 from laser 12 and is responsive to a signal .20 
from a suitable control 18 for gatin·g er passing a prese
lected number of pulses 21 (FIG. 2). These pulses 21, 
suitably shaped and amplified, are directed onto the 
surf ace 22 of a target 24 for generating a plasma .26 of :50 
neon-like ions in a cylindrical cloud adjacent to the 
target surface. Target 24 is positioned between a ~air of 
opposed coaxial X-ray mirrors 28, 30 at fi~ed spa~mg ct 
eoual to the inter-pulse time interval t multiplied by 
s-Peed of light c. The axis of mirrors 28, 30 is spaced 55 
from target surface 22 at a position to be appro::i:irn<lte1y 
coaxial with plasma 26. Amplified light pulses 21 thus 
produce spontaneous X-ray emissions within plasma 26 
along the axis of mirrors 28, 3-0 during each puls.e of the 
train. Mirrors 28, 30 and target plasma 26 thus form a (JJ 

multi-p3.SS oscillator cavity 32. 
With target 24 positioned within cavity 32 formed by 

mirrors 28, 30, whose length is ex.actiy equal tn the 
inter-pulse interval, the X-ray lasing ernis~ion gener~t
ing during each radiation pulse is synchronized t'? 0~11- 65 
lations within the lasing cavity, so that the osc1lla:mg 
lasing energy gets boosted or amplified during_ esch 
passage through the plasma. At kast O:)C of tr.e mirrors 

2 
30 is partinlly transmissive for extracting output energy. · ,, -
The following equation relates intensity gain ra.tio of · ~ 
output laser energy to the other parameters cf ca VltY 32: 

where Io equals intensity of X-ray emission ar plasma 26. ·· 
responsive to each pulse 21, R is reflectivity of mirrors 
28, 30, Tis mirror transmissivity, a is a gain co-effic1c:nt, · 

. and L is length of the plasma gain· medium along··. the 
axis of mirrors .28, 30. As shown.in FIG. 4, for a. mirror 
reflectivity R equal to thirty percent and ·a·transmissiv-. 
ity T equal thirty percent, and a gain-length product aL 
equal to two. intensity increase for n equal to ten ·passes 
is approximately 1,000. For a gain-length product a~. _ .. 
equal to three, the intensity incrc;ase for ten passes 1~ 
over 106. . : . · ·j 

i FIG. 3 illustrates a modified embodimen~ of. the i.n- ; 
vention wherein the cavity 32 is formed by a. pair of · 
spherical mirrors 28, 30 thac are axially opposed to and 
aligned with each· other, and are conf oc.al adjacent t.o 
the surface 22 of target .24 positionetj midway therebe· 
tween. Spherical reflectors 28, ·30 help control· cavity 
energy upon occurrence' of. det~..>ity gradients within ; .' ·i 
plasma .U. Output extraction is accQmplished by fo1:"111-
ing mirror 30 as a grating that reflects.zero-order X-ray 
radiation toward the opposing mirror 28, while reflect- · 
ing one. of the- higher· orders qf radiation. out of th.e ... 
cavity a intensity In. FIG 5 illustrates another emboch-

. ment of the inventiort i~ wb.ich mirror 30 is provided · ; 
with a multiphcn.r or small holes through which a J?<?~· 
tfon of the· X-ray energy passes to a_ reflector 36, wmle 
the remainder is reflected through plasma 26 .to mirror 
28. Energy incident on mirror 36 is reflected onto a. 
mirror 38, and thence onto a detector 40. . 
_ · Target .&-4 ·may be of .any suitable construction. that .: 

will generate and sustain a plasma 26 between rturr~r. 
28, 30. Solid targets .are appropriate because the plasma . . : 
formed by each light pul.se is rep·rOdU:cible in space and 
time.· A slot-orifice gas jet target is ~lso suitable. The 
following table illustrates, for various· target. materials 
(Z), and exemplary lasing. and output parameters:· 

Plasma Pulse 
Lasing Interu:iti: -Length Energy Length No. of 

z (AA) (W/cm) (mm) (joules) (ps) Pul~ 

c 182 5 x 1012 10 6 100· 83 
F 81 2 x 1013 10 20 20 25 

Na 54 3 x 1013 10 36 20 13 
Mg 4.5 4 x 1013 10 48 20 10· 
Al 39 s x .1013 10 60 20 E 
& 2cn 5 x 101:3 5 120 450 4 

206 

The invention claimed is: 
1. An X-ray laser amplifier that includes: means for 

providing a series of high-power light pul:;es at uniform 
temporal spacing, and an X-ray laser cavity including a 
pair of reflective means sps.ced from ea-:h other by a 
distance that corresponds to temporal spacing between 
said light pulses at•d a target positioned to b-e illumi
nated by said light pulses be!ween said reflective means, 
said target being of a character and structure to from a 
plasma of ions in response to illumination by said light 
puls.es for spontaneous emission of X-ray radiation l::>e
t'\veen sfild rcfie-:fr.:c means. such that amplitude of 

.. : . ~ 
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X·ray emissions from said plasma i~ boosted upon each 
· pass.age through said plasma. at least .:me of s.aid renec
tive means being constructed for e~traction of amplified 
X-ray energy from said c~vity. 

2. The amplifier set forth in claim 1 wherein said S 
reflective means comprises spherical mirrors. . 

3. The amplifier set forth in claim 2 wherein said 
target is positioned mid-way between said mirrors, said 
mirrors being confocal at said target. · 

4. The amplifier set forth in claim 3 wherein said at 10 
least one reflective means comprises a spherici · mir
ror/grating for reflecting zero-order radiation toward 
the other mirror within said cavity and reflecting a 
higher order radiation out of said cavity. 

5. The amplifier set forth in claim 1 wherein said at 15 

least one reflective means comprises a partially trans
parent mirror.- . 

6. ::rbe amplifier s.et forth in claim 1 wherein said 
pulse-providing means comprises a mode-locked laser. 

20 
7. An X-ray laser that comprises a target and means 

for directing high-power laser radiation onto said target 
to form a plasma of ions at a density and tem!"".'rature for 
spontaneous emission of X-ray energy along an a.xis at 
predetermined orientation with respect to s.aid target, 25 

characterized in that said radiation-directing means 
comprises means for directing .a series of high
power laser pulses onto said target at predeter
mined constant temporal spacing, and 

9. The laser set forth in clnim 8 wherein ~aid rcflcc~ 
tive means comprises spherical mirrors, said to.rgc:t 
being positioned mid-way.between said mirrqrs .and said 
mirrors being confocal adjacent to said target, 

10. The laser set forth in claim 9 whaein one. of :..aid 
mirrors comprises a sphcrknl -mirror/grndng for re
necting zero-order radiation tO\.Vard the Othe:- mirror 
within ~id cavity and rc:nccting n higher ~rder of rndia, 
tion out of said cavitv. 

11. The laser set fo~th in claim 8 wherein said ·at least 
one reflective means comprises a partially transparc;1t 
mirror. 

12. A method of generating high-power X-ray' laser 
energy comprising the steps of: · 

(a) providing an X-ray laser cavity- _thnt indude:s· a·· · 
pair of opposed coaxial mirrqrs at predetermined 
fixed ·spacing and a target having. a surfa~c p~si-
tioned between said mirrors, · · 

(b) directing. a series of Iigllt pulses oniq said tar.get. 
surface at predetermined fixed tim~. intervals· and : 
an int;:nsity sufficient to form an ion plasma ad_ia-. 
cent to said surface of a character and composition 
for spontaneous emission of X-ray.~ncr.gy aloag the 
a.xis of said cavity, said fixed spacing between said 
mirrors being equal to said time intervals multiplied 
by the velocity of light suer. ·that X-ray energy 
oscillating in said cavit~' is amplified. upon each 
passage through said plasma, and 

(c) extracting a portion of sajd_ X-ray energy oscillat-
ing in said cavity. . 

13. The amplifier set forth in claim 1 wherein said at . 
in that said laser further includes a pair of reflective. 30 

means positioned on opposite sides of said target 
along said axis and forming a cavity ha;,.-ing a 
lengrh corresponding to said temporal spacing, one 
of said- reflective means being construct~d for ex
traction of X-ray laser. energy from said cavity. 

. least one reflective means comprises a mirror having a . 
plurality of apex.<.:::.:...~ .i-"-';.~L;oned to transmit a portion of · •. 
said X-ray energy through said apertures while_ reflect-

35 ing the remainder of said energy toward the _other said 
8. The laser set forth in claim 7 wherein said radia

tion-directing means comprises a mode-locked laser for 
producing .. a ·continuing series of light pulses at said 
predetenn1ned constant temporal spacing, and iaeans 
for extracting a preselected number of said pulses and 40 
directing the same onto said target, said preselected 
number being coordinated with desired amplification of 
X-ray radiation. 

45 

50 

55 

reflective means. 
. 14. The laser set forth in claim 11 wher~in said at ieast 
one reflc~~:-:: means comprises a miz:ror having a plu- · 
rality of apertures positioned to trs.nsmit a portion· of. 
said X-ray e11ergy through said apertures while reflect
ing the remainder of said energy toward the ot~er s--:.id 
reflectjve means. 
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. [57] ABSTRACT 

Disclosed is an x-ray laser system comprising a laser 
containing generating means for emitting $hOrt wave 
length radiation, and means external to s.aid las.er. for 
energizing s.a.id generating means, wherein when .the 
laser is in an operative mode emltting radUition, the 
radiation has a transverse cohcren~e length ·to width 
ratio of from about 0.05 to l. Also disclosed is ~ method 
of adjusting the parameters of the laser to achieve the. 
desired coherence length to laser width ratio. 
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X-RAY LASER SYSTEM, X-RAY LASER AND 
METHOD 

2 
therefore 1.;.een difficult to dc~ign one with good ,rans4 

verse coherence. · 
Previou~ methods suggested 'for improving the trans

verse coherence involve using c lasing medium with a 
The United States Government has rights in this 

inven:ion pur5u.tmt to Contracr Ne. W-7405-ENG-48 
between :he Uni1ed States Depanrnent of Energy and 
the University of California for the operation of Law· 
rence Livermore National Laboratory. 

5 small cross-sectional area (s.ee Ros.en, Trebes And MAt
thew5, "A Str:::;;;_.;y for Achieving Sp1\ti:i1ly Coherent 
Output from Laboratory X-ray Lnsers." Comments in 
Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion,. Vol. 10 p. 245, 
(l9S7)). The method suggested by Ros.en et Al.., s.ppe.ars 

IO to be somewhat difficult to implement since it requires 
a two-component c;;:.ploding foil-a lasant IIUterial sur
rounded by a non-!.as.ant material, zind furthermore, the 
lasant needs to be initi~l}y very thin ( = 80 A in their 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

This invention relates to a laser system and ias.er 
having improvee transverse coherence and to a method 
of achieving the improved coherence. 15 

More particularly, h relates to an ·x~ray laser system 
n.nd laser having improved transverse coherence which 
is suiuble for use in obtaining improved x-ray holo
graphic im.e.ges. 

X-ray las.er ·systems and lasers have been known in 20 
the art since about 1984. X-ray lasers z.re similar to 
visible light lasers except that they generate x-rays 
when properly stimulated, or pumped, instead of con
ventional be;:.rns of light. The total ".x-ray" region 
broadly covers 700 A down to 0.1 A wavelength. Tra- 25 
ditionally, however+ the x-ray range is considered to 
begin at about 300 A. The x-ray region is further cate
gorized as "soft .. for wavelengths in the -2-300 A . 
range and ··hard': for shorter wavelengths. X-ray lasers 
can be used for a number of purposes. including the 30 
making of holographic images. 

example). 
I.t would be desirable in the art to provide a laser and 

las.er systems having improved trc..nsverse coherence, 
and a method of achieving improved coherence in an 
X-ray laser .. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of this invention to provide an :it-ray 
las.er system containing !l1l x-r.ay laser having improved 
transverse coherence in the wave output thereof. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide an 
x-ray laser system containing an x-ray laser, the output 
of which has transverse coherence sufficient for it to b-~ 
used to generate holographic images. 

It is a still further obj~t of this invention to provide 
a method of improving the tr&nsverse coherence of the· 
output of an x-ray laser system and laser. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 
apparent from the description and drawings to follov

The objects of the invention are achieved by creatin~ 
a :it-ray laser system which utilizes a lasing medium . 
having ·a specific cl~ of transverse profiles of gain 
mid/or refrat:tive index. These -t>rofilcs create szain
guiding and/or refractive anti-guiding, respectively, of 
the x-rays as they travel down the length of the laser 
and are amplified. The essential features of these pro
files are that they be smooth and curved near the central 
uis of the laser, !Jld that the gain is at a maximum on 
a.xis and the index of refraction is at a minimum on a.xis. 

Laser irradiated exploding foils have recently been 
used to create soft x-ray lasers. When properly designed 
.and irradiated, such foils give rise to elongated plasmas 
th.at have high density, nearly constant temperature and 35 
smooth transverse density profiles. Models for laser 
heated exploded foils, wires or fibers and spheres are 
described in a number of articles. including J. M. Daw
son, Phys. Fluids 7, 981 (1964); W. J. Fader, Phys. Flu
ids 11. 2200 (1968); J. Dawson et.al., Phys. Fluids, 12, l.lJ 
8757 (1969); R. E. Kidder, in Physics of High ·Energy 
Density (Academic, New York, 1971), p .. 306; A. V. 
Farnsworth. Phys. Fluids 23, 1496 (1980). Ros.en et al., 
Phys. Rev, Letters. 4.106 (1985) . .and R. A. London and 

45 Either gain-guiding or refractive index anti-guiding or a 
combination of the two eITects can be used to create a · 
coherent x-ray las.er. 

:M .. D. Ros.en. Phys. Fluids 29, 3813 (1986). 
Discussions of the feasibility and ultimate utility of 

h-ray holography of biological samples a.re given by 
Solem ct al., ••Microhol0c:r~:--'-· ~ T 1ving Organisms," 
Science. 218,229-2357 (1982). M. • ·-:iwells ... Fundamen
uls Limits in X-ray Holography," in X-Ray Micros- 50 
copy II. D. SJtyre et 211., Eds, (Springer Verlag. New 
York. 1988) p. 263, and R. A. London. M. D. Rosen and 
J. E. Treb\:s, Appl. Optics.. 28, 3397 (1989). 

X-rny i.As.ers which are to be used for holography, 
ho\.vever, require highly coherent wave output. Tne 55 
d~gre-: cf longitudir..!'J coherence is gene::-.Jly ~equ.::ne 
for ho1og;aphic appliations, but the tnmsverse coher
eDCe of prior ut las.:rs is generally in.r.dequate to gener
~te lllgh resolution im.ages .. Coherence. !!.S used herein, 
ref er.. to the existence of a correlation between the (:IJ 

ph!:-~ of two or more w&ves, such as the reference 
wftv~ :r-.nd the object wave in the holographic process. 

In ~ normal optical l.user, coherence is zi.chieved by 
operating the laser in J. multi-pass cavity. Bees.use the 
rdl~tivity of :x-ny mirrors is low, (less thru1 :about 65 
50o/c) ~.nd the duration of :x-ray las.er gain i:; shon (of 
order 250 psec), x-ray lasers iulve been operaterl as 
single pass or few pass (up t<:> three) devices. 1t has 

The lsser system of this invention therefore com
prises: 

a. a laser containing generating means for emitting 
short wave length radiation, and 

b. means external to said laser for pumping said gen
erating mans, wherein when in ~ operative mode 
emitting r~~tion, the nadiation h.f.s :t coherence 
length to width ratio of from ~bout 0.5 to 1tbout l. 

In one -iSpect. the rnethoe of the i..-ivt:ntion is one for 
improving the tn'Ul.Svene coherence of radiation being 
e::lltted from an x-ray Luer s;ystem coots.in.ing S<.D x-ray 
laser which comprises: &!justing the design pa~~~~ers 
of the Uiser so ss to conform to the formula 

a ;S 0.2(.;A )IL 

wherein all values are in cgs units, ZL."ld a is equivalent to 
the full width h.alfm.D.Ximum of$Ald l.l.Ser, Lis the length 
of s3.id l.a.ser, g is equ.iv2!.lent to th~ ms.x.imum on a.xis 
value of the gain coeffident of s.~d laser and II. is the 
w::velength of !.a.id laser. 
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In another aspect, the invention is a method of im
pr~ving the transvers.e coherence or radiatiqn being 
emitted. from an x-ray laser which comprises: adjusting 
the design parameters of the laser so as to cor.fonn to 
the formula: 

,~ ~<t!U1/[lnC4'1'J>]t 

in which 

.,, ... .3.!.... _k2.._ ... 6 • w- IJ A. ..... , 
I M,.C'2 g 

4 
mately 0.532 microns. and a full width ar half muimum 
amplitude duration of approximately 450 picos.ecor..:ls 
to pump the selenium foil. The line focused beams each 
illuminated generally rectangular portions of the sele
nium and fonnvar target that are approximately I. I cm 
long and approximately 0.02 cm wide. 

Coherence is n ::-r:_•perty of Jig.ht that determines how 
well light can be focused and how well interference 
experiments and measurements based on interference 

10 can be performed. Introductions to optical coherence 
may be found in several text books. There are two types 
of coherence: longitudinal (or temporal) and transvers.e 
(or spatial). Longitudinal coherence characterizes how 

wherein nll values a.re in cgs units, and a is equal to the: well the phase of a wav! i'- m~intain~d over a dktn:"!ce · 
fu~J width ha~f maximur:i of s.aid laser, Lis the length of l5 in the propagation direction, while transverse coher· . 
s~ud la~er, g ts. the maximum on v.is value of the gain ence describes how the phase is maintcined in the p.er- . 
coef!ic1ent, A ·1s ~he wavelength of said las.er, N~ is the pendicular direction. 
max.imum on u1s electron density, e i:; the electron -r-< ' • h ]\, .inc con;rence requirements for ~-rny holography 
c arge, t. is tbe electron mass and C is the speed of usmg a 4.5 A x-rsy laser rrnuire the loncritudinal cohc:. r· 
light. . 20 -I ~· 

In the foregoing. the first method described utilizes ence length to ~ larger than the path length difference 
between the object beam and the reference beam, esti· 

pure gain guiding to achieve ·improved transverse co· 
herence; while the second method utilizes gain guiding mated to be about S µ.m in a Fourier-transfonn hologra-
and refractive index anti-guiding, wherein refraction is phy system. The longitudinal coherence length is rc-

b 25 
lated to the line width by Lt=A2/~A.. where A. is the 

caused y transverse gradients in the election density. 
In yet another aspect the invention comprises a l~r wzvelength. Using the thermal Doppler width for . 

method of improving the transverse coherence of radia· an estimate, we get L;= 37 µ.m. This estimate is sup-
tion being emitted from an :x·ray laser which comprises ported by the observation of a sub-Doppler line profile 
adjusting the design parameters of the laser so that the of a neon-like seleni~m laser at 206 A. The lo:ngi.tudinal 
ratio of the coherence length to width of the I.as.er 30 . coherence is therefore thought not to be a probkm. The 
ranges from about 0.05 to about 1. situation is more difficult for transverse coherence. The 

BRIEF PESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. l is a schematic of X-ray laser showing trans
vc;:._se and .longitudinal directions and width and length. 
rl~. 2 ss a graph of the gain profile of the x-ray laser 

used m the .system of this invention. 
FIG. 3 is a graph of the refractiv:: index profile of the 

x-ray laser used in the system of this invention. · 

transverse coherence length must ·be larger than the 
extent of the sample, typically:::: 10 µ.m, and a certain 
amount of energy must irradiate the sample to provide 

35 high signal-to-noise hologram. The desired coherence 
length is obtainable by using a· pinhole in front of the 
laser or by placing the object far from the laser, how
ever, the combined requirement of high .energy and 
coherence is the difficulty; requiring efficient produc-

. 40 t~on of coherent radiation. The required coherent en
ergy .is estimated to range from l to 17 µJ for a 750- to 
300 A resolution hologram of a gold tagged ssmple and 
1000 µJ for a 300 A resolution hologram of in untagged 
s.ample of protein in water. An improvement in the 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

coherence of the current lasers is called for to meet the 
transverse coherence requirements. 

In mirrorless lasers, such as most x-ray lasers. a high 
degree of transverse coherence is more difficult to 
achieve .than for usual lasers containing cavi6es with 

For various applications. an x-ray laser may be re
quired to have several of the following properties: high 
energy. high power, efficiency, short wavelength, shon 45 
time duration, monochromaticity. and coherence. This 
invention provides a means to establish a high degree of 
tra.nsvers.e coherence of an x-ray Ja-;er c:in be substan· 
ti.ally improved by acjustl'!" :;-.: ::·~ ... _:....;ign parameters 

50 highly reflective mirrors. Transverse coherence is a 
property of a laser which describes how well correlsted 
the output raduuion is at various transverse (i.e. perpen
dicular to the bser beam) positions in the ·beam. If the 
rad~tioo is well correlated, the electromagnetic wave-

c;i' the laser in accordance with c:- .-2in mathematical 
formulas which have been developed and a.re described 
more fully below. While the invention,.. in general, may 
be applied to &ny x-rny laser, it is particularly uapted to 
a laser system containing an expJoding foil x-ray l~r 
such as is described in articles by M. D. Ros.en et ~l. 
entitled .. E;i;ploding Foil Technique for Acrueving a 
soft X-ray Laser' .. , Phys. Rev. Lett., 54, 106 (1985), R. 
A. London zi.nd M. D. Rosen, entitled .. Hydrodyn.a.mics 
of Exploding Foil X-Ray Lasers.," appearing in Phys. 
Flwds 29:(11), November 1986, pp. 3813-3822, 2nd U.S. 
Pat. No. 4,827,479, all three of which a.re incorporated 
herein by reference. 

A represent.ative laser system comprises a ~lcnium 
foil approximately 750 A thick. :ittached to a formvar 
sub~tr:He approximately 1500 A thick. Tnis embodiment 
has employed two pulsed be.ams of li'!'le focused, optiC41 
las.er radiation esch having a.'1 energy flux of spproxi
~tely 5 X 1013 v.:atts/cm2, a wavelenglh of approxi-

55 fron~ ~ill be smooth. A high degree of transvcr-,,.e co
herence is a property which allows one to combine 
different parts of the be.am (e.g. by pass~-ig the radiation 
through interference slits) lllld obtain a ste.:idy, high 
contra.st interference pattern. It is thus very important 

60 ior applications, such as holography, wJ:ijch rely on 
wave interference in order to make images, or other 
mf:3.Surements. \Ve utilize the concept of z. transvers.e 
coherence length to describe the pro~ny of transverse 
coherence. The transverse coherence length is the dis-

65 unce over which s good correlation is maintained. For 
s t>--~ of low or poor coherence, the transverse coher
ence length is small, while: for a beam of high coher
l':i1ce. the: tra.nsverr...e coherc:nc= length is la.•gc. The: 
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quence of using an exploding foiJ to create the lasers. 
That is, the natural state of density of m1tter in nn e:...
ploding foil assumes n ·smooth, rounded (belJ·shapc-d 
distribution). during the time when x-ray 1:9.sing takes 
~l!ce, during the history of ~n exploding f~il {R. A. 
London et al.. ..Hydrodynamics of Exploding Foil 
X-Ray Lasers," Physics of Fluids, Vol. 29, p. 3813, 
(1986)). 

The analysis of the relative coherence length of a 
rounded-profile x-ray laser, and the derivation of the 
de:Sign para.meters for a high coherence laser a.re de
scribed in the paper entitled "Modal Analysis of X-Ray 
Laser Coherence" by Londo:i, Strauss and RCY...e~ :ip
pearing in Physical Review LettC:l"$7 6S, pp. S63-S66 

fraction of the width of the laser over which good cor
relation in the output is maintained is CJl!led the relative 
coherence length. The rel:uive coherence ~ength is de
fined, in other words. as the ratio of the transverse 
coherence length to the width of the l~r. It descri~s 5 
the portion or a laser beam which is u~b]e for intcrf er
er1ce experiments, such as holography. The greater the 
relative coherence length, the greater is the fraction of 
output radiation which is coherent and which is there
fore usable for applications requiring cohererice. It is 10 
the object of this invention to make the relative coher
ence length large-as close to unity as possible. We thus 
define good coherenc: for a laser as the property of 
having a luge value of the relative coherence length 
{greater than C.OS, ideally approaching I). 

Previous methods to i.mprbve the coherence of x-ray 
IMtrs rely on ma.king the !!Ser very !cng ::.."'ld n:.rrov; 
(M. D. Ros.en et al., 0 'Strntegy for Achieving Spatially 
Coherent Output from Laboratory X-Ray Las.ers, ·• 
Comments _i11 Plasma Physics :t.'ld Controlled Fusion, 20 
Vol. 10, p. 245, (1987)). In a simplc: incoherent disk 
sC>urce model of an x-ray laser having consunt gs.in and 

l S (July 30, 1990) which is incorporated herein by reter
ence. We summarize the IIUlteri.a! in th:.t p:tper which is 

no refraction, (London et al .... Coherent X-ray Lasers 
for Applications," Lawrence Livermore National Lab
oratory Report, UCRL-JC-105731, to appear in Pro- 2.S 
ceedings at 2nd International Colloquium on X-Ray 
Lasers, {1990), eds. G. J. Pert and G. J. Tallents (!OP: 
Bristol UK)). the relative coherence length is given 
apprmtimately by l/F, where F is a parameter of the 
laser known as the Fresnel number, F=2-:ra2/J..L). Here 30 
a is the half-width of the laser, Lis its length and A. is the 
w::velength. This explains the design criterion for a 
long narrow 11:~r. i.e. to ma~e the relative coherence 
length near one we need F near one. For example. 
R~n. Trebes, and Mathews O 987) suggest a laser of 35 
0.0025 cm wide by 3 cm long, o~rating with a lasant of 
neon-like selenium ions at 206 A and 2 i 0 A. Such a 
narrow configuration is hard to achieve. TI1e irtiplemen
tAtion suggested by Rosen, Trebes. and Mathews {1987) 
uses an exploding foil in which the lssanc material is 40 
surround.ed by a different material (ytterbium in this 
cn.sc). Furthc:rniore. the simpl~ theory leading to this 
design only applies to the particular case when the gain 
coefficient is const.&nt within the laser and when there is 
no refrnction within the iaser. This is not generally the ~s 
case fer x-ray lasers created by eAploding foils. Here we 
expect gradients in both t;1e gain a."ld the electron den
sity (\<vhich gives rise to refr~,...· ·-. ;n s. plASma). 

\Ve h.ave i..'lvented a."lott:c:r m. '1od to s.chicve good 
tr~.nsver.:-.e coh~rence. Tnis invention C3.me from co~id- 50 
cring the effects of transverse variations in the gain 
coeffidcnt and in the refractive index (caused by elec
tron density in a plasma), and by considering a detailed 
model for c.a.lculating the expected degree of coherence 
of a l.~r. more accurate trum the simple incoherent disk 55 
model cle!.cnbed !lbove. Our technique for cresting a 
coherent ::c-rny hser utilizes n 12.sing medium h.llving a 
~pecific c~ ·of t:n..:.-isven.e profil!!S of gain ~nd/or re
fn:.ctive ~~;\.. These profiles cr~te gain-guiding s.nd
/or refractive ~ti-guiding, respectively, of the x-rays ~ 60 
they tn vel dov.'ll the length of the 4.as.er and s.re 2.mpl i
fied. Th-: es..~ti.cl feai.ures of these profiles 2.:e tl'-..z.t they 
be smooth and rounded near the central uis of the laser, 
:and that the gain has a m.u.imurn on ax.is n.nd the index 
of ref:-action has a minimum on uis. Either gain-guid- 65 
ing or inde~ n.nti-guiding or a combination of the two 
effects can be used to create a cohere:1t ~-my i::ise1. The 
cre:tic:'l of s;:;ooth rounded profiles i:; a nr.tur::i ccr.s~-

· rekvn.."lt to this bvention. 
The coherence is described by s.bs.olute value of the 

complex degree of coherence, labelled 11.s Iµ. J. This 
function describes the degree of correlation betwee:r: 
the electric field of the lz.ser radi~ticn ·lit two separate 
transverse positions. The complex degree of coherence 
generally drops from a value of one. when the two 
points arc very close together to zero as the points are 
moved f unher apart. The place \Vhere I µI drops to i is 
defL,ed as the transverse coherence length, for the pur-
poses of this invention. The ratio of the tre.nsverse co
herence length to the width of _the laser, which we 
define as the relative coherence length, describes how 
coherent the total output of tht: laser is. It is desirable to 
have a laser u1 which this ratio is as c!ose to one as 
possible, in order that the radiation emanating from the 
laser is a coherent as possible. In. practice, we consider 
ratios of 0.05-0.1 sufficient, 0.1-0.S good and 0.5-1.0 
very good transverse coherence. 

The calculittion of the complex degree. of coherence 
and the relative coherence length is accomplished by a 
modal analysis of the clectromttgnetic i.vsve equation. 
The paruial approximation is first made to the waye 
equation. Then a spe..dfic mode expansion is !.S.Su.med for 
the electric field which is to be a. solution of the wave 
eqW!tion. On substituting this mode e.r.pa."lsion into the 
equation ·one gets two equations, 3. transverse eigenva!
ue-eigenfunction equation, and a longitudinal amplifica
'tion equation. Given a set of functjons which ~tisf y the. 
transverse mode equation for given transverse profiles 
of gain and refractive index, which we ~I rnodes, the 
longitudinal equ.ation is solved for the output rui~tion 
quantities, such .s the intensity of radiation ruid the 
complex degree of coherence (inten,sjty :md coherence). 
The output properties (intensity snd coherence) n.re in 
the form of a double sum over transverse moo.e prod
ucts, e:1Ch term having a transverse factor n.nd :. longitu
dinal (amplification) factor. 

This moc:W l.D.!.lysis has been £pplicd both to 11. !quare 
profile la..c:ers having constant gI!.i.n coeffici~t ~d index 
of refr:tction in ~ fullte region, :i.nd to mioot.b profile 
L"\S-ers. !n the Cl.!C of smooth pro5.les both ~lie 
functions 1.nd fu.octions of the form cosh-2(xl::l), where 
x is the tnnsverse coordinate dire...-tion md :l is the 
i!pproximnte width of the las.er have been ttudied. For 
the c!SC of sqUAre profile lasers with no refraction, the 
results predicted by the simple incoherent disk model 
discussed :i.bove a.re reproduced by this more exact 
fl."1.alysis. Tlut is, the coherence length scales inversely 
as the Fresnel number. For the C."lSe of t'1e smooth 
rounded profiles (i.e. parabolic :md cosh- 2 profiles) it i.~ 
found !...li.ilt good coherence ct.n be ::'lchieved by requir-

., I) o· . 1. J 
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ing that the ourput radiation intensity and the complex 
degree of coherence be dominated by one: or a few of 
the first (low mode) terms in the double sum over the 
modes. For the cases of very weak refraction and very 
strong refraction compared to gain. the following seal· s 
ing laws describe the parameters necessary to achieve a 
high degree of transverse coherence. 

For pure gain guiding, the equation is: 

a:S0.2(.i A)IL 

For strong refractive anti-guiding. with refraction 
due to plasma electrons. the equation is 

10 

8 
varying the initial width and length of the -exploding foil 
and the intensity and pulse duration of the opr•cal laser 
beams \11,.•hich energize the foil as described in the p!!~r 
by London tnd Ro5en ( 1986). . · 

This invention will be more: fully understccx;l ~ith · 
ref ere nee to the following eumples.. whkh are in·~ 
tended to~ :;!~strative of the invention but not limiting 
thereof. 

EXAMPLE l 

in which 

A. 206 A neon-like selenjum exploding foil laser of 
the type previously described is designed which uses 
neon-like selenium ions as the la.sant. It gives rise to 
strong lot.sing at A= 206 A anc A= 210 A s.ri.d U..:eD.xr-r 

15 la.sing at other wavelengths. The plasm.a conditioos at 
the peak lasing time are: 
a=8.SX J0-3 cm 

·'·~ ~ :::6 x io-u >...s, • g=S cm-1 
"7 ...,._g_ M,.,? g L = 4 cm or larger 

io Nt'=3.SX IQ20cm-3 
where e is the electron charge, The gain is typical of values measured for neon-like 
where all quantities are in cgs units. and selenium for thicker (large a) plru;mas. The p<:.rameters l 

a= full width half ma];imum of the las.er, i.e .. gain and &nd Nrcan be nchieved by adjusting tht: initial thicknes~ 
density 25 of the foil, the irradiating optical laser intc:nsi~y :!!.nd the 

L =length of the laser duration at the irradiating laser pul.se. 
g =maximum on-axis value of the gain c~fficient of The appropriate initial conditions to ere.ate the condi-

laser · · tions for this laser may be estimated by using the model 
A.= wavelength of the laser for the hydrodynamics of exploding foil x-ray laS-es 
N.:-=maximum on-axis electron density 30 described in '-the paper by London and Rosen (1986). ' 
e=electron charge (constant) Using this method, an approximate s.et of parameters 
M"=eJectron mass (constant) have been determined. The foil consists of s.elc:nium on 
C=speed of light (constant) a plastic backing (e.g. Formvar or Lcxan). The selenium 

A schematic diagram of such a laser configuration is. h.as an area density of approximately 15 µg/crn2, corre-
shown .in FIGS. 1-3. FIG. l is a schematic diagram of 35 sponding to a truckness of about 312 .A at density 4.8 
a l2Ser. FIG. 2 is a grap_h illustrati?g the opt~mum g~in gm/cm3. The plastic has an areal mass den~ity of ap:. · 
profile _for the laser •. wh.1le FIG. 3 ts a gra~h illustrat~g. proximately 5 µ.g!cm2, corresponding to a thickness of 
the.optim_um ~efract1ve ~ndex: The me~~amsm by.which ~pproxim2tely 500 A at density l gm/cm3. The foil is 
sucn pron.Jes improve tne con:rence is t>y red~cmg ~he · .approximately O.Ol cm wide (or wider) by 4 cm long. 
c_r~-sectional a.rea ~f the region of. the laser m which 40 The foil is irradiated by two opposing beams of 0.53 µ.m 
szgmficant ~mph~~2t1on occur~. This r~ult.s .from the laser Ii ht. Each beam has a 200 psec (FWHM) duration 
fact that gam guiding and the mdex ant1-gu1dmg favor d g . f 

250 
J Th b · ~ used ·to ,., 

· · f · · h. h I · h an an energ) o . e -earns are 1oc .s. •• the :unphficauon o rad1at1on w ic trave s stnug t • · . . 
down the center of the laser. Gain guiding implies that area on the target approximately 0.01 cm by 4 cm m 
the x-rays which travel down the middle of the ls.s.er 

45 
size. 

e.x.JXricnce more amplification beczuse that is where the 
gain is maximum. Other .x.-ray paths will not experience 
a.s much amplification because they do not suy in the 
region of the maximum (on-a~is) gain. Refractive a.nti
g1J.iding a.ids this ef'"-.,:~ ": .. : • .iys ~ra~eling s~raight 

50 down the middle of the Iu· rem.mm m s region of 
nearly flat refractive index and therefore travel rela
tively straight. Rays which tr~vel ;n some other din~c
tion bend out of the lasing medium. 

One way to make the appropriate transverse profiles 
55 is to use an exploding foil plasm.a j(-ray la..~er. In such a 

~~r. the density of both ions Md electrons have their 
m.vimum values pn the u.is and they drop off to cithcr 
sjde. They have smooth rounded profiles.. which can be 
d~ribed by Gaussian functions (London and Rosen 
1986). Since the main determinant of gain is the ion 60 

density, the gain can have the desired on-ui.s peak. The 
refr~tion in a olasma is dominated by the effect of the 
free electrons ~d decreases with increasing electron 
density. Thus, the n.atun.1 electron density profile in an 
e,;plo1ing foil .x.-ray 1.1.ser has the desired property of a 65 
minimum in index of refrnction on vis. The p.ttrticulsr 
v:>..lues of the laser p.Mameters which determine the 
coherence, such as g. Ne. and a Md L. c.a..1 be se! by 

EXAMPLE 2 

A. 45 A nickel-like tantaJum laser is designed so that 
the parameters are: 
A.=4.5X 10-7 cm 
~=3.Sx 10-3 cm 
g=4.2 cm-1 
L = 3 cm or larger 
Nr= 1021 cm- 1 

A g.ai.n of 3 cm - l has been mes.sured for n.id:el-jike 
antalu::n. Somewhat higher g_aL, (i.!:. nc.ar 4.2 cm- l) 
can be achieved ·by varying the target thickness, the 
irnd.iating ltser intensity :md tl1e duration a• the irrad!
sting pulse. 

The appropriate initial conditions to crate the condi
tions for this laser are estimated by using the model for 
t.ie hydrodyn.amjcs of exploding foil x-ray lasers de
scribed in the pa.per by London and Rosen (1986). The 
foil consists of tantalum on a plastic oacking (e.g. Form· 
var or Lex.an). The t.anta.Jum has an arc.a densit}· of 
.:i.pproxim.ately 20 µ..g/cm2, corresponding ton thickness 
of about 120 A at density I 7 g/cm3. The plastic has an 
ue.a.1 mass density of approxiin.?.tely 5 µg./cm2. corre" 
spondins to a thickness of appro:t.im.a.tely 500 A at den-
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sity J ·g:n/cmJ. The foil is approximately 0.02 cm wide 
(or wider) by 4 cm long. The foil is irradiated by two 
orposing beams or 0.53 µ.m las.er light; Each beam has a 
100 psec {FWHM) duration and an energy of 1250 J. 
The beams are focused to an area on the target approxi- S 
mately 0.01 cm by 4 cm in size. 

In the preferred embo<liment of the invention the 
ratio of coherence length to width can range from about 
0.05 to l,·prefeubly from about 0.1 to l, more prefera· 
bly from about 0.5 to I. 20 

While specific embodiments of the invention hav·e 
been illustrated. modifications and changes of the appa
ratus, parameters, etc. wilJ become apparent to those 
skilled in the an, and it is intended to cover in the ap· · 
pended claims a.11 such modifications and changes 15 

which come within the scope of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. An :x-uy ln.ser system comprising an x-ray laser 

capable of emitting radistion in the n.nge of 10 eV to 10 
KeV, such that the emitted radiation is in the x-uy 20 

range of the electromagnetic spectrum. and whose emit· 
ted radiation has a ratio of transverse coherence lenc;th 
to the width of s.aid laser in identical units of measure 
ranging from about 0.05.to 1. 

25 2. An x·ny laser system comprising a source of x-ray 
radiation and means for energizing said source, wherein 
emitted radiation from said source has a ratio of trans· 
verse coherence length to the width of said source in 
identical units of measure ranging from about 0.05 to 1. 30 

3. An .x-rsy laser system comprising: 
a. a laser having a transverse gain profile in which the 

gain h·as &i given on-axis value containing generat· 
ing means for emitting shcn wave length coherent 
radiation, and 3~ 

b. means external to said le..s.er for energizing said 
.generating means. wherein when emitting radia
tion. the ratio of the transverse coherence length of 
said radiation to the width of s.aid laser in identical 
units of measure. ranges from about 0.05 to 1. M) 

4. 'fhe system of claim 3, wherein said generating 
means is an exploding thin foil, he:lted to a temperature 

·sufficient to excite electrons in the atoms thereof and 
thereby emit short wavelength radiation. 

· 5. The system of claim 3, \.vherein said means for 45 
energizing said generating mC2.ns is a pulsed neodymi
um-glass laser. 

10 
a pulsed neodymium-glass le.scr. 
wherein, the radiation emitted from said cxpluding 

foil laser. when heated to a temperature suffi
ciently high to emit radia:ion in the x-r•y range, 
has a ratio of transverse coherence length to 
width of ~id laser in identical units of measure 
ranging !:~m about 0.05 to 1. 

9. An x-ray laser system comprising: 
. A. a laser capable of emitting radi:ition in the range of 

l O ::: V to 10 Ke V, :uch !.Mt the emitted rAdiaticn is 
in x-ray range of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

b. means external to srud laser for energizing s.s.id las.er 
to cause emission of radiation therefrom, wherein 
wheil energized .u.id rac!iatioil emitted ther~from 
hJLS a ratio or transverse coherence length to wicith 
of said laser in identical units of measure ranging 
from about 0.05 to l. 

10. A method of improving the tn!.nsvcrx coherence 
of r~diation being emitted from an x-rny !..as.er hnving a 
transverse gain profile in which the gsin h.a.s ·a given 
on-uis value which comprises.: 3djusting at least one of 
the length,· width or gain for a given wavelength of said 
laser so as to conform to th~ formula 

wherein all vz..lues are in cgs units. and s. is equivalent to 
the full width half maximum width of said laser, Lis the 
length of said laser, g is equivaJent to the maximum 
on-a.xis vl!lue of the gs.in coefficient of said laser, and A. 
is the wavelength of said laser. 

11. A method of improving·the transver-.>e coherence 
of radiation being emitted from an x-ray l&Ser having a 
transverse gain profile in which the gain has a given 
on-a.xis value ·which comprises: adjusting the physical 
design parameters of said laser including at least one of 
the length, width, gain or electron density for a given 
wavelength so as to conform to the formula: 

a ;:i 'l']{gL>2/flnf"'IJ)]i 

in which 

where all valu~ are in cgs units, and a is equa.l to the full 
width half maximum of s.a.id laser, Lis the length of sa,jd 
laser, g is the matimum width on B..tis value of the gain 

6. The system of claim 3. wherein the transverse gain 
profile of the radiation ~:'."'.:•:: .. · ·. :.n said generating 
mC1L"1S h:!S a pr.rabolic configunH·· 1. 

7. The sys!cm of claim 6, whercin the physical pa:-a."n· 
eters of s.a..id les.~r are det~rmined in r.ccord.:ince with the 
formula: 

50 coefficient of wd las.er, A is the ws.vekngth of sajd 
laser, Ne is the ~·u:::nu.m on-a.xis elec:.ron density, e is 
the electron charge, Mt! is the electron miss D.nd C is the 
speed of light. · 

12. The method of c!A.i.!:n 10, \:/herein said laser is an 
SS exploding foil lz.er. 

wherein cl.1 v~u~ a.re iri cgs units, &.nd :sis equiv:!.lent to 
the full ·w1dth h.!.lf o:uximum v.-"idth of said laser, Lis the 
length of s.aid l.As....""r, g is equivalent to the on-a.xis value 
of the gain coefficient of s.s.id lE.ser, 11.nd ;.. is the W:i!ve- 60 
length of s.a.id l~r. 

8. An .::-r~y lnser system comprisinr,: 
a. an c~p1oding foil las.er cr..p:ible of emitting rn.di.!.t!on 

i..'"l the :i:-rsy ;-ange, n.nd 
b. mc .. :m.c; e::ti::r:i.u to smd e:-:ploding foil ~r for ener- 65 

gi.~ing i! ;:,:0mprising: 

13. The .method of cl.aim 12, wberein tbe foil of wd 
exploding foil laser is tmltalum. 

1'. The met.bod of claim 12, wherein the foil of said 
c.-cploding foil lD.ser is ~elenium. 

15. The method of cl.:llm U, whe.."Tcin z.2.id lascr is nn 
c;;:plociing foil b:u:r. 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the foil of said 
exploding foil las.er is t.e..'1t.:..lum. 

17. Tne method of cl.s.im 13, wherein the foil of said 
exploding foil laser is selenium. 

• • • • 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

A resonantly photo-pumped x-ray laser (10) is formed 
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focused (22, 24) optical laser radiation. Ground state 
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pumped by line emission from fL1orine-like vanadium 
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Table 1. Laser tramitions, wavelengths, and gains for Ne .. like Ti 

• Gain(cm·1) for nl. = 
TransiUon · Wavelength(A ) 

0.005 0.010 0.020 

2Ptn 3P112 (J = 0) ~ 2Pt12 3sm (J = 1) 326.5 2.90 6.81 9.91 

- -
2Pt12 3PJn (J = 2) ~ 2Ptn 3sm (J = 1) 472.1 0 .. 56 2.18 

2Pin JPJn (J = 1) -ii 2Pt12 3s1n (J = 1) 473.2 2.10 5.45 8.78 

2P~n 3p111 (J = 1) ~ 2Ptn 3su1 (J = 1) 506.2 2.90 7.44 11.88 

2P.m 3p31l (J = 0) ~ 2Ptn 3sm (J = 1) 508.8 1.26 . 2.92 4.13 

2Pm 3pm (J = 0) ~ 2PJn Jsm (J = 1) 285.1 1.35 3.14 4.48 

2PJn 3PJn (J = 0) -+ 2PJn Jsm (J = l) 415.4 2.99 6.83 9.43 

2~m 3PJn (J = 2) ~ 2P.3J2. 38112 (J = ~) 459.4 0.56 2 .. 13 4.33 

lPJn 3P311 (J = 1) ~ ll>Jll 3sm (J = 1) 418.1 3.19 8.38 13.09 

2PJn 3pm (J = 2) ~ 2PJn 3sm (J = 1) 507.6 1.30 4.15 7.75 

FIG~ lB 
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\/ANADHJM-PUMPED TITANIUM :X-RAY LASEH 

2 
Jueglc et al, in U.S. Put. No. 3,826.996 issued Jul. 30, 

1974, describe obtaining u medium huving a negative 
absorption coefficient within the ultra-violet and x-ray 
range, by focusing a giant-pulse laser beam on an alumi-The U.S. Government has rights to lhi5 invention 

pursuant to Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48 between the 
U.S. Department of Energy and the University of Cali
fornia, for the operation of Lawrence Livermore Nu
tionaJ Laboratory. · 

.5 num t&rret. 
Despire tremendous progress in the development of 

x-ray la~ers over the Jast several years. only two pump· 
ing mechanisms have been used tO create goin and pro· 
duce laser output. These have been collisional excitn-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention described herein relates generally to 
x-ray lasers and more particularly to resonantly photo
pumped x-ray lasers. · 

10 tion, in the case of Ne-Hice and Ni-like lasers, and re
combination, in the case of H-like and Li-like la.~rs. 

Prop :>saJs have been made of many schemes using the 
resonn.: :t photo-pumping mechanism to drive various 
x-ray lasers; however, the resonant photo-pumping The forst operational laboratory x-ray laser, which 

used collisional excitation as the pumping mechanism, 
was taught by Cnmpbc:ll and Rosen in U.S. Pat. No. 
4,827.479 issued May 2, 1989. Moreover, this x-ray laser 

15 mechanism has not as yet been actualJy demonstrated in 
the x-ray, or even the soft x-ray, region. The shortest 
wavelength at which significant gain has been measured 
using resonant photo-pumping is 2163 A in beryllium-is also described by Rosen et al. in Physical Review 

Letters S4, 106 (:985), with a discussion oi' the experi
mental demonsttiition of the laser provided by Mat- 20 
thews et al in Physical Review Letters S4, 110 (1985). 
TI1is seminal work was also reported in Physics Today, 
March 1985, at pages 17 to 19. Additionally, a recent 
review of soft x-ray lasers is provided by Matthews and 
Rosen in Scientific American, December 1988, at pages 

likc carbon pumped by a manganese plasma, in work 
reported by Qi and Krishnan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 205 J 
(1987). 

86 to 91. 
The following are representative of the state-of-thc

art in x-ny· laser research and speculation: Cochran et 
al, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,803,687 issued Feb. 7, 1989, de
scribe a sodium-neon laser target wherein Ne IX (He
like Ne) is resonantly photo-pumped by Na X (He-like 
Na). A carbon thermal buff er layer is required between 
the sodium and neon layers. 

Nilsen, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,977,572 issued Dec. 11, 
1990, describes a resonantly J:'r.o.to-pumped x-ray laser 
that enhances the gain of several laser lines that also lase 

25 because of collisional excitations and recombination 
processes. An aluminum and erbium foil combination is 
driven by two beams of intense line focnced optical laser 

· raoiation. Ground state Ni-like Er ions are resonantly 
photo-pumped by line emission from H-like Al ions to 

30 produce 54-90 A radiation. 
Nilsen in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 07/420,433, 

. filed Oct. 12, 1989, describes a resonantly photo
pumped x-ray laser in the 23-44 Angstrom range. A 
silicon and dysprosium foil combination is driven by rlagelstein, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,660,203 issued Apr. 21, 

1987, describes x-ray lasers wherein various multiply 
ionized species are used to pump high energy transitions 
in helium-like or hydrogen-like N, 0, F, C or rare gases. 
For example, F-like Ti is indicated as a pump material at 
24.907.-\ to drive a He-like N laser. The Jasant material 

3S two beams of intense line focused optical radiation. 

is located within a hollow container fabricated from 4-0 
parylene, or a material substantially transparent to radi
ation in the wavelength range from 60 to 300 Ang
stroms, and is multiply-ionized and undergoes at least 
one super-radiant laser transition. . 

Ground state nickel-like dysprosium ions are resonantly 
photo-pumped by line emission from hydrogen-like 
silicon. ions. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTIQN 

It is, therefore, an object of the invention to provide 
a resonantly photo-pumped x-ray laser. 

Additional objects, advantages and novel features of 
the invention will be set forth in part in the description 
which follows, and in part will become apparent to 
those skilled in the art upon examination of the. follow-
ing or may be learned by practice of the invention. The 
objects and advantages of the invention may be realized 
and attained by means of the instrumentalities and com· 

Silfvast, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,592,064 issued May 27, 45 
J 986, di:zcloses D scheme thnt permits high gain nt visible 
and UV wavelengths in species such as Cd and Zn. A 
population inversion is established by producing a 
plasma that generates x-ray pulses in the 150 to 650 
Angstrom (A) wavelength range. SO binntions particularly pointed out in the appended 

claims. EJton, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,592,056 issued May 27, 1986, 
describes x-ray lasing systems wherein a neon-like sul
fur plasma is used to pump a lithium-like neon plasma, 
and wherein a lithium-like silicon plasma is used to 
:pump a lithium-like magnesium plasma. 

To achieve the foregoing and other o9jects and in 
accordance with the purposes of the present invention, 
as embodied and broadly described herein, a resonaf'tly 

Harris, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,380,072 issued Apr. 12, 
1983, describes a method of exciting atoms to a storage 
level, then irradiating the excited atoms and thereby 
raising them to a higher level, whereupon the atoms lase 

.55 photo-pumped x-rsy laser is disclosed in which me.ans 
are provided for producing a quantity of neon-like tit.a
n5um ions in the ground state, together with means for 
resom~nt!y photo-pumping two 2p---J,d transitions in 

to a lower level, other than ground, which is simult.n- 60 
neously emptied. This method results in the generation 
of XUV radiation. 

Mani et al, in tT ~. Pat. No. 4,229,708 issued Oct. 21, 
1980, describe an x-ray laser wherein lithium-like atoms 
or io11s are stimulated to lase by resonant or non-reso- 6.5 
mmt antistokes Raman processes. The laser functions by 
directing filtered, black-body radiation in the soft x-ray 
region in~o a lithium-like vapor. 

these io11s to a pair of 4d levels, \Vhich decay directly to 
the 3p upper laser states of the laser, which lases o~ 
several 3p--3s transitions with wavelengths in the 
280-510 A range. The resonant photo-pumping is ac
complished by a means that generates a quantity of 
fluorine-like vanadium ions in two 3d states. in spatial 
and temporal proximity to the neon-like titanium ions, 
with the resonant photo-pumping taking place on two 
3d-2p emission lines from the fluorine-like vanadium 
ions. 
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In an embodiment of this invention, the x·ray lnser 
comprises n vanndium foil upon which is deposited a 
titJlnium film, which together constitute a vanadium and 
titanium combination. The V foil is generally thicker 
than the Ti layer. Means are provided for simulta- 3 
neously illuminating the vanadium and the titanium 
sides of the combination with beams of line focused, 
high power optical laser radiation. This driving illumi
nation occurs over adjacent, Jong and thin and gener
ally rectangular portions of the surfaces of the vann- IO 
dium foil and titanium film combinntion. Preferably, the 
vanadium foil ha.s a thickness in the approximatz: range· 
from 100 to 5,000 Ang!troms; and the titanium film has 
a thickness in the approximate range from 10 to 2000 
Angstroms. Preferably, the two gimu1taneous, illuminat- 1.S 
ing beams of d_dving optical laser radiation individually 
each have wnvelengths within the BJ.'proximate range 
from 0.25 to 11 microns; and temporal full widtl':s at half 
maximum amplitude in the approximate range from 10 
to 2000 picoseconds. Preferably, the beam tilat illumi- 20 

natcs the vanadium side of the combination has a power 
density in the approximate range extending from 
S X to12·to S X JQ13 watts/cm2, and the benm that illumi
nates the titanium side of the combination has a power 
density in the approximate range extending from 5633 25 

1012 to 5 X JOB wntts/cm2. Prefernbly, the adjacent, 
illuminated, generally rectangular portions of the vana
dium and titanium combination, each have a length in 
the approximate range from OA to 8.0 centimeters, and 

30 
a width in the approximate range from 50 to 200 r.i.:i
crons.-

In a particular illustrative embodiment, optical laser 
pulses of nbout 0.5 micron wavelength, 600 ps pulse
width, ~nd intensity of l x J013 W /cm2 (on each side) 35 
are used. The Ti foil has a thickness of 20 A. and the V 
foil thickness is 1000 A. The illmriination region has a 
length oL4;5 cm and a width of 120 microns. · 

The method for providing x-ray laser radiacion of this 
invention. comprises the steps of providing a quantity of 40 
neon-like titanium ions in the ground state, and reso
nantly photo-pumping two 2p-4d transitions of these 
ions to a pair of 4d levels, which decay directly to 3p 
upper laser states which lase on severs.1 3P-3s transi.
tions. The resonantly photo-pumping step may b.! ac- 45 
complished by generating a quantity of 3d state fluo
rine-like vanadium ions, in spatial and temporal proxim-
ity to the neon-like titanium ions, and resonantly photo
pumping on two 3d-2p emission lines. 

In anoth~r aspect of this invention, x-ray laser radia- 50 

tion may be provided by the single step of simulta
neously illuminating the: opposite sides of a combination 
compri~ of a vanadium foil, upon which a titanium 
film has been deposited, with two driving be~ms of line 
focused, high power optical laser radiation, over adja- 55 
cent, long and thin and generally rectangular portions 
of the vanadium and titanium sides of the combination. 

The benefits and advantages of the present invention, 
...:i embodied nnd broadly described herein, include, 
inter alia. the provision of a novel resonantly photo- 60 
pumped x-ray laser. 

FIG. IA is the energy level dingrnm of the x-ray lnser 
of this invention. 

FIG. ID is a table of laser transition~. wavelengths 
and gains for Ne-like Ti. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic view of-an x-rny laser in accor
dance with this invention, shown at an enrly time in its 
performance. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic view of the x-ray laser of FIG. 
2~ shown at a Inter time in its performance. when vigor
ously producing x-ray laser radiation. 

DE':" AILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

The la.sing scheme of the novel x-ray laser of this 
invention is shown in the energy level diagram of FIG. 
IA. The laser uses a combination of titanium (Z==22) 
and vanadium (Za:23). The process comprises reso
nantly photo-pumping neon-like titanium (Ne-like Ti) 
ions in the ground state (J = 0) to the 2p3n4a'sn (Jc:: 1) 
and ~p14d312(J=1) levels. This is accom.PEshed using 
fluorine-like vanadium (F-like V) 1fon2pj3d312 
(J = 5/2) to lp312 (J = 3/2) line emis~:.on at 19.366 A. and 
2P12pi3dJ12 (J = 3/2) to 2pi (J = D line emission at 
19.203 A. 

As shown in FIG. 1A, the basic lasing scheme con
sists of the F-like V Jd-'lp iines resommtiy photo-
pumping electrons in the ground state of the Ne-like Ti 
ions to the 2Pm4dsn (J = 1) and 2p'44d3n (J = 1) levels. 
The bar··over foe 2p state indicates a hole or vacancy in 
the. closed L shell [Js22s22p6] or neon-like core. The 
notation A represents a 2p312 hole (2p3n) in the neon
like core, while B represents _a lpa hole (2pi)· The value 
of the total angular momentum J is given next to each 
level. The 2p14d3n (J = 1) level decays preferentially to 
the 2pi3Pi (J =0) and 2PaJp1 (J =I) levels, which are the 
~per laser states. These upper laser levels lase to the 
2p.3si (J = l) level, which is the lower laser level. The 
lower laser level decays back to the Ne-like ground 
stnte. The lp31J4.dsn (J == 1) level decays strongly to the 
lp3123p312 (J ,,. ... \.~)and lp3123p312 (J = 1) Jevels:The--..e two 
levels lase to the 2p3123s1 (J = 1) level. Other levels nrc 
alsn f.:a:d by the decay of the 4d levels and result in addi
tional laser lines (not shown). All the lnser transitions, 
along with the wavelengths and gains of the laser lines, 
are given in FIG. lB. 

Even in the abserzce of any fluorine-like vanadium 
pumping radiation, it is expected that some laser transi
tion lines would be present in a neon-like titanium 
plasma, because of collisional excitation.and recombina
tion processes. However. the presem;e of fluorine-like 
vanadium pumping radiation is expected to sig;i;ticantly 
enhance the gain ofeach of the: lines. On the other hs.nd, 
some laser lines nre only expected to exhibit gnin when 
fluorin~-like van?.dium is present to photo-!)ump the 
neon-!ike titanium. 

FIGS. 2 nnd 3 offer a schematic view of an x-ray las.er 
tO, in a<.:cordance with thi~ invention. X-ray laser 10 is 
the presently pref erred embodimen~ of this invention, 
although it is believed that many different :md highly 
bcneficinl embodiments of this invention mny be re3}. 
ized in various situations and applications. X-ray laser 
10 is shown at an early time in its performance in FIG_ 
.'2, and at n Inter time, when vigorously producing x-r.ay 

BRIEF DESCRIPTT )N OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo
rated herein and form a part of the specification, illus
trate nn embodiment of the invention and, together with 
the description, s.erve to explain the principles of the 
i:wention. In the drawings: 

6S laser radiation. in FIG. 3. A consistent set of reference 
numerals is used in FIGS. 2 and 3. Since laser 10 is an 
x-ray laser, it utilizes no mirrors; therefo1e, amplific..a
tion t.akes pince on only n single pnss through the sys-

139 
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tern. In this respect, x·rny laser 10 is typicul of sevcrnl 
previously known x·ray lasers. 

X-ray laser JO is comprised of n vanadium foil 12, thnt 
is flat and preferably has a thickness in the approximate 
range from 100 to 5000 Angstroms. A titanium film 14. ~ 
flat and hnving a preferr:ed thickness in the approximate 
range from 10 to 2000 Angstr')mS, is deposited upon, or 
attached to, vanadium foil 12, by techniques that are 
very we11-known in. the prior art. In some embodiments 
of this invention, vanadium foil 12 and titanium film 14 10 
may Cllch be attached to and supported by a very thin 
separating Plastic layer, not shown, comprised of, for 
example, mylar or parylene. This plastic layer may 
provide hydrodynamic isolation between the two foils. 
Vanadium foil 12 and titanium film 14 together provide lS 
a combina.tion 16. The vanadium side of combination 16 
is illuminated by a beam of line focused, high power 
optical laser radiation 18, whi1C". simultaneously, the 
titanium sicie of comb~11ation 16 is illuminated by a beam 
of line focused, high power optical laser radiation 20, ns 20 
shown. As schematically indicated, optical laser beams 
18 and 20 are line focused by a pair of cylindrical lenses 
22 and 24, respectively, by techniques that are very well 
known in the laser-related arts. Preferably, the two 
simultaneous beams of optical laser radiation 18 and 20 2S 
individually each have n wavelength or wavelengths in 
the approximate range from 0.25 to ] 1 microns, and a 
temporal full width at half maximum amplitude in the 
approximate range from 10 to 2000 ·picoseconds. Opti-
cal laser beam 18, that illuminates vanadium foil 12. 30 
preferably has a power density in the approximate range 
extending from 5 X 1012 to 5 X 1Q13 watts/cm2, and opti-
cal laser beam .20, that illuminates titanium film 14, 
preferably has a power density in the approximate range 
extending from S X 1012 to S X 1Ql3 watts/cm2. Optical 35 
laser pulses having characteristics within these ranges 
are routinely provided by the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, located at Livermore, .Calif. Opti-
cal laser beams 18 and 20 each iHuminate an adjacent, 
long and thin and generally rectangular area on an op- 4-0 
posite side of the vanadium and titanium combination 
16. In panicular, an area 26 on the titanium side of 
combinatiOn 16, is shown in FIG. 2 as illuminated by the 
optical laser beam 20. A similar area, not specificaJly 
shown, on the vanadium side of combination 16, is illu- 45 
minated by optical laser beam 18. The area, or surface 
portion, 26 pref crably has a length 28 in the approxi
mate range from 0.4 to 8.0 centimeters, and .:i width 30 
in the approximate range from 50 to 200 microns. 

In a particular preferred embodiment, the optical SO 
pulses have a wavelength of about 0.5 microns, anti a 
pulsewidth of 600 ps. The Ti foil has a thickness of 20 A 
and the V foil is 1000 A thick. The illumination regioh 

on the foils· is 4.5 cm long and 120 microns wide. The 
illumination power density on each side of the foil com- SS 
bination is 1 X JQ13 W /cm2. 

As shown in FIG. 3, the optical la~r be.ams 18 and 20 
t-:nergetically convert the portions of the combination 
· , upon which they impiuge, into a vanadium plasma 
32, and a titanium plasma 34. The titanium plasma 34 60 
provides very many neon-like titanium ions in the 
ground state. The vanadium plasma 32, which is in 
spatial and temporal prr ximity to plasma 34, provides 
an abundant quantity of fluorine-like vanadium ions in 
the two 3d states, which vanadium ions emit a large 65 
amount of 3d to 2p line emission radiation at 19.366 A 
and 19.203 A. which radiation proceeds into plasma~ 
an<l resonantly photo-pump!; many of the neon-like 

6 
titanium ions that ure contained in the pln!.mn 34, to the 
desired pnir of 4d levels. The neon·like titanium ions, in 
the 4d levels, in plnsma 34, proceed 10 provide, in accor
dance with the mechanisrns particularly discussed 
above in reference to the energy level dingram of FIG. 
1A, a pair of x-rr.iy laser benms 36 and 38, schematically 
indicated, that comprise x-ray laser radiation. 

A resonantly photo-pumped laser requires a good 
resonnnce between the lasant and a strong pump line 
which are in temporal and spatial proxunity. Temporai 
and spatial proximity mean that the V and Ti ions are 
sufficiently close iri space and time so that . the pump 
ener~ car. he absorbed by the lasant. The F-Jike V 
lp3122pi34312 (J = 5/2}-lpm (J = 3/2) pump line is 
measured to be at 19.366 A, while the F-like V 
2PliPi3d3/2 (J =3/2}-2p6 (J = i) pump line is measured 
to be at 19.203 A. The ground state to the 2P:v24d512 
(J =I) transition in Ne-like Ti is measured to be at 
19.366 A, while the ground state to the 2p44d312 (J = 1) 
transit\on is measured to be at 19.204 A. Thus, good 
resonance exists. 

The 3d-2p lines of F-like V have sufficient pump 
strength to pump the Ne-like Ti ion~. The table of FIG. 
l B provides the gain of the various laser transitions for 
three different values of the pump strength. 0.005, 0.010, 
and 0.020 photons per mode. Ionization balnnce can be 
achieved between the V and Ti. Ne-like high Z plasmas 
have been made routinely in the laboratory. An advan
tage of the V-pumped Ti scheme is that the strong F
like V 3d-2p lines have sufficient energy to photoion
iz.e Na-like Ti to Ne-like Ti, but they do not have 
enough energy to photqionize the ground state of Ne
Jike Ti to F-like Ti. This facilit.ates making a large popu
lation of Ne-Hke Ti without the fear of overionizing. 

Low electron densities near J018/cc are required for 
the Ti lasant region to minimize collisional effects that 
tend to equilibrate the populations in the Ti lasing lev
els. Higher electron densities, near 1020/cc, 

and electron temperatures, between l 00-300 e V, are 
required in the V plasma to produce the strong pump 
lines required. ·:berefore, the Ti will lase in the coronal 
region of the plasma and be pumped by the adjacent V 
region which is hotter and denser. 

The gains achievable in Ne-like Ti by resonant photo
pumping were calculated nssuming there were two 
strong F-like lines of equal strength available to pump 
the two Ne-like Ti 2p-4d transitions, for several values 
of the pump Jinc strength, 0.005, 0.010, and 0.070 pho
tons per mode, for a 100µ thick pre-expanded foil of Ti 
at an initial ion density of 1.0 X 1Q19 ions/cc, an electron 
density determined by the ionization of the Ti, and 
initial ion and electron temperatures of .50 eV. The foil 
was then allowed to expand and cool while a constant 
pump strength for the F-like V lines was applied to the 
calculation. After 3.0 ns, the plasma reg1on 300µ from 
the surface of the foil is at an c::lectron temperature of 20 
cV, n Ti ion density of 1.71 X J017/cc, and an electron 
density of 1.85 X lQlB/cc. Und~ .. these conditions 14% 
of the Ti ions are in the Ne-like ground state. FIG. lB 
shows the gains of the Ne-like Ti laser lines under these 
plasma conditions. Five of the lines have gnins greater 
than 5cm-1 for a pump of0.01 photons per mode, with 
the shortest wavelength of the five being at 326 . .5 A. 
The gains of several lines are over l 0 cm - I at the higher 
pump strength. The lasing region is approximately 200µ 
thick. 

To provide the low Ti ion densities for optimal pump
ing, r. ·wcnk prepulsc, e.g.,~ fr-.•: n~:-:osccc~ds ~fore the 
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main optical pulse, can be applied. For example, optical 
t:>eam 20 (and 18) can include a lower energy prepulse 
before the higher energy illumination pulse. The pre
pulse is of sufficient energy to produce a plasmn in the 
ground state, while the higher energy pulse can excite S 

the plasma to che. higher states. The prepulse can be 
applied at the appropriate time so that the Ti plasma has 
spread spatially to produce the desired density when the 
higher excitation pulse is applied. 

Instead of thin foils with double sided illumination. JO 
thick slab targets with single sided illumination could 
also be used. Ti and V plasmas in the above-described 
states will be formed so that resonant photv-pumping 
occurs. 

It is thus appreci~ted that in accordance with the 1 S 
invention as herein described and shown in FIGS: l to 
3, a novel resonantly photo-pumped x-ray laser is pro
vided. The Ne-like Ti x-ray laser lases on several 3P-3s 
Jines ranging from 280-S JO A based on resonant photo
pumping using radiation from ·two 3d-2p emission lines 20 

in F-like V. 
The foregoing description of a pref erred embodiment 

of the invention has been presented for purposes of 
illustration and . description. I.t .is not intended to be 
exhaustive or· to limit the invention to the precise form 25 

disclosed, and obviously man·y modifications and varia
tions .. _are. possibie in light of the. above teaching .. The 
embodimem was chosen and described in order to best 
explain ·the· prin2ipJes of the invention .and· its practical 

30 
applica~fon to thereby enable others· skilled in the art to 
best udl~ze the invention in various· embodiments and 
with various modifications as are suited to the ·particular 
use contempJated. It ·is int~nded that the scope of the 
inventio.n :be definec;I_ by the claims appended hereto 35 

I claim:· 
1. An x•ray laser comprising: · 
means· .for. providing a quantity of neon-like titanium 

iondn the J =0 ground state; and 
means for resonantly photo-pumping the quantity of 40 

neon-Jike titanium ions from their J =0 ground 
state to the 2pJ/24a'512 (J = J) and 2p~4a'312 (J = J) 
levels. which decay directly to the upper laser 
states of the neon-like titanium. 

2." An x-ray laser as recited in claim l, wherein the 45 
means for resonantly photo-pumping the quantity of 
neon-like titanium ions comprises means for generating, 
in spatial and temporal proximity to the quantity of 
neon-like titanium ions, a quantity of fluorine-like vana
dium ions in 2p3122pi~J/2 (J = 5/2) and 2Pi2PA3a'J/2 50 
{J = 3/2) states, which resonantly phot~ump on 
2p3122pj3dJ/2 (J = 5/2)-2p312 (J = 3/2) and •Pi2pj3dJ12 
(J = 3/2)-2p1 (J = n emission lines. 

pulse of energy to produce a titanium plasma in the 
ground state. 

5. An x-ray laser as recited in claim 3, wherein the 
vanadium foil hns n thit..kness in the approximate range 
from 100 \o 5000 Angstroms; wherein the titnnium film 
hns a thickness in the approxima~e range from JO to 2000 
Angsrroms: wherein the first ail"d S<:cond simultaneous 
beams of optical laser radiation individually each hnve a 
wavelength in the approximate range from 0.25 to 11 
microns and a temporal full width at half maximum 
amplitude in the approximate range from 10 to 2000 
picosecc.nds, wi:h the benm that illuminates the vana
dium si •. .! of the combination having a power density in 
the approximate range from 5 X 1012 to 5 x lQD 
watts/cm2, and with the beam that illuminate~. the tita
nium side of the combination having a power density in 
the approximate range from 5 X 1012 to S X 1Ql3 
watts/cm2; and wherein the adjacent, generally rectan
gular illuminated portions of the vanadium and titanium 
combination, each have a length in the approximate 
range from 0.4 to 8.0 centimeters, and a width in the 
approximate range from SO to 200 microns. 

6. An x-ray laser as recited i:1 claim 3, wherein the 
vanadium foil hns a thickness of about 1000 Angstroms; 
wherein the titanium film has a thickness of about 20 
Angstroms; wherein the first and second simultaneous 
beams of optical laser radiation have ~ •.':~velength of 
about O.S microns and .a tempo:-~] full width at half 
maximum amplitude of about 600 picoseconds, with the 
beams that illuminate the vanadium and titanium sides 
of the combination each having a power density of 
about IX J013 watts/cm2; and wherein the adjacent, 
generally· rectangular illuminated portions of the vana
dium and ~itanium comb_ination, each have a length.of 
about 4.S centimeters, and a w1dth of about 120 microns. 

7. A method for providing resonantly photo-pumped 
x-ray laser radiation, the method comprising the steps 
of: 

providing a quantity of neon-like titanium ~ons in the 
J =0 ground state; and 

rcsonnntiy photo-pumping the quantity of neon-like 
titanium ions from their J =0 ground state to the 
lp3124d5;2(J=1) nnd 2P14d312(J=1) levels, which 
decay directly to upper laser states of said neon-like 
titanium. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the resonantly 
photo-pumping step comprises the step of generating a 
~antity of fluorine-like ~~adium ions, in the 
2p3122pi3d312 (J = 5/2) and 2p12p13d312 (J = 3/2) states, 
in spatial and temporal proximity to the quantity of 
neon-like titanium ions, whereby the resonant photo
~l'!!Eing occurs on 2p312lpa3a'312 (J = 5/2)-2p312 and 
2pi2pi3dJ12 (J = 3/2)-2pj (J = i) emission lines in the 
fluorine-like vanadium. 3. An :t-ray laser comprising: 

a vanadium foil; 
a titanium film deposit~d on the. vanadium foil, to 

thereby provide a vanadium foil and uum:um film 
combination; and 
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means for resonantly photo-pumping thi= titanium to 
upper laser states by simultaneously illuminating 60 
the opposite sides of said vanadium foil and tita
nium film cora1bination with a first and a second 
beam of line f'r .;used, high power optical laser 
radintion, with the mumination occuring over adja
cent, long and thin and generally rectangular por- 65 
tions of the vanadium and titanium combination · 

9. A method for providing x-ray laser radiation com
prising ·the step of resonantly photo-pumping ti:anium 
ions to upper states by simt1.ltaneousJy illuminating the 
opposite sides of a combination comprised of a vann
dium foil ihat has a titanium film deposited on one side 
thereof, with a first and a second beam of line focused, 
high power optical laser rnciiation. over ndjacent. long 
and thin and generally rectangular portions of the vana
dium an titanium combinntion. 

4. An x-ray laser as recited in claim 3, wherein the 
means for resonantly photo-pumping includes a pre-

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the step of reso
nantly photo-pumping includes applying a prepulse of 
energy to the titanium film to produce: titanium plasma 
in the ground state. 

1.41 
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A pluma generating apparatus form extreme-ultnvi°"'.,,.. 
let 1uer that can generate high temperature pluma. at. 
high efriclmcy, md cm form long pluma to be recom-· · .. 
bined by rapid cooling of the high temperature pluina. 
A shield plate including 1 iwrow slit is disposed adja· 
cent to a high temperature plam.:la source, md the high · 
temperature plum& is disclm1ed through. the slit. Both 
high efficiency pll$ma_gmeration ud rapid ~on 
!hereof ca be limultmeomly 1ebieved by discharging 
high temperature plum.a through the n.Urow sliL The· 
npi~ expami~ mikes it pom'ble to form a kmg plum,a · · 
having a large pin in m extreme-ultraviolet region. 
The hip temperature p~ source cm be readily 
~ by' irridiating. it with u eXclting· ~ beam 
from behind the opposite side or the slit with reprd to 
the high temperature plasma source directly or through 
·a transmitting Window. A- closure provided in front of 
the slit cu prevent a liquid or gas from flowing out or. 
the slit before .it is clwiged into pl~ This Makes it 
possi"ble to use a liquid. or gas as a plasma source mate
rial. . . . :' 
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Pl.ASMA GENERATING APPAltATUS AND 
METHOD Hm EXT!~EME-lJLTAVIOI.Er LASEH 

crgy with hi~h cflicicncy: in CKpcrimcnls, nb:.orption 
frnc.:tion~ k:ts tlurn only 10% hnve been nchicved. · 

SUMMARY OF TlIE iNVENTION 

BACKGROUND 01: THE INVENTION 5 It i~ therefore nn object of the present invention to 

l. Field of the Invention provide n plnsmtt gencrnting nppnrntus and method for 
The prc.<;cnt invention relates to n plasmn generating an extreme-ultraviolet lnscr thnt -can gcnerntc n rapidly 

appa.rntus and method for an extreme-ultraviolet laser. expanding strnight plasma of sufficient length at high 
2. Description of the Related Art beating efficiency, thereby eliminating the above Je-
Since the invention of a laser, efforts to shorten wave- 10 scribed probl· '111S. 

lengths of lasers have been continued, and as the wave- According to a first aspect of the present invention, 
lengths of lasers have been shortened, fields of laser there is provided a plasma generating apparatus for an 
application have been gradually widened. Recently, in extreme-ul~raviolet laser comprising a high temperature 
particular, extreme-ultraviolet lasers (which are often plasma source which generates a high temperature 
called an .. X-ray laser .. ) whose wavelength is Jess than 15 plasma, a shield plate including n slit through which the 
100 nm, have been extensively studied. To shorten the high temperature plasma of the high temperature 
wavelengths of lasers, n great exciting power no less plasIDJl sdurce is discharged, and exciting means for 
than fourth power of the reciprocal of a laser wave- heating the high temperature plasmn oource from the 
length is required. TI1is presents many physical and opposite side of the slit. 
technical problems that must be solved before an ex- 20 Here, the exciting means may be ta.n exciting 11'.Ser 
treme-ultraviolct laser is realized. One promising ex- beam, and the plasm4l generating apparatti.s may further 
treme-ultraviolet laser is a recombination, laser. This comprise a window transmitting the exciting laser 
laser attempts to achieve an extreme-ultraviolet amplifi- beam, the window and the shield plate forming a spscc 
cation by rapidly. cooling a high temperature plasma. 

25 
between ·the window nnd the shield plate, the spncc 

The most rapid cooling· method is an adiabatic expnn- confining a high temperature plasma genesatca tiy heat-. 
sion cooling. if the size of the initial hot plasma is small · fog the high temperature pla.~ma rource with the excit-
cnough. 111is method .. is based on th.c prindple that the:· ing lnscr. beam. 
temperature drop takes place when gases are subjected The exciting la.Ser beam may irradiate the back of the 
to free expansion because therma! motion of particles 30 . high temperature plasma source from behind the win-
are changed into translational motion, accompanying dow, ancf the slit is disposed in front of the high temper-
the density reduction by the expansion. To achieve ature plasma sour~e. . 
sufficient· amplification of an extreme-ultravio:..:t Ia:ser . Jlle high temperature plasma source: may be gener-
the degree of population inversion achieved in nonequi: ated from ·a solid material. 
librium state.must be great; This requires that the tern- 35 The high temper~ture plasma source may be gener-
perature of a plasma must be dropped faster than the ated from aJiquid m::terial or a: gaseous materi.l'll. 
speed of progress toward the them1al equilibrium. That The shield plate may f'Llrther comprise closurt.: means 
is, a rapid expansion is required. for closin·g the slit until. discharge of the high tempera-

A grf:ater ·density reduction is accomplished when a ture plasma. 
cylindrical plasma expands radially than when· a· plane 40 According to ll second aspect of the present inven-
plasma expands linearly. A<,cordingly, greater amplifi- tion, tli~re is provided a plasma generating method for 
cation power of an extreme-ultraviolet laser will be an extreme-ultraviolet laser· comprising the steps of 
expected with a cylindrical plasma. The difference an- heating a material to generate a high temperature 
ticipated with the plane plasma and the cylindrical plasma source, the heating being carried out from be-
plasma has been experin:i.entally confirmed (f. Tomie et 4S hind the high temperature plasma source, and discharg-
al., X-ray Ia5ers 1990, ed. by G. Tallents, Institute of ing, through a slit in front of the high temperature 
Physics Corif erence Series 116, 1990). The cylindrical plasma source, the high temperature plasma of the high 
plasma from which a rapid expansion is expected can be temperature plasma source. 
generated by irradiating a thin fiber by an exciting last":r. According to a thlrd aspect of the present inventjon, 
It wns experimenrolly confirmed that 18 nanomc.ter 50 there is provided a recombination laser comprising nt 
cxtrc:me-ultraviolet light was amplified using a seven least one resonant laser cavity including n min·or and an 
micrometer diameter carbon fibJ:r as n target (C. Che· output mirror, n high lcmpcrnture plasma source which 
nsis-Popovic.:s. et a1., Physical Review Letters, volume gcncrntcs a high tempernturc plasmn, n shield pl.ate 
59, number 19 (1987)). including a slil through which the high lempcruiurc 

Although C. Chenais-Popovics et al., reported a 55 plasma of the high temperature plasma source is dis-
moderatc deg·ree of amplification of extreme ultraviolet chsrged into the resonant Jsscr cavity, nnd exciting 
light of 18 nanometer wavelength using a seven mi- menns for heating the high tempernture plasmn source 
cromr-tcr diameter by eight millimeter long carbon fiber from the opposite side of the slit. 
ns a mrgct, several centimeter long plasma is required to The plnsma gcnc:rnting apparntus for :.m c:xtrcmc-
achieve a sufficient amplification and to realize a practi- 60 ultraviolet laser of the present invention comprises the 
cal extreme-ultraviolet laser of sufficient energy. Since high tempcrnture plasmn SO'!HCC nnd the shield p!ntc 
light travels in straight lines, the plnsmu must nlso main- including n narrow slit through which the high tcmpcr-
t.ain the straightness in order to amplify cxtreme-ultravi- ature plasma in the high tempcrnturc plasma source 
olet light mys. However, it is inevitable for a thin. seven exp.ands rapidly. Thus, it can generate a rnpidly cxpand-
micrometer diameter fiber to bend, and hence, it is al- 65 ing straight plasma of a sufficient length. 
most impossible to generate more than two centimeter In addition, the present invention may further com-
long straight plasma by a fiber target. Furthermore, it is prise the window transmitting the exciting laser bcsm. 
impossible for a thin fiber to absorb exciting laser en- which window confines the high temperature pL•sm:i 
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within the spncc bctwc:cn tho window nnd the shield 
plate. 

Moreover, the closurt: mny be: provided on the shield 
plate to close the· slit to employ n liquid or gns as 11 

mnterial for the pla.'>ma source. 
The nbove and other objc:cls, effects, features zand 

advantage~ of the present invention will become more 
nppnrent from the following desc;iption of the embodi
ments thereof taken in conjunct\on with the accompa
nying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 

FIG. 1 is n sectional side view showing a major por
tion of an embodiment of a plasma generating apparatus 
for an extreme-ultraviolet laser according to the present 
invention; and - · 

FIG. 2 is a sc~ematic plan view showing a major 
portion of an extreme-ultraviolet laser incorp.::>rating the 
plasma generating apparatus of FIG. l. 

4 
source 7, the thin film can prevent lhc cffiucnt of the 
pluma !Klurce mAterial out of the space pr:or to the 
irradiation of the exciting luer. 

The spncc confining the high- temperature plasmn 
~ rource 7 is s.cvcral hundred micrometers both in width 

nnd thickness, although its sizes must be changed de
pending on the type of exciting lasers or other condi
tions. Although the high temperature plnsma source 7 is 
u.sWllly generated by irradi.nting a solid mnterial such 11.s 

10 a carbo".'l fiber or aluminum thin film with the exciting 
laser b<. . ..m, any of the liquid, gaseous and solid materials 
can be employed as a material of the plasma source 7. 
For example, oxygen, Cllrbon, nitrogen, etc., can be 
used. The walls of the apace for the high temperature 

J s plasma source 7 might be ionized into a high tempera
ture plasma source. Hence. the surf &ee material of the 
walls must be such as not changing the composition of 
the high temperature plum.a sc~rrce 7. 

The shield plate 3 is preferably made of silicon, 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 20 through which the slit ~ is ecily formed by etching 

· process. Any· other matemh: mny be employed of 
EMBODIMENTS which JO micrometer wide or les..\ by several centimeter 

The invention wm now be dderibed with reference Jong slit 4 can be formed. When a liquid or gaseous 
to the .acco~panying drawings.. material is us.ed as the high temperature plasma source 

FIG. l is a sectional side view showing an embodi- 25 7, the slit 4 i.$ closed in advance by a c!~!~!'~ 4-a made of 
ment of a plasma generating apparatus for an extreme- a very thin. mm about 0.1 micrometer thick or less. 
ultraviolet Ia,Ser according to the pre$Crit invention. Thus, the effiuent of the liquid or gas from the space is 

ID this figure, reference numeral I designates a part of prevented. ·. · 
· a p_lasma g~erating appuatus. ~e co~plete apparatus Various lase~ can be employed as an exciting laser 
-I corpprises·a·plurality of such parts repeated in ~~.ack 30 .. that.emits the exciting laser beam 6, and is chosen con
. as shown ·in . FIG. l.- ·The plasma generating apparatus sidering the .. type of the extreme-ultraviolet ltier. to be 
compri~·-·a high temperature plasma source 7 a,nd a . implemented. To provide a·_rather long wavelength 
shield plate 3. The plasn;ia generating apparatus can· extr~e-ultrairiolet laser. a far-infrared carbon dioxide 
further comprise a transmitting window z to confine the . g~ laser or an "infra.red glass laser. is suitable for the 
plasma source 7 within_ a space_ cr~ted by . the shield 35 exciting laser. In. this ease, the pulse width _may range 
plate 3, a· sp~cer 5, and the window i. . from several n..'Uloseeonds to Several tens of .nan0$CC-

The shield-. plate 3 has_ a slit 4 which is about ten mi- onds. On the other.hand, to produce a short wavelength 
crometers wide or less by several centimeters long in extreme-ultraviolet laser, a short wavelength exciting 
the direction normal to the sheet of FIG. 1. High tern- laser such i~• ~ cxcimer laser th.at produces uJtravi_olet 
peratur~ plasma in the high temperature plasma source 40 light is suitably used. In- this case, a very short pulse.of 
7 is discharged through the slit 4. The plasma source is th~ order of picoseconds in width is· thought to be ap-. 
generated by irradiating a material for the plasma propriate, although a pulse a few nanoseconds wide or 
source with an exciting laser beam 6. The wall of the longer may also. be used. The power of the laser also 
space for the plasma source 7, thin film placed in the changes depending on the type oflasers and the kind of 
space, .:>r a liquid or gas confined in the space can be a 45 high temperature plasma source 7. When the: high teo-
material for the plasma source. The material of the pcrature plasma is composed of fuIJy ionized carbon 
window 2 can be solid or plasma. It is not essential to ions which are produced by exciting with glas.'> laser 
use the transmitting window 2 when a material for the pulses several nanoseconds wide, irradiation power of 
plasma source is solid. In this case, the window 2 can 1012 W fcm2 is required. On the other hsnd, when the 
enhahce . .the expanc;ion velocity of the plasma through 50 high temperature plasma is composed of fully ionized 
the slit 4. aluminum ions which are produced by exciting with 

When the solid transmitting window 2 is irradiated by excimer laser pulses several picoseconds wide. irn.dia-
thc intense laser. b--....am 6, the material making up the tion power of nt least 1 QlS W /cm2 is required. 
window 2 might he ionized into a plasm.a. which pre- Next. the opcra.tion of the appar:itus win be de-
vents the exciting laser beam 6 from re.aching the mate- 55 scribed. The high temperature pl.asma in the high tem-
rial for the plasma source 7. To avoid this. the laser perature plasma source 7 is discharged through the slit 
beam 6 is sharply focused onto the material of the 4 of the shield. plate 3, resulting in a rapid tcmper.iture 
plasma source 7 so that the density of the exciting laser drop of the plasma by expansion. This abrupt tempera-
beam 6 is reduced at the transmitting window 2. Alter- ture drop provides the discharged plasm.a 8 in a tnmsi-
natively, the transmitting window 2 can be a plasma 60 tional nonequilibrium state with power to amplify ex-
initially made of a very thin film less than one microme- treme-ultraviolet light rays. Thus, n laser o.mplification 
tcr thick. After the very thin film is ionized into .n of extreme-ultraviolet Jip:ht mys i!i achicvc-d. A rc~na-
pln~nm by nbsorbing the lnser benm 6, it can trnn~mit the tor 9 n.-. shown in FIG. 2 cun be incorporated to cnh:mce 
laser benm 6 when the density of the plasma is reduced the amplification. 
by the expansion. The thin film plasma cnn have power 6~ The high temperature plasma source 7 can be gener-
to increase the discharging speed of the high tempera- ated by heating the material for the source with the 
ture pJac;ma from the slit 4. Furthermore, when a liquid exciting laser beam 6. \Vhen the hi~h temperature 
or ga.~ous material is used as the matcrinl for plasma pl.nsmu source is generated by irrndi:ltint: s !iolid mntc-
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r inl, lhc hi~h tcmp<"'.rntmc pln5m11 rcnchi11~ the 7'11t 4 I~ vcrtccl into n pln!\ttlll by the- l11jc<.:tio11 of cncray. Tim <.:nn 
prC"ll.'\C<I hy lhc prr:i>'lurr of plnunn nt thC' hnck, nnd Is he rculi1cd hy clollinp. the lllil 4 In n<lvnncc with" mc1uu1 
d.i'chnrgc<I through the lllit 4, rc-!\ullinR inn rnpid cKpnn- like n thin film P:'l 11tntcd bcforr, nr wilh n ~huttcr thnt 
!\ton. 0~1 the other hnnd, when the high tcmpcruturc c.:nn open nnd clo5c the slit 4 mcchnnicnlly. 
plnsma ts gencrnted by irrndiuting Ll liquid or gnscous Dy irradinting the taq.~ct in the space between the 
rrnileri,nl, the'. .5)it 4 i!> c:losed in advltm:c by the clo5urc 4a window 2 and the 6hicld plntc 3 with the exciting lnsr.r 
made of n very thin film nhout 0.1 micromcrer thick nr henm 6 throHp:h the wlndo·w i which i11 mnck of n mntr--
lc:">~. Thi~ C!lfl pre-vent the liquid or gn~ from flnwinp, out rinl trnn!\pnrcnl to the ln~cr hcnm 6, the high tc:rnpf'rn-
of 1 he 1tpucc confining the high lcrnpcrnlurc pl1umn turc plnsm.u source 7 to he dbchnrgcd through the rdit 4 
3oun·c 7. Once- !he high tC"mpcralurc pln~mn tt<.HlH.'C 7 i:-i JO <.:en he dfcc· 'vcly HCncnatcd hd1lnd the 1hldd phitc- J. In 
gcnc-nited with the irrudlntlon of &he exciting liuer hcum this c11sc, the mntcrlal for the plnsnua aource m11y he ia 

6 • the do:mrc 4a In hrnkcn hy the prcs:rnre thereof, end r>0li<l mntcrinl phtccd between the window 2 and the 
the plMmn <lischnrgc!l through the r;lit 4. The optimum shield pln.tc 3, or·n gns or liquid tnrget retD.lncd within 
temperature of the high tcmpenature plasmn source 7 is the space. The irradiation of the exciting laser beam 6 
gre!!tly different depending on the wavelength of the 15 onto the spnce retaining the plasmn source can also be 
extreme-ultraviolet laser to be implemente~: when its 

1 
achieved by using the multiple reflections of mirro~. or 

wave ength is about 20 nm, plasma temperature of by using optical fibers. In addition, confinement of the 
about. 100 .eV (one million degrees) is required; and 
when its wavelength is about 4 nm, plasma temperature plasma by employing magnetic field is possible. As the 
of about lCXX> eV (ten million· degrees) is required. ·energy source for genernting the high temperature 

By using the transparent window 2 that transmits the 20 plasma source 7, heating with partkJe beam, Z pinch, 
exciting laser beam 6, the high temperature plasma the radio frequency or the like is possible. 
source 7 can be confined within the space. This confine- The mass of the high iemper.ature plasma source 7 
ment of the high temperature plasma source 7 with the will.be declined by the discharge, when the irradiation 

· window 2 makes it possible to increase the discharge 25 with the exciting laser beam 6 is stopped. A!i. a r~ult, the 
speed Jhrough the :;lit 4. To achieve n rapid density drop pr~ure of the high temperoture pb.C\ma source 7 also 
·or the discharged plasma 8, the slit 4 must be extrem~ly declines, resulting in the decrease in the discharging 
narr:ow. . . speed. In contrast, when the irradiation with the excit-
. Thus, the_ rapid expansion, which enables rapid cool-·. ing laser beam 6 is continued, the mass of the high tem-

ing of the high temperature plasma ~urce 7, can bC· 30 j>erature plasm~ source· 7 can be maintained at n fixed · 
realized by discharging· the high temperat.ure plasma val tie. This· will make it possible to implement an ex-
source 7.through the narrow slit 4 formed in the shield treme.:ultraviolet laser that. oscillates continuously .. In 
plate 3. The use orthe shielc;I plate J which is far more this case, however, the increase in a discharged plasma 
r'?bust than n fiber makes it p<»ssible to form the straight mass-in front of the slit 4 might hinder the rapid expan-
d1schnrged plasma fi' of sufficient. length. To generate js sion of the high temperature plasma through the slit 4, 
the high,temperature plasma source 7 behind the shield or hinder the operation of the extreme-ultraviolet laser. 
p~ate.3, the ::nergy injection througl:t the s1it 4 must be In order to ·alleviate this problem, intermittent irradia-
nvoid~d. This- is because, aJthough the high temperature tion. of the exciting laser bCam 6 will be effective. 
plasma source 7 coµld be. generated behind the shield. In existing c:<treme-ultraviolet lasers employing a 
plate 3 by injecting energy through the narrow slit 4, it 40 thin film,. a slab ·or a fiber as a target, the duration of 
is unavoidable for the energy to be absorbed by the oscilb:ion is on the order of subnanoseconds, or several 
shield plate 3, which will generate a new plasma sur- tens of nanoseconds at most. The extreme-ultraviolet 
rounding the discharged plasma that prevents the laser according to the present invention can provide a 
plasma 8 discharged through the slit 4 from expanding . longer oscillating duration. 
rapidly. 45 ·FIG. 2 is a schematic plan view showing a major 

The space for the high temperature plasma source portion of an extreme-ultraviolet laser incorporating the 
behind the shield plate 3 need not to be so narrow: for plasm.a generating apparatus of FIG. 1. In FIG. 2, like 
examp1e, one millimeter wide high temperature plasma reference numerals designate like portions in FIG. 1. 
source 7 can be discharged through the 1 O micrometer The extreme-ultraviolet laser further comprises a reso-
wide slit 4. Therefore, the high temperature plasma 50 nator 9, which is constructed by an extreme-ultraviolet 
source 7 is easily generated, and various steps can be light reflection mirror 10, and an extreme-ultraviolet 
taken to increase the energy injection efficiency of the light half mirror (an output mirror) 11. With this ar-
plasma. For example, in the case where the exciting rangemcnt, an output 12 of the extreme-ultraviolet laser 
laser beam 6 cannot be focused smaller than a 100 mi- is produced from the output mirror 11. 
crometer dinmeter, a 10 micrometer diameter fiber em- SS Although a specific embodiment of a pl.asms generat-
ployed as a target can use, in brief, only 10% of energy, ing apparatus and method for an extreme-ultraviolet 
wasting 90% of energy that does not irradiate the tar- laser constructed in accordance with the present inven-
get. On the other hand, the total c:itciting energy can be :ion h:::.:; b.:.::1 cfr·.cioscc, it i:; :io: intci1dcd that the inven-
used to generate the plasma by the present invention. tion be restricted to either the specific configurations or 
When 11 fiber is used as a target, materials of the fiber nre 60 the uses disc1osed herein. Modifications mny be mndc in 
limited: only such mnteriuls th1u cnn he drnwn into n n mnnner obvious to those skilkd in thC" nrt. Ac:cord-
thin strnight fihcr, or tlml cun he deposited tmto lhC' ingly, it i~ intended lhnt the invention he li111itnl 011lv hv 
strnight thin fiocr. The present invention, however. cun the: scope of the nppcndcd claims. . . 
employ not only various kinds of solid, but also liquids Whnt is clnimcd is: 
or gnscs, as n material for the plasma source. When a 65 1. A plasma gcncrnting apparatus for an cxtrcmc-
Jiquid or gas is employed as a material for the plasma ultraviolet laser comprising: 
source, the slit 4 must be closed so as to prevent the n high temperature plasma source '"''hich gcncnitc~ :i 
mnterial from flowing out of the slit 4 before it is con- high temperature plnsma: 
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a l\hiclcJ pl&&tc including ta slit through which uid high cxdting lnu bcnm ii& irradifltcd to the biu;k of uid high 

tcmpc.ratur~ plnsma of uicJ high tempcrnturc tempcuturc plasma source from behind uid window; 
plum!\ sourcl" ii. dischttrRed; and 10. Th\! plasma generating method for nn extrcme-

cxciting mcim!'I for hcnting :utid 11;gh tcmpcrnturc ultrnviolct ln$Cr ns dnim("d in clnim 7, wherein $.nid high 
pln.$m.a wurcc from the opposite r.ide of iuaid slit. .5 temperature plurma s~urcc is gencrnted from n solid 

l. The pla!mu1 generating nppnntu~ for nn extreme· mnterial. 
ultraviolet !JU.Cr JU clnimcd in clnim 1, whcrciu s.nid 11. The pJn.5r,ut gcnernting melhod for .an extremc-
exciting means is an exciting lnser beJlm, and further ultrnviolet laser a.s claimed in clitim ';,wherein said high 
comprising ra window transmitting s.aid exciting IA.Ser temperature plasma source is gener.ited from a liquid 

10 material or a ~aseous material. 
beam, said window and said shield plate forming a space 12. The pJ· .ma genen.ting method for n.n extreme-
between said window and said shield plate, &Jlid space ultraviolet laser u claimed in claim u, further compris-
confining a high temperature plasma generated by heat- ing the step of closing said slit by a closure until dis-
ing said high temperature pbsma source with said excit- charge of said high temperature plasma. 
ing laser beam. 15 13. A recombination laser comprising: 

3. The·plasma generating apparatus for nn extreme- at least one resonant laser cavity including n mirror 
ultraviolet laser as claimed in claim 2, whereir. said and n.n output mirror; 
exciting laser benm irradiates the back of said high tern- a high temperature plasma source which generates n 
penature plasma source from behind said window, a.nd high temperature plasma; 
said slit is disposed in front of said high temperature 20 a shield plate including a slit through which wd high 
plasma source. temperature plasma of said b:gh temperature 

4. The plasma generating nppnratus for nn extreme- plasma source is discharged into Pid :-esonzmt laser 
ultraviolet laser as clnimed in claim 1. wherein said high " cavity; and 

· temperature plasma source ·is generated from n solid · exciting· menns for heating said high temper11turc 
material. 2~ . plasma source from the opposife side of said slit. 

· S. The plasma generating apparatus for an extreme- 14. The recombination laser as claimed m claim 13, 
ultraviolet laser 8S claimed in claim 1, wherein said high · ·wh~~ein Sai(i exciting .means is ·an exciting laser beam, 
temperatur.e plasma source is generated from a liquid .and further: comprising· a window transmitting said 

· material or a gaseous material. · . · . . exciting"laser .. beam, ~d window. .:md· said shield plate 
· 6.·The.'plasma.generating apparatus for an f"Xtreme·· 30 fomiing.:a·space betW"een said window and said shield 
ultraviol~t laser is claimed in claim 5, wh~rein said. : plate, smd"space eo~fmmg ~d high temperature plasma . 

. . shield plate further· comprises closure means for closing general~ ·by heating said high .temperature plasm.a 
· said slit 11ntil discharge of~d high.temperature plasma. · sourcie.Wi~b .. wd exciting laser beam. . . 

· · · · · . 1·s. The recombination laser as claimed in claim 14, 
. 7. A : plasma generating method for an extreme:. 35 ·~herein· ~~ .. exciting laser beam irradiates the back of 

. ultraviolet laser comprising the steps of: · . · .. said .high· te~perature plasm1l source from eehind said 
heating a material to generate a high temperature window. and said slit is disposed in front of said high 

plasma S<•urce, said heating being carried out from· temperature ·plasma source. 
behind said high temperature plasma source; and 16. The recor.!·:-ination laser as claimed in claim 13, 

disehatging, through a slit in front of said high tem· 40 wherein said high temperature plasma source is gener· 
perature plasma source, said high temperature ated from a solid material. 
plasma of said high temperature plasma source. 17. i.ne recombination laser as claimed in claim 13, 

8. The plasma generating method for an extreme- wherein said high temperature plasma source is made 
ultraviolet laser as claimed in claim 7, wherein said generated from liquid materi~ or a gaseous materiat 
heating is ca~ri~d out by irradiation of an exciting laser 45 18. The recombination iaser as c1aim~d in claim 17, 
beam transmitted through a window disposed behind wherein said shie1d plate further comprises closure 
said high temperature plasma source. means for closing said slit until discharge of said high 

9. The plasma generating method for an extreme- temperature plasma. 
ultraviolet laser as claimed in claim 8, wherein said • "' • • • 
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f5i] 4-TISli:t.'\.w 

A method and apparatus for producing x-ray s.nd/or 
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) is described. A liq~:~ edge 2 
is electrically connected to a cathode 8 via a high volt
age pulse power supply 10. Liquid e<lge l is set to be 
p.:.rallel to cathode 8. When high volt.age pulse power 
supply 10 is turned on, a vacuum discharge will occur in 
a space between liquid edge 2 and C3thode 8. The 
plasma will be confined into a high density and hlgh 
temperature thin plasma column 4 in a space near liquid 
edge 2 by strong magnetic field induced by the huge 
discharge current. A population inversion in the con
f med plasma column will lead to a· amplified simulta
neous emi5sion of x-ray and/or EUV 6 along the axis of 
plasma column 4. Moreover, a large power x-ray and
/or .EUV laser can be built by using multi-liquid edge-. 
shape anodes placed in a straight line and operated in a 
traveling-wave mode. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING 
X-RAY AND/OR EXTREME ULTRA VIOLET 

LASER 

lases x-ray. The pulse duration in most of such capillary 
discharge type x-ray laser~ i.est~ .. ~ i:o ~~:.: ;:-. ;,, ;,;,c ~Ii" .. "~ 
nanoseconds range. Because of interactions with the 
wall of the capillary on such time scales, the tempera-

5 ture of plasma has been limited to a few tens of eV. 
TECHNICAL FIELD 

The instant invention relates to a novel method and 
apparatus for generating a large power, high efficiency, 

Therefore, the capil!.:iry discharge is difficult to be used 
for generating x-ray laser in a wavelength shorter than 
lGv A.. 

=-~~-~0"" :--::· ~-~-.,, ~:·...:.~: .:,,:•,; .. -·-:·· .. ..,.,.,.,.~...._,.... · ... -... ·~ ...... 
(EUV) laser. 10 SUMMARY OF ·~.-.H...t iN" .t:..rn 101~ 

It is an ObJecl. or tne invention to provide s. novel 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION method and apparatus for producing X-ray and/or 

The basic requirement of any laser is existence of EUV laser. 
population inversion between two atomic or molecular It is an additional object of the invention to provide 
:.:..... ~: ;n a gaseous or a.sofa.: ;..:: ·: -:~, ~ ..... t.h~~ -:'~-~" ;_,., u -n el~ctron cc.-;:::;~ .... _: · .. Hion p~.,..:::! ~-r::-:: .:uiu/v& 
stimulated emission may yie1G a.....:.,t:.::::.:: · .0n. •be pre- ::: -V laser. 
duction of population inversion needs pumping energy. It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
In the case of conventional laser, the photon energies electron-collisional recombination pumped :x-ray and-
are eV order, and tmnsition lifetime is nanosecond or- /or EUV laser. 
der. However, in the case of X-ray lasers the photon 20 It is a further object of the invention to provide a 
energies are hundreds or thousa.nti:; \;-._; crdd, and the photoexcitation pumped x-ray and/or EUV laser. 
transition life time is less than picosecond. This means It is still a further object of the invention to provide a 
that X-ray laser needs a large amount of pumping en- charge transfer pumped x-ray and/or EUV laser. 
ergy to be brought into the active medium in a very 

25 
It is a further object of the invention to provide an 

short time. photoioni.zation pumped x-ray and/or EUV laser. 
Much efforts have been done toward the develop- It is still a further object of the invention to provide a 

ment of x-ray and/or extreme ultraviolet (EUV) laser large power multi-plasma-column X-ray laser. 

:~nt~e r::~~~t:~~t1~;:~~a~~~~~!~e 1:U~e!!r:r~ The above and other objects of the invention are 
operated. The first operational laboratory X-ray laser is 30 accomplished by the provision of a method for produc-
reported by Rosen et al in Physical Review Letters 54, ing X-ray and/or EUV laser. comprising: forming an 
106 (1985), and experimentally demonstrated by Mat- edge-shape anode electrode by liquid material; and gen-
thews et al in Physical Review Letters 54, 110 (1985). crating n vacuum discharge· between the anode elec-
This seminal X-ray laser system is also fully disclosed trode and the cathode electrode spaced apart from the 
by Campbell et al in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 35 anode electrode of sufficient huge dischB.rge current to 
676,338 filed Nov. :'.'.9, 1984. A related short wavelength induce strong magnetic field to confine the plasma col-
laser. whose output extends into the EUV and X-ray umn in a space close to the anode. The confined plasmn 
region. is disclosed by Hagelstein in U.S. Pat. No. column lases x-ray and/or EUV laser. 
4,589,113 issued May 13, 1986. However, those soft In the further aspect of the invention there is pro-
x-ray lasers are very large apparatus requiring y_ery 40 vided a apparatus for generating x-ray and/or El.TV 
large energy lasers as the excitation source, typically laser, comprising: a liquid edge-shape anode including 
delivering laser pulses of hundreds of Joules to kilo- liquid material, a reservoir for holding the Iiqu;d mat~ 
joules at longer wavelength. The cost, complexity, and rial, the reservoir hsving an opening for passage of the 
size of the equipment required to form such x-ray laser liquid material, and liquid material feeding and liquid 
apparatus make them impractical for most technical and 45 edge forming means operatively associated with the 
scientific applications. Another disadvantage of these reservoir for feeding liquid material through the open-
types of lasers is the low energy converting efJiciency. ing in the reservoir and for forming a liquid edg~shapc 
This is because the energy converting process is from anode from the .liquid material; an cathode opposite the 
the electrical energy into long wavelength laser radia- li~~d edge-shape anode; and pulse power supply means 
1.;v.1, 2.nd then using the long wavelength laser to create so connected to the liquid edge-shape anode and cathode 
a plasma from which the x-ray laser light emits. for generating a vacuum discharge of .sufficient huge 

Another approach for generating a x-ray laser is to discharge current to induce strong magnetic field to 
directly deposit electric3.l energy in a plasma column confine the plasma to a thin column in a space close to 
which lases x-ray. These types of x-ray lasers are more the 2.node. X-ray and/or EUV laser is lased from the 
direct and potentially more efficient than those driven SS thin plasma column. 
by conventional laser drivers. Moreover, they use ca- One import.ant advantage of this apparatus is that a 
pacitors as energy sources to excite the plasma. and the column plasma with high electron temperature and high 
size of the capacitor storing the same amount of energy density of ions of the desired specie of charge Z can be 
as that of the l~r driver output is much sma.1Jer than produced. This feature promotes generation of popula-
the size of the laser driver. There are two types of elec- 60 tion inversion which is created by electron-coUision:U 
trical discharge x-ray lasers: 1) Z-pinch discharge; 2) excitation hereinafter described. 
Capillary discharge. A power of 2S GW has been mea
sured from 11 A spectral line in Z-pinch discharge by J. 
P. Apruzesc. et al. in SPIE Proc. 87S, 2 (1988). How
ever, this Z-pinch .x-ray laser is difficult to be combined 65 
with resonator for making large power, high coherent 
x-ray laser. Jn the capillary discharge type x-rny la!>er, n 
c:lpilbry tube is u~d to confine n column plasmn which 

ELECTRON-COLLISIONAL EXCITATION 
LASERS IN LIQUID EDGE-SHAPE ANODE 

DISCHARGE 

The generation or population inversions by electron· 
collisional e::tcitation is the one of the most useful mech· 
nnisms tC' create population inversiC'n in the liquid ed~e-

1~Q 
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shlipc anode discharge. Electron-collisional excitation is 
inherently cw in that the initial and final laser states are 
ground level, and that only one ionic specie is involved. 

10 

It also has the advantage that lower-state opacity is 
often relatively low, so that diameters rr.easured in frac- s 
tions of millimeter and length in centimeters are reason
able scales. Because it operates on ~n=O transitions, it 
requires high temperature electron to excite 1.tigh-Z 
~~-::::~.:.:..:., : .. · . .:- ~:==-: -:=::. •.,:~·~\·:;.-:~ ~~~ *:--- - I .- -···---••--A 
ioru.z.ation energy. The features of huge discharge cur
rent and high discharge voltage in the liquid edge-shape 
anode discharge disdosed in this patent make above 
requirements be easily satisfied. It .is also possible that 
both high electron temperl\ture and a large denc:ity of 
>:ms of the desird sp-:x~. ·J·· .. :.:·--,: Z ·."'"' ,;:,-,1 __ :< 

neously. Of cause, it is n~ry iv ..1.djus~ the discnZ1Igc 
conditions such as voltage, current, and pulse length so 
that the electron temperature values at which signifi
cant excit.2.tjon occurs have to be achieved before the 
plasma is over-:ionized and the ions 0f the lasing specie 20 
Z aestroyeci. Also, the electron cit::iisiry should be con
trolled to be moderate to avoid refraction loss in the 
laser beam as it passes through the plasma column. 

population inversion!' in the ions of chanze Zand results 
in the amplification at x-ray ana Eu·v· waveien~,ns. ror 
the occurrence oflaser action a plasma density has to be 
acrueved such that a large density of ions with charge 
Z+ 1 is created. Nevertheless the plasma density has to 
remain below a maximum value at which collisional 
elP~trC'" ~--~:"'.-•!.~!:-., ~'~'-- ~aser's upper lever, or trap
ning of lower le:r.r ~ .. ---:-,::: · -..i·=-~:-::- ·.: . .-~~'. . .J--t .. •w !"'~ 

population inversioll.5. 

PHOTOEXCITATION AND/OR 
PHOTOIONIZA TION LASERS IN LIQUID 

EDGE-SHAPE ANODE DISCHARGE 

Phot~-... ~!t"•'"- --..i tor pbot(\;,...~~==~;:~:-_ ~.::-,., •~o/' ~r;:: 
d.ur;:: ·:--··~·il"t;,..,,., ..• v. ·.' · ~ in liquid edge-shape snode 
disc~g~. The hot plasma region near the core of col
umn plasma acts as a flash lamp to produce x-ray ra.Jia
tion that can excite or ionize lower ionized atoms. or 
atoms from a different species that exist in the cooler 
pi2.Srua region that close to liquid edge-shape anode, 
thus a population inversion iri cooler pls.sma region is 
created. 

Using electron-collisional excitation in the liquid CHARGE TRANSFER COLLISIONAL LASERS 
edge-shape anode discharge disclosed in this patent, 25 IN LIQUID EDGE-SHAPE ANODE DISCHARGE 
laser action can be achieved, for example, in Neon-like 
ions(i.e., ions with electronic structure of a neutral neon 
atom), such as neon-like Ge22+ at 23.2 run. Nickel-Eke 
ions are also a useful type of ions for the generation of 
the soft x-ray laser radiation. 30 

ELECTRON-ION RECOMBINATION LASERS IN 
LIQUID EDGE~SHAPE ANODE DISCHARGE 

The generation of population inversion by electron-· 
ion recombination is another major mechanism to ere- 35 
ate populatic,.~ .inversions· in a liquid edge-shape anode 
discharge. Electron-ion recombination, sometime re-
f erred to as "three-body" recombination, is an inverse 
process to the electron-collisional ionization from ex
cited levels. This happens when plasma rapidly cools at 40 
the· end of the excitation pulse by either adiabatic expan
sion, radiation or electron heat conduction. The rapid 
decrease in the plasma temperature causes the electrons 
and ions from the plasma to recombine, creating popula
tion inversion between excited levels of the lesser 4S 
charge ions. Again radiation with a photon energy cor
responding to the energy difference between the in
verted levels is amplified. In this recombination process, 
the most important thing is rapid cooling. In the present 
invention, large electron heat conduction from the hot SO 
column plasma to the liquid edge-shape anode s.dds to 
c~her heat losses, such as radiative losses, to rapidly 
cool the column plasma, ii,ducing large electron-ion 
recombination rates. The electron heat conduction 
cooling rate can be enhanced by the close proximity of SS 
the liquid edge-shape anode to the column plasma. The 
distance between the liquid edge-shape anode and the 
column plasma can be adjusted by the discharge condi
tion such as, voltage, current, pulse length, apex radius 
of the a.node, geometry of .the cathode and the disunce 60 
between the anode and the cathode. Radistive losses 
can be enhanced by adding a heavy atom(high Z atom) 
to the liquid edge-shape anode discharge. Such heavy 
atoms csn be introduced by mix liquid materis.1 ~rith 
heavy atom material or by selectively introducing a gas 65 
containing heavy atoms. In :my C3SC, rapid recombina
tion of highly ionized ions or charge z+ 1 into excited 
levels of ions of charge Z induces the generation of 

A level-selective pumping in liquid edge-shape anode 
discharge can be· done by resonance charge transfer. In 
this method of pumping, the ions acquire electrons in an 
upper laser state from neutrai atoms or iower ionized 
species, rather than from free electron. Because the 
atomic process has a large cross-section, the charge 
transfer collisional laser can be operated at reduced 
density. Ionized species of charge Z created by elec
tron-collisional ionization in the hot region of the 
plasma near the core of the column plasma can diffuse 
to the cooler plasma region near the liquid edge-shape 
anode, uridergoing charge transfer collision with atoms, 
or lower ionized species. In this process. an electron is · 
transferred from an atom or lower ionized specie into an 
ion of charge Z, thus s. population inversion is created in 
the ion of charge st.ate Z-1. In order to obtain large 
charge transfer rate, i.e., high density of population 
inversion. the ionization energy of atoms or lower ion
ized species have to closely match the energy difTerence 
between the ground st.ate of specie Z and the selected 
laser upper level in specie Z- 1. 

Except the advantages and features mentioned above, 
the x-ray and/or EUV laser produced in accordance 
v..;t..lt the method and apparatus of the invention has a 
number of other special advantages., including: 1) liquid 
edge-sh.ape anode is self-replenishing and self-healing. 
leading to stable liquid anode shape and a life time 3.S 

long as liquid material is feed into the anode; 2) ~ large 
power x-ray and/or EUV laser consists of multi-liquid 
edge-shape anodes pla~ in a straight line can be oper
ated in traveling-wave mode, leading to a large power. 
highly coherent x-ray and/or EUV 1.s.ser. 

The above and other adva.ntsgcs and f uturcs of the 
invention allow the inventive :x-ray and/or EUV la..~r 
to be used in many applications, such as litOnric physics 
and accelerators, electron spectroscopy for chemical 
analysis. diagnostics of high density fusion plasma. nu
cle:ir decay process. radiation chemistry, x-ray· micro
scope and x-ray holography for biomedical ss.mple. 
x-ray radiograr>hY and x-ray holograf'h)' in nondestruc
tive evntuntion of mnterial and structure. 

... . 159. 
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Further features and advantages of th~ ;nvention will can enhance radiative losses to rapidly cool the plum.a. 
becoll'e apparent from • study of following portions of Preferably, the selected liquid material bu a relatively . 
the specification, the cWms and the attached draws. low vapor preuure at their melting point, for eumple, 

· lower than 10-4Torr. Edge-Wpe anode 20 bu a melt· 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TIIE DRA WINO s mg point higher than that of liquid material H ed is 

· FIG. l is a generalized schematic diagrami shoWing substantially unreactive with liquid mJterill 16 at the 
the method for generating x·ray and/or EUV luer in melting point ofliquid material 16. MaterWs suitable for 
accordance. with the present invention. · making edge..Wpe mode 20 include: Tung.."¢en, Tmta· 

FIGS. lA aand lB are schematic ~of one embodi- lum, Molybdenum, Nickel, Titmium, Platinum, Tit.a· 
ment of a apparatus for generating x-ray and/or EUV 10 nium carbide, Zirconium carbide, Boron mt.ride, Tiu.-
laser in au:cordance with the present invention. nium boride, and BN-TIB1 composite. Desirably, edge-

FIG. ~A-FIG. 3C are schexmtic crou section views shape anode 20 ma.mend with~ apex radius in the 
of three different embodiments for forming a liquid range from 0.1 µ.m to 1,000 µm. 
edge-shape anode in accordance with the present inven- A heating fiWnent 11 is rr.ovided adjacent to reser· 
tion. 15 voir 14 such that a materil.l or the specified type in solid 

FIGS. 4A and 4B-FIGS. 6A and 6B are schematic phase during normal operation temperature or the x-:n.y 
views of 2.ltemative embodiments of.• apparatus for. laser may be placed in reservoir 14 and liquefied by 
gener.\ti.ng x-ray and/or EUV laser in accordance with b.eating fdament 18. A heating power supply 30 pro-
the pr-sent invention. vides a sufficiently heating current to heating filament , .. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view or a x-ray and/or EUV 20 11. Heating rslament 15 bu the wne potential u tnm-
l_uer with two mirrors in accordance with the present mission line 12 and edge-shape mode 20. 
invention. Cathode· 8, made or a metal or alloy conductor, pref-

FIG. I is a schematic view of a large power x·ray erably Copper because of its high electrical conductiv· 
. . ~d/or EUV lAser consisting of multi-liquid edge-shape ity, is spaced apart md isolated from liquid edge-shape 

.. ·.:."::_:anodes placed in a straight line in accordance with the 2S anode 20. 
·. ··." ... ·-.·-·_ .. _present. invention. . · In laser operation, all elements descn"bed above are 

disposed in a vacuum chamber (not shown in FIGS. 2A 
DESCRIPTION OF PRE~RRED EMBODIMENT and 2B), preferably, the vacuum pressure is lower than 

In describing the various embodiment.i; of the inven· . 10-6 Torr. A gas containing heavy atoms (high Z .; 
tion, corresponding. parts in different figures ·are desig· 30 atoms) can be introduced into the vacuum chamber in 
nated with the same reference number in order to mini-. order to. rapidly cool plasma in elcctron·if;)n recombim· 
mize repetitive description. tion :xcitation by radiative loss effect of heavy atoms. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating the method for Low impedance transmission line U and cathode 8 
generating a x-ray. and/or EUV laser in accordance are connected to a capacitor 26, a capacitor 28 and a 
with the presen_t invention. A liquid edge 2 is electri- 3.5 ·spark gap switch 22. First, capacitor 26 is charged to a 
cally connected to a cathode I via a high :voltage pulse potentjal not. higher thsn threshold of vacuum dis-
power supply 10. Liquid edge 2 is set· to be parallel to charge, usually thiS threshold is .in the range oflO kV to 
cathode 8, and both of them are disposed in vacuum. 20 kV. At this potential range, edge-shape mode 20 wet 
When high voltage pulse power supply 10 is tun:ied on; bY. liquid material 16 will form liquid edge 2 at its end in 
a vacuum discharge will occur in a space between liquid 40 balancing between electrostl.tic and surface tension 
edge 2 and cathode I. The plasma will be confined ·into . forces. The formed liquid edge 2 is called the Taylor 
a high density and high temperature plasma column 4 in cone, and usually has a apex radius smaller than 1 µ.m. · . · 
a space near liquid edge 2 by strong magnetic field This provides a sharp liquid edge suita.ble for generating 
induced by the huge discharge current.· A population a position· sta.ble, md uniform column plasma. Then 
invemon in the confmed plasma column will lead to a 4.5 capacitor 21 is charged to a potential at least higher than 
amplified simultaneous emission of .x-ray and/or EUV 6 threshold of vacuum discharge. In ordei: to provide 
along the uis of plasma column 4. bu'ge discharge ~ent or high power necessary to 

FIG. 2A is a schematic view or one embodiment of generate x·ray laser, the capacitamce of capacitor 28 
the apparatus for generating x-ray and/or EUV laser' in should be sufficiently large,· ud the impedUce of ca-
accordece with the present-invention. A liquid:edge- 50 pacitor 28-and tmwnission line 12 should be very low. · 
smpe· uode muctm'e, de5cn"bed in deWl m ·FIGS. ·Connectiom among tnmmmion line 12, capacitor 28, . 
3A-3D, includes •.edge-shape anode 20, a liquidamte- spark pp switch n ud cathode I should be carefully 
rial 16, a .heater 11, a trammimon. line U; ud a:re,ser.. done. Whm capacitor 28 is charged, a pulse rrom a high 
voir 14 for supplying liquid material 1' to the:em·or volu.ge trigger'. generator 24 turns on spark-pp switch 
edge-shape node 20. FIG~ lB mows an enlarged:view ss 22 ud ~ges trammissioo line U. At the wne time, 
or the end of edge-shape anode 20. Liquid materiall' is capacitor 26 will also be charged, which dilute the 
most preferably made of material ~ly se1eded charging power· to trmsmission _line U. So that the 
for the genentioo of a plasmL For eumple, ir u:·elec· capacitmce of capacitor 26 should be elected much 
tmn-collisioml Wer- is to be comtnJded to produce am.Iler the. that of capacitor 28. When tnnsrmiftioo 
Jaer nc:liatioa at the 23.2 nm or 3p-3r mmg::lme ·or 60 line 12 Im been dwpd by apacltor 21, • vacuum 
Necm-lite Ge%%+, liquid ~ cu be made at.Ger- discharge will ocau' m a space between liquid edge-
mamum. By way oC further eumple, S.-Ni1J-Pt2Ta-· shape anode 20 and caihode I. Pluma column 4 will 
tectic cm be med u such a liquid materid, espedlDy in rmm m the space near liquid edge 2 by the conrmement 
the case w~ lasa' aciion is to be· achieved m:Boron or strong magnetic field induced b)' the discharge CW'• 
iom.. By way or still a fmther enmple, if' a recombina· 65 rent. X-ray md/or EUV laser will emit from plasma 
ti<m bser is to be comtrw:ted to produce laser' radiation column 4. 
at the 12.9 nm or 4/-3d line or SiU+, liquid material an FIG. 3A shows schematic cross section View of one . 
be made of All69-Si31 eutectic. Here. high Z gold atom embodiment of a liquid edge·shape anode structure in 

v • 1 fin 
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accordance with the present invention. A .. 11J)pJy of uum discharge with huge current between athooe 44 
liqwd mat~ 16 is stored in a reservoir 14 having a and liquid edge-shape anode 20 through capacitor 28, 
trough-shape opening 34 with a width wider than the thus column pluma 4 is produced by the confinement or 
thickness of edge-shape anode 20 disposed in reservoir strong magnetic field induced by this huge ~iiclw1e 
14 and projecting through.trough-shape opening 34. s current. The advantage of tills embodiment b that rmat 

Reservoir 14 is ma.de of a material, preferably Tung· discharge current is not limited by capacity of' spark PP 
sten, mving a melt~g point higher than tlult of liquid switch ll as in FIG. lA. This embodiment 11· mefu1 
material 16. Liquid material 16 is most preferably ma.de when a relatively huge disclwie eurrent ii needed. 
of nuteri.11 specifically selected for the generation. of a · FIGS. 6A md 6B shew still a further embodiment of 
las?r, mentioned in FIG. lA. The requirements for 10 the apparatus for generating x-ray Gd/or EUV We:r in 
edge-shape anode 20 have been also descnbed in FIG. accordance with the present invention. The embodi· 
lA. Heating filament 18 is provided adjacent to reser- ment ofFIOS. 6A and 6B is lim.ilar to that ofFIOS. lA 
voir 14 such that a material of the specified type in solid and 2B except that the disclw'ae is tri11ered by a fo-
pb.ase during normal operation temperature of the :t.:ray cused 1uer beam 52. Fant, capacitor ZtB ii charged to a 
la.scr may be placed in reservoir 14 and liquefied by lS high voltage which ii not higher thm VKUWD dis-
beating filament 18. charge threshold. Then a conventional luer helm 52 is 

FIG. 3B is 1J1 alternative embodiment for forming a focused to liquid edge 2 by an optical lem system 54. 
liqujd edbe..sll:ipe ·anode structure in accordance with Focused laser beam Sl will evaporate Uqw1 material 16 
the present invention. The embodiment· of FIG. 3B is in Hquid ~gc 2, whlch will trigger VICUWD discharge in 
aimilit.r to that of FIG. 3A except that a trough-shape 2::> the space between.a cathode 50 and liquid edge..gbape 

. neck Jl with e narrow c~=nk is med as the edge-shape mode 20. Column pluma 4 will form in the space near 
anode to supply liquid material 16 for forming liquid liquid edge 2 by the confinement of strong magnetic 
edge . 2. Trough-shape neck 32 comprises a material, field induced by the huge discharge current, amd x-ny · 
preferably Tungsten, having a melting point higher than and/or EUV Wei' 6 ·wru emit from column plasma 4. 
th.zt of liquid material 16. Trough-shape neck 32 does 25 . An optical rcsoMtor, constituted by two or more 
not react with but is wetted by liquid material 16. The reflecting surfaces can be implemented to enhance the · 
width or chink of neck 3.2 i$ in the range from 0.1 p.m to amplification or .x-ray and/or EUV luer. FIG. 1 shows .. ::.. 
1000 µ.m. . · an embOdiment of a x-ny md/or EUV Wei' with twQ ·. ..... . 

FIG. 3C illustrates yet another altemativ~ embodi· mirrors in accordance with the present invention. Las- - ·' ·; 
ment for forming a ~iquid edge-shape mode structure in JO ing x-rays 6 frcim plawm celumn .4 are reflected by a . ""; 
accordance with the present invention. A clwnber D;mror 56, ·partially reflected by i beam splitter 51, md 
homing 36 IW a trough-shape opening 37 at its bottom · o.utput through splitter 58. 
where a edge-shape mode 38 is placed. Edge-shape FIG. I shows m embodiment or a large power x-ny 
mode 38 comprises a molded sintered metal or·alloy. and/orEUV-tasercomistin1ofmwti-liquidedge-sbpe ., 
selected from the materials for edge-shape anode 20 3S anodes placed in a straight line m accordance with-the···· 
listed above in the description of FIG. lA. Sintered ·present invention. N liquid edg~shape. anodes are 
edge-shape. mode 38 has a porosity capable of feeding placed in a straight lirie md operated in a traveling-·· 
the liquid material through its body. Chamber 36 com- wave. mode .. Each liquid edge-shape anode is ~ven by : 
prises a material, preferably Tungst~ having a melting . one pulse power supply 10. There is a time delay be-
point higher th.an that of liquid material 16 and is sub- 40 tween ·two c\irrent pulses delivered to any adjacent. .. 
stantially unreac:tive with liquid material 16. liquid edge-shape :modes. The time delay is equal to the 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are an alternative embodiment of distance between corresponding liquid edge-shape m-: 
the apparatus for generating x-ray and/or EUV laser i:n odes divided by. the velocity of light. In this way, f:be 
accordance with the present invention. The embodi- X-ray wmg· emission in one plasma column is stimu- _ 
ment of FIGS. 4A and.4B is similar to that ofFIGS. lA 4S lated by X-ray beam Wed from the former plasma col
and 2B except that flat cathode 8 is replaced by an · umn. So that X-ray laser is amplified when passing each 
edge-shape cathode 40. This will form a bett~ electrical plasma column. The advantage· of this new concept 
field for focusing discharge current in the small space laser is no reflective mirror, i.e. no mirror reflection loss 
around liquid edge ~. thus increasing plasma density, wappened u in the conventioml resonators. This will 

. uniformity and position st.ability. . so significantly increase the d'f'Jcleney amd power of X-ray 
FIGS.,.5A md SB are a further embodiment of the laser; especially in x-ray wavelength range because of 

apparatus for generating x-ray md/or EUV luer · in lack of qualified x-ray mirmB. Next, let m comider the 
accordmce with the present invention. The embodi- output power or the multi-column X-ray laser. 
ment of FIGS. SA Gd 5B are similar to that of FIGS. Assuming the pin-length product, GL,. to be the, 
lA and lB except that cathode I is replaced by ~ cath-... ss same for each plasma column. the X-ray mer power 
ode 44 and a trigger electrode 41. Trigger decttode ·48 after' each plasma column can be written u, 
is insulated from cathode 44 by two insulating plates 46. 
Fxrst, capacitor 28 with large capacitance iS charged .to F"mt ~ caamm: 
a high voltage which is not higher the vacuum dis- 11 - Sf.eGL - 1) (I) 
charge threshold. On this voltage, edge-shape mode~.20 60 
wet by liquid material 16 will form liquid edge 2. Then where.Sis a~· 
a apacitor 42 is charged to a high voltage which :is Secoad ptmam column: 
higher than vacuum discharge threshold. When capaci- J1eGL < 12 < 11c1 + eGL) - I·:" (l) 
tor 42 ms been charg~ a pulse from high voltage 
trigger generator :U turns on spark pp switch ll there- 65 ~t;z· ~f.:: li(eGL)Z • 110 + eGL + elGL) .... 13• (3) 
fore cause the first vacuum discharge in the space be- · 
tween trigger electrode 48 and liquid edge-shape mode N~ omma c:olm=: 
20. This vacuum discharge will trigger the second vac- J1t!-N"-•>GL <IN< lr.;-1° + l1(eGL)H-1 .... (4) 

·.- .- 161 
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-continued 
11(1 + eGL + r?GL + ... + c:(.V-l)GL) 

10 
cathode. which generates both a plasma and a mag
netic field which helps confine uid plasma to a thin 
column, wd confined thin plasma column emits 

where, the left side of the i-th equation is the case as- x-ray and/or ultraviolet ·iuer. 
sum.ing that the X-ray emitted from plasma column S l. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein. said liquid mate-
(i- 1) only stimulates the plasma column (i) ~d ·dis- rial feeding and liquid edge forming Jlle&nS comprises a 
penes before reaching plasma column (i + l ), and the trough-shape neck with a JWTOW chink cmmected to 
right side of !he i-th equation is the case assuming that uid tro~gh-shape ?pcning for ~wiicatin; ·with wd 
the X-ray emitted from plasma column (i- l) stimulates reservol!, ~e liq~d malmal passuag through the: nar-
~ plasma oolumn after column (i-1), i.e. no beam 10 f!>W. chink m wd trough~pe neck ~d formmg. a 
dispersion. For a gain-length product"GLzr2, 3; N=3, bqu1d edge at the end. or wd trough-da~ neck: wd 
S, 7, the ratio of the x-ray laser power output of the N-th trough-du.pc neck being made of material havmg a 
plasma column to that of the first plasma column is ·melting point higher than that of wd liquid material 
alculated ti shown in Table I. and substintWly unrcactive with wd liquid material at 

· 15 .the melting point of u.id liquid material. . .. · . 
TABLE I 3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein wd liquid mate- · 

Calcutaled laser power outeut rial feeding and liquid edge forming means comprises an 
OL • l OL 11111 3 . element having a edge-shape end, being zmde of a po-

i.4 x 101-6.30 x 101 ·4.03 x 1<>2-.us x 1ol rous, sintered metal or metal alloy and communicating 
l.98 x 1c>3-3.4:S x 1<>3 1.63 x toS-t.71 x 1<>5 "'ti\ ·~,,, ...... 1· "d . t ..!-t I.. 61.. • • 

0 d . 

N 

3 
s 
7 u 3 x JoS- us x ioS 6.57 x 107 _ 6

,
91 

x 107 · .s.u w1w 1.ne 1qm ma Cua.a uy uae opemng m w reservoir, 
the liquid material passing. through wd element and 
forming a liquid edge at the edge-shape end of wd. 

From the above table, we can see that a extremely clement. . . . 
~ge power X-ray laser can be built by using the multi- 4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said liquid mate-
plasma-column x-ray laser. . 25 rial feeding and liquid edge forming means comprises a 

FIG. 8 also shows the power supply system ·ror driv- solid plate having a edge-shape end, being disposed. in 
mg multi-plasma-column x-ray laser. Each x-ray m-:r is said. reservo~ and·proJectmg through uid opening,· the 
driven by one pulse power supply 10. · All po\Yer liquid material wetting and flowing on the surfaces of · 
supplies are triggered by . one. trigger· generator 24 said solid plate imd · fo!'Wing a liquid edge at the edge-
through the lines with different lengths. The length 30 shape end ·Of said solid plate, uid solid plate being made 
difference between. the two line5 or my two column of material havmg.a melting point higher than that of 
x-ray luers is set t~ be equal to. the distance between the said liquid· material and substantially umuctive with 
corresponding two column x-ray lasers. In this way, - · said liquid. material at the melting point of wd liq!Jid · 
multi-plasma-collimn x-ray laser can be operated . in . material. . · 
traveling-wave mode. . · .35 · 5. The apparatUs of claim 1. wherein wd liquid mate• .. 

Similar to the trigger method described in FIGS. 6A ml eontalm .an· atomic element wl:iich radiates Jaser 
imd 1513, the multi-plasma-column x-ray laser also can be light produced ~Y said apparatus. · . 
triggered by multi-laser-beams, each of which delivers · 6. The apparatus or claim 5 wherein wd liquid mate-. 
one pulse laser beam to evaporate the liquid material on ·rial further contains a heavy atomic· element wblch is 
each liquid edge-shape anode in· a time sequence, .time 40 capable of providing a large fa:Cliation cooling rate for 
interval between two adjacent pulse laser beam is set to the· plasma column produced by wd apparatus. . 
be equal to the distance between the correspondirig 7. The apparatus of claim 1.which further comprises 
adjacent liquid edge-shape a.nodes divided by the veloc- . environment of a gas of a heavy atom which is capable 
ity of light. of providing a large radiation cooling rate for the 

It is to be understood that embodiments described 45 plasma column produced by said apparatus. . 
herein are merely illustrative of the principle of the I. The apparatu5 of claim 1 wherein said cathode .is 
invention. Various modifications and changes may be planar. 
made thereto by persons skilled in the art which· will 9. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein Said cathode is 
embody the principle of the invention md fall within shaped in the form of an edge.· 
the spirit and scope thereof'. so 10. The apparatus or claim 1 · wherein wd cathode 

What is claimed is: . comprises a trigger electrode for triggering discharge. 
1. An apparatus for producing x-ny md/or EUV and a main electrode for passing discharge current, said 

laser comprising: · trigger electrode being electrically isolated from u.id 
(1) a liquid edge-shape anode structure mcludmg:~a main electrode ·by insulators. · 

Hquid material, a reservoir for holding wd liquid:·55 11. The ~pparatus or claim l wherein said pulse 
material, said reservoir having a trough-shape; . power supply and electrical discharge circuit comprise 
opening for passage or uid liquid ma~ md capacitors, a spark gap switch. a-trigger generator, and 
liquid material feeding ud liquid edge forming transmission. lines. . . 
means operatively usociated with u.id reservoir . U. The apparatus or claim 1 wherein said liquid edge-
for feedms liquid material through the troupe 60 ~pe anode structure further comprises a heating 
shape opening in said reservoir and for forming!& mems for heating wd liquid material which ii in 1e>lid 
liquid edge from wd liquid material; phase during normal operation temperature of said ap-

(2) a cathode electrode opposite said liquid edge- paratus. 
shape anode; . · 13. The apparatus of claim 1 which further comprises 

(3) i)utse power supply mid electrical discharge cir· 65 a reflecting. mirror located at one end of axis or said 
cuit having a low impedance circuit configuration plasma ~hmm for reflecting laser radiation through 
ror providing a sufficient large current pulse pas- said plasma column, and a partially reflected beam split-
ing through said liquid edge-shape anode snd said ter located at the other end of axis or wd plasma col-

. ., "' 16-2~ 
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umn for reflecting laser radiation through said plasma 
column and outputting laser radiaticn. · 

14. The apparatus of claim 1 which further comprises 
a conventional laser system being capable to deliver an 
optical laser pulse onto said liquid edge for evaporating 
the liquid material on said liquid edge, which triggers a 
vacuum discharge between wd liquid edge:.shape 

24. The method of cWm 15 wherein the radiation 
from wd pluma column produces 1-ray and/or EUV 
luer action by photoexcltatlon. 

l!. The method of cWm 15 wherein the radiation 
S from wd plasma column produces x-ray and/or EUV 

laser action by photoioniution. 
26. The method Of CWm J5 wherein the radiation 

from said plasma eohmm produces x-ray and/or EUV 
. laser action by charge transfer. 

15. A method for producing x-ray and/or EUV laser 10 1:1. The method of claim 15 wherein wd ·pluma 
anode and said cathode .. 

comprising: column has a bot pluma part· near: the core of wd 
(l) providing an anOde means having a liquid edge;. pluma celumn, x-ray or EUV radiation from wd hot 
(2) providing a cathode electrode opposite said liquid plwm part excites or ·ionizes ·1ower ionized atoms, or 

edge; atoms from different species in cooler plasma put that 
(3) providing a pulse power supply and electrical 15 cl~ t? wd liquid edse-Wpe .mode. ~us the laser 

discharge circuit having a low impedance circuit action m the cooler p~ part 11 crea~. . 
configuration for ·providing a sufficient !arge cur- ~· The method of claim 15' wher~ ~d. pluma 

. . . column has a cooler plasma p~rt n~r wd liqwd edge,' 
r~t pulse pass~~ through wd anode means and d~frusion of iom from the hot plasma part into the 
wd cat~ode, wh17h generates both a.plasma snd a 20 cooler plasma part creates the laser action. · , 
~gnet1c field which he~ps ~nrm~ w~ plasma to. a 29. An apparatus ror producing large power x-ray 
thin column, a populat1on mverston is created m and/or EUV laser comprising: . 
said plasma. cohmm which results in emission of (I) multi-liquid edge-shape anodes placed in astraight. 
x-ray and/or ultraviolet laser. line; each liquid edge-shape anode , including: a 

16. The method or claim 15 wherein the inducing· or 2s liquid material, a reservoir .for holding aid liquid 
the plasma pr~ that generates the population inver- material, wd reservoir having a trough-shape 
slon is by means of plasma· mducmg process selected ~~g f'or _pma1c: or wd ~q~d material, ~d 
from the group comprising. electron-collisional excita- liquid .. mate~ feeding !Dd liq~1d ~ge form.m.g 
tion, electron: . .jon recombination, phot6excltation, pho- means opera~ve!y ~ted with uid resefYOU' · 
toiomution and charge transfer. · . • 30 for feedin~ li~~. ~terial ~ugh the ~ugh"." 

' . . . • . shape openmg m smd re:servoll' md for forming· a 
17. The method of chum 15 wherem the m~u~g or· liquid edge from wd liquid material; · · 

the pbsma process that generates ~e population mver- (2) a cathode electrode opposite wd multi-liquid 
sion is by means of electron-ion recombination and the edge-shape anodes; · 
plasma cools at a termination of a current pul~ follow- 35 (3) multi-pUtse power supplies md electrical di.S-
ing electron he&t conduction to said liquid edge. · charge circuits, each pulse power supply and elec-

18. The·.method of claim 15 wherein the inducing of trical ·.discharge circuit having a low impedance 
the plasma process that generates the population inver· · circuit configuration for providing a sufficient 
sion is by means of electron-ion reeombination and the large current pulse ~ng through ~1_1e liquid 
plasma cools by radiation from a highly ionized mate- '40 edge-shape anode and said ca~ode, whic_h gener-
rial · · · ates beth a plasma and a magnetic field which helps 

U. The method or claim 15 wherein the plasma prO-: confine the plasma to a thin column, said confmed 
thin plasma column emits x-ray and/or ultraviolet 

cess that generates the population inversion is electron- laser, there is a time delay between two current .. 
ion recombination and laser results from a population 45 pulses delivered to any adjacent liquid edge-shape 
inversion in a hydrogenic ion. anodes, and said time delay is equal to· distance 

20. The method of claim 15 wherein the plasma pro- between corresponding adjacent liquid edge-shape 
cess that generates the population inversion is electron- anodes· divided by the velocity of ·light. ~ 
ion recombination and laser results· from a population 30. The apparatus of CWm 29 wherein said multi-
inversion in a helium-like ion. so pulse power supplies are triggered by one trigger gener-

21. The method of claim 15 wherein the plasma pro- ator through lines with different lengths. the length 
cess that generates the population inversion is electron- difference between two adjacent lines is set to be equal 
ion rec:ombim.tion and laser results f'rom a population to the .distance between corresponding adjacent liquid 
inversion in a lithium-like· ion. . edge-shape modes. . : . . . 

n. The method or claim 15 wheron the plasma pro- ss 31._ The appara~ of claim. 29 wherem mid. multa-
6'"'- · · .. ,,_ ··' • .. . . _,-6 pulse power supplies are triggered by multa-Jaser-

cess_ ~t gene:at~ iwe popw~tiOn mvemon lS.~ .. ~n- beamSp each or which delivers one pulse laser beam to 
~llisi~. exci~tiOn ~d ~ results from a populatiOn evaporate liquid materill on each liquid edge in a time 
mversion m a wckel-like. Km. · • sequence., time interval between two adjacent pulse 

23. The method of' cwm 15 wherein the plama pro- 60 laser beams is set to be equal to the distance between 
cess that generates the population inveisi~n is~dectron- corresponding adjacent liquid edge-shape modes d.i-
collisioml excitation and laser results from a population . vided by the velocity of light. · 
inversion in a neon-like ion. • • • • • 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

The laser synchrotron source (LSS) utilizes a high peak 
power or high average power laser to generate within a 
vacuum chamber a laser beam trav. ·.11ing in one direc
tion to interact with an electron beam traveling in an 
opposite direction in order to generate high-power 
x-rays. A ring resonator formed by a plurality of mir
rors directs the laser beam in a closed loop to impact 
with the electron beam to produce x-rays. Concave 
mirrors in the ring resonator. focus the laser beam upon 
the paint where the laser beam interacts with the elec
tron· beam to intensify the laser energy at that point. 
When a radio frequency linear accelerator (rf linac) is 
used to produce the electron beam, x-rays having a 
short pulse length are generated. When a betatron .is 
used as an electron source, x-rays having a long pulse 
length art.: :"?enerated. 
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LASER SYNCHROTRON SOURCE (LSS) 
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2 

In the preferred embodiment, FIG. l, the laser source 
22 is a high peak power laser; ait.:lli~!i·.·.:!y, ~ h:;!": ~·.·c:-. 
age power laser, i.e., a solid state laser, such as a high 
power modified Nd:YAG laser or equivalent, may be BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention S used. 

The Laser Synchrotron Source (LSS) is a compact 
source of short-pulse, coherent or incoherent (near 
monochromatic). tunable. hard ~-.. :--:·~. 

2. Descri;-: ~ion 0( th1.. kefo.tc~ An 

Conventional x-ray sources rely on either the Brems- IO 

strahlung radiation produced when energetic electrons 
are decelerated by high Z (atomic number) materiais in 
common x-ray tubes, or synchrotron radiation pro
~·-1ced by ultrahigh_ eP:~~~- . ~lPr.tron be~~: ;;~::-... !.5 
through magnetic undufa~::i:~ ~o- ,.1; ~ . ..les in a Stor~g~ 
Ring Synchrotron Source (SRSS). 

The x-rays produced in common x-ray tubes (Brems
strahlung) have· the undesirable properties of low 
power, long-pulses or continuo~s wave (CW), broad-

20 
band, uncollimated, line spectra confined to atomic 
transitions and hence not tunable, unpol;..rized, and 
incoherent radiation. 

The SRSS also h<:!ve a number of unfavorable features 
and characteristics. Such sources require highly ener- 25 
getic electron beams, typically many GeVs which in 
turn require large and expensive facilities. The x-ray 
radiation generated by the SRSS has reiativeiy long 
duration(> 100 ps) pulses, broadband, incoherent, low 
energy ( < 50 ke V), fixed polarization, not tunable and· 30 
incapable of frequency chirping. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
One object of the laser synchrotron source (LSS) is to · 

provide a device for achieving intense hard x-ray. pro- 35 
duction having ultra-short pulses and extremely high 
peak power utilizing an ultra-high intensity laser whose 
polarization and chirping can be controlled. 

Another object of the LSS is to provide an :c:.--ray 
source that is co:npact, requires low power and 1imited 40 
radiation shielding. 

The LSS is comprised of a high peak powP..r or high 
average power laser to generate a laser beam which 
produces x-rays upon i.n.teracting with 211 electron beam 
in a vacuum environment. The electron beam is gener- 45 
ated by either a radio frequency linear accelerator or 
betatron. A multiole of mirrors forming a ring resonator 
reflect the laser ~m in a continuous loop so that it may 
be reused over and over again. The energy in the laser 
beam is replenished by being recycled in an amplifier 50 
circuit to replace the energy lost through scattering and 
diffraction at the mirrors and upon impact with the 
electron beam. 

The preferred laser 22 is a -i:-a'!Jie-Top Terawatt (f3) 
laser system manufactured by .. P-ositive Light of Los 
Gatos, CA, wherein a low e:nergv nulse from an ultra
____ ,1t pulse, mvde-~~.::.~ .... .....:...: (:=. ._:!!~~0~· :~ tc.r.pora.\:.r 
stretc:: •.. ..-;, ::.:-. - ~:::.:~. , • -ecompressed by the chirpe= 
pulse amplification (CPA) technique to produce a - 1 
psec laser oulse. with peak laser power in the 1-10 T\V 
power ra;ge. T3 lasers can be repetition rated (rep
rated) up to - 1 kHz at the - 1 TW level. Any high 
r:·eak r.<'.'r.·; .:.r la..~e.r. ~-·~ .• : ~i.,~n a T->, may be utilized. High 
Pea.Jc power 1'1.Sers, however, are commonly located in 
large laser facilities such as Lawrence Livermore Na
tional Laboratories, Livermore, CA. However, these 
large lasers do not perform the desired function of being 
capable of utilization in a small laboratory facility. 

It is essential that the x-ray beam generated by the 
interaction of the laser beam 12 be coherent as opposed 
to incoherent. In the coherent x-ray beam, die radiation 
of the laser beam 12 is very intense, very directional and 
it~ frequePcy content is very pure. In the incoherent 
x-ray beam, there is a broadband spectrum and same of 
the :optical properties found are undesirable. However, 
as a general matter the x-rays within an LSS x-ray beam 
18 are in both coherent and incoherent states and the 
state selected for operation depends upon the pt'.rame
ters selected for operation of the LSS. If proper parame-
ters are not present within the system, incoherent x-rays 
will be emitted. To achieve the coherent state, the pa
rameters of the laser must be-properly tuned so that the 
laser beam 12 and the electron beam 14 will intensely 
interact and produce a coherent x-ray beam 18. . 

A relatively low energy ( < 100 MeV) Radio-Fre-
quency Linear Accelerator (rf linac) 16, or cyclic elec
tron (betatron) source, producing an electron beam and 
the sub-picosecond laser pulses from the Tl laser system 
22 propagate in opposite directions to each other. In-
tense x-ray radiation 18 is produced by linear and non
linear Thomson scattering of the laser A·~diation off the 
energetic electrons. In addition, coherent x-ray radia
tion 18 may also be generated by self-ampiification of 
the spontaneous (Thomson radiation) through the free 
electron laser (FEL) mechanism. Operation at harmon
ics of the doppler upshifted laser frequency can be 
achieved by increasing the intensity of the incident laser 
fi~. . 

The production of intense hard x-ray$ 18 is achieved 
as a result of the ultra-high intensity of the laser radia
tion from the Tl laser system 22 interacting with the 
electron beam 14. The T3 laser can generate a laser 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRA. WINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a laser syn
chrotron source (LSS) utilizing a Radio Frequency 
Linear Accelerator (rf linac) to generate an electron 
beam. 

55 intensity in excess of 1018 W /cm2 where electron mo
tion in the laser radiation field can ·become relativistic. 
This creates new regimes of interaction unattainable by 
any existing or proposed x-ray generation schemes. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic showing a Laser Synchrotron 60 
Source (LSS) utilizing a betatron to generate an elec
tron beam. 

Extremely high energy ( - 10 ke V - - 1000 ke V) x-rays 
18 can be generated as either the fundamental or the 
harmonics of the doppler upshifted laser radiation using 
an electron beam 14 or a cold, high density plasma. 

Ultra-short nulses of x-rays 18 c3..n be generated. The 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED upper limit of the pulse length is determined by the 

EMBODIMENTS 65 shortest micropulse structure available for the electron 
The laser synchrotron source (LSS) produc,..s a laser beam 14, which is - I ps (J0- 12 sec). Shorter x-ray 

beam and an electiOn beam which interact to generate pulses 18 can be achieved by having the electron beam 
•.• .,,.,I rl, ... 1.,, ...... 1 • •. ,.,, 1--, , ..... ,, .. .• t ., ..... ,, • .• 1 ... 1'"'1 .... 1 , • .,. 
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limit of the pulse length is set by the shortest pulse 
attainable for the T3 Jaser 22 pulse. 

The intense radiation from the T3 laser system 22 can 
act as an electromagnetic wiggler for the electron beam 
14, and coherent .x-ray 18 radiation can be produced 5 
through the laser pumped FEL mechanism. Because of 
the ultra-intense and short pulses from the T3 laser 22, 
x-rays produced in the LSS 10 have extremely high 
pe~ k f.~'"er. 

As stated above, ptcosecond x-ray pu.~s 18 are gen- 10 
erated by interacting a high peak power laser beam 12 
with a picosecond micropulse electron beam 14 from an 
rf linac 16. The beam generated by the laser 22 enters 
the ring resonator or rinP' resonator circuit 56 formed 
~y two mirrors· 2tl ~ml °}.":! ~---=:.::-~ with.~~ :.. v;.ic•111 : r l.C\ 

interaction chamber 32, auu ~w'"· mirr-:::>rs 34 '11iu ~ 
preferably located outside of the interaction or vacuum 
chamber 32 reflect the laser beam 12 in a closed loop. 

The mirrors 26, 28, 34 and 36 are all standard optical 
mirrors. Mirrors 34, and 36 are high power dielectric 20 
mirrors. Mirrors 26 and 28 are off-axis parabaloid con
cave mirrors to focus the laser beam 12 as it interacts 
with the electron beam 14 which increases the intensity 
of the laser beam 12. Window 26A is construcced of 
beryllium to allow the passage of the x-rays generated 25 
when this constricted laser beam 12 strikes the electron 
beam 14. 

The laser beam 12 is gated by using such optical 
devices as.Pockel cells 44 and 48 ·to change the polariza
tion of the laser beam 12. Each cell 44 and 48 acts like 30 
a gate that cari open and shut, allow the pulses from the 
laser 22 to enter into the ring resonator, or ring resona
tor circuit, 56 through the mirror 36 in a first.polarized 
state. After passing through mirror 36, the laser beam 12 
is rotated by Pockel cell 48 to an opposing polarization. 35 
The laser beam 12, upon striking mirror 36 on subse
quent passages, is prevented from exiting the ring reso
nator 56 by virtue of the opposite polarization of the 
laser beam 12 while in the ring resonator 56. 

The electron beam 14 fror.J the rf linac 16 enters the 40 
vacuum or interaction cha·nber 32 through a vacuum 
port 27 and upon entering the path of the laser beam 12 
is bent by magnets (M) 24 so as to travel in an opposite 
direction parallel to the path of the laser beam 12. The 
relativistic electron beam interacting with the incident 45 
counterstreami."lg laser beam emits synchrotron radia
tion, or x-rays 18. The emitted x-rays 18 e::cit the vacuum 
chamber 32 through a window 54 to impact upon a 
target surface (not shown) for application. After inter
acting with the laser beam 12, the electron beam 14 is 50 
then bent by magnets (M) 25 so as to exit the interaction 
chamber through a vacuum port 29 where it can either 
be recycled in the rf linac 16 or disposed of in a graphite 
block 52. 

The output of the rep-rated rf linac 16 consists of a 55 
series of micropulses and macropulses. In typical rf 
linacs 16, the micropulse time (Tm) is Tm= Lo/c= 10 psec 
and t':•; macropulse is T m==20 µ.sec. The micropulse (fm) 
and macropulse (Fm) rep-rate is micropulse time (Tm) is 
Tm= Lo/ c::::: 10 psec and the macropulse is T m=20 µ.sec. 60 
The micro pulse (f m) and macropulse (Fm) rep-rate is 
typically fm:::::3 GHz and Fm:::::lOO Hz. The separation of 
the series of micropulses is AT m= 1/fm=350 psec, and 
the overall duty factor for the full electron beam 14 
pulse train is D=FmfmTmTm:::.:6XI0-5. Due to the 65 
relatively·tow duty factor (D =0.1-S) associated with rf 
linacs 16, a rep-rated LSS 10 requires a laser 22 system 

4 
After interacting with the eiectron beam 14, the laser 

beam 12 is reflected ou~sidc 0f ~;·~ im~r~r:-!i~,,, r.ii~mhPr 
32 by mirrors 28 and 34 into either a high energy recy
cler (for a high peak power laser) where the beam is 
stretched 3.mplified and recompressed or a low gain 
amplifier 42 (for a high average power laser) where the 
beam is amplified, to compensate for any losses due to 
scatterif1g ur difol:1ction ~the result of the operation of 
•'- .. mirrors .a.nd ; ... ~ ... · ....... tho .,.; .. ,..t .. "::1 ~,--:·.1 ., •• 

r~Jir·-.,M0n l~~,. ~.::.: 1i·i~ ~hen -refl~~tcd by ~i~~o; ~~ 
back into me ring resonator circuit 56. 

It is implicitly assumed in the LSS generation of x
rays 18 that all the electrons in .the micropulse are acted 
upon by approximately the same incident laser field 
amplhw·,·-· -:-1.-:u.:. . _;,."'S thai. .. ;J.:. dectroa beam i4 mi
cropuisc: ien0 ..Il be: :>ulllc:What less than the laser 22 Ray
leigh length, i.e., Lb<ZR, where Lb is pulse leneth and 
ZR is Rayleigh length. To maintain a uniform high effi
ciency operation the spot size of the incident laser beam 
12 should be somewhat larger than the electron beam 14 
radius, i.e., r0 >rb. where r0 is spot size and rb is beam 
radius. 

Slippage between the x-ray pulse le and the electron 
micropulse 14 is negligibly small compared to the elec
tron micropulse · 14 length. Hence, the x-ray pulse le 
structure is essentially identical to that of the electron 
beam pulse structure, i.e., psec electron pulses 14 gener
ate psec x-ray pulses le. Both the electron beam 14 and 
x-ray pulse 18 are overlapped and travel together at 
nearly the velocity of light through the counterstream
ing incident laser pulse 12. Ultra-short x-ray pulses 18 
( - psec) can also be generated using long electron 
pulses 14 (> >psec). · 

Nominally a pulsed laser configuration rep-rated at 
the freq11ency of electron micropulses is employed. The:: 
laser pulse train is arranged to circulate in a ring resona
tor 56 configuration with an optical path length which 
is an integral multiple of fl.Tm, the separation of the 
micropulses. The electron beam 14 micropulses are 
brought into one arm of the laser resonator with a turn
ing magnet 24 and synchronized with the laser 12 pulses 
so that they interact with each other in the vicinity of 
the focal point 46. Synchronization between the laser 12 
pulses and electron beam 14 pulses is achieved by vicin
ity of the focal point 46. Synchronization between the 
laser 12 pulses and electron beam 14 pulses is achieved 
by driving the laser mode-locked oscillator (not shown) 
at subharmonics of the master oscillator signal (not 
shown) of the rf linac 16. 

Synchronization between the single laser pulse 12 and 
the rflinac 16 electron beam 14 is achieved with a laser
triggered photocathode (not shown) at the berun injec
tor (not shown) of the rf linac 16. Part of the laser beam 
pulse 12 from the T3 Jaser 22 is diverted to illuminate the 
photoeathode (not shown) of the rf linac 16. Table I 
shows the required parameters for a high peak power 
LSS 10 using a rf linac 16 to generate psec x-ray pulses 
18 having 6 X 109 photons/pulses. · 

In a second preferred embodiment 100, FIG. 2, uti
lizes either a T3 laser 162 or a solid state laser, as dis
cussed above, as the source of a laser beam 166, and a 
betatron 164 as the source of an electron beam 172. 

When utilizing the betatron 164 as an electron source, 
the ring resonator or ring resonator circuit 204 is com
prised of three mirrors 176, 184 and 1ft6 (having similar 
characteristics to the mirrors previously discussed) ar
ranged in a triangular mirror configuration. However. 
th!• fr;'"~tl,.-!1~·•r ,.,.,nflonr-\ff•Hl ;"-.: ;T1HH"'1fr•r;·~' fhr• , .. ,,.,r,,.,.., 
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ration of the mirror may assume a plurality of mirrors. 

TABLE I 

factor is equal to 1. This leads to an increase of the 
average photon flux, w;1en \..om;::;;r.:l: Lt", i.:rc:: ;,ig;. csvc:t

age power LSS using an rf linac 196. Table II shows the 
parameters for a high average power LSS using a con-

High Peak Power Laser Synchrotron Source Using an RF Linac 

Incident Laser Parameters 
5 ventional beta~ron. 

Wavelength . .:\.0 

Energy/Pulse, E 0 

Peak Power, P 0 

~~"!': ~!.-: T.!"'.:-::;:"' !...,/.: 

I µ.m 
20 J 
IOTW 

A wide range of wavelengths is available for the 
x-rays 198 generated by the LSS.~100. For a fixed elec
l.COn energy, di~(;reic: wavc::ic::ugths at odd harmonics of 
· '~er freque:; • .:~r are~-···. : ... _:~~!. 1 ;.,~<:~ ~!'!~01:"~'.::~ -~ci~; 

Spot Size, r0 

Rayleigh Length, ZR 
Eiectron Pulse Parameters 
Beam Energy, Eb 
Beam Current, lb 
Se.am Pulse Length, Lye 
~am Radius. r b 

; ~,.r 
)() µm 
0.8 cm 

50-250 MeV 
200A 
I psec 

10 be cont=-·'"""1~, tnn"'."rl ;_ frequency by adjusting the 
energy of the electron beam 172. Control of polariza
tions of the x-rays 198 with fast response times can be 
easily achieved by controlling. the polarization of the 
laser 162. 

B=m Eoergy Spread (.6.b!Et-)i:!: 
Beam Emittance, £11 

X-Ray Pulse Parameters 
Photon Energy Ep 

"!) •• .,, 

!1.'5% 

5 mm-mrad 

50-1200 keV 

High Average Power Laser Synchrotron Source 
Using a Conventional Betatron 

Incident Laser Parameters Peak Photon Flux, F 
Photon Pulse LeDgtb,, Lb/'c 
Photons/Pulse, r:I..yc 

6 X tc>21 photons/sec(•) 
I psec 
6 ;--~ iO? i1.:.zcns/pulse(0

) 

6 x 1019-].5 x 1021( +) 
10-2 mrad 

20 Wavelength, .>..0 lµm 
5kW 
IOOW 
50 µm 
0.8 cm 

Peak Brightness, B · 
Angular Spread. 9- l/'Y. 

(•)Inc:ludcs all photons with.in the- I/µ angle, implying-100% BW. 
(+)The unit for brightness is photons/sec~mm3-mrzd2 (0.1% BW). 

25 
Mirrors 176 and 186 are off-axis parabaloid concave 
mirrors and mirror 186 has a beryllium window 186A to 
allow the passage outside of the interaction chamber 
168 of the x-:rays ·198 generated by the interaction ·or 
electron beanr 172 and a laser beam 166. · 30 

The laser beam 166 enters the ring resonator circuit 
from a laser source 162 through a laser window 178 and 
the mirror 176 after being gated by Pockel cells 174 and 
182, 2S discussed in the first pref erred embodiment, to 
prevent the laser beam 166 from escaping the ring reso- 35 
nator circuit 204 on subsequent passages. Mirror 176 
reflects the laser bP..am 166 out of the interaction cham
ber 168 through a laser window 106 to a second mirror 
184 after passing through either a recycler (in the case 
of a high peak power laser) or ;i iow gain amplifier (in 40 
the case of a high average po~ er laser) 1%. The recy
cler or low gain amplifier 1% operates a5 previously 
described- Mirror 184 then reflects the laser beam 166 
through laser window 185 to a third mirror 186 where 
the laser beam 166 is constricted and enters the betatron 45 
164 through a first vacuum port 188 and impacts the 
electron beam 172. Upon the interaction 9f the laser 
beam 166 with the eiectron beam 172, .x-rays 198 are 
emitted, as previously described. These x-rays 198 pass 
out of the vacuum chamber 168 through a window 202 50 
for application as desired. The characteristics of the 
x-rays 198 generated utilizing the betatron are as previ
ously described when utilizing a rf linac. 

A conventional air core betatron 164 produces - 100 
A of circulating current at energies of -50 MeV_ This 55 
betatron 164 is extremely compact, varying in radius 
from -4-24 cm. If a modified betatron 164, having 
additional stabilizing magnetic fields to stably confine 
and accelerate high currents, is used in the embodiment 
it will produce > 1 kA at energies of >20 MeV. The 60 
beam radius of the modified betatron is 1 m. · 

The interaction distance Lint 194 is given by 
L;nr=(2Rrb)i, where R is the major radius of the beta
tron 164 and Tb is the horizontal radir~ of the electron 
beam 172. An average spectral brightness of -3X 1011 65 
photons/sec-mm2mrad2(0.1 % BW) at x-ray photon 
energy of 50 ke V is obtained. Due to the CW nature of 
both the electron 172 nnd laser 166 beams. the duty 

Average Circulating Power, P0 

Average Laser Amplifier Power Pin 

Spot Size, r o 
Rayleigh Length, ZR 
c:;ectron Pulse Parameters 

Beam Energy, Eb 
Beam Current, lb 
Beam Major Radius, R 
Beam Cross-section, Ab 
Interaction !);..sta.'lce, L 
Beam Energy Spread (.6.EIEb)int 
X-Ray Pulse Parameters 

Photon Energy Eb 
Average Photon Flux, <F> 
Average Spectral Brightness, < B > 

50-250 MeV 
lOOA 
25 cm 
'1T X 50 X ISO µ.m2 
!.7cm 
1% 

50-1200 keV 
3 x 1013 photons/sec(•) 
3 x 1011_7_5 x 1012( +) 

(
0 )Ineludes all photons within the-1/'y angle, implying- 100% BW~ 

( + )T>ie unit for brigbmess is pbotons/sec-mm2-inM2(0. l % BW). · 

The availability of elliptical (or circular) and linearly 
orthogonal. polarizations would be crucial to many 
magnetic probing of matter expenments with x-rays-

By frequent chirping the laser pulse (which is inher
ent for a T3 Jaser system that employs the chirped pulse 
amplification method), x-ray pulses with frequency 
chirping can be obtained from a LSS. Frequency chirp
ing is very useful in material research using short pulse 
x-rays. 

A LSS, as shown in the previously described embodi
ments, has several advantages. First, the cross-section of 
the x-ray source in a LSS is given by the overlap of the 
radiation spot size and electron beam size. This im
proves substantially the spatial coherence of the x-ray 
emitted from a LSS_ Secondly, the apparatus compris
ing the LSS is compact and requires a space only cens of 
square meters as opposed to tens of thousands of square 
meters for the storage ring synchrotron source (SRSS) 
and the current generation of laser sources capable of 
generating high peak power laser pulses. Thirdly, the 
LSS has low power requirements as comp2red to other 
!\torage ring devices due to the much lower energy of 
the electron beams from rf linacs. Further, the LSS 
requires substantially less radiation shielding due to the 
lower energies of the electron beams. Lastly, high-den
sity, low temperature plasma can also be used in place 
of an electron beam. In this case, only harmonics of the 
backscattered laser radiation wiII be produced_ 

The picosecond x-rays generated by the LSS are 
useful in materials studies for studying various chemical 
transitions in chemical reactions. In medical research. 
the longer x-ray~ generated utilizing the betatron are 
use rut. 

169 
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The design and operation of the LSS has been de

scribed in the papers by Sprangle et al., Tunable. Short 
Pulse Hard X-Rays from a Compact Laser Synchrotron 
Source, SSRL Workshop on Fourth Generation Light 
Sources, pp. 289-298, 24-27 Feb. 1992; Sprangle et al., 5 
Tunable, Short Pulse Hard X-rays from a Compact Laser 
Synchrotron Source, Naval Research Laboratory Report 
No. NRL/M:R/4790-92-6963, Jul. 16. 1992; ~nd Sudan, 
,.: .... lc:a .. ;,[ . ..- T~:::1. . •. ~:' So" ... ::~ :.-i_,' S!::.-: ";: .. '_,.. · : ~...;;,:;, ....... 
published, Oct. 7, 1992; which are herein incorporated 10 
by reference. 

Although the invention has been described ir~ relation 
to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be under
stnod by those skilled in th!~ 'Tt that still other v~· ~:t-
i.;.:.His and modificatio:--;..:. can '..k. at re~\ i in c11c::;c vi c--

f erred embodiments without detracting from the scope 
and spirit of the fovention. The limits on this invention 
are as described in the claims. 

• j 

14. The device of claim 1 wherein the plurality of 
mirrors are arranged in a trfa.ngu!:.!.!· i:.·1.1r11:-;!;.!.m''!o•• tn!"1-

ing the ring resonator. 
15. The device of claim 1 wherein at least two mirrors 

of said plurality of mirrors Ere off-~is paraboloid con
cave mirrors focusing the laser beam onto the point 
within the interaction chamber where the laser beam 
interacts with the eiectron beam . 

. . :. The device:: of d~::. _..: ·.~ . .:.~.: ~ :.::.:: :.t !-.::~: on: ~:- :;:U..: 
conc:n:: . . ::::.-:--:-· !:::.:; • "-1ow to allow the flow t:'f 
x-rays outside of the interaction chamber. 

17. The device of claim 16, wherein said window is 
made of beryllium. 

18. The device of claim 1 wherein at }P.~$t nne of said 
.:::.:Tor!' 1s .... nigh p~;\· ...... :·~tectric mirror. 

19. The device of claim 1 wherein said means for 
generating an electron be.am is a radio frequency linc:-ir 
oscillator. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A device comprised of: 

20. The device of claim 1 wherein said means for 
20 generating an electron beam is a betatron. 

means for generating a tunable laser beam; 
a plurality of mirrors arranged so as to form 2 ring 

resonator for confining the laser beam; 
means for generating an electron beam to interact 25 

with the laser beam so as to produce photons in the 
form of hard x-rays by Thompson scattering of the 
laser beam by th,. ~lectron beam; and 

a vacuum chamber toi-mi'lg an interaction chamber 
where the laser beam and the electron beam inter- 30 
act to product the hard x-rays. 

2. The device of further comprising means for inter
rupting the laser beam so as to form a pui.sed laser beam 
for injection into .the ring resonator in a synchronous 
manner. 

3. The device of claim 2 wherein said means for inter
rupting the la5er beam is a plur.ility of Pockel cells. 

35 

4. The device of claim 2 where the means for inter
rupting the.laser beam so as to form a pulsed laser beam 
for injection into the rig resonator in a synchronous 40 
manner further comprises a means for controlling the 
hard x-ray polarization by controlling the laser beam 
polarization. · 

5. The device of further comprising means for ampli
fying the laser beam to compensate for losses resulting 45 

from diffraction of the pulsed laser beam, imperfect 
reflectivity of the mirrors and scattering of the laser 
beam by the electron be-: 11. 

6. The device of claim 5 whe. rein said means for arn-
50 plifying the pulsed laser beam is a recycler that 

stretches, amplifies and recompresses L.i.e pulsed laser 
beam. 

7. The device of, claim 5 wherein said means for 
amplifying the pulsed laser beam is a low gain amplifier. 55 

8. The device of claim 1 wherein said laser source is 
a laser operating in a 1-10 TW power ra-Tige. 

9. The device of claim 8 wherein said laser source is 
a laser utilizing chirped pulse amplification. 

10. The device of claim 8 wherein said laser source is 60 

a solid state laser. . 
11. The device of claim 10 wherein said solid state 

laser is a high power modified Nd:YAG laser. 
12. The device of claim 1 wherein said laser source is 

a laser operating in a 5 kW power r:mge. 65 
13. The device of claim 1 wherein the plurality of 

mirrors are arranged in a rectangular configuration 
forming the ring resonator. 

21. A method fo: generating x-rays, comprising the 
steps of: 

generating subpicosecond laser pulses with a high 
peak power laser operating in a 1'10 TW power 
range; 

injecting the laser pulses into a ring ::-esonator in a first 
direction thereby forming a continuous loop; 

generating an electron beam in a linear accelerator 
moving in a second direction opposite to the first 
direction of the laser pulse; and 

focusing the laser pulses upon a point within an inter
action chamber where the laser pulses and the 
electron beam interact by Thomson scattering so as 
to pro~:.:ce hard x-rays. 

22. The method of claim 21 further comprising the 
step of amplifying the laser pulses moVing in the first 
direction in the ring reSonator to replenish the laser 
energy lost due to diffraction of the laser pulses, imper- · 
f ect reflectivity within the ring resonator~ and scatter
ing due to the interaction of the laser beam with the 
electron beam. 

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising the 
step of amplifying said laser pulses in the ring resonator 
to replenis'!- the laser er.ergy lost due to diffraction of 
the laser pulses, imperfect reflectivity within the ring 
resonator, and scattering due to the interaction of the 
laser beam with the ek-::tron beam. 

24. A method for generating hard x-rays, comprising 
the steps of: 

generating laser pulses having short length and high 
average circulating power of approximately 5 kW; 

injecting the laser pulses into a ring resonator in a first 
direction thereby forming a continuous loop; 

generating in a betatron an electron beam moving in 
a second direction opposite to the direction of the 
laser pulses; and 

focusing the laser pulses on a point within the beta
tron so as to intersect the electron beam tangen
tially thereby causing hard x-rays to be produced 
via Thomson scattering. 

25. A device for generating hard x-rays comprised of: 
means for generating a short, tunable laser pulse; 
means for confining and recirculating the laser pulse 

in a predetermined direction; 
means for generating an electron beam circulating in 

a predetermined direction, opposite to the direc
tion of movcme-nt of the la.c;er pulse; nnd 
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means for generating hard x-rays by Thomson scat
tering of the laser pulse and the electron beam 
moving in an opposite direction to the laser pulse. 

26. The device of claim 25 wherein the means for 
generating hard x-rays is comprised of an interaction 5 

chc. .. 1ber and a plurality of focusing magnets and optical 
mirrors. 

27. A method fnr gene.n~!;..,~ h~:-:: .:-~?.:,·:-. ::::::;:.:·.::::.:; 
the steps of: 1 o 

generating a laser beam having a high peak power of 
subpicosecond duration so as to form a pulsed laser 
beam 

10 
generating a laser beam having high average power 

and short pulse length; · 
injecting the laser beam "in a first ·direction in a contin

uous loop in a ring resonator; 
generating in a betatron an electron beam moving in 

a second direction opposite to the direction of the 
laser beam; and 

focusing me laser oeam on a point within the betatron 
~hereby c~us!ng ~~; . ::-.::;:- ~::-~= ~;-:::1 ~~~ '":!::·:.~1 c.,:: 
~::-:' tr- ;~ ... r?.-:! •• .=~t.;Tt said betatron so as to pro

duce hard x-ray pulses by 'Ibomson scattering of 
the laser beam by the electron beam. 

31. The method of claim 30_ further comprising the 
step of increasing the energy level of the x-ray pulses by directing the pulsed laser f' 0 ::un in a first direction in a 

continuous loop i;:: a rir:·:; resory,.. ·r; ::<; '''"\ng an i:-:t.:.~i.1011 ••. : nf a pretictcrmined quaiity to 
generating an electron beam in a unear accelerator, 

said beam being directed in a second direction 
opposite to the direction of the pulsed laser beam; 
and 

. focusing the pulsed laser oeam upon a point within an 
interaction chamber where the laser beam and the 
electron beam interact at a predetermined intersec
tion angie thereby producing hard x-rays pulses of 

20 

a predetermined energy level by the Thomson 25 
scattering of the laser beam by the electron beam. 

28. The method of claim 27 further comprising the. 
step of amplifying the pulsed laser beam in the ring 
resonator to replenish the laser energy lost by diffrac
tion of the laser pulses, imperfect reflectivity within the 30 

ring resonator, and scattering due to the interaction of 
the laser beam with the electron beam. 

29. The method of claim 27 further comprising the 
step of reducing the pulse length of the generated hd 35 
x-rayc by varying the·· intersection angle between the 
laser be::; .1 and· the electron beam. · 

30. A method for generating hard x-rays, comprising 
the steps of: 

45 

so 

produce seif ai..:.piiiieci na.rmonic scattering of the laser 
pulses thereby generating coherent harmonic hari:i x
rays. 

32. A method for increasing x-ray energy, comprising 
the steps of: 

generating laser pulses with a high peak power laser; 
injecting the laser pulses into a ring resonator in a first 

direction; 
generating free electrons composed of electrons 

within a relativistic electron beam in a linear accel
erator, said electrons moving in a second direction 
opposite to the direction of the laser pulse; and 

focusing the laser pulses with.in an int~raction cham
ber so as to achieve ultrahigh intensity where the 
laser. pulses and the electron beam interact within 
the interaction chamber via nonlfoear Thom.son 
scattering to produce hard x-rays. 

33. The method of claim 32 further comprising the 
step of increasing the energy level of the x-ray pulses by 
using an electron beam of a predetermined quality to 
produce self amplified harmonic scattering of the laser 
pulses thereby generating coherent harmonic hard x
rays. 

1. 71 
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(57] ABSTRACT 

A method of producing collimated x-radiation by suit
ably subjecting metallic ions in the presence of lower Z 
ions to a pulse of laser energy from a conventional laser. 
An improvement on said conventional laser in order to 
increase the reliability of production of said collimated 
x-radiation. An alternative improvement on said con
ventional laser for similar improvement of said colli
mated x-radiation. An example of the application of the 
use of said collimated x-radiation to the art of producing 
micro-circuitry. 

19 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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OPTICALLY PU1YIPED X-RAY LASER AND 
APPLICATIONS THEREOF 

2 
number) ions by subjecting said metallic ions and lower 
Z ions to laser radiation of the near infrared spectrum. 

It is another object of this invention to :;>rnvide a 
method for producing collimated x-radiation from me-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to laser-produciilg collimated 

.x-radiation via impingement of optically-peaked laser 
rad!ation onto a metallic ion target. 

5 ta.Ilic ions in the presence of lower Z ions after subjec
tion to laser radiation of the near infrared spectrum and 
the essentially complete ionization of both the metallic 
ions· and the nearby lower Z ions with the stripped 
electrons forming a background cloud. Such a collec-

2. State of the Art 10 tion of highly ionized multiple species ions with the 
background electron cloud is commonly called a com
plex plasma. 

Since the first reported Light Amplification of Stimu
lated Emission of Radiation (laser action in the visible 
spectrum) in approximately 1960, continuous progress 
has been made by various researchers in obtaining laser 

15 action at shorter and shorter wavelengths. It ha.5 long 
been felt that an x-ray laser cotild be developed that 
would radiate at x-ray wavelengths of less than 5 Ang
strom units. X-radiation at these wavelengths is often 
referred to as a "warm" x-ray and, as such, would travel 

20 
significant distances through the air. 

The potential uses for such "warm" x-radiation hav
ing the laser characteristic of being collimated are sig
nificant. For example, i-:.. may be possible for a phy:Sician 
to foresee the use of a highly collimated x-ray beam as 

25 a selective scalpel for use in various types of surgery. 
Both the chemist and biologist could possibly use x-ray 
holography as a means for following time dependent 
three dimensional phenomena at a subm.icroscopic 
level. Similarly, the genetic researcher could potentially 30 
modify a part of a gene and immediately review said 
gene to determine if that part had truly been modified. 
The designer of microcircuitry who presently uses a 
visible laser to produce a 1.0 centimeter square inte
grated circuit could theoretically use an x-ray laser to 35 
put the sane circuit on a 10.0 micrometer-sized device. 
Additionally, the interaction of intense coherent :::t-ray 
pulses· with nuclei could provide valuable new informa-
tion of interest to physicists. . 

Potentially, v..ith the use of such "warm" coherent 40 
x-radiation, one skilled in the arts of these disciplines 
could perform such tasks 'Without having to resort to 
elaborate vacuum systems and thus could operate in 
ambient air, when appropriate. 

It is another object of this invention to prov!de a 
method for producing collimated x-radiation from me
tallic ions in the presence of lower Z ions after the 
creation of said complex plasma by the formation of 
quasi-stable molecules consisting of highly-ionized me
tallic ions and nearby lower Z ions, whereby one or 
more of the nearby lower Z ions has recombined with 
an eiectron changing the nature of t.1.ie lower Z ion into 
a lower Z dipole, the result of said recombination is an 
electrostatic attraction between ea·cb highly-ionized 
me.tallic ion and a lower Z dipole. (In the specific case 
where Z= I (hydrogen), said electrostatic interaction is 
exceptionally strong.) 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
method for producing collimated x-radiation after cre
ation of said quasi-stable molecules in this COI!lplex 
plasma by t..i.e dipole-allowed transition of an electron 
from the lower Z component of these molecules to the 
highly-ionized component of these same molecules. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
method for producing collimatetl x-radiation after the 
electronic transition in thC!:>C quasi-stable molecules by 
the stimulated emission of x-radiation from nearby 
c:iasi-stable molecules which h:we not yet undergone 
,!.~ :1ole-allowed transition. Said stimulated emission is 
commonly referred to as lasing. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
method of producing pumping laser radiation which 
simulates so-called "gain-pulse spikes," e:·! purpose of 
said simulation being to create controllable conditions 
conducive to said nroduction of x-ray lasing. The 
method of producing s3.id pumping laser radiation re-
quires the simultaneous use of two laser oscillators, one 
mode-locked and the other Q-switched, with the appro-
priate "laser injection" of a pulse (or train of pulses) 
from the former into the oscillator stage of the latter 
preparator1 to subsequent amplification and final use as 

One system previously explored for the general pur- 45 
poses of the invention is set forth in U.S. Pat. No. 
3~882,312 of Kepros et al. This system, however, 
achieved only low power sustainable laser beams as 
only transmitting high peaks of energy under generally 
unpredictable ana ur1controlled conditions. 50 a pumping source for said x-ray laser-producing plasma. 

SUMMARY 

In the present invention (as in its progenitor, on 
which this improvement is based) the fe.-.sibility of pro
ducing coherent radiation 'Within. the x-ray wavelength 55 
region has been demonstrated. Further refinements of 
this basic development will, of course, be for+...hcoming 
c-nce the initial concept as taught herein is fully dis
clCY..ed to those skilled i.."l the art. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide 60 
improvements in lasers capable of producing collimat.ed 
radiation of the x-ray wavelength. 

It is another object of this invention to provide colli
mated x-radiation having a wavelength of less than 5 
Angstrom units. 65 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
method for producing collimated x-radiation from me
t:alHc ;on5 i11 the prc.~ncc of lower Z (lower ntomic 

It is another object of this invention t~ provide an 
alternate method of producing pumping laser radiation 
which simulates so-called "gain-pulse spikes." The pur
pose of said simulation is identical to that expressed 
above. The alternate method of producing said pump
ing laser radiation also requires the simultaneous use of 
two laser oscillators, one :node-locked and the other 
Q-Switched, but with separate amplification of output 
and final optical merging for simultaneous use as a 
pumping source for said x-ray laser producing plasma. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
method of application of said x-ray laser light in the 
process of "reading" a hologram produced by a longer 
wavelength laser. Such "reading" produces an holo
graphic image reduced in dimension by the ratio of said 
respective wavelengths. The holographic reduction 
also maintains the topographic characteristics of the 
originnl ohjcct. Thc:;c nnd <lther object!\ of this invcn-

175 
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ti on will become more fully apparent by reference to 
the drawing no. 1 (identical to the drawing of the pro
genitor patent), drawings 2, and 3 with and accompany
ing descriptions and 'the claims relating thereto. 

4 
hydrogen atom, unlike the hydrogen ion, is strongly 
attracted to the highly charged copper ion while said 
hydrogen ion is very strongly re::;mlsed. Also, in the 
progenitor patent and in fact, in all 6tner patents dealing 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an x-ray-producing 
laser system. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic of a dual-oscillating injection 
laser system for creating an x-ray lasing plasma. 

5 with x-ray laser action, there is no mention of a molecu
lar transition. There is only a description of atomic 
actio::i with occasional description of transfer of energy 
between different components by collisional means. 
Although said MO:LCAO techniques are known to 

FIG. 3 is a schematic of a dual oscillator/amplifica
tion system for an optical laser system. 

1 O those skilled in the arts of visible wavelength laser de
sign such as the dye laser, the application of said tech
nology to design of lasers in the x-ray part of the spec-

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 

FIG. 1 is a schematic of the x-ray laser system and is 15 
more fully descrilx"'Ci hereinafter. 

Ref erring to the drawing, a layer of metallic ions with 
accompanying lower Z ions is shown generally at 10 
and is supported as a thin layer, in this embodiment, by 
conventional microscope cover glass slips 11 to form 20 
thereby a "sandwich". A laser of the near infrared spec
trum is shown at 12. Radiation of the near infrared 
wavelength is shown in outline form by dashed lines 
emanating from laser 12. A conventional focusing sys
tem is shown generally at 13. A cylindrical focusing lens 25 
14 focuses the radiation pulse from laser 12 into a near 
vertically i.e. at a right angle or acute angle from the 
vertical and, preferably, at an angle which is normal to 
said layer of metallic ions and lower Z ions or at an 
angle 0° to 25" from a direction normal to said _layer, 30 
linear pulse on the metallic ions and lower Z ions 10. 
The x-ray laser emission produced from the quasi
molecules is illustrated by dashed lines 15. A detection 
device for detecting the x-radiation 15 is shown gener-
ally at 16. . 

35 The quasi-stable moleeules capable of producing x
radiation when subjected to laser energy of the near 
infrared wavelength are molecules containing neutral 
hydrogen atoms combined with ions of copper, iron or 
zinc. Compounds of these metals havmg high solubility 

40 in water (the source of hydrogen) were considered in 
these experiments. In this case, these compounds are 
copper sulfate, zinc sulfate, and ferrous sulfate. For 
purposes of simplicity and to assist in the understanding 
of this invention, the description of the x-ray laser will 
center around the use of the copper ions as the metallic 45 

ions. 
In the progenitor patent, a gel was use-d for ease of 

handling. In subsequent wo~k. it was found that 1:he gel 
was irrelevant t~ ·:.:.e effect. The critical component was 
the aqueous complexed-solution of CuS04- In a com- 50 

manly-used solution (one of several successful concen
trations of ions) such as 10E-3M, the relative popula
tions are: Cu, 1; · S, 1; 0, 5.5:5 X 10E+4; a.J.d H, 
1.11X10E+5. !n such a solution, the ccpper ion is 
initially complexed to six hydroxyl radicals. If this gen- 55 

ercil structure were to somehow survive into the plasma 
state, an allowed Molecular Orbital: Linear Combina
tion of Atomic Orbitals (MO:LCAO) dipole transition 
is possible. One such transition is: 

. (,0 

The wavelength associated with this transition is 4.75 
Angstroms. The unbroadened minimum spontaneous 
lifetime is estimated as 6.0X lOE-11 s. The above tran- 65 
sition can be associated with a quasi-stable molecule 
essentially consisting of a neutral hydrogen atom in the 
prc:\cncc of 4\ highly-stripped Ct1 ion (Cu+ 27). The 

trum is heretofore unprecedented. · 
Several features of the experiments used well-known 

techniques associated with the arts of laser plasma for
mation to enhance the efficiency of the experimeri.~s. 
First was the use of microscope cover slips to couple 
the laser energy intc- the plasma. Researchers skilled in 
the related arts associated with Laser-Initiated Fusion 
have long maintained that the glass microballoon was a 
key element in said energy transfer. Second, as the 
plasma was formed in car, the plasma was not freely 
expanding as it is in a vacuum. This containment gives 
rise to higher initial plasma temperatures and, poten
tially, could give rise to higher temperatures through-
out the lifetime of the plasma. As the temperature of the 
plasma is a measure of the kinetic energy stored in the 
plasma, those skilled in the related art of vacuum plasma 
formation go to great lengths for even modest magnetic 
c,:~tainment of the plasma. Finally, after review of the 
arts associated with pumping laser operation, the exis
tence of gain-pulse spikes was recognized (and found to 
exist in the pumping laser). Said gain-pulse spikes are 
minimized by first "warming up the laser" by i.>locking 
lasing in the oscillator stage by physically inserting an 
opaque object in the cavity for a few initial cycles. After 
doing so, a so-called nominal pulse is obtafr1ed. The 
nominal pulse is relatively free of intense spikes. On the 
othcr hand, if the sjstem is allowed to rest, especially 
for several weeks, and then operated WITHOUT said 
"warming up of the l~r", the initial pulse has poten
tially rod-damaging gain-pulse spikes which are subse
quently amplified in the amplifier trah1 of the laser. 
Those skilled iii the art of Nd:glaso; bser operation esti
mate the intensity of the spikes might be amplified to an 
intensity two- to three-orders of magnitude above nomi
nal. In such a situation, a 10 GW laser (nominal pulse 
power) might perform more like a 10 TW laser for its 
initial pulse. The combined and patient use of said $pe
cial techniques, in the short term, provide a means for 
those skilled in the art of x-ray lsser development to 
maximize the efficacy of their laboratory equipment. 

In a preferred embodiment, the pumping lase: of the 
instant .invention has two coupled oscillator cavities, 
shown in FIG. 2. Tne first has a Q-switched Nd:glass 
system producing a nominal 20-rumosecond pulse at 
1.06 micrometers. The second has a mode-locked 
Nd:YAG oscillator, operating simultaneously at 1.064 
micrometers, proch .:ing a 30-60 picosecond pulse. This 
shorter pulse would be injec-&ed directly into the 
Nd:glass oscillator, forming a so-called injection laser 
oscillator, the output of which would be amplified by 
means of suitable amplification stages with rods or slabs 
of Nd:glass or Nd:YLF. Alternatively, said mode
locked pulse cotlid be separately amplified and then 
combined for final amplification, shown in FIG. 3. In 
either cn:o;C". :mch nn inventive pumping system simuh\tC$ 
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6 
the condition obtained by operating a ND:glass laser In another detection procedure, the photographic 
system with gain-pulse spikes present and available to film pack, used at 16, was replaced by a slightly modi-
interact with the x-ray source. fied Polaroid XR-7 x-ray detection camera. The PolJ.r-

As an intense pulse of laser radiation from cyJindrical oid XR-7 Camera system is commercially available 
focusir.g lens 14 (whk:h lens causes the pulse to be es- 5 from the Polaroid Corporation. It is a system with a 
scntially focused.to a line when viewed in cross section) black mylar window (opaque t-G visible, ultraviolet, and 
strikes the aqueous copper sulfate solution to, especially infrared light), a thin aluminum plate (located approxi-
in the slightly ca.nted configuration, the leading edge of mately 1 cm from the mylar window) is used to press 
said pulse of radiation causes excitation of the copper Polaroid Type 54 film against a ZnS intensifier screen. 
ions in said solution system. As the travelling wave IO The system, as with many Polaroid Corp. products is 
front continues to travel along the canted aqueous sys- "self developing". One modification consisted of taping 
tern (even if only infinitesimally canted) each succeed- a single layer of gold leaf to the inside of the black 
ing part of the pulse front amplifies the previous x-radia- mylar window. The second modification was in pro-
tion produced from the MO:LCAO molecules in the tecting the mylar window from blast debris with a sheet 
aqueous system to produce x-radiation travelling along 15 of photographic paper. or, sometimes, with 2. layer of 
a line ctefmed by the linear pclse front and collinear aluminum foil. In the configuration with photographic 
with the irradiated portion of the aqueous copper surf paper shield and gold leaf scattering medium, ::he cam-
ate solution system. An angular orientation of the cop- era works as a so-cclled .. powder diffraction" spectrom-
er S .u: t olutJ·o te t th · f th · · eter. When the camera system is calibrated using nor-p l.u.1.a e s n sys m o e axis o e mcommg 

radiation pulse for the presently preferred embodiment 20 ri:lal-angle of incidence copper k-alpha radiation (with 
has been four.d to be between n~ly zero degrees and wavelength of approximately 1.5 Angstroms), a series 

of concentric circles, representing the successive dif-
approximately 25 degrees. fraction orders is observed. Also, when the angle of 

In the presently preferred embodiment, the pumping incidence is even a few degrees off-normal, the pattern 
source, or laser of the near infrared spectrum which is 25 is slightly elliptic. Thus, the appearance of the plasma 
shown generally at U, is a Q-switched, vertically polar- x-radiation diffraction pattern, in a slightly elliptic pat-
ized, Nd:glass oscillator-amplifier of four stages, at one- tern onlv near the third-order oosition and with the 
time coUllllercially available through the now deiunct central ~r zero-order beam als; present is consisteut 
Apollo Lasers, Inc. This laser operates at a wave length with the wavelength, 4.75 Angstroms, predicted by the 
in the- near inf.rared spectrum of 1.06 micrometers and is 30 MO:LCAO model and with a camera system almost 
controlled to produce nominal pulses of duration 20- ideally aligned normally to the incident ;,.-radiation 
nanosecond with tot.2.1 energy of up to 200 joules. Th.is beam. 
translates into an average power of up to 10 Giga-watts. Tne property of collimation of the x-radiation pro-
The instantaneous power, in the situation arising in the duced, a prime indicator of lasing, was indicated by 
case of gain-pulse-spikes may be regarded to be as great 35 · changing the distance of the detector 16 from the source 
as 10 Tera-watts. Operation of the system without of radiation. In each instance them was no significapt 
warns-up produces such power. Alternatively, opera- increase in the size of the exposed portion of the film, 
tion with dual oscillators, as described hereinafter, pro- thus indicating collimation. Cylindrical lens 14 and the 
duces such power. glass, metallic ion solution sandwich comprising 11 and 

The x-my source or metallic ion "Jolecule solution 40 10, rec;pectively, were placed parallel to one another. In 
sheet was prepared by dilution of a 0.1 M aqueous solu- this arrangement, the leading f!Gge of the Nd:glass laser 
tion of reagent grade, an.hydrous copper sulfate pulse pumps the MO:LCAO lasing medium directly in 
(CuS04) to 10 or 1 millimolar. A sandwich of the solu- front of material that has just been pumped. U~ing this 
tion was then prepared by placing a film of the solution travelling-wave method of pumping, a population in-
between two microscope cover glas.c;es, sometimes 45 version is created with the result that emitted x-radia-
k.nown as cover .. slips" {number 1 cover glass, 0.013 cm tion is amplified as it travels along the copper-~olution 
thick). The thickness of the ftlm was controlled, largely, plasma. It should therefore be obvious that media that 
by the surface tension of the copper sulfate solution. require high intensity, fast rise-times, and long pumping 
The position of the copper sulfate solution sandwich regions to produce detectable radiation should be easily 
was arranged to be aciJUStable within the range of the 50 pumped by this method. On the other hand, the brute-
focal Iength of the cylindrical lens 14. force frontal assault, using other lens syste.rn.s, results in 

Procedures used to detect the x-radi::i.tion produced a very short pumped region that thus lh.uits the gain. 
from the metallic ion molecules comprised standard, It has therefore been shown that this invention bs 
photographic methods for detecting x-radiation. In .:.me produced collimation of a beam of radiation and th~: 
such detector system, double-emulsio1., medical x-ray 55 said radiation was not completely absorbed by interven-
film was used. ·In this particular system, commercially ing a1r, layers of aluminum foil, and photographic pa-
available film sold under the trade name Kodak NS- per, thus indicating that said co!lin: ·~t di :-adiation wac; 
392T was used. The film was protected from light by warm x-racfr: Lion. Furthermore, the.:· ~rption charac-
four layers of black photographic paper which had b.~r. teristics of the radiation with regard t0 transmission by 
sealed with photographic tape. The encased filrn was 60 said materials and subsequent absorption by silver bro-
then wrapped in from one to four layers oi 13 microme- mide photographic emulsion and also the interaction of 
ter thick aiuminum foil to prevent exposure of the film said x-radiation with thin gold leaf in a so-called 11pow-
by soft x-rays and by spurious, reflected infrared laser der pattern" is consistent with and supportive of the 
r3diation. As the film was exposed (reacted to the ef- MO:LCAO model used to predict said x-radiation. 
fects ofx-radiation) only on the first surface or emulsion 65 The concept of an injection laser is familiar to those 
nearest the radiatior. source, such exposure is consistent skilled in the art oflase1· design. A lasing system suit.."1.bly 
with and supportive of the wavelength (4.75 Ang- using an injc..-ction system is illustrated in FIG. 2. The 
sttoms) predicted by the MO:l..CAO theory. injection of one- laser beam (usua11y CW or continuous 
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8 
wave) into the other }a.<;er resonant cavity is often used 
to assure coherence between separate pulses of a pulsed 
laser. In the present embodiment, the injection aspect is 
especially useful for producing a nominal laser pulse 
with intense spikes superposed. Titis is intended to simu
late, in a controlled manner, the conditions associated 
with transient gain-pulse spikes superposed on a nomi-
nal plasma-producing pulse. -

The components of such a system have the following 
functions: IO 

1. The power supply, controls, and timing electronics 
subsystem energizes the two laser oscillator stages 
so that they function simultaneously. The power 
supply charges the capacitor ban.ks which energize 
both oscillator-stage flash lamps and appropriately 15 
energize the flash lamps in the amplif=er stages. The 
system electro-optically controls the output of the 
mode-locked oscillator so that as few as one pulse 
is emitted or a train of two or more pulses are 
produced during the duratio":J. of the Q-Switched 20 
laser pulse. The subsystem also o.ctivates and con
trols the amplifier isolation devices (used to pre
vent damage from laser light reflecting from the 
target or final plasma and returning through the 
amplifier system). 25 

2. The mode-locked oscillator is used to produce very 
intense laser pulses of a duration of only a few 
picoseconds .. A common lasing medium for such a 
device is Nd:YAG. Said mode-locked pulses, oper
ating at 1.064 micrometers wavelength, could be 30 
introdueed directly into the Q-Switched Nd:Glass 
oscillator or could be pre-amplified, as required, to 
obtain the desired system output. 

3. The Q-Switched Nd:Glass oscillator, operating at 
1.06 niic!"~w~ters wavelength, blocks all laser func- 35 
tion electro-optically until it is ready to fire. At that 
time, the electro-optic shutter changes its polariza
tion, allowing appropriately polarized light to pass. 
The combination of the two laser beams is then 
emitted through the beam splitter to the amplifier- 40 
/isolator train. 

4. The beams~litter is a flat partly-transmitting and 
partly-reflecting passive optical element. 

5. Tue amplifier/isolator train consists of x-number of 
elements (perhaps up to but not limited to as many 45 
as ten, limited by space and cost). The number of 
amplification stages is dependent on the specific 
gain characteristics of the amplifying metlium, the 
efficiency of tl-u~ system design in producing ampli
fication, and the physical limits associated with 50 
minimal damage (preferably damage-free) pumping 
laser operation. The toW number oI amplification 
stages is determined by the power-on-target re
qci.rements (POTR). In the present embodiment, 
this is estimated to be approximately 10.0 GW SS 
Q-Switched and 1.0 TW mode-locked power. 

Commonly, a spatial-filtering, beam-expanding, 211d 
return-isolating module is attached to each amplifying 
stage. Specific desjgns may not necessarily include-com
plete modules (or even partial modules) with every 60 
amplification stage (sometimes considered as an initial 
cost-savings step). The aforementioned minimum 
POTR can be achieved by either of the specific designs 
described herein. 

A device, producing pulses similar to the pulses pro- 65 
duced by the preceding pumping laser described in 
FIG. 2, which produces and amplifies the beams in 
scpnrntc chnnm:ls and fin:illy combines the nmptificd 

beams, could also be used to produce intense spikes 
superposed on a nominal pl~ma-producing pulse is 
shown in FIG. 3. This device differs from the previous 
device by having separate amplifier chains for each 
wavelength, total simultaneous electronic control of the 
individual oscillators, and a final stage consisting of a 
beam-combining optical system. 

The components of such a syste::n have the following 
functions: 

I. The power supply, controls, and timing electronics 
subsystem energizes the two laser oscillator stages 
so that they operate simultaneously. The power 
supply charges the capacitor banks which energize 
both oscillator-stage flash lamps and appropriately 
energize the flash lamps in the various stages of 
both amplifier trains. The system electro-opticall~r 
controls output of the oscillator so that as few as 
one pulse is emitted or that a train of two or more 
pulses are produced during the duration of the 
Q-Switched laser pulse. This system differs from 
the preceding system by NOT INJECTING the 
mode-locked pulses into the Q-Switched oscillator 
laser cavity.· The subsystem also activates and con
trols the amplifier isolation devices (used to pre
vent damage from laser light reflecting from the 
target or· fmal plasma and returning through the 
amplifier system). 

2. The mode-locked oscillator is used to produce very 
intense laser pulses of duration of only a few pico
seconds. A common l~ing medium for such a de
vice is ND:YAG. Said mode-locked pulses, operat
ing at 1.064 micrometers wavelength could be in
troduced directly into an appropriate acplifier 
train to produce a :final, short duration pulse (or 
pulses) with peak power of 1.0 T\V delivered from 
the output element of the beam-combining stage. 

3. The Q-Switched Nd:Glsss oscillator is used to 
produce intense laser pulses of duratioa 20.0-30.0 
nanoseconds. Said Q-Switched pulse, operating at 
1.06 micrometers wavelength could be introduced 
into the appropriate amplifier train to produce a 
final pulse with peak power of 10.0 GW delivered 
from the output element of the ~....a.Ir-combining 
stage (POTR). 

4. The Mode-lock (M-L) amplifier/isolatvr train con
sists of x-number of elements (perhaps up to but not 
limited to as many as ten, limit.:d by space and 
cost). The number of amplification stages is depen
dent on the specific gain characteristics of the am
plifying mediums, the efficiency of the system de
sign in producing amplification, and the physical 
limits associated with minimal damage (preferably 
damag<!-free) pumping laser operation. The total 
number of M-L am.plification stages is determined 
by the POTR.. In the present embodiment, for this 
amplifier train, this is estimated to be approhi
mately J..O TW. 

Commonly, a spatial-filtering, beam-expanding, a.."ld 
return-isolating module (FEIM) is attached t-~ each 
amplifying stage. Specific designs may not nec.-=:ss.arily 
include complete modules (or even partial modul~) 
with every amplification st;tge. 

5. The Q-Switcbed (Q-S) amplifier train consists of 
y-number of elements (perhaps up to ~ut not lim
ited to as many as ten). The total number of Q-S 
amplification stages is determined by the POTR. In 
the present embodiment, for this amplifier train. 
this is cstimntc<l to be appro~imntcly 10.0 GW. 
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As with the M-L amplifier systcri, an FEIM is usu
ally a"Sociated with each amplificacion stage. Specific 
designs may vary with the completeness of ea.ch FEIM. 

6. The beam-combining optical system takes the two 
amplified laser beams and co-locates them so that 5 
they can be directed to the target which subse
quently produces coherent x-radiation. 

As indicate- hereinabove, the unique laser of this 
invention may have a multiplicity of uses. A particu
larly novel use is in the field of microcircuitry design 10 
and manufacture. 

Specifically, in the case of microcircuitry, the proce
dure (though novel) is straightforward. First. a holo
gram is made of a macroscopic integrated circuit (IC), 
using a visible-wavelength laser such as a He Ne laser 15 
operating at 6328 angstroms. Said l:ologram is then 
illuminated with a coherent x-ray source such as the one 
described herein operating at a wavelength of approxi
mately 4. 75 angstro.:ns. The illumination of the holo
gram by such ·a short-waveleng~.h laser, used in conjunc- 20 
tion with a photoresist medium would result in an IC 
with dimensions magnified by the ratio of the wave
lengths. In this specific case, the linear magnification 
would be 7.51 X lOE-4 (or 5.63X lOE-7 in area. mag
nification). The resultant micro-mask would be identi- 25 
cal in function to the original, but occupy less than a 
millionth of the area. It should be noted that the proce
dure of holographic magnification using a lcrger ratio 
(greater than 1.0) is ·weii known to those skilled in the 
arts of holography. However, the use of a shorter sec- 30 
ond wavelength is novel and the use of a la.ser operating 
in the x-ray region of the spectrum to "read" the holo
gram is heretofore unprecedented. 

What is cfa.imed is: 
1. A method of producing collimated radiation of 35 

x-ray wavelength comprising: 
producing a pulse of laser radiation in a near infrared 

spectrum; 
focusing. said pulse of laser radiation into a linear 

pumping beam; and 40 
contacting a mixed layer of metallic ions and hydro

gen ions with satd linear pumping beam at an angle 
of about 0° from a direction normal to a plane of 
said layer of metallic ions and hydrogen ions, said 
pulse of laser energy exciting said metal ions and 45 
said hydrogen ions thereby generating a collimated 
beam of x-radiation. 

2. A method of producing collimated rad!.ation of 
x-ray wavelena.tb as defined in claim 1, wherein said 
metallic ions comprise ::opper ions. 50 

3. A method of producing collimated radiation of 
x-ray wavelength as defineci in claim 2, wherein said 
copper ions and hydrogen ions are present in copper 
sulfate dissolved in an aquecu:; system. 

4. A method of producing collimated r~diation of 55 
x-ray wavelength a-; defmed in claim 1, wherein said 
metallic ions comprise iron ions. 

5. A method of producing collimated radiation of the 
x-ray wavelength as defmed in claim 4, wherein said 
iron ions and hydrogen ions are present in ferrous sul- 60 
fate dissolved in an aqueous system. 

6. A method of producing collimated radiation of 
x-ray wavelength as defined in claim. 1, wherein said 
metallic ions comprise zinc ions. 

7. A method of producing collimated radiation of 65 
x-ray wavelength as defined in claim 6, wherein zinc 
ions and hydro~en ions arc present a.<> zinc sulfate dis
solved in :.r• nqucou:s r.ystcm. 

10 
8. A method of producing collimated radiation of 

x-ray wavelength as defined in clai;:n 1, wherein a 
neodymium-doped laser operable to emit laser radiation 
at a wavelength of about 1.06 micrometers is utilized to 
produce said pulse of near infrared radiation. 

9. A method of producing collimated radiation of 
x-ray wavelength as defir.ed in claim 8, wherein said 
pulse of radiation has a pulse tront which rises e.:x:ponen
tially. 

10. A method of producing collimated radiation of 
x-ray wavelength comprising: 

producing a pulse beam of coilimated laser radiation 
in a near infrared spectrum: 

placing a mixed laye;i of metallic ions and hydrogen 
ions in the path of said behln, the plane of said layer 
forming an acute angle, up to and including a ri~ht-. 
angle, with said beam; and 

emitting a collimated beam of x-ray rad:ation directly 
from said layer upon striking said layer with said 
pulse beam. 

11. Apparatus for producing a high power x-ray laser 
beam: 

a laser system producing a pulse of laser radiation in. 
a near infrared spectrum. said laser having two 
oscillation cavities, one cavity f ceding the other; 

a focusing system capable of focusing said pulse of 
laser radiation into a linear beam; 

a mi."{ed layer of metallic ions and hydrogen ions in 
the focal range of said focusing system with a plane 
of said layer being transverse to a plane of said 
beam; and 

means to pump said laser system to cause a pulse of 
laser energy in a near infrared spectrum to excite 
the metal ions and the hydrogen ions to generate a 
beam of collimated x-radiation. 

12. The apparatus of ciaim 11, wherein said laser 
system comprises a fll'St laser producing a nominal 20 
nandsecond pulse at 1.06 micrometers and a second 
laser- capable of operating simultaneously ·with said first 
laser, said second laser producing :i nominal 30-60 pico
second pulse (or pulse train) at 1.064 micrometers, said 
sec0nd pulse (or pulse train) injecting directly into the 
oscillator of said first laser. 

13. The apparatus of claim 11, ·""·herein said pulSI.. of 
said laser system is directed into an amplifier system. 

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein said amplifier 
system cvntains Nd:Glass or Nd:YLF amplification 
members tbrough which said laser output pulse is 
passed. 

15. Apparatus for producing a high power x-ray laser 
beam: 

a laser system producing a pulse of Ia..--er radiation in 
near infrared spectrum, said laser having two oscil
lation cavities operating sim.ultaneous~y; 

a focusing syste:m capable of focusing said laser radia
tion into a linear beam; 

a mixed layer of metallic ions and hydrogen !ons in 
the focal range of said f ocnsing system with a plane 
of said mixed layer being at an acute angle up to a 
right angle to a plane of said beam; and 

means to pump said laser syste:n to cause a pulse of 
laser energy in a near infrared spectrum to excite 
said mc:tal ions and the hydrogen ions to generate a 
beam of collimated x-ray radiation. 

16. The apparatus of claim 15. wherein said laser 
system comprises a first laser producing a nominal 20.0 
nanosecond pulse at 1.06 micrometers and a sccond 
laser cnrablc of operating simultaneously with s.."\id first 

179 
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laser, said seconc laser producing a nomir.al 30.0-60.0 
picosecond pulse (or pulse train) at 1.064 micrometers. 

17. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said ptL.,;e of 
said laser system directed into parallel amplifying sys
tems. 

18. The apparatus of claim 17 wherein said amplifier 
system contains Nd:Glass, ND:YLF, or Nd:YAG am-

plification members through which said laser output 
pulse i~ passed. 

19. The apparatus of claim 17 wherein the outputs of 

5 the two parallel amplification systems are combined 
into a single pulse by an additional optical system. 

* • * • * 
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157) ABSTRACT 

A high current. pulsed, high repetition rate. electric dis
charge. cx.trcme ullraviolct and Xray laser. The low induc
tance discharge bore is constructed from a plurality of discs 
(18). The bore segments arc separated from one another by 
spacers constructed from a rcf ractory electrical insulator 
(20). The components in contact with the gas discharge arc 
constructed from high temperature materials with low sput
tering rates :ind low rates of ion burial. Gas return holes (74) 
arc provided in the bore segments discs. Xray reflecting 
mirrors form an optical cavity. 

21 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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PULSED GAS DISCHARGE XRAY LASER 

BACKGROUND 

I. Field of Invention 

2 
arc added to the lc:ser to allow for pressure cqualizaiicm. Also. 
the laser may be operated non scaled o!T with a flowing gas 
source. A funher problem c·aused hy gas pumping is the 
diITerential pumping rates of di!Terent gases. this leads to gas 
separation in discharges consisting of binary or ternary gas 
mixtures. This invention relates to shon wavelength gas discharge 

lasers. In panicul:ir H> pulsed extreme ultraviolet and Xray 
lasers. 

2. Description of Prior Art 

The pulse repetition rate in ·eontinuous hore lasers is 
limi_ted due to bore heating. The pulsed gas discharge causes 
heating which can melt or soften the bore at high repetition 

10 rates. This has limited the repetition rate of continuous bore 
lasers. 

Pulsed Xray and extreme ultraviolet lasers operate on 
transitions between highly ionized atomic states. For 
example in Argon the fourth Lo fifteenth ionized states of the 
atom produces excited states that generate transitions in the 
sort Xray and extreme ultra violet region of the electromag
netic spectrum. Many extreme ultraviolet lines with wave- 15 

lengths hclow 200 nm have been observed. several have 
produced pulsed laser output. The conditions to produce 
Xray and extreme ultraviolet laser output arc created during 
a pulsed gas dis1.:narge or in it's afterglow. Pulses with peak 
current densities of thousands of amps per square centimeter 20 

arc required to genemte large numbers of such highly 
excited states. To produce high peak currents a very low 
inductance electrical pulser configuration is required. Addi
tionally the discharge is confined lO narrow diameter cylin
drical reg.ion hy the laser geometry. The narrow bore pro- 25 

duccs a high current density. High peak current discharges 
arc generated by the rapid switching of a capacitor. The 
capacitor !s charged to a high voltage. typically I 0-30 
kilovolts. The energy stored in the capacitor is switched into 
the discharge by a fast high voltage switch such as a 30 

thyratron. 

There is no scaled off long life laser source of extreme 
ultraviolet or Xrays. 

SUM~ARY OF INVE:-..'TIOS 

An object or the present invention is to provide a long life 
source of high average power. high peak power. Xray and 
extreme ultraviolet laser output below 200 nanometers. The 
laser might be used to expose photorcsists to produce 
integrated circuits. A f unher object is to provide a laser th:.it 
can operate at high repetition rate and is capable of operating 
at the high temperatures produced by the high power loading 
caused by high repetition rate operation. 

A funhcr advantage is that the new laser can produce 
greater Xray and extreme ultraviolet laser output than con
tinuous bore laser. The high current densities that arc 
required to generate Xray lasing arc produced by creating a 
high current density gas discharge in a small diameter 
segmented bore laser. Myers U.S Pat. No. 3.501.714 has 
described a segmented bore laser for low D.C. currents. 

Heretofore described pulsed discharge Xray and extreme 
ultraviolet lasers have used continuous bore tubes. In these 
lasers a gas discharge is produced in a narrow bore tube. The 
tuhc may he filled with a low pressure gas. In some cases the 
inner wall material of the tube is evaporated during the 
electrical pulse to produce the active plasma of the dis· 
charge. A major disadvantage· of this method is chat the tube 
material is rapidly consumed by the discharge due to sput- JO 

tering. and evaporation even when the tube is filled with low 
pressure gas. Xray lasers have used narrow diameter con
tinuous horcs described as capillaries. The discharge is 
known as a capillary discharge. Similarly gas discharge 
extreme ultraviolet lasers have used lar~cr ·(ilameter con-

Improvements on this design. Hoban Ll.S. Pat. No. 4.378. 
600. have increased heatconduction to the cooled ceramic 
wall and improved gas return. ~arlson U.S. Pat. :"o. 4.719. 

35 638. 

- JS 
tinuous bores constructed from fused silica. 

Tnc production of Xray laser output from a pulsed dis
charge requires high peak current densities in excess of 5000 
amps per square cm. High current gas discharges like this a..-c 
known to cause ion and electron sputtering and ion burial at 50 
surfaces near the gas discharge. Sputtering and ion burial 
results in gas loss from the Ja_<;er system. The magnitude of 
the gas loss depends upon the discharge bore geometry. the 
discharge current and the construction material of the inter· 

The pulsed high current discharge causes high sputtering 
and subsequent horc damage. A segmented bore discharge 
tube can withstand much larger current densities than a 
continuous capillary discharge bore. because it is con
structed from materials with lower sputtering rates. The 
Xray and extreme ultraviolCt laser output increase non 
linearly with the incrca_<;e in current. Aho,·c the laser thresh
old the laser output increases much m(lre rapidly than 
linearly with current increase. A segmented bore Xray l:lscr 
can produce much higher Xray output because higher cur
rent densities can be produced before bore damage occurs. 

AdditionaII1· the refractory metal discs that constitute the 
in bore segments enable the laser to v.;thstand the high 
temperatures produced by high power dissipa.tion. The high 
power dissipation is a consequence of opcr:iting the laser ~t 
high repetition rate. The high repetition rate is rcquin..'Ci to 
ma'l;.imizc the average power output of the laser. The average 
pD\'-'er is the product of single pulse energy and repetition 
rate. Heretofore pulsed discharge Xray lasers with continu
ous bores were limited to repetition rates of a few pulses per 
second. This is due to the lower melting points and the 
higher sputtering and ion burial rates of the continuous bore 
materials. A segmented refractory met=il horc can operate to 

nal laser components. Fused silica has a relatively high 55 
sputtering and ion .hurial rate. Gas is lost rapidly in lasers 
constructed with fused silica bores and material from the 
bore contaminates the active laser gas. The contamination 
may absorb at the laser \vavelength and reduce or extinguish 
laser output. 60 higher repetition rates. 

Additionally in these devices the pulsed elcctric;1l dis
charge produces :i. gas pumping e!Tccl in which the gas is 
pumped from one end of the tube to the other. The magni
tude and direction of this pumping arc dependent upon the 
discharge current and the pulse repetition rate and other 6'.i 

factors. The gas pumping c!Tcct results in a reduction of laser 
output energy in scaled oIT systems. Often gas return lines 

The hore is segmented because the discs arc made from a 
refractory metal that is electrically conducting. The horc 
segments arc separated hy spacers fabricated from ::m cl(X'
trical insulator such a.s fused silica or ccr..unic. TI1c segment 
spacers arc located at the edges of the di~cs :ind arc n('lt in 
contact with the gas diseha~c. Therefore the sp:icc~ do noN 
reach the hi~h tempcr:llurc~ generated on the disch~c :l"ds. 
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Also the spacers arc not exposed to signi.ficant sputtering or 
ion hurial. The refractory metal bore segments arc very 
resistant to sputtering and ion burial. ·n1csc processes 
remove gas from the discharge and damage the hore. For 
ex:!mple Tungsten has a sputtering rate approximately a 
factor of I 00 lower than fused silica. This is especially 
imponant at the ~igh peak current densities used to generate 
Xray laser output. 

4 
FIG. 1 shows· a scctinnal view or the segmented hore 

pulsed Xray laser discharge tuhc. with a from and rear 
mirror. 

FIG. 2 shows a bore segment. 

r=tG. 3 show.s a bore segment spacer. 

·FIG. 4 shows a sectional view of the segmented bore 
pulsed Xray laser discharge tube. \vith a rear mirror only. the 
output end couples directly into vacuum by way of a vacuum 
flange. 

FIG. 5 shows a pulsed laser system including the pulse a 
gas pressure control system for long term scaled off opera
tion. 

A further advantage of the laser is the vaporized and 
ionized bore matcrfa.Js do not absorb at the laser wave- 10 
lengths. In high peak current pul.se discharges some of the 
bore and electrode materials arc vaporized and ionized. The 
materials forms an ionized metal vapor plasma. This plasma 
can absorb strongly at the laser wavelength panicularly in 
the Xray region. Refractory metals have a high atomic 
number which do not absorb significantly in the Xray 
spectral region in which the laser operates. Also refractory 
metals have higher melting points and produce lower density 
metal vapor plasmas than lower melting point metals such as 
Aluminum. This results in less plasma contamination from 
metal vapor. Contamination can cool the plasma and reduce 20 

the degree of ionization in the plasma. Cooling here refers 

FIG. 6 shows the clecuical circuit to produce high peak 
15 current pulses in the laser. 

to reducing the average electron energy in the p1asma. A high 
average electron energy is advantageous. Plasma cooling 
occurs in capillary discharges near the capillary wall. Since 
the invention docs not have a continuous wall surrounding 25 
the gas discharge there is less plasma cooling. This is an 
advantage.of the laser gcomctr)'. 

A funhcr advantage of the laser is that it is constructed 
entirely from matericls and seals capable of withstanding a 
high temperature bakeout. A high temperature bakeout is :.o 
typically required to obtain a long scaled off operating fife. 
Scaled off operation eliminates the need for suppcm equip
ment such as a vacuum pump and a source of active laser 
gas. The equipment required to control gas flow and pressure 
adds significantly to the bulk and weight of the laser system. 35 
·me high temperature materials arc also essential for high 
repetition rate operation. The high repetition rate may dis
sipate kilowatts of heat. This can result in the temperature on 
the laser bore reaching up to 2500 centigrade. Previous 
lasers. Marling and Massey ct at. Steden have been con
structed from materials th<.u could not withstand operating JO 

temperatures above approximately one hundred and fifty 
centigrade. Additionally previous lasers could not be baked 
out above approximately one hundred and fifty degrees 
centigrade. 

DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 

FIG. 1 shows the segmented bore pu!scd Xray laser in a 
sectional view. The tube 12 made be fabricated a ceramic or 
fused silica. Fused silica TRUE BORE may he used or 
alumina ceramic with internal diameter tolerances of 
+/-0.25 mm or better a.re available from WESGO 
DURAMIC. If a tighter tolerance is required the internal 
surface of the ceramic may be machined. The tube has a wall 
thickness of 2 to 4 mm. The bore segments 18 arc discs 
typically constructed from Tungsten or other refractory 
metal. FIG. 2 shows a bore segment. The Tungsten discs a.re 
typically IO millimeters to 50 millimeters in diameter hut 
may be smaller or larger and typically a millimeter lo a few 
millimeters thick. The entire disc may be machined or 
punched from a sheet of ref r:ictory mer.al such as Tungsten 
or Molybdenum. but other materials may be used. Tun!!Sten 
and Molybdenum sheet may be obtained from TELEDYNE 
ADVANCED MATERIALS. As can be seen in AG . .2 the 
disc has a central aperture 72. This is the discharge :ipcnurc. 
This apcnurc is typically 0.25 millimeters to .2 millimeters 
diameter. The :ipcrtures situated off the central a.""tis 74 a.re 
gas return holes. The gas return apcnurcs each have a 
diameter less than that of the central discharge aperture. The 
bore segment spacer 20 shown in FIG. J is slightly smaller 
diameter than the internal diameter of the tubular vacuum: 
vessel 12. As shown in FIG. 1 a bore segment spacer is 
located between adjacent disc horc segments. The spacers 
separate the discs by approximately 2 mm. but this distance 
may be larger or smaller. FIG. 1 shows a laser consisting of 
four bore segments and four spacers however lasct'$ m:iy 
consist of more or less bore segments anct spacc1"$. Typically 
an extreme ultraviolet laser with longer wavelength would 

Scaled off operation climimncs the need for suppon JS 

equipment such as a vacuum pump and a source of active 
laser gas. The equipment required to control gas flow and 
pressure adds significantly lo the hulk and weight of the laser 
system. 

so use more discs and spacers than a shon \vavclcngth Xray 
lac;er. An extreme ultraviolet laser might use tens of discs. 
FIG. 1 shows the anode and cathode electrical connections 
adjacent to the first and last horc segments. The anode and 
cathode connections 14. 16 penetrate the body of the tubular 

An object of the electrical pulsing system is to produce a 
fast pulse. The fast pulse lead to high peak currents that arc 
required to produce the highly ionized states that generate 
the deep ultraviolet lasing. The generation of a fast pulse 
requires that stored electrical energy be rapidly transferred 
to the gas discharge. An object of the laser tube design is to 
minimize the electrical inductance of the tube. 

A gas refill system may be attached to the la.~er to 

compensate for any gas consumption caused by discharge 
processes. 

Funher objects and advantages of my invention will 
hccome apparent from a consideration of the drawings :lfld 
ensuing description of it. 

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 

In the dr:1wings, like or corresponding p:.1rts arc dcsi!!
natcd with the same rcf ercncc numcr;1ls. 

55 vacuum vessel 12. Th': purpose of Lhcsc connections is to 
minimize the electrical inductance of the discharc.e tube. A 
low inducr..ance results in a more rapid current pulse and 
hence higher peak currents. A hollow cathode 26 is loc::ttcd 
at one end of the discharge tube. a hollo\"' a.nooc 28 at the 

M other end. 26 and 28 arc made from a rcf racto~· metal such 
as Molybdenum or Tungsten. These m:itcria.ls are a.va.ilahlc 
from TELEDYNE ADVANCED ;\·tATERIALS. 26 and 2.~ 
arc attached to 22 and 24 ~spcct\\·cly hy moun!ing com
ponents 30. The entire assembly is cont:iincd within a 

fl~ tuhular vacuum vessel 12. At each end c.lf the la.,.er tube :m 
adjust;1hlc mirror mount 32 is welded to the end c:ips :?2 :tn<l 
U. 111c mirror r.1mmts may he adjusted hy the ;1djustmcnt 
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filled with low pressure active gas. The laser may he scaled 
arr by pinching otr or valving orr the gas port. 

In FIG. 6, the main storage capacitor 62 is charged w a 
voltage produced by the high voltage power supply 48. This 
voltage is typically between 10.000 volts and 40.000 volts 
although it may he higher or lower. A gas electric switch 60 
such as a thyratron or spark gap is used to rapidly switch 
crrergy stored in the capacitor into the gas. The thyratron 
switch 60 is triggered into conduction by the trigger unit 66. 

screws 34. Approprimcly coated optical components 10 

produce laser action arc located coaxial. with the discharge 
bore in each mirror mount 36 and 38. The rear mirror 36 is 
typically coated lo maximize the reflectivity at the lasing 
wavelength. The front mirror 38 is coated with a reflective 5 
coating to maximize the laser output power. The suhstratc of 
the front mirror 38 also transmits at the laser wavelcn2th. 
The minors arc scaled to the laser body by scaling rings ... 42. 
Pressure to cause compression and scaling of the scaling 
rings is applied by the compression rings 40. 10 This action produces a high voltage pulse at the cathode 

connection 14 in FIG. l. A high potential difference is 
produced between the cathode and the anode. This causes 

FIG. 4 show a laser tube with a vacuum flange 50 .. 
attached to one end of the laser. The flange is in place of an 
output mirror. The laser gain is high enough to allow lasing 
with one mirror or without mirrors. 

FIG. 5 shows the laser system with a gas reservoir and 15 

valve. 56 is a gas reservoir, 58 is a valve separating the 
reservoir and the laser tube. A pressure sensor 68 is attached 

gas breakdown and the formation of a gas discharge between 
the cathode and the anode through the central apertures. The 
discharge persists for the time of the applied current pulse. 
The discharge circuit and the laser tube arc constructed to 
give a low electrical inductance. The low electrical induc-
tance produces a rapid current pulse. The discharge is 
constrained to the central apcnurc in the Tungsten discs 72 
since this aperture has the largest cross sectional area. A high 

to the laser tube: 

FIG. 6 shows a diagram of an dcctrical pulser used to 
electrically excite the laser. The pulse power system com
prises a high vollagc power supply 48. a capacitor 62. a 
pulse forming network 64. a high voltage switch 60 and a 
trigger mechanism 66 for the high voltage switch. 76 is an 
elccLrical symbol for the laser. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The preferred embodiment shown in FIG. I exhibits 
general cylindrical symmetry. The preferred embodiment is 
optimized for Xray laser output. an extreme ultraviolet 
version of the laser would be longer. The se2mented Tunt?
sten disc bore is contained withi~ a tubular -vacuum vess~l 
12. The Tungsten discs arc separated by insulating spacers 
made from fused silica. The fused silica spacers and the 
discs have outer diameters somewhat smaller than the inter
nal diameter of the tube. The spacers arc approximately 2 
mm thick in the radial dimension. The discs arc spaced from 
one another by approximately 2 mm and arc approximately 
12 mm diameter. The tube is typically fabricated from a 
ceramic material such as Alumina. The anode and cathode 
electrode connections 14. 16 arc joined to the tube and 
penetrate the outer wall of the tuhc for the purpose of 
connecting electrically to the electrical pulser. The distance 
bei.wecn the anode and cathode connections is approxi~ 

matcly 20 mm The tube extends beyond the electrode 
penetrations and terminates in end caps 22. 24 at each end 
which arc joined to the tube. The internal tube section 
between the electrode penetrations and the end caps is made 

:!O current density gas discharge is created. The high current 
density produces a highly ionized plasma with low contami
nation levels. This type of plasma generates large numbers 
of highly ionized atoms. Population inversions arc created 
between the highly ionized levels either in the gas discharge 

25 or hy recombination in the afterglow. The afterglow occurs 
mainly after the current pulse has ceased and the pla .. ma is 
cooling. Laser action in the extreme ultraviolet and Xra'-' 
region results from stimulated emission from the populatio~ 
inversions generated by the discharge. 

30 
The high current gas discharge produces a population 

inversion between excited ionized states. Radiative transi
tions between these states produce extreme ultraviolet and 
Xray radiation. Examples arc-the 17.2 nanometer ~inc of the 

35 
Krypton spectrum or the 46.9 nanometer Argon line. Very 
high optical gain is produced by the population inversion. 
This results is laser output being produced. The laser output 
can be super fluorescent in which case ·no mirrors arc 
required. Alternatively laser mirrors aligned with the dis-

40 charge axis can fonn a laser resonator to extract the laser 
output. Appropriately coated laser mirror.; arc pl:lccd co::t.'\:ial 
at the ends of the laser tube 36 and 38. The mirrors terminate 
the gas confining vessel and arc in direct contact \\·ith the ~as. 
fill. Xray laser output is produced at the output laser mi~or. 

~5 Alternatively ultraviolet transmitting windO\vs mounted at 

may be used to terminate the ga.<; confining vessel. The 
current pulsing is repeated at regular intervals. Rapid rep
etition of the pulsing up to 5000 times per second results in 
considerable heating of the bore segments. [n which c::isc the 

50 
tube 12 may be liquid cooled. The bore temperature may rise 
to approximately 2500 centigrade. Materials with low melt
ing points arc unsuitable for the construction of the bore. 

up of cylindrical electrode sections 26. 28 of external 
diameter approximately half that of the ceramic tuhc. The 
internal diameter is greater than the bore diameter. These 
regions function as a hollow cathode and hollow anode 
electrode. 26 and 28 slip fit into mounting components 30. 
These components allow for axial expansion and contraction 55 

of the laser bore and electrode assembly due to temperature 
changes. The components 30 arc joined to the end caps 22 
and 24. The end caps arc joined to mirror mounts at each 
end. The mirror mounts hold mirrors 36 and 38 which 
provide appropriate reflectivity at the lasing wavelength. 60 

The mirrors may be mullibycr metal coated to give high 
re!lcctivity in the soft Xray region. The mirrors arc be scaled 

During the high current discharge pulse a pumping action 
is produced which pushes the active gas is from one end of 
the tube to another. The elTcct is known in the an as g;i.;;. 

pumping. The direction depends upon a number of factors 
including bore diameter and discharge current. The gas 
pumping results in a pressure dilTcrcntial along the tube. The 
gas flows back to cqua.Ji7.C the pressure through the g:is 
return apcnurcs 74 in the Tungsten bore segments 18. 

An alternative configuration is shown in FIG .. t One end 
of the la,cr is terminated hy a laser mim)r. TI1e other end is 
terminated with a vacuum fian~c SO. The laser is not scale-cl 
ofT and may he connected to a -vacuum svstcm. A source 0f 
low pressure gas is used to maintain the c"orrcct ~:is prc:i;surc 
in the l:iscr discharge region. l~·pically the laser output c.k~.:·s 

to the mirror mounts by a cornprcss1on seal 42. The mirrors 
arc pressed against the seal by a compression ring 40. The 
overall length of the laser is upproximatcly 120 mm. The ti5 

entire assemhly is filled with low pressure gas and is gas 
tight. A gas fill port IO permits the laser to he evacuated and not tr:msmit well throu~h :tir. l11is :irr.m!!cmcm :1llmv, the 
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laser radiation to directly cc,uplc into a vacuum chamber 
where the beam propagates without significant attenuation. 
The flange may also couple the laser into a low pressure gas 
chamber th:u is filled with low pressure gas. The low 
pressure gas is chosen such that it is transmitting at the 5 
wavelength or the laser radiation. Other similar arrange
ments in which the laser uses two mirrors or one mirror and 
a window or no mirrors arc po.ssihle. In these cases the 
vacuum nang.c is attached to the vicinity or the output mirror 
or output window. 10 

FIG. 5 shows a laser system including a gas reservoir to 

compensate for consumption or the active gas by plasma 
processes. The gas reservoir 58 contains the active gas or 
active gas mixture at a pressure greater than the laser tube 
pressure. The reservoir is connected to the laser tube through 15 
a valve 56. A measured volume of gas may he added to the 
laser tube by opening and closing the valve. Other arrange
ments with more than one valve arc possible. Gas pressure 
in the laser tube may be reduced by consumption or the 
active gas by sputtering or ion burial. The gas reservoir is 20 

used to maintain tnc prcs~;ure of the acti \'e g.as in the laser at 
close to the optimum pressure for lasing. A pressure sensor 
68 may be added to the laser tube. An electronic f ccdback 
controller or a microprocessor system. not shown. may be 
used to control a solenoid valve to automatically maintain 25 
the gas pressure near the optimum for lasing. 

8 
discharge. laser tube comprising: 

a gas tight elongated cylindrical electrically ins~l:.!ting 
vessel having an inner wall and an axis. said vessel 
containing a metal cathode electrode and metal anode 
electrode disposed within. said cathode electrode is 
disposed at one end of the vessel said anode elcctmdc 
is disposed at the other end of the elongated electrically 
insulating vessel. said electrodes arc joined to the said 
elongated electrically insulated v.csscl: 

a plurality of electrically conducting. discs disposed gen
erally perpendicular to the axis. said discs arc disposed 
between said anode and cathode electrodes and arc 
surrounded by said elongated electrically insulating 
vessel. said discs each having an apcnurc co-axially 
afomcd with said tube axis. said discs arc separated 
fro'ffi one another by spacers constructed from a refrac-
tory electrical insulator. said spacers having an internal 
dimension greater than said axial apcnurc dimension 
and an external dimension less than :m internal dirncn· 
sion of the insulating vessel. means for ex.citing the ~a." 
in said laser tube with a fast high peak current electrical 
pulse having a peak current density greater than 50.000 
amperes per square centimeter and sufficient to produce 
an optical output below 200 nanometers. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said discs arc 
constructed from a refractory metal such as Molybdenum or 
Tungsten. The discharge apertures in the bore segments at the anode 

and cathode end may be modified. The diameter of the 
discharge apertures arc increased as the bore segments near 
the anode or cathode. Typically the first few segments at 
each end would be modified. The first segment at each end 
would be approximately 3 times the main bore diameter. The 
aperture diameter in subsequent segments would decrease in 
diameter until the diameter of the bore was reached. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said discs have 
additional apertures: said additional apertures being indi-

30 vidually of smaller cross sectional area than s:iid axial 
aperture, said additional apertures arc separate from said 
axial aperture and arc disposed between the axial aperture 
and the distal edge of the disc. whereby said additional 
apertures permit equali1.ation of pressure diff crences caused 

35 by gas pumping. The laser may produce single tranversc mode. TEMOO 
output or multimodc output. The laser mode depends upon 
the diameter of the central axial bore apertures. the mirror 
separation and the radii of curvatures of the mirrors. Typi
cally the mode can be best controlled by the bore diameter. 40 

4. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said means for 
extracting a laser beam comprises laser mirrors in direct · 
contact with the laser gas. said mirrors arc disposed about 
::L"< is of the tube. 

5.- Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said apertures 
arc circular and the laser output beam is radially symmetric: 
said radial symmetry is in the laser beam intensity distribu
tion and in the laser beam divergence. 

The tube may be placed within a solenoid magnetic field. 
The magnetic field can increase the ionization density in the 
discharge plasma. 

The laser tube may be surrounded by a liquid cooling 
jacket to remove excess heat. The cooling jacket is situated 
on the outside diameter of the iascr tube. 

An altcrativc optical arrangement in which the laser tube 
is terminated with ultraviolet transmitting. windows is also 
possible. An example of suitable materials for extreme 
ultraviolet widows would be Magnesium Fluoride or 
Lithium Fluoride. 

Only the section or the bore segment in contact with the 
gas discharge need be fabricated from a low sputtering and 
low ion burial rate material. The outer region or a bore 
segment may be fabricated from many materials and joined 
to the refractory material. 

Conclusions. R~1mifications and Scope of Invention 

6. Apparatus according to claim l wherein the laser output 
*5 wavelength is below 30 nanometers in the soft Xray region 

of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
7. Apparatus according to claim 1 \vherein the construc

tion materials of the entire discharge tube and the m<'1~rial 
used to join parts is heated to a temperature of 350 ccmi

so grade while maintaining vacuum integrity. · 
8. Apparatus according to claim 1 '"'·herein said discs and 

said cathode and anode electrodes arc construc~~d from 
refractory metals. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein the g:ls fill 
55 contains .at least one gas species: 

said gas species producing laser output during one dis
charge cycle and it's afterglow: 

The invention provides a much improved pulsed extreme 60 

ultraviolet and Xray laser. The laser can opcratt' ::n high 
repetition rate and scaled off. The laser can be used a source 

said gas species producing laser output :it different w:i,·c
lcngths. 

10. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein a second ~:J$ 
is added to the active lasing g:i.s to increase the magnitude of 
the laser power output due lCl the active lasing gas. of intense electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength range 

of 1-200 nanometers. It is intended that the scope of the 
invention he defined hy the claims. 

I daim: 
1. A gas !illcd. electric pulse c:<citcd. longitudinal gas 

11. App:i~tus according to claim 1 further including ~l 
r,5 source of at lca.'\t 0ne active laser ga." ~ta pressure in excess 

nf the opcr.tting pressure of the laser disch3f!!C tu1'c: 
said source of ~;1s connected to hut ~cp~ir.itcd f rt'm the 
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main laser volume by a valve; 

whereby said source of gas is used to replenish the gas in 
lhc main laser vessel and maintain the optimum pres
sure for maximum laser output should the gas in the 
main laser vessel become reduced in pressure. S 

12. Apparatus according to claim 11 further including a 
gas pressure sensor connected to the main laser volume: 

whereby saicJ pressure sensor is used to determine when
ever the gas pressure in the main laser volume 
decreases below the optimum for maximum laser out- IO 

put. 
13. Apparatus according to claim 12 further including a 

feed back control or microprocessor system to automatically 
maintain the gas pressure in the main laser volume at the 
optimum for maximum laser output: 15 

said feedback controller can determine the gas pressure 
through said gas pressure sensor. said feedback con
troller capable of opening and closing said valve to add 
a controlled amount of gas to the main laser volume. 

20 
14. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said laser 

discharge tube is terminated on the optical axis with win
dows that arc transparent at the laser wavelength. 

15. Apparatus according to claim I wherein said discs arc 
constructed from a piuraiity of materials. the material com-
prising the axial section of the disc in contact with the g~s 
discharge being a rcf ractory metal. 

25 

16. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said discs 
disposed adjacent to the said electrodes have a."<ial bore 
aperture of larger diameter than the apertures in the discs 

30 
disposed furthest from the anode and cathode electrodes. 
whereby said increased diameter apertures result in a dis
charge bore tapered at each end. 

17. Apparatus according to claim 1 further including a 
volume of at least one active laser gas at the operating 

35 
pressure of said laser discharge tube: 

said source of gas connected to the main laser volume. 
18. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein one end of 

said laser discharge tube is terminated by a laser mirror and 
the other end is terminated by ::l vacuum flange. whereby -lO 

said vacuum flange may couple the laser to a vacuum system 
or a chamber containing a gas which is transmitting to the 

10 
laser output. 

19. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein the means for 
extracting pulsed laser output comprises both ends· of the 
laser tube being open. 

2Q Apparatus according to claim I further including a 
liquid cooling jacket disposed about the outer diameter of 
said elongated electrically insulated tube. 

21. A gas filled pulse excited longitudinal electric dis
charge laser vessel comprising; 

a gas tight elongated electrically insulating \'esscl having 
an inner wall and an a."< is. said vessel containing a metal 
cathode electrode :md metal anode electrode disposed 
within said gas tight elongated insulating \'Cssel. said 
cathode electrode is disposed at one end of the vessel 
said anode electrode is disposed at the other end of the 
elongated elccuically insulating vessel. said electrodes 
arc joined to the said elongated electrically insulated 
vessel: 

a plurality of electrically conducting thin plates disposed 
generally perpendicular to the axis said thin plates arc 
disposed between the said anode and cathode elec
trodes and arc surrounded by the said elongated elcc
tricall y insulating vessel. said thin plates have a dimen
sion in Llic direction perpendicular to the tube a."<is 
somewhat less than an inner dimension of the elongated 
insulating vessel. said thin plates each having an aper
ture co-axially aligned with the vessel axis. said thin 
plates arc separated from one another by spacers con
structed from a refractory electrical insulator. said 
spacers having an internal dimension greater than a 
aperture dimension and an external dimension less than 
an internal dimension of the insulating vessel. said thin 
plates and spacers arc disposed !xtwec11 the anode and 
cathode electrodes: 

means for electrically pulse ex.citing said tube with a high 
peak current pulse having a peak current density greater 
than 50.000 amperes per square centimeter and suffi
cient to produce an optic:il output below 200 nanom
eters. 
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2 
me:ins i!Iustrated in F!g. l; :ind Fie;. 3 ir. ~ modif:tcl form 
of the system shown in Fig. 1 for temperature and pres
sure compensation. 

The radiation measuring systc -n schematically illus-
THICKNESS MEASURI:-m APPARATUS WITH COM· 

PENSATION FOR ATMOSPHf.RIC CONDITIONS 

Vred H. London, New Yer!-:, N.Y., ~~or to Curtiss-
, Wright Corporation, :i corporation of Delaware 

5 trated in Fig. 1 comprises a source of radiation generally 
indicated at 1, and a radiation detector 2 of suitable 
type spaced from t-he c:ourcc as indicated, by an air gap. 
V.'ithin the air gap is disposed material to be measured 

Application May 18, 1956, Serial No. 587~~06 10 

8 Clahns. (Ct.25~105) 

This invention relates to radiation measuring :3.pparatus ,Hi 
of the type commonly used for nor. -contact measure
ment of thickness or density o~ cnntinuvusly produced 
strip material, and has for its principal object an improved 
and precise radiation measuring appara t•.... o F the afore
said character that is operative au~.omatically : .... compen- 20 
sate errors due to variations in ?.rnbient fl.tmospheric 
conditions, such as temperature and barometric pressure. 

The thickness or density of continuously producea 
strip materials such as paper, plasti.-c::, metals, etc., has 
been indica:ted and/or co!ltrolled by radiation measnrin6 25 
apparatus wherein the material t..'.> be me?c:ured is sub
jected to -penetrative radiation. such as from a source 
of beta or gamma -radiation, and the u.iahsorbed radia
tion from the material is dete-oted and II:easured for de
termining the thickness or density at the point of measure- 30 

~
ent. Apparanis of tliis character h"s b~n developed 

o sudb. a high degree of accuracy that differences in 
adiation absorption incident to change in mass of the 

gap medium between the source and detec~or" (which 
may be due to variation.c; in ambient temperature or 35 
barometric pressure) cause material errors :n .measure
ment. · For example, if it be assumi:d that the gap me
dium is air and that ambient temper-ature is at prede
termined normal or reference value anci that barometric 
pressure is higher <than normal, then the density of the 40 
air gap, i.e. its mass, will be slightly greater than normal, 
thereby resulting in increased radiation absorption in the 
air gap with correspondingly iess radiation received at 
the detector. Accordingly, the measurement c: the mate-
rial will be erroneous to the extent that greater thickness 45 
or density than for the aoe ~ual case will be indica·ted. 
The same general result obtains where the ambient tem
perature is lower than normal. Conversely, a decrease 
in mass of the air gap results in increased radiation re
ceived at the detector, thereby falsr-:!y indicating th:it the 50 
material has less thickness or density than is actually 
tbecase. . 

In accordance with the present invention, variation in 

~
ap medium absorption due to ambient atmospheric con
tions is compensated by means responsive to v:\riations 56 
the afore~'lid .:ondi!ions for nutomati-.• .iUv S'ta.bi!izing 

e effective radiation thiough the gap medium. In a 
specific embodiment of t!:e invention. t{:" atmos!,'.'b'!ric 
condition responsive means is effectiv...: to control the 
amount of radiant flux received thereby to .:ompensate 60 
for variation in mass of the f:ap medium. 

The invention will be more fully set forth in f .- fol
lm\'ins description referring lo the ace·· :npanying drnw
ing. and ·the features of novelty Nill be pointed out with 
particularity in the claims ::.rrnc:ced to ar.~ f~rmin~ :•. part 65 
of this specification. 

Rc!erring to the dr~wir.g, Fig. 1 i:; a p~rtly d1::igram
matic and schematic illustration of a radio.dion rnrasuring 
system embodying ·the prr.sen~ inventior ha\·ing means 
for compcn.c;ating error dut: to chansc in temperature of 70 
the gap medium; Fig. 2 is an enlarged detailed top plan 
view of the radiation source and rad!.!!.tJon fiu.'!t control 

in respect to thickness or density, as the c:.isc may be. 
In the :>resent instance the material 3, which m::i.y be 
paper, pl?stics, etc., is of strip form arranged as it is 
produced continuously to move through the gap. In 
this type of system the radiation from the source 1, 
which may be a radioactiv~ isotope l' emitting beta rays, 
penetrates the strip material where it is part;'-llly ab
sor-bed, depending on the rnass of L~e !Y!atcrfa.!, ;nd !he 
unabsorbed radiation enters the detector 2. 

By way c~ example the detector 2 may comprise an 
ionization chamber 4 of well-known type having a probe 
electrode 4a and a conducting wall 4b forming the other 
or positive electrode. The electrodes are connected in 
conventional manner by circuitry 5 to an amplifier 6 
which energizes a calibrated indicatcr 7. A suitable 
D.C. potential bucks out the quiescent D.C. output poten
tial of amplifier 6, so that the deflection of indicator 7 
is related directly to change in output potential with re-
spect i . · the quiescent .potential, rather than to gron"ld 
potential, whereby its sensitivity is improved. A high 
D.C. potential indicated at 8 is impressed on the wall 
electrode 4b and is connected as illustrated to a 5rounded 
Tesistor 9 which complete.s an external circuit with ·the 
electrode 4a. The lower wall of th~ ionization chamber 
4 may be provided with suitable sealed apertures (not 
shown) through which radiation enters the chamber 
c:i.using ionization with resulting current flew through 
fo~ external circuit including the resistor 9 according 
to the intensity of radiation entering tbe chamber. Thus. 
the a.-nplifier 6 is responsive to the poten·ti2! difference 
across resistor 9 and, since this nctential ciifference is 
proportiona·l to !he radiation rece-ived by the detector, 
the indicator 7 can be calibrated in terms thereof. 

Although a simple indicating syste:n is illustrated, it 
shou.ld be understood that the signal from t'he amplifier 
6 can be used either to indicate the departure of the 
thkkness or density of the material 3 from a predeter
mined value or may also by well-known means control a 
recorder, as well as means governing the production of 
said material so as to correct the error in ihickness or 
density. 

In systems heretofore used, the amount of rad.iant fiux 
receive<l in the detector is generally fixed for a given 
operation at a 1'.lredetermined magni·tude so that when 
rnateria-1 of standard thickness or denzity is interposed 
in the gap, the indicator 7 reads zero. Acco'rdingly any 
deviation from the standard in either dircc!ion resul·ts 
in a signal of corresponding sense at the indicator 7. 
It should be understood rhat the arr.mgement of the 
radiation source 1. de-rector 2 and matcri:i.1 3 may be 
varied according to the method preferred; for example. 
instead of b1·•ng at opposite sides of the material 3 as 
shown the soqrce 1 and detector 2 m:iy be at the same 
side of th.:: material and posi·tioned so that unabsorbed 
radiation is reflected or "ba.:k-sc:aucre1.r into i.he d_tcctor. 

As previously stated, the gap medium (air in the pres-
ent inst:rn..:c) may have different absorption capacity un
der vaiy;ng ambient atmospheric conditions. asswning 
that the air gap is f:x~d, and that the radiation is con
stant. That is, the amount of unabsorbed radiation flllx. 
entering the dc:c=tor 2 depends on the ma"s of the ~ap 
medium as well as the mas.-; of the rmuc~ial hcinl! meas
ured. In accordance with the p;c'\t·rzt itwl·n!ior - :md in 
the preferred m<rnner, a movable ra<liatio'l !ihicld or 
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shutter 10 is positioned gene.rally over tbe source of bellows 22 which is evacuated so as to be responsive to 
radintion 1. The shutter is made of a. lllateriat suitable barometric p~ure is connected to the floating pivot or 
for diverting a portion of the radiant flux emitted or- fulcrum 12' of the lever 20. The leve;r arms d 1 and d2 

tran.'5mitted as by reflection, :i.bsorption or refraction. aro selected with reference to the operating charactcris-
.Thc :miotmt of dfyerre-d flux· varies ne~ndi::g on the 5 tics of t~e two beUcws so th~t movement of th.e ~utter' 
shutter position. ·A means · respons-ive .to atmospheric is in proper relation to temperature and/ or pressure. 
conditions is arranged to position the shutter so as to changes. i 

. compensate for the measnreme.o.t error due ~o change in It will therefore be seen that in practicing my inven.. ! 

mass of the gap medium. tion as illustrated in Fig. 3 the radiae.on flux may be ~ 
To this end there is shown in "?ig. 1 a dev.ice· 11 of 10 controlied according to the joint effects of ambient tern- : 

well-known bimetal type that is responsive to tempera- perature and barometric pressure changes so as to com~ 
ture variations so as bodily to move shutter 10 relative pensate for change in mass of the gap medium due to th 
to source 1 by means of an '!!terconnectiiilg link or lever aforescid conditions. 
ll. The device 11 is fixed at one end as at 13 and its As us•d herein -insofar as respects the response of de- , 
:opposite free end is . pivotally interconnected with · an 15 tector 2. radiation, intensity of radiation or effective raclia-
_end of lever ll at 12'. An end 1 O' of the shutter 1@ is tion is a measure of that quality of the radiant energy 
pivotally. interconnected. with the oth~!' end of lever 11. which is effective in causing ionization in the radiaton 
so that with motion of the device 1 ~·motion. is imparted· detector 2, and flux or radiant flux is a measure of th¢ 
to shutter 10. · radiant energy emitted· by the source 1 or transmitted 
. Device 11 comprises 'two metallic ~tips Hi:r and Uh 20 to or received by detector 2. Radiation, ante '!Sity of 

having· unequal -coefficients of tr~r!Tlal e:A.J:'ansion. Thei radiation or effective radiation, therefore, depends on 
strips are joined together alot:b the commor.t surface Uc. the flux actu<;\Ily received by detector 2 as well as on the 
Specifically the coefficient of stri;i 11a is :vw~· than the distance sepru-ating the detecto.r 2 from the source 1. On 
coefficient of strip Ub, so that w~~ an mere&...... of tem- the other hand flux is independent of the sep<:.rating· 
perature the device 11 warps in a ·counter-clockwise di- 25 distance. 

. rection, thereby imparting a !eftward movement to shutter It should be understood that this invention is not llin-
10. Shutter 10 is caused to divert a portion of the radiant ited to specific deta-ils of construction and .arrangement 
beam greater roan that diverted at Ii~~mal ambient tem- thereof herein illustrated, and that changes and mod.ifica-
perature. A greater dive!'sio:i. is proper to diminish the; : tions may occur to one skilled in tile art without de-
radiation received at detector 2, which in ~'°!P. absence of 30 parting from the spirit of the invention. 
tempe.."'Sture compensation wou!d be too great as pointed- Whr' is claimed is: 
out hereinabove. Conversely with a decre~se in ambient 1. Apparatus for measuring the thickness or density 
temperature the device 11 W'lrps in a cfocl:wise dL:ec..:· of continuously produced strip material comprising a 
tion, thereby imparting a rightward movement to the· source of radiant energy disposed so that the c.:-.:erial t~ 
shutter 10 and increasing the -radiatio!:l receiv~d in de~ 35 be measured is subject to penetrative radiation from sai 
teeter 2 to the standard amount. source, a radiation detector disposed at a substantiaII 

Lever 12 comprises two threaded end-members 12a: fixed mean distance from said source and in operative 
and 12b which are threadably secured to a a:.:itral mem- relation to said material and said source for receiving 
ber llc, a tombuckle. provided to permit adjustment o£ · radiation UI!.absorbed by said material, adjustable r:ieans 
the effective lengths of member.:; 12a and 12l; with ref er- 40 fv£· controlling the amount of radiant flux received by 
ence to the operating cbara.cterlstics of a~vice 11, so said detector, and means responsive to variations in an 
th~t moveme!!t cf the shntter is in pro~r re!atic:i to tem.: atmospheric condition for adjustfug said contrQ! means 
perature changes. thereby to compensate for variation in .gap medium ab-

. Referring to Fig. 2, the source 1 comprises a base 14 
45 

sorption due to change in mass of the gap medium be-
whicb has· a. recessed surface 15 in which the isotope 1! tween said source and detector. 
is disposro. The shutter 10 is of genernlly rectangular 2. Thickness me~rring apparcltus ::>s specified in claim 
sheet form. It is constrained to lat~ral sli<1ing movement 1 wherein the last-named means comprises means sub-
by means of guides 16 ar:d 17 which are secured to the ject to contraction and expai!sion in respom:~ to ambient 
surface 15 and engage a pair of parallel sides <if the' 50 temperature variatiCY..l. 
rectangle defining the shutter. An end 18 of the sbuaer 3. Thickness measuring apparatus as specille<l in claim 
which is opposite to ~e end 10' lies generally over the 1 wherein the last named means comprises means sub-
isotope 1' and is of curved shape :;o .as to provide still ject to contraction and expansion in res~onse to at.11os-
further correlation of the diversion of radiation with the pberic p· :-ssure variaticn. 
characteristics of the device 11. Th:.: curved shape serves 55 4. Measuring apparatus as specified in ch!m. 1 whcre-
for the further purpose of substantially preserving the in the last-named means comprises two iievices fuoc-
general geometry of t."ie app~ratus and therefore its cali.. tioning jointly to control the amount of transmiU~ radi-
bration irrespective of shutter position. ant fiux, said devices comprising an ambient tempera-

If it is desired to still further perfect the presenration ture responsive device and a barometric pressure re-~ 
of the general geometry, an opposjte shutter o"' similar 60 sponsive device. · · · 
construction !o shutter 10 may be ir.~ 1udex< in -;yrmn<:trical 5. Thickness measuring apparatus as specified in claim . 
arrangement and disposi~ion thereto with respect to the 1 wherein the control means i.s effective to decrease the 
isotope 1'. The shutters .n3y b~ ca·J~~- ~.J convc~·g~ 01 amount of radiant flux entering the gap from the source 
diverge from isotope 1' by suitable sim<11laneous actuat- in accorQ.ance with increase in ambient temperature and 
ing means responsive to movement of device :...1. M vice versa. 

Fig. 3 illustrates in simple form an arrangement of 6. Thickness measuring apparatus as specified in ciaim 
temperature and pressure .:ompensating means for cor.- l wherein the control means comprises radiation s~ut-
trolling th~ radia~ion source. In thi~ d:11ln~ement enc ter means positioned in the radiant beam cn.anatin~ 
end of link 13 is pivotally ir.terconnectcd with one end from the source by tr.ie atmosph.::ric condition re~onsiv~ 
of a11other suitable linkage oc lever 20 at 13'~ I.ever 70 means so as to control the amount of flux rccdved bv 
:?O i.'> actuated jointly by suitable ~cmperaturc a.<~d pres- the detector. · 
sme responsive devices indicated at 21 and 2Z re.spec~ 7. Apparatus for me~suring the foickncss or densitv 
tively. The ~llows 21 which .:;:mtains a suitaC.,.~ liquid of continuou<:ly produced strip mater!::il rn.nprisin!t ~ 
in both liquid and vapor phases i$ temperatnrc rcspon- source element for producing radiant energy dispo~cd 
siv" and is coanocted to tf-:e Jcver at pivot 2t', nnd the 75 so that the materia? ~o be me:lsurcd i$ subject to pc:ic· 

3 
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5 
trativc .radiation from said source, a .;::.diation detector 
element disposed in operative relation !.: said material 
and said source element fol" receiving radiation un~b
sorbed by said material, radiation shutter mC;dlS inter
posed of said elements for diverting a porti.Jn of th:.: 5 
radiant flux therebetween, and means n::;!'onsive to vari
ations in an atmospheric condition for causing relative 
movement of said shutter and one of said eleme~ts there-
by to compensate for variation in gap medium absorp
tion due to change in mass of tl.ie g~p medium between 10 
said source and detector. · 

8. Apparatus ·for measuring the thickness or density 
of continuously produced su;o material comprising a 
source of radiant · energy disposed so that the matrrial 
to. be measured is subject to penetrative radiation from 15 
said source, a radiation detector disposed in operative 

6 
relation to said material and source for receiving radi
ation unabsorbed by said material, radiation shutter 
meaos interposed between said source. and detector for 
diverting a portion of the radiant flux thercbctwccn, a 
bimetallic element warpable responsive to change in 
ambient temperature, and means responsive to warping 
of said bimetallic clement for positioning said shutter 
means thereby to compensate for variation in gap me
dium absorption due to change in mass o~ ·the gap me
dium between said source and detector with change in 
amcient temperature. 
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RADIO-ACTIVE TRANSDUCER 

2 
the structure is accdcratcc.1 in the direction of the arrow 
17 and more of the beam when the structure i!> accel
erated in the opposite direction. From this it follows 
that the number of particles reaching the scintillator is Saul Wanctick, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the United 

St~1tes of America as rcpresenkd by the Secretary o' 
. the Army 5 a measure of the acceleration imparted LO the object . 

Ffo:.i Auf:?. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 832,125 
1 Claim. {Cl. 250-83.3) 

(Gr.mtcd under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 26S) 

·111e invention dcscribe<l herein rn~v be manu:actured 11> 
and used by or for the Government foi governmental pur·· 
p1.•st:s without the payment to me of any royalty thereon. 

This invention rek.tcs to tr:msducers such as are oper;..-
ble to measure change in the velocity of a moving rb
ject, and has for :ts purpose to provide an improved 15 
transducer or accelerometer which is more rugged in struc-· 
ture and is less sensitive to change in its cnvironmr!'1t 
than the transducers theretofore a~ailable. . 

The number of these particles ~re registered on the 
counter 13 which may function to control in electric 
circui. or produce some other effect in respon~ .. to a pre-
determined ccunt. 

FIG. 2 shows the above-identified parts as mounted in 
:.n. enclosure 18. In this arrangement, the source 10 is 
shown as mounted on the wall of the enclosure. It may 
consist of a capsule which is associated with a narrow 
: :·t to form a narrow beam of radio-active particles. 

Fixed to the top and bottom of the enclosure are sup-
r-vrts 19 and 20. 1v1ountcd bet\veen these supports 
through the medium of springs 15 are the shield 14 and 
the m:iss 16 previously mentioned. Also mounted be
twc..~n the supports 19 and 20 are the scintillation detec-.Many pn:scntly available transdu::ers are operable to· 

rro<lucc an effect dependent on their attaining a prede
t~rmineJ velocity. Such devices generally have not been 
altogether reliuble in operation for the reason that their 
sensitivity is <1ffcctcd by variations in temperature. ca
pacitance or the transverse forces they are subjected to 
<luring their operation. In accordance with. the present 
invci1tion these <lifiiculties are avoided by the provision 
of a transducer which is rugged in structure, and jepends 

2(• tor 12. Obviously the ·detector and counter may be 
mounted in any C'ther convenient location and the counter 
output leads 21 may be connected to a dr'!vice which is to 
be operated upon the attainment of a predetermined ac
celeration, this device being located inside or outside the 

25 enclosure. 

for its operation on a source of radioactive emission. 

As will be apparent to those skilled in the art, the 
herein described device can be compact, and in a form 
which can take large overlo3.ds without breakage. It 
has the additional advantages that it is substantially in-The invention will be better understood from the fol

lowing description \vhen considered in connectio:::; with 
th~ accompanying drawings and its scope is indicated hy 
the appended claim. 

30 depc:ident of temperature variation, and is free from 
capacitance and transverse effects. 

Rdcrring to the drawings: 
I claim: 
An accelerometer for measuring accelerati0tl of a mass 

in a direction normal to " path of a radiant energy beam, FIG. 1 is nn c~planatory diagrom relating to the op
eration of the invention, and 

FIG. 2 is a detailed showing of the inve.i1tion. 
35 said accelerometer including a casing, a radio active 

source for transmitting a narrow beam of radio-active 
particles within ::.aid casing, a detector mounted in said 
casing for receiving energy from said source, a shield 

FIG. 1 shows a radioacti\'C source 10 from which a 
collimated beam 11 of radioactive particles is directed to
warJ a scintillation detector 

1
12. This detector has its 

output conncckd to a counter 13 and, may b~ in the form :,; 
of a phosphor and ::i photomultiptier mounted within a 
tubular member in a manner well understood l~ ~' those 
!-lk.illc::d in the art. ~ 

Bt=t\vcen the source 10 and the scintillator tube 12 is a 
shic:l<l 14 which is resiliently supported by means such 45 
as a spring 15. This ~hidd consists of a material such 
;.is aluminum which absor'Js and obstructs the pass;>·•e of 
r:tdioactivc particles. To make it responsive to velocity 
change, it is fi.xcd to ;:i mass 16. 

Assuming these various parts to be as::.~mblcd ink' .1 CiO 
unitary structure as b;;:reinaftcr indicated it can be seen 
that the shidd 14 intt.·rcepts less 0f the bc;~.m U when 

capable of absorbing energy from said source, a resilient 
support arranged normally to maintain said shield in the 
: ·th of said beam. and a mass arranged with said surport 
to move with said shield in a direction norm3.l to said 
beam to an extent which is dependent O!l the acceleration 
of said ·mass and shield. 
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OPTIC.\I. :'.L\SER IL\ VI:'~~; TElt\Ui\'r\L 1.E-.:EL 

A:tOVF. GHOV~D STAT:~ 

2 
.More specifically. in accordance with tl!c principles 

or the prc·.;cnt invention. crystalline mataials ha\'ilig a 
cu hie symmct ry :md. thc~rcforc. ;m isotropic inc.le.\; of re
fraction have been found to be partici1brly m!aptcd to Peter P. Sorokin, Chnppaq1.'~'· am! Mirck .J. Stevenson, 

Hriardiff Manor, N. Y., n::'i'!iwr . .; to lntcru:20onal B:tsi
ncss :\fachinc.s Corporntion~·;'l:cw York, N.-1·., a corpo
r:ition of :~cw Yo.-1.; 

Fikd De<:. 5, 1%0. Ser. No. 7.3,878 
24 Claims. (Cl. 88-1) 

5 mnscr :1ppli;;a1it.:ms when doped wi!h srn:tll :11not1nls of 
trivalen~ ttranium. The cubk :-.ymmctry is :1<.!v~111tar,cous 
sim:e. with crystalline material having an isotropic index 
of rcfr<1ction. it is possibl.! ttl fobric:1tc large cr~::-..Jls in 
the geometrics in which oscillations cara be prcduced in 

The rrcscr:t i:wcntion rclat.:s to m~1~crs ~ml. more par
tic'.1larl~·. to optical m:!s:.:rs which 1..kp::ncl r ,,. th::ir opera
tion , .. ,on the properties of triv:dcnl ur:mimn. 

The term optical ma:-.cr is used to describe devices 
which, oy stimu late<l nuoa esccnt c-mission produce radia
tion in the infr:irc<l. visible a.rt! u!traviolct portions of 
the clcctrom3gnc1i\.: ·\vavc spectrum. Devices of this type 

1 o a desire;,! mode without :;pprcci:lblc losses. even though 
there be some clisoricnlation of the c..'.rystal in the c~"tvity 
geometry. 1 he :iiblinc c:trlh ft •. 10rid.:. ".':!lich inclrn.i1.: 
t:'nicium Ouoridc, barium fluoride. and strontium fluoride. 
have been foimtl to be particularly suitable host crystnl~. 

arc capable; 'Jf producing radiation which is highly uircc.:
tionnl.' monochromatic anu coherent. fa recent yc:trs. a 
large amount Of research and development \VOfk has been 
expended in attempting to dcvclori dcvi1:es of this type. 
as is cvider.ced by the patent nnd publica:ions cited be
low. 

J ;j int .. l which trivalent ura:ii·•m is introduced ::::; an im
purity to rrodt:cc improved stimulated emission type dc
\'iccs. A specific example. calcium fluoride, when doped 
with small amounts of trivalent ura.:ium. is cap:lble of 
rrod~rcing a \·cry high i:i!cr.~!ty monochromatic. c<~hcrcnt 

20 light output in the infrared rc2-ion \vhich requires for 
the production of the output only a relatively small 
amount of input pumping energy. 

U.S. Patent No. 2,n9,921, issued M:trch 21. 1960. to 
Sch:iwlow ct al. Schaw!ow and Townes. Physical Review. 
vol. · ''Z, page 1940 (Decc:nbcr 1958). T. H. Mair.~an. 
Nature, ;ol. 187, page 493 (August 1960). 

Thercf ore. it i!' an object of the present invention to 
provide improved stimulatcc..I emission type devices. mor~ 

25 particubriy. dcvic~:; of the type which arc termed optical 

T. H. Maiman. British Communic:.1tion:; and Elec
tronics. vol. 7, page 6 7 4 : 1960). R. J. Co~iins cl aL. 
Physical Review Letters. ,·:.l. 5, page 303 (October l 9EO). 30 

However, up to this point, only one satisfactory optical 
maser h:is been developed. The maser material utilized 

masers. 
Ar.other object i~ to provide an optical rr.~scr 1:npaHc 

of producing an output in the infrared. 
Sti!I another object is to provide an optical maser 

r.:quirini; only a relatively low amount of input energy to 
produce stimulated emission. <.ild oscillation in a maser 
cavity. 

Still another object is to i=roviue improved opticn.l 
masers wb!ch produce outputs in the form of mono-

is ruby and produces, by stir :ulate<l emission. outputs in 
the visible portion of the light spectrum. spccificaHv. iri th~ 
red. having a wavelength of about 6940 angstrom~ 

By proper design of the m<>.ser cavity formed by the 
ruby crysta.t it is possible to produce not only mono
chromatic radiation at this wavelength. but also radiation 
which is coherent and highly c.lirectior.al. 

:lf. chomatk coherent iight by stimulated transitions in the 
crystalline matcrfril of ions between the two energy states. 
both of which arc above the ground state for the ions in 
the material. 

However, no optical mascr5. have been available which 40 
arc capable of producing outputs at other than this par
ticul~ir frequency. Further. in the operation of the ruby 
maser, the fluorescent tr~nsition stimulated to produce the 
desired emission terminates in the ground stated and. 
therefore. it is necessary to supply a very high intensity 45 
input pumping erier6y to produce the desired stimulated 
emission. 

In :iccordance with the principles of the present :nvcn
tion. improved stimulated emission devices arc provided 
w;1ich arc capable of producing monochromatic. co::.crcnt 50 
and highly directional ouiputs at wavelengths which were 
not previously realizable and, further. to produce such 
outputs with a much smaller amount of input energy be-
ing supplied to the maser device. These inp11ts arc 

. ::ichicvcd by utilizing to adv:rntnge the r:ropcnies of tri- o5 
valcnt uranium. which. \vhen usc<l ~s an impurity or 
doping agent in a proper crystalline host lat:: . .:;.e. p::>\'idcs 
improved maser operation. More specifically. cryst:lls 
doped \\,·!th trivalent uranium exhibit strong absorption 
bands in the vi..,:blc portion of the spectrum and. there- 00 
fore, may be pumped easily wirh sources of visible light: 
trivalent uranium doped crystals exhibit extremely sharp 
fluore!'ccnt lines. thereby enabling achievement of maser 
operation; trivalent urani11m doped cr~·stals exhibit 
fluorescent transitio•1s bc~·.•,-ccn ~wo energy st~1tes. both of 0:) 
which ::ire above the ;round state [;y: the trivalent ur~~r.!um 
ions in the m::itcrial, thereby ksscning by a large amount 
the input energy required to initiate stimulated erni"sio:i in 
the crystallir1c material. Furt~cr. triv=ilcnt uranium uopc<l 
crystals may be fabricated so that th~ flt:orcscc:it lir.c. at 70 
which the stimul:i!cd emission is rirodt!ccd. is i~ the 
infrared range. 

Still another object is to provide improved opticnl 
masers employing crystals doped with tr~valcnt uranium. 

A furt.her object is to provide improved optical mas~rs 
of the above descr:bed type ·,\.·herein the host cryst:t! is 
cubic. 

It is a still furthc.r '?!id more SP"':ific object to provide 
improved optical ma=· ·:-s formed of crystals of one of the 
alkaline earth fluorid:::c. that is. calcii;m fluoride. stronlium 
fluoride and barium iiuoridc .. doped with a small amount 
of triv~1cnt uranium. 

The fore going ~r.t! other objects, f c~tures nad advan
tages of the invention will be app~rcnt from the following 
more particular description of preferred embodiments of 
the invention. as illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings. · 

Jn the drawinas: 
FIG. l is a s..:-hcrnntic c..li:igram uf an optic:1l m~1scr used 

as a generator. 
FIG. 2 is a schematic tliar,ram of an optical maser used 

as <rn oniplilier. 
FIG. 3 is· <ln energy level diagram indicating the transi

tions which occur top roducc optical r.inscr op~raticn in 
a material wherein the stimulated emission :ransition ter
minates in the grounc..1 or l<>we~t energy st<ite for the ioll 
in the material. 

FIG. 4 is an energy level diagram c..lcpictin~ lhc charac
teristics of an emhodirncnt of a m;1scr r:-'atcri;.il fabricated 
in accorcfancc with the p:-inciplcs of the prcscr.t ir.vcntion. 

FiG. 5 shows a certain portion of the absorption and 
the fluorescent spectrum of the ma:crial who!:;c cncrI,:y 
level- char:1ctcristics arc depicted in FIG. 4. 

FrG. 6 is a somc\'·.:h:1t !>ch .. ·m:itic rcprcscnt:1tinn of one 
cmbo<limcnt 0f the suhiect inv•.:ntion wherein ;1 c:ik:iurn 
nuoridc Cl Y"t:d doped wirfi triv;iJcnt ur;1ni11111 i•; 111:1in-

11 
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t;ii11cd :ti a tcmpcr:1t1m: clo'>t.: to liquid hdiu1.11 lt.:111rt.:rat11rc 
and opcrntcd to produc1~ :.i monochromatic c:ohc.:rcnt in· 
fr:ircd outrnt. 

F!CiS. 7 A. 7B :md 7C dcpk·t outputs obtained with 

utilized in ruby mas1;rs of the prior :irl whid1 produce 
outputs at ;i wave.length of ~ii 111l <•'>.:lOA. 

:m oscilloscope connected to the dcter·to1 nf the cmhodi- :; 
mcnt sh(Jwn in FIG. 6. 

As long ns 1hc input pumping light is maintained h1.·low 
:t prcdctcrminc<l threshold. the number of ions 1n11nped 
to excitation slate D, which then under1'.o a non-radi:1tivl! 
transition Y h:lck to ~•late C :ind finaily a ·fluorescent 
transition Z back to the z•rouml st:1lc. is tc·o small to pre.
duce stimul.1tcc.I cmissilm in the cryst:1l and oscillation 
!n 1.J1.:: cavity. Tbc output prodt~::cd by the material un- ! 
dc"r these contlitions is rekrrc1.l lo as spont:1nc1.,us cmi~- ! 
sion. 1 

Now referring to the dr:nving!' in c.let::i!, FJGS. t and '.:! 
~how optic:ii maser deYiccs used in «pplication shown in 
the prior art. ·r1ic encr,;:y level di:1gram or FIG. 3 jc; 
rcrr1·:-..:nt:1tive of the in!ernal operation of F;Or art ma~er 10 
tlcviccs. such as rubv masers. These fi!!ures :ire in:.:luckd 
:ind a detailed dcscrip:ion of their oper;tion is givl.!n both When. however. the pumping iigilt inrut is increased to 

an intensi;y above a predetermined threshcld. s11l!kicnt 
ions ctre moved from the ground state A thro11gh cxcita-

to illustrnte npplications -in which optical masers h:wc 
been used. and to provide a basis for :"\ clearer under
st~nding of • 11c basic prindplcs of optil.::tl maser operation 
in !:encrnl, and of the invention to wl· · · •l1is app!ic:i· · 'n 
is •:reeled. 

1 'G. 1 shows :in embodiment of :in optic:il maser used 
as a generator of clcctroma~n•:-:_je v;avcs. in this figure, 
10 gcner:il·ly dcs!gnalcs the opti~al m:iscr cavity· to whi,.:h 
input pumping light, rcprcsentt:d by the arrows 12. is ap
plied to p:-ol.iucc an output. rcprc~:cntctl by the arrnws !4. 
which is both coherent arid monochromatic. The c:1vity 
rn is cylindrical in sh:-ipe :ind is provided at oppo!-iitc 
ends \vith rdkctivc s11rfoccs tr. ~met 13. Earn .:if ihc~c 
surfaces is made to rcncct scmc n 1/~ <;(; of the light ir:ci
dcnt :hereon. and to transmit aprroxir:1:1tcly 1.5~· of the 
incident li~hL Where the devi<.:e is to be used solr.!lv as 
a generntor, ref1ccting :rnrfacc I 6 n~;1y be compl~tcly 
C.:, •1 uc. 

'fh1. c:wity 10 may be formed of a crvst:1l such :1:; :-~:hv. 
as t:rnght by the prior art. or of a mat~rial of the ~ypc io 
\vhich the present invef'l'.!nn is directed. Aiso it has 1:-een 
proposed to construct !.,ascr cavities using a tubu!J.r con
tainer cont;;ining a vapor having the characteristics re
quired to produce the OF~:r:al maser cff ect. 

The manner in which l")Ctical maser devices operate 
may be best understood bv consideri!1~ FIG. -;, w'i!;;n is 
a diagram Hlustr:::.ting the ·energy state; wi:l1i ·: the mas: r 
material, as well as the V:lrious transitions which occur 
to produce the opticnl m:iscr nclion. Jn t;iis figure. three 
<.iiff erent energy states for the ions present in maser mate
rial arc shown, specifically. a ground state A, n metastable 
sta~c C and an cxcitntion state D. which is rcal!v a bro~1<l 
band cf st:itcs in~o which ior.s ·can be relativ~!v etlsilv 
pumped from the ground st~:e. When the mcscr ~rntcri;l 
is in the quiescent state, :hat is, in the absence of pum!"
ing, essentially a!I· of the ions in the mate;i~l ~re i'1 the 
ground state A. When the pumping input, rrprcscntcd 
by arrow!= 12 !n FIG. l. is a;iplied, certain of these ions 
undergo a pumping tr:rn::;ition iliu:,tratct! by the :irrow X 
to the excitation bantl D. rn orc.ler for this tran:;ition to 
occur, t~1c pumping light applied as :!n input mu.;t include 
light at the frequency ncccssnry to pump ions from ground 
state A to the excitation band D. This frcoucncv is de
i.1,;rnii;-;~d by ihe absorption char~~cteristics of th~ maser 
material and it is preferable if this frcqu•.'ncy i" in the 
.visible portion of the spectrum. Tluring thi:~ pumping 
opera:ion from ground stale ;\ to the excitation staie or 
band D. enerf:y is absorbed in the maser mate:-d. The 
ions. once the~' arc pumped into the excitatior, '0a1~d D. 
undergo a non-ratlia~ive transition represented by ~rrow 
Y to a metastable state C. By non-r:.idia:ive, it is meant 
that during this transition, no fluorescence is rm<luced. 
but rather, the energy associated with the tra;-::;i~ion is 
dissipated in lattice vibrations within the crysia1!i:ie ma
terial. The ion:. in il1e me::ist:i_ble state C, after :his non
radiative trans!tion. :hen go through a fluorescent trnnsi
tion, represented by the arrow Z. back to 1he ground state 
A. During this tr::tnsition, :\ li!!ht output is produced at 
a frequency c!c~crmincd by the fluorescent cha:-~ctcilstics 
of the maser material. For example. the energy level 
diagram of FIG. 3 in \vhich the fluorescent tr:insition ter
minates in the ground sl:1tc t\ is the tyre pf tr;insirion 

ii; tion state D a:id to met:\stahlc siate C. and undergo il!IO· 

res~cnt transitions hclwccn th!s stale and the r.r·.rnnc.! st:1tc 
A 10 produce stimulated cmis'.•ion of further ions bclwccn 
these two st:1tcs. When this stimulate<.! emission is suffi
cient to overcome losses in the cavitv. oscilJ .. ~;on~ between 

20 surfaces 16 and !8 l:mi!d up to pr~ducc :1 hi:;h intensity 
monochrom<:tic coherent light output as represented by 
the arrows 14 in FIG. I. This phenomenon necessary 
for the optical maser effect. whic.;, is rcfcrrecl to :1s stimu
lated emission. is achieved \vhcr: a sufiicient pcptd·ation 

z.; inversion is :1chicved bctwe~n the low cnernv ~rcun·J 
state A and higher energy metas~ab!e state C. ~\VJ~en the 
pumping inpllt produces a sufficient amount of this stimu
lated emission, light at the characteristic wave-length 
propagating in a mode between surfaces lG ~md 18 :-i.ctu-

30 :;l!y picks up energy as it propap1tcs. When this o~·.;urs, 
oscillations in this mode occur to bu:ld up high int\ :-isity, 
monochrom:1tic. coherent Iicht in the cavitv. 

The rr:ininiui.n : .;~p.1irem'Cnt for produ.dng thi5 osc:il
btion is. as staied above. that there be a population in-

35 vcri;ion b~twc:m the staics A :in.J C. st1flici.:nt to ov..:·r
comc Io!:ses in the c~;:i:v. Th•; m:1scr mntcrial in its 

. qui~sc~nt sla:c has pract!~a;:y all of its ions in its low 
en:::rgy or ~round sta!c A. In order to :1chicvc a popula
tion inver!'ion. th::t is a condit!on where there arc more 

•19 ions in the higher cncrp:y siatc C than in the lower cr.cr_gy 
ground st~uc A. it i~ necessary that the population of 
the ground state A be de-pl<>led and the population of the 
metastable state C be •:--:c;,-.·;s:::d. This is nccomplishcd bv 
the pumpin:; opts·~tion. wh<:rcby the ions arc pump~d 

45 to the cxcit~ltion state D from which thzv lc,,k back ii' 
non-radiative tr:lns;iions fo the metast<?blc st~tc c: 
Each of these i0ns then undcrg<,es a fluorescent trnns!tion 
from state C to •.:·:!e A. rro~l·::.ing a light output at :i. 

frequency characi ::-isiic of transitions between these two 
iiO s:ates. This Jigh: ~n~rgy ;::t tb;~ frequency. once pro

duced. is nvailabk to stimulaic further tr;1r:s:1:on~: be
tween the same t'.'· .::> states C :?n:.l t\. Thi:::;c tra:isit!onc; 
m:iy be from the ;round st~:te i\ to the metastable st<1tc 
C which is an absnr;;tion type transition or from the mc!:-i-

;).j :;'.ab!e state C to the ground state .'\ to nroc!ucc !'till more 
fluorescence. As the popuiaticrn of st~ite C. relative to 
state A. is incre~scd by the applii:;i:iori of the pumping 
energy. the probability is also increased that the further 
transilic'1s fro:-n state C to st:ite A will be further fluor-

Q(l cscent transitions. producing more Jig~~t. ralher than ab
sorption transitions. \Vh;::n this population inv~rsioP 
:-c:iches the point that the stir:rnlatcd fluorc:;cent radia
tion ·between states C and A have sufficient po\vcr to 
overcome :1t~y J'.:l ·ses i;-1 wave propagation longiti;dir.al ly 

Gj between nntl at rcfieci.ing surfoc::s 16. 18 and oscillatior:s 
occurs and continues in the cry~t~11lir.c maser. 

As stated above. each of the tr:1nc;itionc; fr0:n s:::tc 
C to state 1\ is at :1 particular frequency <lcterminetl flv 
the matcri:-il itsrlf and. therefore. the li;ht propa~atir.~ i; 

70 the maser of FIG. 1, between ciec.:trocks 16 ~~~I !S. is at 
this particular frequency and is highly m()T~"·:hromatk. 
Further. since any light produced in any dircctio:i other 
than pcrpcndicul:i& to the surfaces 16 and IS i:-: :1?:ow::d 
to pass throu!;h the ~idc walls of the m:'lscr <:ry-;i~l or j,; 

7;; absorbed thcrcal. the lirhi nscill:iting l·.ack :md fonh be-

12. 
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tween these surf:tr;cs is lii!.!hlv coherent. In the construc
tion shown in HG. I. :lsst;ming that the surface 16 is com
plclcly opaque. :111J the surface f8 transmits l.5';·b of 
th:: incident li~ht. chis sm~dl portion of the oscillating 
light in lh.! C=t\'ity p:1sscs :hrot1gh surface !8 to produce.~ ;, 
a highly morwchromalic c1.::,·r~11t li£hl oulpnt rcprc~::ntc<l 
hy the :irrows C4. This ou<j'.)llt is :1pplied t<' :1 tilt1:r 22. 
whi;;h filters nil lir,ht except th:lt at the desired frequency. 
and is then applied to :i detector 24. 
Th~ device of FIG. l is a genr;rntor of .:!~ctrorr:a~nctic 10 

waves sim:I.! its fmv:lion is to produce monochromatic 
coherent light &:1 a predclerminr.~d frequency in response 
to the ener:;y :ipplied in the form of a light input reprc
s~n:ed by the arrows 12. The device of FIG. 2 is similar 
in constrttl';on to that of FIG. 1. but is more aptly 1;; 
termed •~n ampiiftcr since its functic·· ·'.: to amplify ·b~ 
ir·~n!'ity of a light input represented by arrows designated 
I-~.· durin~~ propa~<1lion in the cavity 10 anc.1 to produce 
the amplified ou~put at the ri~l)t hand s!dc of lhe cavity 
as represented by the arrows 14B. For this type of opera- 20 
t!cn it is r~·:ccssary. that both of the s•Jrfoces l 6 and rn 
transmit :it lc:ast a portion of the light incident thcrco.!l. 
When operated in this mode, the pump ~nergy, represented 
by the arrows 12. has an intensity below the thn.•c:hold 
i:ltcnsity so that, of and by it.,clf, it is not suf.:cient to 25 
produce oscillation in the cavity. As a result. in th~ 
absence of iight applied at the left hand side of the 
structure as represented by arrows 14A. only a low in
tensity output. prodm:ed primarily by spontaneous emis-
: · ...... is available. at thr ric:ht hand side of the structure. 30 
As c.-plaincd above, in order to prcdocc stimuiaied emis
sion from the metastable st&1te C to the ground state A, 
it is necessary that li?:-,t waves having a predetermined 
frequency be present .n the cavity. TI1is frcqu~ncy is 
ch~~racteristic of tram•itions between these two states. 3.:i 
Therefore. the input ii.;ht energy. represented by the 
ar-;-ows 14A, is of this :·n:iracteristi~ frequency. The 
added energy appiied to tlle device by this Iic;~t : 1put is 
sufficient to begin the procl!ss of stimulateci e :iissio:ll, a;·d 
thereby amplify the incomir.g signal. Tbere is then avail- 40 
able at the surf-ce 18 an output of high ;.ntensity, mo.ilo
chromatic, coherent light 14B, which is an amplified 
version of the input represented by arrows 14A. ThiS: :· 
:tmplificd output is p:issed through the filter 22 to a de-
tec!or 24. 45 

It should be apparent that the devices of FIGS. 1 and 
2 may be combined with the output of light generator 
of FIG. 1, represented by arrows 14, applied as an input 
to the amplifying device of FIG. 2. Further, as is known 
ir. the prior art, represented by the above cited Patent GO 
2,929 ,922, the output structure may be designed to in
clude in place of the filter 22. a pair of double convex 
lenses sep:irated by an absorptive sheet having an aper
ture lying in the focal place of the Jens nearest the cavity. 
In this way, only the energy at the desired output frc- 55 
qucncy is passed through the aperture to the second l~ns 
which reconverts the energy at the desired frcc:uency to 
:i. plane wave which may be radiaten as an i:iput to a de
tector. or as an input to an amplifier such as is shown 
in FIG. 2. 60 

FIGS. 4 and 5 represent the char3cteri:1i.ics 01 one em
bodiment of an optical maser fabricated in ac:ordanc•.:: 
with the principles of the present invention. FIG. 4 
is an energy level di::igrarn representing the vario:1s energy 
states of the ions in the maser material. and FIG. 5 is a 65 
partial repr1.::scntation of the sp,.ctrum for the material. 
Referring fast to FIG. 4. this energy state di:-i.;ram in·· 
eludes four states, a ground state A, a tcrmim~ti:ig st~1te 
B, a metastable state C and an excitation state ::J. Maser 
operation is achieved in a C:cvice having the enc:-;y leveJ 70 
characteristics represented in r:IG. 4 by applyin~ input 
light energy to pump ion:> from tbe ground st:-i.te A to 
the excitation state D. During this pumping o:;crntion. 
energy is absorbed by the maser material and the<;c ions 
undcr~o a non-radiative tr<:'.1:.ition represented hy the i!i 

G 
:1rrow \' 1 lo the mctast;il· 1: ~lal1.: C. From· tllh poinl. 
~ronl<tneous cmi~sion ta!-.c. pl:tcc as the ions undergo 
a transition from stall.! C in the lermin.1ting st:Hc B. 
rLprcscnteu by arr .. 1w Z:?. :ind :dso from state C 10 the 
ground stale A. rcprc:;cn~cd by arrow Z1• In the opcr:1-
!inn of the maser w produce the desir1.:d moncx:hromatic 
coherent light l)t1!put, the tluo:-l!sccnt tr:1nsition from nH.:la
st:1hlc sl:tl~ C to the terminating state P, is emp!oycu and. 
it is in this transition th:it slimul;1tc<.J emission is built 
up to produce the desired o..;..:ill;1tiun in the cavity. 

Refcrrim! to FIG. 5, whi;;h shows :i i~Ortion only of 
the spectn;-m of the maser material whose energy kvel 
diagram is depicted in FIG. 4. the sh:idcrl areas at 2.2 
:rnd 2.5 microns rep;esent nuorcscent lines for the ma· 
terial. These 11uoresccnt lines at 2.2 and :!.5 microns 
correspond. respectively. to the tram:ition from th:: meta
stable :-;tale C to the ground st:itc A ::nd the tr:insitior. 
from the metastable stale c to the terminating slate n. 
The band depicted in FIG. 5, centered at 0.56 micron. 
represents <L typical t' ;ci:ation state which is ev;<.lc.-nt 2s 

a wide band strong absorption in the maser m;iter!al. 
Thi~ absorption at .56 mii.:ron. i'i in the green r:mgc 0f 
visib!e light 'and. therefore. the input pumping light ap
plied to a maser device such as shown in F!GS. 1 a'1d 2, 
using material having the ch~iractcristics depjctcd in 
FIGS. 4 :i.nd 5, includes visible light in the green wave 
band. 

The basic c.liffercncc betwcn the characteristics of the 
maser material of FIG. 4. whici1 represents one en ~iodi
ment of the invention to which this application 1s di
rected. over those of the prior art <:s shown :.~ F:G. 3. 
is that the stimulated emission is produced bctw~en states 
C and B, rnther than between stale C and ground state 
A to produce the desired maser operation. As was 
pointed out above, when the maser is in a cp1i.::.scent stale. 
that is in the absence of input pumping energy. the 
populatlon of the various states is such that almost a!l of 
the ions in Lhc material arc in the-ground state A. :Fur
ther, in order to produce the desired stimulated emission 
.:ind resulting oscillation to n :tlize a high intensity co
h:z;ent outp~t, it is necessary ~o supply sufficient energy 
to achi~vc a popuh1tion in-• .!rsion between the two states 
which produce the f.Jore.:.ccnt transitions at the output 
frequency. Where these transitions arc produced from a 
metastab!e slate C to a ground state A. as shown in FIG. 
3, it is necessary that a very Jnrgc number, that is more 
than half, of the i0!1s initially prcsen. in the ground state 
be pumped into n-.-~ excitation :.i.ate and then relax back. 
to the met:ist::ihle ~t<!tc C before such an inversion can be 
achieved. Succin-::~!y stated. for population inverskm. it 
is necessary that !h·~re be a larger number of ions in the 
higher energy mct~~:;tablc state than in the lower energy 
state to which the :ransition is to occur tn produce the 
desired emission. Where this transition is ~rom the meta
stable state directly to the ground state. which is highly 
populated. it is obvious that an extremely lar:ge number 
of ions must be pumped from the ground state A to the 
excitation state D. H0wcver. with a material having 
the energy lc'i[.ci charactcri~lics depicted in FIG. 4. where 
the fluorescent tr::rnsition utilized to produce the output 
is from the metastable state C to the termintlting state 8 
above the ground state. much less pumping energy is re
quired to exceed the threshold for the matcriai ar!d pro
duce the desired oscill:ition. ~n1is is so because i01 the 
quiescent condition. that is in the absence of pumping 
energy, the terminating state B i.s essentially depopuiJted 
aP.tl, therefore. only a relatively small number of ions 
need he pumped to the excitation state an<l leak back to 
the metas~ablc state C in order to achieve a poru!ation 
inversion or nega~ive tcmper::!ture. as ddincd in U.S. P:::t
ent 2.929,922 between states C and B. 

As was stated above with reference to FIG. 4. the ion~. 
once they reach the mclastablc state C. m:1y mi<.lcrgo 
spont~neous emissions hoth to the ground st:itc .'\ :ind 
termin:1tinr. ~t:1te !L 1 IC'lwcver. ::1s the input p11mpin;: en-

13 
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crgy is incrc<1scd. a condition is rnpillly rc:1chcd wherein 
there is a suflicicnt population invcrsL>n between the 
higher energy state C and lower energy state B to pro
duce stimulated cmio;-;ion bclwccr. these states. This 
stimulated cmiss:o!1 rapidly incrcnscs the cncr!?Y of the r, 
J;ght prop:1ga:cd :1long tt.c: c:!viry. as <lcpictc<l in FIGS. 
l and 2. an•' r,•:ril!:1t1om al the chnrncteristic wavclcn~th 
for this transition frorn stiltc C to state B. 2.5 micro~ns. 
b~::i" ~·p in thc- cavity. This population ·inversion bc
t\vcen c:rntcs C and n is a:taincd with a much smaller JO 
pumping energy thiln would be required to produce a 
sufficient population ir:".'c!·sio11 for stimulated emission 
bet ... veen states C and A. :ind being reached first as the 
pumping energy is built up, the trnnsition from stnte C 
to state B i~ favored and causes continued stimulated i.r. 
emission bctw..-:en these states resultinc: ;., oscillation so 
t:iat there arc only a small number of i~11;; which undergo 
the • :s:; favored transition from st:ltc C to stat<- A. Thi: 
small :::nount of spontm.~ous cmissi<;n in th:s less favored 
transition from state C to st·.~..: A is at the wavelength 20 
2.2 microns. 

As wa~· prhw:d out above, oscillatic~ in the .:avity 
formed by the maser material, whose chnractcristics arc 
depicted in FJ<i$. 4 ;.1s"1u 5, is realized for a relatively 
small energy input pumping signal becaui;e of the very 2;; 
Jow popu}~tion of t~1C terminillzng slate Il. thereby re
quiring the pumping of only a relatively small number 
of ions to achieve a population inversion between state 
C and state B. This effect is enhanced by cooling the 
m~·· ... rial to very low temp~rature. preferably below ~!quid :'.:Q 
nitrv0~: temperature. By this cooling, the population of 
ions in the terminating state B is further depleted and 
almost all of the ions are in the ground state A. When 
cooled in this manner, ,, !fy a very sm::ill amount of in-
put pumping energy is required to achieve a population 3,3 
inversion bet'.veen the m.:!ac;~.ol,le state C and the ter
minating state B necessary :or the desired stimulated 
emission resulting in the c~l."\ny. 

The energy !evel diagram of FIG. 4 inclullc'. one fur
ther non-radiative transition not present in that of FIG. <10 
3 and that fa the transition.· designated Y2 from· the ter
minating· state B to the ground state A. This transition 
occurs fer those ions which have undergone a fluorescent 
transition from state C to state B, and it is characteristic 
of the preferred maser material that !he rate at which 45 
these· non-radiative tran~itions take place is greater than 
the rate of fluorescent transitions from metastable state 
C to terminating state B. This is an important feature of 
the material since, if the decay from state B to ground 
state A is slow, the population of •state B is rapidly built 50 
up, therl!by making it necessary. if population inversion 
between states B :ind C is to be maintained, to apply 
much mpre pumping energy. Further, e·:~n in the pres
ence of increased pumping energy, if the decay rate from 
state B to state A is slow, the population at state B would 55 
build up. thereby making conti:rnous operation of the 
device impossible. 

Optical masers ho 1ing energy ch~m1ctcristics such as 
are shown in FIGS. 4 ar:d 5 have be..::i fabricated with 
host crystills doped with a small amount of t:-ivalent GO 
uranium. The trivalent uranium. ion in the ·:~·yst::: lattice 
provides at least one strong absorption band. as is indi
cated i~ FlG. 4, at D, reqlJired if the crystal is to absorb 
sufficient energy from the input light to produce ~he de
sired stimulated emission. Further, the trivalent uranium f;!; 
provid~s extremely narrow fluorescent lines such a;; those 
indicated at 2.2 and 2.5 microns in FIG. 5, and these 
lines become even narrower at extremely low tcrnpcrn
ture. Narrow fluorescent lines are important siP.ce the 
narrower the line, the more fav~rablc arc the coridi~ions 70 
for achieving monochromatic, coherent light output. 
Further, with the trivalent uranium ion, not too many 
competing fluorescent transitions arc produced. ln the 
energy level diagram of FIG. 4. the transition from rncta
Stilblc state C to terminating state B is the one which is 7r, 

8 
utilized l<J produce the ~lcsin·d c\Ulpul. The only c<"1111pct
ing transition ~hown is thar : ·•:11 the 111ct:ist:ihit: :-;lak C 
to ~round state A. Though <:ry:>tals dopccJ with triv:\lc:nt 
ur:inium may inclmlc :mother energy st:1tc :1hovc: state C, 
from '"hkh fluorescent trnnsitions could take place. both 
to tcrminalin,!? state B ~ind ground state /\ to produce two 
more Ouorcsccnt lines in the spectrum. not shown i11 FIG. 
5, these competing tran~ilicms :ire still small in r:umbcr 
and <lo not have :my apprcc!:ihlc dclt'tcrious dTcct on 
the number of ic.,ns available for transitions fro'll !.late 
C lo state B which proclucc the output. ~ 

The trivalent uranium ion provides the intermediate ; 
state B bctwi:-en the metast:1blc slate C and 1!rotmd ~;tat..: 
A and this is a characteristic of th;:-; !tm. Ti1c prc~:~m.:c 
of the termina:inl! state B an:.! the fact that the fluorescent 
transition which~ is s::mul:t:cd tc:rm:nates in this s::1ic 
rather than in ground state A. m:ike:; it ros~.ihlc to pro
duce oscillation in the crystal cavity with a n:!:11ivdy 
small a.mount of input pumping energy. F:~:·thcr. :,.)r.l.'.c 
the uranium ions relax from th~ tcrminatin•! st:iic to ~h;: 
ground state at a r~:c foster than the r:1tc "Or transit!ons 
from the mc::istable state 10 the termination s:alc. <.:o:i
tinuous wave operation is rcaii1.ablc. Ur:in:um ions abo 
produce, as is evident from ~he t!!a~ram oi f-lG. 5, ex
tremely strong fluorescent transitions. thereby foo::ilitat!ng 
the stimulntell cmiss:on required of ai1 Oj)~ical 111;1::cr. 

The crystal which serves as the host buicc to be doped 
with the trivalent uranium should ha'.'.: r:oo~I O!'l :cal qt:al
ity to thereby prevent sc.::l~tcrir.g :ind nb:-:crptio:l of li!.:ht 
waves propagated along the axis of the cavity. Tbc r;· ys
tal should also be one into which the impuriiy i()n. tri- . 
valent uranium, m::iy be casiiy iniroducc<l. Ti·.~ host . 
crystal should also have a high degree of symmetry and 
it is prcf~rnble th~1t it be cubic :~nd. th:reforc. exhibit 
an isotropic index of refraction. These criteri~ arc satis
fied by a number of ho:;t crys:als amon~~ whit:h may be 
numbered lhc alkaline earth i"iuorit!c:.;. includir.·! •;alcium 
fluoride, ';;a.rium ·fluoride and strontium fiuoricic. Cry::;
tais of each of these materials s:-tlisfy c~1ch of tllc nbcv.:! 
criteria. .. They have good ciptf··~1l qualit.y; the divalent 
calcium, barium and strontium .ions h~:vc a rndius ·.vh!ch 
is very close to that of the tr:·1alcnt urnnium ion. th::-rcby 
allowing the latter ion !o s:,!Jslitulc easily in the crys:~d 
lattice. Crystals of these mn!crials are cubic nnd. there
fore~ cavities such as· shown in F!GS. 1 ai~d 2. iabric:lte<l 
of these crystals doped with lriv::lcnt u:-anium have <i 

high degree of syr.imc!ry and an isoiropic index of refrac
tion. This being !'·:: case. the ,iircction in wh:ch the 
crystal is cut in for~i~:n~ the desired cavir.y is t1n!rnport:rnt 
since any geomciric:!: tlis!ortion in the: ma!crial docs :10t 

change the p:-opn~a:!~):1 ch=in:1clcri:-;tic" as long as the re
flecting surfaces 16 :!r.d 18 arc p<:raiicl to each c:h::r. 
Thus. >vith these crvslalline maieri:ds. even thour.:h lh-: 
crystal axis is not e~:ictly perpc.ndicu!ar to the r-:Occiing 
surfaces, as a result of twinning or shape distortion in the 
crystal, the i::otropic index of rl!fract!o!1 i"n the cubic crys
tal allows for prop::ig:ition without umluc !ossc~ c:- the 
production of unwanted modes as coultl occur in :!n :mi!::o- ~ 
tropic crystal. 

Therefore. ~hough :-tnisotropic crystals dopect with tri
vnlcnt uranium m;y '!:--: u~ilizcd in practicin.~ the inven
tion. cubic host crvzt~ls. !;uch as those mentioned ~bove. 
having an iso!ropi~ inc.lex of refr:iction. :-ire preferred. . 

The energy level diagr::i.m of FIG. 4 :ind the spcctn:m 
diagram of FIG. 5 actmtlly represent cer:C1in ol the ch~r
actcristies of a c:-11cium fluoride crys~al <lo;-ied wi:h .es:,-;_. 
trivalent uranium. This cry:;tal h:i:.; a strnr.!; ~~i:::o:-p~ion 
band centered :it .56 micron \vhich c.:-rrc::.ponds to li~:ht 
in the green portion of the spectrum. T!~is ;~1a~~rial al::·:i 
posscs~es a high deg.rec of nbsorpiion in the blue (not 
shown) and varying degrees of ~IJ~orp:ion i;i other por
tions of the visihlc spc-:trmn and. th\'r.:forc. is c~1~:1hk 
of being c::sily :iumpe<l wiih visible li~~h!. in•:l11t!in~ bfn.~ 

and green co111poncnt:;. Thi:; r.::1ki:1111 lluoridc crys::il 
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doped wi1h .0_5~,;, trivalent uranium c:xhihils lhc n11c1n:s-
ccnt lines at 2.2 :and 2.5 microns. shown in FIG. 5, and 
two other lluorcscent lines :1: ::!. J 5 an<l ::!.4 micron:;, resull-

. ing from lhc transitions from :imJ<hcr c"1cri:Y level (n<;l 
shown) to states t\ and U. However, wilh only thi:sc 5 
two !luorcsccnt tr:msi1!~m·: ··;1d that from mci:isiahl.: :-.:;i:;; 

C to ground sla:c A compciing with the preferred r.ram:i
tion from mc:asl:1hlc sl:llc C to tcrmi11:11ion sta:c B. bv 
far the largest number of ioi1s :ire available for th'.! f:;~ 

, vore~l transition from mda~iablc state C lo terminating 10 
stale n. 

Barium Ouoride :rnd stro11lii.1m flu<lride when doped 
with trivalent uranh1m exhibit simih;r en~rgy level char
acteristics dHTcrin!! in th:tt the absorption anu fluor.csccnt 
bands in tl~·;-;e crystals do no: correspond exactly in wav~- 15 
lcn~~th !n li1osc for c:1lcium fluoricJr· ·rvstals. Eal'" of 
lh~sc cryst:tls when doped ~\·ith trivaknt uranium exhibits 
a ·1rnng ahsorp~!o;1 h::nd in the visible light poilion of 
the :-pectn.tm, only a :.m:t11 nul"1bcr of comp~ting fluorcc;
ccr:~ transitions, and at lc•1~,L on.:: intense fluorescent tran- 20 
sii.ion from a mctasrnblc state to a terminating stale above 

·the grvl!!'ll: ~tait: :is imlic:!tcd i:1 HG. 4 wl':ch can i:>.; 
stimula~ed "to produce ma3cr 0pcra1:on in rcsponr,e to a 
relatively small :!mount of input pumping rncrgy. 

FIG. 6 is a somc\vhat diagr:1 mmatic rcpre:.cr.!ation of 25 
one embodiment qf an optical maser device constructed 
in accord;mct": with !he principle5 of the invention and 
opcra~ed at an ex:rcmcly low t~mper:1~t1r<!. In this fig
ure. dcsign::..rions corresponding to those used in FIGS. 1 

i 2 arc used to ideffjfy like components. Thi.:reforc. 30 
num ... r:il 10 designates the cry::tal c:wity having reflecting 
surfaces 1 {) and 18. The crystal is the calcium fiuorid.: 
crystal dop~d with tri;;.-.lent urnnium whos":: charac-teris-
tics arc· represented i:. FJGS. 4 and 5 and was prepared· 
in the foiiowin~ manner. · 35 

Sekc~cd and puri.fie~ '11ieccs of calcium fluoride arc 
placed in a graphite crw :':'l!e toicthcr with a measured 
amount of uranium metal. A small amount ';.he :t 2%) 
of lead is also added. to .the mixture·. :h .. rni;<ture is 40 
heated slowly to a tcmper:lturc above tlie melting points 
of bo~h the calcium fluo;ide and :he ura11iu01 metal. At 
this elevated tempernturc. the lead reacts with the oxygen 
present to f qrm lead oxide which has a high vapor pres-

. ~ure and. is. therefore. easily pumped away. All of the 
kad originally adc.led to the mixture is used up in this way 45 
so that there is not tr~ce of !cad in. the en.Cl product. 
This occurs as the crystal is being grown in the graphite 
crucible and provides ~ h!ghly reductive atmosphere <lur-
ing the growing proces::;. The crucibles are designed to 
provid.: a crystal of calcium fluoride which is cylindrical 60 
in shape. having a radius of about Y.1 inch, :md a length 
of about 3 incbcs. The crystal is red in color. After 
the crystal is ~;cparcd in this manner. it Is cm down lo 
a diameter of about ~% inch and a length o: about 1112 
inches. The enc.ls of the crystal are then polished to a 5J 
flatness of %0 sodium wavelengths and made parallel 
!o within 15 seconds of an arc across the end surfaces. 

',.Th~ cvlindrical surface is left rot: -.i,. ground. Finally, 
. the ends of the crystal arc silvered a~d then covered with 

a protective optical coating of silicon monoxide to pre- GO 
vent oxitbtion of the silver. One of the two ends, sp.::
cifically cri<l 16. as shown in FIG. 6. is made compictely 
opaque and tht": other end is silvered in such a way that 
it transmits 1.5% of light incident thereon. The silicon 

65 monoxide coating has a thickness, as measured. of ap
proximately one-half wavelength at 2.5 microns. 

The crystal, which forms the cavity 10 h:wi:-,g the 
re flee tin~ surfaces 16 and 18. as prepared ;1 bove. is 
mounted as shown in FIG. 6 \n a long cylinJrical tube 70 
30. which is mounted in a dewar vessel having :1n outer 
surface 36 :ind an inner container 32 ~· 1hich is about half 
filled with linuitl he!ium 34. A v;,cuum is m:lintaincd 
in the sp~:::e between the liquid helium cont~line:· 32. :lnd 
the outer surface .36. The cryst:tl cavity JO is mounted 7G 

10 
with it~: surface rn. \vhidr i" ~:apalilc of transmitting 1.5% 
of incident light. inside ti:. ·. lindrit:al tuhe 30. This ruhc 
i~; also evacuated. S!nce the :11hc JO passes through the 
liquid hc.-li11111 J•t in <:ontaincr 31. rili:; 111lic i~ csscn!ially 
:11 11.2" K.. whid1 i~ the boiling point fnr liqt1id iv:li1.11n 
;;~ ::::~:~:;~!::::-ic prc·,:;nn~. T!1:: mrnmti:ir. for the c:;vi1y 
I 0 in ltlhl! 30 is bras:~ sn thal the crys:aI is at a leni
rcraturc very dose lo liqoit: helium tc·mpcra1urc. 

The C'pcr:it ion of the dcvi·:1'. i<> simil:ir to : h·~ oper:tt ion 
described wi~h rc.:fcrcni:c !o F!G. I. The p1in1pin1! light 
input. rcpres:nted by the :1rrows [2. is :1ririli:.:d through 
a windo\.v 50 lo the surf;1cc of the l·ylindric:il c:1vi1y 10. 
This li!!ht is provided hy :t source 40. whid1 i-; mounted 
in a light shield 42 to minimize Io:;scs. This ligh! 
source is :in xenon dischar!;:: lamp which is ",t1.1atcd 
11ndcr the control of a b:mk of eomk:1scrs that ;ire first 
charged and then llisch:1rgctl when lite lamp is trig~crcd. 
The output coherent li~lti p:-oduccd hy lhe cavity 10 is. 
as before. rcprcst!ntcd hy the arrows 14. ~:nd thi::: light 
lrnvcls alonf! th~ tube 30 to nn ou!put ~·intlow 44 in t!":c 
lop of the tuhc and is <ipplicd to :1 d::tector 24 \vhich. 
in the illustrat;vc embodiment. in::lud~s :1 filter for filter
ing l'tlt outputs ti! oihcr than the <le!':ircd wavclcn!?th. 

In order to prov:~~ a vi:aral clcmnostratio:i of th~ out
put of. det~ctor 24 in rcspons~ to the li~ht output from 
c.:rysral IO. an oscilloscope may be connected to this de
tector in which case outputs as :.;hown in FIGS. 7 A, 
7B and 7C arc realized. nG. 7 A shows the vol!a~c 
produced by the detector 24 in response to the ligllt 
output from the device of FIG. 6 when the input ~·tmir>
ing light supplied by source 40 is below th1; thr•·:;hold 
intensity. FrG. 7B represents the volt:1ge rcai~.-:..:J when 
the pumping light supplied by source 40 h:~s an intensity 
above the thrcsho!J intensi<y for the device. As can be 
seen. the n11tn11t vnlt:l!!C rc:-~cscnl;11ivc nf the linh: !·111!n11t 

applied-to- ~!~'i~~ro;·24- ri~c; ~'e~;:-~h~rply·a~~I. f~--;-ih~--P~l~~ 
ticular gain setting used. which is the same as that 
used for FIG. 7A. is so !arce as to exceed the rarn:::c of 
the oscilloscope. !t is csti~atecl that this ·ouiput !;as n. 
magnitude srcatcr than th<tt produced by the spontaneous 
emission and b<?ekground scaitercd light. :is plotted in 
FIG. 7A. by .. a factor of abot1t one thousand. FIG. 7C 
dcpitits the s~ine output n:. that shown in FlG. 7B \Vith 
~he gain of the olcilloscope appreciably reduced. As can 
be seen from tlii right h:rnd portion of this curve. the 
gain setting is ;;uch th:i~ the ou!put. before the threshold 
intensity is cxct!edcd. appears ~sscntinlly as a zero out
put. compared wi:h the very lar1e output indicated nftcr 
the threshold intc:1:;ity h:ts beett exceeded. 

The specific ca bum fit1oride crystal doped with .05'/o. 
described nbove. ;>reduces an output in the infrared re· 
gion having a w;iv~lenglh of 2.5 microns. Further. the 
output frequency sl":ifts somewhat ~:: the amount of dop
ing of the host crystal is changed. Tht•s. for ex~:mplc. 
when the calcium fluoride crystal is doped with . l % of 
trivalent uranium, the infrared output has a character
istic wavelength somewhat greater th;m 2.5 microns. J\s 
the amount of the trivalent uranium n<ld-:d as an im
purity is increased. the absorption of t!1c ."."rystalline 
maser material is also inc.rcascd and. thus. for impurity 
concentrations grcntcr than .3 % • a large portion of the 
input energy is absorbed in the outer surface of the 
crystalline material. Therefore. for devices having the 
dimensions in the ranges indicated above. it is preferable 
that the amount of tri\'alcnt urani11m impurity be less 
than .3% or that the cnvity r;idius be decreased. 

From the above description. it is cipparcnt thar. in ac
cord:t;ice with the principles of the present invention. 
op•ical devices arc provided having -::haracteristics which 
have not been heretofore rcal!zablc. Thi:; is m:!d~ pos
sible by the ch:irncteristics of the trivnlc;it ur;,nium ion 
when used :ts a doping material. These trivatcni. urani
um masers cxhihit strOnf! pumping b<inds nn<J intense 
fluorescent lines. F11r1hcr. rhey :ire cxcit:iblc with rc!a
tivc!y low input powa hy stimulatinf! lr:rn~ition-; !ti a ta-
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minatitm sl:tll' :1hovc the J~l"<ltlllll stat<:. and :1rc t:ap:11'ft· 
of cilher inh:rmittcnl or contim:ous wave opcr:tlion. By 
proper choice of material :1nd the :unount of tlo{'ing. noL 
only arc ciutputs in the infrared rc:1li:whlc but :it dif
fcn:nt wa\'~lcng:hs in !!1c mfr:m:d. By using host crys- :; 
tals having cubic lattice sirnctur·cs, the optical ;iwpc;-lics 

fluoride an~.1 i!'> doped with aliuut .05' ;. of .ri\·:1lcnl 
urnnium. 

10. The dcvkc of claim .; . .;Jien·in said cryslal i<> calcium 
fiuoridc :tntl is dopct! with about . I',~. t)f trivalent • · ··.i!iittm. 

11. In ;m optic•il maser devkc for cuntinuou'.'>ly pro
ducing coherent output radiation by conli11t1\>U'> stim11l:itcd 
emission in a cry:;taJ maser 111:1:crial: means for Connin.;: a 
resonant slruclurc for s.1id coherent radiation l'lllhr:u.:in<_.: 
said crvstal maser nrnterial: means mainlainin;; said •Ty!'l:1t 
:it a k~1pcr:tt11rc below that or liquid ni1ro1:cn; s:1itt cryst•d . 
being doped with trivalent urnnium to exhibit a stron~1 

of the d::viccs arc !:'rc:at!y .. nhanccd bec:msc of the i:;o
tropic !ndcx of refi=:1ctior"1 e.\liibitcd hy masers prep:m:d 
in this m:mncr. 

It \vill. 9f course. be :1pparcnt t\) those skillet! in the 10 
art :irat devices embodying the subject inv .... nlion may be 
used in 0thcr ar;plications !han those illustrnted in FIGS. absorption b:inc.l. a ground energy stale, :md first :1ml • 

scconu other energy ~.atl's both of which :ire ahovc said 
t:rotm<l energy state; snill stimulut:!d emission being pro·
duced by fluorescent ionic tr::in:;itions of said tr!valcnt 
uranium from said first energy st<itc to s~1id second energy 

I :ind 2. As one example, the device may be operated 
in such a way that one light input supplying the pump-
ing light !'t1pplies sufficient energy to m;iintain the de- 15 
vice just b~::ow its threshold and the c.lcvicc i:; trim~ered 
into oscilla:ion b)' the selective apt.: ... ::on of an;...:icr stntc; s:1i<l first cncr~y state· being populated by ;1~plyin~ 

cne·;gy to pump trivalent uranium ions from said ground 
state to said <1bsorption band which ion5 then undergo 
a non-radi~tivc transition to said first slate; sa:d ;c,ns 
undergoing non-ra<liative trnnsitions from s:1i<l secon<l 

r 'it source of ~uflicicnt light energy to cause the thresh-
.. >k to be exceeded. 

While the invention has l':~n particularly shown and 20 
described with reference to preferred embodiments there-
of. it will be understood by thos:: skilled in the art that 
the foregoing and o~her changes in form and details may 
b:: made therein without dcpartinr.: from th:: spirit ~ncl 
seop;: of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A maser device for producing coherent rndiatiol" 

comprising; means for forming a resonant structure for 
said coherent radi~1tion; a body of maser rn:i.terial disposed 
within said resonant structure means; mc~ns for cipplying 

··t radiation to said body for producing coherent out
put u1diatic11 by stimulated emission in said body; and 
output means for receivins said output coherent radiation 
from sa!d body; said !.''::'dy comprising a crystal ~oped 
with trivalent urnniur.i. 

2. A m4!:;er device for producing coherent rndiation 
comprising; means for ;c-... ming a reson:mt structure for 
said coherent radiation; a =···:-.dy of maser material disposed 
within said resonant structure mc::ms for pr".'··.1m ·ng co
herent output radiation by stimulated eni~ .. ion in S<:;u 
body; said body comprising a crystai dored '·ith trivalent 
uranitim in which sr.i<l stimulated cmiss.ion is pro<h1ced 

energy st:1tc to said ground slate ~t a foster r:1tc than sai<l 
fluorescent transi~ions from saic.I first energy state to s:..::I 
~ecc:-:.d energy Sl<t:c; \vhcrcby continl!ous stimulated cmis-

25 sicn is produced in said body by the conlimnus :1pplica.
tion of input energy to said body, and means fc.- cxtr<tcti1~g 
said coherent radiation from s:iid crvstal maser material. 

12. A maser device for producing coherent rndi:!tion 
comprising; means for forming a resonator for s;~id co-

30 hercnt rediation; a crystal dopctl with trivalent rn .1nium 
<lisposcd within said rcsonutor m::ans: means for pruJucing 
emission from said <loped crystal by stimulating :::•:~=-~scent 
ionic transitions o'f said trivalent urc.inium l;etwccn dif
ferent energy states in saiu cry:;tal; and output means 

35 responsive to said emission. 
13. A maser <lcvicc fer proJucing collercr.t rn,i!~ti1J:1 

comprising; mc:.1ns for forrn!ng a resonator for s;:id cc
hcrcnt radiation; a calcium fluoride crystal doped witfi a 
s1.1all amount of trivnlent uranium d:sposcc.! within s:i!d 

40 resonator means: means for producing infrared emiss:c;~ 
from s::id doped cry!:>l:tl by ~.imufoting tluorc~cent ionic 
trnnsitions of said trivalent uranium between diff crcr:t 
energy states in sa~d crysta·:; and output means respo;i:;!vc by io:1ic tr:msitions of s~id trivalent uranium between 

first and second energy s~ates in s:i.ki crystal both of 
which arc above the ground energy state of said trivalent 45 
uranium in said cryst<tl; rncnns for c:\citing said triva1cnt 
uranium so as to produce a sufficient population inversion 
bct\vccn s~=d fo·st and second energy stales to provide 
stimulated emission of said cohcrnt radiation in said 
crystal, and means for extracting said coherent radiation 
from said reson:mt structure mean-:;. 

to said infrared t>mission. 
14. A maser Jevic~ for p:oduci;ig coherent radiation 

comprising; means forming a resonator for said cohr.:rcri~ 
radiation; a cryst::tl having an !<:~i. ~pie index cf rcfractio'1 
doped with triva!c::t uranium di-;pozetl wi~hin said rcsc.i
ator means; me::;~:. :·or produci11g cmi!'sion from said dop-:·J 

50 crystal by stiml1bcing fluorescent ionic transit:ons of s::id 
trivaicnt urnnium t~etwecn different energy st=itcs i;; s;!iJ 
crystal; and outpu; means rcsponsiYe to said emission. 3. A maser device for producing coherent radiation 

comorisin"'· means for forming a resonant structure for 
said· cohe~~nt radiation; a body doped \vi th triv~lcnt 
uranium disposed w!th!n said resonant structure means; 
means for applying input radiation to said body for pro
ducing monochro:nat:c, coherent output radiation from 
said body by stimulate:.! emission in said body of ionic 
transitions of ~aid trivalent uraniun. from a fit!-.t energy 
st;:ite to a second energy state in said body, both of which 
states arc above the ground energy stat,_ ior ::.1id body; 
;:ind output means for receivir:g said output coher!:'nt radia
tion f:-om s::iid body. 

4. The dcv~ce of cl<lim 3 wherein said crystal is cubic. 
5. The device of claim 4 wherein said cry:.;tal is a!'. 

alkaline earth fluoride crystal. . 
6. The devic<- of claim 5 wherein said crys\al i~ barium 

fluoride. 
7. The device of claim 5 wherein said crys~-li is stron-

tium fluoride. 
S. The device of claim 5 wherein said crystal is calcium 

fluoride, anu saitl output coherent light has a w::.vclen[~:h 
jn the infrared porti1. 1 of the spectrum. 

i 5. '\n optica~ m::iscr device comprising: a crystal dop::J 
with trivalent uranium whereby said doped crystal e.::hib:~s 

;:;5 strong absorption bands in the visible portion of ihc.: SFC

trum and a fluorescent bar:d :~ the infrnrcd portion of th.:: 
spectrum; said fluorescent band being produced by ioni~ 
transitions of the triv::ilcnt uranium from a first cner;y J 
state to a second energy stat~ both of which arc. above t :-:~ ' 

GO ground energy state for said trivalent uranium in s::.id 
crystal; means forming a resonator at s;1i<l fluorescent ba:i:J 
containing said doped crystal: means for cooling s:1:d 
crystal to therehy narrow sa:d fluorcscc;it banc.l and de· 
crease the population of said second energy state ro::lut:v:: 

65 to said ground si.ate; input means for pro~!ucing stir.~ulatcd 
emission in said crystal by causing stimulating io:i!c li:lr:c;:
tions of said trivalent urar.iurn fror:i said first energy sl~tc: 
to said second energy state: :md output mc:in:; rcspon~i\C 
tc said emission. 

70 16. The device of claim 15 wheicin S:1!d ::rvst;;I jc; i;1 

the form of a rod having parJ.llcl ends a:id wh.crcin s:i.i~f 
resonator means includes n p:-iir of mutu:illy p<t• allcl pbt::s 
both of which arc at least partially ref:cctin~. 

17. The device cf claim I 5 wherein said 1.:ryst:1l i-> 
9. The device of claim 8 wherein :;aid crystal :::; calcium 75 cubic. 
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18. The ck.,·'.ce of ch1im 17 wherein s.aid crystal fa :an 

alk<lline earth crvst;1I. 
19. The devk~ of cl:1im IX wherein said crystal is a 

calcium fluoride cryst;1! doped with triv:1lent urnnium :ind 
said emission produced by s:1id slimulatc<l transitions i:.; 
in the infrared. 

20. A solid stale mm:cr for prnJucing coherent radiation 
of a givcP optic:al frequency in the electromagnetic w:ive 
spectru:.1 comprising means forming an optic:1J resonator 
for said coherent rndintion. a :ic!!~t!ivc temncr:iture 
mediur.1 disposed. within $aid resonate; means :1n~l having 
a plurality ~>f individual ions c:.ich clwractcri7.cd hy a 
ground energy level and at lc:1st three distinct energy 
levels above said ground level. two of said three energy 
levels having :i separation corresponding to said given 
optical fre~iuer.·.:y and disposed be~ween the third of saicl 
th--ec energy levels and the ground lev~l, means for cx
citinc said ions to the third of said three energy levels 
so as .·~ prcduce a ncga ~vc tempcra~urc wi:h respect t0 
said two energy levels causi~~ stimulated emission cf 
said coherent r;ic.liation and means for extracting said 
generated coherent radiation from ~i St!:-face of saic.l 
medium. 

21. A maser device for producing coherent radiation 

14. 
turc for said coherent r:1di:11i<'tl :ind means for emitting 
s:1id coherent r:,diation fn•111 sctid rcsonanl structure 
means. 

22. A mm:cr device for producin~ coherent r:idi~1tion 
;, of a g;vcn opfa::1l frequency in th\! clcctrom:ignctic wave 

~:pcdrum compr!sing mc:1ns forming an optical resonator 
for said coherent radiation, a host medium disposed within 
said resonator mc:rns nni.I having ions each charncteri7.ed 
by :i ground energy le".cl and fir:•t. ::rco11d :ind third energy 

10 levels· c:1ch :1bove said ground level. an ionic transition 
between s:dd first :md second energy levels being instru
mental in producing the coherent radiation hy stimulated 
cmi:;sion. n:cans for exciting said ions to the third of said 

·. three energy levels so as lo create a population inversion 
15 with rcsoect to sai<.i first and second energy levels pro

ducin~ stimulated emission of coherent rndiation within 
said ,;,edium and means for extracting a portion of said 
cohcrc11t radiation from said medium. 

2J. A device as set forth in claim 22 wr.~rein ionic 
20 transitions from said third energy level lo said first energy 

level and from said second energy level to said grounl! 
energy level arc non-radiative transitions. 

24. A maser device for producing coherent radiation 
of a given optical frequency comprising a medium in-

25 cf udinS? trivalent uranium ions. means for exciting said 
ions t; create a population inversion producing stimulated 
emission of coherent radiation within said medium, means 
for formin~ a resonant structure for said coherent radia
tion and ~c~ms for extracting said coherent radiafr"n 

of a given optical frequency in the clcctrom'1.gnctic wave 
spectrum comprising ~:. solid slate host ;i1atcriai including 
ions c:.ich of which arc characterized by a given absorp
tion banc.I of frequencies "'.nd by a ground energy level 
and a pair of energy levels above said ground level bc
twc:::.i which stimulated emis;:;ion is p:-c:.h.!cd at said given 
opti1..... frequency, means for applying pumping radia
tions within saiJ absorption band of frequencies to said 
ions so as to produce a population inversion b<>twccn said 
pair of energy levels to c::'•~sc; stimulated emission of s~,id 
coherent radiation, means for f orm?ng a reason ant strnc- 35 

30 from said resonant structure means. 
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3,223,8-H 
DIGITAL MEASURlNG APPARATUS lJTH.tZ.ING A 

RADIOACTIVE SOURCE AND DETECTOR 
J;uncs L. Hyde, Little Neck Road, l~.F.D. 5, 

Huntington. N.Y. 
Flied Mar. 15, 1962, Ser. No. UW,f. . D 

7 Claims. (CJ. 250-83.3) 

2 
p~1rtidcs or gamm<t mys. Typk\llly the nuclcnr source 
may be strontium 90 -..vhich emits beta pnrtic:ks or polon
itm1 2 JO which emits ~il('lha f'uiticlc!~. 'l he \::OllrCC 10 pref· 
cr<ibly is a point source wlli<.:h is collimated through col~ 

G limator· opcninr, !Oa to produce a substnntially pnralkl 
bcnm of particles. A radioactive source ha\'ir.;; a magni
tude of the order of I 0 to I 000 microcurics is suil::iblc for 
many applications. 

This invention rcl:.itei; to measuring appnrntus, and more The pnrticlcs emitted by the source 10 ;ire directed to 
particularly, to measurin6 appar:itus for d:=velopinf! <in 10 r:1cnns I 1 controlled by a vari:tblc to he mc<1sum.I for pro-
output signal representing a physical v~riable such :t~ vie.ling electrical pul~es rcprcscnting the rntli:1lion particles 
pres:sure, lcmpcr~1turc, or acceleration which ni~1y be ar.tl generating a plll~e rate which varies in accorcl;incc 
sensed through a me..:hanical <lisplncemcnt. with the variable to be measured. More particularly, the 

Measuring apparatus heretofore proposer.! h:ic;. in gen- means 11 comprises a rndi~11ion shield having a <lisplace-
cral, been subject to various inaccuracies or limit<itions. 1:3 able member controlled in position hy n vminblc to· be 
For cxnmplc, electronic npp:iratus is g.cncr:illy subject to measured for controlling the ra:e of radiation partitlcs 
changes in circuit parameter::; due to variations in operat- transmitted throttf;h the shield, as will be more fully <le-
ing conditions resulting in output signal inaccuracies or scribed subsequcnt!v. The mc~ns U also comprises n 
drift. rmJiation detector ii providing individual electrical pulses 

Prior measuring apparatus utili7..ins nuclc;1r or r~dio- 2a rcj:>rcscntativc of the individual rndi:i.lion particles trans-
activc energy sources has been subject to the l?m:t:!tion milted through the shield. 
that the apparatus develops analog output signals suhjcct Ref erring more parlicul:irly to FIG. ·2. th~rc is rcpre-
to inaccuracies due to electronic circuit instabilities cITect- scnted a pressure-responsive tr:i.nc;ducer in· which the radia-
ing the magnitude and thus the accur<1cy of the output tion ~hicld comp:-iscs. for example, a dense mct;:tl shield 
signals. Moreover, output signals which vary linearly !!:i 1.3 having a. di~p:aceablc member 1~ controlling the width 
with or in proportion to an input varinblc have not ordi- of an aperture 15 for transmitting p:lr!ic!es emitted by a 
narily been provided by energy transducers utilizing a source 10. The displacc:::iblc member is in the form of a 
radioactive energy source. rotatable spiral cam shutter 14 positioned between ·the 

Further, prior analog-to-frequency signal converters aperture 15 and the snurce l 0, as represented in FIG. 3a. 
usually utilize voltage-controlled O\>cillators which arc ~o Referring again to nr: ~ .. : . · .. !-:.:. uf the shutter 14 con-
subjcct to ·instabilities due to variations of operating con- trols the rate of radi::ition particles transmitted through 
ditions. the aperture. The source 10 may be enclosed in :m ad-

lt is an object. of the invention, therefore,· to provide justably positioned capsule 16. _ . 
a new and improved measuring apparatus. . The cam shutter 14 is mounted on a rotat<!blc central 

It is another object of the invention to prO\'idc a new. 3.3 shaft 20. The periphery of the cam shutter 14 is attached 
measuring .apparatus having improved nccuracy. to and is rotat~:blc under the control of a helical Bourdon 

· It is another object of the in\'ention to provide a new tube such as manufactured by Glassco Instrument Co., 
and improved digital measuring apparatus providing di~i- Pasadena, California or other Bourdon tube of conven-
tal signals translatable entirely in pulse-coded digital form. tional construction: The Bourdon tube deforms and 

It is another object of the invention to provide a stable 40 rotates the shutter 14 in accordance with ·pressure applied 
digital measuring apparatu.~. to the Bourdon tube. through ape:-turc 15. · 

It is another object of the in\'ention to provide a new The radiation dctcctor.12 mav be a Gciccr tube of con-
and improved digital energy transducer for measuring ap- ventional construction positioned in line with the aperture 
paratus. 15 and source 10 to develop eicctrical output pulses in-

lt is another object of the invention to provide a new .. i;; dividu:illy representative of the individuai radiation po.r-
and improved stabl_e analog·to-frcquency signal c.:onv::rtcr. tit:ks lrnnsmilted through the ::;;~rturc. The Geiger tube 

In accordance v • .:ith the invention, digi\~il measuring ap- prder::ibly is of the thin \vindow type having a win<lcw 
paratus comprises a radioactive energy source <1n<l means thickness of 1 to 3 milli;rams per square centimeter. Any 
controlled by a variable to be measured for providing suitJble radiation detector. such :is a semiconductor p<Jr-
pulses representing the radiation particles ;rnd h<~ving a .;o tic!~ detector, may be used in lieu of a G::iger tub..-:. 
pulse rate which varies in accordance with the variable to Referring again to FIG. I, there is coupled to the radia-
be measured. The apparatus <1lso includes t•::rminal utiliz- tion detector 12 terminal utilizing means responsive to the 
ing means responsive to the electrical pulses for develop- individual clcctrical pulc;es for developing output signals 
ing digital output sign::ils reprc~cnting the variable. comprising a digital repre~ntation of th:: rate of !ndivi-

For a. bettl'.!r understanding of the present invention. :;.-, c.lu:.il r:1di:1tion particles transmitted throu£:h the shield and 
together wifh other anc.l further objects th~rcof, rcferen;;c thus comprising a digital ·re.presentation -of the variable. 
is m::ide to the following descri::tion taken in conncct!on This terminal utiiizing me:ins may be :~ digital frequency 
with the accompanying drawings .. and its scope \vill be counter or pulst! counter 25 of a conveiltional type pro-
pointed out in the appended clai~1s. ti!l ·.-:cJing a digital count over ;1 preset time b:1sc of :r.e 

Referring now to the drawings. FIG. 1 is a schematic pulc;cs ::pplictl thereto c:nd a digir:il signal output or digi-
blo:::k diagram of a digital measuring apparatus con- t:.l re:1dout. Such a digital frequency counter may be of 
structed in accordance with th~ invention; a type m::inufacturcd by Beckrn:in Inc;truments, Inc .• Rich-

FIG. 2 is a view in sectior:. rartly diagramm~tic, of a mond. California. The digital readout or signal output 
portion of the FIG. l apraratus: ~rnd m:-1y be for example, visual tligit::il signals or electrical or 

FIGS. 3a to 3/, inclusive. ar~ c.li:i.gramm::itic represent:i- !i.i m:ignctic pulse-coded signals. such as binary pulse-coded 
tions of various transducers constructed in :1ccorcfance s;tn::ils. The :erminal utilizing means m:::iy, for cx~mple, 
\Vilh the invention. ;-il~o include a m~1gnctic tape or a digital telemetering out-

Rcferring now more part:cu!arly :o FIG. I of th: Jr;1w- put circuit. The terminal utiliLing means develops· out-
ings, measuring :ip;i:ir;!tus ccr.<.!ructc<l in ac~orc.b:icc \1:ith 70 put signals for the mc;1stiring of :1pp:tr«tus and is not 
the invention comprises a nuclear or radioactive t:n~rgy t!lilizc<l merely to convert the ruis.cs internally within the 
source 10 which m:iy emit. for example. :i.lpl:a. or beta ::!;>p;ir:1lus lu ;in :rnalog sign;1L 19 



3 
Other transducers similar to the FIG. l trnnsuuccr anti 

constructed in :1ccord:ance with the present invention arc 
represented diagrnmmntic.1lly in FIGS. 3b to ~c-. Re· 
fcrring to FIGS. 3b :ind 3c, a rndioactivc point source 30 
may be utilized in proximity to n. shield havins nn aper
ture 31 \Vhich may be adjusted by a lincnrly dbplnccnblc ,j 

shutter 32 for determining the rntc of particles which 
strike radiation detector 33. The nperturc 3t effectively 
acts as a collimator to pnss substantially p<1rallcl rays of 
the bcnm of particles toward the detector 33. The di· 
mens ions of the aperture, which may be rectan ... .Jar, :ind lU 
the shape o( the shutter, which may have a straight lend-
ing c<lge, preferably arc so determined that the area of the 
<iperture is adjusted line:trly with respect to vari:itions of 
the variable to be measured. Thus, the rate of radio
active pnrticlcs transmitted through the aperture pref er- };; 
ably varies linenrly with displ:\ccmcnts of the shutter. 
For some npplications it may be desirable that the rate of 
particles trC1nsmittcd through the aperture varies •~s n non
linear function of displacement of the shutter and the di
mensions of the aperture and the shape of the shutter :;o 
m:iy be desisncd accordingly. 

As represented in FIG. 3c/, a source 30c/ other than 
a point source, in conjunction with a collimator 35 having 
an a.perture of small dimen!'ions may be utilized to pro
viJe n beam of p:.1.rticlcs having substanti<tlly p:irallcl ~;; 
rays. Another form of collimator is represented in FIG. 
3c comprising a series of substanti:tlly parallel plates 36 
\vhich arc opaque to radiation and arc cff ective to cause 
the beam to have subst:mtially plane-parallel r:iys, that 

30 is rays lying.substantially entirely in planes perpendicular 
to the plane ·of the shutter and parallel to the leading 
edge of the shutter. At least such substant!al plane paral
lelism 6f rays is necessary in order to provide a particic 
ri:lte through the aperture varying linearly with vari:l- ~5 tions of the input variable. Alternatively, :i parallei 
bundle ·of thin-walled opaque tubes can be utilized to 
provide a beam \vhich has substantially parallel rays in 
three dimensions. . The radiation flux may be defined as 
the number of particles per second passing through 40 
an area of a square centimeter. Thus, linearity of the 
particle rate through the aperture, ·and thus of the final 
digital representation, with variations of the input vari
able can be obtained when the flux gradient through the 
aperture is substantially zero in the direction of motion .r.:; 
of the shutter. 

FIG. 3/ represents a digital transducer for an a11~Iog
to-frcquency signal converted. The transducer includes 
a moving coil galvanometer having input leads 35 elec
trically connected through conductive springs 36 (on1y :io 
one of which is shown in the drawing) to a rotatable 
\vinding 37 mounted on a rotat<.ble shaft 20/ within a 
suitable magnet assembly 38 for controlling the position 
of a cam shutter 14f across an aperture 15[ in ressponse 
to an :mo.log electrical input signal. Rotation of tbc .j.j 

shutter 14/ controls the rate of radiation particles trans
mitted from a suitable nuclear source through the aperture 
to a radiation detector and frequency counter, as repre
sented in FIG. 1. 

From the foregoing description it will be apparent that <jl) 

measuring apparatus constructed in accordance with the 
invention has the advantage that the information repre
senting the variable to be measured can be transbtcd 
entirely in digital form, thereby providing high output 
signal accuracy with minimum equipment. The appara- li.) 

tus includes a digital transducer of ~n extremely stable 
nature. Moreover, the transducer is capabic of providing 
an output signal which varies linearly with the \·ariations 
of the input variable. 7tl 

While there have been described wh:ll :ire at present 
believed to be the prcferrec.l embodiments of this inven
tion. it will be obvious to those skilled in the art th:1t 
various changes and modifications may be m~tlc therein 
without c.kp:irting from tee in\'ention, and it is, therefore, 7 .; 

4 
aimed to cover alt such chanJ;cs and motlif ations :is foll 
within the true spirit :1n<l scope of the invention. 

I fa\'ing thus described my invention, wh:it l d:tim :i:1U 
desire to protect hy Letters Patent is: 

l. Digit:1l me:-isuring npp:-ir:ttus comprising: i\ r<1dio:ic· 
fr,.·c p:!rticlc ~ourcc; :1 rauiati<m ~hiclJ h:iving :111 cffoctivc 
:tpcrturc area :ind h:l\'in~ a <fr-;plnccabk slrnnc:r in prox
imity to s:1id aperture area nnd controlled in pm.ition 
by a ,·ariablc to be mc:isurcJ for controlling the r~1tc cf 
radiation p;!rticlcs tr:msmitled through Sl\ic.l shield; the 
flux {?r::dient of the particles emitted by said sour1...! hcing 
.st:bst<lntinlly zcrc through s;1iu effective <lpcrture :iren in 
the. direction of motion of said :-:huucr; a radiation tlct<.:c· 
tor providing indivitlu:il electrical pulses rc1:·rei;ent:itivc 
of the individual radiation p<1rticles transmillcd through 
said llhicld: and tcrmin:ll utilizing means rcspon~ive to 
!iaid imlh·i<lual electrical pulses for developing output sig
nals comprising a c.Jigilal representation of the rntc of 
!-.~1iJ imliviJu:ii rncli~tion purticlcs lrammittcd through 
said shield nnd thus comprising a digitnl rcprcscntaton 
of said \':triable. · 

2. Digit~1l measuring apparatus comprising: :t nH..!ioa::~ 
tivc cncr~v source emitiinr: r~1diation oarticlcs in a beam 
having st~bstantially parall~I rays; a n;diation shield hav
ing a displacc:-iblc shutter controllc<l in po-;ition by a 
variable to he mcasurcu an<.! having in proximity to s::id 
shutter =in effective aperture area which is linearly :.it.ljust
ablc with displacement of said displaccablc shutter for 
controlling the rate of radiation particles transmitted 
through said shiclcl; n. r<1dintion tlctcctor providing indi
vidual electrical pulses representative of the individual 
radat!on particles transmitted through s~id shield; and 
terminal utilizing means responsive to said individual elec
trical pulses fer develo~ing output signals comprising a 
digital representation of ·';~ : .. , : . ·!· ::,:i\I individual r:idia
tion particles transmitted thro:.:gh said shield and thus 
comprising a digital representation varying linearly \\ ith 
said vnrinl:>lc. 

3. Digital measurin~ appar~;tU!i comprising: a rndio
active particle 50l!rcc; a radiation shich.I h:1ving <In cf
foctivc ap.::rture :1rea and hav:ng a <lisp!accablc ~huttcr 
in proximity to sc.iid effective npcrture <1rea nnd controlled 
in position by a va1i.1tk to be r.·1c::i.sured for co;itro!ling 
the. rnte of r:.?cliation pnrtidcs tr=insmitled thrv:H.'.h said 
shield; the fhix r:r~1dient of the particles emitted b\; said 
source bcin!! :;Li"bst:intbllv zero ~hrou~h s:1iJ crfc:ctivc 
apertt.:re are-:i in the cJire"ction of mot~1n oi said shut· 
tcr; a r~1t.!iation <lctcctor orovidin~ im!iv!<lu;.:J clc::ctrical 
pulses representative of th~ inJi\"itl~1:il rac..liatio:i particles 
tr:rnsmittcd through said shield: and :1 <ligit:d · frcqu;::ncy 
counter responsive to said individual electrical puhcs for 
developing ot.:tput sign:1ls compri!>ing ;1 digital representa
tion of the r~dc of sai..: in<livi<l;.ial radi<ition p~irticlcs 
transmitted through said shield ~rnd thus co~prising a 
c.ligit<li representation of said vari~.b:c. 

4. A digi~al energy transducer for measuring ~pp:i.r:<

tus comprising: a radioac:ive p:irtick source: ::l radia
tion shield h:i.ving an C:foctivc apc;tu;e ~1rc:1 ~nd having 
a <lispbceablc shu:tcr in proximity to said dfc1.:tivc aper
ture area <!;icl controltet.! in position by a v:iri~ib!c to b~ 
me~surd, sa!d effective :ipertcrc :\re:1 being: :idjust:ibk 
with disp!~i:cemcnt of s3id shuttzr for controllin~ the rate 
of ra<.li:tt:on prticlcs transmitted through said shit:!d: the 
flux grndicnt of the particles c1~~iltcd by saiJ source be
ing sul:istanti~dly zero through s:~id c!Tcctivc :l?Crtllrc ::ire~ 
in the dircc1ion of motion of s:iiJ ~.h:..ii!er: .::r.d ~ r~diation 
detector prov!<.ling individual elcctric:d rubes rcprcscnt:1-
tivc o( the individu:JI r:1Ji;1ti:.rn panicks transmitted 
thrciu:;h s;1id shir.:ld. 

5. A di;ital energy tr;in'>dtH:r.:r for mca:-urin5 :iprar;1-
tus c:ompri~int:: a r:1dio:1c:tivc p:1rtick :-0u:cc: :t r::Ji;ition 
shicl<J h:1vin~ :in dfoctivc :ircrturc :•rc:1 :ind having ;i llis
p};l(:c;:blc ~h~1tt-:r in proximity w s:iiJ cffr\.'.ti\C ap•:::-!urc 
arr.::i ;:nd cur.trolled in position by :i v;1ri:1t'lc to h: mca$
Lireu, the flu:x ;rauicnt of the p:~rtic!cs emitted by s.:iid 20 
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comprising: n r;idioncti\'c p:1rtic.:lc $ourcc; t\ r:1Ji:i!ion 
shield havin~ :m effective aperture i\fCil anLI l1i1ving a 
rot:it:1blo :.huller in prc.'ximity to s:1id cfTl!c:tivc :ipcrturc 
arcn :inti conlrollctl in position by a v:iriublc lcl bu 

source being substantially zero through s:iitl r..:ifcctivc 
npcrturo area in the direction of motion of s:1id 
shutter, s:iid effective aperture nrcn being linc:1rly :idjust
able with displacement of :mid shutter for controlling the 
rntc of radiation particles transmitted through said shield; 
(tn\i a rndit\tion detector providing inrJividual clcctric:1l 
pulses representative of the individual radi::ilion particles 
transmitted through said shield. 

6. A digitnl energy transducer for an nnalog-to-frc
quency system converter comprising: means for sur·:·ly

5 measured. said cff cctive aperture nrca b:ing ndju:;tahk 
wi1h rot;1tiC'ln of ~aid shutter for conlrollint: lhc r:itc of 
rat.lintion particles tran~mittcJ through s11id :;hicld; the 
r.ux grarJicnt of the par:idc cmiu'c<l by said ~oun.:c bdng 
~uh:-;t:antially zero through :;aid cfTcctivc npcrturc area 

lo in the cJircction of motion of s~1itl shutter: and a rnc.l:~1-
tion detector prov:<ling indivi<lu~il clcctric:il pulses rcprc· 
~nl:ttive of the indivic.1u;1l ra<li:ition particles lr:insmitlc<l 
through s;iitl shield. 

ing an analog electrical input signal: a galva.nomc:ccr 
in.::luding a moving coil positioned in response to said 
input signal; a r:idioactivc particle source; a radiation 
shield having a <iispbceable member controlled in posi
tion by said moving coil and having an effective aperture 15 
area adjustable with displacement of said displaceablc 
member for controlling the rate of rndiaticn particles 
transmitted through said shield, the flux gradient of the 
particles emitted by said source being substantially zero 
through s::iid effective ::ipcrturc area in the direction of 20 
motion of said shutter; and a radiation detector pro
viding individual electrical pulses rcprcscnt<Jtivc of the 
individual radiation particles transmitted through said 
shield. 

7. A digital energy transducer for measuring apparatus 

2.5.:16.98..t 
~.RR3.555 

2,f;84.536 
3,024,364 
3,0:28,498 
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.'.\.1~J.::!l i 
RADIOA(Tl\'E- J{Af>lATIO:'-\ TR-\:-.·sr>l'Cl·:n I>E

\'ICE }'OH J\TLASl :m:--.·c; \'AfHABLE CO:"\rH
TIO~S 

Roh<·rt E. ftlack. t 'tiC';1, \ Tidt.. ~rs..;ii,:uor ro Gt·n<-r:.tl 
!\totors Corpon1fion. Iktroir. !\Iich .. u c-orporarion of 
Dduwurt· 

Filt-d r:i.t·c. ! r. I9<ir. S<·r. ~o. J~S.388 
1.i ("luirm. <Cl. 2S0--43.5) 

Tlti' invt·n:ic.•n rcl:ll~' lei 111t·:1•.t1r ir11• ir1 .. trnr11n1t• :1nd 
TlH•:~· p;1~·f1pil:1rl~ H• i:11j'! (1\c1t1e111• in rnc-;1•.u1111r in•.tru· 
ment•. c:o11111ri·.inr ;i r :1di:t1it1n tr~1n·.d~1:.:er 1..kvic.:c. . 

In p:<.· \":(lti\l> l:r-1~•w!1 :nt:i•.ur-1111· ir1': i·urnnll' 'i! !1a\ nc•! 
t><·c~1 i•<•'-~i!·k 111 r:i:d.c :! r11•::1•.u:cn1<.·nt cif :1 n•nu:ti<•n with· 

·in ;, do\c-d :1~'!-<'Tlllilv •.ud1 ·:1' :1 1r:1n•.r11i-.,ion hnt1\i11r. fc•~ 
CJ::1mplc.-. ;in•J ll• ~"':riJ t!.c: i11f(l!f11:111011 tiut~.iJe the :1,~ernbly 
w;:!it•t:I tlil· 11,~· o! l-k~·:r ic:;:l c•r rnt·d1:1riic;d <.onncction-.. 
Frcqu<:n:Jy it i~ un~k<.ir:.il->Jc lo m:d:e <..ut·h conn~ction<. t~
c:1u-..c of the e>:fY.:n\e invoh·c.-d. hr:c:ni<.e -of the dc:k·teriou!. 
dkc-? of the <:<mnr:~·ti<lll~- on :h~ :i•.,t·mbly. or tx·~·:1u~<.· the 
r:K:e c-"i•.ln1-1:e elf ~uch' n•n:1n::ic•ri' m;1y lt·nd l(i d1;in~·e the 
\ c-:·~ 1.·(•nd1!it•:1 wl!icli 1•. ((1 tw:.· i:1c:"t1:<.·,l. 

A~·n•:di:irly. it i•. ::n l•!·;w:.·: of tt"ii•. i!'l\·':nli(ln to provide 
:1 mctln•<.l :1r1d :1pp:1r:i1u~ In! rn:1kinr the rnc-:1•.urc-mcnl c1f :1 
~k<.1red c11r1d1t1pri :1r1tf 11;,n•.m11:1111~ tlir 1Tlf1_11n1:1t1(1n th11:- c•t•
t;,fn~<.J tc'. ;i· h.•i..~dion: n'"trH!tc from th~ nic:1t..t1fUJf:~ ticvic:c 
\.qt ht111l the u'-: (1! c lcc.t r it::d N m-:c:h:in it·:il c.:onnccl icm.• .. 

Tt11i. inn·ntic111 i~ c::1 rr ied {iut b~ provi<lint a tr ;1n,duccr 
;,i"v.:mt•l.'· cm11rn~.i.nr. :: b~!;1 p;inidc. '-C•urc:c. ;1 t:1T!'ct sp:!c<.·d 
.frcim ~aid i.ourc:c: fo:- prcxlucin!-' X·r:1y<. upon hcing bom
"b~1:-<lcd t>v the panide~. fio;n ~<.tid i.ou:ce. :ind ~ome means 
rc-;p.:msi~e to the condition to he mea'.:-ured fo:- modul~tin; 
t!'lt !:'>-::t<i.p:.inick!\ 10 thc::-ct-~ modul:i-te the in•ensity of -X
rJ~- ... pr<•Jucl-d. An X-r:.iy dc.-tc<:·tor i!> loc<ited re:motel~ 
fll•r. the. i·:1r:£!t-t-.· J·urth~r. 1ht" invc:nticon·cPntc.-rn~l:ite• ... th;it 

1:1c t:1r~·.t:t ·.:i.nd .ihc d<:t<.·c.·rc•r m•1y he -.ep;1r:1ted by :1 m:1~'-
. o! ma:eri~l. whic:.b c:in t11: penctr:..ited by ·uie X-reiy!>: 

t'he u.bov<: and other Cid' :.in:age~ Clf the i_nvention · wi1l 
he made more app<.rent from the followin£ spccific~tion 

. t:.ike::? in conjunc:ion wit:h the ei.c.:companyini; dr::.winf~ 
whc:-eiri like· tcft:ence numerah refrr to lik~ p:1ns, :!nd 
v.·he;ei:i: 

FIGC_.RE J i~ :! ::-rn!\.,·~=~ic.1:i~J vie,;· of o:H: em!->cid;_:ii<:n: 
of ;;-. .... invc.-n:ion v.·her~in <: pt-!>'.tir·~ ir~~.,du.::e; j., lo~·a1ec.! 

v.·i:!i i:-1 '' clo!-.cd t·on !;. i ~ic: :: !JU dn >.: · ~ (! ~ deice-tor i' lo:::.ite.J 
ou!~ijt" :he: ,~c,nt:1!~1~i: 

i !(.t:J.:f ~ 'h·:·~,., ;; ::~:nv.iu,·~·r :t.:'·i''-•rt·.!·•c: i<> 1~·r:ir~·!;:

Il:~r ~n .. ~·,·r...i:·nr lt' :1:1u!~•~i c:nb~).{lirn<.·ni Cl! ih!: JilYt·n:ion: 
1 iG!_"kF ~ ~.h(1w~ :1 tr:in_ ..... Ju~·n ro.p~1n'.in· l<• )1qu·d lc\l·i 

~·~~-c·~di~1r ir.1 :1ncd1~r t·r:1~•c .. ~li:!1l·n1 l•I !he :nvcnlit•n: 
FI(;l_'.J-:.f'..: j, ;: .. ,w:rit: ::rd :nr.1Ju;;::ic•n t:ni! 1t·'rc•r·1~ivc: 

!•) c:•._r]~~rrr11:T:l (1! :: ;n{-~ !1:;:11\.·;:] t:icmtill ~::.:~·',1;dj;;~ :t• :1::· 

c.•<h::r t:mt•<•di~m·;n tif :ti~ in\'(:n:ic.1:1: <:;id 
FIGUKf 5 : .. ;! ::-:::-1\.:;UC~:!" H.:.~.r'-'~)l.i\'(" :o r'-'" th:n,iry 

:1c:<)id:n~~ :o :::10:!1~;; t·r~bD:.!!r:H:nt t 1 f ::i~ i:1\c.·r1!jc1::. 

J· 1 G L: ;.u; l c'f i ht: ~:·;: ...,,;,, _~, ;i: u~; :·::i•:~ :: t·t1m;-·::::~- ~:1~- ;, ,_ 
\,;::r:F ;.::--,!! j:;~::u.Ji:;;· :: :~:..::~'<_:i..,..:t:- ;~1c:::-P.- \.\·!:·~ii:!:: ct1~··r~c:r

J~ C"~1~.:it1~d LtHJ~.:;!r ~;r!d :! .... k!~:::to: n!..!:l,,<.!c :!.~ 11t\:.J.',jri;-. 

·;he: ~' ... ·::i:~1!·1i!1t f·~:t;:~·'. !:~·.!'!~~!It· :~·::n"d~.i::!:~ :..;:-.;~ ... ~·it:~uu: :· 
J .. ::t.:·:c.1~. 1~ j ... , ;;:t":--1~kc l~1::: ~·~:~h o:'" 1h~~c ur.:!\, b·· ... · t.:~c.."~ 
"".;: ~ =· <.h:l1:ctor i :1 ~ c:c1:--;: pk~'!: ~.y~ .. :c: :-:·! ~ u~h ~i ~ t :1 c.t: o! 
FlCil'K.[ ~-

I~ ~:.' rrt:·\·jotJ".~Y :·,~c.-:1 i:nO\\·:-i ·~-~·. ~1,t· :~:c.ii:.::jn:: fror:1 
i~JC1oi-...~.1:(1p'.:.~ il,r :ni::::~:..:: i:-1~· :r~,1ri.i::H:~~:~l10:-1 \,.\, hc:\.·in :; 
~~,.~ ... ::t~.'r! '.(n!:.:.~: i' !;-•:<·~·<.! t:(i:;i:.: !~Jj:!~:t~:1 J~-~~·r:t1: ;.:1""~ 

~h~: ;:""";=J'.\ (1f .\!;;-;1~: ;-;1:..;:t ~!~.~ t:J.:'.::~.~· ;:: !~lt: ~.;.:~...:t· Z\~·~·"''C:C:l th·: 
·.~,:;~~~- ~:!·,._! J!.'!c,:r.1: !' r:ir:;..· :..;;1,. .. ~: !·: ~·'.>~:;)\.:-:;· ~~•<: ::1d1:1j,r1~ 

r·.::·~;~·;~-· .. ,~ ;-~1{,:n::' :c:.:. 1 );;._~· ::le <lc:c.:\i"l:'° ~:ild \.·::i2~·;~itJ':·i;: 

the rJ~·~r~·~r.1r 1.>~:i;- 1 ;.;: ... ~~··r;1~ ()~ ~~·~ ::::i".". \,i.:c. u; .den,;;\· 
(1! :~i-=- ::-.;,:c::~~,: ·r~J~· ;·,c~·. :1::.;·t:: ,,~ :~1d::.: .. 1:; ~r;:;1t.rni:i':t! 

!:.,.::; :~J' .. 1 :.:: .. : :._· :!,~ J·::O .. (~·: ;.•.::~ d~:;·,~~1._: ".J; 1:::1 !~H ... ;~1· .. 1 J~1· 

2 
t11111 ;il".('f!·m~· d1:1r:::::cr:!.:i~-, <•!!be m:11c1i;il :1nd tltc 
:.1: ... 111111 {•f !lie m:1!c:n;:I .<-c:;--;,r;i1111~· 1J.,: !-OUf(C frcim l!•c 
d1::1:::1c1r. Huv.n·cr. th:'. tc~·~Jniqut· ·h:i.~ <.c\·c:c limi::1tinn•.: 
fcir t'.:1ni~l::. if :in ::Jr,!,;; c.1r !'c:::1 ~-tJu1c.c: i\ u!>t:d the r:idi:i
tiorr will t><: c:1,ih m<.J:.il:i:,-d due tc1 1:\ i't>Or penctr:itiC1n 
dt~ r:1ctcri,:ic.· .... !·:·Jl the dc•e~·111~ rr:u•.t t"'C rl:iccd very c·lo« 
tn it· •.omc:c in tirdn tc1 dc:c-::-1 :lie ::1di:iti(•n. l! the 1.kt<.·<.:· 
!err 1, !:ir :1w::v from 1:1c ~c111rc:c cir '·l·p:1ratc.t from the 
.•.0111~·c t•v the .w:1Jl ~,f :1 hc1:1,illJ'.. fc1r c ... :.mplc:, then the 

}It :ilpli:1 P~ i,cl;1 i:1d;;1lil•r1 \1ill l'<.· ;il111cn.1 U•lllpktt"l~ :il''-<>l!,rJ 

ltt:forc- it re:1d1<.·' 11te lk:n·:1•r. ·1 !11' ddk·ulty r;:n I'<' Cl\"CT· 

letlllC t_,"y :he \l<,C: (If :1 t';!T11!1:;1 '•O\J:;,.T •.i!l1.t' ~;!f1l!n:1 7:1\IJ;i!ion 

will tr:iq·I lc•:1r J1.,.!:1n,•:•. :!:rc•1q.·h ::i; :ind cH·n :lirP111:h 

l ;. 
vi);c.l <•hJ<"t't' wi1hc.1ul b~in;· rrc-:illy ::h•.(l:!'-::'d d11c !O ll~ go(ld 
pcri::-lr::liPn c!1;1rM·1cr·i\t1~··.. Jl11wc\·c-r. ii '" o.tr<"rt1ely 
dzfTic.·ult to llH)<..flJlale the r.:1rum:1 r•idi:itil•TI l•y the inlcrvcn· 
in!-: m:1~<. (,f m:ilcr i::I lx:c::1U.'< of it' i;t>t'U rx·nt·tr:1IJOn ch:1T· 
~t:tcr i~t 1c'-

Thc rrei.cni invention t<:h-... c.idv:.:!'lta.~c: of the inherent 
'.;!f1 p~netr:.ition ch~1r:1ckri~tic!. cif the v:1ri0u' type~ c•f r:.idi<i· 

tion by w.in~ ~1 t'<:t:: r:1rtic:k •.oiirct·. mc'<.lul:11in~· th<.· r:1Ji:1· 
tic•n tl1c-rdrc1m. mili1i!1~'. the mc1d11l:11,c1 l•ct:1 r:1d1:.tion to 

. prt•du.:t· X-: ;,~·,, :inJ then mc:1~tm:-1-· ""· :;it:tJ!~· pcnt"tr:1:ing 
:\-1:1·.-, w11h ;, lk1n·1c•r. 1 h!-. cn;rhJt-, the <lctcc:tor lo ~c 

~·;, pl:rn:d !t'!ll(\lcJy f;nrn tltc- .'.~lllf(·e ;ind even permit\ ti1c 
-.n11rc.·<" :111d <.lct("C:tPr tt• l>c lt•i.":1:ct1 (Ill 11ppo\itc •.1un. tJf :1 

w:1ll '''!11d1 \H•uld be ·.uli•.1:1nti:illy ir11rcn-ic1·J~ to hct:t 
r:iJ1:1tiun.· ft h;1' been fuun<l 1h:1t for the l'Ct.t rc'-.ult<.. cmly 
the d1:ir:1c:tt"ri<;tic X·r;1Y\ !'..houltl tic mc:i,1ircd: th:1t i•. t!10.\c 

:m X-r:J)'!> \\·hit-h h;1\·c: :in. c:11cr£,'y cb::r:1c:tcri:.1ic of tbc: ciwmic 
numhcr of the: I<irgct matC:ri:.il. 

Refrrring now to FIGURE l. ~1 pre~~ure tr:!n~ducer 100 
i~ ioc:.Md -v.·ith!n a completely encJo .. ed hou!>ing I 02 and 

· i.!. !'uppon~<l -therefrom by a memher 104. A detcc?Or 106 
· :;;, it. placed ·otJL'>idc the hou~ing I 02 in :.1 ;>osit.i~n .oppo$iie · 

the .. trnn<.cJucer 100. The tr:in .. duccr comp:-i~·!> :i ... clcm
!!Jtt•d t'Ct_:; !'-OUT~C J08 C<irrtctl by the !>Up.port member 104. 
and a ._::, _lindric~d t~lT!!l'I mtmt-.cr Il 0, al<..o. carri.e j by !>up- . · 
pon member 104 :.ind arr:!n;ed co~xi:sJly w:th the _beta. 

40 ~ourc-e 108. :\ cylindrical b:ta paniclc shield I-12 i' co
axially di!>poc..ed between the be!a ~ourcc I 08 :i.nd .110 
and is arranged for axial rno\'cmcnt. The ~bic:ld 112 ~ 
su~rv.:nded from a tage~ i l 0 !-iy <: bellows 114 to form an 
ainight c6mpjr;mem within the tr~n.sduce: 100. Ac. the 

45 pre!'..~.ure within tr1c: hou!.ing v;irie\. the ~llow~ will be con~
prt"!.\C."<l or· clon,pted :~n ... l the ~hicld l I 2 will move :i,:i:dh 
bt..': wn:~ the l,,::: '-<'\l~:..c I (18 ::nt.! !ht· :::: ~:r'. l l 0. The hl·!:: 

't>~111.·r 108 j ... ~..,rc!c;;d·I~· ... :~,,:~:J!;::1 t1t1 "'k;·•ll'lic-.1 ,,~~ ~: 

r;:1p11itc: c.:•rc. Tlic ::r:~:c! !'· m:1tk of :ur.F•:cn c:- rdier 
;,ci J1i~·l1 :1:orn!::- nurn\·,,:; ckmrn\' _,u;:h :1•. ur:::iiu:r:. lc:.d. <•! 

~·(ilt~ :r!H.! :lie ~:~ic:k! j, c.:<•:n,.i.>'c<.l (•f ~:h1::;:n:.Hn. t'Ul o:licr 
l·~·w :1w:~1i:: ekrncni'· i:i.::l'JJ,;:!= :>~r~ !!tum. c;,:_h•Jl. :::id 

ill (tric:·;:!ivn. -.:.·~.er. the: r·rt·"~);-;: V."!i.h:;; :hi:- hciu<.::-:;: 102 
~; .... !' J:1·J.· .. !:l~ t·-c:::i.:., .... \ .. ' \,·;}~ cx~:~:i;.: ~/'\ \\.;!;)...i;~;\~ !!·Jr ~-h:::!.:..~ 11 ~ 

~=<'i:, · .. h1ci· .. :1r:r >''\'.:1ur: F:h.·: ... :- .. ~·:.i:.<~ ... 1:~:-..:.:"l:Jti:-:~ .. ~ 1 •(1~:: 

::1·: '-.l•li:.::c J(ll; ·.,·;,; i:;:;iir:1.'.c: 1.1:: ::ic !;.;~":c: 1 IO to r:c>Jucc 
.:.: ~ .:! r ;:c:r ~j ... ~ ic .X · ~ ~:y .. \' h: ~:!i ;: : c ::: . ... ~: c.: ;--~.: r~<:::: == i :!i ;· th ::.r! t ~it~ 

~Y.:::1 ;~Jd::"1!1e>r~. ·r!i'-· .':·!';J>' 'yl::: I·~ .. ' ... ~hrl 1 :;f)! :;,!.. w~~::< c-:f 
(;:, 1:1c h~>J-i:1;: JO.:'. :::•J .. ;:; :-.:: ;:,c:.~.::t.":J t·:· :Le <..'.::c~:(>~ 10(1 

-_,·:1:ch : ... i.0n;J,·c·:~\.! hy ~~!i:.:.;t'i:.: c·i:--~·~i::--y te ~t mete; 110 
~·h:cL ~.-. \.:~:!it'~~::!..·\.! i:-; :c:-::i~ c:..1 : ;'!C.>-~·!..:rr. If :he ;':-c-..~l::c
v. ;tb::-i l~Jt: !'-,.:•~:<::£ IO.:'. i;-,~·r1:::'-~·'. then ::,t :XJ!(,. .... , 11-l 
-..i.:'.!} :c.~r:J tn \..OJ:;:;--il...(· :1nJ ~~le: i...~11clL: 1J2 ~ :!: ::1..-nt· Ut'" ::~\.5~y 

c;, ;~~~c~:~~· ;2.~~1;:;:;.:::~~c;~~'.:1\~/.~. ~/=;;,~ tl.~~:~: ·:~j:;::;'.~.~~r\:~ I:~: 
!c:1\..:':1i:-1r the L:r.~·c:: 110 :a!L.~ ;.,~t':-,L:-".~-:~ c~('"·~c: .... :r.r :~,~ ::"""·· 
~en".,::, \1~ l~>t· 1 .. ::-.:;:-:1" .. ~r:-i,·1:(· ~"~<.::·' 1:(~.~:.~ ... \,\;: ',!1:::-:i·c ~L:' 

1 1:.; 1.L;'l;' • . .l~ ;?,c :~1c:c l~O ·1 : •• : r··t. '·' .. :r ·,,, .:t:·:~ :?.~· ~11• .. ,'-:r·:~ 

';°(I J01 Jctcr;~1i11t'. :~>c :~r~H)J.Jn: n: ~~;1: ::· 1.::~: ..• 1 ~: u.:::~·:i ~C:1C~lC<
t~1c ~;1:~:c: 110 .•~h~ ::1r~d·~ ... c.\;~:1:· .... ,:::, !~ .... ~~:~i!c' :!1( ... ~: .. :. 
~;~·~t::~\:; ... · X·I<· ; :v·...:~:· .. ::: .. ·;: 



3 
The lr:•ll\dm·cr 200 shown in Fl(il IRF ~ iv inl<'lltkd 

(or tticrnwmctry :irplic:1ti<1n., 11nd stru~lurnlly j, so111C'· 
whul simihtr to 1rnn~h1t·cr 100. It inl'lndC'~ '' bt·ta s0\11\."l' 

20~. :' cci1txi11l 1.·~·1indric11l t:tr(!cl 21(1, 11 cyli11dril":1l co:ixi:1I 
bctu shield 212, untl :1 p11ir of hcnt cxp:rnsibk rnd" 21.$ 
<."<'lllf'<''C'd c,f nluminurn intcr\.'.cmnC'\.'.tin~ the shkld l 12 11nd 
the tari~ct 110. The he:il C'Xf1:1n:o;iblc t:lemt:nt:i; 21.i m11,t 
h:1ve <lifTer~nt thcrmul c<.,enicicnts of expan~ion lhan th:1t 
c,f thC' othC'r rnatcrii11'.i. in the trnnsduccr Ml 1h:1t :1s the tcm· 
JY."r;1turc of the trnm.clm·cr environment ch:mrt·~. !hc 111 
shidd 212 will mo\'C up or down fo modubtc the bct:1 
radi:1ti<m lransrnis~itm :rnd hence modulate the ch:1rac
tcri~tic X-r:1y production. A detector. not shown. re
mote from the tramduccr 200 would he c:ilihr:itcd in 
term" of tempc"r:iture. The m1tteri11ls used in the !r:rns- l ;, 
ducC"r 200 zire simil:1r tCl thc,sc in the tr:msd11ccr 100 ex· 
c.·cpt rh:1t the i:.hickl 212 !lhould prcfcnibly be m:1dc of 
i:r:1phite. · 

FIGURE 3 illustrates a tr:insduccr 300 for mca'>urin~ 
liquid level within a cont<iincr 302. 111e tr;insducer C:<ltn· :.!O 
pri"c~ :1n clcmg:1tcd bct:1 scn1rce 308 extcndint: vertically 
fwm the top of. the container ;ind stippor1cd thcrc~y 
and ;1coexlcnsivc t<trget memher 310 mounted on one wall 
nf the C{lnl:1incr 302 and ri:1rallcl to the: beta source 308. 
Jn this tr:insduca the shield or modul:11or b the liquid :.!:• 
312. the level 0f which is to he mcmam:.d. Jt is obvious 
th:1t the liquid level will determine the :1mount of hcta 
radiation ;c;iching the t<1q:ct 310 and uccordin!_!IY will 
mcxlul:itc the proouction of chnrnctcristiC: X-r:1ys 111 the 
target. As in the prcvicius systems a odcclor. not shllWO, :m 
outside the container 302 is used to provid~ an indic:1tion 
of the amount of. characteristic X-ray ·production and 
hence of the liquid level. · 

A displacement tr~nsducer is. illustrated in FIGURE 4-
and comprises a container 402 containing fluid 412. Im- ..... 
rnersed in the fluid is a stationary supp6n 409 which 
holds a body of target element 410 .and ·a .further support 
405 which c:trries a movable eleine-nt 407- havinl! a beta 
emitter -408 secured to one end thereof ·The element 407 
is .. nitably conriecte9. to an~· clement. -ri-ot. shown~ whose 
displac~ment is to. be measured.· If the .bCta source 408 

.40 

is moved". ·toward· -the stat.ionary· target .4.10. then the 
amount of fluid 412 between the- source ~nd t;irgct is 
diminished,. thereby changing the amount of. beta tr:rn5-
rni~sion to -th~ tarset ·and hence the amount -of character- ~fl 
istic. X-rays produced for· detection at a lbcation outside 
of the container. 402. ·Experiments have indicated that 
whe;-e' the source 408 comprised <! pellet of 0.04 millicurie 
of phosphorous-32, the target was gold and the fluid 
bath 412 ·was glycerin. very good results were obtained 

50 
by using a detecror comprising a scintillating crystal and 
:photomultiplier feeding a spectrometer adjusted to detect 
only the c.:har.1cteristic gold X-rays of 6~.8 kc\'. energy. 
Decreasirn.:. the: source to tarl!ct distance from 0.0~ inch to 
0.(l~ inch~ resulted in doubllnc the net count r:1tc. The 
ch:ingc in count rate: w:.is fairly linear throughout th;1t :.:i 
r<tnl!c. 

4 
i11\'c:11tion 111:1r 1-.: :ipplicd lo 11wnr l)'f"C'' 11( 111<";""' intt in
'-ln11m·11ts :111<1, in fart, mar he 11'1.·li to lllC'll\lllC' any <11111n· 
tity which c:an he made lo rc:~1111 in mccl111nkal 11101i·111 
c1( one p:u·t with rc'f'C'-·t lo 11notl11:r, :tnd ii i~ •:,pc:c.:iat!y 
u<.dul in mc:1~urini-: <1mmtitks in inacl."C'"ihk lotation,. 

The cmbodimcnt!I of the in\'c.-ntion t!i~dc~!-ctl hl·rC"in lite 
fl>r jJlu~tr:ativc purpo~C'S only llnd the ~cope of the in
vention is intended H> l"'C limited only hy the foll<.1\ving 
daim.!-: 

7. A radi~1ti0n tran<.dt1cc-r for a measurini; i11'1rument 
l.'P .. 1p1i•.i11J..'. a hc.•(;t p:tr!il.'lc MHITCe, a l;tT[!t'l ~p:1ccd frolll 

~:iiu ~oun.·c for producing X-r:1y~ upon hombardmcnt by 
beta particle~ from !':iid 'ourcc, means controllc<l by the 
condition lo be mc:i,urcd for modulating the bct:1 par
tides hi nH,tl11!:1te the pr(lUllctilin (.lf X-rnys, :ind ;111 X-r;1y 
dC'tcc:tor for mc:1,urinf~ the X-ray intcn~ity wherc:i,~· the 
dctcclnr output j, :1 (unc:tinn tif the ccmdition to h<.· 
r1c:t-.ured. 

2. A ri1di:1tion transc.luccr- for a mca,111inf! im.trumcnt 
compri~ing a be-ta particle !>ource. :1 t:•rf!ct 'raced fnHn 
,;1id ~our<.'C' for proc.lucin~ X-r:1ys upon hor11b:1rdmc:nt hy 
beta particle~ from s:aid H'Jrcc. shic:ld means between 
said sourcc: anc.l target for modulating the bct:i particle' 
in :1ceord:1iH:c with the condition t.Cin~ mca,urcd to modu-
l:itc cffccti\•cly the production of X-r:1ys. and :in X-r:1y 
detector for mca~uring the X-r:ty intemdty whereby the 
c.lctcctor output is a function •_;; i;,~ condition bcinI:: 
measured. 

3. A radiation trctn<.duccr fN a mca"uring instrument 
compri~ing a beta p:1rticle source. a target sp~1ccd from 
said source for producing X~rays upon bornb:irdment 
by beta particles from said source. beta absorbing mca ns 
between the source and target, :ind means re!'ponsive to 
the condition being measured for va11·in~ the heta ah-
sorbing means for· modulating the beta particles to modu
late the production of X-rays, and an: X-ray detector for 
measuring the X-r::iy intensity v.·hereby .the detector out
put is a function of the condition bein~ measured. 

4. A radiation transducer for a mcas~rin~ in,.trumcnt 
within a housing comprising a beta particle sourc-e with
in the housing, a target within the housing spaceJ from 
~aid. Sut~rcc for ·producing X~rays upon born1'ardment hy 
beta p<irticles. modulating. mc<ins controlled by a· condi
tion to be rne:isured for modulating the bet:.i particles to 
thereby modulate· the production of X-rays, and an X-ray 
de.teeter outside the hou~ing for measuring the inten~ity 
of X-r;:iys passing through the housing whereby the de
tector output is a function of the condi1!0:1. 

5. A radiation transducer for a mcasurinc instrument 
within a housing comprising a beta particle s"Ource withil" 
the housing. a target within the housinf: spaced from said 
source for producing X-rays upon bomh::irdmcnt by bc!:i 
p:-irticks. beta shieklin,!: m:atcrial bet.ween the s0tm:c :me.I 
t3rcet. the effcctivcne!\~ of s:tid m:1teri:!I hcinr controlkd 
[-,· - 3 condition tci be me:1~mc-d for mrxlul:iti.nc the bct;1 
r~rticlc-; Io tht:rcby 1~10<.lulatc the producti in ;f X-r···,-s. 
:ind an X-r:1\' dctcc!N ouhidc the hou"in1! [o:- mc:i .. urini: 
the intcn,ity .of X-r:iy, r:1-;sinr. thrnu!!h thc. lwusinf: whcn:-
t>y the detector ouip!lt i' :1 fll;'!ction of the ~·crnditi(,:i. 

.i\ tr:1n'-l.Juccr for measuring the densi:y of :-1 f::ls j, 

sln.)wn in FIGURES. The tr:tmduccr 510 consistc; of :L 
t>ct:.i r;1diation source 508 and a coaxial tar~ct 500, both 
CJ.tt<1ched by me:1m of :.i suppcxtinf! mc:rnl:ier 504 to a i;:is 
cont:.iincr 502. In this transducer the ~hiclJ or mc.xlul;1t1.1r 
is gas within the container. As more gas is placed ini.i<lc 
the container through port 5 I 4. the density 'l.\'ill incrc;1s<:. 
As the den!>i:v increases. more N:tc: radiation from the 
source 508 will be absorl:>ed by the gas. Con~equentl~-. 
!es!> beta :-:idiaicm will strike the target 500 :rnd the pro
duction of characteri!>tic X-rays will be reduced. 

(~ 11 6. A r;1cli:1til'n Ir:sn,Juccr fc,r a mc:1~11rin!! in~:rurncn: 
within ;: housini; comrrisinf! :1 N:::1 p:inidc s:Hir·c1.· within 
the houi.inf!. :1 t;1q:et within the hou,inf! 'r:iccd from ,_;,id 
source fqr producini; X-ray" ur<.)n l'''mhardmt::it 'by t""..:1:1 
particle<.. sp~1Ce 'between s:iid ~C'lUTO:C' and t:lr!!C!. ;? hc.m1c1-
f:CnOU$ bct:i ;ibsor!-ir.; m:1teri:il fillin~ said !--p::ice. m::an.; 

The tr:.in~ucer could be attached to the exterior of a 
,-chicle to mc.:.isurc the density of g:1s around the vehicle. 
A <.ui::st">lc detector would then be placed inside the ve
hicle in this application. 

I: will thus be seen that this in"cntion provide~ :i c0n
venicn< method 0f i.cming :i condition :it one l0cation 
<ind :r;:.n~mittinc the inform~:ion to :1 rc:r.wtc kic;;ticm with
out t:ic t.:x o: ~lcctric:d or !'1echanical conncctic1m. Th~ 

c:; !'0r v3ryinf! the ~p:lcir:F 'tlci\•·cen <..aid ~ource :ind ::ir):!t'! 
:herd'\' v:!n·inc the :1mount of bcl:i :ib ... t,rbinc m:~teri;;! 
bc!\\'c.'<.::i said ~~1un:c :1:-iu 1:in:ct for mo~lul:llin; !he i-.~1:1 
p:1rtidc~ to thndw nwdul:.it~ the prcxlu.:ti\'n of X-r:1\''-. 
:ind :in X-r:1\· c.lctc~:ci:- l'llhidc the hnu,ir.:= for rnc:1,u:-i.r1l: 

-;ii !he intt·n ... ity .<.\f X-r:1~' p:L'-\in~ thrvurh ti1~: lwu ... ini.: '~ h<:: ... :. 
t'Y the dclectc.)r outpi:! i~ ;1 fun..:tion <>f the ~r:1.::i11r: l'<.:'
tween the source and tar:e:. 

7. A r:idi;i:ic.'n tr:.i:,.,du~cr for a mc:t~1:: =nc in,::-:::nen: 
Cc,mpri:-in_r: :i l'e!:l r:irtic]c ~<.rnrcc. ;1 ::1r~ct ~~.1..:.:d frt.''n1 

•" ~;tid ~c.n1r..:<: for pre>dt:cir.,t: X-r;1y~ wh:;.:!1 :1;•,\'-: ;::1 cic; ~:• 
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5 
charn(."lcrhric c1f the. a1c11nic ntrrnhcr Qf lhc l11rgd upon 
bomhardnic.:111 hr hc1a p:1rtid1.·, f1om ~aid '0111cc, 111c;in-. 
conlrnllc.·J by the t:ondi1ion l'Cing 111c:1,t1rcd for modulal· 
in{! lhc bcl:i ranic:Jc., to mod11l;1tc eff el·tivcly the pn1d111."
tion of d1:1r;1cleri .. 1ic: X-rnys. :ind an X·r:iy <lctcrtor for ,, 
mc;1,11rini: rite intemity {>f the cl1ar:1ctcri,1ic: X-ray., where-
by the detector output i .. a fllnction of the condition he· 
in!! mc11\t1rrtl: 

6 
lo product' X-r:rr:.. modullllin~~ the hc:ta rar tide.·., :., :1 
funl'licin or the di,placcrllclll. and mc;1\'11rir11: the inlen,ity 
of rhc _X-r;1y:. produced whereby rhc irllcn~.ity of !ht· X-
rav<, j, a f1111ctio11 of the <forl;1ccmcnl. 

·D. A method of mca'-t1rinf: the di,pla1.:<"mcn1 (lf :111 
clement widiin a hou~inl! comp:-i .. in1.~ b\imflardine :1 t;1q.·e1 
within ~aid hou~in~ with bct:1 p:irliclcs tc.1 produce ch;1r
·,1c:lc:ri~lic X·ray:.. partially :.hicl<ling the tar~c-l with l>ct:i 
ab!.orbin•; n1:1tcri:al, di~placing the beta ah .. orhin~ ma-K. A mcthocl or mc:"urin~ :1 condition cornrrisini-: hom

hardinf! :1 target with hct:1 p:1rtick-. to produce X-ray", 
modulating the beta particles il'i a function of the c:ondi
tion, and measuring the X-rays produced by the modu
l:11ed bct:1 parriclc.s whereby the inrcnsity of the X-r:rys 

l!I lcrial :t! .1 function of lhc di .. rlaccmcnt of the elc:mt:11r. 
pa:.-.ini: the clwractcri~tic X-r;:y~ through the: housing. unu 
measu~ing the ch:1rac1cri~tic X-rays trammittc<l through 
the homing whereby the intcmity of the X-ray<; is :t 

is a function (If the condition being mc~surcd. function of th~ di~placemcnt. · 
14. A methoo of mea~uring density of a g:is compri.~-

ing p:t!.sin.g beta parlick-s throui;h the !!;''· bombarding 
a t:1rg<·t with the bc:t:1 p:1rticlc' tran .. mitr<.'d thrn111:h the 
].!:ts to produce X-rays, :ind mca~uring the intcr>.,ily of the 
X-rays produced whereby the intensity (lf the X-r;1y-, j, 

.9. A method ef measuring a condition comprising J;j 

bombarding a tar~ct with beta particles to pnxJucc ch:1r· 
actcristic X-r:1ys. nwdul<lling the l'ct:i particle~ as :1 fun<.:
ti1.1n of the c<.inditi{111, :md nica\uring the i111cn\ily of !he 
dwr:icteri .. tic X-ray!. pn>dllc<.·d by the modulated bc1;1 
r;irtic:ks whq<.·l'Y the intensity of the X-r:rys is a func
tion of the condition being mc:.isurctI. ~o a function of the gas demit~'. 

10. A method of measuring a condition cxi!>ling with
in a housing· comprising bombarding :1 target with.in the 
housing with beta p:1rticles to produce X-rJys, modulating 
the beta parti~Jes as a function of the condition, pas$ing ~5 
the X-rays through the housing. and measuring the in· 
tensity of the X-r:1;:s transmitted through the i1ousins 
whereby the intensity of the X-rays is u function of the 
condition being mcHsurcd. · 

11. A method of me:1suring a condition existing with". 30 
in. a. housing comprising bombarding a t:1rget within the 
housing with beta particles to produc:c X-rays, partially 
shielding the 'beta· pu_rticles from .the target, varying the 
effective shielding to inoduJate- the beta particles as .·a· 
function . of ~e condition, passing the . X-rays through 35 
the housins. and ·measuring the intensity of the X-ray~ 
transmitted through t'hc ·housing whereby the intensity· of 
rhe X-rays is a function of the condition being measured. 

· 12. A incthod of measuring the displacement of an el-
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United States Patent ·office 3,254,212 
P atcntcd Mny 31,_ 1966 

1 

3,254,212 
APPARATUS FOR DETERMl~l~G Tim CO:"-iCEN. 

TRATION OF ALUMI~U.\t JN H'\'DIWCAIWON 
STREAMS E\' THE USE OF K-CAPTUUE RADIO
ACTIVITY 

Robert 1. Fannin~. Poncu Cih·, Okla., nnd Homs!d G. 
Bruce, Lake Charles, La .• as'i~nors lo Contincnf:tl Oil 
Company, Puuca City, Oklu., u corporution of Oklu. 
ho ma 

Flied Jien, tl, J 962. St·r. No. I Ci!\,HS2 
8 Chaltm. (Cl. 250-4J.5) 

Thi!> invention rcl:1tcs, :i:-. indii:alrd. lo ap1i:1r;1t11~ !or 
<lelerminint; the Cl'llCenlration of :ilumilllllll in :I nowing 
hyJroc:1rbon str\.·am. More p:irticul:1rl)·, but not li» w:1y 
of limitntion, the invention .rcl:1lc'i Ill appiirnt11s ·which· is 
especially well a<lnptcd for dcterminini.: the conccntr:itiun 
of a pyrophoric, bit:hly re;ictivc organo-:1luminum com
pound in :i flowin,!! hydwcarbon pl:int strcnm, •in<l for 
controlling the concentr•1tiun of such or~:1no-•1luminum 
compound in such strc3ms in :1c1.·or<l.ancc with such con
tinuc~1s determination. 

In our co-pending ;1ppliL':tiion for U.S. Letters Patent 
Seri:il No. 165.SS~. lilc:d of C\'Cll d;ltc herewith and :is
signed to· the. assignee of the prc::-l·nt invention. \\."C' desaihc 

2 
from the h~·dr01.::trbon Mrc:1m j.,, p;1 ..... ed in orda to ,ubjt·d 
the: s•1mplc: to imringcmcnl by the ~oft X mys. Suc•1 
material of con'itructfon nrn1it not onlv he nonrc:ictiv.! Iv 
the organo-:iluminum cc,mpcmnd" c!\rricd by the hy<lro
carhon !'trc:1m. but mu~t :1lso be transp:irc:nt to X r:1ys 
of tht w:ive lengths which are utilized. :ind mmt be of 
~ullic,;:nt mcch:mical strength to withst:1nd rcl;1!ivcly h!~h 
bursting pressures :ind hi~h temperatures. 

A ~ccond problem \\·hich ~tcmo; frClm the hi{!hl~· re:11.·tivt·. 
111 PYl'l'Phoric eh11ractcr t.lf the oq .. ~a110-alu111irwm 1.·0111p11111Hls 

is the dan1:cr inherent in h:rndlini: :-.111."h 111:11cri:1h. l·tll' 
example, the aluminum tri:ilkyh rcai.:t \'ililcntly with O'\Y· 
g,cn upon cont:1ct with tht• :1ir :ind abn react extremely 
vi~c,rou,ly with wnter. It b lhcrc:forc co;-.enti:il that the 

J .i :1pp:rrnlt1'i cmployt'd be con·;tnh·tcd to ;ivoid c.:ont;1c.:t be· 
tween the oq:ano-uluminum ct1mpt1un.f, ;ind uir, :tnd 
:.sli.o 1hat solvents and liquid materials other th:in w;11cr. 
:ind in :iny case nonreactive v.-:rh .the :ih1min11m trialkyl. 
be employed in the process. Moreover, it is hi~hly dc-

:.!O sir:1blc th:1t the appar:ttu-. be cPn~!n•cinl wiih :1~kquatc 
consideration ci\'C'-n to ct:n:iin mcch:inical ~afrcu:ird'.'o 
agaimt the con.tin,!!cncy of an cxplo!-.ion occurrinr. -a, the 

·re.suit of in:1dvc11ent cnnt:1L·t l'll:!WL·~·n the or~:1110-:1lumi
n11m compound and lhc ~1ir. 

As a final con!>.idcr:tlitm in pr:1cticin.!:! the proc1.·"s dc-
scri-bcd in the cited co·rcnuin:! patent :1pplic:.rtion. ii is 
important that very clo~e and accurate control of the 
temperature of the sam?lc which is p:is!>c.'.i through the . 
.sample cell be maintained at :ill times in order that the 

a novel and highly 11!>.dui prm:css for dclcrrriining the ..:on- :!.i 
ccntration of alumirrnm in hvdro..:arbon slrcill1l\, B;.i
sicaiiy, the. ~roccss <lescrihcd in. the cited :ipplication com
prises subjecting a sample taken from the stream to the 
impingement of certain types of radioactive. em:matibns 
and determining the extent to which the passage of such 
emanations through the sample is attenuated by the pres
ence of. :ilurhinum therein. · The pref erred sour.cc of such 
emanations is indi.:a?cd in sai<l application to be 10 

30 accuracy of t.he dctcrmin:11ion m~y be maint:i.ined \Vtthin 
the desired limits. Such fi:ic .:ind cx:i!=t temperarure con
trol requires the milization of very ~cnsitive temperature 
conlrol apparatus. 

. millicuries of an iron 55 radioisotope which ·emit~ soft. X 
rays. having an eff ectivc wave length of about 2.0~- A; 
The. p~iriciplc underlying the process is"that of emplo)·ing 
soft X rays of a wave length such that the other-mate
rials, primarily hydrocarbons. whic11 arc included in the 
hydrocarbon stream do not substantially impair or block 
the transmission o_f such soft X rays through ·a sample. 
while the aluminum. whether in bound or free f<.·mn, c:ir-: 
ried by the stream, absorbs X rays of the selected wave 
length. a:nd thus attenuates or blocks their transmission 
through the sample. The amount of attenu:ition, or the 
decrea~e in intensity, cf the X rays is th··" rdatcd to· the 
amount of conccntr:ition of aluminum in the hvdrocarhl"in 
stream. Bv mcasurin!:! the extent of the ~ucnuation or 
the decrea~e in the 1ntcnsitv of the X r<1\' be:rn1, this 
concentration may be contin~1omly <letermi~cd as a s::un. 
ple from the process stream is continuously passed through 
a s:implc cell where it io; subjected to impingement by the 
X r:l'\.'S. 

A; mentioned in o:.ir cited co-pendii1g applic:nion. the 
process described therein is particularly useful for C\.":lluat
ing the concentration of a!Dmi~um present in a hydro
carbon stream ;is one of 'c.:\·er::il highly rcacti,·c-. pyro
phoric organo-aluminum compound~. ~uch :1-. ~tl11mim1m 
tri;llky1'. To lllL'tHitlll l'lll \.lilt:' (If the rr<H .. 'O'C" in \\'lt:cti 
c1..101po11nd-. of thi, tyre.· an.: crnrloycd, ,,,l·h :iluii1irwn1 
trialkyh. ;ire currently being u~cd in procC',,c, f tir prodt11.:
ing relatively high molecular weight alcohol.,. 

A number of unique prntikms are presented when the 
process of the invention covered in our co-p~nding ap
plication is applic.."<.i to such hi~hly reactive pyrophoric 
organo-aluminum comrot1nds. First. the extrc:mely re:ic
tive nature of such comp1.1unds requires th:!t the m~stc.:ri:ils 
of construction employed in the app:iratu..; which is uti
lized in practicing the proces-.; be sut>stant;;illy inert or 
nonre::ictive with respect 10 such CtHnpounds. ·r hi':> prc
~cnts an especially c.linicult problem with respect to the 
construction of the s=imple cell throu~h which the !-ample 

.The present im·cntil"1n provides a system or :ipr:mitus 
a.i for continuously.detcrminint? the conccntr:tti.on of alumi

num; in a flowing hydroc::irbon ~1.:tnt stream and for con
trolling t~.-~ · aluminum content of such streams in. :ic~ 
cord.ance with such continuous dccermination. The ap-

. paratus which is employed. thou,gh functioning equally 
.JO -.,·;ell when used for the determination of n1anv \'3rious 

types of aiuminu.m compounc!s cntr~iine<l in the ~tream. is 
especially well adapted to meet the particul:lr problems 
which are posed in making such de:crmir.ation when the 
types of aluminum compounds entrained in the hydro-

4;; carbon stream arc highly rc::ic:ive, pyrophoric orpno
~luminum compounds. Two !>.alient ar.d highly non~I fC;l· 

· tures of the invention reside in (a) the con:.trnction of 
the sample cell which is utilized for cont3ining the :-:1mple 
as it is subjected to impingement by soft X ray~ eman~!ting 

;,o from a suitable radioisotope. and ( b) the construction of 
the novel temperature control means for \'3.rying the tem
perature of the sample as may tie de~ired .. ancf for main
taining the temperature of the s::imple as it p:isses through 
the sample cell at a substanti:illy -const.:int value. The 

.;.; design of the temperature control means j.; also such th:1t 
:1 considerable measure of safety a!!ainst the pos-.il,ilirv of 
cxplo~ion of the or~;11w-alumint1m comro11nd~ i.' rn'
\'id<.·d. The:· :irr;11;1t11;-. permits the cP11(n11r:11in11 {)r 'uch 
urf;!:1110-:il11min11111 1.:ompoltnd..; tn l't" c~1ntinuou,ly <lC'lrr -

Cio mined wirh ;1 high <lq:rec of ;1..:..:11r;1..:y. ;ind the ..:tin,tru~
tion of the apparatus is ~uch that this a.:cur:i..:y is un
impaired hy the undersirabk rc~iction of 1h~ org=1n0-
alumin:.Hn compou:-:ds with ~1ny of the m:llc:ri:ib of ccm
s:ruction utilized in the app:ira!ll~. 

ti.i From the forcg•_,:n!= lk-.cription. ir \\ i!l l'C ~1rr:1rc.:n: 
th:.it the prc~c:nr in\'cntion pruvidr.:s :i '~ ~lcm f 1.)r .:1.in
tinuously de:crmining the conc..:n1r;1tion uf al:.i:nin:.im. 
whether bound or fr.:c. in :1 !lowint! hyJro.::irbon s: ~c:1m 

;u in :i rapid, efficient and ~:tfc manner. 
A more ~pccifi..: objei:-t of the rr::~cnt in\'cntil1n j, :o 

provide :i novel ~:impk cell for m.: in the rro.:c~' of 
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:uwlhcr u" may he: ru ... i:ci.~.tr)' under ditkrini; pl;int con<li· 
tion~. 

The 0111a :111d inner w:tll!-. 16 :inJ I 8. rci-rcctivel~·. 
<ldii1c :1 cl1:1111hcr !O rhr<'ll!!h which u :.ui1:1hlr:. c:ool•1nt 

dcicrmlnin~ lh~ cu11c~11fr:11ion ur 11l11111inum in :1 flow
ing hydrc,curl,<>n scr.::1111 hy uriliiing rndio:iccivc ernmrn· 
lions; which sample cell due~ tHlt inh.·rfere wilh the m:· 
curacy or i.llc:h dclcrmlr1:11io11. :and is t:h:arm:1cri1<.•tl hy 
:1 Jon~ ;111d lrnilhl_e.frce operating Jifc. 

.-\n · acfdirion_al objl'cl 11( the prcscnl in,·cnriun i~ In 
11ru\'ide :1 highly i.c.·n-.irivc :md dllcicnr 1cmr-.cr:11urc con
rrol :.y .. k·m for controllin~ rhe 1cmpcr:1t11rc of a liquid 
i.;1111pk as it is w111inu1111'>ly p;1s,cd thro11~h a s:1mplc 
cell from :1 hydn,\.'arbon slrc:1m t·onr:tining :111 aluminum 10 
<.'Ompound. 

;, liquid ;.. dri:11!;11c:d by \\·;1r nf 1hc C<'Olant inlet 1:cinduit 
Z ! :mil coolant di:.ch:1rl!C conduit 2.S. Allh<.'ll{:h othc1 
matai:tl!i 11111}' ·be utilized ;1s 11 coolant, I rrdcr to U!oe 
kerosene for thi!\ function hC'c:111~e (If its rc:i<1\' JVail· 
:iiiility .. :ind iis inertnc~s· to ri::iction with t!1c ·lHf···~~> 
:ilum1"urn ccmpciunds entrained in the hydroc:1rbon 
stre:1111. :-.L1t<..'ri:ils which re;1c1 vii:=orouslv with the: or-

A further object is to provide a novel system for safdy 
:md continUlH1sly dcrermining the :aluminum conrenr of 
:1 h;-clrocarhon plant .stream c:1rrying :1 highly rc:1c1ivc, 
.pyrophoric org:mo-:tluminum compound. 

Other objccls and adv:mt:1~es of the invention. in :atlcli
tion tq !hose hcrc:inbcforc dcscribcu. will hccomc ar· 
p~1rcn1 to 1he reader. and will be h<.."ltcr understood upon 
a reading of rI1c following disdosurc in conjunction with 

1.-, 

a .perusal of- the following <lr:1wings which illustr:1te our :!O 
invt:ntion. 

In the dr:1win~~= 
FIGURE I is·; liquid llo~\' :111d electronic circuit dia

gram illustrating the system of the invention. 
FIGURE 2 is a view p:ir1i:11ly in section and p:irti:1lly ~.-, 

in elevation of the mc:1suring hc:id whit:h constirutes :1 
rorri<lfl of rhc system Clf the irl\'cnri<.m·. 

FIGUJUt J is :1n enlargctl i.ection:il "iew of rhe j,o
thcrmal block, s:unplc cell. ntclioisorope source, ~111d 
Gcigcr-Miillcr tuhc ·which are employed in :: prdem;d :w 
embodiment ·of l·hc in\•cnt"ion. 

·.FIGURE 4 is an exploded ~i:tion:1I view of the 
~ample ccH which is utili.zc.u in :1 prcfc=rrcu embodiment 
of the irivcntion. · 

FI.GURf~ 5 is :1 !>ccrion:al vkw throuf!h the center of a.i 
the s:implc· cell shown in ·FIGURE 4 with the s:tmplc 
cell in its :assembled status. 

Referring now to the drawings in detail, and p:1rricu
larly to FJGURE J, rcfer~ncc character 10 designates 
a pipc":ine utilized in a process such as the alcohol syn- .Jo 
thesis process hercinbefore· described,. for carrying an 
organo-a:Juminum reactant entrained in a hydrocarbon 
solvent. Jn the alcohol synthesis ·process hercinbefore 
mentioned, rhc organo-allm1inum compound utilized is 
an aluminum trialkyl. and the hydrocarbon carrier pref- .J.i 
crably is a· kero~enc fr;1ction having _an API gravity of 
l'ietwecn 39 and 43. Other hydrocarbon solvents. which 
might be. cmployctl include, but arc not limited to. a 
petroleum n:tphlha fr:action cont:1ining lilllc or no un
~a!llratc<l or :1ro1m1tic hydroc:arbons :ind sold under the .in 
traden:unc .Sol1rol, :ind :ibo " subst:rnti:ally pure iso
octanc stream. The primary considerations in the sclec· 
tion of the hydrocarbon carder :ire that it not be rc:ictivc 
with the aluminum trialkyl, and that it contain pre· 
dominately compounds composed only of c:arbon ;:ind ;;,, 
hydrogen atoms. A s:unpling line or conduit 12 com
munkatcs with the process line 10 for conducting the 
.sample to be an:ilyzcd from the process I ine into a sample 
cell which is loc:itcd in a mcasurinc head 13 and which 
is dc~ign~1ted generally in FIGURE- I by reference ch:ir- tio 
~1ctcr 14. The s:imple eel I 14 is provided with a pair of 
opposed cell fac:cs Ha hereinafter described in derail. 

Enroutc to the cell 14, sampling conduit 12 passes 
through the hollow cooling jacket 15 of the me:.isuring 
he:i<l 13. The cooling j;:icket 15 is of double-walled ti.) 

construction. havinc an outer wall 16 and an inner wall 
1 S. The material 'Or construction of the cooling j:ickct 
15 is preferably ~Juminum metal. This pro\•ides further 
assurance against the deleterious cont:.imin:irion of the 
s:imple .stream. :ind also provides :i material which ii; IU 
nonreactive wilh the aluminum trialkyl in the evc:nl a 
k:.ik should occur in the s:1mpling conduir 12. More
over, the aluminum is relatively ini:xpensivc and is of 
relatively light weight to permit 1he measuring he:id to 
be <r:inspor!ed rcbti\·cJy easily from One location to 7,-, 

g:ino-aluminum comrounds. ~uch -"~ w:1t~r. ~?lCluld not 
be urilizcJ :ts the COl>ling m:11cri:il hcc.::1u..c ot :!:: ex
plosion h:1z:trd which is involved in !\uch u~. 

11 will be rw!cd 1h:11 the Jnlio!c-w:dk ... I wr.~:ructio:-i 
of tlil~ l"0:1lin!! j:;ckct IS of the m<.':1surinf: hc:i<l 13 in 
n111jun~·1it1n \\ith tht: 1-=<-'na:.ll:; cylinJri:::d g~o:nctric con
figur:irion of the :rn::i~urin;; hl':hl pHwilk~ :i ~:1fi:gu;irJ 
:1i;ainst the vci:urrcncc l,f l':\CC~!'livc <.l:1m:.if.: or injury to 
tiperating penonnel .shoulJ there oc.:ur :.in ~xrlo~io:l Jt 

:1ny poinr inside the me:l~uring he;1d. 
After rhe s:implin~ condui: 12 enter~ the mc:;1~urinr. 

head l 3. it descrif:\cs ;1 numlx·r of convolutions .:?6 ar0unJ 
the internal w:dl J 8 an<l in the ch:imbcr 20 of the coolini:: 
ja~kct J 5. There i~ thU!- afforded :in enh;inced 0ppor
tuni1y for heat cxch:rngc Cic.·twccn rhc ~:1mrk within the 
l'Ollduit 12. :rnd the coot1111 m:1tcri:1l c:ir.:ulatin£.: inside 
the ch;unber 20. ln general, th~ !'l;tn1plc from the prnccss 
:::trc::im will l~. rclarivcly w:1rm· ;1~ it enters the coolin~ 
j:1cke1 i 5, having :111 aver;1gc lcmpcrllturc of C.Ctwec-n 
~bout 14.0 :me.I ISO": F. The kero~nc which i!. circulated 
through· .the· ch:,mbcr 20 in rhe coolinl! j:1,kc1 15 j-; 

m:iinlaincd :at :1 tcmri:r:11urc of :1rrroxim:1tcly 90 to 
110• F; so. tfwl" lhc 1cmpcr:11urc of the sample is lowered 
to this v;ilue bdorc the s:1mpling conduit 12 k:1vcs the 
ch:1mpcr 20 and enters the i.p:icc. 28 cxistin!! imidc c..if 
-the iriner wall 18 of the cooling j:ickct 15. The srcp of 
initi:1lly cootin~ the s:1mple to· a tcmpcr:i.ture of between 
90 and· 110° F. is an imponant step of the process. and 
the apparatus which .is utilized for achieving this lvwer· 
ing of tb: temperatur.z is therefore considered to be a 
s2licnt feature of the invention. 

"After the sampling conduit l 2 enters <he space 28 
·sithin the inside wall 18. of the cooling jacket I.5 .. it 
is passed in continuous convolutions 30 around :in i:-o
thcrmal block 32. The isothermal block :~.:? i!". internal-
ly healed by h~atin,g clements .34 (shown in FIGURF 
~) which arc connc:"ctcd to ckclric;1l lends 36 pa!'l!'lin~ Ollt 

through tllc bottom of the. mea~urin!! hc:id 13. T!1c tcm· 
pcr:iiurc: of !he botham:tl block 32 is prcci~c:ly controlkJ 
b)· m1.•:1n., oi .1 th<.·rmi!'ltor 37 pl;1.:cJ in 1hc: 1op of the blo.:l\. 
and connected ~y h::1ds 38 to :i contrc..'I Jcvicc 39 v..hi.:h 
controls the heating ekmcnrs .34 Joc;11ed in::.ide the block. 
J\s a further element for :1ccur;1tclv conrrollin~ the tem
perature of the isothcrm:il block a~d the ~ir in- rhe ~race 
28. :i thermocouple 40 is provided in!'lidc the sp~1cc 28. 
and is connected by ckctri(':1l Jc:ids 42 to the heating ek
m~n! cnn: wl Jcvice J9 loc;i!cd ou:~iJc ;he m(".:i.:-.urir.g he:1d 
13. 11lc manner in which the thamistor 37. hc:Hin_g 
clements 34. and thcrrn0t:ouplc 40 function to a..:.:ur:itely 
ancJ safely control the tcmpi:raturc of the i~otherm:t! b!c..>..:k 
32 is !>Ub!>cqucntly cxplairn:d in dct;.il. 

After pa~~ing in hc:ir exch:rn~c rcl:iticn !0 the isothcrm:J 
i'lod,: 32. t:1e sampk cr~t<.·;s the ~:!:nr:(' .:eli 14 \d'l-::-e 
it is ~ubjcctcJ to the impin~c:-mcnt of soft X ray$ frnm the 
ra<lioisoto~ !-OUrcc .J~. In thc preferred cmbodimcnt 
of the in\'eniion, the ::.ource m;:iterial \\ hich is u1ilizeJ 
i") :1 5 to :'0 millicuri:: :-:1mr:c uf irnr. 55. The !-ofl X 
r.1:. ~ wh:t.:11 arc emitted from th:.· i;l)!l :-5 s0ur.:(' .i4 ;1;e 
transrniltcd through the cell 1-i \·i:1 the cell i.1..:cs l·k of 
the s:unplc cell I~. =inJ :ire 1lwn Jdc:ctcJ by a ~11ir:1h!l· 

s1.·ming or 1.k: ... ·ctin:: in\trurn..:ni. ~:i--!1 :1:-. ;1 c:e:,::a-.\1l!lkr 
tube 46 di~ro~cJ on the orposirc side c..'f !>:impk .:ell 14 
from the iron 55 .S.l'Ur.:c. The Gc:ifcr-.\! \ilk;- :d'~ -46 
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Is sensitive 10 the ~ft X m., and rro,·1&, a t.mdl rct~· 1h11 \'el')' ck~ C'(\Otf~ C\! the s~~ N ~ ~if 
th•e ~I~ for ea:h X r:ay mch·<"J. . . i• a f ~« C'f u~ imt«taD.."C in ~q a tatP ~ 

The rul~• from the Ciei~r·MUlkr tuN .46 .ilte lr1.ft!-• ~n:-e of Xi:~~- m ~ dcitt:naM•iQQ (\{ t.~ al~ 
mlttc-4 10 :1 ·rreimrlif\tr 48 whkh ma~ N> 1~ated <"t.1t• ,~cntK':lcl ~ the h~-dn.~ ~...._..,._ Tbis is ~ 
t.lde the meuurin51 he.ad u. ~ut ~·hkh rr-eferaNy i~ ·~ l whc'ther the ~ = ·~h :be A~~ a. '" t't ~ .. 
cated ln a s.hieldC"d f'OsitiM in the $~C"e ll intcide the mmed C'C'ataim a hi~y rc~"tM. ;-'~ co,p •• ·,.~)..,.. 
wall 18 of the coolin& f.hell 1$. In FIGURES 1 :ind:. micum C'"~ « Otbct ~~ (\.~~ « 
the pre.amplifier is M>own outside the meamrin~ hc'.ad in e\'Cll free alumm~ Foe ~~ -.~ w-c ~ ~ 
order co lend clarity to the dra\l,·in~ 3.od the discus.4'ion. ~ iem;iC.r:i.ut.re '\-&.~"IC<'!~· F. i:l Q.e ~-m-e of 
•The ·prea.mJ'lifier -48 amplifies and in\'ens the rulses re- l 0 the ~· "'.J=".ie ;wsira& th.~ ee Sl.:l?k .:ell 14 cu~ o~ 
c:-h•cd from the Gei~r·MUl!er tu~ .C.6 and then ~s..4'!s an enor oi O.J t"C-~ o 0e al~ ~ 
the amplified. invened puli;e si&:nals into a rate count In order to ~'ide me ~"oe ~ ~ ~"Ill!~ 
meter 50 whkh pro,ides an output proponion1l to the is required. a .t>OYe1 le:..:lt-~ ~ ~~ h3:S ~ 
time a\"Crage of the si~mu pu.l!!le'S. TilC zero rc3din~ and devised -v.-hk:h ~ tbe ~ ~ be ~ ~el ~ 
span of the rate meter SO may be made adjusublc by 1.:; in the 05 .. F. ~"'* ~~~ ~= .i ~ 0: f:l:ir::::l 
the provision of suitable sp3.ll-zero control circuitry if 115 to ~.Jl 100" F. -~-- !he ~.ti::::nl::l ~ 
desired. The output from the rate meter 5e is vistUlly limit oi the ~ ~ee ,.~ ~ b: ~~ 
displayed on the recorder Sl. and the 1M outpUt si~- is dicult!'d pri:l3.ril:ii· ey !be~~ 0:. Ui.e ~..J:i ci ~"'O-
na.I may also be directed to a suit~ble C0"1trol de'ic-e ·(~ s:ru.:r~:i of t!l: cell lo& :o •it~-=:.L-.J ~ :"\.; xiror::i ~ 
shown) such as a proronioning pump or a solenoid ~ reratu.re. and the boCling ~ of ::.C s.cia~ ar ~~~-
\'alve for controllinl? the addition of the aluminum tri- N>..-i in ...,.hkh the ~::::::l CIC' .1;."::l::li:r.c ~"'-~ &."': 

alk)'I or ieroscne fo the process stream in respon~ to the entn..i:I:ic-d. 
aluminum trfalkyl concentration v.·hkh is determiOC'd to .&J the s.un?Je is ~ i:l~ Qie ~ !.1 ~ Qie C.. 
exist at any inst3.nt. !'-!&: "·all U of the mu.~ b:,),:! U. ~ ~ a...~· 

After le.avins the sample cell J.4. the. ~mple fiov.-s C\Ut ~ in~ rooduit U is ~ L~ Ci: ~~ ~"\::k ~ 
of the sp3ce l8 in the samplio.c conduit U and is tt· in " ~ur.iliry oi ~'~ ~ .... ~ .l.:"t' ~ ~ ~ 
turned to the process line 10. The fluid time coosunt l:-k~ \l.'ith a ~r ~'"i:::!: ~ hi¢ o..~ ~ ~ 
for the ~)'Stem is approximately. four minutes: th:u i~ ~"iry. -~.the ~""'i: ~-st - ..... :rs :bi:se ~~ 
this is. the time I'C'quired for _the sample to fiow into the tions 30.. its ~n:'tll'e 'Q•ill ~ ~~· ~ ~ ~ 
sample cell -14 from the proce..<\S line It' . The fl.ow rate so of th: ~~-.::W ~kU ~· '"i.'"'tU: ~ h2'~ ~ i!!. ~ 
of the sample through the system is 300Ut 100 ml. per e:tcluD~ rellti.:lD tu the ~'*r le.~ ci..~ -&~ 
minute. It \\ill thus be· seen that .a continuous &te:- in ?he ~ .,13d:e: lS. HO"Q.-e"~- :ii: ~ ~'"'C 

. mination ·of the concentration of aluminum i.,, process l:'teri;i.'tt.ll tbe ~;-.le~ the is...~r::W :-A."d 3:: ~ ~ 
streams may be carried out \tjth very ·linlc ·~ime la,!: o.:- s:u.lts in th: Slm?k ~ 1:-~ t?~ ;o ~ :!::Zlr~ 
curring between initial diyersion of the Qmple from the :..:; of ·the 1:-k"tl.. · 
process stream 10. and fin3.l readout of the roncc::itration In order tO be.1& tbi: ~-c.U ~ U) :!:1: ~ 
value upon the recorder S!. Those skilled in the · an :e.mpcnture and :::Wl:&ai::t ~ ~ .i: 1 ~ 
will. of course. appreciate that an initial .:alibr-tion of ti:illy OXtSU.:lt '"1-~ a ~~· ~ '!:r ... ~! ee..,.....S .;.& 
the apparatus usin,!: S3.mples contiaoing. knov."ll concen- . ue i'CSition..ad ~'it!:.tin ~ ~~ ~ ~-: -:>~.: '!::T ci:i::.. 
U"3..tion:;. of aluminum is· rt'QUired ·before commencini! _.o trica-1 k.sds 36 t~ ~ o.~J:: .:i.e .. ~ ~ k~j. ~~ 
the determinations. . the ~g be....~ .-\lso .:rm~:~ ::ire-~ 

.In the des.::ription of the invention to this po!nt. refer- de''.k'""e is .a Uler.:n....~ 37 ~is -s-.. -.; i:i ~ t...""'Q &. ~: 
e_nce has been made to the schematic fiow dfa.cram. of isOtbcr.:n.!.I bk"d Jl .and ~ ~"'C.'i-:'.:" ~ · i:3e. 
FIGURE 1. This Ck:scription has scr\'e-d to ~vide a ~empe..~ oi :he Nod:. Tbe .:i:c...~ ~"i:= ~ :S 
general unders(.anding of the .system a~ a whole. an:! the :-e..'~"-e t" the :emrl"ICn...-r:::: ot th: ~.....a, ~ ~· .~ 
manner in whkh-the sample stream flO'Q"S throu~ the S~"'S-· . .;.~ Ule tber:ni..c;t.X 37 tO ae'1=i:= ~~~'Ce !::leli::O& 

tern and the i:·wsc signals dc'·~lo~d by the Gei~r t~he ~lements 3' l! ~· m ~"de:~ -fr":-t~ Uie ~ 
46 are direct-..-.d to final readout upon the ~"'Order S!.. rure of the ':-1...'"cl. ~~t.. Of~~ cy ~""'Co.~ 
The- more d::tailed. less scbem:nk rep~!ltations of c.er- to v.-hicli h is Oesi.-e.d w ~ Qe ~ ~-- be s:-: i:l:::!o 
ta.in co-::.;..c..::.er.ts of i.he systems which are illustrale-d io :~1 the c~r~ de,i.=_ ~ L'i:e.r .ilk>~ ..c. ~~ ~ 
FIGURES 1. 3 and 4 "l.l.ill next be described in or&r to i~r tbe isothern-..:a.l ~'-cl :o ~::be .;.-s~ ~~ 
more succinctly. point out the various novel ekme-nts of mainre~--e of tb3.s ~;:ien..~ :S 3-p::;:i.-;i).- -

the in\;ention and thei: ~-.:4'ctioning.. A:; ~ ~ery fa~ of i:be ~Q....~ ~ ~ .!. ~ 
In FIGURE 2 of the d.rawir'"' the measurint! head l~ .a.."-.c;;unn.:::: U:ur tbe ~r::roik; dc"\i:::e 3'· ~ .. ~ 

of the system is illustrated. 1:' ~ill be _pe.n::ei\'~ that the jJ ~ ~ i.c;otl'len:?::~ :-_1....,"d 3.: !...~ f-~ ~ .. •j;.cd:. ~ 
OUtC;.a and inner ll.'aliS. l#Z and lcS. respecti\'e}y. Of the themk.""-'"'Ollple ..g.o J:s p...-,S~~-= m :!le ~ ,::S·~ ~ 
coolinl; jacket 15 arc o:·relatively thick structure t~ pn>- Ui..Tler v.·all u of I.be~~~--= l5.. ~ :s ~~..: c: 
vidc a safeguard against the possibility of explosion of s.:>:ne k"\UN~ mi~~:e !:-e~-= e: ~-:;:;J! :-0..."d 
the·· organO-aluminum compounds cir.;ulating b the .n .. and t!>e in..~~ M ... ~ .:-c-v~rs ::i:e ;.-:r- .s:::::...~ ~ 
S2mpMng conduit 12. It will N! re.:alled from the prc-
"'iou.s <iiscussion th3t the kerosene circ:ubting in th<: s~~ fo1.l the "·all IS. Tb: :....~r::>...~"U;:-t: 4t i:s ~.: ~ :!:le 
20 between the inner and outer walls of the cooiinE= }2det c-onu-"lkr de\~ 39 ?:>~· ~~ ~ .i.:.. ~ ~ 
15 is relatively cool as compared to the temperature of the of the tbe~j:'le 4t :.S to se::se ::C --£.'::c:i..-:: .ot :!ii: 
l'-pacc 28 inside the innermost wall 18 of the roolin~ .air ill the St-""i.:C :.S su..~ :!:le :S...~ ~"d .!:.. . 
jacket. Ia order to pre"ent the existen.:c of any sub$tao- and :o tr~t 2 si...mal ~ the ~::;;::8:-..r ~->.:e ~ ~"\:'· 
tial temperature ,£:r3dient across the space l8 t'tetween the GS re~ w s:u~ sc::..<;ed ~"'ICA,,_"l:..~. A ~-.,.:-t: .:::m...~ 
isothermal blocl: .32 and the inner wall 18 of the cool.inc meclu:lis::n (:i....~ ~-ll) :S ;:i..,-ovided ~ :!:le ~""C-;~ ~ 
j3cket IS. a rclative1~· thick layer of a thermally insular"':. 39 for ~;:-=~ .u.:od .am0--ri:3'Itr :-....~ Qi: 
ing materi:ll 60 is secured to the in~ide face of t~ inner ci~uit ~f\l.'C'C:l tbe ~:.-clk:r de,-a ~ :be ~ ck--
wall 18. This provides 3 relati\·ely hif:h det:ree of a!o- ;'O InC.:ltS ~ 'a~ tbc te::::l.e'"'C..""3.tu..-C m ~ !;".a.;::e !1.. ,a;s. ~ 
surance that the temperature in the ~C:e 28 swrounding by tbe the.""m..~le .W. ~ .a ~-:X::. r.~:.::>-............... 
the i50therrnal block 32 will be mai.nt.aioed aI ~proxi- o~um. Th:.:s. if the ~.t ~ S,. s;:cre ~ 
mately the same temperature as the isothermal block nier ~"tioo.. pe..."'l:l4~ tbe "ZC~""CI2.i:..~ "f ~ ~ 
on~ the warmup period of the s~~tem his t-een ~omplete-.:1. tben:llal ~-,d. t-o ra.:i av.,.~-. the~~~~ '5"'Ji ~ 

Also from the previous description. it uill k-e rec:tlled : .5 the UDusual in.:re~ in ~"'1.~~ ~ wia ~~ ~ 
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~fltr('?lcr d<"l'ice. Re--enu1hl!nbmen1 of the OJ'IC%'&tlon or. 
~e contrn11cr dC'\'it.c .H muRt then he mnnually cff ccted. 

connacted by 11 Jnrge bore l U which extends lhrouth the 
hlock thcrchetwcen, nnd which, for purposes of explana· 
ti on, will hcrcinnftcr he referred to as the 111mrile · chnm· 
her. The hlocl: 108 hi further provided with a m!inlJy 

Tht- 71rr.cininn r.6ntroJ of the 1minplc tcmf'Crnrurc whicb 
it- ~ru1inuhk \Vith the 71rel'Cnt invontinn ll\, 11" hn5 hcon in· 
chcuU\4. nne nf the invcntinn'" mClllt imrortnnt feuttiret;. 
We have found rhut_ tht- tomJ'Cruturr control nttninuhlc 
with tht ~\'fitcm if' werJ within the (l.5" F. tomf'Orurure 
1lucmn:ion • whi:b cnn he tolcr&&ted in uchic\•inl! Atn necu. 
ran of :::::0.5'7r in the aluminum determination. By first 
lC\~c:-in~ the tcm~rnture of the snmpJc. in snmplint con
duit I2 .10 sli~htly helow the desired testins tcmriernture hy 
k.a• cxcbang• with the coolin~ medium in spa~ 20, and 
then rJiisinl! it t-y use of the ic;othcrmnl block 32, the tem
J"=::-UZurr: mny he. hrou,E:ht smoothly and easily up to the 
dc.sirea value without ovcrshootins or huntin~. ln this 
w.11,· we h2ve maintained .-ufficicntJv. close temperature 
t'.'1n.;ol t:'I re,;ientC".dl~· ohtuin an accur~cy of :::0.1 % in the 
ctc-1c:-min11tion of the nluminum 1rinl1.:yl content of hydro
.::ru-hon $U'enmf.. 

Th: nrranpemen1 of the sample cell 14, the Gcit?cr
M iHlc:r w~ 46. nnd th:- iron :is rudintion source 44 is 
illus:ratt".:3 in FlGURE 3. A housini: 80 is secured to the 
H.,;'\ o! the i~thennnl blocl.: ~!. and ii; rirovided witb a bore 
t2 al one end thert'.of for reccivin~ the capsule containing 
1~ .i~nn fl~ SClur~ mntc:rial 44. At iU. Of1f10Sitc end, the 
h~usin~ tlfl is provided with a larf!cr, internally threaded 
~ ... "lunu:rhore M for .re::civin~ the sample cell 14 and the 
Ctt"i!?Cr-Miilk:r whe 4fi. After the fron 55 radiarion source 
44 ..i~ ;>laced iD the bore Sl, an end plate 86 is placed over 
!.b.:- h.:l~ .and retains the radiation source in position in
side the hci'.....in~ .80. Suitable screws 88 are used for SC· 
~ lhe end plate in position. It will be noted thnt in 
1hi~ :"Osition. !he iron S 5 radiation souree .is shielded to 
:p~~ unneces..~ exposure of operating personnel to 
:k radfoa::tivc emanations from such source 

ln ~~line the radiation ·source, cell, · .id detector 
e~~ the cclJ 14 is initially pJaceo ~'."" ~:... counterbore 
S4 -l:>f ~ hou.i;in~ 81.l, and .the .i,·!:- and outlet ports of. 
'!he .=n are alif?Iled with an inlet opening 90 attd a dis.: 
ciui..r,!?e op::nm£: 92 io;:rned in .the bousins: 80. These open
-.in_c:s al:, in m.-n. conne::led to the sampl.in~ conduit U. 
J\ . .housm~: ~ which contains. the Qeiger-Milller tube 46, 
an.d which is :threaded at one of its ends as indicated by 
.-::fo.i-..n:::e clmractcr 98, is then threaded. into the ·.counter-· 
ho~ M of~ ~usin!: 8(1 until it abuts against the sample 
~ 14. ln· this way, the sample cell 14 is retained in 
.fiX!'!:i ~..km r-lative to 1he ·Geiger-Milller tube 46 and 
the jron 55 rad.ia~ion source -44. 11 will be noted that the 
Ge.ip:::r-Miill::r ni..""t: 46 ·is cushioned .in it~ housing 94 by 
.2. 1.ay:::- of fol< .material 100 whlcll is packed into the space 
~xi..c;:inc b;;.:w--:n th: tube and the walls· of its ·housinc 94. 
~ ei;_-rri.:al l!!ad f.c.,; conductin,g the pulse signals from 
;~ C<Cif!""...r-.Mi.i.ller tu~ 46 lo the preamplifier 48 is dc~
.1~6 ~' ref:rcn~ chara--ier 102. 
- 1: wii! -~ ooted th2.4 ~ construction of the assembly 

"·hi=!: :in.:i.ud~ tii:- iron S5 radiation .!'Ource 44. the sam
;,~ .::::!! 1~. ~e Gci,f?Cr-Mliller tube 46 and its housing 94 
.i!' :-;u.::.b ~.b..a: re1ativcly link space is o::cupied by these 
.:::.'.):np::I?!:'I~~- ;:if !he syst:m. and the benefit of maximum 
s.i··~-.:y ;.;::, .':1;-i::-:a:in~ pc::-sonnel is obtained. Moreover, the 
~.:1pl!: .::::I! 14 is positioned in relatively close proximity 
1.:i :...~ i'-.•:h!!rmal hlod,: :U. and is lo::ated jnside a .bous
mr Sfl whi=b. is in thermal ::onducting comact with the 
i~:h:::-mai blo.:::t. This construction assists in pcrmittin,g 
~ ~mp~ .::::11 14 tn ~ retained at the temperature of 
tll::' is..~-ma1 blo.::t 3: a~ all times durin~ the operation 
o: lb:'. sysr.em. 

Th: .c..'.)n54::"1.1.":tion o: the novel sa:nple cell 14 of the 
:-ir::..":!n: mvcntinn is illusmltOd io dctnil in FIGURES 4 
~nd 5. The c:::ll l 4 comp:ric;,cs n hlocl.:. 108 of metallic 
rnaic:-ial. ;i:refc:-nh!y 11.luminum. which is provided with 
J: ,t?:n:::-.ally cylind:-i~111 exte:-nal p:::riphcry 110. und ll 

p.ai; o: o;i;iosit.et.. pa::-alicl end surfac:! 11 :. each of 
whi=h c:nC su:-fa.=~ i~ p;ovide.d with a ~ntrally lo~ted 
::-t:..c:;1:--::..'.lni.:::i.: ;:::-;c~ 114. Tbe ~s~s 114 arc inter-

f• c~tendin,: 1mmrilc inlet rort JU which communlcatc11 with 
the 1mm,,1e chnmhcr 116 111 one side thereof, nnd nn Ofl• 
posod, rndinlly cxtendin~ tu1mJ'le dif'chnrBC r>e>rf UO which 
communicntcs with the snmplc cbnmber I J 6 on the op· 
positc side thereof. ln a preferred .:mbodiment of the 

10 invcnr=::n, n snmple inlet conduit 122 is pressed into 
the snmplc inlet porl J 18, and a sample dischar,ge conduit 
J :4 is pressed into the sample discharge port 120. 
· To complete the description of the sample cell con· 

struction. a p~lir of o:ll faces 14a are initially placed in , 
i.; flatly n.buttins relation to the parallel end surfaces lU : 

of the cell block l 08. A pair of fiat retainer plates 132 : 
:ire then rilnccd ngninst the exposed plnnnr surfaces of the · 
cell fuccs J 4n nnd nrc secured lhrou~h the cell faces to the · 
end surfnces 112 of the metallic block 108. Each of 

20 the retainer plntes 132 in pro\'ided with a threaded bore 
J 34 thcrethrou~h which corresponds in diameter to the 
diameter of the hJtse or lar~st diametric dimension of 
cnch of the frusto-conical recesliCS 114. and the bore 134 
of ench of the retniner plates 132 is nli.~med with one 

25 of the recesses when the 11lates arc secured in position. 
Jn addition to other properties which must be pos

~ssed by the materials of construction of. the cell faces 
14a nnd which arc subsequently described, this material . 
must be sufficiently flexible and ductile to permit it to 

30 be stretched or distorted from the rnonoplanar position 
which it in.itiallv nssumes to a configuration conforming 
to the contours ·of the frusto-conical recesses 114. With 
the cell face material possessing this property. a pair of . 
plu_gs 136 which each have a threaded cylindrical out.er 

::;; periphery 138. and a tapered end 140, may then be 
thre:ided into the threaded bores 134 in the retainer plates 
132 until .the tapered ends 140 of the plugs abut. ai:ainst 
the cell faces 14a. Further threading of the plugs 136 
into the !)ores -134. of the retainer plates 132 distorts 

40 or presses the cell faces 14a into the frusto-conical reci.:sses 
.J 14 form.:ci jn the opposing end surfaces Ill of the cell 
block 108. When the plu~s 136 ·are threaded into the 
retainer plntes 132 until their ends arc flush with the 
exposed ends of the retainer plates. the sample cell as· 

4.i sembly is completed and the cell 14 appears as shown 
in FIGURE 5 . 

The distance between each of the cell faces. l4a in 
the· cell 14 is of considerable imponance, since the 
amount by which the sample attenuates the. soft X ray 

50 beam is directly dependent upon the amount of sample 
through which the beam must pass. We have found that 
excellent sensitivity may be obtained in the determina

. tion of aluminum trialkyls when a cell thickness of about 
5 mm. is utilized. However. cell thicknesses between 2 

; •. , and 7 mm. can also be employed and the particular cell 
thickness selected will be dependent in any case to a large 
ex!".:nt upon the nature of the sample which is to be 
circulated through the cell. In ,general, cells thinner than 
~ mm. seem to cause a rna:-ked loss of sensitivity, while 

no cells thicker than about 7 mm. require the employment 
of a substantially stronger or more intense source of 
radiation .. 

The material of which the cell faces I4a are constructed 
is a critical factor in the proper construction of the sys-

<o.i tem and constitute!' a salient feature of the invention. 
As bas been prc\·iously mentioned, a cenain amount of 
:flexibility and ductility must characterize this material 
when the prefcred eel! construction illustrated in FIG
UR£S 4 and 5 is utiliud. However. even wheo modified 

70 embodiments not requirin~ the extreme distortion of the 
cell faces ns shown in FIGURES 4 and 5 nre cmployod. 
u number of requirements still must be: met by the cell 
face -materials. Sin~ anv interference of ~he cell face 
m:-itcri:i.J with the passage of the soft X rays therethrOU!!h 

1 .1 will result in impairment of the sensitivity of the alumi-

33 



9 
num concentration dotermlnatlon and probable dec:reuo 
In accuracy, It le HMDtlat that tbo cell face material bo 
aublt1nUaUy tr1ru1p1ront to X nys of tho wavo Jcn1th 
utlUzied Jn the Instant Invention-about 2 A. Thia re· 
qul~ment eliminates the uaual metAls, as well as those a 
plastics which contain fluorine or heavier elements. In 
effect, the cell face material should not contain atoms 

10 
samples H such values were obcolncd by· wet chcmic11 
nmilyals and by the apparatu11 oC the pm.ent Invention 
In each snmple, a different concentration cf aluminum 
rrlethyt fn SoltroJ was provided. ·· · 

-----~------
---__ , _____ _ of higher atomic number than oxygen, . and even those 

cont;ah1fo"1 oxysea attenuate the soft X ray beams to 
an undersirable extent. ~ · .. ··"' · · · · · ··· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ·· ··· · · · · ... 

ne· material of which the cell faces 14a are constructed 10 3: ~::::: .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 
must also be inert or nonreactive with respect to the sam· 
ple and its. components. When a highly reactive, pyro- The table reflects the excellent accuracy · which is 
pboric o:rgano-alwninum compound, such as the alumi· attainable with the present invention. It will also be 
num trialkyls, is present in the sample, this requirement 1.; ~pparent, of course, tb!it the saving in time and reqoired 
becomes of extreme importance. We have found that operating personnel which may be realized by using the 
many of the ·plastic materials which appear to possess the apparatus of the invention. as opposed to determining 
other properties requisite of the· cell face material fail the ,duminum concentration by wet chemical an11lysi!, 
to pouon sufficient inertness with respect· to aluminum is n factor gre;Rtly favoring the' widespread acceptance and 
trlallcyb to t>e used in the construction of sample cells 20 use of the invention. . 
intended to receive samples c:arryin1 this type of com· Althou&h .a preferred embodiment of the invention has 
pound. been herelnbcfore described by '"BY or eumplc, a number 

Because ·of the relatively high temperatures to which of chanses and modifications in many of the components 
the sample may be heated, ft is also necessary that the and elements of the system may be made- without de-
ccll face material possess good thermal stability over the 25 parture from the basic principles underlying the inven· 
ran,e of anticipated operating temperatures.· The sta· tion. For example. .several satisfactory cell face ma· 
bility of 1he. material at higher temperatures must be terials have been suggested which might bC used in place 
maintained even under operating pressures as h.igh as 100 of the Marlex which is used in the preferred embodiment. 
lbs. per square inch, since the pressure in the process Also the type of electronic: readout. syst~m which is em· 
line 1.0 and sampling eonduit U may sometimes attain· 30 ployed for converting the pulses produced by the Geiger· 
this magnitude, Ail.y slight distortion of the cell faces Mimer tube to visible indicia could also be altered or 
at these temperatures· and pressures. will result in a refined to some extent in order to portray the desired· 
variance of the effective thickness of the cell .14, and information in a different or more acceptable form. The 
since the amount of attenuation of the X ray beam by Geiger-Mi.ille.r tube might itsel.f be replaced by other types 
the sample in the cell is directly proportional to the cell 3.; of detecting devices such as a scintillation crystal In 
thickness, such distortion will cause· the determination fact, the u~ ·of the latter_ type of detector may be highly 
results to be erratic and inaccurate. desirable under circumstances where there is very low 

La.stly, it is desirable ·that the cell faces 14a be made attenuati9n of an extremely intense beam of soft X rays. 
as thin as possible without sacrifice of their mechanical · such as where an amount of radioisotope exceeding 20 
strength and thermal stability, and witbont rendering them .;.o millicuries is used, and the sa~ple contains a very !ow 
pemous to one· or more of the chemical constituents of concentrat:._•n .of aluminum. This is because ·the detecting 
the sample.· efficiency or sensitivity of the Geiger-Milller.tube appears 

We have found that a material which meets all of the . tO fall off somewhat at count levels exceeding 50,000 
aforementioned requirements, yet which is relatively in- :.:~unts per minute. 
expensive as compared to several other suitable materials, 45 The suggested modifications of the invention, as well · 
is ~gh density· polymerized polyethylene sold under the as a number of other possible changes, will be appreciated 
tradename of Type No. 2 Marlex by the Phillips Petroleum by those skilled in the an. Insofar as all Sl':Ch modifica.;, 
Company of Bartlesville, Oklahoma~ This is the material tions, changes and innovations are employed in an appa-
which has been emplOyed in the construction of the ratus or system which retains and relies upon t}:le novel, 
preferred embodiment of the sample cell 14 illustrated in 50 inventive principles hereinbefore described, such appa-
FIGURES 4 and 5. When Type No. 2 Marlex is used . ratus or system is deemed to be incluUed within the spirit 
as the material of construction of the cell faces 14a, a and scope of the present· invention, c.xcept as the same may 
thickness of 0.015 inch may be employed for the sheet be necessarily limited by the appended claims 
of Marlex at each face We claim: 

Other materials which may be utiliu:d in-·tbe construe:- ;,.; 1. Apparatus for determining the concentration of 
tion of the cell faces 14a include beryllium. industrial :iluminum ia a carrier material comprising: 
diamond, certain types of graphite, polypropyJene and a sample cell for holding a sample, the aluminum con-
high molecular weight polyisobutylene. centration of which is to be determined, said cell 

From the foregoing description of the invention, it will having a pair of opposed cell faces which are sub-
be perceived that the present invention provides a system c;o stantially transparent to soft X rays having a wave 
for determining the concentration of all types of aluminum · length of about 2 A .. and which arc:: nonreactive with 
compounds in various hydrocarbon streams. Included in the aluminum compounds in said carrier material; 
such compounds are highly reactive, pyrophoric organo- :i. radioactive isotope source of said soft X rays posi-
aluminum compounds which normally require extreme tioned acfjacent said cell for transmitting soft X rays 
caution in handling. Change or variation in the hydro. G.i through said cell via· said cell faces; 
carbon solvent which carries the aluminum compound detector means for detecting soft X rays transmitted 
to be determined requires a minimum of recalibration of through said cell and producing signals indicative of 
the instrument, since the curves of aluminum concentra- the number of said transmitted soft X rays detected 
tion vs. counts per minute signalled by the Geiger-MilUer by said detector means: 
tube are of substantially the same slope. regardless of ;o readout means connected to said detector means for 
the hydrocarbon solvent used, provided all other parama- portraying visible indicia indicative of the number 
ters, such as cell thickness and temperature are held con- of soft X rays transmitted through said oell; and 
stant. As an example of the results attainable with the means for controlling the temperature of the sample 
system of the invention, the following table compares the placed in the sample cell, said control means com-
values for the aluminum concentration in three different ;;; prising: 



11 
hent exchnngzc means for Jowering the tempera· 
. turc of said snmple before lhe sAmple Is plLlced 

··· lns11l<1eeU; 
ir.ccond hent exchnnge means for raising tbe tern· 

pernlure of ~aid snmple nfter the umple hns ll 
pnssed through snld nrst•mentloncd hent ex· 
chan~ means and before tho snmplc enters snid 
cell; and 

means for VArying the nmount of heat exchansed 
between said second heat cxchnnge means nnd lo 
said sample whereby the temperature of the 
sample as it enters said cell may be adjusted as 
desired. 

2. Apparatus as claimed in claim l wherein said radio
active isotope source comprises iron 55. 

3. Apparatus as claimed in cfaim 1 wherein said de
tector means compdses a Geiger-MillJer tube. 

4. Apparatus ns claimed in claim l wherein snid read
out menns coniprise.s: 

l:/ 

amplifying means for amplifying the signals produced 20 
by said detector means: 

rate averaging means connected to said amplifying 
means for receiving the amplified signals from &aid 
amplifying means and producing output signals pro
portional to the average number of signals received 2.; 
from said amplifying means in a given time; and 

· a recording device responsive to the output signals 
from said ·rate averaging means for recording a 
visible trace indicative of the number of 5oft X rays 
transmitted :hrough ~.aid cell. 

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein said second 
beat exchange means comprises: 

an isothermal block; 

30 

a tubular conduit coiled around said block and con· 
oected to said sample cell for conveying the sample 3.i 
to said sample cell; 

and an insulated chamber surrounding said isothermal 
block for maintaining the space around said iso
thermal block at substantially the same temperature 
as said 'Jlock. 40 

6. _Apparatus as claimed in claim S wherein said means 
for varying the amount of heat exchanged between said 
second heat exchange means and said sample comprises: 

a heating element in said isothermal block for v:trying 
the temperature of said block; 4 5 

a thermistor in said isothermal block for sensing varia
tions in the temperature of saki block; 

a control device conoect.ed to said thermistor and said 
heating element for energizing and de-energizing said 
heating elem'~.:.1t in response to variations in the tern- 50 
perature of said isothermal block as sensed by s::i:d 
thermistor; and 

a thermocouple in said space inside said insulated ch:? .i

ber and connected to said control device for monitor-
ing the performance of said thermistor, heatirg ele- 55 

ment and control device.. · 
7. A system for continuously determining the co:-;c~ri

tration of alumi;,11m in a flowing hydrocarbon stre:am 
comprising: 

a sample eel! for continuously receiving a sampJ-e from 60 

a flowing stream and having windows suhs•antially 
trar:isparent to soft X rays having a wave iength of 
about 2.05 A. and constructed of a material which 
is substantially unaffected by sample temperatures 

65 of at least 180° F. and is nonreactive with the ma
terials carried in said hydrocarbon stream; 

a source of radioactive emanations po5'itioned adjacent 

12 
snfd cell for lrnnsmJuin~ anJd emanation~ through 
the windows of uld cell nnd the sample therein; 

a deceecor for dew;tlns rAdf oaetlvo emanations trcan:i· 
mitted throus:h said ceU ·and sample and produc:lng 
algnnl~ In response to u.ld detected emAnntlons; 

mcnns for adjusting the temperature of Hid Hmple 
. prior to the passa1ie of the snmple into the cell; and ; 
mcnru for mnlntuining the temperature of said sample 

substantially constant at the temperature to which 
the sample is adjusted, ~aid temperature maintaining 
means :..:>mprising: 

(a) a double-walled cooling jacket containing a 
cooling medium between said walls and defining 

· a space inside the innermost wall thereof; 
(b) an isothermal block in said space; and 
(c) a sampling conduit connected between said 

flowing hydrocarbon stream .and said cell and 
passing between the walls of said cooling jacket 
in heat exchnnge relation to said cooling medium · 
and passing in convolutions around said iso
thermal block in abutting contact therewith 
whereby the temperature l"f said snmple may 
first be lowered by passage through said cooling 
jacket, then raised and made constant by heat 
exchange with said isothermal block; and 

readout means connected to said detector means for 
portraying visible iodicia indicative o! the extent to 
which emanations have been uansmitted through 
said sampie an<i ceII. 

8. A system as claimed in claim 7 wherein the inner 
surface of 'the innermost wall of said cooling jacket is 
covered wjtb a thermaUy insulating material so that the 
temperature of the air around said isothermal block inside 
said space may be maintained at a temperature substan
tially equivalent to the temperature of the isothermal 
hloc~ · 
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2 
vo=the oscillation frequency 
Ii= Planck's constant 
AE=the energy difference between the two molecular 

states. 

Divided and this application Aug. ll, 1967, Ser. 
No. 665,667 

3 Claims. ICJ. 321-69) 

T'1!' same equation E=h" gives the energy of the pho
tons associated with the electro-magnetic field. The pho
ton density is pn:>portional to the energy density of the 
field. During a trar.-;ition, a photon or .. quantum" electro
magnetic energy is emitted to or absorbed from the field, 

10 depending on whether the molecule is changing from a 
higher to lower energy state or vice-versa. 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Apparatus of various types is disclosed for the ampli
fication and gen~r~1tion of light by the stimulated emission 
of photons from ions, atoms and molecules i:: the !?aseous 
liquid and solid state with the amplified light bcin-s char
acterized by spatial , ··: time coherence, includinr types 
of npparntus in which the ions, atoms or 1m-:-lecmes arc 
excited by light or by an clcct1 onic dischnrge and types 
of apparatus in which the stimulated emission of phoL-.ns 
is accomplished in a resonator consisting of a pair of op
posed specular reflectors or other environment where the 
light energy is cause·~ to build up in intensity; a.id systems 
incorp0rating such light amplifying or generating appa
ratus, including systems for the generation of intense heat 
and high temperature reactions in solids, liquids and 
gases, communications systems and distance and time 
measuring ~ystems. 

Even when there is no radiation energy density of the 
right hequency directly observable at the molecule, spon
taneous transitions occur from higher to lower states with • 

l5 the emission of photons. These transitions are actually 
induced by random fluctuations in the electro-magnetic 
field of so-called .. c:npty" space. 

The photons emitted during an induc.:ed transition have 
the same phase and polarization as the inducing w:-ve-

20 i.e., they are "coherent" with it. A single atom may -adi
a tea photon in any direction. However many atoms dis
tr:buted over a finite volume and radiating coherently 
c:oope:c.i.i: to generate a wave having the same propaga
tion vector as the inducing wave, within the limits or a 

25 diITraction p:ittem. That is, they. amplify the inducing 
wave. The radiation from induced emission has a spectral 
distribution simihr to that of the inducing radiation and 
may be in a very "sharp" line. 

This application is a division of application Ser. No. 
804,540, filed Apr. 6, 1959. 

Spontaneously emitted pho.tons, because of the random 
30 nature of the zero-point fluctuations, have no definite 

phase or polarization. Because the zero-point fluctuations 
contain all frequencies, spontaneously emitted radiation 
has a finite bandwidth, characterized, at the least, by a 

The pre: ... :.::~· invention relates to Jight amplifying de
vices operating 01: principles ~imilar to those utilized in 
a maser (microwave amplification. by stimulated emission 

Lorentzian line shape. · 
35 In therm:-.: equilibrium, the populatic'ns of tw~ states are 

of radiation) and to. variOus systeri1s incorporating such · 
devices, Mor~- particubd~·. the invention relates to· the 
amplification of light by the stimulated emission of pho- 40 
tons from ions, at~ms, or molecules in gaseous, liquid or 
solid state; in particular cases this is accomplished· in a 
"Cavity" or other ~nvironment where the light energy 
will not be free to escape unimpeded, but may be caused 
to build up in )ntensity. The amplified light in such ap- 4!> 
paratus is characterized by spatial or time coherence. 

A short explanation of the physical principles involved 
will be helpful in explaining the nature of the invention. 

It is known that atoms, ions or molecules (herein
after called molecules) ordinarily exist in so-called .. sta- 50 
tionary" states possessing a. mc..;~: ~ ..... ~c:ss well defined en
ergy. While in such a state a molecule does not exhibit 
an oscillating electric or magnetic moment. However, t since a molecule is made up of charged particles, it will 
be perturbed b~ any o:;cillating electric or magnetic field 5ii 
in which it may lie. When so ;:ierturbed, a molecule 
originally known to be definitely in stationar;1 state .. (J •• 

will possess a certai:: probability of being found in s:a.t~ 
.. b'' with different energy. When in such a "mixed" state, 
the molecule may exhibit an · ;scillating electric or mas- fi" 
nctic moment (i.e., it may ~ppcar as a system of oscillat-
in!,! charges, or charges in changing orbits). A molecule 
will undergo a transition from stale "a" to state "b" 
(i.e., have a large probability of being in state .. b") if 

related by the Boltzmann dis~ribution factor: · 

. :.:..[~] 
Nhic..., = e . K'l' · 

N10"'!"· · . 

Thus, in equilibrium the population of a higher energy 
state is less than that of a lower energy state. In par
ticular, the population of a state separated from the low
est by an optical frequency is practically nil at ordinary 
temperatures. Induced transitions under these con•iitions 
necessarily absorb photons from the radiation field. 

The foregoing principles can be utilized to devise ap-
paratus for microwave amplification by stimulated emis
sion of radiation which has been termed a maser. If 
by some means ·the p0pulation of a higher energy st.ate 
is made larger than that of .a lower energy state, induced 
transitions must necessarily result in the emission of 
phc!ons to the radiation field. Thus a molecule may emit 
spontaneously a photon which in turn may induce co
herent emissions in neighboring molecules, adding to the 
total radiation energy. If the transition is at a microwave 
frequency, the system may be enclosed in a cavity Tes
onant at the same frequency and the escape of the pho
tons prevented. If the power loss from the cavity is less 
than the power emitted from the molecules, the system 
will oscillate with a frequency which fluctuates much 
Jess than the (Lorentz) bandwidth of the transition. The 
condition for maser oscillation in a gas is that the excess 
population density 

(Nh-.Vi) ~~J:2Q ._..,-71'·p 'T 

of the sa.s fills the cavity. 

the induced electric or magnetic moment oscillntes with n;; 
almost the same frequency as the applied electric o• mag
r:ctic field, and if the polarizations and phases of ~he ?S· 
cillations correspond. The frequency of the osc1llahng 
moment is determined by the Einstein relationship: 

.,.=T1=T2 is the relaxation time or state lifetime. 

70 
Q;:the "quality factor" of the cavity. 
p is the oscillating electric or m:ignetic moment ch.uac

teriz.inc the trnn.sition. where: 
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If the condition for· osciJJation :s ~ot quite met but efl'e.ctively eliminated by averaging over a finite: period of 
external ·power is coupled into the cavity, the ••sensitized" time, provides a light frequency stand:ird having an ac-
or "pumped" molecules will add to or :l'iplify the signal. curacy comp:irabl~ lo the accuracy ~f any known .frc-
Because power is lost through the OULput coupl1i1g, the quency standards. A light source of t~as type has obvious 
condition for infinite gain, at aptimum output, is ;, applications in the measurc!11ent of time., frcque.ncr, ~nd 

particularly of distance by mterferometnc techniques. 
(Nh-N;)":.::.- .. L Another form of light amplifier according to the present 

- 4 ,,.'P
2
TQ invention which will be described as a resonant form, has 

This 'amplification aclds very little random "noise" to - somewhat different characteristics and is useful for dif-
the amplified signal. The minimum noise is determfo.::d by 111 ferem and quite varied applications. It is a cha_:acteristic 
thermal fluctuation'\ ill the radiation field or by random of a resonant fight amplifier constructed according to the 
spontaneous emission, whichever is"fo..~ .. t. present invention th<it its output is in _the f~rm o! a 

Several :nethods have been proposed for maintn.ining beam which is very nearly a plane wave if the mput is a 
an excess population in the higher of two molecular en- plane wave. That is, the divergence of the beam may be 
ergy states of a gas fillin~ a resonant maser r vity. One 15 very small so the ener~y of lhe beam is substantially con-
form of maser which has beer- proposed achieves "optic:i.. t2.incd within a very small solid angle of the order of 
pumping" by unpolarized light. 1 o-s st1.:radi.ins or less. 

The discussion of this form of "'optical pumping" will Apparatus according to the present invention pro·:i~es 
1'e givea:A in terms of rubidium (atoms) but would be simi- the capability of amplifying light coherently, at least with 

r for other cases. Light, character;.;tic of various spon- 20 respect to frequency and phase and in some c~ses also 
t meous tta:nsiticns in Rb, is generated in a discharge lamp with respect to direction of propagation, and axis. of JX?· 
anJ passed through a filter. The filter removes all fre- l.1rization. Insofar as is known no nppa:-atus with this 
quencies except that COI11"Y.iaent line which induces tran- capability has heretofore been prod~tced. . 
sitions from the F=l hyperfine level of the ground e.ec- A coherent infrared light molecular amplifier _and ge -
t•:>nic level to some particular higher electron!c level. 25 era tor has been proposed in U.S. Patent No. 2,851,652 to . 
Spontaneous decays back to both hyperfine ground level~ Robert H. Dick. This app:1rntus :md methods proposed 
will result in a net pumping of Rb atoms from F=l to by Dicke ""~;fer in many respects from those. of the prcs-
F=2. ent ir;vention. In the Dicke device ammoma. molecules 

To maintain an excess population. in F=2 over F=l, ar~ provided in a bounded volume wherein the higher of 
the optical pumping rate need only exceed the collision :w two molecular er.ergy states is more highly populated 
relaxation rate which m1y -be made as small as 10/sec. cilan the lower; thh: is accomplished by physically sepa-
Of course this minimum pumping rate would give a cor- rating, by electric fields, the molecules in the_ lower :tate 
respondingly small power output from the maser. .from a beam of molecules before the beam &s permitted 

In the light amplifier, on the other hand, the negligit-le to enter the bounded volume. Such activated molecules · 
thermal poput.-.t:on cif higher electronic states and the high 35 H.rc -capable of amplifying an electro-magnetic wave \vith-
rate of spontP.i1eous e~isc:ion from these states, make nee- in a particular frequency range. 
essary a much higher pumping rate. In general, these The present invention, on the other hand, causes the : 
effects preclude light amplifier operation between a higher atom~ ions or molecules of the working medium to be ; 
state cind a sr<'.'!'ld state. Usually, a transition between activated to produce the des.ired population excess in the : 
two higher elect:-"ni~ _states must be utilized. .40 higher energy level without actual physical !".cparation. ; 

Like the maser, the light amplifier will operate on the Furthermore, the desired population excess is produced · 
· principle of induced transitions from a higher energy within the bounded volume in which emission takes place . 
·state: to a. lower energy. st-:ite· with smaller population. in the present invention; \Vhereas, in the Dicke apparntus .: 
However, the techniques us~bic and possible are appropri- the. ph;·'>ical separation to produce the desired population · 
ate to the optical regfon of the electro-magnetic spectrum. 4.;. distribution is accomplished outside the cavity after which 
This frequency range is defined for t.ie present purpose the working medium is physicnlly transported into the ' 
by the limit of transparency of materials in the infrared bounded volume in which stimulated emission ::a.kes place. 
and ultraviolet to be approximately: A simp?e very effective apparatus results from the dif-

10--2 cm. >>..> 10-s cm. ferent method and app:.1rat1:s for activation utilized in the 
3X1012 cycles/sec. <v<3x101s cycles/sec. in practice 50 present invention. · . 

Resonant oscillators :1ccording to the present invention 
Another limitation which becomes serious in the far have the characteristic of nearly pl:ine wave output. Ac-

ultraviolet is the amount of power spontaneously emitted cordingty. a uniqu_e communication system c:m be pro-
by the active atoms. This emitte~ power increases as vided by the present invention. The capabilities of such a 
,,.•, and must be equaled or. exceec'"'c:i by the input power ;).; system can be :::i.ppreciated by the fact that the output light 
in order to have li-ght amplification. A.t il.=1000 A. an in- energy may _be concentrated ,vithin a-solid angle of the 
put power of the order of 1 kilowatt is required. Below order of rn-s steradians: this is. well within the capabili-
this waveiength the required input power is too large to ties of such an oscillator. Such a beam need only be modu- · 
dissipate. lated with any inform:ition ·which it is desired to transmit. 

Likewise, the useful properties of the light amplifier CJ nnd detected nt the rcccivin~ station at a distance (limited 
are qualitatively different from the maser and derive from bv line of sil!ht consider:itions and atmospheric transmissi-
the vastly shorter wavelength and higher frequency of the bility} by ~onventional photoelectric or other suitab1c 
radiation involved. techniques and dcmodul:ited. Communication systems uti-

The previous explanation has r:en given in terms of 7ili°ng such apparatus would have nd,:antagcs over virtu-
amplifiers and amplification, but it should be understood c.; ally all known systems inclbding microwave radio trar.s-
that if sufficient gain can be achieved, the light amplifying mission 5\'5tcms nnd the like. from the point of view of 
apparatus ca~ be rendered self-oscillating. Thus a con- effidency · and amount of information tr:i.nsmittcd per 
trolled light oscillator may be provided as well as an 
amplifier. The systems utilizing the app:iratus a.i. an osd- channel. 
lator will also be useful. . A furthe: syste1-i utili7.ing the principles of ~he invcn-

One form of the light amplifier whiCh will be described iCI tion makes use of the near plan:irity of the light wave 
as the non-resonant form may be utilized as an oscillator from a resonant oscillator. When combined with :i focus-
to generate light waves which fall within a narrow frc- ing mca:1s such a.s a parabolic mirror, the rcson:i;;t oscil-
quency b:rndwidth and have an exceedingly const:mt aver- l:ttor provides a means for conccntr:"lting considl!r~bk 
age frequency. Light from such :m oscillator, pnrticul<irly energy in a volume much -.mailer than h:ul hcrcroforC' 
when short term frequency pcrturbntlons have been i !i been possible thm nllowing the creation of very hi!:h tcm-
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peratures within a very small volurre. In addition to use provide such a light amplifier having an optical system 
for scientific research, such a heat source may be used consisting of filters and renectors which will permit the 
in high temperature processes for ir.dustral purposes and generation light 0:1:j· within a predetermined frequency 
in other applications where exceedingly nigh tcmpe•atures range and with n definite polarization. 
are require<!.. 5 Other objects anu advantages will be apparent fr..-~ a 

Although v~rious specific systems incorporating the consideration of the following di::scription in conjunction 
light amplifie~ c-r oscillator have oeen mentioned above with the appended drawings, in which: 
and will be dcscnbed in more detail, there are numerous FIG. 1 is a partially schematic illustration in cross-
other applications of the light amplifying device such :1s section of a nonresonant light amplifier designed to be 

1 projection TV, high speed photography, precision nteas- 10 e.xcitt:J by an external source of light radiation; 
urement of length :tnd velocity, illumination, control sys- FIG. 2 is a Grotrian diagram of energy levels of so-
tems fo.r various kinds of equipment, gt:ueration of X-rays, dium presented to aid in the explan~1tion of light amplify-
etc. In addition to the above object~ and advantages of ing apparatus according to the present invention; 
the present invention, it iJ an object of the present invcn- FIG. 3 is a parth1tly schcm:1lic illustration in cross sec-
tion to provide a light amp?ifier wherein light i \mplificc1 Hi tion of a nonresonant light amplifier designed to be ex-
by raising atoms, ions or mole · Jles to a particular energ) · cited by an electrical discharge within the amplifier cav-
level and stimulating them by exposure to light having a ity; 
frequency corresponding to the energy dZfTerence between FIG. 4 is a partially scnematic illustration of a ic.so-
''1at levd ati<l a lower energy state o{ the atoms, ions and nant light amplifier excited by incoherent !ight radiation 
1. olecules thus stimulating the ato1T.s, ions or molecules 20 and utilizing trinngufar prisms :is reflecting surfaces; 
t•.· decay to the lower energy state with the emission of FIG. 5 is a partinlJy schcm:itic illustr:ition in cross-
light energy coherent \":ith the stim!.!fating light, thereby s_cti~n of an alternative optical system f,,r the appara-
amplifying it. tus of FIG. 4, for example, in which only light polarize-1 

It is another object of the pre~cnt invention to pro.,.1d~ in the pl:me of the paper will be generate<l; 
S\1.;;h a light amplifier wheri;in a conf:ned space is provided !!:) FIG. 6 is a partially schematic illustration in cross-
with reflecting walls causing emitted light to re-traverse sectio11 of a rcsonnnt light amplifier excited by inco-
said space repe~tediy causing additional stimulation of hercnt li~l-;. r::idiation and utiiizing opt.ically fiat parallel 
atoms, ions or molec'Jles within said space. · mirror.; for its reflecting surfaces; · 

It is still another objert of the present invention ~..> pro- t=IG. 7 is n partially schematic illustration in cross-sec-
vide such a light amplifier utilizing specular reflectors :30 tion of a resonant light amplifier designed to be excited 
spaced so that the paths therebetween are of a definite uy a discharge within the resonant cavity; 
distance representing a definite number of wavelengths FIG. 8 is a diagram of the energy levels of the iodine 
of-the amplified light whereby other wavelengths are dis- :nolecule useful in explaining a form of the invention 
criminated against and whereby a nearly planar wc..ve utilizing coincidence of spectral lines in energizing n 
of light is gene '":·ted. 35 working medium in a light amplifier; 

It is still a!:other obj~=~ of the present invention to i>ro- FIGURE 9 is a diagram of the energy levels of the 
vide such a light nmplifier wherein the conditions for os- E!tropium ion. Eu+++. useful in describini? a form of the 
cillation may suddenly be changed, thereby causing the favention utilizing a non-gaseous working medium; 
excited atoms, ~.-·'s or molecules to emit photons in a ·FIG. 10 is ~- schem:ilic diagram of a communication 
short, transient wave.train or light pulse of greater peak ·10 system incorporating resonant ligl:it amplifiers and oscil-
power than may be generated in steady-state operation. lators; 

· It is a further object of the present invention to provide . FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a high temperature 
such a light amplifier whe:-~in the atom~. ions or mole-· heating apparatus utilizing a resonant light oscillator ac-
cul.es are raised by exposur~ to light from a ga."Cous dis- cordin.r, the present invention; 
charge lamp to a pa,.ticular desired energy level (from 4.; FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of a frequency stand-
which stimulated decay is to be produced). ard employing nonreson;;:it.light oscillators according to 

It.is a still further object of the present invention to pro- the present invention; 
vide a light amplifier of the type described immediately "=IG. 13 is a schematic diagram of interferometric ap-
above in which the gaseous discharge lamp is filled with parntus comprising a nonresonant light oscillator accord-
an element different from that of the atoms, ions or mole- 50 ing to the present invention; 
c1·1es to be excited and which has an atomic resonance FIG. 14 is a diagram of some energy levels of zinc 
which by change coincides with a spectrum line of the useful in describing a form of the invention utilizing an 
atoms. ions or molecules to be excitecl. internal discharge for exciting the working medium; 

It i~ a still further object of the present invention to FIG. 15 is a partially schematic illustration in cross-
provide such a light amplifier wherci:: ::.~ atoms, ions or J;;) section of a form of resonant light amplifier wherein the 
molecules are raised to a particular desired energy level light path traverses n Kerr cell by means of which the 

l (from which stimulated decay to a lower level is to be losses of the system may be rapidly varied in order to 
'produced) by supplying electrical energy to produce a generate a transient light pulse. 
discharge within the confined space in which the ato.· •s, ·FIG. 16 is a parti<11ly schematic diagram of a system 
ions or molecules to be excited arc contained. GO for generating short li~ht pulses comprising a pulsed reso-

Jt is a still further object of the present inven.ion to nant light amplifier of the type shown in FIG. 15, for 
provide such a light arn.,iifier wherein the atoms, ions or example, a rapid shutter for 04trimming" the ends of the 
molecules are raised to a particular desired energy level transient wave-train, nnd a nonresona~t light nmplifying 
(from which stimulated decay to :>. lower level is to be t1!bc which further shortens and "peaks" the pulse; 
produced) by utilizing collision:; of the ~econd kind with fl;i FIG. 17 is a partially schematic di:igr::im of :1 system 
atoms. ions or molecnlc~ 0£ a different element er elc- whcerin the light be:im from a resonant light amplifier is 
ments from thz.~ to be stimulated to produce the cm!:;sion m:ir·.ipulatcd by mirrors to scan an object and bv dctec-
of light. tion of the reflection therefrom to provide ·information 

1t is a still further object of the present invention to for the nutcrnatic ,~ontrol of equipment which mny com-
provide a light amplifier having an optical system with iO prise a pulsed light nmplifier :ind moving mirrors; 
reflecting element'\ having surfaces subtcndin~ prcdeter- FIG. 18 is a partially schematic di:i£:r:im of ~m evapo-
mined angles by which light from a range of angles is ac- rntive m \Chining apparatus utilizing a light oscilfator ac-
cur:itcly reficeted back npon itself in :i manner analogo11s cording lt1 the present invention: and 
to the operntion of a microwave corner reflector. FIG. 19 is a partinlly schematic di:1gram of apparatus 

It is nn ncldltionnt object of the present invention to ·;r; for l'lttbjcctini; 11 liquiJ to n very high tcmrcratnre and 

46 
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utilizing a light oi;cillator according to th present inven
tion. 

Nonresonant light amplifier 

Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown at 11 a ::phe.rical 
cavity 11 forming a principal p;.rt of a nonrcsonant light 
::implifier. Although a spherical cavity has an optimum 
volume to surface ·atio, the cavity need not be of this 
shape but could be cylindrical, rectilinear, or of other 
shape if desired. 

The cavity 11 is provided with apertures 12 :ind 13 for 
the output and the exci•ing light input rec;pectivciy for 
the cavity. Suitable windows ~4 and lS are provided to 
cover the apertures 12 and 13 and should be made of a 
material such as gJa.c;s or the like, having a high trans
mission coefficien~ for the frequ~ncy of light : .• ·"lved. 

The interior 16 of the cavity ..:.1 is filled with a sensi
tized working medium in this form of the invention, the 
i. ·~ture and function of which wiU be h.:reinaftcr ex
ph · ied in more detail. 

1 ne wan-11 of the cavity 11 is rendered reflective as by 
a reflective coating 20. This surface may either be a 
specular reflector such as polic:~ed metal, or a diffuse re
flector. For light in the vis1~·le region the highest reflec 
tivit~.· is achieved with a diffuse reflector such as mag
nesium oxide powder, and such a reflective surface would 
generally be preferred for the reflecting coating 20. 

A gaseous atmosphere for the cavity interior 16 is sup
plied from a reservoir 18 connected to the cavity !-.·, a 
conduit 19. 

A heating coil 21 controlled by a temp:rature regulator 
22 may be utilized to mair.tain the vapor in the interior 
of the cavity at the desired pressure. A temperature con
trol oven 23 is provided surrounding the cavity 11 to 
mantain the cavf ~y at a temperature higher than that of 
the reservqir 18 ti.us preventing condensation in the cav
ity 11 and assuring control of pressure by means of a 
temperature regulator 22 regardless of changes in ambient 
temperature of the cavity. · 

Light iS direct·:~l from an exciting light source 24 
through the window 15 ~o the intedor of the cavity 11. 
In a typical case. the !ight source 24 will comprise a gas 
discharge lamp having a gaseous at.-nosphere similar in 
compositfon to tha~ of the af.u1c-:;phere in the interior 16 
of the<::avity 11. 

Although solid or !ic:nid fluorescent material may be 
advantageous in certain applications rather than a gaseous 
medium within the cavity 11 in FIG. 1, transition proc
esses in gases are more completely understond and ac
cordingly . the explamition will be primarily directed to 
this more readily understood form. 

Operation of nonresonant light amplifier 

The operation of the light amplifier of FIG. 1 will first 
be explained with reference to a relat;veJy simple form of 
excitation, that is, excitation by resoi~;:. •.. ;·; radiation. It 
should be understood that other forms of excitation 
which will later be explained may in many cases be pref
erable to the simpler type of excitation by resonance 
rc:idiation.· 

A desirable medium for this form of excitation is so· 
dium vapor and for the purpose of this explanation, h will 
be assumed that the interior 16 of the cavity is filled with 
sodium vapor and that the exciting light source 24 is a 
sodium vapor lamp. 

FIG. 2 is n di:igrnm of some of the higher electronic 
levels of sodium. The hyperfine structures of these e:l~
tronic levels are not shown. 

The free-5pace wavelengths (in Angstroms) of the 
electro-magnetic radiation emitted during transitions bt
tween certain pairs of levels are given on the diagram of 
FIG. 2. The measured or estimated spontaneous emission 
rates for these transistinns arc also indicated. Electric di
pole r.ndiatio;i selection mies permit transistions C'lnlv be· 
tween lcv~l'I in :itlj:tcent column!! of the di:rf:rnm. Thuq 
no trnmiticin~ occur between level., with the same lclla 
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designation (same orbital angular m~mcnt~m). Atoms in 
tho ground level (32S1: 2 ) can be excited by resonance 
radiation from a scxl~•.1m fomp only to the various P
tevels. However. all states may be e::ccited by collisions 

5 with energetic electro:ls in a discharge or by collisir11s 
with other excited atoms (colfisions of the second kinu). 

It is desired to achieve a higher population in some 
higher level than in a lower level, to which transitions 
may be induced by the presence of light energy of suit-

111 :lble frc:4ucncy. If it is assumed thnt only the 62P levels 
arc excited directly from the ground level, light exciting 
other levels could be removed by an appropriate optical 
filter. Then by spontaneous emission various lower levels 
will become populated to some extent. The populations 

1:. in dynamic equilibrium may be calculated from the spon
taneous decay rates. 

If the ("!p kvels are assumed to have a unit popula· 
tion, the computed populations of the other lower levc!s 
are shown in the diagrnm. It may be noted that the popu

!:!O lation of the 4:5112 level is only 0.0067 <>f the 62P levels 
population and hence trnnsistions generating the 8660 
A .• nfrared line may be expected in a suitab!c enclosure. 

From the diagram of FJG. 2 and the foregoing expla
nation, it will be seen that when the medium in the cavity 

~;; J. l is excited by the light from the light source 24, a 
conditio'l is produced where the population of a higher 
energy level , .S2P) is much higher than the population 
of a )O\\..;r energy level (425112 ) so that the presence of 
light of the frequency represented by the difference be-

~:1 tw.:cn these two energy levels (wavelength 8660 Ang
stroms) will stimulate rkcay from the higher energy level 
to the lower energy level with the emission of more light 
of this same frequency. . . . 

Accordingly, when the pumping rate due to excita· 
... , ti on from the source 24 is sufficiently great to maintain 

a large population difference between these two levels in 
Caver of the higher level, and when losses· in the cavity , 
are reduced to a sufficiently low level as by maximi:..ing i 
the reflectivity cf ihe surface 20, conditions for sustair.ed · 

40 oscillation will be met and the apparatus of FIG. 1 will. 
operate as a nonresonant light oscil:ator. · 

Obviously. if the conditions for oscillations are ap.: 
preached but are not met, light of the appropriate frc- ! 
quency (3660 Angstroms) introduced ·into the cavity! 

:j.;; will. be amplified by th.e stimulated emission of radiatiom I 
and the output of the cavity at that frequency will be 
greater th:-n the input thus providing amplification, but1 
self- .. ustained oscillation will not oecu:-. 

The nonresor.ant light amplifier of FIG. 1 is schemati- .. 
;;0 cally shown with a rela.tive1y small window for the intro

cuction of light excit?.tion; in practice, it will generaUy be 
des!rable to utilize a substantial portion of the surface of 
the cavity as a window for light excitation. It will be 
recognized that increasing window area cuts down on the 

;,:; ava?lable surface fer reflection. The effective reflection 
coefficient may be kept relatively high by arranging the 
reflective portions of the cavity on opposite portions of. 
the surface of the amplifier enclosure. ' 

If the window area desired for light excitation is a 
co substantial portion of the total area of the cavity, it 

may be preferred to make the amplifier in another form, 
such as cylindrical, for example. This form may be par
ticularly desirable as the curved peripheral surface of the 
cy!inder m::iy be made tr:msparent for the introduction of 

1;;; light cxcit:ition \vhile the ends of the cylinder may be 
rendered ditTuscly ref1ective. With this arrangement a 
Jar~~ amount of light power may conveniently be trans
mitted into the cavity. Although there m3y be some re
duction of a\·~rage .·ff ective reflection coefficient, this is . 

70 offset by other considerations. · 
If the cylindrical non resonant amplifier described above 

is made i;1 elongated fcmn, only light within a narrow 
:rngular range of <lirec:ion of propagation will be ampli· 
tied and thus the noi.;c due to spontaneous emis.;ion will 

'1".i be reduced, yit:ltllr1~ n narrower output b:rndwidth. The 
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output of an elongatw cylindrical •1onresonant amplifier rod of transparent material shown at 34 may be utilized 
may largely be restricted to 'ln angle on the order of ap· to transmit the light output from the apparatus or alterna-
proximately 6°; this is much more coovenient and mav be tivcly, windows ~:iy be used as illustrated in FiG. I. 
directed more_ efficiently than the diffuse output as from a The interior 36 of the cavity is preferably filled with a 
spherical amplifier or oscillator. . . · 5 gaseous medium such as a mixture of mercury anc.i c;~dium 

Tendency toward resonilnce in the elongated cylindri0 vapors as previously described. The wall 37 of cavity 31 
cal nonresonant light a:nplifif.'r will be avoided by the is provided with a reflecting surface 40 such as magnesium 
fact that Hgbt paths of many· different lengths will exist oxide. 
between the reftecto:s; if desired, the reflectors m<1y be A reservoir 38 is connected by a conduit 39 to the in-

~ sha·pcd to increase the diversity of optical path lengths 10 te.-iur 36 of the cavity 31 in order to provide a gaseous 
'between reflectors. ~tmosphe~e of the cesired composition and pressure with-

Various element:. other than sot..i;u1n may be utilized m the cavity 31. A heater 41 is provided for the reservoir 
in the construction of such a nonresonant amplifier, par· 38 and is controlled by a temperature regulator 42 thus 
ticularJy those eJemer.~ in group I of group 3. The char- pro~iding con~rol of the pressure of the vapors within the 
actcristi<:s of sodium, however, are genera11: "llOre favor. 15 cavity. Excessive fluctuation of pressure within the cavity 
able than those of other etc ·~1ents. 31 ~~d. c?ndcnsation .within !he cavity 31 is prevented by 

A slightly more complex mode of operation ·has definite ma1r.-.am1"lg the cavity 31 m a temperature controlled 
advantages over the relatively simple resonance radiation oven 43. 
excitdlio:-. described above. This mode of operation uti- Energy i~ supplied to e~cite the atoms within the cavity 
lizes enhancement of intensity by .collisions of the second 20 3~ by a cod 44 su~r0t.~ndmg the cavity and supplied with 
kind to enhance the intensity of a particular spectral line high frequency exc1tat1on which may be of a frequency of 
from the lamp. approximately 100 megacycles for example. 

Considerable study 1 ~.s been made of the phenomenon Thus in the device of FIG. 3 excitation of atoms w:~in 
of "sensitized fluorescence." Atoms of one kind, c..<cited cavity 31 is by a radio frequency energy induced discb rge 
to a particular electronic level, m3y, on coliision with <.?5 rather than by light excitation as in the apparatus of FIG. 
atoms of a second kind, transfer their excitation ener-:y. I..In other r:spect~ the operation of the apparatus of FIG. 
It has been shown experimentally and theoretic:illy that 3 1::. subF

4

"'.ntially similar to that of FIG. 1. 
the transfer procP.ss is most probable if two conditions 0bviou~ly the discharge. within the cavity 31 may be 
are fulfilled: produced mother manners such as by a direct current or 

(a) The smaller the energy difference between the 3~ low. frequency discharge between electrodes within the 
levels of interest in th~ two kinds of atoms. the greater is cavJty or b~ capacitively coupling high frequency electri-
the collision cross-section for tbe exchange. - cal energy mto· th~ cavity rather than using the inductive 

(b) The total eiectronic angular momentum of the two coupling illustrated in FIG. 3. 
atoms remains the same before and after the coiiision 1:he advantage of producing a disch-arge within the 
·(Wigner pa!~:al selection role). 35 cavity rather· than depending upon absorption of energy 

In connection wit:: =~le (a), the energy difference must from a light source is readily under:;tandable when it-is 
be converted to or from kinetic energy of the atoms. If realized tha~ only approximately 20% or less of the light 
the energy difference is less than "thermal energy" energy di:ected i_nto the ~vity-is absorbed to produce use-
< <XT=0.03 _., •• )' and if role (b) is obeyed, the cross- ful pumping action. Furthermore, only a limited amount 
section may he m"re than 100 times the .. kinetic· theory" 40 of .. pumping" light can be introdu'ced through a small 
cross-section. in particular, Collisions· of the second kind hole. As the hole is made larger, the. loss of Iiaht from 
have oeen ~bserveq between metastable Hg (63P0 ) atoms the cavity ~ec:omes su~staritial.. Where the dis~harge. is 
and sodium·atoms in a ir-:"<ed gas. It will be observed from produced within the cavity to excite the atoms. substantial-
the diagram cf FIG. 2 that the Hg (63P0 ) level falls . ~Y all of the. energy introduced into the cavity is absorbed 
between the Na (7~) and Na (6P) levels and is <0.045 ev. 45 m the workmg medium and a large fraction converted to 
from either. It has been observed that the visible Na useful output. If an internal discharge is used to excite the 
(7S~3P) 4751 A line became as intense as the Na atoms. a iarge amount of "pumping .. power may be ~ou-
(3P~3S) 5893 A. line under certain conditions, showing plcd into the cavity. 
that the bulk of the energy was transferred to the Na The use~ul~ess of the nonresonant light amplifier is 
(7S) level. The intensity enhancement will be about 20 50 somewhat hf!11ted by the large amount of noise present in 
times. It may be expected that transitions from the 6P112 the output s1g~al. Rnndom fluctuations in frequency or 
level will be similarly enhanced. ~base ;>f the .signal arc generated by spontaneous transi-

The proper mixture of Hg in Na amalgam to obtain tions. m particular the usefulness of the nonresonant ap-
the necessary pressure of both Na (-10-4 mm. Hg) and pa~at~s as an ~mplifier (as contrasted with an oscillator) 
Hg (-1.0 mm. Hg) at opera~:7·~ ~'.'"mperature can be G;; ts hm1tcd by this background of random spontaneous emis-
obtained from published data or approximately from sion giving rise to a noise bandwidth of approximately 

iRaoult's law. 1 OCG megacycles (the Doppler width of the spectral line). 
t· From the fore$?oing explanation, it will be seen that by The approximate equivalent noise temperature of the non-
utilization of collisions of the second kind with a different resonant light amplifier at .the center of the visible spec-
kind of atom, the efficiency of the operation by which a GO trum is 30,000° K. 
greater population of a higher energy level is pr(Jduced by On _the other ha.nd, the nonrcsonant light amplifier, 
optical-pumping may be substantialiy increased with a ~peratmg as an oscillator. emits an optical line up to 50 
resulting increase in efficiency of operation of the light times narrower anc3 3,000 times as intense as the weak 
amplifying device. ~pontaneous emission background on which it is super-

G.; imposed. 
Nonresonant li~ht amplifier 

wirh internal discharge 

FIG. 3 shows a modification of the nonrcsonant light 
amplifier in which the gaseous medium within the i:avity 
is excited directly by application of radio frequency energy 
rather than being excited by a light source as in FIG. 1 
(low frequency energy or a direct current discharge could 
bo used instead where desired). 

A cavity 31 is provided having :tn opening 32 for the 
tran~fcr of light output to the exterior of the cnv!ty. A 

Furthermore. th~ nonresonant light amplifier, in spite of 
short term fluctuations in frequency, has a long term aver
~ge frequency which is very constant. Thus ~y averaging 
the frequency over a finite period of time a light frequency 

70 standard ;nay. be obtained having a degree of accur::icy 
comparable with that of any known frequency standard. 
Such :\ standard is useful not only in the measurement of 
time but also in the mc:\surcment of distance by interfero
metric techniques as will be understood hy the description 

;.; of sy~tcm!I for these riurposc!I dc!'cribed hercinnftcr. 
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Resonant light amplifer 

The previously described light arnplifi~r(s) of FIGS. 1 
and 3 are termed a nonresonent light :. mplifierf c;) be· 
cause the frequency of the light output, whil~ relatively 
constant, is 12ot to any s:.ibstz:itial extent dependent upon 5 
the dimensions of the cavity within which the oscillation is 
generated. 

An alternative form of the light amplifier will now be 
des.::ribed in which the "resonMt" frequency of the devic~ 
is highly dependent upon the dimensions of the cavity. ro 
The resonant light amplifier also differs in other important 
respects, but the resonant characteristic of the device is 
utilized as a convenient way of distinguishing it from the 
previously described nonrc:sonant lighramplifier. 

In FIG. t th<:re is shown o., elongated ca' ;.,' 51 en- 15 
closed at the 1.:nds by end port.· ns 52 and 53. As was the 
c~e with the nonresonant apparatus, a reservoir 54 is pro
vided for supplying a gm;eous atmosphere to the interior 
.. ~ the cavity. A heater 55 illustratd as a heating coil is 
°'- ntrolled by a temperature regulator 56 to insure control 20 
cl the pressure within the cavity 51. 

As in the case of the iight :tmpliliers of FIGS. 1 and 3, 
an oven 57 I:lay be provi :::d to enclose a portion of fhe 
apoaratus to maintain it at a temperature higher than tnat 
of the reservoir 54 thus preventing condensation within 25 
the cavity 51 and allowing closer control of the pressure 
of a gaseous atm1Jsphere. · 

From the foregoing explanation, it will be seen that the 
interior 58 of the cavity 51 is, in this form of the mvcn
tion, supplied with a gaseous medium, the pressure of ~O 
which can be conlroIJecJ by means of the temperature 
reguiator. 56. Tl1e gaseous medium within the cavity 51 
in F!G. 4 will be considered to be sodium, although as 
previously explained, other mediums may be used. 

Excitation fo::· the medium within the cavity 51 is pro- 35 
vided by a cyiindrical ga:. discharge lamp 59 surrounding 
the cavity 51. The gas discharge lamp 59 is preferably a 
sodium vapor lamp filled with a suitable gas or a combi
nation of gases s, . .:.:~ as sodium and argon. 

The o~ter wail 61 o~ the lamp 5~ may be provided with 40 

a refiectmg surface such as magnesium oxide to conserve 
light,, whereas the inner wall 62 of the lamp 59 is pref
erably highly trci.nsparent t::· t~e desired spectral compo
nents Qf the light produccc; by the lamp. 

The ·~all of the caV:~y 51 is also preferably highly trans- 45 
parent to this light. It is obvious that if desired a single 
wall may be provided between the interior 60 of the lamp 
59· and the interior 58 of the cavity .Sl, thus making these 
two· portions of the device as one integral element. The· 
wall 62 may be formed of a material acting as an optical 50 
fLer, if desired, thus discriminating :~ainst cert:)in compo
nents of the light from lamp 59 which are not desired. 
The lamp 59 may also be provided wi~h a reservoir 63, a 
heater 64 ·and a temperature regulator 65 in a manner 
similar to that provided for the cav.i~;· ::: .:;o that the pres- 55 
sure within the discharge lamp may be independently con
trolled by means of the temperature regulator 65. It will 
be noted that the oven 57 also maintains the interior <Jf 
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in that the reflectors arc specular reflectors rather than 
diffuse reflectors as used in the nonrcsonant cavity. 

The reflectors in t'1e cavity 51 comprise prisms 69 and 
71. Mirrors may be used as reflectors in the cavity SI but 
in many instances prisms are preferable due to the reC''tire
rnent for an· extraordinary high degree of planarity and 
parallelism when plane mirrors are used and which re-
quirement is significantly reduced by the use of prisms. 

.Thus the use of prisms is a feature of the invention of 
great ~mtctical importance. Prisms 69 and 71 are illus
trated as triangular right·angled prisms. That is the faces 
73 of prism 71 are at right angles to each other' as are the 
faces 72 of prism 69 (one of the faces 72 is not visible I 
due to the orientation of a prism 69). Such 90° prisms I 
can be ground with a high degree of accuracy, Assuming i 
that the prisms are so ground, it is known that light rays: 
entering the faces 75 or 74 of the prisms 71 and 69 re-' 
speclivcly, are returned al.nest exactly in the dire~!ion' 
from which they originated for a substantial range Clf · 
angles of incidence with the front face (75 of the prism· 
71, for example). Furthermore, the effective pathlength' 
fr:- rays entering the face 75 is substantially the same: 
o-...er the surface of the face even though the angle :'\t 
which the rays strike the face 75 is not exactly 90°. 

The prisms 69 and 71 :ire preferably oriented so that, 
their rear (roof) edges joining the diagonal faces are at: 
90°. ·i.-~at :- , in FIG. 4 the edges joining the reflecting 
fac~s "~ ti1e prism 69 are vertical while the edges joining 
~he reflecting faces of prism 71 are horizontal. 

Accordingly, with face 75 nearly perpendicular to the 
t;!;rection of impingin~ tight rays, the prism 71 may be ro
~ated sevcrai degrees about a horizontal axis extending: 
rnto t.he ~aper without. causing an appreciable change in: 
the direction of reflection. The prism 69 can be rotated i 
~'!veral degrees about a vertical axis without causing an· 
appreciable change in the direction of the reflected rays. 
~s a res?!t, the. placement of the two prisms 69 and 71 
xi; not cnt1cal with respect !o rotation about either of the 
orthogonal axes parallel to t~e rear edges of the prisms. 
As a result, the prisms 69 ·and 71 once ground to the 
toler~nce .required as .regards the planarity and angular: 
rela_tJOnsh1p of the vanous faces can be placed within the 
cavity 51 without any highly critical requirements of par-: · 
allelism as regards the faces 74 and 75. . ! 
. There are several alternative ways to reduce the critical-: 
ity of the angular positioning of the reflectors. For ex
ample, one may replace the prism 71 with a corner re-; 
flect?r with three mutually perpendicular planar surfaces 
(~h1ch may als~ be a prism) and replace the prism 69 
with a plane mirror. The mirror may be a "low Jossft 
multilayer reflector which selectively reflects only light 
of the desired wavelength. 

The advantage of utiiizing prisms rather than mirrors 
may be a~preciated by consideration of the general mode 
of operation of the resonant light amplifier. It is desired 
that the light rays traverse the distance back and forth be
tween ~~1e ~efiecting beams a comiderable number of times. 

the discharge lamp 59 at a higher temperature than that 
of the reservoir 63. 

Electrodes 66 are provided in the lamp 59 and ~re sup
plied by power from a :;Upply 67 through leads 68. The 
nature of the electrical excitation of the lamp 59 may be 
selected for the best results in a particular application and 
may be, for example, direct current, nlternating current or r,5 

If t~e optical pathle?gth ov7r each circuit ·of the two re·~ 
fle~tmg m~ans: and in fact, 1f the path circuit over a. p!u:!f 

GO rahty of c1rcu1ts of the reflecting means is not the same 
for each and every portion of the refkcting surface within 
th_e accuracy of a fraction of the wavelength, interference 
will be produced and a resonant nature of the system will 
b~ dimi.nishcd or destroyed. 

high frequency radio frequency excitation, etc. ' 
. It has previously been noted that it is desirable tc pro

vide means to confine and retain the light energy within 
the cavity in order that a number of emiSsions of Ji~ht 
energy will be stimulated and the intensity of the light will iO 
be built up providing amplification in a manner somewhat 
analogous to th:it which occurs in an electron multiplkr 
tube through :iv:ilanche effect. 

The apparatu<; of FIG. 4 differ.; from the pr~viott~ly 
described nonrc~on11111 Jl~lll umrlificr!I of FIGS. 1 and .3 io 

It is. likely that one limit of the efficiency of the sys
tem will be the tolerances to which flat optical surfaces 
may be -produced. It may be impos~ible to obtain a surf3ce 
wit.h a closer tolerance of flatness than appro:tirrately one
f;ft1etll of a wavelength as a practic:tl matter. This. of 
course, will limit the efficiency of resonant li!:(ht ampli
fiers u.ti.li~ing prisn:s as well as the resonant light ampli-
fier ut1h-.:mg flat mirrors. In the case of the mirrors, how
ever, it would also be necessary to place and retain the 
mirrors in respective ends of the cavity (which may be 
s.cparntcd in n typicnl cnse by 30 centlmclern) in p:irallel 
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relationship with a tolerance of '>f.·~-fiftieth of a wave
length, approximately. This •.:an likely be achieved al
though it would necessarily ir.volve a r'1cnomcnal degree 
of precision and expensive techniques tnat woulc. go with 
such a pi:ecise operation. Ftirlhermore, the completed 5 
device would be highly sensitive to disturb:mces and vibra
tion of alt ty~s includini~ physbal accelerations, changes 
in temperature, etc. ·· 

The prisms 69 anu 71 are preferably provided with 
lfon-reflective coating on thc:ir front faces 74 an<i 75, as 

10 1'!.isht reflected ft~m these faces will generally be lost 
due to being out. oi phase or slig;u;y misdirected and 
will not add coherently to the main standing wave in 
the cavity. 

The faces· 73 of the prism 71 would norr lly be sub- 1;, 
stantially 100% reflective. J :~ output from the cavity ,..,, 
in· the case of an amplifier operation, an input as well) 
may be provided through one or bo!h . of the faces 72 
of th.;; prfom 69. The face 72 may be rendered partial-
ly transmissive by placing on or n;.;::ir the face a material 20 
which has an index of refraction which does not differ 
from the index of ·n·fraction oz the r;•ism sufficiently tc 
provide total internal r~f.~ction. By this means, any de
sired porli<?n of the light impinging on cne or both .i:aces 
72 may be transmitted to the oufc;ide of the ca·1ity. Con- !.:ii 
versely, if the apparatus is to be used as an amplifi~r, 
thus necessitating an input, the same path or a simil:ir 
path may •be used for the input to the light amplifier. 

In the case of an amplification operation as c• ·.ltr.tsted 
to an oscillator operation, there will senerally be a lo!>s 30 
of energy involved in ·transmitting the input signal into 
the cavity and transmitt~ng the output signal out of 
the cavity. Obviou>ly any normal type of transmission 
path .for light energy into the cavity will also provide 
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this pattern approximately 98% of the light falls in a · 
central spot of angular radius 

>. 
tlO= 1.2202/l 

more than half the light falls in a cone of half this 
angular radius. If the ••:ave is focused on a nearby plan~ 
one observes the same pattern instead ·of a point. The 
Rayleigh criterion for angular resolution of two plane 
wa.·cs focused in a telescope is that the waves shall 
make an angle with each other equal to flfJ. That is, 
the maximum of one falls on the first dark ring of the 
other pattern. Thus plap.e waves from different poi~ts 
of :-i. distant object could be amplified· coherently by the 
resonant light amplifier and then focused on a screen 
or the face of a television camera.· tube. The resulting 
image could be scanned or otherwise used. 

If a plane wave pas:.c::s through a circular ap~rture, 
then at nearby distances the wave starts to spread and 
forms the Fresnel diffraction pattern. 

Thus as a .. plane" wave reflects back and forth inside 
the tube, light dribbles out of the cylir.drical space be
tween the rcftectors. The fraction of light lost by this 
mechanism in travelling a. distance /=LI a is very \p
proximately given by 

ct>mrr.=frn.ct. lost= 2~(J'"£.· 
where LI a is the mean distance travelled by a photon 
before it is Jost at a. reflector. 

If ¢~ 1 then the effective loss on reflection, a, will 
be appreciably increased. This puts a lower limit on the 
radius of the reflector. If · 

L=100 cm. a path for i'!":e same kind of light energy out of the 
cavity. Onf" may ex~i:-t a loss on the order of 50% in 
this operation, . but this will not ·be serious in view of 

35 >-=5X io-s cm. 
a=.05 

the overall gain produced by the light amplifier. ·Such 2R=l cm. 

a· problem ne .. -! ·not arise in the case of a light oscillator 
as no input ~i~nai is required due to the fact that oscil- 40 
Jations are .bunt up from ever-present random fluctua
tions as is the case with other types of oscillator devices. 

then q,Diff.=03 which is about as high as desirable._ 

Amplifier with brcwsler angle prisms 

Another form Of resonant light amplifier is shown in 
FIG. 5, comprising a cavity 81 filled with a working 

Operation of resonant light amplifier 

As PI'.eviously explaine~ the induced emission from 
atoms is coherent with the inducing radiation. That !s, 
it has the same phase, frequency and r:>0larization. If 
many atoms over the breadth of the inducing wave are 
emitting, the emitted radiation will also be a substantial
jy plane wave. with the same pr.:;:>agation vector except 
for small diffraction effects. With this understanding it 
will be seen that the resonant light amplifier of FIG. 4, 
although it has only small reflecting surfaces compared 
with its total cavity internal ar~;:.. ·.:.!Tectively confines 
the amplifying operation due to the fact that only light 

~
ergy within a very narrow range of frequency and 
opagation direction is amplified C:."ld this energy has a 

direction of propagation vector such that it is substantial
ly contained between the two reflecting surfaces. 

There will be slight losses of energy off the edge of 
the reflectors due to siight discrepancies in the angle of 
propagation of the rays being amplified. This slight en
ergy loss will not be sufficient in a well designed apparatus 
to prevent proper operation cf the device. 

Within its frequency an angular limits, determinr.d by 
the dimensions and loss coefficient on refiecticn, the 
resonant light amplifier will amplify plane waves ·i::on
tinuously variable in direction and frequency. 

If the inrut wave is plane, the output wave is almost 
but not exactly plane. The finite size of a w<ivclength, 
>., allows the wave front to srrc:id <is it travels. At f:rcat 
distances from a circular end-plate, the wave front, i11-
stci1d of remaining '' circle nf const:int diameter, ex
hibit~ the Frn11nhorcr dlfTtuctl(ln r:ittern or lnlcn!iltlc~. ln 

· medium· 82, of any of the types described herein. 
A prism 83 is provjded in ·the cavity 81. This prism 

45 comprises two portions, 83a and 83b. · 
The portion. 83a of prism 83 is a 90° triangular prism. 

the tri,in~ular faces of whieh are not visible in FIG. 5. 
vne refl;cting face 84 of the prism 83· is shown in FIG. 
5; the other reflecting face is on the reverse side of the 

50 prism and is not visible. The edge of the front face 85a 
of the prism 83 is also shown in FIG. 5. 

In prnl.:lice. it may be desir:ible to form the prism 83 
from one solid piece of transparent material in which 
case there will be no actual face 85a as indicated. How-

55 ever, the overall effect will be the same. 
A :"econd portion 83b of the prism 83 is also formed 

in the shape of a triangular prism; in this case a·triangular 
face is visible in FIG. 5. Although the portion 8·3b of the 
prism S.3 is shov.:n as a right triangular prism in FIG. 5, 

GO there is no necessity for the right angle corner of the 
prism to be accurately formed, and in fact this angle need 
not be a right angle. 

The front face 85b of flie prism 83 is disposed :n an 
angle to the longitudinal axis of the cavity 81 which is 

05 approximately equal to the c:ivity 81 which is approxi
m::itcly equal to the Brewster's ::ingle for the prism 83. 
"!"i1e Brewster's angle is that angle at which a wa\•e 
pobrizcd parallel to the plane of incidence is wholly 
transmittt.~ (wit: no reflection) and a wave polarized at 

;o right angles to the plane of incidence is substantially 
tot~tlly reflected. 

The prism 83 is preferably sh:iped so that rays incident 
upon the face 851> at the Brewster's angle (indicated by 
the anµ le nh in FIG. 5) arc refracted to be :-1rprmcim:Hcly 

;;; f'Crpcndlcular lo the fncc 8!1<1 nr prhm n~" (or In the 

50' 
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event that ·portions 83a and f>3b arc formrd from a single 
unitary piece of transparent matr.rial, tnen the plane 
separ::iting these portions). 

A second prism 86 is localed :it the otl:c. end of :he 
cavity . 81. The prism 86 is a right triangular prism 
oriented so that one triangular face is visible in FIG. S. 
The edges of three rectangular f::.ces of the prism 86 are 
visible in FIG. 5, n.Jmely those of reflecting faces 87a 
and 81h and of front face 8~. 

Front face 88 is also clisposec at an angle with :he 
longitudinal axis of the cavity 81 equal to Brewst.:r's angle 
for the material of which prism Sil is forr::-:~. This angle 
is indicated by eb. 

Prism 86 is preferably CLtl so that rays incident upon 
1. .. •;e 88 at Brewster's angle are refracted to strike .. ~fleet
ing faces 87a and 'inb at approxi•),ately an angle or 45°. 

Due to the angle of incidence ui the rays on the faces 
'."Sb and 88 of .the prisms 83 and 86, respectively, in 
1-."·'1. 5, th,. optical system of FIG. 5 functions not only 
to r "Jvide a closed path for light rays, 'mt also to reject 
the !ight having other t·han a particular polarization. At 
the same time the proble"!t of p:irthl reflection of light 
from the front face of the nr~:;m is substantially elimi
nated by the orientation of th..:se faces. 

A ·.vindow 89 is provided in the cavity 81 arrange•J to 
receive light reflected from the front face 88 of prism 
86. From the previous explanation it will be understood 
that there would nurmaJ.Jy be no reflection of light gen
erated in the cavity from the face 88, as there wouk: ~ 
a closed path (and arnplifk.,tion) provided only for light 
of a particular polarization and this light would be totally 
transmitted through face 8~. However, in ord~r to pro
vide an output from the cavity 81, the face 88 may be 
rendered partfally reflcc;ting by the -addition of a coating, 
for example. An nutput may be provided also by setting 
the prism 86 a: an angle differing somewhat from 
Brewster's angle and thereby causing a small amount of 
reflection of the polarized light generated within cavity 

j5 
107 of the discharge tube 105 is transparent to the de
sired coniponent of the· light produced in the discharge 
tube. 

Electrodes io·s arc provided in the disch:irge tube 105 
;j which arc supplied with power from a power supply IM 

through leads 11·1. . 
In the form of apparatus shown in FIG. 6 the· medium 

· in the gas discharge tube 105· is a mixture of sodium 
and mercury. As previously explained, such -a mixture 

10 ·provides ;111 enhancement of a desired spectral line by 
collisions of the second kind. This brings about a con
siderably increased intensity of the desired spectral line 
in the lamp and incrcas1..s the optical pumping power I 
which creates the desired population distribution in the , 

1 r, energy levels of the atoms of sodium in th~ interior 104 ; 
in the c·:ivity 101 conducive to stimulated emission of · 
light radfati~n. 

In FIG. 6 the reservoirs, evens, and auxiliary equip
ment for maintaining the proper atmosphere in the dis-

20 charge tube 105 and in the cavity 101 have been omitted 
for simplicity. Such elements may be provided for the 
npp~ratus of FIG. 6 in accordance with other figures of 
the <! rawings or any other suitctble means for maintaining 
the appropriate atmosphere may be utilized. 

2;; The mirrors 102 and 103 may be metallized or multi-
Jayered interference reflectors. The latter arc almost loss
less (i.e., the transmission plus the reflection equals ap
proxim~tcly 100%). Interference reflectors may have a 
very high reflectance, for a given w:welength, depending 

30 on th:.: number of layers. A practical achievement is 98% 
in ti·~ vi<;iblc for a 7-Jayer reflector. Flats with a closer 
tolerance than approximately 3tf.0 ).. are not currently avail
able so if a resonant system is desired and more accurate 
fiats are not available, higher reflectance would not be 

:3;; useful. An additional advantage of interference reflectors 
.is that photons from other than the desired transition 
would not be reflected (due to frequency selectively). and. 
hence, undesired stimulated transitions would be pre- • 

81. In some instar:-::cs it may be desired to control the 
reflectivity from th~ Ia.7e 88, which will, among other ef:.. 40 
fects, control the out.put ; ... om the cavity 81; this may be 
accomplished by rota~:ibly mounting the prism 86 so 
that the angle of incidence of rays with the front face S8 
may be controlled by rotatiri~ !~1e prism 86 about an 
axis perpendicular :o the plane of the paper. 

From the foregoing e::·:;>Janation it ·will be understood <i5 
that FIG. 5 represents a preferred form of optical system 
which may be utilized in the light amplifying apparatus 

vented. . 
It is clear from FIG. 6 that a plane wave travelJing in · 

a direction other thar. 90° to the mirror surface will . 
"walk .. 0i'T the edge and lose energy at a-rate faster than. 
the normal .wave. The latcrnl displacement per reflection ·is\ 

i 
x=L sin o~Le 

The frac~ion of wave energy which walks off at each re
flection is roughly 

x r.o 
2n=~.fn of FIG. 4 or others of the resonant light amp!ifiers, and 

which provides the advantage of substantially eliminating 
unwanted reflection from the front face of the prism, and 
at the same time provides a polarizcu output which is 
obtained by a filtering action inside the cavity 81. Such 
filtering action within the closed path inside the cavity 

50 So the effective loss coefficient on reflection is 

is preferred to .filtering the output fror. the light amplifier 
due to the fact that the approximately j...;·,.c, power loss :;;; 
resulting from external polarization is substantially elim
inated. The optical system of FIG. S also allows the re
flectivity of the face R8 to be continuously contro!led 
and thus allows controlling of the output from the light 
amplifier. GO 

In addition to ·being useful in reson:mt light amplifiers, 
the optical system of FIG. 5 is useful in other applica
tions where a light resonator is emr!oyed such as in a 
Fabry-Perot interferometer. 

Mirror type reso11a11t light amplifier 
FIG. 6 shows an alternative form of resonant light 

amplifier device comprising a cavity HH having trans
parent side walls and enclosed at its ends by fiat mirrors 
102 and 103. 

n:; 

iO 

r.o 
a=a,.i. •. +27i 

where anbs. is the loss at the reflector due to absorption 
and diffraction, or the rate of energy loss is 

- _!_ dE =a:=~=c~·,~·..:+.!_J c A 
E dt 1. I. 'l..ll .. 

As a: increases, the gain of the light amplifier will decline 
proportionately in 1 he range of linear amplification. A 
practical measure of the limiting ang;.;; at which effective 
~mplification obtains might be that angle for which 

a:= :?a: a.bsorpt.ion: 

or 

'2nll 
O~= -·1-

thc maximum one might conceive would be 02-0.1 rndian, 
·,7,1hile for th~ dimension~ immediately above, 

n2 r-.-:5 X l 0- 4 radi:m 

The interior 104 of the cavity 101 is filled wi1h a 
sensitized working mediom such as sodium vapor. Placed 
around the cavity llH is a concentric cylindrical c.!i::chnrge 
tube :.i.05. The surface 106 may be provided with a re
flccrivc coalin~ to con&erve light while the inner wull io Tlic:: fad 111~;1 lhu IO!>S cucmdcnt falls off with im:rca!ling 
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angle, e, determines a most imf\ortan: <. ·1aracteristic of 
the resonant light oscillator output, a very narrow beam. 

It can be calculated that virtually the cntir!: )Utput b"'am 
will fall within the Farunhofer diffraction pattern for 8=0. 

18 
by substitution of diffuse reflectors for the mirrors 102 
and 103. 

Resonant light amplifier with 
internal discharge 

It may also be shown that, with Pout= 1 watt at >-= 1µ, 5 
the frequency band\\ ~dth of the outpct beam will be less 
than 100 cycles/sec. This is residual oandwith due to the 
noise discussed below. 

The technique of exciting the atoms within the cavity 
may be applied to resonant light amplifiers as illustrated 
in FIG. 7. An elongated cavity 121 is provided having 
enclosed ends 1'i2 and 123. Desirably ·at least one of the 
ends suc.:i as 123 is transparent to light of the frequency 
for which the amplifier is designed. In the case of the 
cavity 121 the side walls need not be transparent as in 

As pointed out previously, the random-fluctuation spon
taneous emission background in the visible will corres- 10 
pond to transitions induced by thermal radiation at a 
temperature of 30,000° K. Hcwever, this is not so high previously described cavities because there is no neces

sity for introducing light energy through the walls, as 
different means of excitation are 11sed. 

as it first appears, since a resonant Jight amplifier may 
discriminate against all signals outside a narrow optical 
band and against all directions of :'ropagation out ...: the 1 -
central Fraunhofcr Jobe. 

The interior 124 of the cavity 121 is provided with :.. 
g:iscous atf'10!';phere which may be supplied from a reser
voir 125 heated by a heatin~ coil 126 controlled by !1 
temperature regulator 127. As previously described in the 
explanation of other forms of the apparatus, the ele-

It can be estimated that the minimum equivalent noise 
i. :'\Ut power in a Fraunhofer lobe is given by: 

Pmir.=-l.5X 10-11 watts in th: .,risible 

If the bandwidth, .6.r, is Jil""'ited in a rncceeding electronic 
amplifier, it can ·be shown that the following expression 
for this noise holds 

Thus the minimum noise de.pends on the square root of 
the bandwidth but· not on the area of the r~nectors 102, 
103 at the tube ends. 

The apparatus cf FIG. 6 may be used as an amplifier as 
distinguished fror.1 a self-sustained oscillator by limiting 
the "gain"; that is, by limiting the amount of light power 
introduced from the discharge tube 105 so that a self
sustained oscillatior. ~snot produced. A signal may, there
fore, be introducec ~n1.:"ugh the mirror 103 as indicated 
by the arrow 11.2 as ~he m:rrors 103 and 102 are partially 
transmitting. 

The light ray indicated at 112 will cause stimulated 
emission of light et~~rgy within· ·~:1e cavity ·101 which is 
coherent with the input signal with respect to phase, fre
.quency and direction of propagation. The· amplification 
within the cavity is rather selective with respect to direc
tion of propagation and frequency so that only a rela
tively small range exists with respect to these. two param
eters within which an input wave will be amplified. in the 
device. 

The output from the light amplifier will be transmitted 
through mirrors 103 and 102 as indicated by the arrows 
113 and 115. Either or both of these outputs may be 
utilized, depending upon the particular :1pplication or sys
tem in which the light amplifier is used. 

As in the case of previously· discussed light amplifier 
devices, the device of FIG. 6 may also be utilized as an 
oscillator simply by increasing the efficiency of the process 
or otherwise increasing the gain of the amplifier to the 
point where self-sustained oscillations. are produced, In 
certain applications it may be desirable to utilize the same 
apparatus as both an osciliator and an :implifier, on a 
time sharing basis, for example. T1'!s may be accom
plished, for example, by periodically i:icreasing the light 
energy produced by the discharge tube 105 to momentarily 
produce self-sustained oscillations. lt should be under
stood that the optical system can be replaced by other 
optical systems such a.s those illustrated in FIG. 4 and 
FIG. 5, and also that the exciting process utilized in FIG. 
6 may be replaced by other exciting processes previously 
described. 

It should be noted that the apparatus of FIG. 6 docs 
not differ greatly from the nonresonant cyiindric~l am
plifier previously described, and the resonant appar:itus 
in FIO. 6 could be converted to u nonrc. .. onanl nmplificr 

20 ments 1:s, 126 and 127 in conjunction with a temperature 
r;ont .. ol oven 130 surrounding the cavity 121 :issure that 
the ;;ressure of the medium within the cavity is main
tained at the proper value. 

Preferably the interior 124 of the cavity 121 is filled 
25 with a gaseous atmosphere comprising a mixture of 

sC1diurn a:>d ni 0 rcury, or with some other mixture of ele
ments by means of which the efficiency of exciting the 
working atoms to a desired cenrgy level is enhanced by 
reason of collisions of the second kind. The general theory 

30 by ":hich more desirable population distribution among 
the energy levels of one element is produced by colli
sions of the second kind with another element has 
previously been explained and will not be repeated here. 
The optical system of the device of FIG. 7 is similar to 

35. ::hose previously described in that it comprises two prisms 
131 and 134 having 90° angled faces 13.2 and 135, re
spectively, and front faces 1J3 and 136. As previously 
explained, the front faces 133 and 136 are prefero.bly 
provided with a low-reflection coating so that substan-

4o t;ally all of the reflection is by Internal reflection from 
the faces 132 and 135. 
. At least one of the faces 135 may be provided with 
a coating of a medium having an index of refraction inter
mediate between that of the prism 134 and the atmos-

45 phere in which it resides· thu·s preventing total reflection 
C\t the face 135 and ~Bowing transmission of light gen
erated within the cavity 121 through the prism 134. It 
may oe noted at this point that light p:issing through the 
prisi:n 134 may be divided into several beams by re-

50 fl.ection and refraction. In some cases this may be desir
able, but in the event that it is desired to direct substan
tially all of the output beam in one direction, additional 
prisms can be provided for combining the various out
put ·beams by reflection or refraction to be directed sub-

55 stanfotly in the same direction. 
An opfr::il filter 137 may be included in the light path 

between the prisms 131 and 134 for the purpose of dis
criminating against light of a frequency other than that 
selected for the operation of the light amplifier. Par-

60 ticularly when such amplifier is operated as an oscillator, 
t1'.crc may be an atomic transition of higher probability 
than that generating the desired light frequency. Such :i 
tr:tns•tion would gene:Jtc an oscillation at a lower input 
pov.·er thon required for the desired oscill:ition. Such 

65 p:ir.isi?ic oscillation~ must be supprcs~cd. Generally, 
o~cillation in several modes simultanco:.1sly will not occur. 
cxccp~ as transients, and would in any case be undc!=irablc. 
Accnrdingly, it may be desired to place an optical filter 
~uch as 137 \'.'./it::in the cavity 121, thus reducing the gain 

70 for all except the desired frequency of light below the 
pr.int required for sustnined oscillatior1. 

Another Jnd different use for a filter (such as filter 
137 within the cavity 121 as shown in FIG. 7) is for the 
rurrosc of providing a polarized light output from the 

7!i light nmrlificr. Ohviomly the introd11ctinn of a rolari7inr. 
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filter within the closed path in the Jigrt:mptifying ·device 
will introduce losses for light of :.tll that the polarity for 
which the filter is transparent Th~sc Jos..c:"'s will greatly 
degenerate the amplification for other fr:.:m the de:;ired 
polarity of 1.!ght and in an d'.'ai:c:U~tor type device will 5 
prevent the generation of self-sustn\ned osciUat!ons ex-
cept for light of t"'e desired .i.olarit~·. . 

20 
the density of Na atoms need only be large enough. to 
ensure an adequate number of collisions/sec. with mc
·lastable Hg atoms (Pna•'•·d0-4 mm. Hg) rather than 
enough to absorb the ( 6P4-3S) resonance radiation. 

This lower pressure can be arrived at as follows. 11
• ~'.: 

known that under the usual conditions in a plasma the 
populations of metastable states ·are in thermal equilib
rium at the electron temperature (of the order of 5000° 
C. for a Na-Hg discharge). Hence, the population of 

The operation of a resonant light amplifier with a 
polarizing filter is therefore similar to that described for 
the apparatus of FIG. 5 which also includes polarizing 
means within the clo~ed light path in the light amplifier. 
As in the case of the a1-.,paratus of FIG . .5, polarization 
within the light amplifier device has advantages over 
polarizing the light outpu: from the device, in that loss 
of substantially half of the power, :is would . ·cur in 
polarization of the output, is s! !:stantially avoided. Fur
thermore, in some instances the light intensity may be 
~ufficiently high in the output so that pok.rization of the 
L:l-it wou~c.I present a heat dissipation '!)roblern. When the 
lit t is polarized within the light amµlifier device, it is 
poi 1rized before ligh~ of the unwanted polarization has 
a chance to build up in j;~!ensity anJ ::t~cordingly the heat 
or energy dissipation pror'-:1n is substantially reduced. 

10 Hg (6~P0 ) metastables will be -10-4 of Hg (61S0), the 
ground level, in a discharge of a. few amperes. In a total 
pressure of 10 mm. Hr. of Hg, the metastable partial 
pressure would be 10-:1 of Hg or a density, N=l013/cm.l. 

The rate at which a sodium atom is excited to the 7S 
1:, or 6P levels must cor:-:spond roughly with rates of 

quenching by collisions of the second k~ad in the case of 
N2 and o~hcr such gases. For a partial pressure of Hg 
(63P0 ), P=rl0-3 mm. Hg, this rate of Na excitation 
would be ,,Na~1os sec. For a sodium pressure, P=rIO-t 

20 mm. Hg or NNa~I012/cm.3, the total excitation ratio 
"""IQ17/cm.3 sec. For a. light amplifier tube of volume 100 
cm.J, this gives 1019 excitations/sec., or abc.•1Jt 30 times 

It will be noted that in the apparatus of FIG. 7, nv 
sep.aate gas discharge lamp is provic!ed for light excita
tion of the medium within a cavity. Instead a discharge 
is excited directly within the cavity 121 by means of 
electrodes 120 connect'!d to a power supply 128 through 
leads 129. 

·· the calculated necessary rate. If this powe:. is substantially ' 
used to generate coherent photons by light amplifier ac-

25 ~:.Jn, a b.:am power of 

Electrodes 120 in FIG. 7 are arranged inside the 30 
cavity 121 and may be energized to provide either a direct 
current or low frequency discharge. It is not necessary 
however, that the elect~odes be within the cavity to pro· 
duce a discharge within the cavity. For example, elec-· 
trodes outside th:" ::avity formed o,; aluminum foil or the 35 
like may be ur~Hzed to :::~~;ce an R.F. electric discharge 
in the cavity 121. 

As previously explained, producing the discharge within 
the cavity provide·. ~~e immediate advantage of increased 
energy transfer ~nto •he medium within the cavity. 40 
Virtually complete transfer of energy into the medium 
can be accomplished by this means whereas excitation 
by a light source is limited to npproximately 20% absorp
tion of .the light power intro-Juced into the cavity. Other 
advantages of excitatio'l by discharge within the cavity 
also arise. 45 

The higher S-levels of sodium cannot be excited by 
resonance radiation since radiative transitions between 
states of the same crbital angular momentum are for
bidden by the electric dipole selection rule. However, 50 
the~· can be excited by collisions of t~e second kind in a 
discharge within the cavity. In the case of er.citation of 
Na (725112) by collisions ·with Hg ( 63P0 ) metastables, the 
Wigner partial selection rule relatinS? to collisions of the 
second kind is satisfied and the co;r:::.:.~.-. cross-country 55 
may be expected to be about equal to that for excitation 
to the 62P1.12 Na level. The enhancement of population 
should be at least 100 times that in a sodium-argon dis· 
charge. One may expect to exceed the condition for oscil
lation in this case by a factor of 20 ( ior a tube 1. cm. 60 
diameter and 100 cm. length). 

It can be seen from the Jiagram in FIG. 2 that, in addi
tion to light amplifier oscillation via the 12,920 A. 
(7S->4P) transition, there is the pvs<>ibility of light am
plifier oscillation in the visible 4751 A. (7S-+3P) transi- e:s 
tion in sodium. Although the Einstein "B" coefficient is 
larger for the former than for the latter transition, ~he 
(7S~ 3P) or any other particular transition can be fa
vored by inserting filters to absorb all other wavelengtr·.~ 
or by using multiple layer reflectors (which reflect only iO 
a narrow band of wavelengths). Thus only for the se
lected transition will losses be small enough to permit 
the buildup of oscillation. 

The pressure of sodium, :ind hence the operating tcm
rcrntur~ of th~ light nrnpllflcr tuhr, mny he !'mnllcr !\inrc 7ll 

will be oroduced. 
Conversely the rate at which Hg metastables are at

tacked by Na atoms will Ix ,..,, 104 sec for a metastable 
life-time T= I Q-4 sec. This is at least l 00 times shorter 
than the diffusion time to the walls and hence there will 
be practically no useless loss of metastables via this 
mechanism. Thus the efficiency of conversion ·wm be rel
atively high (of the order of 10 percent of input power). 
The discharge current must, of course, be sufficient to 
keep up the equilibrium population of metastables. A 
discharge power, P=3 ampsx0.3 volt/cm.x 100 cm. 
= 100 watts should norma1Iy be adequate. 

Other atomic levels excitable in a discharge 

In addition ·to the excitation of the Na (6P and 7S) 
J-:vels by collisions of the second kind with Hg (63P0 ) 

metastables jn a discharge within the light amplifier tube, 
a number of other energy levels are prospectively suit
able for excitation in a discharge. These other levels could 
not i1ormally be expected to be excited by radiation fall
ing on the tube from outside, either because radiation
induced transitions from the ground level are forbidden,. 
or because the exciting radiation falls too far in the ultra
violet to pass through even the most transmissive medium 
:::..1ch as a quartz tube wall. 

A list of metastable levels which may be used to ex
cite levels of nearly the same energy in other atoms by 
collisions of the second kind is given in Table :i. These 
1c~:ds are long-lived because the electric dipole selec
tion rules prohibit decay via this rapid radiative pr.occss 
tC) :iny lower level. Mct:ist:iblc levels arc listed only for 
atom·~ which normally form a monotornic gas (uncom
bined in molecules) though others could possibly be 
utilized. Tabll' I is n -.1 complete but contains levels most 
likely to be of practical use. The alkaline earth clements 
::i.nd Zn, Cd are not easily vaporized. 

The pn. cesscs lis!cd below arc not :rnalyzed in great 
detail, but arc listed :is likely to be useful in particular 
C:l!;CS or applic:1!ions where rarticular frC'quencics or other 
clinrnclcrl!->tlc!. urc dcsirctl. 
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'tAnr.t~ t 

Element. &fol.n..o:l.nbtc E:acri:y Al>0?~ Ionization 
__________ Le_v_c_1.s ____ o_r_o_u_nd ___ Potcntd 

Sn (v.)................................. 2 7.3 
Ph..................................... 4 7.4 
lie, Mg, Cn, Sr, (Un) ••• n'l'2, nJPo 
Zn •••••••••••••••••••••• 91Jf':, n'l'o ·• !1.39 
Cd ••••••••••••• ~ ••.•••• 1;1P2, NJPo 3. 73 9.00 

Hg ••••••••••••••••••••• {~~:: ~: :142 { 10..C:U 

lie •••••••..•.•..••••••. :;~: ~:~~ l 24.5S1 
Ne ••••••••••••••••••••• "'l':" lG.53 21.US!l 
A ••••••••••••••••••••••• "ll'2.. 11.4!1 15. 75 
Kr •••••••••••••••••••••• "'P:·• ti.s 13.9'.IG 
Xe •••••••••••••.••••••• "lP:" 8.30 12.1:?7 
Rn ••••••••••••••••••••• "'Pi" 10. i46 
Tl.. .••..•••.•.•••.•.••• G2l'll: 0.97 6.1 

Light amplifier action in 4 helium discharge 

The lowest non-metastable level of H '! is so high · 
("'"'>1 at 2~.1 \'Clts) compared to the spacing of the next 

22 I 

• He discharge will be, dcr.ir::ible for use in a light amplifier 
device according to the present invention. A similar 
trapped photon situation exists for the Na(7S-+3P) tran
sition. 

5 Otlrer cases of excitation by collisions of the second kind 

In addition to the selective excitation of Na(7S or 6P) 
by collision with metastable Hg(63P0 ) atoms in a dis
charge, "here are listed in Table II other atomic mctaJs 

10 which may be excited by collision with metastables. In 
each case higher levels of the working element fall near 
metastable levels of a pos;ible carrier gas. In some cases 
such .. sensitized fluorescence" has already been observed 
by experimentors. For a fuller understanding of Table II, 

L refer to Table I. 

higl .r level (3'S0 at 22.9 volts) and ..:ompared to the 
ioni; ation potenti?-1. (24.58 volts), that two unusual con- 20 
sequences are true. 

It is obvious that light amplifiers in different frequency 
ranges will be desired for v:-rious different applications 
and· thus this characteristic of the type of discharge 
utilized, as well as others of its characteristics in addi
tion to its inherent efficiency, will be considered in select
ing 1'1e medium utilized in a light amplifier. 

TABLE II.-SOM'E COLLISIONS OF TIIE SECOND RIND ----
Cnrrfor 

Oas 
Cnrril'r Ml'tastal>lc 

Ll'VCl 
Initinl Lcvt>l of Working 

Atom 
E::i:clll'd Ll'Vt'l o! 
Working Atom 

lig •••.....•• fill'·\4.642 v.) 
11g._ •••••••• 6lPo(4.642 \".) 
H~----·· •••• filPo(4.642 \•.; 

Tl C63Pm, 11:) 
l n (52 Pm. 112) 

Hg G3Po18'So 

Se\·l'ral 
I>o. 

(9.20 \") (.C.E=0.08 v.) 

6'f'1+4,!llli A. 
J. 
li'So+l,899 A. 

Photon 

Do. 
I

,. f2'So(20~5!i v.) 
1 e·-········1:.ns1(19.i":' v.J 

A ••••••••••.. 431'2(11.49) 
}Ne (2'So) 
Kr (4'So) 

Kr ••.•••••••• '?P:(0.84) 
Xe ••.••••.• 6'P2 

{
Hg lG'So) 
Xe (S'So) 

Ii~ 

Firstly, the decay rate 

A( _,'Pi"' l'S0) .... 1010/sec 
while 

A(~'S0~1'P1)= 107/sec 

or 1,000 ·times slower. 
Secondly, the elr.ctron tem:.er:\ture in a helium dis

charge is very high, of the orJer of 25,000° C. or -2.5 
electron volts averar.e e!~ctrons energy at about 1 mm. 
Hg discharge pressure, up to 200,000° C. at very low 
pressures ( 10-2 mm. Hg). The Maxwell distribution of 
kinetic energies ·in a perfect gas at thermal equilibrium · is 

dn =" @ e-E/KT,u: 

n --y-; lATJ3t:i 

So the ratio of numbers of electrons having energies 
Eh and E1 is 

rr;- -(Ei.-E1) 
c~nh=_ t!::..!! c K'l' 
ctn1 V E1 

The ratio of cxcitatim. rates to the 3 'So and 2'P1 levels 
by electron collisions will be roughly ec;:Jal to d11 21 dn 1• 

Since E{3'S0)-E('2'Pi) = 1.7 electron-volts and KT::::<2.5 
e.v., it will be seen that tr·'! rate of excitation by elec
trons is almost the same for both levels, while the rate 
of decay from 2'P1 to the ground le :.rel is almost 1,000 
times greater. One may, therefore, expect an excess pop
ulation in 3'S0 over that in 2'P1. 

This does not take account of factors which will tend 
to raise the population of 2'P1: 

Firstly, most of the atoms excited to high::r levels must 
dec::iy via the 2'P1 level. 

Secondly, the photons emitted during the processes 

2'P 1~2·so 
2'P2-.1 'S0 (ground) 

Light amplifier transitions from metastable 
to ground lei•el 

40 
In all the transitions discussed so far, the spontm:eous 

d::cay rate of the exci~ed level was >lOG/sec., charac
teristic of .. allowed" electric dipole radiative transitions. 
Since the excitation rate.is of the· order of 105/sec. even 
using the efficient and se.lective method of collisionS of 
the second kind, it is evident that the excited level popula-

45 tion couid not be macie greater than the ground level. 
Thus light .ampiificr action or emission by mutually-in
duced tran!..ztions could occur only to an intermediate 
level whose population was kept lower by an even faster 
rate of St>Onbneous decay. 

50 It is also possible to depopulate a longer lived lower 
level by collisions of the second kind, to accomplish the 
same result. 

This situation is in contras~ to that of the 'lvfaser. For 
levels spaced only by E=lzv where v is a mic:-':lwave fre-

55 quency, the thermal equilibrium population of the excited 
level is h:~:i and the Iif etime is long. Therefore, the popu
lation of the excited level is easily maintained above that 
of the ground level. 

In the case of levels high above ground (optical tr:msi-
GO tions). the initial populations will always be low. But if 

tl-ie levels are long-lived (metastable), it may be possible 
to populate them at a rate greater than the natural decay 
rate or relaxation ra.te. and he:1ce to maintain a higher 
j:>oµulation of atoms in the hi!?her state. 

65 Many of the elements which exist as single :>toms in 
the gaseous state do not have high v:ipor pressures a.t 
convi::nient temperatures. Therefore. those whic'i may 
possess metastable states are not useful in cxcitini; other 
atoms by colli .. :ons oi the second kind. Nevertheless, it 

70 may be pos,.ible to use such atoms as working atoms as 
dt!scribcd above. For this purpose the pressure may be 
much lower·. Most of these metasta~le levels arc listed 
in Tahlc I. 

will be lrnprcd in the [?0'4 nntl re~xcitc ntom!I to 2'P1• !\~ nn c:v:nmrilc. comitkr the cn!l:C of 7.inc. The meta· 
llowcvcr. ll nrp{'ar~ lhnl in nt kn~t •;nmc in~tnncc'.11 n r:1rc ;r; ~lnblc •PP level~ lie nhC'ul 4 rlcclnm-voll<: nt"Ovc ,:round 
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as shown in FIG. 14. T!lese lcv~ls do :~o .. lie close to any 
other metastable levels and so cannot be excited directly 
by collisions of the second kind. Howevrr, higher, non· 
metastable Jcvcls of Zn, can be excited by ca!Iis.ions with 
metastable krypton· and :xeron. From these levels the Zn 6 
atoms decay rapidly to the me'.ast~i1le levels as well as 
the ground level. 

The rate of decay of Zn ( 43P1-..4'S0 ) by emission of 
the ultraviolet photon, X=307Ci A., is A= 1x105/scc It 
has already been mentioned th:it rates of coUisfon excita· 10 
tion somewhat greater th:-.n this n:ay be ac-h~vable. There
fore, it shou!d be possible to generate light amplifier 
transitions directly to the ground level with zinc. One 
must have 

24 
gas is divided into many weak Jfr:::s. These cannot be ex· 
cited by an external lamp conveniently. 

Materials which transmit U. V. radiation below 2,000 A. 
are not available. Therefore, the light a.'llplifier process 
previously described cannot be used, i.e. excitation to a 
high electronic level with light amplifier emission to an 
intermediate level whose population is kept low by rapid 
spontaneous decay to a ground level. Instead the proper
ties of molecules.require and permit another mechanism 
for keeping the lower level population lower than some 
higher level population. This mechanism is relaxation of 
the lower level populatbn by co1Iisions of the second 
kind. 

To exemplify the -whole process, the molecule I2 is con
sidered (see FIG. 8). 

111e first member of the sodium prindple series at 
5893 A. ~see FIG. 2) coir1cidcs with one of the nu
merous absorption lines of the iodine molecule. The tran
sition in question is from a rotational sublevel of the 

<\ubstitution of values gives Nznc3p 1,>5X 1011/cm.3• 1f 
th. atoms are shared by collision amc-ng the three meta
stai. ie levels, the required zinc pressure is only 2 X l o-s 
mm. Hg, which is the vapor pressure at about 200° C. 

In the case of thalliu.11, m~st of ll~e atoms may be 
pu.mped into the much long<. · Jived 62P312 metastable level 
by a similar indirect mechanism: eithc: coJlisions of the 
second kind with Hg metastables or a·bsorption of the 
3776 A. resonance radiation with subsequent decay to 
62P312· 

20 ~·=2 vibrational level of the ground elcctronic state ( E' g+) 
up to the 1=30, 1•=17 su!:>level of the (3,,.0+) state. The 
v=.~ of (E'g+) Jev'!ls are well populated in tli::rmal equi
librium at room temperature (see lower right corner of 
FIG. 8), while v=7 of (r:'g+) has Jess than 1 % of the 

25 pvpulation and v= 11 of (3,,.0+) bas none. 

In this case, since 

A(62P312-..6•P112)=50/sec., 
30 

the density must be quite high: N=l014 atoms/cm.3 or 
P=3X10-::-3 mm. Hg at a te.mperature, T 600° C. 

Excitation by coincident spectral lines 

~ Previously, the .. -.~citation of atoms by resonance radia- 35 
tion was discus:;c:d. The e.n::i.ed spectral lines from a lamp 
of the same substance necessarily coincide with frequen
cies absorbed most strongly by the same type atoms in 
the light amplifier. ~:.:r owever, as pointed out in the discus
sion of sodium. e.xcitatii,;"11, the intensities of lines emitted 40 
from the lamp dudn~ decay of higher states are quite 
weak. It was also pointed out that the intensity of certain 
of these higher resonance line-: could -be enhanced by col
lisions of the second kind with metasta·ble atoms. An
other way, of obtaining strong excitation to higher elec
tronic levels is by accidentally coincident bright emission 45 
lines from another atom. 

The chance coincidence of two appropriate atomic lines 
is small. There is roorn for some 300,000 spectral lines of 
Doppler width with only slight overlap throughout the 
visit- ~e and near uitraviolet range. There are at most 50 
1,000 useful resonance transitions in convenient atoms 
and approximately 30 bright atomic lines with which to 
excite them. Thus, there is about a 10% chance of one 
good coincidence. At least three m~:!:-'."'-.t"'!y close coin-
cidences are known, as shown in Table III. 55 

He (33P~23S) . 3889 A.=Cs(83P312~63S112 )3889 A. 
Zn----------· 3303.7 A.=Na(42P112~32S1;2 )3303 A. 
A ----------- 8521.4 A.=Cs(62P312~62S112)8521.2 A. 

A 1 .:m. thick layer of I2 vapor at a few mm. Hg 
pressure ab~o1 os most of the Na light and raises J2 mole
cules to ine upper level at a rate 

dn P ...... ;1 dt=-,;;-

In the absence of light ampii!ier action, the atoms d,.~ay 
at c. rate 

where: 

E'A=spontaneous r<>.diative decay rate, 
n11=population of atoms in the higher energy state, and 
·1c=rate of removal by relaxatio-n coJiisons with other I2 

molecules (quenching collisions). The cross-section for 
these coUisions is very high since many I2 states are 
closely spaced in energy. About 5%" of the molecules 
decay to \.'=7 of (E'g+). Then, by the same "method of 
t!ecay as that first described herein, the dynamic equi
librium rates of population change are 

and 

nb 'Yo 

n; A(h-+l) 

However, in none of these cases is the overlap good 
enough for high excitatior:i efficiency. On the other hand 
numerous examples of the cxcit:ition of molecules by 
coincident atomic lines have been obs· rved. 

Information is scarce on fluorcs.:encc of molecules 
cont:iining more than two ;itoms. Theref orc, only diatomic 
molecules arc considered herein. · 

60 It is to be noted that atoms can be removed from v= 7 
of ("'g+) only by relaxation collisions to other sublevels 
of the ground electronic state. Then if the I:i pressure 
(···<;mm. Hg) is such that 

65 
then 

\ Each electronic level in a diatomic molecule is split 
into approximately 50 vibrational levels and each vibra
tion level into approximately 200 rotational levels. 

The ref ore, we may expect more than 100,000 absorp- 70 
tion transitions from ~opulatcd levels in every molecule 
on the average. As expected, there is generally at least 
one coincidence of a bright atomic spectral line with 
~nmo rc~nnnce trnnsition of n µivcn molcc11lc. ny the 
'lnmc lnkcn the cml~'ilt'n from 11 dl~chnr~c 111 n molcculnr 7r; 

which is necessary fo: light amplifier action. '· 
The further an:ilysis is quite similar to that for the 

N:i(6P-+4S) light :implifier transition. The values involved 
arc not m1·ch different and so for a light amplifier tube l 
cm. diameter x 100 cm. long. the required Na (5893 A.) 
intensity from a discharge lamp arrnnged as a j:ickct is 

1:'.10 l \\•1111'."/t.·m.' ~lcrndian 
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As pointed out previously, the. intcns;ty in the first line 
of the Na principle series can ~sily be made greater 
than 0.1 watt/cm.2 steradian, with a fa:~,ir of 100 to 
~~ . 

26 
but transitions -between the upper and lower electronic 
states occur only by radiative emission · at the slow 
''forbidden" rate, 'Y- HP /sec., in the case of europium 
sulfate in water. 

From the ~bove explanatio~ it will be seen that al- 5 
though a light amplifier may be 1.:onstructed utilizing 
light ener·gy .from 'ne substar...:e to 'i:XCite a different sub
stance having a coincident spectral line, the known com
binations of monatemic £ubstances -bordering on . coin-

The ions may ·be excited by sodium radiation to i .· . n 
and decay to any of the J" levels. The two- strongest 
fluorescent transitions at "-=8110 A. and 6881 A. are 
suitable for a liquid filled Hght amplifie.r. 

The J-quenching interaction gives ris~ to a line width 
AJ1=5X 1011 cycles per sec. or .iA.=6 A. This line width 
is mucn sharper than those of other condensed fluorescent 
substances-but broad com!"ared to the spr.ctral lines emitted 
·by atoms in a low pressure discharge (A"-s;::10.0l A.) • 
Therefore, one may artificially increase the power of the 

cidence are not oromising. lo 
On the other ~ ~nJ, the coincidences of an atomic 

line with a '=' .;."1na ..... :- transition of a mo1ec•tle often pro
vides a vr: ry high degree of coincidence suitable for use 
.as an excitation process in a light amplifier according to 
the present invention. 

An example of such a coincid. ·:ce usable as an excitin·g 
process is the coincidence of the first member of the 
·:1dium principal series at :\=5893 Angstroms which very 
nt. rly coincicies with one of the absc:rption lines of the 
ioci. le molecule. 

Construction of a light amplifier device utilizing this 
type of excitation woulJ be -generan1 similar to that 
previously described except· :~at the excitation lamp woul<i 
•be a sodium discharge lamp while the working medium 
with;n the cavity would ·be iodine vapor. 

Liquid or solid worki11g substances 

1 "; Na discharge lamp to ·get the necessary power without 
worrying about line distortion. 

The ne1...:s$ai y intensity of illumination is given by the 
equation for I available above and is between 0.1 and 1.0 
watt/cm.-stere. A commercial. ''General Electric" lamp 

20 with broadened and reversed sodium lines emits just about 
thi!. intensity. 

·1 hus it appears that when for particular applications a 
condensed working substance, such as a liquid is desirable, 
such a working substance may ·be utilized in a cavity such 

25 <:;,; shown in FIG. 4, one example of such a working sub
stance ·b~ing europium sulphate in water. Excitation would 
be provided ·°vJ a sodium discharge lamp similar to com
mercially available types with a broadened sodium line The "line" width !::.1·, of radiative transitions in ions, 

atoms or molecules withi!' liquids or solids is gent.:.illy 
quite ·broad because of ccntinuous strong interaction with 30 
neighboring atoms. The uninterrupted phase lifetime, 

and t:mitting an intensity of between 0.1 and 1.0 watt per 
cn:.2-stcrc. · 

1t will be appreciate:~ that the various types of excita
tion discussed, such as exCitation ·by resonance radiation, 
cx~'.itation by discharge within the cavity, etc., are gener
ally applicable to both the nonr:sonant and. resonant type 

T 2= '7r~:· ....... :;;x io-13 sec. typicnlly 

while the spontari'>JUS ,radiative decay tir:le remains Jong: 
T1>10-8 sec. 

The effect cf this is to raise the density of excited atoms, 
etc. required for light amplifier oscillation. This in turn 
raises the required '!!umination intensity for an externally 
excited resonant light ~mpifier: 

aR4h;:EA 
l ava.ilnblc= l >. 3J(vo) .tl 

The line shape factor, 
. 2 
f(vo) = r.A-; 

for a Lorentz line, and approximately the same for other 
line shapes. Thus mo-;t condensed systems wiH :require a 
high power input to excite light amplifier action. 

An a.dditional difficulty is that excitations in solids or 
.liqui<ls arc usually "quenched" by non-radiative processes. 

One should accordingly use substances which fluoresce 
(rcradiate) with high quantum efficiency. Some sub
stances which absorb the powerful N- (5893 A.) line :::ac.i 
fluoresce efficiently are the merocyaminc <.i;yes, fiuorcscein, 
Meldola blue, and Rhodamine "B." More promising are 
certain substances in which the electrons which take part 

~ in the excitation lie i"' the interior of the atoms or· ions 
concerned and are shielded ·from environmental perturba
tions. Such substances, including the porphyrins, !1lby, 
and rare earth ions have much narrower lines. 

The use of. a polycrystalline solid entails the refraction 
and reflection of a light wave at tre crystal intc.rfaces, 
prcventin·g the lossless reflection of a wave back and forth 
b<:tween light amplifier reflectors. To avoid this a single 
crystal mby could be used. 

The difficulties inherent in the use of solid or liquid 
working mediums may be minimized by use of, fot exam
ple, the rare earth ion, Eu+++, in liquid solution. Th~ 
angular momentum sublcvels of the first two electronic 
state~ are shown in FIG. 9. 

The J-sublevels are further split into states and one 
of the components of the 1'=0-+1"= 1 transitio:t over
l:irs the Na 5R93 A. line. The upper J-lcvels arc rnpiclly 
q11cnched to the lowest two J·levcl<i h~l.5X 10 1 ~/scc.) 

35 of li·ght amplifier apparatus, as are the various possible 
working mediums discussed. 

Communicaiion .~·stem 

FIG. !O shows apparatus providing a communication 
40 ~ystem and utilizing a resonant light oscillator according 

to the. present invention. 
Transmitter apparatus is indicated enclosed in dashed 

lines at 201. Receiver apparatus is shown enclosed in 
dashed L.es in the block designated 202. Obviously, the 

45 transmHter and receiver ·would be separated by some dis
tance depending upon the particular application for which 
the commt~nication systc~ is to ·be used. 

Ir. the transmitter apparatus 201, there is incorporated 
a resonant light oscillator 203, which may be any one 

50 of the various forms previously described. The osciJbtor 
Z03 is provided with a power source 204, and produces 
a light output in the form of a highly coIIimatcd beam 
of light having a quite narrow frequency bandwidth. 

As previously explained, the wavelength (and, accord· 

55 ingly, the frequency) of the light produced will depend 
upon the medium utilized within the light oscillator. The 
particular application for which the apparatus is to be 
used will influence the selection of the medium within 
the oscillator in order to obtain light of a .wavelength 

60 npproximating that which is desirable in the particular 
cnsc. For example, it may be desired to select the wave
length to minimized atmospheric absorption, particularly 
that due to fog. clouds, etc. in other instance, ::itmos
phr;ric absorption may not present a great problem :ind 

65 it may be .desired to select the most efficient medium for 
production of light energy rcg:mllcss of wavelensth of the 
Jigh! ·.iUtpUt. 

The output from the light oscill:itor 203 is passed 
throug:1 a Ker:- cell codulator 205 .. The characteristics of 

70 a Kerr cell :lre well known and will not be explained in 
cl~tail. It will suffice to say that the Kerr cell provides ::in 
apparatus .;ap:1ble of being used as :rn electronically op· 
crated shutter for controllably presenting an opaque or :.1 

tr:in,rarcnt crms·"cctional :irca in the path of a lir.ht 
ir. hcnm, thus nllowini:: ii to be turned <,ff nnd on. 

55 
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The Kerr cell has cap:ibilities of ope" .. aing at a rate 
on the order of 1,000 megacycles ~'~::- second. Thus, it 
wilt be seen that the :--,;~:~: ••• won of the Ji,zi1t osciJJa,or 
and the Kerr cell mny be utili7.ed :o produce~ a !i.~hL beam 
modulated at a high frequency in .-csponse to an electrical 5 
input to the Kerr cell modulat">r. 

The use of a . Ker, cell involves the polarization of 
the light trnnsmitted, nnd in FIG. 10 there.is illustrated a 
polarizing filter 20 placed within t~1e oscillator 203. Tni.; 
filler nssurcs that tl1e Jight ouput of the ampliiier will 10 
be polarized thus obviating the nec~ssity o! ,:.;larizing the 
light output by external means. 

V~riOl1§ :ulvantage§ :ux:rw: tpy re-.t.mn of d1e pl:~cmcnt 
of the filter 200 within the encfosure of the oscilfatt"~ ?03. 
The filter 200 cnuscs losses for ligh• · lf unwanted po1ariz:i- 15 
~ion to be sufficiently great so that self-sustained oscil-

28 
limited to 1 centimeter pet kilometer or Jess (neglecting 
atmospheric effects whkli would have to be :ippropriately 
evaluated). 

The receiver 202 may be provided with light gatherin" 
lenses 207 and 208, to incre:lsc the target area from which 
light intercepted from the transmitter will be supplied to 
the receiver. ObviousJy, other light gathering arrangements 
such as reflectors might also be used. In some cases. as 
in tlte ca..;i.: of short range transmission, light gathering I 
apparatus ·may be unnecessary. 

A resonant light amplifier 209 is arranged to amplify . 
the light from the light-gathering lenses 207 and 208. 
The reron~nt :ight amplifi.rr may be of any of the form~ 
previously descril,-\ed but obviously witl be selected to be 
~.:>mpatible with the oscillator in the transmitter 201. The 
amplifier 20') is provided with a suitable power source 
210. 

The light output from the amplifier 209 may be taken 
from the end opposite the lenses 207 and 208 and directed · 

lc .. 'ions for light of the unwanted potarizat1on will not 
oct... ·•. As t~c emission is coherent with the respect to 
poiai ation, practically no generation -::f light of un
wante l .poiariz::ition will occur. 20 by mirrors 211 if desired to a photocell demodulator 212 .. 

The available power is thc.•efore sub!.!antfally all utilized 
in producing the desired po1<l:ization and the energy 
normally required (amounting to approximately one-half 
the tc'.:i.l) for producing the unwantert polariz:ition is 
conserved. 

In addition, any oroblem of heat dissipation in the 
filter is avoided as the filtering takes place prior to build-

25 

If pr· ferred, the photocell demodulator 211 could be 
placeC: immediately adjacent to or incorporated as a p:irt 
of the amplifier 209, or receive the beam directly without 
pre:?mplificcition .. 

The photocell demodufator 212 may comprise any ap-
propriate i;!1otc ' 1ectric. photoconductive or other photo· 
sen~itive CC'l"\Version apparatus for converting the light out
put of an amplifier 209 to :in electrical output. The fre
quem:y response of the demodulator 212 should obvious-

up of high energy density. Obviously the convention . .l 
technique of filtering the light output from the oscillator 
could be used if for any rea~nn this was desired. 30 ly b'! high enou~h to accommodate the bandwidth trans

mitted by the transmitter 201. The photocell apparatus 
212 automatically acts· as a demodulator in the sense 
tha~ it is obviously incapable of producing an output of 

An amplifier and multi.ple:xer 206 may be provided to 
suppiy a modulating sigiiai. to the Kerr ceH 205. The 
information signal to be transmitted over the communica
tion system is supp;~d to the amplifier multiplexer circuit 
2(}6. Normally, th'!. inform:ati"., signal will be transmitted 35 
over numerous channels and combined in the multiplexer 
circuit. 

The multiplexer is ·:c;cd to utilize the information trans
mitting capabilities ~if. th~ system but is not essential for 
the operation of the :;ystem and the particular form of 40 
multiplexing apparatus utilized does not form a part of 
the present invention. The desir:.ibility of utilizing some 
multiplexing system to combine a number of signals of 
relatively narrow bandwidth into a single signal having 
a very :wide bandwidth n;ay be appreciated by a com
parison of the possible bandwidths with a typical high 45 

information carrying signal. A light communication sys
tem with a bandwidth on the order of 1,000 megacycles 
would have the capability of carrying approximately 100 
or more television channels of 6 megacycles each. 

50 
A particular advantage arises from the composition of 

the resonant light oscillator with the Kerr cell modulator 
from the fact that the light output from the resonant 
light oscillator basically has a very m .. ~ ··~"' "~ectral line 
of very high frequency. The Kerr cell must by its nature i'.ii'.i 
be designed for optimum operation at a particular wave
length and -becomes inefficient or inoperative for wave
lengths differing substa •. ti~lly from the optimum. Since 
the output of the oscillator 203 lies within 2 relatively nar
row spectral line even when 1,000 megacycle modulati :m GO 
sidebands are added, it foll:: well within the fractional 
range of wavelengths for which the Kerr cell modulator 
operates efficiently. 

The Kerr cell modulator also opP.ratcc; most efficiently 
fo!' a highly collimated beam of light and the output of 65 
the resonant light oscillator ~lso has this characteristic iii 
a very high degree. 

From the foregoing exp~~mation, it wilt be seen that 
the transmitter 201 produces a modulated beam of li.;:ht 
capnblc of carrying :l large quantity of information in a 70 
bandwidth on the order of 1,000 megacycles or l:lrger. 
From previously expl:tined characteristics of the re~:onant 
light o~cillator, it will be understood that the light energy 
is concentrated within :in extremely small solid angle 
such that it will diverge by an amount which may be ;;; 

light frequency and accordingly produces a signal having 
the relatively much smaller modulation frequency. 

The signal from the demodulator 212 must be supplied 
to an amplifier demultiplexer c.;;rcuit 213 if a multiplexer 
is used at the transmitter .. The amplifier demultiplexer 213 
is the companion to the ampli0er multiplexer 206 in that 
it ~s adapted to separate from a single channel the various 
signals of lower bandwidth which were combined in the 
multiplexer 205. 

From the foregoing explanation, it will be seen that a 
communication system is provided which has ·a high ef
ficiency ar.d a very high information-carrying ability. The 
range of the syst<:m may be quite long, particularly in ap
plications wh::re atmospheric absorption would not be ex-
cessive. Even where atmospheric effects are troublesome. 
the wavelength of the U.ght utilized can be selected in such 
a way as to substantially reduce difficulties from this 
sot.Jrce. 

The system has a further advantage over wireless com
munication systems commor.ly in use in that the trans
mission path is limited virtually to a narrow cone which 
may not exceed more than a few feet at a widest point 
thus effecfr.rely Tlreventing unauthorized interception of 
the information transmitted by the system. This charac- t 
teristic in the system wouid normally make unnecessary~ 
scrambling apparatus and the like utilized to discour:ige 
intcrcep!_ion of information in commercial communica-
tion systems. · 

It will be understood that the receiver may comprise 
any suitable photosensitive converter and need not in
clude: the resonant light amplifier 209. Similar!y, the cs
cillator 203 need not be modulated by a Kerr cell but 
may be modulated in other fashions. 

For -:;.:ample. modulation may be accomplished simply 
by modulating the "pumping" power source, if desired, ::i.1-
though t!ic mod·~lation frequency so produced would N: 
quite limited compnrec.I to the Kerr ceJI frequency hand
wicl!h. 

Frequency modulation of the rcsonnnt light. oscillator 
output m::i.y be achieved by changing p:ithlcngth between 
reflectors: the frequency being highly dependent on this 
pathlength. For cx:1mplc. a reflector could be secured to 

or formed us :i. part of a piezoelectric crystal so that me-
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chanical oscilhltion of the crystal would c., clically vary 
the pathlength between reflectors ~r.d accordingly fre- · 
quency modulate the output. 

wise inversely as the betcro<.lyne frequency; accordin3ly, 
the heterodyne frequency should generally be selected to 
be as high as possible. lt may. therefore. be desirable to 
use a detector 315 which utilizes microwave techniques 
thereby allowing a maximum heterodyne frequency on the 
order of a thousand megacycles. 

Alternatively, the transition freauenr.y of the w0rking 
atoms, ions or molecules may be vc-.ried by means of mag- 5 
netic or electric fields in the cavity (Zeeman or Stark ef
fects). Such fielc.ls mei,- be produ~ed by a coil around the 
cavity, condenser plates· on opposite sides of the column 

Any suitable indicator 316 or other utilization device 
may be provided in accordance with accepted frequency 
standard trchniques. For example, the frequency output of 
-the detector or a submuiliple thereof may be counted cycle 
by cycle to provide a direct and highly accurate comparison 
of frequencies. 

of working medium. or by placing the optical cavity jn 
._ an electrical cavity or wave guide carrying the modulation 10 ' signal. A change in the transition frequency will chansc 

the osci11ation frequency. 
In addition to making possible a frequency modulation 

instead of amplitude modulation of the light beam, these 
alternative modulation schemes m1:v have other 3. . ~m- 15 
tages such as power conservation ~ nd more convenient 

The long-term accuracy of the frequency standard ap
paratus of FIG. 12 is theoretically predictable to be as 
'·igh as 1 part in 1011 or better under certain conditions. 
This is considerarly better than presently available micro-

c; .. cuitry. . 
6. frequency modulated light signal may be converted 

to an. 'litude modulation by passage throu~h c:m optical fil-
ter ha, 1ng an ncceptance frequency centered at or near the 20 
edge c.: the frequency swing of the frequency modufated 
light signal. For example, a ;·csonant light preamplifier :it 

wave frequency standards and rray be appreciated by the 
fact that it represents a variation less than one second 
from the year 1000 B.C. to the present (one second in 
3000 years). The apparatus of FIG. 13 also provides a 
pr;i.ctic"ll frequency standard in the region of !ight. frc-
qencie!' where none e:<ists at present. 

the receiver woulci serve as a !iiter having the required 
frequency sensitivity. 

Frequency or time measuring clevice 

FIG. 12 shows appratus for measuring frequency or 
time utilizing the constant frequcn·cy characteristic of trP 
light output from the nonresc ... ant-type light oscillator. 

Two nonresonant light oscillators 301 and 302 are ener
gized respectively by coils 303 and 304 which create dis
charges within the oscillators. The coils 303 and 304 are 
c0nnected by leads 305 and 306 to a suitable source of 
radio frequency power. The light oscillators 301 ·and 302 
are provided with r,..,, fills as indicated at 307 and 308, 
which are excited by reasoa1 <Jf the discharge generated 
therein. Egress for light energy from the light oscillators 
is provided by respective windows 311 and 312 through 
which the output of tl ... .:: .. cillators is transmitted. 
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lrzterferomctric apparatus 

FlG. 13 shows apparatus for measuring distances us
~~Jg the tedmiques of in!erfcrometry and incorporating 
a nonre~onant hght oscillator acco1ding to the present 
invention. 

A nc·uresonant light oscillator 321 is provided with an 
30 exci!al ion coil 322 connected by means of electrical 

leads 323 to a suitable source of radio frequency energy 
thereby producing a discharge within the oscilator 321. 
The oscillator 321.is provided with asuitable working me
dium 324 and has a window 325 from which the light out-

35 put of the oscillator is available. The oscillator 321 may be 
of the type described in connection with FIG. 12, or as 
in the case of FIG. 12, any ty~e of light oscillator pre
viously described or suggested hcreinabove may be utilizc-d 

It will be understood th~t the oscill?tors 301 and 302 40 
need not be of the radio frequency excited type but may 

for the light oscillator 321. 
Suitable means is provided for directing the light from 

the oscilla-tor 321 into a beam, such as a collimating 
lens 326. Light rays are indicated at 32i emerging from 
the lens 326 after having been collimated thereby. 

be any type of light oscillator disclosed hereinbefore or 
any variation thereof. The osci!!atl"trs 301 and 302 are, 
however, preferably of the nonn.:sonant type as they are 
not particularly affected ir frequency by changes in the 
dimensions of the cavity The resonant light oscillators 
have an output frequency which is highly dependent on 
the distance between reflectors (i.e., the "'cavity" dimen
sion). This frequency c:::.pendence on dimension would 
normally render the resonant oscillator unsuitable for 
this frquency ~tandard application, although in special 
circumstances this may not be so. 

Lenses 313 and 314 are used to direct thr. light outputs· 
from the ey;cillators 301 and 302 to a common point on 
the input of a photoelectric detector 31!;. ""!"'!, .. frequencies 
of the light output from the oscillators 301 and 302 (or 
their harmonics) differ by an amount within the frequency 
~response of the detector 315. 
!. Different frequencies l.1ay be obtained from the oscil
lators 301 and 302 by utilizing different gas fills 307 and 
308. In some cases. the gas fills 307 and 308 may be ti·e 
same and a different transitio~ m:iy be select-:d by means 
of filtering, or any other suitable tcchr.ique may be utilized 
for providing suitably differing freque! .cy outputs from 
oscillators 301 and 302. 

The outputs from the oscillators 301 and 302 fallins on 
the input of the detector 315 will cyclically interfere and 
reinforce at a rate equal to their frequency difference or 
the frequency difference . of their harmonics. In other 
words. the two beams will heterodyne to produce :t difTer
ence frequency which must of course be within the fre
quency response of detector 315. 

It will be appreciated that any departure in frequency 
by either of the oscillators 301 or 302 will represent a 
percentage departure in the heterodyne frequency cletcded 

The rays .j'J.7 strike a semi-transparent mirror 332 and 

45 are. thereby reflected in p:trt in an upward direction as 
indicated by the arrows 328 and arc in part transmitted 
through the m:rror 332 as indicated by. the arrows 329. The 
rays inuicated by the arrows 328 are substantially totally 
reflected from a mirror 333 _and once again strike the semi-

50 transparent mirror 332 and are partially transmitted to 
form a part of the beam indicated by the arrows 331. The 
portion of the light rays indicated by arrows 328 which is 
reflected from the mirror 332 does not enter into the opera
tion of the apparatus. 

55 The rays indicated by the arrows 329 uc reflected 
by a mirror :34 which is movable by a suitable translating 
mechanism such as the screw thre:1d mechanism indicated 
at 335 and the rotatable handle at 336. The mirror 334 is 
moved in a direction perpendicular to its surface so that 

60 the path length of the rays indicated by arrows 329 is 
ch:-.nged by the movement of the mirror 334 (to the posi
tion indicated at 334', for example). After reflection from 
the m:rror 334, -the rays indicati.:d by arrows 329 arc 
partiaHy reflected from the semitransparent mirror 332 

G5 and combine with the transmitted portion of the rays indi
cated bv arrows 328 to form the beam of r:ivs indicated 
by the· arrows 331. The portion of the bcilm of rays 
indica~ed by arrows J29 which is transmitted though semi
tram;p:irent mirro• 332 aocs not enter into opcr~1tion of the 

iO aprH1r:itus and is not shown. It will be observed th:it the 
pathlcngth of the roys indicated by orrows 328 is 
<""Onstant while the pathlcngth of the rays indicated by ar
rows 329 is variable and the variation in this length is 
equal to twice the movement of mirror 33~. 

by detector 315 which departure will vary percentage- rn The rays indicated by arrows 331 arc directed to a 
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photosensitive detector ~37, whic6 is i11 curn connected 
to a fringe counter 338. 

As the mirror 334 is moved, ·the rays ir.ti.cated b> ar· 
rows 328 and 329 will alternately .interfere aa1d rein
force, thus producing alternntc it~creases and decreases in 5 
the amplitude of the iight striVir.g th~ photosensitive de
tector 'JJ7. These ~J-caJled fring~s produced by inter
ference may be -counted by the fringe -counter 338 respon· 
sive to the amplitude of the output of the photosensiti-.re 
detector 337. Each cvcli:; variation from ma>.imum to 
minimum :ind return, ~r ~n other words,~=-~~ fringe, .will lO 
represent a movement of the mirror 334 equal ·to one-half 
wavelength of the light from the oscillator 321. The fringe 
counter thereby indicates directly the movement '".~ mir-
ror 334 in terms of half wavele·1~ths of the ligm from lu 
oscillator 321. The wavelength of light from oscillator 
.~u will be known to a hiI?h degree of acc•1racy and the 
in.':cation .:>n :!':~fringe counter 338 may thus be convert-
ed i. · any desired units of measure. 

T; :e above interfcromertic apparatus utilizing a non- 20 
resonant light oscillator, ~·s previou~Iy described, is par
ticulaly advan·tageous in th:-~ it allows measurement of 
greater distances than apparatus utilized heretofore·. The 
max;;,1um distance which can ~e measured by such appara
tus, that is, the maximum measurble movement of mirror 2fi 
334, is limited by the fact that a light source has a finite 
width of spectral linCy or in more general terms a finite 
bandwidth. In other word$. the light from any sourc~. is 
composed of light of a number of frequencies. Thus, when 

32 .. 
charge excitation. This type of pulse opcr:it'ion does not, 
however, achieve 'the fttll advantages of pulse: operation. 
It is rather preferred that the light amplifier apparatus be 
maintained with the working medium ~ctivated so thnt 
under proper conditions sustained osciJlation could :.ic:: 
produced. By sustained oscillations it is meant that re-
generation could take place which would produce self· 
sustaining oscitlation even though fbr a very short length 
of .time. 

The activated working medium in such condition con- i 
tains a substantial amount of energy due to the presence t 
of atoms. ions, or molecul<.:s at a higher energy level which : 
are capable of a transition to n lower ener!!Y level upon ; 
stimulation by electro-magnetic radiation of the proper 
frequency. This. stored energy can be released in a short 
time interv~l .3nd is of a much greater magnitude than the 
relatively small amount of eni....rgy which would be added 
to the working medium by the source of exciting energy 
during an equa!Jy short time interval (as in normal, con
tinuous operation). 

Srveral mechanisms may be utilized to control resonant
light amplifier apparatus to achieve this type of pulse 
operation. 

One way of achieving the above type of pulse operation 
is by changing the effec~ive number of excess excited 
atoms by ::ne2-~ of the Zeeman or Stark effect. This may 
be accoIT'!'lished by producing a sudden change in the 
m:ignetic or electrical fields, respectively. 

Pulse operation can also be achieved by suddenly chang
in::; 'he resonant frequency of the working medium by the 
Zeeman or Stark effect (by changing the magnetic or elec
tric-a! field in the cavity, for instance). 

Pulsing may also be achieved by the use of a shutter 
mechanism, preferably an electronic arrangement, such 

the length of ·the path of ·the light is changed by a suffi- 30 
cient amount, portions o.f the light will begin to inter
fere where other portiol'ls reinforce, and vice versa; so 
that it even-tually becomes impossible to detect the in
terference fringes i::~·te to ov.erlap of interference rings and 
fringes from light of sligh~lr ·.!ifferent frequencies. 

Obviously, the more narrow the bandwidth of the light 
utilized, the greater the distance that can be measured be· 
fore this effect bec·-.. ~·~s troublesome and prevents further 
counting of 'fringes and ~easurement of distance thereby. 
Nonresonant light oscillators such as indicated at 321 40 
have a very narrow bandwidth on the order of 10 mega· 
cycles or less and, accordingly, provide a maximum meas
urable distance considerably i;reater than heretofore pos
sible. 

35 as a Kerr cell, to effectively attenuate the light in the ; 
closed. path of the resonant light amplifier so that the ! 
loss~ are great enough to p;·event self-sustained oscilla- ; 
tion for certain cori.ditions of the shutter. . · 
. It is noteworthy that the same effects outlined ~hove · 
for pulsing purposes may be used to rapidly alter the gain 
of a light amplifier used as an amplifier. In the non-linear 
region .. of operation, harmonics of .the modulation fre- . 
quency would be generated. 

As an example of the utility of increased accuracy of in· 
terferometric distance measurements, the possibility of 
ruling diffraction grating longer than the present 10-inch 
limit' can be cited. A lo.1ger grating can resolve more close-

Suitable apparatus for pulsing a light amplifier to pro-
4~ duce transient pulses by means of the Zeeman effect may 

•ly spaced soectr::i.l iines. 

· be provided by placing a resonant light amplifier between 
two "Helmholz: coils." A magnetic field C3n then be gen
erated through the resonant light amplifier which can be 
controlled so that it may be reduced to zero in a time of 

From the foregoing explanation, =~ will be under
stood that the apparatus shown in FIG. 13 provides inter
ferometric apparatus for ·the measurement of distance 
which is capable of measuring great .. ,. distances without 
sacrifice of accuracy than had been. pv:.:.:~ie with inter
ferometric apparatus using other sources of light. 

50 the order of 10-s seconds. Obviously, magnetic fields of 
rapidly changing magnitude might also be impressed 
through other means such as microwave waveguides or 
cavities. 

The effect of the magnetic field is to split certain energy 

Resonant liglzt amplifirr for generation of transient pulses 

55 levels into several sub-levels and thus reduce the number 
of atoms which may take part in a transition at a given 
frequency. For example, if the upper cn~rgy level with.I 
which one is concerned is split by a magnetic field (a~ 

For particular applications it may be desired to operate 
resonant light amplifier apparatus to generate tran::;ient 60 
pulses of light energy. Such pulses will generally have the 
characteristics of the output of the oreviously described 
resonant light oscillator, narr.ely n:inC'w frequency band
width, ne::ir planarity of wave shape, etc. In addition, the 
transient .pulses will have their energy concentrated in a G5 
very short time. This time period may be shorter tbn 
Jo-s seconds. The length of the pulse may, of coi:rse. be 
longer and is subject to control, as is the shape of thr; 
pulse to some extent, all as will later be cxplnincd. The 
intcnc;ity of the pulse will he considerably higher than 'in 
light intensity ohtaincd with comparable npparntus in 

· steady state operation. The light amplifiers of diher the 
resonant or nonrcsonant type cnn. of course. be operated 
in pulse fashion simply by pul!-ing the source of exciting 
energy such as the light excitation or the ekctrical dis- -;.; 

in the case of Na(6P~4S) }. for example. the number of 
atoms whose transitions may be induced by a given light 
~requency may be reduced below that necessary for a self-
sustaining oscillation. 

/.. triggering action is, therefore. produced when the 
previously split levels arc suddenly brought to the s::.me 
energy by reduction of the magnetic field. 

In the case of molecules, most molecules have a very 
small magnetic dipole mcment in the ground electronic 
state. (One c~ceptiol" i<; fNO] with a 2"' 1: 2 ground state 
and a promi$ing tran;;ition in the ultrn-violct.) Many ex
cited molecular states do have an electronic magnetic 
moment ~1rd the Zeeman effect would be l:trce. This is 
not the case, however, for the excited state of interest in 
!he iodine molecule previously discussed. In the case of 
polar molecules, there is :i large electric dipole moment, 
and in such cases the Stark effect can be U!:.cd to trig;cr 
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a transient pulse. This.is accomplishea by a. changing elec
tric field~ 
. The z:eman or Stark effect can be utilized for paxtuc
in¥ transient pulses in a differl!nt manner by utilizing the 
shift of resonant frequency of ~he working medium which 
is occasioned by changing t!tc ma:.;netic or electric field, 
as the case may bc:. As the field is increased, the resonant 
frequency changes. Thus, a field of only 100 gauss may 
be used to. detune the light amplifier to al!ow the excited 

~ state concentration to build ·up preparatory to the genera
tion of a pulse upon coilapse of the ma15m:iic (or electric) 
field. 

The detuning a_nd tunir.g principle of pulsing may also 
be instrumented by. changir:g the physical cha:-· .·teristics 
of the resonant light amplifier. r:or example, a metal sur
face may be deposited on a piezoelectric crystal to form 
a mirror reflector. If this is .utilized a's o:ie of the rcflec
' "rS in tlae r.;;~on-ant light amplifier and the mirrored sur
f~· .e. is such .that it can be clectricat;j controlled to dis
pl.:cc pcrpendicula:- to its surface, then the physical reso
nant frequency of the i:iht amplHier can be cha·nged. If 
the difference between rer. '.\i.1ant frequencies of the reso
nant light amplifier optical system· is of the same on • .:r 
as :he transition line, and if the resor.ance is tuned off one 
side .of the line, then a sudden shift in tuning to the line 
center will trigger a transient pulse. 

A further and particularly simple ::ind effective means 
of generating transient pulses in a resonant light :· .• npli-
fier is shown in FIG. 15. In FIG. 15 a resonant lit?hl am
plifier is shown comprisir:g an enclosure 401. the interior 
402 of which is filled with a suitable one of the working 
mediums previously ci.:scribed. In FIG. 15 the excitation 
means and reservoir are omitted for simplicity. Withi11 
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411 so that the light. rays indicated by the arrows 408 
enter the Kerr ce!! at an angle substantially equal to 
Brewster·s angle with both external. and internal faces of 
the prism 415: this minimizes reflection from the f:'\C:P.S 

5 of th:: prisms 415 and thus reduces the kls.c; of light due 
to the introduction of the Kerr cell in the system. 

Jt will be understood that since a nearly unattenuated 
closed path is provided for light of a particular polarity 
in Flu~ 15 and that light of a dirrcrent pol:trity ic; par-

10 tially reflected out of the closed path. energization of the 
Kerr cell to produce a shift of polarization of the light 
passing therethrough will cause substantial loss of light 
energy on the closed path due to reflection from the faces 
406 :ind 407 of the prisrns 403 and 405. for example. The 

J.; polarization can be changed by the Kerr cell in different 
manners· it cin be changed to circular polarizatfon, or it 

' can be shifted through a riew polarization angle at 90° 
to the origin:1l, or it can be otherwise changed. Any 
change in pol:i.rizatlon will introduce attenuation of the 

20 lir,ht rays, the maximum attenuation being obtained by 
a '~0° change in plane polarization angle. 

Accordingly; when the Kerr cell 411 is energized losse~ 
of energy from the resonant light :implifier will preven 
~scill:it:on from building up even though ::m excess popu-

?.5 Iation exists in a higher energy level from which self-sus
taining .stin~:·lated emission would occur due to transi
tions fr"'m a lower energy level if the conditions of energy 
conservation in the system were near optimum. Thus. if 
the Kerr cell under these conditions is suddenly decner-

30 :;:t.l!d . to reduce the energy Joss rate. the energy repre
ser.tcd by the higher population in the upper energy level 
will be rapidly dissipated by regenerative stimulated emis
sion, creating a pube of light energy in the resonant light 
<1!11plificr. 

As in the case Clf the apparatus of FlG. 5." an output 
the enclosure 4~·1 there is a prism 403 similar to that 
shown in FIG. S and ~~-::ribed with reference thereto. 35 
A window 404 is located. at the opposite end of the enclo
sure 401. Another similar reffocting prism 405 is provided. 
and in the app2· ·~tus of FIG. 15 is shown outside the 
enclosure of 401. it wm be under5tood that the reflecting 
prisms 403.and 4C3 can alternatively be either both within 

can be obtained from the light amplifier of FIG. 15. by 
rendering the face 407 of t!ic prism 405 partially reflec
tive. This can bt> done l;:,.· the application of a partially 
reflected coating, or may allernutivcly be accomplished 

40 by rO~"l.ting the prism 405 through- :m axis perpe:tdicular· 
to the paper so. that the rays indicated by arrows 408 do 
not strike exactly at Brewster's angle but at a slightly dif-· 
fcrent angle, thus resulting in partial reflection from the 
face 407 of the prism 405 and producing output rays indi
cated by arrows 409. 

the enclosure or both outside the enclosure. 
As explained in detail W!fh reference to FIG. S, the 

prisms 403 and 405 are ::tr~an~ed so that incident light 
rays indicated by arrows 408 strike their respective faces 
406 and 407 at or near Brewster's angle for the prism 
a.nd its environment. With this arrang::ment light of a. 
particular polarity is transmitted thro:.i,gh and internally 
reflected· within the prism while 1ight of other polarity is 
partially reflected externally fmm the respective faces 
40t; and 407. Thus. a low-lo~s closed path is provided only 
for a light of a particular polarity. 

The apparntus of FIG. 15 differs functionally from the 
apparntus of FTG. 5 in that :i Kerr cell 411 is placed in 
the closed light path so th2t a!l ~!rr!-:~ traversing the 
closed path passes through the Kerr cell ·H 1. 

The Kerr cell is electrically energized from a pulse 
ifgcnerator nnd timer 412. As will presently be seen. the 
f..Kerr cell controls tr ... puls-=s of light output and, accord

ingly. the. pulse generator and timer 412 will be designed 
to produce pulses of the proper duration and occ 1.1rring 
<it the desired time to prduce light pulsi::s of the charac
tcric;tic d::sircd in a p:irti::u!::i.r :tpplication. 

The co:istruction of Kerr cdls i~ well known and will 
not be e:<p!ainc<l in <lctail. Tt will suffice to 5ay that in 
one form tt:c Kerr cell comprist>s a number of conductive 
plates (preferably oriented at 45~ to the plane of the 
p:iper in FIG. 15) cnnr:ccted :is by lc::ids 413 to a source 
of clcctric:•l potential ~uch as the p•1bc gener;\tor and 
timer 412. The sp:iccs between the conductive pl;ttcs 414 
is occupied hy a didcdric (usually liquid) such th<tl elec
trification C>f the pl:-11cs .tl4 to produce an electric field 
i:i the dielectric c:ius:::s a change in polariz;1tion of a 
plane polarized w=tve p:l!'.sing through the Kerr ccil. as :1 
result c>f the well known Kerr cfkct. 

45 The apparatus shown in FIG. 15 and described above 
is particu;arly advantageous in that the Kerr cell is ca
pabie of actuation in time intervals as shown ::s 10-9 
seconds. 

Tt should be noted inlider.tally that the apparatus of 
50 FIG. 15 is suitable with a substitution of a prcper modu

lating circuit for the pulse generator 412 for use 35 a very 
efficient modulator for a 1csonant light amplifier used 
either as an oscilfator or an amplifier. Thus, the appara
tus of FIG. 15 slightly modified may be utilized as an 

55 alt:rnafr.:e form of oscillator in the transmitter of the 
communication system shown in FIG. 10. 

The apparatus of FIG. 15 producc.c; an out.put which 
in general has the same ch:iracteristi:::s of the output of a 
nonrcsar::mt light amplifier, as in FlG. 5, for exampie. 

60 In addition, however, the output is capable of being 
pulsed with very short pulse times in FIG. 15. Also in 
thi:- apparatus of FIG. 15 the ;xak pulse intensity is much 
higher than. the intensity obtainable from the non-pulsed 
nonresonant light amplifier such as shown in FIG. 5. This 

65 increase in power results from the fact th=tt substantial 
enagy is stored in the interior 402 of the light :tmplificr 
enclost:rc 401 when the working medium therein is m:1in
t:1ined at an ·..:xcitcu s1:1te. This energy is rele:isablc in :\ 
very short pulse by means of the Kerr cell 411 thus pro-

iO vie.Jing a very high pca.k power intensity. 

Non-reflecting mmresmrallf li1:lzt amplifiC'r 

Ptis:l1s 415 arc provh.h:d at the cntJs of 'he Kerr cell ;;; 

In the discussion hcreinnbove, pulsed light amplifiers 
were <lii>cussed wherein a closed light path was prov.idcd 
by means of reflectors and the :tmplificr opcr:itcd in be?-
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a transient pulse. This is accomplir.hed by a changing elec-
tric field. · 
• The Zeeman or Stark effect can be utmzed for proc .;c-
m~ transient rulscs in a differeut m~mner by utilizing the 
shift of resonant frequency of tl:e working medium which 5 
is occasioned by rhanging th.? inag·1etic or electric field, 
as the case may be. As the field is increased, the resonant 
frequency changes. Thus, a field of only 100 gauss may 
be used to detune the light amplifier to allow the excited 
state concentration to build ·up preparatory to the genera- 10 
tion of a pulse upon collc!pse of the magi.ca.;~ (or electric) 
field. 

The detuning and tunin& principle of pulsing may also 
be instrumented by changin~ the physical cha&. .·"!ristics 
of the resonant light amplifier. ,-,,r example, a metal sur- ""' 
face may be deposited on a piezoelectric crystal to form 
~ mirror reflector. If this is .utilized as ot?~ of the reflec-
t" ·c; in the: r~...,nant light amrlifier and the mirrored sur-
fa~ . is such .that it can be electrically controlled to dis
pla. ;e perpcndicula:- to its surface. then the physical reso- 20 
nant frequency of· the li::!tt amplifi~r can be changed. If 
the difference between res<" i:Jnt frequencies of the reso
nant light amplifier optical system is of the same ordt.A· 
as ~~e transition line, and if the reson<:.nce is tuned off one 
side of the line, then a sudden shift in tuning to the line ~~ 
center '\Viii trigger a transient pulse. 

A further and pnrtir.ularly simple and effective means 
of generating transient p1ilses in a resonant light a:· .• pli-
fier is shown in FIG. 15. ln FIG. 15 a resonant light am
plifier is shown comprisin& an enclosure 401. the interior 30 
402 of which is filled with a suitable one of the working 
mediums previously dc::.cribcd. In FlG. 15 the excitation 
means and reservoir are omitted for simplicity. Withir: 
the enclosure 4c· ~ there is a prism 40.3 similar to that 
shown in FIG. 5 and ,•:--::-:ibed with reference thereto. 35 
A window 4C4 is located at the opposite end of the enclo
sure 401. Another similar refl..:cting prism 405 is provided. 
and in the appar-:,:~s of FIG. 15 is shown outside the 
enclosure of 401. ~t wi~1 be understood that the reflecting 
prisms 403.and 40~ can aiternatively be either both within 40 
the enclosure or both outside· the enclosure. · 

·As explained in detail with reference to. FIG. 5, the 
p!'isms 403 and 405 are arr:;nged so that· incident light 
rays indicated by arrow'> 408· strike their respective· faces 

· 406 and 407 at or near Brewster's angle for the prism 
and its environment. With. this arrang::ment light of a 45 

particular polarity is fransmitted through and internally 
reflected within the p1ism while light of other polarity is 
partially reflected externally from the respective faces 
406 !lnd 407. Thus. a low-loss closed path is provided only 
for a light of a particular polarity. f>O 

The apparntus of FIG. 15 differs functionally from the 
appar:itus of FIG. 5 in that :.i Kerr cell 411 is placed· in 
the closed light path so th:?t a!l ::'.':~~ traversing the 
closed path passes through the Kerr cell ·HI. 

The Kerr cell is electrically energized from a pulse 55 

lfgenerator and timer 412. As will presently be seen. the 
J,Kerr cell controls the puls·::s of light output and, ac<.:ord

ingly. the. pulse generator and timer 411 \viii be designed 
to produce pulses of the proper duration and occtirring 
at the desired time to prnc!ucc light pulsec:; of the charnc- GO 
tcri<;tic d:sire<l in a p:mi~u!::ir ~1pplication. 

The co!'lstrnction of Kerr cells is .veil known and will 
not be exp!ainecl in detail. Tt will suffice to say that in 
one form tl':c Kerr cell comprises a number of conductive 
plates (preferably oriented at 45° to the plane of the G5 
p:q"lcr in FIG. I 5) connected as by leads 413 to a source 
of electrical potential 5Uch as the p!Ilsc gener:1tor anrl 
timer 412. The spaces between the conductive plates 414 
is occupied by a c.liclcdric (usually liqui<l) such that clec- iO 
trification of the plates 414 to produce a!1 electric field 
i:1 the c.liel..:ctric causes a change in polarization of a 
plane pol:1rize<l wave passing through the Kerr cell, as a 
result of the well known Kerr cfkct. 

Pris:i1s 415 arc provided :it the ends of the Kerr cell j;, 
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411 so that the tight rays indicated by the arrows 408 
enter the Kerr cell ~t an angle substantially equal to 
Brewster"s angle with both external and internal faces of 
the prism 415: this r.iinimizcs reflection from the fc.~e!: 
of the prisms 4JS and thus reduces the Juss of light <lue 
to the introduction of the Kerr cell in the system. 

Jt wilf be understood th:1t since a nearly unattenuated 
closed path is provided for light of a particular polarity 
in FIG. 15 and that l!ght of a different polarity is par
tially reflected out of the closed path. energization of the 
Kerr ceil to produce a shift of polarization of the light 
passing therethrough will c:mse substantial Joss of light 
energy on the closed path due to reflection from the foces 
406 and 407 of the prisms 403 and 405. for example. The 
polarization can be changed by the Kerr cell in diITerent 
manners: :1 .:a:i be changed to circuhlr polarizar!on, or it 
can be shifted through a new polarization angle at 9') 0 

to the origin:1I, or it can be otherwise changed. Any 
change in pol:trizatlon will introduce attenuation of the 
light rays, the maximum attenuation being obtained by 
a 9') 0 change in plane polarization angle. 

/,ccordingly, when the Kerr cell 411 is energized losses 
of energy from the resonant light :Amplifier will prevent 
e<;cillat:o., from building up even though an excess popu
l:1tion exists in a higher energy level from which self-sus
t:dning ~:.im1:'i.ted emission would occur due to transi
tions i'rC'rn a lower energy level if the conditions of ~nergy 
cGnscrvation in the system were near optimum. Thus. if 
the Kerr cell under these conditions is suddenly decner
g::.:d to reduce the energy loss rate. the energy repre
ser.ted by the ·higher population in the upper energy level 
w:U be rapidly dissipated by regenerative stimulated emis
sion, creating a pubc of light energy in the resonant light 
an•plifier. 

As in the case of the apparatus of FIG. s.· an output 
c::in be obtained from the light amplifier of FTG. 15 by 
n:ndering the face 407 of the prism 405 partially reflec
tive. This can be done t;:,· the application of a partially 
rcllected coating, o:- may altcrnatjvcly be accomplished 
!:>y rotating the prism 405 through :m axis perpendicular· 
to the paper so that the rays indicated by arrows 408 do 
not strike exactly at Brewster's angle but at ·a slightly dif
ferent an~lc, thus resulting in partial reflection from the 
face 407 of the prism 405 and pro<lucing output rays indi
cated by arrows 409. 

The apparatus shown in FIG. 15 and described above 
is particukrly advantageous in that the Kerr cell is ca
pabic of actuation in time intervals as shown ::s 1 Q-9 

seconds. 
rt should be noted incide:-.tally th:-it the app:m1tus of 

FIG. 15 is suitable with a substitution of a proper modu
lating circuit for the pulse generator 412 for use as a verv 
efficient modulator for a resonant light amplifier used 
either as an oscillator or an amplifier. Thus. the appar:i
tus of FIG. 15 slightly modified may be utilized as an 
alt:rnati·.-~ form of oscillator in the transmitter of the 
communication system shown in FIG. 10. 

The apparatus of FIG. 15 prodt1ccs an output which 
in general has the same characteristi::s of the output of a 
nonrcsor.:mt light amplifier, as in FtG. 5, for example. 
Tn addition. however, the output is capable of beiilg 
pulsed with very short pulse times in FIG. 15. Also in 
the apparatus of FIG. 15 the p::ik pulse intensity is much 
higher than the intensity obtainable from the non-pulsed 
nonresonant light amplifier such as shown in FIG. 5. This 
iricreasc in power results from the fact th:it substantial 
cncr~y is stored in the interior 402 of the light nmplificr 
enclosure 40 l when the working medium therein is main
t:iined at an t: <cited state. This energy is rclc:-isablc in a 
very short ptt lse by mc:ms of the Kerr cell 411 thus pro
\ iding a very high peak power intensity. 

Non-reflecting 11011rcsmw11t li~lit mnplificr 
In the discussion herein:ibovc. pulsed light amplifiers 

were discussed wherein a closed light pat:1 w:1s provided 
by means of reflectors and the =implifier operated in ba-
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stcally the same fashion except that c:hort time pulse op- mirror can comprise a ground .. flat .. on a small metal 
eration was crcat.:d, as hy mean!> of the Kerr cell in cylinder and can be placed in an evacuated enclosure and 
FIG. 15, for example. · provided with a c:•!bstantially frictionless suspension. If 

In the previously er.plained operatbn of light •. mpli- desired, magnetic suspension can be utilized. The mirror 
fier devices, the stimulated emission addeu coherently to :; may be brought to a high rotational velocity by ~ ro-
the inducing radiation. Exce~t for the refraction cff ects, tating magnetic fieJd. 
a wave-train traveling thr,.ui;;h a:-i activated light ampli- It will be understood that the particular shutter ar-
fier medium is ~:nearly ·amplified as Jong as the density rangement described with reference to FIG. 16 is a prc-
of excited atoms (or fo~s or molecules) remains substnn- ferred form which is capable of attaining a ver~, short-
tially unchanged and provided the transition is not "power 10 rise tim~ for the output pulse from the shutter. The op-
broadened." By mea!ls of operation outsiJc the above cration of the nonresonant non-reflecting light amplifier 
limit.~, different effect, are pn.iduced ~ :.;. non-linear am- of FIG. 16 is not limited to use with such extremely ·high 
plification), and apparatus utilizing these effects has ca- speed shutters. Thus, in many instances a slower and rel-
pabilities beyond those of the previously discussed light ativety simpler shutter such as a Kerr cell mar be used 
amplifier devices. 15 to provide a light pulse tc the non-reflecting amplifier 

Apparatus for prc>ducing 1:,;;1t pulses by the utilizatit•.. tube. Furthermore, although a resonant light amplifier 
of light amplification in a hght amplifie.r with non-re- provide; 3 •lesira·ble type of light source for pul~ing the 
fleeting walls is shown in FIG. 16. A pulsed resonant non-linear light amplifier tube, any other light souri:e of 
light a~;iUfier is indicated schematically at 421. This am· appropriate frequency could be utilized if controlled to 

lifier may be constructed in accor.~ance with previously 20 give appropriate short duration light pulses. 
• lescribed principles, for example, in accordance with TI1e light on the shutter 425 is directed as by means 
FIG. 15 and the des~~iption thr.~reof. ..C a lens 429 into a non-refiecti:lg light amplifier tube 

The pulsed resonant Jir.?£c amplifier 421 is controlled 431. The amplilier tube 431 comprises a closure 432 hav-
by a pulse generator and timing circuit 47.2 as previo ..lsly ing an input window 433 and an output window 434. T e 
f"':"'.plained in connection with FIG. 15. 2;; interior 435 of the non-reflecting light amplifier tube is 

The output from the pulsed resonant light amplifier filled with a suitable working medium. When utilized in 
421 i$ in the form cf !ight pulses indicated by arrows 423. conjucctic- with a pulsed resonant light amplifier 421. 

These light pulses are directed as desired such as by the W"rking medium of the non:..reflecting light amplifier 
the lens ·424. tube 431 will generally be the same as that of the pulsed 

In order to take maximum advantage· of the amplifi- 30 resonant light amplifier 421. In any case,. the working 
cation effect in a non-reflecting, nonresonant light am- .inedium of the amplifier tube 431 will be such that it is · 
plifier according to the present invention, it may be de· stimulated -by the exciting light introduced through the : 
sired to provide the non-reflecting amplifier with a light input window 433. 1 

pulse having as short a rise time as possible. Otherw:~e. ·The output from the non-reflecting light amplifier tube ! 
some of the c.i~rgy stored in the non-reflecting amplifier 3;; 431 is projected out through the output window 434. i 
will be expe!1oc:d in ~mplification of the low intensity The nonresonant non-reflecting light amplifier appara- i 
leading portion of the input pulse. . t11s of FIG. 16 operates as follows. . ! 

Accordingly, a very high speed shutter arrangement The operation of the lo'Ulsed resonant light amplifier: 
is illustrated in '9G. 16 for obtaining a pulse output hav- · 421 and of thi;: shutter 425 have. previously been ex- · 
ing a very shon ns~ time. Whereas the rise time of the 40. plained. it should be noted· that the shutter 425 should, 
pulsed resonant 1ight c:miplifier 421 · may be ··on the . order · be synchronized with the pulse of the pulsed. resonant · 
of l<rS seconds; the shutter 425 may be constructed ·to light amplifier 421 so that the open condition of the.shut-: 
have an output having a rll\C time on the order of. I o-u · ter 425 occurs as nearly as. possible to the maximum in- : 
seconds. . . . tensity of the light pulse from the pulsed re5onant light · 

A shutter 425' comprises a: .mirror 426 which is very 45 amplifier 421. This function is.accomplished by the pulse; 
rapidly rotated about an a.xis indicated at 427. An opaque ·generator and ·timing circuits 422. 
member 428 is provided having a narrow slit 430. For Light pulses from the shutter. 425 pass . through the : 
the position of the mirror 426 shown in FIG. 16, the rays lens 42~ where they arc collimated. The collimated light 
423 from the pulsed resonant light amplifier 421 are fo- pulse passes into the non-reflecting light amplifiet tube 
cused on the slit 430 and accordingly pass through the 50 431 through the input window 433. In FIG. 16 the cxcita-
onaque member 428. As the mirror 426 is rotated, the tion means for the non-reflecting light amplifier tube 431 
rays from the amplifier 421 are swept across the opaque is omitted for simplicity. It will be understood that the 
member 428 and periodically, for a very short time in- working medium in the interior 435 of the amplifier tube 
terval; pass through the slit 430. 431 will be excited so that there is an excess population 

The width of the slit 430 is ~::-P.forably that of the 55 of atoms, ions, or molecules in an upper one of two 
width of the Fraunhofer pattern for the light beam at energy levels separated by the frequency of the stimulat· 
that particular point. The width of the Fraunhofer pat- ing Hg;1t from the pulsed resonant ligqt amplifier 421. 
tern will be greater as the distance of the opaque mem- T~e activation energy for the working medium in the l 
ber 428 from the •• 1irror 426 is increased. This distance light amplifier tube 431 may be provided by light energy 
may be set at any convenient value and, if desired, the 60 introduced through the wall 432, ·by an internal discharge. 
path of the' light rays 423 may be folded by th~ use of or by any other means such as those described hercin-
mirrors or the like in c.-der to make the shutter appara- before. 
tus of manageable size. For example, if the opaque mem- It will be noted that reflection means are not included 
ber 428 is placed 10 meters away, the wjdth of the ,.~·ithfo the light amplifier tui:ie 431 as they were in prcvi-
Fraunhofer pattern will be approximately Vio of 1 mil- 65 ous light amplifiers explained hereinabovc. Accordingly, 

light photons emitted within the light amplifier tube 431 
limeter. The cutting of a slit of this width in the .op:\que are not normally reflected to retraversc the interior 435 
material 428 presents no difficulties. or the light amplifier tube 431. Usually a phot~n emitted 

The mirror 426 is preferably rotated at a very h;;:;h will thus traverse less than the length of tlie light ampli-
speed to obtain a pulse having a very short rii;e time from il'l fier tube b~,~orc being transmitted to the exterior or ab-
thc shutter 425. If the velocity can be raised to 1 o0 ra- sorbcd. 
dians per second, :\ pulse of approximately 10-11 sec- Accordingly.·there is little ()pportunity for regenerative 
onds can be obtained. Known techniques fo; obtaininr ::iction within the light amplifier tube, and a considerable 
high rotational velocity can be utilized in· the construe· excess population of atoms (or ioni: or molecules) in 
tion of the rapidly rotating mirror 426. For example. the i5 the upper two energy levels can be achieved and main-
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rained .without spontaneous n.·~encra:h : oscillation in 
the light amplmer tube. 

When this condition exists i:t the light amplifier tune 
431, it is conditioned to net as an amplifier. Su.·h a non
rcflecting nonresonant light amrlifier is capabll! of ampli- 5 
fying light with a frequency bandwic!th smaller than the 
corresponding trar.~ition bandwidth of the atoms, ions, 
or molecules of the working medium, but larger than the 
resonance response band\Vidth of a resonant light ampli-

~ fier. Also, wave-trains with non-planar wave fronts may 10 
be coherently amplified •. For example, a diverging spheri-
cal wave may be· amplified without changing its shape. 
Such a. wave would not be accepted by a resonant light 
amplifier with planar specular reflectors. Of course, a 
resonant light amplifier may I.Jc cc'1structcd with r • ~ctors , ~ 
of other than plane shape fo. amplifying non-planar 
waves. However, the more flexible non-reflecting non-
• :•c;onant amplifier is preferred for this purpose. 

. · lthough the light amplifier tube ~31 would operate 
ns • substantially linear amplifier for low intensity light 20 
inp"1t<>, it is of more _interest to consider the operation of 
the apparatus for relativdy hi~h intensity input pulses. 
By relatively high intensit~. it is meant thnt the pulsr' 
intensity is sufficient to substantially depopulate the h:ghcr 
energy level at a given point before the entire pulse wave- 25 
train passes this point in the light amplifier tube. Under 
such conditions it will be apparent that while the first 
portion of the input wave-train of light will be ar.i.,li
fied to a substantial exte:.:, the trailing portion of the 
wave-train will not be amplified or will be only slightly 30 
amplified. 

As the pulse passes through the light amplifier tube 
431, this effect will be highly cumulative for as the in
tensity of the Ie::iding portion of the wave-train is built 
up it will tend tC". : ,10re completely and more rapidly de- 35 
populate the upper energy Jevel in the volume through 
which it passes so that there will be '· ectivcly an ex
ponential growth of the intensity of the leading portion 
of the pulse tog1.:: . ...:.: with a generall corresponding 
shortening of the pulse ci~·c to the lack of· plification of ·1.0 
the trailing portion of the pulse· ·wave-train. 

From the foregoing explanation, it wilt e seen that 
the ~on-reflecting ~ight amp;rnc~ tube. 431 broduces a 
great intensificatio!'A of· the input pulse, together with a 
considerable shortening 1Jf the pulse length. The shorten- 4:, 
ing of the pulse 'length which can' be obtained is limited by 
the fact that the Fourier uansform of a short pulse con
tains frequency components far removed fron? the nomi-
nal frequency. Thus, as the pulse becomes shorter and 
shorter, the energy in the pulse will cease to be concen- 50 
trated at the nominal frequency; as a • ~suit the efficiency 
of the process will deteriorate, thus limiting the shortening 
of the pulse which can be obtained. Due to this effect 
and for other reasons, it is unlikely ~hat a pulse length 
shorter than several hundred cycles of \.;1,;; 1;ght frequency 55 
can be obtained, no matter how long the non-reflecting 

•amplifier tube is made. 
Ir· It should be noted that the operation of the non-re

flecting light amplifier tube comes somewhat more com
plex when the transition becomes "power broade~ed." 00 
These different effects are of consequence when the time 
required for the wave-train length to pass a given point 
is less than the phase rela·xation time The various effects 
produced under this condition will not be discussed in 
cietail. It will suffice to say that under these conditions 05 
the pulse passing through the non-linear light amplifier 
tube will continue to grow shorter and denser. One minor 
effect is that the peaking action on the input wave form 
will be somewh<1t delayed so that the peak will be formed 70 
somewhat behind the leading edge of the input pulse 
wave-train. 

Short light pulses such as those obt::iincd from the 
pulsed resonant light amplifier nnd even shorter pulses 
obtainable from the non-reflecting light amplifier tube 7,; 

38 
arc useful for various purposes and in various systems, 
some of which will later be explained in some detail. 

The apparatus of HG. 16 by itself would be useful 
in the field of high speed photography. The length of 
pulse obtainable with apparatus as shown in FIG. ;~ 
may be as short as the order of 10-12 seconds. The ability 
of a pulse of this short length to "stop" action can be 
appreciated by the fact than an object traveling at the 
speed of light would be stopped within one millimeter by 
such a short pulse of light. 

Although the total amount of light energy may be 
somewhat smaller than r.onvcntional photographic light 
sources, this would not be a serious limitation, and par
ticularly so in the field of microphotography, for ex
ample, where only a small area need be illuminated. The 
fact that the output from the non-linear light :.impJificr 
has very 11early plane waves makes it possible: to focus 
the output to as small an area, as would be desired for 
microphotographic purposes. · 

Light energy machining apparatus 

A system is shown in FIG. 17 including light powered 
machining apparatus together with control means for high
ly accurate control of the machining apparatus. The light 
rQwered machining apparatus will desirably include either 
a pulsed resonant ·light amplifil!r or a nonrcsonant pulsed 
light nmplifle. as discussed above (or both). 

The c~1aracteristic of the output from resonant light 
ampl'.fiers as previously described, namely that the light 
energy output constitutes nearly planar waves, makes it 
possible to focus the ot:~put in a very small spot, as previ
ously explained. The area of the focusing spot may ap
pruach one square wave length under ideal conditions. 
The heating effect of such an intensely focused beam of 
energy is such that ordinary materials and even highly 
heat-resistant m:tterials will be virtually instantaneously 
vapcrized and/or disassociated when placed at. the focus 
of the beam. Thus, a highly efficient and heretofore un
equaJled cutting ~nd machining instrument may be pro
vided by the use of focused light from a resonant light 
amplifier. The operability of the machining apparatus does 
not depend upon the ability to focus the beam to a spot 
approaching only one square wave length in area;· The 
apparatu!: will be highly effective even though the focal 
spot is much larger. 

The heating power for the machining apparatus of FIG. 
17 is provi"icd by a pulsed light amplifier 441. The out
put r ~am from the pulsed light amplifier 441 is indicated 
by arrows 443 which are directed by a mirror 442 to a 
converging lens 444. The means for directing and con
V':!rging the beam, arc of course, merely illustrative and 
other means such as a parabolic mirror could altern:1tively 
be utilized. 

The beam indicated by arrows 443 is controllably di
rected by a rotatable mirror 445. The mirror 445 is piv
oted to rotate about an axis perpendicular to the plane 
of the paper indicated at 446 and is also pivoted to rotate 
about the axis of a shaft 447. The shaft 447 is rotated 
by a motor 448. The mirror 445 is also motiv~ted to 
oscillate about the axis 446 bv suitable motive means 
which have been omitted for si~plicity in the schem:itic 
·diagram of FIG. 17. A workpiece is placed in the path 
of the beam indicated by arrows 443. the workpiece 
behg illustrated as a flat plate 449 in FIG. 17, althoul?h 
the nature of the workpiece upon which the machining -is 
to be performed is obviously not limited to such flat 
mat~.:-~:it. 

The workpiece 449 is located so that the focal point 451 
of the beam 4~3 stri:~~s the workpiece. Accordingly, the 
workpiece 449 will be etched or c~t through due to cv:ipo
r:ttion of the materinl by the beam 443. A cut in the work
piece 449 i.,; indicated at 452. The portion of the work
piece 449 which is cut or etched will be controlled by the 
control circuit 453 which controls the pulsing of the light 
amplifier 441. The pulsed light amplifier 441 may be con-
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trolled sensing system, ~nd a suitable control circuit, the 
motion of a moving ob)"ect, such as a ·machine tool, may 
be controlled. 

Alternatively, the position or C\rientation of an appara-

trolled to .Produce single puls:s under cc-~trol of the con
trol circuit 453, but it will senera!ly be more efficient to 
produce a series of pulses in ord~r to remove material 
from the d:::sired area of the workpiece a~ a high rate :>f 
spe<'d. 

It should be noted that a continuously operating 
resonant light amntifier coul~ :,e 1•:;ed in place of the 
pulsed Jight""amplifitl 441 but the latter is preferred from 

5 tus with respect to the movjng object may be controll~d. 

the point of view of effici~ncy and effectiveness. 

Thus, any type of tool, such as the pulsed light tool ilh.1s
tratcd in FIG. 17, for example, could be positioned in 
correspondence with the motion of the workpiece, or a 

·moving template or :my other moving object. 

10 It is de.-..r tl:at the light beam from a resonant light 
amplifier provides a highly accurate and flexible probe 
for sensing the positions of a great variety of objects ano 
thereby provides the means for a correspondingly accurate ! 

To control the cutting operation performed with ~he 
energy supplied by the pulsed Jight amplifier 441, it is 
desirable to utilize a coracrol system alsc :1 • .:orporating a 
resonant light oscillator. Th~ use of a resonant light 
oscillator in the control sy::tem for the machining opera
tion provides a light probe for scannins a templa• · which 15 
has a resolution comparable to ~i· e resolution ot the cut
ting beam itc;eJf. It is possible, however, to utilize any 
..,ther suitable control system for the cutting apparatus 
p. ·viousl}' oe~::ribed. . 

automatic control of apparatus. '. 
Another illustration of the !lsc of a pulsed light am-

plifier for a machining operation is shown in FIG. 18. A : 
pulsed lig!~t a'Tlplifier 471 is shown schcmatica?ty hav- : 
ing an output beam 472 whi.:h is focused by a convcrg.- · 
ing lens 473. The beam 472 is focused at a point 474 on · 

·~ ;1e control system of FIG. 17 comti:ises a light oscil
late.:- 454, the out1~ut beam of which is indicated by arrows 
456. It is not neces;:ary :-.::>r oscillator 454 to be pulsed. 
but it could be so open~!ed if r.c:sired. The beam is directed 

20 the surface of a rotating workpiece 475. 
In order to dispose of the debris from the cvapora

tior process, a ·gas blast is provided from a nozzle 476. · 
The. light source and associated equipment is protected · 
by a transparent shield comprising a transparent plate ! by means of a partially rettecting mirror 455 so that .. 

pori.i.:>n 457 of the ·beam 456 passes through a converging 
lens 458. The beam 457 is controllably directed by means 
of a rotating mirror 459 pivotally mounted a·bout an 
axis 461 and on a rotatable shaft 462, which is rotated 

25 478 rotated about the axis of a shaft 479 by a motor 481 •. 
The transparent plate 478 is itself protected by a . 

Hqui<l st•~am -irovided from a conduit 482. The liquid is : 
prefer.tb1y transparent and may, for example, be water. 1 

The liquid flow onto the rotating plate 478 will spread by a motor 463, all in a foshion similar to that previ.:-:.:sly 
described with respect to "the apparatus for controlling 
the cutting beam. 

The motor 463 for controlling the light probe of the 
control system is synchronized with a motor 448 con
trolling the cutting beam 443, although the motors need 
not necessarily bl' ·lrranged to run· at the same speed as it 
may be desired to have e1:- -:::ale of the ·pattern cut on the 
workpiece 449 either larger or small.::r than the control 
pat_tem. The movements of mirrors 445 and· 459 about 
axes 446 and 46l .a·e also synchronized·. The beam .457 

30 out in a thin film due to centrifugal force, and being 
t~r:;~parent. will not interfere with the transmission of 
the light beam through the transparent plate 478 and onto 
tht· workpiece 475. 

FIG. 18 illustrates one of the possible variations in 
35 the- use of the pulse light amplifier as a cutting or ma

chining device. In addition, techniques utilized in machin
ing operations in general are applicable to the above
clescribed appar.itus utilizing light energy ~or cutting and . 
machining. . . · . 

.is dfr¢cted. ori a refleci!ng ~emplate· 464; the focal ·point. 40 
465 of the beam faillng approximately on the surface of 
the template. The template 464 may comprise a dark .line 
drawn on a reflecting surface 'Jr vice versa. 

Light is reflected from th~ template 464 back to the 
mirror 459 and throug'lt the lens . 458 and through the 4;; 
partially refiecting and partially transparent mirror 4·55 to 
a converging lens 466 where it is directed on the sensitive 
surface of a photodetector 467. 

As the mirror 45~ is rot:ited by the motor 463 and 
oscillated about the nivot 461_ it will ~can the reffoctinl! ~O 
tem-;>late 46-4~ Whe~~ve~ a ~-;;rk o~ the t~mplate -4G4 is 
traversed by the focal point 465, a sharp change in the in
tensity of the reflected light to the photodetector 467 will 
be produced. The output of the photodetector 467 is sup
plied to the control circuit 453. Th.: ·-=~.,+!'ol circuit 453 55 
is arranged to operate the pulsed light amplifier in re
sponse to a decrease in reflected light intensity caused by 
the passage of the focal point 465 over a dark line on 
the template 464. Ah..:rr.atively, the control circuit could 
be arranged to detect changes in light i:ltensity or to re- 60 
spend to increased lig~· ~r.!~nsity or to respond ir: any 
other desired manner to the characteristics of a template. 

From the foregoing explanation, it will be seen that 
machining apparatus of a novel tyj,.e having capabilities 
beyond those of previously known apparatus is provided G5 
by the above-described apparatus. It will be obvious 
that the principles explained by the simple example ·of 
FIG. 17 may be extended to machining operations in 
three dimensions. 

The control system of FIG. 17 could obviously also be ;o 
modified to incorporate servo control or "feedbnck" con
trol to cause the sensing light beam to follow a line or 
edge of the template. By such an automatic feedback 
control, the beam could also be kept fixed on a reflecting 
point on a moving object. By means of such a servo con- i~ 

Apparatus simi13r to that shown in FIG. 18 m:iy be . 
!n part enclosed· in a vacuum-tight envelope !or the pur
pose of evaporating material to be condensed on another 
object; that object could be a mirror,. for example. 

Light oscil/c1ti11g heating apparatus 

In FIGURE I 1, heating ·apparatus is shown utilizing· 
a resonant light oscillator 261 having ·a suitable power 
sour;e 262. As previously explained, the output of such 
an oscillator produces a beam of very nearly plane light· 
'""'.,a... +i... .... :.. fi..a!• ..., __ .,._ .. _____ -- ...i: •• _.,. _____ :~ ----""...1 
•<.U..'1''-~J 1.•1c.a.1. .l.;Jt "''""'& '-VJlY\..IC,""''''-'- VI UIY'-''l:,;\;ll\oo"'"' A.-> '-rA\.\..'-U-

Jngly small. . 
As a consequence of this characteristic of the output 

of resonant light ~scillator, the beam is capable of being 
focused to a very fine point. In FIGURE 11 the output 
beam 263 is focused by means of mirror 264 on a target 
266. Apparatus may be provided for maintain"ing a target 
in the .focal spot, particularly in the e\'cnt that the target, 
is a liquid or gas. . ' 

light energy in or near the visible spectrum has been 
utilized to produce high temperatures in previously known 
apparatus. For example, light from the sun has been 
used in conjunction with focusing mirrors to produce a 
high. temperature heat source for research purposes. Al
thrJJgh a large quantity of heat can be produced in this 
manner, the area within wl:ich it may be focused remains 
relatively large due to the large angle subtended by the 
sum. 

Another approach to produce a high temper:.ture by 
focusing light encrrv involves the use of a ne::J.r-point· 
source of energy such as an electrical arc between carbon 
electrodes, for example. Such an approach is also lim
ited by th~ fact that the so-called point source of energy 
is of fihite extent :md generally must he increased in size 
:is greater power outputs arc produced. It can he shown 
from the second law of thermodynamics th;it an object 
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heated by incoherent radiation c~n·"'Ot become hotter than 
the source of the radiation . 

The resonant light oscil!a!or J:lroduces a coherent beam 
which is divergent onll' by an amuunt on the .Jrdcr or 
one .(t) part in 105; and tht:s is capable oi being focused 5 
within an extremely small volume. Such a beam could be 
focused at f'carby dist:.nt.es ~n a spot having an area 
on the order of one ( J). wavelength squared. At greater 
distances the smallness of the focused spot is limited 

. 42 
The output from the light oscillator 501 is concentrated 

by a lens 502. Obviously a mirror may be used rather 
than the lens S~.:? for the concentration of the light beam 
if desired. 

An enclosure 504 is provided within which :h~ light 
beam is concentrated. A window 505 is provided in the 
enclosure for entrance of the ligh: beam. A protective 
shield is provided for the window SOS comprising a rotat·· 
able transparent member 506 which is mounted on a shaft 

l to the size of the Fraunhofcr diffraction patkrn. The 
r energy intensity obtainable with moderate amounts of 

power by such apJ.taratus is great!;. ;u excess of any pre· 
viously obtained radiation intensity. Such apparatus has 
obvious application !:>oth for research and in practical 
applications. 

10 Su7 and rotated thereupon by motive means not shown. 
The shield 506 is provided with a protective film of 

non.volatile liquid from a conduit 508. The film of liquid 
prevents damage to the shield 506 which would degrade 
it:; trnnsmissivity and at the same time the film of liquid 

15 is transparent to the light beam. 
In some applications tr·:: type of heating by foc;..,,.,1g 

the light oscillator beam into a small intense spot has 
unique advantages. For example, it is often desirable to 
pr~ui:c chemical reactions whkh must be produced at 
high temperatures; in such case:; i! is sometimes desirable 
that after being heated to a high temperature, that the 
material being proc ·:ssed thereafter be rapidly lowered ;n 
temperature. An exal""r.;e of such a reaction is the reac
tion between nitrogen and hydrogen, N2+3H2-;. 2.NH3• 

This reaction can be promote~ at a high temperature, z;; 
but if the reaction product is allowed to cool slow!~· it 
will disassociate and revert to the original components 
thus achieving its low temperature equilibrium condition. 
Utilizing the apparatus of FIGURE 11 however, it is pos
sible to move the reactants in and out of the 'Volume ~O 
wherein the heating ic: concentrated very rapidly thus rais-

. The interior of the enclosure 504 is substantially 
eva1.:uateJ by a vacuum pump 509. Accordingly the 
energy of the light beam can be concentrated and dis· 
sipated almost entirely in the liquid target rather than be-

20 ing partially dissipated by an atmosphere within the en
closure 504. The ta:get for the production of X-rays by 
excitation by the light beam 503 may i:omprise gallium, 
mercury or any other suitable X·ray emitting mat~rial. 

ing the reactants to high temperature and cooling it rap
idly and thereby causing it to remain in its high tempcrn
ture equilibrium state producing_ the desired comp:>Und. 

Obviousi/ the apparatus of FIGURE 11 may also be .,., 
utilized to produce ~hr disassociation of materials through 
the creation of very high temperatures. 

Certain high temperature reactions which may be in
duced by us,. ·.J~ the heating apparatus of FIGURE 11 are 
exothermic, ~i1at :s, they result in the production of heat 40 
energy. Thus in some instances the heating apparatus of 
FIGURE 11 may be utilized for the production of energy 
in the form of heat as well as for creatin-g useful prod_. 
ucts of chemical reactions. An example of an exothermic 
reaction taking place at high temperature is the .combi
nation of alumim . .!m and oxygen to produce Al20 3• A 4;; 
useful product of this reaction is synthetic sapphires. 

An alternative form of apparatus for concentratingJight 
energy for the purpose of heating or for other useful 
purposes is shown in FIGURE 19. The apparatus shown 
in FIG. 19 is particularly adapted to the concentration 50 
of light energy on a liquid target material and is shown 
fo somewhat more detail than the schematic showing 
of heating apparatus in FIGURE 11. The apparatus of 
FIGURE 19 will be explaine.: ='!$ it is utilized for the 
production of X-rays by subjection of a liquid material ;:;5 
to high temperature and high light intensity. It will be 

lnderstood however that this apparatus is also susceptible 
of use for prorr ")ting reactions to obtain usefol products 
or to obtain heat ener-gy. 

The apparatus of FIGURE 19 comprises a 1ight oscil· GO 
lator 501 having an output beam '.>f light indicated b:· 
arrows 503. The oscillator 501 may be of a resonant 
type, thus having an output wLich is comprised of nearly 
planar waves which can be focused into an exceedingly 
small volume and accordingly provide a high intensity. In G5 
some instances it may be preferred to use a pul:::=d reso· 
nant light oscillator for the oscillator 501. This allows a 
still higher energy intensity to be obtained by reason of 
the concentration oi energy in short pulses, as was ex· iO 
plained in the explanation of the pulsed light amplifiers 
and oscillators. A still higher intensity rn::iy be obtained 

In FIGURE 19 the liquid is illustratively represent· i as 
mercury. 

A quantity of mercury 511 is pumped through a con
ciuit !'1" by a pump 515 where it is cast upon a rotating 
di::.~ 512. The disk 512 is rotated on a shaft 513 by means 
of a motor 514. The mercury is spread into· a thin sheet 
by the centripetal force due to the rotation of the disk 
512. The mercury is projected from the edge of the disk 
still in a sheet 517 so that the focal point 518 of the 
light beam 503 strikes substantially on the projected sheet 
of mercury 517. 

X·rays indicated by arrows 519 are produced by ex
citation of electrons from the lowest levels of the atoms 
or ions of. the target ~ubstance (Hg in FIG. 19) either 
directly by the photons of light or by creation of high 
ternperaturf:s with resulting particle collisions. 

The X-rays may be. produced within a very small 
volume yielding a near point source. The more nearly 
the source approaches a point source the higher the resolu
tion which is possible in X-ray photography and other 
ap.i;:ications of the X·rays produced. 

The arrangement. shown in FIGURE 19 provides a 
liquid target at the focal point of the light beam which 
is net supported by physical structure. The pror.!em of 
damage of physical structure by close proximity of the 
focal of the light beam is thereby further reduced. Further-
more, the mercury surface presented at the focal point 
of the light beam is rapidly moving and continuously re
freshed so that mercury particles which have been ex_. 
cited by the light beam with resulting vaporization, dis
association or impartation of high velocity are replaced 
by a new mercury surface which provides a suitable 
tare"!t for the concentrated light beam. 

As previously explained the apparatus of FIGURE 19 
may readily be adapted .for processes other than the pro
duction of X-rays. For ex::imple other types of radiation 
may be produced or other types of reactions may be 
promoted as previously explained in connection with FIG· 
URE 11. 

Although the apparatus of FIGURE 19 is shown and 
described as particularly adapted to excitation of a liquid 
target material, it is obvious that a gaseous target ma
terial could be utilized by simply replacing the means for 
projecting a liquid sheet by a suitable means for projecting 
a gaseous stream, such as a nozzle, or by filling the whole 
of ch::in:.'.)er S<;~ with a suitable gas (e.g., xenon). It 
should also be noted that the target material need not 
be a single clement or substance by may comprise a 
comt:..ination of clements or substances '1.vhich arc to take 
part in a reaction promoted by the exciting light beam. by using :i. pulsed nonrcsonant amplifier in conjunction 

with a pulsed resonant oscillator as explained in the dis· 
cussion of FIGURE 16. 

From the foregoing it will be seen th:it the appar:itus 
i;i of FIGURE 11 and of FIGURE J9 and apparatus uti-
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lizin~ simil.ar. principles is particularly ac'n~·~ed for the 
creation of high temperatures gencratly in a very small 
volume in order to promote reactions of various types 
to produce particufar reaction products, '" produce 
energy f'rom the brget material, or to convert the Jight 5 
energy into X-ray radiation or other higher frequency 
forms of radiation. · 

From the preceding oetailed description of applicant's 
invention with.. its various features, it will be seen that 
light amplifier apparatus and systems incorporating such 10 
npparatus a.re provided which are useful for widely di· 
versified purposes which provide advantages m the fields 
of communication, distance measurement, time measure
ment, and production of high· temperatures, to name a 
few~ which have heretofore not been· oossible to ach~ ·:e. 15 
In addition to the variations and m • lifications to appli· 
ca...,t's disclosed apparatus which have been suggested, 
ma1:/ other variations and modifications will b~ apparent 
to tho."' skilled in the art and, accordingly. the scope of 
appli~ t's invention is not to be construe<i to be limited 20 
to the r.-articular embodiments shown or suggested but is 
rather to be limited solely by ~he appended claims. 

What is -claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for generating radiation of higher frc-

quency than that of linht, comprising a light generator 'for 
generating nearly planar. ti~ht waves, for focusing said light 
waves into a small volume:, means for maintaining a liquid 
substance in the pnth of said light waves comprising a 
quantity of liquid, means for continuously supplying a 
volume of said liquid not directly supported by a solid 
structure to said small volume thereby causing an exci:a
tion of the innermost electrons of the atoms of said sub
stance and converting a substantial amount of the light 
energy to higher frequency radiation. 

"2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein the means 
for supplying a volume of liquid compric;es a disk, means 
for rotating said disk and means for flowing said liquid 
on said disk to be thrown from said disk by centrifugal 
force in a substa:ntially contim1ous sheet. . ' 

.;. Apparatus as claimed in claim 2 further including a, 
gas-tight housi11s sr~rrounding said means for supplying al 
volume of liquid and means for substantially evacuating; 
said housing. 

No references cited. 

JEWEL ...... H. PEDERSEN, Primary Examiner. 

R. L. WIBERT, Assistant Examiner. 
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2 
:ind 20 is desirable to secure significant coherent gamma 
ray emission with dimensions whi~h m$.l)' bes h:ii'ldlcd from 
the !\tan<lpoint of prnctici11ity anc economy. Specific exam·. 
ples are rods 4 millimeters in diameter and 50 miHinieters 

5 long, :ind 1 millim~ter in diameter. and 20 millimet,:rs 
long. ~f o secure a coherent or superradiaN beam of gani· 
ma rays by stimulated emission from excited ~uclei it is 
necessary that the frequency of the emitted gamma rays 
be monochromatic so th~t ·:hey fall within lhe rci.onancr 

10 width of the excited nuclei and thi:; occurs in g:lmma 
emitting radioisotopes of the class known as Mossbaucr- . 
effect r:ini<:ii~{\tc,r.ies, or simply Mossbauer r:idjois.otopes of 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE whichexampksareCo--57 (Fc-57),Sm-119 {Sm-H9m), 
An emitter for coherent gamma rays comprising ari Os-19 t {lr-191). Ta-182 (W-182). Tm-171 (Yb-171). 

elongated rod of a length-to-diameter ratio in excess of 1:; Co--60 (Co-60m), Kr-85 (Kr-85m), and m~ny other!~· 
ft..-~ and preferably between ten and twenty, containing. the daug~ter resonant absorption nucfous being given in 
ing a radioactive-isotope of the Mossbauer type. The rod parenthesis. 
is cooled below the temperature above which the Moss- For the Mo:\sbauer rndioisotopc tc experience stimu-
bauer effect therein is: substantially suwrcssed to ~cure lated emission of gamma rays it should be cooied below 
a stimulated emission of gamma rays within the rod :!O the temperature above. which the J\.fossbituer effect is; sub-
and progressive rultiplication of gamma rays along t:-ie stantially suppressed, ;;·hich, tempcrawrc varies with" the 
axis of the rod ~') emit substan1ially superr::idiant. di rec- different rndioisotopcs, mually falling between 20° K. and. 
tionally coherent e_•.amma rays from an end of the rod. An 280° K. 'Thw; for Cc.">-57, Co-60 and Sn;..119.the coobnt 
oscillating magnetic field may be :ipplied :ixially of the temperatme should be 20° K.-100° K., and for Tm-171 
rod at a radio frequency to bring the interaction between 2.i and Os-191. 70° K...,..280° K. Cc.:>Iing is required not only 
an excited nucleus and a conversion electron into sub· to prevent suppression· of the ~:ossbnuer effect but ·also to 
stantial resonance to enhance the dcexcitation rate b~- prevent the radioisotope self-heating to the point of struc-
tween energy states of the excited nucieus and to intro- tural destruction. . 
duce at least radio frequ-ency time coherence into the· The Mossbauer radioisotopes usually in compound 
emitted gamma ray beam. Means is disclosed to apply 30 ·forms such as oxides or fluorides. formed into a . Jon"' 
a steady magnetic field transversely to the axis of the rod cylindrical rod and cook..i : .. ~~·.:. •• i:1t; teml>eraturc abov~ 
to orient the nuclei of the r~dioisotope and cause the wh~ch tiie Moss?auer effect is substantially suppressed, 
gamma rays to be emitted in preferred directions per- emit a superradiant beam of gamma rays out of both 
pcndicu1ar to the direction of the field thereby securing ends of the rod due to 'the progressive .nn~:1:plic~:.:~.m .._ ... f 
a gain ~n directional coherence of the emission alon£? the :!;; gam:na rays by the sti~ulated emission process fnud.car 
axis of the rod. Instead of the oscillating magnetic -fidd ~asrng or .. grasing") ?S th~ gamma rays travel in: J·ircc:.. · 
the decay rate of the radioisotope may be controlled by tions parallel to the axis. of the rod. For· off-axis ·direc- : 
the ·application of monochromatic ultrasonic waves or an tions !he build-up of gamm;t· :ays by rnultipticati:::in either 
electromagnetic beam of a wavelength to bring the in· does not occur or terminates whe·n the gamma .rays pass : 
ternal conversion process of excited nuclei into a resonant -~0 through the sides of the rod. · · . · · · 1 
condition, the electromagnetic beam being generated by A m.orc sophisticated emitter· of coherent gamma· rays 
a l:.iser or a microwave generntor~ Modulation of !he .vari~ according to the present invention deals with artificial 
ous control means for the decay rate of the radioisotope control of the decay rate of. the radioisotope by enhance-
effects modulation of the emitted gamma r::iy beam. ~ent or decrease of nuclear emission in phase with an 

45 imposed signal. This adds time coherence to the emitted. 

This application is a con1inuation-in·p::irt of applic::i
tion Ser. No. 196.282, file<i M::iv 21. 1962 for Coherent 
Gamma Ray Emitter. now abandoned. 

The present invention relates generally to de\"iccs for 
e:nitting a be::im of gamma rays from radioisotopes by 
the stimulated emission of gamma rays from radioactive 
nuclei. that is by nuclear maser action. and more par
ticularly to such a device in which the beam is at least 
partially coherent and is controlbble and modulatable. 

A directionally crherent and partially phase coherent 
bc::im of gamma rays. known as a superradiant beam of 
gamrr:as, may be secured from a rod of radioactive gam
ma ray emitting rn::iterial in \Vhich then~ is stimulated emis· 
sion of gamma rays from radioactive nuclei in :i manner 
analogous to the stimulated emission of excited photons 
in lasers. The pmma ray emitting matcri::il is a radio
active isotope in the form of a Jong thin rod having a 
length to diameter ratio of at le:ist 5 and preferably great
er. in order to secure appreciable stimulated emission of 
gamma rays of coherent form. The LID ratio of 5 is not 
a. critical lower value but is a pr:ictic::il one below which 
the coherent gamma rdy emission is not considered sig· 
nilicant. There i$ no upper limit tc. the LID rntio. n v::ih1e 
of 40 or more! eeing theoretically ck:;irablc. 1':11•1 for pr:ic
ti~:il purp~lses it ha~ be-en found that a r~1tio bctwc~n I 0 

gamma rays, and by control of the 1'eginn.ing and the end 
ar:d the intensity of the enhanced or decreased emission · · 
modulation . of th·.: gamma ray emission. In general, ~ 
nuclear excited state will decay from a higher energy 

50 level t<;> :i lower. level with the emission of a gamma ray 
but this decay is constrained by certain selection rules 
between the Je,·els, as will be explainecl hereinafter. To 
enhance the de-excitation rate of radioisotopes artifically 

I . ' ~vera ::i.~rangements may be 6pphed of which a preferred 
55 1s to sub)cct the radioisotope rod to an oscillating elec

tromagnetic field with a frequency approximately equal 
to E2_3/ h where E::i_3 is the energy difference between 
a metastab1e state and a nearby intermediate nucle!!r 
st:He of different spin. which plays the role of an activa-

60 tion er.ergy for de-excitation. analor:ous to the activa
tion energy in chemical reactions, and h is Planck's con
stant. The field at this frequency wi!I cause the de-excita
tion rate from the long-lived metastable energy state 
through the intermediate state to ~1 lower energy level 

65 to be enhanced. The spin directions of excited nuclei will 
.. turn" or °'flip-flop" out of phase with those of the elec
tron clouds under the action of an osciiiatin~ electro
magnetic field. At the proper frequency this effect will 

iO increase the probability thar the mctas::ible nucleus will 
change its spi_n to such a value that it c:i.n rapidly dcc:i.y 
to :i lower-lying enc::rgy stnte and therefore increase the 
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dctay rate and enhance the emission of gnmma r:iys &ibove 
normal decay and emis..i;ion. !his change in spin is usuatly 
aided by an inner-shell electron which carries away some 
or all of the transition energy. This latter process is often 
referred to as an "internal conversion process," and it is 

5 usually this process who~ rate is enhanced by the action 
of the oscillating electrom~gnetic field. 'When the fre
quency equals E2 _ 3/ Ji approximately, fois enhancement 
will be strongest 3nc1 the frequency is called "'resonant." 
Modciar~on <?f the intensity of the electromagnetic field 10 
wilJ t·ITect modulation of the emitted gamma ray bt:am. 

Fc·r nuclidcs with very small values of E2_ 3, the re
qucncy given by E 2_'J/ h lies in the radio frequency region 
and therefore in one arrangement a r:idioisotope rod is 
placed inside a rndio frequency coil such that it is coaxial 1 s 
therewith. Electric currents fed to the coil at a frequency 
approximately e~ual to E,__3 / h will then c:iUse acce!erated 
de-excitation of the rad:oisotope i:i.:; described above. 

Although a steady magnetic field is not necessJry in 
order to ·achieve this frequency induced de-excitation, ::?O 
the presence:: of a strong tra~.:·1erse magnetic field will 
orient the nuclei and will cause the camma rays to be 
emitted in preferred cHrectinns perpendic.ilar to the di
rection of the field and thus along the axis 0£ the rod. 

The us~ of a coaxial radio frequency coil ar.d a ste:idy 25 
·transverse magnetic field results in an apparatus which, 
coincidentally only, resembles a nuclear magnetic reso
nance instrument. However, the operational parameters 
used for coherent gamma ray· generation are quite dif
ferent from those used in nuclear magnetic resonance 30 
work. and the underlying physical principies 2.l"e quite 

• r differ1.:·· •• In n':.lclear magnetic resonance work the main 
·; fb"ajeet is the ·detennir.ation of the value of the nuclear 

... spin J of a nuclear isoto:i:..e which may or may not be 
radioactive. The spin J is determined by studying the ab- 3;; 
sorption spectrum of radio frequency power as a function 

4 
plnc<:ti in or at th~ end of n microwave cavity. Th~se 
mod.ific:itions nre desired when lbe frequency given by 
E-:,_31 h falls in the microwave or optical r:inge. .'fhc 
microwaves or optical photons should rench tb~ nuclei 
in the solid ·rod without being C:\'.Cessively_ abSQrbcd by 
a:omic interactions and, hence, it is desirable that the 
solid state lattice of the rod material be transparent to 
the particular electromagnc:tic frequency being .use<!. 
Modulation of the supplied clcctromagnet'ic enersr will 
effect modulation of the emitted coherent gamma ray 
be: am. 

!t is therefore a primary object of the present inven
tion to provide an impro\'ed coherent gamma ray emittfo: 
de\·ice; · : 

Another object of this invention is the: provision of an : 
improved gamm~ ray emitting device employin' a lo.i:lg i 
rod of excited radioisotope material in which there is:; 
sii:r.ulated emission of gamma rays from radic:ictive· i 
nuc!ei thus causing progressive mul!iplicntion of ·the .j 
~amma· rays which travel parallel to the axis of the rod.-1 
annlogously to the phot .. ms in a maser-or l:i.ser; i 

Another object of this invention i5 the pr:o...-ision of an! 
improved gam:L•a ray emit,\ng device employing an elon-·l 
gnrcd rod oi a Mossbauer radioisotope cool~d b~low a-j 
tem;:-cr:imre :ibove ·which the Mossbauer effect is sub-: 
stanti:i.lly suppressed and in which a .substantially· co-· 
herer.t beam of gamma rays is ·emitted from !lri e.-:.~ .... : 
the rod; . . .· 

A further object of this inYention is the provision of 
:in improved device for cpnµ-ollably emitting cohcren.t 
gamma rays ccmprising an _elongated -.rod of a Mossba1:1er · 
radioisotope cooled below the temperature at· which the 
Mossbaue.r effect· is substantially suppressed, in which 
emission i~ controlled by.the a!'J'lication of a coaxial radio 
frequency field of a frequency tn hr~r-:: •'.:.;:: b!~rrial con
version process into -a resonant situation; . . 

of radio frequency f in the _neighborhood of 

J~g~_l!_ 
h 

A still f urtber object of this. invention is ·the· provision i 
cf an improved gamma ray emitting device in ac<",~rd::mce: 
wi~ the preceding object in whic:h the Mossbauer .radio

.;o iso~o;:e rod _js further subjected to a strong, transverse. 

where.g is .the.spectroscopic splitting· factor of the nuclide 
and µ0 is the nudear magnetron. H is Ule magnetic:. field 

steady m:ignetic.field; · 
Y ct· another object of this invc·ntion is the provision of 1 

an improved controllable coherent gamrt!~ ray. emitting: 
device employing an elongated rod of a Mossbaucr i:-adicr 

~.; isotope cooled below the temperature at which the Moss
batier effect is suppressed and in which the rod is sub
jected to contro!led axial ultra.sonic frequencies of a vafue 
to bring the internal conversion ~rocess ·into a· resonani 
situation; 

. · and h is Planck's constant. The frequency given by this 
equation for nuclear m:ignetic resonance work bears no· 
relation ·to the frequency used foL' inducement of radio
isotopic decay although, for certain· materi.i:ls. the fre
quencies may coincidentally have similar values. It will 
therefore be seen that while the structure used in an 
emitter a~cording: to this invention for the production and 
control of a superradiant beam of gamma rays may surer- JU 
fr:fally resemble that used in nuclear magnetic resonance 
:nstruments. ihe operational frequency and the effect of 
nuclear masing and stimulated c~hcrent gamma ray pro
duction is quite different. 

Still o.nother object of this invc:itioo is :he provision 
of an improved controllable coherent gamma ray emitting 
device employing an elongated rod of a Mos-sbauer radio
isotope in ::i transparent crystalline matrix, the rod hnvirig 
an LID ratio lying substantially betw~n 5 and 40, in 

Another modification of this invention lies in inducing 
nuclear decay in a cooled Mossbauer radioisotope rod 
by the application 0f ultrasonic frequencies thereto from 
an uitrasonic waye generator such as a piezoelectric crys-

.:;;:; which the rod is cooled below the temperature at which 
the Mossbauer effect is substantially suppressed. tile rod 
being subjected to a beam of electromagnetic energy of 
a frequency to bring the intern:i.1 conversion process into 

tal or a phonon re::i.scr which will vibrate at frequencies 
generally in the range of 1 to 10,000 gigacycles/sec. 60 
Modulation of the intensitv of the ul~rasound w:ll effect 
modulation of the emitted coherent gamma ray beam. 
The ultrasonic application may be used ·.:.·i!h or ·w!tbout 
a nucleus-orienting: transverse, steady, magnetic field. Th.is 
ultrasonic applicz.tion may be in place of or in addition G.> 
to the use of the coaxial radio frequenc:: coil. The ultra
sonic frequency to be used should again equal E 2_ 3 / h ap
proximately, where c,__3 depends on the particular radio
isotope that is Us.:!d_. ln this arrangement, the radioisotope 
rod should preferably be of crystalline form with a lattice 70 
which will efficiently transII!~t sound at the frequen<:y used. 

In still other rr.odificatioos of this invention, the Moss
bauer radioisotope in a transparent crystalline form is 
formed in~o a Ion,£; rod, cooled. and subjected to a beam 
of monochrom:itic light or laser photons or the rod is -;- .) 

a resonant situation. 
These antl othe~ objects and features of !he inven

frm will be readily appa!"ent to those skilled in the art 
from the following specification and the appended draw
ing in whkh: 

FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic represe:;tation of one 
form of a coherent gamma ray emitter device according 
to the 'Oresent invention: 

FIGURE 2 is a di::ig~ammatic representatio:1 of another : 
form of coherent gamma ray emitter according to the ; 
present invention; ' 

F£GURE 3 is a repres.c:.ntation of nuclear energy levels: 
and spin states of excited nuclei in stimulated gamma ray ' 
emission acccrding to the present inv~ntion; 

FIGuRE 4 is a diagramm:i.tic representation of a co
herent gamma ray emitter accordi~s to this invention 
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emf)loyir.g ultrasound to enhance the natural emi~ion 
rate; 

FIGURE S is an end elevational view of any of FIG· 
URES 2. 4, 6 and 7; 

FJGURE 6 is a diagrammntic reprcsentntion of a co· 
h 

5 
erent g:imma ray emitter according to this inventit'm 

employing a photon beam to enhance the natural emission 
rate; and 

FIGURE 7 is a diagrammatic representation of a co
herent gamma ray emitter according to this invention 
emplo!·ing microwaves to enhance the natural emi ·: ion 

10 

rate. 
FIGURE 1 il!ustrntcs =i. less complicated form of co

herent gamma ray emitting device according to the 
present invention. An elor.gatcd rod 11 containing a Moss- l;; 
baucr radioisotope is mou:ited within a cavity 12 in a 
shield 13 of lead or other shielding material, the cavity 
being closed by a front plate IO which also supports the 
front end of the rod. A coolant from a supply 15 is cir
culated through the cavity 12 to co~'>l the rod 11. The 20 
c~lan~. which may be, for example, liqnid nitrogen, 
mamtams the temperature of the rod 11 below the value 
above which the Mossbauer effect is :mbstantially sup
pres.c:;ed. Gamma rays emitted from the cr:d 16 of the rod 
11 will be absorbed in the shield 13. Gamma r::iys emitted 25 
at 17 from the unshielded end 18 of the rod 11 will be 

. in the form of a coherent be:im which may be modulated 
by beam chopping means such as a perforated rotating 
wheel 19 placed in the path of the beam. 'This will be a 
superradiant, directionally coherent and partially phase 30 
coherent beam of gamma rays produced by progressi'\Te 
multiplication by s:imulated emission frcm those gamma 
rays which travel parallel to the axis of the rod 11. 

As has previously been described, the Mossbaucr radio
isotope emits gamma rays of monochromatic frequency :;;:; 
so that they fall within the resonance width of the excited 
nu:tei. With the isotope cooled below the te:nper<\tur~ at 
w~1ch the Mc;ss_bauer effect is sucstantia1ly suppressed, 
~timulated emission of excited nuclei thereby occurs with-
in the rod and due to progressive multiplication of the 40 
gamma rays by the ~imulated emission process along the 
axi~ of the rod, there is emitted from the end 18 a super
rad?ant beam of gamma rays 17 which is direction:alJy 
coherent and at least partially phase coherent 

As a specific examp!e, the Mossb:i~1er radioisotope can 
be Ce-57 which decays with a 267 day half-life to -Li 
Fe-57m. Fe-57m (isomer) bas a half-life 10-1 seconds 
and decays to normal Fe-57 upon emission of a gamma 
of 15 kev. energy. As previously stated. the greater the 
LID ratio of ~he rod 11 the more superradiant the g:imma ;iO 
'!:.y beam emitted. However, for practical considerations 
stimulated emission below tln LID ratio of 5 is not suffi
ciently significant to be important, and above 40 the con~ 
struction of the rod becomes impractic:i.I and t:neconom
i7al. Preferably the LID ratio of tl:ie rod from such pr2c
t1cal and economic consider.ition lies between 1 O :ind 20. 

3
-i 

The basic stru.::turc so far described for FIGURE 1 
may form in and of itself a complete coherent gamma rav 

, beam emitier. Jt may be made more sophisticated bv th~ 
provision of means for controlling the decay rate o.f the 
Mossbauer radioisotope of the rod 11 by the application GO 
of a r.:idio frequency field thereto as shown in FIGURE 
2, or the exposure of the rc.d l1 to ultr::isonic waves as 
shown in FIGURE 4; exposure to a photon beam as 
shown in FIGURE 6; or e:tposure to microwaves as 
shown in FIGURE 7. For a cor.sider:nion of artificial r,.; 
control of the decay rate of the radioisotope by i.he en
h:rnce~ent er Jecrea~e of n:Jclear emission over the nat
ural dec:iy rate. rcfore•:·e is made to FIGURE 3. 

In general. a nuclear excited slate will decav from a 70 
higher energy level to a lower level with the cr~ission of 
a gamma ray but this decay is constrained by cert:iin 
selection rules between the levels. One of these s~;cction 
rules is th:\t the order >- of the moltipolc radi:ition be such 
th~t 1 1 +1:~">-~ (11-f:), wh1:::re the subscripts i anJ j 7:i 

6 
stand for the initial anti fin1.1l state of the tr!\n~ilion, and 
J stnndi: for the nucle.'l.r spin. Another ~;election rule for· 
bids the transition from a state with spin 1 a:O, shown in 
FIGURE 3 as a metastable state 2. to another Jower·lyins 
stnte where J ....,,Q, such as state 1 in FIGURE 3. Even 
thous,h energetically a direct tr:insirion from state 2 to 
state 1 is feasible. angular momentum consc['.vation for
bids it. 

For an excited nucleus in the metastable ~t:ite 2 to dc
excite to the lower state l. the nucleus must first r:o to un 
interrnetliatc state with spin J = l, shown in the examr,te 
of FIGURE 3 ~s stale 3 which is close in energy to state 
2. The extr:t energy ·and momentum required for the inter
mediate u ansiticin from state 2. to st:itc 3 is. i:i nalur:illy 
dcc:iying radioisotopes, usually supplied by an inner core 
<K. L .or M shell) el~clron of the !llum oi whi°r:h the 
nucleus fonns a part. This process whereby an inner orbit 
electron ··h~lps'' the excited nucleus lo get over the· 
''hurdle" which is represented by the :ingular momc:nturit · 
or energy difference J2_ 3 equals 13-12 or E:-3=Es-E2, 

b cailcd "internal conver~ion" in nuclcnr physics and _is 
well known i:i the art. Usu:1tly a. partictilar ')rbital elcc· 
tron in thr:: K, Lor M shell which .is d.:l"'otcd as cc in FIG~ 
URE 3, possesses the most suit<lbk. rc.lativc cncrsy; mo-:
mentum nnc.1 spin to :issi!\t the nucleus in going from Stille. · 
2 to sta.tc 1 by way of state 3. Tri its natt:rcil f:l:ile :i. radio- · 
isotope in state 2 will thf!refore de-c.xdtc by w1.1;,· Of ran~·· 
dom internal conversion ev<mts. These de:-excitations have 
half-l~fes of for example 16 Jays for .Os-191,. 267 days 
for Co-;1, and 1.9 years for Tm-171. ·To.enhance the ·de-. 
excitation. rnte. of radioisotopes in state 2 artificjal1~,., it is 
desired to supply the nucleus-elec.trori core system with a 
quantum of energy equal to the nuclear acti\.ation" ~nergy 
E:::_3 of ir.teraction between the nucleus and core electrons. 

One way of providing this ac:iv!l!'.~::- ..... ~ .. ~)· is to sup
ply the electron-conducting coil 11 wi'th raciio frequency 
energy of a frequency approximately equal to E,,_i/ h . 
where h is Planck's constant and E2_3 is the energy differ
·ence between state 2 and state 3 in FIGURE 3. With the 
application of energy of this frequency the ·interaction 
between the nucleus and the conver5i0n core electron can 
.be brought into substantial resonance and the de-excita- · 
tion rate from state 2 to state l·by way of state 3 enhanced.· 
The reason for this is that the radio frequency field \Vill . 
cause the radionuclide moments and the electron ·moments · 
t.o c~illa.te ::ind since there is a <lifferent Jag between the -
n.uclcus and th~ core_ electrons in following the oscilla
tions. changes m their relative :mgular-momentum-~so
ci:ltcd ener£ies will result which. will bring tllc internal 
conversion process into closer resonance. 

If in a subsequent radionuclide de-c:ccitation from state 
1 to state 0 in FIGURE 3 ::i. ·gamma r:i.v is emitted the 
effe_ct!vc emis~ion rate of this gamma r<ly ·from lhe m~ther 
7"ad101sotopc 1s also enhanced. By pulsinn· or modulat;- -
the intensity o~ the impressed resonant 

0

cJcetromagneti~ 
eD.ergy. the emitted g<immas are modulated and thus the· 
cmissicn is ccntroilable a.nd moduiatable in time. Since 
the rod 11 is a gamma ray mulliplying Mosshaucr radio~ 
isotope there is also directional coherence in the emitted 
gamma ray beam 17 since the emitted gamma .rays multi
ply along the axis of the rod 11 by stimulated emission. 

The arrows 20 indic-ate that there is some strny 1w.mma 
r::i.y. emission in all directions no~ ::ut off l:::y shielding 
which does not form a part of tP'.:. superradiant, coherent 
beam of gamma rays 17 which .. is emitted axially of the 
rod 11 and which has L"'~~n built up by the progrcssi'.·e 
multipl!c.r.tion of gamm:!. r-ays by the stimulated cmis~ion 
process of nuclear masing in the. tra\·el of gamma rc:i.ys 
par:tllel to the axis of the rod. 

FIGURE 2 shows a conrroi;.iblc coherent gamma ray 
emitter :tccording to the pre:scnt invention which coin· 
cidcntally only, takes the form of ::i. nuclear m;gnet!c 
resonance instrument. The elongated rod 11 contains a 
7vfossbauer radioisotope, again cooled by :i. coolant cir
culating through the cavity 1z :ind is positione:<l inside a 

. I 
. I 
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"·•>nducting coil 14 which is supplied with radio frequency 
energy Crom n source 22. 
· The rear en<l of the: rod U is shielded at ~:l bJ Jeuu 
or other material; and n strons magn~lic field is applied 
tramr .. ersely to the n:<.i:.: o( the rod 11 by a masnet .U, .; 
whkh may be either a permanent magnet or an electro
magnet. having poles at opposite sides of the rod; for 
example, a north pole 25 and· a south pole 2,, ·as illus
tr~ted in FIGURE 2. For very strong maj?netic fields. 
it may be ciesirablc to go to supe:n;onducting-coH electro- 10 
magnet tech~,!ques to secure fields of the order of I 00,000 
gauss. 

Although a steady magnetic field is not necessary to 
achieve radio frequency induced de-excit:i.tion, and thus 
controllable or rnoeulation-coherent gamma ray emission. 15 
the presence of such a strong magnetic fie!d orients the 
nuclei and causes the gamma rays to be polarized and to 
be emitted in preferred directicms perpendicular to the 
direction of the field and thus along the axis ·of the rod 11. 
Thi~ results in a gain jn directional or spatial coherence 20 
of t?:ie gamma ray emission. Modulation of the radio 
frequency energy will again effect like modulation of 
the emitted gamma ray beam. 

The operational parameters used for coherent gamma 
ray generation. according to the present invention are :;:;; 
quite different from those used in nuclear magnetic reso
nance work, and tur; ··.,<1erlying physical principles are 
quite different. This is emp~;.1sized by the different factors 
involved in determining tJJe different frequencies· used in 
· ;e coherent gamma ray ~itter and in nuclear magnetic 30 

resonance ins.trument. Whi!e the optimum frequency for 
:i. coherent gamm:l ray emitter may be similar to the fre,.. 
quency used .in some nude:ir magnetic .resonance work, 
this is only coincident~l, ·as is shown by the different faC-
tors used to determine it. :~.; 

Artificial controf of the decay rate of .the Mossbauer 
radioisotope in the rod 11 may be secured by application 
of ultrasonic frequencies t.bereto. This ultra sound may 
be used in piace of, or in addition to, the radio frequency 
coil technique; In the use of ultra sound the rod 11 should 4n 
preferably be. made of crysta!E~ form with a lattice 
which will efficiently transmit sound at L'le operating fre
quency which is again given by . the energy equation 
E2•3/ h. Due to the different mass of the nucleus and elec
trons, the internal conversion process can arrain . to 

C> -1.'j 
brought inio better resonance, resulting in induced gamma 
ray emission. By varying the intensity of the ultra .;ound, 
the emission can be tirne-control!ed and modulated as 
before .. 

8. 
contact with rod I A. The clcctr<>mngnet. 31 may be 
omitted in each case, nn<l where used functions the i::une 
.as in FIGURES 2 and 4. 

In FIGURE 6. the Mossbnucr rndloisotQ(lt: rod l t is 
subjected to a be:im of !user photons or a monochromatJ~ 
tight -beam. What photon frequency / is used wilt tlepentl ' 
on the value of E~.1/J1. This frequency f wm bring th~ 
intemal conversion process into n reson:mt situation. The 
optical photons should reach the nuclei oC tho rod 11 
without being excessively absorbed by atomic intcractiom 
and hence, the solid-state Jc.11tice of the rod m:.iterial 
5hould be transparent to the particular photon freqt~!':ncy 
being used. FIGURE 6 illustrates a laser ::it 37 whose 
photon beam is modula:ed and directed at the back end 
of the rod · 11 and through an annular window 38 in th~ 
back end of a transparent coolanl-enclol:ng sheil 39. The 
outer :ind front interior walls of the shell 39 are prefer~ : 
ably aluminized or otherwise mirrored a.t 41 to reflect i 
stray photons to the rod surface. A specific example for ' 
the FIGURE 6 configuration.is a Tm-171 oxide or fluo
ride rod, 1 millimeter ·in dfameter and 10-20 millimete;-s 
long. The laser can be a carbon dioxide-nitrogen pumped 
gao; laser emitting 10.6 micron photons. · 

FIGURE 7 shows :in emitter modific::ition according 
\v the present invention in which a cooled Mo:;sbaucr 
radioisotope rod is subjected to microwaves. /\ miCrowave 
generntor :ind modulator at 42 transm~ts throu "!h a wave 
guide 43 to the back end of the rod 11. The microwave ! 
frequency is again detennincd from th!! energy state cqua- I 
tion to bring the internal conversion process into a reso- ~ 
nant condition. A typical example for the FIGURE i con-
figuration is a rod of Cobalt 57 oxide. 1 millimeter in : 
diameter and 10-20 millimeters Jong, using ·a: microwave . 
frequency of &0-150 gigacycl::s/sec. Modulation of the 
microwave generator output will effect modulation of the 
emitted gamma· ray beam. · 

The coherent or superradfo.nt beam of gamma r:iys 
emitted by the devices of this invention and indicated ·by 
the numeral 17 can be used in many applications, whether 
or not modulated. Where modulated, it is particularly · 
useful in comm.unictions. Otherwise, it is useftil · in radi-
ation weaponry, in the melting and· ev~poration o·r in~- '. 

· terials for the purpose of welding, cutting~ machining; re- : 
mcval, plating, and other known uses for concentrated ! 
beams of energy, surgery, holographs, the . ignition of ! 
nuclear fus.ion and others, and while certain pref erred : 
embodiments of the. invention have been specifically illus- ; 
tratcd and dc~ribed herein, it is untlerstood that the in- ' 
vention is not limited the:cto, as many variations ,..,..jJi · 

An emitter employing supersonic control of the decay 
r:i.te is shown in FIGURES 4 and :5. A Mossbauer radio
isotope ro<l 11 is provided with a cooling jacket 31 
through which a coolant such as liquid nitrogen may be 
circulated. A tr:msvi;;rse steady magnetic field may option-

uO ·be apparent to those skilled in the art, and the invention 
is to be given its broadest interpretation within the terms 
of the following claims. 

aily be supplied by an electromagnet 32 having an cner- 55 
gizing coil 33. A back shield of lead or other material is 
provided at 34 and a side shield at 30, the magnet also 
serving as shick!ing matCTial. An ultrasonic wave generator 
and modulator is shown at 35. The wave generator may 
be a piezoelectric crystal, phonon maser, or other source 60 
of sound vibrations, having frequencies. by way of ex
ample, of the order of 10-1,000 gigacycles/sec. The rod 
11 may by way of example be 1 millimeter in diameter 
and 20 millimeters long and made of Co-60 oxide. The 
ultra sound is applied axially to the back end 36 of the Ci5 
rod 11. ·· 

FIGURES 6 and 7 show other means for contrnlling 
or modulating the gamma r:iy emission according to this 
invention. In both the Mossbauer radioisotope rod 11 
has the LID relationship previously expressed and is 70 
cooled below the critical temperatures at which the Moss
bauer effect in th~ radioisotope used is substantially sup
pressed. The cooling in both cases is effected by enclosing 
the rod in a jacket through which may be circulated a 
cryogenic fluid such as liquid nitrogen or the like in ; :3 

I claim: 
1. An emitter for coherent g:imrna rays comprising: 

a rod having a length to diameter ratio in excess of 5, 
said rod containing a radioactive iso~ope having sub
stantially the characteristics of a ·Mossbauer radioisotope; 
and means for cooling said rod below the temperature 
above which the Mossbauer effect therein is substantially . 
suppressed to secure stimulated emission of gamma rays .\ 
within the rod and progressive multiplication of gamma 
rays a,.long the a.xis cf the rod to emit substantially super
radiant, directionally coherent gamma rays from an end 
of said rod. 

2. The gamma ray emitter defined in claim 1 in ·,vhich 
said rod has a length to diameter ratio substantially be
tween 10 and 10. 

3. The gamma ray emitter defined in claim 1 including: 
means applying to said rod an oscillating magnetic field 
axially of said rod at a radio frequency to bring ~he 
interaction between an excited nucleus and a conversion 
e!ectron into substantial resonance to enliancc the de
e.xcitation r:i.te between energy state of the excited nucleus 
and to introduce at least radio freqcency time cohercnc.:: 
into the emitted gamma ray beam. 
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4. The gamma 'r:iy emitter defined in claim 3 including: ing: means to apply n steady mngnctie ficlcl subs:tan·· 
means to appJy a steady magnetic field substantially trans- tially transversely of the a~is of ~id ·rod to orient the 
versely of the axis of the rod to ori<"nt the nuclei of the nuclei of the radioisotope. 
radioisotope and cause the gamma. rays to be emitted in 12. The gamma ray emitter de/incd in cla.im 3 includ-
prcf errcd directions rcrpcndieular to th~ dfrcction c.f the 

5 
ing: a modulntor for said rndio frc;qutncy to ~ffCi=<:t 

field to secure a gain in directional coherence of the modulation of ti·1e emitted gamma r~y beam. · 
gamma ray emission along the axis of the rod. 13. The gamma ray emitter defined .in claim ! indud· 

5. The gamma ray emitter defined in claim 1 includ- ing: means to apply a ste9.dy magnetic fi:ld substan .. 
ing: means for applying monochromatic ultrasonic waves tially tnmsvcr:;ely of the axis of said rod to orient' the. 
to the end of s:iid rotl ·oppo~i!e the gamma ray emitting 10 nuclei lif the radioisotope. 
end to control Lhe decay rale .::f the radioisotope, said U. The gamma rily emitter defined in claim 5 includ· 
rod being of a crystalline form whose lattice v : il effi- ing: means to modulate the intcn,.ity of th::: ultrasound 
ciently transmit sound at the applied frequency. to effect modulation of the emitted gamma ray beam, 

6. The gamma ray emitter defined in claim 5 in which 15. The gamma ray emitter defined in claim 1 inc!Ud· ... . · 
the frequency of the ultrasound is a function of the lS ing: means to apply a steady magnetic ·field substantially · 
energy required to enhance the decay of the excited transversely of the axis of the rod to orient the nuclei of · 
nucleus of the radioisotope from a metastable energy the radioisotope and cause the gamm::i rays to be emitted 
state to a lower energy state through an intermediate in preferred directions perpendicular to the dfrec:tion of 
energy state by internal conversion with the help of a core the field to secure a gain in directional coherence of tho 
electron. . 20 -gamma ray emission along the axis of the rod~ 

7. The gamma ray emitter defined in claim 1 includ
ing: means for subjecting said rod to an electroma.gnet~c 
beam of a wavelength to enhance the emission of gamm4 
rays by bringing the internal convei"Sion process of ex
cited nuclei into a resonant condition. 

3. The gamma ray emitter de.fined in claim 1 in which 
the wavelength of said electromagnetic beam is in the 
optical. range and is generated cy a monochromatic light 
source. 

9. The gamma ray emitter defined in claim 7 in which 30 
said ekctrornagnctic bC!lm is in the microwave range and 
is transmitted to the end of said rod opposite the gamma 
ray emitting end by a wave guide. 

10. The gamma ray emitier defined in claim 7 includ
ing: a modulator for said eiectromagnc1ic beam to effect 35 
modulation of the emitter gamma ray beam. 

11. The gamma ray emitter defined in claim 7 includ-

3.085,157 
3,1.30,254 
3,193.683 
3,223,842 
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1 2 
G..\~t~l:\ R:\ \' l.ASER HA \'t~C A LOW n.::\tPERATCRE 

C:t.OSED Rt:so:-.;ATl~G CA\'ITY 
the: lhlttcc.l hni: 16. l"hi: fl,llll\\'tni;. \\ill i-ent.: ltl l'Utlini: tile 
tht.:llr\:til.:;11 hasb for the.: '-'l'c.:rntiun in\lll\'c.:J ;1nJ tn· Jl.!linc.: th.: 
parameters that ufli:<.:t the same. 

Thil- m'i.:ntilm rda\i.:' tn mclh\lJ~ .md 1.kvkcs for tht: 
pmdw.:tll\n of C.:l'hcrcn\ beams of ultr•1nigh frc4ucni.:~ dcc.:
twm•1gncth: r•11..hatiml and partkul•1rl~ h' nll.:thl.td~ aml Jc\kcs 
for gl!ncr;iling .i Cl'hcrcnt hc•un of i;:11nm;t r:.1Ji;1tilHl uf cnt:rgy 

;n onkr to su:-t:iin llsi.:illatiun in :1 b:-cr. it is nct.:cMmry that 
5 th.: folitm·ing equation be.: i.&1tisfic.:<l: 

grc;1tcr than l kill, ckc\flln 'oh. 
Tl' date. the liclJ pf.ur11.:ratil'n nf h1~crs &mu ma~crs has bccn 

limitcJ h> the gcncr&.lt1nn of light l,f w;,ivc h:ngths b..:lnw tht.: 10 
~near ultr;,l\·iokt rnngc lH l.lf e'en longi.:r wa,·ckn>;th light. hcut 
, and mkrow;1\'cs. In such Jcnc:cs. 1.1pcr:ibility is t.lt.:pcmlcnt 

upon the stimul:.1tcJ emission of radiatilm from the ch:ctron 
shdl:. surmun<lini; the atnm and such dectmn shdl .:mission 
poses an inh1.•rcnt obstacle to the ;.·h•.lu.:tion of Cl\IH.:rcnt ul- 15 
tr;1h1gh frcquen<.:y radiati•'n nf the t~ pc her~in <.'f i.:onccrn. 

"'·here::· 

,.2(01-81) > l \' -It 

a= 9i/9:<r~n: is the gn.in/cm. 
{3 =Loss/cm.: <lut: to scuit cring, etc. 
9192= Stntisticn.l weights of lower und ·upper levels 
l =Length of the nct.ive medium · 
"=Absorption cross·soct.ion 

(1) 

This invention. in its bro:1d aspects. cmployl- the utili7.:1lil")n 
llf stimulated emission fr<.nn the nuc:h:us 1.'f th.: ~tom to l.!ff cct 
th~ gcncr;1ti<.in. of ~1 coht:rcnt bl:am ,,f gamm;1 ra»s which ha.i.·c 

~N = N2-~ N2 is the inverted populn.tion 

N1N2= Popult1tion of lower nnd upper levels. 
In r:uliou.ctivc dccny, we cnn rcprcs<:-nt. t.hc populnt.io11 

of the upper level by 

wa .. ·ch:ngths th;1t an.: sc\'crul orders of m:.1gnitudc ~hnrtcr th;Jn 20 
the wavclt:ngths currently g.1.:ncr;1tcd hy convcntinn:.tl laser 
device:.. Su1.:h garnmil radiation inht."n.:ntly posscs~s an energy 
content th<lt h several orJcr!i of m;.ignitudc grc:1tcr than the 
l!ncrgy content of radiation generated by conventional lasers. 
In its mori:: narrmv aspects. the subject invention includes 25 

method :.mtl apparatus for cxti.:rnally exciting atomic nuclei by 
r;1diation produced by eh.:ctrnn decnmposition t0 stimul;1tc 

\Yhcrc: 
A-= I ni t.i:\1 activity in d isin tcgrntionjscc. 
r 2= Hnlf life of the second level 
>..2= l/'1'2. 

If v.·c nssumc ..,.2»,.1 
then: N2»N1, und 

A gamma transitions thcrdn anr..l to produce gamma radiation in t:J..7'.,r~N:=A>..2c->-21=- e-t/r2 

a biologically shiel<ll!d and low tcmpcrntu1~ ..:loscd resonating ,.:i 

cavity through ma.tching the emission process gamma transi- 30 furthermore: 
tion energies to the absorptilin process gamma transition 1.:ner-
gies. 

·'"·here: 

. Xo2 T2 
'1= 9 - ------· 87r (hPo-hv )2+ 1'21' 

T=nA(t) 
9 =Statistical factor 
T=~693 
>-o= \V n.vc length of relevant rndin.tion 

(2) 

(4) 

(5) 
Among the advantages attendant the= practice of the subject 

invention is the utilization of coherc:nt gamma radiation in a 
fo':used beam for use dtht:r directly or as a trigger in varied 

35 

fields which r~quire or could utilize extremely rapid r .. ltcs of 
release of trcmenc.lous qu:intitics of energy. either in discrete 
bursts or at prcdetl!rmincd. periodically spaceJ intervals. 

The prindph: object of this invention is the provision of a Ml 
novd and impn.w~d method and apraratus for effecting the 
generation nf coherent beams t.,f gamma rays ~,r energy of 
greater th:in 1 kilo ch:ctron volt by means of su! .. .:'-."ting ntomic,. 

E =h,,0-h.v=diffc-rcncc in cner~y of incident rndin.tion 
and the energy of the cxcita~ion. 

nuclei to radiation pmJuccd by dct:tron dt -;omposition t,.., ,. 
~timul:i,tc g;.unma or transiticms there: in · ;,.i5 

Another objo::ct of this invention is thi.: pr1.wbion of ;1 gamma 
ray laser dt!vicc that may be utilizc<l directly or as a trigger to 

From equation l we obt~in: 

with: 

> 11 1 + a__.2i n R f3 

;:: ... .9: l{l 1 } cr__.9i 6 n 2z Inn+# 

cfl".-!c:t the rapid rc.:kase oftrent:ndou:-. quantitic:s of energy in a a= l.239X IQ-4 cm.-cv. 
pri:determincJ '":".:• ;- :···· ... <:..:r l'hje.:-ts and adv·1ntagc~ of the: l1 = .693 X 6.56 X 10-1c cv .-sec. 
suhjcct il1\'l."!1tior. wili b:Xc.'m~· .:ppar::nt from the following. 50 we obtain: 
pt)rtion~ of thi:; ~pecific;.iti1.1n and fn:m the appended drawings 
which illustrate. in uccord~rncc with the dict~1tes l)f thi:: pat~nt 
statut.:s. ~he essc:ntials of pri::.:;ently pn.:ft:rrcJ appar;,itus i nc<ir
porating tht: prini.:ipk~ of the invcnticm :md in which FIG. l is 
a schern:.itic n.:pr::sentation of essential components of ap- 55 with: 
paratus for gcncrating a coherent beam of gomma radiation of 
the general character dc5cribed abo\·e. 

o.nd: 

~ 
FIG. 2 is a scht:matic rcpres\!ntation of th~ ut:Jization of a 

cvice of the ty:=-t.: shc.iwn in FIG. 1 :n association with ap-
p:ir:nus for gc:.:ncroting r:.icli::ition by elcctrun dccorr:positic.m. 60 reimlts in: 

As schematically illustrated in FIG. l. tht:r:! is provided a 
source of gamr.1a r;.idi;.ition 10. i:i which g:lmm<.1 transitions in 

R ·1 t:.n=- e-· '~ 
1'2 -

(6) 

(7) 

(~) 

(9) 

(10) 
excited at0mic nu.:-ki produce gamma rodi;:\tion. a plurality of 
reflecting mirror mi:mbcrs. such as the Bral!i.; rd1ectiC1n mir
rors 1 ~,~ to l 4d to t.ldin~ a clost:J circuit~ ;csonator cavity 65 
within which the emitted gamma r~1ys arc c:ont:.iint:d to rt.:c.:ntcr 

The fraction of rccoillc~s trnn:::ition of gn.mmri. rays i:-; 
approximately. represented by: 

the source 10 and to thcreby stimulate ;H.!ditional gamma 
transitions in excited atomic.: nucll!i and :ncans 20 for subject-
ing the atomic nucki to sckctive magnt.:tic and/or high 
frcqut:ncy ckctrnmagnctic fic!Js for matching the emission 
process gamm;1 tran~ition ~nt.:rgics to the ab:.0rption proct::.s 
gamma transition energies. All ·of the ab()\'t: ni.lrncd com
ponents arc enclosed within a cryl1st;1t. as gcn~:r:Jlly d:.:sign;1tt:J 
by the dotted line 12. which in turn is surrounded by ap· 
propriatc: bioh1£.ical ~hidding mt:am:. 3i:ncr;11ly dcsign:.itcd by 

where: 

70 and: 

f =cxp.J-~ .!!:__ (~¢_(~!-+ 1)} 
[ 2 kOn x 

x=8o/t 

11% tdt ¢(x) =- -.-.. 
x o e,-1 

On= Deb ye temperature 
Er= The n:coil er1crg~· 

7 5 T=Thc tempernture in °K. 
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"' l>rd~r t~, maximize th1!o ..::-..rr..:s.::.1vn. th~ D~by\! tcmpc:ru· 
turc: shoukJ l°'c: us larg1.· as possihk and the: upr.:ratin~ tc:mpc:r;i
ture !ihould ~small with rt:spc:ct tt' the O~byc tt:mpcmuurc:. 

The Zc~man \!'fti:~t prouu<.:(cJ by mugnc:ti<: field gradients 
and/or thc: high frc:quc:nc>· .:lcc:tromagnctic lidds g~ncratc:d in 
th~ compt'nc:nt lO in dFc:ct produc~ c:mis-.i<.m und ubsorption 
en~tg)" line brol\dcnini; which h us~d to minimize r in tquution 
10. and hence: to maximize: the: realizable gain. It cun be ob· 
served from the: final equation I 0. that the following para me
te~ arc: involved: 

c is a constant; 
A is the activity or thP. gamma. ray source 10; 
c is the base of the natural log system; 
t is· the ti mo; 
,. is the h~f life of the state in question; 
Eo is the transition of the state in question; 
E is the di1!crcnce beh·een emitted and absorbed gs.mma 
ray energy; . J 
bis a constant; 
l is the length or i~c active media; 
R is the product of the refkctivities of the Bra.gg mirrors 
creating the resonant cavity; 
fJ is the loss per centimeter. 

It is readily seen that if the rcflectivities of the Bragg mirrors 
are one, and the loss is zero, the total quantity on the left 
becomes large, thereby satisfying the equation. It can also be 
readily seen that if the half life Tis small, along with the energy 
difference E, this will also help satisfy the equation. The equa
tion also S'erves to define the basic requirements for source 

· nuciei and ·thus permits seiection of suitable materials that. 
have attainable: limits for E. /,Rand {3. 

In the above described device. the gamma ray source 10 
. may suitably constitute a high purity crystal of radioactive 
material, or combination thereof. having a high curie tempera. 
ture so as to provide a relatively high degree of recoilless emis
sion of gamma rays. Additionally. the material utilized should 
. be of such character that is not susceptible to electron and· 
· molecular interactions with applied magnetic fields to thereby 

minimize. if not avoid, all induced heating. The particular 
material employed must also have a . metastable level ap
propriate to the particular mode of operation and to effect the 
emission of gamma radiation through transitions from the 
metastable state to a lower energy level. ln order to effectively 
achieve the latter. the crystal should desirably be of highest 
obtainable purity so as to minimize, if not avoid, internal 
losses of appreciable magnitude that otheN•ise inherently . 
occur due to the p~-:;.::«..:.: ,,f substantial amount.<> of impurities 
within. Included among suitable radioactive materials useable 
as the gamma ray source 10 is Sn11»<H. which possesses the 
necessary properties to satisfy the above requirements and 
which has a half life in the order of eight days. With such a 
material. the percentage of effectively recoilless emission of 
gamma rays during the transition from the metastable rate to a 
lower energy level is effectively increased by operating at low 
temperatures. for example. in the order of 10° Kelvin. within 
the cryostat l 2. 

In order to compensate for the energy differences which are 
normally attendant losses occurring during or subsequent to 
gamma ray emission. the emission process gamma tr.msition 
energies are matched to the absorption process transition 
energies by subjecting the gamma ray source 10 to the action 
of a controlled magn~tic field. This field may be of uniform 
character. or may bl! designed to provide a predetermined 
field gradient in accordance with the \!Xigcncics of a given in
stallation. if a nonoscillating magnetic field is employed. inter
nal energy level matching between emitting. and ;ibsorbing 
nuclei in the active source material is effected by means of the 
Zeeman effect. Alternatively. such intl!rnal energy le.,,·el 
matching can be effected by exposing th~ source 10 to elec
tromagnetic field which functions to achieve t!ffcctive line 
broadening and hence an increase in stimulated emission 
when the recoilless emission and absorption ~aks are very 

I 4 
nurrow und \!lose t<'gi:thcr Eithi.:r or rt,ttl \YPl!S of cner¥~· h.:\'cl 
matching techniques: nta)' he utih7.~i! in any givc?n ini;tull:aiion. 

In orJer tc:> effc:ct the: ncccMUr)' guin whhin the sy»tcni. th~ 
c1-::~ttcd gammu rndlut\on ii rctlfct~d within u cla~~u r~ionutt\f" 

·S cavity bidirc:ctionall)· through the 3umma ray source J.O. Su~h 
desired reflection o( th~ gamma radiation is effected b~· u pltJ· 
rulity of Brag~ rt!fll!cti()n mirror!> to :matig~d uht.! ~~ltl~HicJ _ 
ns to provid~ th.: r(quislte clo~d circuit ~l<:ftniog. the rcsomm'r 
cavity. Although four such mirrors e1rc scht!matically illus· 

I 0 trated._ a greater number may be r¢quircd und such will be 
determined by the frequl!ncy of tht? partic.:ular gammn rudia· 
tion involved :ind the: particular material of which the mirrors 
are made.:. The mirrors per sc are constituted by crystal~ in 
which the crystal planes are frc!c: from internal defects and 

15 may be: suitably 1.onstituted by pure germanium or silicqn . 
~rystals. The mirrors :ire mounted in a so-c11tled "puckered"' 
arrangement as disclosed in ··Resonator For An X-Rny L~er'' 
by Sund, Duguay and Rentzepi~. Applied Physics Lt!Uers~.Vol. , 

20 10 No. 8, April 15, 1967. Each of the crystal mirrors nn1st be 
mounted so as to permit the adjusi.:f'ent of the positioning. : 
thereof, and their initial positioning may be: determined by x· -, 
ray diffraction techniques. Likewise focusing of the beam may 
be effected by physical wGirping of the mirror elements. · 

25 As win be apparent. one of the mirrors, for example the: mir-
ror 14a. must be so constructed so as to permit a portion of the· 
coherent gamma ray beam to escape the resonant cavity and 
to exit from the device. 

tri a unit as above described. the gamma r:ay sourct 10 i: cf 
30 such character as not to require the application of any eim:r· 

nal excitation in order to effect the desired degree of transi· 
tion from the metastable stable to the lower ~nergy levd. That 
is. the source material employed is possessed of a sufficicnt'in· · 
vcrted population at the metastable 5\atc to provide. by stimu· 

35 lated emission. a sufficient gain to estat'llish a coherent beam 
output. 

As an attcmativc to the abov\!, the: subject uevic:c muy in~ 
elude mean." 18 for externally exciting the source matcri&ll to 
provide the necessary inverted population. One such mc.!:ins 

40 may comprise an auxiliary source of neutrons or other pump
ing mechanism to provide sufficient additional electromag
netic energy as to establish the necessary inverted population· 
required to produce a ·stimulated gain as described above. 
With the use of such external excibtion, a different selection 

45 and po5sible greater variety of gamma ray source materials are 
available for use. The . characteristics of suitable source 
materials useable with external excitation include source 
materials of general character set forth above, togcthl!r with 
materials of much shortened half life of the metastable srnte .as 

SO determined by the amounts of pumping energy available. If a 
neutron source is employed for external excitation, such 
source. which suitably could comprise a nuclear reactor. 
should be adapted to provide the necessary quantities of ther-

SS ma! neutrons. When external cxcitotion is employed the 
device will generally operate in a cyclic manner emitting 
bursts of energy at periodic intervals. 1· 

FIG . .2 schematically illustrates ~he ass.oci2tior: of a device . 
of the type illustrated in FIG. 1 with apparatus ;adapted to t. 

60 supply radiant energy generated by the gamma ray source 10. \ 
As shown, there is provided means .3-0 for emitting a stream of 
high energy electrons, suitably an electron gun assembly. The 
stream of' high energy electrons emitted from the sourc;e JO is 
directed through :.in ultr;.ihigh frcgucncy oscillilting magnetic 

65 field toward conductor target J..;. The target conductor is con
nected by suitable energy transfer means .36 to both thr: eke· 
tron source 30 and also to the gen.:rator me~ns 32 for th~ 
magnetic field. In operation of the described devii;;c and with 
the frcqut!ncy of the oscillating magnetic field ~t at a critical 

70 value between 1010 and iou cycles per second. the emitted 
electrons will be tr::msmuted into positive ;md negative energy 
waves of discrete character as generally designated by thi: ~r
cuate wave: fronts 40. Tht! negative energy w;ives arc bdicvcd 
to be of conventional ekctrom::ignctic ch:.micter 6.lnd C(.)n-

7 5 stitute gammCJ radiation of .a particular character. 
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·If .. us illustrutfld. the= gamm:i ray 'sourc.: io i' disp<,,etf in th/ rcactlons, aystcrm utilixins devic:os of the ty~ herein ell&· 
pat'lt of such radiation. th~ cn~rgy content theri=c.'.'f can be used · closed would be relatively straightforwurd and less expcnsl\'e 
in li~u llf the neutron ~urce to prti\idt tht rcquisit~ cxt~rnal · to build. 
excitati<.tn encrey to cr.:atc un. in,·~rt~tJ popul~tion of mug· We claim: 
nituc.Je nc:~cual) tll dfec.:t und maintain J.timulut~d emiJsic.1n S A. In the method of producing coherent gamma 'rndlatlon 
und hish sain opt.mation. tM steps of stimulating gammu tr:uult\ong in e>eclted atomic 

Wh'!n so c;:omblm:d th.: iummu ruy l'l!!~r will in i:m:~t rum;· n"1c;lci to produce gi!mmo ra'1iutlon in a clo5ed resonating 
don us.an enc:rg)" convers.ion device.: wht:n:in the: gamma raJia- cavity, matching the emission process gamma min.sition ener· 

· tion source: 10 absorbs the energy ~manating from the dee· gies to the absorption process gamma transition cnergiei£, and 
tron decom~sition. d.:vice .and converts it to c:ohert:nt. 1 o externally exciting said atomic nuclei to create a population 

nochromatac, colhnear focused form. · inversion at a mctastuble state by subjecting the sumc: to radia· 
As now wm be apparent to those skilled in this art. the tion produced by electron decomposition. 

vc described method and device m:iy be utilized. in a great . l. The method as set forth in claim l wherein said atc.>mac 
number of diverse. applications. In one·a~pect. the device may 1 S nu".lei are subjected.to electromagnetic radiation produced by ,.-·-· 
generally be thousht of a~ un energy s.toroigc system capable of electron dccompodtion. _,. 
\'ery rapid release rates. ln other words. it can be viewed a.S a · J. The method as set forth in claim 1 whcrcin·sald atomic 
type ·or supercapacitor where ~he energy is relc:~d in the nuclei are subjected to positive energy radiation produced .by 
f onn or coherent gamma radiation. For instance, calculations electron decompo,ition. ' . . 
indicate: that when a one curie source of S

11 
" 11"' is stimulated~ it 20 . ~:Apparatus for producing coherent gamma radiation com· 

will release its entire energy in a · ~riod of less than ·I 00 . pr1s1ng: 
nanoseconds, thereby providing an cnersy soun;c of approxi- crystal means adap~cd io prodt.1~e s~mm1' transi~i<nu in 
mately 30.000 megawatts •. whic:h i' at least 30 times the energy excited atomic nuclei; · . ·: . 
release obtained from large pulsed rub)· lasers .. Such high means ta match ~mission proces~ gamma tmns.itior\ cnerg.ie~ · · 
energy rele:ISC rates couJ.d be employed for useful purposes . ., 5 · to ubliOrptic."tn pr<><:css gamma tr~nsition energies; · 
such as for interception and dcstn.1ction of miuiles, tunnelin~ ... . means for selectively directing emitted gamma radiation 
through mountains, well drilling. and for road and canal build· within a closed .circuit resonating c::ivity for s.timulating 
ing projects and the like. The coherent nature and wavelength additi.onal gamma transitions to cffeci· emission of 
or the emitted radiation also lends itself to numerous instru- coherent gamma radi:ition: and means for externally exciting S:iid cryst:il means to ere:itc u 
mentation oriented utiliz:ltions such as extremely accurate · 30 pop\1lation inversion as a metastal:lle state: 1'y subjecting 
measurements of distance, time. velocity. and the like through said· crys!:!l means to· radi:ition produced by electron 
adaption of interference techniq.ues already ·in existence for · decomposition. 
optical lasers. In addition. and through means of holographic 
methods. magnifications on the order of 100 times that which S. Apparatus as S\!t forth in claim J wh~rcin suid crystal is 
may be achieved in electron microscopes arc possible. 35 subjected to eicctromagnt:tic radi&Jtion produced by electron 
Another major area of utilization for such a high. intensity · · dec:omposition. 
energy source would be the exciting of plasma and the trigger· 6. Apparatus as set forth in claim 4 wherein said crystoil is . 
ing of other energ) releasing n~clean·eactions through con- su~jected to ~iti\'e energy radiation produced by electron 
trolled fusion or . fission. In comparison . with . techniques decompositio:·i. 
pr~ntly being investigated for producing controlled fusion 40 . . .. 

i 
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[57] . ABSIRACT 

An aircraft landing system based upon N.'O or more 
beams of'."".-~clear radiation is disclosed. Each beam is 
shaped by a '"3diation generator to crmform tc ~ de
sired pattern cU1d is frequency modulated by the gen
erator for identification and comparison purposes. 
Overlapping of two beams provides a spatial plane to 
serve as one reference su~h as a glide slope. A second 
pair of overlapping beams aligned su_bsta.ntially per
pendicular to the first reference provides a s.econJ 
spatial plane to serve as a second reference such as a 
localizer beam. Appropriate circuitry aboard ap
proaching aircraft is provided to determine the posi
tion of the aircraft with respect fo the two reference 
beams. . . 
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I 
RADIATION GENERATOR PROVIDING 

AMPLITIJD£ MODULATION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
It is another object of the present invention to pro

vide a radiation beacon for an instrument landlftg !:}'~
tern which is oot significantly affected by weather con· 
ciitions. 

This is C! division of application Ser. No. 868.704, s. A further object of the present invention is to provide 
filed Oct. 23. 1969. :i radiation beacon {or an instrument landing system 

Two aircraft landing systems wideJy used are known which is highly reliable and reasonable in cost. 
as the instrument landing systems ( JLS) and the groor.d It is anotffi.:r object of the pre5ent invention to pro· 
cc~trol approach ( GCA ). The conventional ILS sys- vide a radiation beacon for providing a. curved ref er.-
terns contains two separate radio transmitters and ar- Io. ence path for determining the position of an object rel-
rays of transmitters antennas for the generation of lo- ative thereto. 
calizer aa"Ki glide slope radio beams. The localizer beam SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
is a vertical fan of radiation which is used to guide an . . . 
airplane b the horizontal p:ane to intercept the end of 1be present mventJon provides apparatus for gener-
the runway. The glide slope makes up a horizontal 15 a_ting one or more patterns ~~ rcic1iation ~~ich are inten-
plane of radiation which intersects the ground at the ~1ty modulated for ~~termuung ~ posrt~on of an ob· 
touch down point near the end of the runway and )Cct ~h as the posruon of an airc:raft with respect .i'..o 
slopa at ;:pproximately 2.5° to provide guidance to ap- a ~mg area. 1be apparatus i:emu~ the ~te.p of gen er- . 
proaching aircraft in the vertical direction. The inter- atJng a fsrst and second three d1mens1onal pattern of ra- . 
section of the localizer and the glide slope plane forms 20 diation. The patterns are di~ected so as t? overlap and 
a line in space which leads the approaching airplane to are ~uJa~ at predetenn~ed _frequ7nc1es. The ov~r-
the end of the runway. Marker beacons. which are 1ow lapping regions are of c~gi.ng mtenstty. thus a spatial 
power vertical fans of radiation. may be used to indi- p~ !113Y be defi~ which mcludes_ e~ual am~unts of 
cate to the piJot his progress along the approach path. r~a~ frox:1 ~h pattern. ~ rachauon sensmg de-
Thesc markers are identified as the outer. middle. and 25 v1ee, m .assoaatJOn with~ ob_JCct ~o ~ loca~d_, may 
inner marker by different frequencies of modulation. ~~ to sense the posit10n of the obJect w1thm the 
The inner marker is usuatly located about 250 feet r s!3~~· patterns. ..._ d tr. th t.1' f 
f the 1mw:u. apparatus may uc use 1or e g~nera ~rt o 
r~- 1 ~!1way. d glid 

6
, L.- h --:.... f a seQ'.)fKf spa~I plane which intefiCcts the·firt>t spatial 

a in= occu1zer an e :wope LX:ams eac '-V•~~ o 30 s-- Tl..- • • ·31 •-- : f ·d. · • · .J . ,_,__ f ad. • fi d" · On 1_1.._ • pa.ane. 'm:: mtersectmg spat! pM:Uaes O· .. ra 1at1on ·-1,tC·. 
two uv~ o r 10 requency ra sat.Jon. e svuc as fi 1• · .r.._ b -· 'd" • . -r- · · ·1:." · · ., :~ 

odul 1 d t I SO HZ d the th modulated t 90 r~ a me m sp~e u1ere Y. J?rov1 mg a ~e1!!r~cc. •r?m.: . . :: 
m a e. a . an ° er a which to detemune the position of an object. The inter-.· · ·· 
HZ: The mtersec~n of the ~wo Jobes. for.ms a plane secting rJdiation planes .may be shaped .. l?Y the .beacon·~--· 
w~ac:h, when pos1t1oned ~nzontally._ IS ~d as the for eumple, generating shapes includin~rhyperbolic, _or . 
glide slo~. and when pos1tsoned vert>eaUy ts used as 35 other arbitrnry patterns which provide a line in space 
the Jocalae: · . . . . . or a selected curvature to aid maneauvers such· .as a .. 
~ locahzer and glide slop sig:Ws are recezv~ m flare prior to intersecting with the runway. . 

the aircraft by means of several antennas and rece1Vers. The beacon includes a radiation shield in which is 
Eac.h recei~er ~output actuates .a ~~~on instru~t provided an aperiure. A radiation source iS: placed 
h~vang ~~o •nd:&eator needles wh1eh md>eate to the pi.lot 40 within the !.meld and modulating m~s permit- radia-
his ~oon ~ith. respect to the two reference beams. tion to emit through the aperture at a predetermined 
The am:raft t.S directly_!.'!'? !he approach ~ when frequency. The shutter and shield may be designed· to ·' 
~he. twc:> needJcs cross m the center of the 1nstrume:nt emit two overlapping radiation patterns ·and which may 
md1catmg that equaJ amounts of 90 and 150 cycle sag- be fanned to have decreasing intensities within the . 
nals are ~ing received from the localizer and glide 45 overlapping regions. · •. 
slope receivers. . Further. means tlre provided for defining a flight·cor-

The presently u..«;<>rl !.;n._:, .. 1g ·.ystems do an excellant ridor which ha!. :: substantially CO!IStZ.."1t cross-sect.ion. 
jo~ of guidin~ an a11 _:,~ne from a distance of ~y This is accomplished in part by the ,..,~ of a selectively 
miles to the mner marker. However. from the inner shaped radiation absorber which serves to alter the ra-
marker. a few hundred feet from the end of the runway. 50 diation patterns. 
the pilot u on his own and has to make the landing visu
ally. The necessity of making a visual landing during BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

the last few hundred feet is required because the radX> AG. l is a diagrammatic representation of an exam
beams of th<: instrument landing~ interfere and 

55 
pie oh. position sensing system constructed in accor-

reflect from the ground and other obp:ts around the dance with the principles of the present invention; 
runway. This interference will. of course. came a det.e- AG .. l is a diagrammatic representation of a radia-
rioration in t.~ accuracy of the system just at the time tion beacon in aa:ordance with the principles of the 
when most precision is required. Also. the presently present invention that may be used in the position sens-
used landing systems provide a !:oovergent ~ ~t 

60 
mg~ of AG. I; 

converges to a point at the origin near the landing pomt AG. 3 is a graph of the transvene radiation distribu-
thm varying the size of me ~ that the a.in:raft has tion in me radiation pattern of AG. l; 
to fly in as a fraction of disuncc from the oriP1 of the AG. 4 is a perspective view of a shutter device used 
beams. in the radiation be:.1con of AG. l; 

It is r-con:lingfy an object of the ~' invention to 65 FIG. 5 is a llChemalic: diagram of a receiver for radia-
provide a r.idiation generator or be2ooll for an inmu- tion sensing and poRt!on indicating suitable for, me in 
ment landing system which is not subject to these 2Dd association with the object whose pogti'on is to be de-
other disadvantages and limitations of the prior a.rt. termined: 
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FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of another 
example of the position sensing s~stem constructed in 
accordance with the principles of the present invention 
wherein a curved flight path is defined; 

ter 17 forms a first pattern of radiation 20 having a first 
predetermined frequency. The radiation passed . 
through the other shutter forms a second pattern ~.f ra· ·· .: ; 
diation 21 and has a second predetermined frequen·cy. · ; 

FIG. 7 is a diagram of a beacon shutter device used 
in fonning the conical beam of FlG. 6 and further in
cluding a radiation absorber for shaping the radiation 
patterns; 

flG. 8 is a diagrammatic representation of the radia
tion beacon of FIG. 7 adapted to generate a particular 
flight path; 

FIG. ~ is a representation of a flight path generated 
in part by the beacon of FIG. 8; · 

FIG. 10 is a representation of two radiation beams 
used to define a constant cross-section flight corridor; 
and 

FIG. 11 depicts a constant cross-section flight corri
dor formed as in FIG. 10. 

5 The two frequencies of radiation are indicated in ·the 
drawings by differing the spacing of the lines represen· 
tative of the radiation patterns. . 

The shutters 17, 18 and radioisotope source 14 are 
designed and arranged to direct the two patterns of ra-

10 diation 20, 21 into a sensitive or an overlapping ar~n 
22. 1be intensity of the radiation is varied transversely 
within each of the radiation patterns 20, :21. Thi~ vari· 
ance in intensity is depicted graphically i?1 FIG. 3 
wherein the Y a.xis represents radiation intensity and 

15 the X axis indicates transverse distance in the radiation 
pattern taken along section line AA of FIG. 2 •. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
- · EMBODIMENTS 

From FIGS. 2 and .3 it may be noted that the fif$t ra
diation pattern 20 has a greater intensity in the region 
of its one edge lOa and decrea5es to a minimum. .~n .. t~~ 

20 region of its ot!°'er edge ZOb. Similarly:, the intensity of · · 
the radiation in pattern 21 is· maximum near its one 

Referring to FIG. 1, there is depicted an aircraft lap- edge 21a and minimum near its other edge llb. '.The. 
proaching one runway l of airport 3. A first radiation overlapping of the two radiation patterns 20, 21 into 
beam or glide slope beacon 10 forms a pattern of radia- sensitive area 22 defines a centerptane or zone 23 · 
tion which defines a glide slope rcfer~nce-plane 11. A 25 wherein there is equal amounts of rad.iatiori from each · ···· 
second radiation beam or localizer beacon 12 forms tm- ·pattern. · · · . 
other pattern of radiation which defines a localizer ref- This center-plane 23 may become a reference plane 
erence-plane 13. The intersection of the reference for sensing the position of an object with respect· 
planes J 1. 13 form a line 4 in space along which the air- thereto. If the ::enter-plane 23 of FIGS. 2 and 3 is ori~ : ... · . 
craft 1 may be flown to landing. As does an aircrcift 30 ented vertically. it may become·.the localizer beam 13 ... : · .··.·· 
using a conventional ILS system. the aircraft 1 senses of FIG. 1. Similarly, the center-plane 23. may become · 
and determines its position with respect to each refer- the glide-slope beam of FIG. I. .. · . · · 
ence plane of.radiation. It will be appreciated that to form a cente.r'."'planc, two 

In accordar.=e with the principles of the present in- patterns· of overlapping radiation must be g~rierated '· 
vention. the reference beams consist of radiation hav- 35 ·and for detection purposes that each pattern of radia-
ing short wavelengths. A short wavelength herein refers tion must have a characteri~tic frequency. It may be 
to radiation having a wavelength equal to or shorter noted that the relative amplitude of the two radiation · 
than that of visible light. Gamma radiation is pa.rticu- patterns· will be approxi~ately the ume at any rGAdial · 
larty suited to the practice of the invention. however. position from the source of radiation. A radiation de-
visible light. such as from a laser system. may be used. 4o tection system which measures· the relative amplitude 

of the two overlapping radiation patterns and which is 
The reference plane 11 ~ 13 of FIG. 1 may be pro- located in the center-plane of the two radiation pat-

duced with the aid of the device shown in FIGS. 2 - 4. terns will detect and measure equal amplitudes of radi-
A radioisotope source l 4 in a housing IS emits gamma ation of each frequency. If the detector is moved away 
rays 16 which are intermittently passed through a pair 45 from the center-plane, greater amplitude of one fre-
of shutters 17, 18. The housiniz 15 completely encloses quency and less ~mp1itude of the other frequency will 
the radioactive ·:o~. =-~ i '\ .rnd shutters 17, 18 except fer be detected. Upon further movement of the detector 
an aperture 19 therein. The housing 15 may be of con- away from the center-plane, the amplitude of one fre-
crete or metal construction and serves to collimate the quency of radiation will become zero. The detection 
gamma radiation in a desired direction and to other- 50 system need only measure the relative amplitude rather 
wise eliminate radiation in undesired direction. than absolute values of intensity. The foregoing fo.for-

The shutters 17, 18 are rotated about an axis of revo- mat.ion may be utilized to indicate the relative position 
lution 9 by a motor 8. As shown in FIG. 4, the shutters of the detector or receiver with respect to the center-
are essentially ring-shaped members or a cylindrical 55 plane. In the case of aircraft. it has been noted that two 

, member having radial openings therein I 7a. 18a. The such center-planes would be formed. In this case there 
shutter 17 is provided with three such radial openings will be four characteristic frequencie.; involved, two for 
and the shutter 18 is provided with five such radial each center-plane. 
openings. By way of example, if the shutters 17, 18 are 1be accuracy of the nuclear instrument landing sys-
revolved at 3 revolutions per second. the radiation fre- 60 tern disclosed herein is determined by the accuracy a.s-
quency emitted through the one shutter 17 would be sociated with the definition of nuclear beam and the ac-
9H. and in the case of the ether shutter 18 the radiation curacy of the nuclear beam detection. As. to the defini-
frequency would be 15Hz. The shutter portions 179 18 tion of the nuclear radiation beams or center-plane, 
may be constructed as a:1 in~ unit or as separate this is a function of the geometry used in the SOW'ce-
uniu each driven at a particula; speed of revolution. 65 shutter~ design. Using a cobah-60 radiation 
fwthennor-c. the number of~ oper.inp may be source and an 8 ioch diameter~ will provide a 
varied to provide any desired frequency. Thus. as dd"'mition in the order of:: I foot at :he range of 200 
shown in FIG.~ the radiation passed through the shut- feet. The accuracy oft.he nuclear beam detection is pri-
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marily a function of the count rate received by the de· 
tector which determines the signal to noise ratio b.?
tween the individual frequencies used for formation of 
the radtation beams. The accuracy, therefore, wilt tend 

indicate the .relative amplitudes or the two signals pro
vided by the frequem.:y detection circuit.$ 32, 33 9t11hich 
in turn a.re representative of the relative amplitude of 
the modulated radiation patterns SCO$.Cd by d~te.ctor 
25. For example, if the detector 25 is placed in the radi
ation pattern of FIG. 2, the relative amplitude of' the ra. 
diation patterns 20, 21 depend~ upon the position of 
detector 26 with respect to the center plane 2.3. If cen
ter-plane 23 of FIG. 2 is representative. of the glide 

to increase sharply as the aircraft approaches closer to 5 
the source because the count rate will increase. and 
also because the definition of the individual frequen
cies will become better. Thus, the system inherently 
provides the highest accuracy near touch down just 
when the highest accuracy is ne-~ded. IO slope of FIG. 1, then the indic:itor 35 of FIG. 5 wiJI pro

vide a re:iding representative of that position. · The radiation from the radioacuve source is not a ha
zard to the personnel. By way of example, the glide slop 
beam and localizer beam may be generated by two ra
dioisotope sources of 10 curies each of cobalt-60. If an 
approaching aircraft is at an average distance of 200 15 
feet away from the radioactive source and if the aircraft 
spends an average of one minute making the final de
cent and landing, the radiation dose received by the 
personnel in -the airplane will be in the order of magni
tude less than 0.25 milliroentgen per landing. The radi- 20 
atio~ beam may .be shielded so as not to expo~ ~rson-
~e! m the termm:l! :::.re~ to unnecessary radiation. A 
shield constructed of lP;id 10 inches thick will reduce 

As previously described. the center-plane 23 of FIG. 
2 may be appropriately orientated to serve as the local
izer beam 13 of FIG. 1. The circuit of FIG. 5 may be 
appropriately modified to sense the two additional radi~ 
ation patterns associated with the localizer beam each 
of which is modulated at a characteristic frequency. 
The modification of the circuit in FIG. S wouJd include 
the addition of a second pair of frequency detection 
circuits 37, 38 the outputs of which are impressed upon 
a second operational amplifier 40. The operational am-

the radiation from the 10 curie cobalt-60 source to a 
level equivalent to 0.1 millicuries of cobalt-60. 

piifier 40 adds the signal outputs of the frequency de
tection circuits 37, 38 to provide an output signal 

25 which is representative of the position of detector 25 
with respect to the localizer beam. This amplifier out
put signal is impressed upon indicator 35 wherein the 
information is conveyed to an operator in a convenient 
fonn. Tne operational amplifier outputs may be simply 

The modulated radiation patterns as heretofore de
scribed may he suitably detected and the position of a 
radiation detector determined with respect to the cen
ter-plane of any two radiation patterns. A suit.able de
tection circu!• is shown in FIG. S. A detector 25 senses 
the presence of radiation of the type emitted by the ra
diation generator. The detector 25 may consist of a 
scintilator 26, a photomultiplier tube 27. A high volt
age power supply 28 is provided to power the photo
multiplier tube. If the detector 25 is placed within the 35 
radiation patterns of FIG. 2, the. detector 25 may sense 
either of two characteristic frequencies of radiation or 

30 used to form audiaJ tones the amplitudes of which are 
compared by an operator: 

The detection sensitivity and the range of the landing 
system may be enhanced by adding phase-lock features 
to the system. The shutters"l7~ 18 ofFIG. 4 may be dc·
signed and arranged to simultaneously interrupt both of 
the radiation patterns 20, 21 of FIG .. 2 thereby defining 
a portion in each cycle of revolution of the shutters 
during which no radiation is emitted. During this blank · 
portion of the cycle, a signal representative thereof· 

· a combination thereof. If the detector lS senses a com
bination of the two radiation paiterns and the relative 
amplitudes thereof are the same. the detector 25 is· then 
located in the center-plane· 23. As has been explained. 
the radiation center-plane 23 of FIG. 2 may serve as ei
ther the glide slope beam or localizer beam of a landing 
system. A similarly generated center-plane of radiation 
m4!y be generated to form the other of the guidance 
beams in a landing system. rn such a case.-the·detector 
2S of FIG. 4 m~.; s~a:~·= .:ij one of four modulated radi
ation patterns or any combination thereof. 

In further reference to FIG. 5, the electrical output 
signal from the detector 25 is impressed upon various 
signal processing circuits including a discriminator cir
cuit 30 which serves to distinguish the signaJ rad1ation 
from background noise. The output of discriminator 30 
is impressed upon a filter circuit:31-wnerein-undesired 
frequencies are attenuated. The filter output is then im
pressed upon at least a pair of:frequency detection cir
cuits' 32, 33 each of which is designed ·t.o-ieeognize a 
signal frequency associated with one of the radiation 
patterns. As heretofore indicated. typical frequencies 
might be 9 and 15H. The pair of frequency detectors 
32, 33 are each_designed io provide a direct current 
output representative of .the detected. :frequencies. 
These outputs are .then .summed by an operational arn
plifier ·34 the output of which is impressed upon an in
dicator 35. The indicator 35 may be in the form of a 
galvanometer or other instrument.which conveys infor
mation to an operator. The indicator 35 is calibrated to 

40 may be usej to excite the detection circuit thereby co
ordinating the phase of the modulated radiation pat
terns and the frequency detection circuits of FIG. S. 
Thusdn· FIG. S, a reference .signal.transmitter 65 pro
vides a reference signal to a reference signal receiver. 

45 66 which impresses the reference signal. upon a pulser 
. circuit.67 •. The la~ter.has. an. output.signal .which is im
pressed upon each of the frequency .detector· circuits 

··-J2, .. 33~-'37;38 for the purpose.of initiating a low.ampli
tude excitation reference pulse therein. ht this manner, 

50 the frequency detection circuits each oscillate at .. their 
tuned frequency, i.e .• at the frequency to be detected 

·and· are· in ·phase· wittrthe ·signal representative of the 
radiation. Thus. a very weak radiation signal will be de
tectable since· the signal to be detected will. be added to 

55 . . lhe reference pulse. . 
Other embodiments of the invention described 

..... hefein,may-be·used·to·proo1ide.flight paths which are 
curved such as might be desirable for flare before 

60 
touchdo'Wn or flight paths for short takeoff and landing 
aircraft. Such an embodiment is shown in FIGS. 6 and 
i wherein a locali.zer,beam-60 i.s·fonned .by a vertical 
center-plane of radiation modulated at two.frequencies 
just as was the localizer beam heretofore described. 

65 The glide slope beam however is formed in the shape 
· of a cone by making a conical shutter assembly or bea

con illustrated iri fl<T. 7 which serves· the ·same purpose 
as did the shutter assembly of FIG. 4. 
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The apparatus includes a double shutter assembly 

similar to that of FIG. 2. As diagrammed in FlG. 7, 
each of a pair of shutters is a substant.ia.lly torroidal ele
ment which revolves about an axis of rotation SS and 
has a number of slots through which radiation may 
pass. The assembly includes a housing with an opening 
therein whereby the torroidal element may be rowt~d 
to periodically register the slots with the opening in the 
ho~sing thereby defining a shutter system. An upper 
shutter is simply depicted at 53 and a lower shutter at 
54. 

8 
by substantially aligning the axis of rotation of the shut
ters with the flight path of the aircraft. 

The invention described herein may be used in yet 
another manner which provides a substnntiaUy con· 

S stant size flight path corridor. The state of the art ILS 
and the landing system described herein in conjunction 
with F1G. 2 provide a sensitive area 22 which becomes 
narrower as the aircraft approaches tou~hdown. thus. 
ii becomes increasingly difficult for the pilot to main· 

IO tain the aircraft within the sensitive area or flight corri
dor. 

As heretofore explained, one or more radiation . A constant size corridor may be generated in accor-
sources 52 emit radiation which when periodically in- dance with the principles of the invention herein. Ref· 
terrupted by the shutters define a first and second radi- erence is made to FIG. 7 wherein it may be noted that 
ation pattern 56~ Si which intersect to form a sensitive 15 the included angle within the sensitive area 59 ~y be 
zone 59 in which a center-plane 58 of equal intensity varied by changing the radiaJ dimension of radiation 
radiation exists. absorber 61. Thus. if a particular length is selected for 

Other variations in the shape of the radiation beams a cord of a circle which traverses the se:nsith·e area 59, :· 
or patterns may be provided by the use or a radiation the ·radial J~ation of the cord of the· selecte.~ len.-g~i_l·: ,_.,-.·· · ·1' 

absorber. Sl!Ch as a lead shield. placed radiaHy from the 20 will vary as a function of the absorber.size. For e;am:. ·. · 
radiation source and between the intersecting patterns pie. the cord· dimen.~on 67 will be Joca.ted ne~.rcr. the 1 

of radiation. Such an arrangt:ment is shown in FIGS. 7 radiation source 52 if the absorber 61 is removed be· ·• 
and 8 which may be used to provide the aircraft ap- cause the included angle of the sensitive area 59 will be 
proach paih shown in FIG. 9. larger. . 

Referring to FIG. 7. an abs6rber 61 is positioned as 25 These observations are used in FIG. 10 wherein one 
shown and serves to selectively modify the overlapping radiation beacon 70 generates a first sensitive .area 59 1 

characteristics of the radiation patterns 56, 57. The and another radiation beacon 7t generates a second 
beacon apparatus of FIG. 7 is shown in FIG. 8 in con- · sensitive area .59". The intersection of the two sensitive. 
junction with a selectively shaped radiation absorber 
61 '.The radiation from source 52, is periodically emit- 30 areas 59'. 59" define a flight corridor 72 having dimen-

sions which are a function of the included angle ".of the 
ted through a shutter assembly. depicted at 53' to form sensitive areas and the radial distance from the sources; 
a modulated pattern of radiation on one side of ab-
so b 6 ' • R d" t" ·tt d th gh th th hut These factors may be controlled by proper selection of r er 1 . a 1a ion em1 e rou e o er s - h d" · bso be fi · Th· h · · · 
ters depicted at 54', forms the second modulated radia- . t e ra ~at1on a r r c~n iguration. is tee mque is 
tion pattern which intersects the first pattern to define 35 ~hown m. FIG. 1 ~ ~herem the ?eac?,ns 70, 71 g~nerat.e 
an overlapping sensitive area as heretofore described. mtersec~ing ~ns1t1ve ~reas ~9 ' 59 to define a com-
Within the sensitive area is the center-plane or zone of dor ~epicted m two .dm'!e~s1o~~J scgx:nents. 12a '.""· 7~r~ 
equ~I intensity radiation which may be used as 3 refer- An ~m:raft l ascert.ams its P?51t1on with .respect to the 
ence for determining posit:On of an object with respect comdor as h~re~ofor~ de~nbe.?. . ·. . ·. 
thereto. 40 If the :ad1atlon mtensity 1s vaned ." transvers:ly · 

The beacon apparatus of FIG. 8 is represented in t~roughout the.patterns. as was.the case with the rad1~·· .. 
FIG. 9 by the numeral 62 and is shown as generating a tion patterns ~1th FIG. 2, a comcal .center-plane 58 will 
curved reference zone or center-plane 63 which con- h<: f?rmed wh1~~ may be u~~;as a·reference. for.deter-
forms substantially to the shape of the absorber 61' of msnmg the possuon of a rad1at1on detector with res.pect .. 
FIG. 8. A second beacon 64, similar to the apparatus 4s thereto. . . . . . .· 
of FIG. 8 forms another r~ference zone of radiation 65 The comcaI radiation center-pl211e 58 of FIG. 7 .ts 
which int~rsec: ~ !~1t: c ~·. ·1t:d reference zone of radiation also shown in FIG. 6 wherein it serves as a glide slope 
63 thereby defining a curved line 66 in space which beam a~d is dir~cted and pos!tioned so as to int~~ect. 
may serve as a flight path for aircraft. Such a curved the yertteally orientated locah.zer beam 50. The. m t_er- · 
flight path is particularly suited to helicopter and STOL SO ~cuon of the !-WO beams SO, 58 fo~ a parabolic Jme 
type aircraft. m space 60 which may .serv~ as the flight path to be fol-

The use of an absorber material to selectjvely shape lowed by an approachmg aircraft. 
the radiation patterns is particularly suited to the guid- What is claimed is: 
ance of high speed aircraft. The apparatus used to gen- _l. A radi~tion generator f?r housing a source o.f r~di-
erate a glide slope is typically instalJed along side of the 55 at1on therem and for formmg a pattern of radiatJOn, 
landing strip. If the apparntus of riG. l is used to gener- comprising: 
ate a glide sJope. the axis of radiation of the shutters a. shielding means for permitting the escape of radia-
would be oriented vertically which means that the por- tion in preseJected directions; 
tion of the glide slope near the landing strip would be 

60 
b. first shutter means operably associated with said 

created by angularly sweeping radiation patterns. It is shielding means for periodically interrupting a por· 
feasible that the landing speed of an aircraft might ap- tion of the escaping radiation at a first preselected 
proach the sweep of the radiation patterns os as to frequency; and 
place the aircraft in a zone which is continuously ab- c. second shutter means operably associated with 
sent oi radiation or at least to create a situation in 65 said shielding means for periodically interrupting 
which a doppler effect would make signal recognition another portion of the escaping radiation at a sec-
impractical. thus. the aircraft would have no position ond preselected frequency. said shielding means 
determining capability. This condition may be avoided being dimensioned to direct said one and said other 
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portions of radiation into an ove~, ~btion .. 
ship. 

l... The r.1d~ generator of claim I ~du ead1 
said mutter means cocakpt dies a subsuntiaDy dyindricaJ 
member desiine<f to have 1 toUrce of fiidiation poaj .. 
tioned therem :and having ~n radial K~ throosfl 
which radiation may escape. said cylinder member 
being positioned to permit each open radial sector to 
~riodically re~ter with the escaping radiation when 
said cylinder is revolved. 

3. The radiation generation of claim l wherein said 
generator !s orientated to vertically align the axis of 
said cylindrical member whereby the angular sweep of 
the emitted radiation pattern will be horizontal. 

4. The radiation generator of claim 2 further com
prising means for rotating said cylindrical member at a 
predetermined angular speed thereby providing a pre
determined frequency of radiation emission. 

S. The radiation generation of claim I further com
prising a radiat~on absorber positioned external said 
shutter means and so located as to interrupt a portion 
of emitted radiation, said radiation absorber being se-

. 1ective1y shaped ~ as to impart a preselected configu
ration of radiation. 

6. A radiation generator comprising: 

10 
a. a JOOrct of mt w1velenllb ~! 
b. Jhielding means 9ff0ciar1M with Aid ~ion 
~ for ~ dJre a;ape o( nwfiatbs in 
~Jected~ 

! c. ~nani opalbly ~to Bid mic1dln1 
r. ~ ..... flln • • • "' ~ C'lf r·-.---~y m~g one f'Qf"Uon 01 

the escaping radiadon at one characteristic (re· 
quency to define a first radiatioo pattern and for 
interrupting another portion of the escaping radia-

l o tion at another '-=haracteristi<: frequency to define 
a second radiation pattern. 

7. The radiation generator of claim 6 wherein sai~~ 
source of radiation is an elongated source having a suf. 
ficient length to enable a portion of the radiation which 

1 s forms said fU"St radiation "pattern to overlap that which 
forms said second radiat!oo pattern. 

8. The radi2.tion generator of claim 6 wnerein said 
source of rad~tion is a gamma emitter. · · 

9. The radiation generator of claim 6 further com· 
20 prising a radiation absorber positioned external said 

shutter means and so located as to interrupt a portion 
of emitted radiation, said radiation absorber being se· 
Jectively shaped so as to impart a preselected configu.:. 
ration of radiation. 

25 
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RADIATION MODULATION APPAJtATU~ 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to apparatus for modulating a 5 

source of unmodulated radiation and in particular, to 
such radiation modulators comprising a pluraEt~ vf 
mirror surfaces. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
In the prior art, there have been many attempts to de- i o 

velop a satisfactory radiation modulator whereby a 
source of uniform-intensity radiation is modulated. 
On-= contemplated application for such a radiation 
modulator is a hirge projection display or a light inten
sifier panel. It has been sugested to use a relatively thin 15 
film of a suitable insulating material, such as an oil or 

It i:' even a further object of this i:wcntion to provide 
radi:llion !:"lodulating apparntu10 eapa"11e or modulating 
a sou:-ce of radintio:i of a first type in nccorcfance with 
a radiation image of a different type; for example, co
herent radiation mnv be modulated in accordance with 
a non.coherent radiation image. 

These and other objects are met in accordat\Ce With 
the teachings of this invention by providing radiation 
modulating apparatus·comprising at least one reflective 
surface or mirror capable of being deflected to modu
late radiation of substantially uniform intensity derived 
from a t~r;;t source. The deflection of the mirror surfat:~ 
is effected by an electric ficJd established by a signal 
imposed upon an electrode disposed adjacent to the 
mirror s1Jrface. The deflection signal is provided by a 
radiation sensitive device, such as a photodiode, dis-
posed to receive input radiation from a second source. 
A dual purpose member is disposed to block radiation 
derived from the first source from being directed onto 
the radiation sensitive device, and to direct rndiat!nn 
from the first source to an<I from th<:: mirror s~trfoc.:c1 •t:l 
well a$ to direct radiation from the second ~urcc onto 
the rndiation scnsitiv~ device. Thrn;, the radi1,tion from 
the first source is modulated in accordance with the 

a thermal plastic, upon which a charge pattern is im
posed by an electron beam. A source of uniform
intensity light is directed ont() the insulating film. 
whose thickness and therefore whose rcnccting proper· 20 
tic~ have been varied in nccordancc with the charge. 
pattern. The radiation of uniform intensity may be di
rected upon the insulat_ing film by a Schlicren <>ptical 
system to be modulated by and rencctcd from the thin 
insulating layer to pro•:ide an imgagc display. 

Radiation modulators of the prior art have used a 
plurality of mirror surf'...;..;es whereby radiation from a 
source is moduiated dependent upon the position of the 
mirror surfaces with respect to its source. By deflecting 
selected miiror surfaces, selected portions of the radia- 30 
tion image are directed from the line cf view. whereas 

25 input radiation directed onto the radiation sensitive de
vice, whose output in tum controls the deflection of the 
mirror surface.· 

the remaining mirror surfaces direct the radiation along 
. a line to be displayed or to be viewed. In one example 
of the prior art, a plurality of mirrors may be mounted 
upon a filament to be. rotated by an armature coil. The 35 
problem associated with such . radiation reflectors is 
that of resolution and of providing a sufficient number 
of mirror surfaces capable of achieving a high resolu
tion. 

More recently. modulating apparatus has been pro- 40 

posed in which a plurality of strelch.ed membranes are 
used as mirror surfaces and are bent or deformed under 
the influence of an electric field established by rela
tively high deformation voltages. However. because of 
the high tensile restoring forces established by the 45 

stretched membrc::"es, it is necessary to use relatively 
lii6i1 •cmages to de~, · 'Jr deflect the stretched mem
branes. With voltage·· •"t 1~."'~onable amplitude, the de
formation of such mernoranes is in the order of a wave-

~O 
length of light so that only phase modulation of coher-

A significant feature of this invention resides in th~ 
in corpora ti on of a plurality cf such mirror surfaces and 
radiation sP-c;itive devices int0 an arrav, wherebv th(> 
radiation from the first source is modulated by th; mir-
ror surf aces to form an image for display in accordance 
with ar: input radiation image directed onto the corre
sponding radiation sens~tive devices. 

A still further feature of this invention resides in_."ihe .. 
implementation of the above-described radiation mod.;. .. 
ulator in the form of a semiconductor substrate in 
which there is fonned the radiation sensitive device a·s 
a photodiode, and upon which the reflective .. surface is 
font:1ed of a layer of a suitably reflective material such 
a<; gold, supported upon the substrate by a pedestal. 
The dual·purpose barrier member may illustratively 
take the form of a glass rod disposed between the pho
todiode and the reflective surface. A linear array of the 
radiation sensitive devices and corresponding reflective 
surfaces may be formed upon a common substrate and 
a plurality of ~uch substrates may be assembled to form 
a two-<limensional array whereby uniform intensity ra
diation is modulated in accordance with an input radia
tion image. 

DESCPJPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other objects and advantages of the pres
ent invention will become more apparent by referring 
to _the following detailed description and accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

ent light is possible. As a result. such devices incur the 
small tclerances and other problems of optical phase 
modulators. Typically, the deformation voltage re
quired of modulators employing stretched membranes 

55 is ;n the order of 5000V. It is recognized that optical 
am?litude modulation systems are easier to operate re
liahly, but require significant mirror deflection. FIG. IA and lB are respectively a plan and sectioned 

view of an assembly incorporating a rad~ation scisifr,, .. 

60 
device whose output controls the deflection of a reflec
tive or mirror su:face in accordance with the teachings 
of this inventior~; 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore, an object of this invention to provide 
optical amplit!.lde modulation apparatus capable of 
operation at signal levels sign1ficantiy less than that re
quired by the prior art. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide radi
ation modubting apparatus employing a plurality of re
n~cting or mirror surfaces, capable of achieving a 
greater resolution than .:spparatus of 1..~e prior art. 

FIG. 2 is a side view of an assembly as shown in FIG. 
l, incorporating a gla<;.S rod for directing an input radia.-

65 tion image onto the rndiation Y-nsitive device and for 
directing a uniform-intensity radiation to and the mir
ror modulated radiation from the mirror surface; and 
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FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of Jle an-A!lgcmem 
of a ~urality of the assemblies as shown in FIG. 2 to 
provide an array of radiation sen.~itive devices disposed 
to receive an input radiation image for providing a plu
rality of sjgnals to control the deflection of an array of 
mirror surfaces whereby substantially uniform intensity 
radiation is modulated in accordance with the input ra
diation image. 

DESCRlPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

sensitive devic~ 20 may be formed for controlling a 
corresponding linear army of ~11irror surfaces 16. Mor~ 
specifically, each of the radiation sensitive devices 
takes the form of a MOS transistor ~omprislng a com-

S mon drain and common gate electrooc 1Z and 30. both 
dispooied a!ong the length of the ·~mbly J. O, and dis
crete, individual source electrodes 26a, 26b, 26c, etc., 
for each of the radiation devices 20. A plurality of con
rhctive strips 1&, !Sb, 18c, etc. a.re each connected to 

1 o their corresponding source region 26 for applying their 
ourput to a corresponding electrode 19a, 19h, · l 9c, etc ..• 

. With regard to the drawings and fo particular to for e::stablishing an electrica! field for deflecting th~ .:or-
FIGS. lA and lB, there is shown an assembly 10 for re· responding mirror surface 16. T"ne mirror surfaces 16 
ceiving a radiation sensitive device 20a whose output are formed ofa common reflective layer having oppos .. 
is applied by a conductive element or strip 18a to con- 15 ing portjons 15 removed tberefrom to.form each mirror 
trot the deflection of a reflective or mirror surface 16a. surface 16 capable of being.separately deflected. As in-
As will be explained later. !:uitable means is provided dicated by a dotted line in FIG. lA, ihe pedesuJ por-
for directing input radiation onto the radiation sensitive tions 14 a.re of substantially circular configuration and 
device 20a and also for directing unifonn-intensity ra- are centrally disposed of each of the mirror surfaces 16. 
diation onto the mirror surface 16a. In the illustrative 20 
embodiment shown iu FIG. lA and lB, the assembly 10 The operation of the assembly 10 in a "storage 
comprises a substrate 17 of a suitable semiconductive mode" will now be explained with regard to FIGS. lA 

material, such as silicon, upon which there is disposed and lB. A pulse source 31 applies a reset pulse to the 
a first insulating layer 12 made of a suitable material. common gate electrode 30 to reset all of the photodi-
such as silicon dioxide SiO~. A reflective surface indi- 25 odes and conductive strips 18 to a .. black ·on' signal" 
cated in FIG. 1B by the nur.eral 16a is supported upon condition. Upon being reset b; the pulses derived from 
the surface of the assembly 10 by a pedestal 14a. In an. the source 31, a field is established by the electrodes 19 
illustrative method of manufacture, a layer of a suitable upon their corresponding reflective surfaces 16, which 
material such as silicon, is sputtered upon the surf ace are deflected to their maximum. More specifically, the 
of the insu!ating layer 12. Next, a layer of a suitable re- 30 reset pulse mor ..... ntarily turns the MOS transistor "on" 
flective material, such as gold, having a thickness per- to permit conduction acroS5 each of the channels Z4 to 
mitting deflection at relatively low signal levels, is de- apply a potential illustratively in the order uf -SGV, 
posited as by well-known evaporation techniques, up0n from a potential source 32 connected to the common 
the silicon layer. Thereafter. the circumferential por- drain electrode 22, to each of the photodiodes formed 
tio.ns of the silicon layer are removed by suitable, well- 35 by the discrete source regions 26a, 26h. 16c. etc. Then. 
known etchjng techniques to leave the pedestal portion with the radiation sensitive devices 20 shielded from 
with a substantially flat. reflective layer 16a disposed . . radiation, a voltage is set upon the common gate elec-
thereon. A reflective layer 16a having a thickness of trade 30 by a voltage source 33 to turn ''off' the.MOS 
0.25µm was found to be a thickness permitting deflec- transistors, i.e .. no current is conducted through the 
tion of approximately 4° when a signal developed by 40 channels 24 thereof. Then, the array of radiation sensi-
the radiation sensitive device 2& of below 1 OOv ampli- tive devices is exposed to an input image for a short pe-
tude is applied to the conductive strip 18a. riod of time by a shutter (not shown). The photocharge 

In the illustrative embodiment shown in FIG. 18, the that flows in particular photodiode depends upon its 
radiation sensitive device 20a is illustratively shown as exposure, i.e. the product of the intensity of the input 
a MOS transistor compri.;ing a drain region 22 and a 45 radiation and the exposure interval As one of the pho-
5' .•• ·: :- - .t:,;,;,-1 .i:;ca formed by well-known diffusion todiodes is exposed. the potential ~tored in the inherent 
tt:c1- ·. -iues within the substrate 17, the regions 22 and capacitance of the photodiode is discharged toward a 
:'IJD being of a conductivity type opposite to that of the positive voltage imposed upon the substrate 18 by a po-
substrate 17. A channel 24 is formed between the re-

50 
tential source 34, illustratively of a value of +SOV. As 

gions 22 and 26a and a gate electrode 30 is disposed a result of the photodiocje discharge, the potential es-
upon a second insulating layer 28 formed upon a por- tabli!hed by the conductive strips 18 upon the e!ec-
tion of the surface of the substrate 17, covering the trodes 19 changes, whereby the degree of deflection of 
channel 24. The output of the radiation sensitive device the corresponding mirror surface 16 is changed, depen-
20a is coupled to the conductive strip 18a by an electri-

55 
dent upon the signal established upon the correspond-

cally conducti,1e region 27 formed. for exarnple, by dif- ing electrode 19 and the radiation incident upon the 
fusing a high oensity of impurities of the same type as corresponding radiation device 20. By employing the 
regions 22 and 26a into the silicon substrate 17. volta.g.e sources 32 and 34 in the arrangement shown in 
Though in FIG. lB. a MOS transistor has been formed FIGS. 1A and lB, a half-full voltage biases the mirror 
in the substrate, it is operated as a photodiode compr.~- 6-0 or reflective surface 16 to a one-quarter bend because 
ing region 26a and the substrate 17, in a manner to be of the square law mirror bending response. This circu!t 
explained more iully below. Further, it is understood arrangemenl requires less svvitc-hing voltage; however, 
that other radiation sensitive devices could be incorpo- the photodiode still must withstand the full voltage, i.e., 
rated into the radiation modulator of this invention; for 1oov. The biasing voltages J!Stablished upon the elec-
example, a phototran:>i$tor may be formed readily upon 65 trodes l9a, 19b, 19c, etc. remain as a stored pattern 
the substrate 17. unti~ :~;:-~ decay through the photodiode dark current, 

With regard to FIG. lA. ~here is show·~ a.., il!~strative or until l~~::y are erased by C\ reset pulse derived from 
arrangement by which a linear array oi the u·~.iation the source JI. 
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In a.r altcrnutive mode of opcr.i.tioo of this invention 
tcnned a .. continuous mode .. , the MOS transistors 
comprised of the regions 22, l4 a.rid l6 are biased to a 
triode condition. The input radiation induces a photo
current supplied through the MOS channels 24 nsso- S 

6 
ductive ~ead wires embedded thc~ethroug.h. Alterna
tively. the multilcad pfo.tc may be comprise.a of :a erys.
tal of smeot.\ dop<:d by diffuslon th.rough th<; thiGkn~ 
o( the crys~at plate to form t:1e leads. 

With regard to FIG. ~y fiere is shown a further em-
bcdiment of tl~i~ ~vent.Jon u~ whieh a plurality 6t llie 
as...~rnblies shown in FIG. 2 are "stacked" upm1 each 
.:ther to form a matrix of mirror ~?irfaces 16 c~.pable of 
mo4ulating an image. A plurality of units comprising 

ciMcd with the particular photodiode fonned of tha 
corresponding region 26. The photocurrent detemtlncs 
the output established upon the discrete source region 
26, which is connected to the corresponding electrode 
19. Thus, the electrode vol tag~ is a function of the pho
tccurrent of a particular radiation sensitive device and 
changes with time as the intensity of the input radiation 
changes. 

IO assembties 10 and lOb with a reflective member 40 are 
amu~ged one upon each to form a composite assembly 
50 having an input face disposed to receive an input ra
diation image c~rived from a ~uitable imag~ source 

The com?lete operation of the radiation mod\.!lator 
of this invention wiU become n~·-:>re fully understood IS 
when considered with FIG. 2. More specifically, FIG. 
2 shows an assembiy 10 as described above with regard 

s:.ich as a CRT 42. The CRT 42 displays an image upon 
the face thereof which is directed by ~ lens assembly 
schematically shown and identified by numeral 44 onto 
the input face of the composite assembly 50. More spe
cifically, the input image radiation is directed and fo
ccsed onto the plurality of reflective members 40 
whereby discrete portions thereof are directed onto the 
pturnlity of radiation image devices 20 ·to prod.ucc out¥ 
put signals for controlling the corresponding mirror" 
surfaces 16 disposed in an array upon the output face 
of the composite al\Sembly 50. The plurality of individ .. 
ual assemblies are held together by a frame 52 disposed 
about Llte periphery of the composite assembly 50; fur-
ther, the end portions of the assemblies 10 and lOb as 
wen as the reflective members 40 may be configured to 
fit within the frame 52, whereby the assemblies 10 and 

to FIGS. IA and lB, in combination with a reflecting 
member ~O illustratively taking the form of a glass rod 
having a first highly-reflective specular surface 40a for 20 
directing substantially uniform radiation onto the linear 
array of mirror surf aces 16 and for rctlecting therefrom 
the radiation as modulated by the deflected mirror sur
faces 16. The reflective member 40 serves the further 
purpose of isolating the uniform radiation as dervied 25 
from a first source, from the in;mt section of this inven
tion, including the radiation sensitive devices 20. The 
input radiation as derived fror.: .1 second.source is di
rected by a specular reflective surface 41a onto the 
photodiode portion of the radiation sensitive device 20. 
As will be explained more fully later, it may be desir
able to form a similar assembly 1 Ob disposed in an op
posing relationship to the assembly 10, whereby radia
tion derived from the second source is reflected by a 
surface 4lb of the member 40 onto a second linear 35 
array of radiation sensitive devices, one of which is in
dicated by the numeral 20a', for controlling the deflec
tion of a second array of mirror surfaces, one of which 

30 1 Ob and in pa.."'ticuhr the reflective members 40 are 
critically aligned wi·~ respect to the inpwt radiation de
rived from the CRT as well as the uniform intensity ra
diation derived from a source 54. Alternatively, the 

is indicate.d by the numeral 16a'. 
With regard to FIG. 2, the reflecting member 40 may 40 

illustratively take the form of a glass rod secured to the 
assemblies 10 and lOb by suitable insul:.iting adhesives 

.17 and 17b disposed between th·e reflective member 40 
and the assemblies 10 and !Ob. The insulating adhe-
§iV~§ 17 find 17/J iU@ mecl \o pr~vent th@ §honing of nll= 

4 ~ 
jaccnt conductive strips 18. ln an Illustrative embodi
ment of this invention, the spacing of the reflective 
member ~D f!: .... i .. List: radiation S<:nsitive devices is large, 

image source may be a hologram formed by coherent 
light from a laser. 

In the illustrative embodiment shown in FIG. 3, a 
Schlieren-type optical system is shown for projecting 
an image of substantially uniform intensity radiation 
from the source 54 onto the output face of the compos
ite assembly 50. Any of the several well-known Schlie
ren optical systems may be used of which one simple 
illustrative one is as follows. The radiation emitted by 
the source S4 is focused by a pair of planar-convex 
lenses 56 and 58 onto a mirror 60. The reflected radi~-
tion from the mifrur 60 i§ focu§ell by u plu1mr:.co1wu 
lens 62 onto the output face of the compositr. assembly 
50, whereby the unifonn-intensity radiation is directed 
by the plurality of the reflective members 40 onto their 

as compared to the diffusion length of the photodiodes; 
further, the silicon substrate may be doped so that a 
barrier layer atten~t..es carrier diffusion from the re
flective side to the radiation sensitive device side of the 
assembly. Barrier geometries are also possible and may 

50 
associated min-or surfaces 16. As explained above, 
each mirror surface 16 of the composite assembly 50 
is deflected in accordance with the ·input radiation 
image so that incremental porJons of the uniform radi-

be employed if more attenuation is required. 55 

ation image directed onto the array of mirror surfaces 
are variously modulated dependent upon which of the 
mirror surfaces is deflected. If a mirror surface is de-
flected, the radiation directed thereto from the reflec
tive member 40 will be misdirected so that it is inter
cepted by a stop, which may be the mirror 60, thus in-

60 crcmcntal portions of the image as derived from the 
composite assembly 50 will appear dark or blad:. Upon 
being reflected from the r-.rray of mirror surfaces, the 
modulated portions of the image zre reflected from the 

Though in FIGS. lA and 18, and 2, a preferred em
bodiment of this invention is shown as ir.clud~ng an as
sembly including a ;.emiconductor substrate and a re
flective member 40 for optically isoJating the reflective 
surfaces and the radiation sensitive devices, an nltcrna
tiv1.: embodiment uf this invention may be structured 
including an opaque, multilead plate having a photodi
ode or a plurality of ptY.>todiodes disposed upon a first 
surface thereof ancl a plurality of leads directed 
through the p!ate for controlling a corresponding mir-· 65 
ror surface or set of mirror surfaces formed upon the 
opposite side of the multil~uJ plate. Illustratively, the 
multilead platr. may he made of opaque glas."' with con-

corresponding members 40 onto the lens 62 to be fo
cused, for example, to provide a display or for direct 
view. 

Significantly, the radiatio:-i modulating apparatus 
shown in AG. 3 may be used as a light amplifier. For 
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cxauple, the intensity of the light flux derived from the the invention may be made without departing from the 
source 54 may be many times greater than that derived spirit thereof; therefore, it iJ intended ti'iat all matter 
Crom the input image source 42. As a result, the origi· cont.med in the foregoing dcacrlption and in the t\c:· 
nal, low-intensity radiation image input ii amplified companying drAwi.ngs 1ha!l be interpreted as illustrative 
many times. Further, the source 54 may emit a differ- s and not in a limiting sense. 
ent type of radiation than that derived from the source What i~ claimed is; 
42. For example, the source 54 may illustratively take 1. Apparatus for modulating radiation derived from 
the fonn of a laser for generating coherent light ontc a first source in accordance with input radiation dc-
the output face of a composite assemoiy .50, whereas rived from a second source, said apparatus comprising: 
the source 42 may be a CRT for directing a . non- 1 o a. means responsive to the input radiation :ind dis-
coherent, relatively low-intensity radiation image onto posed to receive the input radiation for providing 
the input face of the comp0t;ite assembly 50. In such an ari output dependent upon the intensity of the input 
example, the composite assembly .50 modulates the co- radiation; 
herent parallel beam of light derived from the laser to b. mirror disposed to receiv~ the radiatjon from said 
reflccuherefrom a hologram to be used, for example, 1 s first source; · 
in an optical data processing system, the hologram c. mean:s fo:- mounting said mirror in cantilever rash-.· 
being modulated by the mirror deflection pattern. In ion, to permit a free end of s~dd mirror to be de~ 
this example, the input radiation image is both non· fleeted; 
coherent and of low light level so th~t no hologram d. conductive means coupled to receive the output of 
could be formed· ·thereby for effective image process- 20 said radiation responsive means for establishing a · 
ing. However. the composite assembly, in accordance field in the vicinity of said mirror, whereby said · · 
with the teachings of this invention, provides both mirror is deflected dependent upon the output of 
image intensification and radiation conversion to pro- said radiation responsive means; and 
vide a coherent modulated output. e. means for isolating said radiation sensitive means 

In an illustrative embodiment of the composite as- 25 from the radiation derived from said first source. 
sembly SO as shown in FIG. 3, an array of mirror sur- 2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said radi· 
faces, each having a surface area of approximately ation responsive means and said mirror are mounted 
25µ.m2 wide, is formed along a. linear array upon the as- upon a comrrion substrate. and said isolating means is 
semblies 10 and 10b with a 50,um center-to-center disposed intennediate therebetween. 
spacing. The reflective members 40 may take the form 30 3. Apparz.tus for modulating radiation derived from 
of mirror rods having a square cross-section with a a first source ir. :--ccordance with input radiation de-
250µ.m diagonal so that the linear arrays as formed of rived from a second source, said apparatus cumprisi~g: 
assemblies 10 and lOb are spaced two per 300µ.m. Such 
a composite assembly would have a resolution of 
3-lp/mm along the linear array (c: direction normal to 35 
the surface of FIG. 3) and l 0-lp/mm in a second, sub
stantially vertical direction, as shown in FIG. 3. Fur
ther, in this illustrative embodiment, the thickness of 
the mirrors lf. was chosen to be 0.25µ.rn. Though mir
rors of 0.45µ.m have been constructed, the smaller 40 

thidcness of 0.25µ.m is preferred because of the re
duced puU-in voltage required. Further, as particularly 
illustrated in FIG. lB, the close spacing and aspect 
ratio of the mirror surface as a cantilever beam tend to 
reduce the pull-in voltage whereby relatively reason- 45 

able voltage leve!s, less than lOV, may be employed. 

a. means responsive to the input radiation and dis
posed to receive the input radiation for providing 

·an output dependent upon the intensity of the input 
radiation; . 

b.·a mirror deflectively mounted to receive the radia
tion from said first source, said mirror being vari- . 
ably deflected dependent upon the output of ·said 
radiation responsive means whereby the radiation 
derived from said first source is modulated; and 

c. means for isolating said radiation sensitive. means 
from the radiation derived from said first source 
and comprising a reflective member disposed be-· 
tween said radiation sensitive means and said mir-
ror, said reflective member comprising a first re
flective surfac(: for directing the input radiation to 
said radiation responsive means, and a second re
flective surface for directing the radiation derived 
fro,n said first source to and the mooulated radia
tion from said mirror. 

4. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3, wherein s.o:.Ud first 
source provides radiation of a first level of intensity and 
said second source provides radi2tion of a second level 
of radiation 1~~ than that of the first level. 

. Thus, there r:--.'> been sho\1\fJ'l a radiation modu.!ating 
apparatus employing a plunJity of mirror surfaces dis
posed in an array and capable of selectively modulating 

50 substantially uniform radiation derived from a first 
source in accordance with the various deflections im
posed upon the mirror surfaces. Mirror deflection is 
controlled, in turn, by an input radiation image di
rected onto a corresponding array of radiation sensitive 55 
devices whose outputs are applied to control the de
flection of the mirror surfaces. Further, suitable barrier 
means such as r:·~flective mirrors are disposed between 
the radiation sensitive devices and the mirrol'S. which 
serves not only to isolate the radiation derived from the 
first source from the radiation sensitive devices, but 
also to direct the input radiation onto the radiation sen· 
sitive d~vices and to direct the uniform intensity radia
tion derived from the first source onto and the modu
lated radiation from the mirror surfaces to be displayed 65 
or for direct view. 

S. Apparati..c; :::; claimed in claim 3, wherein said first 
source emits cor..erent radiation and ~aid second source 

60 
emi~ non-coherent radiation. 

6. Apparatus for modulating radiation derived from 
n first wurce in acccrcbnce with an input radiation 
image derived from a second source, said apparatus 
comprising: 

Numerous changes may be made in the above
de3Cribed apparr.:tus and the different embodiments of 

a. a plurality of radiation responsive devices disposed 
to receive the input radiation image and for provid
ing corresponding outputs dependent upon the in
tensity of the input radiation image; 
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b. a plurality of corresponding mirrors disposed to i~ type and a fint region formed withAn a 'usface 
receive the rad~ation from said first SOW'Ce, eac~ of of said substrate of a seoond conductivity type op· 
laid mirrors being variably deflected dependtnt posite to said first conductivity type; 
upon the output of its corr~ponding radiation re- b. a mirror deflectively mounted to receive the radia-
spomive device whereby the radiation derived -; tion from said first source, srud mirror being vari-
from said first source is modufated m accordance ably deflected dependent upon the output of said 
with. the input radiation image, each of said radia- radiation responsive means whereby the radiation 
tion responsive devices and mirrors being mounted derived from said first source is modulated. said 
upon a common substrate; mirror being deflectively mounted upon said sur-

e. each of a plurality of conductive elements for re- Io fa(A! of said substrate by a pe&stal~ and 
ceiving the output of a radiation responsive device c. means for isolating scid radiation sens!tive me:ms 
for 6tablis.hing a deflecting field in the vicinity of from the radiation derived from said first source. · 
its corresponding mirror; and 10. Apparatus as claimed in claim 9, wherein said 

d. means disposed intermediate of said. plurality of mirror comprises a layer dispmed upon said pedestal · 
radiation responsive devices and said plurality of ts having a reflective surface for receiving the radiation. 
mirrors for isolating said plurality of radiation re- from said first source and of a thickness sufficient to fa. 
spomive elements from the radiation derived from cilitate deflection to a sufficient. d~gree to permit opti-
said first source. cal modulation. 

'i. Apparatus aS cJaimed in claim 6, wherein a plural- 11, Apparatus ~ claimed in claim 10, wherein the 
ity of said units is arranged with respect to each other 20 thickness of said layer is in the order of 0.25µ.m. 
to form a first two-dimensional array of said radiation 12. Apparatus as claimed in claim 9, wherein said ·~b 
responsive means disposed to receive an image of the diation responsive means compri~ said first region 
input radiation, and a second two-dimensional array of and a second region of said second conducti.vity typ<: 
&aid mirrors disposed to re~eive the radiation of sub- separated by a channel formed of a portion of said sub-
stantially unifonn intensity from said first source and to 25 strate. and a gate electrode disposed over sa~d .chanel 
modulate the uniform~intens~l.y radiation in.accordance and spaced therefrom by an insulating layer.. 
with the various degrees of deflection of said plurality 13. Apparatus as claimed in claim 12; wherein a plu-
of mirrors. rality of rad.iatit'n responsive means is fomied upon 

8. Apparatus as claimed in claim 7, wherein there is said substrate ir. '." linear array, each of ~id radiation 
included a Schlieren optical assembly for pro~ting the 30 devices comprising a comm:.;n second region an~. a 
radiation derived from said first source onto said sec- common gate electrode and discrete first regions for· 
ond two-dimensional array of mirrors and for directing each of said radiation responsive means. 
the ~odulated radiation therefrom. 14. Apparatus as claimed in claim 13, wherein there 

9. Apparatus for modulating radiation derived from is included a plurality of said mirrors disposed in·a Iin-
a first source in accordance with input radiation de· 35 ear array upon said substrate, and a plurality of con~ 
rived from a second source, said apparatus comprising: ductive strips coupled to said.discrete first regions of 

said radiation responsive means for applying discrete 
a. means .responsive to the input radiation and dis- outputs thereof to control independently the deflection · 

posed to receive the input radiation for providing of each of said plurality of mirrors in accordance. with 
an output dependent upon the intensity of the input -4" the input radiation directed onto each of said plurality 
radiation, said radiation responsive means compris- of radiation responsive means. 
ing a semiconductor substrate of a first conductiv- • it • • * 

45 

55 

60 
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Patent.ed July 6, · 1937 2,085,74.2 
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Iviy invention relates to apparatus for the elec
trical projection ·of pictures, · as in television, 
facsimile transmission, and the like, and par
ticularly to such apparatus as is used in connec-

5 tion with electrical scanning systems. 
Among the objeCts of my invention· are: First, 

to provide a method of increasing the sensitivity 
of television transmission cells to permit the pro
ject.ion of· television pictures by refiectcd light 

JO of ordinary intensity; second, to increase the elec
trical output of a television cell in order to pro
vide satisfactory television signals without the 
use of extremely sensitive. amplifiers: third, to 
provide a television system wherein an ampli-

rn fication. of an electrical image, or a portion 
there.or, may be accomplished Without dissecting 
said image into picture elements; fourth; to pro
vide a method of amplification for television pur
poses wherein the degree of .amplificn.tion is not 

20 limited by the extremely high frequeriCies which 
must be handled where the -image is dissected 
before amplific·ation; fifth. to _provide ·a means 
whcreb~ relatively large currents may be se
cured from a television transmitting cell with-

25 out interference from· space charge effect; sixth,. 
to provide an image amplifying element which is 
simple and practical· to construct; and seventh, 
to provide an a.:-;:.p!i:;.c .. for.photo-electric currents 
wherein extremely high ....... mpllfications may be ob-

30 tained with extremely simple apparatus external 
to the tube itself, and in a single stage. 

My invention possesses numerous other objects 
and features of advantage, some of which, with 
the foregoing, will be set forth in the following 

35 dcscrlption of my invention. It _is to be under
stood tho.t I do· not limit myself to this disclosure 
of species of my invention, as I may adopt variant 
embodiments thereof ·within the scope of the 
claims. 

40 In my previous co-pending applications for 
United States Letters Patent, lncludlng appli
cations Serial No. 159,540, filed January 7, 1927 
<Patent No. 1,773,980>. Serial No. 245,334, filed 
Jn.nunry 9, Hl28, and Serial No. 270,673, filed April 

4 ;, 17. 1928, I have described n television trans
mitting apparatus and system wherein an optical 
image of the p!cturr..?d field ls thrown UPon a 
photo-sensillvc cathode, and the emitted elec
trons nrc accelerated n.nd focused magr.ettcally 

GU to form an elcctrico.l Image, i. e., a plane through 
which an electron stream passes, the electron 
dt..nsity of which varies spatially across the 
.st.ream tn the sn.mc manner as the illumlne.Uon 
d(·nsity vo.rics across the optical image. In th1s 

c,;, Y P<'rl f\co.l Ion nnd clnims the terms "electrical 

image", or, more specifically "electron current 
image". wlll therefore be used to indicate an elec
tron stream wherein the current density is slmul-

. taneously proPortional and corresponds in rela
tive position to a plurality of adjacent elementary G 
areas of a corresponding optical image. 

The electron stream farming this image may 
be deflected, preferably by · magnetic. means, to 
pass over an aperture ln such a manner as· to 
effect a scanning of the image, that portion of 10 
the electron stream which passes through the 
ap.erture forming a picture current which may 
be amplified and modulated upon a radio wave 
or transmitted by wire. 

This m·ethod of television translnission offers i;; 
the advantage of having no moving parts, and 
of· being suitable for the electrical projection of 
pictures having any desired fineness of detail. 

The principal weakness of this method lies 
in the fact that only a relatively small p(>rtion 20 
of the electrons emitted from the photo-sensi
tive surface are used· at. any· given instant, and 
therefore extremely phot.o-sens!t!ve scree!!s. and· 
amplifiers are necessary in order to transmit 
satlsf actory pictures. · 25 

When it is attempted to amplify the picture 
currents above a. certain level,·background noise, 
"Schottke effect" and other ordinarily negligible 
factors come in to make the amplified picture 
currents unsatisfactory and distorted. 30 

In the present invention the funds.mental prin
ciple of my previous invention is retained, 1. e., 
.an electrical image corresponding. to . the optical 
image is formed; in the present device, however, 
insteo.d of first dissecting the image into picture 3;, 
elements and amplifying the resUltant current, a 
plurality of picture elements are simultaneously 
amplified before the image is dissected, or, at 
least, before it is completely dissected. 

Describing this invention in general terms, 40 
means are provided for forming an electrical 
Image of the pictured field as in my previously 
described devices. The electrical image, or a 
Port.ion thereof', is received upon a. plurality or 
isolated control elements, whJch regulate the 4;; 
electron flow from a second cathode, preferably 
of the thermionic type, to form a secondary 
electrical image which varies in consonance with 
the primary image. In the pref erred ! arm of 
the device the primary electrical image is de- on 
fleeted 1n :lc...:ordance 'With a predeterm.tned time 
schedule. preferably at the low. or "picture fre
quency'' scanning rate, across a linear apertw'-
f n n. dlaphrae;m situated substantially tn the 
f'ocnl plan~ of the electrical lmngc. The nf>('r- 5.~ 
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tured diaphragm may be termed an "electrical 
shutter." The thermio.nic cathode ls also linear, 
extending back of ·and parallel with the linear 
aperture. Encircling the cathode is a winding 

· 5 comprising 'discontinuous turns of ·very fine wire, 
·each turn forming in effect a grid or control 
electrode whose potential is determined by the 
number of electrons reaching it through the 
r.perturc. of t.he diaphragm. An anode screen 

10 positioned adj::i.cent ·the linear cathode acceler- · 
ates· the electrons which it emits, these elec
trons being focused as in the case of the pri
mary image in a second !ocal plane~ and since the 
potential . ot the isolated control elements varies 

l 5 spatially in ~onsonance with the primary elec
trons fal!ing upon them, a very greatly amplified 
secondary image is formed. 

Where t~is device ls being used for its primary 
purp:::>se, i. e., as ::i. television transmitter. the 

20 secondary image is deflected, in the direction of 
its ·length and at the high scanning frequency o! 
the picture to be transmitted, across an aperture 
behind which .a . target for receiving electrons is 
positioned ... The elect~ons ft.owing upon this tar-

2;:; get comprise a picture current, which may be 
amplified ·as has previously been described in my 
above mentioned applications . 

. Owing to the extremely small capacity of the 
elementary ·control electrodes which govern the 

30 formation of the secondary image, and owing to 
the .fact that these elements vary in potential at 
a much lower rate· than the higher picture com
ponent frequencies which must be transmitted, 
extremely high ·amplifications are obtainable 

•···' from the -device, t!le secondary electron image 
having an electron density 10,000 o--rmore times 

·as great· a5 that of the primary image. ·This · 
makes it p·ossible to transmit pictures by reflected 
light, or, whc.re it is desired to transmit pictures 

40 from moving picture F.!~ greatly to reduce the 
amplification necessacy external to the trans
nutting apparatus. 

Referring to the drawings: 
Figure l is an axial sectional view of a tele-

45 vision transmitting tube: embodying my inven
tion. 

Figure 2 is a similar se-::tional view, the plane 
of section being perpendicular to that of Figure 
1, as indicated by the line 2-2 of the first figure. 

50 Figure 3 is a transverse ·sectional view. ta.ken 
in the plane 'indicated: by the line 3-3 of Figure 1. 

Figure 4 is an enlarged detail section of a por
tion of Figure 2. 

Figure 5 is a transversr sectional view showing 
!J.J the expanding ring for support'ing the anode. 

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram showing the 
principal electrical circuits used in connection 
with the device. 

In detail. a preferred embodiment of my in-
t;:; vcnt!on comprises an envelope 10. of substantial

]~· tubular form. having at ·one end a substantial
ly fiat window 11 through which an optical image 
may be projected by a suit.able lens 12. In a 
pos!tion closely parallel to this window is n photo-

1;:, sensitive ca.thodc. comprising a screen f3 of fine 
wire netting, stretched on n ring 15 which 1s sup
ported by rn.dial wires or pins I 6 secured to the 
envelope by seals 11. Deposited upon the screen 
i~ a suitable photo-active material such as potas-

;u slum hydride, caesium. or other suitable medium. 
Parallel and closely adjo.ccnt to the cathode ls 

the similar anode . ;,;rccn 18, preferably of finer 
v;Jrc th~n the cn.thodc screen. The anode m.:iy 
be supPQrti:-cl 1·:- -·· in l'Xpnndfni;t ring comprising 

form a flange 21. A pair of small bolts 22. weld• 
ed to the ·other end of the strap, engage holes in 
the flange, and by tightening the nuts 23, the rln:; 

·is expanded into frictional engagement with the 
wall of the envelope. Support wires 25 are\;«:: ·J- .; . 
ed to the anode screen ·and to the ~xpanding ring 
to hold the screen in position. 

The inner surface of the envelope is preferably 
platinized or silvered from the expanding ring 
back to the opposite end of the tube, and the ring 10 
makes· contact with the metallic surface, which 
thus provides an equipotential space through 
which the electrons may travel after being ac
celerated from the cathode by the anode. 

A stem 26 is sealed into the end of the envelope la 
opposite to the window, and carries a pair of 
arms 21 which project suhstaritia.lly half the 
length of the envelope and closely adjacent ~ts 
walls. . Surrounding the ends of each of. these 
arms is a band 28, welded to each of which is a 20 
wire ·30 for supporting a diaphragm 31. A linear 
slit 32 ext~nds across the diaphragm. 

The image amplifier clement is mounted on the 
diaphragm behind the .slit, by· means of the col
lars 33. This element comprises a tube 35, 2.:i 
formed of porcelain or other suitable refractory 
insulatfog material, and having a longitudinal 
.slot 36 formed in the side opposite the diaphragm. 
The tube is wound with fine wire 31. In one of 
these devices which ·I have· constructed, this ~0 

·.·winding comprises tungsten wire •. 0003 inch in 
diameter, and wound 240. turns to the inch. 

After the. tube is wound tbe winding is partial'." 
1y i;Oated with material for insulating it and con
necting· it to the . porcelain. tube. This· insulat- :~.; 
ing material may be vitreous~enamel. alundum 
cement. or other suitable refractory. In apply
ing the cement, that portion of the winding im
mediately ·behind the slit in the diaphragm is 
left bare •. as is that portion ~overing the slot 36. 4•> 
After the cement coating has· set a saw-cut 40 is 
made, ·extending the length of the tube, to sepa
rate the winding into· individual discontinuous 
turns. · 

A thermionic cathode 41 extends the length cf 45 
the tube behind the slot· 36. This cathode may 
be formed of a. silicon rod having a pair of paral-
lel perforations 42 extending the length thereof. 
and. a filamentary heater 43 threaded through 
the perforations. The exterior of the rod is first 50 
platinized, then coated with alkaline-earth oxide 
or other suitable electron emitting material, and 
is grounded to one end of the heater 43. A pair 
·or leads 44 for supplying current to the heater 
1s carried .out of the envelope through one of the 5;i 
arms 21. 

A ·second anode 45, also of screen construction. 
is supported from the bands 28 closely adjnccnt 
to the slot 36. The anode covers. and is electri
cally continuous with a fiat. funneled shaped co 
shield 46 whose smaller end terminates adj~.ccnt 
the st.em 26 in an inner shield or capsule 41. The 
capsule covers a target 48, nnd is provided wit.h 
an aperture 49 which is· preferably an elongated 
slot which. Hes in a plane perpendicular to t.hc c.:; 
diaphragm slit 32. · 

Surrounding the envelope arc tv.•o solenoidal 
focusing coils 50 and 51. These coils carry d1-
·1 ect current for f ocusin~ the electron Images as 
is described in my copendlng appUcntion. Scrl:i.1 ;o 
No. 270,673 above mentioned. Each electron 
leaving the cnthode, nt an angle diverging rrom 
the dlrcdton or the mngnctlc field. dcscrlbi•:; n 
hellca.l path. rcturnln~ to ll\n~l'ncy wl~h thc llnr 
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2,085,742. 3 
ever~ other elect:oti.' The current in the soJe
noids is adjusted to brin'S tli.e planes of tanger,cy, 
i. e., the. electrJca.l ~magc r;Jii:1\;lut:i:1~ ::,:,·!th oJ:.mes 

. of the scannJ:1g·a.pcnures ~~ and 49 respectively. 
. 5 The two coils may be repJR.c~d- by u single coil 

if desired, but separate coil: 11 re pr&f erred since 
the currents therein may be indivld"'alJ.y adjusted, 
so that less accurate spacing of the elements in 
the transmitting· device is required. A magnetic 

10 shield· 52 •. ·which may be built up <.if rings of 
Swedish iron or other highly permea.bie mate
rial, preferably silrrounds the tuL>e bcf~ween the 
two coils. For the sake of clearness. ueither the 
focusing. eoils nor the shields are shvwn in the 

;:; diagram of Figure 6. 
On the side of the shield toward the window in 

tlle envelope is a pair of deflecting coils 53. It 
will be noted that these coils cause .a deflection of 
the electron image formed by the photo-sensitive 

20 cathode In a direction perpendicular to the slit 
32, and are at right angles to the position which 
they would. occupy. were ·the focusing coils 5 O 
and 5 f not used. · A second set of. deflecting coils 
55, spaced 90°. from the coils 53, is provided on 

25 the oppcsite side of the magnetic.shield 52. These 
coils deflect the .secondary image perpendicularly 
to. the primary image deflection. Each set of coils 
is represented by a single coil in the schematic 
diagram. · · 

:.10 In operation, the optical image is focused upon 
the· cathode f 3, which emits electrons in propor
tion to . its illumi11s.tion. These electrons are 
drawn ·through the cathode and accelerate\.l by 
.the potential applied· to the anode from the bat-

~.:; tery or. other source 56, most of them passing 
through the anode screen and traveling longi- . 
tudlnally of the envelope at a high velocity, to be 
focused in the plane of the diaphragm 3 f by the 
longitudinal magnetic field from the coil ·so. The 

40 elect.ron image formed in the plane of the dia
phragm is defleeted· acres~ ·~he slit 32, which acts 
as a. scanning aperture, a.t a frequency of from 
12 to 20 cycles per second by means or the mag
netic field of the ·coils 53, which are supplied by 

45 an oscillator 51. · 
The oscillator is pref er ably a gP.nerator of 

sloped or saw-tooth waves, as is described in the 
co-pending npplication of Farnsworth and 
Lu:t>cke. Seria.I No. 449,985. filed May 5, 1930. 

.:;o The field thus r: ~·Juced causes the image to travel 
across the slit relatively slowly in one direction, 
and then to return to its original position with 
great rapidity, ·arter which the cycle is repeated. 

A portion of the electrons farming the electrical 
r,;, image pass through the slit and are intercepted 

by the grf d wires 3l. The:: individual wires being 
isolated, and having extremely small capacity. 
can vary in potential relatively rapidly owing to 
the leakage through the porcelain tube 35 and 

uu the residual gas remaining in the envelope. For 
examp1~. if the slit is 1/200 as wide as the image. 
and if a scanning frequency of 20 cyc:les is used, 
the maximum frequency with which t.he wires 
need vary in potential is 2,000 cycles per second. 

li.J Since each turn of the wf ndlng 3'1 is insulated 
from its fellows, adjacent turns may have widely 
diITr.rcnt potentials, depending upon the num
ber o! i:lectrons fnlllng thereon. and therefore 
the electrons attracted from the cathode toward 

lli the secondary anode 45 vary spat.to.Hy in con
sonance wit.h t.he electrons in falling t.hro~h the 
slit. 32 from the primary electron image. The 
secondo.ry elN.:t.ron imngc ls, or course, ncgntlvc: 

, ,, L c .. It hns :t minimum electron d<'nslty where 

the primary image has a maximum density, and 
vice versa. 

The secondary image is, moreover, astigmatic. 
The electron source is effectively the entire width 
of the slot 36, and since the indivic _..=i.l turris of o 
the winding 3'1 are substantially perpendicular 
to this slot, and each governs the electron flow 
passing its entire length, the ima.ge formed is 
the electrical equivalent of a photographic nega
tive of. the slit viewed through a cylindrical lens, 10 
i. e . .- the slit 32 is much broadened as it is repre
sented by the secondary electron image. This 
may be avoided if desired by making the openings 
32 and 36 of the same width. but in general the 
astigmatic image is a. great ndvantaf!c; the clec- 15 
trans emitted by the thermionic cathode exceed 
vastly in number thos·e emitted by the photo
sensitive cathode, and the wider image permits 
the passaga of mnny more electrons before space-
charge effect intervenes. 20 

The astigmatic secondary image is focused by 
the coil 5 f In the plane of the· inn~r shield 41. 
The image is deflected in the direction of its 
length by a magnetic field from the coils 55, 
which arc excited by a slope-wave oscillator 58, 25 
generating a high scanning frequency, c. g., 4,000 
cycles per second. The slit or scanning aper
ture 50 is positioned parallel to the axis of the 
~:.sLigmatism of the secondary image, and there
fore .an of the electrons controlled by a single 30 
grid. wire enter the aperture at one time, to fall 
upon the target 48. These electrons form the 
picture current which flows through a resistor 
SO, causing a potential drop which may be ampli
fied by a · suli;able repeater 6 f and transmitted 35 
along :i. line 62 or modulated upon a radio wn.ve. 

It \vill be understood that the operation of the 
image amplifying device may be modified mate
rially, f olfowing the principles that are well 
known · iri ordinary vacuum tube practice. The 40 
factors which are m~t readily controlled to ac
complish such modification are the various po
tentials used. 

·Thus, if the velocity of the electrons forming 
the primary image be greatly increased. the grid 45 
elements may be made to emit secondary elec
trons in· excess of the primaries. Under these 
circumstances the grid elements become less neg
ative with greater electron density in the primary 
electrlcal image, and the secondary image be- 50 
com~:; positive instead of negaf.ive. 

Moreover, if desired, separate leads may be 
brought out of the tube for the sep3.J"ate anodes 
a.nd shields, giving almost unlimited flexibility 
in so far ns Potential gm.di en ts and el~ctron im- 55 
pact velocities are concerned. 

The bias potentials of the isolated control ele
ments are not so direetly variable, but these may 
be controlled indirectly by selecting materials of 
predetermined conductivity for the tube 35, by 60 
altering the potential of its supporting bands. to 
control ·leakage thercthrough. and by variation 
or the vacuum to which the tube is pumped. 

I clnim: 
1. The method of electrical picture projection 05 

which comprises the steps of forming an electron 
current 1mase of an obJe<:t, dissecting said image 
into strips of elementary width, and applying the 
strip,s of said electron charge image t.o control 
the 1ntrnsity distribution of a space current of 70 
elongated cross-section to fonn successive partial 
images o! greater intensity. 

2. The method of electrical picture proJecUon 
which comprise~ the steps of rormln.R an clf:'C
tron C'Ul"r<'nt tm 11r.r nf ~\Tl phj('rf. c11<:st'C!.ln~~ snfd 7.'i 



image into successive· strips of. elementary width, . 
applying the strips of said electron current image. 
control a. space current to· for·m corre-Sponding 
partial electron current images of greater in-

with ·the 1.ntensity distribution of the . selected 
area to form a secondary image, and means for 
deflecting said secondary image in a direction 
parallel to its length. 

5 tensity,. ~nd. dissecting said partis.t images into 
elementary.· areas. . · . 

.3. The method of electrical pictu::e projection 
which comprises the steps of forming an ·electron 
~urrent image of an object, ·and utilizing suc-

10 cessive. portions of said imnge to· control the 
spatial distribution of. an electron flow in· con
sonance with linear strips of elementary width 
of said electron current .. image to form a suc
cession of secondary partial electron current im-

15 ages corresponding to said strips. 
4~ The method of electrical picture . projec

tion which comprises the steps of. forming an 
electron current image of an object, ·deflecting 
said image in accordance \vith a predetermined 

20 time schedule, intercepting a portion· of said im
age, and utilizing the intercept.eel portion to con
trol the spntlal distribution of an electron fiow 
to ·form a varying secondary image correspond
ing to the intercepted portion of said first-men-

25 tioned electrical image. 
5. The method of electrical picture projection 

which comprises the steps of forming an electron 
current image of an object, deflecting said image 
in accordance with a predetermined. time sched- . 

30 tile, intercepting a portion of said image. utiliz
ing the intercepted portion to control the spatial 
distribution of an electron flow to form a vary
ing secondary electrical image corresponding to 
sai.d intercepted .portion, deflecting said second-

35 ar~i image in accordance with a different time 
schedule,-. and intercepting a varying portion of 
said secondary image to effect a scanning of the 
object. 

6. The method of electrical picture projcc-
40 tion which comprises the ·steps of forming an 

electron current image of an object. deflecting 
said image in one dimension, intercepting strips 
of eli::?mentary width across said image, con
trolling the spatial disli'ibution of an electron 

45 flow in consonance with the intercepted portion 
to form a secondary electron current image, and 
deflecting said secondary image in a. second di
mension. 

7. The method of electrical picture projection 
50 which comprises· the· ... '. ps of forming an elec

trical image of an object, deflecting said image 
in one dimension. intercetJting a linear area of 
said image, controlling the spatial distribution of 
an electron flow in consonance with the intercept-

65 ed portion to form a secondary electron image, and 
deflecting said secondary image in a direction 
parallel to its length. 

8. In an apparatus for. the electrical projec
tion of pictures. means for forming an electrical 

co lm~ge, means for selecting n substantially linear 
area from snf d tmnge, means for deflecting the 
image normally to said area to vary the area· se
lected. a substantlnlly linear source of electrons. 
nnd means for varying the electron flow from 

c;;; elementary lengths of said source in accordance 
with the intensity distribution of the selected 
area to form a secondary image. 

9. In an apparatus for the electrical projec
tion of pictures. means for forming n.n electrical 

-; o image, means for selecting a substantlnlly linear 
area from said image, mt>ans for deflecting the 
imngc normally to said nrea to vary the area 
selected. n substnnt!A.lly llncar source of elec
trons. mcn.n~ for varying the electron flow from 

7 o clcmr.ntnry length.<; or snlcl !-><Hirer In nccordllnc(' 

10. In an apparatus for the electrical r.-.,!ec- G 
ti on of pictures, means for forming an electrical 
current Image, an apertured plate. arranged sub
stantially in a plane of said imag<.>. an emitter of 
electrons arranged behind the aperture in said 
plate, means for deflecting said image across ·10 
said aperture, a control element positioned to de
rive its potential from the image elements pass
ing through said aperture and to control elec
tron fiow from said emitter in consonance with 
said potential, and means for collecting said elec- L 
t:ron .flow. 

11. In an apparatus for the electrical projec
tion of pictures. means for forming an electrical . 

. current im...i.ge, an apertured plate arranged sub- . 
stantially in a plane of. said image, means for ~u 
causing the aperture in said plate to ·scan safd 
.image, nn emitter of electrons :i.rranged behind 
said aperture. means· for collecting ·the emitted 
electrons, and a control element Positioned to de:.. 
rive its potential from the image elements pass- :!;; 
Ing through said aperture and to control elec
tron ftow from said cm1tter in consonnncc with 
snid potentiaL 

12. In an apparatus for the electrical projec
tion of pictures, ·means for forming an electrical :;o 
current image, an apertured plate arranged sub-

.. stantinlly in a plane of said image, an emitter 
")f electrons of greater than elementary length in 
at least one dimension, ~rranged behind the 
aperture in said plate, .means !or accelerating the :.iG 
cmltted electrons to form a secondary electrical 
image, .and a plw·ality of isolated control ele
ments positioned· to derive their potentials from 
the image elements passing through said aper
ture and to control said secondary image .in con- ·llJ 
sonance with said pctentiats. -

13. In an. apparatus for the electrical projec-
. tlon of pictures, .means for farming· an electrical 
current image, an apertured plate arranged sub
sta·ntia1ly in a. plane of said image, an emitter 4;i 
of electrons arranged behind the aperture In said 
·plate, means for accelerating the emitted clec-

. trons to form a. secondary electrical image, a 
plurality of isolated control elements positioned 
to . derive their Potentials from the image cle- ;jO 

ment.s passing through said aperture and to con
trol said electrons to form a secondary image 
in consonance with said potentials, a. second 
plate having an aperture therein positioned sub
stantially in the plane of said secondary image, ;,.; 
and means for causing said apertures to scan said 
images. 

14. In nn apparatus for the electrical projec
tion of Pi.cturcs, means for formlng an electrical 
current image, nn apertured plate arranged sub- 1in 

stantinlly in a plane of said im~ge, an cm!Uer of 
electrons arranged behind the aperture in said 
plate, means for nccelcratln~ the emitted elec
trons to form a second!\ry clcct.rical lmn~e. n 
plurality or isolated control clements positioned c:, 
to derive their potentials from the image cle
ments passing through snid aperture and t.o con
trol snld emitted electrons in consonance with 
~nld Potentials to form n secondary elcctrlcal 
current Image. a se .... ond pl~te ha·1..-1ng nn aper- -;o 
ture therein positioned sub..'it.nntf !llly In a plane 
of said sccondnry image, nnd menn.'> for ca.ustm: 
~mid apertures to scan said lmaRcs In d!fT('r~nt 
dJ rt'Ctlon.s. 

15. An clr.ctrlcnl dl~chnr~c- c!f•\'I<'<~ c-onit:'lrl."lni~ 7 :, 



2,085,742. 5 
an envelope, a· photo-sensitive cathode arranged· 
within the envelope, an anode ~sitiotied adja
cent the cathode to accelerate electrons liberated 
therefrom to form an electrical image, a dia-

··5 phragm positioned in the plane of said. image 
and having a linear aperture I~ ·:med therein, 
means arranged behind said apertt1re for form
ing a secondary electrical image havili.g a prede
termined reJationshi?J to that portion of the first 

IC image entering the aperture, and· a. target ar
ranged to intercept sa.id secondary image .. 

16. Au electrical discharge device comprising 
an envelope, a photo-sensitive cathode arranged 
within the envelope, an anode positioned adja.-

15 cent the cathode to accelerate electrons liberated 
therefrom to form an electrical image, a dia
phrago positioned hi the plane of said image 
and hav!hg a linear aperture formed therein, 
means arranged behind said aperture for form-

20 ing a secondary. electrical image having a prede
termined relationship to that portion of the first 
image entering the aperture, a target arranged 
to intercept said secondary image,. and means 
for deflecting· each of said· images in accordance 

25 with a predetermined time schedule. 
17. An electrical discharge device comprising 

an envelope, a photo-sensitive cathode arranged 
within the envelope, an anode positioned adja
cent t.he ca.t.hode to accelerate electrons liberated 

30 therefrom to form an electrical image, a dia
phragm positioned in the. plane of said image 
nnd having a linear aperture formed therein, 
me.ans a1~rangcd behind said aperture for form- · 
ing a. secondary electrical image having· a pre-· 

3:5 determined relationship to that portion of ·the 
first image entering -the aperture,- a target ar
ranged to intercept said secondary image, and 
me.ans for deflecting each of said images in· dif
ferent dimensions . in accordance with a prede-

40 tcrmined time schedule. 

comprising a plurality of discontinuous turns of 
wire, and means for retaining said winding in . 
i:>osition. 

21. An image amplifier 'element comprising an 
insulating tube having a longitudinal slot there- lS 
in, a thermionic cathode mounted longi~;ldLla.lly 
within said tube, a winding surrounding sa.ld 
tube comprising discontinuous turns of wire 
smaller in diameter than the elements of the 
ima!~·e to be amplified, and means for retainJng 10 
said \~-!::ding in position. 

22. An Image amplifier element comprising an 
insulat!ng tube having a longitudinal slot there-
in. ~ thermionic c9.thode mounted longitudinally 
within said tube, a winding surrounding said tube 15 
comprising a plural!ty of discontinuous .turns of 
wire, and an insulating coating partially cover
ing each of said turns and cementing the wire to 
the tube. 

23. An image amplifier element comprising an 20 
insulating tube having a longitudinal slot there-
in, a thermionic cathode mount.:1d longitudinally 
within said tube, a winding surrounding said tube 
comprising a plurality of discontinuous turns o! 
Wire, and an insulating coating cementing said 25 
wire to said tube, a longitudinal band on said 
winding substantially parallel to said slot being 
free from said coating. 

24. An apparatus for the electrical projection 
of pictures comprising means for forming an 30 
electron ·current image of the pictured field, a 
diaphragm arranged in the plane of said electron 
current image having a linear scanning aperture 
therein, a thermionic cathode arranged behind 
said aperture, a plurality of isolated control ele- 35 
ments arranged in planes perpendicular to said 
aperture and · substantially surrounding said 
cathode~ an anode screen positioned to accelerate 
electrons emitted from said cathode to form a 
secondary e!ectricnl image, and means for dis- 40 

18. An ele·ctrical discharge device comprising 
an envelope, a photo-sensitive cathode arranged 
within the ·envefope, an anode positioned .adja
cent the cathode to accelerate electrons liberated 

. . secting said secondary ima~e tn . form a picture 
current. 

45 therefrcm to form an electrical image,. a. dia
phragm · positioned in the plane of said image 
and having a linear apertlire formed therein, 
mea~s arrn.nged behind suid aperture for form
ing ~ secondary astigmatic electrical image of 

50 t.hat portion of the first image entering the aper
ture, a target arranged to recel\•e said secondary 
im~ge, and a shield for said target having an 
elongated aperture therein arranged parallel to 

5;; 
the axis of astigmatism of said secondary image. 

19. An electrical discharge device comprising 
an envelope, ::i. photo-sensitive cathode arranged 
''·rithln the envelope, an anode positioned adja
cent the cathode to accelerate electrons liberated 
therefrom to form an electrical image, a d1a-

oo ph::-agm positioned in the plane of said image 
and having- n. linear aperture formed therein, 
mcan.s arr:mged behind said aperture for form
l ng a sr.•conclnry astigmatic electrical image of 
that portion of the first Image entering the aper-

65 !.ure. :i target arranged to receive said secondary 
image, a shield for said target having an elon
gated aperture therein arranged parallel to the 
axis of n.stlgmatism o! said secondary image, 
;mrl mC'o.n.s for dcflccttni:: each of said images in 

70 dlmcnslrms pcrpend!cuhr to the Rpertures where
on they fall. 

20. An. lmagc u.mpliftcr clement comprising a.n 
ln!'ulntim~ tube having a long1tudlnal slot there
in. n thermionic rnthodc mounted longitudinally 

76 within !'laid tube. n wtndln~ surrounding so.id tube 

25. An apparatus for. the electrical projection 
of pictures comprising means for forming ari elec
tron current image of the. pictured .field, a· dia- ·15 
phragm arranged in the plane of said electron 
current image having a linear scanning aperture. 
therein of substantially the same length as the 
pictured field, a thermionic cathode arranged be
hind said aperture. a plurality o! isolated control 50 
elements arranged in planes perpendicular to said 
aperture and substantially surrounding said cath
ode, an anode screen positioned to accelerate elec
trons emitted from said cathode to form a sec
ondary electrical image, and means for dissecting 55 
said secondary. image to form a picture current. 

26. An apparatus for the electrical projection 
cf pictures co!nprising means for forming an elec-
tron current Image of the pictured field, a dia
phragm arranged in the plane of said electron 60 
current image having a linear scanning aperture 
therein, a thermionic cathode arranged behind 
sa.ld aperture. a plurality of isolated control cle
ments arranged ln planes pe~ndlcula.r to said 
aperture and substnntlally surrounc:Ung said cath- 65 
ode, an anode screen positioned to accelerate 
electrons emitted !rom said cathode to !orm a. 
srcondary electrical Image, a target positioned to 
receive snld image, nnd a shield for said target 
i1aving a. scanning ~perturc there.In. 70 

27. An apparatus for the electrical projection 
o! pictures comprising means !o:r forming an elec-
tron current Image of the pictured 1'1eld. a d1a
phragm nrranged In the plane of snfd electron 
current lma.~e hn\1ng a llncnr scanning apc-rturc i6 
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therein, a thermionic cathode arranged behind• · 
said aperture, a plura1ity of isolated control ele
ments arranged in planes perpendicular to said 
aperture and substantially surrounding said cath-

5 ode, an anode screen positioned to accelerate 
electrons emitted from said ca-.;. ~ode to form n. 
secondary . electrical ·1mage, a. t~.rget positioned 
to receive said image, and a shield :for .said target 
having a scanning aperture therein ~r:-a.nged per-

1 o pendicular to the plane of said first mentioned 
scanning aperture. . · 

28. Iri. an apparatus for -the electrical projec~ 
tion of pi.ctures, an envelope, a substantially plane 
window in said envelope, a photo•sensitive f oram-

15 inated cathode arranged adjacent said window 
·to receive an · optical image therethrough, an 
anode-screen adjacent said cathode and substan
tially parallel thereto~ a diaphragm in said en
velope having a substantially linear scanning 

20 aperture. therein and positioned to receive elec
trons accelerated from said cathode by said 
anode, and means arranged behind said aperture 
for initiating an electron stream varying in spa
tial distribution in ·consonance. with the electron 

25 density admitted from the cathode through the 
aperture. · . . . . 

29. In an electfical discharge apparatus, a sub
stantially linear. cathode, a hollow member of 
insulating material, a plurality of isolated . grid 

30 elements woun~ on said member substantially en
circling. said cathode, an,d means for directing an 
electron stream against· said grid elements to 
control. the potentials thereof for determining the 
distribution· of electron flow .from said cathode. 

. 35 30. In. a cathode· ray tube wherein the ream . 
thereof is moved tO produce scansion of a picture 
area; the method of scansion which comprises 
developing a cathode ray stream representative 

of a picture, cyclically moving said stream over 
an aperture to provide scansion in one dimension 
only, developing a second cathode ray ·stream 
representing the. result of said scansion and cy- · 
"clicallly moving the 'latter stream along another r, 
dimension to scan.said latter stream il: ::;a .. d sec
ond dimension and thus· provide a signal propor
tional tt> the intensity of illumination of succes- . 
sive elements of said picture art:a. 

31. In .a cathode. ray tube wherein the beam 10 
thereof is moved to produce. scansion of a picture 
area, a, method of scansion which comprises de
veloping a cathode ray Dtteam: representative of 
a picture, cyclically moving. said stream at ohe 
frequency over an aperture to provide· scansion 15 
in one dimension only, developing a second cath
ode ray stream representing the result of said 
scansion and cyclically moving the latter stream 
at a different frequency. along another dimension 
to scan said latter stream in said·second dimen- :!O 
·s1on and thus provide a signal proportional to the 
f ntenslty of illumination. of successive elements 
of said picture area. 

32. In a cathode ray tube television system a 
method . of electronic scansion which comprises :!0 
developing a cathode ray stream representative 
of a picture,. moving said stream along one di
mension only or a picture ·area. to produce sepa
rate and alined charges ·representing the scan
sion of a single picture area dimension, develop- ;~o 
ing a second cathode ray stream. utiliZing snid 
charges to vary the intensity of said second 
stream, and moving said latter stream along an
other dimension to provide a signal proportional · 
to the intensity of muminS:.tio.n of successive ele- :1.; 
ments of said pkture area. 

· PHILO. T. FARNSWORTH. 
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CHARGE STORAGE TUBE · 

Philc T. Farnsworth, San Francisco, CaUf., as
. signor to Farnsworth Television Incorporated, 

San Francisco,. Ca.Hf., a. corporation of CaU
f ornia. 

At>Piication September 14, 1935, Serial No. 40,563 

6 Claims. (CI. 250--27.5) 

My.invention relates to a cathode ray dissector 
tube, and more particularly to a tube structure 
wherein electron beam analysis may be carried 
out, primariiy for the purpose of the production 

5 of a train· of television signals or for other osciIIo-
grP phic uses. · . 

This applicntiori is a companion application 
to application Serial No. 30,116, filed July 6, 1935, 
for a. Charge storage amplifier~ filed contempo-

10 raneously with the present case, and I des:..:.1be 
and claim herein the tu~ structure descr~bed but 
not claimed in the above application. 

Among. t}?.e obje_cts of my invention sre: To 
. provide a cathode ray tube of high sensitivit~- for 

15 television transmission or general osc1llographfc 
use: to provide a cathode ray tube capable. whr.n 
energized. of use when illuminated by reflected 
light of ordinary intensity; to provide a dissector 

.. tube having an output gre:itcr than that obtained 
20 from the usual type of photoelectric dissectors: 

to provide a televiSion dissector tube which will 
have an output when energized of sufficient 
power to· greatly reduce subsequent amplifica
tion; to provide ·a. photoelectric scanning tube 

25 having a charge storage electrode therein: to 
provide. a charge storage electrode for use in a 
cathode ray tube: to provide a photoelectric 
cell whereby relatively large curents may be ob
tained in the dissection of a.n image: to provide 

so an amplifying means ~·hich can be applied to an 
oscillograph tube; to provide an nmplif)ing tube 
for photoelectric currents whereby extremely hlgh 
amplifications may be obtained within the tube 
it.self: to provide a means for charging an insu-

3.6 lated ·surf ace: to provide a cathode r~y tube 
having the . full equivalent therein of a photo
electric mosaic wf thout an:r actual mosaic struc
ture: to pro\~ldc a meo.ns for ftxing charges on an 
insulator; to prO\'idc a means of neutra1lzing 

40 these charges: and to provide a simple a.nd effi
cicn t cathode ray dissector tube. 

Other objects o! my invention will b<? apparent 
or will br. s~c!f1cn.lly pointed out in the descrip
tion !ormlng n. po.rt o! t.hfs specification. but I do 

46 not limit myself to the embodiment of the inven
tion herein described. as various forms may ~ 
adopted within lhe SCOT>!~ o! the claims. 

In m~· previous patent.c; nnd application for 
U. S. Letters Patent. as follows: Patent. No. 

6-0 1.i'i3.980, issued Aug. 2G. 1930. Patent No. 
1.844.949, l.SSUl.'d F1'b. lli. 1D32. and Patent No. 
1.9-41.344. issuc-d Dt.•t:. :?G. 1!>33. and Serini No. 
GG8,0Gu. nlr.ct Apr. 2(i. H•3:!: nnd othc:rs. I hnvc 
c!P~Crlb•'cl tf•ll'vl."'!Cln t rnn.c;ml t tin!:! nppnratus and 

or picture field is projected upan a photosensitive 
cathode and the emitted electrons arc accelerated 
and focused to !onn an electron image. ·By 

·"electron image" I mean a. plane through which 
the electron stream passes, the electron density 5 
of which varics·spatially across the stream In the 

. same manner as the illumination intensity varies 
· across the optical image. In other words, the 

electron density values represent spatially the 
illumination of the picture field. · 10 

The electron stream . f ormfng this image may 
be deflected by means well known in the art, but 
preferably by magnetic fields, to pass o·r er a sta
tionary aperture in such a. manner as to ef!ect 
a scanning of· the image. Selected portions o! 15 

· the electron stream passing through the aperture 
are· collected to form a. picture current or train 
of picture signals which may be amplified and 
modulated upon a. radio wave or, if desired, 
trans1;.iitted by wire or other means. 

This. method of television transmission offers 
20 

the advantage of ha\•ing no moving mechanical 
parts and of being suitable !or the electrical dis
section of ~,ictures. having any desired fineness of 
detail. The princf pal weakness of this method, 25 
however. Iles in the ·fact that only a. relatively · 
small portion of the electrons emitted from the 
total photoelectric area pass through the aper
ture at any given instant, and at the present- time 
photoelectric emission is relatively small in in- 30 
trins1c value. 

Furthermore, as greater detail is required 
apertures must ~ made smaller as there are 
practical limits to the actual s!z.e of the photo
electric emitter. Smaller apertures receive fewer 35 
electrons. It is necessary. therefore. !n operation 
of such devices for the highest possible sens1-
ti\1ty to be obtained from the photoelectric sur-
f aces. and even then hJ~h gain amplifiers arc 
necessary !n order that satfsfactc.ry picture cur- 40 
rents can be obtained: in fact certain devices of 
this !>Ort operate \Vith a maximum aperture col
lection of !rom zero to t\'l:C'nty t'lcctrons for full 
range operation. Wllh such small output cur
rents. therefore. attempts to nmplJfy the ~ignals 45 
above certain limits will bring ln bacb:round 
noise, Shottke effect nnd other factors ord1nar1ly 
negligible. which tend to make the arnplttlcd stg_
nnls unsatisfactory and distor!ed. The received 
picture wm therefore be lacking 1n the deta.11 60 
\\.'hich lt wculd have H suc:h lntcr!crcncc. due to 
rx• '""'Tle nmplit\ca~lon. were: not pre-"f'nt. 

In the prc:rwnt tn..-enttcm thr fundamental pr1n
C-!}Jl<'.c; d my pr('v1ous lnvrntlon..c; n.re rrtaln<'<l. An 
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age is formed arid is di5sected as before. I utilize employing an actual mosaic surface. · as the 
the electron image, however, to produce. a charge charges are bound and dissipated only by lcak
imagc which is then scanned by a separate uni- o.ge. The method is of course adapted to a sur
form electron beam to neutralize the charges, face as well as to a wire. as a thin sheet of mJca 

5 ·and thus·produce a train of. signals. with a metal coating on the side oppasite to the r, 
Dcs.cribing. my present invention in general photocathodc Is of course a full equivalent of 

terms ns relates to method, I prefer to form a the wh.; :iescribed. · 
stream of electrons in space. representing in cross In the case where a surface is used~ It Is of 
sectional elementary densities the Uluminatton cot:=~e obvious that the scannf ng beam shall be 

10 of the corresponding elementary areas of the opt!- of elemental dimension in all dimensions:. in lo 
cal image. This electron stream is then scanned other··words, of elemental cross section, nnd that 
past an insulatln~ surface to form a charge image both high and low frequency scanning shall b€ 
of one complete line of the electron image thereon, done with this beam. 
the charge image being preferably formed per- In its broad aspect therefore, in terms of meth-

1.; pcndlcular to the direction of deflection. od, my invention comprises directing a stream of 1.:; 
A stream of electrons is then created having a photoelectrons against an insulated surface to 

dimension of elementary extent, and this stream produce fixed charges thereon. Jn accordance 
is then pa..c;scd over t!Je charge image to succes- wf th the iilumfnation intcnsttfcs of an optical 
sively neutrn:Ilze the charges in the image. The image, and utilizing the charges to create a cur-

~o electrons necessary to neutralize t.he charge at rent representing the image. This method ls ~'' 
·various points along the charge image a.re then · broadly covered in my copending application for 
utmzcd to produce a train of picture signals. an Electron image ampllfler, Serial No. 29,242. 

· I prefer to form the line charge image at the filed contemporaneously with the present appli-
low frequency rate and to wipe the charges of! cnt.ion, the system for practicing the method be-

~:; the f nsulating material at a high frequency ratt"?. ing somewhat modified herein. 
Proadly, in terms of apparatus. my invent.ton In ·th'! fallowing description nnd discussion the 

comprises. a tube having a fine wire extendla;! ,..,.·ord "pht'toelectron" is used to dcsisnnte the 
ncross the tube tn the path of the clrctron image, em!ssion from a. photoelectric surface Jn accord
this wire being coated with a thin layer of in- ance with the mum!nation thereof by an optical 

~:; 

:m sulating material. preferably glass. Th:s --:·ire image. it being understood that the electron Im- 3o 
will be a source of the teievision signal and pref e1·- age formed by the photoelectrons is at all times 
ably will· be maintained. at n voltage of the orc"r maintained in optical image relation. "Scan-
of ten volts negative with respect to the anode. ning electrons" shall be taken to mean electrons 
The. ~.node will preferably be a ring shaped. wall existing in a stream whose cross section has unl-

:1;; coat adjacent to the window of the tub~. The form electron densities. 
insulated wire is placed so as to be perper.dicufa.r In the drawing which accompanies this appli-

. to the direction cir lo\v frequency scanning. cation and is m2.de n part hereof: 
Perpendicular to the wire an electron gun is Figure l is a longitudinal section. partly in ele-

positioned to project a low voltage cathode ray vatfon. of a dissector tube utllizing n. llne chn.rgc 
40 of small cross section and of elementary dlmen- image. 

sion across ·the wire: This ray is deflected b!lck. . Figure 2 is a cross sectional view taken as tn-
and forth along the wire to provide the hJgh dicated by the line 2-2 of Figure 1. 
frequency scanning. Figure 3 is a diagram reduced to lowest terms. 

In one method of operation of the present de- showing r..1w the tube of Figure 1 m:iy be con-
45 vice. th~, phot.oelcctrons in t.hc electron image arc nected in operation. 

accelera'tt'.'d at sufficient velocity to knock second- Referring directly to the drawing for a de-
ary electrons out of the insulating coating on the tailed description of the speciftc C'mbod!ments 
wire. Thus a line of the electron im~ge \V!ll. be of my invention Illustrated therein. and first re
recorded in the form of posit!ve charges bound. ferring to Figures 1, 2 and 3 which illustrate a 

50 upon the surface of the glass coating. These charge storage dissector tube wherein the cha:-G"c .;u 
·will be neutralized by electrons from the electron 1s stored a line nt n time. :::.n envelope l is pro-
gun as t.hc ray thrrefrcm is swept nlong the length \'idcd at one end with a photoelectric cathode 
of the wire. and the discharge will produce surges 2. outside connection being made by conncdlCln 
of current in the •,t,.•irc in accordance wi.th t.he lead 4 through seal 5. 

;,.; capacities be~wern the char:.cs on the surfat.::r of I prefer in this case to m:lkc the cnthOdC' of :.,.; 
the glass and the "·irC' within. Tue vclocit Y of cup shnP<' nnd c!cposit on the wall of thC' tube 
the scanning electrons Is preferably limited so a ring nnodc 5. the edges of the nnodt:' and cnth-
tha.t they do not cau::I'.: scco:ldary Pmisslo:-i. ode appronchlng but leavin~ a .space 6 thcrcbc-
Thercfore they le~n·e the surface uniformly nega- tween. 

tin tf\·cly chargrd and ready for the next line of Across the end of the tube I prefer to position lill 
photoclcctron chargrs. a horizontal ttlni:!stcn rod 7 which ls pro\·ided 

In another mr.thod of opcrnt!oh I employ p!w- with a thin g-lass coating 9. nnd ln order to allow 
~nclcctron \"Clocitlt:'s IC's." than those required t:> the passage thcrcthrough of thl.s compo.!lltt:.' t•lec-
producr scconctnrfes. nnd n higher \"cloci! y In :lw trodc I prefer to remove a portion of the nnode 

H.; :->cnnntng my electrons. In this mnnner the pho- mm 15 to form apcrturc-.s 10-10 therein wht'rc the u,·, 
toelrctric chnrges upon tile wire arc nc;;:atl\'c wire passes through the wall of the tube. The 
and they arc nrutra!lzcd by production of the opposite end or the tube Is pro\"idcd wtt.h a w1n
po!'!tl\'t' condition of th" surface when scanned hy dow I I through which nn optical· lr.u~i:c of :in 

the ~tm. It is ~l)\'iotts. thcrcfC'lrc. tlmt the photo- object 12 rnny be proJccted by mrnn.s o! a kn-" 
~n 1·lectr!c charf.tes arc s~~rcd durinF: tl1c peri!"!d n.f 14 on thC' cathode 2. 

cm:· l:~gh f;cQtl<':lC'Y scz.n:1l~r.~ cyclt'. thus i;::l\·1n~ n Positioned in tht' hlWN <:>!":d o! the tube In n 
r:rnlt.iplicntton on the ordc~r o~ several hundred. :-;lde nrm 15 and In ~.tw plnr~t· or :be tur:g.stf':1 rod 
rlH• r::ultlpl:cn~::m depcndlni.: 11pa11 w!1ettwr ~h·· 1." :\ll ck<.:::·nn ~un ns.;c::.~ly ndai>'.t·d for .supµly-
P'.>~lttn• or ·Iln:nU\"t! rcrndltlon ob~aln~.. Th•.' l:i~ a n~'.' line ben~1 lntrna.•ct!n" ~he <:OnlDO:\!t(' 

, .• m(': hod h~Lo; tht' udnmtnge.o; 1i! a mosnlc without C'lrctrodc 7--9. Thi!! ~un compr!:i;~s 1rn tndtr•"(·tJy , .• 
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. heated cathode n ·arid a perforated anode 18, the 
perforation being positioned so· that the beam 
issUing therefrom intersects the comPosite elec..: 
. trode and· is perpendicular thereto. The side 

. 6 arm f 5 is also provided with a pair. or horizontal 
electrostatic deflecting plates f 9 which, when en
ergizcd, ·wm cause the electron beam issuing from 
the electron gun to traverse the extent of the 

10 

f 15 

composite electrode. 
The operation of the device is in accordance 

with two methodS", but as the apparatus for cre
ating the opcrn.tlon 'is similn.r, the dfa.gramma.tic 
hookup shown .. in Figure 3 will serve to illustrate 
both methods. · 

Here,· the cathode 2 is connected to the anode 
5 through .an anode battery ~O so that the anode 
is positive to the photoelectric cathode. When 

· the _optical image from object I 2 is focused by 
means of lens f 4 onto the photoelectric cathode 

20 tube, it emits electrons at every elementary aren 
therecif in proportion to the mumination these 
arens receive, and these electrons are drawn out
wardly In space under the influence o! the anode 
potential. The electrons emltted from the pho-

2.!i toelcctric cathode are maintained in the electron 
image relatfoh by means of a focusing coil 21 
whose field is produced by current from a source 
22 t.mdcr the control of n. rheostat 24 so that the 
electrons .focus in the plane of the storage elec-

30 trade l-9, and the electron image Is scanne ~' 
across the storage electrude in a direction per
pendicular thereto ":Jy means of a field o! a low 
frequency mat?netic defiecting coll 25 supplled by 
a low frequency oscillator 26. At the same time 

3ii the t:'lcctron gun is energ1Zed, the cathode 17 by 
means of cathode battery 2'7. and the anode 
thereof b:r means of anode source 29. to project 
a beam· of scanning electrons ·upon the insulat
ing surface of the tungsten rod l. and this scnn
ning beam is dcfiected · along the storage rod by 
mc~ns of charges placed upon the horizontal de-

~-
40 

flectJ ng -plates f 9 from a high frequency oscillator 
30. The tun-gsten rod is connected through an 
output resistor 3 l having output leads 32 thcre-

45 ncross to a point 34 intermediate the positive 
and negative end of the anode battery 20. 

In cine method of operation the photoelectrons 
n.rc ncc~lcrntcd by means of the anode potential 
from source 20 to" a sti.mcicnt velocity to knock 

50 :-rc--:ndn:-~· electrons out of coating 9 as the image 
is scn!m1~d t.hereacross. These secondary elec
t::ons a~·e of course picked up by the anode 5, 
!.raving- ch::tr:;res which wllJ represent a line of the 
C'!('ctron image recorded 1n the form of pcsitive 

r,r, ·:-h:trgf'..'!-5 bound upon the surface of the glass coat
i:1•:. Af:.C'r· thC'se charges have been formed the 
P!r.ctro:i~ from th(' el:?ctron gun assembly com
p.-l<;~d i ~ th~ ~am proJccted thereby. sweep 
n.cr•):.., ! he lrnp.-th of th~ wire and discharge the 

r.o i~~!~i:in• clrn.rgcs Gn the v.1rc. This discharge Of 
!.i1r~ chnrr.e:s upon the wire in sequence n..s the 
hE:'am !'.\\"~···ps n.crcs5 \\ill produce in the tun~sten 
::-'"'{! 7 :-:u,.~e~ of curr{'nt in accordance with the 
r-:•j':~ri•y 1:-~·twe"n th<' surface charges R.nd the rod 

r.:; !.>-·n .. :1 1 b. tll,•:;i• currents pnssfng through output 
rr·:.1:.tnr ~I nnd nm><•arln~ as potential chn..ni;cs 
in ~~1t;n11. lrnds 32. The- potential placed upon 
11·1~1c•.' IO nf thr. electron ~un is made such that 
th!· v<·!cJcH:: of tht" .scanning elt:'Ctrons ls less than 

-;n :hat rt"ll\irr·d to produce i::rcondary emission from 
: h·· i:".'.-.l~!:illn~ sur!ncc ut>on impact therewith. 
T!:o- ~,1::-fac .. • thf'r~forf'. after !'>C'an.o;lon hy the elec
' ;-:11~ l"''lt::1. ·.••Ill bC' IC'ft n1-gath'f·ly charr.ed nnd 
• 

1
111·• r' ady fnr th<' next line of photO('lt'ctron 

-;:; ch:\!"~('.'i · 

. . 

. The other method of operation is to rectuce the 
potential on anode 5 to a paint where secondaries 

·a.re not produced. The charges produced on In
sulating surf ace 9 by the photoelectrons · wm . 
therefore be negative charges and wm be bound 5 
thereon, and I then pre!er to raise the voltage 
on the electron bWl a 8 to a point where these 
electrons will cause secondary emission from the 
surface 9 "'hich will then discharge the charges 
nn the :-;urfncc In the opposite dJrcctlon· and will · 10 
leave the surface positively charged, ready for 
thP. riex~ nc:-g3.tlve charge to be supplied by the 
photoemission. · · 

It Is obvious from the above description that 
t:h~ photoel".'ctric charges '\\"!U be stored during 1.; 
t~:~ pe:-iod of one scannJng cycle o! the scanning 
b-~arn, t. hue:; giving a considerable rnnltipllca.tion, 
the multiplica.t.fon being substantially equal in 
hoth cs.r.~!; Inasmuch as the charges are stored 
~nd bound uPOn the insulating surface. It Js ~o 
obvi,.,t.Lc; that the charge pattern, in case a line 
storage is used. wlll have a. value which is deter
m.Jncd by the period of the high frequency scan- _ 
nfni:r. · 

It i~ obviously within the scope of this appll- ~;; 
ca.lion nnd the claims appended herc.>to, to mnkc 
the char~r storage sur!n.ce rectangular and of an 
area comparnble to the whole or the electron 
imaf;e, and then scan the charge image with an 
r>IF•ctron b~3.m moving in two directions. In this ~o 
lntt.cr case the charge will be stored during t.he 
r-ntirc low frequency scanning cycle. In this 
la.~ ter inst.an cc I pref er to utilize a thin sheet of 
mies. backed with n. metal film for the charge 
storar:e of elr.ctrode. the full functional eqUiva- 35 

lent ·of . a photoelectric mosaic being produced. 
thus avoiding the difiiculttes enteiing into satis
factory mosaic production. 

I claim: 
1. A. thermfonfc tube comprising an envelope 40 

contain1ng a photoelectric cathode having a sur
face of picture area capable of emJ.ttlng electrons 
when illum1nsted, a single linear electrode hav-
in~ a. comple~e covering of insulatfn~ material 
and extending across one major dimension of 45 

safd surface and spaced therefrom. a cathode and 
anode cooperating to produce a.n electron beam 
defined to an elemental dimension in the direc
tion of extent of said lfnear electrode. and a 
pair of deftection plates positioned to de.fleet said 50 

beam a.long said linear electrode when energized. 
2. A t.hcrmtonlc tube. comprising an envelope 

containing a photO<?lcctric cathode ha\.ing a. sur
face of picture nrea capable of cmltting electrons 

55 whC'n illuminated'. a single \\'ire having a com
plete ccvcrln~ of insulating material n.nd extend-
ing acrC1ss one m::i.jor dimension of said surface 
and spaced therefrom. a. c-.athode and anode co
O~"'!"atlng to produce nn cl£.'ctron beam d£.'ftnE:'d 6-0 
to n.n C'l<'mcntal dimension In the dirc.-ctlon o! 
cxtrnt of r.ald llnear electrode. and n pair of de-· 
ftpc:.ion plat.cs po;.ftioncd to dcficct Mid b<.-am 
nlong ~Rid llnC'n.r f'lrctrode when cncrgJu.-d. 

3. A thermJontc tube comprising an env<-IOP<' G.5 
conta.ln.!ng n photoelf.!'Ctric cathode hn\1ng a. sur
fnc~ or p!c~ure arC'a cnpa.blf:·-of emJttlng electron..'> 
whl'n illmninatcd. a single v.1re support('d by the 
s!c.!~ \l::i.l!.c; of s:t..ld cnvC'lopc. completely covered 
by an l:isulat1ng ma.tcr:l.al and extending acros.c; 70 
on•· :nuJor dimrnslon of srud surface and spa.c('d 
tr.··:-drtim. n cn.thod~ and nnodc coopc-ratJnl\ to 
pre-duce an rl<"ct ron ~m dct'\nf'd to un <'h!mt'ntn.1 
dlm·.·~1.slon ln the dlrt."C' !on or f'Xt(•nt of 5llld llnrnr 
r:kctrod~. nnd a pa.ir ,A den("('tlon plat~s DOSI- 75 
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tloncd to deflect said beam a.long said linear elec
trode when cn·ergized. 

4. A the~mionic tuo.e-··com·pnslrig-B.n em·clope 
contafning" a photoelectric cathode ha.ving a ·sur- · 

r, fac~ of picture area. capable o! emitting electrons · 
when illum!11ntcd, a single wire supPorted by the 
sic!~ wdls of srud envelope, completely covered 
by an insulating material and extending acros=; 

. on~ major dimension of said surface and spaced 
111 t.hcr~frvm, .said wfrc having a: connection extend

in:; t.hrough said envelope, a. cathode. and anode 
coopcraUng to produce a.n electron beam defined 
to rm elemental dimension in the direction of ex
ic21t cf ~-aH ll11ca:r elrc~rode, a.nd a pair of defiec-

~:; ti on pla:.c:; posmo!!ed to deflect said beam along . 
sn.id linear electrode when energized. 

5. A therm.ionic tube .comprising an envelope 
con~ainLni~ ~ photoelectric· cathode having a. sur"'.' 
face of pictw·c :irca. capable of ·emitting electrons 

:~:1 wh?!l muminntP.d, a single conductor ·having a 
complete <-overing of insulating material. and ex-

tending across a.t lea.st one majo·r dimension of 
said surface a.nd spaced therefrom, a ca.thod~ and 

· anode cooperating to produce an electron beam 
defined to an elemental dimension in the direc
tion of extent of said linear electrode, and a. pair 5 
of deflect!on plates positioned to deflect said beam 
along said linear electrode ·when energized. 

6.. A therm.1on1c tube comprising an envelope 
cont.aining .a photoelectric cathode h!':.9/lng a. sur-
f ace of picture area. capable of emitting electrons lo 
when illuminated. a. single conductor having· e. 
complete covering of magnesium oxide and ex
tending across at least one major dime:isfon of 
sa:a surface and spaced therefrom. a cathode and. 
anoc!e cooperating to produce an. electron beam 15 
defined to an elemental dimension in the direc
tion of extent of said linear electrode; and· a pair 
cf dcflecWm plates positioned to deflect said 
J;:nm. along said linear electrode when energized. 

PHILO T. FARNSWORTH. 
20 
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•. 

2,118,186 

IMAGE RE~G TUBE 

Philo T. Famswort~ San Francisco, Calif., as
signor to Farnsworth Television Incorporated, 
Sa.n Fra.nclsco, Calif., a. corporation of Ca.ll
f omia. 

Application July 15, 1935, ~erial No. 31,410 

4 Claims. CCL 250-27.5) 

My invention . relates to a thermionic device, 
and more particularly to a ·cathode ray tube 
adapted to produce an electron image of grea.t

. er intensit~ than can be ordinarily produced di-
6 ·: rectly by the impact of an optical image upon a 

photoelectric surf ace. 
The present -application is a. continuation in 

part of my invention disclosed and claimed as to 
system and method in my application, Serial No. 

IO · 29,242 . filed July 1, 1935 for an Electron image 
ampllfler, ·this application dealing solely With 
tube- structure. 

Among the objects of. my invention are:· To 
provide a ·photoelectric tube having a· high out-

16 . put;. to provide a photoelectric tube which when 
energized. Will produce an output current greater 

n can be produced by the imps.ct of light up- . 
on the photoelectric surface alone; to provide an 
image a.m.pllfytng tube having an effective pho-

20 · toelectric emitter of greater sensitivity than has 
hitherto been produced; and to provide a sim-. 
ple and. efficient electron image amplifying tube 
particularly suitable for use in televisfon systems 
for the creation of a train of television signals. 

26 other objects of my invention will be apparent 
or will be specifically pointed out in the descrip
tion forming· a part of this specification, but I do 
not limit myself to the embodiment of the in
vention herein described, a.s various forms may 

ao . be adopted within the scope of the claims. 
In· my prior application above ref erred to, I 

have described anct claimed an embodiment of a. 
method of electron image amplification employ
ing the tube of the instant application. In pre-

35. vious applications and pa.tents of mine I have 
described television transmitting apparatus :.nd 
systems wherein an optical image of the object or 
picture field is thrown upon a photosensitive 
cathode and. the emitted ·electrons a.re acceler-

40· ated and focused to form an electron image. By 
electron image I mean a plane through which 

· the electron stream passes, the electron density 
of which varies spatially across the stream in 
the same manner as the illumination density 

15 varies across the optical image. In other words, 
the electron density values repres~nt spatially, 
the illumination of the picture field. 

The electron stream forming this image may 
be deflected by means wen known in the art. but 

<JO. preferably by magnetic means t,., pass over an 
aperture in such a. manner as to effect the scan
ning of the image. Selected portions of the elec
tron stream passing through the aperture a.re 
collec.ted to Corm n picture current or train of 

r.;, nlr.t.urf' ~frrnnls which mn:v be nmpllflcci nnd mod-

ulated upon a.. radio wave, or transmitted by wire. 
This method or· television transmission offers the 
advantage of having no moving parts and of be
mg suitable for the. electrical projection Of pic-
tures having any desired fineness of detail.. 6 

The principal weakness of this method lies 1n 
the fact . that only a. relatively small portion of 

. the electrons emitted from the total photoelectric 
·area is used at any given instant and at the pres
ent time photoelectric emission is relatively small 10 
in intrinsic value. There! ore. the highe.st pos• 
sible sensitivity· must be obtained from the pho
toelectric surfaces a.rid even then high gain am
plifiers are necessary in order that satisfactory 
picttire cWTents can be obtained~ With small 16 
output currents, attempts to. amplify the signals 
above a certain level bring ih background noise, 
Shottke effect and other ordinarily ne&.I{gible 
factors which tend to· make the amplified pie• 
ture currents unsatisfactory and distorted, and 20 
the received picture lacking in the detail which it 
woUld ha..ve if. such inter! erence were not pres
ent. 

The tube of the present invention enables the 
fundamental principle of my previous inventions 25 
to be retained while other desirable features are 
added. An electron image corresponding to the 
optical image is formed and is thereafter dis
sected as before. In the present tube, however, 
the image has a considerably higher average 30 
value than the previous device because of the 
fact that a space charge iS formed, the electrons 
in the space charge being released by the ac
tion of the light in the optical image. I am 
therefore able to produce electron images with 35 
the present device which are far more powerful 
than the electron images which are heretofore 
produced. Under these circumstances, when the 
picture is scanned, picture currents of much 
greater amplitude are obtained in the tube out- 40 
put thereby eliminating high gain amplifiers 
w.ith their objectionable features. 

Describing my invention in broad terms, I pre-
f er to utilize an envelope containing a source of 
electrons, these electrons being preferably low ve;.. 45 
Iocity electrons. In certain cases, I may use a 
thermionic emitter for this source but in other 
cases, I pr.e!er to utilize a photoelectric surface 
and flood the surface with long wavelength light 
in order to obtain a stream of low velocity elec- 50 
trans therefrom.· I then position in the path of 
this stream , an apertured electrode or grid ca
pable of having a charge fixed thereon 1n ac
cordance with the spatial distribution of mumi-
nntton fntcm;ftlcs cxtc::t.tni;r fn nn opttcnl tmn.rw. M 
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· .an apertured electrode, the aperture. being of ele- · grid 5 and the scanning aperture . I 4 for the pur
men:tal area· and positioned to allow electrons. to · pose of maintaining the electron image in proper 
pass therethrough and I place, immediately be- . spatial relationship during its pa.sSage therebe-

5 hind the aperture, a collecting_ anode to inter-. tween. · · 
cept electrons passing through the aperture. . The tube is also proVided with exterior cons ·.22 
The tube when energized is supplied with moving and 23 positioned substantially at· right angles 
magnetic fields which scan the electron- image to each other for moving the eleetron image in 
past the aperture so"that successive elementary two directions over the.scanned aperture 14; the 

10 areas thereof may ·be collected to produce a train magnetic fields of these· coils being formed by 10 
of television Signals. · . . · energization-· by scanning oscma.tors 25 and U 

Various other modltlcat!ons and applications respectively.· · 
of my invention will be apparent to those skilled Several different types of grid .structures may 1 
in the art and !or other broad aspects of my in- be 'used with this device, but in any case the 

15 vention I prefer to refer to a detailed description grid member 5 is apertured preferably with an 16 
of several pref erred embodimfJits of my invention· area devoted to the apertures equal to that .of 
as shown in .the drawings, of which· the supporting materiat For. example, I may 

Figure 1 is' a longitudinal sectional view of a . make, in certain cases. my grid entirely of.insu
television ·dissector tube provided with ·r ocuslng la ting .material as showri _in Figure 3. Here. the 

20 and scanning coils •. together with ·means for pro- insulator 28 is provided with apertures 21 and is 20 
jecting an optical image therein. also provided with a layer of. caesium on silver 

Figure 2 is a diagrammatic -circuit reduced to oxide 29. ·This layer is formed.in the usual man
lowest terms showing how the device of Figure 1 ner for forming photoelectric surfaces, the silver 
may be operated to produce a,. train of tefov.tsion being deposited thereon· in such a manner that 

25 signals. · · · . It congeals in droplets so th.at a mosaic is formed 25 
Figure a is a detailed sectional View of one form with the caesium deposited thereon, leaving 

of grid~ . photoelectric islands more or· less uniformly in-
Figure 4 is a.detailed view in section of another sulated one from the other, as is well known in 

form of grid. · the art. · 
30.. Figure 5 is a cross sectional view of. another Another form of grid is shown in Figure 4 30 

form of dissector tube "showing differential illu- where the base material 30 is a conducting mate
mins.tion of the photosensitive. surf ace therein. · rial such as ·nickel. wire. for example. which has 

Figure 6 ls a cross sectional view of a portion deposited thereon a layer· of iilsulating material 
. of the control grid of the tube showing in Figure 5. 3 I and over· the insUlating material the mosaic 

a5· Figure 7 is a diagrammatic circuit showing how 29 of caesium on ·silver oxide is formed, as de- 35 
the tube of Figure 5 may be operated. scribed before. The preferred way· of forming_ 

Figure · 8 is a longitudinal. sectional· view of . the grid of this latter construction is tO utilize 
another embodiment of my invention. mesh screen of nickel, for example, having rathen 

Figure 9 ls a cfoss·sectional view which is Iden- larger spe.ces between the grid wires than the ares: 
40 tical with cross sectional views of the device of the wires themselves and smoking the entire 40 

shown in ·Figures 1, 5 and 8, looking toward the screen· with burning magnesium until the wires 
charge storage electrode. are covered with magnesium oxide to a point 

Figure 10 is a. perspective view of a mesh where the spaces are approximately equal to the 
mosaic. area of the composite member. Caesium on sil-

45 Figure 11 is a dia.gi-ammatic view of apparatus ver oxide is then formed upon the magnesium 45 
used in forming· a silver mosaic. base. to form the mosaic, as· will ·be later de-

Figure 12 1S a longitudinal· sectional view of scribed. · 
another modification of my invention. When I desire to form a mosaic on an insulat-

Figure 13 is- a cross sectional view of a com- ing· surface of a mesh grid fabric, I have found 
50 Posite grid having two photoelectrlc surfaces. that it is not necessary to follow the complicated w 

Describing the apparatus in de~!!. without ref- and uncertain process above referred to. 
erence to the operation thereof, which will be In Figure 11 I have shown a preferred appa
taken up later, and referring directly to the mod- ra.tus for farming a mosaic on the mesh grid. The 
ification shown in Figure 1, an envelope f is pro- grid is covered with insulating material, at least 

55 vided a.tone end and with a transparent window on the side facing the optical image, preferably 55 
2 in front of which is placed an optical syste :n 4 by smoking with magnesium oxide as above de-
in such a manner as to focus an optical image of scribed; and silver is evaporated thereon pref-
an object upon a charge storage electrode or grid erably from substantially a _point source 100, a 
5 positioned adjacent the opposite end of the tube. convenient means being the application of eddy 

60 On the other side of this grid there is positioned currents from a coll f 0 f energized by an oscillator 60 
a wide angle electron gun compr&Si::g a cone- 102 to a container U13. having an aperture 104 
shaped· apertured anodt: 6, a. control grid l, and facing .the grid and enclosing silver metal I05. 
preferably an indirectly heated cathode 9. This The silver, being evaporated in vacuo. travels in 
assembly is pref era.bly mounted on a stem IO in straight Jines and there! ore· casts sharp shadows. 

65 an extension arm If of the envelope. As the· individual wires in the mesh alternately 65 
Adjncent the window end of the tube an aper- pass over and under the wires at right angles to 

tured anode assembly is provided comprising a them, the silver deposit is separated into small 
finger tube U having a.n ·aperture 14 facing the rectangles the size of the mesh. No silver is 
grid 5 mounted securely in an anode extension deposited under the overhang of the wires, and 

70 I 6 of the envelope. Mounted insjde of the finger not only do I obtain substantially perfect insu- 'TO 
f2 is a. collecting plate 16, positioned immediate- lation bet.ween the silver isln.nds, but I am able 
ly back of the aperture I 4, mounted on a lead I l. to accurately control the size of the islands by 

The tube 1s pref'erably provided wf th a f ocuslng changing the mesh of the fabric. A mosaic of 
coll 19 energized by e. focusing source 20 under thts type is shown in Figure 10 in perspective and 

H the control or n va.rlnble resistor 21 which pro- in Figure 13 in cross section. 'US 
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In practice, a completely opaque film of silver when the entire grid is formed Of insulating .mn~ . 

has been evaporated onto a. grid member, and terial. 
the- resistance between two contacts n of an inch After the grid has assumed a unlf orm nega
apart on such a screen measured to be. in exce8s tive charge and the space charge has been formed 

6 o! 1014 ohms.·showing the extremely good insula- behind the grid. due to this negative charge, an·· 5:. 
tion between· islands. I prefer, however, to uti- optical image of an object 31. iS focu~ed by means 
ltze. only ·a !airIY thin film of silver,: ·and then of optical ·system 4 on the side of grid 5 opposite·· 
when the tube is formed this· film is· completely to that being bombarded. This optical image 
oxidized, utilizing, as is customary, a radio fre- falls on the mosaic photoelectric layer 29 and 

10 quericy discharge in pure oxygen. causes emission therefrom. the electrons being 10 
I also prefer to· completely clean up the excess drawn toward anode 12, those of some particular 

. ·caesium after the tube. is formed.· ·There a.re a elementary area entering aperture U and being 
·.number of ways of accomplishing such a clean-:- collect~d on collecting plate 16. In· order to ere-

, up but I ·pref er to include within the tube, either ate electron traversal of the tube, anode 12 is 
H> connected to the cathode or the· anode, a fairly maintained at a positive potential by means of w 

l&rge surface of pure silver which .. may be oxidized an anode battery 39 and the collecting plate f 6 
with 8. fairly heavy c~ting~ After. the ·tube is is maintained a.ta potential positive to anode t2 
formed,· therefore, this surface is capable of ab- by collecting source 40. The difference between 
sorbing· a large amount of caesium,· even after the number of'electrons collected by the collecting 

20 the thin film of silver on the grid has ta.ken up plate ( 6 and finger f 2 passing through output 20 
its maxii:num. . resistor 4 f creates a potential available for further 

The ·pref erred procedure. therefore, after the use in output leads 42. 
surf aces it ·is desired tO sensitize have reached When electrons are emitted from the mosaic 
maximum sensitivity, is tO lower .. the t,emperaturc surface due to the action of the image light, they 

. .25 somewhat and bake· the tube out "in this lower vlill o! course be emitted in proportion to the 25 
temperature for a. sufficiently long time until the intensity of the light falling on the individual 
excess of caesium within the tube is all ta!cen up mosaic islands and the islands will become more 
by the accessory oxidized silver. surface. or less positive due to. the loss of electrons in 

Another modifl.cation of my invention is shown accordance with the light striking them. This 
30 in Figure 5 and in this ca:se a. photoelectric em.it- results in lowering the negative potential of 30 : 

ter has been substituted for the electron gun, different portions of the grid to a new point of 
the photoelec_tric ·emitter in this case comprising equilibrium and results in the formation of a 
preferably a continuous photoelectric surface 32 charge image on the grid representing in in
formed on a. base member H, preferably a. silver tensity the light intensity of the image. Elec-

35 plate. This plate is supported on the stem· .. I 0 trons from the space charge deveIOJ)ed back of 35 : 
in. arty customary.manner.- The grid 5 is then the grid 5 are thus able to be drawn through the 
· sitioned immediately in front . of and parallel grid tows.rd the a.node 12 . and due to the fact 

ro the. photoelectric surface, and in this case the that the number drawn through at any particu
grid 5 comprises preferably a. conductor having la.r elemental area. is controlled by the charges on 

40 an insulating· surface~. While the entire grid E:lementa.l areas of the ·grid, there wm be formed 4(f 
structure may be an insulator,· I prefer to uti- in· space between the grid and the-. anode, an 
llze the conducting, base 30 provided with a rela.- electron image. This electron image is ·main
tlvely thin layer of magnesium oxide ·formed tained in spatial relationship by the focusing coil 
thereon as above described, and in.~ case I do 19 and is scanned across aperture 14 by the mov-

45 not place upon the insulator any photoelectric ing magnetic fields developed by the scanning 
45

. 
material. . . . · coils and ·generators positioned as ·previously 

Ref erring directly to the modification shown in described. 
Figure 1 connected as in Figure 2 and assuming If desired, the output of the electron gun can 
that it has a grid as shown in Figure 3; in other be ·modulated at radio frequencies by means of 

50 words, a grid which is completely an insulator, the gun grid 1 supplied with a radio frequency 
·the anode 6 of the electron gun is ~onnected . to modulation voltage through input lead 44 and 50 · 
the cathode in series with an anode battery 35 blocking condenser 45. This allows output 
and the cathode 9 is energized in the usual man- amplification with this type of amplifier and in 
ner so that the entire grid structure 5 will be this manner the D. C. component can be pre-

55 bombarded with a· suitable amount of 100 to 300 served and a single side band generated if de
volt electrons. The grid will then assume a nega .. sired, as will be apparent to those skilled in the 55 

· 
tive charge just sufficient to prevent these elec- ert. . 
trons from striking it, thus f orm1ng a space I have thus produced by a storage of electrons 

in a space charge, an electron image of greatly 
60 charge immediately back of the grid. The paten- increased intensity over one which could be pro-

tial of the grid, that is, the norm.a.I uniform po- duced by means of light falling directly upon a oo· 
tentia.l of the grid, will be largely determined by photoelectric surface, the emlssio:.1 from this sur-
a. small number of electrons having the highest face being scanned as in my previous invent.tons. 
velocity and due to leakage in the grid struc- The greatly increased output which appears 

65 ture, the entire grid will assume a uniform charge across output resistor 4 f may be nmpllfied \Vith 
equilibrium. far less amplification and with consequent quiet- 65 

Inasmuch as the grid in this instance !s en- ness and freedom from interference and distor
tirely formed of insulating material, the uniform tion. 
grid charge in the structure shown in Figure 3 Another apparatus for producing electron stor-

70 will be slightly higher than in the strncture shown age for the purpose of providing an amplified 70 in Figure 4, where the insulating layer is formed electron image is shown in Figure 5 and con-
on a base wire 30, as I prefer to connect this base nected as shown in Figure 8. In this case, r do 
wire to the anode 6 by n connection 36. In this not use an electron gun for the source of clec-
cas.e, the negative charge, been.use or grcnter trans forming n. uniform elect.ran strcnm, but r 

75 lcnkngc opportunity will be slfght1y less than prefer to use n flnt phoLoclcctrlc cathode 32. 7o 



. This cathode is pref eral;>ly. formed as ls cus
tomaq-,in the .art on a silver .Plate 34 by· oxida.tion 
and the ·dePoSition of caesium· until· maximum 
sensitivity. 'to light is obtained' and is preferably 

5 not a. mosaic. The cathode is then· flooded with 
mfra~red and red light from lamps 46 until the 
cathode. de.velops iri. a .speclflc. instance for ·ex
ample, 100 microamperes current. Grid 5 in this 
ca8e is. not photoelectric, but is preferably com- · 

IO posed of a base Wire 30 of nickel having an in- · 
sulating coating thereon preferably of magnesium 
oxide formed .as above .described. 

In operation,.thc object 37 is illuminated solely 
by sunlight, f ot example~ or. by. incandescent or 

15 arc. lamps 47, care being ta.ken that none of the 
white light reaches cathode 32 except that which 
is reflected from the object 37 and focused on 
the catl:iode 32 by lens 4. This is accomplished 
in practice by the use of reflectors 49 on the 

20 white lights and as it is also desirable that no 
red·. light. illuminate object 31 reflect.ors 50 are 
used on the red Ii ghts, these reflectors being so 
placed that the light is directed in one case ·on 
the cathode alone and in the other case on the 

25 object alone~ The tube of · Figure 5 may be 
hooked up as shown in Figure 7. the scanning 
and f ocUsing cons being omitted from the sketch 
in the interests of' simplicity, it being understood 
that they are to be used in the operation of the 

30 device. · 
Cathode 32 is connected with a.node finger f 2 

in series with the a.node sol:1I'ce 39. The usus.1 
collecting source 40 is connected · to the collect
ing plate 16, the output appearing across output 

35 resistor 4 I in output leads 42 exactly as in. the 
previous instance. Thus, there will fall upon the 
cathode surface 32 two. different munµnations. 
One. a low wavelength uniform illumination from 
the red lamps 46 which causes a. unifortn emis-'° slon of low velocity electrons from the cathode. 
The other illumination is an optical image of 
llght having a wavelength range containing short 
wa veiengths which will produce electrons :from 
cathode 32 :falling into a different velocity cate-

4.6 gory and having higher average velocities. 
Thus there will be emitted from cathode 3 2 

electrons falling into two veloc.ity categories. 
One category, made up of·a uniform component 
of low velocity electrons, the other category, a 

50 non-uniform electron image of higher velocity 
elecfrons. . The grid, assuming that no optical 
image is thrown upon. the cathode, will assume a 
negative. charge becat:.se electrons reaching the 
grid collect upon the insulat!ng layer and leak 

65 off to the base wire, thus reaching an equilibrium 
value at perhaps in the neighborhood of three
quarters of a volt. This w111 form a space charge 
back of the grid. 

When this equilibrium. is reached, that is, the 
60 cquf Ebrium due to the bombardment by low 

velocity electrons, the charge on the grid will be 
uniform throughout. Whee, however, the opti
cal image reaches the cathode surface, electrons 
o! higher velocity are emitted, which, due to their 

66 higher velocity can res.ch the grid and thus charge 
the grid more negatively at those points· where 
they do reach it and by an amount in propor
tion to the numbersreaching it. Inasmuch as the 
number of high velocity electrons reaching the 

10 grid at any elementary area thereof will be de
pendent upon the mumination of the cathode on 
corresponding elementary areas thereof by the 
optical image, it can be seen that a charge pattern 
13 bu.Ht up upon the grid, this charge pattern 

'16 modulating the electrons t>R..~ing through the 

grid due to the pull ot the a.node 12, thus form
ing in the space between the grid and· the anode 
a new electron image of higher intensity which .. 
then may be maintained throughout the traversal 
of the tube in spatial relationship by means or. 5 
the u.sUal focusing coll and moved . across. th~ 
aperture I 4 by the scanning coils to produce a. 
televiSion picture current of· greater intensity. 
In this instance, the grid becomes more negative 
due to the action of the optical image emission, 10 
and modulation is downward. 

I have found that . by the ~Uildlng up of a 
spac:e charge behind the grid and then forming a,· 
charge pattern on the grid in accordance with an . · 
optical image pattern. that I have increased the l:; 
overall sensitivity of the. dissector tube over one 
thousand times, thus decreasing enormously the 
amount of amplification necessary in the circuits· 
utillzed to handle and make useful the signal 
train produced by. scansion. . 20 

In the embodiment shown in. Figure 8, the 
source of the uniform electron stream ls a fila- · 
ment 5 f and the filament is surrounded by a 
cylindrical electrode 52 which tends to form a 
uni-potential space around· the cathode emitter 25 
so that the electrons will be uniformly accelerated 
toward the grid 5, ·in this case ·provided with a 
photoelectric mosaic and farmed as shown in 
Figures 3 and 4 or other charge storage electrodes 
such as are described and claimed in a companion :rn 
application, Serial No. 30,118, filed July 6, 1935 
for a Charge storage dissector. 

In.Figure a,.·the end wall 2 is left free from any 
film so that the optical image is projected through 
onto the charge ·storage electrode 5, the filament :l!'i 
assembly · being so small that no appreciable 
amount o! light is intercepted thereby. Elec~ · 
trans from the filament· charge the mosaic sur-\ 
face U a uniform Potential and the emission of 
electrons from the mosaic surface. due to the 40 
light .from the optical image falling thereon 
ca.uses the formation ·of a· -charge image. This 
charge image modtllates the electrons from the 
filament which are· being .drawn . through the 
apertures in the charge.storage electrode 5, and 45 
the modulated stream iS then accelerated toward 
the a.node aperture f 4 selected areas thereof 
passing through to be collected by the collecting 
plate 16. 

The space between the charge storage electrode 50 . . 
or grid 5 and the collecting anode is partially 
surrounded by a film 54 on the inside of the en
velope which acts as an electrostatic focusing 
aid a.nd· which· is usually maintained at the 
potential ·of the anode. It will be seen that the 55 
structure involved in this particular embodiment 
is almost identical with that shown in Figures 1 
and 5 with the exception that all the ·electrons 
travel in the same direction instead of rev~rs-
ing their directions as in the other cmbodimcnt.!5. 60 

· In all of the s~cifi.c apparatus embodiments 
employing my method herein described, a new 
charge pattern is developed on the control mem
ber with ea.ch new shift of the light pattern and 
the action of the tube is independent entirely 65 
of scansion. If a shift of the light pattern due 
to a movement of the object occurs during scan
sion, the picture produced toward the end of the 
scanning cycle is simply an intermediate p!cture 
between that which was shown at the ocg!nning 70 
of the scanning cycle and that which is to come 
on the following scanning cycle. Even when ob
jects move with the highest speeds customarily 
occurring within the perception of the humnn 
eye there is plenty or time for the chnrr.C' pntt.crn '1~ 
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2,118,-186 5 
to develop as such movements. are relatively slow 
and the period· required for the development of 
the charge pattern exceedingly short. Thus, the 
readjustment of the 'charge pattern to motion is 

5 always effective before scansion and if motion 
should occur exactly at the instant ·of scansio.n. 
the charge on the elementary area. would be 
that of the previous intensity bcf ore motion oc
curred as it would be obviously unusual for any 

10 fortllitous combination of motions to take place 
in synchronism With the scanning motion for 
any perceptible length of time. 

My invention also includes the formation of ~
composite cathode utilizing the same method. 

15 In other words, the grid and the cathode are 
combined so that the same action occurs. Thco
reticaily, ·u a fine insulating powder is deposited 
directly on the cathode in such a manner that 
there are spaces between the powder units .. 

20 charges would be formed on the insulating upper 
portions of the powder which would be able to 
modulate ·low velocity electrons dtte tc the long 
wavelength illumination. ·It would, however, be 
rather difficult~ in .Practice to form the cathode 

25 surface under these circumstances and the in
sulating powder would be likely to become con
taminated wit.h caesium =i.nd perhaps become con
ductive. I have, however. been able to produce 
a composite cnthode by using an ext.remely thin 

30 coating of insulating powder, and oxidizing the 
composite surface by means of a glow discharge in 
argon c.fte·r formation of the caesiUm surf ace, to 
clean up all conductive metal. overlying the insu
lating material. When such a composite cathode 

35 is formed, I prefer to utilize a small amount of 
radio frequency excitation applied to the cathode 
in operation in order to increase the number of 
electrons striking the. insulator. 

Another method by ~·hich a composite cathode 
40 may be made is the formation of the cathode uti

lizing caesium monoxide as an insulator thereon. 
When a silver plate having a monoxide layer Is 
processed to form the photoelectric surface. the 
caesium distilled thereagainst will combine with 

45 the caesium monoxide to form caesium trioxide. 
which is also a good jnsulator. 

Thus. in both cases. a photoelectric surface 
will be formed having a plurality of insulating 
islands thP.reon spaced to allow electron emis-

50 sion therehetween. charges from the emission 
being formed on the insulating islands and con
trolling the ftow as has been described for the 
grid in previous parag~·aphs. 

strn another modification capable of practice 
55 in my in-ve!'ltion is shown in Figure 12. Here, 

th~ photoelectric cathode 32 and the iz-rid 5 are 
corn!:l!ncd into a· single unit all formed on the 
i:;rid screen 5. This member is shown in cross 
section in Figure 13. 

60 In the embodiment shown in Figure 12 the 
collectinrr finger assembly f 2-f 6 is mounted 
in on~ end nf the tube and surrounded with a 
nickel film Gl'J preferably connected to finger 12, 
and the grici screen 5 is mounted facing the open-

65 Ing in t.hc finger t 2. In this case I have also 
provided th':? envelope with a second transparent 
window 61 for directing onto the side of the 
screen 5 0pposite the finger the flooding light 
frmn a source 62 through a flood lens system 63. 

70 TI1c grid 5 in this instance is formed as shown 
in Fic-ure 11. The founda.tion ':Ir base wire 30 is 
smoked so tho.t the insulc:i.ting material, such as 
magnesium oxide 64 for example, is deposited 
only on one filde of the grid, nnd in this in-

75 stance I prefer to mnke the f ounda.tlon ma.te-

rial of pure silver wire. The insulating mate
rial ls then expased to silver evaporation as be- . 
fore described, so that a mosaic .is formed upon .. · 
the insulating surface. The silver surface is then 
sensitized as previously described. and· at the · 6 
same time the exposed silver surf ace of the 
grid Wires on the other side of the grid will also 
be sensitized. Thus there will be on the grid· 
two completely separate photoelectric ·surfaces: 
one facing the :flooding light source 62 being IO 
connected together to ·form a continuously i:On
ductice surface, and the other, fa"cfng the a.node 
finger 12, a photoelectric mosaic surface. 

In this particular embodiment I also prefer to 
provide the grid 5 with a cylindrical wall exten- 15 
sion SD', the edges of ·which extend toward but 
do not meet film. 60. The. combination of film 
&ncl extension constitute an electrostatic lens, as 
described and claimed in my prior application, 
Serial No. 56,976, filed December 31~ 1935, which 20 
helps to maintain the edges of the electron image 
in sharp focus. In many cases it may be de
sirable to apply ·the same type of focusing to 
the other embodiments described in this applica
tion in addition to the focusing means shown. 25 

" Vilhen the continuously conductive surface is 
illuminated, the light, which· in this case need 
not be of any different· spectral characteristics 
from that in the optical image, causes electrons 
to be emitted on the back side of the grid, uni- 30 
formly all over the entire surface, thus form
ing an electron source, the erilission therefrom 
creating a space charge : on. the back Of the 
grid. On the front side o·f the. grid, however, 
the side where the photoelectric surface is. mu- 35 
minated with light from the object, a charge 
image representing the optical image projected 
onto this· surface is formed on the mosaic which 
modulates electrons being emitted from the rear 
surface and drawn through the grid by the volt- 40 
age .on the finger f 2.. The electron::; pass!ng 
through the grid form in space, between the grid 
and the collecting assembly, an optical image 
which may be scanned in the urual manner. 

This particular type of tube is· practical to 45 
.build . and is desirable for a number of reasons. 
The amplification is high and the uniformity of 
the rear discharge is such that all portions of 
the mosaic control practically the same num
ber of electrons. It is not necessary to use infra- 50 
red light on the rear surface as the photo
electric surfaces are separated, and the light 
from the two sotirces fall only on their own 
proper surfaces. Furthermore, one of the prin
cipal advantages of this type of tuoe is that the ;;;; 
mosaic elements draw very little current, be
cause of their location on the opposite side of 
the grid from the source of the flooding electrons. 

The response period of this tube may be reg
ulated in several ways. Pure magnesium oxide GO 
has such a long leakage time thRt it is desirable 
tn reduce it either by adding to the magnesium 
cxide other materials givini;r less perfect insula
tion or, as is quite practical to do, to leave a very 
small residual amount of gas in the tube, the 65 
amount of gas left, of course, controlling the 
discharge time of the mosaic elements. The 
leakage time may be reduced to the proper 
p~int by the controlling amount of residual gas, 
which has been found too small to aff cct the elec- 70 
tron image in any way or to blur or distort the 
final television signal when of the proper amount 
to control the Ienkage within the limits of the 
picture frequency. 

It should be pointed out thnt in every cmbodi- 75 

I 
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. men& shown a charge image representing the 
optical image· is formed, and this charge image. 
is then .used to· modulate a uniform stream ·of 
electron8, the resultant stream being dissected to 

5 form a train of television signals.. . 
· I' have shown modifications. where ·the· charge· 

· image is formed on n.' photoelectric. mosaic,· and 
on a surface of. insulating material, this surface 
either· having a· conductive base, or not, as de-

10 sired .. I have shown that the source of the uni
form electron stream may be either a: thermionic 
or a photoelectric source, and I have described a 
composite grid structure where a continuously 
conductive photoelectric surface is utilized on one 

us side of the grid; and a. photoelectric mosaic 
utilized. on th.e. other side ·on which a charge 
image may be formed to control electrons from 
the first surf ace. 

Iri all cases high amplifications are obtained, 
20 the restiltant electron image having a far greater 

·intensity than an electron image originating di
rectly from a photoelectric surface. 

I claim: · 
.1 • .A .thermionic .tube .compr.ising .:a.n ·.env.elo_pe 

20 ~ 1A:C:W:$ :t:tm-· ~ am ·ea:th:rm 
stream of" picture area sfze antf uniform cro5s
sectiona1 density, an anode, a shield a.round said 
anode and having an aperture of elemental area 
in said stream, and an apertured grid of picture 

30 area.. size positioned between said electron pro
ducing means and said anode, said grid having a 
photoelectric mosaic on the surface facing said 
a.node and a continuously conductive photoelec- . 
tric surf a.ce on the opposite face thereof. 

35 2. A· thermionic tube having an envelope con
taining. means for producing· an electron stream 

having a cro5s section of picture ·area siZe, an 
apertured grid intersecting the entire cross sec-. 
tion of said stream, and an anode positioned to 
receive only an elemental area of said stream 
after pa.sSing through said grid, said grid com- 5 
prising a mesh ·fabric of conductive material, a 
layer of insulation on said fa.bric facing said . 
ane>de~ a. mosaic of photoelectric material on said 

. insulation, and a second· photoelectric layer on 
the opposite side of said fabric. 10 

3. A thermionic tube having an envelope con
taining means for producing. an electron stream 
having a cross section o! picture area. size, an· 
apertured grid intersecting the entire cross sec
tion of said stream, and an anode positioned to · 15 
receive only an elemental area of said stream 
after passing through said grid, said grid com
prising a mesh fabric of. conductive material, ·a 
layer of· insulation on said !a.bric facing said 
anode, a mosaic of photoelectric material on said 20 
insulation, and a. second photosensitive layer on 
said fabric and electrically connected thereto. 

4. A .thermfonic tube having an envelope con-
. t.aining·.m.enns .for ,,pr.educing ..an :electr.an ,j)tr.eam 
n.~ m ClIDSi$ S'eetii:rm aff pie:ttn:e m:e::E. ~- am 5 
a.perturecf grid !ntcrsecting the entire cross sec
tion of said stream. and an ·anode positioned 
to. receive only an elemental area of said stream 
after passing through said grid, said grid compris-
'ng a ·mesh fabric of silver wire, a layer of in- 30 
sulation covering .only the fa.bric surface facing 
said anode, the opposite :face being bare. a photo
electnc mosaic on said insulation, and i:i. photo- , . 
sensitive surface.on 'the exJ)osed silver wires. 

35 
:PHILO T. FARK.iWORTH. 
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· .::¥Y~lR~~ti~~rel~:t.t.a:"~miage :.~~:PJ.\fiei~:i.-~~d facing tawar.d:the.lileetro~ gun. :Bet.w~en th~ cup 
.more; mu-.tJ.ctUN:lY ;to a::.me:a.P.~:.P.iridc.:.m~~o.d · ,o~:: ob:- JD .~nd tbe:·electron·gun is~a:wa.11 film. I J .att.acbed 
.ta.~ng._.8.;·.tra.in;;o!; el~~~ l:ilPJ:i~}s :.:r~Pl.'.~I).~Jng . bY~:a. :i.C02llleet1on ·:J 2 :to ~the.:a.node , l of: the: gun. 
. .s.ri. ~ QP~ ~·~ge •. ,:Ms_. sys~rn is parj;1c.1Jlfilt:lY Wall: coating: C Ii .aP.Proaches:Jbut dce.s .not .connect 
.ad.~P~d.:!or ~~~ :.iAlteJeyjsJ.pJ;l.. · . .. . . . _ : ~;, ;w.ith.:~'CUP U. . · · 

. ~Oll&"· .tlle:;ob1e~ts, 9f1~Y.:.,\n~n,~i.Qn :.~r.e: · _'ro ) B~tw.een ,<:"UP l0:!1mcLplanar iwi.ndow. 2 ... and ·im-
.p,z:ort~e. an· lmage:.~p~yl~g-... ~be·. of)1.igh_;~e~i- .me~tely~ln .front.-.<>f pbru-ge.:storage electrq_de. 9, 
tMt:Y ... 8.nd,)iaeU.ty;··w;pr~~r,JmJ~age:.a.n;iplUy- is .;an -.a~cel~~tinS :l3creen . .14,_.and .:a. collecting 
b:lg .. t:u~e: a.nd:.sY~~.JQI':..W3e. µt· tel~yWon., trans- screen 1.5 is.Positio.n~dia~ace.nt plana.r..w:ip.~ow_ 2 . 
.znit:t~~~;; tO· px:o\fide. !µl:J.qi,~e;e_ ~Pli:f~l!I:: system :.lO .BPth·;0i:.i!1esei.scree.ns114:~a.P.d .:Ui ,1µ'e; pre!~,r~blY. of 
:u~UiZiµg~~g;lii~.-~J;;l-~0~~:.9.f:el~t.r~n· ,_eµUssion. fx:<?in.· ex~lJl~Y; ~e-:;wb'e:jn::Prder·:t.l?.a.t-.µiey.-:.do-:not 
.elem~.n~~!·~i:P~~;:;·~to·: prov~q.e ~.a ,:m~a::ps .. ~d m:ee..~lY:i~ff~ct:1an .011t~~~Jm)lge.:P~oj~c.t~d:!bY. lens 
·m.~.th¢.Qf ;P.t:oC!µ¢i+ig ~~5!~g~·s~ritge in..an:i.II\~ge . ~!. (:_·.:. ·-~~!g~; ~:;>rage. !~~-ti;9de:· 9. . . 
amplft~ ~~; tetpr.oyide;.~.~e~i;ls~and .. ,me~od •· :PQ.si}i911ed ~J>etw.~:.s.~i:~ns ... 14 ~d: f5:.is .a · 
o(f9I:i'lJ.in.g·a.c4~!'e!~:~~~~ge;.el~9~rod~; .to prov14e .:J·~ ·~coz:id :W::P...11 .cQ~,.16 el~ctx:Ic.ally ~eP~.~a.te from 
_s. _mea:ns:~dd~ieµiQd. of: ... co~tr.oJ.li;lg .tl;le .. ~tor~ge e..ither1scr~,,:~n9;:..a.t.P~e ~ide 9f .. the· ·tub~. c9n-
.til!le of: !J;·,C:\laj:~e.~ sto~e· · ~l~trode;:. to.: pro~de: a .n~t~.J:Wi~h;.:tfie:·,~a.ce: :~twe~~ .scr.~ns: I 4 ... ~nd 
.ch~!ge··:s~J;~g:e ... ~ectrQ(ie: ~~a.ptep. for·~.use. ln. an {~.;fis:·:S.::.:n:imtiP.lier ~ub~ation &7. ·.~s mµlti-
image a.mpnf~g \~e,yisloil .... J>~c.kup· .sYS~; ·.to P.ller tubul~tion fl~supPO~;a~d_positiop.s .. a I??-Ulti-
,.provide a,n..~~ie..~P~~ tube.havl.ng.·8:-~gnal ~o .plier shell~ •.9 haVi;i.g._an ~pening:20.atigularly_fac-
.output;.w.ell; .a.l:)qv.e. )Dh~ent. ,in~ru;~ce .. valu,es; ~g sc:r~n .14 .. S.:r:;l;<t~:Q.a~ge.,stor~~e .. electrQde:;9 .-:but 
.and .. to:~ ~o.~?.e.;· a .. ~~~a.~cf m.ethpd. ~f ·. <?Pet:S.t- :l;l.,9t.-:~d.m.g, .. in~.:,~e:.9ptica.l .. pa.th • 
. lI:1g.,s. .. cha.~ge .. stoJ:age).~ge.~a.mpllfyipg. tube .. and . ·:l:.~~~:~ire 't<> uti~ize:.as: an ou~put device ~n 
system. ... -· · . . · · · . electron-Dultlpller~_preferably of.the ·boX: element 
:~My:. in.veil,tiQn ~· pQS8es5es :.:riUriier9.us .ot~ier . 'ob- ~;; 'type •. ,~c~· r~~ ·.ieScl-i~d '.-.~d :ci~tined· i~n .·the 

j~ts..and :features o:t.advantage,.-some'..of .which, .Richard. L.~SnY;der application-.for United .. Sfates 
.together..,with.the.foregoirig~~Will be· set .. f(irthJn Letters Patent entitled "'Box element multiplier", 
. the .folloWing · Ciescr~ption ·.of SJ>ecifl~ · ?-~P~at'Us ;SerW .~p •. 11'9,654 •. ~fil:ed J.une .. 22, 19.37; now United 
embodyfug. and:.utillzJ,rig my, ri.ovel . .u:;f!thod. · .. It 1is . ,States..Pa.~nt .N9.,.2).63,966 .fssued. June. 27, .1939. 
therefore: to.:.be jmderstooct .thaf tii'Y-_me~:Q.ad·.,is ·~~o .lbe . .fir~t ::tm.:ee :-.st.ages"'. are cube-shaped silver 
applicable 'to ·other ·apparatu.s; .. ,and :that~I~d<fn:ot J~()xes. · ·One:fa.ce .. or:-:ea..ch stage is open, and-, an 
limit myself ... .in..a.DY :way,, to the~apparatus of ;the .adjacent ~ace.,is~i·also. open .. but: covered .. v,i:ith. a 
·pre.sent,appllcation"Z:s. I .'may adopt. varlous .other .fine. m~h· :~gste.n·: ~wfre: .screen. . First. ·stage 2 f 
.apparatus embC>d,hnents?' .utllizing· .. 'the .me.thod, _presentS.::tlrst:..~tage. screen .. 22 a.cross opening·.:.20 . 
. within the:SCOPe. Of the appended clairils. ~~5 :The_,open side of.fu'st .. ~ta·ge~2f ;is.presented.to the 

ReferrlD.g ,to.the.drawing: .·t~µg.sten:screen.o:f.secorid stage 24, and in similar 
Fig. t~is · a.·1i:nigitudin.a.1. sectional. vlew •. pa'i.tly fa.Shion .,the.open end .of. second stage: 24 .is ,pre-

~cllagrainma:tlc • .'showlng· one. preferred .form,.ot,my sented to the screened side of third sta.ge.25. An 
.invention, ·tc>getl;ler.'.with a.:·circu.lt .. by which. .. the .output, sc;een :il.is .. positloned across the open 
tuoo ... ma:v. be: $et; into, .operation. · ~~o .~d:·:Of .. thli-d. ,Stage 25, and ·is.backed by last stage 

Fig .. 2 is .a," perspective Yfew,. partly. in. section, .26 .. wh1cll..is:in . .the.i9'rm .. of· a .planar:sllver elec-
showing. one'.. preferred form of charge ~stor.age J.fode. :.The1 .complete.\ a,ssembly thus: described 
electrode. . .!ortns~ an .. electr.9n~ ri:lultiplier •. when sensitized for 

Re!erring directly to. Fis .. 1. !or a. .description .secoridary .r·clectron .. em!Bsion, .. a.s. described and 
of a. pref erred torm of my invention shown 'there- .. 1p cle.lm'ed in the Snyder pa.tent cited above. 
,in9 , an .,envelope I, is -provided at one -end .th..ereot . Before .describ~ the connectiQ,ns of·. the vari-
Wit.h.a .planar.:wiridow- 2 through:w.hich)lght'fz:om ;ouS:.elements Jn!tbe.iube shown .in .Fig. Ip I will 

.. a.n .. object.m~y .be.· projected.by.a. .lens:4. ·At. the :describe,,b:v,.ref~rence to.Fig, 2,-the structure s.nd 
oppo&te. end: of. the .. tube is positioned~~ .. elect.ran ;1"onna.t!onr .9f charge . .storage .electrode .. 9. .While 

.gun.:Vlhicl;l. Dl~Y ... be. of .oo~vexitioµal~deatgn, .utillz- .-.~o I hs.:ve found that various, wire-mesh ·screens .may 
ling o:.an .. JJ+dite¢tlY .hea.ted._thenillonlc .~athocie~s. .,be· tutillzed~.for, ,.the . .i:oundation of this charge 

. , a control grid .81 and.an acceleratlns. anode 1. ·.Be- .storage .electrode .. k.have .found it preferable to 
tween the.electroD.:gun and. thc_ple.na.r.:wlridow. 2, .utlllze., a .perlorated .. rµckcl sheet. 30 .having ap-
and coa.xial. there:wlth. is, a. cllarge .storage. ,elec- Pr.oxima.tely 160.000. perforations 31- per squn.re 
.ttbdc~ 9 ,mounted .1n a.cup lO, the .rlm .. ot tho cup .~G 1nah,,ancl.approx1mately .0.0005-1nch thick. The 
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nickel sheet may then be attached to cup • 0 and While there is another step, usually found de.:. 
placed in an evacua.tecf evai>orator in order that sirable ill the formation of the charge storage 
a fil.m. ·of refractory insulating material 32 may electrode 9, namely, the step of controlling the 
be evaporated on one side only thereof. This leakage time between the photoelectric mosaic 
ma!'" be accomplished by uti.UZing the phenomenon 5 H and the nickel screen 30, it· is believed that 
that evaporation takes place along straight paths. a description of ·one type of circuit Utilized to. 
The film of· insUlating material should have a low place the tube in operation will render the dis-
d1electric constant, . be b1ghly refractory. and be cussion of this final step more understandable. 

· chemically stable.· · I ·have found :.that ·barium A~corcUngly, cathode 5 may be connected to a 
:fluoride is representative of such materials, and 10 heating circuit fu a manner well known in the art, 
this material is evaporated on· one side of the in order that this cathode emit 'electrons. Grid 
nickel screen· within ·an evaporating vessel by . 6 is connected by wire 40 through blocking con-
placing barium :fluoride in a. container .. approx!-' · denser 4 f to a signal input to which blanking 
mately ·6 inches from· the screen, and heating the impulses may be applied to extinguish the cath-
container. 15 · ode·ray beam du.ring retrace intervals, and grid 6 •· 

I have found that a film o! dielectric .between is maintained at the proper biasing potential 
0.0003 and· 0.0005 inch thick may· be evaporated · · by bias battecy. 42 · and bias· resistor 44. Anode 
onto . the nickel sheet in about" "five mJnutes. · 1 is energized by anode source 45 at ground :po
This process provides ·the dielectric ·coating 32, tentia.l, souree 45 placing the cathode 5 more 
with tile. edges of this coating sllghtlY overl~p~ 20 negative than ground potential. Scanning os-
ping the edges of the perforations in· the nickel cilia.tors 46 and 41 through scanning coils 49 and 
sheet, as shown in the sectional .views of Fig. 2. 50 move the electron beam emitted from anode 
I have also found that it is de..c:!rable to apply a. l in twc directions over a.· picture area on the 
tickler coll to.the nickel sheet during the evapora.:. · nickel side of charge storage electrode 9, and 
tion process in order to prevent too great' an 25 focusing coil 48 is used to define the beam. The 
a.ccumulation of ba.rium Iluoride on the sides. of nickel. screer 30 forming the foundation of this 
the perforations. · Bulging ·sides at these points charge storage electrode is made more positive 
will greatly reduce the size of the openings in the :han anode 1 by means of a tap 5 f on voltage-
sheet, which is, of course, undesirable. dividing resistor 62, this resistor being energized 

The next step ds to ·S!'Utter a film o! silver, 30 by the source 54. Multiplier housing 19 and con-
indicated by globules H in Fig. 2,, on top of nected film l 6 are energized at the next higher 
the barium fiuoride:coating 32, preferably in an Pott.!ltial by tap 55; accelerating screen f41s held 
atmosphere ·of. rs.rifted ox:n.en. This silver film at t~i.e next hie;her potential by tap 56; :first mul-
should preferably have extremely low conductiv- tiplier stage 2 f is held at the· next higher po-
ity approaching infinite resistance. and it has· 35 tential by tap 5l; second multiplier stage 24 is 
been found that less conductivity may· be ob- held at the next higher potential by tap 58; 
ta.ined by using oxYgen tha.n with an~" other gas. third multiplier stage 25 is held at the next 

The.riickel screen with if;s dielectric ·and ·silver higher potential by tap. 59; last stage 26 is held 
coatings . may then be mounted in . envelope I, at the next higher potential -by tap 60. 
with the· silvered surface facing the planar win- 40 Output screen 21 of th~ ml:ltiplier is held at 
dow 2 and with the · Dickel surface facing the the highe:St potential through a .final output cir.:. 

· · electron guri. The other elements."are then placed cuit comprising a filter resistor 61, a choke coil 
within the envelope I and the tube is degassed by 62 and an output resistor 63. output screen 27 
baking· for several hours at a high temperature. is also connected through a. blocking condenser 
The silver film 34 is then oxidized in a glow dis- 45 62' to the control grid 63' of an output tube 64, 
charge in the· usual manner, well known. in the the latter having a bias resistor 65, a screen bias 
art. connection 61, and an output resistor 68 con-

After cooling, the temperature is reduced to nected to the anode 69 of output tube 64, ·an in 
200° C., and caesium is slowly distilled· into the the manner well known in the art for the connec-
envelo~ I between the gun· and the· charge stor- 60 tion of a screen-grid tube. Other output circuits 
age electrode 9 until. the direct current photo- are fully equivalent. 
electric peak of the sensitized silver is just passed. In operation the electron gun may be ener-
The tube is then baked· at 200° C. and baked for gized, for example, with a voltage of 500 to 1500 
a short time until the peak '\"'alue of photoem.is- volts, to bombard the Dickel side of the charge 
sion is again reached. This procedure results in 5tS storage electrode 9. Some of the electrons in the 
a mosaic photoelectric surface on the side of the gun beam, as it is scanned over th~ picture area. 
charge storage electrode 9 facing planar window on the nickel side of charge storage electrode 9, 
2 and lens 4. will pass through the perforations of the elec-

It will be obvious, however, that I have de- trode and are collected on end screen 15 which is 
scribed just above only one method of obtaining '.60 only slightly positive relatively to the gun anode 
a. mosaic photoelectric surface, and I do not wish 1, as indicated by end screen tap 69 on voltage 
to be limited in any way to this particular meth- divider 52. About 80% of the electrons in the 
od, · a.s other methods and other materials may gun beam, however, strike the metallic nickel sur-
also be used to obtain the same result, as is well face of electrode 9 to produce secondary elcc.:. 
known in the art. 65 trons. 

After the charge storage electrode 9 has been I pre.fer to have a. potential difference of from 
formed as just above described, the electron mul- 5 to 50 volts positive on the accelerating screen 
tiplier stages 21, 24, 215 and 26 ma:;- then be treated f 4 relatively to the nickel base of the charge stor-
with suitable materials in order to ~btain there- age electrode 9. This potential is insufficient, 
from secondary electron emission a.t ratios gTea.ter 70 however, to draw any of the secondary electrons 
than unity. Caesium treatment similar to that created by beam impact from the nickel side of 
required to produce photoelectric wrf aces ma.y the storage electrode ·9 through the perforation::; 
be a.ppUed to the multiplier stages directly of the storage electrode. However, when an opti-
through side tubulation I 1 without affecting the cal image is focused on the mosaic side of the 
eens1t1za.tlon of the charge storage electrode 9. 75 grid through n lens &, photoelectrons nrc emitted 
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. ;~d .idrawn~to:'~~~ u;,1~·:.the;m~.!ele- ~;screen> ... "Jrl.re ~directed~ toward .the:mUltiplier! in-
~z:-on~the·:tm~c··B.td~:;storageielec- ·put, :.pass :..tJlroUgh rnpening ~u :·.and . .:Hrst-Btage 
··t"rode l.Charsed:Posftnely\~~Chlirge.lthat in- ··screen.: 22, :and :impict· .the:· setisitized: surface :o! 

·,· creases::proP<JrtionaltyJ:to:.the:.iptaduct··~Ughtdn- ~-tbe!.Arst:.stage ~21.· ·~.Secondary :electrons :emitted 
· tensityamd:tm:re •. ):J:'bf~:additkmatposithe:clmge 5 by; impact; in~:first.:stage 2 f .•.are.:3ccelerated ·into 
·results .::Jn:.iseccm;daly )1&:1eetrona::from ·'.the 1md:el seeond ··stage iZ4: to: create' more ·secondary . elec-
· &de:~fng~pUlled;thJ:ought.the pertoratlon.s:.m~an · trons. These secondary .. electrons~a.re·:accelera.t-
;amount.::w.hicb~:!.s!p~cm.8J·to!the tbree..ibJilves , ·e<Unto·:thirdstage 25 to··crea.te.!urther. electrons. 
power.::of~:.the?.wltage::.between:;the;n!ckelrsurtace '.a.nd .. these. -latter, are:. then -accelerated !to.·impact 

, and ~the:photoelectnc:wit:ace. . .It shoW<r.be noted IO i last:.stage=:26 .. •secondary electrons emitted from 
! here-:.tlaat·tther.contr~l~f ~ mCJSa.io· eiemeI!.t; is ~theita.st·i:sta.ge:rn· are :collected •.bY' .output screen 
·relatively~large;.!sf.ne6 this mosa!c:element;\8.cting ·.=21, .:and: the l)utput current,. comprising the sig-
as a grid, is only. about one-thousandth.~f0an !._nal•curre.'lt:.multiplied:·by·repeated.Uberation of 

.. inch:fr.om.~the- soorce)of·:.the secondgry.::eleU.~ns. ':se-OOndary.1:~lectrons ·=at .·a. ratio ~greater '·than 
. ·.:The signal·" electrons.·~re ..iaccelerated :.through 15 ·;tmity~-.fs th'ereupcm:..utilized. -in the; output circuit 

.;screen .. 1 ~into:~the· .. spa,ceibetw.een!sCl'eens t4J.and ::in:.the .usual :'.·manner· ~r or -~whatever .purpose.· de-
·~ t'5::.ana-'are: drawn::.int<>:..the"!m.tiltiplier; for.zmu1ti- sired.. . . . 
·.plication:; therein. . ~ lt -has ~en' found.' experimentally~ ·that~signal 

:we. thus: ba·ve ta, mUltiplictty··of.:·sma.ll:amplifl- • electrons :from ~ll 1 portions ·of.the Charge• storage 
ers· of= which~:oniy·~tbose1vecyra:res.r~e~·:bom- 20 .. : electr.ode.:9 :cs,n:be uniformly ctlllected:in the:·1lrst 

.barded .by -the,scanning!gun!besnr.ha.ve~a.n.:-emit- -.·stage ;of:the:mUltipUer·With:.a.n :e:filciency -.of 'S.P-
~t1ng: cathode. '"'!Fhe:·current!fn·-the· gun~ bci:l.m:need .. proximately . .: 80 % • . . · 
·..not·"be,more=than ao~fewmicroa:nper.es;:.sinca:this It should be pointed out also that one:-Of the 
-.is .. : quite .. adequate :...to ~give :.space· .. 'cha~ 1 sa.tura- :.:rea.tures. -o:Pthe- .present ·:mvention. is· -the>pra.cti-
·tion,. for.!if a;:bea.m:,ot:.elementa.l.size.;iS:used·::.and 25 · cal',ellmination of·:noise·-Or:·Irresula.rity. in :out-
.. then.:multiplied~by· .. thei·number::·of,•picture ele- ·put duec·.to·::the .. ·electrons::of. the :scanning. beam 
·ments; -the ·effective -~.cathGde;.-cmission:tfor.'.the ·passing through th..:..;charge ·storage :electrode :g • 
. total number' of :elements ,.may ;be ;ozi: :the-. order When no means. are ·proV1ded .for· oollectihg ~these 
of an-.ampere or:more. primary-beam electr-ons .lto .:keep ::them from 

It ~will be.·-noted·: tha.'tI;the elemerttal .grid· :ele- 30 ·-flowing ;fn:the ".~tit_pUtr· eir-cttit, lit.":is:neoessaty that 
.. ments.~~though ... ·effectivel.Y. free:. Wider :the -concll- ·the component: of· mgnal·current:.beiat·1Jeast W% 
tions ~descr:ibed'··thus.'~far,.:.a:fe,:opera.ted· P<>Sitive- 6f.~tlie ".total -beam1 current .. i.Thus,-'lf·;the' beam 

·ly. :,rt·.nught·:be 'expected.: therefore, :that ::the current;w.r;·e'.·to.•be~·5.rmicroa.mperes/:the·:.signal 
·grid cnrrentzdia.wn' bY'·1t·wotild ·be excessive,; and : component. w-Ouid.!.have·-tO be:at.<Iea.St~o;5 m.icro-
·the.t·:tne.-sensitmty.would•be-decreased·due .to'the 35 :.ampere: :in other».tvords,· the-~en?jiiiVity ·of ·the 
rapid-'d~charge of;a,;grid element.·when:the=sca.n- tube would be reduced a.ppro::k.unately".:1-0··to 1. 
-run: ·beam;.ws.s•operating""in-'·its·:Vicinity ... :Almost ·-However, ·by-.1keeping .... Pl'iinafy electiicins. (out of 
.the·oppaslte':ha.s~en !om1d-to:be'trtte;:h~wever, ::the :w'ork·cltcttitlby::tne·"use~r:ta.e electron'mUl-
:and ·if a/ high· potential c:U:fference .. =ls'-applied ·be- ··tiJjliel: and· the•colleotion··of sca.tifilng-beam·elec-
.tween·screen.•I 4 •anc:t-:the -charge storage electrode 4.0 trons ·on· screen :;n;/ this treduction•-1n-~sensitiVity 
9. the beam-.:fil.sohal-g~.a~tlon is ·Very· low. ·Thus, ·is entirely-eliminated .. :F-urthenn.ore, llie':fiuctu-
:the. tube .. may·: ·be :operatedi,to: have .a ••memory" ·,a..tion:;voltage .. present,:on the "elementlil. grld·;ele-
·or storage :time.of..from 'five:to ~n ·minutes; thus ments, that. is··i:n!odticed:'·bY:,:bo1!h'{therinal agits.-
.rendering :the :.!tube .. practi'Cally: -useless :;for :the -ti on ·and -shot -irreg:ulai+ltles "i:Wthe"i:>hotOcurrent • 
. transmission: of moving: objects -.but :.u~fUl :.for •15 ·-has a ·maxun.u:rn :frequency ·comp0rient· ·in the 
·other.:purposes. ··neighborhood .. of :ten .. cycles :per:second. ·and· ·this 
. .Reducing the "voltage appUed :between :the ··ft"aquency· comPonent'is ·nbt pas5ed ;by··the· exter-
soreen: t4 and. the-. gr.id -illipi:oves ~he speed"of-.re- n0:1 'video-frequency "-amplifiers. ...Also, there· is 

·.sponse ;and ~naturally· ·decreases: the···s·erurttivity · utt1e.-or·-no shot :noise;in =the·mtl'.ltiplied current . 
. accordingly. -"In· practice,;!the .. volta.ge ·diff'el"ence 50 · The··electron ·m'i.Iltiplier, -therefore ... may be .. uti-
is adjusted "to :be: as· -ll:Igh a.S ..posstble ·:Without ··Uzed"·to ·iiloPease :the·se:hsit!vity· of :the tube ·by a. 

·.blurring .of the field :When the .. object ·moves. ·It ·factor ·of from twenty to-one·hundred times· not 
is =not· necessary, .:howe:ver. :·that :Jothe ·elemental ··:only "Without increasing ihe ·noise factors.' but 
mosaic· '.grid -elements:.;be :operated· 'free, ··S.S 'the . ·With ·actual '·reduction 'thereof ··because ··of the 
.leakage .:time ma.y •be·•oontrdlled :by ·evaporating 55 ··elimination ··of ·the · scanning-beam .. electrons 
the· thin ·film ;of .. metal"-through the, ·perforations from the output.· 
in .the. :grid· ·from ·the:litckel side until the· time The ·merits of·the image ·amplifying -t~be and 
constants of 'the -g!!id --:have· "the, desired value. system described and claimed herein may there-

·This ·.eft'ectively ·resttlts ·in -prov!dL'lg· 'the grid ele- ·fore be ·summed up. as ·follows: 
·ments around -the :perforations ·with a high-re- 60 (1) It-provides a short optical system·with the 
~ista.nce· .leak .a.cross the ·edges 'Of the -insulating ima.ge·pla.ne perpendicular to-the axis of the lens; 
la.Yer-32 at the·edges of the perforations. In ·this (2) ·No excessive -power is required in the 
manner· the leakage '-time may~ ·be controlled as scanning ·beam; 
desired. !f desired, ·B. small nlckel filament lO C3) The.electron beam scans the ·cathode per-
mo.y be positioned within ·:the .. gun end· or :the, 65 .pend1cularly; 
tube .and utmzed =during 1nitial ·operation· of ·the ·(4) 'There is ·no shading ·compensation re-
tube to control the leakage time. Other· metals, ·qu1red;,and 
such as .magnesium or the Uke, may be used. (5) 'My lnven'tion· produces a .light seI1Sitivity 

It should be noted that the Potential of screen ·several·orders·bettertha.n previous types ·or elec-
14 is higher than the potential of multiplier 70 tronic scanning devices without increase in noise 
shield 19 and attached wall film I 6, but tha.t the level. 
potential of first stage 2 f, presenting its screen I cla.im: 
22 to the gpace·bctween screens 14 and f 5, is the 1. An image ampllfier system comprising an 
highest positive potential acting on this space. envelope containing an electron-permeable charge 
Consequently, signal clectron..CJ passing through 75 storage electrode comprising n conducting !oun-
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dation, a lSyer ot 1nsu1ating materla.1 on one side clent to.produce secondary electrons therefrom! 
only·of said.electrode, the other side of sa.ld elec- means for scanning successive elementary areas 
trode being capable of producing secondary elec- of the impacted side of said ·electrode;. an accel-
trons at a .ratio greater than unity, and a mosaic erating screen positioned parallel to and adjacent 
photoem.issive surface on said insulating mate- 5 said mosaic, a·bea.ni-electron collecting screen po-
rial; means !.or focusing an optical image on said sitioned coaxially with and parallel to said per-
mosaic: electron prOduclng and directing means meable electrode and said accelerating screen 
for developing an electron . beam of elemental and spaced from sa.id accelerating screen;· and 
cross-section impacting· the seeonda.ry-emissive an output electrode positioned.· between said col-
side of said ·electrode at a velocity sufficient to. JO · 1ecting!'iJcreen and said accelerating screen and 
produce secondary electrons therefrom; means out. of the path of beam electrons passing through 
for scanning successive elementary areas of the said permeable screen and said accelerating elec-
impacted side of said electrode; means spaced trode. · 
from said electrode . to collect beam. electrons 8. Apparatus in accordance with claim 7,,1.'. 

. passing through .. said electrode; and separate 15 wherein said output electrode ~ the first stage 
means :for collectiilg. secondary. electrons passing o! ·an electron: multiplier energized to a higher 
through .said ·permeable electrode. potential. than either said accelerating screen or 

2. Apparatus in a~ordance with claim 1, with said beam-electron collecting scref:n to attract 
an accelerating screen positioned in front of said secondary electrons passing through said per-
mosaic and energized to a .. :potential _insuflicient :w meable electrode and said accelerating screen. 
to draw secondary electrons through said perme- 9~ ID. a system utilizing an electron-permeable 
able electrode in the absence of light on said electrode. having one side capable of producing 
mosaic. secondary electrons at a ratio greater than unity 

3. Apparatus in accordance with claiin 1, with aud an opposite side carrying a photosensitiv.e 
means positioned on the side o! said permeable :!;3 mosaic spaced from said electrode by an insulat-. 
electrode remote from· said electron. beam pro- ing film, the method of producing an electrical 
ducing means for collecting photoelectrons emit- signal in respon...,;.e to a light image which com-
ted from said· mosaic surface. prises geners ting a primary beam of electrons of 

4. Appara.t'ils in accordance ;vith claim 1, eleruental cross-section, directing said beam to-
··Wherein the separate means for collecth,g the 3U wards a phme to produce secondary electrons 
secondary electrons passing ·furough ss.id perme- thereat, moving said beam across·. said plane to 
able electrode .is an output electrode pasitioned produce a. cloud of secondary electrons delineat-
between said mOsaic ·and the means !or collecting ing a. p>cture area. applying an accelerating po-
beam electrons. ·and ·PoSitioned outside of the tential from the other side o! said plane insuf-
path of said ·beam electrons passing tr.rough said :;.; ficient to draw seconda.ry electrons through said 
permeable electrode. plane in the absence of electrical charges therein, 

5. Apparatus in accordance with claim . l, creating a charge image in said plane by pro-
wherein the separate means for collecting the jecting an optic&.: image thereon and removing 
secondary electrons passing through said perme- photoelectrons emitted thereat, and collecting 
able electrode is the :first stage of an electron ·~ ~ secondary electrons passing through sB.id plane 
multiplier, said first stage being. positioned out- under the control of charges the; ,"?in. 
side of the path o! beam eiectrons passing 10. In a system utilizing an electron-permeable 
through said permeable electrode. electrode· having one side capable of producing 

6. Appara.tils in accordance with claim .1. with secondary electrons at a ratio greater than unity 
an accelerating screen positioned in front of said 45 and an opposite side carrying a photosensitive 
mosaic and energiZed to a potential insufficient mosaic spaced from said electrode by an insulat-
to draw secondary electrons through said per- ing film, the method of producing an electrical 
:meable electrode in the absence of light .. on .said.. signal in response to a. light image which com-
mosaic but energized to a potential sufficient to prises genera.ting a primary beam of electrons 

· collect electrons emitted from said mosaic in the 50 of elemental cross-section, directing said beam 
presence of light, said separate means for col- towards a plane to produce secondary electrons 
lecting secondary electrons being :positioned be- thereat, moving said beam across said plane to 
tween said accelerating screen and said means produce a cloud of secondary electrons delineating 
for collecting beam electrons and out of the pa.th a picture area, applying an accelerating potential 
of beam electrons passiD.g through said permeabl~ 55 from the other side of said plane insufficient to 
electrode. draw secondary electrons through said plane in 

7. An image amplifier system comprising an en- the absence of electrical charges there.in, creat-
velope containing an electron-.Permeable charge ing a charge image in said plane by projecting 
storage electrode comprising a conducting foun- an optical image thereon and removing photo-
dation, a layer of insuJ.ating material on one side co electrons emitted thereat, collecting beam elec-
only of said electrode, the other side of said trons passing through said plane, and separately 
electrode being' capable of producing secondary collecting secondary electrons passing through 
electrons at a. ratio greater than unity, and a. said plax:ie under the control of charges therein. 
mosaic photoemlssive surface on sa.id insulating 11. Method in accordance with claim 10. 
material; means for focusing an optical image 65 wherein collected secondary electrons arc multi-
on Mid mosaic: electron producing and directing Plied by repeated secondary electron producing 
means for developing an electron beam of ele- impacts. 
mental cross-~tion impacting the secondary- PHILO T. FARNSWORTH. 
emlssive side of said electrode at a velocity sum-
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6 Claims. (Cl. 250-83.6} 
1 

This invention relates to the locating of lost or 
hidden objects and more particularly to a method 
arid ·an apparatus for relocating land mines which 
hav~ been previously buried or planted by a re
treating army. The principal object of the in
vention is to provide such a ·method and appa
ratus by means o! which a dangerous object, such 
a.Sa hiqden eXJ)losive mine, can be readily located 
s0 that -_1t can either be removed or suitably 
marked. 

'l:t·is we'll known that frequently troops retrent
in.g or moving from one position to another plant 
eXJ)losive mines, usually below the surf ace of the 

··ground, so that the movement of motorized 
equipment such as tankS and large trucks in 
pa.sSing over the mined section will discharge 
these mines, thus disabling the equipment. It 
often happens that in reoccupying previous battle 
p0sitions it is desirable to relocate and "sweep up" 
mines previo'liSly planted. This is obviously a 
difficult and dangerous procedure since the mines 
must in the first instance be planted in such a 
manner that their position would not be readily 
ascertained by the enemy. Certain methods have 
been tried out to accomplish th1s purpose. The 
explosive charge is usually contained in a hous
ing o! steel· or other metal, and attempts have 
been ma.de to locate these mines by using the 
so .called "treasure finders" which utilize the prin
ciple that a body of mei.al or a metallic object 
in the genera.I vicinity of the ·aetecting instru
ment Will cause a variation !:n some character
istic of an electric circuit to provide an indica
tion to the obs.erver that the metallic object is 
near. By walking around in the general vicinity 
of such an object, the observer can tell, as by a 
Gha.nge .in frequency of a note heard in a pair of 
ear:phones, the exact. spot at which the object is 
Iocateci. :In accords.nee with the invention the land mine 
is constructed.so that it preferably contains sub
stantially no metal. The explosive may, for in
stance, comprise one or more sticks of dynamite 
or. .o~her such material suitably waterproofed and 
a percussion or detonating deVice suitably con
structed with t~:.? ~c;e of ha.rd wood, plastic or some 
other non-metalUc material. Thus, once a mine 
coristiucted a.long these lines has been buried it 
cannot be ·subsequently located by means of the 
"trea.sUre finder" type of instrument mentioned 
herelnbefore. In order, however, that those who 

·· ·· have planted the mine can subsequently readily 
relocate it, I incorporate in each mine a small 
quantity· of a radioactive substance, the presence 
n.nd loco.tlon of which substance cnn sUb$equent.1y 

2 
be determined through the use of an instrument 
sensitive to the radiation emitted by the sub
stance. The radioactive material can be incor
porated in the mine in any desired manner, as by 

ti the use of radioactive salts hi the paint used on 
such mines. If a separate detonating device is 
used, the radioactive material can be attached 
to or housed within that deVfce in any suitable 
manner. It is desirable that the radioactive ma-

10 terinl be as close to the surface of the ground as 
possible so that the great.er part of the radiation 
will not be absorbed by the earth. 

For a better understanding of the invention 
reference may be had to the accompanYing draw-

15 ings in which 
Figure 1 is a vertical elevation through a sec

tion of the earth showing a buried mine and an 
instrument for detecting the location of the 
mine: 

20 Figure 2 is a diagram showf ng the elements 
and the electrical connections for the detecting 
instrument: 

Figure 3 is a curve showing the counting rates 
when one milligram of radium is set up at differ-

25 cnt distances from the detector: 
Figure 4 is another curve showing the response 

of the detector as indicated by clicks in the ear
phones after being scaled down by the ·instru
ment shown in Figure 2: while 

30 Figures 5a and Sb are diagrammatic illustra
tions showing the directional effect, or rather the 
shielding effect, of the body of the operator. 

In Figure 1 of the drawings the earth's surface 
is indicated at f 0 and a land mine or other object 

35 f 2 is shown as buried a short distance below the 
surface. Pref~rably the mine is so constructed 
that it does not contain any appreciable amount 
of metal and thUs an operator carrying one of the 
so called .. treasure finder" instrmnents and mo"l-

40 ing about. above the mine would h:n·e no indi
cation of the existence or Jocat!on or the mine, as 
has been explained hereinbef ore. 

While the mine f 2 is being planted, or at such 
other time as the exact location of the mine is 

45 still known. a small quantity of a radioactive sub
stance f 4 is placed in a known position wt th re
spect to the mine and preferably directly above 
the mine, close to the surface of the enrth. as is 
shown m F'igure l. As has already been stated. 

50 if deslreci. the radicactive material may be di
rectly nttat'hed to the mine I 2 or to any separate 
percussion device associated wf th the mine, but 
It is preferable that the radioRctive material be 
nt, or immediately below, the ground surface. A 

M rndintfc"1 dc-tector or c:ounter 16 ts shown din-
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grammatically and is connected to a suitable in
strument 18 which in tum has connected to·ft a 
Pair of earphones 20 adapted to be worn by an 
operator. The detector I G may be of the well 
known Gelger-Muller counter 'type, but it 1s pre- 5 
ferred to use a high ef.Dciency and rugged gamma 
ray counter_ of the type shown in either of the 
copending patent applications of D. G. C. Hare. 
Serial Nos. 364,020 and 412,617 filed November 2. 
1940, and September 27, 1941, respectively. The 10 
gamma. ray detector or counter which has been 
used in connection with the present invention is 
o! the general type disclosed in the aforemen
tioned pending application, Serial No. 412,617. 
and comprises a plurality of thin. paraJiel, sepa- 15 
rated plates connected together electrically to 
form a cathode and proVided with one or more 
series of aligned openings through which fine 
wires are disposed. these wires being connected 
to form the anode. The cathode and a.node are 20 
housed ili a, cylindrical casing containing a gas, 
such as argon, and the counter is connected in 
a circuit in such a manner that when a gamma 
ray enters the detector the discharge or tripping 
of the detector will infiuence the circuit to cause 25 
an indication to be given. 

A diagram of an electrical circuit in which the 
gamma ray counter may be connected is shown 
in Figure 2. Tlle elements shown in this figure 
with the exception of the counter and the ear- 30 
phones may be housed conveniently in a small 
box such as is shown a.t 18 in Figure 1. As shown 
in Figure 2, the anode and the cathode of the 
counter f 6 are connected in series With an elec
trical 1esistauce 22, a source of electrical supply 35 
such as the battery 24, and a condenser 26. A 
small gaseous discharge device, such as the neon 
lamp 28, and the pair of earphones 20 are con
nected in series across the condenser 26. It will 
be noted that the circuit, as shown in Figure 2, 40 
contains no elements such as radio tubes which 
will draw a heavy current from the battery. For 
this reason the battery supply will last for many 
months. The circuit shown in Figure 2 is not the 
only one that could be utillzed in carrying out 45 
this method. Many others such as multi-vibrator 
circuits, Nehrer quench circuits, etc., will occur 
to those versed in the art. 

In Figure 3 is shown the counting rates when 
one milligram of radium is set up at different fiO 
distances from the detector. It will be noted 
that at considerable distances. 1. e., about 150 feet. 
the source has little effect on the detector and 
the discharges are due to the radioactivity of 
the surrounding earth and to the ef!ect of cosmic 55 
rays. The counting rate increases to twice the 
background value at a distance of 60 feet from 

4 
tlon, and sometimes discharges follow each other 
very closely and then there may be a rather long 
interval between discharges. In order to evalu ... 
ate the frequency of the counts the ear has to 
average these varying Intervals and It must detect 
changes of the average counting rate. The scale 
'.circUit reduces this distribution to fairly regu
larly spaced clicks. and it is therefore much ea51er; 
for the ear to ob.serve changes of the regular i 
counts. 

In operation. it is merely necessary for an oper
a.tor wearing en.rphones 20 and carrying the; 
counter 16 and the instrument U to walk around 
in the genera.I vicinity of the mine n and to 
follow the direction in which the clicking rates 
Incren.se until the maximum counting rate is 
reached. TI1ls point will be. of course. the point 
of highest intensity of radiation from the source 
f 4. and it will be known that the mine 12 ls either 
directly below that paint or is at a known 1>001-
tion with respect thereto. The mine may then 
either be removed or a suitable marker may be 
placed in the ground to warn approaching tanks 
and other heavy equipment not to pass over that 
point. 

Another feature of the invention is that an 
operator can easily obtain a directional e1Iect with 
the equipment shown or, in other words..the body 
of the operator can be used a.S a. shield for the 
gamma rays. Thus. as is indicated in Figure Sa 
where the operator is standing so that the counter 
is placed between him and the source, the count
ing rate may be. say, 4 per second. When the 
operator turns around so as to bring his body 
between the source and the counter. as is shown 
in Figure 5b. the counting rate will drop to a.bout 
two clicks per second due to the absorption or 
gamma rays in the opera.tor's body. The shield
ing effect allows the opera.tor to find the direc
tion in which the source ls located and he need 
then merely walk in that direction until he 
reaches the point of greatest radiation intensity. 
In actual tests one-half a milligram of radium 
was planted in an unknown location in a field 
25 yards square. It was found that an untrained 
person, using the equipment described. could find 
this source in from one to two minutes. 

It is obvious that the size of the counter and 
the amount of the radioactive material should be 
chosen so as to be best adapted for the specific 
problem. In case there are no restrictions as the 
weight of the equipment. its sensitivity can be 
murh increased and sources of radiation located 
from greater distances. Such equipment could 
be usP.d for locating mines at sea from a. mine 
sweeper. 

It is not necessary that ::>ure radium be used 
as the source. The refining process of radium is 
slow and expensive in its la.st stages. Orie could 

the source and it increases steeply !or smaller 
distances. The counting rate at 50 feet is about 
70 counts per second and this rate would be too 
high for direct perception by the ear. With the 
circuit shown in Figure 2 the condenser and the 
neon Jamp scales this number down so that only 
about one click is heard in the earphones 20 for 
every 50 discharges of the counter. The ear then 
perceives a counting rate of about two clicks per 
second at a distance of 50 feet from one milli
gram of radium. It is very easy to determine a 
change of frequency by a factor of two at these 
}ow frequencies a.nd after some accommodation 
to the counting rates even changes o! 50% can 
readily be detected. This sea.Ung down or the 
number of clicks. as shown in Figure 4. has an
other important advantage. The discharges of 
the counter 18 occur at a. random time distrtbu. 

60 easily use radium from the early stages of its 
refining process and material which contains 
radium in a rather dilute form, such as a concen
tration of one milligram of radium dispersed 
in ten grams of carrier substance, would be quite 

65 suitable. This product would, of course, be sub
stantially less expensive than pure radium. 

Although a high efficiency gamma. ray counter 
is pref erred n.s the detectin~ device, the ordinary 
Gelger-Muller counter can be used in a simUar 

70 manner. but, in order to obtain equal counting 
rates, its volume would have to be about 15 times 
greater than that of the counter disclosed. for 
instance. in the aforementioned pending nppllca
Uon Serla.l No. 412,617. T:.is naturally maki;s the 

76 equipment very bulky and furthermore tho: !:'re:-
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5 
, nary Geiger-Muller counter would have a much 
;lighcr background due to cosmic rays. This. of 
course. prevents· the detection of wenk gamma 
ray intensities. .. . 

The ionization chamber. could also be used as 5 
a detector bUt lt has the disadvantage tbnt the 
electric currents generated in it by the gamma 
rays are extremely small. They can be perceived 
with a suitable electrometer but apparatus of 
this kind woUld be rather impractical. The small IO 
current· could ·be increased by means of a suit
able amplifier but such equipment is elaborate 
and requires the attention or well trained oper
ators. 

Obviously many modifications and variations 15 
or the Invention. as herelnbefore set r or th, may 
be made wi~hout departing from the spirit and 
scope thereof, but only such limitations should 

. be' impoSed as. are indicated in the appended 
claims. 

I claim: 
1. The method of locating a land mine buried 

in the earth which comprises placing substan
tially above-and in a known position with respect 

20 

to s::.id. mine a quantity o! a radioactive substance 25 
when the mine is being burled. and subsequently 
determining the location of said mine by detect
ing at various points over the earth's surface 

6 
plosive mine buried in the earth which comprises 
associating with said mine a smaJl quantity of 
a substance capable or emitting gamma radiation 
before the mine is buried or while its ·location 
is still knowri and then subsequently locating the 
mine by detecting in the general vicinity or the 
mine the intensity of the gamma. radiation 
emitted by the substance, said intensity varying 
indirectly as the distance from the mine to the 
detector. 

4-•. The method of placing and subsequently 
locating an explosive mine formed of an explosive 
dispe>sed in a casing which comprises utilizing 
a non-metallic material for said casing. associat
ing with said mine a. quantity· of a radioactive 
substance, and subsequently determining the 
position of said mine by detecting radiation 
emitted by said substance and locating the point 
where the radiation has the greatest intensity. 

5. The method of locating a buried explosive 
mine formed of an explooive disposed in a non
metallic casing which comprises placing a quan
tity or a radioactive substance at the surface of 
the earth in known posit.ion with respect to said 
mine, and subsequently determining the position 
of said mine by detecting radiation emitted by 
said substance. and locating the point of most 
intense radiation. 

· 6. The m~thod of iocating a buried explosive in the general vicinity of the mine radiation 
emitted by. said radioactive substance. 30 mine near which has been previously positioned 

at a known location with respect thereto a quan
tity of. a substance capable of emit.ting radia
tion. which· comprises explorlrig the surface of 

2. The method of locating a non-metalllc land 
mine buried in the earth which comprises attach
ing to said mine a small quantity of a radioactive 
substance before the mine is buried or while its 
location is still known and subsequently locating :;.; 
the mine by ·detecting in the general vicinity of 
the mine the amounts of radiation emitted by 
said substance, said amount varying indirectly as 
the distance from the mine to the detector. 

3. The method of locating a. non-meta.Ilic ex- 10 

the earth v:ith a deVice capable of det{!ctinz: 
radiation emitt.ed by said substance. and locating 
the point at which the radiation has the great-
est intensity, as indicated by said detecting 
device. 

· JOSEPH HORACE DEMING. 
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·Our invention re1ates to ~ new and improved and plug 3 may be located relative to base ·l. ·m 
method of ·ioca.tlng :bodfes vf ra.dlo-a.cti~ mate- final relation. The 'Other section of. wall 2 c:a.n 
ria.1. and an improved apparatus ·tor this purpose. then be·f.lXed to the section which is integrat·with 

The main object of ·our "invention ;ls to -facill- base 2. A gas-tf ght joint. such lLS a threaded 
tate the discovery of deposits of uranium ores. ~ joint. is formed between sections of wall .1 • 

. The uranium-compound or compounds .usually An axial eylindrlcal electrode 15. whose :.dis.me-
iorm oniy a small percentage of .such depo.cdts, t-er ts abo1.lt two millimeters. fits gas-tight in :an 
u.sua.Ily·about 1% "bY weight. axial bore of insulating plug I. The chamber A 

The present method oi·eXplonttlo:i is very slow ls filled with a suitable-·gas. such as argon, :under 
and expendve. . . 10 suitable pressure. This pressure may be thirty 

According :to our method, a :su!table 10nlza.t1on atmospheres. or about 440 lbs. per 'SqWU"e -inCh. 
chamber ·is t:ra.DSPorted .over the· territory. to be Said pressure may ·be as h.18'h as 100 atmospheres 
explored. pref erabb' by means ·.of an aircraft. or-even ·more. A frusto-con.ical conductive·mem-
This is ·or· great ·advantage in explor"!Ilg "large . ber i is located gas-tight in a. bore· of plug i. 
areas. 

. The annexed dra.Wing illustrates· 'the ioniza
tion chamber which we utmze. The :invention ts 
not limited tothe·detans stated herein. 

Such 1on.1Zat1on cl1a.mber- A is .or general cylin
drical shape. Its axial lensth ts 100 centimeters, 
or about 40 ·inches. Its diameter ls ·20 centime
ters, or a.bout eight inches. T"ne wan f of the 
chamber A is made or almnlnum. dttra.lumin, or 
other suitable metal or ·alloy. As an example. 
this wall 1. 1s maintained at a constcnt negative 
voltage <>i 600 V61ts. The 'base i of said chamber 
has a bore.· which is closed ga.s-t&ht bv a. Dlucr 3, 
which is mi?.de .of insulating mstenal. - sa.fd J:"lug 
3 and 'said bore of base ·2 a.re of trusto-conical 
shape.· 

A conductive screen 4 is fixed to p!ug !, or is 
otherwise held fixed m -spaced relat!on from the 
interior smfa.ce-of wa.D I and base 2. Thls screen 
4 defines an inner jonlmtfon chamber ·1<1:. Said 
screen ii is insulated from -v.-s.Il i .and base z. The 
waii i usua!ly contains a. smaii percentage ot 
raciio-a.cUve material as .a.r:. im~;..a'ity, and such 
ra.dio-a.cttve ·ma.ter:!al emits alp..~ r.ays. !t is de
sired to Prevent such alpha. rays .from ·penetrating 
the ·inner ionization chamber ·&a.. 'nle fixed 
spacing between sc:reen ... 8Xirl the interior face or 
wall f. therefore depends upon ·.the pressure ·and 
comp(li;ltl.on of the gaseous filling. A5 an eum
ple. if the gaseous filling ls argon. under & pres
sure above .ten atmospheres. the spacmg between 
screen 4 and the mner ·fa.ea .of wall I.~ its 
bn...se 2. is ~out ftve .!!l!l!!mete...~. .Ee!l'Ce the vol
ume of the io.nlntion clls.mber 5a which ~ en
closed by screen 4, is substantbt~y equal to the 
volume C! ie.....c.,..~cn cht:mher·..r.~ In t...~i'> e--en:i
pie. said voiume V is sublsi:olmiil:Wy 2,00(J cnbic 
centimeters. If ·the pressure P is· 150 ;poonds per 
square inch. VP equals.S00.000. 

Th" ·~H t ·ml!-~·~ !!1~ 01'.1!J.rur.Jhr tn ~ r,!' 
!!.!!..!!'.!! t,. .. ,,~ !i!P!dfn9'1!5 .. ..!!) ~ t'-' f!~ 4 

15 Ssid member ! 1s a guard r".ing, which -ls ma.tn
ta.ined at zero Potential by a wire 7. which is con
nected to a -metal fram.e of the aircratt, or ·ts. 
matntahied at zero potential · tn ·any manner. 
Thie; gua:rd ring~ iict..ci ~..., gl"()~nd el~~ 

20 shield for .the .respective adjacent part of the eltc
trode "I. It also prevents any les.kage · of charge 
or current between "the electrode I and the screen 
4, or between the wall I and electrode &. The 
guard ring ·1 may extend loagttudinaDy mws.rdly 

25 and outwardly from the -insulating plug 3. 
The screen Ii ls -maintained at ·a 11Xed high volt

age, which ml!ly be ~Jther p~tiVf' "Or·n~~tt~. W~ 
pref er a negative voltgge. The screen 4 1s con
nected to the negative terminal of the sOm-ce of 

30 biasing potential by wire 8. The positive terminal 
of the source of bissing potent!sl may ~ 
grounded 1n th~ usual manner. As an example, 
the fixed or .. constant negative volmge of screen 4 
may be 800..:.1600 volts. Whe!l alpha rays·e.re ra-

3o d1ated from wan t, such alpha. ran produce gase
ous tons tn the space between screen c and ·wan 8 ~ 
=rne tunctlon of the charged screen 4 is to extra.ct 
such tons, in order to i;. -vent Sllch ions from en
tering th.!!! tnn~r ton1<t~~-t.1n. ~h~m~r ~a.. It ~ "W'P.n 

40 known that the ioniza.uon of a. gas produces posi
tive and negative particres or ions. If a. gas is 
thus ionized between two elect.rodes which are at 
ntf'l'ero:?nt re..cpect!ve pat-en~...!!. · tl?e ~tire !~ 
will move to the electrode of lower potentlal to ·be 

~ ertntct.ed. 1Uld the negt\.tive ioI'..s ·wn1 move to the 
electrode of lower potential to be extracted. In 
tr.!:; er...mple, the ;all J .is rnca!n=.:n.ed ·at a.~ 
negative potential Of minus 600 volts. Thls csn 
be done in the usual manner, b:V CO"'""eeH~ "W"-...ll 

.r.o f to the n.:=~thc tcnn.1mil or a-.sCitlree of u.nid1rec
t1ona1 and constant VOltD.tr0- The posit1ve term!· 
ns.l of said somce may be grounded. as is cmtom
ary in provtC:tiJ:lg a biasing potentlal. Ill this ex-
a TT\n1 ... '1:1791'1· f ..., t.\.\n .. ~ .. .,...,-" ...,.. ............. S 4• f.\.\,.. --.r-·-· -- . - - .... _._...,, -- --- - - -

;~~ C!!.~ I!:!!~ ~ ~d ~n f t;t;:e.: ·-· ~ -~=-...,_~d 
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b~" a wire, current would. ftow through wd wir& tlon chamber Sa which b defined by screen 4, be· 
from wall 8 to screen 4. Hence the negative ions.· cause of cosmic rays and other pen.etr&tlug mdia-
which are formed by the alpha rays 1n the gas. tions. 
between screen 4 and wall I, will be extracted at In this example. a. Potential d11terenee of 800 
wall I In ·this example, and the corresponding 6 volts is maintained between screen. 4 and elec-
posltive ions wm be extracted at screen 4. Such· trode I, and screen 4 is negative relative to elec-
io:c.s will· be extracted~ as long as there ls a su!t- trode &; When ·-the gamma• rays.~ionlze the gas 
able cll1!erence of potential between screen 4 and between electrode 5 and screen 4, an 1on1zat1on 
wall I. Thus, if screen 4 ls at a pOSitive poten- current will fiow through the ge.s between them, 
tial and wall I 1s at a higher suitable positive po-· 10 so that the positlve ions are extracted at screen 4 
tential, the ions which are formed by the alpha and the negative !om are extracted at electrode 
rays between screen 4 and wall 8. will be extracted 6. · This provides a. detecting ionJzation current 
by sa.fd screen 4 and wall f. between the grounded po:nt of electrode 5. and 

Externally to chamber A, electrode I 1s con- the source of biasing voltage whose negative ter-
nected to wire 1, through a resistor 9, whose re- 15 mlnal 1s connected through wire 8 to screen 4. 
sistance is 4.1010 ohms, namety;-.40,000 megohms. This detecting current v.:m increase or decrease 
This resistance may,· for example, be witbln. a as the ionizing effect of the received gamma. rays 
ra.nge o! 1010 ohms and 1011 ohms. The free end Increases or decreases. In effect. the gamma 
Io of electrode 6 is connected to any suitable di.;. · rays vary the resistance or the circuit or the de-
rect current amplifier. · 20 tecting ion'z!ltlon current between.electrode 5 and 

·The wall I and· the electrode 6 form a small screen .C. When the aircraft approaches a. source 
capacitance. whose capacity is about 25 micro- · of gamma. rays, the detecting current wlll in-
m.icro:f a.rads, namely, 25.10-12 farads.- If C desig- crease, and such detecting current w·n decrease 
nates the capac~ty of eaid capacltance, an:I R as the aircraft moves away from the source of 
design.ates the :resista..."'lce or resistor -9, then CR 25 gamma. rays.· ·Due to the corresponding change 
is· the time oonsta.nt of the circuit. . In this ex- in effective resistance of the gas between elec-
a.mple C& equals one &econd. · The t'!llle constant trode 6 and screen '· there . will be a. va.r'&&.t1on in 
can be varied, but it preferably should not greatly the potential of the point of electrode 5 which is 
e~ceed one second. In a. capacitance-resistor cir-. connected to resistor 9, with a. corre-;poncU;;i§ v;.r-
cuit, the· time constant is ·defined as bemg the 30 iation in potential at Point iO of electrode It 
number of seconds required to impress 63.290 of Hence. the ionization current, In this exam-
the full charge upon thP. capacltance, after a uni- . ple, will · detect the presence o! a eommerclal 
directional and consta.x:t voltage is applied to the uranium ore deposit.- In a belt which extends lat-
capac!tance-res!stcr c!.."'Cuit. In th!s c::.::np!e, the erally 100 meters a.t e~ch aide e! the co~~e · c! 
constant charging voltage is 600 volts, beee.Use 3:;. the e.Lorcreft. The period o! each indicating pulse 
electrode 5 is me.1.ntalned a.t -zero -p0tential, and of the ionization current, in which it rises to a 
wall I is maintained a.ta· negative potential of 600 maximum from: a mmtmUm. value and in which it 
volts. · ·The charging current -mu.St ftow through is reduced to said mlnimum value, depends upon 
resistor s. which is connected Jn .series to the ca.- the ground speed of the s.il'Cmft. allowance being 
pacltance which is provided by electrode 6 and 40 also made for said time constant, CR. 
wall I. The electrode 15 and screen 4 provide· an- If the 8.ircratt is fiown over the territory to be 
otha;: ca.;:;acitanca, "Which is wn:&:&s~~d m ~Qii . exviured at the luw gl'ullil1 speed of a':out lCO 
with resistor i. feet per second, the voltage of electrode 6 at point 

This chamber A can be transported over the ID will thus be varied by an average uranium de-
territorY which is to be explored, ·1n an a.•rcraft, 45 posit of commercial.value, during a. respective de-
a.t a. lvw- a.It1tude, which :::nay. be a.bout 100 me- tection period or about tti.ree seconds. The da-
ters, or about 330 feet. at· a. low horl.Zontal or tectlng variation in voltage of electrode 15 at point 
ground speed, which may be about 1no feet per I 0 can be amplified by a. conventional direct cur-
second. rent a.mpllfier. whose current varla.t•on can be 

When the chamber A is at this altitude. it will 60 continuously recorded by conventional means, or 
receive any gamma. radiations from an area. transformed iio an A. C. voltage and thUs am-.. 
which has a. radius of a.bout 100 meters, nameJy, pllfled by a conventional A. C. ampllfiP.r. Each 
from an area. of a.bout 30,000 square meters. above detecting voltage pulse or electrode 5 at point I 0 
whose center said chamber A is located. thus produces a detecting current increase pulse. 

11' said s.rea. ha.s a. dep01Sit or uramum ore, which 65 during a iew seconds, in t.he output 9f the ampll-
is ~qulvalent to one per c-ent o! Ura.mum. oxide fl.er. 
!;y weight, a.Lid if the- araa. or said devvsit is a.t During ea.ch derecti.ng pulse. the voitase uf 
least 100 square meters, such depasit will be de- electrode 6 a.t point IO passes through a max1-
tected by c-hamber A. The detecting apparatus mum. This variation in volta.i:te cs.n be used to 
will indicate a. maximum ionization current, GO produce an alternating current by convent:ona.1 
"When the chamber A is substantially above th!s means, and such altematini current can be a.m-
deposit~ making allowance !or the time delay of pli.fied and detected. Such voltage puise can be 
resuon.se · to ionization. A<; the aircraft ap- se?>e.rat-ed !ntc shQrt.e p'!.!!ses. by using a suitable 
p1'00ches said deposit, the ionization current will interrupter or chopper. 
increase. As the aircraft moves a.way from .said 65 The altitude of the ~trt?raft 1s suitably deter-
deposit; the icn.ir.a.tlon current will decreasa. mined and recorded by uslng. a.n altimeter. be-
·. !!i. ard.er to det.ect sm:h a de~sit. !t need net ~':l:>a tha inter&S1ty of the gamma ~dis.t!on whkh 
be a. continuous deposit. Such deposit may con- is received from the ground, depends on the alti-
sist of separate adjacent deposits. tude of the aircraft. 

The gam.~~ reys c! ~~ch :l. depe~!t W".Jl pa~e- '70 H~nce, a.t thr: end or p_n explorntton f:!ght. each 
~rai.e i.he a~mosphere T.hrotigh said height of about detecting current pu.ise or voltage pulse whicb is 
100 meters. and such ·gamma. rays will also pene- delivered by the ampUfler will have been detected 
trate wall I and pass into the inner ioniza.tt.on and recorded. A suitable record 1s ~imuitaneous-
charnbe.r 6c:t which ts t:lefinect hy sr::r~en •. !y- !!.!ld ~!!~'!1~'!.!!!y !!!!.de !:!! t~ ~~!~~ t-e!T!-
:- '·Th~ ts 8J.w~.Y8 ·,oom~· lo~tlon. m th~ ·1m::~.iz!!'!• 'TI;: !:o??'; gs by!!. ~t!!l~~ ~'l"i..e3 o! ~t!!...~ so th!!.t; 
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Moh··· detect.mg. eummt:~:;ean··:beJ~mtUled· ~ mmm may'be·~·fot"~~-.:4 
·with the respeett?e •area· or·Ul&u:plore«~t»ty. ~ apaced relation fl'om wall a. anci"S.nsulat.ed 

As ·l>t'eVloualy·stated,··tJle.ooamtc ~ ;an4:-strq· from ··wall :I. 
radio-active ·ray3~wm a1~:produce-aome tom- ·nie unttesfxed ndl&tJons.;zueh u cosmlc .. rayg. 
:mtlon ·m th& ohamber·~1a •. a& ~that· ~t ·will f. internal $ha. :rays; ..p.mma, n.d!a.Uons ·from ·the 
always 11ow ·from· the wmt of :Zerc:>,. .potential" :to· ground· whieb ·ue fOund even 1n ··th& absence of 
electrode l,··inthlsiexample. ~ 1Stimtantla1 ·mass· of radio-active material. 

If the··~ tllllngr:is..anton,· and VP equals etc., at'e oonveaientb,·de&gna.ted as stray n.clla-
substantiaUt:SOOiOOO m. chamber la, as previously ti<>M. Electric .charge, is withdrawn from .the 
stated, the normal stra.y-iontzatlon cw-rent is 10; ~·I at a 1mftlclen.t rate, either wholly to 
about 2.10-1:i :ampere. n~ ?JP.1>out 0.2 micro- compensate ·for ~ch stra:y radiations, or sum-
.microampere. .In such case •. lf ·the ,potential dlf- cientl.y to compensate for such stray radls.tiom. 
ference between electrode ·1-and '3creen 4 Js ·aoo. »-detect a voltage change on electrode 5 wb1eh 
volts, the potential of electrode IS 1s Changed 'from eon esponds to· a. l)redeterm.ined intensity ··of 
zero potential .by .SJ.Q-3. volka mm~ .. .,0.008 volt, 15 gamma ray mdtatlon. 
because substantially the entire voltage drop of The- P-seous flllmg of the chamber ts preter-
the stray ionization. current ts· through -~ cg-a atb'?y ·&ee from ··water vapor. · 
between ·electrode 5 and screen 4. smoe. ·the We :ha.ve de:scribed a preferred embodiment of 
screen 4 is gubstantially .of the same size -as :wan -I. our 1nventicm, but it is clear that numerous 
there . will be little .dl.1fer~oe :between·-the time 20 changes and omissions and additions can be made 
constant of the circuit of ·the· capacitance ~. without departing from its seope. 
and the cir.cult of the capacitance IS-I, since the we· cldm-: 
resistor 9 is common =to the-circuits or 1--4 and 1. A. ·method of detecting .the presence of ·a 
5-1. mass of radio-active material which emits gamma 

By providing the screen.& with a higher 11esa- ~5 rays and-which·is located sumciently close to the 
tive potential than wall I, we suppress or mini- surface or the earth to emi~ o-a.!~ ~:::u.:::u.=. :-:r.: 
mize the e~ect of alpha. n.ys ·~are emitted upwardly .lJlto·the 1!!:tmosph~e. wJ:1..!eh ronBist.s in 
by WA.ll t, moving an aitcra.it over tlie n:gion tu be eAP1u&ad, 

There is no cl1scharge between -wall 1 and· screen said a'ireratt betng thus moved at an ·altitude 
4, because the compressed -gas can 1:a51ly ·with- 30 within the upward range of said gc;.mma mys. 
stand a. voltage dW'~.rence ot 200 volts. supporting a detecting ionization chamber on said 

Even it the surface of the ground is irregular. aircraft to receive said gamma rays within said 
or if the altitude of the aircraft is varied within ionization chamber. maintaining a gaseous filling 
reasonable limits, the presence of a. commercial- in said detecting ioniza.tion chamber in excess of 
ly workable uranium depastt w'Jl produce a sub- •><• normal atmo.:.-pherte press"w.-e. :mai:lt!JJ.ning ~ d!f-
stantial and easily detectable mere~e of e.t le!!.!t ference of pot-entll!.! betwee..'l the wall of sa.ld de-
20 % in the current which is delivered by the tecting ionization chamber and an internal elec-
amplifter. trode thereof to extract the ions which result 

The invention is not Umited to the det&lls from said gamma. ray ionization" so that said ions 
~ta.ted herein. By diminlsh.Illg the CR !actor. we 4;i are extracted at said ~all and s.t &s.id internal 
ca.n use an a!.rcra.ft which operates at higher electrode to produce a fiow of detecting ionization 
speed. The axis of the chamber A is held hori- current between said wall and said internal elec-
zontal. irocie in a. predetermined Gtrc-uit relati-Ye tu sa!d 

The invention applies to the detection of ura- internal elt.ctrode, substantiallv· shielding sa.ici 
nium ore depo!its which are at or close to the sur- .... detecting ion.1.za.tion chamber . from alpha. rays. 
face of the ground, so that the gamma rays can determining the stray loniZs.tion in sa.ld detecting 
enter the atmosphere. ionization cluunber wl11ch res-ults from cosmic 

Our invention is useful for detecting any source ra.Ys and other stray rays by determining the 
of gamma. rays, such as a. plant which has large respective stray ionioZ:a.tion current 1n said detect-
qua.ntities of r&.dium compounds. uranium com- f)1• ing ioniza.tlon chamber which corresponds to the 
pounds, etc. stray ionization which is produced by said stray 

The ccrrcfa.tion cf the ~a..'°10!.lS .fact.ors is one of rays. observing the tncrea.cre in the flow of ss.1d 
the features of our invention. The CR :factor detecting ionization current whict. is produced 
must be in proportion to the speed of the aircraft. by the gamma. ray radiation which is to be de-
The time factor, CR. must be regulated so that :,;i. tected, said alrcra.ft being moved at a speed which 
a perceptible pulse of ionization current is se- ls sufficiently low ln praport~on to CT:. tu pr-oduca 
cured during the scanning per!od. Instead oi sa.ld lncrt:&.Se 1n sa.id now vf current durin~ a 
making a photographic record oi the expiored Pcrtvd wt.a.ioh can be :rea.dlly obsai:"'Wed. C ~!n5 
territory, maps ~nd other means can be used for the ::a.pa.city between said wall of said detecting 
det.errnlning the region of the deposits. The cur- th• ionization chamber and said electrode. R being 
rent of the amplifier can be designated by a suit- the resistance of the circuit in which said detect-

. able continuous graph, on a. conventional record- ing ionization cu...-rent fiows. 
ing device. By plotting the course of the s.ir- 2. An ionization device for detecting gamma. 
cr:..ft with re!eren~e t.o a. mRP, s.nd thus record- rays. said device comprising an enclosed cha.m-
ing the direction of movement of the airers.ft and a:; ber which has a metal wall which is permeable 
its speed, !t i~ !><hc;sible to ascertain the POSition to gamma. rays and wh!ch emits alpha rays, 
of the airers.ft durlng each instant of time. The said metal we..ll having s.n opening wl'.Jch is 
altitude of the c;;ircra!t should :USo be con.ti.nu~ c!o.sed by a. ph~g which is made of insulating 
ously determined a.nd recorded. ma~"'ia.l, said chamber h~ving an 1ontts.ble 

Upon comp:!r!ng t!"..!s w!th t..~e !o!l.iza.tion cur- •o g;aseous filling. a perforate metal screen which 
rent graph, wbtch is a!so plotted with. refc1cncc is permeable to gamm~ :ra.ys, sa!d screen being 
to time. the desired data can be determined. ioca.i.eci in ~u <;hamter ii.U.d ~ts' ~c.c~.:r ::-....:::. 

The screen 4 may ha.ve a frusto-conical exten- and being insulated !rom said metal vvall, said 
sion 4a. which is made of insulating material, and screen substantially enclosing a pa.rt of the in-
-which t; cla.=~ ~~-:::e:. ?:!~ ~!! ~lug !. p.~ •a !f~.r i;pr1.ee of said chamber to Provide an inner 
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~tlon '·chamber.-·· .means., mamtlJnmg: Hid 
metal.-$all and wd metal screen at. a. cWterenee 
or-.. ~tial which b sumclent to produce:. an 
iolltmtfon current through: sa!d gaseous tmmg 
between said metal wall and wd . metal .!creen 6 
by extr&.ctlng. iomvwhich .are produced by said 
alpha rays m sa.td iueous fll.llng :.m. the space 
between· said wall and said· screen, said gaseous 

· 1llling , being under· sufilclent ··pressure to llmit 
~ sa!d ionization· current between said wall and said 10 
screen ·to the ·ion.J.zation. current· which ·is pro-
duced by the extraction of said ·ions, an elec
trode. extending outwardly. of sa.fd enclosed 
chamber and sa.ld ionizat!on chamber through 
sa.ld p!ug, ss.id electrode.·' being connected lJ 
through a resistor. to a . pomt whose .. potential 
is df.ff erent from the . potential of said· screen, 
the· CR factor or aid lontzation. device being at 
least·. zru.,,sta.nt!ally one second, c being the cs.
pa.city between said well and said screen. R being 20 
the resistance of said resistor. 

3. A device according to claim 2,. m which 
aid screen ·is negative relative to said wall and 

8 
~~:-.6 •. ;A·=idevlee··~ 1 to ··cla.tm .. 2. 1n which 
88.!di screen'. has. an utemlon. which. is made of 
1mula.ting; materlal. and· wbkh is fixed between 
said plug . and. a.id metal wall, a metal sb1eld 
being located in ·aaJd plug between sa!d electrode 
and said extemlop. a.Id shield being connected 
t<> said electrode tbrot11h· Aid resistor. 
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1 

This invention relates to radioactive explora
tion such as is utilized in prospecting the earth •s 
surface for mineral deposits. 

2 
Fig. 5 is an end elevation of the apparatus of 

Fig. 4; 

To date. a number of methods have been pro
posed. for prospecting by the measurement of t> 
radiation such as gamma rays above or beneath 
the surface· of ihe earth. 

Fig. 6 is a modification of the apparatus shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5. 

One feature of the present invention involves 
an improvement in radioactive exploration 
wherein the exploring means is moved substan
tially continuously over the area to be explored 
and simultaneously ranged for observation for 

One method . involves ·the taking of measure
ments on or above the earth's surface as from 
a moving vehicle. With this method, the detec
tor is contmuously scanning the ground. and to 
produce worthwhile data. it should be of an ex
ceedingly sensitive type . such as those disclosed 
in Patent Nos. 2.390.071 and 2.390.072. 
· Moreover the. ·data is· of . a semi-integrated 

~nature tn· that .. the· readings are not taken at a 
,fixed point over an appreciable time interval but 
at a series of·fi.Xed. points. each over a very short 
time interval. ·At. any one -.·point, the time in
terval alforded for the reading is extremely short . 

. While ··such readings are of value, lt is desirable 
· tinder some circumstances, as when relatively 

small or. narrovi .anomalies . are encountered or . 
when'.· relatively· insensitive · detectori: are used, 
to. obtain readlllgs of ·a Series of fixed points ·or 
sections. ea.ch reading being taken over an ap
preciable time interval. · · 
· One object· of this invention is the provision 

of a novel method of radioactive exploration 
wherein the advantages of measurements over 
appreciable . time intervals of a series of fixed 
points or sections of the area. being explored are 
combined with the economies of a. continuously 
moving exploration. 

Another object of this invention is the provi
sion of novel apparatus for practicing the abOve 
method. 

Another object of the invention is the proVi-
sion of' a novel method of making radioactive 

~
surveys wherein large areas can be qUlckly sur

eyed and the results of the surveys correlated 
with the terrain with a high degree of accuracy. 

Further objects and advantages of the inven
tion will be apparent !rom the following descrip-
tion and claims taken in connection with the 
attached drawings wherein. 

Pig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a method of 
Practicing the invention: 

Fig. 2 is a simplified show!Dg in side elevation 
Of one form of apparatus for practicing the in
vention: 

Fig. 3 is an end elevation of the apparatus in 
Fig. 2: 

Pig. 4 is a side elevation of a modifled form of 
apparatus; 

10 appreciable. time intervals on a series of pre
determined fixed points or sections in the area. 
More specifically the use o1 a· radiation detector 
on a moving support is contemplated. the de
tector being mounted for synchronons movement 

15 relative to the support whereby it can be ranged 
on a. predetermined point or section of the area 
being eiplored and maintained on that point 
during_ ·movement of the support for an appre
ciable . time interval. The support in question 

20 may be a vehicle moving over or beneath the sur
face of the earth or an· aerial vehicle such as 
a helicopter moving above the earth's surface. 

. Another feature of the invention involves im
provements in radioactive srirvey methods where-

25. in meaSm'ementS can be made over a large area 
in a relatively short time and the area marked 
at tbe same time. the markings being su.bse
quent]y· correlated with the area and the meas
urements correlated with .the markings. More 

30 specifically it is contemplated that measure
ments, ·either of the continuous or intermittent 
type, be made of the area being surveyed and 
that the area be suitably marked with Visible 
markings at · the same time whereby the area 

35 with its markings can be phot.ographed and the 
measurements correlated with the markings and 
the area. Continuous photographing of the area 
coincident with the radioactive surveying· is also 
contemplated, either with or without the use of 

40 suitable markings. 
Before entering into an explanation of the in

vention. it is advisable first to review the gen
eral characteristics of the detectors suitable for 
use. The principles of operation or such detec-

45 tors are well mown. They are made in different 
·shapes and unless shielded are sensitive to radia
tion from all directions. While shielding or the 
detector as by suitable metal may not entirely 
eliminate its sensitivity to all surrounding radle.-

50 tion, the shielding is eJJeetive to a degree such 
that when it fs positioned predeterminatety and 
in H.n appropriate arrangement. the detector can 
be said to posses a principal axis of sensittvity, 
1. e .• an axis whtch extends through an unshielded 

tst> area or opening through which considerably more 
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radiation can enter the detector than through pal a.xis of sensitivity of the detector and the 
the shielded areas. Thus a detector can be said plane of the ground surface. For example. if it 
to be capable of directional control, that is, the be assumed that the observed area at O when 
detector can be directed or ranged so that this the dete.ctor is in position B is in the shape or 
principal axis of sensitivity is directed upon a gs a circle. that circle will ""1)e elongated into an 
particular area or zone that it is desired to ob· ellipse when the detector is in posltlons A and 
serve. While some radiation from the surround- c. However. the error introduced thereby is sub-
ing area will pass through the shielding and stantia.lly constant for all readings and can be 
register on the detector, the amount of this ra- disregarded. It can also be held to a minimum 
diation is relatively small, and it can be said 10 by reducing the distance A-C tO a minimum and· i 

properly that the measurements being taken are increasing h to an amount not incompatible with i 
reasonably accurate measurements of the par- good observations. ~ 
tlcular area. or zone under observation. Obviously The reduction in length of axis P as the de 
with shielding of proper design, a detector of any tector moves from A to B and the increase in 
shape can be modified to develop the desired 15 length or the same axis as the detector moves : 
principal axis of sensitivity. from B to c will cause some variation in rea.d-

The basic principle of the point survey feature ing. However this variation will be substantially 
can be explained by reference to Fig. 1 wherein constant for all readings and can usually be dis-
three steps in the progress of an aerial survey regarded. Other variations may occur when a 
are illustrated. If the helicopter H. selected for 20 helicopter or other aerial vehicle is used by reason 
purposes of illustration, is fiown over the area of slight changes in altitude. In such cases, the 
indicated and the radiation detector R is held at readings will be from areas of slightly different 
a flXed paSition with respect to the helicopter extent than those originally planned. 
with its principal axis or sensitivity P pointed From the above it is evident that the detector 
toward the earth's surface, a continuous reading 23 is ranged on point O for a time interval equiva-
from point A' to point B' will be made, the read- lent to t+t• which is appreciable compared to the 
ing at each increment of distance being ma.de in very short observation interval at any one point 
a relatively short time. In a good ma.ny instances · achieved by holding the detector fixed relative to 
the readings so obtained are satisfactory pro- the helicopter. For example, if it be assumed 
vided that highly efficient detectors be employed. 30 that the helicopter is traveling at 30 miles per 
Such detectors are disclosed in U. S. Patents Nos. · hour C44 ft. per second>, each of angles a and b 
2,390,071 and 2,390,072 and are of a multiple · be taken as 45°, and the altitude h. of the hell-
catbode .type. The cathode comprises a. stack of . copter be taken as 150 ft.. the distance from A 
perfora~d discs disposed coaxially and spaced . to B or B to c iS equal to h or 150 ft .• the total 
parallel to each . other with one or. more anode· 35 distance from A to c being 300. rt~ At a speed · 
wires running through the perforations trans- of 44 ft. per second. . · 4 
versed to the disc surfaces. The large cathode · 
area. per unit of an active volume thus obts.!ned · · t+t'=300 .. 

· increases the efficiency for gamma. rays several . 44 . 
times without proportionally increasing the em- (() or 6.8 seeonds. If the point or .section 0 be as-
clency for the detectOr of .. background.'' Count- sumed t.o be 10 ft. in length. the time of obser-
ers of this type have a gamma.. ray counting va.tion of a detector fixed relative to the hell-
effi.ciency of about 500% ·that of the conventional copter would be 
Geiger-Mueller counter. 

In the event it is desired to use a counter of 45 
low sensitivity or it is desired to obtain reading 

10 
44 

intervals of greater time, the present invention is or only 0.25 second. Thus an increase. of about 
o! advantage. To illustrate, if detector R be ad- 2700% in the observing interval is obtained while 
justed at position A so that its principt'.l aXis or still permitting the helicopter to travel. at the 
sensitivity P ls ranged on the predetermined point 50 same speed. Moreover. the detector is ranged. on 
or section o and, during the travel or the hell- a definte point during the observ:J.ng period which 
copter from point A to point B. detector R is is not the case with a fixed detector on a moving 
moved relative to the helicopter and in propor- support which is always moving relative to the 
tion to the speed of the helicopter through angle points being observed~ 
a in the direction indicated, axis P of the detector 55 Obviously the rate of change of· position of 
will continue to range upon point O and the de- detector R relative · to the helicopter can be 
tector will in ef!ect take a. reading as if it were varied as desired so that the length of the ob-
substa.ntially fixed with reference to point o dur- servation period can be correspondingly varied. 
ing a time of travel t of the helicopter from point W!t.h C:.-.Qnventlona.l detector~ such as the Geiger-
A to point B. During the next increment of 60 Mueller detector having relatively low efficiencies. 
travel of the helicopter from point B to point C the time interval will necessarily be longer. With f 
during time t·. detector R is moved at a rate more sensitive detectors. the time interval can 
proportional to the movement of the helicopter be shor:tened or better readings obtained for the 
through angle b in the direction indicated, thus same time interval. 
maintaining axis P of the detector ranged on t::> It will be noted that by maintaining the heli-
point O. copter at a relatively constant speed and syn-

On the helicopter reaching point c. detector chronizing the movement or detector R therewlth. 
R is returned to its initial position as shown at various points 0 at predetermined distances from 
A so th.at its axis Pis ranged on a new point or one another can be observed. the points being 
section for another measurement, the subsequent 70 substantially the same distance apart. The dis-
movement of the detector relative to the hell- ts.nee between points 0 can be predetermined by 

· copter being synchroni.Zed as already explained. varying the ra.te of movement of the detector or 
There is soma slight variation in the extent of changing the speed of the helicopter. It is con-

the observed area during the observation period templated with detector R fixed upon a point o. 
beca.use of the ~'t\anging angle between the princl- 75 that the point be marked or identified by metb-
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s-· 
ods hereinafter expla.ined, so that the resultant 
readings can be made the basis of an accurate 
grid of the area being prospected, reference to 
spec;..nc points on the grid being t.hereafter mnde 
by inspection of the markings. 

To facilitate identification of the marked points, 
it is contemplated that they be marked by 
markers of different colors, for instance 5 colors 
which may be used in the same successive order 
throughout the entire prospecting. Alterna.tivelY 
every fifth point can be marked with a marker 

~
of one color such as red, the four intervening 

ints being marked with markers of another 
lor such as yellow. 
As hereinafter explained, it is contemplated 

that the markers be applied in synchronism with 
the observation by the detector. preferably at the 
beginning of each observation cycle so that the 
markers will be close to the points being observed. 

With a ground vehicle operating as a support 
for the radiation detector, the marking will be 
very accurate and no necessity for correction will 
be required. With a helicopter or other aerial 
support. it will be necessary to determine the 
error introduced by the fall of the marker from 
the helicopter and correct therefor. Since such 
exploration is conducted at relatively low alti
tudes, .the error will be small and substantially 
constant. 

The marking from the air can be accomplished 
in a number of ways. Markers of solid material. 
darts having colored streamers thereon, or pack
ages of colored material such as paint or powder 
contained in frangible wrappings or containers 
can be dropped. The advance position from 

t
hich the marker should be dropped to· designate 
selected point can be determined by the follow

ng well-known formula, neglecting resistance to 
air, wind currents, etc. 

. . /2ii. 
. D=t~e·'speed of the helicopter (fL/sec.)x-y=g 

With a speed of 44 ft. per second and an alti
tude of 150 ft.,. 

D=«x-J2;~;o=134 ft: 
In view of the low altitude, errors due to the 

resistance of the air, wind, etc. are very sm:ill 
and can be determined by. a few trial drops. A 
satisfactory marking at an altitude of 150 ft. 
usually can be accomplished by dropping the 
marker at position A which represents the be
ginning of the run, the marker following the path 
indicated at m. · 

While it is to be understood that the method 
thus far described may be practiced manually 
by ranging he detector by line of sight on point 
o and <lropp1:ng tl1e markt:r at position A, it 1s 
preferred to accomplish such operations auto-

t atically. 
Figure 2 illustrates one means by which this 

can be accomplished automatically. Figure 2 ls 
a. side elevation of an assemblY designed to be 

8 
the speed of the helicopter. The synchronized 
drive may be obtalnP.d by an electrical drive con
nected to· worm 22. the speed of which is con
trolled by the. air speed indicator of the plane. 

ts Or a wind motor may be positioned on the heli
copter and connected to worm 22 through suit
able gearing. A spring 23 fixed at 24 is provided 
to insure the pressure of cam roller Hi against. 
cam 86. . 

10 Leads 25 and 26 from detector Rare each con-
nected to spring pressed arms 27 and 28 haVing 
cam rollers thereon in contact with the surfaces 
of cams I l and f 8, the latter being electrically 
connected to suitable amplifying and recording 

16 means as well known in the art. The radial 
faces of cams I l and 18 are insulated as with 
rubber or suitable plastic. 

Cam 16 mounts a. projecting arm 30 thereon 
arranged to operate a switch 32 connected to 

20 solenoids 33 and 34, arranged to operate gates 35 
and 36 with.In a magazine Si. solenoid ~S being 
provided with a dashpot or equivalent· delay 
means to effect its operation of gate 36 from a 
closed to open position and vice versa after the 

2~ same cycle of gate 35. Magazine 31 is filled with 
a suitable charge of markers such as balls 38 of 
frangible material containing paint or powder 
of a color that will contrast with the color of the 
area being surveyed. 

30 rn operation. shaft '! is driven at the desired. 
synchronized speed through worm assembly 2 f 
and 22. cams a 6. n and 18 revolving therewith in 
counterclockwise direction as viewed in .Fig. · 2. 
In the position shown in Fig. 2. the radiation 

ss deteetor is being caused to move in a clockwise 
direction about pivot 12 to hold its principal axis 
of·serisitivity on the desired point on the earth's 
surface. At the same time leads 25 and 26 are 
coµn.ected through ·cams H and J 8 to the aSso- . 

40 elated amplifying and recording apparatus. With 
continued rotation of cam 8 6. the radiation de- . 
tector will continue to be ·swung in a· ciockwise 
direction unUl the .radial surface of the cam ·is 
reached whereupon ·cam roller f 5 will be pressed 

4~ toward the left by spring'· 23 and radiation de
tector R returned to its original position in a very 
short period of time whereupon the observing of 
another fixed point or section O is initiated. It 
will be noted that by reason of the insulated 

so radial races of cams IT and f 8. the detector is 
disconnected from the amplifier and associated 
apparatus during the return movement. 

In the rotation of cam 16, projection 30 is so · 
positioned on the cam that It contac~ switch 32 

55 to release a marker 38 therein through gate 35 at 
substantially the same instant that radiation de
tector R is first fixed upon point o. Gate 35 then 
closes whereupon gate 36 operates to reload the 
ch:imbe~ between ~'1e two g~tcs. 

60 Obviously mechanical arrangements for dis
charging other types or markers such as darts 
may be connected for synchronized operation with 
cam 16. 

For better coverage of the area being surveyed. 
mounted suitably on the moving support such as 
a. helicopter by means ·not shown. Detector R is 
secured on one end of an arm I I pivoted about 
a. fixed axis 12. the upper end of the arm being 
connected by a pin f3 to a link 14 having a. cam 
roller f 5 arranged to ride on the surf ace o! a. cam 
f 6. Cam 16, together with smaller and similarly
shaped cams f 1 and 18, is mounted on s. shaft I 9 
to which is secured a. worm gear 2 I. Worm gear 
21 1s driven by a wor ..'!l 22, the latter being driven 
in turn by any su••.able means synchronized with 

65 it is usual].y desired to employ more than one 
radiation detector whereby a number of fixed 
paints O can be measured instead of only one 
series of such fixed points. This can be accom
plished by the arrangement shown in Figs. 4 

'10 and 5 wherein a shaft 41 is mounted on suitable 
supports U en a vehicle to rotatably support a 
drum assembly 43 having a series of radiation 
detectors R thereon. said detectors being arranged 
with their princtpa.l axes of sensitivity substan·-

TI tlally radial of the drum. A worm gear O and 

41 
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a. worm 45 are suitablY connected to an air motor being taken. If the readings are recorded on 
46 <Fig. 5) or other means for synchronized a continuous tape as is the usual procedure~ 
operation with the forward movement of the sup- the recording device can be ·given an added pulse. 
porting vehicle. by suitable electrical or ~ecbanlcal means when 

The leads from each radiation detector are lS each marker is dropped. When the intermit:.. 
brought radially inward or the drum assembly tent observation method is used, the markers 
and connected to contacts U and 48, the latter may be dropped at the beginning of each ob-
being positioned to connect with commutator seg- servatlon cycle as previously explained.. In 
ments 49 and 5 I connected in tum by leads 52 either case, each marking is correlated. with a 
and 53 to suitable amplifying and recording de- 10 reading. . 
vices. It will be noted that except in the lower On completion of the survey after all readings 
arc of drum travel as viewed in Fig. 5. the radla- have been taken and all the markers applied, 
tion detectors are disconnected from the asso- the area may be photographed. BY reason o 
elated amplifying and recording apparatus and the markers being visible on the aerial map th 
are not connected ·therewith until each en- 15 made, the markers can be correlated immediately 
ters upon its measuring cycle. The assembly as with the ground and the readings correlated 
viewed in Fig. 5 rotates in a clockwise direction with the markers. Thus a complete and ac-
with the vehicle traveling from left to.right, each curate radioactive stirvey of the entire area. can 
radiation detect.Or becoming connected with com- .. be quickly made. Obviousiy the map can be 
mutator segments 49 and 51 as it enters its ob- 20 further refined by other modifications such as 
serving cycle. As shown in Fig. 4. any desired the drafting of isoradins thereon. 
number of detectors may be employed in each As alternative methods of recording the sur-
series. With the arrangement shown, readings vey. the area being surveyed may be photo-
can be taken upon a number of different fixed graphed contlnuouslY with a suitable recording 

1 

points 0, the readings being recorded for sub- 25 camera. mounted on the moving ~upport or a : 
sequent analysis. recording camera. preferably with a telescopic : 

While all the detectors in Fig. 4 are shown con- lens, may be mounted in conjunction with the: 
nected to a single recorder, it is to be underst.ood detector or detectors to move therewith so that 
that ea.ch of the detectors or each series thereof the optical axis of the camera. is substantially: 
may be· connected to individual amplifiers and . 30 coincident with the principal axis of sensitivity : 
recorders. the separate connections beiilg made of the detector assemb]y. ·The camera may be 
through additional commutator segments 49 .and synchronized· for operation when the detector 
51 or like means. . . ·assembly is at position B CFlg .. 1 > . whereby a : 

A series of lugs 54 a.re mounted on the drum photographic record of the observed zone can be: 
assemblY, one of such lugs being positioned adja- 35 made simultaneous ·with the survey. In such; 
cent . the· base of each series of detector5. On case an annular type counter would be ·pre-: 
rotation of the drum asoomblY in cloc~ dh'.ec- · . f erred, the annulus being fitted with a teleseop!cl 
tion as viewed in Pig. 5. the lugs. eontact· an arm Jens of a reeorc:Ung camera.; Such . a combine.-' 
55 conneeted to a switch H and operate solenoids . tton enables the making of· a master log of radio-· ; 
51 and H. solenoid 58 being held in position: by a . i10 activity and a picture of the terrain at the· same 
delay device such as a dashpot until solenoid 51 time. . 
has operated. Alternatively separate switches 56 · Obviously many modifications '.and variations · 
with separate arms 55 can be provided for each of the invention as.above Se~ forth may be made: 
solenoid, the switches bemg spread apatt-50 that· without departing .from the spirit· and: scope: 
they. a.re operated. in sequence. solenoid "51 is 45 thereof •. and ·therefore oruy .such .limitations 
connected to a gate 59 of a magazine 61 'and ·so1e- should be . Imposed as are indicated. in the ap-. 
noid 58 is connected to operate a gate · 62 of the pended claims. 
same magazine. The magazine is filled with suit-" I claim: ... 
able marking devices 63. Thus as. each detector 1. A method of determining the radiation over 
assembly comes into detecting PoSition and is 60 an appreciable period of time from. a predeter- · 
connected to its a.sSociated amplifier and record- mined section of an area being explored by a. 
Ing device through commutator segments 49 and radiation detector mounted on a support moving: 
51 ~ lugs 54 contact switch arm 55 ti.> operate gates relative to said section comprising the steps of 
59 and 62 in sequence and discharge a single directing said radiation detector on said section, . 
marker on to the point or section being observed, 55 maintaining said radiation detector directed on 
the chamber between the two gates being re- said section by movement of the principal axis 
loaded. of sensitivity of said radiation detector relative 

Fig. · 6 illustrates a modified arrangement of to said moving support, rendering said detector 
detectors wherein each series of detectors is ar- !noperat!ve after a predet.erm.!ned time of ob-
ranged in lines non-parallel of the axis of the 60 servation. returning said detector to its original 
drum assembly. This arrangement permits read- position on said support for observation of af 
ings of staggered fL""Ced points. second section of the area, and rendering said 

The invention is part!cularlY useful in the detector operative for observation of said second 
radioactive exploration of large areas at a rela- section. 
tiveiy rapid rate. In so exploring either the 65 2. A method of determ.lning the radiation over 
continuous or the intermittent method of ob- an appreciable period of time from a predeter-
servation can be used. Assuming that a heli- mined section of an area being explored bY a 
copter is used, the latter is moved over the area radiation detector mounted on a support mov-
on a series of flights substantially parallel to ing relative to said section comprising the steps 
one another and spaced approximatelY the same 10 o! directing said :radiation. detector on said sec-
distance apart. Readings are taken and re- tion. maintaining said detector so directed by 
corded during the filghts. If the readings be movement of the principal axis of sensitivity of 
of the continuous type, markers are dropped at said detector relative to said moving support, 
regular intervals. the positions of each marker and identifytng the section so observed for sub-
be!ng 1dentif1ed with respect to the read.lngs Tl sequent correlation with the observed radiation. 
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3. A relativel.Y rapid method of prospecting n 
rela.tivelY large area !or mineral and other earth 
deposits comprising the steps of measuring the 
radioactivity of each of a series of spaced points 
on the area. being explored, recording the meas- 5 
urements, marking the points so measured, cor
relating the marked Points with the area being 
explored, and correlating the measurements with 
the points to determine anomalies in the area. 

4. A method of rapidly prospecting a relatively 10 
large area. for mineral and other earth depasits 
by substantially continuous movement thereover 
a.t a rela.tiveIY high speed comprising the steps 
of measuring the radio-activity of a series of 
spaced points in the pa.th of movement, recording 15 
the measurements. marking the points so meas
ured, recording the points so marked on a repre
sentation of the ~res., and correlating the meas
urements with the points to determine anomalies 
in the area. 20 

5. An improvement in prospecting apparatus 
for measuring radiation in an area to be pros
pected wherein a radiation detector support 
mounting a. radiation detector is arranged to be 
substantially continuously moved over said area 25 
during the prospecting comprising means to piv
otall.Y mount said detector on said support, and 
mea.DS to swing the detectO"r a.bout the pivot in a 
direction opposite to the movement of the support 
and at a rate so proportioned to the speed of the 30 
support as .to enable the detector to be maintained 
in detecting position with respect to a predeter
mined and fixed section of the area being pros
pected for an appreciable time interval and re
turning the detector to its initial P<>Sitlon at the S5 
end of said time interval. for observation of .a 
secoD.d predeterinined section. amplifying means 
for use with said detector, arid means to maintain 
said detector connect.ed to said amplifying means 
dming its observing movement and to disconnect 4.0 
said detector from said amplifying means during 
its return movement. 

6. An improvement in prospecting apparatus 

10 
tor measuring radiation in an area to be pros· 
pected wherein a. radiation detector support 
mounting a. radiation detector is arranged to be 
substantially continuously move.d over said area. 
during the proopecting, comprising a detector as
sembly including a. plurality of detectors sub
stantially radially disposed about an axis intended 
to be posifioned generally parallel to the surface 
of the earth during prospecting, and means to 
revolve said detectors about said axis during the 
prospecting and at a rate such that during their 
expo.sure to the earth's surface, each is directed 
onto a. fixed point on said surface for an appre
ciable in te:rval of time. 

7. The apparatus or claim 6 wherein said de
tectors are arranged in lines substantially parallel 
to said axis. 

8. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein said de
tectors are arranged in lines non-parallel to said 
axis. 

9. The apparatus of claim· 6 including ampli
fiers and means to e:ff ect the connection of each 
detector and said amplifiers wnen said detector 
is in observing position relative to the surface o! 
the earth and to disconnect said detector when 
not in said observing position. 

10. The· apparatus of claim 6 wherein means 
is provided in synchronism with said detectors to 
identify the fixed sections being observed. 
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This invention ·is concerned with. geopbysi~ even awroxtmately a constant eJeva.tl<m a'bQv~ 
prospecting and · particularly with geophysical: . ground. Even in relatively tiat terra1p; m~ an 
~a .. involving: the·detectlon of·varlatlons·m opemtio~ is not easy •. lf the.eleva.Uoxµs of the 
the·, intensity .of gamma .rays .a?manatmg _respec- . ~eot. an~ of .. the sµrface. along.. the course 
tlve1Y· from different· points." or· zones. along .. a 5 of the tmvemn~re known,.it ls, of course, pos
.traVer8e .. on. an'.:earth surface. The invention · .si'ble .tc»· <:orrect .the observe4 in~ttes tai ~~ 
provides:dmprovements in methods and. apPa.-. differences of. elevation e,bov~ groun~ S~cl:l ~ 
mtus. for this pui"pose and ls particular]y useful exPedient however, is. tedious an~ maf ~ 
·m, geopbY&cal BUrVen employing airborne gam ... : . extensive. topograp~ca1 mapping ~ a stµ'!~ 
ma'.n.J'.~:deteetor&. ·· · . . . . . io profile:-· must, be· :nm. &iiong .each tn.v~. ~d 
· .. : .. :Al:_~· .iti. co-pending application Serial . th!!.ele~tJ.on.'of .. the ~~t tor~~ 
.:Ne>:>:13~;·:flled.::MJ\r.Ch · 9.,·.1948,, :it ·u ·possible, to · · . · m~ be: 4eterm1ned. . . . . 
~~:radioact1ve·:·anomaliei· indicative= of.:tbe · .. · ~;~~{~th .the ·Jm.tant ~vent.J~ tJ;1e 
.~-:of~ore.bodlesan~geologiealfeatureaal1Ch .. '. .: toreS9fng>~c'Ultles· ~: . .-e1hntn_a~. ·.~1 ... ~'1W
~-~tamts;::~~taets~ .. ,1n~· etc,:_with·:ganima·:·.15· ~tl~ ... co~~ \b,e. ol;>serv~ ~. ~ 
fmt~·aeteeton'._ot higlu~mdeney •. :· ThuS'iuws been . · !Jltemitlea ! tor~·~ Jn: .. de""tic;m ~- t® ~ 
~~fir~f~fiha~::Ol"e\bodies:·whleh ·are:·-so,deei>lY .... ~.: ,Thus.tbeJµ~tJ.on~11-ten.1Pla~ ~ 
:bt.medrthat:.-gamma· ~n..:tt any, ongmatmg .... n.tus·;foi' measurllig·:~. ~tto:n, ~ ~~ 
:m:~the·~.ore'/body is:SubstantiaDY·ecimplete]y .. ·ab-.·. earth''.Wblch c:Omprises;a:~ m.··~~l' •.. 
~.~bY.:'..the. ovei-burd~· m.$Y'·· stm: btf disCov~ 20 ·an ·indicator .. for: regts+.atng -tlle ~~tJ- ot~ ~~ 
~erec:U>t:in~· differencedn.·the, ~tellsltt -of,.; · detected p.mma -rays. 'an:·altlmeter. m;a#·:-:~~ 
:.g~~1'8.C'llat1cm:originatmg.,Ctose.to·tlie sUiface .... "· .. -for~.auto•ttcaUY..::~· the ... ~·: ¢.·)he 
·:m::,the:~:.overburden,:'itself.:/In: other:·word.s./the.·, · .. ·~&~tor J.o ... the -~With-~-~~ ..... 
~:.Of .. &n:.ore .. ,.b:>dY·.wbich is.m·ltself>not .... tlon:detected by.the)utme~'!. ~e.~~ ~- · 
~Jt·,mdl~ve Cor .. if-mdloaetive a·m·:u'.l>ination .. ~'bel!':~d :z>refei'abb':IS,:~Jp .. 
:~ ... ·~::that· mc:ttatton ·originating: m.:-.the.: . ·an ~t. whtCh ·~y ~-:~--~~:, M: ~ · · 
~ bocb'.:;.11·: so ·caMPleteJy:abasorbedJ>Y. the <>Ver-...· · .. · .~tmg<wlth the .. ~1;)matlon m;.·~~.: ~~ . · 
burdm .. ·:that, it doetniot. sel'Ye· t.o reveal. tbe .ore: ~t. mnce it ~es.~e detec~~ Blld ~~ 
body) .:,mQ':· still. be:·. detected. bJ'>faintb' ... mdio- . apparatus rapidly .along_ the ·traverse.~:~-

.active :~ura.S" in,the. batten·overburden.·: .. More-· 30 veyed..- · • . . 
·mer;·:the:dliferencea in Jntens!tJ'.whtch:are noted 'Pie. altimeter. ·employ~.~ ~ C}f :V~Q~ 
·wheru•ssmg·from:one.geologtcal formatlori to types~ In· relatively tl.atd;e~ ~ ~(! 
Jmntber.:-.across;.a; fa.ult."o:r' contact. are ·Of great ~J»eter is usefµl ~ the g~¥emor tor the·~t.o-
:·aid. m ·&reO]Ogfcal 'lllapPmg. . . matic C9mpensatJ.on _n,.~.. :a:owever. Jn ~ 
'.«',:JGhe'l;~a--::detector .. :of adequate ldze and em- 35 ·of. high relief.~ ·eJec~. altlmet.er. 8$l' ~ 
:·denct,=::S1gnffleant::c:Wfermcas·:1n-gamma· ray..-1D• Qf ~e ech~-~ tn>e •.. ss.~ essential.~ 
!rtemltles\al.Ong a:traverse:cm·tbe earth's.mrfaee - .·ts:desh"a1;)le even.in fiat CQtlD.tl°y.· ._ S~b an ~tbn~ 
j~ib~fdetected ·even·though 'the· detector.is sev-· · ~ • .- U)stead. of .. detectUle. el.eyatlon ~bove · . ._ 
t.a&l"!htind:red ~feet-: in the· m· above. the imrtace level or some other_ btmn.. plane, detects· the 
(:edJ.s!eaUied.-along·the traverse at hlgh Velocity. 40 absolute,d!ste.¥lce .between.~e airborne detector 
'.Con8eq1ient]y';· .. large": scale . geopbymcal . surveys and. the groW'.ld. aQ.d may per.mlt more aceumte 
:..·ean.:J>eS.:mad.e".:·.rapidly.:and eftlclently with air- ~pensatJ.on- for"Joes of.Jntenslty of.~ 
·Jiome:imtmments, ·for example~ &·high emcleney · -~t,ton µi tJ>.18 ~-
·~·"pmma.::n.Y:.detector carrted· m a helleopter. . ~e\l!e .. ·_and other. aspects of the !nventlon :will 
:.':; .. :._~.:ID::~.:.;()ut. web. .a.·8Urvey'1t 18·.desirable 45 be more thoroughly· understood in the .light·of 
"'..that\tb.e~deteeto~):~···:now· along'the~·.traverse the following detail~ d.escr1pttc:m. tatm m con
:,."Whil8y,matntaining.; &·constant. elmtlon··alhve . · Junction: with the .accom~ drawinp m 
:·~~,~·for.?:va.rla.tlona:.in:-thk · elen.Uon .. :eause · . 'ii'hteh:· · . . . . 
·::;.~~in~.mtensitf.·. Uowever~·Pmma,· · ~Pk. 1-is a.diagram Wu.stratmg a survey con
.::.~~;_tmnren.oU~e ~ under'eonslder&Uon. · 50 d~· i!u,cco~ce \\1th the invention eD'lplOJ'
.· .. ~;~·~twn m.~-,for.:~ts ... -lng .. an'.airbome .detector with an automatic 
.~~'.ot .. ;:x,n~~:~·for-.;~ple~·:ore::bOd!ea-of. compensator which governs the~ pm-
~ ,,m~~~~ mm._~· :and·~ genei'ally occur. ma ray· mtenm.ty; . . . 
. <::m .. ~~~hefe the ·rillet. la &Neh Pig. 2 is a block d!a.gmm of apparatus for the 
.::. ~·::D',.1.1. dlmcult :to· 117, a ~vc. ma!ntatmng .~ · ~ of the mvmtton; 
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Fig. 3 is a din.gram illustrating a modification there is a sharp increase in recorded gamma. ray 
of the apparatus of Fig. 2 with. a conventional intensity, indicating that the granite is more ra-
Geiger-Mueller detector replaced by a battery dloactive than the limestone, and the observed 
of high emciency plate-type detectors: and IntensJty increases toward the left as the detector 

Fig. 4 is a wiring diagram illustrating a. further 5 becomes more influenced by the underlying gran-
and pref erred arrangement for employing a bat- ite. 
tery of high efficiency detectors. A geologist. following along the trn verse on 

Ref erring to Fig 1, an aircraft, say a helicopter, the ground <say from left to right> and knowi.I,lg 
is shown flying along a traverse nt varying eleva- the gamma ray intensities recorded as deScribed 
tion, both with respect to a level datum plane IO above in an airborne survey, will' recognize the 
and the earth's surface. A vertical plane drawn contact between the granite and limestone, the 
through the traverse shows a partial geological mineralized fault in the limestone, and the out-
section. Thus the aircraft, in flying from right crop of the acid dike. To the right of the dike. 
to left at varying elevation approximating 200 . the high positive anomaly in the limestone will 
feet, first passes over a flat lying ore body, say 15 suggest the presence of an ore body. say an m-
a lense of galena in limestone. Next in the trav- truded lense generated by the dike or a replace-
erse is a dike of igneous rock, say andesite, which ment deposit. In any event the anomaly will 
penetrates the limestone and outcrops. This is warrant additional investigation. perhapS by more 
followed by £:. mineralized fault in the limestone, detailed gamma ray intensity surveys conducted 
the rock on both sides of the :fault being the same, 20 on the ground, followed by core drilling or other 
and then a contact between limestone a~d granite. type of exploratory excavation. 

The gamma ray intensity, .referred to a plane Were it not for the compensation of gamma ray 
·at constant elevation above the ground, is meas- intensity for altitude, variations in this factor 
ured by equipment carried in the aircraft. 'rhe might produce apparent anomalies which would 
equipment consists of a gamma. ray detector. pref- 25 be false and misleading. 
erably one of high efficiency and large size, a re- A clear understanding of the instrumentation 
corder for the intensity of the gamma radhtion involved in the practice of the invention will be 
detected, an altimeter, and a control circuit inter- gained from Fig. 2. The apparatus ·there illus-
connected between the detector, the recorder and trated comprises a gamma r9.y detector. This is 
the altimeter.· The altimeter determines the ver- 30 shown. for purposes of simplicity, as a conven-
-tical distance of the detector above the ground tional Gieger-Mueller counter provided ". 1it.h ~ 
level. and preferably is of the electronic echo- anode wire IO concentrically dispased in a metal-
ranging type which produces· an output potential lie cathode tube I I, the two being enclosed in 
which varies as the dl.Stance above ground. The envelope I 2 of glass or the like. ·filled with 
control circuit may be of the types used for auto- 35 ionizable gas. say a mixture of alcohol-and argon. 
·matic volume control 1n radio receivers· nnd .is at reduced pressure. Such a detector; if.it ls su!~: 
designed to vary· the amplitude of the· intensity ficiently large and efficient, may detect significant' 
registered by the recorder to compensate for differences in gamma ray intensity at suostantial.: 
changes in elevation above ground. Thus, as the ·elevation above the ground in which the gamma.· 
distance changes the amplitude ls automatically"'° rays originate. However, because of the· rela-· 
corrected. tively low efficiency of conventional· Geiger~; 

Below the geoiogical section in Fig. 1 is ·a. graph Mueller counters, which · seldom ·exceeds ¥.z%: 
·or .recorded intensity along the section. Begin- Conly one ray out of 200 entering· the ·active vol-: 
·rung at tbe right, the gamma ray intensity, ad- ume o! the counter being detected) and because 
justed for altitude, is relatively low, slnce in gen- :45 variations in 00background" due to cosmic rays,. 
·era.I gamma radiation. from unmetamorphosed etc., may obscure m.!nor but significant d.Urer~· 
limestone is slight. .However, in the' neighborhood ences in gamma ray lntensities, we prefer to em.;,~ 
of the ore body the limestone is considerably more ploy devices havinr; ~igh active volume or high 
radioactive, even though barten of ore, and the efficiency and preferably both. 
recorded gamma ray intensity is higher .. In other 50 Generally speaking, the bigger the active vol-
words, the detector respands to ~·ra.d!oactive aura. ume of the detection equipment. employed, the 
in the overburden and shows a higher gnmma ray greater wlll be the counting rate. This large ac-
1ntensity. The cause of such auras is not thor- tive volume may be obtained with a single counter.· 
oughly understood, and they may be due to the or with a number connected in parallel cas. in 
introductil')n into the overburden of infinitesimal 55 Fig. 3), but preferably is obtained with a battery 
amounts oi radioactive minerals at the time the of detectors arranged as shown in Fig. 4 and de-
ore body was farmed or to the later introduction scribed later in this specification. 
of radon, thoron. or actinon in gaseous state or . Vari_ous types of detectors may be employed, 
dissolved in water. "Whatever the reason, such mcludmg conventional Geiger-Mueller counters 
faintly radioactive auras are distinguishable with 60 and those of the crystal and ionization chamber 
proper apparatus in a number of cases involving varieties. However, for airborne surveys, where 
a variety of country rocks <both sedimentary and U1e significant difierences in intensities may be 
igneous) and a variety f\f ore-farming processes very small, a detector of high efficiency for 
includlng magmatic intrusion, replacement, al- gamma rays--say 5% or more-should be em-
teration, etc. 65 ployed. One such type of detector is disclosed 

The presence o! the acid igneous dike is shown and claimed in U.S. Patent No. 2,397,071, granted 
by a. sharp increase in intensity which falls o.J'. March 19, 1946. It is illustrated diagra.mmati-
again in the unaltered limestone to the left of ca~ly in Figs. 3 and 4 which will be described later. 
the dike but increases sharply as the mineralized To return to Fig. 2, the conventional Geiger- . 
fault ls crossed. The fault is thus revealed by a. 70 Mueller counter there illustrated is connected ' 
positive anomaly, although on occasion mineral- across a D. C. high voltage supply 2U through a. ; 
ized faults exhibit less racilo-actlvity than the resistance 2 I and ground, say the frame of the 
rocks on either side and so give rise to a nega- aircraft or other good conductor. NC1rmnlly the 
Uve anomaly. potential difference between the anode and the 

All the surface exposure o! the contact ls passed. 75 cathode 1s nearly, but not quite, high enough to 
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oatise an electrical d.tscharge to take place. If an t1ona1 detector of Fig. 2> thrOugh the resistanc6 
1on:f.Z1ng %"a.Y enters the active volume of the de- 2 I. The preamplifier 22 is connected across the 
tector .the gas filling may be ionized with result- resistance as 1n Fig. 2. the bahmce of the ap-
ing diseharge, causing a current fiow of the order paratus. save for the detectors, being as indicated 
of a tew m.1croamperes and a large voltage drop 5 in this latter figure. . 
a.cross the resistance. The discharge will cease Each detector com.prises a stack of circular 
after a. short time, due to the self-quenching metal plates 42 spaced from each oth~r along the 
characteristics of the gas ftlllng, · which may be common axis of the plates. The cathode plates 
a.lded by a special quench circuit, for example. are connected in parallel with each other to 
that described on pages 42-43 of "Radioactivity 10 ground. The cathode plates. are ·perforated to 
and Nuclear Physics .. by Cork CVan Nontrand, provide free paths for a plurality of anode wires 
1947). .U that run perpendicularly through the plates 
. An electronic preamplifier 22 is connected and are connected 1n parallel to the high voltage 
across the resistance of Fig. 2 and if desired, supply through the reslsta.nce 2 f. Anodes and 
a quench circuit may be incorporated in this pre- 15 cathodes are enclosed in envelopes 44, wblch are 
a.mpllfler. The output of this preamplifier is sent gas-tight brass cylinders, filled with argon and 
to a. main ampll.fler 23 <equipped with a conven- ammonia at a. pres.sure that is slightly sub-atmos-
tional automatic volume control circuit as noted pheric. · 
in connection with Fig. 1> where the sudden volt- The operation of the apparatus of Fig. 3 is the 
age drop across the resistance is further a.mpll- 20 same as that of Fig. 2 except. that the efficiency 
fied, and the compensated output of this latter · of gamma. ray detection Cdue to the special co_n-
amplifier is introduced into an electronic volt- struction of the detectors> is higher. 
meter or recorder H which. indicates gamma ray The apparatus of Fig. 4 employs a: plurality of 
intensity. An electronic altitude indicator 25 of multiple plate multiple wire type detectors co. Cl. 
the echo-ranging type is employed to regillate re- 25 as in the apparatus of Fig. 3. However, in Ol'.'der 
corded intensity. It has an output potential to obtain improved resolving power, these de-
which varies in proportion to the distance of the teeters are connected · to the amplifier 23 in 
indicator . above ground. although this is not another fashion. A D. c. high voltage supply 50 
necessa.rl.ly a linear function. is connected to the cathode of each detector in 

For compensation purposes, a potential ·is re- ::o parallel thereto throi.Jgh gro\ind and· to the 
qui.red which varies inversely as the effect of al:.. . anodes of these detectors respectively through 
titude on gamma ray intensity at detector height. quench clrcui~preampllfier combinations & I. 62 .. 
This is obtained by feeding the output of the al- The preampllfler outputs in tum are sent to an 
titude indicator or measurer into an amplifier electronic mixer circuit 53. <such for example. as 
21 which has the necessary characteristics. and 35 those employed .in seismic prospecting equip-
whose output potenti9.l varies as required above. ment> and the output of the . mixer in turn is 

The output of the amplifier 27 is connected to sent to the ampllfier. the balance· of the equip-
the automatic volume control circuit of the am- ment being as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
pll.fler 23, the return being through ground. The The circuit.of Fig. 4 is preferred over that of 
control circuit. as indicated. in the discussion of 4.0 Fig. 3 because it reduces the recovery time of the . 
Fig. 1. is desigried to vary the amplitude of the circuit following quenching by reducing the 
intensity registered by the recorder to compensate capacitances of the individual detector circuits 
for changes in elevation ·above ground. and·thus reducing the time required for the volt-

An integrating circuit 28 ·consisting of a vari- age on the anode tO reach a.value above threshold 
able resistance 29 coupled with a conden.Ser 30 45 potential following discharge. . This in turn 
is connected between. the amplifier 23 and the increases the observed counting rate for a given 
recorder 24. · · intensity of radiation. · 

The resistance 29 is variable; and by adjusting We claim: 
it. the time constant of the integrating circuit 1. In apparatus for measuring gamma radia-
may be varied. i. e. it may be made to average 5o tion from the earth, the combination which com-
potentials over a longer or shorter period. prises a plurality of pulse type detectors for 

Other factors being equal, t...'lP. observed in- gamma radiation disposed close together and 
tensity decreases as the distance of the detector ~ach comprising at least one anode wire and a 
above ground is increased. However. the elec- . plurality .of apertured cathodes through which 
tronlc altitude indicator is carried with the detec- 55 the anode passes, the· cathodes being connected 
tor at approximately the sare.e elevation. its out- in parallel with each other, an individual quench-
put potential being proportional to a function o! circuit preamplifier for each detector. the input 
the distance above ground. This potential feeds of said amplifier being connected to the anode o! 
the second amplifier 21. If this second amplifier its detector, an electronic mixer circuit with the 
is properly designed and adjusted, substantially oo several preamplifier outputs connected to its 
per!ect compensation may achieved, with the in?>ut, a D. C. high voltage supply connected in 
result that the gamma ray intensity of the earth parallel to the cathodes of the several detectors 
along the traverse heing fiown is shown by tn~ and in parallel to the several pream.pllfiers, an 
voltmeter as i! the detector were being flown at 
constant elevation above ground. 

65 
amplifier having its input connected to the output 

Although in a few cases pronounced anomalies of the mixer. an electronic voltmet~r connected 
in the intensity of gamma. rays emanated along to the output of the amplifier. automatic echo-
a. traverse may be discovered with detectors of ranging means for determining the height of the 
ordinary emciency for gamma rays. practical detectors above the earth's surface. means con-
operations require much higher emciency. such 70 nected to said automatic echo-ranging means for 
as is obtainable with the detE:ctors shown in Fig. automatically increasing the amplification of the 
3. Referring to this figure, it will be seen that a amplifier and the response of the voltmeter as 
plurality of high emclency gamma ray detectors the distance determined by the echo-ranging 
co, c 1 are connected in parallel across the D. C. means is increased and vice versa to compensate 
high voltaie supply H Cln place of the conven- 75 for the change of gamma ray intensity at the 
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location of the detectors due to the change in 
Sa.id height. 

2. In an apparatus for measuring gamma radi
ation from the earth during a traverse over the 
earth's surface including a detector for gamma 5 
radiation, the combination which comprises an 
electronic ampllfler having its input connected to 
the detector, an electronic voltmeter connected 
to the output of the amplifier. automatic means 
tor determlniDg the height of the detector above IO 
the earth's surface. and means connected to said 
automatic height-determining means for auto
matically increasing the amplification of the 
amplifier· ~d the response of the voltmeter as 
the height determined by said helght-determin- 15 
ing means is increased during the course of the 
traverse, and vice versa, to compensate for the 
change in intensity of gamma rays at the location 

8 
of the amplifying means, automatic means for ! 
determining the distance of said detector from ; 
the earth's surface during the traverse thereof, 
and means c.onnecting said automatic dlsta.nce
determ.ining means to said amplifying means for 
automatically increasing the amplification o! said , 
amplifying means and the response of the ind!· 
cating means as the distance determined by the 
distance-determ.ining means during the course of 
the survey 1s increased. and vice versa. to com
pensate for the change in intensity of the gamma. 
rays at the location of the detector due to the 
change in the distance of the detector from the 
earth's surface. 

ARTHUR H. LORD. Ja. 
EVAN PANCAKE. 
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19, 1951, Serial No. 216,4H 

"1 Claims. CCL 250-"11) 
1 

This invention ·is concerned with prospecting 
for mineral deposits, particularly metallic mineral 
deposits. as . distinguished from deposits of hy
drocarbons such as oil and gas. Although it 
employs radiation detection, it is especially use- j 

ful for the discovery and delineation of ore bod!es 
of metals which themselves are substantially non
radioactive. In one aspect, it is useful for sur-
f ace surveys, both along the ground and ~ir
borne, for the discovery ~nd location of geologic M 
features such as faults, contacts, intrusions. etc. 

This is a division of my co-p(:>nding. apolica
tion Serial No. 13,842, filed ?-.fnrc.h 9, 194-S \no;\• 
Patent No. 2,562~914, granted August 7. 1951). 

~ Radiation detection has been employed here- 1;; 
'tof ore as a method for distin~uishini;r bct\;.-~c~ 
different rocks and rock strata., a well kno't':n 
example being the method of gamma r~y log-~inr,-
in which a radiation detecto:- such as an ioniza
tion chamber or a conventional Geig~r-Mne1lc:· :::o 
counter is passed along a bore hole. the counti.n;; 
rates corresponding to the different rock. forma
tions penetrated by the hole being observed. 

Another practical example of the application of 
radiation detection in ·geophysics is the use of ~5 
portable Geiger-Mueller counters which are 
moved along the surface of the ground while t.hc 
counting rate is observed. the obf ect bein; to 
discover deposits of strongly radioactive miner~ls 
such as those of uranium or radium. If such :in 
deposits outcrop or are buried under shallow 
cover, rays <particulcrly h:nd gamma ra~·sl which 
emanate from the deposit ma~· penetrate to the 
surface and register at the counter. The pres
ence of such strongly radioactive deposits. if thest? .... 
are not too deeply burie~'t will thus be m:mife.::tcd 
by an increase in counting rate. 

~ It is theoreticnlly impracticnb!e to locate huriccl 
, ore deposits, even thou~ h these b~ h!ghly r:i.dio
active. by surveys of radio::lctivity ln the nei~h- '" 
borhood of the deposits. except in thosP. cnses in 
which the overburden is so thin thnt it does not 
absorb the radiations from the ore deposit to the 
extent that significant var!ntions in inten~it:!-· of 
radiation due to the pre~ence of the deposit are 1;; 
obscured. The naturally radioactive elements 
~mit alphn. beta and gammn !":1YS in vr>.t'ious pro
portions and with different er.O?rgies. The alph~ 
and beta rays have very little penetr:tting power. 
The penetrating power of the gamma r:iy.; is ;;n 
h!gher: the absorption of these rays by any sur
rounding medium is ~ovemed by the exponential 
law. Assuming a reasonable nbsorpt.ion coeffi
r.icnt of 0.1 per cm. for the medium. say rC'ck. a 
thickness of 23 centlmeter.s will r~ducc the in- ·'·' 

2 
tensity ·of the hardest Ci. e. most pendr~tin:; t 
s-amma rays of thorium c by a factor of 10: 46 
~entimeters reduces the int<.'nsity by a factor of 
100; 69 centimeters by :i· factor of 1000; n2 c~nti
meters by a factor of 10.000: 115 centimeters by 
a factor of 100,000, etc. 

Practically all rocks :tre radioactive to som~ 
extent. and even with the most sensitive of avail
able . detectors, an overburden of · n. f e\\' . meters 
rr.duces the intensity of the gamm:::. radiation to 
the point where it becomes impossible to recog
nize the excc·ss activity ori2:inating in the orC' 
body over the "background~~ originating in the 
overburden. Nevertheless, I have discovered that 
it is possible to recognize . and locate ·ore bodi~~ 
through cover in excess of several meters by de
tecting variations in the intensity of ~amma r~y:; 
originating in the overburden itself, but relatin~~ 
indirectly to the ore body. Thus ore bodies may 
be revealed through detection of '\'ariations nf 
gamma ray intensity at points so far remo'\'ed 
fro:n the ore· body itself as to be. for all practical 
purposes, beyond the range at ·whic:h sii;nificant 
differences of intensity of gammn Til.YS orir:nat
ing in the ore bods• are detectab!e. :rn short, a 
gamma ray detector .if it is sutk:ic ntly effic:.e:nt 
and is employed for a. sufficientl~ ·t:ing time nt 
each point where a measuremc·.1~ 'lf gnmma r!ly 
intensity is made, may be used · , .. d~·· :cn·er si!!11ift
cant '\'ariations in the gamma. r:i"\r emis3ion n.t 
different points in the overburden which. in
directly. reveal the presence of the ore bod:r. 

The invention is not :-estrlcted to th~ discovt-n· 
of ore bodies .. of the radioactive clem~nts. 1i-i 
fact, it finds itS major application in prospect.in~: 
tor ore bodies of non-radioactive m~t:J.ls inchm
t1g base metals such as iron. copper. lead. :::inc. 
cadmium. tin, tungsten. etc .. as wl"ll :ls prC'cim!s 
metals c.;uch as gold. si!v~r anct plntinum. Th~ 
country rock or o 1erburden in m· nn~l~r ,,_.~ ::-~-i 

~uch deposits occur generaBy r-i.,·e~ si~ni:'i~~nt 
deviations in gnmma ray intcnsit~· fro:n wh~c~' 
the existence and location of the deposit mav h!~ 
determined. In other words. t?u~ c~pc~it.c:: l~n n" 
faintly radioactive aurns which. if p?·operl:r cil"
tected. act as markers for the clepositr.. ":.\·hetht:"r 
or not the deposits themsel\·cs arc r~d!cacti'\.·".'. 

Barren country rocks. i. c. those i...T"l ;•:hich the~·(' 
is no substnntlal content of commer.~:rtl mineral:'.. 
pnrticularly the r.on-rnrHoactivc metnllic m~n
c,·nls, arc in g-enernl radio~ctive to s'):ne cxt:t'nt. 
~ncl many sho\t: rnc'Hoactivlt:y N1unl to :-:<.'ve~·~~1 
m!cro-:n!cro!!rnms < 10-1: gms.) cf :·:'!.nimn p~~· 
~r:tm of rock. It is the relntivf"'ly ~li;!ht ri!~<'r
rnces in this rndloactivltY. P:lrt.!culn~·l:--· ~:tmm~ 
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:-:1~· int!'nsit~-. nt sp:iccd point.c; Jn th~ r.cncrnl 
nr-ighbcrhood of nn ore body which indicate t:hr 
p:"C'!\f'nce of the latter. As h1d!c:lted nbove. the 

4 

~ .... tcrminntion of these differences in rc:lsnnabl!• 
ob!'=ervntion times and with the detectors of ren.- .• 
r .. mable size. requires the use of detectors hn.:r
in~ a hi~h p-nmmn rns countin!! efficicnr:v. sev
t•1·a1 times the cffir.ii=mcy of the conventional 
Gt'l~C'r-Mueller cotmt!'r ccmsi~t.in~ of a tubular 
cnt.hode around a wire anode. ~uch com·ention:-t·l · 1 o 
c-otmters have an efficiency of not l-o exceed about 

country rock is sedimentary. The reasons for 
the radioactivity of the country rock in.the neigh
borhood of the ore body are not completely un
dt'rstood and may be various. depending upon the 
manner in \\'bl.ch the ore body was formed nnd 
its subsequeat alteration. The naturaUy radio
active elements include those of the uranium. 
thorium and actinium families and potassium. 
In some instances, radioactivity in the country 
rocln1djacent to an ore body may be due to in
troduction of one or more of these elements at 

1 ~ ~ : i. ~. the:r: detect on the· average only one 
rny out of 200 received. At this low efficienc:.~ 
~fmific::mt difference~ in ~amma rny lnten~lt!C's 
ma~· '\\'ell be obscured. Garn.ma rays are emitted J;; 
:.:porndical13"· and at random :ind unless the oh
~E'rvation time ls long- enot:gh the count. taken 
at. any po!nt may not be representative of the 
::onrcc. Moreo\·er, even though the counting--effi
cienc~· be increa-sed or the time mad::- Ion~ cnou~h ~" 
to counteract thLc:; tend«?ncy to ~rror. significant. 
<Hfferences may be obscured by accidental '-aria
tiClns including those due to co~mic ra...vs. 

To state my discovery in another way. I have 
determined that it is entirely feasible to dis- :!."i 
cover ore bodies by a method involving the de
tection of gamma radiation intensity, even 
though the bodies themselves are buried by over
burden so thick that no practicably measurable 
amount of rrdiation emanating directly from the ~o 
ore· body penetrates to the ·surface at which the 
measurement is taken and even though the ore 
bcdy be one ~·h!ch conts.ir.s no mgte!'ig,1 amount 
cf radioactive minerals and would generally be 
classified as· non-radioactive. The invention. in 
this 2 spect. is based upon my discovery that the 
substantir lly barren country rock .or. overburden 

. which effectively prevents significant amotint.s 
. of radiation emanating_ from. the oody from 
reaching the surface. in ·many· cases· manifests . .:<1 

·sufficient vai·!ations in gamma: my emissivity tc. . 
act r.s a .. ma·rker" for the ore body. In other · 
words. even though the· ore body-itself be snb- · · 
stantially non-radioactive ·or if radioactive. so. 
deeply buried that its emanated rays do not pene
trate to the surface in significant amounts. gam- ·;-• 
ma rays emanating from the barren. ground (in 
which the ore body occurs) penetrate to the sur
face and will. by proper detection. yield an in-. 
r.ensity pattern which reveals the.or~ body. In ;-·i 
:;hort. the invention contemplates the improve
ment in prospecting for.deeply buried mi11eral de
posits which comprises 1ocating a related radio
activity anomaly at a remote earth surface by 
~ccurrtely determining the gamma ray intensi
ties nlon~ ·said surface, the term "deeply buried" : .-. 
being employed herein to mean that the deposit 
is ~o far removed from the points at which the 
gamr.1::i. r::i.y intensity measuremer.>ts ar\? :nade 
that there is no significant variation in the meas- t:'l 
ured intensities due to gamma rays emitted di
rectly from the deposit. 

In a series of investigfl.tions conducted in a 
number of minin;; districts throughout the west
ern United States. including Butte. Montana: r.i 
Bisbee ~nd Miami. Arizona: Cripple Creek and 
Climax. Colorado: the Coeur d'Alene. Idaho: 
Grass Valley and Idria, California: end the Tintic 
and Bingham Canyon areas in Utah. it has been 
determined that useful gamma ray anomalies in- 70 
di ca tive of a variety of types of mineral depos-
!ts may be discovered through the practice of 
the im·cntion. These anomalies have been found 
where the country rock in which the ore body 
occurs ts igneous and nlso in cnscs In which the i•> 

the time. the· ore body was formed, say by mag
matic. intrusion. In other cases. it m~y be due 
to radon. nctinon. or thoron which penetrated the 
rock subsequently either in gaseous state or in so
lution.in.water. Whatever be the reasons. the 
radioactivity of the <!ountry rock and the varia
tions in this radioactivity are sufficient to enable 
discovery and delinettion or associated ore bodies 
in a great variety of cases. 

Theoretically. perhaps. a gamma. rny detector 
of· any efficiency might be employed. for the de
tection of deeply buried depooits through the 
detection of gamma ray anomalies originating in 
the overburden. provided that a sufficient time 
were ::.llowed for each reading. With ordinary 
detectors however. this time is so long as to be 

· completely impractical. and if less than the re
quired time .is taken, the readings will be with-: 
out significance. As already noted. the conven- · 
tional Geige_r-Mueller counter consisting of a ,. 
tubular cathode disposed a.round an anode wire 
has a detection efficiency for gamma rays of ap .. 1 

proximately ~%. At this efficiency. the time re
quired f o:- e~ch obsen-ation becomes !l mt!.tter of 
hours -and even then the resultS rn.ay be vitiated · 
by accidental variations. Consequently. from a' 
practical standpoint~ a. detector· ha vi.rig a consid
erably higher· counung efficiency for gamma . 
rays onlY. say·&. crystal.tYPe of detector.should.be· 
employed.. 

Any type of gamnla ray detector. may be em
ployed for the.discovery of .auras of.mineral de
posits through the practice of the invention. pro
vided that the gamma ray intensities to be meas
ured cre sUffiCiently }Ugh· and differ greatly from 
point to point along the traverse· being pros
pected. and provided further that sufficient time 
is employed for each reading. In the ma.jcrity of 
instances, however, the gamma ray intensities to 
be measured <and more especialiy the significant 
differences in gamma ray intensity to be deter
mined> are small, so tht.t special equipment is 
desirable. · 

Generally speaking, ionization chambers are 
less desirable than tube counters. for example 
Geiger-Mueller detectors. in the practice of t.he 
invention. In tum. conventional Geiger-Mueller 
counters are not as suitable as other types of de
tectors which have a higher counting efficiency 
for gamma rays and substantially the same em
ciency for all other types of radiation. Thus the 
crystal type of detector <employing a diamond 
or some other gamma ray-sensitive crystal as a. 
detecting element> or detectors of the type de
scribed and claimed in U.S. Patent No. 2.397,071, 
gran.ted March 19, 1946 are presently preferred. 

S~nce. in general. the ~mma ra~· intensities to 
b~ measured are of n. low order. counting rates 
teud to be small. The counting rates rnny be 
increased by employing ::i.. single Gelger-Mueller 
detector of large size, i. e. by increasing active 
counter volume. but counting rate as "'ell as effi
ciency of detection ma.y be increased by increas
:ng- cathode nrcn in the Gclr.er-Mucllcr detector. 
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.for example, by employing a bundle of Gelger- cially surveys conducted at substantial ele•1:atlon 
· Mueller detectors <preferably disposed in a. slngle nbove the surface. of a detector having the char-

envelope as is disclosed, for example. in Patent ncterlstlcs described above is J:!lven hereinafter. 
No. 2,486.944, issued November 1, 1949, to D. G. C. These nnd other nspects of the invention will 
Hare. Other factors being equal, it is better to 5 be cle:i.rly understood in the light of the f<'llow-
employ a number of sm~ll Gei~c-r-Muellcr detec- ing dC'tailcd description. L-tkcu :n conjunction 
tors connected in parallel than a single such de- \\•ith the nccompnnylng drawfn~s in which: 
tector of equlvnlent active volume, since in this Fi~. 1 is n. p-rophical com!11?1"i~on of rmmt.-
wa.y the advantages of increased cathode aren ln!i' rates of a conventional Geif!cr-Mueller 
and increased active vol um!" are obtained. in ~ounter and a pref erred counter for thP. practice 

As indicated above, a Gelger-Mueller detector or the invention: 
consists essentially of a tubular cathode and a Fi~. 2 !s a grapJ:tic rrpresentatfon of a surface 
coaxial wire anode running through it. The two ~un•cy madf' in n.ccordancc with the im•ention 
a.re enclosed in an envelope within which a suit- over n burled COPP<'!' deposit of thie m:t~sivc ri!s-
a.ble gaseous atmosphere <say a mixture of argon 1;; i::E"minated type: 
and alcohol> ~ maintained, usually at n subat- Firr,. 3 Is n ~imilar representation of n surface 

. mospherjc pressure. Normally the potential dlf- ~nrvcy mnde over a ~eries of buried rc>plnccmC:'nt 
ference bet't'.·een the cnthode and the rnode is · t~·pe lead-zinc deposits: 
nearly, but not quite, hig-h enough to cause a. dis- Fig. 4 is a graph showing the results of?. hori-
charge to take place. If an ionizing ray passes 20 ?.ontal underground survey in a Hmestone cut by 
into the detector a discharge may take place with porph~·ry dikes nn1 a zinc replnccmf'nt type dc-
resultant current flow. TI1e discharge ceases posit: 
after r. short period of time, a.fter which the Fig. 5 is a graph of the rE>sult.c:; of nn undcr-
counter is a~ain in condition to register or g-round surve~? nlon~ a cross-cut throu~h por-
"count" ionizing rays. :: :; phyry sills and le:id-zinc replacement deposits 

For nu except gamrnn radiation. the Geiger- occurring in qtmrtzite; 
Mueller .counter is h:ghly efficient. It will detect Fig. G shows the results of an undC'r~ro'..!nd sur-
·alpha and beta radi<?tions and the penetrating •.:ey through granite cut by a zinc-copper -..•ein 
particlE".s of cosmic rays with substantially 100% !ndicated b~, ·a positiYe anomaly nnd a zinc-le~d 
efficiency. However, its efficiency for gD.mma ::o vein indicated by a negative anomalv: 
r:i.di.!!t!on is lO';\', say only % % or on the average Fig. 7 illu5trates a strong posith·e anom:ily ei1-
only b11c out cf e:ic~1 2!l0 gamma ra~·s entering. t:m.mtered in ·an· underground survey acrcss a 
its ~ctivc i·olmnc triggers the counter. We ha"'·e zinc \-·efn oc'!u1·ring in granite; · 
discovered that for the lccat.!on in a surface Pir,-. ·3 .'gives ~ comparison Of Sl!r\"ey results 
survt'y of the faint differences in gamma. ray in-· •• ;, with airborne equipment fiown n.t various ele•·a-
tens!.ties t.h::i.t :ire indicative of. most deeply .buried· tion~ ~CTOsS· 8. granite plu~ OCCUrrin~ in sand-
O!"e depr-sits.· as we!l :is most contacts. faults. ::.torie: . · . 

·:ind similar ecolo!!!C · f ea tu res. the survey. should· Pig. :l gh·es a. compn·ls"n of sun·~y results 
be m:t.de with a detector wh\ch has a substan- · · with· ~u!pmcnt ft~wn· at t,,·:i,ri.cus · elc\•a tions and 
t.!nlly !1i~her efficiency !or P-amma rays than the 40 c.9n ... ricd· alon9; the surface acres~ t.he granite plurz 
~on\•entional Ge!gcr-Mueller detector <prefer- of Fi~. 8: 
:it,lv n.t len.st 4 or 5 times> and substantially the Fig. 10 illustrates the effect ·of n 1·~dioactiv~ 
same efficiency as the conventional Geiger-Mul- ~ttrvey marker employed to .correfate sun1ey re-

·1::-r counter for all other radiation. Ionization sults with terrain in ·airborne operations :-:.t t·ar-
chri.mbers do net ser.re t:h!s purpose. but crystal lous altitudes; 
type detectors <which employ a crystal, such as -la Fig. 11 ls a diagram illustrating a prefcn·ed 
c. di~.mond that becomes mcmentarily conduc- mounting arrangement for a battery of detector~ 
ti·:e upon the entry of r:i..diation and permits employed in· a ~urfac·e ~urvey wi~h :t ,•chicle or 
the pa~snite of currentl. scintillation detectors the Hke: and . 
. ;':!lp!or!n'g- ::i. ftnorescent :.creen of r.nphthalene Fig. 12 and 13 show modifications o~ th~ 
to o':.t~in srintil!:.:itions which are measured by f>\} maunting arrangement of Fig. 11. 
:'.. phr.to:nultiplier tube :ind detectors of the mul- Substantially any radiation d".?tPcto1~ '\Vhich .:~ 
ti-;Jl:: :=::-.tho1e plate type. as described and claimed sensitive to gamma radi:?..ticm. ,~·m n1~o dct.e~t 
in U. S. P~tC'nt No. 2.397,071. granted March 19, ~.lphn. and beta radiation nnd other rndinticn snch 
rn~6. ?.!"e "'P.11 suited to the practice of this as the penetrating particles of c.t'smic radi:i.-
:?.spc:t of tl1e invention. Thus my invention 5 :> tion. In fact. detectors in ~encrnl have a hi~·hf';· 
r.or.templnt.rs the conduct of a survey along or cfficienc~· for other t.ypcs of rndh1tion. thnn for 
abo\•e tl1c earth's s11!·focc by me~.suring the gam- ~nmma r~~·s. In ~eophy::;ic'\1 !)?"O$pcr.Un·~ em-· 
rn::-. ray intern:!ties ~.t a series of points on or ploy!n~ r::idint!on detector~. the ~·amm:i. ?·~d:nt!~n 
nbove? t!1e surface ,~.-ith an efiiciency substantially 

60 
is detf!ct.cd 31ong ''.rith othe:· r:?,H:1~~on. ~.::::11!' of 

greater th::.n that obt:-tin::i.ble '''ith a conventional which originates in the detector itself beca.u~P. 
Geig-er-7':'1'.ucller t:rm'!tcr while simultane-·msly. of c.,nt:tmin!ltion of the m:iterbJs emplo:-·ed in 
me~s:ir!ng together with the gamma radiation the const1·uction of the clctector and. some of 
!nt.enslty, t!1e intensity of ether radiation pres- which is cosmic radiation. which h!'ls ci~mponent:;; 
Pnt but wir.h rnbstn.ntially the same efficiency as 65 so penetrating that t.h<'Y ar2 ~ncountc:-ed in 
th::i.t obtah. ~ with the com·entional Geiger- mines. etc .. several thousand fe-et. below the- snr-
Mueller co1.lnter. In thls .,,·n:r faint difference!' face. Hereinafter. the detected r~di:-.tir.m ether 
tn r:nmm'l ray intensity which are indicative of than gamma r~cliation is referred to :ts .. b:tck-
;~~~lo~;i.cal features such as faults. contacts, ground.'' ~md this b!l.c!:gr.-;und bt:-caus~ it ,s 
mlncr~.lizei:l zones. etc .. may be detected with 71> emitted sporadicn.11~· nnd nt ~·:m:'!orn :md ~1~:> b~-
ni:i::borne instruments at elevations up to at least cause of it.-; refo.U\•cb· hi~~h !n~.:ns~ty may w~ll 
n~lO., feet above the earth while moving nt high obscure significant variations in gamma r~y in-
vclocity. tensitic.3 between different poin!..s along !1. to:~·:-

A further explanation of the advnntnges of erse !lnd under the most fa,·0r:th1c conditicns 
the employment in surfac~ surveys, and espe- iS reduces the contrast betWC'C'n ren:lings obtained 60 
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at different points. I have discovered that with 
certain types of radiation detectors the efficiency 
for detection o! "background" does not increase 
proportionally to the I ncrensed em ct ency of the 
detector for gamma rays, with the result that IS 
ns the detection efficiency for gamma rays is in
c.reased. ·a. gr~1ter contrast between readings is 
obtaineci and there is less chance that small but 
significant variations in gamma ray intensity 
from point to point nlong or over the earth's 10 
surface will be vitiated by variations in back
%!round, part.iculnrly cosmic rays. . As already 
indicated. two of these certain types of radia-

B 
Th.18 equation can be written as follows: 

t=K<g-Cl <5) 

::.bowing that t.he background t tor the T counter 
is not equal to a multiple K oft.he background g 
ot the Geiger-Mueller counter. One has to sub
tract the value C from g and then multiply with 
the efficiency K in order to get the background t. 

The T counter had a volume which is l::?'k
smaller Ulan the Geiger-Mueller counter. Tht;I 
changes the con.stants of Equat!on 1 to those in' 
Equation 6. 

T:::5.54<G-9.97l (6) 

or in other words the relative emcfency is ap
proximately· K =5~5 and the constant c is eonal 
to 10 counts per second. 

The background counts t and g each consist of 
two psrts. which shall be indicated b:: an index o 
and an index c. to and go shall be that part 

20 of the respective backgrounds \vhich is ce.used 
by. gamma rays. These gamma rays arc partly 
due to contamination of the metal parts or th~ 
counters. It is proper to assume that the num
ber of contamination gamma rays is equal for 
the two cou!lters. Because of the higher efficiency 
of the T counter in detecting gamma rays the 
count due to· the gnmma rays !o will be K times 
go. The second part of the background tc and gc 
is due to directly ionizing particles such ns pene
trating particles of cosmic rays and of alpha t"ays 
\vhieh are emitted by the metal. Since the cosmic 
ray conta.mination for the T counter. would · be 

. tion detectors a.re the crystal type n.nd the type 
cmployinr.- a multipllcity of cat.bode plates dis- io 
posed trllns\·erse to one or more anode wires 
which pas5 through· apertures in the plates. 
The virtues of a detector of this type over a 
conventicnal Geiger-Mueller counter have been 
demonstrated in comparative tests. The results 
of these tast.s are illustrated in Fig. 1, which ls 
a plot of ~ount!n~ rates obtained with a. con
ventional Geiger-Mueller counter n.t a series of 
points nfon.::: tra~2.r.:~s on the earth's surface 
a~ainst the cc:mting rates obtained at the same 25 
points with a. multiple plate type of counter hav-. 
ing 12% less active \•olume due to minor differ
ences in length and diameter. The observed 
countin..q rates of the multiple plate type of 
counter · chereinafter called the T counter> are 30 
plotted s.s ordinates against the counting rates . 
with the Geiger-Mueller counter plotted as ab- . 
scissa. . somewhat less than for the · ~iger-Mueller 

All the points fit very closely. to a strai!;!ht line ·counter due to· the smaller cross-sectiional area 
relation. The stra.i!;ht line, which .is shown in ·35 of the T'counter. and since th.e alpha ray con-
F'i~. 1. was calculated .with the method oI least tamin~tion for the T counter would be·some~vhat 
squ~res. · If T and G arc the . count!n~ r:ite~ per more .. thari for the· Geiger-Mueller countci." ::iue to · 
second for the T counter ~nd for the Ge&~Pr- the larger amount ·of metal in the cathode cf th~ 
Mueller counter respectively the equation for the T counter. it can be. assumed in good approxi-
strnight line is: -10 mation that t:c is eqtial to gc. These relationships 

T~4.943< G-10.S43> < 1' are expressed in Equation 7 to 10. 
. . . 

· Theoretically one should expect a relationship ·· 
bet't\-·een T and G a~cordini; to Equation 2. · · 

T-t:::K<G-g> (2) 45 

'1".:here t ~nd [1 are the con~tant background rates. 
for the T counte1· nnd t.he Geiger-Iv!ueller 
count~r. r~s~ecti'l.•ely. The _diff~rence T minus t 60 on the left .5ide or the equation is then the count
ing rate due to the p.:~mmn rays from the ;?round 
alone. Similarly the difference G minus g is the 
count!mr rate d~1e t0 i!arr.ma ray.s alone for the 
Geigcr-i1ucller counter. Equation 2 expresses 
that the g·am•:-?a ray count for the T counter is a 05 

multiple of the count for the Geiger-Mueller 
counter. Acco'!.·dingly K !s the relative efficiency 

t..:.._to+te <7) 
fl=!Jo+ge <8) 
to=Kxgo '9> 

te=ge <10) 

Combining Equation 5 with 7 and 8 one obtains 
Equation 11. · 

to+tc=K<go+r!c:-C) { 11) 

By inserting values 9 and 10 into Equ:i tion 11 one 
obtains Equation 12. 

KX go+Uc=K< go+ Qc-C) 

and finally the relationship 13. 

KXC 
gt:= k-=-1 

<12.l 

(13) 

~~ inserting the numerical values for K r.nd c 
mto 13 one obtains for <Jc the value 12.2 count-; to gamma rays of the T counter ns r.ompared to 

the Gei~er-Mueller c-ounter. Equation 2 can be 
re\vritten in the form of Equation 3. 60 

Per second. 
Uc-=12.2 cts./sec. 1141 

(3) 

The e):pcrimcnt::il :-ebt~on n.s expressed !n as 
Equation l hns the ~ame form ns has Equation 3 
ancl by c 1:w1p~ri.son it app~nr.~ th!lt the relative 
efficiency of the T counte1· ccmp,1red to the 
GP.izcr-1'.fueller caunter i.'5 4.945. The difference 
a minus t divided by K mu.~t he equal to 10.843. 70 
By substituting the let.ter C for the value- 10.843 
in Equation 1 one ~rri;:es at Equation 4. 

( 4 ) 75 

This figure the:l r~presents that part of the back
ground for the Geiger-Muel~~r countE.'~· \\·hfc.h :~ 
due to directly ionizing rnys. 

From cosmic ray measurements it is known 
that the counting rate due to cosmic ra.rs is np
proximately one counter per minute per squn re 
centimeter of counting area. TI1c coun~er in 
question had a cross sectional area of 700 squ~ re 
centimeters. One may expect. therefore. a connt
ing rate or approximately 700 counts per minnte 
due to cosmic rays alone or a countini::- rntc of 
l 1.5 cCJunts per second. This v:i.luc a:;rees \·e ...... · 
well with the one which was calculated from lh~ 
field ob&ervatlons and which ts rePOrted in Equa- 6.1 
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tion 14, and snpports quite stron!!lY the validity 
of the cn.lculations mnde above. 

The foregoing calcul:\tions ~how ·plainly thnt 
· the background of tlle T counter· <which \s de;.. 
scribed more fnlly in u. s. Patent No. 2,397,07! • 
dors not. incrcn.c;c pro!"IN'tionn11=1 to the lnrrens~:-t 
emciency for r.ammJ. i a;·s. This is emphasiz~·d 
by the following tabulr..t.ion or counting rates: 

T= 50 
ct= 21 

5.5XG=ll:'i 

100 
:n 

170 

150 
41 

~~:; 

!?00 
:;1 

:!SO 

250 
61 

3:~5 

10 
Assume the o.pplicntion of a T cotmlet· ~·tnd a 

Gelger-Mueller counter of equal a~tin~ volumes 
and a rending time for each which wi!l result. in 
the snme number of totnl counts obse?·vi!d.. Thi:; 

5 ;·:ill give readings which arc subject· to Lhc same 
probnble statistical error as applied to the nvcr
:i.ge counting rates obscnrrn, Hv\·.-~'i: .::. due to 
the lower ctn<.·.icncy for gamma rn~·3 \.l! t,1 ~ Geigcr
~Iucller count~r. this prohable. error !~ !\ much 

Io l!lrger pe.rcentngc of the useable ccunt.ing ra.te 
, :;he obsc:vcrl counting rate with the background 
!:iU!Jtracted > th:in is the case with the higher cf-

The second 1ine give.s the o:~servt~d c;.:tmting 1:cicncy 7 counter \•:her~ the use::.ble countin~ 
rates with the Geiger-l':!uel1~1· counter..: !"Gr thr> t·~'!.te i.s n much bn.er portion of the total count-
counting rate which is listed jn the first Unc for lj h'l!_; r:ite observed. . 
the T counter. In the third l!ne ~re the v::i.ht!:'<i 'The invention. a~ applied to the locat!on of 
which would be obt~.ined if J{.:..:5 ~2 Gci;;l~r-M:.:•.:!- btt!·!f'.?...t mm~ral di?po.sits through the discovery of 
ler counters were useci. siinult.aneottsly. Ft·..:.m tLf.: rallioactive anomalies associated with the country 
first and the last coltmm it is apparent th~t the ·rod:. ~cntemplatcs underground. surface. nnd 
counting rate for the r;· counter increases by u 20 airborne operations er:'?.:)loying any t~;pc of de-
factor 5. \\·hereas th:- countinrr rate for 5 ::z tector of requisite size und effidenc~·. EspeciaHy 
Geiger-:Muel!er counters increases only 'Jy a in underground operations. where the gamma ras 
factor o1 :? In other \';crds. Jet us assume that intensities · may be relati\:ely high. Ociger-
there are t·.vo re!;!cns in the fil~ld, one of wh!ch Mueller counters are sometimes t~scful. In sur-
shows a low counti~g r;1te and the other one a_:.....; face and airborne surveys for the dc~':!ction of 
high counting rate. In the first region the T faint anomalie:; char:icteristic of so:n~ min~ral-
counte1· gives a rate cf 5~ and in the second region ized zones as well as some iaulls. contacts. etc., 
a rate or 250 counts per ~eco!ld. The 'r counter. i. e. when the invention is applied as ::m aid ln 
therefore, shows a contrast by a facto:: of =>. l£ g·eological mapping, the invention contemplates 
one now ineasures the same locations by using ~\) the use of the hi~h effi:!iency count~rs already 
simultaneously 5 ~2 Geiger-Mueller counters. each described. 

·one of \Vhich has the same a.::tive vcluc as th~ T Either positiv·e or negative 0amma ray :mom-
counter one finds in the !lrst ~lace a counting aUcs :nay characterize a buried ore body. In 
rate of 115 and. in the second locntion enc of 335 .:::ome cases the country rock is more. radioacth1e 
counts per second. The a.~~re6ate of the 5 ~2 . ; •. ; . than the ore body ::md as the latter is approached 
Geiger-Muelle!" cou11ters, therefore. indicntes ::i.. the intensity· of detected gamma radiation d~- . 
contrast \vh!ch is slight!;- less than 3. '!his imU- creases. This is considered a negative a.nomn1y. 
cates· clearly tilat the T counter ha::; advanta~es the reverse cn.se ir.. \Vhicl1 gamma r&l.Y int~nsitY. 
which cannot be :made up by 1.1sing. a large num• · increas~ :i..::; the ore body is approttchcd ·being . 
be1~ of Geiger-Mueller counters. .. · . .:,) considered a positive anomaly. . 

In underground gamma ray surveys. the cosmic · · A positive anomaly discovered in 2. sui·vcy of 
ray effect and· hence the background, is dimin- ::i. Geeply ·buried di5seminated copper deposit in 
!!shed substantially by absorption· in the over- Arizona is· mustratcd in Fig. 2. ·rn this sun·ey a .. 
burden. Ho·.vever. in ·surface surveys <as shown single multiple plate-multipll! wire cl~t~ctor \\'us 
by Fig. 1) the cosmic ray cff ect is high and in empJoyed. The envelope wa.s a gast!gh: brass 
airborne surveys the bacl~ground due to cosmic ~a cylinder 15 .. long and 3" in diameter. 'Tlrn 
rays is even hlgher. and the tendency to obscure cathode plates \t,,·ere silver and , ... ·ere !!tound~d tc 
slight differences in gamm:i ray intensities from the envelope. There were 65 such plntes. e:ich.. 
point to point is greater. This tendency may be .010" th;c.k and spaced c,n 1;irt •• centers with the~,. 
overcome and satisfactory results obtained by major surfaces perpendicular to the cylind~ k::i.l 

. employing a detector of the type just described, :.:t axis. Seven tungsten anode wires. t .ULt5 • • 1!b 1 

or any other type which has a substantially high- were passed through % .. holes in the plates. At 
er efficiency for gamma :::ays thtm the conven- each station the detector \\.'as laid apprnximai.et~· 
tional Geiger-Mueller detector and .i.n which this fiat on the ground and 3000 counts. were t:.1ken. 
increased emciency is obtained without increas- the average probable statistic:.il error 1or su('h a 
ing proportionately the 9ounting rate for back- :>.; length of count being =~4 (;··r.. . 
!!round. Hence :momalies in surface surveys that In all cases except stat.ions 7 and <.l ''.:here l.ht> 
~~mnot be dete:cted in reasonabl!? time or reliably top of a hill had been rlattencd witn ~ tuiltluz~r. 
with Geiger-Mueller counters. even though a the statinns were on substantially m:i~ii:-:tta-l>ed 
bundle of these are employed to increase ca thcde ground. i. e. bed rock. 
area and counting rate. may be detected \\·ith the uo Consideration or the plot oi ~~~1~~m:! !"•'lY m-
multii:.le plate or crystal types of detectors. tensities, beginning at the ri;,;ht. :~hC\\·s .--:a(l"Stan · 

From t11e foreg-oin~. it is apparent that the tially unifoim :md relatively lm\· valu~s c;\'cr :.i~c 
multiple plate type of dctc~tor may be con- schist. The contact of the schist \\·1th tb! ;.!!°~111-
structed with :m efficiency for gamma rays of ite porph:).TY is .shO\\·n ty nn incre~1~~ :n ml.'-'ll~ity. 
approximately ~.5c:.;. or say 5 times that of the tiJ Snve for the readings ul. stntio11s ·; a:1·.! ~; q•:hich 
conventional Gcip:er-Mucllcr counter. may be less reliable than the others dt•e to tih:-

If the relative accuracies of the T c::>unter and disturbed surfnce I. the intcns!tiC'!-. incn~•t5c 
the o~:i;er-Mucller counter art: considered as 

markedly as the depth to the ore :: •. ~:iy ,lC'·:1 c~~:-~'.:. they affect t.hc uscable portion of the totn.l count-
in~~ mte ob~erved, it ls readily ~ppnrent why the iO with a strong increase in intensity nt th(! !c!"t 
results obtnined \1v·ith the T counter are more ac- wher~ the ore body is clo!Se to the :•ttrfa<.:t>. It 
curate than those obtained with the Geiger- will alsn be apparent th:it the detecto:· <li:;-
Mueller counter. even thou~h a longer observn- tinguished between the grnnit.l' :\ncl llw · .. :·:1n:t ...... 
tion time is employed in usin~ the Geiger-Mueller porphyry of the overburden. 
counter. 76 Pit::. 3 ls n vcrticnl ~t·olo~icnl !'CclioP th!·uu::ll. 
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a mineralized zone in Colorado with n graph o! ha\•e replaced thin limestone beds in ·quartzite. 
intensities observed nt a series o! stations on the with porphyry sills intruded along the bedding 
surf ace above the section. In this work n single planes and genernlly parallel to the ore bod:es. 
3 .. diameter by 15" long multiple plnte-multiple In this work a single small multiple plnte detector 
wire detector (similar to that used in the survey .; was employed '2 .. diameter. 4 .. long' with 12 
of Fig. 2 > was employed. The ore bodies under- lead pl:itc cnthodes and n single coa.."Cial tt:n:::sten 
lying the traverse arc sulphide replacement de- anode wire. The porphyry sill. as mi~ht be ex-
posits occurring along bedding planes in lime- pected of :m acid intrusi\·e. shows n marked posi-
stone. The limestones are interbedded with tive anomaly. its aura in the quartzite being np-
sandstones, grits and mudstones and there are 10 parent at.least 40 feet away. The vein on the left 
several post-mineralization faults as shown. The likewise is accompanied by a strong posith"e 
rocks of the section are covered throughout by anomaly which is appa.rcnt in the quartzite at 
glaciofluvial gravels of varying depth and at no n substantial distance. ind!cating again the pres-
point is there a surface exposure of the ore. ence of an aura. Ha.ving in mind that in m:iny 

The survey was begun on the uphill side of the rn cases exploration openings h:rre missed valuabl~ 
section <the left side in Fig. 3>. The first station ore bodies by a matter of a few feet. the ability 
was above unmineralized limestone overlain by to locate an aura of a deposit, and thus in effect 
gravel and a low intensity level of about 70 counts "see•· through the intervening rock. is an ex-
per second was registered. The second station is tremely valuable aspect of the invention. 
still to-the left of the first ore body but the count :!O Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate actual underground 
at this point 15 substantially higher.· The next gamma ray sur\'eys ma.de in accordance with the , 
four stations overlie the upper lead-zinc sulphide invention in a Montana mining district. In these 
deposit. which is overlain at one point by a de- surveys a single detector was employed \\"ith a 
posit of pyrite and pyrrohotite. All of them are metallic envelope 2 .. in diameter and 10~~ .. long. 
points of high intensity. as is the next station :.?:; It was pro'l:ided with 51 silver cathode plates 
<No. 6>. Having in mind that the ore of this spaced as in the case of the apparat'!.ls employed 
first body is nowhere closer to the surface .than in the survey of. Fig. 2 and with a single coaxial 
10 feet nnd is over 100 feet belOw the surface at anode wire of tungsten. Tlle sun·e~·s were m:idc 
station 6, it is plain that the detector is beyond along crosscuts about- 2000 feet underground. In 
the range of detectable differences of gamma 30. both cases the country i·ock \\•:is granite .. 
radiation originating in the ore body. This in- To consider Fig. 6, the gamma ra~· intensities 
dicates the· presence of a radioacth•e aura in the beginning in the granite at the left are relati\·ely 
country rock overlying the body. high. In the nei~hborhood of the·sli{;'ht st1~ingcrs 

A second ore body of lead and ·zinc sulphide of zinc ore a imfrked ncg:i.tive anomaly is encoun-
underlies the surface at the right of the section :?; tered. Immediately thereafter however. the. 
by depths in excess of 200 feet. Its presence is .· ·country rock to the left of the zi,nc-coppcr vein 
indicated by an increase in gamma ray intensity . gives a high intensity-which increases markedly 
at stations 9. 10.11, 12 and 13 which overlie it. the as this vein Is passed and then drops to the in-
unmineralized zone between the· two bodies· being · tensities observed in the unaltered granite. ·Con-
characterized by low intensities Of Stations 7 .. f:>°· tinuing to the. right,· another sharp negath'C 
. and 8. . . . . anomaly appeai-s in the neighborhood of the zinc-. 

Fig. 4 shows the results obtained.in.a hori:i:ontnl ·lead veiri. · 
underground gamma ray survey conducted ~long The relationship of the stations at which the 
a crosscut in limestone in an Arizona m!ne. readings ·\vere taken to the position of the veins 
Three different limestones were crossed, ns .;_j is shown at the bottom of Fig. G. From this rela-
shown. A replacement deposit of zinc sulphide tionship it will be plain that the anomalies appear 
ore occt!rs in one of the lime formations and in the country ~·ock well outside the ;;ci:1s~ 
another one is cut by porphyry dikes. A marked Fig. 7 illustrates a traverse across a zinc vein 
aura occurs in Limestone A in the neighbol·hood which shows a markerl positive ano!i•aly. 'i hi:; 
of the dikes. i. e. there is a ma4·~ed increase in ;,J. anomaly is apparent in the country reek on both 
gamma ray intensity from this lime at n. sub- sides of the vein, as well as in the vc?in itself an:.I 
stantial distance. i. e. in eXC(;SS of 50 feet, from illustrates cl1::arly n situation in which the dctcc-
the dike. tor can apparently ··see" the vein thro~gh se\·cr:;.l 

An even stronger positive anomaly is associated meters of granite, although what is aclt:nlly being 
with the zinc deposit which occurs close to a con- jj detected is the aura in the country rock. in this 
tact between the Limestone B and Limestone C. case granite, which lies adjacent to the vein. 
This anomaly is detectable at a distance of almost One of the import::mt fielcls or ~µi~lic:lt:cn of 
200 feet to the left of the deposit in Limestone B the invention is in surface rcconmussancc. the 
in which it occurs but is le.gs evidenl ~o the right, detector being moved alon:t the trn;:ers~ cont:nu-
possibly because station No. 14. at which the GO ously with continuous integrated observations. 
intensity is relatively low, occurs almost on the An efficient detector together , ... ·ith the ~!>!iocintec: 
contact between Limestone C and Limestone B. power supply, preamplifie!". amplifier. intc;,rr:t t-
In other words. the contact or inter.face ma.y have ing circuit. registerin:; meter. etc .. \\"ith a tc.-t::i.l 
retarded the migration of gamma ray sources to- weight of less than 40 pounds hns b~en con-
ward the rit;ht. c.;;; structed. and this unit may be carried :;y an ol:-

The survey illustrated in Fig. 4 was conducted ser":er walking along th~ trn\·crsc. a cont:nuou.s 
with a 3 .. x 15" multiple plate multiple wire de- inciicntion of gamma ray intcnsitiE:>.s ::tlon~ the 
teeter similar to that used in the survey of Fi~. 2. tnn·erse thus being obt..~.incd. Larger dcteL·to~·:-; 
the points of high-est intensity being checked with hnvini: a higher counting rn.te may be truck-
a smaller multiple plate single wire detector 2" 70 mounted or airborne and :mama.lie~ h~n·c i..:ccn 
in diameter and 4 .. long. The detectors \\·ere sta.- detected while moving the detector along th~ 
tionary and substantially vertical in the center trnverse a+: s1~ccds up to 200 miles per hollr nnd at 
of the cross-cut at each station. elevations up to more than one thou.s:i.nd feet. 

Fig. s illustrates an underground survey in a All things bcin~{ cqunl. ~renter cont:·ast is ob-
Utnh mine in which lead-zinc sulphide deposits 75 tained. i. c. the detection of significant anomnli.cs. 6 3 
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is more pronounced, lf the detectors are carried 
along the trn verse at a substantial distance above 
the ground. improvement in .result being obtained 
ns the distnnce is increased up to n helght of 
nbout 150 feet, nbo\'e which results become less :; 
satisfactory and more difficult to interpret._ 

A numbe:· of comp:uative sun·eys have been 
made in '';hich --the detectors were first mounted 
in a truck nnd nm along the traverse and there
after flown across the traverse in a helicopter 11, 
at different elevations. In this \\·ork six lnrge 
multiple plate-multiple wire detectors were em
ployed. Each \\·as 3 inches in diameter nnd 30 
inches long and they were· mounted side by side to 
form a bundle or panel. Each detector contained la 
136 silver cathode plates .010 .. thick mounted on 
1\" centers and 7 tungsten wire anodes c.oos·· 
dia.) passing perpendicularly through ~,2" diam
eter holes in the plates. Each detector was sepa
rately preamplifled and quenched. the outputs ~o 
of the several preamplifiers being sent to an elec
tronic mixing circuit, which in tum fed a single 
amplifier. The output cf this amplifier was inte
grated. and recorded by an electronic voltmeter. 
The integrator employed was so designed that its ~5 
time constant. i.e. the time over which the input 
pulses \Vere averaged, '=ould be varied. 

In the airborne surveys, as will presently ap
pear from a discussion of Figs. 8 and 9. it \'.1ns 
f oun:d that optimum resultS '9.'ere obt:tined while ;;u 
flyjng at an ·_elevation of 100 to 200 feet above 
ground. a height of about -150 f cet being best. 
·Extremely: useful results. howe\·er,-M!re obtained 
up to heights.of 800 feet while .flying over anom
_alies of relatively low gamma ra.y intensity. These ::.j 

effects cf height upon result app:ear: to be due to 
the interplay of a number of factors: viz. 

1. At low altitudes above ground, i. e less th:m 
-about 75 feet, slight differences h1 the altitucte. 
encountered for example when the in5trumcnt is -iu 
carried over a ditch, -cause marl~ed deviations in 
recording intensity. Since these d~viations arc 
not related to the geological features being inves
tigated, they tend to obscure results.·· Abo\·e· about . 
75 feet, these effects are less pronounced and 
hence there is less requirement for the pilot to ~ -, 
:?.ttempt to fty at constant elevation above g?.·ound. 

2. As height is increased, cosmic ray back
ground increases and the intensities of gamma 
rays from the ground decrease, so that at above, ... _J 

say 800 feet, significant changes in gamma ray 
intensity due to geologic~~ diff e:rences to be dis
covered tend to be obscured unless they are very 
pronounced. As altitude increases. the path of 
the gamma rays through the air lengthens. This .-.:; 
in turn reduces the intensity due to absorption by 
the air. 

3. As height is increased, gamma ray intensity 
from any given point in the earth's crust de
creases according to the inverse square law. but tiU 

at the same time t.he area from which the detec-
tor receives gamma radiation increases. These 
factors oppose each other. so that the inverse 
~quare law is not the sole controlling factor. 

4. At low elevations, radiation emanating from ~i5 
a buried source orr to one side of the detector has 
to pass through a relatively long path ic high 
density overburden with consequent high ad
sorption and marked decrease in intensity. As iO 
elevation above -ground is increased the path 
through the overburden decreases. the net result 
being that this radiation may have a greater ef
fect on the measurement, even though the total 
di.stance that the radiation travels through 75 
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ground and air <whlch because o! its low density 
has low absorptive power> is increased. 

In the light of the foregoing, it would appear 
that even when the detector is carried along the 
surface at substantially constant distance abO\'C 
ground by animal or vehicle, and e\·en when 
readings are made above the surface with the de
tector stationary, ad\•antages accrue to increas
ing the elevation of the instrument above ground. 
Hence it is better to mount the detector above a 
truck rather than below and still better to mount 
the detector so. that screening etrect of the truck 
is minimized. 

Several pref erred mounting schemes for ground 
borne detectors are illustrated in Figs. 11 to 13. 

Referring to Fig. 11 it will be seen that a panel 
of multiple plate-multiple anode detectors are 
mounted on a support above a \'chicle. say an au
tomobile. with their major a.xis ·cas defined by 
the anodes of the detectors> substantially par
allel to the direction of travel of the vehicle. They 
are mounted sufficiently high above the vehicle. 
say 3 or 4 feet. that the absorption effect of the 
vehicle on gamma. rays emanating from the sur-
1·ounding terrain is reduced while the-ground area 
from which the detectors receive gamma radia
tions is increased. The detectors arc so disposed 
that their maximum cross sectional area is dis
posed approximately parallel to the path of travel 
and in a substantially vertical plane,- so that they 
intercept gamma radiation from the sides of the 
traverse. · 

Fig. 12 illustrates n -modification· of the ar
rangement of Fig. 11. in which the detectors a:-e 
broken into two.separate panels of three.each dis
posed .respectively on the two side$ of the ve
hicle but· electrically connected as alre_ad.,v de-

. scribed with separate preamplifiers. feeding a 
common mixer. . - - . ·.: . _· . 
- Fig .. 13 :Uustrates another mOdifieation of the. 

arrangement of Fig. 12 in· Which the axes of the 
detectors - are \'ertical. the arrangement being 
otherwise the same. . · . 

All three of . the foregoing arrangements are 
advantageous in ·surve:rs· conducted. over undis- -
turbed surfaces and also along established roads. 
where fills. pa vemcnt. etc .. may tend tO ·obscure 
results. · They permit" inci·eased reception from 
undisturbed terrain along the _side of the road 
and thus tend to improve reliability of result. 

A comparison of results obtained with auto
mobile mounted and airborne detectors employed 
to traverse a granite plug occurring in sandstone 
in Texas is given in Fig. 9. The 10\'i:est trncc on 
this figure was obtained with the p:uiel or six 
detectors mounted horizontally on the roof of an 
automobile driven along the trn.vcrsc at a ~peed 
of about 35 miles per hour. The other tr~ccs were 
obtained with the same panel of detectors mount
ed in a helicopter and flown along the tr::i. verse 
at the elevations and speeds indicnt~d for each 
trace. In all cnses the .. time delay" i. e. the in
tegration constant of the integratin~ circuit in
terpased between the amplifier and the recorder 
was the same, so that the results a:·~ d!rc:tl".-· com -
parable. · 

To consider the lo·west trace. obtainJ?ti with the 
detectors mounted on the automobile, and bl·
gim1ing on the right. it \\'ill be seen that the ccn
tact between the sandstone and the granite and 
schist occurring on the right of the plug is marked 
by a substantial increase in intensity of gamma 
rays. The contact between the gmnite-schist 
and the fresh granite is less marked but is dis
tinguishnblc as a smnll negative anomaly. where- 64 
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. as the contact between the fresh ~anttie· and· the 
sandstone at the left of the figure ts marked by 
a sharp decrense in intensity as the detector pass
es toward the sandstone. This trace shows clear-
ly the pronounced effect of surface features on :; 
the detector at low elevations. '!bus when the 

.detectors were carried across a bridge· over a dry 
creek bed, so that their distance above ground 
increased a few feet, there was a sharp drop in 
intensit3·. The survey which the lowest trace 10 
represents was made along a paved highway, and 
it is to be expected that better results might be 
obtained over undisturbed ground, although not 

l6 
strong contrast between gamma ray intensities 
emitted by land n.nd water> were detected clearly. 
Eight hundred feet, there!ore. is not necessarily 
an upper limit or usefulness of the invention, 
although it is well above the optimum· elevation 
of about 150 feet. at whi:h he:i~rht the effects of 
devintions in elevation above ground are less 
pronoun·ced, and less care need be taken in main
taining constant this ele'l:ation. 

From the foregoing discussion of Pigs.Sand 9. 
1 

it will be plain that by continuously integrat:ng 
the pulses as a function of time and adjusting 
the integration time constant in relation to the 
speed of movement of the detector over the sur-as good as those obtained with the airborne in

struments. 
The trace obtained when the detectors were 

flown across the traverse at an elevation of a.bout 
100 feet hns the same general shape as that of 
the trace taken immediately above ground level. 

15 face being investigated it is possible to empha
size contrasts in gamma. ray intensities due to 
geological changes <say nt a contact between 
different rocks) or gcolo~ical diff ercnces in the 

In general. however, the trace at 100 feet is 20 
smoother and non-signiftcant·var1at1ons in inten
sity <such as that due to the dry creek> are less 
pronounced. so thnt the significant deviations 
representative of geological features are easier to 
detect. For example, at 100 feet the contrast 25 
between granite and sandstone and that between 
granite and granite-schist are substantially 
greater. · 

The tr:ice obtained at 150 feet above ground is 
still better than that obtained at; 100 feet, despite 30 
the fact that the ·speed of travel wa.s:considerably 

·greater Ci. e. 60 M. P. H.>. ·Thus the trace is 1n 
general smoother. insignificant va.1•iations being 
minimized while the indices of the conta:cts be-

. tween rocks are more easily. recognized. So, al- 35 
though the trace has the. same general shape et:s 

. those ·taken ·at the lower elevations. the several 
formations are more·sharply deflhed a.nd there is 
less ·'hash'' on the trace. 

At an· elevation of ~00 feet, as shown by the .; 0 
upper traee. the several formations are still suf
ficiently dcfin·cd to be identlfied. However. con
trast between formations ha.s in pa.rt been lost, 

·.and the trace is not so easy to interpret. as that 
made at 150 feet above ground. 

Fig. s continues the compariSon of traces ma:de .;.; 
\\.it.h airborne detectors at different elevations 
~cross the same f;n111ite plug surveyed in Fig. 9. 

The det.c:ction equipment and the aircraft 
''• e1·e th.: ~an:e as in the operations illustrated 
by fi.;.. r>. IJu\. a c.iiff ~rcnt. time delay, i. e. inte- ;;u 
gration .:onstant was employed in recording the 
tra~e::>. surveys ·were run at elevations of ap
Prl1Xirnnt:-ly 100, 200, 400, and 800 feet above 
E!rounc~ ~t, approximately the same air speed 
. 35 M. ?. f!.1. The four traces thus obtained 55 
~lre :-;ho-.•:n. All of the trnces follow the same 
gc!1cral pc; ttcrn. 'IJut as elevation is increased 
mino~· :md !ns1::mific~nt variations tend to be 
rc~c·. ed. The t~·accs ~t 100 nnd 200 feet show 
the r:rc:-tte:st contrasts fer the se't·eral geological 60 

;\)rm:i. t!,~ns and features to be identified, but 
;-:;,~·ci·i:nr·,>~ i:.t:t~w.·c~1 tb:~ snndstone nnd the fresh 
granite.· l;ctween the granite and the granite
:-:chist ,1 nc~ bet\VC~'n the irranite-schist and the 05 
sandstone arf~ still apparent at 400 and 800 feet. 
In si10rt. l"ii.;. 8 ~ltO\'l."S that the optimum altitude 
!or airborne gamma ray sun·eys in accordance 
\i."ith tl1•_' im·ention is bet\vcen about 100 and 200 
feet, but that useful results. even ,,·1th rela.tively 70 
low :ntensity :mcmalies. can be obtained up to 
800 feet. In still other tests, ftown in an airplane. 
as distinguishcc! from a helicopter, and at much 
higher speeds and elevations. hi~h intensity 
anomalies <such as inshore line where there is a 75 

earth underlying the line of movement of the 
detector \t.1hile supprcss~n:;; contrnsts in gamma 
ray intensities due to surface features c sa~· the 
p1·esence of a ditch>. 1csor an:,- !;'iven speed of 
movement of a detector at a gh.·en elevation. 
there is an optimum integr:ation time constant. 
and the invention contemplates the adlustment 
of time constant !n relation to speed of detet~tor 
movement or height above ground or both, ~n 
order to secure maximum contrast between sig
nificant ~a.m..'lla radiation along the line of detec
tor mc;\."ement, either· at substantial elevations 
or at the surface. 

It will also be plain that for a given integra-
t~on time constant. the speed of movement of the 
d~tector o\·e1· .th~ terrain should be kept suffi
cient?y low that ·differences in gamma rav inten
sities due to .geological changes in the earth 
underl}~ing the line nf movement of the detector 
are llot:obs::ured by the integration. 

In :?.irborne surveys· conducted in ae;cordance 
with the invc "'.tion it is essential th!l.t the traces 
obt..'tined. say those of Fi~s. 8 and 9, be correlated 
with the terrain over which the survey is made. 
This may be done in several '''ays. 

One simple .wny is to provide nn automatic 
time marker in the rcco:-der, so th~t the time 
each portion of tbe trace fa !'ecorded is known.· 
The operator of the detector notes the exact time 
that the aircrait is directly above prominent 
landmarks along the traverse. or above monu-
ments or markers disposed on the g-round alor,g 
the traverse. and thus is able to correlate surface 
with trace by means of time. 

Another but. more ccmplica.tcd method iS' to 
employ a camera which is geared to the recorder 
of the detector. In th.is way a !5eries of pictures 
of the underlying te~Ta.in ~s tnken ~5 the trai:erse 
is flown simultaneously with the recording- of 
the trace of radiation ::~1~cnsity and correlated 
there'tl.·ith. 

·A third method involves the use or radicacti\·e 
markers which arc disposed ~t selected points 
a.long the traverse anci are reg~ste;:C'cl on the trace 
itself. It has been estnblisllcct. as shO'l.vn in Fig. 
10, that a 5 mh. source of radium r.in:-s a sharp 
"pip" on the trace at elev:-ttions up to at least 
160 feet. These •·pips," should they happen to 
coincide \Vith a '.'.;'amma ray anomaly in the 
ground. may be confusing. In orccr to a'·oid 
possibility of such confusion it is c!e.sirable to 
repeat the sun·ey without employing- the radio-
active M<~rkers ~nd cor.iµ:i.rin:;; the t\\"C traces 
thus obtained. Another ,,·:i.:;• to :1.\'0id confusion 
is to employ two radioactive markers spaced from 
en ch other fnr enough to produce t\\·o pips on the· 65 
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trace and thus produce a characteristic and easily 
recognlzable pattern. 

Referring to Fig. 10, the tracc. 00A" was obtained 
while flying at an elevntibn of 20 feet at n spr.cct 
o! about 30 miles per hour over a point at which .. 
a 5 mg. source of radium was su!Jscquently placed. 
the detectors. employed being the panel of 6 
previously described. The fli~ht wns repeated 
at an elevation of 20 feet <trace ''B"> with the 
radium source in place and a pronounced ''pip" 1u 
was obtained, so pronounced in fnct thnt it ran 
off the scale. Additional repeat runs were made 
at elevations respectively of 40, 80, 160, 300, and 
400 feet <traces c. D, E, F and G>. 'fhe pip is 
pronounced up to 160 feet, and recognizable even 15 
a.t 400 feet. 

18 
optimum height for observation of gamma ray 
intensities in airborne surveys conducted in ac
cordance with my invention, local conditions may 
require a different height for maximum contrast, 
and the invention contemplates broadly the 
practice of flying a detector across terrain at an 
elevation above ground such that maximum con
trast is obtained between gamma radiation from 
the earth and other detected radiation. Prefer
ably this detection is made continuously and the 
course flown is at least approximately a constant 
distance above ground. 

Surveys made in accordance with my invention 
ha.ve shown that a given type of occurrence in a 
given locality <say a. copper vein in granite in one 
mining district where the copper veins have been 
formed under similar conditions and sometimes 
at about the same time> will manifest a typica.1 
anomaly. In such case. it is advantageous to 

A 5 mg. source of radium Is extremely small, 
again indicatir1g the surprising nature of the re
sUlts obtained and the hitrh efficiency of the mul
tiple-plate _ ~ype of detc ctor for gamma rays. 
This efficiency is further illustrated by the fact 
that a 100 mg. source of radium burjed in the 
ground to a depth of 6 feet is undetected b~· a 
modem ionization chamber. but may be found 
easily with .a multiple plate-single wire counter 25 
of the type described in connection with Fig. 5. 

20 .purvey one or more known depasits to determine 
the typical anomaly and ·to look for similar 
anomalies in. the neighborhood which are not 
associated with known deposits, but which may 

The aspect of the invention illustrated in Fig. 
10 <which involves determining the location of 
an aircraft with respect to terrain over which it 
is flying by detecting from the aircraft the in- so 
crease in gamma radiation from a source, such 
as a small quantity of rarlium. located at a known 
point on the terr ~ ·- ~ > is useful outside of the 
prospecting field :and ic:: in fact of general utility 
in blind flying. Thus the position of an airfield 35 
or any other ground installation may be marked 
.bY. placing radioactive markers at known loca
tions, say a:t the tour comers of a field. A gam- . 

· ma. ray detector of ·relatively ~ '·. h effici:mcy is. · 
mou:nt.ed in an aircraft. and a ~.;; . ::mg "pip" will 40 
be indicated by the ·recorder or indicator of the 
detector when ,the aircraft is over the sour:.'!e. In 
order to distinguish one ·monument or marker 
from another, the size of the radioactive sources 
employed may be different, or a monument may. _ 
cr.•nsist of a pluraiity of separatt.: !o\ources spaced 4" 
far enough apari in a. horizontal direction that 
ea.ch produces a. substantially separate pip, t1:1us 
producing at the recorder a distinctive pattern. 
For example, one corner of a field may be marked 
with one source, a s~cond with two. etc., or a dis- 50 

tinctive pattern may be produced by employing 
as a. monument a. plurality of spaced sources of 
d1ff erent sizes. 

The hr.ight at which the gamma ray point 
source is detectable is a function of the size. As 55 

shown in Fig. 10, a very small source is easily 
detected at heights in excess of two hundred feet, 
and by increasing thr.! size of the source the 
height may be increased to several thousand feet. 

60 Air navigation through the application of a 
system of radioactive markers <say point sources 
of radium> at known ~round locatior..s offers 
outstanding advantages, first because the emis
sion of gamma rays by the marker is assured. 
whereas lights, radio beacons. etc., may fail 

65 

through failure of current. The radioactive 
marker is, therefore, more reliable and may be 
detected with simple reliable equipment irrespec
tive of weather conditions. etc. Secondly, the 70 
intensity of the received radiation. as indicated 
by the height of the pip, is an index of the height 
of the aircraft abov~ the marker. 

Although 150 feet. or at least some distance 
between 100 and 200 feet now appears to be the 75 

reveal one hitherto undisclosed. This is an im
portant feature of the. invention and one which 
tends to reduce the prospecting risk substan-
tially. It is.not necessary that the known deposit 
which is survey'?d bP. intact at the time it is sur
veyed, for it has been demonstrat.c.-d that the 
anomaly remains after the deposit has been 
mined out. in whole or in part. Consequently a 
survey in the neighbm:hood or a deposit which 
has been removed may establish the type of 
anomaly to be sought. in . surveys conducted in 
the neighborhood to locate extensions of the de
posit or similar new occurrences. . 

As ·applied to the discovery of anomalies indi
cated by differ:ences in the intensity of gamma 
rays -emitted from ·different points . in the over
burden of. a mineral dez:osit. the invention con
templates surface and 1.:.nderground operations·, 
the term surface being emuloyed to ~nclude those 
conducted. on the surface as well as above the 
surface. i. e. with airborne instruments. The 
discovery of the anomalies in undeground opera
tior..s mny 'be made by surveys conducted alC1ng 
bore holes o~ development openings such aJ raises 
and crosscuts. 

When employing counters having a substan
tially higher efficiency than conventionnl Gciger
Mueller counters liut in which the counting effi
ciency for background does not increase propor-
tionately to the incre~e in gamma ray counting 
efficiency, the invent.ion has more ge.neral appli
cation in surface operations and may be used 
not only to discover s!!~h anomalies but also as 
an aid in geological rnap1,ing, t e. in the discov-
ery of contacts, etc. The method may thus be 
used to cover a larg'! area rapidly and cheap~y 
with .airborne instruments. The results ob
tained will permit accurate geological mapping 
of the terrain, but in the normal case most of 
the area will yield only negntive results from the 
standpoint of locating mineral deposits, i. e. no 
substantial anomalies will be observed. In those 
portions of the area in which anomalies are ob
served in this large scale reconnaissance, detailed 
investigations should follow, either with airborne 
equipment or on the ground using n detector 
which is carried by man. animal or vehicle. 

I claim: 
1. In geophysical examinations involving de

tection and measurement of the intensity of 
gamma rays emitted from the earth at different 
locations along a trn verse of an earth surface. -66 
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me improvement which comprises d.,teetmg. the . 6. In geophysical examination involvi!l4f m.ee.,s .. 
gamma radiation with a bundle of puLse .. type urini; the intensity of i;ammn rays emitted !rozn 
detectors and integrating the combined output of the earth, the improvement which comprises 
the detectors as a function of time. moving n bundle of pulse-type detectors tor 

2. In geophysical exanµnations involving de- sum!ll.3. radiation along a traverse of an ei.Y"th 
tection and measurement of the interusity of sur£ace but at a substnntial distance from that 
-gamma ra.ys emitted from the earth at different surface, integrating the combined output of the 
locations along a traverse of an earth surface. detectors as a function of time employing an in-
the ·improvement which com~;,:oises detecting the teg1·ation time constant, nnd adjusting the inte-
gam.ma radia.tiori with a. bundle of pulse-type de- i:l gration time constant to the speed of movement 
tectors and integrating the combined output of or· the detectors o\·er the earth surf ace so as to 
the detectors as a. function of time while moving emphasize contrasts in gamma ray intensities as 
the .detectors along the traverse as the integra- indicated by the integrated output and due to 
ticm occurs. geological differences in the earth along the trav-

.S. In geophysical examinations involving de- l.i erse. 
tection .and measurement of the in.tensity of 7. In geophysit:al examination involving m.eu-

.ga:mma rays· emitted from the earth at different uring the intensity of gamma rays emitted from 
locations .along a traverse of an earth surface, the earth, the improvement which compri.586 
the improvement which comprises detecting the moving a bundle of pulse-type detectors fur 
.gamma.radiation with a bundle of pulse--type.de- ~o gamma. radiation along a traverse of an earth · 
.teetors, the aggregate active volume of which is surf ace but at· fl .substantial distance from that · 
.relatively long in the direction of the traverse surface. integrating the combined output or ·the 
a.Dd relatively short in a direction transverse to detectors as a function of time employing an in-
the traverse and integrating the combined out- tegra.tion time constant. and adjusting the inte-
pUt of the detectors as a function of time. ta gration time constant to the distance or the 

4. ·In geophysical examinations im·olving de- detectors from ·the earth surface so as to empha-
tection and measurement of the intensity. of size contrasts in gamma ray intensities ~ .tndi-
gamma rays emitted from the earth at different <>ated by the integrated out-g.,ut and due to geo-
locrdio?ls along a ·trave~~ of an earth surface, logical differences in the earth along tile course 
the improvement which comprises detecting· the 30 o~ the t:ra.verse. 
gamma radiation with a btmclle of pulse-type. GER.HARD HERZOG. 
detec~. the aggregate.active volume of which 
is relatively long. in tile direction of the traverse. 
relatively long. in a direction perpendicular to 
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1 

This invention concerns an apparatus !or de
tecting ~~d recording in photographic picture 
!orm images of X-rays, gamma rays, and other 
radiations having short wave lengths emitted 
from the earth and other bodies. 

Previous X-ray cameras for photographing 
natural radiations have been of the pin-hole 
type and because of the small hole diameter 
necessary to produce an understandable picture, 
only a very small portion of the natural radi
ations were allowed to expose the film. This re
striction on the amount of the radiations enter
ing the camera hao previously prevented the 
making of photographs of anything other than 
highly radioactive bodies using their own natural 
l'adiations to expose the film. 

Unlike light rays or cathode rays, short wave 
length radiation: such as X-rays, gamma rays, 
etc. are not reflected, refracted, or deflected ap
preciably . by ordinary methods. It is therefore 
an object of this invention to provide an ap
paratus which wm give the effect of. an optical 
camera. wherein na.tura.l radiations of low in
tensity and of short wave length ca.use a light 
to expose a photographic film yielding a picture 
of the relative strengths and directions of· these 
radiations as they exist in nature. 

It is a further object of this invention to pro
vide a camera. that will take· in more Of the 
emitted radiations from a body or bodies than 
previous cameras. 

A still further object is to provide a camera 
type apparatus that is sensitive to emitted radi
ations and has the ability to amplify such radi
ations for recording thereof, 

Another object is to provide an apparatus 
which is capable of investigatin~ radioactive 
static at the earth's surf ace. 

j :_A stm further object is to provide an appara
tus which is capable under certain circumstances 
of making a. type of photographic recording of 
s•Jbterranean formations, buried objects, etc. 

Still other objects and attendant advantages 
of the invention will become apparent from a 
reading of the detailed description in conjunc
tion with the drawings therein: 

Figure 1 shows a broken-away perspective view 
of one embodiment of my invention. 

Figure 2 shows schematically the general ar
rangement of the ~lters, optical components, ancl 
the electrical circuit for the apparatus shown in 
Figure 1. . 

Figure 3 shows scheme.tice.lly another embodi
ment of my invention wherein another type of 
rut.er has been shown together with a.nother type 

2 
of detector arrangement utilizing a. reflector 
~haped diffraction means. 

The method of accomplishing the desired re
sult of this invention is by directional filtering, 

;; scanning, conversion of radiations to electrical 
signals, amplification of these electrical signals, 
conversion of these electrical signals to Ught sig
nals, and photographing these light signals on 
to a film whose scanning movements are· syn-

1 o chronized with those of the filter and detector. 
X-rays, gamma rays and other short wave 

length radiations with ionizing properties emitted 
by the earth and other bodies arrive from random 
directions at the entrance to the camera. in front 

1.; of filter f CFigure 1 >. Filter I and filter 2 are 
both composed oI a series of nearly parallel plates 
with small spaces between each plate. The plates 
may be made from metal or other dense material. 
The spaces between .each filter. plate and its 

:!d neighbor in a aerie3 may be closer at the front· 
than at the back or each plate may be to.perccl 
in thickness with ·the. thick part forward. These 
two mediums when used separately or in com
bina.tion w111 facmtate the directional control of 

:;!;; the radiations by the filters. The ciirectlon or 
the plates compoRiri.g filter I and filter 2 are at 
90° to one another and the resultant effect of 
the two sets of filters in combination is to absorb 
all radiations except those having their direction 

30 substantially parallel to the axis of the camera. 
The dimensions of the filter plates and the spaces 
in between plates are such that they cause the 
camera to be "focused" upon a small distant 
area .. A-B" of the emitting body as is shown 

35 in Figure 2. In place of using two sets of paral
lel plates for the directional filters as is described 
above, a single thick plate 30 of dense material 
may be substituted if it !s honeycombed with a 
multitude or parallel or slight1.y converging hole:; 

4o through it as is shown in Figure 3. 
· After having been filtered, the radiations pn.=-1s 
through window 3 which is opaque to light but 
transparent to X-rays, gamma. rays, etc. Win
dow 3 is the front of a. light tight compartment 

45 6 which houses the detection apparatus. Light 
tight compartment 6 also forms part of the hous
ing which supports the filters, detection n.ppara
tus, and optical system and also protects the de
tector head from stray radiations includlnt: 

00 cosmic rays which would cause th;;. Instrument 
to yield false inf ormatlon. Those parts of the 
detector head which are particularly vulnerable 
to cosmic ray bombardment are protected with 
extra. thick shielding S which may a.lso !orm part 

H of the housing 6, as shown. 
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Directly behind window 3 is a plate 4 ot poly

styrene, potassium iodide, naphthalene crystals, 
or other aubsta.nce which will generate light when 
exposed to ionizing radiations. Behind plate C 
is a· combination optical prism l which divides 6 
the light generated by the plate 4 and transmits 
it to lenses 8 where the light is condensed and 

· torwarded on to two or more multinlier photo· 
tubes 9. Upon. striking each multiplier photo-. 
tube, the light causes each tube to generate an lb 
electrical signal which is fed into the input of 
amplifier if. 

Since present day multiplier photo tubes have 
an inherent high no!.se level generated within 
the tube itself, it is desirable to use two or more 15 
multiplier photof.ubes connected to a gating cir
cuit which passes. a signal only when the sicnal 
is detected and reported by au multiplier photo
tubes .. instantaneously. This gating may be ac
complished by a circuit of the type shown in F.is- 20 
ure 2 having an input amplifier If, an output am
plifier 13. and a relay or gate 12 :tor each mul
tiplier phototube used. The output of each mul
tiplier phototube controls the output signal in
tensity of its output amplifier 13 and also con- 25 
trols its gate or relay 12 through its input am
plifier • I. Each gate is in series with the gates 
ot all other phototubes. The output currents 
from all output amplifiers are connected in 
parallel and · the. combined current must pass 30 
through all o! the gates I 2 1n order to operate 
the glow light f 4. The gates f 2 may be either 
electromagnetic relays or grid controlled gas tubes 
of· the Thyratron type. 

I! the high noise level of the multipller photo- 35 
tube is not objectional for certain a.pplica.tions, 
a single multiplier pbototube may be used and 
Prism 1 and the ~a.ting mechanism f 2 may be 
eliminated from the above. 

The intensity ot the light given of'! by the glow 40 
llght I 4 varies directly with the signal strength 
of the signal from output amplifiers 13. The 
glow light may be either a filament type or a 
ga~:fllled tube. The light from this light U is 
condensed by means of lens IS and t ocused upon .rn 
a photographic film I 8 both of which are inside 
of a light compartment n. 

In order for the radiation intensity from dis
tant area "A-B" <Figure 2> to have meaning, it 
must be combined in photographic form with all ::•1 
of its neighbor elements of area. This is accom
plished by means of a two directional scanning 
motion of the entire detector head and a dupli
cation. of these motions between the image of 
. the glow light f 4 on the film and the film I 8. ;,;; 
To permit scanning, the camera base 23 is 
equipped with a means for rotation around or 
back and forth about a vertical axis. The rotat
ing portion of the base 27 has means mounted 
thereon !or progressively tilting the detector head llr• 
in elevation about a pivoted. mounting f 9. The 
drtving mechanism as shown in Figure 1 is a 
motor driven 26 gear drive 25 for rotation of the 
base n about its vertical axi5 and a hydraulic 
cylinder 22 for tilting the detector head. Any 1;;; 
other mechanism for tilting and rotation such 
as racks nnd gears, ratchets, lead screws, link
a~es, hydraulic cyllndars, etc. could be used to 
produce these motions, 1! desired. 

To simplify the 1
1lustration <Figure 1 >, the ftlm ;o 

support rack 21 is shown attnched to the rotat
ing portion n ot the support base while the Ught 
source•• and its optical lens f 5 and light tight case 
n are shown as part of the fixed or nonrotating 
part c.! the base 23. Any suitable l1ght tight 75 

4 
seal such as felt could be secured to the ·contact 
surfaces of case n which are in adjacency to 
the outer surtace of the rotatable base n. TI11s 
arrangement permits exact dupllcation of rota
tlona.1 motion by the photographic reproduction 
unit in case fl of the motion of the detector 
head. The vertical movements ot the detector 
h~ad are transf~rred from the head 6 to the film 
18 through linkage 20.· Alternatively, both of 
the above described motions could be trans
ferred trom the head to a remotely located re
production unit by means of selsyn motors or 
other remote control devices. 

Another embodiment of my invention is shown 
in Figure 2 n.s a schematic section of the re
flector type detector hea.d and associated elec
trical equipment. Those ·unidirectional radia
tions passing through the fUtcr 30 strike n re
!iector 31 whose inside surface is coated with 
crystals 32 or is covered with a ruled diffraction 
~rating. Part of the energy from the filtered 
J'3diatloru passes through the crystals 32 or gra.t
!ng and is absorbed within the shielding compos
ing reflector 3 I. Much of the remaining en
ergy striking the crystals or srating is diffracted 
or dispersed in all directions. A portion of this 
dispersed energy arrives at the collector device 
:l3 which mn.y be n.n ionization chamber, a Geiger 
Muller type tube, or other radiation sensitive de
vice. The generated signal from this radiation 
sensitive device 33 controls the output of ampli
fier U which in turn operates the glow light f 4 
described above. The shape of reflector 3 f is op
tional depending upon the length of the collector 
tube but a conical reflector is satisfactory for 
most units. The entire detecto!' head is sur
rounded with a. heavy shlrtdl"'ly 35 which blends 
into nnd !orms the reflec•., "'t the rear or the 
head. This shielding is ne'=.:'" ry to protect the 
collector tube 3~ from 1.!:i.1wa~1ted radintions. 

It is obvious that various Cl"!anges and modi
fications may be made in the details of construc
tion and design of the above specifically described 
embodiment of this invention without depart
ing from the spirit thereof, such changes and 
modifications being restricted only by the scope 
of the following claims. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A camera. for recording indications of radi

ations of short wave lengths, said camera com
prising means for directionally filtering short 
wave length radiations, means for detecting radi
ations passing through said filter means and be
ing operative to generate a signal in response 
and proportional to said det~cted radiations, 
means tor supporting and moving said fl.ltering 
and detecting means for movement in a scanning 
pattern, a light source being energized in response 
to and proportional in intensity to said signal, 
Rnd means for imparting relative movement be
tween said light source and n photoscnsitive·re
cording medium in synchronism with the scan
ning. movements of said filter and detector means, 
said detector means having a plate composed of 
an ionizing radiation sensitive substance behind 
~aid radiation filter, said plate being operative to 
r.cnerate a signal of light varying in intensity 
proportional to the intensity of the Impinging 
ionization radiation5, said signal light being nblc 
to pass through an optical light refractive means 
operable to sepo.rnte said signal and to pass the 
sa~e in at least t\\'O directions. a pair of light 
sensitive signal generative means spaced from 
said light refractive means and in the path o! 
said retracted signals, e.nd means operably con-
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nected to the output of said light sensitive means 
operable to compare the signsda received there
from and to pass said stgna.ls only when said stg .. 
nab are substa:ltia.lly equal, the output of the last 
said mean.~ being operably connected to said light 
source to operate sa.id llght source, said light 
aource being operable in respe>me to said last 
named output. · 

as.id detector me~ns having a reflector shaped 
.. m~ behind Md ln the path of sa.id radiation 

filter, the surface o! se.id last named means being 
diffra.ctive in character, said la.at no.med mea.ns 

G being operable to transmit a portion of the energy 
ot the mtered ionizing radiations to said detect
ing means, said detecting means being disposed 
within the focal region of said reflector shaped 
means, and the volume enclosed by said refiector 2. A camera for recording indications ot radia

tions o! short wave lengths, said camera com .. 
pris!Dg means for directionally filtering short 
wave length radiations, means !or detecting ra
diations passing through as.id filter means and 
being operative to generat.e a signal in response 
and proportional to 88.id detected radiations, irr 

10 shaped means being shielded from unfiltered 
:radiations. 
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This mveatioft relates to a new and improved appa· 
ruus for the detection of ndioactive partidcs. With 
the increasing use of radioactive substances, new rypes 

2 
l.dmina to Figures I r..d 2. rhc counter is f aabfkaued 

mt a pus dide H. On the upper surface or slide H 
b evaporated an elec1rically conductive coating to form 
dectrode 11. Electrode i I is contipous with the under· 

~ side of a polycrystalline film or ~ulfor u deposited lhere· 
Oft. Evaporated on to &:ae other side of sulfur film i l 
is a fort-shaped electrode U rontainin1 fin1er-like e1· 
tensions 14. for the purposes of clarity. the thickness 
of the component parts oC the counter shown in Firure 

B n 2 bas been sreatly enlar,ed. It is also apparent that 
electrodes of uy shape may be formed by properly m41sk· 
mt the other parts of the counter while Che electrode 
evaporation and deposition is talr.ini place. It should 
be noted th.at the finger-like extensions 14 on electrode 

I:; U, while providing sood electrical contact with the sulfur 
film 11. also provide a small area with respect to elec
trode 11. Therefore. a minimum of dectrical capaciry 
is achieved while still maintaining sood elect:rical con· or radiation deteclors have to be developed to provide 

better accuracy and sensitivity than is presently anil· 
abk in conventional instruments. Crysw counters have ~n 
bee& investiptcd because they ofter 1everal Miv&Jllas:es. 
They are small in size and, therefore, permit JOOd counr-

duction characteristics. 
In operation, a diff ereoce or potential is applied be· 

tween electrodes U and 13 by any suitable leads, not 
sh0W11. Under normal conditions sulfur acts as an elec· 
trical insulator so that no conduction of current between 
electrodes U and U will occur. However, we have 

iac areometl'Y in experiments. Their k>w raolvi.ng lime 
allows both higb-speed counting and fut coincidence 
COWlting. However. crystal rounr.en now being used arc 
DO more sensitive than the more conventional ionization 
chambers. That is, the conversion of energy from radio
active particles into ion pairs takes place at the u.me ntc 
for the ionization c..-hamber as foc the usual crysw counter. 
On the other hand, an appa.ntus embodying the prexnt 
invention has a much bietier rate of enercr · coo version 
in addition to the other advantages attributable to crystal 
c:ounten.. This higher energy conversion resu.Ju in a 
more efficient counter and a higher s.ipaJ-lO-D<>iae ratio. 

An apparatus can also be fabricate4, usin1 the method 
o! the pre.sent invention, which will be capable of detect· 
in1 a..nd measuring alpha pa.rtides in the presence of high 
level beta and gamma radiation. 

lt is accordingly an object of the present invention to 
~ a oew and improved cryaw COWlter for rad.io
e.ct.ive pa.rticles. 

A llCCOOd object is to provide a aev. aod i.mproYed sulfur 
• crystal count.er. 

Anod>er object oC the inveotioll is to provide a poly
crystalline sulfur counter w:b.ich will detect and rneuure 
alpb..a particles in the p~ ol i111Le11.1e ieLds of ~ 
u.d pmim radiation. 

More partic:uluiy the present invention re.la.lea to ll!I 

~tus for ·~&C detection of radioacuve particles whicb 
includes a polycrystalline sulfur film, two doicaically 
c.ductive electrodes cootiJUOus 'With tbe utur fllm, 
ll!Dei.IU for esf.ll.blishini a potential di«ereDOC ~ 
the electrodes and means for meuuring current low be· 
tween the electrodes. · 

The many objects and a.davntarea of the pre.sent in
vention may best be appreciated by refaence to the 
a.ccompanying drawings. the figures of which illuurate 
a,ppa.n.tus incorporating preferred embodiments ot the 
~nt invention and capable of carrying out the method 
of tbe invention. In the drawinis: 
Fi~ 1 is a pla.n view of a preferred embodiment 

o( the apparatu1. 
Figure 2 is a £Cctional view taken along the line l--2 

of Fi,ure 1. 

:,::-, found that when the sulfur is placed in a radioactive 
field. radioactive particles impinging on the sulfur will 
form ion pairs therein and provide a current conduction 
path between electrodes U and 13. Therefore, by 
meuuring the amplitude and the rate of occurrence of 

!\O the resulting current pulses between electrodes 11 and 
13, an indication of the intensity level of the radiation 
6eki ii obtained. 

Referring to Figure S, a block diairam of an apparatus 
for meuurin1 the respome of the counter is shown. 

~;j The counter, indicated senerally by the arrow le, ha.s 
one side connected to the negative side of a direct current 
power supply 31. The other side of the counter is 
connected to th~ positive side of supply 31 through a 
resistor 32. Acr0$S resistor ll is connected the input · 

40 of a cooventioa.al low noise preamplifier 4' by means of 
conducton 41 and 42. The output of preamplifier 449 
is ~eel to the input of a conventional linear am· 
plifier 5e through conductor 51. The amplifier St out· 
put is · applied to a scaler 60 by means of conductor 

4!i 61 and is also applied OD coaductor 61 to a voltmeter 
'3udu~'4. 
~ the crystal counter is placed in a radioactive 

6eld, the radioactive particles impinging OD counter Jt. 
fonn a. cooductanee path, as described herein above, with '° a resulting current fk>y.. .. between the electrodes. The 
cum::at pu&in1 throurh resistor ll 1ives rise to a voltage 
,,WX applied ao the input of preamplifier 44) by means 
of c:::onduaon 41 ud 'l. The amplified pulse is applied 
OD c::ooductor 51 to ampli6er St where further amplif.-

li.'1 catioo takes place. The output of amplifier ·so is applied 
throush conductor 61 to scaler U ""·here it is counted 
ud recorded. ly recording the number of current pulses 
occwrini ir:l a measured time interval, it is possible to 
determine the aumber of particles per second arriving 

fin at the counter lt. Tbe amplitude of the output pulse 
of amplifier H can be meuured by either voltmeter 6J 
oc~'4. 

Electronic in£tru .ieots which have been found satis
factory for meuurini the out.put pulses of the sulfur 

Fi~ure 3 is a 
the apparatus. 

plan view of a second embodiment of fl:'i counter are a Model 204-B linear amplifier manufactured 

Figure 4 i' a ectiooal view taken a.long the lme "'-" 
o! Fi&ure 3. 

Figure S is a 5.chematic d.i&gt"a.m lhowini the relation· 
ship berweec the crystal counter of rbe present invention 
bid c:ooventioo.al ekctronic apparatus for~ the 
~ al dll.c COWlter. 

by the Atomic Instrument Compal"!y of Boston, Ma~
c:hwett,, and a Model GS-6 s.c:aJer manufactured by the 
Technic.al Associates Company of Glendale. Californi:::. 
Mea..swUig instrumenls such ~s the Hewlett Packard Type 

70. 400A Vacuum Tube Voltmeter and the Dumont Type 
20& OK'ill.oKope can abo be used. 
~ form of 5Ulfur COWBler embodying the pre.-
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ent invention is lhown in Fisures 3 and 4. In this 
embodiment lhe crystal counter is mounted oc a ,Sua 
.,tale H and _is fabricated in the following manner: 

used in A m::anncr sintil:u lo llh'r.: L'\rL'n ,l\·t: rootomulfj. 
plier lubes ttu1 ni:c:1rrin; it r:m•h -.;;utkr 'f':s.:c: rh.;an 
rre\C'nrly :n-oai' .sf.II: rub.:!> . 

'Whik lhc uh·111 f1. 1t~:U\ o( lhi' inv4!'nlio., h.1,·c ~c:n 
d!.'i:°ri~cJ in cJ~1;1il "·ith re,P<: .. "f 10 ;a k,,. cmi'lcJimc:r:1'. 
i1 ·"'ill. o( cour\(.'. ~ ap('.1rc:ll 1h.·1 ncmcw.-, mo.lifi :-.· 
tions may be r:ladc "'·irhin lhc: "l"ir:1 ar.J "-=<-re' of thi' 
invention e1nd it h, rherdorc. ""' J..-,ir""J 10 limit the 
invention to ~·.c c'\acl dc:t;ail' 'ho\4 i c:\ .. ·1.·r1 ;~ Ml far ,., 

Ju ti1 .. y m:iy be <ldincJ in the: follcrn•ini; daif"!!>. 

The plate '.."~:u.s H is coateJ comrtetely with an eke· 
tric'ally conductive pl:uinJ such as aluminum. An inter· !!I 

lacins; finser-1ikc electroJe structure is leribed in the 
aluminum to fonn 2 plurality or lateral extensions or 
61ingers .. 17 and H spaced from ClilCh other. All or 
the '"finizers .. 17 are connected to a section U of the 
solid coating and the '"fingers .. U are connected to a 
111CCtion it. A polycrystalline sulfur film 21 is ahen 
deposited over lhe entire electrode structure and between 
the '"fingers" 17 and U. Jn this embodiment. therefore. 
both electrodes arc on the same side of the sulfur film 
but are electrically insulated from one a.nother. This 
electrode Jtructure again has the advanta~ that ad· 
jacent electrode areas are very 'tmall. thereby pro\-·iding 
minimum electrical capacitance therebetwecn but still 
permitting a ~ electrical conductance path. This 
embodiment operates in the same manner as the counter 
de~ribed with respect 10 Figures I and 2. The im· 
pinl?ing radioactive particles release ions in the sulfur 
film and provide conductance paths between adjacent 
electrodes. The resultin1: current &ow may be measured 
with the circuit of Figure 5 or any similar conventional 
current measuring circuit. 

We :l.1im: 
1. Appararus for the dc1c:1ion of radioacrive partidc' 

which comprises. in comhin:uior. a polycrystalline sul
fur film in it\ r.Nn~al non·;.·o,c:1.:1i,·e \l:.:!c. ¥wo clc.:· 

J.; 1:,-:des m<"untcd C'!'I said film anJ m:i!..ir.r de. 1:-;.;;,I CC'n· 

t:ict thcrewi1h. s.iid ele;trodc!. t.eing insL:latcd from one 
aooth·:r. mc.m~ il1r cstahlishi~s a· p01en1i::l ::f;fkrcn~e 
l>ctwc::.n s.'liJ ekct:cxleo; whereby the impi:ige~nt oi Si:liJ 
r:idioac:i"rc p:lrticlcs on s~iJ sulfur film pb:e" niJ film 

!O i·~ a cond:.i:1h·c stale and means for me:m1rin; ~-,~rren; 
fl.'lw!n~ rctu :::n lhe ele.:trod::,. 

2. Appar3tU<; for the de1e:tion of radioJ.:th·e p;;rn.:-1:. .. 
"''hich comprises. in combinatio!'I, a polycrys:alline sul· 
fur film in iC.i norm:.il n<'nh:or.Juc1!\·c s1;;1~. two ck~-

2.; tr.:>des moun1cd on opposite si<ks of -;:liJ !mlf ur film a!ld 
m:s.J..i:is ele.:tri:al contact rhcr~wilh. nic;ins for e.,l4iblish· 
ing a potential differe!i:e bctwern said eJ:::trodcs wherel'ty 
the impingemenl of s:liJ r:icfo~~ctive partideli. or. said 
S'.!lfur film causes said film tC\ become conductfre and 

H th~ pt1J:;.;ry::.talhn-: sulfur film is depctsited in a very 
thin layer. for c>..:i.mple. in the order of :?O to -4\l m:.;rons 
thick. cx:cllcnt discrimination between alpha particles 
and beta and f::i:nma radiation results. The beta and 
gamma particles pass throush the thin sulfur film with
out any effect but the less penetrating alpha particle "·ill 
be absorbed in the sulfur film. The resulting conduction 
current t-ccween the ele;trodes is du~ solely to the ion 
pairs formed by the alpha parti::les. 

In the usual cn·stal counter or air ionization chamber. 
an alpha p.;.ni:ic: ·with an energy of l\\'O million electron 
volts will form approximately fifty-seven thousand ion 
pairs or one i.Jn plir for approximately every thirty-five 
electron \'Olh. Or. the other h3nd. a polycrystalline sul
fur counter fat-:-i.::ated in the manner described herein 
can form app1oximately tll.rce hundred thousa1;J ion 
pairs in response to an alph:i parti.:lc of one million 
electron volts or one ion p:tir for approximately eve_r;· 
&ix electron ,·ob.. The ->ulfur crystal counter is. there
fore. approximately six times as sensitive as the us!.Jal 
crystal co:.mte:. · 

Typi.;aJ dimensions of a counter that has operated 
&atisfactorily is a sulfur film thic'-ness of thirty.five 
microns with spacing between ele.::trode "fingers- of ten 
to one hu:1dred microns. The difference of potential aj:'
plied bet1.1.·een ele:;rodes •,1,:;1c;; four hundred and seventy 
volts. 

The sulfui crystal counter can also be used as part 
of an improved s.cintillation counter by depositing a lumi· 
nes.cent material ll 'uch as anthracene on the sulfur film 
ll o~ Figure 4. It is known that radioactive particles 
impinging upon su.:h a lumines.::cnt material will cause 
it to emil photons. It has been found that the response 

30 means for measl!rin~ curr~:ll no"' in!; b.;:&\•. c~ri rhc de::· 
trodes. 

3. Appar:ltus for the detc.:tion of radioactive particle'\ 
which comprises. in combination, : polycrystalline sul· 
fur film. t~·o c!.-:ctrcdes mounted on one side of s.aid 

3.; sulfur film and makin~ electrical contit;;t therewith. saiJ 
electrodes 1:-:ing ele.:uically inscbt~d from one another 
and h:ivin& interlod.ing fingc:r·lii..e later:.il cxte1~siom. 
means for esublishin~ a potcn:i.al diffcren:-e bct\'-'Ce!i 
said electrodes and means for me<!suring current f\owin~ 

40 between the ele.:trodes. 
4. Th<! app_:-:i:us of claim ::. ''herein :i lur.~ir.~scen: 

material is mounted on said sulfur film. 
5. Apparatus for the detectiC'n of alph:i particles in 

the prese:i.::e of strOn£ fields of bet::.i an<l ramma r.u.lia· 
4,j ti\)n which comprises. in combin:iti:"ln. a po!ycrystallinc 

film of sulfur between ::!O and 40 mi:rons in thi.:>.ne.:.s. · 
said sulfur film being in its. nNm.::I non-conductive 
state, a. first electrode mak.in& electrical cont<sct v.ith said 
sulfur film, a se;;ond electrode m:ikb~ ele;t:-i.::d contat.:1 

:,:• with said sulfur film, said first :.nd second elcc:trod~s 
being insulated from one ano:her. means for <ipplyins 
a ... ::nential difference be1ween said ekctrodes whereby 
impingement of said radioactive panicles on said sulf:Jr 
film causes said film to become electrically conductive 

:, -, and means for me.:i.suring current ftowinG between said 
electrodes. 

kefuea.ces Cked in the file of this patent 

UNITED STATES PATENTS 
of thin polycrystalline films of sulfur to photons is similar c·1 
to that above·des::ribed for radioactive particles. There· 
fore. the sulfur crystal will releas.e a.n amount of ioos 
proportional to the number of impinging photons. The 
ions. can be dete.:ted by a circuit such as the one shown 
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2,999,933 
RADIATION RESPONSIVE MEANS 

2 
plane. Suitable means are provided for moving the 
drum in e~ch of the two plan •c: whereby chnnges in eleva
tion and azimuth are effected ju the pointing of the drum. 
While such means m:ty be either manual or power oper· Charles F. Green, Schenectady, ~.Y., amgnor!' by mesnc 

assignments, to the United States of America as rep· 
resented by the Secretary of War 

Filed Nov. 29, 1939, Ser. No. 306,753 
2 Claims. (Cl. 250-83.3) 

5 ated. the former is illustrated for the sake of simplicity; 
thus the handwheel 5 operates through the worm 6 and 
wormwheel 1 to move the drum in the vertical plane 
:ind th:: h=ind\vhcel 8 operates through the worm 9 and 

This invention relntes tc. apparatus for detecting distant 
objects by means of the thermal radiation from such 10 
objects anti more particularly it is directed to :i thermal
responsivc detecting apparatus including nn ev~cuated 
tuhc containini.: thermo·clcctric generating units by means 

wormwheel 10 to mo·1e the drum in the horizontal plane. 
Within th .. drum is mounted the parabolic reflector 12 

in the focal region of which is arranged the r&idiation 
r~sponsive means contained within the envelope IJ w!1:ch 
is supported from the drum by the pedestal 14. The 
rndintion responsive means iltustrnted comr>rises the two of which distnnt invisible objc~ts may be detected by 

their heat radiatfon. 
Investigators in this particulnr field of research have 

experienced considerable difficulty in obtaining reliable 
indications with existing nppar&itus due to differences in 

15 similar therm~junctions 15 nnd 16 which are mounted 
within m:1d near one end of the evacuated envelope 13. 
This envelope is represented .as comprising the glass po!"
Lion 17 h~ving the metallic end portion 18, which for 

the radiation received from different portions of the me
dium constituting the surrounding field or background of 20 
the object. For cx.implc. when searching the sky for an 
airplane which may be invisible, changes in radiation 
received from diff ercnt portions of the sky and other 
changes in radiation such as those due to the effect of 
clouds have produced indications which have been con- 25 
fused with those due to i.he radiation from the object 
sought. 

It is therefore one of the objects of ~~is invention to 
provide an improved thermal·responsive detecting appa
ra~us which :ivoids the difficulty mentioned by utilizing 30 
a radiation receiving means including an evacuated tube 
cont~ining dual thermo-electric generating units which 
are associated within the tube in such a manner that while 
the receiving means will be effective to detect the object 
sought. the ne.:essary compensation for variations in back- 35 
ground radiation will be automatically made to render 
the indications of the 2pparatus independent of ch::mJ?es 
in background. -

Another object of this invention is to provide a thumal
responsive detecting apparatus embodying an evacuated 40 
glass envelope having a rock-s2lt window and containing 
a pair of thenno-junctions, the elements of the junctions 
being interconnected within the tube so as to afford auto
matic compensarion for background var;aticns. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a detect- 45 
ing appar:?tus having a thermo-couple vacuum ·tube ar
ranged in the focal region of a reflector, the tbt?rmo-tube 
containing a pair of aligried thermo-junctions connected 
within the tube to oppose each other, the thermo-couple 
vacuum tube being mounted in the drum so that the focal 5o 
pOint of the reflector passes through the junction line of 
one of the junctions within said tube. 

With these ~nd other objects in view, this invention 
conc;!sts in certain details of construction, combination 
and arr~ngernent of parts to be more particularly herein- 55 
after described and claimed. 

Referring more p:1rticularly to the accompanying draw
ings in wh:Ch like parts are design&i.ed by similar 7efer
ence characters: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevation partly in section of apparatus 60 
ilh1stratins one embodiment of the instant invention; 

FIG. 2 is a scctio1i.:i~ized perspective of the rock-s::-H 
window vacuum tube and illustratin~ the arrangement of 
the thcrmal·,ouplc \inits therein, and 

FTG. 3 is a fragment:1ry detnil of a modiiied form of 65 the thermol-couplc units and illustrating a modification 

example may be a silver sleeve, and the window or end 
plate 19 of a r:idiation transmitting materi&il such as 
rock-salt. The sleeve has a thin tapering edge at both 
ends, the glass being fused over the inner end and the 
outer end being made vacuum tight with the window by 
a suitable seal such as silver chloride, which construction 
is descr_ibed and claimed in the copending application of 
August, J. Kling, Serial No. 306,750, filed November 29, 
1939, for Thermo-Couple Tube, now Patent No. 2,543,-
369. 

The two therm~junctions comprise similar strips ar
ranged adjacent and parallel to each other and each com
posed of two thermo-electrically dissimilar metals. 
These juncti.:>n strips have been made by wel<ling together 
thin plates of the desired materials at their edges and 
then rolling down the welded plates until they attain the 
desired thinness which is of the -order of 6 to I 0 millionths 
of an inch. Since the direction of the rolling has been 
transversely of the strip or in the direction of the junc
tion line 20 the wcld~rl connection between the two metals 
is preserved even though the thickness of the resulting· 
strip is reduced to only a few millionths of an inch. 
Various metals may be employed to form these thermo-
junctions. Very successful results, however, have been 
obtained by employing for one element of the junction 
aa alloy composed of nickel 44%. copper 55.5% and 
iron 0.5% commonly known as .. Copnic," and for the 
other element an ::i.lloy composed of nickel 90% and 
chromium l 0%. commonly known as .. Chromel." As
suming th~t the appar:itus is to be used for horizontal 
searching. that is, the drum and reflector arc to be swung 
in azimuth at a given elevation, the two thermo-junction 
strips are arranged vertically as shown in FIG. 2. If the 
rate of heat transfer of one metal is the same as that of 
the other the junction line 20 will be arranged in the 
middle of e:ich strip, otherwise the relative lengths of the 
two components of each strip will be proportioned to 
provide equ::il heat transfer to the two ends thereof. To 
i~se the heating cff ect of the radiation at the vicinity 
of the jnnctil'n lines a transverse black band may ti:: 
pain!ed or otherwise formed on each junction over the 
junction.line as shown at 21. 

The two similar thermo-junctions nre connected to 
oppose each other. FIG. 2 shows, for example, the two 
negative ends of the junctions connected tt'lgether hy 
~cing secured to the bar 23 which is supported by the 
wire 24 and the twl) positive ends connected with the 
external circuit. These two ends arc secured to the bars 

in the elccr.rical arrangement of said units. 
In the illustrated embodiment characterizing this in

venti:.m and with reference to FIG. 1, there is shown a 
dnim l whi1.:h is pivotally mounted :1t 2 on the arms of 

70 
a yoke. 3 for oc;cillation in a vertical plane. Yoke 3 is 
pivotally mounted on base 4 for oscillation in a horizontal 

25 and 26 which arc supported by the wires 27 and 28 
respectively, mounted in tt '! stem of the envelope. The 
wires 24. 27 :rnd 28. connect with 24a. 27a ~nd Z8a of 
terminal panel A. Terminals Z7h-28b of this panel arc 
connected vi:i conductors 27c-28c with the input side 
of an amplifier 31, the output side of which is connectcu 
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· to a s!litable indicstor in the nature of milliammeter 30, In FIG. 2. the ·two thermo-Junctions are shown con· 
as clearly shown in FIG. 1 of the drawing. neci.:d in series with the external circuit. In the modi-J 

As pointed out above the two thermo-junctions are ar· fie~ form illustrated by FIG. 3 the two junctions are 
ranged in the focal region of the reflector, whereby nn shown connected together in parallel with the external 
image of the field of ob:;c:rvatian, represented oy the small t> circuit, the positive end of ot,. junction being connected 
dotted circl.e 32, is formed thereon, the two junctions with tho negative end of the other junction through the 
being affected by different but adjacent portions of taid bars 33 and 34. The junctions are supported in the 
field. With the above-described apparatus one is able envelope and connected with Hie external circuit by the 
to detect the presence of an object in the field of view if two wires 35 and 36 which correspond to wires 27-28, 
the radiation received from the object is greater or less 10 ofFIG. 2. t 

than that received from the remainder of the field or In conclusion it will be apparent the instant invention 
bacJ<iround for if the rarliJtion image of the object falls provides a detecting apparatus which not only affords de-
on either junction strip the resulting change in tempera- pendable ind~..;ations withou! regard to background varia-
ture thereof will ca us(: a deflection to be m:!<le by tl1e indi- tions, but also. owing to. the manner of interconnecting 
cator 3(). If the image does not happen to fall on the 15 the junction strips within the tube. will materially incre::.se 
junctfon line the operator by suitably changing the eleva- the sensitivity of the apparatus. 
tion of the drum may cause the image to fall directly on Having described my invention, what I claim as newt 
the junction line thereby giving a maximum reading. If and wish to secure by Letters Patent is: 
the object is moving, for example an airplane, and the 1. A detector comprising a high vacuum thermo-couple : 
drum is held in a fixed position and directed toward a 20 tube including :i window transpar..:nt to thermal raciia- · 
certnin portion of the sky, an indication will ~ given tion, a pair of coplanar thermo-electric generating units · 
when the image of lhe object p:isses one strip or the other. arranged in side-by-side relation within said tube. the 
A similar effect will be produced if the drum i$ oscillated plane of said units being immediately to the rear of and 
in a searching 09er&tion whereby the image of the object parallel with the window of said tube, each unit beicg 
sought is caused to sweep past the one strip or the other. 25 composed of a pair of vertically disposed narrow flat 

As a result of the connection and arrangement of the strips of electrically dissimilar conductors of an order of 
thermo-junctions which bas been shown and described thinness within the range of 6 to 10 millionths of an inch, 
above, whereby the two junctions are connected to op- the strips of each unit being 'Jnited to each other along 
pose each other. compensation. is atuomatically made for a horizontally disposed junction line arranged intermediate 
changes in the amount of radiation received from di.ffe&ent 30 of the strips and being coextensive with their widths, the 
portions of the sky or for changes in the aL~1ount of rad.ia- junction lines of one pair of strips forming a continua-
tion received due to the effect of clouds or to other atmos- tion of the other pair of said strips, the :iespective units 
pheric conditions. Such changes in the background radia- being electrically connected in opposition within said tube 
tion affect both thermo-junctions equally for it will be for automatically compensating for changes in background 
seen that since the junctions are similar in construction 35 radiation. 
and are similarly.mounted, being exact duplicates, where- 2. An apparatus for detecting distant bodies by thermal 
by the rate of heat transfer is the same for both and since radiation comprising means for collecting and bringing to 
i.ney are connected to oppose each other the voltage due a focus the thermal emanations from a distant body. 
to background radiation of one neutralizt".s that of the means adjacent said focus for translating thermal to 
other with the re:;ult that the indicator shows no defiec- 4C electrical energy and an electro-responsive indicating de-
tion. A further result of the opposing arrangement of vice in electrical relation with said last-mentioned means. 
the two thermo-junctions is that the direction of the de- said last-mentioned means comprising a highly evacuated 
fiection of the indicator shows which of the two junctions tube provided with a window transparent to thermal radfa-
is affected by the image of the object being sought. Pre- tion, a pair of coplanar tbermo-eleci:ric generating units 
ferably the thermo-junctions are so mounted in the drum 45 arranged in side-by-side relation within said tube, the 
that the focal point of the reflector and hence the axis plane of said units being immediately to the rear of and 
thereof, passes through the junction line :lO of one junc- parallel with the window of said tube, each unit being 
tion which junctio:i will be used for the detection of radi- composed of ~ pair of vertically disposed narrow fiat 
ating bodies while the other will serve to compensate for strips of electrically dissimilar conductors of an order 
changes in background radiation. By means of well ;;o of thinness within the range of 6 to 10 ::-::!!io:-:!!:s of an 
known apparatus, not shown on the drawing, including a inch, the strips of each unit being united to each other 
suitable dial controlled by the position of the drum, the along a horizontally disposed junction line arranged inter-
operator may re2d off the position of the radiating body mediate of Llie strips and being c~xtensive with their 
in azimuth and in el.!vation when the meter reading is 55 widths. the junction lines of one pair of strips forming 
maximum. If the position of the body is changing in a continuation of the otter pair of said strips, the re-
azimuth or elevation the operator by the proper manipu- spective units being electrically connected in opposition 
lation of the hand wheels 8 and S while watching the within said tube for automatically compensating for 
indicator may keep the dnnn trained on the body. changes in baGkground radiation. 

Obviously the envelope 13 containing the thermo-junc-
60 tions may be mounted in the drum with the junction strips 

arranged horizontally instead of vertically as shown, in 
which case the drum would be adapted to be swung in ele
vation rather than in· azimuth in searching for radiating 
bouies. 

65 To correct for any small ciifferenccs in resistance in 
the thermo-junction that may occur in mandaciure, a. 
suitable network (not shown) may be connected between 
the terminals 24a-28b vfa the conductors 24b-28c, 
as shown in FIG. 2 of the drawings, whereby th .. two 70 junctions may have equal resistances when exposed to 
equal amounts of radiation so that the pointer of the 
indicator will stand ~t zero. 
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Pa.tented Sept. 12, 1961 

1 
2.999,934 

RADIATION DETECTOR AFPARATL'S 
Laurens A. Taylor, ScbenectAdy, N.Y., assignor, by mesue 

assignments, to the United States of America as repre- ~ 
seated by the Secretary of War u 

Filed Nov. ~9, 1939, Ser. No. 306,755 
7 Claim>;. (Cl. 250-83.3) 

2 
invcnion to provide n .. line" the1mo-couple tube having 
its thermo-couple strips arranc;od nnd proportioned to 
provide a "pickup" nngJe which will greatly facilitate sys. 
tcma~ic searching. · 

In the illust!ated embodiment characterizing this in
vention a drum 1 is pivotally mounted nt 2 between the 
arms of a yoke 3 which is swivelly supported on base 4. 
This arrangement permits vertical and horizontal os.cilla-

111is invention relates to thermo-responsive devices for tion of the drum as clearly shown in FIG. l of the draw-
locating distant objects by thermo-radiation and it con- 10 ings. Suitable means are provided for moving the drum 
stitutes a further development of the apparatus fer de- in each of the two planes whereby changes in elevation 
tecting distant objects by heat radiation described and :md azimuth may be effected for the purpose of pointing 
claimed in the copending application ~f Charles F. Green, the drum. While . :ich means may be manual or power 
filed November 29, 1939, Serial No. 306,753. oper:1ted, the former is illustrated for the sake of sim-

One object of this invention is to provide a thermo- 15 plicity; thus, the handwheel 5 operates through :he wom1 
responsive detector adapted to be used in connection with 6 and worm-wheel 7 to move th~ drum in the vertical 
collector-thermo-couple-amplifier-indicator systems, which plane ~nd the handwheel 8 functions through worm 9 
will materially- facmtate the detection of distant objects and worm-wheel 10 to move the drum in the horizontal 
by said systems. owing to its simplicity and rapidity in phme. . 
response and angle .:>f pickup. 20 Within the drum is mounted the reflector 12 in the 

Another object of this invention is to provide a thenito- focal reg!on of which is arranged :i line thermo-couple 
responsive detecting device of the character specified hav- tube 13, the tube being suitably supported on the upper 
ing a plurality of thermo-couple strips arranged and pro- end of a standard 14 as shown in FIG. 1 of the draw-
portioned so that said device when used with n suitably ings. This device comprises two thermo-couple strips 
dimensioned reflector wia afford a wide vertical accept- 25 15 and 16, which are in the present instance horizontally 
ance angle or spread, partkularly useful in systeil":Uic disposed and :irranged in end to end refation with the 
se:irching for unseen targets. juncti~:i lines 2-0 extending vcrtic::illy, as clearly shown in 

Another object of this invention is to provide a detect- FIG. 2 of the drawings. 
ing apparatus equipped with a thermo-responsive device The thermo-couple strips 15 ;u::d 16 are mounted with-
in the nature of an evacuated tube provided with a win- 30 in and near one end of an evacuated envelope 17. Th.is 
dow having a high transmission coefficient and contain- envelope comprises a glass portion 18 having a metallic 
ing a pair of suitably disposed thermO..Couple strips, in- end portion 19, which iri. the present instance is a silve:-
terconnected within the tube to afford "bucking.. out- sleeve and a window or end plate 21 having a high trans· 
puts, the respective len8th of the strips being such as to mission coefficient, such as rock-salt. The sleeve has a 
provide a vertical acceptance angle, suit'1ble for system- 35 thin tap:red edge at both ends, the glass being fused 
atic searching. · over the inner end. and the outer end of the sleeve is 

Another object of this invention is to provide a de- made vacuum tight with the rock-saJt window by a suit-
tecting apparatus, including a thermo-responsive detector able seal such as silver chloride. which construction is 
in the nature of an evacuated tube having :1 rock-salt win- described and claimed in the copendir~ application of 
dow and containing a pair of horizontal disposed thermo- 40 August J. Kling. filed November 29, 1939, Serial No. 
couple strips folded within the tube to provide the 306.750, now Patent No. 2,593,369. 
requisite spacing for their vertically extending junction Each of the thenno-couple strips 15 and 16 is com-
lines. posed cf two thermo-electrica.Ily dissimilar metals welded 

With these and other objects in view, this invention together along the junction line 20. These theraio-
consists in certain r.ovel details of construction, combi- 45 couple strips have been· made by welding together thin 
I!ation and arrangement of parLS to be more pa.rticularly pl::ites of the desired material at their edges and then 
hereinafter described and claimed. rolling down the welded plates until they obtain the de-

Referring more pa...t..icularly to the accompanying draw- sired thinness. which is of the order of 6 to 10 millionths 
ings in which parts are designated by similar reference of an inch. Since the direction of the rolling is t:rans-
characters: oo versely of the strip, or in other words. in the direction 

FIG. 1 is 3 sectionized diagrammatic view of a col- of the junction line 20, the welded connection between 
lector-thenno-couple-ampfifier-indica.tor system illustrat- the ~wo metals is p:-eserved even though the thickness 
ing one embodiment of the instant invention; of the resulting strip is reduced to a fe\v ·millionths of 

FIG. 2 is 2 sectionized perspective view of the thermo- an inc!'?. Very successful results have been obtained by 
responsive detecting device adapted to be used in con- 55 employing fo~ one element of the thermo-couple strip an 
nection with the :ipparatus shown in FIG. 1. and illus- alloy composed of nickel 44%, copper 55.5% :ind iron 
trating the arrangement, mounting and connectio::ls of 0.5%, commonly known as .. Copnic," and for the other 
the thermo-couple strips within the tube: element of the thermo-couple strip an alloy composed of 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary det:iiled perspective of the nickel 90% and chromium 10%, commonly known as 
lh"!rme>-couple strips within the i:!etector tube; and CO "Chrome!." 

FIG. 4 is :i perspective ;.iew of a modificacion of Assuming that the apparatus is to be used for hori-
thermo-coup1e strips !:hown in FTGS. 2 and 3. 7.ontal searching. that is. the dnim and reflector are to . 

In the form of thermo-couple as described and claimed ~>e S\VUng in azimuth at a given elevation. the two thenno-
in the application of Charles F. Green, filed November couple strips IS and 16 as previously stated are arranged 
29, 1939, Serial No. 306,753. rhe junction strips are 65 horizcnlaily in an end to end relation with the junction 
mounted side by side and connected in such a manner lines 20 extending vertically. The_ two ji.:nctions :ire 
that their octputs are in "bucking'' rela~ion. Wl1ile use- connected in series and ir. a reverse manner. the two 
ful in background investigations, determination and com- outer elements. which are of one: polarity being secured 
parison of ranges and characteristics of systems, this type to support bars 2.5. :ind 26, and the t\vo inner or intcr-
of thermo-<ouple tube, owing to it! limited .. pickup .. an- 70 mediate elements which are of the oppo!;!tc pol:trity 
gle is not suited to systematic searching for distant. tar- bcin~ secured to tbe intermediate b::i.r 23. 
gets. It is therefore the aim and purpose of the instant With this type of thermo-couple ~rip ~he kn~ of 
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each Junction line 20 Is from three to seven times the 
length of the jum .. -tion line disclosed in the thermo-couple 
strips described and claimed in the hercinabovc mentioned 
appli<:atioo of Charles F. Green. The wid!h of each 
junction is therefore many times the diameter of the 
image represented, f o:- exnmplo, by tho dotted circle 21n cs 
of the radiating body. The lengths of the eleotrically 
dissimilar metals forming each thermo-couple strip are 
substantially equal, the exact lengths being such that the 
rates of heat conduction to the supporting bars, con
sidering the heat conducting properties of the materials, IO 
nre equal. The intermediate !>ar 23 is approximately 
twice the size of each of the outer bars 25 and 26. 
whereby it hns :ipproximately twice the he.it capadty 
thereof. The junction 1ine 20 is substantially in the 

15 middle of each strip, but in order to bring the two 
junction lines closer together the inner elements 15a-
l 6a of the thermCKouple strips 15 and 16 are bent back
ward ns shown in FIGS. 2, 3 and 4. By thu:; bringing 
the two junction ·lines 20 closer together, one junction 

20 can be made to respond to a background region of radia
tion which is closer to the body whose radiation effects 
the other -junction. By connecting the thermo-couple 
strips so that they oppose :::.ch other, in so far as back
ground radiation is concerned, the one thermo-junction 

25 will exactly balance the other and no indication will be 
given by the indicating meter, hereinafter to be 
referred to. 

The two thenno-coup!e strips are mounted with the 
outer elements as well as the ad;acent portions of the ~0 inner elements in the focal region of the reflector and 
are horizontally offset so that the focal point of the re
flector falls on one junction line 24> at approximately the 
middle thereof. As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the inner 
bar 23 is connected to and supported by the wire~ which 35 extends through the stem of the tube to the exterior • 
thereof and is connected to terminal 14a of the terminal 
block A. The outer bars 25 and 26 are affixed to and 
supportee by the wires 27 and 28 which extend through 
the stem of the tube, as clearly shown in FIG. 2. and are ~0 connected to terminals 27a and 28a of terminal block A. 
These terminals 27a-and 28a are connected via con
ductors 27b-28b with the input side of an amplifier 31. 
The output s!de of amplifier 3'1 is connected through suit
able conductors to a rn.illiammeter indicator 32, as shown 'I> 
in F1G. 2 of the drawings. 

To correct for small differences in resistance in thermo
junction that may occur in manufacture, a balancing net
work (not shoW<!) may be connected via conductors 
24b--?7 c between terminals 27 a-24a. whereby the two 50 
thermo-couple strips may have equal resistances when 
exposed to equal amounts of radiation, thus retaining the 
pointer of the indicator at zero. 

4 
apnce the vertically extending junot.lon lines, a. dlstance 
which c'!pericnce has den;onstrnted gives the most ef. 
fective re..'luJts, and thut when this tube is mounted In the 
focal region of a suitably dimensioned reflector, nnd 
connected to an amplifier-indicntor system, ns shown in 
FIG. 1, there is provided a detectha~ _appar:t.tua which is 
sensitive over a long range, rapid in response and effi
cient i.n searching for unseen targets, owing to its rela
tiveiy wide angle of pickup. 

Hnving described my invention, what 1 claim as new 
imd wish to secure by Letters Patent is= 

1. In an apparatus for locating distant bodies by 
thermo-r::idiation, 'Tleans for collecting and focusing the 
heat radiation from a distant body to form a thermal 
image thereof, me:>.ns within the focal region of the col
lected heat radiation for translating thermal into elec-
trical energy, said means includicg an evacuated vessel 
provided with a rock-salt window, thermo-responsive 
means wi•.hin the vessel, said means beins electri~alty 
connected in opposition to effect automatic compensa
tion for changes in background radiation anfl includ
ing a pair of vertically extending lateraI'.y spaced thermal 
junction lines, the latter being such as to provide a rel
atively wide vertical acceptance angle, one of said ther
mal junction ·lines· being positioned to receive the ther
mal image formed by said first-mentioned means and 
an indicating device in electrical relation ·with said 
thermo-responsiYe means. 

2. In an apparatus for locating distant bodies by 
thermo-radiation, means for collecting and focusing the 
heat radiation from a dist:?nt body to form a thermal im
nge thereof, means within the focal region of the col
lected heat radiation for translating thermal into eiec
<trical energy, said means including an evacuated vessel 
provided with a rock-salt window, thermo-responsive 
means within the vessel. said means including a pair of 
thermo-couple strips :irranged in end to end relation and 
electricillly connected in opposition to effect automatic 
compensation for changes in background radiation. each 
of said strips including a thermal junction line extending 
transversely of its length and coextensive with its ·width. 
the length of said coextensive line being such as to 
afford a relatively wide vertical acceptance angle. one of 
said thermal junction lines being positioned to receive 
foe thermal image formed by said first-mentioned means 
and an eiectro-responsive indicator in electrical n:laticn 
v,ith the thermo-couple strips. 

3. In an apparatus for locating distant bodies by 
thermo-radiation, means for collecting and focusing heat 
radiation from a distant body to form a thermal image 
thereof, means within the focal region of foe coiiecied 
beat radiation for translating thermal into electrical en
ergy, said means including an evacuated vessel provided 
wit!l a rock-salt window and containing a pair of thermo
couple strips of a predetermined order of thinness and 
electrically connected in opposition, to effe::t automatic 
compensation for changes in background radiation. each 
of said strips including a thermal junction line extendinr. 
transversely -thereof and being of a length to afford n 
wide vertical acceptance angle, one of said thermal junc
tion lines being disposed to receive the thermal image 
fonned by said first-mentioned means. and an electric
::-esponsive indicator in electrical relation with thermn
cour' ~ strips. 

The form of thermo-<;oup!e strip which is shown in 
FIGS. 2 and 3, and which is relatively wide, giving a rel- 6~ 
ative long junction line 20 is cquivalen~ to a number of 
narrower thermo-couple strips connected in parallel. In 
certain cases it may be desirable to employ a number of 
narrow thermo-couple strips a."ld connect them in series 
relation. Such an arrangement is shown in FIG. 4, in 60 
which several narrow thermo-<:ouple strips 15b-16b arc 
supported by separate bars of which adjacent bars of 
one polarity are mounted upon the insulating supf>OrtS 
27d. as clearly shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings. The 
thermo-junction strips :ire suitably cvonected in series M 
by -the conductors Z9a-29b. Jt has been found that for 
thermo-co'!..lple strips constructed of the same materials 
and ha,;;;£; the s:lme area, series or pnrnllel connections 
will give equal power output, provided the load resistance 
is ma!ched to the thermo-junction. 70 

In conclusion, it will be seen that this invention pre
sents a detecting apparatus, embodying a high vacuum 
.. line" thermo-<=auple tube bavir.g a rock-salt window and 
containing a pair of thermo-couple junction strips, con
nected in .. bucking" relatlon and folded in a manner to 'f 6 

4. rn an apparatus for locating distant bodies by thermo
rndiation, means for collecting :md fcx:usin~ the heat r:l
diati~-:i from a distant body to form a thennal inia!fe 
thereof, means within the focal region of the rollcctcd 
heat radiation for translating thermal into electrical en
ergy, said means including an evacuated vessel provided 
with a rock-salt window. thermo-responsive means ,,.;th
in the vessel, said :neans embodying a pair of thermo
couple strips of a predetermined order of thinness :tr
ranged in end to end relation and electrically connected 
in opposition to effect automatic compen$:1ti0n for 
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5 
chnnges in bncksround radiation. each of sniJ strips em
bodying a vertically disposed thermo-junction line co
extensive with the width of the strip. the thermo-junction 
tin<:s of the two strips being pnrnllel nnd lnternlly spaced 
n prc.~etermined di~i.nnce, the length of ~aid thermn1 junc- 6 
tion lines being such ns to afford a wido vertical nc
cept::mce nnsle, one of sa:u thermal junction lines being 
disposed to receive the thermal imnse formed by said 
first-mentioned :nc:ms. nnd an electro-responsive indi
c:itor in electrical relation to the thermo-couple strips. 10 S. In nn apparatus for locating distant bodies by thcr
mo-radiatfon, means for collecting and focusing the heat 
radiation from a distant body to form a thermal image 
thereof, me:ms within the focal regi""n of the coUective 
ht:at radiation for translating thermal into electrical en- 15 ergy, said means including an evacuated vessel provided 
wHh a rock-salt window, thermo-responsive means with-
in the vessel, said means including a pair of thermo
couple' strips arranged in end to end relation, each strip 
being composed of electrically dissimilar alloys of a pre- 20 determined order of thinness united along a vertically 
disposed junction line coextensive with the width of the 
strip, said strips being electrically connected in opposi
tion for effecting automatic compensation for changes 

6 
trically connected in opposition to effect nutomntic com· 
pensation for chnnges in bnckground rndh1tion, ench of 
snid strips being of n predetermined order o! thinness und 
including n verticnlly disposed junction line coextensive 
with the width of the strip, trc thermal junction line of 
0t\O.··t5t snid strips being </-?osed to receive the thermal 
image formed by said first-mentioned mean:;, said strips 
being folded rcanvardly within the tube to juxtaposition 
the junction lines, and nn electro-responsive indicator in 
clectricnl , relation with said thermo-couple strips. 

7. In an apparatus for locating distnnt bodies by ther
mo-radiation, means for collecting and focusing heat ra
diation from a distant body to form a thermal image 
thereof, means within the focai region of the collected 
heat radiation for translating thermal into electrical en
ergy, said means including an evacuated vessel hav!ng a 
window transparent to thermal radiation, a plurality of 
thermo-couple strips witbi1\ the Vl!ssel and immediately 
to the rear of the window, said strips being arranged iD 
end to end relation and electrically connected in oppo
sition to effect automatic compensation for changes in 
background radiation, one of said thermal junction 
lines being disposed to receive the thermal image 
formed by said first-mentioned means •. said ·strips being 

in background radiation, one of said thermal junction 
lin~s being d!sposed to receive the thermal image formed 25 of a predetermined order of thinness and including par

allel laterally spaced junction lines, the length of said 
lines being such as to afford a wide vertical accept"lllce 
angle, and an electro-responsive indicator in electrical 
relation with said thermo-couple strips. 

by said first-mentioned means, the length of the re
spective junction lines being such as to afford a wide 
v::rtical acceptance angle, and an electro-responsive jn
dicator in electrical relatio:-•. with the thermo-couple strips. 30 

6. In an apparatus for locating distant bodies by ther
mo-radiation, means for collecting and focusing heat 
radiation from a distant body to form a thermal image 
thereof, means within the focal region of the collecteid 
heat ·radiation for translating thermal into electrical en- 35 
erg}'. said rueans including an evacuated vessel provided 
with a rock-salt window, thermo-responsive means with-
in the vessel, said means comprising a pair of thermo
couple strips arranged in end to end relation and elec:--
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from tl: ! following detailed description, bavir.e. !efercnce 
to the accompanying drawings wherein: 

l,904,691 

M..RIAL PROSPECT'JNG 

F!g. 1 is a schematic side elevational view showing how 
two radiation detectors are flown across 1!117; earth at dif-

5 ferent heights in the same vertical plane; 

Rex P. Mumgan, White Plains, N.Y., RSSfgnor to Texaco 
Inc., a corporation of Delaware 

Application J?me 4,· 1954, Serial No. 434,479 

8 Clstms. (0. 250-83.6) 
10 

The present invention reJ:ites to a novel method of 15 
prospecting for minerals by dt:cecting radiation emanating 
from the ground, for ·.xarnple by detecting positive anom
alies caused by ,;arr ma rays ~manating from radivac
fr1e minerals st1rn ~ uranium and radium o.rt>~, or by 
detecting negative anomaE . .; caused Ly substantic1lly non- 20 
radioactive ores ~;.ich as iron, copper, lead, zinc and t~;! 
like. More particulai-ly, the invention is concerncc.• with 
conducting radioactivity surveys from an aircraft such. 
as a helicopter, fixed wing aeroplane, dirigible, glider or 
the like, which is P. .>wn rapidly over large areas of the ~ 5 
earth. 

Reference fr mde to U.S. Patent 2,562,914 for a 
thorough· discussion of ore detection by positive and nega
tive anomalies iu mea"11red radioactivity. Briefly, a posi
tive anomaly is prod\.&cf"ri by ores having greate: radio- 30 
activity th~~ the surrou1;ding coontry rock; and a nega
tive anomaly is ... r.:.C.::~d by ores having less radioactivity 
than the surrounding country rock. 

Air-borne radioactivity prospecting has been employed 
h~retofore by flying an ~;:·r.raft across the surlace of the 35 
earth while.detecting rad1atio11 with a single radiation d:? 
tector unit I~ted -w;~;.;;., the aircraft. By such a proce
dure it ha5 been possible to obtain an indication of the 
extent of mi!leral der·-.. sits within a relatively large area 
beneath · the .:&kcraft, for example a strip of the earth 40 
150 feet wide be:ng e.icamined from a helicopter 150 feet 
above the earth. Since the ore body detected may lie at 
any point witl:in the 150 foot width of the strip, itc; lo
cation by subsequent surveying on th~ surface of the 
earth has bee~~ difficult. The search may be narrowed 45 
by redudng the width of the flight lanes, but this requires 
considerably more traverses of ~he aircraft across the sur
face and obviously increases the expense and time for 
conducting a survey. 

In accordance with the present invention the disad- 50 
vantages of the prior art are suet. ·ssfully overcome by 
simultaneously flying at least two radiation detectors above 
the surfact> of the earth at positions spaced from one an
other, tle~.:.c~~ng radiation ema.nating from the earth with 
said detectors, recording measurements of the detected 55 

) radiation, and comparing and correlating the measure
ments of detected radiation with vne another and with 
the areas of the ea1 th's surface "seen" by the respective 
detectors to determine the location of mineral bodies more 
exactly than has been possible 11eret<"fore. 

In one embodiment of t!'le method of the invention a 60 

self-propelled aircraft c:irrying a radiation .. detector is 
flown across the earth nt one level while tow::1s a sec
ond radiation detector at a lower level bnt in su~stan
tially the same vertical plane. Other cmbodim :nts in
volve flying more than two detectors at successively lower 65 

icvcls; and flying two or more detectors at positions ~pacecf. 
laterally from one another either in the same or difiercnt 
horizontnl planes. [f desired. the self-propelled aircraft 
need not carry a dc\cctor, in which case the two or mere 
detector!! nrc towed. 70 

Tho jlr(nclplt'~ nf the lrwc111inn will hrcnm<' nppnn~nt 

Fig. 2 is a schematic bird's eye view of a part of the 
earth•s surface showing the location of different radio
active ore bodies as related to the flight path of the de
tectors shown in Fi;!. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a reproduct.!on of a radiation record showing 
the values of ra~ioactivity measured and recorded by the 
two radiation . detectors of Fig. l~ as related to the ore 
bWics and flight path shown in Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing schematically an 
arrangement of radiation detectors in a radiation l.1etector 
unit; 

Fig: s' is a block diagram showing an arrangement of 
apparatus for m~suring and recon.!Ing detected radia
tion; 

Fig. 6 is a side elevatioaal view showing schem-tically 
how .three· radiation detectors are flown across the sur
~ace. r.f the earth at different heights; 

Fig. 7 is a plan vie'.v showing the positions of the 
areas of the earth's surface observed by each of the radia
tio'l detectors of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 is a schematic plan view showing bow a plu
rality of radiat on detectors are flown across the surface 
of the earth in .laterally spaced rel:itionship to one an-
othet; 

Fig. 9 is a plan view showing the positions of strips 
of the earth observed by appropriately collimated radia
tion detectors of Fig. 8; and 

Fig. 10 is a. plan view showing a modified arrangement 
of positions of strips of the earth which can be ocserved 
by appro_I;riate collimation of the radiation detectors in 
Fig. 8. 

As shown in Fig. 1 a self:-propelled ah-craft ii carry-
ing a radiation detector HD· is flown across the surface 
of. ·the earth at a selected height, such as 150 feet for 
e:. :::.mple, while towing behind it on a cable 13 a stream
!3ned glider 15 carrying a second radiation detector LD 
in subs!antially the same vertical plane but at a lower level 
such as 100 feet above the surface of the earth. The 
relationship between the positions of the aircrafts 11 and 
15 is maintained substantially constant by means of ad
justable vanes 17 and 19 on the glider 15. 

The radiation detector HD at any given point in the 
survey observes a relatively large area 21 of the earth, 
while the detector LD observes a considerably smaller 
area 23. As the aircrafts fly along a straight flight path 
24 these observed areas merge continuously to form long 
narrow lanes, as shown more in detail in Fig. 2. 

In Fig. 2 the wide lane 25 of width a is observed by 
the radiation detector HD while the narrow lane 27 of 
width b is observed by the radiation detector LD. Both 
radiation detectors are arranged in the same vc.:-tical plane 
so that th~ narrow bne 27 is centered within the wide 
lane 25 and divides the latter into three narrow adjoining 
strips 27 •. 29 and 31. 

One of the advantages of this novel procedure is that 
when the radiation detector HD provides an indication 
of ar. anomaly in the area of lane 25, the location of the 
ore producing this anomaly can be determined quite 
accurately by ob:,;erving the measurement of radio
:lctivit': with •l}e radiation detector LD. If LD shows 
an anomaly in radioactivity it indicates that the source 
is probably located within th~ narrow strip 27 rather than 
within either of the side strips 29 ~nd 31. Conversely. 
when the detector LD shows relatively little evidence of 
an anomaly in radioactivity it indicates thnt the source 
must lie citht"r in the ~trir 29 or the strip 31. Such in
cllcnllnn!I mak~ It pcwlihlC' for n r.rnund rnrty f<' ll\c-ntc 
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the ore much more· quickly and ..:conomir.:ally than if the 
entire wic!e lane 25 had to b~ pro:;pecred on the ground, 
ana more quickly and cconomica11y ihan if a series of 
separa~~ air:raft flights had to ue m~de along narrow 
h;nes similar to 29, 27 and 31. Consequently, one flight 5 
across the surface of the earth accomplishes as much as 
three flights heri:>tofore. 

·\.nother import:ir~ ad\·antage of the present invention 
is that it is possible to determine th'! general shape and 
e; .. ent of an ort body producing an anomaly. For ex- 10 
ample, referring to Figs. 2 and 3, ore bodies X, Y and Z 
arc shown of different shapes and at different locations 
within th purview of r .idration detector HD. If a sh1gle 
aircraft carrying only a siT1gle radiation detector unit 
were flown cllong the flight :11th 24 it would observe the 15 
relatively wide lane 25, and upon passing over each of the 
ore bodies X, · Y and Z would detect th~ir presence but 
not their precise location and ~hape. For example, as 
shown in Fig. 3 a strip chart :;.s would bear a single 
trace HD' showing chz -.. ~es in radioactivity above the 20 
ore bodies,-b.ut the· or:.: b- ,dies cuu!.! be in any part of the 
wide !ane. 

Interpretation is made lime:· more ni:~urate ~nd com
plete by employing ti • .: s~cond rac!iation detectoi." LD at a 
lower level to show variations in radioactivity by t: ~ 25 
trace LD' on chart 33 as the detector passes above the 
ore bodies X, Y anc! Z. 

Referring to Fig. 3 ~.:1e change in radioactivity above 
the ore body X is recorded by a hump of magnitude c 
in the . trace HD' ·vh(;rcas the trace LD' remains un- 3u 
changed, thus indicating that the ore body X lies in either 
the strip 29 or 31 ra.ther ti..:\n in 27. Next, when the de
tectors pass above the o;e oody Y the trace HD' as
sumes :'\ hum Tl ,.,f. magnitude d whereas the trace LD' as
sumes a hump of ':l,u.:~·" greater magnitude d', couse- 35 
quently · showing that the ore body Y is located pre
dominantly within the central lane 27 and is of a length 
corre.3ponding to the length-·=- the humps d and d'. Next, 
when the detectors fly above thr large ore body Z both 
traces HD' an~ LD' e.11.i,;:.,;, humps of relatively great 40 
magnit11des e and e', the magnitude of e being consider
ably greater than the ma:-,;:?i"rtde of d, thus showing that 

4 
recording apparatus wherein a power supply 41. is con
nected to a hit;li voltage transformer 43 which in turn 
is connected by conduits 45 and 47 to the radiation dc-
tec .. ors HC and LD, respectively. Pulses from ~ .. :;, two 
radiation detectors pass up cables ~5 and 47 to a pair 
of rate meters 49 and 51, respectively, which jn tum are 
connected to a dual pen recorder ~3 which \!omprises 
two recording pens responsive to the counting rates from 
rate meters 49 and 51, and acting to draw two separate 
traces HD' and LD' on a strip of paper 33 to produce a 
record ~s shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 6 shows a variant of the procedure wherein a 
self-propelled aircraft 61 tows two gliders 63 and 65 by 
means of cables 67 and 69 so that radiation is detected 
at three different levels above the earth's surface. Each 
of the.. a~rc.rafts 61 nnd gliders 63 and 65 carries a radia-
tion detector of the type described above and so con
nected as to produce three traces of radiation measure
ments. 

The gliders 63 and 65 can be flown jn the same ver
tical plane a~ the towing aircraft 61, 0r they c:in be : 
spaced laterally from the aircraft 61 and from one 1n- ' 
other if desired. · 

Fig. 7 shows the arrangement of earth lanes observed ·. 
by •.he t-~ree radiation detectors of Fig. 6 when flying • 
if' the same vertical plane, ~he detector of glider 65 or. ' 
serving a narrow path 71 of width g, the detector of · 
",lider 63 seeing a wider path 73 of width Ir, and the ; 
detector of aircraft 61 seeing a still wider path 75 of. 
width i, all three -of the lanes being symmetrical with · 
respect to the flight path 77. 

Fig. b shows a self-propelled aircraft 81 towing a pair 
of gJiders 83 and 85 spaced laterally from the aircraft 
81 and from each other. Each radiation detector unit 1 

located in these aircrafts sees a narrow lane of the i 
l!arth's surface, and the construction of the detectors is : 
such that all three of the lanes 91, 93 and 95 are con- ~ 
tigucus to Olli! another to provide in a single mght a sen
sitive and accurate representation of mdioactivity from 
relatively narrow adjoining strips of the earth~ To ex- · 
amine such equal widths of contiguous paths the gliders 
83 an<l 85 should be flown at the same level. as the air
craft .;1. 

S;-•metimes it is desirable to fly the aircraft at a high 
the ore . body a\. ~~ast extends along the entire width of 
'the lane 25 and i:-. of a length corresponding to the 
lengths of the humps c and e'. 

It is evident thc.~ with detailed information of the typ'! 
described above the work of the prospector is lightened 
greatly and the ost of prospecting for ores is greatly 
reduced. 

45 level and the towed laterally spaced gliders 83 and SS at 
lower levels in such a way that the detector of aircraft 
~l sees a relatively wide area 97 of the earth's surface of 
width k while each of the other radfation detectors sees 

For carrying out the method d::::cribed above gamma £<) 

ra~· radiation detector units of conventior.::il types may 
be employed, for example, radiatio;1 detectors employ-
;.,iz Geiger-Mueller tubes. or scintillation counters em
p1oying gamma ray sensitive crystals .:uch as thallium
:ict!vated potassium iodide or calcium tungstate. Suit- 55 
able detector~ <lre described in U.S. Patents 2,397,071 
and 2,486,94 ~-

As is well known. due to air absorption effects involv-

contiguous strips 99 and 101 of the same width m, as· ; 
shown in Fig. l O. 

In airborne surveys conducted in accordance with the 
invention it is essential that the traces obtained, say those 
of Figs. 8 and 9, be correlated with the terrain over which 
the survey is made. This may be done in several ways. 

011?. simple way is to provide an automatic time marker 
in the recorder, so that the time c::ich portion of the trace 
is recorded is known. The operator of ·the detector notes 
the exact time that the aircraft is directly above promi-(. 
nent landmarks along the traverse, or above monuments 
or markers disposed on the ground along the traverse, 
and thus is able to correlate surface with trace by means 
of time. 

Another but more complicated method is to employ a 
camera which is ~en.red to the recorder of the detector. 

ing different slant ranges and the inverse square law, 
these together involving an inverse fourth power func- r-o 
tion, a first uncollimated radiation detector at a lower 
altitude than a second higher un•'.'.ollimated detector will 
have greater resolving power tha:i the latter. In some 
cases, however, detectors arc provided with collimating 
shields for greater discrim:nation. 65 In this way a series of pictures o~ the underlying terrain 

): taken as the traverse is flown simultaneously with the 
recording of the trace of radiation intensity and corre
lated ther~ -.vith. 

Fig. 4 shows an example of. a detector unit couipris
ing a group of 6 individual detectors 35 co;1nectcd in 
parallel to a preamplifier and mixer 37. A lead collii::at-
ing shield 36 acts to define the width of tht. 1ane Jcen by 
the detectors. The particular detector unit shown is cle- 7:i 
signed for location in a towed glider, and is connected to 
measuring 2..nd recording equipment in the sclf-propelied 
aircraft 11 by an electrical conduit 39 running :ilong the 
towing cnble 13. 

Fig. S show:i a typicn! arrangement of measuring nnd 75 

Obviously, many modifications and variations of the 
invention, as hereinbcfore set forth, may be made without 
departing from the spirit and scope thereof. and therefore 
only such limitations shou~d be imposed us are indicated 
in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
l. A method of rndionctivity neriaI survcyin~ com-
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5 
prising simultaneousty flying at leac;t two radiation detec
tors at different levels above tb surface of the earth at 
posit:ons spaced a substantial distance from on~ another, 
detectinr g~ ... -ua rays eman:iting f~ ·the e&·1h with said 
det·~tors, recording measurements of the detected radia
tion, and correlating said r.1e&u;:-ements of detected radi
ation with one another and with the areas of the earth's 
su.a '-:ce seen by !~tid detectors to detect anomalies and 
thereby d..,termine the location of mineral bodies. 

'2 A method in. accordance with ~~aim 1, wherein said 
·Iadlation detectors are spaced both laterally and vertically 
from one another. 

3. A method in accordance with claim 1, wherein said 
radiation detectors • .re at different le7cls above the earth's 
surface, and fly in substantia~;7 the same vertical plane. 

4. A method fo. accordance with claim 1, wherein said 
measurements are recorded on a single ~hart. 

S. A method in accordance with claim 1 wherein one 
detector is carried by a self-propel~•-:! aircraft and wherein 
another detector is towed by said self-propelled aircraft 
and wherein said tw~ dl ~c:cto:rs are flown at different 
levels a~ove the carth·s ~·1rface and substantially in the 
same vertical plane. 

6 
smaller portion of said area being surveyed than said 

· higher detector, <f~tecting gamma rays emanating from 
the earth with srud detectors, recording measurements of 
tho t"etected ""adiation, and correlating said measurMtents 

6 of detected radiation with one another and with the areas 
of the earth's surface seen by said detectors to detect 
anomalies and thereby determine the location of mineral 
bodies. 

7. ,\method of radioactivity aerial surveying compris-
10 ing flying a first radiation detector above the surface of 

the earth while detecting radiation emanating from the 
full . width of a lane traversed by said aircraft and simul
taneously flying a plurr.lity of detectors at an altitude 
spaced a substantial dista.n1.:e below the altitude of said 

15 first detector and wherein the detectors :flown at the lower 
altitudt" ~ep~rately detect radiation emanating from nar
row strips adjoining one another across the entire width 
of said lane. 

8. The method of claiin 7 ·wherein said first detector 
20 is carried by a self-propelled aircraft and said plurality 

of detectors are towed by the self-propelled aircraft. 
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~11r<' A. SdJc-rhnt,,w), KO-I Wri11:hl flldg: .• '! ul\JI J. Ok.lu. 
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J Claim.... (("!. 2!\0-71) 

Thi, 1nvcnt1pn .lc;1h with r•1d1.ithHt measuring device~ 
and h:1<, p;1i11 .... ul;1r rdcrcn .... c :1> .1 method anJ i1.ppar~tu.~ 
for dc:crmsnin.i.: :!1c unlncmn direction :ind po-.11ion of 
a -;011rcc l>f flll\ck;1r r;sd1;1:1t>n ,u.:h a\ g.1:nm:1 r:1ys. 

V:1ritni, rnc:hod, .ind .1pp.11.1t1h !i.1\'•" been u,cJ in the 
pnor Ml for J;.·rcrminin.t: 1hc: 11ntno\'. n J'Xhitinn of '>Clllfl"C'i, 

:in,1 were h::,ccl C''cn:1.illy {'n rhc mc.1<;11; ..: ••• en: of the 
intcn,ily of r;1di;1tll•n :11 v:HHlll\ point, in the c;p~..:e ~ur
rounding the \Our .. :c. S11.:h mctlw,h k:1d hO\\cvcr to 
very lal~riou-. mc~1,urc.:mcn:·. :ind i.:~>mput~tiion and' arc 
not well adap:cd :n the ..,0!11::on of t!:c problem. Other 
mclhods h:1vc u.;cd :.i h:::t\"\' k:1d ... ~iddin<> rube around 
the detcc1or in order !Cl ~i\;:: it some dirt~~ional propcr
tic.i. These mctJ->:-.j-; also hava: prove-cl unc;;1tisfactory be
cause of the wcieht ;LnJ t-ulk of the ,hicldinf: tube. 

The prc!-ent invention i:<. ha'>cJ on an cmirely novel ap
proach to the problem :ind provides a method and in· 
strument for inJicatir.t: :he direction of an unJ.:.nown 

I sou
1

rc_e. 
1 

'-" f .. - . . "d . 
t 1s t 1e OPJCCt o tn1s invcnuon to prov1 e an onenta· 

ble detecting ino;tnime:n that is adapted to he oriented in 
the direction of :i. sourrc e>f !!amma radiation. 

It is another object of this inven1ion to provide an 
instrument and mctho<l for determining direction and 
position of an unknown ~011rcc of g=imma radiation. 

It is another object rf this invcntion to provide a new 
method and instmmcnt for ioc:ttinc: tumors in the brain 
and other pans of tht: hum:in body for diagnostic pur
poses. 

It is another object of this invention to recei\'C selec
tively hard gamma rad;ation that arrives at the c!.:cector 
and to elimina!" ~:-··:-: ; . .; ; ..:ception soft gamma radia· 
ti on. 

It is another ohjcct of this invention to combine direc· 
tional selectivity with the selectivity to hard g:imma radia
tion. 

Other objects of <he p;cscnt invention will be apparenl 
from the description which follows when taken in con
nection with the drawin~ in which: 

Fig. IA shows a dirc~tional cktcctor comprising three 
adjacent detecting clements aligned along a reference axis. 

\ Fig. lB shows a dir··:tional detec<or comprising three 
rdetecting clements :ilig.·.:·c.l ;don~ a reference axis. s;iid 
elements being separated oni:- from the other by means 
of tungsten shields. 

2 
:he d!!C''"!l(\f\ elf !he· ,ktc .. 1.i1 •• \,, .lllll thr ,!11cdinn of 
'i:t';Oth '\{)Ill(\"\ Ill !he ,11f11>llTh\:11;.:' 

T·1l: ~~ \IHI\\\ th1.· 11tJ1pu! .•! 1:1e 0 li:1-. l11•1l.1i d·:tr, :111 hlf 
Y.UlO\h lllll:!ll.lll<HI\ Pf ll'\ .1~1\ 

hi:.~ S :.h1.~"'..; how tlar drll·,::inn.d 1.1~u11:c1 111.sy h:: li\Cd 
for !ht· h:. ... :.ilt<l:l ,1( !'r.ain 1:1111111, 

!{dc~r1n~ now L(I h~. I:\. the drn .. ·...:lrc'nal i.::tmm.1 ray 
dctc..:t1>r ... tHl~~ n rhc1cin '' t"lh lu,cd '' 1lh111 a 'uit.iblc C1ln· 

Larner 10 ;rnd ..:1u~1p11'c!> ;1') th c,,~·nt1.d ckn11:n:-. three 
IO ...:r,·<,t;tb 15. 16. 17 m.1,!c of n;.ph1li:iknc ;inthr;t..:cnc. ,oJi· 

um 11-...!iJc, or ;1:1y o:ha 'u1.:irk ,11h1;in ... c :id:1ptcli to 
··~intillata: ... i.e. 10 prodt1..:C" :1 :1.1,h <•I l1i.:ht due to the 
e:i:..:itilliL,n ;1nJ 111n1:,1t!\11: f'H'd11..:cd l'j · the p:hl\;1gc: l>f. a 
dwrged p.1r:il.'lc. ThC' ..:ry,1;1h t~. lfl ... 17 ·.Ml.' ·:1fii.:ncd 

13 ;.ilont: :l di1cc..:11on ~f-~1 1 whi..:h we ,h·:,11 i.lc:.i~nate :t'5 

"'the a.\i~ t.1f the liin:ction.tl ,k1c-.:tlH
00 

;ind t•;t..:h ,,f these 
ay,tal<. h;1, it'I (ltlbi•lc.· -.urfa..:c coq:rcd with ;1n aluminum 
rdki:tor :rn. The 1ii.:!11 tb,hc' J':·,,,!11. nl in 1t11.• i:ry'it~tl 
1~ arc ;1d:iptc<l 10 lw tr.1n,mith:...I hy mc.::ir1' t\f 'ti11: rcllt:ctor 

20 20 to :1 phot0n111ltiplil·r pnwid1.·J \\ ith ;1 \'n:::i::c !>llpply. 
the cnml,inc1..l phottlnn11tiplicr ;111d \'C\!t·:1.;;c ~urrl.Y. being 
dc,ign:1kd a' 11. Similarly. the li~'.ht na.:.hcs nnxluccd 
in tht• 1.·ry,!ab 16 :ind 17 :ifr aJap:cJ ll.\ he tr:in.;nlilted · 
by m~ans of .the rdlccwrs 20 t\' plw:ornuhiplicrs 22 and 

2.'5 23. rc,pc...:tivt.:ly. Ea.:h of :he pho!omul:irlit•r~ is ~Japted 
11..l proJu;:c ;:!Cl(.lSS its ou:rnt lcrmin;ij.; a current p\l)SC in 
ri!sponsc to a flash o( light in 1he corresponding crystal. 

The outputs of the photumul:iplic:-, 21, :!!, 23 nr~ ap· 
plied by mc;ms of leads 31, 32. 3.3, respectively. to a triple 

30 coincidence circuit 35. ·n1c coincidence circuit i5 adapted 
to produce across its output leads 36 an electric pulse 
whenever the pulses produced in the outputs of the photo
multiplicrs 21, 22, and 23 occ1Jr in coincitkncc. Coinci· 
c.:encc circuits arc \1tcll known in the art and for their de-

35 scription sec. for instance. E. Sc;gre "Experimental Nu·. 
dear Physics;· John Wiley & Sons, New York, ~.Y. 
1953, pp. 104-108. . . 

The ouq:ut leads of the coincidence circuit 3.5 arc ap
plied to a counting rate circuit 37. The counting rate 

40 circuit is of a standard construction and is ad:lptcd to 
produce across its output termin:1ls ,:\S a D.C. \'Oltage, 
the m;:ignitudc of which represents the frcq11ency of ·im
pulses produced in the output k:~ds of the coincidence cir
cuit 35. The leads 38 arc in turn conn<.'ctcd to an indi-

45 cator 39 indicating.said output volta~c. 
Fig. I B shows a modification of the arrangement of 

Fig. lA in which the clements common to both figures 
arc dcsi!matt'd by the same numerals. It is noted that in 
Fig. l B the crystais 15 :ind I 6 :.ire separated one from 

50 the other by a tungo;=en shield clement 42 and the crystals 
l 6 and 17 are separated by. :1 tunsgrcn shield clement 43. 

Fig. l C shows a modification of the arrangement of 
Fig. 1B that comprises only two cryst:1ls 15. 16 scp;1ratcd 
by the tungsten shield 42. The ccirrc~ponding photo-

55 multipliers 21, 22 h:t\'C their outputs t.·onn~ctc<l to :i double 
coincidence circuit 4-t. 111e Nttput of the coincidence 
circuit *4 is connected to 1he countin~~ rate circuit 37 and 
the output of said latter circuit is indic.::itcu on =i meter 
39. 

Fig. IC sbow.c; a diri:cti~nal dctccror comprising two 60 
detecting clements aligned along a reference axis. 

We shall consider now the- inrr:r:icricin or the in~ominr: 
f.:!mma raJi:1til)n with cry,::;!, s1a:li ;;, 15. ! (1. :.11.J 17. It i~ 
\•ell known th:1t pmm:1 r:iys int.:r;1.:1 ":rh m. :: =r in three 
difTcrent w:iys: by phNockctric cfkct. C'mnj'.'h>n effect, 
and p:1ir form~1tion. \Ve shall consi.J..:r here the first two 

Fig. 2 illustrates certain an~ular relationships occur· 
ring during Compton scattering. 

Fig. 3 shows cncrgiei.; of a sc:ll!ercd photon for various 
angles of scattering. 

65 tyrx:s of intcr~1ction. 
Jn the photoelectric cfkct whiL'.!1 is ch:1racteric;tic of 

lo\.·: cn~r~y photon~. the incoming pho:0n cicct:-> :in orbit:1l 
electron from the :1tom of the cryst:il. The photon dis
:1ppe::rs in this process :ind the.· ckctron slov;c; down in 
the crystal prnducing a ptif<;c Clf !i~hl which in turn pro
duce!" :i current impul.;c in the output of the photomulti-

Fig. 4 shows angular intcn!'ity distribution of the scat· 
t~d photons. 

Fig. 5 shows a gt·omctric:il rclationc;hip between the di
rection of the detec1or a.:i:i., :ind the direction of various 

70 
sources in the surroundinf!~-

Fig. 6 shows another i:eornc~rica.1 relationship between plier.. Since the photon h:is entirely dis;lppearcd in the 
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Cr)':.lal, nn further dk.:I'.\ ate producc:,1 in <Lni' of the 
;1djoininF: ..:1y,l;1h :.lwwn m F18!... IA, Ill, and IC. Con
x-qur:n1ly, ,, phu111~·!1·.-11 i..: ;1h,t1rp1j,,n '' <..·h:1r;1r:teri.1.ed h~· 
;.in ,x;;1.:ura·n~·c ut ·•· p.il:-c 111 one \lf the phot\lmulliplic:r:; 
while lht• .•• 1j,1i11111i.: phll{,111111itipl1e:r:!\ rrnuut:c no pulse. 
Con,cqucntly. the: ph1•todcct:i.: dfc~t I\ not t"l!(ordL-<l, 
neither by the 1r1pk n•1n..:idcncc ..:i1cui1 35 of Fig. 1 A 
ilnd h~ 111. n.)1 h·• :lie dnublc .:01m:itkn1.:c circuit .W 
of Fi!!.· IC. . 

In the C1)mr:,111 dT:: .. t the m..:l1mint,: photon is SC<tltereJ 
hv llnc of the c!ct:tn'n' in th;: ~n st.ii. As a rc:.ult of such 
~;1ttcring the clc.:trnn ha, ;1<..·q;1irt:d k.inctic energy. thus 
producing a ru!'c of l1~h: in the cry,t;tl. s:iid lisht produc
ing in turn ;, ci!rn:nt irnpllbc in lhc output of the photo
multiplier ;1,~.,...:i;1tc<l with said crvstal. The sc:ittercd 
photon usually ~·sc.1pcs from the: c~ystal and sometimes 
intcr;11.:ts wi:!i ad:<lining cryst;d~. thus producing one 
or two coincicknt lif:ht pul~c~ in said ;,djoining cry~tals. 
\\.'~ shall i:westii::1tc new• when !>llch :in additional inter
action docs t;ike- or docs not take place. 

It i-; well known th;.t :1s :1 result rf Compton scattering 
the incominf! ;;:1mm;: r:1y is usually deflected from its 
origin::! c.:llt!r,;e a..: :i result of a collision with .in electron. 
Such a dctlcctitm j, slwwn in ::·:·~- 2 in which SO desig.nates 
the photon tr;:jcctory before ti1e collision. 51 designates 
its trajectory :1fter the collision and fl is the angle of 
sc~~tt::rin:: which shows the deviation of the direction of 
the scattered photons from the direction of the incom
ing phNo:i~. The energy of the scattered photon is 
smaller than the energy of the incoming photon and de
pends upon the ::nglc of scatterini:; e. i.e. the larger is the. 
sc:!lterin~ :inglc. the sm:iller is the energy of the scattered 
photon. Th!s relationship is shown diagr~mmatically in 
Fig. 3 in '':hic:h curve 1 corresponds to an in.::ident photon 
energy of 0.5 Mcv. ;md curves 2 and 3 correspond to 
incident photon energies of l.5 Mev. and 2.5 Mev., re
spectively. 1bc absci!"-S:is represent the angles of the 
scattered photons :ind the ordinates are the energies of 
the corresponding sc:.iuered photon. It is seen that if the 
incident .photon has relatively low energy (curve 1) the 
energy of the scattered photon decre:1ses very slowly when 
the angle of scattering is increased. However. for in
cident photons of a relatively high energy such as 2.5 
Mev. (curve 3) the energy cf the scattered photons de
crease rnpidiy when the an,!!le of scattering is increased. 

Fig. 3 docs not describe fully Compton scattering since 
it shows mcrdy how the energy of each individual scat
tered photon depends uron the angle of scattering and 
docs nnt show the number 0f photons sc:Jttered into 
various an!!ks. We nc · · ?~ •..: .•• ..re: .. n addition:il diagram 
such as sh~wn in Fii;,. ·t s:.o.ving the angular distribution 
of the intensity (i.e. m;m!~cr 2) of scattered photons. 
Curve I shO\vs the angular distribution of the intensity 
of scattered photons '~hen the initial photon energy is 
2.5 Mev. Curves II and III show corresponding distribu
tion for the initial photon energies of 0.5 Mev. and 0.08 
f\1ev .• rc...,pectively. ~ind curve IV corresponds to verf soft 
X-rays. The absci<.;s:ts represent the angle of scattering 
e; J0 is the total incident flux and I (o) d n is the por
tion of flux that w:L<> ~cattcrt:d at :in angle fl and is com
prised within an elcrncnt:iry solid angle d !1. Conse
quently. the ordin::tcs corrcspo11ding to the nluc 1(8)/Io 
represent the distribution in intensity of the scattered fiux 
for v::!rious values of e. For furL~"=r reference to this dis
tribution sec Hcitlcr's .. The Quantum Theory of Radia
tic :· second edition, Ox.ford University Pres.<:, pp. 
1.it;._J60 anu p:1rticularly to Fig. 12. page 156. 

When considering 1he :mgular distribution of scattered 
photons. we di!f erentiatc between "isotropic scattering" 
:ind ":inisotropic sc;:tt.:rin~... In isotropic scattering, the 
inten<.;ity of the scatlcrcd radiation would be uniformly 
dis!r:butctl in all directions and such a distribution would 
be rcprc!iented by a horizontal line V. It is apparent from 
the curves I. I I ;ind II f of Fig. 4 th=1t the distribution of 
the scattered photons is not isotropic and tends to be con-

4 
ccntr'ltc<l :ll sc1.tll ... ·.iluc.' <lf [be ani;le of $C<ittering I. 
·n1u!\ the pholons ;in: ,..:.1!lcri:J in the forw;1fd <lirectfon 
11nd thus tcudenq· for i.c1ttcnn~ Cotw;1rd become.\ mu.ch 
m~1re pn>ototmt.:cd for ind<l~nt plw~un' of high cnersy. 

5 l11us curvr; IV :-.howin~ the dbtribu1ion for incoming 
rht>tµns of rclall\'cly !\.m;1ll cncrg~· j, nl)l very tlifi'erent 
from the isotropic <lii.trihu:inn rcprc:-c:nted by lhc curve 
V. We sec, however, th;1t for •1n incident photon coergy 
of 0.5 ,\fcv. l_l..'.11rvc JI l. the '-.::111a111g distribution is con· 

10 ccntr:ncd in the re~iori of ~mall values of 8 (forward 
direction) :rnd it becomes much more concentrated in t.h" 
forward direction for incident photons of higher energies' 
as shown by rnc~ins of curve I (for 2.5 M c:v.). ' 

We sh:ill utiliu the ~1bove propertit:s of Compton scat· : 
15 tering to proviJe a r~1c.liation detection having the follow. 

ins two char:1ctcristics: (a) Jirecti<..)n:il sclccth·ity, a.Dd 
('1) energy selectivity. lkcausc of its directional selec
tivity, the detector i~ ada.pti:d to respond primarily to r:idi· 
ations arriving from a predetermined direction and thus . 

20 it can be used to determine the direction of an unknown 
source and for triangulation purposes to determine the 
position of an unknown source. Because of it<; energy 
selectivity, the detector is :11faptcJ to respon<.1 primarily 
to photons of large energy :.ind is not responsive to .soft 

25 photons. It is well known that the photons of low energy . 
that arri..-e nt the detector originate :1t the small dist:i.nees • 
in the immediate neighborhood of the detector while , 
the photons of Iarg.e energy th:.it arri\'c at the detector have . 
a considerably greater pcndr:itin,g power and oris.ifinte. 

30 within large dist:rnces from the detector. Thus, because 
of its cner&:y selectivity, the detector will be selectively 
responsive to radi:i.tion sources that m:ty be located at 
considerable distances from the detector. 

Consider now Fig. 5 showing the detector of the type 
35 illustrated in Fig. l A positioned in the neighborhood of 

the point D, and having its a~is·aligncd along..the_direction 
1 MM1. Assume that the detector is submerged in a me-1 

dium cont•lining :1 distributed source of soft gamma rays 
and that :i relatively large distance from the detector is 

40 located a.n unknown source S radiating gamma rays of 
relativC'ly high energy. Let ex designate the angle between · 
the direction of the source S and the axis MM 1 of the 
detector. \Ve shall show how the response of the detector 
will vary with the orientation of its axis, i.e. with the 
:inl!lc ex. Assume also that another unknown source S 1 

45 
id;ntic:il to the source S is loc::ted at a large distance from 
the detector :ind let f:3 be the :inglc between the direction 
DS and DS1• 

Assume that the :ixis of the detector M~fl is oriented 
in the direction of the source S n<: sJ-:own in Fie. o. Then 60 
the gamma mys r::idi:itcd by the source S arrive at the de· 
tector a1:.: '~teract with the crystal 15. Since the energy 
of the gamr11a r:iys is relatively high. we have here the 
case of Compton scattering illustrated [>y curve I of Fig. 4 

55 according to which the scattered photons are concentrated 
in the forward direction. We may thus assume all the 
scattered photons went into the crystal 16 and a great 
portion of them undergoes a second scattering in the crvs
tal 16. By referring now to curve 3 of Fig. 3, we see t.i:. t. 

M the photons that have been scattered by the crystal 154 
have a relatively high energy (since 8 is small). Con.~e-, 
quently, these photons undergo a~ain a forward S!=attering 
by the crystal 16 into the crystal 17 and a great portion of 
these photons interact with the crystal 17, said last inter· 
action being of the type of Compton scattering or photo-

~ electric effect. It is well known that each interaction of 
a photon with a crystal knocks out an electron which in 
turn produces a flash of light in a manner well known in 
the art and cau~cs an electric impulse to appear in the 

70 output of the corresponding photomultiplier. In this 
particular c:isc a ga.mma ray arriving from the detector 
from the wurce S causes three successive interactions in 
the crystals 15. 16. and 17. These arc almost simultane· 
ous and therefore three impulses appear in the outputs of 

Hi the photomu1tiplicrs 21, 22, and 23. These impulses ar-
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5 
rive in l."c>trn.:iJcn~c <1nJ therefore ac1u11tc the coinddcn1.:o 
drcuit JS. Thus a g:unnH' ray arrivins from the ~our1.:c S 
actuates the coinc1dc:ncc cir~·uit und cau,c:s an impulse to 
:1prcetr ncms!'i the output lc:1d~ 36. 

6 
16 i!'I r<'lativci} lllf~(' un..S. thcrcfo1c-. the n11ruhcr or douhlc 
l.'.oincidem·c~ due tu p11l'c' at the pho1011111ltipher' l l ut\d 
22. i!I large. We slrnll refer. however, now tu ~·ut .. •'C 3 oC 

Con~iJcr now a photon radi:itct! hy the soun:c S1• This 5 
photon m:1y intcr:1ct with either of the cry~tab 15, l 6, or 

Fii.:. 3 whi..:h !o.hl'lW'i thi1t for :1n in~·iJcnl photon or high 
en~r~y the ~,·attcrcJ photon h;a~ vc:ry ~m;il) energy if the· 
an.:;lc of 'l(:tltcring i-. lnr~i:. 1 t i' 11ppj11 cnl tht\l the 
phc>tons that h;we heen sc:11tcreJ br the <.:ry,tal ts into 
rhe cr.vst:il 16 h:1vc ~ccn deviated ron-.'ider::bly from their 
,,rigin~I direction. i.e. the sc:ittcrin:,: an~lc was l:trgc. 

17. ~in..:c the im:id~nt plwh1n h;1s a hi~h l'ncr·r.:}. we know 
from cur,·c I of rig. 4 th:it thl! scatterC"d photon i-; pro· 
jcctc<..I forward in the .s;1mc direction a.s the incident photon. 
i.e. in the direction 510. Sul..'.h a scattered photon pro· 
duccd in either of cry!>tals 15, 16. 17 c~c~1p1.:s and tloes not 
internet with any of the adjoining crystals. In such c:1sc 
we obtain a single light pulse in the crystal in which the 
interaction took place. :rnd a current impulse in the cor· 
responding phtltomultiplicr. Since there are no coincident 
impulses in the outputs of the adjoining photomultipliers. 
the coincidence circuit 35 remains inactive. Thus :i 

gamma ray arriving from the source 51 docs not actuate 
the coincidence circuit and causes no impulse across the 
output leads 36. 

Consider now the effect of the sol'-:-ce that is continu
ously distributed throughout the medium surrounding the 
detector. let the density of the distribution be such that 
the amount of radioactive substance contained in cm.3 

of the medium is small compared to the amount of the 
substance contained either in the sources S or 51• but let 
the total amount of the radioactive substance unifomily 
distributed in said medium be considerably larger than 
the corresponding amounts contained in the sources S or 
s1. Assume also that the substance continuously distrib
uted in said medium emits hard and soft gamma radiation. 

Thus in addition to gamma rays emitted by the sources 
S and S1 ~ the detector receives from all directions soft 
and hard gamma rays radiated by the continuously dis· 
tributed sources, and the total a.r1"-:.unt i..:.f radiation re
ceived from the continuously ~~stributed sources exceeds 
the radiation from sources .c; and 5 1• It is apparent that a 
soft gamma ray interacts "nly with one of the crystals and 
the interaction ·is due to photoelcctri~ cfTcct. Conse
quently, for the reaso; .s explained above, no coincidence 
pulses are produced. Therefore. the detector is insensi
tive to soft radiations. 

Consider the hard radiations emitted from ~ill directions 
by the surrounding medium. \Ve ~hall determine first the 
effect of gamma rays radiated from a small volume of tht: 
medium enclosed in a small sphere surrounding the point 
A. The point A may be located anywhere in t!)c !'pace 
surrounding the detector. The gamma rays radiated by 
such a small sr, .. .:re arrivt: a1 :he cl~tcctor at an angle <p, 

and said angle 'P may h_, I! ' ;y v:iluc from 0° to 180°. 
depending upon the po~itio11 of the point A. Consider 
now the effects of the scattering of these gammo.1 rays by 
the crystal 15. Since the incident gamma rays have rela· 
tively large energies. the scattering is preuomin<mtly for
ward in accordance with curve I of Fig. 4. However. not 
all g:imma rays arc scattered forward and escape from 
the crystals. A relatively small portion of the incident 
flux is scattered nt an ::tngle 180°-ip into the cry:.t~!l 16. 
These scattered photons may intcr:1~t with the crys1;1l 16. 

. Jn such case we shall have two Compton intcractior.s in a 
very rapid succession: the first produced by the incident 
photon in the crystal 15 and the second produced by the 
scattered photon in the crystal 16. We obtain. therefore. 
two coincident pulses in the outp1..as of the photomul· 
tipliers 21 :ind 22. 

\Ve have considered the fact that bec:1use of the sh~1pe 
of curve I of Fig. ~ the number of photons that :trri\·c<l 
from the small sphere surrounding A and tha: have been 
scattered by the crystal 15 inlo the ~ryst;LI 16 is rel;1tivcly 
small. and therefore the number of coincident impui~cs 
at the outputs of the photomultiplicrs 21 and 22 is :-cla· 
tively small. If. however. we consider the dTe<.:t not only 
of a small sphere in the medium but of the whole medium, 
it can be readily seen that the total number of photons 
that have t-cen scattered by the crystal IS into the cryst:1l 

10 Consequently. the pho1ons have -.mall cneq:ies and when 
they interact with the crystal 16 they undergo a second 
scattering th:it is characterized by the curve 1 V of Fig. 4. 
Referring no\v more particularly to thii. curve, it is seen 
that for incident photons of small encr~y the scattering is 

15 more neariy isotropic. i.e. the scuttcred photon may be 
emitted in anv direction. not necessarily forward. Con~ 
scquently. th~ scattered photon that interacts with the 
crystal 16 may be scattered nr,ain. but not in the for~.ard 
direction and thus may escape without· producing any 

20 further interaction with the crystal 17. Since a further 
interaction with the cryst:il 17 is unlikely. we !'hall not ob· 
taio any pulse in the photomultiplier 23. Consequently. 
there is no occurrence of a triple coincidence, and the de
tector will not ·be responsive to the r~1dintion·.c:mitted by 

25 the surroundirg medium. . .... · .. · · .. 
It is thus apparent that when the axis of the ckt.ectqr' is·· 

directed towards the source S :is shown in Fig. 6, the 
detector will be responsive only to the radiations emitted 
by S. i.e. it will be. irrcsponsivc to rncliations emitted by 

30 the source s1 and by the surro1:1n~in~ ni~dium .. Thus 
each pulse across the outrut lead$ 36 of the coincidence 
circuit will corresJ"ond to :i gamma r:!y rn<liatcd by the 
!'Ourcc S. Consequently, the rate: of :irri\•:tl of si1ch pulses 
determined by the output of th~ counting rate circuit 37 

35 will represent the strength of the SOllfCI~ s. Thus r 
hnve provided· by means or the indicator 39 an index. 
representing the strength of the source S. · 

If we rotate the detector by a small ~ingle its response. a:s 
shown by the meter 39 will. decrcasc !illb~t~mti~:lly to zc'ro. 

40 However. when the axis of the detector becomes· oriented 
towards the source s1. the meter 39 will show the strength 
of radiation emitted by the source S1 ~rntl will be still in
sensitive to any other r;1cliations. 

The present invention m;1y be :l!"fllicd to th\'•s..: cases jn 
45 which the location of a concentrated r::di~\tion source is' 

unknown and it is desired to find rh:: l!!r~L·ti0!1 along 
which the source is located. The procctlun: consists in 
rotating the axis !\1~v! 1 of the c.lin.:Lt!;.mal counter until 
:he indic;1tion of the meter 39 reaches the m:i-:im111n v:iluc. 

lSO The :txis MMI will P'-"int then tcw.r:mls t1·1.: sc•urcc. A 
curve showinl? the \"C1riatit'n iri the f'lt1!1111t 0: 1:1.: :1·1:tcr 
39 \\·ith the r~t:-tlion of the axis ivL\P i-: .shr:v:n i11 Fi:;. 7. 
The pc.:::ls \V ar:d \\'' corr.:..;rc.nd It' th•: 3r.;i:l:tr ~o,=:ir•n 
•: :ind a:+;J of sources S ;rnd s:. r..:-.pcct!vc::ly l with re-

55 spcct to :i reference d:n.:ction :-.hown in F:J..'.. 5). 
1t is apparent th~tt the above <lc.scrirtil:n rc!::tr..'s to the 

;-:icJiati(\11 detector shov.;n in Fii;. 1 A or tu the or.c 0f FiJ;. 
! B. Tht.: prcst:ncc cf tungsten in Fi;: i B mab.:s the 
directional co;m:cr more ~ck.:tivc to l1:1rd :;:11nma rays. 

60 ·1 he.: selccti\'ity to h~rd gamma r:1)"' may ::l'i:i he increased 
by tl'1ing four or more cryst:ils ::rra;1;.:cd ;1;011!! the dircc· 
tion MM! :ind usin.;: a quac.lrurk ()r qi:i11tupk ccin..:idr.::nce 
•.:ircuit in place of the triple coinciJcnc: (ir1.:11it 3:-. 

It is :tlso apparent th:it a cmrnl..:r ·.:l1 mprising oaly two 
65 cryst:ils ~uch as 15. 16 ~ilign ... ·.j ;.kin~= th..: d;re.:tion M.Ml 

c:in· be usc<l for the dircction~tl reccptiL'n tif g::mma ray~. 
\\'hen such detector a:. ~h~w:n in Fir:. i C i~ directed 
!owan.b the r;1diation source :\!\ sho\\'n i:1 Fi:;. 6. the 
i::1mm3 r:1ys arrivin~ from the sc~ur\:i: S wi!I be sc:ittcred 

70 by thl! cryst:1l 15 into the cry ... Lil Jr, ::nd tl111-. produce 
<loublc 1."oincidenccs. the fr.:q11cn..:y of s:iid .. ·,.iincidcnccs 
hein,t: indicated by the meter .39. T!:c !!:11:1111:1 r:1ys. that 
:1rrivc from the source 5 1 will be scattered by the cryst:d 
I either cry'>tal 15 or 16) in the forw:ird direction, ;md 

1:S :h..:rcfore will csc~pc from the crystal and produce only 
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7 
It ,\.!Oto!IC puhc. rhc- inlh1cn-:c C'f raJiRti<':l\ unifcwmly 
d1!\trihu!cd in the ~urrnundin!\ medium will liepentl upon 
the ... pc...·tr:il ~·11tnf'<''1t1\>n ot the.~ r.1dt.1llOn!L If the.'c: 
T2uh,lli\,l0\ MC ~llfl. lhcy rroJucc ('h<lll>ele<:t: 11,: intetAC.:lilln 
cilhc.:t in the a••,wl 15 or in the l.'r'Y!ttal 16. We obtain ;, 
thu.. ~in~lc puJ..c~ without occurren'e of coincidcnc::e. 
nnd thc:re1\-.:e the: dcte,:tor remain~ in~cmitive to !.U.:h 
radiation. If the gamma ray!! emitted by the medium 
are very cncq::ctic. then the scattering is predominantly 
forward. The: detector will be in~ensitive to those raJ!:i· 10 
rions for the ~amc rc.isons that it is insensitive to radia
tions from t!1e ~our~c S1 when the axis :M~fl is directed 
as shown io Fig. 5. 

It is thus apparent that a detector such as shown in Fig. 
1 C responds to radiation sources such as S or S1 only 15 
when its axis .M:\!1 is directed towards either of these 
sources. Furthermore. it has a relatively small response 
to the radiations emitted by the surrounding medium since 

8 
l.·n ,,;if,. \itid ph1)!(mlult1pli('f\ l;-.eiOJ: OJ'CC.tll\'C IC\ produ;;c 

1:11r:cnt 1mf'11he~ r''-'S'<lnl'-ivcl~· 10 lif(hl 11.t,hc' 1n thC' re~re.:· 
l1H 1.1~·,tnh 1hc1c"·rth 1t~'l(~1:itcd, I\ dWK11k11~c nr~uit 
l.•11\llC<.'lcJ :11 \!\Hi ph<,ll)fl\lilllplic:r' for l'1Ctdl1.:1l1l! un Olll!\11( 

p11hc whcric.:vcr curr.cnt 1mpuhci- p1Ulhh°CJ t,y \'1ill rhuto· 
11111ltip!i1.:r~ 1..i<:cur in l'oUh\tanti;d tune t.'l)ifl.-1Jcn1.:c, a '-°lHlfll· 

ins·r:ite cin:uit c:onncctcd to snid c:nim:idcn..:e circuit for 
rroducing a volla~c rcprc:~cnt1n~ the rutc or occurren"·e 
of 'Jid output pul~s. and means for inJic:iting said 
\'(lltrl\~e. 

~. -Apparatus according to:claim l wherein a radiaticn
absorbing shield is interpo~cd s:inc.lwich-fai.hion between 
c.'.lch pair of said cry~tals along s;.id reference direction, 
whc:reby substantially coincid~nt fta!-hcs in said plur:ility 
of crystals occur only in rc~ponse to gamm.'.l rays of very 
high energy arriving ::ilons snid reference direction. 

3. A radi3tion detector char:tctcrizcd by selective direc· 
tional rcsP'"'nsc to h:ird gamma rays comprising a plurality 
of scintillating crystals mounted in alignment alon·g a it docs not respond to those radiations emitted by said 

medium that ::i.re either very soft or very hard~ 
Fig. 8 shows an application of !":lY invention for diag

nostic purposes in medicine. It has been recently pro
posed to locate brain tumors by injection into the blood 
stream of a r:idioactive substance such as J13t-enriched 
diiodoftuorcscein. This substance is selectively absorbed 25 
by the diseased tissue and therefore after the injection 

20 reference direction and spaced a pan one from another, 
a radiation-absorbing shield interposed s:.mdwich·fashion 
between :in :idja~c!1t pair of said crystals along said 
reference direction, a photomultiplier tube for each of said 
c·rystals, said photomultiplier5 being operative to produce 
current imrulscs responsively to light flashes in the respec
tive crystals therewith associated, a coincidence circuit con-

the tumor becomes a source of radiation. The problem 
of locating the tumor becomes therefore identical with 
the location of a radiation source and can be solved by 
applying the principles of this invention. In Fig. 10, 70 30 
indicates a human head and T the position of a tumor. 
The directional detector of Fig. 1 or of Fig. 7 is placed 
initially at the loaction A and rotated until its axis MS 
becomes aligned along .e direction NlNl. Subsequently 
we place the detector at the location B and rotate its axis 35 
MN until it becomes aligned along the direction M11N11• 

It is apparent that the intersection of the axis MlNl with 
the axis M11Nl1 provides the position of the tumor T. 

I claim: 
L A directional radiation detector characterized by 40 

selective response to bard gamma rays comprising a plu
rality of scintillating crystals. at least three in number, 
said crystals being mounted in alignment along a ref
erence direction and space.l apart one from another, 
whereby a photon scattered in one of said crystals will 4J> 
produce no interactions in the others of said crystals 
unless its direction of arrival is· along said reference direc
tion and its scattering angle is small, each of said scintil
lating crystals being of the ~yoe which produces a flash 
of light responsively : _ ;,- .: -~-iion of a gamma ray there- 60 
with, a photomultip1; 'r t .... be for each of said scintillating 

nected to said pbotomultipliers for producfog an output 
pulse whenever current impulses produced by said photo
multipliers occur in substantial time coincidence, a count
ing-rate circuit fed by said coincide.nee circuit for produc
ing a voltage representing the ·rate of occurrence of said 
output pulses, and means for indicating said voltage, said 
apparatus being unresponsive to all radiation impinging on 
it save high-energy gamma rays arriving along said ref-· 
ercnce direction. · 
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1 

3.254,217 . 
SCINI11.LATION COUNTER FOR NEUTRONS 

AND GAMMA RA VS 

2 
f ollowlnag detailed deaerlptlon when considered with UM 
accompanying drawlnp, In which: 

ArtJaar H. Youmam, natu. Okb., mipor, by meme 
aalpmeDU, to Dreaer lndmtrles, Inc., Dallas, Ta., s 
corpon&a of Dellware 

FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a geo
physical well logiin1 operation; 

5 FlOURE l ·~ an enlarged vertical sectional view of, 
one form of the subsurface inStrument.; · 

. Flied Dee. 14, 1950, Ser. No~ 200,748 
lO Clalnu. (Cl. 250-71.5) 

This Invention rel:ales to the art ·of ~eQphysleal pros. 
pectins and more particularly to the nrt of rndloactivhy lO 
well louing wherein scintillation counters comprising 
fluorescent media in conjunction with photomultiplicrs 
are used to detect radiation. 

It· is old in the art to log oil wells by measuring the 15 
natural radioactivity of the strata or by irradiating the 
strata adjacent the· drill hole with fast neutroris or pene
trating gamma radiation and· simultaneously traversing 
the well with a gamma ray or ·neutron detector or both. 
Such detectors have been of the type which employs a 20 
gaseous ionizable medium and produces electrical pulses 
or continuous current More recently a detector of rela
tively· high efficiency has been found. the scintillation 
counter. ScintiIIation counters may have two types of 
fluorescent media, solid and liquid. Such media have 25 
certain advantages O\•er a gaseous medium-their greater 
density permits a smaller size detector which is desirable 
in the small space available in a well logging instrument; 
their low resolving time permits high speed counting: 
their high efficiency provides a good sjgnal-to-noise ratio: 30 
and their high stopping power is useful in gamma ray 
and high-energy particle detection. The scintillation 
counter has been well developed for l:lboratory use, but 
it is difficuH to use in well logging since it involves the 
use of fluorescent media which operates Jess satisfac-- 35 
torily under the high ambient temperatures found in· oil 
wells. and of photosensitive .. surfaces in photomultipliers 
which are· subject to thermal deterioration at tempera
tures above 170• F. The temperatures encountered in 

FIG UR~ 3 is· an enlarsecl vertical sectJow view of a 
ndlation source sub-adapted to be attached to the 
bottom of the ·Instrument shown In f'IOUR.£ 2; 

FJO URE 4 Is a vertlca.l sectional view of. a modified .. 
farm of f nsulatlna means for scintillation counters: 

FIGURE .S shows a further modification of the insulat-
ing means; · . ·. . 

FIGURE 6 shows still another modification of msulat· 
ing means which utilizes a thermal capacitance; and 

FIGURE 7 is an enlargM vertical sectional view of a 
modified form of subsurface instrument in which two 
detectors are used. . 

In the art of radioactivity well Joggini. certain lop 
are made by measuring the gamma radiation naturally 
emitted by the well. The weakness of this radiation h:is 
heretofore made it necessary to use extremely compli· 
cated electrical circuits and bulky µseous detectors in . 
order to produce proportionally rel&ted electrl~l signals 
of sufficient intensity that_ they can be transmitcd to the 
surf ace and recorded. · The scintillation counter is par-
ticularly adaptable for detecting natural radioactivity since 
it .in\'oJves simpJe_r circuits. and provides a compact in
strument of high efficiency and low resolving time. Other 
radioactivity Jogs are made by irradiating the formations 
adjacent the drill bole and detecting gamma radiation 
or neutrons influenced thereby. In FIGURE 1 of the 
drawings there is iUustrated · a well surveying operation 
in which any of t,bese logs may be made. 

A well 10 penetrates the earth•s surface 11 and may 
or may not b~ cased. Disposed within the well is sub-

deeo weiis may be as high as 400° F. 
This invention comprises a scintillation .coun:er adapt

ed for use in radioactivity well logging. This counter 
may be used to detect neutrons or gamma rays or both. 

surface instrur.·.cnt 12 of the w_ell logging system. In
strument 12 _.houses .the scintillation counter. Cable 13 
suspends the instrument m· the well and electrically con-

40 nee~:; the instrument with the surface apparatus. The 
cable. is wound on or unwound from drum 14 in "raising 
and lowering instrument 12 to traverse the well. Through 
sliprings 15 and brushes 16 on the end of the drum. the 
cable is electrically connected to amplifier 17 which is 
in turn connected through pulse height disc:rimbator U 
and pulse rate conversion circuit 19 to recorder lO. 

To· protect the counter from excessive temperatures, in
sulation is needed around the counters. Whereas al· 45 
most any insulating material may be used in the labora
tory, the limits of space 'in a welt surveying instrument 
that must go down a drill bole require 'that only the very 
best insulating material be used, i.e., a vacuum such as 
is provided by a Dewar flask. ::;o 

Recorder 20 is driven thr.ough a transmissi()n 21 by meas
uring reel l2 over which cable 13 is ,drawn so that record
er 20 moves in correlation with de'pth as inst.""Ument U 
traverses the well. 

Therefore, the primary object of this invention is to 
provide a method and apparatus for making a well log 
by detecting radiation ia the well with a 'scintillation 

t unter. Another object is to ada!"t a scintillation counter 
mprising a crystal and photomultiplier to use in a drill 

ole of restricted lateral dimensions for detecting radia
tion. This invention also contemplates the use of scintil-

. lation counters which employ liquids or crystals as scin-

Subsurface instrument 12 shown in FIGURE 1 may 
take the form illustrated diagrammatically in vertical ~
tion in FIGURE 2. The instrument as shown in FIG-

55 URE 2 i·s adapted for use in making a log of a drill hole 
by measuring the natural radioactivity emitted by the 
formations. 

Instrument 12 comprises a housing 2.3 which encloses 
a scintillation counter 2-4. Scintillation counter 24 which 
comprises a fluorescent crystal 25 and a photomultiplier 
U may be suitably supported within a Dewar flask %1. tillating media in the subsurface apparatus used in well 60 

surveying~ A still funher object of this invention is . The counter may·be sealed iD the Dewar ftuk by providing 
to provide means for protecting a scintillation counter 
when used in a subsurface well surveying instrument from 
the effects of high temperatures which may be encoun
tered in certain wells. Another .object of this invention 
is to provide a method and apparatus for making a neu
tron Jog of a well by excluding signals produced· by. 
gamma radiation in the detector as well as other signals 
such a5 dark currents originating in the photomultiplier 
of the scintillation counter. Other objects and advantages 
of the present invention will become apparent from the 

a closure member 28. formed of a suitable beat insulating 
material. Closure 28 is provided with suitable openin~ 
through which cooductors may extend· from the pboto-

M multiplier to a point outside of the Dewar iiask en
closure. TI>ese conductors comprise conductors 29 which 
lead to amplifier 3G and conductors 31 which connect 
to a power supply illustrated schemat:ieally at 32. Am-

70 plilier 30 may be supplied with power from a ;;ecoDd 
power supply indicated schematially at 33 through coo
ductors 34. The output of amplifier 38 is connected by 
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. sultablo c»ndueton 31 tbrou1h a eabJc U to tbo neon!· because the photomuJlJpller of the aelnlillatlon counter 
'lnJ ·equipment located. on the surface ot the earth. · J)roduee1 what are known .In tho art as .. dark .~urnam ... 

· Photomultiplier 2' althouah lllu1tr1tod u a reetana1e These dark eurrent11 arcs evldencod by pubos of rcJatJveJy 
In tbt drawlns l• to bo vndontood to lneludo tho n~•· small mapltudo whh:b m111y bo blocked from the recorder 
my voltqe dJvlder and electric c1rculu for appJylna tho ts by .the dlserimlnatos ·• 
required potentials to it. AddlUonaHy it ls to be under- In order .to make a Jons which wm be 1 continuous 
stood thit tho power supplies 32 1Dd 33 may be replaced trace or curve drawn in eomlatfon with u,e depth al 
'by suitable tnnsformers and reetlfien which are suppUed ·which the radiation b dcteeted, puJ11e rate eonvertion 
with power through the cable 13 from the surface ·of element .19 b interposed in the recording system of f'JO. 
the earth. 10 URE J. TNs element functions in a conventional manner, 

In CC>Dductms 1 survey of a drill hole while win~ the welJ.Jcnowr. in' the art, to produce a direct current that 
. apparatus illustrated w ·FIGURE 2, the mstrument U is varies in malftltude In accordance .. with the rate of OC•. 
camed to-traverse tbe formations penetrated by 1he wen c:urrence of the pulses fed to it~ : 
and in so doing radiation emitted by the formations, 1be instant invention u described thus far fulds equal! 
pmma radiatlon, impinBCS upon the crystal 25 or the is api:>lication in making \Yell Jop when .using a source of: 
scintillation counter. The crystal responds to the radia· radiatjon. Jn operation the subsurface device illustrated! 
tioo by producing photons of U1ht which n.re transmitted in FIGURE :? may be modified to inc:Jude a radiation' 
throu1h the. crystal to the photomultiplier 1,. Photo• r.ourcc 36 by removinJ the bottom portion J1 of the hous·: 
mu1tipller 1' couveru tbese pbotom of lisht into elec· in~ thereof and rep!acin~ it wilh·the sub shown in FJQ.: 
trom whiCli are multiplied in the muJtiplier section of the 20 URE 3 which carries the radiation source 36. U' source 
photomultiplier and the resulting CWTeDt pulses are trans· ·· 36 emits both neutrons and ~amma rays and only neutrons 
mitted through coixiuc:tors 2t to amplifier 30. The ampli· are desired, then the sub shown in P.GUR.E 3 eompf'Ues· 
fied pulses are then conducted via conductors 35 and the housing 38 which encloses a higb density gamma ray· 
cable 13 to the surface, where they are recorded in cor. absorber 39 in which is embedded a radiation source 3'. 
relation with the depth at which they were produeed. 25 It will be desirable to interpose between the radiation 

Crystal l5 may be formed of materials such as cadmium source and the detector a neutron absorbing shield. This 
tungstate, calcium tungstate, thallium activated sodium may be located in the sub as indicated :.! ~ in FIG-
iodide (approximately 1 percent thallium) or thallium URE 3. If source 36 is a gamma .... ~Y source, absorber 
activated potassium iodide (approximately 1 percent thaJ. 39 is omitted and absorber shield ·4@ may ~made of a 
lium). These crystals when penetrated by n.diation may 30 high density material·to stop direct passage of gamma rays 
produce Compton electrons, photoelectrons, or positron from source to detector. 
electron pairs which give up their energy in the produc- The apparatus resulting from the combination of the 
tion of photons of light. · devices illustrated in FIGURES 2 and 3 is adapted.· for 

As ·pointed oui above certain liquids are adapted for use in making a neutron-gamma ray log, that is. a log 
me in scintillation counters. Such liquids a.re solutions 35 _which represents gamma radiation produced by neutron 
of one percent anthracene dissolved in xylene and para- interactions in the formations. In this instance the source 
dipbenylbenzene~ terphenyl) dissolved in phenylcyclobex- . of radiation .36 would be- one which emits neutrons. A 
ane or xylene. When using a liquid in place of the crystal gamma-gamma Jog. that i~ one made by irradiating the 
25. it is only necessary to replace the crystal with a suit- formations with penetrating gamma radiations and detect-
able cont:a.in~ filled With a scintillation liqiiid. In opera- -'O ing. gamrria radiations influenced by the formations, can 
tion the liquid responds to radiation in a similar manner also be made without modifying the detecting or rccord-
to that descn'bed in connection with f.be crystal and in the ing system of ;J.:-e device.. In this instance the radiation 
same fashion the resulting photons of ligbt are transmitted source 36 would be one which emits penetrating gamma 
to the pbotomnltiplier. which produces pulses of current radiat!ons. 
that may be amplified, transmitted to the· surface, and 45 The scintillation counter is readily adapted to detect 
recorded. neutrons by replacing the scintillation medium used for 

In the methods for detecting gamma rays described the detection of gamma radiation by one 'Which will re,. 
immediately above, the photons of light were produced spond to neutrons. Such .a scintillation med.iuII! would 
in the sciritillation media by the reaction of the gamma be a crystal formed of a m.aterial such as cadmium tung-
radia.tion with the atoms of the scintillation meclla. Gtm- 50 state, the neutron absorber being in this case cadmium; 
ma radiation can also be detected by enclosing the scintil- any other crystal having a material such as bor-on dis-
lation media within a material which reacts, when exposed persed through it may alternatively be used: or 1be scin-
to gamma radiation, to give up charged particles which, tillation medium may be a liquid such as a solution coo-
on entering the scintillation media, produce photons of sisting of xylene with one pe:cent anthracene, ha\.ing 
light which are transmitted to the photomultiplier in 55 granulated Pyrex glass which is rich. in boron dispersed 
the manner described above. The material within which therein. 
the crystal is enclosed should.. be a heary mat.erial snch Neutrons may also be detected by enclosi:ig the scin-
as lead or some other heavy metal. This crystal-enclosing tillation medium disclosed for the detection of gamrn& 
metal may be formed about the crystal or may be a coat- radiation within a substance that wi!l absorb tLe neutrons~ 
ing applied directly to the crystal. The thickness of the 60 and in so doing emit radiation "Which will enter the scin· 
enclosing metal 'Wl1I be determined by the hardness of tiUation media and produce measurable photons of lJghL 
the gamma radiation that it is desired to detect. The When using a crystal this neutron reactive material may ! 
detection process:wben using a crystal enclosed in a heavy be formed about the crystal or made in the form of a ; 
metal involves the liberation of charged particles by the coating for the crystal. · 
heavy~ when it is struck by gamma radiation. These 65 Sach neutron reactive materials that are suitable for 
clw'Bed particles enter the scintillation media and produce use as coatings for crystals arc cadmium, boron. lithium. 
photons of light which are utilized as descn'bed above. gadolinium. or uranium. TilC cadmium or ~adolinium 

As lbown in FIGURE 1 is is nec:essary to use a pulse strongly absorbs slow neutrons and thereupon emits gam-
beight disaiminator in conjunction with the scintillation ~o ma radiation to which a scintillation medium wm re
counter recordine system. Pube height discriminator • 
u ftmetions to establish a threshold for determining spond. Boron and lithi~m absorb slow neutrom and 
which !ism.Is are trammitted 10 the recorder. Dbcrimina- simultaneously emit alpha rays which will prodc.>CC pbo-
tor 11 may be regulated in a manner well-mown in the tons of light in the scintillation medium on entering it. 
an 10 pass to the recorder only pulses above a 11elected Uranium may react with either slow or fast neutro~ de-
magnitude. The use of a discriminator is necessary 75 pending oo which of the isotopes is involved, and subse-

97 
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Quo_ntly underao fission~ The hlah energy fission fraa• shown in FJOURE 4 In thl'lt a £eeond cyllndrH:at envelopo . 
ments and simultnneousty emitted ;nmma and betn rays 4-' Is eon~ntrlcally disposed about the photomuttlpller 

. may .react with ahe aclntillatlon medium to produce pho- tube 26 nnd Its usoclatcd crystal 2.! but Intervenes be· 
tons of UJhl. Flu.Ion results when the Isotope um nb- tween tho photomu18.lpller tube 1and !ta· aUoc:l~t•d erytita! 
sorbc slow neutrons whereas ftsslon of U238 results from tJ and the container 42. By venting the container 44 as at . 
ca,Pt~re of last neutrons. 45 nnd 46, -the evacuated region in FIGURE 5 ls Identical 

Obviously, .when the coating matcrlal ls opaque to the with that disclor.ed in connection with FIOURE -4. The 
photons of liiht produced by radiation impinging upon intervening co.nlnlner 44, however, fr. the inst.Int form or 

. the crystal a window must be provided Jn order for the· the invention provides nn outer surface which may be 
photons or light to escape from the crystal.and bombard 10 silvered fr:stend of nppJying the coating to the envelope 

) 
the light·sens.ltive cathode element of the photomulllplier. of the photomultiplier tube 16 and those portions of the 
Itis to be understood that the scintillation medium may surfaces of crystal element 25 which are exposed· to the 
be in he form of a plurality of particles· or be a single evacuated chamber. 
element of such geometry that a large portion of the Still another form of insulating means for a scintillation 
crystal may be subjected to the neutron· produced radia· l 5 counter is disclosed in FIGURE 6. This form of the ii'· 
tion. Fe>r example, when using a crystal such as calcium vention differs from that disclosed in FIGURE S in that 
tungstate the scintillation medium may .be formed from there is provided a relatively large thermal capacitance 
a plµra.lity of elongated rod-like crystal elements having 47 which is arranged in thermal conductance with the 
c:ross sectional dimensions such that they can _be clos.ely, guard formed by container 44. The thermal conductor 
fitted together and disposed in such a manner th:it their 20 connecting the container 44 with the thermal capacitance 
axes extend toward the pbotocatbode. The individual sur- 47 may be an extension 48 of the container 44 which 
faces of these elements may be coated. with the neutron extends· beyond the base of the photomultiplier tube and 
renctive material. · cont~cts the thermnl c:ipncitnnce 47. Thermal capaci· 

When a liquid IS used as n sciotillntion medium the tance 47 may be a mass of water. ice, or other material 
container for the liquid may be formed of or coated with 25 of large thermal cap::tcity •. With this arrangement the 
neutron· reactive material. Such materials in this in- rate of temperature rise of the photomult!p!ie:- assembly 
stance may 'be the.: same as those i-ccited immediately will be inversely proportional to the tbermal capacity. 
above as suitable for coating ma·terials for cryst2ls. It is evident that f.he photomultiplier tube will never be· 

The invention as described thus far has included means come warmer than the enclosing container 44. 'Thermal 
for protecting the scintillation counter against high tern· 30. capacitance 47 may be enclosed in a suitable heat in· 
peratures which may be encountered in wells. In many sulating material, preferably disposed with a Dewar flask: 
shallow wells the variations in temperature are so slight 49 which is illustrated in. dotted. lines in FIGURE 6. It' 
that they produce. no adverse effects and as a result the is possible to. dispense wfth the Dewar flask ~9 by extend-
protective ·means for the scintillation counter may be ing the oµter housing 42 which surrounds the guard coo-
omitted. However, in the majority_ of the wells, particu- 35 tainer 44 to enclose the entire thermal capacitance 47 and 
larly the deep wells surveyed by the radioactivity Jogging thereby provide a chamber which can be hermetically 
method, temperatures are· encountered which produce sealed, it being understood that hermetically sea]ed· elec· 
thermal deterioration of the photosensitive .surfaces in the trical lead through insulators· will ·be provided through 
photomult:pl.ie.r and lower the efficiency of some crystals which electrical conductors woµld pass to make contact 
as detectors of radiation to a point below th.at of the 40 with the pin3 on the base of the photomultipJer tube. It 
conventional detectors of the prior art, unless precautiOns is obvious tc !hose skilled in the art that other methods 

·a.re taken. The temperatures at which the photosensi- and apparatus may be employed for heat insulating the 
tive surfaces of .the present commercially available photo- crystal element and its associated. photomultiplier tube. 
multipliers will ·be subject to thermal deterioration are F!GURE 7 illustrates a subsurface instrument wherein 
those above approximately 170D F. However, -tempera· 4.i a plurality of scintillation counters are used. Two such 
tures encountered in deep wells may be as high as 400q F. counters are shown comprising crystai elements SO and 
Unoer such conditions it is desirable to protect the scintil- 50', photomu!tipliers 51 and 51', and amplifiers 52 and 
la.tion counter by enclosing jt in the most efficient h'!.a.t 53. These counters may be arranged by suitable choice 
insulating means permitted by the dimensions ,,f the drill of crystals and/or suitable choice of coating material to 
b.,Je. To this end we have provided an evacuated spaced 50 be sensitive either to gamma rays or to both gamma rays 
wall and jacke·t element which has been heretofore re- and neutrons. Thus, to s:neasure only neutrons with this 
ferred to in connection with the description of FIGURE 2 combination element 50 may be cadmium tungstate and 
as a Dewar flask. · crystal element 50' may be calcium tungstate. Since 

In FIGURE 4 there is illustrated a modified form of the latter is not sensitive to neutrons, but both may be 
the inveDtion in which the crystal 25 and photomultiplier 55 made equally sensitive to gamma radiation. the combina-
tube 16 arc enclosed in a hermetically sealed chamber tion of the two measurements to yield their difference is 
.tl. Ch:ur.b.:.r 41 is defined by an inner wall formed indicative of neutron flux density. At the same time, the 
of the envelope of the photomultiplier tube 26 and the detection by crystal SO' and photomultiplier SI' indicate-s 

iouter surface of the crystal element .:?S and an outer wall gamma ray flux density. The gamma rays thus detected 
rin the form of a concentrically disposed outer cylindrical ao may arise in the formations or they may be produced by 
container 4% that is closed at one end. Container 42 has neutron interaction in the cadmium tungstate crystal lS. 
an inner annular element 43 of reduced diameter made The efficiency with which the combination can detect 
integral with the open end thereof or secured thereto neutrons may be improved by interposing a gamma radi-
as by welding and which is adapted to engage the side :ition absorber 53 between the two crystals or by arrang· 
wall of the base of the photomultiplier tube 16. A G5 ing the geometry so as to make the radiation transfer a 

minimum. 
vacuum· tight seal is formed between the base of tube As shown in FIGURE 7, the scintillation counters com-
16 and the annular element 43. The chamber tht:s formed 
is then evacuated and sealed off. In order to funher re- prising the crystal elements SO and so· and photomulti-

pliers 51 and SI· may be enclosed in an evacu3ted her
duce transfer of heat tt:> the crystal element 15 and photo- iO metically sealed heat insulating element 54 which may be 
multiplier tube U all surfaces presented to the chamber a Dewar flask .. Obviously, when such a container is used 
41 may be silvered. it would be provided with a closure element SS. that is 

Another form of beat 'insulating means for the crystal provided with suitable electrical lead through i~lators 
.25 and photomultiplier tube 16 is shown in AGURE 5. through which tbe electrical conductors may pass to the 
This form of the heat insulating means differs from that ;;; amplifiers 52 :ind s2· and to the power supply 56. A sec-

go 
0 
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ond power supply S1 may be provided for the ampllficni 
52 and 52'. · 

8 

Jc Is co be understood rhat this Invention 111 not be Jim· 
fted to the specific modi tlcatfons demibc:d but Ill to bo 
Jlmfted only b)' the following claims. 

I claim: 

by snld auard element, menna nlU> dfipoced within 1Ud 
subaurtAee Jnstrumont lot ampUty!ns eloctrleal pubes 
from said sclnttllnlfon counter, means for transmitting 
tho nmplified pulses to the surface of the euth, and mean1 

ts for metuurin; a property of said pulses H ·an lndic:a· 
tion of the phy1ic:tal propcrtie1 of the formations tra· 

1. A method of radloactMcy well·IO&tglng thnt com· 
prises tho steps of aubJectina a,aclntillation counter thnt 
Is sensitive to 11mma radiation to iamma radhltlon with· 
in a drill hole while traversing the drlll hole with the lo 
scintillation counter, simultaneously subjecting a second 
scintUJation (;()Unter that is sensitive to both neutrons and 
gamma radiation to neutrons and g3mma rndiation while 
tr3venin1 the formations penetrated by the drill hole, 
electroni~Uy sub~iu:ting the signals produced in detect· 15 
ing gamma radiation by the first scintillation counter 
from the signals produced in detecting neutrons and sam· 

·versed. 
· 6. An apparatus for maklns a radloactMty Jos or ia 
well that comprises Jn combination a aubsurlaee instru. 
ment adapted to traverse a deep narrow• wen~ mean11 
for tra·r-Jrsins the well with said instrument, a scintil· 
Jntion counter disposed within said subsurfa~ instru· 
ment, a cylindrical jacket having a closure in one end 
thereof disposed about said scintillation counter and 
h:wing its open end form a gas· tight seal with :he base 
of said scintillation counter to define a concentric ch:im-
ber about said- scintillation counter .that may be evacu
ated, :i cylindrical guard element concentrically disposed 
between said first recited cylindrical element and said 

ma radiation by the second scintillation counter. and re· 
cording th!= -,resultant signals in correlation with the depth 
at which the detections occurred. 

2. A method of radioactivity welJ.-Io~ging that com· 
prises the steps of subjecting n scintillation counter thnt 
is sensitive to gamma radiation to gnmmn rndintion with· 

20 scintillation counter, said guard element being provided ' 
with vent orifices that · are adapted to establish com
munication between the two conro:ntric chambers formed 
by said guard clement. said guard element ex.tending 
at one end beyond the base of the scintillation counter. 
a thermal capneitanc:e coMected· to the extended end of 
s:iid · guard element, means also disposed within said 

in a drill hole while traversin~ the formntion!t penetralcd 
by the drill hole with the scintillation counter. simul· 2o 
taneously subjecting a second· scintillation counter th:it is 
sensitive to both neutrons and gamma radiation to neu
trons and gamma radiation while .traversing the· forma· 
tions penetrated by the drill hole, maintaining the tem
perature of said scintillation counters substantiaiiy con- 30 
stant at a value b:elow that which would impair their 
efficiency, electrically subtracting the signal produced by 
the first scintillation counter· from that produced by the 
seci:>nd scintillation counter~ and recording the resultant 
signal in correlation with the depth in the drill hole at 35 
which detection occurred. 

3. An. apparatus for making a radioactivity log of a 
well that comprises jn ~ombination of subsurface instru
ment adapted to traverse a deep narrow well; means for 
traversing ·the well _with ·said i~trument; a crystal, that 40 
is adapted · to scintillate when subject to penetrating · 
radiation, . confined within said i~ment; a photo
multiplier disposed adjacent said cry~nl and adapted 
to convert the ·scintiJJations of said crystal into elec· 
trical pulses; vacuum means for controlling the tern· 45 
perature of said crystal and photomultiplier; and means 
for measuring the electrical pulses as ·a measure of the 
penetrating. radiations impinging upon said crystal. 

4.- An apparatus for making a ·radioactivity log of a well 
that comprises in combination a subsurface instrument 50 
adapted to traverse a deep narrow well; means for travers
ing the well with said instrument; a crystal, _that is 
adapted to scintill~te when subjected to penetrating radia
tion, confined within said instrument; a photomultiplier 
disposed adjacent said crystal and adapted to convert 55 
the Kintillations of said crystal into electrical pulses; 
vacuum means for insulating said crystal and photo
multiplier from heat encountered in the well; and means 

subsurface instrument for amplifying decirical pulses: 
from said scintillation cont;1ter, means for 'transmitting: 
the amplified pulses to the surface of the earth, and means ! 
for measuring a property of said pulses as an indication ; 
of the physical properties of the formations traversed. ' 

7. An apparatus for making a radioactivity log of a ' 
well t_bat comprises in combination a ~ubsurfaoe instru- i 
ment adapted to traverse a deep narrow well, means for i 
traversing the well with said. instrument, a scintillation I 
counter disposed within said subsurface instrument, a. 
cylindrical jacket having a closure in one end thereof 1 

disposed about said scintillation counter and having its i 
open end f orrn a gas-tight seal with the .base . of said ; 
scintillation counter to define a concentric chamber about 
said scintillP-!ion counter that may be evacuated, a cy-
lindrical guard element concentrically disposed between 
said first recited cylindrical element. and said scintil
lation counter, said guard clement being provided with 
vent orifices that are adapted to establish communica
tion between the two concentric chambers formed by 
said guard element, said guard element extending at one · 
end beyond the base of the scintillation coun:er~ a ther
mal capacitance connected to the extended end of said 
guard element, an evacuated spaced wall and jacket ves
sel disposed ~i...,,ut the thermal capacitance and extended 
portion of said guard element, means also disposed with
in said subs•.l:face instrument for amplifying electrical 
pulses f rorn said scintillation conuter, means for trans
mitting the ali'Olified pulses to the surface of the earth, 
and means for m~~suring a property of said pulses as 
:in indication of the physical properties of. the forma
tions traversed. 

for measuring the electrical pulses as a measure of the 
penetrating radiations impinging upon said crystal. 

5. An apparatus for making a radioactivity log of a 
well that comprises in combination a subsurface instru· 
ment adapted to transverse a deep narrow well; means 

8. An apparat'!ls for making a radioactivity log of a~ 
GO well ·'that comprises in combination :i subsurface instru

ment that ~-: adapted to traverse a deep narrow drill 
hole, -means tor traversing the drill hole with said instru
ment. a scintillation counter that is sensitive to gamma 

for transversing the well with said instrument. a scintil· 
lation counter disposed within said subsurface instru- G5 
ment, a cylindrical jacket having a closure in one end 
thereof disposed about said scintillation counter and hav-
ing its open end form a gas-tight seal with the base of 
3aid &eintillation counter to define a concentric cham· 
ber about uid scintillation counter that mny be evaeu· 70 
ated, a cylindrical guard element concentricaJly disposed 
between said first recited cylindrical element and said 
scintillation counter, said guard element being provided 
with vent orifices that are adapted to establ:Sh com· 
munication P<:tween the two concentrjc chambers formed i5 

radiation disposed within said instrument, means for 
conducting electrical pulses produced by said scintilla
tion counter when subjected to gamma radiation to the 
surface of the earth, a second scintillation counter that 
is sensitive to both neutrons and gamma radiation also 
disposed within said instrument, means for transmitting 
the electrical pulses produced by the second scintillation 
counter when subjected to neutrons and gamma radia-
tion to the surface of the earth, means at the surface 
for receiving said electrical pulses, said means including 
electronic means for subtracting the signals produced 
by the first recited scintillation counter froni the sig-

OQ 
v '-' 



9 
nal produoed by the second recited 11c:Jntlllntlon counter, 
nnd menna for rocordlna tho resultant alannl In correln· 
1Jon with tho dopth of tho drUl ho1o at which the aelntll· 
latJon co1.:1ntera were subjected to rndlatlon. 

'· An apparatus for mnklna n rndloac:Uvlty log of n L> 
well that comprises in combination n subsurfnce instru
ment tha~ 1s ~dapted ~o trnerse a deep narrow drill 
hole, means for travenlns the drill hole with said in· 
atrument, a scintillation counter that is sensitive to gamma 
radiation disposed within said instrument, a second scintil· 10 
lation counter that is sensitive to both neutrons and 
gamma radiation also disposed within said instrument, 
means for contro}I~ng the temperature of said scintillation 
counters, means for separately transmitting the elec
trical pulses produced by each scintillation counter when 15 
subjected to radiation to the surface of the earth, means 
at the surface for receiving\ said electrical pulses, said 
means . including electronic means for subtrncting the 
signals produced by the first recited scintillation count
er from the ·signal produced by the second recited scintil· 20 
Jatlon counter, e,nd means. for :recording the resultant 
signal in correlation with the depth of the drill hole at 
which the· scintillation· counters were subjected to r:idia· 
. tion. 

10 
lhe c:lectrlcAI pubes produced by each selntlllatlon count• 
er when auhjeeted to rAdiAtion to the gurfaoc er t.M 
enrth, means at lM surface tor reeelvins iald elc:<:· 
trlc:nl pulses, 5:ild means lncludln~ electronic muns for 
subtracting the sl~nD.ls produced by the fim recited sciat.il· 
lation counter from the slgnnl rroduecd by the 1tecoDd 
recited ·scintillation counter, and means for recording 
the resultant sh:n:il in correlation with the depth of the 
drill hole at which the scintillation counters were subo 
jected to radir1 'ion. 
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NUCLEAR BLAST3~:~iU!roR AND ALARM 
SYSTEM 

Joseph M. Finlay, Falr8eld, and Curlet D. Price, New• 
ark. Ohio, aa.lpon to The MOiier Safe Company, 
Hamlltoa, N.V et a corporation of New York 

·· ·· Flied Jan. '1, 1963, Ser. No. 149,734 
"1. Claims. (Cl. 250-SJ.3) 

· This invention relates to a method and apparatus for 
detecting nuclear explosions and initiating protective 
measures. 

In nuclear bomb £helter installations it is usually neces
·sary to take last minute "'button-up" precautions to pre· 
ycnt damage from near-miss nuclear explosions. Blast 
valves in the sheJ_t~r air ducts must be closed to prevent 
the shoc:k wave of the ·blast from entering the ducts. 
Diesel operated ,enerators must be shut down when the 
closed blast ~?.!v.es .. cut .. off the external air supply, nuxil· 
fary utilities must be started in operation. dampers must 
be closed, air filters activated, alarms sounded, and other 
warning and protective devices must be actuated. 

Normally these protective measures may be taken upon 
receiving warning of an expected attack, but in event of 
a. surprise attack the first warning may be the nuclear 
explosion itself. The explosion must be detected and 
identified and the warning or protective devices actuated 
within a ·fraction of a second to give such dCvices a chance 
to operate. The short warning time available necessitates 
a system which is not dependent on human actuation. 

This invention relates to a system whereby a nuclear 
blast in· the . vicinity of the syStem · is automatically de& 
tected and identified, and 7ihereby protective measures 
are automatically initi:'!.led and. carried out. In broad 
terms, the system of t'.JiS invention will very rapidly pro
vide an electrical signal upon detection of a nuclear deto-
nation, which signal may be. utilii.ed to :take desired pro-

. tective measures, including closing· blast valves, energiz
ing or shutting down utility circuits, soUJ:iding warnings, 
and other operations. · . · ·· .. 

It is characteristic of all known types of nuclear ex
plosions that ~e explosion is accompanied by a so-called 
optical or thermal signal in the. form of released ultra
violet, visual, and infrared energy which is ·concentrated 
.primarily in two pulses. The relative amplitude and 
duration of the two light flashes from the nuclear blast 
vary widely with the size and type of the nuclear device, 
atmospheric conditions. and other factors, but the. two-
pulse wave · form is characteristic of the thermal signal 
which occurs in any nuclear blast. 

The pattern of the released thermal energy of nuclear 
detonations is further characterized by a peculiar and 
unique difference in the sha~ of the two pulses. The 

·first or inJtial pulse occurs simultan~ously with detonation 
of the weapon, and is typically a very fast rising, sharp 
spike of short duration, usually of roughly about 7-IS 
miliisec:onds duration. The energy of this first pulse is 
primarily in the ultra-violet spectrum, althous,h infrared 
energy is also preesrit to a lesser extent. The second pulse 
follows the first b~ a time lag which varies with· the- size 
of the weapon, ~d which may be from a few hundred 
milllseeoads to several seconds. Typically, the second 
pulse Is much .. broader" and slower rising than tbe first, 
and has a duration of at least aoove a second; usualJy ap· 
proximately 99% of the total thermal energy of the ex· 
plosJon is released during this second pulse. Jts ener1tY 
is primarily in the visual and infrared spectrums. The 
total duration of both pulses may be several seconds. 

.Between tbe !a.st rising spike-like first pulse and the slow 
ruing, longer la.sting second pulse, released thermal energy 
is relatively low, so that the pulses are . quite distinctly 
separated. The pressure or shock wave of the blast fol-

2 
low. tho MCOnd S'Uh~. and may aniw Yet')' npldly iMn• 
llfter, d@pondtns on tho nezamm and ~z.:i of tho blut. 
No other ty~ of e\oent, either natural •. such ai lichtnl~,. 
or m:tn-cau$Cd, ls known to em.It thermal eoergy In such 

~ a pattern. 
Detoc:ti•'.:'f'l systems bued solely upon reco~tioc of a 

fast risin~ spike of thermal ener;y have proYCD wirelablo 
and subject to false alarms, bcau.se similar li&ht- eJ>CrSY" 
pulses are sometimes produced by li~tn.in'- chemical ex• 

10 plosions. and other non·nuclur events. For this ~ 
systems based upoa detection of a fut rising energy pube 
alone have been undesirably indisaim.Uate in operation." 
Apart from their psychological dfeet. WJe ala.rms hue 
sometimes required manual resetting o! blast valves. wWc:h 

l~ may be· time consuming wbere there are sevc!'2.l valves 
hundreds of feet apart, especially if explosive Qruid,::es 
must be replaced. 

For this reason. most nuclear b!bt dere.et.ioa and ab.rm 
systems are based upon reeo'1lition of a !a.st pulse of 

20 predetermined amplitude followed by a relatively slow 
rising, longer lasting thermal pulse corresponding to the 
second pulse of a nuclear blast. In the past, such recogni
tion bas been based upon pbotoelectrfo acruation of an 
electronic circuit by a fasMising pubic of radiation, which 

i5 circuit then sets up an associated second c:ircnit for subse· 
quent actuation by a slo~r rising pulse of radiation. If 
a slow rise pulse of predetermined intensi.ry is detected 
after detection of the fast rising pulse~ the protective meas-

.. ures arc thereupon initiated. 
30 Although past systems based upon recognition of the 

two-pulse characteristic . of nuclear detonations have had 
a much lower inciden~ of false alarms than single pulse 
detection systems, the inherent necessity in past s;stcms 
of sensing and· responding to the. slow rise second pnlse 

ss has rcndenxi'tbem undesirably slow in operation. The 
protective me3.S1lre:S, ac~ted followm~ detection of the 
second pulse, -require a certain amount of time in 'Vtfli.cll 
to be compl~~d; blast valves may, for example, reqo:ire 
a tenth of a second to close, and ·the shock wave, if the. 

~ o bla.~ is a near miss, might arrive before the valve is closed. 
In such ·systems, the ti.me required after de:ection of the 
secondary pulse to initiate· and exec:ote the mernankal 
protective measures could, in. s0me instaoccs, cause those 
measures to be too late or to be iDeff ecru.al in ~ 

45 This· invention is predicated upon the conception. dis-- · 
cover)'. and determination that detection of a fast-rise 
time thermal signal can be utilized to tentati\-ely estab
lish recognition of the blast and to initiate or ac:mate 
various protecth-e or alarm measures.. especially those 

50 which are time-critical such as closing shelter blast "elves, 
and that detection thereafter of a slo-..· rising secood ther
mal signal can be utilized to confirm tile tentative recogni
tion established [\y detection of the first si!=Jl31. to permit 
the previously initiated measures to continue and to Qi-

55 tiate less time-critical measures such as diesel shut~-n.. 
or to return the svstem to normal in the event a second 
pulse is not recefved. In this manner. sip~t and 
perhaps \'ital extra operatin' time is atu.ioed. 

Otherwise expressed, unlike ~~ systems. the b13St de· 

00 tectinJ: and alarm system of this in .. -ention takes i.dvuua~ 
of detcctiori of a f:l.st·ri5ae time thermal pul91e to aebie .. -e 
quicker operational ~spon.'C to detonation or a riudeu 
weapon. and incorpor.ues reversi~e primuy protecth'C 
means which are autom..atially returned to oonm.1 if the 

Ga tentati\•e identification of the firs.t pul~ is not ,-eri.fied 
by detection of a slow rise time second pulse •ithin a 
pre-esta.blished time therea.her. 

More spCclfica.lly. this system responds to a fast~ 
hi~ amplitude light or thermal pulse to execute or set 

70 io operation the ~ary or most c:ri~ proteeti'e meJtS

ures.. such as closing the blast .,,-a.Ives u:i shelter air docts. 
Detection of the fas: pulse also initiates a time period 
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3\....... 4 
el predete~ duration. dwins which a a1ow rl1ln1 a 1lunal 1rrJve1 aub11equent to 1 laat •l,nal ed within lM 
ijpa1 mmt be detoetod to -permit the prevloualy initiated tlmod periQd e11tablh1hod by dotocdon. of tbe fast alpll, 
primuy meuures to be completed or to remain in ~eet the !ut output relay remain• open, and the slow nut~t 
U comt."lete<!. A ~1ow•rille pulae oecur:ina ch.rri~I this pc· relay la 1bo opened, which may be used to start lus tlma. 
riod corroborates the initial, poulbly inaccurate blut rec:· a critical protoc:tfvo mci11urca, u previously axplalnod. 
opition . cattbllmed by dotoction of the fut aplke, and The nuclear b!Ht detector and alarm gyatem whleb we 
pormlu the blast valves to continue eJOllni, or to mmlln have Invented, and the concept& upon which ll l& bued, 
closed if they have already closed. 1n addition, detection may· best be further explained by ro!~rcn~ to tho ac· 
o! i dotv ri~ sitnal may &!so be used to actuate les$ time· c:ompanying drawings in which: 
critk:al 110COndary proiec:tlve measures, such as shutting 10 FIGURE J ii a ;raph whieh illustrates, in diagram. 
do1"1 diesel ~es, activating the filter system. closin·g matic form. !he senc:ral shape Of the thermal C.DefiY wave 
~- sotmdin~ · ala.nm, and other measures which produced .by detonation of a nuclear device: 
aumot so readil)' be reveriled or retttmed to normal status. FIGURE 2 is a diagrammatic illustntion showing a 

UDO slow rise is detected after the fast rise signal, the typical installation of the system we have invented, and 
system outputs are inhibited and the system is returned lS which illustrates the general details of a suitable blast 
to~ -vrithout serious "false alarm" effect. valve controlled by the system; and 

Another imporwu feature of the invention resides in FIGURE 3 is a circuit diagram of a suitable clec:trlc 
the coneiept that if the system detects only a slow rise circuit for use in the system of this- invention. .... 
~. n~ preceded by a fast risin~ sign·al, all or- the The illustration in FIGURE 1 of th~. approximate wave 
protective meas:ares are thereupon actuated. 20 form of the thermal energy released by a nuclear detona· 

The system advanta~sly incorporates blast valves of tion is intended to be representative rather than defini-
a t)<pe -:a·hich can be remotely. reopened without adverse tive. In general, as shown in the graph, the initial spike 
dfec:t,·so tb2.t if the first sis;nal is not con,firm.ed by a sec- is very·fast rising; and reaches its peak amplitude in about 
ond sibllll the valve can automati<:ally be returned to l 0 milliseconds. The· system of this invention responds 
open on normal condition. Preferably, althous;h not nee- 25 to detection of a fast rising initial pulse having an· ampli· 
essarily, the system is used in association \\ith one or tude in excess of a predetermined am,ount to trigger or 
more blast valves whieb are pnewnatically operated, each start the blast valve closing. 
having ~ movable valve member positionable in either It will also be seen in FIGURE· I th.it the second pulse 
open or closed position by a piston to which . air t'.llder of a blast rises to its peak amplitude more gradually than 
~ is supplied 'tllrough a solenoid ·controlled three- 30 the first pulse, and is longer la.sting. As illustrated, the 
way valve. 'With a blast valve of this type, detection slow pulse may peal: about 0.l second (200 milliseconds) 
of a bS1 rising pnlse canses the system to supply an elec- after detonation blast, although this time Will vary with 
trical · ompm which ac:t:Da.tes ·the ~ blast valve pneumatic the size and -condition of the blast. · · 
c;ontrol .so that the blast valve is .started closing. The Closure of a blast valve of the type shown in FIGURE 
amomtt of time required for closure ·depends upon the 2S 2 may .require cmly 100 milliseconds, ·so that if, in accord· 
specific siz.e .and constrDc:ticm of the blast valve, bat in · ance with the invention, the valve is started closing upon 
any event, . whether or DOt .the "nlve ·is. fully closed, if . detection of the fast ·pulse, -it will be fully. closed by the 
the initial thermal impolse is not ·soon confirmed by a .second pulse. and shack wave arrival':· · 
followmg .slow rise impv!'.te, the poewna.tic valve controls In F1GURE 2, the sensor whereby the thermal energy: 
will be reversed So thu the blast valve · is returned to 40 released by the blast is converted to e1Cctrical signals to. 
opo:i· condition.. In this. ~r, the .blast valve, which actuate :the· sy~!em, is illustrated ~gtarrimatically at 1. 
is one of· the most· time-critical p:-otective ··devices, is Sensors of .sW.t:"!Jle type are ·themselves known, and do 
clOsed before arrival of the shoci wav~ Other protec- riot of themselves comprise the invention.. The sensor 
tive devices or measares such as alarms, anxiliary gen- .may· .be. positioned on a building or· tower, .away frOm 
era1ors, air filten and so on wbk:b. are not so time-Criti~ 45 the r~mainder of the circuitry. · The el~cal impulses 
and wbiC:h are not so easily or so freely reversed if the generated by the sensor in response to an impinging . 
miti.al. pnlse is D0t confirmed, arC shut dO'Wll or actuated thermal ·wave· actuate a detection and logic circuit w}µcb 
only upon c:onfumation of the .first pulse by a .second is electrically conneeted to the ·seilSOr and which is 
pubc. shown schematically in FIGURE 2. The detection and 

The electrical circuitry for the detecting and :ilarm zys- so logic circuit operates one or more electrically controlled 
tem prefer.ably in::ludes optical or thermal sensor means blast valves, of which a suitable configuration· is desig-
sapplying an decttical output upon detectiI?~ a pulse of nated generally by 2. 
light or infra.red energy. Advantageously a plurality of The blast valve 2 is usually placed at the entrance to, 
~ ~D.SQrs we connected in parallel, so that .a pulse or in, a shelter air duct, either in the air intake or exhaust 
from .any one uill canse the zystem tO tespond. The sensor 55 or both. ·The valve l advantageously ciimpri.ses a dome-
_ responds both m fa.st rue pulses JlDd to slow rise pnlses shaped movable valve member 3, which is positionable 
by mpplymg aD electrical output signal of related wave- with respect to a cylindrical fixed valve member 4, which 
.form: disc:rimi:na.ti between these electrica.I signals is in tum leads to the air. duct. A cylinder S is snpport¢ 
~ by a filter circuit to which the sensor or sensors in the center of the cylindrical member 4, and this cylinder 
are coopled. 60 5 includes a movable piston ,, which: is comiected for 

The fil1cr rejects very high frequency sig:nals., and also moving the movable valve member 3 by a rod 7. Actua· 
prevenu ~ very slow rise signals from passin' on. tion of the piston 6 may suitably be effected through a 
Tbe f.as:t rifle sis;nal is used 1.0 open a .. fast output" relay solenoid controlled, sprins return three-way valve "Which 
'Which c::a:ltrols the primary proteetive measures which are is desisn11.ted by numeral 10 in FIGURE 2. A pump 
to be opertied upon detection of the fa.c;t siamal. At the a:; or accumulator 11 supplies air under pressure; the valve 
same time, a sir;na.l is pr.')Vided to· a circuit whlcb controls J 0 has a shiftable valve member, which when its operat· 
the l~ of ti.me . that the fast output relay will remain ins solenoid U is enersized, supplies air under pressure 
open; this period can be adjusted within a time range. throu~ a line 14 to chamber 13 beneath the lower end of 
and ~ this period. if a slow riae ~. has no.t been the valve piston '· Air ·under preuure is supplied at au 
recei""C:ld. the fut -output relay "'11J ·be reclosod and the ;o times to chamber 1!, above piston 6. Equal :pressures 
previomly sWted proteetive mca.sares will be cancelled. in chambers ·13 and IS establish a differential force on 
fanher O?!pUts ia.bibited, and the system returned to nor- piston ' by reason of the displacement of rod '1. This 
ma!. . differential force causes the piston 6, rod 7, and the mov-

A slow output relay is opera1ed by circuitry which re- able valve member 3 to open and remain in open pos.i-
spo.ods only to detection of a slow rise si~al. If such 7 5 tion. . When the solenoid 12 is de-energized, a spring 19 

1 r. ·1 tJ.' 
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moves the shiftable valve member of the control va1vo 
IO ao that tho prem1rlzod &Ur supply to ehamber U 
la blocked nnd proaauro In cbAmbcr U la rolnaad to 
atmoa,,hero at port U. At tho umo tlmo, prouuro from 
pump u la mnlntalnod Jn ohnmbor u, c:nuafna plftton a 
to movo downwardly and close ~ho bl111t vnlvc-, efl'ecllna 
a daht sent bo1wocn tho moviablc hoad 3 and tho body 4, 
Thus, so Iona as aolenoJd n la onorglzod, the blHt vnlvo 
remains open, and when the solenold U 11 dc-cnergelzed, 
the valve will automntically close. It will be seen that 
the system is fail safe, in that If for any reason electrical 
energy is disrupted the blast valve will close. 

By reason of the partial actuation of the system in re· 
sponse to fast rising signals, it is contemplated that tho 
blast valve 2 may be closed from time to time in response 
to spurious signals such a.~ lightning, shell burst, and so 
on. Such ·false alarms do not here present a problem, 
inasmuch as the valve will soon automatically be re
opened, and also because the other, less time.critical 
measures do not operate until the entire blast waveform 
has been detected and recognized. 

FIGURE 3 is a schematic diagl".am of one embodiment 
of a suitable el~tronlc: circuit for opertltfng the detect· 
ing system of this invention. It wlll be realized that 
the operating principles of the system we have invented 
may be embodied in other electronic circwts, and that 
the circuit illustrated in FIGURE ~ is given by way of 
completeness of disclosure rather than by way of 
limitation. 

In FIGURE 3, the values of the various circuit resis
tors and capacitors are indicated beside the respective 
circuit elements. It is understood that the figures beside 
the resistors refer to ohms, while the ·figures beside the 
capacitors refer to microfarads. 

The circuit illustrated in FIGURE 3 operates a pair 
of output relays, one of which.is a fast signal relay desig-· 
nated by A, and. the ~nd of which is a slow: signal 
relay designa.ted hy B. The ·circuit is fail-safe; that is, 
both. relays A an\~ B are · normatly energized, and· actuate 
·the vuious devices which they· control when they are de.:. 
ener~d.·. . . 

A power ·supply is corinected through the normally 
closed contact of slow signal relay B to the prote.c:tive . 
devices· which are to be actuated only upon detection 
of the slow signal; as previously explained, such devices 
may comprise afarms, air filter :ictivating mechanisms, 
diesel engine controls, auxiliary utility circuits and the 
like. It is contemplated that relay B may have multiple 
contacts for actuating the various measures; or that 
relay B may open one or more circuits to relays which 
directly control the protective measures. 

The power supply is also connected through the nor
mally closed pole of slow relay B to the primary or most 
time-critical protective device:s, for example the blast 
valve, through the normally closed pole of fast signal 
relay A. Thus, it will be seen Lhat if relay A is de
energized, the armature of relay A will open its normaIJy 
opened contact, thereby activating the blast valve. Current 
is maintained in relay B after relay A has opened until 
a sJow rise pulse is detected, whereupon relay B is opened, 
thereby activating the S<\Cond:iry protective measures. 
It will also be apparent that opening of telny B, even 
though relay A may be closed, will activate all of the 
protective measures,· both the blast valve and the second· 
ary measures, because the contacts of relay A are in series 
with the contacts of relay B. 

In FIGURE 3, each of the various functional groups or 
components of the circuit is shown within dotted lines. 
Broadly speaking, the circult comprises a sensor, an ampli
fier, a filter, a fast trigger Jogic section, fast oulput cir· 
cuitry, a slow trigger logic section and slow output cir· 
cujtry. 

The sensor may be a simple infrared detector. The 
pbototube, which is identified as V1 in FIGURE 3 is a 
type 928 tube. This tube changes the light energy of the 

6 
pulse directly into an electrical wave the envelo~ of 
.whJch tpproxlmatos that or the received Uaht. The elee• 
trical al;nal h dovolopod ·acrcm Ntalator Ra and 11· dlrocUy 
couplod to tho arid ot cubo v,. whlob may bu A 12AU7 

a tube. Tube Va h a eathodo roJJower uaed to tr~ruform 
tho hlsh lmpodcanoo ot ro1J11tor R1 to 1 Jow lmpodanoo 
aultablo tor coupllna tbrouJh a Joni cabJo. Rcal&tor R2 
nnd capacitor C1 filler out any rlpple riresent on the + 100 
volts Input to the sensor, •Resistor R3 acts 1s A 1ensltMty 

10 contu>l for the pbototube Vz. Jt hu been.determined in 
actu~; practice that by this control tbe system may be set 
so as to be responsive to ooly the closest lightning flashes. 
It is contemplated that the sensor may be heated by suit· 
able means not shown, for all-weather operation at a posl· 

l:; tion removed from the remainder of the electronic com· 
ponents. Except for extreme cases, the sensor is unre .. 
sponsive to lightning, the radiant energy of iwhicb is pri· 
marily in the ultraviolet .spectrum. 

Basically, the signal amplifier is a feed·back pair o! 
20 .amplifier stages employing complementary transistors 

achieving a minimum gain of l O. The two amplifier 
stages .are similar, the only diffcmmce between them being 
capacitor C:i in the second stage, which is an oscillation 
suppressing capacitor, nnd capacitor C2 also Jc .the second 

2J stage, which is a coupling capacitor for the filter section. 
The amplifier indudes transistors T 1• T2, T3~ and T,; Ti 
and T3 .are type 2.NJ.302, and T~ and *f4 are type 2NJ303 
transistors. A resiStor ~and a diode D 1 set the bias for 
transistor T 1• Similarly, a resistor Rs and a diode D2 set 

30 the bias for transistor T:. Resistors R6 and R7 allow suf
ficient current to flow through transistors T1 aud Ts re
spectively -to offset changes due to lco- The Zener diode 

· Zi. diode D 3 ~d resistor R.8 limit the emitter to collector 
voltage on transistor T1• ·In the second stage, Zener diode 

3~ z.i and resistor R9 have a similar. effect. Diode D3 also 
prevents excessive positive signals from dama-ging tran-
sistor T 1• · · . · 

.Resistors R10 and R 11 form the co~tor load for tran· 
sistor T2 and also the feed-J:>ack resistors. In ·the second 

40 stage, resistors Ru and·Ru have .a siinilar·fuilction. · 
Gain !:!~1justment. is. accomplished by a potentiometer 

RH oonnected as a rheostat between amplifier stages. 
The filter is basically a low-pass filter consisting of two 

L sections, comprised respectively by resistor R:io and 
·H; capacitor C10, and resistor R21 and capacitor Cu. Fre·. 

quencies .above 700 cycles per second are not passed 
through the filter. Capacitor C 12 prevents very slow rise
time signals, such as changes in ambient sunlight, from 
:passing through to the fast trigger logic section. 

50 · ·· The fast trigger le>gic section is composed of a Schmitt 
trigger and a wave-forming network. Transistor Ts is _ 
normally on, controlled by resistors R22 and R23• -Capac
itor C 13 bypasses R:r.-· 6 0 speed up .the switching time of the 
circuit. Diode D~ prevents large negative signals from 

55 damaging -transistor T 8• Both transistors Ts and Te may 
st,.;tab!y be type 2N1302 transistors. 

Capacitor C14 and resistor R24 form a differentiating 
network to change the flattop pu1:.e of the Schmitt trig
p,er to a positive and then negative spike. 

GQ The fast output circuitry includes a flip-flop or bistable 
multivibrator which directly controls the fast signal relay 
A. The fiip-fiop is formed by transistors T1 and T1• which 
may both be type 2N 1302 transistors. Capacitor C 11 
isolates the fast output circuitry from external D.C. cir-

G5 cuits. If the anode side of diode D6 is raised in the posi· 
tive direction, the base of transistor T1 will also he raised 
positive. 

The collector load of .transistor T 1 is made up of re
sistor R~ and the winding of relay A. Resistor ~0 limits 

iO the voltage across relay A to prevent over-voltage damage. 
A unijunction transistor T 0, which may be a type 

2N491 transistor, forms an automatic re~ for the fi.ip
tlop made up of .transistors T 1 and T8• Res!stors ~1 a.od 
R32 and capacitor C 18 form an adjustable time constant 

75 io the emitter of transistor T 9• When the collector of 
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translate~ ot Ta moves toward tho supply voltase, due to 
tho positive alanal at tho baso or tranalator Tt• too voltnao 
neroa1 capneltor C11 and tho cmluor or tfllMllllOt' Te 48tart 

· movJns toward tho 111uppJy volta;o a 1so. However, the 
ntc or voUagc rise la llmhod by Ru nnd RH• When tho 
emitter volt1ao ronchea 1pproxlm1tely 60% of the volt1sio 
OD base 2 ot-.tho translator T,, the trianslstor wm conduct, 
developln1 a positive aplke across resistor Ru. Upon 
conduction oi transistor T9, the· chnr~e is removed from 
capacitor C 18• • This spike is coupled throuah diode D 1 
to .the base of transistor Ta causing the flip-flop to return 
to its normal state. · 

Resi~~or Rso of the f.ast output circuitry is connected to 

8 . 
tudc will cause the Schmitt trisser circuit In the Cast 
trlaaar Jo1lc aectlon to provide a gloahlvcs f'UI~ whleh · Ja 
coupled to tho nlp·ftop In the fft11t output circuitry, which 
dfrectly controls the fnst alBnal relny A. TI1C pulse from 

3 tho Schmfu lrhu:er tn the rut trJHcr Jo;lc eftusea tha tllp. 
ltop In ·tho fast output circuitry to chansc state:, oponlns 
relay A: at the umc tfmc, a· alsnAJ' la provided to the 

·stow trl;i:er logic and lo the unljunctlon tmnslstor circuit 
Jn the fast output circuitry which controls the length or 

10 time the fast output relay will remain open. This time 
c:nn be adj~Jsted from one to three seconds, and after 
tb,is time, the ft.ip.flop in the fast output circuitry will 
automatieall:r be reset and the fast signal relay A will 

an AND gate of the slow trigger logic section. The signal 
from the filter is also coupled to the AND gate of the 16 
slow trigger logic section. This section includes an AND 
gate, an integrating circuit, a coupling transistor, and a 
Schmitt triucr. Zener diode Z, is used to re<lucc the 
algnnls coming throuah diode Dao (about 16 volts) to ap· 
proximate tho alsn1la coming through Du (4 to 10 volts), 20 
Diodes D1i and Du nnd .resistor Ru form .an AND gnte. 
Diode D13 sh_orts large negative signals to -ground. Re· 
sis tor Rss and capncito.r Cao form a 150 millisecond time 
constant integrating circuit. The base voltage of transis
tor Tio. which, like transistors Tu and T12 may suitably 
be a type 2N 1302 transistor, is norm.ally low because of 
current flow through R36, D 1a, and R31• When both D12 
and Du are prevented from conducting by application of 
positive volta.se at· their cathodes, capacitor C20 will 
change tow'ard the supply voltage. This exponentially 
changing v.oltagc is coupled through -transistor T10: 1'be 
time constant determined by ~6 and C.W is such that the · 
voltage. on C20 will not reach a value sufficient to trigger 

again close .• 
The signal from the fil~er is also coupled to the AND 

gate in the slow trigger logic. This gate is also fed by 
the output from the !ast output circuitry. The signal 
from the filter will pass through the AND ante only 
when tlN output from tho fast ou1put circuitry Js also 
present, lndlcntlng thmt 'the al;nnl bu been pro~dcd by 
a f nst spike. The alsnal from the amplifier must be 
greater than approximately .SO milliseconds in duration, 
before the fntegrullna wm nllow tiufficlent ompUtude to 
be reached to cause the Schmitt trlssl~r of the slow triaaer 

the following Schmitt trigger for approximately SO milli
seconds. 

The remainder of the slow trigger logic: circuitry .is 
very similar to the fast trigger ·logic. The resistance of 
resistor R.o.· is IOK ohms. Cl5 opposed to · 22K ohms re-
_ sistance of the correspC','Jding .resistor in the. fast trigger 
. logic sectioa, in order to. be compatible with transiStor 
T 10- A diOdf! correspo~ding to 0 5 of t.'ie fast trigger 
logic section is not needed .in the slow ·trigger logic sec
tion as diode D-u in the slow trigger logic section per
forms the same functioo. · 

The slow output circuitry is similar to the fast output 
circuitry previously described. Transistors T 13 and T 14 
form a flip-flop; both transistors may be type 2N 1302 
transistors. The circuit of transistor Tu is identical to 
the circuit of corresponding transistor T 1 in the fast output 

. circuitry. The circuit of transistor T 14 is identical to that 
of transistor T 8 . of the fast . output circuitry. The 
circuit of transistor T15 which is a type 2N491 transistor, 
is similar to that of transistor T 9 in the fast output cir
cuitry, the only differe~ being that the time ·constant, 
which in the slow output circuitry is determined by R41 
and C:zx, is fixed, taking approximately one-half second 
to reach sufficient voltage to allow transistor T 15 to con
duct. 

Diodes D15 and 0 111 are in parallel with the relay coils 

25 logic to c:hnnge state. Thus, tho fast signal will not 
operate the slow trigger logic. However, if a slow rise
time signal l!l'rives within the time set by tbe fest output 
circuitry, the slow rise-time signal will pass thi:ough the 
integrating. circuitry in the Slow trigger logic and trigger 

30 the Schmitt trigger. The output of the slow trigger logic 
is a· positive pulse which is coupled to the slow output 

. circuitry. The length of time the slow signal relay B 
remains· open is not adjustable,· but is preset at approxi
mately O.S second.···:Thus, the arrival of a fast pulse only 

3a -will cause·~- fast signal relay A' to o.Pen and then close 
· without catising the· slow· sip-tal relay B 'to be opened. 
On. the other hand, if a slo.. :goal owy is received, the 

·. f~t signal· .·relay will still. ·be: .. opened, thereby allowing 
the sign~ to· pass on· to the·. slow trigger logic and ulti-

40 mately opening the slow signal relay.· 
. It is contemplated thaf the contacts ·of relay A may be 

. ComlCCted in F-~.deS.With the ·SOJenoid COiltrOl Of the blast 
valve. It iS-'also contemplated that relay B may have 
multiple contacts, each connected in an appropriate oper-

45 · ati:,;- circuit for controlling the -various ·secondary pro
tective measures which -are to be controlled by·retay B. 

From the "foregoing, it will be seen that we have in· 
vented a nuclear blast detector and alarm system which 
responds to· the detection of a fast rise-time thermal 

50 signal to initiate the more time .r.ritical protective meas
ures, and whlch uses a subsequent slow-rise thermal 
signal to confirm· the previously initiated protective 
measures as correct, thereby avoiding the time lag which 
has been present in prior blast detection systems. 

55 Having described our iriventioo, what is claimed is: 
1. In a nuclear explosion protection system including 
a primary blast protective device :ind at least one sec-

of the fast and slow signal relays A and B respectivtly GO 
and suppress the voltage spike produced by sudden re-

ondary protective device, the operation of said pri
mary device being time critical on occurrence of a 
nuclear explosion, said secondary device being sub
stantially less time critical in operation than said 
primary device but being less freely reversible ic 
operation once actuated, both said primary a.od 
secondary devices being electrically controlled, 

moval of coil voltage. · 
When the circuit shown in FIGURE 3 detects a thermal 

signal, the infrared energy of the signal ·is transformed 
into an electrical signal by the phototube and then sent 65 
on to the amplifier by the cathode follower in the sensor. 
111<: sensor output signal is a voltage of positive sense. 
The signal is amplified by the amplifier and coupled to 

apparatus . for operating said primary and secohdary 
devices in response to a nuclear explosion com· 
prising, 

the filter section. As previously explained, the filter 
rejects very high frequency sjgnals and also prevents 
unwanted very slow rise-time signals from passing on to 
the fast trigger logic. The output of the filter section· 

a sensor responsive to radiant energy to produoe an 
electrical output corresponding in form and ampli· 

70 tude to said radiant eQergy, 
and electrical circuit means for separ:ltely actuating 

said primary device and said secondary device, 
is coupl~d to the fast trigger logic 3nd to the slow trigger 
logic. 

A fast or slow signal of approximately 4 volts ampli- i5 

said circuit means being electrically connected to said 
sensor and being responsive ~to the output from said 
sensor of an electrical .signal corresponding to the 
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.9 
initial radlant energy pulse of a nuclear explosion 
to thereupon operate said primary device but not 
saJd 1econdary device, . 

said circuit means being responsive to tbe output from 
said sensor correspondlns to tho second rQdlant ts 
enersy puJso· of 1 ·nuclear exploafon to thereupon 
actuate uid 1econdary device, 

Hid circuit means lncludlns means tor returning said 
pdmary device to its original status if an electrical 
aignal correspondina to the second pulse of n nuc:Jenr 10 
explosion is not supplied by said sensor within a 
pre"4:stablished time interval !o!Jowlng a signal from 
said .. sensor corrcspondinr to the fil'lt pulse of a 
nuclear explosion. 

2. In association with a blast shelter, the system com· 15 
prising, · . 

a reversible, fluid pressure operated blast valve, 
electrically operated control valve means for apply

ini said fiuid pressure to open and close snid blast 
~~ . ~ 

a thermal radlation sensor supplying nn electrical sis· 
nal corresponding to thermal radiation impinging on 
it, 

and electrical circuit means for actuating said control 
valve means to cause said blast valve to open and 25 

close, 
said circuit means being electrically connected to said 

sensor and being responsive to the output by said 
sensor of an electrical signal corresponding to the 
initial thermal pulse of a nuclear explosion to there- 30 
upon actuate said control valve means to dose said 
blast valve, . . . 

said. circwt means including means for actuating said 
control valve means to reverse the closure of said 
blast· valve if" an electrical signal corresponding to 35 
the second thermal pulse of a nuclear explosion is 
not supplied by said sen~~r within a pre-established 
time interval followin_s; a signal from said sensor cor
reSpondin~ to· the fh=>i thermal pulse of a nuclear 
explosion, 40 

said ·circuit means being responsive to an electrical 
signal from said sensor cqrresponding to the second 
thermal pulse of a nuclear explosion to actuate said 
control valve means to close said blast valve if said 
blast valve has not previously been closed. 45 

3. The system comprising, 
an electrically controlled reversibly operable blast 

valve, 
electrically operated secondary devices, said secondary 

devices being less time critical in operation than the GO 
blast valve, 

a sensor responsive to thermal radiation impinging 
thereon to produce an electrical signal correspond
ing to the therm11l radiation, 

and electrical circuit means for actuating said blast 65 
· valve and said secondary devices, 

saki circuit means being electrically connected to said 
sensor and being responsive to a signal from said 
sensor corresponding to the initial thermal pulse of 
a nuclear explosion, to thereupon initiate the closure 60 
of said blast valve but not io actuate said secondary 
devices, 

said circuit means being responsive to an electrical 
signal from said sensor corresponding to the second 

65 thermal pulse of a nuclear explosion to thereupon 
actuate said second devices and simultaneously to 
initiate the closure of said blast valve if said blast 
valve was not previously closed, 

said circuit means including means for causing said ;o 
blast valve to be reopened in the event that an elec
tical signal corresponding to the second thermal pulse 
of a nuclear explosion is not supplied by said sensor 
within· a pre-established interval, not exceeding a 
few secoods0 duration, beginning with a signal from i5 

10 
snfd sensor correspondlnQ to the fint thermDl pul&e 
of a nuclear explosion, · · 

4. The system comprising. 
an alectrlcalJy controJJed blast valve, 
clcc:tric:ally controJ1ed secondary_ blast protective de· 

vices, Hid secondary devices beln1 leu lime crltletl 
Jn operation than the blast valve, 

11 sensor responsive to radiation fmp!Dglng thereon to 
delfver an electrical signal corresponding to the 
radiation, 

iind cJectrh; circuit means for ~parateJy actuating said 
blast va.lve and said aecondary protec:tive devices, 

snld circuit means being eJectrlcalJy connected to sak! 
sensor and bcins responsive to the output by said 
sensor of . an electrical signal corresponding to the 
initial pulse of a nuclear explosion, to thereupon 
close said blast valve, 

said circuit mearis being responsive to an electrical 
signal from said sensor corresponding to the second 
pulse of a nuclenr explosion to thereupon actuate 
said secondary protective devices, 

said circuit means including electric ~neans causing said 
blnst valve to reopen in the event that an electrical 
signal corresponding to the second pulse of a nuclear 
explosion· is not delivered by said sensor within a 
pre-established time interval following a signal from 
said sensor corresponding to the first pulse of a 
nuclear explosion. 

S. A nuclear blast protective system· including, 
a reversibly operable blast valve, 
electrically controlled means for reversibly operating 

said blast valve, 
electrically controlled secondary protective devices Jess 

time critical in operation th.an said blast valve, said 
seco,:idary blast protective devices induding air filters 
and auxiliary utilities, _ 

a thermal radiation responsive sensor for converting 
thermal radiation detected by said sensor to a cor
responding. electrical signal, 

circuit means for separately operating said blast valve 
and -said sei:::.indary protective. devices, said circuit 
means being ·actuated by signals from said sensor, 

said circuit means including, a fast trigger circuit clos
in; said blast valve in response to a signal from said 
sensor corresponding to the fast rise-time thermal 
pulse of a nuclear blast, 

a slow trigger circuit closing said blast valve and actuat
ing said secondary protective devices in response to 
a signal from said sensor corresponding to the slow 
rise-time thermal pulse of a nuclear blast, 

and electric means causing said blast valve to be re
opened if a signal from said sensor corresponding 
to the slow rise-time pulse of a nuclear blast is not 
received within a fixed time interval of at most a 
few seconds duration following a signal. correspond
ing to the fast rise-time pulse of a nuclear blast. 

6. A nuclear blast protective system including, 
an air pressure operated blast valve, 
an electrically operated control valve for opening and 

closing said blast valve, 
electric~lly controlled secondary protective devices less 

time critical in operation than said blast valve, 
thermal radiation responsive sensor means for convert· 

ing detected thermal radiation to corresponding elec. 
trical signals, 

circuit means for separately operating said control valve 
· and said secondary protective devices, said circuit 

means being actuated by signals from said seosor 
means, 

said circuit me:tns including, 
filter means for separating the fast electrical signal pro

duced by said sensor means upon detection thereby 
of the fast rise-time initial thermal pulse of a nuclear 
blast from the slow signal produced by said sensor 
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11 
&MM& \!Mn dtte~Uon thtNb)' of tht ~ow rbM!mt 

. ~nd therm&! pubc or " nuc~ur blast. 
a flat tri;pr circuit rosporulvo ·to aald f aat -.lanll ror 

cloalo1 uk! blut va.Jv~ ln re:<pon90 thereto, 
a slow triapr clreult respour~ "' to thh~r. Hid tut ais• & 

nal or said &low d,nal tor aetuatlni wd ~ad.trr 
· protectJvo ~vloes ln response thereto acd &lmu.1° 
taoeously cJosln1 nid bJut valve U uJd blast valve 
was not previously closed by 1 !a.st signal, · 

· a.n4 fast signal actuated timing means . reopening said 10 
blast valve if a slow signal is not received within .a 
fixed time interval of at most a few seconds duration 
following a fast signal. 

"I. Apparatus comprising, 
a reversible blast valve capable of closing in less thaD 15 

about 200 milllieconds, 

12 
h\Jtlal rWltnt ~tfl)' ~N of I D~M Nd . lM. 
lO tM aJCtW ri•timt ~ ~ -~ ~flt of 
a ni>deu M~ f.&ld 1a.i · fl~ mta=t ~S n·· 
spon~vt '" Qid ln.ltil.1 f'QlM io ~ Wd t\e: .. 
tiiwJy eocuolled ~un mum to thett~ ~ 
Wd blast valw u:.d &o ~- Aid p~ ~' 
to reo?= uJd b1ut val"VC at the end o! a Pf'riod Of 
::-10 ~ fon~~i Wd mitl.al ~ H ~ 
~ pulse does not ocazr -~ ~ period. Wd 
lltSt named means being rcsponsi PC to said ~ 
pDlse top-:~ said bhst nlve to remain~ if 
sai& sieronci pttl.se does oc::cm ~ said pc:tiod.. 

Refermces Cited °b1' tile F~ 

~oclear Bomb Alum Sys~m ... ~· Cu.::lpe:Jy c:: al ... 
from Electronics. volome 32. No. 19. ~by S.. 1959. ~ 
53 to 55. electrically cootrolle<.: pres.sure nle3ns operable upoo 

actuation to selecth·cJy close and open wd 'blu~ 
valve, 

and muns Siequentlally respons.i\'e to the !ut ris.e-tlme 
RALPH. O. NIL.SO~. Primcry uamiMr. 

~O ARCHIE R. BORCHELT, E.uunwr. 
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3,317,733 
RADIA l"ION SCANNER EMPLOYING RECTIFYING 

DEVICES AND PHOTOCONDUCTORS 

2 
of a sweep \'Oltni:e ditiercncc is applied between the outer 
layers, and !' Jctcctor is connected in circuit between 
the outer fay~rs for detecting functions of the current 

John W. Horton. New York, and Robert J. Lynch, Pccks
klll, N. Y., assignors to lntcmaUonal Business Mscbincs 5 
Corporation, New York, N.Y., 111 corporation of New 
York 

between the outer lnycrs. 
Ref-erring more particularly to FIG. t there is shown 

an elongated multiple layer structure 10 including nn 
ur- ;:r layer 12, an intermediate layer 14 (which is also 
sC'r .•:.times referred to as a central layer). and a lower 
I. .r 16. Upp~r and lower layers 12 and 16 are some-

Filed May 10, 1963.:Ser. No. 279,531 
20 Claims. (CL..250-211) 

This invention rel:ites to scanners of patterns of ra<li:mt 
energy and more particularly to electrical solid-!itate sys
tems and devices which are capable of deriving electrical 
signal patterns from radiant signal patterns appe:irin-.; 
along a line or in an area. 

There are many presently known radiation scanners 
including optical image scanners such as cathode ray 
flying spot sca_n~ers, orthicon and vidicon tubes, ·and so 
forth. All of these commonly used scanning systems are 
generally quite complicated and expensive. They are 
often large and awkward in size. employing high voltages, 
and are. delicate and easily subject to damage, and have 
limited useful lives. 

Acordingly, it is one object of the present invention to 
provide radiation scanners which are simple, compact, 
and inexpensive. 

It is another object of the •. :-escnt invention to provide 
radiation scanners which operate:without the use of high 
voltages. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
radiation scanners which are rugged and long lived. 

Another object of the invention is to provide radiation 
scanners of the above description which are capable 
of high speed operation. 

Other objects and advantages~·of. this invention will be 
apparent from the foUowing specification and the accom
panying drawings which are as follows: 

FIG. 1 _is a schematic circuit diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a cathode ray 
oscilloscope showing a variation in electrical output avail
able from the system of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2a is a view similar to FIG. 2 showing another 
variation in electrical output available from the system 
of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is· a schematic circuit diagram illustrating the 
principle of operation of the embodiment of FIG. l. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic circuit diagram illustrating a 
modified tmbodiment of the invention .. 

FIGS. 5, 6 and 7 are partial schematic views illustrating 
several modifications of the embodiment of FIG. I which 
are adapted for scanning areas. 

And FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of another ~rea 
scannin.g modification of the invention. 

10 times ref erred to l:creinafler as outer layers as they define 
the upper and lower surfaces of the structure 10. The 
outer layers 12 and 16 are each joined to the central 
layer 14 at joints 18 and 20, and the materials of the 
layer are chosen so that joints 18 and 20 form oppositely 

15 poled asymmetrically ccnductive semi-conductor junc
tions _ol ('':!:·t~cts. _One of the junctions, such as 18, has 
conductive' properties rcsr..:>nsive to radiation such as 
photoconductivity. The upper layer 12 also serves as 
a resistive volt:i~e divider, having a source of bias voltage 

20 schematically indicated by battery 22 connecte!i to the 
upper layer as indicated schematically at 24, and having 
a connection, as schematically indicated at 26, through 
a resistor 28 to ground. The lower layer 16 is connected 
at 30 through a resistor 32 to a source 34 of ramp or 

25 sweep voltage. Transient· changes in the voltages across 
resistor 32 corresponding to a frequency higher than 
the ramp voltage frequency are detected by means of a 
filter network 36 through which the transient voltage 
signals. are supplied to a cathode ray oscilloscope 38. 

30 The upper surface of the structure 10 is exposed to a 
number of discrete beams of light, as indicated by the 
arrows 40, and one of the beams is obstructed by an 
opaque object, such as indicated ·at 42. As a result. 
a trace. such as indicated on the face of the cathode ray 

:;; oscilloscope 38, is obtained which is indicative of the 
pattern of light striking the upper surface of structure 
10. An auxiliary alternating current source indicated 
at 39 having a high impedance as schematically illus
trated by resistor 41 is arranged for connection to point· 

40 ;JO by means of a switch 43. Source 39 proYides an 
alternative mode of operation described in detail below 
in connection with FIG. 2a. 

FIG. 2 is ::: partial view showing only the cathode ray 
oscilloscope 38, and illustrating the trace which is ob-

4."i tained with the system of FIG. 1 when the structure 10 
is uniformly illuminated except for the obstruction 42. 
1t is to be seen from FIG. 2 that the presence of the 
obstruction 42 is clearly indicated with uniform illumina
tion. With the discrete beams of light as illustrated 

GO in FIG. 1, the cathode ray tube trace shows a positive 
blip for each unobstructed beam of light, with no blip 
being present for the obstructed beam. However, with 
continuous illumination, the trace pattern clearly shows 
the boundaries of the obstruction. . 

In carrying out the above objects of the invention in 55 
one preferred embodiment thereof, a radiation scanner 

FIG. 3 schematically illustrates the principle of opera-
tion of the embodiment of FIG. 1. This figure corre
spon~s to FIG. 1 except that schematic circuit compo
nents are illustrated for the structure 10 which indicate 
the electrical functions performed by the different portions 

is provided including an elongated multiple layer struc
ture having an intermediate layer and two outer layers 
substantially defining the entire upper and lower surf aces 
of the elongated structure. The intermediate layer is 
joined to both outer layers throughout substantially the 
entire length thereof and the materials of the layers are 
selected to fonn an elongated asymmetrically conductive 
semi-conductor junction at each or the joints, the junc
tions having oppositely poled asymmetr)'. At least one 
of the junctions has conductive properties responsive to 
radiation received thereby, and at least one of the outer 
layers has electrical connections at laterally sp~ced posi
tions thereon and arranged for connection to sources of 
different bias voltage levels. The other outer layer has 
at least one electrical connection arranged to be con· 
nected to a source of another bias voltage level. A source 

GO of the structure 10. Thus, the fact that the upper layer 
12 serves as a voltage divider resistance is schematically 
illustrated by the presence of the resistors 12A to UF. 
Fm .hemiore, the operation of the junctions 18 and 20 
as oppositely poled asymmetrically conductive semi-con-

O;; tluctor junctions is schematically illustrated by the diode 
circuit symbols at ISA through 18E and 20A through 
20E. 1 hesc devices, such as ISA and 20A, are connected 
back to back in individual pairs. Thus, for purposes of 
the t'rcscnt analysis, it may be considered that the scmi-

iO conductor junction 18 is divided into a series of discrete 
junctions l8A through 18E, and that the junction 20 is 
divided into a number of discrete junctions 20A through 
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20E. These d;scrcte junctions arc considered to occur at 
the loe:itions where the discrete light beam" 40 imping!.! 
upon the upper surface of stmcture 10. Since t11c junc· 
tion 18 displays photoconducti\'c pro~rtics. the li~ht 
be:ims 40. or electron-hole rnirs released in fayer tl by r; 
tight beams 40, must rcnch the junction 18. Thus, th·: 
light beams 40 in FTG. 3 nre shown as penctr:itins to the 
individual junctions lSA through 18E. 

The operation of the circuit, :is schcm:itic:illy iltmtr:itcd 
in FIG. 3, mny be explained as follows: Before the com- 10 
mencement of the sweep voltage from generator ~q. th~ 
lower fayer 16, which serves essentially as a conductive 
bus is effectively connected through resistor 32 nnd gen
erator 34 to ground. Thus, it may be said to be biased 
to zero. At the same time, the vo!taf?e from source 22 15 
is divided through the voltage divider network provide-.!. 
by resistors 12A through 12F and 28 to provide a ~cries 
of elevated voltage values at the diode junc!ions ISA 
through 18E. While these voltage values decre~se fro!Tl 
left to right in .the diagram, even the lowest voltage value 20 
at diode l8E is a measurable positive volt:igc above 
ground because of the drop through resistors t2F and 28. 
For instance. at 18E the voltage may be approximately 
+3 volts. Thus, all of the upper diodes J SA through 
18E are back biased, while all of th~ lower diodes 20A 25 
through lOE are forward biased. However, since the 
back biased diodes 18A, 18B, !SC and 18E are illumin
ated, a·nd have photoconductive properties, they arc con
ductive in the back biased condition. All of the resultant 
photocurrent through the diode pairs ISA, 20A and 18B, :;o 
20B, and 18C, 20C and l8E, 20E r .,.,. through to the low-
er· layer 16, which acts as a C011ductive bus, and then 
through resistor 32 and generator ·34 to ground. As the 
ramp voltage from generator 34 begir:s, the diode pair 
18E, 20E is the first to achieve a n:.1!1 voltage condition 35 
in which the voltage of the lower layer 16 is raised to ::i. 

level equal to the voltage of the upper layer in the vicinity 
of the diode 18E. The photocurrent through diode l8E 
is thus abruptly terminated and this abrupt change in cur
rent is detected across the load resistor:32 by the network 40 
36, and the resultant signal is thus applied to the cathode 
ray oscilloscope causing an upward spike in the cathode 
ray oscilloscope trace as indicated at 44. As the ramp 
voltage continues, a null voltage condition is next achieved 
at the diode pair 180, 200, but since the light beam in 45 
the vicinity of this idode pair is interrupted by the opaque 
object 42, there is no appreciable change in current and 
no spike occurs at this point in the timing of the sweep. 
As the sweep voltage continues to raise the potential of· 
layer 16, the diode pair 18C, 20C ne:xt achieves the null 50 
voltage condition and as a result another spike, as in
dicated at 46, occurs in the cathode ray oscilloscope trace. 
Similarly, as the diode pairs l8B. 2CB ancl 18A, 20A 
successively achieve the nuU condition. the resultant cur
rent changes provide additional spikes in the cathode ray 55 
oscilloscope trace. Thus, it is to be seen that the cathod·! 
ray oscilloscope trace provides a visud indication which 
may be. remote from the device 10, which shows which 

4 
A-. the :ibo\'C cxrfanation implies. the ccntr:it layer 14 

is intended to h:tve a very hish hltcral rcsist;mce, that i<:, 
the resi!'tance or the central layer nm•t ce high in the 
horizontal direction in the di:lgrnm, while ha\'ing a reason
able vnlue in the vertical direction to provide an c.tectrical 
connection between the members or eJch of the diode 
r:iirs. Thus. whi\~ this central layer is not an insulator. 
its !atcral or trnn~verse resistance is intended to be so 
high that its conductivity is ignored for the purpose of the 
analysis accompanyiiig the schematic diagram of FIG. 3. 
The lower layer 16 is intended to be essentially conduc-
ti\'e, sc 'mt it will be a unipotential electrode. This con
ductiv: mav be assured by providing a metallic plated 
condm . .:or cdnnected to the Jowc: ~urface by low resist-, 
ance, ohmic contact. 

As indicated above, the schematic circuit representation i 
of structure 10 is idealized for the purposes of explain-; 
ing the principles of operation of the invention. It will! 
be understood that since the outer layers 12 and 16 form: 
continuous semi-conductor junctions with the central lay
er I 4. they actually form the equivalent of an infinite· 
m:mbcr of diode pairs spaced horizon,tally along the struc-' 
ture 10. rather than only the five that are shown. How
ever, since those which are not illustrated do not receive 
optic~l illumination, they may be ignored for the purpose 
of circuit analysis. This is true because one of the diodes. 
in each non-illuminated pair is always back biased so that 
the pair is essentially non-conductive if a voltage differ-; 
ence appears across that pair. Thus, the diode pairs only 
achieve significance in the analysis of the operation of 
FIG. 1 when the upper diode is in a position to receive 
iGumination. 

However, it has been discovered that it is not necessary' 
to employ discrete beams of light as illustrated in FIGS.i 
l and 3. It is possible to employ non-discrete illumination! 
at the upper surface of the structure 10 and to thus obtain; 
the advantage of the essentially infinite number of diode· 
pairs, and to obtain an output signal as illustrated for in-· 
stance hy the trace shown in FIG. 2. Thus, the central· 
depression in ahe trace of FIG. 2 shows the exact posi-. 
tion of the opaque obstruction 42. Therefore, the optical: 
resolution of this scanner, with the continuous photo
conduct!ve semi-conductor junction 18 is extremely high .. ' 

FIG. 2a illustrates the system output available with an : 
entirely different mode of operation which is obtained 
when the high impedance alternating current generator 39 . 
is connected into the circuit by means of switch 43. This 
generator is prefer~bly a radio frequency source. operat
ing for instance at a frequency of about 200 kilocycles. 
This frequency is well above the threshold of the high 
pa-;s fiJter network 36 so that the signal is readily available 
to . the detection apparatus including oscilloscope 38. 
However, whenever an illuminated portion of structure 
10 is being scanned, apparently there is effectively a tow 
impedance path for the radio frequency from generator 39 
through the illuminated diode pair and through the voltage 
divider formed by tlie upper layer 12 and thus to ground 
either through resistor 28 or through the O.C. bias source 
22. Because of this low impedance connection, most of of the beams 40 has been interrupted by the opaque object 

42. 
After the diode pair 18E, 20E achieves the null condi

tion, as the sweep voltage progresse$, the voltage cor.di
tion is reversed across this pair of diodes, thus, the voltage 

00 the radio frequency voltage appears across resistor 41 
and very little appears across load resistor 32 to be de
tected by network 36 and osciJioscope 38. However, for 
those locations where illumination is shielded from the 

is in a direction to back bias the diocl~ 20E and forward 
bias the diode 18E. However, substantially no current G5 
flow results from this condition because the diode 29E 
is not illumin:i.ted, and the diode :ZOE thus serves essen
tially as a blocking diode. Similar action is obtained from 
the other diodes at the junction 20. This blocking action 
is important to the operation of this invention because, 70 
in the absence of this blocking action, the currents through 

scanner, such as i'ly obstruction 42, the low impedance 
condition does not exist, and thus a strong signal is avail
ablc from generator 39 to the oscilloscope 38. Whether 
or not t'iis theory that the operation of the system with 
radio frequency generator 39 is correct, it has been dis
covered that excellent, high amplitude output signals arc 
obtained which are essentially. the inverse of the output 
~ignals obtain'!d when the system is operated in the man-
ner described previously. That is, a large output signal 
amplitude is avail:lble on the oscilloscope for darkened 
portions of the scanner structure 10, and by contrast 

the diodes which had passed the null condition would load 
down the sweep generator 34 so that it would be very 
difficult to obtain an accurate cc!!~;-atcd sweep operation 
with a minimum of power dissipation. 75 virtually no· output is obtained for the illuminated por-. 
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tions. Actually, the r:idio frequency output sign:LI illus
trated in FIG. 2a results from the super-position of the 
radio frequency signnl upon the si~nal which is essentially 
n c'ircc~ current signal as illustrated by the trace shown in 
FIG. 2. However, the radio frequency output amplitude 
is so much greater than the D.C. signal nmplit!tde that 
the amplifier of t~e oscilloscope 38 is turned down so 
that the D.C. component of the output sitmal is reduced 
almost to the vanishing point. Thus, the trace shown in 
FIG. 2a essentially indicates only the presence of the radio 
frequency component. This may be regarded as a modu
lated radio frequency output .signal which could be im· 
mediately useful for carrier-current or radio transmission. 

The structure of 10 may be· successfully produced by 
many of the known semi-conductor processes and from 
many of the known materials· which are capable of pro
viding semi-conductor junctions. Since high resistances 
are. desired in the upper layer 12 and the central layer 14, 
silicon is a particularly desirable material because.of its 
high resistivity. In . one instance, a successful structure 
was formed of -~PN silicon material having an::upper 
N layer about 0.00025 inch thick and having a resistivity 
of about ten ohm centimeters, a central P layer · 0.0005 
inch thick and having a resistivity of about twenty:ohm 
centimeters, and a bottom N layer of 0.006 inch thick.and 
a resistivity of ten ohm centimeters. In this structure 

6 
tion and the central fayer is opaque. In this instance. the 
operation of the device is very efficient bccnuse the radia
tion is all substantially absorbed in the junction. An ex
ample of this. ctas.c; of structures is one employing gallium 

li arsenide ns the outer layer and germanium ns the materinl 
of the centr.i~ 411yer. This is :in example of n heterojunc· 
lion since both materials are of N conductivity type, but 
they nevertheless form a rndi:ttion sensitive asymmetri· 
caJly conductive semi-conductor junction. 

10 The different ~:?yers 12, 14 and 16 may be referred to 
in "his specification as being comprised of different ma
te"· · :s. It will be understood that differences between 
ti .. materials of these differr.it layers is only that differ
ence which is req:iired for the purpose of producing an 

i 5 asymmetrically conductive semi-conductor junction. 
Thus, the layers may differ only in conductivity type such 
as P and N type silicon, or both may be of the same con
ductivity type but composed of different molecules such 
that asymmetrically conductive iunctioris are produced. 

20 Greater .:!!!r~rences may also exist. For instance, the dif
ferent layers may be of diG'erent semi-conductors of dif
ferent conductivity types, or a semi-conductor plus a junc
tion-forming metal. Thus, the term "semi-conductor junc: 
tion," as used in this specification, refers to a joint or con-

25 tact between different materials, as least one of which is a 
semi-conductor. It is not necessarily a junction between 
semi-Conductors, or between different conductivity type 
semi-conductors. This broad category is sometimes re-

the upper two layers were epitaxially grown onto the 
lower N layer. In another embodiment. each of the 
three layers had a thickness of approximately 0.001.S 
inch. In this case, the. struc:-.. ure was produced by dif- 30 
fusion of phosphorous into t' _ outer surfaces of a P type 
silicon structure to the required:depth to provide N regions 
and the resultant PN junctions.' The diffusion may be ac
complished by conventional diffusion techniques. With 
the last-mentioned structure, having an upper layer thick
ness of O.OOlS inch. incident radiation having a wave
length of 8900 angstroms and higher penetrates the upper 
silicon layer to the ·upper junction:quite efficiently. 

f erred to as "contacts .. rather than "junctions." 
The upper layer which is exposed to radiation is pref-

erably thin enough so that the radiation is capable of pro
ducing .. hole-electron" pairs at the upper junction. This 
may occur even without penetration of the radiation to 
the junction, as long as the hole electron pairs are created 

Almost any of the known: semi-conductor materials 
may be employed in the present:invention, including ·the 
compound semi conductors such· as gallium arsenide and 
cadmium diarsenide, as well as the monatomic. semi-con
ductors such as germanium and silicon, and most of the 
known production methods may be employed for obtain-

35 ·in the upper layer in·tbe near vicinity of the junction. The 
radiation may also be applied to the edge of the structure 
to reach the junction directly without traversing the upper 
layer. 

One of the most interesting aspects of this invention is 
40 that it is basically a low voltage device. For instance, 

with the structure of FIG. 1 satisfactory operation is 
achievable with a voltage gradient across the upper layer 
of no more than .five to ten volts per inch. This presents 

ing the desired junctions. However, at the present stage 45 
of development of semi-conductor technology, for the 
structure of FIG. 1 silicon appears to be the best because 

many advantages including safety, and the possibility of 
light weight and inexpensive power supplies. Also op
eration from remote power and control signal sources is 
much more fc:3sible. of its production controllable high resistivity and because 

of the apparent prospect of producing much higher re
sistivity. 

Among the known processes other than diffusion for 
producing semi-conductor structures required in the pr~s-
ent invention there are the alloying methods. Fo~ in

stance, a semi-conductar such as ·germanium may have 
an alJoyed layer of metal such as indium applied to the 
top and the bottom to form fusion junctions with the ger
manium. This will form a PNP structure. The metal 
layers may also be formed by electrolytic deposition
having the advantage of low temperature formation to 
preserve the high resistivity of the semi-conductive cen
tral layer. The metallic upper layer must be thin enough 
to provide the desired resistance for the voltage divider 
and to admit the radiation to the. junction. While the 
above descriptions relating to FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 were in 
terms of the use of an NPN structure, it will be apparent 
that by reversing the polarities of the operating voltages, 
a PNP si:ructure may be employed with equal facility. 
1t is nlso clear that various other hcterojunction structu1·cs . 
employing different materials in the different layers, which 
may be of the same conductivity type, but which never
theless have the ability to form asymmetrical junctions: 
are useful in this invention. 

An interesting combination of materials exists where 
the outer layer which is exposed to radiation can be 
chosen so that it is substantially transp:irent to the radia· 

FIG. 4 shows a modification of the embodiment of 
FIG. 1 in which the intermediate layer 14 of the structure 

50 lOA is discontinuous, being composed of individual 
bridges of material indicated at 14A to 14E between the 
upper layer 12 and the lower layer 16. The remainder of 
the space between the outer layers is simply open. How
ever, it may be filled with insulating material if desired. 

G5 This modified structure has the virtue that the lateral 
resistivity of the central layer between individual bridges 
such as 14A and 14B is infinite. However, there is no 
longer an infinite number of diode pairs and the resolution 
of the device is dependent upon the spacing of the dis-

GO crete material bridge "dots." Despite this, high resolu
tions are attainable, as will be explained below. 

The operation of the FIG. 4 embodiment of the inven
tion is directly anal.,gous to the operation of the system 
of FIG. 1 with discrete beams of radiation as explained 

{i;) in connection with FIG. 3. The embodiment of FIG. 4 
is ~"'l<:apable of providing a trace such as that shown in 
FIG. 2 because the discrete "dots .. of central layer ma
terial necessarily cause a trace of.discontinuous "blips" as. 

70 shown. even with uniform radiation. However, it should 
be point~d out that the illustration of FIG. 4 is a sim
plified and idealized representation of the embodiment 
havh.1g discrete operable portions caused by the discon
tinuous central layer. It is intended that such a structure 

; 5 shalJ include a large number of very closely spaced cen-
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tral layer m3terinl bridges nnd th:it the structure shalt be area scanner will not provide precise reproduction of a 
proportionately tonger thnn shown. It should tie men- picture, for instance. it will provide sufficiently distinctive 
tioned in this connection that the embodiment 0£ FIG. ~canning signals for purposes such :is character recogni· 
1 also is intended to be proportionately longer thnn tion so that certain letters or ch:uacters can be distin-
shown. In addition to the advant:lge of infinite impedance .; gttished from certain others. Rather than scanning from 
in the discontinuities of the central fayer, the embodi- i:oint to point alor.; a single line, as the line scan· 
ment or FIG. 4 ntso provides the :idvantage that when- ncr does, the :m ~, scanner accomplishes the scanning 
ever one or the discrete jt.lnctions is masked from it- function from line to Jine across the area between elec-
1umination, it nevertheless cnusc.~ a "dark current pip.. frodes S2 and 54, these lines being p:traltel to electrodes 
in the output signal n~ the null volta~c condition is 52 and 54. This sc:mning action may be likened to the 
achieved. This .. pip" provides an indexing signal which 10 movement of a mechanical slit aperture across the are~ 
serves to precisely determine the state or the sweep op- but in t.i oresent invention, this action is obtained entirely 
eration of the system. Such a pip is illustrated in FIG. by eler -:31 means so that it is very accurate and precise 
4 at 48. and d0<;s not involve any of the r•~blems of acceleration 

A successful structure in accordance with FIG. 4 has 15 :ind deceleration of parts such as is encountered with 
been produced by employing elongated bars of germanium mechanical devices. Thus, the scanner provides precise 
for the outer layers 12 and 16, and by fusing drops of information on the illumination at each line or the scan. 
indium metal between the two pairs in a furnace in order For purposes of clarity, in FIG. S, the sweep generator 
to produce the intermittently spaced material bridges 34, the load resistor 32, and the associated apparatus . 
14A-14E. For this structure, the germanium- bars may 20 have been o~ittcd. However, it will be understood that: 
be about-0-.006 inch thick and about 0.010 inch in width. these components are to be emrloyed with the embodi-: 
and the "dots .. of indium may be approximately 0.005 inch m1.:nt of FIG. S and are to be essentially the same as : 
in width. The "dots" may be spaced from 0.03S inch down shown in FIG. 1. 
to 0.010 inch on centers. With this sorconi ·structure it FIG. 6 shows another area scanner modification in 
has been found to be possible to accoJ&iplish the scanning.: 25 which the contacts 24 and 26 have been replaced by com-
function with as little as one quarter of a volt difference..:· mutator brushes 24B and 26B. These brushes are ar- : 
in voltage bias between adjacent indium material bridges ranged to make contact with plated electrode spots 56 on 
or "dots." Devices of this type are capable of withstand- the upper surface of the modified structure 100. The . 
ing maximum voltages in the range.from 50 to 200 volts operation of the system again is similar to that of FIG. 5 
without encountering breakdown. Accordingly, it is pos- 30 except that the patterns of equal potential conditions exist-
sible to provide a structure in acco1 .ince with FIG. 4, and ing across the upper layer of the structure 100 are as fodi-
with the above materials, having irom.200 to 800 indium cated by the dotted equal potential lines 58. This give:; still 
dots as a maimum. It is obvious from-this that with the a different scanning pattern which is particularly useful · 
discontinuous central layer, the scanners of the present in detecting the presence of certain characters or shapes : 
invention are capable of extremely high resolution. Ap- 3:; such as in character recognition. Preferablyp the brushes 
parently, the lateral conductivity of the central layer in 24B and .26B are mounted and supported on a rotatable 
the continuous layer version of the invention illustrated yoke 59 so they can be rotated together to provide for 
FIG. 1 limits the resolution of that device in some re- scanning operation -along· different diagonal directions on . 
spects. Accordingly, this discontinuous central layer em- the structure 100. These varfations jn direction are also · 
bodiment of FIG. 4, when composed of many closely 40 very useful in making successive scans for accomplishing 
spaced "dots," may provide even higher resolution than tho character recognition function. 
certain of the continuous central layer versions of the in- Alternatively, electronic switching may be employed to · 
ventioll. switch the bias voltage to different opposed pair.; of con:. 

As illustrated thus far, the scanners of the present in- ductive spots 56 in the structure of lOD so as to establish 
vention are essentially capable of scanning only a line, and 45 different diagonal ·directions of scan. Alsop the pattern 
not an area. However, it will be apparent that the line of equal potentials across the structure 100 may be modi-
scanners may be employed to scan areas by providing for fied by applying bias voltages ·to several pairs of spots si-
relative movement between the scanner and the area pat- multaneously and by suitably adjusting these voltages in 
tern to be scanned. Thus, the line scanner will provide order to obtain output signals indic.ative of different pat-
information about the entire area by looking at the area ::;o terns of scan. 
as a succession of lines which are scanned in sequence. It FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of another rnodi-
is possible also to provide a line scanner structure which fication of the invention which is capable of providing a 
is capable of scanning an area by building the structure in circular scan in which the •bias potential is applied be-
a zig-zag pattern so that it scans back and forth over the tween an outer ring electrode 60 and a central electrode 
whole area without the neces~ity for relative movement 55 62 on the structure lOE. The resultant circular pattern 
between the scanner and the pattern to be sc~nned. Vari· scan is :particularly valuable for identifying closed char-
ous other line scanning patterns or shapes may be em- acters such as the le~ter ''D," the letter "B," or the digit 
ployed either to scan an entire area, or to simply scan a "O." It will be apparent from FIGS. 6 .and 7 that there 
particular portion of an area. It is also possible to pro- is an almost infinite variety of special purpose scanning 
vide a number of line scanners physically arranged in 60· structures which may be built up from modifications or 
parallel alignment so that each will scan a different por- combinations of the structures shown. For instance, a 
ti on of the pattern to be scanned. These parallel ar- double circukr scan structure can be provided for the 
ranged line scanners can operate simultaneously or in se- special purpose of identifying characters having upper 
quence and they may be operated in response to a com· and lower closed portions, such as the letter "B," and the 
mon control system. Such an arrangement is shown in 05 figure "8." Such a structure is also useful for detecting 
FIG. 8 and described in more detail below. the presence of a single closed portion in the upper char-

FIG. s illustrates a partial schematic top view of an acter re('1n, such as occurs in the capital letter "A" or 
area scanning structure which is basically simply a wide the .capital letter "R, .. or in the lower character region 
versio11 of the structure of FIG. I. In order to assure such as in a lower case letter "b" or in number the "6." 
that the current is distributed evenly across the upper iO In FIGS. 6 and 7, as in FIG. 5, the sweep generator 34 
layer 12G in the structure lOC of FIG. 5, the connections and the load resistor 32 and the associated apparatus 
24 and 26 to the bias voltage source are supplemented by ·have again been omitted, but are understood to ·be present 
plated electrodes 52 and 54 at the ends of the structure. in the act~1al embodiments. 
In essence, th:rcf••re, this is an expanded or widened line FIG. 8' "hows an area scanning system in accordance 
scanner which is capable of scanning are:is. While this 75 with the present invention and employing a plurality of 
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line scanners indicated at 100 through lOM. These 
scanning · structures arc physically arranged in parallel 
alignment for the purpose of individually scanning dif
ferent columns of a punched card '1.2, the opposite surface 
of which is illuminated by a light source indicated at '14. G 
The structures 100 through HM are supplied from a 
common bias supply source schemnticaUy illustrated at 
220 and the other end of the common bias circuit in· 

I eludes the resistor 280 and the ass<>cfated connection to 
ground. The sweep voltages to the structures 10G through 10 
JOM are provided through the respective load resistors 320 
through 32M from a delay line. 76. The sweep voltages 
are obtained from a conventional· sweep. voltage genera-
tor '78 in response to a triggerrpulse applied to the. sweep 
generator at 80 from a remote· control line 8.2. When 15 
it is desired that the information be obtained from the 
system of FIG. 8, a trigger pulse is sent from the remote 
control station through the connection 82 to trigger· the 
sweep generator 78. The sweep pulse travels dow.n the 
delay line 76 and sequentially causes the sweep aperation 20 
at each of the scanning structures 100 through !OM.:. The 
resultant output signals are then supplied through· the 
capacitors indicated at 84 through 94, and the blocking 
diodes indicated at 96 through 10~ to a common:output 
line 108. From the output line 108, these signals;are:· ap- 25 
plied to an amplifier 110 which in tum provides amplified· 
output signals to the signal line 82 so that the informat~on 
is transmitted back to the central control station. This 
system is very simple and inexpensive since it requires 
only a single pair communir ~tion line for the purpose 30 
<>f communieating between ...:ie remote central control 
station and the scanning apparatus, and since a very mini
mum of equipment and power-supply is required at the 
scanning location. 

It will be obvious that other· modifications of the sys- 35 
tem of FIG. 8 are possible. For instance, it may be de
sirable in some instances to provide a separate sweep gen
erator for each of the scanner:"$U'Uctures lOG through 
lOM. It -may also be desirable~·· some instances to em
ploy a commutator device different from the delay 40 
line 76. 

While only six of the· scanner structures 10G.through 
10M are shown in FIG. 8 for scanning six colWlllls, it 
will be understood that the system may be easily extend-
ed to any desired size, such as including apparatus suffi- 45 
cient to scan the entire eighty columns of a oonventional 
punched data card. It will be understood also that the 
system of ·FIG. 8 is very useful for optical scanning of 
al most any rear radiation source. the punched card be-
ing shown in FIG. 8 only for purposes of illus~ration. 60 

The radiation sensitive structure· 10 of FIG. i may be 
constructed so that it is symmetrical about the inter
mediate layer 14. It will be obvious then that the lower 
juncion 20 formed between the intermediate layer 14 and 
the lower layer 16 may be constructed so that it is photo- 55 
sensitive, or sensitive to · non-visible radiation. Thus, 
either the u.pper junction 18 or the lower junction 20 m~y 

10 I 

If both junctions are illuminated, then a doubt~ ampli
tude signal is provided to the osc:illosc:opc 38. Accord
ingly, in a system where discrete radiation beams such 
as beams 4G of FIG. 1 are used or in the discrete diode 
version of FIG. 4 in which the intermediate layer is dis· 
continuous, J..y illumination of both sides or the radiation 
responsive slnic:turc 10, a comparison of the informa
tion on the upper and lower sides ·is possible. Thus, 
where beams on the upper and lower surfaces coincide, 
a double amplitt:de signal results, but where coincidence 
de , not occur there is only a single amplitude signal, 
or · ·, signal if both sides are dark. By employing an out
p, • detector which is resporsive only to . output signals 
above the single :implitude, only the coincidence signals 
appear at the output. Such n modification of the sys
tem of the present invention has obvious advantages and 
utility. For instance, conventional punched data cards 
can be optically compared very rapidly. It may also be 
observed that if° the structure 10 is illuminated on its 
side eds~ ~o that the radiation reaches the junction with
out having to transverse the &Jpper layer, it is not necessary 
to mask the junction 20 so that only junction 18 is illum
inated. This is true because, as pointed out above, il
lumination of both junctions will simply enhance the out
put. 

Another interesting feature of the invention is that the 
current resulting from incident radiation upon eacli back 
biased semi-conductor diode portion of the structure is 
substantially independent of the back bias voltage and 
is almost entirely depend~nt upon the intensity of the 
radiation to which the diode is expc:;ed. This assumes, 
of course, that the back bias voltage is above the mini
mum value which is required to initiate conduction. 
This is an important feature, particularly when the struc
ture 10 is subjected to radiation on both outer layers. 
This feature is important because it means that changes 
in current detected at load resistor 32 during scanning 
are due almost exclusively to the shut-off or turn-on of 
individual diode pairs as the null voltage condition is 
passed during the sweep. 

One of the important features of the present inven
tion resides in the fact that very little power drain is re
quired from the sweep ··generator and to the output de
tector. Accordingly, it is quite practical to locate the 
sweep generator and the detector portions of the sys
tem remote from the radiation responsive structure 10 
so that it is i'.'".>ssib!e to use the scanner system for re
mote scanning. With such a physical separation between 
the locatfon of scan and the location of signal utiliza
tion, the system has many uses. One important class of 
such uses is in the gathering of physical data. for proc-
ess control systems. For instance, the line scanner ver
sion can be used to detect the position of the pointer. of 
a met~r. or the elevation of a mercury column in a ther
mometer. Furthermore, if the modification of FIG. 4 is 
employed for these purposes, then the discrete signals 
available from the individual diode pairs provide signals 
which may be regarded as digitized signals. The ap
paratus then is effective not only to provide a· remote elec-

be radiation sensitive, or both of these junctions may be 
Tadiation sensitive and both may be arranged to receive 
radiation signals. 

Referring ·back to FIG. 3 and recalling the explanation 
of operation accompanying FIG. 3, .it will be clear that if 

60 trical indication of the data, but to provide such an in
dication in digitized form. As prevously mentioned, 
the digitization can al~;;- be accomplished by employing 
discrete light beams as shown initially for FIG. 1. The the lower junctions 20A through ·20E are illuminated in

stead of the upper junctions 18A through 18E, then the 
sweep voltage from generator 34 will actually cause the 05 
diode pair 18E, 20B to tum on rather than turning off 
after the null voltage condition and reversal of bias is 
achieved. There will then follow in succession the turn-
ing on of the succeeding illuminated diode pairs. The 
current change signals detected by the network 36 and ';O 
the oscilloscope 38 will be essentially the same as they 

light from a single source may be divided into discrete 
beams for this purpose by means of a perforated mask. 

It will be observed that the total bias voltage from 
sou1 ._: 22 in the embodiment of FIG. 1 should be ap
proximately equal to the maximum amplitude of the 
sweep voltage available from generator 34 in order to 
assure that the entire device 10 is scanned. It is an 
interesting feature of this invention that these voltages 
need not have precisely determined values as long as 
there: is a reasonable degree of correlation between the 
two voltages, :in as Jong as the vuhages are sufficient to 

are for illumination of the upper junctions. (A similar 
result is achieved if the sweeo vol~age is reversed .so that 
diode pairs are turned on rather than off when the u:o.oer 
layer is muminated.) 7 5 provide operation of all of the diode pairs· within the 
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device JO. Since these voltages mny be :iJtowcd to vnry 
rather widely, as Ions :is they nrc c:Orrel:lted in amplitude. 
it is sometimes ndvantageous to supply both voltages from 
a single source. Thus, the bi:ls voltasc :iv:iil:ible from 
source 22 in FIO. 1 may be provided instc:id from a 
square pulse wave generator, nnd the s:imc square pulse 
wave may be supplied nlso to a suitable network to pro· 
vide n sweep voltage for use in pl:lce of the sweep volt
age source 34. This suggests the further possibility that 
the source of the square v.-ave voltage m:iy be quite re
mote from the scanning structure 10 and the operation 
of the device will obviously be satisfactory despite varia
tions in transmission losses of the square wave signal 
which serves to provide both the bias voltage and the 

12 
tivity resulting from the incident radiation. Accordingly. 
the heat which is generated within the structure 10 by 
reason of the bias voltage across the outer fayer 12 and 
the resulting current therein, docs not create any prob-

5 !ems. On the contrary, the heat is advantageous and 
the design of the structure 10 is preferably made to adjust 
the heat t~i~ipation capabilities to provide a steady st:itc 
operating temperature in the order of 100• C. I 

The operation of the scanners in accordance with the 
10 present invention is enhanced by the application of con· 

\'Cntional lens -.·oating materials such as silicon monoxide. j 
··his coating should preferably be in the order of one-: 
cJarter of a wave length of the light with which the scan-; 

ner is to be employed. : 
sweep voltage. 15 Another interesting aspect of the present invention is i 

Another important feature: of the present invention is 
that the scanning apparatus is responsive to a rather wide 
range of radiation intensity. This may be described also 
as "gray scale" sensitivity. TI1e gray scale terminology 
is employed_ because it signifies an ability to distinguish 
not only between black and white, but also an ability 
to distinguish grays. It has been discovered, for instance, 
that with one physical embodiment. it is possible to de
tect various gradations of light intensity generally in the 
range from somewhat Jess th:.n 100 foot candles: to more 
than 1,000 footcandles with an incandescent- ·tungsten 
filament as the light source. 

In all of the embodiments of the invention, the output 
detection system has been indicated as consisting of the 
load resistor 32, network 36, and a cathode ray oscillo
scope 38. The cathode i "! oscilloscope 38 may be of 
any conventional commer~1aUy available type and there
fore it is not shown in detail:·here. Typically, the load 
resistor 32 may be in the range from SO to 100 ohms, 
the capaCitor of network 36· may have a capacity in the 
order of 0.0015 microfarad, and the resistor in network 
36 may have a value in the order of 1,000 ohms. While 
the final output device of the detection apparatus is 
shown as a cathode ray oscilloscope, in each of the em
·bodiments, it will be understooctthat other more elaborate 
detection apparatus may be employed to receive the out
put from the scanner system. For instance. the series 

that it is responsive to a wide spectrum of radiation. For' 
instance, it is very responsive to radiation in the infra-. 
red range. This is a very interesting feature of the in-· 
vention because infra-red detectors which are commercial-' 

20 Jy available at present, generally require rather high op
erating v.:ltages. Since the present inYention is a low 
voltage device, it provides the possibility for a portable 
and safe and inexpensive infra-red detector. 

Another interesting feature of the present invention is 
25 that it is operable over a wide sweep speed range. There 

is virtually no lower limit in the sweep speed and in the· 
upper end of the speed range sweep speeds of at least one 
tenth of an inch per microsecond are attainable. This 
corresponds to a read-out rate of one million spots per: 

30 second. Thus, the apparatus· is extremely fast in opera-: 
tion where speed is required, but is capabie of opera
tion at almost any speed without impairment in accuracy. i 

As indicated, above almost any of the combinations of! 
materials which are useful in the production of semi- I 

35 . conductor junctions or contacts which are asymmetrical• I 
ly conductive, are also useful in the present invention. 
Furthermore, most of the various methods for producing i 
semi-conductor junctions are ~so useful in the. produc
tion of the structures '10 of the present invention. Many • 

40 of these structures and methods, and many other appli
cable teachings with -respect to ·semi-conductors are to 
be found in the Handbook of Semiconduct.or Electronics, 
by Lloyd P. Hunter, Second Edition, published by Mc-of pulses, or the current change signals may be supplied 

directly .to the input of a computer to accomplish vari
ous logical results in response to the scan signal. Also, 45 
the scanner, or a combination of scanners may be ar
ranged to scan an area, and the output signals may be 
supplied to an electronic picture reproduction system 
including a conventional television picture tube so that 

Graw-Hill Book Company in 1962. 
In the embodiments employing a semi-conductor for 

the top layer 12, the semi·-conductor material of the top 
layer is often photoconductive. This means that the re
duction in t.he resistance of illuminated portions of the 
top layer are reduced in .resistance so as to modify the 

50 operation of the top laye.r as a voltage divider. The 
result is a distortion of the scan because the scan will 
proceed more rapidly across the illuminated areas and 
more slowly across the dark areas. This distorts the 
trace which is prOduced such that the dark areas appear 

an exact visual reproduction of the area which is scanned 
may be produced. Thus, the invention may be used as a 
television camera. · 

All of the above explanations of the operation of this 
invention have emphasized the detection of transient sig
nals such as are available through the network 36. How
ever, it should be emphasized that useful information 
may be obtained from the system of the present invention 
by detecting other characteristics of the voltage appearing 
across the resistor 32 resulting from the current therein. 
Thus, the total current at any particular time is a measure 
of the illuminations striking that portion of the scanning 
structure containing diode pairs which are not biased 

55 wide-r and the illuminated :u-eas appear narrower, an~ at 
the same time have an enhanced signal amplitude. The 
enhancement of the signal is caused by the increased 
speed of sweep across the illuminated area. For some 
purposes these distortions of the output are advantageous 

60 since they actually improve sensitivity without destroying 
the usefulness of the desired information. If the dis
tortion is excessive and is not desired, it can be limited 
or eliminated by different .material choices and by dif-off. It is also apparent that the transient signals may be 

detected by means other thar.. resistor 32 and network ~. 
For instance, a transformer may be employed to induc- 65 
tively couple the output detector such as oscilloscope 38 

ferent physical geometries. 
The above problem of distortion of the voltage di-

vider gradient, as well as distortion of the voltage gradi-
0:::it from other causes, may be avoided or minimized for 
l-. ecision purposes by applying a series of graded voltage 
values to spaced points along the upper layer 12 so as 

to the load circuit including contact 30. The transformer 
primary winding may take the place of resistor 32. 

An interesting feature of the present invention resides 
in the discovery that greatly improved resolution is avail
able from the apparatus when the scanniog structure H> 
achieves an elevated temperature in the order of 1ooe c. 
This result has been observed particularly with silicon 
scanning structures. It i: ~:lievcd that the elevated ten1· 
peraturc somehow enhances the hole-electron pair ac-

70 to clamp those points and more definitely determine the 
geometry of the voltage gradient. With such a modified 
structure, the shape of the voltage gradient may be ad
justed at will and the speed of scan may be purposely 
modified if desired. For instance, the voltage gradient 

75 between two of such connections may be reduced to sub-
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stantlally zero so that the scan nctu:illy skips the space 
between such connections. However. if the skipped space 
is llluminated a large transient vertical trace will occur. 
This can be ignored because it occurs with such a short 
portion of the sweep. 

While not shown in any of the embodiments illustrated 
in the drawings, it is possible to connect a control elec
trode to the intermediate layer 14 of the continuous in-

G 

1 termediate layer versions of the invention as illustrated 
in FIG. 1. Such an electrode may be provided with a 10 
gate. control voltage which is eff cctive to tum off the 
seanner if such inhibition is desired. When the device 
is to be active again the gate voltage.:is removed from the 
intermediate fayer. The preferred: gate voltage pol:irity 
is negative for an NPN structure: and positive for a 15 
PNP structure. If desired, the gating . signal applied. to 
the intermediate layer may be an A.C. signal and the 
output signals are then in the form of a combination of 
the A.C. and the signal otherwise available from .. the 
scanning device. This is effectively a modulated alter- 20 
nating curi'Cnt. It has also been discovered that with 
certain of the structures 10, in accordance with the pres-
ent invention, the resolution of the scanner may be im
proved by simply connecting the intermediate layer 14 
through ~ -resistor to ground. It is also possible to pro- 26 
vide a modified scanning structure in which the inter
mediate layer 14 acts as the voltage divider rather than 
the upper layer 12. However, this· arrangement is not 
believed to be as desirable as the above described em
bodiments of the invention because ·.it:involves a substan- 30 
tial increase in energy losses, a1 ! distortion of bleeder 
voltage· distribution. · 

Another. interesting modificatioxr:of the invention in
volves the application of an alternating voltage signal in· 
series with the bias voltage source;22:« It has been deter- 35 
mined that this substantially enhances the out:put signals 
avai.table from the scanner. _Apparently, as the null D.C. 
bias voltage condition is achieved at each diode pair, the 
A.C. impedance of the diode pair islSUbstantiaUy reduced. 
Accordingly, ·t:be switching action:-:within the scanning 40 
structu·re 10 for the alternating voltage ·is such as to cause 
a modulation of the A.C. This is a·very valuable feature 
where the syStem is to be employed as a remote scanner, 
or where the information obtained from the scanner is to 
be transmitted over a iong distance, because the infonna- 45 
tion may be provided immediately from the scanner as a 
modulated radio frequency signal which is suitable for 
immediate transmission through a conventional radio 
communication or carrier current channel. This mode of 
operation is not to be confused with that described above 50 
in connection with FIG. 2a where the A.C. signal is ap
plied to the lower layer 16. However~ the alternating cur
rent .here may be again ·preferably a radio frequency such 
as 200-kilocycles. 

The term "elongated" is employed in this specification 55 
to help define the shape of the scanning structure 10. As 
used here, this term is intended to emphasize the lateral 
dimension of the structure parallel to the semi-conductor 
junctiOns 18 and 20 and between connections 24 anrl 26. 
This is a characteristic which is present not only in the 60 
line scanner ve:-sions of the invention, such as shown in 
FIG. l, but also in the area scanning versions such as 
shown in FIGS. S, 6, and 7. Thus, the term "elongated," 
is intended to refe-r to the area scanning structure lOC, 
100· and lOE, as well as to the line scanning structures 05 

such as 10 and !OA. Therefore, this term, as used here, 
does not necessari~y imply that the structure is narrow 
in both of its other dimensions: 

While the invention has been particularly shown and 70 
described with reference to preferred embodiments there-
of, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various changes in .form and details may be made there-
in without departing from the ~pirit and the scope of 
the invention. 

14 
What is claimed is: 
.I. A radiation scanner comprising: 
(a) an elongated multiple layer structure including 

an intermediate fayer of semi-conductive material 
of a first conductivity type and two outer layers of 
scmi-conducth•.- material of a second condllCLivity 
type. the s."l:J -layers· having asymmetrically conduc
tive semi-conductor junctions thcrcbctween, said 
junctions having oppositely poled asymmetry and 
:it least one of which has conductive properties rc
srnnsive to radialion incident thereon; 

(b) . ''!:ins connecting one of said outer layers at lat
t ty spaced positions thereon to sources of differ
ent bias voltage levels to es~at>lish a potential gradi
ent in the layer extending parallel to the said junc
tions; 

(c) means for connecting the other outer layer to an
other source having a different value of bias voltage; 

(d). means for applying a time variant potential dif
f erencc !\c-ross the said two outer layers in a direc
tion perpendicular to the 1aid junctions; 

(e) a means connected in circuit between said outer 
layers for detecting functions of the current between 
said outer layers. 

2. A radiation scanner for scanning an area compris
ing: 

(a) an elongated multiple layer structure having a 
substantial width and including an inner layer of 
semi-conductive material of a fi.rst conductivity type 
and two outer layers ·of a semi~onductive material 
of a second conductivity type, .the said layers hav
ing asymmetrically conductive semi-conductive junc
tions therebetween, said junctions having oppositely 
·poled asymmetry and at least one of which has con
ductive -properties responsive to radiation incident 
thereon; 

(b) means connecting one of said outer layers at lat
erally spaced positions thereof to sou-rces of different 
bias voltage levels thereon to establish a potential 
gradient in the layer extending parallel to the said ~ 
junctions; 

( c) means connectin"g the other outer layer to a source . 
of another bias voltage level; 

(d) means for -applying a sweep voltage difference 
between said :>uter layers; and 

( e) means connected in circuit between said outer 
layers for det~cting functions of the current between 
said outer layers. 

3. The ar~a scanner 2.S set forth in claim l in which 
the means connecting one or said outer layers to sources 
of different bias volt2.ge -are so disposed with respect to 
·said layer as to establish a uniform potential paraUel to 
the width of the body and a gradient parallel to the length 
thereof tc define a substantially rectangular scanning 
area. 

4. The area scanner as set forth in claim 2 in which 
the means connecting one of said outer l~yers to sources 
of different bias voltage are so disposed with respect to 
said layer .as to establish a radial potential gradient with 
equi-potential regions having a common radius, so as 
to define a circular scanning pattern of controllable radius. 

5. A radiation scanner comprising: 
(a) a first layer of semi-conductive material of a first 

conductivity type; 
(b) a -plurality of discrete bodies of semi-conductive 

material of a se.cond conductivity type joined to said 
la}· ·· to form therewith a plurality of discrete radia
tion ·responsive asymmetrically conductive semi-con
dt:ctor junctions; 

( c) a second layer of semi-conductive material of a 
first cor..ductivity type joined to said discrete bodies 
of semi-conductive material .to form therewith a 
plur,•lity of discrete asymmetrically conductive semi
conductor junctions oppositely poled with respect 
to the junctions of said bodies with said first layer; 
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fining the entire upper :md lower surfaces of said struc
ture, said intermediate l:tyer being jC'ined to both outer 
layers throughout subst:inti:illy the entire length :tnd width 
thcr~of, the materials of s.'lid l:tycrs bcins selected to 

(d) means for cstabtishins a potenti:il J.:r:tdicnt in said 
first fayer extending par:illet to the direction of the 
s~id junctions with said bodies, so as to provide n 
discretely different bias p<.'tentiat at each of the said 
junctions with said bodies ; 

(c) mcnns for providing a uniformly distributed time 
vnriant bins in said second l:iyer; and 

(f) means for detecting the current now absorbed by 
said second layer. 

5 form an elongated asymmctric:illy conductive semi-con· 
duc!or j11nction at c:tch of the boundaries bet\vccn the re
spective la!·.::rs. s."\id junctions having oppositely- poled 
asymmetry, ;ii least one of said semi-conductor junctions 

6. A r:idiation intensity scanner comprising: 10 
(a) a plurality of pairs of unidirectional current con

ducting devices, each pair including a radiant ener-

having substantially increused conductivity in response to I 
illumination thereon when in the back biased condition. 1 

at least one o( s..'lid outer layers having a plurality of ; 

gy responsive device and. a second device serially 
connected in opposite ·conductivity relationship be
tween first and second.:terminals; 

(b) means establishing the· first tenninal of each dif
ferent diode pair at a different bias potential level; 

( c) means for varying the potential level with re
spect to time of ·all of said second terminals in paral
lel; and 

e· -:trical connections each includini:: an electrode in con- : 
t· ~ with the outer surface of said .. l:tycr, said electrodes'. 
l •• ng spnced around the periphery of said outer layer in · 

15 diagon:xlly opposed pairs. means for npplying bias voltngc : 
level differences across said oppositely disposed pairs and : 
for changing said bias voltage differences to provide for 
optical scanning in different diagonal directions across the 
area being scanned, the other outer layer having at least 

( d) me?nS for detecting the magnitude of the current 
flow between ~aid first and said se.cond tenninals. 

7. A radiation scanner as set forth in olaim 1 ·and in 
which said intermediate layer i~ laterally discontinuous 

20 one electrical connection arranged to be connected to a 
source ... ·~ ~·nether bias voltage, level, me;tns for applying 
a sweep voltage difference between said outer layers, and 
means connected in circuit between $aid outer layers for · 

to thereby form discrete pairs of oppositely poled..asym-· 25 
metrically conductive junctions. 

. 8. A radiation scanner as set forth in claim 7 in which 
said outer layers consist es.o;entially of germanium. and 
said discontinuous .intermediate layer consists essentially 
of indium metal. 30 

9. A radiation scanner :ucture in accordance with 
claim 1 in which said elongated.multiple layer structure 

. consists essentially of P type silicon with the outer surfaces 
thereof being diffused with an:N· type impurity to provide 
N type silicon outer layers and a P type intennediate Jaye:- 35 
with PN junctions therebetween. 

10. A radiation scanner as set forth in claim 1 in which 
said intermediate layer consists essentially of germanium 
and said outer layers consist :essentially of indium. 

11. A radiation scanner as setiorth in claim 1 in which 40 
said intermediate layer consists essentially of germanium 
and said outer layers consist essentially of gallium 

. arsenide. 
12. A radiation scanner in accordance with claim 1 

including a connection to said intermediate layer, an ad- 4.5 
ditional source of control voltage :manged for connection 
through said last-named connection to said intermediate 
layer for providing an electrical gating control of the 
scanner.· 

13. A radiation scanner as set forth in claim 1 and 50 
including an alternating current source connected to one 
of said layers. · 

14. A radiation scanner as set forth in c12.im 1 and 
further comprising a high impedance radio frequency gen
erator arranged for connection to said last-named outer 55 
layer electrical connection. 

15. A radiation scanner in accordance with claim 1 
which is arranged for control from a remote cor.trol 
station and further comprising input connections for re
.ceiving a square pulse interrogation signal from a remote 60 
control station, means connected between said input con
nections and said spaced outer layer connections for pro
viding said spaced outer layer bias voltage levels in 
response to said square wave in~errogation sign<ll and 
having an· amplitude proportional to the amplitude of said 65 
interrogation signal, said means for applying a sweep 
voltage difference between said outer layers being con
nected to said input connections for operation in response 
to said square wave interrogation pulse to provide a sweep 
voltage diff ercnce having a maximum amplitude propor- 70 
tional to the amplitude of the interrogation pulse. 

16. A radiation scanner for scanning an area in differ
ent directions comprising an clongat.ed multiple layer 
structure having a subst::tntial width and including a·t 
jntermcdiate layer a!'ld tw() putcr lnyers substanti~11y de· 75 

detecting nonuniform changes in the current between said ; 
outer layers. 

17. An optical scanner comprising an elongated mul
tiple layer semi-conductor crystal structure including an 
intermediate layer of one conductivity type and two outer · 
layers formed by diffusion of conductivity type deter
miro=r.~ impurities· therein to define said layers as regions 
of different conductivity type extending throughout sub- . 
stantially the entire length of said structure. said outer · 
iaycrs forming elongated asynunetrically conductive semi~ 
conductor junctions with said intermediate layer, said ; 
junctions having oppositely poled asymmetry, at least 
one of said semi-conductor junctions ·having photocon-
ductive properties when back biased, at ]east one of said 
outer layers having electrical connections at laterally 
spaced positions thereon arranged for connection to 
sources of different bias voltage levels to thereby establish 
a voltage gradient thereacross, the other outer layer hav-
ing at least one electrical connection arranged to be con
nected to a source of another bias voltage level, a source 
of sweep voltage connected to said last-named connection, 
and a transient voltage output signal detector connected · 
to said last-named connection 2nd operable for detecting 
changes in the current between .said outer layers occur
ring at a r.:te above that corresponding to a pre-deter
mined frequency. 

18. An optical scanner comprising a pluralitv of ekm
gated multiple layer structures arranged in parallel align
me~t to sea~ an area, each of said structures including 
an~ i~te:media.te_ fayer and two outer layers substantially 
denmng the entire upper and lower surfaces of said struc- 1 

ture, said intermediate layer being joined to both outer 
layers throughout substantially the entire length thereof 
the materi~ls of said layers being selected to form a~ 
elongated asymmetrically conductive semi-conductor" . 
junction at each of the boundaries between the respective 
layers, said junctions having oppositely poled asymmetry • 
at least one of said semi-conductor junctions having photo-
conductive properties when in a back biased condition 
one of said outer layers having electrical connections at 
·opposite ends thereof and arranged for connection to 
sources of different bias voltage levels to thereby establish 
a voltage gradient within said layer b~twecn said connec-
tions, a common source of bias voltage potential con
r1 · ::ted to all of the said bias voltnge connections of all 
of said multiple layer structure$, the other outer layer of 
~ach of said scanner structures having nt lcnst one elec
trical connection arranged to be connected to a source 
of an:::ther bias volta~e level, each of said last-named 
conr.ections including connections to a common commu
tating device, a sweep voltage generator connecterl !r' 
sur;ply a sweep voltnge to said commutating device and 
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throush said commutating device to :-aid last-mentioned 
connections of said respective ~tructurcs in succession. n 
signal trnnsmissio1f line connected to said sweep generator 
for nctuation thereof, a separnte signal out rut circuit con
nected to each of sakl last-mimed electric:il connections 
of s:iid structures, cnch of s:iid output circuits including 
:i cnp:idtor :ind a blockins diode and being connected in 
common with cnch of the other output circuits, nn nm
plifier connected to receive signals from said common 
output connection, s:tid ampHfier beins connected to pro
vide said amplifier output signals to said signal transmis
sion line. 

19. An optical sc:mner. comprising an elongated mul
tiple layer semi-conductor structure comprising twe> outer 
layers of materials of: a: first conductivity type defining 
upper and lower surfaces of said structure. and an inter
mediate layer of· material of a second conductivity type 
which is different from said first conductivity type, said 
intermediate layer being joined to both ot:ter layers to 
form ::in elongated semi-conductor junction at each of the 
boundaries between the respective layers, said junctions 
forming laterally elongated oppositely poled diode;;. ::it 
least one of said outer layers having electrical connections 

18 
two outer lttycrs r'-'rmcu by difTusion of conductivity type 
c.letem1ining impurities therein to define said layers as 
regions of different conductivity type extending through
out supstanti:tlty the entire length of said structure, sail.l 

lS outer l;1yers forming elongated rectifying semi-conductor 
junctiori•; with s:iid intermediate fayer, s:iid junctions being 
oppos:l~'ly poled, said structure being arranged to rccci\'e 
illumination at one of said outer l:iyers nnd operable to 
provide hole-electron paris at the adjacent junction in 

10 response :hereto, at least one of snid outer layers having 
electrical Cl>nncctions at opposite ends thereof arranged 
for connection across a source of bi:LS voltage to thereby 
establish a voltage gradient therein. the other outer layer 
having at least one e:cctricnl connection :manged to be 

15 connected to another bias voltage level source, a source 
of sweep voltage connected to said last-named connec
tion, and a transient voltage output signal det.?ctor con
nected to said last-named connection and operable for 
detecting changes in the current between said outer layers 

20 CIC'curring at a rate above that corresponding to a pre
determined frequency. 

at opposite ends thereof arranged for connection to 
sources of different bias voltages for operation of said 25 
fayer as a voltage divider, the other outer::-layer having 2,790,088 
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illumination to be scanned, means for applying a sweep 30 
voltage· difference bet· !en: said outer layers, and means 
connected· in circuit with one of said outer layer~ for 
detecting abrupt changes· in current therein between said 
outer layers. 

20. An optical scanner comprising an elongated mul
tiple layer high resistivity silicon crystal structure includ
ing an intermediate layer of one conductivity type and 

RALPH G. NILSON, Primary Examiner. 
35 

E. STRICKLAND, M. ABRAMSON, 
Assistant Examiners 
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[S7] ABSTRACT 

A high resolution directional gamma ray detector in
cludes a thin piece of foil, such as tantalum. which re
acts with gamma rays incident to the edge of. the foil to 
generate electron/positron pairs. Gamma rays origina!
ing from directions other than a clirection of interest are 
shielded from the foil by shielding plates. An opening 
between the foil by shielding plates. An opening be
tween two collimating plates permits passage of gamma 
rays originating from a direction of interest and allows 
gamm.a rays originating from a direction of interest to 
reset with the foil. The generated electron and positron 
cause ionization in a plurality of cells. Signals resulting 
from these ionizations are processed by an electronic 
computation system through the use of coincidence 
process:::ig to determine whether the signals are the 
result of a· resction between the foil and a gamma ray 
which passed ~ugh the collimator opening. 

14 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION HIGH RESOLUTION DIRECTIONAL GAMMA 
RAY DETECT1")R 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

An· object of the invention, therefore, is to provide a 
highly sensitive directional gamma ray det:c:tvr with a 

s high degree of angular resolution. 

The present invention relates to gamma ray detec
tors. More spec!fically. the present invention is related 
to light weight directional gamma ray detectors having 
a high degree of angular resolution, high efficiency, and to 
an ability to discriminate low energy gamma rays. 

Conventional directional gamma ray detectors gener
ally employ. the use of extended collimators and shield
ing to channel gamma rays from a predetermined direc
tion to the measuring device of the gamma ray detector. 15 
An example of a. conventional direction gamma ray 
detection system is illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 3,562,526 
issued to Lawson. The detection system disclosed in this 
reference employs a shield having a plurality of pas- 20 
sages extending in parallel relationship with one another 
to collimate incoming gamma rays, and requires a great 
deal of space and weight due to the extensive use of 
shielding material and the construction of the collima
tor. The detection system disClosed in U.S. Pat. No. 25 
3,562,526, therefore, is impractical in the many applica
tio!lS where space or weight is a concern. 

Another type of conventional directional gamma .ray 
detectors is illustrated U.S. Pat. No. 4,136,282 issued to 
Cox et al. The detector disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 30 

4, 136,282 employs a radiator strip contained within a 
case th.at is made of an electrical conductor of a high 
atomic number that is backed by a conducting strip of a 
low atomic nun:iber. In operation, gamma rays incident 35 
normal to the broad side of the radiator will pass 
through the junction of the radiator strip and conduct
ing strip causing electrons to be freed a.S a result of three 
proc~ the photoelectric effect, the Compton effect · 
and pair production. The electrons produced by the 40 
photoelectric effect in the radiator strip and conducting 
strip are emitted from the radiator strip and collected by 
the case. The current in the case is measured to deter-
mine the magnitude of incident gamma rays. 

45 The above-described detector, while having a degree 
of directional sensitivity, does not provide a high degree 
of angular resolution, i.e., an· angular resolution on the 
order of approximately 0.1 radian or less. In addition, 
the above-described detector does not discriminate low 50 
energy gamma rays, that is, gamma rays below 1 MeV. 
Since environments where a gamma ray detector may 
be used frequently have a large number of low energy 
background gamma rays, discrimination of these low 
energy gamma rays is essential in order to eliminate 55 
unwanted detection signals. Other conventional direc
tional gamma detectors, for example as disclosed in U.S. 
Pat. No. 4,259,575, also suffer from the lack of a high 
degree of angular resolution. Thus, extensive collima-

60 tors or shielding ;---~ still needed in order to obtain a 
high degree of angu1ar resolution, thereby adding to the 
weight and physical size of the detector. 

Thus there is a need for a lightweigh~ compact and 
highly sensitive directional gamma ray detector which 65 
has a high degree of angular resolution and which can 
function effectively in an environment having a large 
number of low energy background gamma rays. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a direc· 
tional gamma ray detector which is lightweight, com· 
pa.ct and contains a minimum amount of shielding mate· 
rial. 

An additional object of the invention to provide a 
directional gamma ray detector which is insensitive i:o 
background gamma rays below 1 Me V. 

A still fu~er object of the invention to provide a 
directional gamma ray detector whose angular resolu
tion may be adjusted. 

More specifically, the present invention provides a 
directional gamma ray detector including a thin piece of 
foil material which reacts with high energy gam.ma rays 
incident to the edge or the foil to generate electron/
positron pairs. Gamma rays originating from directions 
other than a direetion of interest are shielded from the 
foil by a shielding material. The shielding material, 
however, can be extremely thin and light weight .iue to 
the thickness of the foil, i.e., only the thin edge of the 
foil needs to be. shielded as gamma rays incident the 
broad ·surface of the foil will pass through the foil .. 'ith 
a low prob_abilify of generating electron/positron pall."t •. 
A collimator is provided with a collimator opening 
which permits passage of. gamma rays originating from 
a direction of interest. The collimator ~s also relatively 
s.m.all and light weight due to the width of the foil. ·fhe· . 
electron and positron th.at result from the reaction with 
the foil pass through gas cells and generate signals indic
ative of their direction. These signals are processed by 
an electronic computation system to determine whether 
the signals are the result of a reaction between the foil 
and a gamma ray which passed through the callimator 
opening. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention is described below with ref er
ence to the accompanying drawings. where: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a high resolution directional gamma 
ray detector according to a preferred embodifil.ent of 
the invention, with shielding removed for clarity; 

FIG. 2 illustrates the high resoiution directional 
gamma ray detector of FIG. 1 with the shielding in
cluded; 

FIG. 3 is a graph of the probability of electron/posi
tron pair production versus the gamma ray angle of 
incidence; and 

FIG. 4 is a graph of the cross section of a tantalum 
foil versus gamma ray energy. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
·. PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a preferred embodimeut of a 
high resolution directional gamma ray detector 100. 
Shielding has been removed fron:: FIG. 1 to U"Ore 
clearly illustrate the generation of electron positron 
pairs in response to incident gamma rays. The l-Jgh 
resolution directional gamma ray detector 100 includes 
a thin piece of foil 20 located between a first multicell 
gas chamber 50 and a second multicell gas chamber 54. 
The first multicell gas chamber 50 and the second multi
cell gas chamber 54 ;nclude a plurality of individual gas 
cells 52 that are electrically connected to an electronic 
computation system 40 via a plurality of signal lines 42. 
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A collimator 10 is located in front of the foil 20 and reduces extraneous reactior.s and. as will be explained 
includes collimating plates 12 a'ld which are driven by later, reduces unwanted noise. 
a motor dri~·~ system 57. As s.1own in FIG. 2, first, The use of tantalum makes the directional gamma ray 
~on.d and third shielding plates 32, 33 and 34 are lo· detector 100 sensitive to gamma rays in the 1-30 MeV 
cated adjacent to and coplanar with the metal foil. S rJnge. Other foil materials may be used to detect 

In operation, a. g,amma ray originating from a direc· gamma rays up to and abdve 60.MeV. depending on a 
tion of interest 200 passes through coIIimator 10 and user's particular requirements. For example, copper 
reacts with foil 20. The foil 20 is oriented such that a may be employed as the foil 20 to make the directional 
gamma ray 200, passing through the collimator 10, will gamma ray detector 100 sensitive to gamma rays in the 
have a path _through the foil 20 that maximizes the 10 15-60 MeV range. 
chance of a reaction that will generate an electron/posi- The shielding plates 32, 33 and 34 shield the foil 20 
tron pair, i.e .• a gamma ray which passes through the from gamma rays which are traveling in the plane of the 
collimator 10 will be exposed to a sufficient amou:"t. of foil 20 and which originate from a direction other than 
foil material to make a reaction likely. As illustrated in the direction of interest. The first and third shie;:.iing 
FIG. 1, gamma rays passing through the collimator 10 15 plates 32 and 34 pa-eferably have dimensions of 
preferab!y strike the edge of the foil 20. 4X 15X0.1S centimeters and can be made of taritalum, 
. The first collimating pla~e 12 and the ~ond collim.at- tungsten, or any other heavy metal attenuating material. 
mg plate 14 form a collunator opemng 16 through Th .t..:-d hi 1..1=- l t 33 l'. bl 'I..-- d' · 

hi h th 
· · fi h . . . e w..u s e UJ.U.g ~ a e pre,era y Ui:1.:> Jlllens1ons 

w c e gamma ray rom t e direction of interest 200 f 4 X lOOXO 15 ...-: ... te d be d f h 
passes. The first collimating plate 12 and the second 20 ° · c~nl.LU.le :S ~ can ma e 0 t e 
collimating plate 14 are parallel to each other, have ssme type of material as shielding plat~ 32 ~d 34. 
dimensions of 3 x lOOX0.15 centimeters and are prefer- Due to the geo~e~ of the present mvent_1on, on!y 
ably fabricated from tantalum or tungsten, although gamma rays travelin~ m th~ plane of the f~il 20 will 
other dimensions and materials may be used. Gamma e_ncounte~ eno~gh foil matei:w t~ ~ea pair produc-
rays which do not originate from a direction lyin m the 25 tion :~c~on likely. Therefor: sh1eld?1g ~mly has to ?e 
plane of the collimator opening 16 will be att:nuated provtded U: the plane c:r the foil resultin~ m a subst:mt!Z! 
prior to reaching the foil 20 by the first collimating plate overall woght reducno~ ?ver c?nventional detectors. 
U filld the second collimating pb.te 14. Thus only an !t ~hculd he no~ed that it is possible that _a gamma ray 
acce,tably low number of gamma rays which· do not mcident appro~tely n~rmal to the foil 20,. s1;1ch as 
originate from a direction lying in the plzne of the colli- 30 g~ ray~ illustrated m FIG. 2, ~Y :eact with th~ 
mator opening will have a chance to react with the foil foil .20. Reactxons due to.~g~. ~y~ incident app~oxi-
20. Thus, the collimator 10 provides directional sensi- mately normal to ~e. foU.: ~:'.~t~ld?,_~ occ:~r . smce 
tivity to the directional gamiila ray detector 100. ~ese ~.rays will ~-tJU:9~ .~ery.little foil ~ate ... 

The angular sensitivity of the directional gamma my nal. ~ add1t.Io~ as ~l ·~:..'·~~~:.~lo~, reactions 
detector 100 may~ varied by varying the distanced ~35 resulting froI? gamma J:'21.Y!~1.D:2~Cl2'~·aJ:>~roX1.IIlately nor-
between the collimator 10 and the foil 20. For example, maI. to the rail ~· g~a·: .. rays mcia1ent at other ~.gles · 
motor drive system 51 or other positioning systems may . ~ot m .th~ ~ectlon of mte~~t;~~d·.~a;rays on~t-
be employed to move the collimator structure to adjust mg ~thm_ the detect.or ~~e-.to.·<?OFPton·-~~tera~no~·~·· 
the distanced. If the distanced is decreased, the direc- the foil or m the multicell-g~:c~~.,~:be q~sc~~ . 
tional gamma ray det~tor 100 will detect gamma rays 40 nated by :lectronic signaPpt.~~~~:;~~:·',:'._·: ·. ·· ·· .. >~. ·. · 
that originate from a wider range of incident angles than The emitted electron and positron aredetected m first 
if the distance d is increased. An angular resolution of multicell gas chamber 50 and second multicell gas 
0.002 radians in the X direction may be obtained. chamber 54. In the preferred embodiment, each multi- . 

Wher the gamma ray 200 reacts with the foil 20 an cell gas chamber 50 and 54 has dimensions of 
election (e-) and a positron (e+) are emitted through 45 6X IOX 100 centimeters and includes seven hundred 
the pair production phenomenon. Sin.::e moment~m fifty gas cells 52. The gas cells 52 each have dimensions 
must be conserved in the reaction, the electron will be of 2 X 2 X 2 centimeters and are filled with argon or 
emitted in one direction, the positron will be emitted in other high gain ionization gas. When an electron or a 
another direction, and the paths the emitted electron positron passes through a gas cell 52, the gas is ionized 
and the emitted positron will be related to one another !D and a discharge r: trrent is produced.. The discharge 
by conservation of momentum principles. FIG. 3 illus- currents from all of the gas cells 52 are routed to elec-
trates the probability of electron/positron pair produc- tronic computation system 40 vfa plurality of signal 
tion versus gamma ray angle of incidence. lines 42. 

In the preferred embodiment the foil 20 has di.men- The electronic computation system 40, which is pre-
sions of 4 X lOOX 0.005 centimeters and is made of tan ta- 55 programmed with possible values of input momentum 
lum. An advantage of using a material such as tantalum. of a ga.Inma ray passing through the collimator, receives 
and using electrons and positrons generated as a result the signals from the gas cells SZ determines the path of 
of the pair production reaction may be seen from FIG: the emitted electron and the path of the emitted posi-
4, namely, the pair production cross section of tantalum tron, and employs coincidence processing to determine 
decreases significantly below S MeV and is zero. These 60 if a gamma ray from the direction of interest has been 
small pair production cross sections at low gamma ray received. As previously explained, the path of an inci-
energies and the coincidence procedure, to be discussed dent gamma ray and the paths of the emitted electron 
in further detail below, make the detector in.sensitive to and emitted positron are related by conservation of 
low energy gamma rays. Since gamma ray detectors are momentum, therefore the path of the electron and the 
frequently used in environments which have many low 65 path of the positron indicates whether the electron/-
energy gamma rays which are of no interest, the use of positron pair wa;,.; generated as a result of a reaction 
a foil material and coincidence procedure results in a between the foil 20 and a gamma r3.Y which passed 
detector that is insensitive to low energy gamma rays. through the collimator 10, i.e .. the paths generated from 
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a gamma ray received from the direction of interest will ing ph1tes, each collimating plate being parallel to the 
be mirror images in respect to the plane or the ·foil. first plane and the shield. includes at least two shielding 

Coincide~ce processing also s -::reens out signals re- plates9 each shielding plate lying in the first plane. 
sulting from stray ambient electrons and positrons and 6. A· directional gamma ray detector a~ .>et forth in 
other particles which may cause ionization in the gas s cl!'lim 4, wherein; 
cells 52. The electronic computation system 40 discrimi- the collimator includes two collimating plates, each 
nates between gamma rays which pass through the collimating plate being parallel to the first plane; 
collimator 10 and react with the foil 20, such as gamma the shield consists of two shielding plates, each 
ray 200, and gamma rays which do not pass through the shielding plate lying in the first plane; and the 
collimatcr 10 but do react with the foil 20, such as 10 thickness of each of the ·shielding plates iri the di-
gamma ray 300, by determining the paths of the emitted . rection perpendicular to the first plane is at least six 
elecu:<>n and the emitted ~t:o1:1. The electronic com- times that of the foil. 
putation system 40 also discnmmates gamma rays re- 7 A directional gamma ray detector as set forth in 
sultin fi · · "-=~ th d · Th g f; rom r~ctions ~~1w1 e etector. claim s, further comprising: 

. e oregomg descnption has been set forth .merely 15 a drive means connected to the two collimating 
to illust t f4 ed bod" f th · · d ' . . ra e pre err ~ . un:nts o ~ mvc:ntion an plates for varying a distance between the collima-
JS not.mtended to~be limi°:11g. Smee ~odificatio!1 of\be tor opening and the foil. 
descnbed em~en~ incorporating th~ spu-,t _and 8. A directional gamma ray detector as set forth in 
substance of the mvention may occur to persons ski.lbd I3im 7 h · th f; il · tantal 
in the art, the .scope of the invention should be lim~cc~ 20 · c ' ~ er~m e 0 

JS um. . 
solely with res · t to the a nded claims d ,. . _ ~- A direct!~~ ~ ray detector as set forth m 

pee ppe an -qwva chum 7, wherem the foil IS copper. 
lents. 0 A d.ir . nal d t:. h . What ·is claimed is: ~ . · :Ctl_? g~ ray . etector as set i-:rt m 

1. A directional gamma ray detector, comprising: c~ A7, d.ir":her~mn.althe collimator dJS tantalum. r rth . 
a first multicell. gas chamber and a second multicell 2S : i. ecti_? ~ ray . etector as set io m 

g:!S cr..=:i~r. e:ch multicell gas chamber having a claim 7, ":her~m the collimator JS tungsten. . 
plurality of gas cells that generate a signal indica- . ~- A directi_?n.al gamma ray detector as set forth m 
tive of an electron or positron passing through the clm.m 7, ~herc::,m: . . 
gas cell;· the dimensions of . the foil are approximately 

a reaction foil located between and separating the 30 4~ 100~0.005 centlmete:s; . . 
first and second . multicell gas chambers, wherein the dimensions of each co~atmg plate are approxi-
the foil reacts with gamma rays incident to an edge mat:lY 3:X lOOX0.15 centimeters; an~ . 
of the foil to produce electron/positron pairs; the s~eld ~clud~ fir.st and SCC_?nd shieldmg plates 

a shield I~ted adjacent to at least one edge of the ha~g dimensions of ~pproXImately 4X lSX0.15 
foil and having a thickness sufficient to prevent 35 cen~et.ers; and . . . . . 
gamma rays originating from ;;. direction other than . the shie:Jd :includes a ~d shieldmg plate baVln~ d1-
the direction of interest from reacting with the foil mens1ons of approxnnately 4X lOOX.0.15 centune-
within a predetermined acceptable value; ters. . . . 

a collimator having a collimator opening which per- ~3. A direcn_onal gamma ray detector ~ set forth ~ 
mits passage of gamma rays originating from· a 40 clm.m 7, wherem the number of gas cells m each mult1-
direction of interest; and cell chamber is approximately seven hundred fifty and 

an electronic comp.utation system coupled to the first each gas cell is approximately 2X2X2 centimeters. 
and second multicell gas chambers to receive the 14. A method of detecting gamma rays originating · 
signals generated from the gas cells. from a direction of interest, ·comprising the steps of: 

2. A· directional gamma ray detector as set forth in 45 passing gamma. rays originating from a direction of 
claim 1, wherein the electronic computation system · interest. through a collimator opening; 
·performs coincider1ce proces.sing to determine whether shielding gamma rays originating from directions 
the signals generated are the result of a pair production other than the direction of interest by use of a 
reaction between the foil and a gamma ray which shield; 
passed through the collimator opening. so generating an electron and a positron by reacting a 

3. A directional gamma ray detector as set forth in gamma ray from a direction of interest with a piece 
claim 2, wherein the electronic ccmputation system of foil; 
perf orm.s coincidence· processing to reject Compton sensing electrons and positrons in three dimensional 
interactions in the reaction foil, the. first multicell gas position sensitive ionization chambers; 
ch.amber, and the second multicell gas chamber. 55 determining the path of the sensed electrons and the 

4. A directional gamma ray detector as set forth in path of the sensed positrons; and 
claim 2, wherein the foil is in the shape of a thin plate, determining whether the path of the sensed electrons 
the two largest dimensions of the foil and the collimator and the-path of the sensed positrons correspond to 
opening lie in a first plane. a gamma ray which has passed through the colli-

5. A direction.al gamma ray detector as set forth in 60 mator opening. 
claim 4, wherein the collimator includes two collimat- * * • • • 
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-: Claims. 

Tnis in.,.·entian relates to beacons !or aircratt 
and has· as a broad object to pro\·ide apparatus 
for producing an indication on board aircraft 
of the position of the craft during times when 

5 the earth is obscured from view by fog or clouds. 
A specific object is to provide a sin~ple receiving 

device responsive to Roentgen rays for indicating 
the existence of such rays and the direction of 
their source. 

10 It is present practice to use beacon lights at 
intervals along established ainvays and at l:rnd
ing fields, for gUiding ai.rplanes. Such beacons 
are readily visible in clear weather but are use
less in thick weather. Radio beacons have been 

15 proposed for use under conditions of poor visi
bility, but they are open to the objection that 

a re!~tively complicated receiving equipment is re
V" qm:red to indicate the direction of the radio 

beacon. 
20 In accordance with the present invention we 

propose to use a source of Roentgen rays as a 
beacon and dete:t·mine the position of aircraft 
relath·e to the beacon by detecting the presence 
and direction of the Roentgen rays with a spe-

25 cially designed fluoroscope to be described in de
tail in the following specification. The chief ad
vantages of the system are that the Roentgen 
rays are ve._"J ;:-enetrating. passing readily through 
fog and clouds, - :1r •b.::.;; :.i.1e receiving system 

30 is simple. cheap. rut~t!d and can be operated by 
anyone v.ithout special training. 

Referring to the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a perspecti1re view illustrating ho-w 

a Roentgen ray beacon may be positioned on 
35 an aircraft landing field; 

Figure 2 is a detail view showing how a con
ventional Roentgen ray tube may be utilized to 
produce a diverging beam as shown in Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a detail ele'l;ational sectional view 
40 of a Roentgen ray tube enclosed in a special 

-...._?ousing to con.fine the radiation to a fan shaped 
.oeam: 

Figure 4 is a plan vie•.;· of the apparatus shown 
in Figure 3: 

4.5 Figure 5 is a perspective view of a direction 
indicating fl.uo:roS(:ope in 2ccordance ,-,,·it!: the in
.,.·entio:i: 

F"igure 6 LS 2. ;o:lg;.~udina.1 se~tio:::.al -..·ie?.· of 
the fi~or~cp-e ~ho-;;:::! :.::::l ;:i-'?i.S~c:i·.·e :.r. ri.,.,"1..il"e 5: 

so F:g-..;;-e-s -;_ a. 9. 2::-:d !G co::::i;:ir_<:.e di~rr-.•. :;; 
lil:..:.s::-a•in~ the o:;.......:-:a~io:: o~ t!;,e :1t:oro..:-..co:;x:: ::.....~:! 
F~e 12 :S a ;>e:-.s;:-e-c ~i~·c ·.-:e7... of ~be ct::.e:

e::C: o: :t.e f:~.'.)::·c.:.co:;:;e ~o-;;·:_:-_.g ~e Ehzco-;;:;-5 ca.::-: 
by ?..r..,.e~•-gen ra.:s .imp:...;~:.!.5 o::. :he de·.-:ce. 

5..5 ?...eferring :o F:?gu:t: i. -;. e ~::i.·;e 5-~!c7.-:i ~ la!:d-

(CL 2~llj 

ing fteld 1. which may be located in the m.idst 
of hills 2. equipped with a Roentgen :-ay beacon 
3 for radiating a broad divergent beam of Roent
gen rays upward in the form cf an inverted cone. 
An airplane 4 is schei:natically sho"'Il as ap- so· 
preaching the field and exposed to the beam or 
Roentgen rays from the beacon 3. It will be 
apparent from inspection of Figure 1 that if 
the airplane 4 is equipped with some device for 
indicating the direction of propagation of the u 
Roentgen rays emanating f rem the beacon 3, the 
aviator will be able to ascertain the direc-.tion of 
the landing field 1 even though the earth below 
him is entirely obscured from view by fog or 
clouds. TO 

The particular means for generating Roentgen 
rays to be used as the source 3 in Figure 1 is 
not a part of our invention but it mar comprise 
a conventional Roentgen ray tube as shown in 
Figure 2. which tube comprises a. glass envelope T6 
5, a cathode 6 for emitting electrons. and an 
anode 7 upon the surface of which Roentgen rays 
are generated and radiated by impact at high 
velocity of electrons from the cathode 6. The 
type of tube illustrated in Figure 2 is in common ao 
use and it is known that a. tube of this sort 
radiates Roentgen rays in the farm of a diver
gent beam as outlined _by th·e dotted lines 8. the 
exact direction of radiation being dependent upon 
the position of the anode 7 and on the angle of 56 
impact of the electrons on the anode face. The 
cathode 6 and anode 7 are connected to termi
nals 9 and 10 respectively on the exterior of the 
envelope 5 which terminals may be connected to 
a::.1y source of electrical potential of sufficient in- 90 
tensity to operate the tube. Since ~paratus for 
energizing Roentgen ray tubes is old and well 
known, such apparatus has not been disclosed 
in the drawings. 

As previously indicated, a Roentgen ray tube IM 
of the type shown in Figure 2 produces a cone
.shaped l.H:a.m which \YCU.ld extend ho:-iz::::~t~ll~; L.~ 
all directions as shown in Figure 1. Such a. 
beam c as shown in Figure 1) serves the pur
pose 6f guiding aircraft to the beacon from any 100 
anc.i ai.i. µoi..rits vf the \'.OW.pass. and would be par
-..:cuiarI:.- useful in connection nth lanffing fields 
::ram wh!cb aL........-ays lead in all directions. A 
con:cal i::>e2.I!l as she~ !.!! F:g-u.re l m' not sene 
~o E"U.:de ai:::-c:raft on a gi;·e-:-. c.o-:i..rse as the craft 105 
·.;:o;.Lci a.l....-a:.s be in L'4e ?...oe:;.t.gell :::-.~,y .Eeld no 
r::z.<:.:.e:::- f:.o=. ~!::?..: ~:.iG~ i: app:::co.c1:.ed ilie 
l:::.e:?.C0.2.. 

~": so::::e ~\..ances i: :n..ay be C"'':-a.bl.e :.o p:::-o
c-uc~ a co:o..s:r:c:c;: be~ of ?.-"J-e-'1t.se.::. :-a?" l:.:nited ! 10 
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2 
to n zone extending along n definite nirw::y. 
By me:ins of .such a be~rn~ ~n avij,tor can maitltO.itl 
his cm.ft direc~!y en i::; cot•rse at all times by 
keeping within the bea:i1. :?-.Ic~1!1s !o:- proauci:-:.~ 

I <! l:>e::i.!Il o! t.."1:.S type is d:.S.clo.:ed !.."1 Figures 3 and 
-i wbid) sho~· ~ Ro:::1:~c.":1 r~•Y :u~ 11. s~m!:a:· 
~.j t..~~ sh~wu. in .f'4;•~e 2. t:.!l.:l~sed ;t:tlun :i 

housing 12 of lead o:r other ::l.ateri2.i S":10s:a.:.~ially 
imi;-eri;ious to Roentgen ~ys. The housing 12 

10 is pro,·icied with a slit. 13 extending from a poim. 
14 substantially vcrtico.l '-''ith respect to the anode 
7a to a point 15 substamially horizontal with 
respect to the anode. The \\'idth of the slit is 
determined by the \'t;idth of the beam it is de-

HS sired to project and may be such as to produce 
a beam having a divergence horizontally of from 
5 degrees or less to fifteen degrees or more. The 
apparatus disclosed in Figures 3 and 4 would 
therefore produce a fan-sho.ped beam having 

20 a lateral dh·ergenc~ of ont: a fc\~· degrees :;.2~C. 
h:1. ·.-.Lng a wrtical diYe:n;er;ce of substa~tially 
n..i.nety degrees. that is extending from t.h::: horizon 
to the zenith. \Vhcn st~ch a beam 1s d:rected 
a.long the li!l.e of an airw3.y, aviators equipp:?d 

21S "·ith a Roentgen ray detecting de\ice. s~ch as 
will be describ~d be'?.o'.\'. y;ill oc C:l<1.bled to :::i.sce~
tain at all. times whether they are on or off 
of their course by noting \Vhether they are within 
or without the Roentgen ray beam. 

so To enable aviators to ascertain their position 
:ind direction of flight relative to the dirert!on of 
c::. source of Roentgen r2ys, we provide a spccic-.1 
ftuoroscope as illustrat~cl in Figures 5 and 6. 
This flucroscope comprises an elongated case 16 

35 of light-proof material having 2. fluorescent. 
screen 17 ~nsitive to Roentgen rays mounted 
in one end thereof and haying a head. piece 18 
mounted upon the other end. Head piece 18 is 
dimensioned and shaped to fit about the eyes of 

40 an observer and ls p:r:o\·ided with fur trim 19 
about the edges to form a light-tight seal with 
the head of the obser-»er. The fluorescent screen 
17 is preferably of slightly larger dimensions than 
the head piece 18 and the case 16 is therefore 

4.6 tapered outwardly from the head piece 18 to the 
fluorescent screen 17, as shown. 

As shown in the sectional vie'v of Figure 6 the 
fiuorc::.:::~!lt screen 17 is mounted between a plate 
of lead glass :-:c ~-- · :1 iJi~..:e of cardboard or simi-

50 lar material 21. -·11e lead glass ·20 is transparent 
to light but is opaque to Roentgen rays. It there
iore permits the observer to see the fluorescent 
screen 17 while at the same time blocking the 
passage of any Roentgen rays that might pass 

55 through the screen 17. The cardboard wall 21 
serves to protect the ftuorescent screen 17 from 
mechanical injury and at the same time prevent 
the entry of any light ,,~ith!n the case 16. It i~; 

~ssential to provide !-iUCh a light seal as the ftuo-
5C rcscencc produced upon the screen li by Ro~ntgen 

rnys is relatively feeble and might not be ob
servable if any appreciable amount of light '''ere 
allO\t;ed to leak through to the surface of the 
screen. The cardboard pl2.te 21 has substan-

,. · tially no i:::npeding eITect upon t:r.~ Roentgen 
rays. 

A fl.uoro.scope as de.scrib~d indicates the pres
eLJ.ce of P..0~;1:ge::. !·~.y~ O(?C!J.li.::;::! cf the fl'Lio
rr:scP.::ce of the !'";-(·en l i -_.:hr>;; r--xpn:-:nd to th<: 
rays. Ho>':c':e!". it wo;:ld ::-:.o~ ind:catc ·,•:ith ~ny 
gre:lt degree of accur<!c:: the dirC'ction of propa
gation of the days. Fo:- ~he purpcsc of :ndic2.t
ing tl:c direction of pro;;c.:g::1~ion of the "!"::t'.\·s. a 
pair Ot .::! ".:;eel shadoi.·,; pb~c~ 22 and 23 and a 
pair of crosst.c.l sl;.ado;.v ba::-s 21 and 25 arc pro-

·:ided !:1 front of the lluort:!.l'L•nt ~.ncca 17 and 
:;:)~rt·t: ::!:~l1:Jy t!wrefrom nnc.1 1;·um NI.di utht'r. 
T;:~ ~::~Hk-.·:; p:~uc-:-. :.l:~d u.i.:·::: m~~=- bl! ~:01~·.-1.·l~lt'lHi~· 
.-..;.;:~;: .. :>; :.:·;."! from ~!" ... ' ~xtt>1~dcci w.-,::s lG:z o~ the 
C:L-' lti. l':'c S~!.;lC:.)';; ~!:li:::OS :ll<~t .!.ll.:.'1~\\' v•:.l·.s $U 

~:·'": , .. ~ .. ~:::~ ~~\.-:t\:i c·i :t:,.::.U. "".~ .. 0:L'-=:· (~:.-!·~~r· ~l~--~:·:~L~,l 
~~~~:.:~!.:::,.; ......... · i..•;; ... :...:~~2 :u ;<.:~:~~;.:~\;!:- ... ~~·'.$~::ti ~l't c:· 
.5Llb::~a:-_:i~ity :~1~ ~::.w.e !J.!C.r:tl di::lt:-~io:l.s. T!lat 
:s. the ~~i-::~!:~.:;:; ci e.:;.r.:!1 of the ::.ll:i.dow ~lates 22 
and 23 i$ su:)::;tan=.:ally the sa:ne as the di~lmetcr S5 
or t.!1e shadow b::i.1·5 2.J: ;.;.nd 2:i. !t therefore fol
lo'.,·s that Roentgen r2.ss impinginr: perpendicu-
larly upon the fluorescent screen l i will pro- ~ 
duce<'.. si-r.:::rle pair of tl1i~1 c1·ossed ~h.:.dows on the .::~ 
ftt~orc:scc1:~ 5c;:~cn. as shown in Pif;ure 7. ::md" 90 
an aviator upon seeing thin crossed shadows 
in the :fitioro:scopc as shown in Fir:ure 7 will knO\\ 
tb:t~ the instru111.cl1t. !:-:; pointed directly· toward 
the Roentgcil ray oeacon and th::?.t by guiding 
bi.s c:1·af: ~n t::H~ di:'t:c~io~~ in \•:hich t!1c: fluoroscope 96 
:5 ;"!o!::.~~c. h~ '':!!! ::.~pre:~~~~ :he !1!?:ir·Jn .. 

I; tt:t: f'.:.i~;·o:;.::o;,)e. !Z1S!·:'::>d OZ bE::.;~; O!'i•::;"ted to 
cii:-.~!::tl:: i:;;cr: : ::(• sm;rce oi .Roentgen rc.;,y;.;. is di
re:::~~ti ;:oo !c•.,·. :::i':e ..,·ertical plate- 23 :ind the \·er
~·c::-t! bo:;.1· 25 -..-:.·m s:~!l produce a thin vertical lJU 
~hrtdC-.':. a~ sho\'.T! in Fi?,;ure 3. but the horizontal 
p:ar.c 22 ·will produce a re!ati·rely broad horizon-
::1! shaciO\\' :ind the horizontal b~r 24 will pro
d~1cc 2. second. separ;.;.tc ~;orh:ontal shaduw tht:re
b~l;,w. The appearance of these shadows im- 105 
media[ely informs t~:e observer that the fiuoro
~cope i:-.; di~·ected too lo'.v and that 'by ~·'3.ising it 
n:1~il he get;.; a single th~n horizo:i.tal ·1adow 
2.S shown in Figure 7, the instrument \Vill be 
po:r:.tcd dire:ctl>-· at the Roentgen ray source. l lu 

If the fluoroscope is directed at the proper ele
-..·at'.on. tmt 10 one side of the Roentgen mys~ 
source. a thin horizontal shadow will be pro-~ 
duccc1 but t.he vertical plate 23 \Yill produce a . 
broad vertical shado\v and the vertical bar 25 11<? 
w!ll produce a separate. narrow Yertical shadow 
as shown in Figure 9. \.Vhen such a shadow is 
obtained. the observer will s\-c,·inr; the forward end 
of t.he fluoroscope to the right until he obtains a. 
singlP. thin vertical shadow. which will inform 120 
him that the instrument is pointed directly to
\•rard the source. 

If the fluoroscope is misdirected both hori
zontally and verticn.lly with respect to the source, 
double horizontal and vertical shadows will be L; ... 
produced as shown in Figure 10. If such a. 
shade;\.· i:= obtained. the forwnrd end of the in
strument should be swung jn the direction in
dicated by the :irrow 26 until the double shadows 
disappear. -~·:hen the in!';trumcnt , .... ·ould be prop- l~:: 

~riy di::ec~cd toward the source. 
The prrsp'?ctin~ view of Figure 11 shows clear-

ly i1o,,· th0 double shndo'·'·s will be produced by 
Roc!1tgcn rays impinging obliquely on the flu
oresc~nt sc:-ccn 17 from the lower right hand 13.:. 
corne:- as indicated bY the arrow 27. 

It will b~ observed from the foregoing de .. 
~cription t.bat we l!a ve provided a simple nnd ef
fccti°.'e airc:aft beacon capable of functioning 
ur.der :::.11 ":\·e~thrr conditions. together with a de- 140 
~·!r:e fo::- dE>tect!n!:; t!i.e presence and direction of 
prnpag:ation cf Roc:it;;tcn rays on board an air
craft. ihe dctectin_g- dci·:ce bein::r extremely 
~:m!'ll~. f00l-prnof. light in ~:eight. ~.nd capable 
of bc:nr: operated by any aviator without special 145 
trn.inirn:r. 

\Ve claim: 
1. A device for indicating the dircctian of 

propal!,ation of Roentr:r:!n ra:--·s comprising: a ftuo
rc:;ccnt screc1, rendered iuminous b:,.· impact of W 
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1,948,5152 3 
said rays thereon. menns opaque to snid rays 
positioned immediately ln front of snid screen 
for producing a shadow thereon. and second 
means opnctue to said mys po:;itioncd directly 

6 111 front of said first mean:> for al~o proclucin~ 
a shadow on said screen. whereby the sha.do,1,·.s 
produced b~· said two mea11s overlap when 
Roentgen rays impinge on s..~id screen at a pre
determined angle and are separatei.r ~·isible whe!'l 

IO said rays impinge on said screen at another. cif
f erent. angle. 

2. A de~""ice for indicatb:: the frec-rion of 8- propagation cf R.oentsen rays co=p:-'.s!r~ a f!~o
res....~t sc:een adapted t~ be re!'.!de:-ed. }u.:ni.'1Ci.LS 

15 by imµact c: said :rays the:-eo~. a sh3.dc"-;;:-c
ducing e1emen= of !:!ater~ cp.aque :.:> P~:::ge~ 
ra_~ po:s.!:io::ied in f:::o:::.t o! ~:~ ~:-e-e::::. .5~::! 
e!eru.e~t being of h.rgel" C!r:::?e°!l5icn ~ 3. di:-ec
tio::J. perpendicular to said SC!"ffn rh::!.n in a di-

20 rectfon parallel to said screen. whereby it p:-c
jects a. narrower shadow on sa.id screen in :e
sponse to Roentgen rays impinging on said 
screen perpendicularly than to Roentgen rays 
impinging on the screen obliquely, and a second-

25 shadow producing element similar in shape to 
said first element but of reduced dimension in 
a direction perpendicular to said screen and 
mounted in spaced relation directly in froi'lt of 
said first element. whereby it projects ::. shadow 

so on said screen coincident \vlth the shado\v pro
jected by said first element in response to 
Roentgen ray:; : __ .. pinging on said s~reen perpim
dicularly and projects a narrower shadow dis
placed from the shadow of said fi:;:st c:l.;ment. in 

35 response to Roentgen rays impin~ing on said 
screen obliquely thereto. • 3. In navigation the method of indicating the 
direction of a reference point on board ~v mov
ing craft that comprises radiating Roentgen rays 

40 from the reference point, intercepting some of 
said rays on board said craft, and determining 
the direction of propagation of the intercepted 
rays. 

4. In navigation the method o! indicating 
the direction of n reference poi:1.it from on bon,i·d 
a moving cr11ft that comprises radiating Roent
gen 2·nrs from the reference point. int.crccpt-
ing- some of said rays on bonrd ~!l~J t.:'t'af ... , pro- 80 
ducin~ n ~hadow with the intercepted r.ws. nnd 
producing a direct visible indication of the di
rection of p:o.iection of said shadow. 

5. 1Ieans for na,·igating a moving craft com
prising. in combinatio:i. means for radiating ~ 
Roentgen rays from a ::ef ere nee point. and means 
o~ th~ craft f O!' i."lte:::-cepting ra~s radiated from 
s..?.!d .s.:tll!"ce and. p:ro::lucins- a ·;i.s~b!e indie:a t5o:::i 
of ~l:err di..""ect.:on of p:-op-ag.a::vn. 

6. _:._ de>ice ~c:- :.~c::::ati1:g L~e Cire:~:o~ o~ 90 
;n-op.ag2::~on of ?..c.r::l7:::;-e~ rays ccm;;r...S:::i:g a .t!uo
~C.S.~€?:: s=!"een :re:: i:e~-..C h:n1i..-:l<:U£ b:... !.::0.-
p::c: cf :-ays r.terf>"" .. and rr.ea::-....s co:iip:i~:.r-.. g a 
ho:::-:Zo::::lta1 2.nd a ·:ert:~21 bar. cro.::....~"'Ci m~h re
spec~. to each cthe:::-. ~ma posi::io:led directly in 95 · 
from of said first means. sa:d bars being- d.imen
sioned larger in a direction perpez~dku1a;:- to the 
plane of said screen than in a- plane parallel to 
said screen and being constructed of material 
substantially opaque to Roentgen rays, whereby 100 
they cast shadows upon said screen. the widths 
of which shadows and the positions of which 
shadows "ary depending upon the angle of in
cid~nce of Roentgen rays upon said screen. 

7. Means for navigating a moving craft com- 105 
prising i~1 combination, means for radiating 
Roentgen rays from a reference point tlnd means 
on the craft for producing a visible indication 
of the direction of propagation of the rays, said 
last means comprising an object opaque to 110 
Roentgen ra.ys in combination \Vith mea_ns for 
producing a direct visible· indication of the di
rection of pro.ieCtion of the shadow cast by said 
object. 

SIGVARD LEO WEBER. 115 
BRYDON BAKER. 
EDWARD W. JENSEN. 

l~O 
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·130 
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1 

Tb.is invention relates to systems useful in di
recting the courses of ships at; sea. particularly 
ships traveling under convoy in wartime. and for 
directir.g aircraft into airports er onto the decks 
of carriers or other vessels. 

I am av:are that Yisible light beacons ba;:-e bee::i 
employed heretofore in systems of the kind re
ferred to, but such beacons are not readily seen 
durtng the day, nor are they reliable in fog; and 
moreover by reason of their advantage to the 
enemy in normal or goc ~ weather i!'l disclosing 
the location of the airports and the ships from 
which the beams are transmitted. 

The aim of my invention is to o·.•ercome the 
above mentioned drawbacks. th.at is to say, to 
make possible the guiding of ships and the safe 
landing of aircraft during the night as well as 
during the day, regardless of cloud or fog con-
ctitions. · 

This desideratum I attain in practice as here
inaner more fully disclosed through the employ
ment of invisible Roentgen or X-rays, or the like, 
and through provision of improved means for 
controlling directional t:ransmission of the rays 
from ai'rports or ships either as continuous beams, 
or as peri0dically intercepted code. producing 
beams, for reception by suitable detecting devices 
on the ships o:r th~ ?.ii",:::r:?. ~t which are to be 
guidec:L 

other objects and attendant advantages will 
appear from the fallowing detailed description 
of the attached drawings, wherein 

Fig. 1 is a view in vertical section of a. trans
mitting appar;:1.tus conveniently embodying IPY 
invention ill part and adapted for both marine 
and land use. 

Fig. 2 is a plan section of the apparatus taken 
as indicated by the angled arrows II-IT in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic view of detecting ap
paratus constructed in accordance with my inven
tion and likewise suitable for both ma line and 
land use. 

Fig. 4 is a schematic view shewing the manner 
of operation of my improved syst.em :.n .directing 
the movement of a group of ships under convoy. 

Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic view showing the use 
of the system in guiding an aircraft to the landing 
deck of a ship. 

Fig. 6 i~ a view similar to Fig. 5 illustrating the 
use of the system in guiding ai~rnft to a..Jnnding 
field of an airport. 

Figs. 7 and 8 a.re views corresponding to Figs. 1 
and 2 showing an alternative form of transmit
ting apparatus. 

Fig. 9 is a v1cw also like Fig. 2 illustrating a. 

2 
modification of the transmitting a;:>paratus;. and 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary sectional view ta~en 
as indicated by the ang1ed arro~·s x~x in Fig. 9. 

"With more detailed reference first more .espe-
5 cially to Figs. 1 and 2 o! these illus!rat!Ci::is, the 

!:ransr::lltting apparatus there delineated 2..:ld gen
eraHy designated by the let.t.er T has a. box-like 
housing I !l wJ:iJ.ch is preferably of iron with a 
lining or coating of lead, and which is provided 

!O v.itl! a ·remo·:able lid It of like material so that 
when necessary access may be had to the parts 
about to be de:>cr~bed at its interior. Suitably 
fixed in position in the lower portion of the hous
ing IO is a pair of transformers f 2; and supported 

15 atop these transformers in the vertical axis of 
the housing by struts 13, is a Roentgen or X-ray 
ge41erator ( 5 of which the bulb is surrounded by 
a sheathing 16 of lead with provision of a jacket 
f 1 for circulation thereabout of oil or other cool-

20 ing fluid. The generator f 5 :iS more or less dia
grammatically exemplified as being one of a new, 
recently developed type capable of emitting its 
rays in all directions, said tube being supplied 
with current at high voltage through leads 18 

25 extending down through the struts f 3 for con
nection in circuit '\\1ith the transformers I 2 in a 
well known manner. The genera.tor f 5. as a 
whole; is disposed within a shielding shell f 9 hav- · 
i:ig walls of relatively thick lead, said shell rest-

30 ir-g on to!) of the transformers f2 and being open 
2.t the bottom as best seen in Fig. 1. In a.dapting 
t:.l-ie generator 15 to the purposes of my invention, 
I form the upper cylindric portion of its sh ea thing 
16 with a plurality of windows 20. In the illus-

~5 trated in~tance there are fotir of snc'l-i wiridows 
26 circumferentially spaced at a quadrant and 
fac5.ng the four walls of the housing ( O.. There 
is also provided. for a purpose later on explained, 
a. similar window 21 axially of the top of the 

40 sheathing 16. Aligned with the lateral -windows 
20 of the sheathing 16 are beam emission tubes 
22 each such tube being formed in two coa.icially
fl.nangcd ·sections 22a. 22b which are suitably 
secured in the side walls respectively of the hous-

-1.'> ing f o and the shell f 9, and which a.re separated 
by an interval for projection therebetween of the 
edge portion of a disk 23. The four disks 23 are 
supported fc-r rotation about horizontal axes by 
radial anns 25 of an annular frame 26 which is 

!.iO ~ccurcd by screw bolts 27 whereof the threaded 
shanks pass through apertures in said arms and 
t.ake into the s!de walls of the ho·...;sing f 0. Affl.Xed 
t.o each disk 23 is a bevel g·ear 28 in mesh with a 
bP.vel geRr ring 29 wh5ch revolves in a recess in 

~;:) tbe anm!lus 26 and which is supported on b~aTing 
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balls 30. In the use or the nµpnrntus, the be\'Cl 
gear ring 29 ls constantly driven by nn intcrmesh
ing bevel pinion 31 on the shnft or an electric 
motor 32 mounted on a bracket 33 in one corner 
of the housing I 0. As instanced in dotted li11es 0 
in Fig. l, each disk 23 is formed with a series of 
perforations 35 adapted as the disk revolves to 
pass the correspvnding window 20 in the shenth
ing 16 of the x::..ray bulb. The apertures 35 may 
be in the form of circular holes or elongate slots. lo 
or c.ombinations of the two to produce periodic 
ftashes of the beam B for the purposes or code 
sig!laling. The perforations of the disks 23 may 
be identical throughout or they may differ, de
pending on the character of the code me..;.sages 1 s 
which are !.o be transmitted. ·Aligned with the 
upper window 21 in the sheathing 16 of the X-ra:r 
bulb iS a tube 36 which is fi.."ted in the top wall of 
the shell f 9 and which pas_~s out through an 
opening in the lid f f of the casing IO. teing iL~l! 20 
pronded with a remo._able cover 31 wruc!l is of 
course re::nO\ted when the vertical beam B' is to 
be used. 

For detection of the X-ray beams or cod€ sig
n.als transmitted from the apparatus T of Figs. :!.J 
1 and 2, I have devised the receiving appa!'atus 
pictured in Fig. 3 and generally designated by the 
letter R. As shmrn, this receiving apparatus in
cludes a bulb device generally indicated by the 
numeral U which is sensitive to X-rays and ~o 
which is commercia;.;..Y kno'Wll as a "Geiger" 
counter. The Power input cable 4 f of the device 
40 is connected to a p0wer pack which may be of 
any approved commercial type and wruch is here-
in represented by its ca.sing 42. The output cable :.:.:; 
43 of the device 40 is, on the other hand, con
nected to an electronic amplifier. which, like the 
power pack. may be of any approved type, said 
amplifier being herein llkewi...~ re:pre..~nted by its 
ca...tjng 45. IIi accordance with my invention, the ..;.0 
dial of the milli-am.meter 46 of the amplifier 
Cwhich meter. let it be understood. is ·or the 
damped or ballistic type capable of registering 
continuously> is calibrated to indicate distances 
in feet rather than current strength as ordinarily. -. , 
The amplifier is moreover shown as having a 
light bulb 47 for visibly indicating t:be signals 
received. and. if .(._ 'r;;ci, an electric bell or other 
audible signal niec.i.DS may be connected in circuit 
with the light bulb for s.r:ichronous ooeration 
therewith.. · 

W'hen employed to transmit signal beams to 
control the movements of a group of convoyed 
ships the r:-ansmitting apparatus T is mounted 
as shOW'D in Fig. 4, at a suitable point on a master - -
ship S, amongst a group of convoyed ships S'. 
82, Sl and 84, so that the beams B are fl.ashed 
forward and rearward and sidewL~ to said con
voyed ships as i:ldicated by the dot-and-dash 
lines. The transmitter may be located at any 1 

convenient location on the ship S. Each of the 
ships S'--S4 is provided at a convenient location 
with a receiver 40 for detection of the beam or 
code messages transmitted from the master srup 
S. The receiver 40 may be mounted 'With capacity ( .. 
for being turned aoout its vertical axis, about 
half way up a mast of each of the convoyed srups 
with the slot of its bulb de-vice facing the master 
ship f: a:id the other parts cf the receiving appa
ratus located on the bridge or in a cabin set apa..'"t 
for them as may be found com·ewent or d~""ir
able. With the aiti of the meter 46 of the receiv
ing apparatus. it will be se-e:n that each con
voyed ship can be maintainet.... .it a definite cii.s
tance from the master ship not only during the .. _, 

4 
day but at night nnd in spite of cloudy or foggy 
weather r.ond1tlons. By turning the receiver 40 
it will be possible to find lhe beam intended for it 
if the convoyed ship should stray !ram the de
sired cou:se In a manner which wlll be readily 
understood from Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5 illustrates how the verticnl beam from 
the transmitter T or my inventior, is utilized to 
direct an autogyro A to a landing deck L o! a 
ship S5. In this case the transmitter 1s recessed 
into the deck Las at 48, and the receiver ieo lo
cated at the bottom of the fuselage of the auto
gyro. 

In Pig. 6 the system is shov.:n arranged for di
recting ordinary planes and autogyros to a land .... 
ing field of an airport. Here the transmitting 
apparatus Tis recessed at 49 into the surface P of 
the airport. said apparatus beL'"'lg like ·that illus
trated in detail in Figs.1 and 2 except for having 
its tubes 22 arranged to angularly direct the 
beams B for guidance of ordinary plane .P. wl:'Jle 
its vertical beam B' is used !or directin.g the auto
gyro A. In the case of the ordinary plane P the 
receiver 40 may be placed in th~ noses of the 
fu.....~lages. 2..!ld in the case of· autog}TOS in . the 
cotto!l"...s ·Of the fuselages as indicated. 

In the alternative form of transmitting appa
ratus T' illustrated in Pigs. 7 and 8, a Roentgen 
tube f 5c is or t!le o.rdinary type which transmits 
its rays only in the direction indicated by the ar
row in Fig. 8. In this in...c:tance the transformers 
f 2c and the tube a Sc are supported upon a turnta
ble SO which is suitably journaled for rotation 
in a beartng 5 I at the bottom of the housing { Oc. 
and which is arranged to be intermittently ro
tated through a quadrant at each actuation by a 
"Geneva" movement whereof the star wheel is 
designated 52 and the cooperative disk 53 which 
carries the drive pin 54. Connected t-0 the disk 53 
is a bevel gear 55 <see Fig. 7) which is in tllr.1 
driven by a bevel gear pinion 56 on an electric 
motor 57 :fixedly supported within the housing 
f Oc. Incident to the dwells between the intermit
tent rotary shifts of the table 50; the rays emitted 
from the generator are directed into a con.fi.Ding 
tube 49 supported on said table and successively 
through the tubes 22c. which, as in the first de
scribed embodiment, are s-...1.itably secured in the 
side walls of the housing IOc, the rays being i:l
tercepted in each instance by a perforated disk 
23c in the same manner as de..c:cribed in connec
tion with the .first embodiment. Here. however. 
the disks 23c are formed with peripheral teeth 
which mate with drive pin.ions 58 on the shafts 
of individual electric motors 59 supported by 
bn:.ckets 60 from the -walls of the housing I Oc. 

The modified transmitter illustrated L"'l Figs. 9 
and 10 is identical 'with that shown in Figs. 1 
and ~ except that here a .separate coding disk 
2Zd is provided to periodically intercept the ver
tically directed beam. The disk 23d is rotated 
th;ough the medium of auxiliary drii;e means 
which includes a pair of intermeshing spur gears 
SI and 62 wh~reof the first is affixed to c;aid disk 
and the other to the upper end of a vertical shaft 
63. As shown. the shaft 63 is journaled ~n an up
ward bracket extension 64 or the annulus 26 at 
one corner of the housing f 0, wruch bracket also 
rctatively supports the disk 23d. To the lo..,.er 
end of the shaft 63 is secured a miter pinion 65 
that mates mth a simnar miter pL-iion 6S on the 
outer end of a short horizontal shaft 67 also 
journaled in the bracket ertension 64 and p::-~
vided at its inner e&Jd v;-ith a bevel gear 68 that 
meshes with the gear rtng 29. The proportion-
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s 6 
1ng with a pluraIHr o! clrcumrerent!ally-nr
r:ingcd wlnclow!S, n.l'ld m<:an.s confl11ing the b('ams 
cmnnating from said windows for directional pro
j{!ction. 

0. A transmiltcr according lo claim S, !nc:lud- · 
In~ mt•nns for JX!riodlcally interc<:pting the pro
Jectt'd beams to produce code s!~nals. 

ing of the gears GI. 62, 65, ~6 nnd 68 in the illus
trated instance is such that the disk 23d is ro
tated at the same speed as the disks 23. HO\\'C\'Cr, 
1f found to be desirable it may be otherwise pro
portioned ror rotation of the disk 23d n t a dif
!ercntiaJ speed. As further shown, the c· lge por
tion of the disk 23d extends into an 1:1tcn·nl in 
the directing tube 36d which, like the tubes 22, 
is made in two sections 36e and 36/. 

Ha\'ing tht:.s described m,. invention, I claim: 

10. A transmitter according to clnim 8, where
in the confining means are tn the form o! radial 

l•J tubes rcspecUvely in line with the w!r.dows. 
1. In a system of the cha:-acter described. a 

transmitter for emitting a directional X-ray 
beam from a ship or a landing port: an X-ray de
tector for carriage on another ship or on an air 
craft to be guided; and means influenced by the 15 
output frorri ·said detector to directly indicate 
the distance of the latter from said tra~mitter. 

2. The invention according to claim 1. further 
in.clUding means embodied in the transmitter for 
periodically intercepting the beam to produce ~O 
code sign.a.Le;; and means associated with the de
tector for visibly indicating the code signals. 

3. The invention according to claim l, further 
including means embodied in the transmitter for 
periodically intercepting the beam to produce 25 
code signals; and means associated with the de
tector for vi..sibly and audibly indicating the code 
signals. 

4. In a system of the character described for 
directing the course of ships in convoy, a trans- 30 
mitter carried by a roaster ship amid tne con
voy group and adapted to emit directional X-ray 
beams latera.lly in several different directions: 
and X-ray detectors ca."Tied :respectively by the 
other ships in the group. each such detector hav- 35 
ing associated with it means for directly indicat
ing the ,distance between the corresponding ship 
and said master ship. 

5. The invention according to claim 4. wherein 
the transmitter on the master ship embodies 40 
means for periodically intercepting the beams to 
produce code signals; and wherein the detector 
on each of the other ships embodies means for 
visibly indicating the code signals received. 

6. The invention according to claim 4, wherein ;.;; 
the transmitter on the master ship embodies 
means for periodically intercepting the beams to 
produce code signili: ?.!lri wherein the detector 
on each of the r,. · _.;r ships embodies means for 
visfbly and audibly i!lclicating the code signals 50 
received. 

11. A transmitter according to claim 8, where
in the conftnin; means are in the form of radial 
tubes respectively in line with the windows; and 
further including perforated screening means to 
pass through interruptions in the tubes and 
thereby periodically intercept the beams for the 
purpose of producing code signals. 

12. A transmitter a.cc"Jrding to claim 8, where
in the con.fining means are b the form of radial 
tubes respecti..,,.ely in line with the ·.:i;indov.s; .fur
ther i.!:!.cluding ro~:uy disks with perforated edge 
portions projecting into interruptions in ti1e re
spective tubes: and means for rotating the disks 
to cause periodic interception of the beams for 
the purpose of producing code signals. 

13. A transmitter according to claim 8, ;i;here
in the confining means are in the form of radiai 
tubes respectively in line with the windows; :fur
ther including rota:ry disks with perforated edge 
portions projecting into interruptions in the re
spective tubes: and means for rotating the disks 
to cause periodic interception of t· .~ beams for 
the purpose of producing code signals, the last 
mentioned means comprismg gear wheels in in
dividual fixed relation to the disks. an intermesh
ing master gear wheel. and a motor for driving 
the maste:- gear wheel. 

14. A transmitter according to claim 8, where
in. the casing for the bulb is pro"Vided with a win
dow at the top; and means for coni."'ining the 
additional beam emanating from the last mo-
tioned ·window for vertical projection. 

15. A transmitter for a system of the charac
ter described including a bulb which emits an 
X-ra.y beam laterally; a surrounding protective 
housing with means at intervals perimetrically 
thereof to confine the beam for directional pro
jection: and means for intermittently rotating 
the bulb through partial turns to vary its beam 
into line successively with the individual confin
ing means. 

7. The invention according to claim 4, wherein 
the transmitter also emits a clirectional beam 
vertically for guidance of aircraft to a landing 
deck on the master ship. 

16. A transmitter according to claim- 15. fur
ther including means for periodically intercept
ing the beam at each dwell in the rotation of· 

55 the buJb for the PUIPDse of producing code sig-
8. A transmitter for a system of the character 

described including a bulb capable of emitting 
X-rays in a.ll directions, a sourrounding cas-

~k . 
WILLIAM TUTTLE WEBER. 
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2 
This mvep.~ion relates to heat detecting meth- presence of comparatively large areas having a. 

·ods and apparatus. and more particularly to a temperature different from surrounding areas. 
method and mechanism for detecting relatively Typical of such areas is the .. heat track." as 1t 
warm surface areas or objects from aircraft. may be called, which is necessarily left in ·the 

·rt is a.n object or the invention to provide a 6 wake of any vessel ·and particularly ·of a sub-
method of detecting the "Presence of ships, and marine when submerged.· While the temperature 
more particularly submarines, by detecting the difference is necessarily small, the area. falling 
slightly heated wake created by such vessels. within the ••field of view'' of the thermosensitlve 
· A 'further object ·of the invention is to ~rovide devices ms.y be made relatively quite large. of the 

··an 1mproved··method artd apparatus for detect- 10 order of a hundred feet tn diameter, thus furnish-
ing such· :·heated ·areas. or other heated areas, ing a reliable indication of heat differences. 
from aircraft. In practice. an airplane c will patrol a gi't~n 

With'these objects. and still others which will u.r~a of water. the the:rmcresponsive devices A 
appea.r .. in the co~e of the following full descrip- and B being rocked or osclllateC: fore and a.ft and 
tion tn·mihd, the invention consists in t' ·.~ novel U> laterally, respectively. so as to sweep .OT scan 
methods. combi!la.tlons and arra.ngefucats of the complete area. being pa.trC\Ued. Oscmatton 
parts and deta.tls ·of. construct1on·.wh1ch will now of dE:-;!ce A. combined with the motion of the 
fl:rst be fully ·described in· connection with the airplane. results in _the scanning of an area or 
accompanying dniwings and ·then pointed out strip producil'.,g wide coverage without sacrifice 
more partlcularly.-·m the appended claims. 20 of sens1tivitv. The el~ments registering the tem-

In the drawings: perature conditions withirr fields of view E and 
Figs. l and 2 s.re, respectivelS. a. schen.J.tic D will preferably be cUtierentially connected so 

plan. view and side elevation of an airplane, in- that a difference in temperature of the water 
dies.ting the scanning method employed in ·de- between the areas Hand I will be indicated, while 
tecting heated water areas: 25 · constant temperature conditions as between these 

F!g. 3 is a; side elevation of a heat detecting two areas will not atiect the readings. Sim11$.1"1Y. 
device embodying the invention in a preferred the elements which register the tempera.,ture 
form; conditions within the ftelds F and G, or the sur-

Flg. 4 is a ve.rtical sect1~ taken on the line face areas .T and K. will be cll1Ierentially c.on-
~- of Fig. 3; 30 nected so ti.lat they remain una'frected except by 

Fig. 5 is a. horizontal section taken on the line changes in the relative temperatures of these 
5--5 of FJ.g. 4. areas. The areas scanned. as devices A and ·B 

Fig. 6 !.!: a vertical section taken on the line a.re . oscillated, will ~'"'"·'?SSarily vary and accord-
6-Er of Fig. 3; and ingly the oscillation of the devtces .A and B wm 

· F!g. 7 is a schema.tic view and circuit diagram · 35 in itself tend to produce changes in the readings 
of indicating apparatus used in conjunction with or indications obtained. This factor may be 
the ·device of Figs. 3 to 6. cancelled out in various ways as, for .ev.mple. by 

. Referring now to Figs. 1 and 2, the invention automatically varying the width of the ·field. of 
· contemplates the ·use of thermorespcns1ve de- view as the device A or B oscillates. An electri-
vices A and B, mounted in an aircraft C, in any 40 cal mechanism for accomplishing this result is 
convenient location, and adapted to register beat described below. A more specific descrli-tion of 
conditions of a surface below. Device A will various features of the method of detecting 

· JJreferahly s~n er ·register heat' conditions· in so heated areas will be found in the following de-
: much Of an a.res. ·as falls Within the rearward script1on of a swtable mechanism for use in 
and fo~"'Ward ·conical_ fields of view D a::id E, while 45 practicing the method o! the invention. 

· devtce · B will scan e.rea.S falling within s1m1!~·.r Referring now to Figs. '3 to 6, there is illustrated 
lateral fields of view ? and a. in diagrammatic form a. mechanism which is 

The thermoresponslve devices :A and B a.re stilta.ble for use as either one of the heat respon-
fairly directional. That is to say, no attempt is sive devices A or B ref errec to. Such a. device 
·made to br:lng an object to focus upon a. thermo- 60 includes a pair of heat sensitive elements·such as 
sensitive· element and 1n· this way to measure thermocouples or bolometers I and 2 provided 
or· attempt to measure ·its ·temperature, as has with connecting leads 3, 4, 5 and 6, and ·fitted 
been· ·done or attempted· ·in· ··ce:rWn prior pro- with suitable optical apparatus including hoods 1 
posals. · Acco.rding ·'to: the ·present hlvention, and 8 for shutting out stray or undesired rad1a-
"tbetm~1t1ve etemenbnr.re;ttsed to·indicate the .. 55· tlons·a:nd·lens·and filter element.s· 10 as indicated 
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diagrammatically in the broken away portion o! 
hood 8. Filter elements are preferably employed 
which will cut out the entire visible and higher 
range of the spect~ or substantially the en
tire visible range, permitting only the infra-red 6 
or heat rays to affect the thermocouples or other 
thermosensltive elements.· The elements I and 
2 are mounted swingingly about a shaft f I by 
means of arms. f 2 and f 3 and are held in fixed 
pcsition relative to the shaft by mea.ns o! a cen- 10 
trally located member f4 to which they are con
nected by means of a right· and left threaded 
screw I 5, which passes through nuts I 6 and fl 
pivotally mounted on the respective arms f 2 and 
II and also through a bushing or bes.ring 88 upon 15 
the member f 4. Screw I 5 ls provided with a han
dle HJ, by turning which the angle between arms 
f 2 and a 3 may be varied while keeping them e.t 
all times symmetrical about the central member 
I 4. The shaft I f is oscillated by means of a crank 20 
a.rm 20. fastened thereto by a set screw 21 ~ and 

. connected by a rod 22 to crank pin 23 which in 
tum is rotated by a shaft 24. Shaft 24, through 
reduction gear box 25, is driven by an electric 
motor 26. Variation in the extent of oscillation 25 
of shaft f I is provided for by means of slot 21 
in arm 20 and bolt 28 passing therethrough. and 
.fixable at any position therealong by means of 
nut 29, the latter being provided with the usual 
neck 30 passing through rod 22 and serving as a 30 
pivotal bearing for the rod 22. 

Mear..s is. provided for compensating for the 
va.ris.tion in area viewed during oscillation, re-
f erred to above. and includes a cam 3 f fixed to 
the shaft f I and a. cam rod 32 slidably mounted 35 
in brackets 33 and urged downwardly by a. spring 
34 so BS to press roller 35 at Its lower end against 
the surface of cam 3 f. Mounted a.t .the upper end 
o! rod 32 and electrically insulated therefrom.. BS 
by means of insulating blocks 36 and :n. are a 40 
pair of rheostat control arms 39 and 4il operating 
on the rheostat resistance elements 4 f and 42. 
The rheostat· elements are connected so that an 
upward movement o! the cam rod 32 decreases 
the resistance of the one rheostat and increases 45 
that of the other. wherea .. -: a downward mo~ement 
has the opposite effect .. The connections for the 
resistance elements 4f and 42 are respectively in
dicated by the reference numerals 41 A and UA. 

Referring now tO the circuit diagram of Fig. 7, 50 
.showing a d.i.ff erential connection for the thermo
.sei:sitlve elements f and 2, these elements are 
.connected in series with the rheostats 39, 41 and 
40, 42, previously re!erred to, in respective sides 
·Of a bridge circUit including also trimming rheo- 66 
.stats U and U as shown. As will be understood, 
the trimming rheostats are necessary merely for 
-compensation !or different circuit characteristics 
-0! tbe elements. The bridge circuit includes re-
.sisters 45 and 46 in its opposite arms. the· usual 60 
.source of current 41, and leads 48 and 49 in the. 
control circuit, which terminate in an l\mpllfier 
50. As will be understood. t..lie bridge circuit 
shown !s suitable for use with thermosen.sitive 
elements o! resistance-variation type, and is 65 
merely illustrative. Any suitable one of the con
ventional differential circUits may be employee. 
the specific differential circuit, old in Itself, form
ing no part of the present inv~ntion. 

Amplifier 50' is provided with outputs connected 70 
through conductors 5 f to an electrical meter of 

4 
employed form no pa.rt or the present invent.ion. 
One suitable combination is the well known vacu
um tube voltmeter direct current amplifying ar-
.rangement, with its characteristic stability and 
linearity or calibra.tion. 

The various elements referred to will prefer
ably be arranged so as to center the.:oolnter of the 
meter 52 when the electrical cond~tions of the 
bridge are balanced so that it swings to either 
side, depending upon which of thermosensltive 
devices I and 2 bas the lower resistance. As will 
be understood, the elements are simllarJy ar
ranged so that relay 54 wlll operate the visual sig
nal and bell upon any condition of unbalance ex
ceeding a threshold which is set so as to avoid in
dication of minor transient temperature varia-
tions. 

Cam ff is arranged so that the extreme limits 
of oscillation of shaft I I wlll bring its high point 
and low point reSpectively under the roller 35, 
this roller being in mid position when the arms 
r2 and 83 are symmetrical about the vertical. 
The curve or the surface of cam 3 r is arranged 
with relation to the characteristics of rheostats 
4 f and 42 so that an automatic compensation !or 
the effect of varying field of view of the thermo-
couples f and 2, due to oscillation of shaft 11, is 
obtained. Such compensation will vary with 
service conditions and particularly with the • 
height o! an airplane Oller the water surf ace and ' 
may readily be pro\ided for by utilizing inter-
changeable ChillS having sUitably shaped surf aces. 
· CollSidering now •. for example. the deVice of 

Fig. 4 to be mounted in an airplane with the 
shaft I f running crosswise so that the osclllation 
is !ore and aft, no unbalance will be created ln 
the bridge circuit sufiicient to operate the light 
and bell signals so long as the temperature con
ditions o! the water below are normal. As soon. 
however, as the field o! view of thermocouple 
I or 2 crosses the slightly warm wake or .. heat 
track" of ·a vessel such as a submerged sub
·marine. a condition of unbalance will be created. 
causing the signRls 55 and 56 to operate and 
permitting the determination· of its direction 
and intensity by means of meter 52. At the samt? 
f.!me, the similar device B mounted with its 
shaft I f running fore and aft and fields of view 
oscillating from side to side. will furnish a fur
ther indication. These two Indications may be 
t:.sed to estimate with considerable accuracy th~ 
position of the heat track causing them and a 
more preclse location may be computed by scan
ning the approximate location at a lower altitude 
or speed. or both. Particularly !or the latter 
purpose, a slow, manual oscillation may be desir-
able, and accordingly the device:; are provided 
with means such as handles 57 CFig. 3) keyed 
to the shafts f f to permit oscillation by hand 
instead of through the electric motors 26 . 

As will be apparent, devices A and B, each of 
which employs only a single thermocouple or 
other heat sensitive device m:iy be used, but in 
this event the same sensitivity and freedom from 
·the effects of insignl:ficant transient local tem
perature changes cannot be expected. It is also 
possible. in some cases. to employ fixed thermo
responsive devices. utilizing the motion of the 
aircraft to obtain a scanning effect. Further n 
single device A or B may be employed. but again 
with a sacrifice of the full benefit o! the inven-
tion. As will also be apparent, the device and 
method of the invention may be i..;tillzed for 
locating relatively large land areas or objects such 

the ordinary dis.I type, 52, and also through con
ductors 53 to a. relay 54 which is adapted to op
erate a light signal 55 and bell 56. Here again, 
the specific type of amplifier 50 and meter 52 76 as factories, where there 1s a signi:ficr-.nt tem-
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perature difference between the same and the 
surrounding terrain and may, in fact. be utllized 
for the direction of bombs or depth charges under 
conditions where visual sighting is impossiblP. 
It may also be used for locating coast lines. 

An important advantage of the present inven
tion over previous proposals arises from the em
ployment of heat responsive and fairly directional 
detector elements differentially connected, re
sulting in comparative freedom from disturbance 
by refiected radiations. Such disturbance by re
flected radiations may of courst: result from 
differing reflective power of various water areas, 
due. to waves or. ripples caused by wind. or may 

6 
tially insensitive to light waves within the visible 
and higher portions of ~he spectrwn. one of the 
said detect.ors being oscillated fore and aft and 
another of the said detectors being oscillated 

•. laterally to scan two strips of said surface. and 
locating thereby the heat track of a.· submarine. 

2. A heat detector .:"'r locating surface objects 
and areas from aircraft comprising in combina
tion two fairly directional thermosensitive ele-

1 o ments disposed at an angle to scan separate area~. 
means for oscmating said· elements as a unit. 
and a. differential indicator circuit for registering 
relative variations in temperature between the 
areas scanned by the said elements. 

be caused by variation due to changes in incident rn 
sunlight caused by cloud shadows or the like. 

3. A heat detector accordins to claim 2. com
prising also compensating means for eliminating 
variations upon sa.id thermosensitlve elements due 
to oscillation thereof by said osclllatlng means. 

In this connection, it will also be recalled that 
heat radiations. being of greater wav:: length. are 
much less subject to vari:ition in intensity due to 
atmospheric conditions than are the shorter 
radiations of. the visible spectrum. By dU!cren
tially connecting the detector elements changes in 
atmospheric conditions. such as temperature 
changes, d.o not affect the operation of the device. 

What is claimed is: 
1. The method of locating a submarine frorr 

aircraft which comprises traversing an area to 
be pa.trolled and scanning the surface thereof 
with fa.irly directional heat detectors. substan-

4. A heat detector according to claim 2, com-
20 prising also compensating mea.ns for eliminating 

variations upon said thermosensitivc elements 
due to oscillation thereof by said oscillating 
means. said compensating means including var
iable resistance elements in said differential cir-

25 cult and means operable by said oscllla.ting means 
to vary the resistance of said variable resistance 
elements. 

EUGENE McDERMOTI'. 
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This invention rel:ltes to communicntion 
systems nnd mo.re precisely to co-;nmtmication 
~ystem~ for tr~nsrnission and/or reception uti
li:r.in~ hi~h cnerg-y rays corrcspondinp: tc hig-h 
volt.atZ"e X-mys or gnmrn~ ray radiation. high 
eneri:ry neutrons or the like. 

VnriN.:s types of energy rndiation such as the 
X-ray photons. gamma my photons emitted from 
nnttm1l subst~nccs such as r::tciium in the pre~
cnce of its deri\·atives and ph···tons radiated from 
artificial radio-active substances or other energy 
radiations suc.h as neutrons have been used to a 
llr'!ited exte~t.. For example X-rnys have been 
used for the production of pictures and even 
premo•~t~1nt.~~ to produce motion pictures. How-

leYer, hcretcfore none of these radiations have 
been mad~ use cf for the purpose of transmitting 
an<1 receiving intelligence signals and no suitable 
equ!pn~ent for such signalin~ has been devised. 
'Thes~ various types of e!1ergy radiations of suf
ficien tlv high voltage for transmission tc a dis
t~nce are ut.ilin;ect in accordance with. the pres
ent invention for the transmission of s•Jch in
tem~er:ce signals. The raciiatior...s cf this type are 
cesir;natcd herein as penetrating radiations or 
ray.s for want of a better generic term. Ac
co:-dir.?;lY. as t!sed in this specification this term 
will be un~erstood to ref er to energy transmissicn 
:is ~bo~·e desc~ibed . . 

It is nccorctingly an object of our invention to 
provide n ~ommunication system for radiating 
penetrating rays modulated in ~.ccordani::e \t:ith 
sie,,al int~mr.:ence in combination with mertns for 
receiving these rays and means for demodulating 
the rays to reproduce the signal. 

It is another object of our invention to provide 
a transmitter arrangement comprising a source 
of penetrating radiations having energy greater 
than a million electron ''olts together with means 

lior sign~l moctulating this radiation. 
f It is a further object of our inver:tion to provide 
a receiver for modulated penetrntin~ ray e:iergy 
including means for producing e!Pctrical energ:.• 

mn~' be tran~mitt~d from some source of radintion 
::i.nd signnJ modulated in accordnni:-e "',rith this 
source with desired signals. Th!:? -;i;-:n:i.1 modu
lntion mny be made in the cuse of n radiating-

~, body by surrounding the body with nn absorbing 
shielcl of meta! provided \\1ith a sm5ll radiating 
ooening and moving the radi?.tect body ·with re
spect to the opening so that the '''~1.lls of f.hc 
chamber serve .:;~ib.stn.ntially a~: a slrnttcr. /d-

10 ternatively. r.. sh11tter of mrt:-~~ m::i.y be provided 
in front of the opening and moved in accord::mce 
with the signaling intelligence. A further al
tcrna tive source may be a high voltage X-ray 
tuhe or othe!· type of accelerating means s~tch 

16 a~ the ''betatron" in which is provided signal 
modulating means for modulating the energy 
an-1 intensity of the beam. 

The receiving equipment mny constit:.~te ::m 
ioni.::ation chamber wherein the mys which pene-

20 trate the cylinder will produce therein elcctric~l 
energy. Possibly instead of utillzing a reduction 
of pre~sure. increased g-as pressure may be pro
\1ided whereby greater ionization is proYided at 
hig-her voltage differences between the elements 

25 cf such chamber. This voltage ctifference may 
then he ~mpli.fied by any suitable means so as to 
reproduce ~ig11al currents equivalent to the r.ioctu
Iated energy received within the equinment. If 
rfesired. an absorbing screen or $hicld mny be 

;111 provided snbsta.ntially surroundin~ the rec.eiver 
except for an open in~ directed toward th~ t:·::ms
rnitting arr!tngement so that stray radiations will 
be reduced in the receiving equipment. Futher
mcre. the capacity of the receivin~ eqn~pment 

:t> unit is so proportioned with respec.t to the resist
ance of the system that a tilne constant suf
ficiently low to carry the highest frequency rnodu
ln tion energy is provided. 

\Vhile we ~ave described abo\'e the objects R:Jd 

4ll features of our invention. a better uncerst.!'!nding 
4;hercof ns well ns other objects nnd fent1:rrs will 
become npparent from the particular description 
thereof ma.de with reference to the accompanyin~ 

in response to t=.1e received penetrating energy 
and means for reproducing demodulations from 45 
this electrical energy. 

drawings, in which: 
Fig. 1 is a block circuit diagram of a complete 

communication system in accordsnce with our 
i.1vention: It is a still further object of our invention to 

provide a transmitter wherein a source of pene
trntinR ray energy such as radlum :n the presence 
of its derivatives or SO:tie artlftci<.l radio-nctive 
substance is provided with mean5 for modulating 
the energy therefrom by means of relative move
ment of this primary radiatiniz source with 
respect to an nric.-,..,-'-'nir ~hutter screen. 

According t,_ a. feJ.ture or our inYe11~!"ln, energy 

Fig-. 2 is n partially scher:1ntic illustrntion ol.so 
partly in section and pcrspect!ve ill'.1strntini:: n. 

;,n form of t.ransmitter and receiver unit constructea 
in nccotd~nce with the princiJ.,~11..~s of 0~ir :1~ -

vention: 
Fig. 3 is a frni:rmentary view of n moci!it.'d !'onn 

of transmitter arrangement in nccordn.ncc with 
66 our invention. and: 
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3 
Fig. 4 is a cross si!ctionnl view of nn nltcrnnt.!ve 

form of ~ncrgy my receiving chnmber in accord
nm·C' with the f enturf.'s o! our invention. 

4 

Turning !lrst to Fig. l, reference character I 
refers Jo n source of penctr~ting radiation which 5 
may be a primary ~ource of ;·r.diution either nat
ural or artificial or may be sume accelerating or 
generating equipment suc!1 a5 nn X-ray tube or 

ber fl produce sccondnry emission from the walls 
o! the chamber nnd the extended plates I il und I 9 
and ionize the gns conu\ined within the cham
ber rendering it conducLivc. By uLlli~iu~ x-clr~· 
tivcly high pressure o! gn.:- within this cnnm.bcr 
the ionization may be relath·e1y high. By reason 
of the potential difference bet\;'een p.ales I 8 and 
I 9, the released electrons and nei;a th'e ions will 

a betatron or other type of purt!cle acceleratin~ 
de\·ice. Energy from a signal source 2 may be 10 
applied through a modulating means 3 to the 
primary radiating source a to signal modulate the 
energy beam transmitted therefrom. This energy 
beam indicated by reference ch:>.racter 4 may be 
transmitted through space to receiving equipment 1 :; 
5. This receh·ing equipment 5 is preferably or 

be attracted toward the positive p1ates and the 
1 

positive ions to the neguti-.·~ plates producin~ a i 
current flow to resistor 22 varying i11 accordance! 
with the modulation of the receit.·cd ener~y radia-' 
tion means. A coupling tube 25 has its L11pu~ 
coupled across resistor 22 and its output coupled 
to amplifier 25. Thus the variation L"l voltage. 
produced in resistor 22 wiil be applied to amplifier 
25 and from there the umplifieJ cnc:ri;y may be 
applied to reproducer 1. 

lhc type which will serve· tQ translate the received 
energy rays into some desired f crm 0f ci.cct1·ic:i.l 
ene:Fgy. The electrical energ-y th.en is applied to 
demodulating or amplifying de\·ice 6 wr.ich ma:,- 20 
serve to demodulate the received energy or simply 

In Figure 3 is shown another alternative form 
of transmitter circuit. In act.::ordance with this. 
arrangement the energy source 9 is not movably 
suspended. but is mounted in a fixed reiation in 
front of opening I 0. A shutter clement 21 is 
mounted in front of opening IO and controlled by 
some means 28 such as microphone element 29. 
Movement of the diaphragm in 29 through the 
mechanism 28 may be such as to move shutter 27. 
with respect to opening I 0. As shown in Figure 3. 
shutter 21 is pivoted at point 3!1 :-nd b rot,at.cd 
ar~und this pivot s0 as to vary the amount oi ~.b
sorbing material in front of ~.:.1e opening. It will 
be clear to those skilled in c:;he art that other· 
mechanisms such as means for moving shuttei· 
30 linearly in front of the opening, or the divided 
shutter with means for bringing the parts t0-
gether may be provided if desired. The elecen1' 
30 is preferably made to ha \'e a ie11gth rnbstan-~ 
tially equal to the thickness of the shielding walls 
of shield 8 so as to present substantially the same • 
absorbing properties as such ,.;,-alls when in its 
normal unoperated position. Thus, upon move- . 
ment of this element by i."Oice signal. a change in : 
absorption takes place providing a mcdulation · 
of the energy emitted through opening IO will be 
obtained. F-or transmitting in other directions 
additional openings such as shown at 31 a:1d ~epa
rate shutters 32 and modulator 33 ma:; be pn)
vided. 

to amplify it to :reproduce output signal energy. 
This output signal energy m!lS t!1en be app!.led t.:i 
any desired reproducer .-.uch ns i:ldicated at 'i. 

In Fig. 2 is illustrated mo:-e specifically a p:::.r- 25 
ticular form of modulatcr utili~ing a p:·iinary ra
diating source of energy. In this syste1n t!10 
source or trnn~mitter f may r.omprise, for ex
ample, a rectangular box 8 made of some ~hieid-
ing material. The walls of the box 8 are made of 30 
sufficient thickness to absorb an optimum por-
tion of energy radiated directly irom the primary 
radiating source 9 moWlted therev:ithin. An 
opening I 0 is provided in the walls of !<hield 8. 
The source S is prefcrabb· spring suspended by 35 
some resilient means such as If within the cham-
ber so that it is free to move lom~itudinaliy intv 
and out of radiating position with respe~t to 
opening I 0. A rod I 2 extends through the lower 
wall of chamber I to electromagnetic plunger a 3 40 
which, together with coils 14, form the modulat
ing means 3. The signal energ-.; applied through 
source 2 will cause rod 12 to move up\i;a1·d er 
do\\.-nward bringing the primary radiating source 
into or away from the opening I u thus provid- .1.-. 
ing a signal modulation of the energy to be trc:i.ns
mitted. While we have shown :::. !:.i::r!p!ined form 
of .:nodulation circuit it will be clear that more 
elabon1i..e ::;y::;t.em.s LI.::>lng t.l11:: priucip1.;.:; ~;:;..,·;:i i~ 
radio art may be used without dep::::.rture from .-;,) 
the scope of our invention. Since these form liO 

part of the present invention they ha\.·e been 
omitted for the interest of simplicity. 

At the receiver 5 the primary re.sponsi::e equip
ment may be housed within a shielding v:a!l 15 of .•:; 
&n energy absorbing material to protect th~ ap
?aratus from stray radiations. An opening ( 6 
in the wall I 5 may be aligned substantially with 
the opening IO at the transmitter to <ldmit the 
modulated rays readily into the casing-. 'Within r;o 
casing f 5 is mounted a closed container 17 pro
vided with capacitive elements 18 extending 
downwar<lly into the chamber formed -:::·ithL"l. A 
seco.nd set of plates capacitively associated with 
plates f8 is shown at f 9 mounted in insulated a.> 
relations to the walls o! chaober f 1 by mea!'..s 
of insulating blocks 20. A source of potential 
% I is coupled in series with a high resi~tor 22 and 
over lines 23 and 24 to the respective plates f 8 and 
19 of the chamber. The capacith·e reactance of ;o 
plates 18 and 19 and the resistance value of re
sistance· 22 are so chosen that the time const.?.nt 
of this circuit will be sufficiently small to take 
care of variations of frequency of the rccci\·ed 
modulntion. The rays penetrating wltllln chnm- 76 

L.-.. :p.;...gure 4 is shO\\. an alternative structural 
arrangement for the chamber l 7. :!.n ac~orcfanr.i:> 
with this . arrangement the capacitive wall fas
tened to the chamber 17 may be in the form of a 
cylindrical element·such as sho-.·11 at 3' and the 
alternative structure of the other cap::icitivet· re
lated element may be a series oi concentr~c cylin
drical arrangements shown :it 35. Although o::lly 
a small number of such cylinders are illustrated 
it is clear that the number may be mu!tiplied as 
desired to achie\~ the operations and character-~ 
istics required. 

V.11ile , .... ~ have dt::scrioed the receiver as utillz
in:; gas under pressure thus producing an int.e
gratio:1 of the rec~i\·ed cneri:-:-·. it is ckar thn.:: 
other forms of receiver equipment ma:; be used. 
For ex:i:i~ple. by usin{;' rarefied gas, the action of 
th~ circ:.!i~ ~.-m be mere :-l'?:J.rlv lik~ the ordinan· 
Gei;:er counter. Th{' count.:-r· d~ri-.:cs its ener ... ~· 
directl:» frc;:·! ionization within U;e ch:\!llo;;. 
Such co~mter arr;;.n~em·:nt pro·;idcs c;::seraialls 
a:np1i.ficati·J:1 in thr.t tLe ioniz·:d t;nrticl:'~ te:-id 
to expand a:-ici icnizc further i.;artic.ks \·:iti1in thf
c:~aml.Jc-r. The time cons~ant of .such a circ~it 
is rerath·e!y low :u~d tl1e dt.'-ioni·::ttil111 time is 
:i.J:.:o lo•.\·. producin!! a hi::l1 r,'~nh·inr:: po\•·1·1·. Tht'rf' 
arc. lrn~,·c\·1·r. Ct'rt.:tln clitlkult!t-s In lh·· 11~1· of 
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such nn nrrnur.cmt'nt \\'1'lch mny r('ndc·r u~c use 
of E:ns un<kr pn!S~lll'C prcfC'rnlJlc In this SY!•tPm. 

Tlw cutTl'nt procl11ced ln such n =--:i.-·r.t1•rn cannot 
be used dh't•clly ln the lnucl~pt•nl~cr l'VCn nftc1· 
pror>~ i· nmpli!1catioa since it. will rcg-l~tcr to a 
muc!1 r.::cater e:,tcnt co:rn~ic ray pulses and othl'l' 
lntL·rfrrin!'.! !.llw:1omcm\. Ftn'Lhl'l':!~ore. t!u~ Oei
gl~r cotmtd· b 'i:enf'.'1 ~'\lly of smnll volume in vit"•·· 

The c!cctrndc armn~rm<"nts in llw rcc<'ivini.: 
ch;unbcr :-:llould lw ~a1ch ns to provld<.~ a high 
f:C'ld :.;t.rc:1~~~h in orclc-r to hn\'U hl:!h i-;pcl'Ci re· 
<;i><'n:;c• lo tlll! ioniil11~ mdhl,lnn; This ml':lll.s Llmt. 

6 the cli:.;tnnct~ iktwe:cn cledrodes :->honld b~ short 
without, conf1ictine with t.hC' best pos~iblc us~ of 
th~ en1.•r1~Y for hnl:lo.Uon of ~~1~es within the 
chan~bt~r. By utili?.ing a plurality of the E.-xten
sion:;. brge surface may be provided. ther•.?by in-of th~· hl~h direct curr~·nt field necessnry be-

1.wc~n the <:l~c~rodcs for ninplifi.cntion. ·.nds 
~mnll si?.l" \','hil~ mini1r.izh1g tb.· co~mic ray c:·r-.-..ct 

I nlso minimize~ Uw us~·ful reception. 
For the dirc·ct-tr•1.!'lsmi:.:~ion cnt'1-gy ra:;!; 1 cor

rcsp~:lCiin~-r to encn:d•'·::: of ovc1· n iulllion electron 
voltsl are to be rncdulatrd by th:_> fr0qt:ency o'f 
the hm-:ia~1 -.·oic~. Accn!·din:::ly, for r.mplitud:· 
1r.odu1naua thi.! d~·pt'.- of moctuln tion :;:!ould be 
SO':~ or in~·r:-. F\n· r:ld!aUons o! m·cr one 1:ie~a
Yolt, <'n<.'l':':Y. th<' n:.>:·orbln:! ~lrnttcr nround th<' 
trans:l':.ittcr n:1d r~c!•ivrr :-:hould have a t.ilickness 
of t!1f• c:0rcl~r .1~ millimet..:-r:.;' l'.'~d. 'f'l•i:..; ~hutter 
ma:.· be m~1dc prcf2rntl~' c.r !~·:nt~rbl of hig-h 
density such a.-; !en,l, told, m.(·rcury. m· iron for 
i;amma ra~:.:.. i-o~· r~e·.:t !"t'!ls a lm~· d~n·~ity mate
rial s:;c~1 rl::: i:~"l.:·atnn. b~ryllium or carbon c·tc. mt"l.Y 
'!J~ used. 

A ~O\:!·ce ~1l r.~nnn::·'l r:-l::Hati'.::~i.s • ..:ii::1in th::• d·. -
~ired t'!l :r~::; i.·,1r.~0 i.:t-.y :,c C'btnin~d fa:· e:-:<.'1.l~~'lC:. 
fro:n r~u.iittm ccnt:i~n--·ci m n scal~ci t-ubc. Ho·.·;
e·. :.•r, due· t(.• thi.: :-;mnll quantitie~. CJ!.. radbm avnil
abl~. it is dcsirnb!~ t-hat .som~ 'Jf tl1e otht'r metal:; 
whicl: -. ... ·m emit r~•mm:l t·~tc.li~":.t!c11:; \\ itllln th::- d~~·· 
sir; d l":t !!; . .:.~ l~~~ u~:"d L;r utll~;:.-· t 11r.t \\"Jl ?1:;.·0.:h;c_ 
r:e::t.r,::1-:: i:'! ~Ji:~ d- :1·ecl •~.mo;;:1t.. A..H!-:c:.!;.:)1 th~·re 
nrc more t~nn 4(J0 r:-:.df.-, nctivc el:·nr ... :1ts kr..cwn 
\.:l1k!1 ;:iay b.: ·nrtili.da!ly prcdi.ic-.·d tht.::c.• is a 
much· s.;;~~icr m.m-:.iJ~r. wi1ich c~n he act.i•·~tcd 
by m:·ut~·oii.s ar.d which wm emit. ~arnm:t mys in 
tlie requir:d r:u.~e ~ind 11~we a half-life p::riod 
cf O\''?'l' ti:•<.> mnnth:;. ·n1c kno\·.'n elemt>nts are: 
c.Jb~lt (Cc Gfn. ::cm~dimn ! Sc .:iG 1. :-:in~ 1 Zl"\ f.5 l • 
nr..ti!r:-oi1y •Sb 12:!), tnnt:~l·c:m <Tn !!::?>. radio 
actlv·•· '.·ib<>I' <Ag lM er 113> which hn$ 4~5 day!' 
half-life. Th?!"e i;;. ho\~·eve;:, only 011.:' <.~l~·::i~ent 
of this :;:::oup \•:ith hrtlf life cf ovl"r onC' ye~r. T~1is 
d1:-mcnt i:; co;~nlt witl: a m:-:s~ num.bi::?l" 80. Such 
cobalt i~n.s :i J·:!l.lf life r,1~~e or f.v;:. Yf>a;:s and it i.s 
i~ter~stin:: te; note tl1~t this radio acti•.:e cobnlt 

10 cr~ai:;inc: the w~1.ll eIT~ct of thC' ~mmma rays. Th·· 
thic!me;:s of u~e ;:'lcctrodcs facing- each other 
·. i:.oulci i;t.> chr;-.:•n for maximum yields of produced 
t.•!cctro .. 1s. This thid:nc!-:'" llf t.hc ~'l<'ctrodc elc
rn .. ;nts will vary for difkrcnt gas pre~sures. The 

rn clo·:ed ionizn tion r.h:1mbcr may be considered as 
on<' r.f the circuit ( li':~~!':llts. Th-.:• rc~istnnce used 
with the 1;o~~·ntfal .:-:ourc~ i~: ckt.~·rmined by the 
pot<.·ntinl di;1\ rc~nc.-c 1;<.;11t:h·cd bet\"J('t•n th~"' l'l~c
t.1·ock"' oi the c:hnmber :-ind is i:n·i>rsely pr1)por-

2.0 i.ional tu tr.2 i.onization l'cldlntion inter.siLy. F01· 
P•~.s:;ag·~~ of Ir .. •q1.1encies UlJ to 4C0 cycle:;, it can b~ 
i!On~idercd that the ion.:. 1•r~·d'.•::cd in the cham
i;cr mu:-t r:.:a~h a coll·:-ctinJ s;.irfact? within at 
h'~~;t l/;1:11 or ~ ~~e:::cnd. The nece::;sm·y liC'ld in-

25 t~=11sit~· for this p:~ri;c;~e \\'OUld be about 10,0CO 
volts per centimet~!". Fm· this purpo~c :md at 
!.l"'is f!·~qnL·ncy it is clear t!:nt n~e th:;,e constant. 
nf t!::· circ:.!it ~u~t br~ ~m::tllcr than 1 /~oo of a 
~:.~or:<.i a11c.l shodct b::- at lc~1·:t t\·;o er three ti1~1,.•.-; 

:10 le.s:'. I.hat is. 0:1-:.: r.he:u3n11dth of c.a. :"Jc:cond. Th~$. 
th:- t;<:.!-·<\;.:!t.v of the chn1:1bcr is given as Cf, that 
o: t'·:r'. ~·,,i.ie r,s CZ and. the rizsi:;tance is R; Lhe time 
t::-::-:·.:-.t;:~·:~ ·::ili. b:: ti:: total cai:acity C I;1Ultiplicd 
i~y re It i.: t~crcfcr.? s~en that the high sensi-

35 t~vity n si.:ould be as high ns po.::sil:l~ so that 
!'~?· a cL·:;ir:::d ti;n~~ co=1st::rnt tl1~n the capaciry 
C s!:oul<i be a~ :::mall ns possiiJle. 

It wia be cle~r that in add!tion t.c ti1;; wanted 
sig·naj, st!·ay i·~'!.diatioris will penetrate the cham-

4o ber of the receiver and procttice certain interfer
ence ~lld distortion. If, however. this penetr!l.t
ing caN·;;y is substantiaib• consta::.1t. iL wiil corre
spond merely to a D. C. component added to the 
output cf Lh:? system and \\.'ill the!·cfon .. • not be 

.,;, difilcult to be removed. 

in a quantity equivalent to rno g. of radium 
\"/ei~h.s C!1ly 'i X !!)-:? g:·ar:.-.s. if it co;.1ld be pre- flu 
p:\~·ecl · .... 'ithc;~~ any (-:.~!Ti~r s;,.:i)sl::!.nci:~ n:a::L:i;:?: ~~ 
~:!.:fficier!t.ly li;:rht to b~~ :. C!adily mc1unt.c:-d in t-he 
movable som·..:·: a.s d::.:;i;rii:·ed ~~buve. It i-; al$o 
clf'oar that hi~h voltar,r electrcn prcducL:1g !'"1~n
ch.!nes rr.a:-; be u:-.c:d as the en-err,~· ~ourc•!S. and ;,;; 
:m!l.Y be di;:i::ctl~: modulatt?d. 

Whi!e we hnve disclosed ~encrally the prin
ciples and operation of our system. it is to be 
disti!lctly understood that this specific de.~ripticn 
is given merely by way cf exampie and that many 
modifications may be ms.de without deos.rting 
fl·cm t.h: spirit thereoL It wi!l be like\\"ise clear 
that specific calculations of values for the various 
ejenicnts may be readily made by those skill~d in 
the art from the known radjation nhcnomena and 
other known fn:tors. It is theref ~re to be under
stood that the specific examples and strur.ture~ 

The op~:1ing i.n tli:' ~~-;ie1d ior trr .. nsmission pur
r:os~s a:-: ct.:-:cr!b.:d need !)(' r:.o mor~ th~ln about 1 
milli:.::dsr s·::; t·:at t!;.~ .c;h~;tter ar:r:i.r..,-:;2ment like-

. \".'i::ic may b~ mndc rf'!!::i.ti-.·cly li::·ht .'~,; that it will ~:!1 
respond to hi~h frr;.:JU:..·nc:: a t:dio c.:::ergie;j. E:~
cept fer prct::-cti.•c µ~lrpo~e~ ~:o sl·:icld r:eed be 
provid~d. !v!oreo·•!.:~·. mcd;.:bting s:in;tters ali~ll-'.~d 

cescribed in this specification are given merely 
by way of example and are not to be considered 
as any limitnLms on the scope of om inve1:t.ion . 

We claim: 
l. A r~ceiver for signal modulated pe>netr:i.ting

rays comprising an energy a'bsorbin~ shielri pro
vided \vith nn openin~ in the direction from \\"hich 
it. is dC'.sircd to receiv~ energ-y, )nclosi;-.g- a chamber in di!f.:-·rent directions m~y be pro;:iccd. pcrmit

tint; r.rnlti-hc:im trn.nsft:i~~ior. from a single 
source. 

For the gas to be us~d \·.:ithin the reccivm~ 
chamb~r. a non-t'lrctronr.g"!l. tiv~:- gas ·:·~re ~ns) n~ 
a relativ~ly hiZh r.rcs·);ir~. of 20 to 50 atmos
pheres of ~ri;:-on. for ~x~mplc. is prefrrable. 
Other non-electro:'lc~::lti·:c gases may b!? consid
ered ~t!Ch as N:? or SFc. For comparable hi!?h 
sensitivity SFG may ~:c :.1sc-d a.t-10\vrr -::rrs~urC' <fo1· 
f~xample. 5 atmos:o~rrr.sl tl~an eitl:"r argon or 
nitro~cn. 

65 of metal. a met~llic member mounted ,,.ithin said 
cha:nb~r and insulated t:!v~refrcm. first extensions 
f:":sct:n!:d t-0 th~ wall of saict chamber to pr0\'1de 
ndcHtiona.1 ~urfn~c. c~:tcnsions mounted on ~:1id 
m!'m~c:· in capacitive relation to said first exten-

70 sions. a ron-electronegativc gas within sa:d cham
lJ~r. a hi~h resistance. a sonrr.e of dh·cct f)otentinl 
rcmpled in !;eries with ~nid high rC':-;ist::mrC' bC'
t,·.-~cn s~id member and snid ch:unbn. -":1 id rc
s'stnhce hC'in?: of such a \"alm.' with :·,...s~~f'rt to th<' 

-;- :. cn.pncit.y of snlct system ns to provict<' a t 1mr. 1·011 -
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strLnt low~r thnu the frequency of received sig
najs, nn amplifier coupled ncross said resistance 
and reprodudng menns coupled to snid ti.mpli.fter. 

2. A :.·ec~n·~r for s1g11al mo-.iuia.tcd p;:uci;ratmi: 
energy mys cou1prhm1g o.n energy absorbing 6 
slucla J..II"U\ ided with un vpening il1 the direction 
from wluch it is desffcd to n::ccn'<.: energy. in
dusing u ch:.in1b .. :r of met.al. u m~tn.lhc 111i:auber 
moul'1teu within said chumber and insulated 
therefrom. first extci1.sions 1aste11ed w tile \".'ali of 10 
said-chamber to provide adciiiional suriac~. ex
tensions mountt!d on sa;d r1.icmber in c::i.,;acitivc: 
relation to snld 1irst i!Xlentiion.s. 11 non-electro
!2e!;~t!ve gn~ f\t ~ pressure greater than 5 atmos
pheres within ~a.id ch::i.mber, a hi~h n.:si;;tance, a 
source of direct potential cou;::iled in series with 
said high resistc.mcl· ~)etween said member and 
said chamber, ::;aid resistance being of such a value 
with respect to the capacity of said sys~m as to 
provide a time constant lower thaP the frequency -..:•• 
of recdved signals, an amplifier coupled across 
said resistance. and reproducing rneans cou!Jled 
to said amplifier. 

J. A receiver fer signai rnodulat~d lrnclear en
ergy rays conl'prising an ener~y a'l:.:sorbing- !shield :.;1 

provided with an opening in the direction frum 
which it is desired to recei\'e energy, incsosing a 
chamber of metal, a metalli~ mcmbc1· mcun~eii 

8 
opcaing und ~urroundmg snid sourc~. :ind means 
fur controlling the position of said source relo.ttve 
to said opening. 

5. A communication system comprising a radio 
ncti\'c source of high cnen;,ry pcnetratin;; energy 
emissions, having a half-life period over two 
months and m~ans for sig1~al r.·~odul~1tini; said 
i·ntiiations, said mcnns fot· modulation L·cmprisiui; 
an absorbing shield substantially surrounding 
said :;ource. and provi;:lcd with n small opc:1in;.:, 
anti means for controlling the position of said 
source relntive to said o:r::enin~ in response to said 
signals. · 

G. A communication system compri.5ing a radio 
active source of high energy phcton emissions. 
compris!ng cobalt 60, and means ior signal moc!
uh•.ting s:iid raciintions. said means for modulat
ing comprising. an absorbing shield of le::>.d llav
in:J a thickness of at least t\-.·i:h·e millimeters sub
stantially surrounding said source. and provided 
with nn or.:ening of about one millimeter in di
ai11eter, and means for contrclling the position oi 
said source relative to said ope:niI1~ in response 
to snid signals. 

ED:L\·!OND MAURICE DELORAINE. 
LADISLAS GOLDSTEIN. 

wit...'1in said chamber and insulated therefrom, The fo!lo1•1:in:; J:efcr·cncc:-: ~;.re of record in the. 
substantially planar first exte-.:..siu11S f:.tsti:·ned to 30 file ot thh• pn.tent: 
the wall of said chamber to provh::ie ~•J.JiL:iona.l 
suri-::1cc, substantially planar exte:·1~ions mountE:;d 
on said member parallel to and in ( ~~ ;:J. ~:itf\·~ rela
tion \Yith said fl.rst extensions. a non-electro

UNITi:!J STA TES PA TENTS 

Name Date 

r.egath•e g:ls within said chamber, a high resist- 3·:; 2,079,SGl 
Conley------------- ?\fay 11, 1937 
Keith-------------- !vfay 11, 1937 
Fearon--···--------- l\·J!l.r. 10. l'l42 
Fearoh ------------ Mar. 10, 1942 
At,;.·ood ------------ !\far. 2S, Hl-44 
\Vcbcr ------------- Nov. 19. 194$ 

ance, a !=:ource cf direct potential coupled i~ s:::r~e~ 
with said high resistance betwee!l said mcm!Jer 
and said chamber. said resistance bei!1S:- 0f such a 
value with respect to the capacity cf said system 
as to provide a time constant higher th::i.n the 40 
frequency of received signals, an <.mpliflcr cou
pled across said resistance. and :;:eproducin!-! 
mean..c; coupled to said amplifier. 

-1. A signalling system comprL<:i.!1g ~~ source of 
µenrtrat.ing radiation havin~ ene-::f;y .:;renter than 45 
"m.5.lEon electron vol:.S and mean~ for signal mod
u!atL'16 said radiation. said m~ans for ~odul::ttin~ 
comprising an absorbing shield provided with s.n 

2,275,747 
2,275,748 
2,345,445 
2.Hl.400 

Nt!mber 
30!).S34 

FOREIGN PA TENTS 
Cour. tr:;· D~ te 

Germany----------- No•·. rn.1913 

OTHER REFERE~CES 
Radiological Defet::se. vol. 1. issued bY AFS\.VP. 

J::i.nu:iry !;2. 194.8. pp. 35. 36. G5, 66. 
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X-RAY TESTING AND MEASURIN<.; METHOD 
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1 2 

This applicatio:r. is a division of my copcnding 
application Serial No. 561,361, filed r-!ovember l, 
1944. 

In thi:::: drawings: 

This invet ~:··;,;.· i:-elates to X-ray devices !~nd 
more espechlly to such systems using electron ;3 
tut--e ampiifiers controlled by an X-ray beam. 

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically an X-ray acti
vated measuring device according to the inven
tion; a:;:,d 

Fig. 2 mu~'.'"rates graphiC'~lly the operation of 
the ir.vt::ntion in terms of voltage, X-ray beam 
in~ensity er signal intensity excit.ed oy the X-ray 
beam !\'.. ~ra:rious points in the device of Fig. 1. 

A principal object of the invention is to pro
vii.L.: a specially designed testing system usin: 
X-rays, '\V:herein the response to the X-ray ex
citatior .. :.an be amplified with great stability and 
sensitivit::. 

Heretofore. i:.·: ,st.ing and measuring systems 
using X-:ays as an excitation scurce, variations 
in the power supply for the X-ray tube have usu
ally bet::!1 considered a source of trouble. For 
example, where the anode or target voltage of the 
X-ray tube is derived from a rectified and fi!
te! .. .!d .;,._ C. power supply iine, any imperfect fil
te.ring hn~ b1 eo C'.J.llSidered a drawb::tck to be 
sedulously a'f!oided. It has IikL .. lse been con
siderE-d a drawback that the X-ray tube be ener
gized by raw A. C. Where the output of the 
X-ray tube exhibits an A. C:. component, there 
&esults a variable width of <;he resultant X-ray 
spectrum and a corresponding varlatio~--. in the 
X-iay intensity. 

__ ILJ.§_S.Jrrtn.cJ.P.aLo.bje.ct .. oL this i!l:ven ti on to 
utHize the alternating current component of the 
X-ray excitation r.,<; a useful adjunct to 2nable 
the excitation response to be uanslated and 
amplified by st<'""le ~.~:i highly selective alternat
ing current ~pli11ers. 

Another object is to provide a method of 
translating and amplifying the X-ray excitatiun 
response for the purpose of increasing the sensi
tivity of the testing CIT' measuring sy~tem a!> a 
whole. 

I'. feature of the invention relates to :..m im
pr.:wed syst.em for testing tu~iformity or the l<lck 
of uniformity of articles through the interme
r:Iiary of o.n X-ray source and an el·~ctric wa.v::! 
.. iplifier. 

Another f eaturc relates b a method of using 
an X-ray tube as a testing source in conJunct!on 

Wh~n a.~ X-ray ~.ube is subjected to a cyclically 
10 vari:-tble ;;uwer supply for the anode or target 

voltage, the r: ::tput of the X-ray tube wiil va.ry 
correspondingly in frequency and in intensity. 
If this output impinges on a suitable X-ray rc
spol".~ive s~rec~1 such as a fluorescent screen. the 

rn light emitted by the screen will vary in conso
nance wit:ti the X-ray v&.riations. except fer the 
inhetent time l~g of the fluorescent material. If 
the li~nt from the screen is projected on a photo
electric cell or the ]ike, the time lag in the tluo-

:.!o rcsc~nt s\:reen will tend to displace the instants 
of maximum and minimum excitation of the 
electron tub~ ·.~mplifter connect.ed to the photo
C" lectric cell, and the non-linearity of response of 
r.he fluorescent screen to X-ray c~citations of 

~:• different amplitude, will ten:i to reduce the dif
f ercnce between the said maximum and mini
mum ~.mplificr excitation. 

However, for a given X-ray tube operating 
with a certain voltage-time characteristic of the 

:;o target or anode supply, during each of the suc
cessive cycles of variation of that supply, all 
other factors remaining the same, both the fre
quency spectrum and the intensity output of the 
X-ray tube will vary in the same manner. Thnt 

:::; ls to say ~~e frequency of the X-ray spectrum 
and its intensity-versus-time will vary with the 
cyclical variation in the anode-"voltar.e s1 .. 1pply. 
The ref ore, the X-ray excita.tion of a fluorescent 
screen detector will follow an identical p::1.tte?·n 

.rn durin;:: the successive cycles and will transmit 
identical excitations to an electron tube :--mplificr 
connected t.o the detector and the peal-::. menn. or 
average values of these excitations. will remriin 
identical over successive cycles. 

\Vi th a stable alternating current electron tu:)e .f ;-, 
amplifier. 

'I'hcsc excitations being regularly recurrent 
n.nd cortinuous!Y variable over each c~·~l~. nn~ 
in nccordnnce \\"iih the present invcn~ion, amp11-
flcd l)y an electron tube amplifier of th~ nltcr
n~ ting c;.irrent type \vhich can be designed so as 

A still further !co.turf! rC'lntci> to the novel 
organization, arrangement and rel:i.tlve locntlon 
of parts which cooperat.e to produc8 sn im.proved 
and :nor~ sensitive X-.-ay measurin; nnci. tc:,tin~ 
system. 

Gt.her f ea tu res and advantages not speciftcally 
enumerated will be apparent after a consicll:~·r~

tion of t~1e ! allowing detailed desc.ription and the 
appended clnims. 

t,o to be sufficiently selective to respond only to a 
very narrow frequency band corresponding to the 
frequency of excitation of the X-ray rcsponsiv~ 
fh:orcscent screen. This results in a corrc
:-;pondtng decrease in the noise lcvei of the :t;-:i-

: •. ; pl!firr nnci :i.n incrcnscd non-rcsponsh·rnc:.;. tn 
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cxtrnncous undesirable excitations. These p£1r.
r..~ '. ·;:"' arc ~rnphically indicated in l"ig. 2, with 
n . .::.a·encc to the p~i.-rticulat' apparatus of Fii:t. 1. 

If, how•?.ver, with an X-ray tube energized as 
above mentinned t;he intensity of the beam cx
citbg the X-ray ftuorescent screen is modulated 
or ch~ ;.;cd to a new value by the introduction 
of an absorbing medium in the X-r:i.y path, the 
peak, mean or average value of the excitation 
voltage impressed on the amplifier over each 
cyc1·~ will va.ry an~ this will correspondingly vary 
the output of the an1p:·.!;0r. Therefore, the peak. 
mean or average value of this amplified signal 
can be used, as a measure of the absorption of the 
inserted medium, this measurement being either 
in absolute or relative values. · 

such an arrangement is schematically illus
trated in Fig. 1 of the drawing, wherein there is 
i·~presented any well-kr ·)wn form of X-ri:.:;· tube 
t, the anode or target 2 and the cathode 3 of 
which art:. supplied with ·power from an A. C. sup
ply ·source 4. The current through the X-ray 
tube under these circumstances will be a pulsa t
ing, intermittent ".:'."'P.ct current having a regu
larly recurrent con1~or~.:·nt. 

The X-ray beam from tube i is passed through 
a plurai;_;:y of slits 1. 8, in alignment with which 
are two l::laterials 9, I 0, one of which may be a 
standard of lmown density or X-ray absorption 
Power. and t~~~ otht?r of whkh may be a material 
whose density ·or absorption power is to be com
pared with the :tand~ -.-1. The divided beam, after 
passage thrOU?'h the bodk:; 9 and I 0, impinges on 
two respectl.ve screens If. 12, which have the 
property of becoming fluorescent under X-ray 
excitation. These screens may be of any con
~truction well-known in the X-ray art. The 
fiuoresC'·•~nt 1~.ght from each of the screens I I and 
I 2 is p~·ojec~ed up~r • · .•. ;,:notosensitive cathodes 
13, -~4, of a corresponding pair of p~ .~oe::·.:ctric 
cells 15, IS, whose anodes are respectively fl and 
I 8. The cells· I 5 and 16 are connected to re
spective alternating current am·.-~ifte:rs 19, 2 O, 
whose amplified outputs are appEed respectively 
to suitable meters or indicators 21, 22. In :1c
cordancc- with the invention. the amplifieri: : 9 
and 20 are tuned so as to have a greater sen
sith·ity at approximately the frequency of the 
A. C. supply source 4. With this arranJement, 
the amplifiers t 9 and :.!ll may be designed with 
the requisite stabi1ity and high gain so as to en
able very much smaller variations between the 
divided portions of the X-ray beam to be de
tected. For typical descriptions of a suitable or
ganization of testing apparatus in which the sys
tem of Fig. 1 may be embodied. reference may be 
had to the coper.ding Fua and Woods application 
Serial No. 558,928, fi!cd October 16, 19·~4. Si:Y:e 
t11e sens'.tiv1ty of the narrow ba.nd alternating 
current amplific:r 19, 20, can be extremely high 
before reachin~ the noise level, and as the gain 
of su~ an A. C. nmplifier is much less responsive 
to voltage. supply level variatior.::; and other ex
tre.neou..c; variations, than is a D. C. amplifier, the 
combination of an X-ray beam cyclically varied, 
and an A. c. amplifier as disclosed in Fig. 1, will 
give an overall sensitivity not obtainable hc;;re
tofore in the detection and measurement of very 
weak X-rays. 

The varioa~ meters or itjdicators 21, 22 can be 
calibrated u~der control of a suitable c .alibrated 
gain control in the respective A. C. amplifiers, 
which ga~n controls can be designed and cali
brated in terms of X-ray intensities l")r relative 
or o.bsolute absorption powers ::>f nrticlcs to be 

subjected t.,.., ~·he X-ray excitation. Instead of 
using two separntc meters 21 and 22 as in Fig. 1, 
the outputs Of i,he arn~:·~iflers ( 9 a.nd 20 can be 
fed in uppositi.:-~ to r,. single meter. No rea.dinr:t. 

a the ref ore, will Gp pear or this meter as lonir as 
the two screens 11 and I 2 are equally excited and 
if the ~ains of the amplifiers 19 and 20 are cor
rectly balanced. If, howev~r. an absorption me- l 
dium Io of any kind is placed in the path of one 

JO of the beams, a definite readini:t will show in the ! 
output meter and this will be a measur~ of the : 

· X-ray intensity strH:lng screen f 2 as compared ! 
to the steady exc. ',;..~ screen I I. Such an arrang~- : 
ment has the advantage that the t::quipment 1s 

1;, intensitlve to fiuct11ations which affect the two 
portions of the divided beam equally. 

It will be clear from the foregoing that. if de- • 
sired, the altern.'l.ting power supply 4 may be a : 
speciaily dei::;1.;ned A. c. power source having. a 

20 frequency w11ich is well removed from any d1s
turbinrr freq r.:encies. For example, if so:-ircc. 4 
is of 25 cycles the equipment may be useu quite 
close to powerf11l GO ~ycle sources without intro-

.,_ ducing ciistUJ .,_.,::i,nces. In this event, of course, the 
-·' nmplifiers 19 1.nd io will be de!"1gned to have a 

band pass i:..hu.rar.tcristic between 20 and 30 cycles 
and, if desired. -..;ith a rejection filter fur the 60 
~ycles. 

I claim: 
::n 1. App:lratus tor t;-:e testing of material by the 

precise and al:cura ~ .. :measurement of X-ray pene
. trating the material including, in combination. 

an X-ray tube having conventional heated cath
ode and iarget al.:.ode, a source of alternating 

.,., current of predetermined frequency and voltage 
impress~d :icross :aid cathode and anode, means 
for interposing material to be tested i."l the path 
of an :X-ray beam from said tube, a fluorescent 

,. n screen in the path of. said beam bey~n~ said ma
terial frcm sa)d tube. an c1ectron-en:1ss1ve photo
cell responsiVe to flnorescence of said screen. an 
alternat.;ng <.;urrer~~ amplifier tune\.: to have .a 
narrow band-pass correspondin!'t' to said fre
quency. said amplifier receiving th: 0~1tput of 

·i.i said photo~ell a.s input. and a qua .. nt1tat1vely re
sponsive meter for measuring the amplitude of 
the peaks of the output of said amplifier. 

2. The method of detecting and precisely and 
accurately measuring small variations in the .x-

:;n ray opacity of materials which includes feedmv, 
an X-ray source with an alternating current 
power supply. receiving a beam of X-ray from 
said source passed through the material to be 
tested upon a ftuoresi:ent screen. permitting thf! 

;;,; fluorescenc·' •.•f said screen to activate an elec
tron-emi~sive photocell, feeding the output of said 
photocell to a highly selective nlternatini; cur
renii amplifier, tuning said amplifier to have a 

r.o narrow band-pass corresponding to the frequency 
of said power supply. and precisely measurins.r the 
amplitune of the peas:s of the output of said nm
plifier. 
. 3. Apnaratus for precisely and accurately meas-

n:. uring the X-ray opacity along a r;ivcn path 
through an object to be measured which include:-> 
nn X-ray tube havini; conventional heated cnth
ode and target anode, a source of alternatin~ cur
rent of predetermined frequency and voltage im-

i O pressed across said cathode and anode. means for 
passing n. beam of X-ray from said tube through 
the object to be measured, a fluorescent screen 
:u:r?.nged to receive said beam after its passage 
through said object, an elcctron-ernissivl" photo-

75 cell nrrnngcd to receive the ftnorc.·~cencc from said 
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~ ·' "· ... a comparison stnndnrd electric current 
.~d. ving settable vr:.Y.u::!s of an order comparable to 
those of the output current of said photocell, alter
nating current amplifying means responsive to 
s!lid compa.rison current and s::i.id output current 
com: te:d to said amplifying means between said 
comparison current and said output current. and 
indicator means connected to said amplifyin~ 
means for indicating the sign and magnitude of 
ttl·' difference bet.ween said comparison <:Urrent 
and said output cu1-r· ... ,;.:;. 

4. Apparatus for precisely and accurately com
paring physical characteristics of a m;iterial with 
a standard sample of said material which includes 

6 
and 70ltage impressed across said cathode and 
anode. mcnns ior defi:.:ng two separate beams of 
X-rny from s~\!d tul.Je, means for conducting the 
web across tht path of { . .,e of snid beams, means 

5 for inte1·;>osing a standard sample of the web -be
ing measurct. i11 the path of the other of said 
beams, a first fluorescent screen arranged to re
ceive the beam passin~ throu~h the movinr. web, 
a second fluorescent screen arranged to receive 

10 the beam passing through the standard sample, 
a first electron-emissive photocell arranged to re
ceive the ~1uor: ··=··.ence of said first screen, a sec-
0:1d electron-cmissive photocell arl·anged to re
ceive the :fluorescence of said second screen, alter-

15 nating current amplifier means responsive to the 
outputs of said photocell<;, and indicator means 
resPonsive to the output of said amplifier means 
for ir~dicating the :jifference between said outputs. 

an X-ray tube having convi::ntional heated cath
ode and target anode, a source of alternating cur
rent of predetermined frequency and voltage im
pressed across said cat· ·-:>de and anode, u:..:::i.ns for 
defining two separate beams of X-ray from snid 
tube, mE~:.ns for passing one of said beams through 20 
the material to-be compared, means for passing 
the other of s;:i.id beams through the standard 
sample, a first f;·_,,::::-P.scent screen arranged to re
ceive the .beam Pl°MSS~J.~J° through the material to 
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AERIAL GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION WITH 
SCINTILLATION SPECTROMETER 

2 
crease their voltage is in operative association with the 
output of the photomultiplier, and a device, which may 
be defined as a pulse height analyser or discriminator is, 
in tum, connected with the amplifier. This analyser i:; 

Hans T. F. Lundberg, Toronto, Ontario, and Robert W. 
Pringle, Kenneth I. Roulston, and George M. Brownell, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada 

6 fitted with several outputs, one for the function of integral 
discrimination or total gamma rays intensity variation 
recording; and the others, preferably three, to serve as 
differential discriminators and record gamma ray varia
tions attributable to particular sources, preferably, tho-

Application March 18, 1954, Serial No. 41':1s4· 
7 Claims. (Cl. 25~71) 

This invention relates to an instrument for aerial geo· 
physical explor;~tion with a scintillation spectrometer, 
and has for an object to locate miner3l deposits, such as 
ores, oil and gas, through providing for the identification 
of radioactive substances from an aircraft by pulse height 
sorting of the effects of their gamma rays. 

Another object is to provide for separating the effects 
of radium, . thorium, and potassium on the basis of their 
gamma ray spectra. 

Another object is to provide for the counting of events 
at, or above, a certain energy band, or level, which is 
characteristic of a selected source of gamma rays. 

10 rium alone, radium and thorium, and potassium alone. 
The integral output desirably performs through a rate me
ter device, while the differential outputs preferably act 
through scaling devices. · A recording tape is appro-
priately fed and pens associated with the several output'i 

15 visually inscribe on the tape variations in the above 
named gamma ray effects due to the presence of anom
alies ill the terrain being ~xplored. It is preferred to 
use a tracer pen for the :i. nk .. --: output and relay pens 
for the differential outputs. F.,g:nts of the aircraft carry-

20 ing the instrument are made over the terrain a.long pre
determined profiles, in substantial pa. <illelism and, if de
sired, crossing, at advantageous constau · heights e.g., be
tween two hundred and three hundred fiL y feet, and the 
recordings obtained are appropriately processeci, adjusted 

Another object is to provide for simultaneously re
ceiving and recording the amplitude of total gamma ray 
intensity from the earth •s ·surface in terrain under in
vestigation, as well as variations (preferably modulated) 
in gamma ray intensity derived from different sources 
such as radium, thorium and potassium, singly and/ or in · 
combination. 

26 to linear scale, plotted, and interpreted as to significant 
indications. The effect of contamination rays from e.g .• 
fluorescent dials, should be carefully avoided, as by shield
ing; but the instrument is so efficient in detecting gamma 
rays that cosmic rays, of which the freqeuncy is low, may 

30 be regarded as relatively· negligible. 
This invention may be considered as an extension or 

development of the subject matter of U.S. Patent No. 
2,686,266, issued August 10, 1954 to Robert W. Pringle, 
Kenneth I. Roulston and George M. Brownell. · Another object is to provide an instrument for the here

inabove stated purpose which includes scintillation means, 
photomultiplier means, and amplifying means, adapted to 
be connected with a suitable source of electric power, 
together with pulse height analyzing means having an out
put fitted with a rate m~~~· for indicating the total gamma 
ray variations in terms of amplitude, i.e., an integral dis
criminator outp~t; and also having, at least one, prefer
ably several differential discriminator outputs each ad
vantageously fitted with a scaling device .for indicating the 
gamma ray variations emanating or derived from indi
vidual or mu'&iple sources, e.g., thorium, radium and 
thorium, and potassium. 

Another object is to furnish the integral output with a 
continuously acting tracer recording pen, and to f umish 
the differential outputs with intermittently acting relay 
pens whereby there may be imposed upon the recorder 
tape a continuous delineation of the integral amplitude 
variations due to anomalies, as well as complementary 
opposed dash lines expressing as density the differential 
variations related to separate sources of the gamma rays. 

Another object is to achieve simplicity in the construe-

' 

tion a:nd operation of the instrument as well as to render 
the instrument easily portable and eminently suited to 
transportation by. and operation during the flight of, an 
aircraft. 

A further object is to provide certain improvements in 
the form, construction and arrangement of the parts of 
the instrument, thus effectively attaining the above re
cited objects and others inherent in the invention. 

In brief summary, the invention envisages an instru
ment for aerial geophysical explorations which embodies 
means, preferably a unit, that has the characteristic ca
pacity of producing light photon scintillations as a re
sult of the impact of gamma ray energy; the said means 
operatively connected with a device, such as a photo
multiplier tube, which is designed and adapted to accept 
the scintillations and convert them icto photo-electron 
volta.;e pulses. Means for amplifyins said pubes to in-

35 A practical· embodiment ~f .the instrument is diagram
maticaUy represented in the accompanying drawing to 
which reference will now be made. 

The scintillation means, here shown as a phosphor unit, 
is denoted by 1, and may be composed of any suitable 

40 substance having the above mentioned capacity of re
sponding with the emission of light photon scintillations 
when bombarded by or under the impact of gamma rays. 
Examples may be cited as sodium iodide activated with 
thallium; cesium iodide activated with thallium; an-

45 thracene; and plastic or liquid scintillators, especially if 
these contain heavy e:ements such as mercury. The first 
named bas been found to give excellent results. It should 
be of large size, to give adequate sensitivity of detec-

60 tion, and must have a thickness greater than the range 
of secondary particles produced by the gamma radia
tion in the phosphor. This latter condition is necessary 
if the device is to act as a proportional counter and g~v-~ 
a measure of the gamma ray energy. ne perimeter and 

65 one face of the phosphor unit are advantageously coated 
with a layer 2, such as magnesium oxide, which func
tions as a light scatterer. If sodium iodide is used, care 
must be taken to protect the phosphor against the effects 
of moisture. If preferred, the scintillating unit may be 

60 in liquid form confined within a suitable container. 
The face of the unit that is uncoated with magnesium 

oxide, or other reflector, is secured to that end of a photo. 
multiplier tube 3 which is distant from its base and 

65 
cathode follower 4, the preferred adhesive being a sili
cone oil which provides an optical bond. The tube 3 
may be selected from those available on the market, it 
being desirable to choose one of very high efficiency 
especially with respect to multiplication and amplifica-

70 tion; and its cathode is formed with the usual photo
sensitive· surface which, when illuminated by scintilla
tions from the unit l, converts the same into current or 
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3 
"~ltage pulses, which latter are .amplified by the multi
plier component of the tube in a well understood manner. 

An amplifier s. which may be of conventional type, 
e.g., linear, is electrically connected to the output of the 
photomultiplier tube and serves materially to increase 
the voltage of the pulses emitted by the tube. Electric 
power is supplied by a battery 6 that is in circuit con• 
neaion with both the tube and the amplifier. A small but 
~~uately -~erful. e.g .• ooe thousand volt. battery 
as highly desirable. such as the nickel cadmium alkaline 
type. fo: the photomultiplier. Alternatively, power may 
be ob.tamed from any available source, conveniently the 
electncal . system of the aircraft in which -the instrument 
is carried. 
~ ~tput of the amplifier S is led to a 4iscriminating 

~vice in the form of a ·pulse height analyser denoted 
by 1. Such a device is fully disclosed in the above men
tioned Patent No. 2,686,266, and it is deemed unneces
sary to <J:t.ail the sam<:: herein; though it may be generally 
charactenzed as embodying a "flip-flop" or univibrator 
circuit including a detector and a discriminator the tubes 
of which· are normally in a stable condition which in
crease of voltage changes to unstable and then causes a 
.. flip .. over to a meta-stable condition that continues un
til change in voltage re-establishes instability and causes 
a .. flop" back to stability. The pulse required to effect 
this ~ction i~ termed a "trigger" pulse and will vary with 
the bias settmg of the device, thus ?ermitting discrimina
tion againo;t pulses below any selected amplitude or 
height. 

4. 
in addition to its integral discriminator output 8 and the 
rate meter 12, the plurality; three being shown of dif
ferential outputs, denoted by 9, 10 and 11; each of the 
latter preferably being electrically connected with a scal-

5 ing device to demodulate (or demultiply) the pulses from 
the said three outputs. The scaling devices for outputs 
9, 10, 11, are marked 14, 15, 16, respectively; and each 
is, in turil, in operative electrical connection with suitable 
visual recording means that preferably comprises a relay 

10 and its pen designed to act intermittently and inscribe a 
row of discrete dash lines on a recorder tape that is 
moved in contact with the pens. .. In the drawing the 
relays and their pem are indicated by 17, 18, 19, and the 
recorder tape by 20. 

15 - The construction and mode of operation of -scaling 
devices called "scale of two" is understood by those skilled 
in electrical engineering, but it may be pertinent to recite 
that the device embodies a biased multivibrator' circuit 
with a diode input for triggering its action. In each of j 

20 our devices 14, 15, 16, we have combined four such 
"scale of two" units with. the o .Jlr''t ~~ the last unit fed! 
to an additional multivibrator th .... presents a current i 
pulse of sufficient power to operate the ='en relay. Thus ! 
our fonn of scaling device produces one L utput pulse for : 

25 each sixteen pulses fed to it and may be d ...... ominated a . 
.. scale of sixteen" unit. Its purpose and fun... ion are to • 
dcmultiply or demodulate, and hence statistical1y smooth, 
~he o.u~ut of pulses from the ~nalyser with ~he result of I 
mscnb1ng on the tape 20 density type markings that are: 

The analyser or discriminator 7 is fitted with four out
~t~ . . 8. ~· 10 and U. Output 3 provides an integral dis
cnm!~uon of. total gamma ray intensity in amplitude, 
and 1s in electrical connection with a rate meter 12. This 
device is also fully disclosed in the above named Patent 
No. 2,686,266, and it is believed sufficient to note that it 
takes the form of a micro-ammeter which indicates aver
a~e ~rrent passing through one tube of the "flip-flop" 
c1rcu1t and presents a reading that iS proportional to the 
ra:e at whic.h pulses are accepted by the "flip-flop". cir-

40 

cuit. By su1table adjustment, the time during which the 
rate meter averages the current may varied. The output 

30 easily read.. In order to adapt the instrument to a wide · 
range of pulie counting rates, the scaling devices are so ' 
arranged that each may be operated on a scale of two,: 
four, eight or sixteen. 

It will be observed from the drawing that the inscrip-
35 tions of the tracer pe:i. 13 and relay pens 17, 18, 19, are' 

opposed or aligned so as to complement each other and, · 
being simultaneously produced, they enable constant vis- • 
ual observation of their significance as well as providing · 
permanent indications for study and processing. 

Briefly summarizing the operation of the instrument; 
gamma rays (one being indicated on the drawing) . from 
the earth•s surface, as the aircraft carrying the instrument 
passes thereover, impinge upon and penetrate the phos
phor .1, . which latter. responds with scintillations that are of the rat~ meter is connected to a recording device, 

preferably m the form of a tracer pen 13. adapted to in
scn0e a continuous line on a recorder tape. 
.H~vin~ in mind the fact that the functioning of the 

scmtillation spectroTDeter is based on the proportionality 
~tween the enerro A a gamma ray event occurrina in the 
~ensitive componc-nt of the instrument and the. ~oltage 
output from the latter. it is evident that means and 
method of pulse height sorting is needed if the instrument 
i3 to provide full information as a gamma ray spectrome
ter. It is also an important. if not essential. requirement 
t~at ~e means for ~his ~~omplishment in aerial explora
tl('ln aDCorporate stmphaty in design and demand a 
1nmimum of servicing. The pulse height sorting is also 
nffected by t~ known facts that the gamma ray spectrum 
!"1-o:n. potr.~s.mm C('lnsists of a single line at 1.47 Mev. 
(nulhon .electron volte;); while the spectra from radium 
a:sd thonum are complex and consist of numerous lines 
extending in the case of radium to a weak line at 2.20 
Mev .• and in the case of thorium to a strong line at 2.62 
Mcv. Accordingly. the effect of pota'isium can be elimi
nated tJu:ough a_ bias setting of the analyser above l.50 
Mcv. while kavmg the latter responsive to the combined 
eficcts of radium and thorium each of which is cbarac
tc:izet! by a p!ur.llity of lines above such a setting. Like
wise. 1t wtll be clear that enhancement of the effect of 
potassium m::iy be achieved by a bias setting at or close 
to 1.47' Mev. where its spectrum is centered. 

45 received by the photomultiplier tube 3, converted into 
photo-electrons that are multiplied in numl:er to produce 
voltage pulses which are increased by the amplifier S. 
These voltage pulses are transmitted to the pulse height . 
analyser 7 which is equipped with four outputs; one for• 

50 integral discrimination, followed by amplitude recording . 
of total gamma ray intensity, and the other three for · 
differential discrimination, followed by density record- ' 
ing, of gamma ray intensity from. selected sources. It 
has been found practical and successfully useful to select 

55 as these sources· thorium alone, radium and thorium to
gether, and potassium alone. These sources are identified 
in terms of their characteristic gamma ray spectra. The 
integral amplitude discrimination is fed through the rate 
meter 1:2 and inscribed on the tape 20 by the tracer pen 

60 13 as a line of intensity, while the differential discrim
inations are fed through the scaling devices, demodulated 
or demultiplied thereby, and inscribed on the tape :20 as 
rows of dash lines indicating density. The record of the 
severz.l indications thus simultaneously produced is in 

65 such form. that all the markings complement each other 
·and present the whole significant picture. The pulse 
height analyser is adjustable to various spectrum ranges 
to record variations due to anomalies in the effects of 
chosen sources; while the scaling devices are also adjust-

70 able in respect to demodulation and/or dcmultiplying; 
and the record obtained supplies desired information with 
respect to the presence, location, and identification of the 
sought for elements or substances. 

With the foregoing observations in mind, our· invention 
contemplates provision for identification of the above 
?amed individual elements through recordings made while 
m flight, by combin:ing with· the pulse height analyser, i5 

Referring to the drawing, the relay pen 17 may be con
sidered as recording effects of thorium alone, pen 18 as 
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5 
recording effects of radium and thorium together, and 
pen 1' as recording effects of potassium ali>ne. It will 
thus be observed that a notable density recording by pen 

6 

18 is aligned with one peak in the tracer line of pen 13; 
while a notable density recording by pen 19 is aligned 5 
with a second peak in the line of pen 13, thereby indicat
ing the sources of the effects causing the said peaks. 

In this connection, it is deemed pertinent to point out 
that the radioactive so called "halo" which is known tc; 
surround oil and/or gas deposits, consists of radium- 10 
uranium effects, and that, accordingly, the capacity of 
the present invention relating to the detection of particu-

of mineral deposits such as ores, oil and gas comprising. 
means for reacting to the impact of gamma rays from 
the earth's surface by the production of photon scintilla
tions, photomultiplier means operatively connected with 
the said gamma ray reacting means for receiving such 
scintillations and converting them into photoelectrons 
sufficient to produce voltage pulses, means for amplify
ing said pulses, pulse height analysing means for re· 
ceiving such amplified pulses and discriminating ~em 
both integrally and diff erentialiy, and means operatively 
connected with -said analysing and discriminating means 

lar sources of gamma radiation renders it peculiarly and 
admirably suited to exploration for oil and/or gas be
cause of the facts just stated as well as the inherent char- 15 
acteristics of the invention in general. 

The instrument is simple in design and construction, 
readily portable, requires a minimum of servicing, and 
is admirably suited 1o aerial exploration. 

If conditions so dii:tate, efficiency of the instrument 20 
may be promoted by the use of a plurality of scintillation 
units and photomultiplier tubes in combination with the 
other components of the instrument. 

We desire it to be understood that various changes may 
be resorted to in the form, construct!on, arrangement 25 
and material of the instrument without departing from 
the spirit or scope of the invention; and hence we do not 
intend to be limited to details herein shown or described 
except as they may be included in the claims or be re-
quired by disclosures of the prior art. 30 

Vt"'iat we claim is: 
~. An instrument designed and adapted for aerial geo

physical exploration in the search for and identL'ication 
of mineral deposits such as ores, oil and gas comprising, 
means for reacting to the impact of gamma rays from 35 

the earth's surface by the production of photon scintilla
tions, photomultiplier means operatively connected with 
the said gamma ray reacting means for receiving such 
scintillations and converting them into phot0electrons 
mfficient to produce voltage pulses, means for amplify- 40 
ing said pulses, pulse height analysing means for re
ceiving such amplified pulses and discriminating them 
both integrally and differentially, and means operatively 
eoonectcd with said analysing and discriminating means 
for simultaneously producing records showing both am- 45 
plitade variations in total gamma ray intensity received 
from the terrain being explored and density variations 
in gamma ray intensity derived from at least one se
lected source of the ra}'s in said terrain, the said scintilla· 
tion means being of such size as to enable the simult:me· 50 

ous production of both said records and of a thickness 
greater than the range of secondary particles produced 
in said scintillation means by the gamma i-adiation. 

2. An instrument as defined in claim 1, in which the 
scintillation means includes a plastic uuit. 55 

3. An instrument designed and adapted for aerial geo
pbysical cxplontion in the search for and identification 

for simultaneously producing records showing both am
plitude variations in total gamma ray intensity received 
from the terrain being explored and density variations in 
gamma ray intensity derived from at least one selected 
source of the rays in said terrain. 

4. An instrument as defined in claim 3, which includes 
at least one scaling device for the density recording. 

S. An instrument designed and adapted for aerial geo
physical exploration in the sr:.rch for an identification 
of mineral deposits such as ores, ·· and gas comprising, 
means for reacting to the impact of gamma rays from 
the earth's surface by the production oi photon scintilla
tions, photomultiplier means operatively :-onnected with 
the said gamma ray reacting means for r, "':eiving such 
scintillations and converting them into ph~,toelectrons 
sufficient to produce voltage pulses, means for ami:-lifying 
said pulses, pulse height analysing means for receiving 
such amplified pulses and discriminating them both in
tegraUy and differentially, and means operatively con
nected with said analysing and discriminating means for 
siD"ultaneously producing records showing both. ampli
tude variations in total gamma ray intensity received 
from the terrain being explored and density variations in 
gamma ray intensity derived from at least one selected 
source of the rays in said terrain, the said means for 
producing a record of the density variations including 
at least one scaling device adjustable to different scales 
of demultiplication. 

6. An instrument as defined in claim 3, in which the 
means for producing records is constructed and arranged 
to make the amplitude record in a continuous line and 
the density record in at least one broken line. 

7. An instrument as defined in claim 6, in which the 
means for producing records iiµposes the continuous 
and broken lines in such relative positions that their in
dications are mutually complementary. 
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1 

FLt.~OR~CENT X-RAY SC~NS 

Frll'n1r J. Mn~: :u:!f A~drew F. Mmcft, Morristowr., N.J., 
nssignors tn Ucitc'" ~'tatc~ .n.ltdfom Corporntio~, New 
~· ~14 N. Y., !1 corporution of DeJawurc 

A.pz:·i~tionJunc 1, l'lSG, SufaI No. 588,723 

4 Cl .. llS. (CI. 253-80) 

This inventior· elates « fluorescent screens employed 
to intensify tJ· . miage produced by X-rays on a photo
sitivc film or ;-:lat.:. Mo .. e especially t!1e invcntiof' relates 
!::> the reduction · ·f undesired exposure of the photus<..:1-
sriivc cmulsi1..n Q~. Ioc~1 sfa.tic c.~ischarges l: .lween such 
:sc~c11s nnd t'· ~ Jilm or plate. 

Ir.tcnsifying screens arc employed to incren!'~ the ex
posure of t!lc sensitized plate or film (hcrcir:aftcr rchrre1 
to as a "ncg:itive") without i;icrea.sing the e:.cposure !im ... 
or the X-ray c-oncentration. These screens ~r..: ::us
tomarily inscri. ·d on bc.~h sides of the negative, J.nd titc 
.... esulting "'~"'lnd,..1ich" is secured in a light-tight h~,~~\~r 
'known as a '-~:"S.!tte. Jn exposing the negative, the X-rays 
pass througl· one side of the cassette. through one er tire 
intensifying ( fror, ; £cref!n. through the scn~:~ized .1cga
tivc ::.Ald thence into Jlc .ftuo,escent layer of the sec0nd 
.tntcm.:Lyin.g ~ ~ .. ,::k) screen. Tiiis causes both scre~ns to 
fluoresce. auJ the resulting light combines with the X-revs 
in e~posing the negative. 

.R. .. :divi.ogists arc ~w:u-e of the fact that, in addition to 
the 'intentional expo~ .id":: of the negative by the pmccs.:; 
above sP-omariz"'ri X-:ay negatives frequently arc m...>ttled 
by spuriou:s exposures which have been found to be due 
c:o local static clic:C'harges. These discharges are more. 
prcva:lcnt in r!. J -::fo. ... ates and th~y appzar aiso to be 
related to che materials employed in the n~gative antl 
in tbe inten~~fying screen, some materials being more 
prune than others to the generntion of static cl,c.rges. 
Explanations ot static charges and di~:::hargcs and the rcJ:-
tion of thr ch~racteristics of rn:itc.·ials thereto, especial
ly dielectric characteristics, arc to be found in chapters 
on st:itic clcctricit~r in text books on phy$ic:;. In gef1cral, 
two types of static clectr!city have been observed in con
nection with X-r.:y screens and negatives or films: (I) 
friction static which results fro.n relative movement 
'(usoally sliding) between the ,egativc anc! the a<lj2ceT'.i. 
screen, and (2) pressure static which results when the 
screen is prcsse; ... : tightly against the negative. Both types 

2 
1 ue inventiof.! will be more ful!y unac1stood from 

the following description considered in connection wi~h 
the nccompnnying drawings in which: 

Fig. ! illustrates in cross section, an cmoodiment of 
the invention which is generally preferred because it is 
of simple construction <ind is espeCia11y effr.ctive fo 
minimizing static discharges; 

Fig. 2 is nn alternative constn1ction of an i!".!""··...;iiyii...~ 
screen in whicJ· a. conductive layer is interposed nec:.r t::·' 

IO center; 
Fig. 3 shows another alternative in which the pis

mc•1tcd light-reflecting layer is modified to comprise a 
conducting layer; 

Fig. 4 show~ a ·tr :rel alternative embodiment employing 
15 two layers of metallic foil; and 

Fig. 5 illustrates an embodiment in. which all of the 
layers except the bncking. sheet arc conducfr;e. The 
variot:s layers ~re not drawn lo scale in :ll'ly of tile 
figures. 

In the preferred embodiment of Fig. 1 .:n inteoc::ifyinJ; 
screen is shown which comprises a backing and support
ir' - sheet 4 which is co:ited wiL'1 four diff crcnt layer:.. 
~ycr 2 includes a phosphor material (i.cdic:itc.: by an
gular particles) which fluoresces when energized by X-

2;) rays. L<!ycr 3 is a pigmented light-reflecting layer. 
Layer 1 comprises a thin protective covering bycr which 
is substanti<illy transparent to visible light. in both dircc
·ons and is nrbitrariJy repre5cntc<l by t11c symbol for 

pla.<:tic. Layer 5 comprises a metallized coating prefer-
.JG ably of aluininurr. flakes secured in a binder, and is r.:pr~ 

scntcd by stippling. The materials cmp!oye<l in tbe 
various mentioned Javers and their relative locations arc 
important in corm.::cti~n with the present .invention. Con· 
sequent!y, the nature of the mr.ntioned layers and tiL..: 

35 principles by which the desired results can be achieved 
will now be described. 

The material of which the supporting or baclc..ing she;:t 
4 is m~dc cari. be chosen from several st1bst:mces haYinz 
various characteristics. The better known materials a:::e 

40 paper and certain plaStics. Some plastic ::ruitcrie!s ru-c 
not suitable for intensifying screens because they 11bsorb 
too m~ich X-ray energy. We present!y prefer thick p~per 
<ts a backing matcrfr.l because it has the n::ql.!rred 
mechanical charac:eristics, viz., is firm but suitz:bly 

,15 flexible, i:; comparatively che~p nnd is highly perm-:abk 
to X-rays. For the present purpose we employ p:apcr 
of thickness in the range between 0.005 inch n.r.d 0.02.0 
inch, ti1e preferable thickness being from 0.014 ir.ch to 
0.0 I 6 inch. Substantially the only disadvantage of pap..,"'T 

5o is that it is subject to absorption of moisture •.vhich te;::~:; 
to alter its dimensions a.nd reduces its diclectr!c qualiti-l!S.. 
However, when coated in nccordl'\nce with rhe prcse~t 
invcotio-:;, the paper backing sheet is substantiai!y un-of st .. are discharged when the ncg:itive is separated 

from the screen, because the work in so doing induces 
a high potcntiai difference. The friction type~ of static 55 

) produces dark strcab or crO\v-foot C!!sign5 on the 
developed negat=ve and the prcssu~c static produce~ <lark 
spots which are usually denser than the fast type, but 
both interfere with an ace.irate rt>ading and inti::rpretaf ..1n 
of the -:-adiograph. Hcretofcre, no successful means has 
been proposed to o~rercome the undesired "!Xpcsure by 
static discharge. 

affected by moisture conditions usually encountered. 
Among the plastic sheet materials suit:wic as a hsckinf: 

We have discovered tb:1t this undcs;rcd exp ;sure can 
be substantially reduced ~'Y introducin~ inlc, the inten
sifying screen structure ein•; or more discrete layer~ of 
suit~l:-lc matcri3l which is electrically ~onducth·c i7..: the 
mannLT below described, :ind suflicicn~!y trnnsp~rcnt to 
X-r::ys. It ha.c; been fot:~1J that satisfoctory res11lts cnn 
t~c ~hievcd by inte;posior; scp<1.r~te collductivt! :<Lyen:; or 
by 'i'nodi'fyhig previously cmp!oycd layers so as to be suf
ficiently conductive. 

support ::ir~ cellulose acetat~ or nitrate. polystyrene, pc!y
methracrylatcs, rubber, the polyesters and cloth of vege
table or glass fiber coated or impregnated with any .::;{ 
the.<>e rr.atc;ia!s. The thickness required would depend, 

60 of course, upon the characteristics of the particu:s·:
""laterial, but, in general, thicknesse5 of the order· men
tioned in con.ncction with paper nrc useful. One pla~tic 
material which we have used with goot; success fo; b~ck
inf sheets comprises white-pigmct1:cd poly\'inyl ~cctt1t~ 

G!i po1yvinyl chloride copolymer sheet, 0.015 inch thick. 
On top of the b.'.lcking lnyer is 11 rigmcntcd rdkc!in:;: 

1:1.ycr 3 'l:•:hich ic; emplcycct, as shown in this cmbo<lrm-.:r.t, 
for the purpo~c of rcfie-cting vi.>ihlc light tow:ird t!'t~ 
photographic negative. Although some intcnsifyir .. ;_:: 

70 :-ere-ens presently employed in the art do not inclnde ~uch 
a reflecting layer, we prefer lo employ 1t, bcc:n.:se it im· 
proves the ovcrnfl cffo:icncy of the screen. Its X-r;ry ·~h-
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sorption is n.:.gligible, h'.lt ~ts r.:1ec..;on of light on the nega
tive is consider:ible. · Thfo pig.:nentcd layer comprises ti
tanium O::io7•de stirred with a small C1mount of binder and 
solvent. Suet a layer has high ~ieiecfric properties. 

The fluo:escent layer 2 may com;-rise any of the phos~ G 
phor matenals commonly employt.<l for ·~e purpose. Ob
viously, the material should be ·: . .:·~ \ .. aich actively flu
oresces when energizd by X-rays, and should have light
emitting propel &ies which match as cl"~:Iy as possible the 
light-sensitivity characteristics of the photo£:raphic emul- 10 
sion employed in the negative. The~c: cilaracteristics are 
now well known in the art and need not be discussed 
here. Usually the nhosphor employed comprises calcium 
tungstate in finely aivided form and applied as a suspen
sion in a solation of a suita"r,'e binder such as cellulose 15 
nitrate or acetat·: in a suitable solvent. To provide high 
X-ray efficienc!' it is ·preferable that a minimum amount 

4 
certain deuce of conductivity is required to produce the 
necesszj effective dectrostatic capacity. However, since 
the absorption of X-rays increases with increased density 
of ~Jch ma:erials, there is an optimum relations\!!~ be· 
tween the quantity of. metal ·and it! physical form re
quired to provide sufficient conductivity with minimum, 
or at least tolerable, X-ray absorption. In emplo~·i:lg 
aluminum, which we presently prefer, it appears that a 
given weight in flake form, for example,.provides at least 
as effective anti-static qualities as does the same weight of 
aluminum employed in the form of thin foil. -t 

The aluminum layer 5 shown in the screen structure o: 
Fig. 1 preferably is formed as follows: Aluminum flake, 
of which approximatc!y 98% passes through a 325 mesh 
screen, is dispersed in a resin binder dissolved in methyl 
ethyl k.::tcn~. An example is as follows: 

Parts by weight 
Methyl ethyl ketone -------------------------- 70.0 
Vinyl chloride-acetate copolymer --------------- 30.0 

of bitlder be emk- 'oyed, preferably less than 5% by weight 
calculated on tbr mixture. Howev.:r, the less the propor· 
tion of binder m· .terial thr ="lore brittle is the fayer. Con
sequently, there is an c·pti1.1um re!at!'>nship, readily ascer
tained; bc:tween the amc ·.:it of binder required and the 
stiffness of the backing she.:i: 4. In general, fiexibilill is 

20 Aluminum flake ----------------------------- 6.0 

an advantage. 
The cover layer 1 is for the purpose of protecting th~ 25 

fluorescent layer. Such a coating is customarily em
ployed in intensifying screens and, like the fluorescent 
layer itself, need not be ~escribed in detail. It should be 
as transparent as possii..!e to visible light, as well as X
rays, an1 should h~.ve :,_ hard surface and be moisture 30 
~esistant. Customarily such a layer is comprised of a 
solution of cellulose aceta.te in any suitable solvent in 
sufficient quantity to prod..:~c a very thin film when <l1-y. 
This coating prC'tects the ph<.::;phor scrface against abra
sion, dirt and moistt•:-.:, ~~1 it comprises a dielectric rr.a- 35 
terial. 

In accordance with the invention, a "conductive" layer 
5 is applied to the rear surfai::e of the backing sheet 4. 
Although many different con~u.:tive materials of various 
physical forms r::ay be ::~!'!-:;·ed in this layer, we have 40 
found that aluminum appears to be the most satisfactory 
because, in the thickness r~quired to produce adequate 
conductivity, its X-ray :-.Ost'~ti"n is tolerable, it is readily 
a:vailable in a variety of forms, and is inexpensive. 

It appears that in order to minimize the above-described 
effects of static discharges in undesirably exposing the 45 
photographic negative, it is necessary to .construct the 
screen so that in itself it constitutes a condenser, or an 
aggregation of condensers, of sufficient electrostatic ca
pacity to dissipate the local charges built up on the front 
surface of the screen due to the pressure or to th~ rela- 5(J 
tive movement between the screen and the negative with 
which it is in contact. Consequently, a conductive layer, 
~.t.::.. = fayer comprising conductive material, is added to 
the screen in juxtaposition to the front surface but sep
arated therefrom by dic.:xtric material. The various lay- 55 
ers commo..ily ~.-:tployed in the more recent forms of in· 

·· tensifying screens themselves are of material having 
reasonably good dielectric properties. It is feasible to 
provide a conductive layer at various stratum levels in 
the screen structure either as a discrete conductive layer 0') 
interposed for the purpose, or as a layer which is made 
p?.rtially conductive by introduci! g conc!uctive material 
into a layer also e·mployed for another p..;rpose. Several 
alternative constructions are therefore possible to provide 
the anti-static effects ia accordance with the invention. 65 
By using a suitable metal or non-metallic conductive ma
terial of small particle size, mixed with a suitable re~iu 
or plastic binder, the layer not only provides the required 
conductivity but, if applied to the rear surface of the 
supporting sheet 4, !.ends to seal it against moisture, thus 70 
stabilizing the product as to dimensions and anti-static 
qualities. For this reason, it is preferable that the edges 
of tho backing material, especially if it is of a fibrous 
nature, be coated also. 

We havo found that, in general, material having a 75 

. ~e aluminum flake is sfared into a binder solution com-: 
posed of the vinyl chloride-acetate copolymer dissoh xi'. 
in the methyl ethyl ketone. A proportion of aluminum 
of the mentioned particle size in the range of between· 
apprl.·~imatf!}y 16% and 17% of the total solids appears 
to 11rovitle the most effective anti-static qualities. The 
dry film thickness of the mentioned coating may, with 
~tisfactory results, vary between 0.0001 inch and 0.002 
i!lch, a coating of 0.0013 inch having been determined to 
be a satisfactory mean. The linear conductivity is low in 
such a C"ating, but the static-reducing effect according to 
this invention appears not to depend substantially on 
linear conductivity because the static potentials comprise 
localized charges which can be dissipated by localized · 
capacitive effects contributed by individual conductive par- . 
ticles, or by small group~ thereof, suitably separated by · 
dielectric material. As above stated, this coat!ng also 
provicles excellent ·protection against moisture absorption 
by the backing material and incidentally enhances the · 
appearance of the product. 

Other resins which may ~ used as binding materials 
for the conductive layer include cellulose esters and 
ethers, acrylic and methacrylic polymers, and other or
ganic soluble thermo-plastic or thermo-setting resins, if · 
capable of furnishing suitable film-forming propertie..4f . 
which a:·e compatible, under the conditions of application ! 
\Vath the materials employed in the adjacent layers. Ad- l 

ditional binding materials which can be employed for 
the purpose. although probably not so desirablef include 
methyl cellulose, hydroxy methyl celiulose, polyvinyl 
alcohol, alcohol-soluble and water-soluble resins and 
gums, if capable of fumisting suitable film-forming prop- , 
erties and which can be rendered insoluble in water by : 
special treatment. It is undesirable in screens of the 
naturr. herein described to employ substances which in 
their final condition are hygroscopic. 

The proportion of aluminum, or other metal, or non
metal, powder or flake which will be required to provide 
the optimum effect will vary to some degree in ·accord-1 
ance with the particular binding material ~mployed and ' 
to the treatment which it must be given in the course of 
tf->e fabrication of the cond\;cting layer. However. this 
proportion can readily be ascertained by a worker in the 
art once he has made a selection of the snecific materials 
to be used. Likewise it is unnecessary -here to specify 
the exact solvent to be employed with any selec":ed binder 
becau:;e satisfactory solvents for the vario".ls binders are 
well knowu in the organic chemistry art. 

The electrically conductive material may be any of a 
variety of substances. including metals and non-metals 
such as carbon and silicon. Most, if not all of these, are 
likely to be r.Jore expensive than alumim.1m, and their 
characteristics are, for the most part, not useful for the 
purpose as are those of aluminum. However, other 
metals including iron, nickel, copper, silver, tin., lead and 

34 
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bismuth, c~n be usd h b. :k ~rcc1:s, 7i7.., behind the 
X-r.:.y r.egatb~. Carbo,1 is :c:ss J~nse and absorbs X
rays lc:os. If the cicctrically conductive t~ye:r i5' posi
tioned so U1Jt X-rays- must r;ass :hro :gl• it in order to 
pcnetr:itc and expos~ the pi:">tographic emulsion- on the 
negative, as in front screens, t1Jerr it is preferable to use 
a stable r···!tal "C'' low density, sucb as aluminum. Satis
factory )..-ray trnnsr . .issio:.i c:m be taken to be tha~ which 
produces an exposed cmul~ion den .. =:,. with.in 2% of th.; 
control density. Hc:;e··'!r, f:hc X-rCIV ab:;orption is im
material if the conductivt> metal is placed on the b:ick of 
the screen, as in Fig. 1., and this screen, in turn, is dis
posed on the far s;ie or the negativ~ ~way from t.he X-ray 
source, as ab0ve mcntio:icd. 

The embodiment illustrat ... 1 in Fig. 2 differs from tbn· 
of Fig. 1 in tv. '::> respe~ts. First, ari Dluminized layer or 
coating 6 i<> ii.. rposcd between the back sheet 4 and the 
pigm~nted reflt ting layer 3, a::"' second, the rear sur
face of the bar ·ng sheet is coated with a Iaycr 7 which 
may comprise .iny t:P.sirl _ moisture-resistant resin, but it 
may be thid;:er than .ay. r 1. The object of this !ayer 7 
is, as before, to sc. : th.· paper or cardboard or · ther 
backing material, if necessary, against the absc.rption of 
moisture or other suostances. If desired, the aiuminizcd 
layer of Fig. l can also be employed on the rear surfa ... ..; 
!nstcad of the :csinous layer i. 

The interposition of an aluminized layer 6 between 
layers 3 and 4, as in F,.,. 2, is s:-tisfactory in its anti-static 
effects, especially if eitoer the pigmented layer 3 or the 
fluorescent layer ~. lia~: good dielectric properties. This 
layer may be formed of any of the materials or combina
tions of materiais abov· icscribed in connection with 
conductive l~yers. 

The 3cree~ .. trrr:tu,.:-· of Fig. 3 differs from those of 
Figs. I and 2 in _ .vo uovel resoects. Instead of em
ploying a pigmented layer such as layer 3 in Figs. 1 and 
2, the pigment:-::! reflecting layer S in this embodiment is 
mac1e conductive by the ac. ·.~on of aluminum p::!rticles. 
It appears to make little diffrrc~,ce whether the particles 

from ~n of t.D~ otlren· in the 1e-~pcct that Jluminum fCfl 
other condt.!.::tivc) particles nre di~persed in aff oE tn~ 
Ia:p~rs, cxc""pt the backing sheet. H~rc, the rear surface 
of the b~cl. .. :e sh~! 4 iS coat:xi \nth an ~Juminiz.....: ~ayer 

lS 5, as in Fig. l·,. :u:d the. front surface of ~he backing sheet 
4 is cvatcd with a mixture of titnn!um dioxide ao<l 
aluminum p::irticles in a suitable binder formitil> a coating 
S "'"ich iS" the same ai> that· illustrated· in Fig. 3. Addi
tionally, in the present embodiment, the fluorescent layer 

rn 11 nod the protective coating 1Z both contain conductive 
particles, but prefe:ably in lesser quality thar. i!l the 
other layers. The ek~trical effect of this constructioi.l 
is that the three top layer: 8, 11 and 12 act as a single 
conductor or clcctro<le, and the layer 5 on the re:lr of 

u; dielectric <::hect 4 acts as the second conductor, or elcc
trod~. of tnc condenser. Electrically this construction i:; 
effective in eliminating th,. undesirable effects of static, 
but the addition of conductive particles in the layer:. 11 
C'..Ilr{ 12 reduces the transmission of light. This cmbodi-

20 ment illustrntes the fact that substantial~y any one or a 
combination of the la:r::-rs above or bc1cw the backing 
sheet c::i.n be made conductive, if separat~cl by a dielct ric 
layer, in order to dissipate the dclet:!rious st~t!c charges, 
as above explained. It is also to be understood that 

9.5 met,JUc f0il, espe.:iaily if of low X-ray absorption, c~n 
}:-... sub:..Lituted for the con~ilctive pa;:-!icles in any di-:· 
cretely conductive layer. 

We .;laim: 
1. An X-ray intensifying screen comprising: a backing 

SO sh~et of ca.rdboarc., a moisture resistant and electrically 
condu'ct··re coating of aluminum particles in ~ resin 
binder on the back and edges of said sheet, ::i. light-reflect
ing !~ycr containing tita.11ium dioxide on the front of said 
sheet, a fluorescent layer Oil the reflecting layer, :.ind :i 

35 smooth, thin, transparent, protective dielectric coating film 
over the fluorescent la:, <:r, whereby ~o rniflimizc stafo.: 
discharges when the surface of said protective Jie1cctric 
c0ati.1g film is pressed agai~st .: radiographiG film ;:i.nd 
subsequently removed there.from. 

are of flake or gr.:mular form, if of the same pref erred 40 
particI- size, although the flake is usually less expensive. 
The results of tests ="ld1..:a. · that the addition of the 
aluminum to the i-igmented layer, if in the s:1m~ quantity 

2. An X-ray intensifying screen comprising in the or-
de.,. 11:tmed: a translucent, moisture-resist::i.nt prot~ctive 
coat:·:g film of dielectric material, a fiuorcscent layer, a. 
diclec.rric b~cking sheet and a moisture ;-csist::mt and clec
tricc:..I!y conductive coating comprising metallic <iluminum as above mentioned, provides substantially the same anti

static qua~ities in the arrangement of Fig. 3 as it docs in 
the arrangement of Fig. 2. However, the specubr light
reficcting properties d the layer 8 are somewhat de
creased by the aadition of the aluminum, and for that 
reason a ligl1t-refiecting layer without the metal particles 
:s nreferrcd, if rna.."1;imum light output be required. Ncver
thdess, the structure of Fig. 3 is useful ~nd eliminates 
the additional layer in the embodiment of Fig. 2. In the 
- · - ···.:re of Fig. 3 the rear surface of the bc:::.cking sheet 
4 is covered with a thin layer 9 of alum111urn as illustrated. 
Foil of a thickness of '.'.002 inch cemented to the backing 
sheet 4 is s•· · · "'ble for the purpose, althou~h. as above 
stated, it is more readil~· damaged than is a co::iting of 
aluminum flake in a binder, such 2s S in Fig. 1. 

The screen structure illustrated in Fig. 4 is si 'l1ilar to 
that of Fig. 3 except tht the condDct!vc foil en the rear 
surface of backing sheet 4 :i-.ere comprises a. resinous 
fayer contnining aluminum p:i.rtil:es as <.kscribcd in con
nection with Fig. 1. Althoug~ the Iight-rcficcting pro;:>
ertics of I ayer 8 are, as above mentioned in connection 
with Fig. 3, somewhat dccrcas~d by the ad<lition .)f 1.hc 
aluminum particles, the anti-static properties o: the str:::
ture <!re at lc<ist as good as those 0f ::iny of the prcce :ing 
structures been.use the <liclcctric b::.cking shce:t has Cl con
ductive J:iyer on each :-;ide of it. T:tc improved cL:trgc· 
absorbing characteristic:,: of thi;. structure :1rc believed 
to result frc,m the presence 0f a cc:nductive lay.::r 8 below 
the c:c!cctr!c l:i.ycrs 1 and :;: an(! ,,f ;i.nother ;.:ondec~iv·.:: 

layer 5 be!O\'/ the ciielcctric layer ~. 
The intensifying screen illustr:it-:,! in Fi.s. 5 i; different 

15 particles iu ~ binder on ~he rear surface of s::t:d b~cking 
~beet, ;;hereby t::> miniIP.i:::e static discharges whes the 
surface of said protective _;o:!ting !ilm is pressed agtinst 
a radiographic fii.::n and subs..-:quent!y removed tbz:efrom. 

3. An X-ray intensif~1ing screen comprisin6 a ba=king 
uO sheet having dielectric properties, a coating bct\veen .0001 

and .002 inch thick on the rear surface of S<lid shc:!t com
prising aluminum particles substa~tia!ly of 325 mcs:i. in 
:,. binder of vinyl chloride-acetate copolymer in propor-

55 tion nt" the order of l : 5 by weight, :i pigr.lentcd lnyer on 
the front of said sheet comprising tit~nium dioxidt:, a 
fluorescent layer on said pigmented bycr compri5in; :i 

phosphor mai.erial in a rc:sin binder. and a p::otcctivc 
film comprising tr:msparent materi::il havin;: ::i;eic:::tri•: 

'30 properties covering s:iid fluor~sce:1t bycr, w~Ci"l i:l:,· :c 
minimize static discharges when the sur!"~c~ cf s3i<i pro
·.ec.tive film is pressed against a ;::idiograpnic fi!ril ~'id $llb

sequently removed therefrom. 
4. A":- X-ray intensifying screen c.:omprisinf: a back.i~g 

65 sl- ~ct of ciielectric material, a moisttm:-resist:m: coati~g 
layer on one side of s.iid sh::ct. a pigmentc.:l light-rc11ect
inf; !ayer wer th:: o~hc:- side of s:i.id sheet. a hucircsce~t 
l:lycr on said pig:ncntcd layer. :111d a st:itic-ft'rming tr:rns-

'iO lucent protective lnycr inclutli:ig a dicl<.·crri.:: n.~si,~ou<. m::t
tcri::il on snid fl11orcscc:1t layer. ~:iid m0ist11rc-.-c~~i~1.:im 

co~ting layer being cb~,r:ic~crizcd in th~it it contains :-:-icr:il

lic p~rticks in qu~mtity suliicicni to imji:tn clc.:<:ic:il 
conductivitv thereto 5uch as to r:1inimi .. c Jo,·ali::ed static 

75 di:':ch:irscs ~vhen tbc fac.:: of sai<l screen \\"hil'h L'c:i:-<. s;:i<l 
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protcc~ .v layer is pre-;sed ag"inst ·':\ photogI"3phic negative 
and subsequently removt'd foer<:from. 
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ROBERT C. WATSON 
Comm.fosioner-: of Pa~c::Jts 
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3,064,134 
DISPLAY DEV~CE 

Ray D. Kell, l'rlnccton, N.J., nsslcnor to Radio Corpora· 
tlon of Arncrk:i, :i corporation c ':: Delaware 

Flied Nov. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 69,466 
3 Clnlm.;i. (Cl. 250-213) 

This invention relates to display devices. In particu
lar, this invention re}:. tcs to an image reproducer type 
display device. 

In most of the known display devices, the device it
self must generate both the brightness and the scene 
information. In certain instanc~s, this is extremely un
desirable. For example, when viewing a P.P.L rad<ir dis
play while. in high ambient illumination, such as in an 
a:ircrnft, the amount of brightness that must be dcvel
ope-i by the dis_?lay device before the signal can be prop
erly seen is large. When this high brightness level is 
reached, the device must further produce the signal in
formation as a contrast to the brightness. Such pro
cedure necessarily requires the use of large power s~p
plies and other undr.sirable conditions. 

1-t is therefore an object of this invention to provide 
a new and improved display device. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
novel display device that can re<idily be viewed even 
whe·n !he ambient light level is high. 

These and other objects are accomplished in accord
ance with this invention by providing a display device 
that includes <! thermo-chromatic material positioned in 
a heat exchange relationship with a thermal-image pro
d.ucing means. By coupling an image of a scene to be 
reproduced onto the thermal-image producing means. 
and by coupling the thermal-image to the therrno
chromatic material, a visible image is produced or. the 
thermo-chromatic material which is proportional to the 
intensity of the light from the scene. The image pro
duced by the thermo-chromatic material is of two colors, 
one for the areas energized by the heat and a different 
color for th::it of the areas which are not so energized. 
Thus, only the signal information is produced by the 
viewing device and the non-signal brightness level is 
automatically provided by the ~clo:- of the thcrmo
chrornatic material in its unexcited ret;ions. 

The invention will be more cle:.:r!y understood by 
reference to the accompanying singk sheet of drawings 
wherein: 

The single FIGURE is a schematic representation of 
one form of this invention. 

Ref erring now to the drav.;ing, there is shown an image 
producer 10. The image producer 10 may be any of 
the many known image producing devices such as a cath
ode ray tube, a display storage tube, an electroluminescent 
panel or other similar image producing device. Also, 
the image may be caused by the light direc.tly from :i 

scene to be reproduced. The ·image may be in tbc 
form of a visible light, infra-red radiation, X-rays or 
other known radiations. The optical image from the 
image prodi.:ccr 1\1 is focused onto a display device 12 
by means of any suitable imaging lens system repre
sented by a lens 13. The optical image may however, 
be applied dire<:tly to the display device 12. For ex
ample·, the face of a displ<ty c .. :.hodc ray tube may be 
plac~cl in direct contact with the display device 12. 

The display d'!vice 12 comprises a. support member 
14 which is m:ide of any material that is transparent 
to the im;igc from the imaic pro<lucf'r 10. As an ex
ample, when the image from the producer 10 is a vis.ible 
image, the support member 14 may be made of glass 
or of a light transparent plastic, for example l\Jylar. If 
the image from the image producer 10 is infra-red, a 
support member of mica may he used. 

2 
On th-; supporl member 14 there is provided :m 

electrical <=<>nductivc coaling Hi. TI1c cQn(f1.,1ctiv<l c;:o~tiP8 
16 is also transparent to the imai:e from the image pro· 
ducer 10. As "" example, a trnnsparent conductive 

5 coating of tin oxide may be used. 
On the trnnsp:i.rcnt conductive coating 16 ·there is 

provided a. layer of rn~1terial 18 which· generate& heat . 
v1hcn it is e.xposcd to an image. One example <:>f a 
material which may be used for the heat generator 18 

10 is a photoconductor. The heat t;eneruting layer 18 is 
s..::ccted for its property of developing he<it in response 
to an input image. The photoconductor, with a potential 
differe;ice applied thereacross, develops heat, because 
of current flow through the pi1otoconductor when the 

IG photoconductor is exposed to radiation. The heat gen
eration in a photoconductor occurs pnly in the areas· in 
which the current flows and thus is confined to the 
illuminated elemental areas. The amount of heat gen
erated is proportional to the amount of resistance change.~.· · 

20 which, in turn, is proportional to •the amC>•Jnt of light 
from the screen. One of the known photoconductivc 
m:itcriais which may be deposited in large areas is pow
<lcn~d cadmium sulfide supported fo a dielectric binding 
material such as ethyl cellulose or _ptj}ystryrenc. The 

25 photoconduct=ve material and binder may be app:o.xi
mately one to. ten mils thick. 0ther photoconductive 
materials, such as cadmium selenide for example, inay 
also be used. 

On the heat generating layer 18 there is provided a 
30 thin electrical conductor 20 which may .be either trans

parent, c..g. tin chloride, or op:iquc, e.g. aluminum. 1110 

electrical conductor 20 should be thin, e.g. approxi
mately 1 mil. so that tl:~ ::,;,· •• :..1 ;:~:age developed will 
not tend to spread laterally which would result in loss 

J;,> of image resolution. 
On the electric:il conductor 20 there is provided a 

layer of thermo-chromatic material 22. One example 
of thcrmo-~hromatic material is copper mercuric iodide 
in ·a suitable binder such as glyptol or varnish. The 

40 thermo-chromatic material 22 may be sprayed or brushed 
on and may be approximately 0.1 mil thick. 

During operatjon of the device 12, a potential diff cr
ence is aoplied between the conductors 16 and 20 by 
means of electrical power source 24. When an image 

45 from the image producer l-0 strikes the heat gcneratinK 
means 18, the layer 18 produces a heat image that 
corresponds to the optical image from the image pro
ducer 10. In the p:irticular example given above, the 
heat image is caused by electrical current flow through 

50 the photoco:udt1ctor proportional !0 the illumination· in. 
the various areas of the optical image. The heat image. 
from the heat generating element l& is coupled by heat 
conduction, through the ~onductive · layer ZO to the 
thermo-chromatic material 22 so that th:: thermo-chro-

55 matic material changes color because of the change in 
temperature. As an e.xample, a copper mercuric io<lide 
layer will change from bright-red in color, when th<! 
material is below approximately 70° C., to jet black in 
color when the temperature is about 75° C. or greater. 

CO Such changes in color are reversible. A potential dif
ference of 50 volts A.C .• for example, between the elec
trodes 16 and lO provides sufficient current flow to gen
erate sllffic.ient heat to raise the temperature of the 
thermo-chromatjc material the required 5 ° in the pttr-

G5 ticular example given. Another example of a thermo
chromatic material is mercuric iodide which changes 
from n yellow color to red at about 126 ° C. 

In the <!reas of the ~cenc to be reproduced, wl,ich :ire 
not cxcilcd by light. there is no curren< flow ·through the 

70 photoconductor 18. In the illuminated areas there is a 
current flow. which is proportional to the amount of 
illumination striking the photoconductor 18 resulting in 
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n localized· thermnl-imngc. The loc:ill.zcd hc~ting pro
duces a negative visible imase of the original optical 
image lhal has been appJied to thf' photoconductor. 
Thus. light mny be projected through photographic nega
tives And onto the photoconductor mo terial 18 and posi· ~ 
tive ~ic:tures may then be viewed on the thermo-chro· 
matic material 21. The maximum speed 0£ response of 
the device ic believed to be limited prim:irily by tho fog 
which occurs in the photocondu.;:tor. Thus, under proper 
lighti~g conditions, a response time of Jf.w of a 5ccond 10 
c;m be obtained . 
. It should be understood that, when lhe imagl! pro

ducer IO is a cathode ray tube, the face plate is pref· 
erably thin so that the image will not be diffused as it 
p:!sses through the glass face plate. OM rxamplc of a 15 
th-in window tube may be found in an article entitled, 
.. Thin-\Vindow C:ithode Ray Tube for High Speed Print-
ing with Electrofax," by R. C. Olden, which appeared 
in the RCA Review of September 1957. 

Thus, applicant's ir.vcntion is particularly useful in 20 
instances wherein the viewing is to be done under high 
ambient lighting conditions. Also, this invention is par· 
ticularJy useful when a thin ·light weight display de· 
vice is desired.· 

What is claimed is: 25 
1 An image display device comprising -a glass support 

4 
m~mbet, a lranspn ::nt electrical conductlvo conting iln 
said support member, a !ayer of powdere<i cadmivm. 
sulfide on said coating. a conductor on said layer o! 
cadmium sulfide, and a layc!r of copper mercuric iodide 
on said conductor. 

2. An Image displa;- device comprising a support mem· 
ber, a li=ht .transparent electric:tl conductive cor.cing on 
a~i.id support member, a Jnyer of po\vdcrctl ca..:mjum 
s:lenide on said coating, a :onductor on said layer of 
cadmium selcnid.:, a layer of copper mercuric iodide on 
said conductor and in heat receiving relationship with 
suid layer of cadmium selcnide. , 

3. An image display device comprising a trn.ns:;:i:irent: 
support member, a light transparent electrical conduc-: 
tive coating on said support member, a layer of a photo-. 
conduc~ive pc.wder ~nd binder on said conductive coat· . 
in~, a conductor on said foyer, and a layer of mercuric 
,;>Jic!~ on said conductor. · 

Reference~ Ci(cc1 in the file of this patent 

UNITED ST ATES PA TENTS 

2,663,657 
2,880,110 
3,001,447 

Miller et al. ---------- Dec. 22, 1953 
Miller ---------------- Mar.· 31, 1959 
Piokc ----------------- Sept. 26, 1961 
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3,{93,683 
MEASURING SYSTEM USING THE RESONANT 

ABSORPTION OF GAMMA RAYS 

2 
in a certain very narrow frequency range such as to :ausc 
rearrangement of the intra-nucleus structure of atoms 
within the material. Resonant absorption docs not ordi-

Leonard Reifl'cl, Chicago, m., assiwior to UT ncscarch 
Institute, a corpornfion of Imnois :; 

narily occur because of a doppler effect produced by 
relative movement of the emitting and absorbing nuclei, 
sufficient to shift the effective energy or frequency out Filed May 23, 1960, Ser. No. 30,983 

18 C!3ims. (Cl .. ?50-106) 

This invention relates to a measurement system using 
gamma rays, operative to perform measurements of cer
tain variables with high accuracy and in conditions under 
which such measurements could not heretofore be per
formed. 

Prior art systems for measuring ni"ny variables have 
had a number of limitations. In some cases, the trans
ducer device used for sensing the variable has created 
difficulties. In other cases, a severe limitation has arisen 
in the transmission of information to a measuring instru
ment from a poinr at which the variable is sensed. For 
example, in the measurement of vibrations, conventional 
transducers create a load on the vibrating member, pre
venting accurate measurement, and in addilion arc quite 
cumbersome. Light, doppler sonic methods and other 
vibration m;:asuring methods have had limitations with 
respect to cbtaining an unobstructed, uniform path for 
transmission. of information. In addition, the measure
m·ent of small variations has been impossible or extremely 
difficult. In other systems, for example in measurement 
of temperature, environmental conditions have created 
severe limitations. 

This invention was evolved with the object of providing 
a system for measuring certain variables with a high de
gree of accuracy and in conditions under which prior art 
systems are unsatisfactory. 

This invention involves the use of gamma rays which 
are electromagnetic_ wave·. identical in nature to X-rays, 
but are of higher energy ai1·..! are more penetrating. Gam
ma rays are emitted by a reaction that takes place within 
the nuclei of atoms of varicus radio-active materi2Is. 
Such :items comprise a nucleus surrounded by electrons 
which travel in orbital shells or rings at various distances 
from the nucleus. The nucleus comprises nucleons 
which may be thought of crudely as travelling in orbital 
rings having diameters much smaller than those of the 
electron rings. Characteristic X-rays are emitted in re
sponse to the removal of an electron from an inner elec
tron ring, followed by the transfer of an electron from 
an outer ring to the inner ring, with the emanation of 
electromagnetic wave energy of a certain energy or fre
quency (energy and frequency being proportion2 l) . In 
a somewhat .similar way, gamma rays are emitted in re
sponse to rearrangement of the nuclear structure in which 
a nucleon may be cruc..ely considered to move an outer 
ring to an inner ring, with the emanation of electromag-

of the required very narrow range. Even with the emitter 
and absorber stationary, such rcJafrv·:: .i10vemciit oc:.curs 
due to :i recoil effect on the emitting nucleus, resulting in 

lo a lowering of the energy or frequency 'Jf the emitted rays 
and a similar· recoil effected on the absorbing nuclei, neces
sitating a higher frequency or energy to produce rescr1ant 
absorption. 

Although resonant absorption does not ordinarily oc-
,:; cur, it will occur under certain critical conditions with 

certain materials in which the nuclei are bound by atomic 
forces in such ~ manner as to prevent or minimize the 
recoil effects. For example, certain crystalline forms of 
the iron isotope of mass 57 (Fe57) may be used. Fe57 is 

~o produced by the decay of Co57 and emits gamma mys 
with a comparatively low energy (14,000 electron volts). 

Even with proper materials, it is found that resonant 
absorption wi!I occur only if other conditions are within 
narrow limits. The production of the effect is found to 

~:; be quite sensitive to relative movement between the emit
ter and absorber, which produces a doppler effect and a 

.mge in frequency. It is also affected by magnetic fields 
in the vicinity of the emitter or absorber. In addition, the 
application of stress to the emitter and absorber may ~ffect 

:so production of the effect. As a result, it is possible to 
mec.;.;ure such conditions through the use of the resonant 
absorption phenomenon. 

According to this invention, a measuring system is pro
vided which !nciudes a resonant absorber of such material 

••• , 41S to resonantly absorb gamma rays within :l very n<tr
row frequency range. A radio-act:ive emitter is effective 
through intra-nucleus reaction to emit and transmit to the 
absorber ganana rays having a certain effective frequency 
at the absorber, and a radiation detector is provided for 

-~!J measuring the absorption of gamma rays by the resonant 
absorber. The difference between the effective frequency 
and the mid-freq~!cncy of the response range is affected 
by the relative magnetic field strengths at the emitter and 
absorber, the relative spcec! of movement thereof, and 

45 relative stress conditions. Temperature also has an effect 
which may or m~~: not be applicable, depcndin~ upon the 
type of material. With three of such parameters being 
substantially cons~a11t, the fourth ~ay be measured. For 
example, with the relative temperatures, the relative mag-

GO netic field strengths and the relative stress conditions being 
substantially constant, the system can detect changes in 
the relative speed of movement of the emitter and ab
sorber. In a similar way, the system can measure changes 
in relative magnetic fields and in stress conditions. 

·nctic wave energy of a certain energy or frequency. In 55 
general, the energy or frequency of gamma mys is much 
higher than the energy or frequency of chr p<i.ctcristic X-

With this system, it is possible to obtain an extremely 
high degree of accuracy, under conditions where prior a.rt 
systems would not be su!table. For example, it is possible 
to accurately measure velocities in a range from 1 centi
meter per sccqnd down to 10 microns per second, or even 

rays. .. 
The packet of gamma radiations sent out as a result 

of a single transition is termed a "photon." As to a given 
atom, the transition occurs at an unpredictable moment. 
However, in a given sample of radio-active material, the 
ovcr::ll rate is predictable and it decreases in a pretr:ctab1c 
fashion as the energy of the sample decreases. 

In general, the absorption of gan,ma rays by a given 
material is proportional to the thickness and density of 
the material. However, the absorption of gamma rays 
may be sharply increased under c:ertain very critical 
resonant absorption conditions, which arc involved in 
this invention. 

Rcson;int absorption occurs when the energy nr frc
qu~ncy of the r.amrna rays impinged on n material is with-

GQ less. The emitter can be extremely compact, and can be 
disposed in comparatively innccessible locations, at a con
siderable dis!ancc from the absorber and detector. The 
g::imrn;i rays readily penetrate walls, and have considerable 
range. They are not aff ectcd by changes in tbc medium 

G:) between the emitter and absorber such as wines or chan!?CS 
in refractive index which would affect sonic systems, for 
example. 

The possible fieids of use of the system ... re endless. 
It can be used in any app!ication where it is desired to 

1n measure velocity, or a quantity functionalir related to 
velocity, such :i.s dista;1ce, acceleration, or ~nv other ve
locity f11ncti<'ll. Thus it c:in be rn:ed in mcas11i;nr. prcccs-
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sion o( gyros, in scisnwgr:11"'h work, in m:!chinc tool :ip
plications, in the me:mm:mcnt of vihr:1tions bo!h conti:rn
ot~~ and non-continuous, and in acoustics to measure am
plitude, frequency, etc. 

It can .also be used in the direct mc:tsurcmcnt of km- ;i 
peraturc, or in !be measurement of temperature indirectly, 
by using a bimetat element to convert temperature changes 
to movement. Likewise it can be used in the measure
ment of pressure, and in the measurement of strain. 

The system can be used in the rlirect measurement of 10 
stress within the emitter and/or absorber, :ind c.1n also be 
used in the indirect measurement of stress, by first con
verting stress into strain or movement and measuring the 
movement. 

The system has important advantages in the measure- 1 ,; 
mcnt of magnetic fields. in that the emitter can be extreme-
ly compact and can be located at a point remote from the 
absorber and detector. 

An important specific feature of the invention is in the 
provision of means including a phase-sensitive detector for 20 
determining tlie direction of change of a variable being 
measured. 

This invention contemplates other objects, features anc.! 
advantages which will become more fully apparent from 
the following detailed disclosure taken in conjunction with ~;:; 
the accompanying drawings which illustrate preferred 
embodiments and in which: 

4 
nfkct~d uy the relative temperatures ~incl rchitivc m:1gnclic 
field strengths :1t the emitter and absorber, the relative 
speed of rnovcme:1t of tht: ~·milter and ab<;orber and rda-
tiv•.:: strc~s conditions withi1. the emitter :ind absorber. It 
a1:iy be :1sc;umed th:!t the relative kmpcr::itures arc con
st:rnt, that the magnetic fields in the regions of lh_c emitter 
12 ~m<l the absorber 11 arc zero or constant, that the 
members 11, 12 arc subjected to zero or constant internal 
stresses :ind that they are stationary rebtive to each other. 
Under such conditions, ~nd with the proper materials, the 
effective frequency of the gamm=i rays :-it the absorber 11 
will be equal to the mid-frequency of the _resonant a~
sorption range of the absorber 11. There will be a maxi-; 
mum. absorption, and the output of the detector 13, as ob-! 
served on the meter 15, will be at a minimum. The g<lm- ! 
ma rays absorbed by the absorber 1J arc converted in part· 
into a secondary radiation which is detected by the · 
dct.:ctor 14, the outrut or which is observed on the meter , 
16. Thus under the .above conditions, the meter 16 will 
indicate a maximum output. 

Sl!pposc now that the emitter 12 is moved slowly at a 
cons~ant speed to·,;.·ard or 41way frcm the absorber 1 l, the · 
other conditions remaining the sam~. This will result in an : 
increase in tI~c reading on the meter 15 and a decrease in 
the reading on the meter 16. Thus velocity may be meas
ured. To ascertain the actual velocity, the absorber H 

FIGURE i is a view illustrating diagrammatically a 
system constructed according to the principles of this in
vention, usable for measuring velocity; 

FIGURE 2 is a view illustrating diagrammatically a 
system usable fo;: mc!lsuring relative magnetic fields; 

FIGURE 3 is a view illustrating diagrammatically a 
system for measuring ·relaiive stress conditions; 

may be moved toward or away from the emitter 12 and its 
ve!ocitv of movement adjusted until a reson:int condition 
is agafn established, as in<licatcd by the meters 15, 16. 

:!O Th,.. velocity of the absorber 11, required to achieve the 
r1.;.:.0na.nt condition, may be measured by any suitable 
means. It will of course be appreciated that the velocity 
of the absorber 11 may be the unknown factor, ::ind the 
emitt\~r 12 may be h1ovc1 to establish a resonant condition. 
and its velocity measured to ascertain the velocity of 
movement of the absorber 11. 

FIGURE 4 is a view illustrating diagramniatically a :;.; 
system for automaticC11Iy obtaining an indication of both 
the direction and magnitude of a change of a v:i.riable, 
using vibration means in conjunction with a phase detec
tor; 

FIGURE 5 is a view m~::.!rating diagrammatically an- 40 
other system for automaticaiiy obtaining an indication of 
both the direction and magnitude of change of a variable, 
using an alternating magn'!tic field in conju.~ction with 
a phase detector; 

FIGURE 6 is a view il!ustrating diagrammatically the .15 
support of a member on .a bimetal clement, permitting 
measurement of temperature variations; 

FIGURE 7 is a view illustrating diagrnmmatically the 
support of a member on a diaphragm, usable in measuring 
pre~sure and in acoustics; and GO 

FIGURE 8 is a view illustrating diagrammatically a 
system for measuring variations in relative speeds of ro
tation. 

Referring to FIGURE 1, reference numeral 10 desig
nates a system usable for measuring velocity. The system 5;:; 
10 comprises a resonant a 1-isorber 11, a radio-active emitter 
12, and radiation detectors 13 and 14 for measuring the 
absorption of gamma rays by the resonant absorber 11. 

The system 10 may also be used for measuring tem
perature, if the relative velocity of the members and other 
conditions arc maintained zero or constant. 

It wiil be appreciate~ that the absorption of gamma rays 
by the abscrb~1'." 11 mny be mcas~ired either by the de
tector !3, responsive to gamma rays passed through the 
absorber, or by the ceteclor 14, respo:nsive to secondary 
radiation or scattering. It is not necessary to use both. 
In general, the use of the d~tector 13, responsive to gnmma 
rays passed through the absorber 11, !s preferred. 

Referring to FIGURE 2, reference numeral 17 gcneral-
iy designates a mocEf.cd system constructed according : 
to the principles o~ this invention, used for measuring 1 

rcfativc magnetic fa..:·:is. The system 17 comprises ~n ab
sorber 18, an .emitic:- 19. and a dete:::to1 ZO having jts 
output connected tc: a meter 21. These 1'1:-tY be cor;
stn:cted and may operate in gcner:illy the s:-ime manner 
as the absorber 11.. tbe emitter 12. tbc dctc:::tor 13 and 
the meter 15 in th~ arr~ngement o.f FIGURE 1. Hmv
ever, the system 17 is d~si~neci to measure magnetic 
fields, rat-her than motion. For this purpose, field-prn
ducing m;:c.ns in the form of a coil 22 is disno~cd ad
jacent the ;-;bsorbcr 18 :incl ficlJ-proc!ucing mc;r:s in the As illustrated, the outputs of detectors 13 <md 14 n;-c con

nected to meter~ 15 and 16. GO form of a c:Jil 23 is di.spsed :tdj;-lce:.t the emitter 19. 
The absorber 11 and the emitter 12 are of ;,uch mate

rials that the nuclei thereof are bound into a crystal bttice 
rnch that a useful frnction of the nuclear disinte!:!rntion 
thereof will lead to emission or absorption at \vcll defined 
resonant energies or frequencies. For example, the <\b- fl;) 

sorber 11 may be of a crystalline form of the iron isotope 
of mass 57 (Fc!i7 ) an<l the emitter 12 may be of the s:imc 
isotope, activated <u emit gamma rays at an er.cr~y of 
about 14,000 clectrc:i volts. 

In operation, the absorber 11 resonantly cibsorbs gnr2ma ifl 
rays within a ccrt::iin narrow frequency range, ~nd the 
radio-active emitter 12 is effective to i;:msmit to the :i.b
sorocr 11 ga:nma rays havin~ a certain efTcctive freqt:cncy 
:it the a:,sorber 11. The difTcrcr.cc between said cfkdivc 
frequency :ind the mid-frequency of s:1i<l narrow r:1n;.:c ;s i.; 

Coil 22 is connected tbroti!!h a meter 24 a;ld :t v.ariable 
rcsi:;;tor 25 to a battery .;~. Similatly. coil 23 is co::
r,\.:cted. · throu~h a meter 27 and a resister 28 to a b:i.t-
tcry 29. 

\Vith no c~1;-rent through coils 22. 23 :ind with the mem
bers 18. 19 ~talionary and subjected to zero or const::mt 
internal : :rc:;s conditions, a rcson:rnt condi!ion rn::y c:-:ist 
and the ::i.bs0rption of gamma rays by the absorb:r IS 
may be :it :t r.1:lximum. the output of :he detector 20 as 
observed on the meter 21 bein~ .nt a minimum. If, how
ever, the m:ignelic f:~ld in the- region of one member is 
ch:mgcc.I \vi:!"iout ch.:inging the field i:i tl:c rc~ion 0f the 
other member, the res0;i:1nt condition m;1y he r:irt!y or 
lot:illy dcc;troyrd. to dcc.:;·c:-i:;c abc;orption by the :1hs0rhc:-
1Y. and In in;:re:1sc the outr:it nf lh~ dcttc!Pr 2r1. S11r-
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5 
pose, for example, th;1t a field is :ipplie<l to the emitter 
19, by decreasing lhc re!'ist:rnce of resistor 28 lo obtain 
a certain current How through the coil 23. The output of 
the detector 20 will then increase, thus indic~1ting a change 
in the magnetic field. To ascertain the magnitude of the :; 
field, the resistance of resistor 25 may be reduced in value 
until a. sufficient field fa applied to the :1bsorbcr JS to 
restore the resonant conditiPn. as indicated by minimum 
reading of the meter 21. !"!1c reading on the meter 24 
then indicates the field in the region of the emitter 19. IO 
It will be appreciated, of course, that the field to be meas
ured need not be applied from the coil 23, but may be the 
field developed by any source. 

The system may also be mcc;I in measuring an unknown 
field existing at tbe absorber 18, by adjusting resistor 28 ];'.; 
to obtain the resonant condition and noting the reading 
on the meter 27. 

In many cases, the direction of the fir 1 ·l to be mcastTrcd 
will be unknown ~nd in that ca~c. the position of the coil 

comprise<; a rcson:rnt absorber 39, a g:urnna r:ty emitter 
40 :ind a tlc!cclor 41 for mc:1suring :he gamma rays passed 
from the emitter through the absorber. The absorber 39 
is vibrated to rnove towilrd •nd aw~y from the emitter 40. 
Jn parlicul~tr, absorber 39 is supported on one face ')f a 
quartz crystal 42 the opposite face of which is secured on 
a fixed support 43. An A.C. source 44 is coupled to the 
crystal 42, to apply an :ilternating voltage between the 
opposite faces thereof and to cause it to vibrate in the 
thickness mode and -to cause movement of the absorber 
3!> toward an<l away from the emitter 40. The crystal 
42 m:iy be provided with suit.able electrodes on its op
posite faces thereof or the absorber J9 and the support 43 
may be used as electrodes. 
Th~ A.C. source 44 is connected to one pair of input 

tc1min:.iis 45 of a phase detector 46 having a second pair 
of input terminals 47 connected to the output of the radia
tion det~ctor 41. The output of the phase detector 46 is 
connected to a pair of output termin:ils 48 which mny be 
connected to <i meter .or any <lesired form of utilization 
means. 

In operation, the absorber 39 is moved toward the 
emitter 40 during one phase of the A.C. signal applied 
from the source 4f4 and is moved away from the emitter 

22, or the coil 23, may be reversed or the battery polarity 20 
may be reversed as through a reversing switch. It should 
also be noted that the orientation of the lield to be meas
ured, and the balancing field, may be changed from the 
orientation as illustrated, as required in a p:irticuiar meas
uring operation. 2;, during the opposite phase of the A.C. signal. The ph:ise 

detector 46 produces an output signal proportional to the 
net difference between the output of the radiation detector 
41 during one phase of the A.C. signal and thz output 

Referring to FIGURE 3, reference numeral 30 desig
nates another modified system, us!'lble ii'l the measurement 
of internal slress conditions. The system 30 comprises 
an absorber 31, an emitter 32 and a detector 33 responsive 
.to gamma r:iys passed from the emitter 32 through the ::o 
absorber 31, the output of the detector 33 being connected 
to a meter 34. These elements arc operative in the same 
general manner as the similar elements of the systems 10 
and 17 described above. 

As diagrammatically illustrated, the absorf:i~r 31 and ;,.; 
the emitter 32 are disposed on a support 35 and a pair of 
blocks 36 and 37 press against the absorber 31 and the 
emitter 32, to develop internal stresses thcrewithin. 

With equal stresses developed within the absorber .31 
and the emitter 32, a resO'": :nee condition m::iy be estab- 'i~l 
fished, other conditions beiu!;; appropriate, so that the out-
put of the detector 33 will be at a minimum, as observed 
on the meter 34. If the stress condition with in the emit-
ter 32 is changed, for example, as by changing the weight 
of the block 37, an off-resonant condition may be cstab- .... .., 
lished. The resonant condition may then be reestablished, 
by changing the stress condition within the absorber 31, 
as by changing the weight of the block 36. Accordingly, 
if an unknown stress is developed within either the ab
sorber 31 9r the emitter 32, the magnitude of the stress ;'.;;.) 
may be d~termined by applying a known stress to the 
other member, sufficient to reestablish the resonant condi
tion. 

If desired, the member subjected to the unknO\\'n stress 
may be made as a small integral part of a larger mem- ;:;.; 
ber. Fo.r example, the emitter might be intcgraliy em
bedded within a large block to ascertain stress conditions 
within the interior of the block. 

It should be noted that it is possible to measure a 
change in a parameter affecting either the emitter or the GU 
absorber by making a measurable change ir_ ::.. ciiff ercnt 
parameter affecting the other, to reestablish a rci;onant 
condition, .provided suitable calibration standards :i.:-e es
tablished. For example. the velocity of the emitter may 
be measured by applying a measurable magnetic field to G~ 
the absorber, sufficient to reestablish the resonnnt condi
tion. Jn general, however, it is preferable that the s:-ime 
parameters be changed. For example, to measure a 
velocity, it is prererable that a measurable ch:tm:c be 
made in the absorber velocity, sufficient to reestabli;h the 70 

resonant conditior:. 
Referring now to FIGURE 4, ref.'"!rence numcr:d 38 

generally d<'signates a system fer :iutomatically providing 
~n indication of both the m:ignitude and the dircc~i'm of 
a ch:inge of a parameter being measured. The sysi~m 38 j.-. 

of the radiation detector 41 during the opposite ph:isc of 
the A.C. signal. If the relative positions of the absorber 
J .. ml the emitter 40 are fixed, if the members arc sub-
jected to zero or constant magnetic fields, and if the stress 
conditions therewithin arc ·zero or constant, the output 
of the radiation detector 41 during one phase of the A.C. 
signa.i will be the same as its output during the opposite 
pho.se of the A.C. signal, so that no output voltage wiH 
be developed at the output terminals 48. If, however, 
one of the parameters is changed, a signal will be pro
duced having a polarity corresponding to the direction of 
the change :rncl having a magnitude proportional to th~ 
magnitude of the change. For example, if the emitter 
40 is moved s:owly a.way· from the absorber 39, the out-· 
put of the radiation pctector 41 will be decreased during 
the phase of the A.C. signal in which the absorber 39 is 
moved tow~rd the emitter 40. During the opposite phase 
of the A.C. signal, in which the absorber 39 is moved 
away from 1he emitter 40, the output of the radiation 
detector 41 '"'iil be increased. Thus a net output signal 
wiil be developed ::t the terminals 48, having a certain 
polarity, and havin~ :i magnitude proportional to the ve
locity of movemem of the emitter 40. The system can, 
of course, be used to ;neasurc variab!.::s other than velocity. 

In many applications, it is desirable to perform integra
tion, differentiation or other operations on the output 
signal. For this purpose, the output of the phase de
tector 46 is connected to the input of an integrate ciz:cuit 
49, the output of which is connected to a pair of output 
terminnls SO, and the output of the phase detector 46 is 
aJso connected to the input of a differentiate circuit 51 
having its output connected to a pair of output terminals 
52. If the system is used for measuring movement of the 
emitter 40, the output of the integrate circuit 49 provides 
:>;, indication of distanc'!. Similarly, the output of the 
differentiate circuit Sl provides an indication cf accelera
tion. 

It should be noted that integrating and differentiating 
circuits '11:'.!Y be used without using the phase detector 
arrangement, in cases where it is not necessary that the 
system be responsive to the direction of the change in the 
variable being measured. For example, integrating. 
and/or differentiating circuits may be connected to the 
outputs of radiation detectors 13, 20 and 3~ i:• tbc sys
tems of FIGURES J, 2 ;incl 3. 

Referring to FIGURE 5, reference numeral 53 gener::iliy 
tlesign:llcs :mother syslcm which :iutomatic:tlly provides 
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7 
an indic;1tion of hvth the m:1sniit1<lc :int.I direction of 
change e>f a par;~mctcr being mc::sun:d. The system 53 
:ompriscs a resonant :1bs0rh.:r 5·~. a gamma ray emitter 

3 
the dist:H·cc between the cm:i.tcr 76 and the dTccti\·e por
tion of the :1bsorber 74 wi!l :1hv:iys b;:: the same, :rn<l :i 

resonant al:isorption condi• ;.m may be m:tintaincd, the 

55 and a c.lctcc.:1or 56 for mc:1suring g:1mma rays passcJ 
from the emitter SS t!'lrnu!?:-t the :ibsorbrr 54. J\ fielc.1- ~, 
proJ 1:cing means· in the f~rm of a coil 57 is di:~rosctl 
<1djacent the absorber 54 and is coupled to an A.C. source 

output of the counter 8~ ; ·::-?g then ~t a minimum. If 
h~wc\'cr the rcbtivc spccu :.i~Liu!J ch:u-:s;c even sligl1tly, 
an incrc·~1scd outp;;t sigmtl will be de\·elopcd. The speed 
of one or the other of the motors iS, 79 may then be 
adju:;ted, to reestablish the synchronized movement and 
obtain the resonant condition. It will be appreciated that 

58. Source 58 is also conne-:-tcd to a pair of input ter
minals 59 of a phase dctcc!Gr 6{) having a second pair of 
input terminals 61 connected lo the output of th~ r;!diati•.m 
detector 56. The output of the phase dclcctm 60 is con-· 
nccted to a pair of output terminals 62 and m:ly :ilso be 
connected to the input of ::n intcgr:-.tcd c!rcuit G3 coi1-
nccted to output terminals 64, :md to the ir:put of a dif
ferentiate circuit GS connectcJ to o~!t"C:.it tcrini!i:ils 65. 

The system 53 opera:es in generally the same manr:cr 
as the system 38. The phase dct!:ctor produces an out-
put signal proportional to the net diiTcr1·"'cc between '"'~ 
output o( the .phase c.lctcclor 61, during which the coil 
57 applies a field in O!lc dircct!cn, and the output (>f the 
phase detector duriri~ the opposite phase of the A.C. sig
nal, during which the coil 57 applies a field of the oppo-
si~c direction. In this way, an indic::ition is obtained at 
nntr.iut t~rmina!s 62, indicative of bo~h the :nc:lgnituc..!e :md 
direction of a c!rnngc in a vziriable being measured. The 
integrate drcuit 63 develops at the output termin~ls 60:: a. 
signal proporliona! to the in~egr:-it_cd v:iluc of the phase 
c!ctcctcr outpU sign:u over a given length of time. The 
<liITcrentiate circuit 65 <.!:!ve!ops at the output termi;:ial 
66 a signal prnportional to the rate of change of the phase 
detector output sign:il. 

Referring to FIGURE 6, a member 67 is carried on 
one end of a bimetal strip 68 which is affixed at its other 

; n t!1·..: sy::;tcm may be m:!dc au~omatically opcrJfr;c to main
t:!in two mc~;~'crs at the same speed, 1:-y using a direction 
:ind magnitude rc~p:.rnsivc system su:h :!S illustrated in I 
FIGURES 4 and 5. It will be also appreciated that the 

1 

same principles can be applied in systems i~ which the i 

1:; movc;ncnts are other than rotatir..;:· for example in sys- 1 

:ems in which is it desired to maint::?in two members in. 
synchronized oscillatory mo...-cr.1ent. 

It should be noted th<!t in some cases, o.nd p~rticubrly 
when m:tgr?etic fields :ire appiied. there m:i:: be more ihan 

~:) one narrow frcquer.cy range or line at which the resonant 
ah~orption m<ly occur. A single reson:rnt <ib:;orption line 
may in effect be split into multiple lii1CS, each with its 
own direction of pclarizat!on of th~ garnma :-ays. In such 
c:.is~s. th~ system may u~e cr,e po.rticular line or frequer:cy 

~;; cf the split em!ssion pattern :tr:d one p~:rticubr line or 
frequency of the split absorption pattern, to make the 
me~sure:~1ent. Accordingly, it shot:!d be iJnders!ood th::!t 
reference herein a~d in the claims to t!SC of :i nar;·~w 
frequency range is not to be cor:strued as limited to the 

:~n ll$C of !he main unsplit line or frequency r::.nge. 
will i;c understood that mo<lii:c::itior:s and vari<!- · 

tions may be effected \Yitbout departing from the ~pirit 
and scope of the novel concepts of th:s invention. 

end to a support G9. The :.;ember 67 is thus moved rela
ti\'e to the support G9 in response to temperatPre vari:l- .,., 
ticns. This mm·emcnt of the member 67 m:iv be meas
ured by any of the systems described above. For example. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. i~1 a system for dete-=tion of ch~ng:s in :i certain 

Y~!riable, a resonant absorber of s~ch material as to 
resonantiy absor~ ~amma _rays \\'!thin a c:r~tiin r.a::-row 
frequency range, a radio-active emitter cff ective through 
intra-r.uclc•.!s rt!~ction to emit and tr::in~mit to :;aid nbsor-o-

the m:!mber 67 may be either a reson<lnt absorber or a 
gamma ray emitter, of a form as described above. 

As shown in FIGURE : a member 7G is st!pportd 
c~ a di«phragm 71, closing Li.~ open end of a cup-shaped 
housing i2. Th~ member 70 is mo,·cd in response to 
ch::mgcs in pressure on the dia?~1rngm 71. This mov~
ment may be mc:isured by :my of the systems described 
above. The member 70 may be either an emitter or a 
reso.u~nt absorber, such as described above. This ar
rnngement may be used in measuring pressure cb::mges, 
or in acoustic measurements. It will, of course, be ap· 
predated than any vari::ible may be :ncasured by cor.· 
verting it into :i movement, a magnetic field change or a 
stress change, measurable by th~ systems described above. 

Referring to FIGURE 8, reference numeral 73 !!Cn• 
crally d~signates :t system us-able fo; measuring th~ ~la· 
tive rotation of a pair of ro~ating members. In tbe svs· 
tem 73, a ring-shaped reso:r.ant ;bsorbe-r 74 is suo:iortcd 
en a wheel 75, the axis of the absorber 7 .. ~ bcin_g p·ar~llel 
to and at ::i. certain distar.ce frcm the axis of the wb.ecl 
75. /rn cm!ttcr 76 is supported in similJr fashion on Cl 

second i.vheel i7, rotatable on an ::lxis parallel to th::i~· o1 
the axis of wh~el 75. The spacing of the emitter 76 from 
the axis of wheel 77 is the same as the spa:..::-.g of th:: 
axis of absorber 74 from the axis of wh·~el 75. The 
wheels iS ar.d 77 are rotated by suitable rn:!ans, such as 
electric motors 78 and 7~ as di::.grammatically illustrnted. 

Disposed v:ithin the ring-shaped absorber 74 is a de
tector device 80, one terminal of which is connect~d to 
the wheel 75, and the other terminal of which is con
nected to a s!!j) ring 81, insubtcd from the wheel 75. 
The whcd 75 =ind tl--e slip ring 81 arc connected t0 i;:put 
!:-:-m!n<!l<; of :i c~t!ntcr 82 h::iving output terminals 33 
which may \:le con::ectcd to any suit::iblc register or utiii
zation mc:ins. 

<1 er gamm~ mys h:lvin!;! a certain effective frcqr.!encv at 
said absorber, and a detector for me::isurin; the absorp
tion of gamma rays by s:i.id resonant absorber, the dif
ference between said effocti·.·e frequency and the mi<l
frequcncy of said narrow frcquen-:y range being affected 

.;:; by certain p::ir~meters incli..:din; t:1e relative ~empcrat:.m::s 
and rel::itive magnetic fidd st:-engths at S3.i<l emitter and 
absorber, the rektivc speeJs of movement of said emit
ter and absorber and relative stress conditions in sa:d 
emitter :ind absorber. three of said p~ran:~tcrs beint?: sub-

,;o stantinlly constant :;:~-2 s:!id certain i.·ari.'.:!.ble bci::iz a~ fo;;c-
tion of the other of :;:~,id par:in:eters. -

2. In a system for n~ea::uring a vc!L~city fun·:tion of o~~ 
member relative to 2nothcr memticr. a resonant absoi~'Cr 
carried by one of s~id memb-::n a;'id of such mRterial as 

;:,; to resonantly absorb gamma rays within a cert~in n::irrow 
frequency rn!1g:, ~ r;-idio-~ctive emitter c:'lrri:::d by the other 
of said members and effective thro:1~h intranuc1Ci!S r~;:tc
ticn to i:!mit and transmit !o s:iid at:sc.i:-b-:r ::~mm~>. ra\·s hav
in!:! a certnin cfiectivc fre::iuenc·,,r :lt said - a't:sorber." a:id a 

co detector for mensuring the abs;rption of gamma ra:•s b:1 
so.id resonant absorber, th~ difference bct·.-.·een s::iid effec
tive frequency and the mi.J-frequency of said narrow frc
cp1i:ncy range being afiect~d by certain par~meters includ
ing the relative temperatures ::i.r;d rebti,·c m:ignctic field 

r;:; strengths at said emitter ar.d nbsorbcr, the relative sr.-ccds 
of movement of said emitter ::ind absorber and :::::l<lfr;c 
stress cor,Jitio:-is in said emitter nnd .'.1bsorb<:r. s~1id rcb
tive temperatures, s::iid rcbtive m:1!!nctic fr::l<l s:rc;.::~:-:s 
a:i<l S::l!d rc~~tivc !:>trc5s co~ditions t".!Ti1\:: subst,1riti~~Jlv ;o:i-

70 st:mt. - · 

In operation, if the wheels 75 :rnd 77 tlre ro!::t'.cd ::it 
precisely the s:!me speed, anu with the ::bsorbcr 7.!, :!r.d 
emitter 76 in e:-:actly the s:imc rel:ltive :1nr;ul:ir posi!i"ns. , .• 

3. In a sysie:n for mcarnr:ng the relative r.1~~ncti.: fi.:!J 
strengths at t\VO !.'pac.::d po:nts, a :-esonant ~l,~.01 Ix: at o::c 
of s::iid points of such material :is to rc:;8n~intl·: :iborb 
.t;~mm:i rays wit}"iin ~ c~•=.::i.in n:irrcw fr~qucr..::; .l.'.i:"lF. :: 

r:iclio-::ictive emitter at t~1c other of <.:::id ;--oin:s df i.:cti·:c 
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through intra-nuckus rcaclion to emit and transmit to said 
absorber gamma rays having ~1. certain dicctive frequency 
:lt said absorber, and a dctectvr for measurinr; the absorp
tion of gamma r:iys by said resonant absorber, tile dif
ference between said effective frequency and the mic.1-frc- ;; 
qucncy of said narrow frequency range being aff ectcd by 
certain parameters including the relative tcmpcrnturcs and 
relative magnetic field strcn£!!hs at sai<l emitter and absorb-
er, the relative speeds of nw·:crncnt of sa:d emitter and 
absorber and relative stress conditions in said emitter and ; i> 
absorber, said relative temperatures, saic..l relative strcs:. 
conditions and the relative positions of saic.I emitter and 
absorber being substantially constant and fixed. 

4. In a system for measuring relative stress conditions, 

10 
:ind a ph:isc-scnsitivc dc::leclor couplcJ lo sai<l /\..C. signal 
source and to the output of !>aid <lclcclor and arranged 
to produce an output sir,n:il proportiona~ to the net dif-
ference between the outpm .'r said radiation detector dur
ing 0nc phase of the A.C. signal and the output of f:i.i<l 
rndiation detector during the opposilc.! phase of said A.C. 
signal. .. . . 

7. In a system for detection of changes in a cert:un vari-
able, a resonant absorber of such ri1atcrial as to resonantly 
absorb gamma rays within a certain narrow frcq~cncy 
range. a rndio-active emitter eITcctivc through mtra-
nucleus reaction to emit and transmit to said :ibsorber 
gamma rays having a certain e!foctive frequency at said 
sorber, a radiation detector for measuring the absorption 
of gamma rays by said resonant absorber, the difference 
between said effective frequency and the mid-frequency 
of said n:trrow frequency range being affected by certain 
parameters including the relative temperatures ~nd rela
tive magnetic field strengths at said emitter and absorber, 
the relative snecds of movement of said emitter and ab
sorber and r~lativc stress condit!ons in said emitter and 
absorber, an A.C. signal source, field-producing means 
coupled to said source arranged ad.fo.cent said absorber to 
produce a field in one direction during one phase of the 
A.C. signal and a field in the opposite direction during 
the opposite phase of the A.C. signal, and a phase de-
tector coupled to said A.C. sign~l source and to the out
put of said rr.diation detector and arranged to produce 
an output signal proportional to the net diITerence be-

a resonant absorber subjected to stress and of such m:tte- !.> 
rial as to resonantly absorb gamma rays within a cer
tain narrow frequency range, a radio-active emitter sub
jected to stress and effective through in' ra-nuclcus rc~~
tion to emit and transmit to said absorber gamma rays 
having a certain effci:tivc frequency at said abs.::irber, ~O 
and a detector for measuring the absorption of gamma 
rays by said resonant absorber, the difference between said 
effective frequency and the mid-frequency of said narrow 
frequency range being affected by certain parameters in
cluding the relative temperatures and relative magnetic ~:; 
field strengths and said emitter and absorber, the relative 
speeds of movement of said emitter and absorber and 
relative stress .::onditions in said emitter and absorber, said 
relative temperatures, said relative magnetic field strengths 
and said relative speed being substantially constant. 

5. In a system for detection of changes in a certain 
variable, a resonant ~bsorber of such material as to 
resonantly absorb gamma rays within a certain narrow fre
quency range, a radio-adve emitter effective through 
intra-nucleus reaction to emit and transmit to s3i<l absorb- 3.3 
er gamma rays having a ccrti1in effective frequency at 
said absorber, a radiation detector for measuring the 
absorption of gamma rays by said resonant absorber, the 
difference between said effective frequency and the mid
frequency of said narrow fr· quency range being affected 40 
by certain parameters incluui.1g the relative temperatures 
and relative magnetic field strengths at said emitter and 
absorber, the relative speeds of movement of ~::iid emitter 
and absorber and relative stress conditions in said emitter 
and absorber, an A.C. signal source, means coupled to .1:; 
said source and arranged to incrcas~ one of said param
eters during one phase of the A.C. signal and to de
crease said one of said parameters during the opposite 
phase of the A.C. signal, and a phase detector coupled to 
said A.C. signal source and to the output of said radia- ;JO 
tion detector and arranged to produce an output signal 
proportional to the net difference between the output of 
said radiation detector during one phase of tbe A.C. 
signal :ind the output of said radiation detector during 

=~n tween the output of said radiation detector during one 
pl...J~ of the A.C. signal and the cutput of said .radiation 
detector during the opposite phase of said A.C. signal. 

8. In a system for detection of changes in a ce1tain v::..ri
ablc, ~ resonant absorber of such material as to resonantly 
absorb gamma rays within a certain narrow frequency 
range, a radio-active emitter effective through intra-nu
cleus reaction to emit and transmit to said absorber 
gamma rays having a certain effective frequency at said 
absorber, a radiation detector. for measuring the absorp
tion of gamma rays b!' -;aid resonant absorber, the differ
ence between ~a:id effective frequency .ind the mid-fre-
quency of said narrow frequency range being affected by 
certain parameters including the relative temperntures and 
relative magnetic field strengths at said emitter and ab
sorber, the relative speeds of movement of said emitter 
and absorber, and relative stress conditions in said emitter 
and absorber, and A.C. signal source, means coupled to 
said source and arranged to increase one of said param
eters during one pb~.;~ of the A.C. signal and to clecrease 
said one of said par:!:neters during the opposite phase of 
the A.C. signal, a p:-:ase detector coupled to said A.C. 

the opposite phase of said A.C. signal. 
6. In a system for detection of changes in a certain 

variable, a resonant absvrber of such material as to 
resonantly absorb gamma rays within a certain narrow fre
quency range, a radio-active emitter effective through 
intra-nucleus reaction to emit and tr~nsmit to sai~ ~~..,sorb- c~ 
er samma rays having a cert~in effective fr '::uer::y at 
said absorber, a radiation detector for measuring the 
absorption cf gamma rays by s:iid resonant absorber, the 
difference between said effective frequency and the mid
frequency of said narrow frequency range being affected c.:; 
by certain parameters including the relative temperatures 
and relative magnetic field strengths at said emitter and 
absorber, the relative speed of movement of said emitter 
and absorber and relative stress conditions in sai<l t:r.1ittcr 
and absorber, an A.C. signal source, clectro-mech~:"l.ical 111 

transducer means coupled to said source and mecha;iical-

signal ~ource and to the output of said radiation detecto;· 
and arranged to produce an output signal proportional to 
the net difference between the output of said radiation 

;;.; detector during one phase of the A.C. signal and the out
put of said radiation detector during the o·pposite pb:i.se 
of said A.C. signal, and an integrator circuit conr.ected 
to the output of said pb:?se detector. 

ly coupled to said absorber for vibr~.·.ing said abs0;bcr 
to move said absorber toward said emitter during one 
ph:i.sc of tbe .A.C. signal ilnd to move said :ibsorbc; ;>•.·::iy 

from said emitter during the opposite phase of s~id :.i;:n31, , .• 

9. In a system for detection of changes in :::. certain 
variable, a resonant absorber of such material as to reso
nantly absorb gamma rays within a certain narrow fre
quency, a radio-active emitter efiective through intr1-
nucleus reaction to emit and transmit to s:i.id C?.bscrber 
gamma rays having a certain effective frequency at said 
absorber, a rad~ation detector for measuring the absorp
tion of ,gamma rays by said resonant absorber, the differ
ence bct\;cen said cfTcclivc frequency and the mid-fre
quency of said narrow frequency range being affected by 
certain parameters including the rcl...:.!ive tcmperat!.lrcs 
:!nd relative magnetic field strengths at said emitter :ind 
absorber, the relative spcet!s of movcmt:nt of c:nid emitter 
~nd absorber Clnd relative stress conditions in s:tid emitter 
~nd absorber, an A.C. c:ignal source, mc:i.ns coupled to 
s::iitl so11rcc and arran_gc<l to increase one of said fh1r:1m-

AQ q. (_; 



11. 
cfcr:; d11ri11~ one pha:;c of 1:1c A.C. :,i'.~ll:ll :md to dccn::1,:c 
s:iid one of :;:1id par:1mdcr.s d11rin1~ tl~c npjlo:·dlc phase ol 
the .·\.C. :;i~n:11, :i ph~1.o;c dc:cc1:1r ccrnplc:.J lo ~::lid A.C. 
~i~n:il source :ind lo the output of s:lid r:1di:1lit'n detector 
:ind :1rrani:cd lo produce an ou!ptif .sign~tl proporlion:ll tn ;; 
the net diff crc!lce bctwl!c:i the o:ilput of s:iid r:it!iation 
<.ktcctor during one ph:t!:c of the A.C. signal and the out
put of s:iid rndi<1tion de!ectnr d•Jring the oppo~ilc phase 
of said A.C. sign:tl, :ind a difkrcnt:atin~ circuit con-
n..:ctcd to the output of s:iid ph:!sc dcte-::lor.~ ;o 

IO. 1n a method of mc;isurin;.;, using a rcson:rnt :i:.,
~orber of !'Uch m:11cri:ll :1s to re~onantly :iberb t>:11nma 
r;;ys within a c~rtain narrow fr~qucncy r:m~·e, n- r:tdio
:1ctivc emiltcr cfTective throu.~~h intra-nucleus - reaction to 
emit ar:d trnnsmit to said :ib-~;orber gamma r.iys h:ivin~ i.; 
a ccrt:im clfcctivc freqnency at said absorb~r, Clnd a dc
tc~tor for measuring the absorption of g:imm:1 rays t.y 
s:ud rcson:wt absorber, t:,c d!ITcrcncc 1·· ·.,,. •• ~., said eff·~
tivc frequency and the mid-frequency of s:tid narrow fre
quency r:ingc being :d!ectcd by certain parameters in- :!'.) 

eluding the r~lativc t~mpcratures ancl rciativc m:icnctic; 
field strengths at .s:1ic.l cmillcr uncl absorber, :he rdiative 
speeds of movement of said emillcr c.nd absorber nnc! 
rdr.tive stress conditions in said emitter ar.c! :-:bscr~~;:r. the 
steps of making a char:gc in one of s:iid p:-tr~1metcrs ·to a !!;; 
cert:iin extent in one d;r;:ction, then makin~ a chan!!c in 
said one of s:?id par;imcters to tl'.;; s~me extent in th'C re
verse direct!o:-i, and mc~surin~ thi: difierenccs in the de
tector outpu<s obtained d~ring said changes. 

11. In a method of mcasurin,g, using a re.;ona:-?.t ab- ~n 
sorbcr member of such material «s to rcson~mtly absorb 
gan;ma ~ays wi~hin a certain narrow frequency range, a 
rnd10-act1ve emitter member e[ectivc throu~h intra-nu
cleus reaction to emit ai.ld transmit to sald absorber 
gamma rays having a certain effective frcqucr:.:y :it said :?.> 
absorber, and a dctcc~or for measuring the absorption of 
:;amma rays by said resonant c:.bsorber, the difference be
t\\:c~n said effective frequency and the n~id-frcqucncy of 
said narrow frequency ram~e being affected by certain 
pa rametcrs including the !·~~~ 1ti vc tcrnpcrntures and re Ia- ·l ~> 
tive magnetic field strengths at said emitter· and absorber 
members, the relative speeds of movement cf said emitter 
and absorber mcmb~rs, :ind relative slrcss el:nditions in 
said emit!er and absorber members, the steps of movin2 
~ne of sm? men:bers toward _the ofocr ~t a certain speed, .;.:; 
tnen rnovmg said one of said members ~way from tbe 
other at a certain speed, and measurin~ the difforcnce in 
the detector outputs duri:ig said movements. 

12. In a method of measuring, using :t resonant ab
scrber member of such material as to resonantly absorb ;;:} 
gan:ma ·r.ays wit~in a certain narrow frequency range, a 
rad10-act1ve emitter member effective throu~h intra
nucleus reaction to emit and transmit to said - absorber 
gamma rays having a certain effective frequency at said 
absorber, and a dete~tor for measuring the absorption ,;.) 
of gamma rays by said . esonant absorber the difference 
between said eITcctive frequency and the' mid-frequency 
of said narrow frequency range being aITccted bv certain 
parameters including the relative temperatures ·and rel
ative magnetic field streng::hs at said emitter and absorber c,J 
members, the relative speeds of movement of s<tid e:nitter 
and absorber members. :-ir.d relative stress cor.dii!o:;s in 
said emitter and absorber members. the steps of effecting 
a ~crtain change in one direction of the magnetic field ap
plied to one of said members, effecting a certain chan<?c c,; 
in the reverse direction of the magnetic field ar:nHed to 
said one of said members. :ind mc~suring the cifrrcrcncc 
in the detector outputs obtained durirg said changes. 

13. In a temperature measuring system, a resonant ab
sorber member of such material as to resonantly :ibsorb ·;q 
gamma rays within a certain narrow frequency .range, 
a radio-active emitter member cffedive through intra
nuclcus reaction to emit ::::d transmit to said ab:;orber 
member r.:-imm;?. rays havi:ig a ~crt:iin effective frcc;_-.;cncy 
at ~:iid :ibso:-b:::r member, :in clement supporting one of , .• 

s:tid mt·mhcrs a:id :trr:1111:cd 11.."i mo\'c s:iid one of said 
members in response to lcmpcraturc ch:tni;.!s to change 
the di~t:1ncc ·between sai1f members. :tnd a dclcc:or for 
m::;1suri:i~ the ahsorp:ion 1·: ··.11nm:t r:n·s hv s:iid rc~;onant 
::h~;orbcr to mc:1surc the ci1:111~.: in tcrnpcrnlure of s:tid 
demcnt. 

14. In a pressure mc:1suring system, a resonant ab
sorber member of such m:tl!:ri:ll as to resonantly absorb 
gamma r:iys within n certain narr·ow frequency r:lnge, 
a r:idio-:icliv~ emitter member e!kctive through inlra
n11clc:1s rc:iction to emit and tr:insmit to said :1bsorber 
mcr~1t·.cr !!amm:i r:iys h:iving a cc«tain cikctive frequency 
at s::i.id <lb"orbcr member. means supporting one of said 
members :rnd arr:rnged to move said one of said members 
in rcs;ionse to pressure ch:int;cs to chan.t:c the dis<::in.:c be- 1 

twc::n s:-iid members, and a detector for me:i.suring the • 
:lbsorption of gamma r:tys by said resonant absorber i 
member~ to mc~tsurc ch:rngcs in said pressure. I 

15. Tn a system for mc~surcmcnt of relative movements • 
of a pair of members, ~t re:-on::i.nt absorber of such ma
tcri::I <ts !o r;::son:mtiy absorb g:1mma r:iys within a ccr
t::in narrow frcqucn:y range, a rndic-::ctive emitter effec
tive lhrou~h intra-nucleus r::::t!on to emit ::ml transmit ' 
to said absorber gamma r:iys hav:ng a ecrt:tin effective 
frequency at said absorber, said absorber being supported 
on on!: of ... said members for cyclic movement in a certain 
p::i.th, said c~iUcr being sur-portcd on the other of s=1id 
members for cyciic movc:r:.cnl in a path simifar to said ) 
certain path, and a detector for mc~suring t11c absorption 
of gamma ;ays by said resonant absorber to compare the 
r:·· ·:ve movement of s:iid absorber a:nd emitter. · 

16. In a system for measuring relative rotation of a 
pair of members a ·resonant absorber of such materi::?l as 
to resonantly absorb gamma rays within :l certain narrow 
frequ~~ncy range, a rad;.;:>-activc emitter effective throu!!h · 
intra-nucfous reaction to emit and tr.msmit to said ab
so:-be! g;imm<l rays having a cert:iin effective frequency 
at said absorber, said absorber being sul')oortcd on one 
of said members at a certain distance f;om the a:cis of 
rotation thereof, said emitter beirig sunporte<l on the other 
of said members al s<tid certain distance from the axis of 
r_?tation the::cc~. and a detector for measuring the absorp
-tion of gamma rays by said resonant absorber !o compare 
the relative rotations of said members. 

17. In a system for detedon of changes in a certain 
var.iablc, a resonant abs(lrber of such material as to reso
nantly absorb gamma rays \vithin a certain narrow f;e
quency range, a rndio-activ~ emitter effective throuoh 
intra-nucleus reaction t~ emit and transmit to said ab
sorb<:r gamma ray:; '.1::iving a certain effective frequency '. 
:-it said absorber. :i. ~:~tcctor for measuring the absorplion 
o~ gamma. rays by s:;!d resonant absorber to rc~poncl to 
differences between ::;:\id effective frequency and the mH
frequ7ncy of said narrow freo,ucncy range, and means re
s~ons1ve to the output of said detector includin<? a differ-
entiating circuit. "' 

18. In a system for detection of channes· in a certain 
variable, a resonant absorber of .such mat~rial as to rcso
n:mtiy absorb g:imma rays within a c!:rtain narrow fre
quency rnngc, a radio-active emitter effective tbrounh 
intra-nuclc:.is reaction to emit and transmit to said ab
so:bcr gamma rays naving a certain effective frequency at 
said absor.ber. a d::t.:::!or for ~1c~surin; the absorption of 
gamma rays by said resonant absorber to respond to dif
ferences between sc::id effective frequency and the mid
frequency of ~aid narrow frequency rnnge, and means re
sponsive lo the output of said detector including :in inte-
grating circuit. · 
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, . This invention rel:ites in general 10 space communica
t1ons systems anJ particularly to a communication system 
u:ilizing a modul~ted beam of bremsstrahlung radiation. 

The success of the artificial satellites nnd the recent 
e:it~· of m411 frao ~pace bas made it evident tha: inter
i'l;lnctar_; !ravel with either mannc!-d or unm:inr.cd ·.-c:h.idcs 

2 
Improved communic:ttion between ~p;:cc vchick!> t 2 

:md 14 c.1r oriii!ing satcll:tcs 16 in c.~:tratc:rrestri:il or ~·\tr:i
g:1lactic sp:!CC i" providd br the prc~nt invention. Ac
cordingly. a tr:rn~mi:lc::r i:;f X raci.itivrt 18 rcce!·:i!'";: <2::~·" 

:; 20 i> courl:"'l! to ::i radi~tor 11 r:·101.::-:~~·..! •;n the ":!1i:!c J .:!. 
Oat.;t-<::r.co.Je<l X raJi;ition 1~ j,. r;1Ji:1t::d to.,., .irJ the •.!-:
sired bo<ly. 

The construction of the tr:insmittcr is ~hown in FIG. 2 
\Vhcrcin the tram.milter compri.:;cs a hc:t~-c~cit~J st>urc\! 30 

10 of X·rays or brl!msstrahlunt! r:Hl!:ttion. a mo~ul::tor 31 
and an intelligence signal gc::ncrntor 34. The r:.di:1r.t 
energy 2.S from sour.:c 30 i.s mo<lul~t~J l:·y mo<lu!::to:- 32 
in ac.ccd:ince with th: cu~j.t:t of th~ ;;"'lt•!lli~:=r..:-.: r.•!C:~:~. !~~r 

is not in the too far distant future. Communication be
t\vi:c:i \•.:hides in sp:::cc !s e:;~:.:ntial, however. One of the l ;; 
primary difficul~:~s confronting designers of all types of 
space apparatus is excess weight. For co:nm:mic~tion 
pu:po:-cs. the con.,,.cntional electron:c transmittin2 and re
ceiving systems. al~hough acceptable for other us.cs. arc 

3.;. The mo::iu];,1or 32 is more full\" t.lcscri!:l.:d her~in:if;.:r. 
A r~c~ivc:r 41) i!' show:i in dNt~d outline. Tr1e ra·fo~nt 

energy 24 is <letc~tcd by :t •Jcmodui:?tor 42. D~mo<lulat0r 
42 m:iy be an fo:>i1:1t!on ch:1mbcr or o~!;t'r sui!:ib!c ::~:::m-: 
kno·wn in the :i.rt to ~::i!vc: <hz intcli!gcncc si~n:il from tl:c 
radiant energy 24. Th~ s:g1~:d is am;i!ificd at ~4 :.i::d t:1ti:-

too cumbersome for the futuristic designs of !-p:ice ve
hicles. X-ray CO!J1munication systems have been pro
posed-but again these systems 2re of th:: high energy 
"nd the high vo!tage type. The requirements for bulky 
clecl.rical pO\\.·c:r generation devices automatically elimi
nate utilizing the conventional X-rays for space com
munications. 

Tne presen< invention teaches a system that utilizes a 
r:i.dioisotopc of the be:a r:ic.fo1tion emitting type and which 
r..:.diation is 1,;ti?izeJ to excite a tar~et to genera:e brems
str:.i.hlung radiation. To ~o:we·.- intelli~nce the beta radi
ation ~m is modulated or ~ontroU;d before it strikes 
the target. The resultant erl!rr..sstrahlun,g is emitted from 
tbe target simiiarlv modt.:.!ated. 

Ac~rdinsly. it fs ::;. general object of the prcsen< inven
t:cn to prov:de a new and impro .. ·ed space commun:cai:on 
syste::::t. 

It is :lr:Od!.er c~--ct of :h~ present invention to provide 
a space commun:cation !~:-·:::tern utilizir::g bremss.c.rahlu~g 
ecen:~:v. 

A -furth..."'T' object of lhe p:esent ini.·ention fa to i':-ovide 
:i sriace com.'":"lunication :;yS"..:::n that is cxtremel;.· compact 
:l.'1d lightweig..1i:. in cor.1p:.u·iwn to other communi::a?ion 
sys:cms and does net rcqt;.ire bulky electriC2l power gen
~:::,: or. devices. 

1-:·~ ·: ,~jects and feat~•e-5 of tlr~ prcse::t is.'liention ·~·m 
.,"me ;;pp::r:nt from <he foIIow:ng: dct:?iled specinca-

1:0;; t:i~c~ ~n co:'ljur.ction wi:h th~ c~wi;;!!.; in w~ich: 
FIG. I is n pcrsp:ctive view of a s~-ice -communication 

system comprising :i. preferred cmbod!ment of th.:: present 
ir.venticn; · 

FIG. 2 is a dia~:lmmatic iiiusi.ration of the svstcm 
shown in FIG. ~: - ~ 

FIG. 3 is an iilustration of a rr.ear.s for keying the radi
l ation be:im utilized in the preferred embodiment; 
1 FIG. 4 is a diagramm.atic view of a modufotor for the 
system shown in FIG. l; 

FIG. 5 is an ii!:.istr~t!on of an alternative modulating 
svstem: and 
. FIG. 6 is an illus:ration of :mother modufati~g system 

us.!fol in the preferred cml'-odir.?ent. 
Rc:f~rring to t}1e drawings and spccifi::ally to FIG. 1, 

the transm!:ision of inform~ticn from enc point to :m
other is commonly ~ccomplishcd by means of ckctro
m:ignctic wave propag<?.tion techniques. The ma:-;imum 
distance of useful tr.msmis.<;icn is limited by the absorp
tion ciuracteristic of the rr::dium tr:?.verscd bv the w~..-e. 
Frcqu::ntiy surrour.di~; a celestial b<>dy 10 ;,.:ich as the 
c~rth is a rcbtivdy d::nsc a:mospheric :regior::-. R 1• ·,;ithercin 
th~ energy of the tr::msmitted ~-ave may be absorbed. 
Ou!.Sidc thes= c::lesti:?.I boJics is a space region R2 of 
n·:;!igible ~c~sity h::iving a corrcspo:::dingly lesser :attcnu
atir!:; effect on tbe <ra~smi~!cd wa·•c. 

20 ized by means 46 in a known manner and for wha•:::ver 
purpose the original si~nnl w:is conveyed. · 

Referrin~ now to FIGS. 3-6 there ::ire shown sever:!! 
alternative -embodiments for mo:lif,•int? the bremsstr~h
lung radiation 24 for co:wcying int~i!i;cncc infcnn;ttion 

2;; into the system. Jn FIG. 3 the source 4~ m:iy be a radir)
isoto~. such as strontium 90 or krypton 85. that emits 
beta p::irticlcs. There is disdo~d in U.S. Patent No. 
2.933.605 :i m~as:Jrin~ :-:~'Stem utii!zing 'b:crasstr~h!un~. 
Also ff :t :.s co~venient ;o use ~ryr.:wn 85 :is :i bct:i sour~c 

30 there is disclosed in U.S. Sc;fal Ne. 824;107, fi!cd fon<! 3!.t. 
1959. now Pa~cm No. "'3,094.622. :!. sourc::-t:if~c: :i.rr:;.ngc
I'hent that pcnni:s th.-: filtering out of the um1;:anted gamm:t 
er.crgy. A tar3e: 50 is mounted in the b::lm of bet:i p~r
ticks 52 to sen~rate th~ trcmss:r:lhlung !:~;jm 2~. fotcr-

35 po~d bi!twcen Lhe sour::e 48 :i.nd ta.rgc: is a ra\.!i~•ion 
O?:!que shua.:-r S-i. This at'>ro:-t..::r. wh!d: cou!J ~ ..:• 
lightw::ight syn~bctic rr.a.terial. is arranged lt'l mo-.·c u;:i 
•·nd down within the prim:?ry sirc2m of be1a Jl:!r~i'cles so 
as to key the srre:im of beta rarrklcs b ac::od:.n::c \·:!:!1 

·HI the intelligence signal. fa this way th:-: ind:'!e!lt r.~ta p;;r
ticl::s are intcrcepte-J bcfor<? striking th.: target SO. .A.c- · 
cordin;Iy. the c~crgy cmiucd into S;?:?CC by the t;.rge! 
would th:n cont2in the same inform.al!on •~ was imp~neJ 
to the! prim=.r)· ~ta ray beam. 

·- D.rivc means for L.'u: s.l;utter S4 is of .:cnvcn~ion2! •J!
..... sign and would princ!paIIy ~a ro~r:,,. sokr.oid dcv;::e 56 

co:-?trclicd by a keyer 53 and power supply 60. A sp:;r 
and r..ick gczr arrang::mci.t shovm generally ~t 62 wou~<l 
then impart line~r motion to the absor~cr 54. Th:! ckc-

;:;o :ricaI circuits for converting a niess:ig~ into current." su~t
;:i.bJe for activ~ting. th: solenoid 55 are al~o of convcii
tio;i:;.1 design. Beam comm:i.ting and fo.:!.is!ng cxp~tii.: .. ;:s 
64 for concentrating L.;e bremsstrahlung rac,liation in th::! 
direction of receiver 40 :als0 form a part of the system. 

55 To aYoid the use of mechanical linkages, an altcrnativ~ 
cmbod!mcnt such ClS that shown in FlG. -4 may be: utilized. 
Jn this embodiment the eiectro:i bc.::?m 52 is modul<1tctl i·1 
accordance with an electric field across plates 66 nr.d M-; 
in respoifSe to a signal from modulator 32. This fidJ 
wi11 ca.use the electrons to curve ir:to or a .. .,.:: ... from frc 

GO brcmsstrah?ung targ~t. The modulation of the clectri·: 
field with its resulting mo:lulation in the beta bc:im m::y 
altern:itively be a..-nplitud.:. pulse. or frequency modula!~J. 

Another nonmcch=i.n!cal modulation embodiment i'\ 

c;, ~~~ :a;~~~a~l~~!~c~f a~~~ ~~~~:~!~?;t!~~,~~~~~ 
through a rnagr:~!ic ficid provi:!etl t-y :l p::jr of cc:ls 70 
anj 72 energized by modub.tor 32. Th~ amount or tlc
~ee of d~flection can be regulate<! in accord:a:cc w.!<h the 

70 intelligi:nce sig..11::.! co~prisi~~ fa~ input to r:loC!lla~o:- 3:!. 
Changes in the m.:?~ctic ficl:::l in turn mo-:3ufaie the r::
su!t:L;t brcmsst.r::.hlu:i3 emitted by the ta.rget 50. It !>boul.J 
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4 
tensity C1f snid hrcmsstrnhlunc i~ modulated in nc~ord:incc 
wilh !!llid sir,nnl; und n receiver nt the other o( 11uid points 
inc1ucf ing :1 detector for sai<l hrcms~tr:ihlunrc ,.:,diution for 

be n1.11.:-;I tht• !•eta bc:un \\'lHild he dcflcclcll in n piano 
pap~mlicubr 10 the drnwing; hcm·cvcr, for purposes of 
facilitatin~ th\! illu:.tration, u deflection in. the plane of 
the drawint! is inJic:1tcd. 

S:ill am)tha rn:inncr of modulating the radio1ion field 0 
in a0xNdi!ll(I.! with an intd!iccnc1: sic,nal i5 :;hown in FrCi. 
(., The mo~!ul:iting tcdrniq~1c sho\~n in FIG. 6 is fully 
ui·.closcc.1 in my copcn<ling application, Serial No. 56.849, 
til:.:<l s~pll:mbcr J~i. 1960. In this embodiment the source 
of !"eta r:inidcs j,. mminteJ on a bimetallic tempcraturc
unsi:! \·e ~tri;i i..i fh::<l t<.) ~ ca.sc i5. A hca! !>VUrcc i6 
r::t~~:l:cJ ~..!j..;cc:r:t 10 :h:: s:rip 74 rn.:iy be energized by tbc 
m~!u:J!Or ~"'!. to ch:m~c the ar.gubr position of the source 

d1:mo<l11lating the same to obtain said intclligcn::e si1.mnl. 
4. A system for conveying un intelligence ~ismil from 

one roint to i\l\Othcr in u :;pac:c rct!ion comprbing n trnn~· 
miller al one of s~.id points including a nuclear source 
providing a be:im of beta radiation, ·a target mounted in 
tbc path of sai~ beam and adapted to generate brcms· 

4S rd:ttive t0 the tars~r 50. In this way more or less 
radiation is pcrminc0 to strike the target SO and the 
:im0un~ of brcmsstr:ihlung emitted is a function of the in
form:.ition contained in the intelligence· signal. Alterna
tively. the !,OUrce 48 may be fixed and the target 50 m:i.y 
be mount~d o;i 1hc bimetallic ~trip 7~. 

lt ~hou!d be nolr.!d that tho.: cncr£y spectrum of brcms
st:::hll?r.g rad!~tion 24 transmitted is determined primari
i:.- b:; t!:c in!c:r1sity of thc originating electrons in the inci
dt:~t be:::. beam an1 the atomic number of the target 50. 
Pro-.·!s~on m:iy be made for changing from one target to 
<.noth:::r to concentrnte most of the energy 24 in a pre
t.l~:erminc<l w~wclcngth band. The detector 42 may be 
rendered scnsiti\·c to this energy band by well-knov."Il 
t~cr:~:qucs to im~:-o·:e the signal-to-noise response of the 
sys:em. Likewise, targets of the same atomic number blJt 
of different thickness and shape may be utilized to con
::-ol i.hc amount of energy gencr~ted as well as the beam 
focusing chara::tcristics thereof. 

Although ccrt:?.in and specific embodiments have bec..ri. 
~ho·.rn. modifications may be ma.de thereto without de
;i~rting from the true spirit and scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. A system for conveying an intelligence signal from 

on~ point to another in a space region comprising a trans
mitter at ·one of said points including a nuclear source 
providing a beam of beta radiation, a target mounted in 
the path of said beam and adapted to generate brems
stra.fa.Iung upon bombardment of the atomic nuclei in 
~:d target by the beta particles in said ~ means for 
modubtir.g the intensity of ~;u i:-eta radiation beam inci
<lcn~ on said ta:-get in accordance with said intellig~nce 
sigr;:::.I whereby in tum the intensity of said brems
strahlung is modu!ated in accordance with said signal, 
a.::-id ::.. r.::-!i-..er at the other of said points including a de
tec-•"':- :-~r ,: .. 3 ~remsstrahlung radiation for demodulat
ing t: . same to obtain said intelligence signal. 

2. The communication svstem set forth in claim 1 in 
wh:ch said bremsstrahlung ·detector comprises an ioniza
tion chamber. 

3. A system for conveying an intelligence signal from 
one :point to another in a sp:!:::e region comp~"ising a trans
r.::aer at one of said points inc!ud!ng a nuclear source 
p:-o;:iding a bc2m of beta radiation. a target mounted in 

10 !>trahlung upon bombardment of the :llornic nuclei in said 
:argd by thl! beta p::nicks in said be:i.rn. r.1eans for pro 
ducing a v:iriable dcctr+: field for deflecting said beta 
particles in S.."ltd beam between s~id source and s:i.id taq;et. 
means for modulating said variable field producing me:i.ns 

l;i in ~ccordance with said intcllisence signal so as to \'ary 
sai<l deflection, thereby modulating the portion of the 
energy of said beta radiat1on beam incident on said t:irget 
in accordance with s;iid intelligence signal whereby in 
turn the intensity of said bremsstrahlung is modulated in 

!!O accordance with s~id signal. and a receiver at the other 
of said roint.:. including a d~icctor for said bremsstrahlung 
rad!::ltion for dcmcx!ulatin~t the ~:.me to obtain S:li<l intcl
ligcn~e signal. 

5. A .system for conveyir.g an intelligence signal from 
25 one point to another in a srat:c region comprising a trans

mitter at one of said points including a nuclear source 
providing a beam of beta radiation, a targ~t mounted in 
the path of said beam a.,d adapted to generate brems
strahlung upon bombardment of the atomic nuclei in said 

30 target by the beta particles in said beam, means for pro
d ucing a variable magnetic field for deflecting said beta 
pariicles in said beam between said source and said target, 
means for modulating said variable field producing means 
i.n accord:mce with said intelligence signal so as to vary 

35 said deflection, thereby modulating the portion of the 
~nergy of said beta radiation beam incident on said target 
in accordance with said intelligence signal whereby in 
turn the intensity of said bremsstrahlung is modulated in 
accordance with said signal, and a receiver at the other 

40 of said points including a detector for said brems
strahlung radiation for demodulating the same to obtain 
said intelligence signal. 

6. A system for conveyir.g an intelligence signal from · 
one point to another in a space region comprising a tra.os-

4:> mitter at one of said points including a nuclear source 
providing a beam of beta radiation, a target mounted in 
the path of said beam 3nd adapted to. generate brems
strahlung upon bombardment of the atomic nuclei in said 
target by the beta particles in said beam, means for 

50 mounting said source for movement relative to said tar
get, means for varying the position of said source in ac· 
cordance with vari::i.tions in said intelligence signal so as 
to modulate the portion of said beta radiation beam 
incident on said target in accordance with said intelligence 

55 signal whereby in turn the intensity of said brems
strahlung !s modulated in accordance with s::!.!d signal, 
and a receiver at the other of said points including a de
tector for said bremsstrahlung radiation for demodulating ~ 
the same to obtain said intelligence signal, and means ~ 

the path of said bc:im :and :idapted to generate brems
str:ihlung upon t-ombardment of the atomic nuclei in said 
t:ir~et by th~ beta particles in said beam: a shutter 
:daptd to intercept a.'variable portion of said beta radia
t:o~ beam 1:-etween said beta radiation source and sctid 
t.arge~ means fer mo .. -ing said s.l::.utt..-r refa.tive to said 
f.e3m to yary ~id portion. and means for driving said 
shutter moving rne~ns back and forth in accordance with 65 
said !ntclligcnce signal so as to modulate the intensity of 
said beta radiation beam· incident on said target in accord
ance with s:iid intelligence signal whereby in turn the in-

60 connected to said detector for indicating said intelligence 
signal. 
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Kll~·o Ton~iyasu, Scotia, and Jitmcs R. Whitten, BaU~on 
akc, N.Y., assl~ors to Gcncrnl Elcdrlc Company Iii 

A C.::.~;:. stor::!!c circuit is cmployc~ to muc 111put in1or
mnlion in disitnl form :ind to provide this inf orm:uion. in 

corporation of New York ' 
Filed Apr. Hi, 1963. Ser. No. 273,518 

6 Cla&:ns. (Cl. 250-199) 
~ O~tr invention relates to a communication system cm
, !'lo~·ms a pulsed tascr device, and in particular, to a laser 

pulse communication system adapted to transmit and re
ceive digital information at an extremely high rare of 
words per duration of laser pulse. 

~~r!t\l fcrm suitable fer trnnsmissicn purposes ourin~ the · 
mh:, \'al of generation of laser or light pulses. The in-

5 put inform:ui~n in serial form actuates :i.11 ortical or ia~ht 
modulator which superimposes the dil!ital information on 
the pulsed light bc::im. Pulse code m~dulation is the pre
ferred method of modulating the light pulses. ·Suitable 
synchronizing circuits are provided to s}•nchror.=7.e. the 

10 output of the data storage circuit with the light" pulses 
emitting from the laser. · 

Communcation systems are convcntion:illy defined by 
the. fre~ucncy o~ clc~tromagnetic energy or radiation upon 
which mformatton 1s transmitteu. This clectroma~nctic 
radiation is known as the c:irricr wave, and superimposed 
or m~ulatcd thereon is the information to be transmitted. 
The mformation modulation is generally described in 
absolute terms as an information bandwidth l"lr modulation 
b~ndwith in UP.its of frequency and as a percentage band
width or p -~ccn.~age mod;.ilation expressed as a percentage 
of the earner_ rrequency. The greater this information 
ban.dwidth or percentage bandwith, the greater the amount 

T~c receiver. end of the communication system includes 
a suitable optical arrangement for collcctini;: ·the light · 
p~lses, a demodulator to convert the lisht pulses to elec· - . 

15 !ncal. sig~als. a data storage circuit. sui.tab!c synchroniz· 
mg c1rcu1ts, and a device for reading the output· of the 
dat:i storase~ · 

The fe31tures of _our invcnti~n whic~ we ·dc~ire to pro." .. 
tect herein are· pointed out with parllcularity in the ap-

of mformation that is transmitted by the carrier wa\"c. 
The percentage b::mdwith is generally limited to approxi
mately 10 percent. A~ the carrier frequency is raised. a 

25 

·_fixed per~entagc ba.ndwidth becomes an increasingly l:J.r£cr 

!?O pended claims. The invention itself however both to 
its organization :ind method of opcr~tion tol!ether \Vith· 
further objects and adv:mta,gcs thereof, m'ay be.!:t be un· 
~erst.)()d b_y rcf~rcnce to the following description taken 
m connection wuh the accompanying drawinl!s. wherein: 

mf ~rn1at1c:n bandwidth which has the advantageous feature 
of increasing the available communication channels con
tained therein but also has the inherent disadvantal!c of 30 
occupying a greater portion of the spectrum of cle'Ctro
magnetic radiation. These two fc<itures are amon1! .the · 
~easons w~y communication channels have been ext;nded . 
mto the microwave spectrum of electromae?netic radiation. 
Howe~er, even this region of the spectrum~is being rapidly. 35 
occupied by the ever-increasin!? need for further com
munication channels. The need, therefore, exists to ex
tend c~mmunication channels to an even higher frequency 
ra!lge m th_e spectrum of electromagnetic radiation and 
this next higher range includes the optical wavelengths. 40 

One of the problems associated ·vith optical communi
cation systems is atmospheric scattering of visible li!?ht 
wave~.· A recently developed device, now conventionaJly 
des~r~bed as a .ta~er (light amplification by stimulaled 
er:i1ss1on of rad1at1on), offers a system capability which 45 
w1I! not be as. seriously degraded. due to scattering as a 
sys.em employing a more convent1onal light source. The 
cw•:i1.~ c;'" a bser is a very narrow beam of lit?ht \Vhich 
is i; .. ile visi~le or near-visible frequency range of the 
c_lcctromag~et1c energy spectrum. The energy within the 50 
hght beam is exceptionally high since the light is concen
trated within the narrow beam :ind also because the out-
i:ut of a !ascr m~y ~e a ~ohcrent light, that is, the par
ticles of light em1ttcli arc m phase with each other. The 
high energy w_ithi!' the laser beam permits very long 55 
range communicat1on. laser beams having been reflected 
from the surface of the moon, and the narrow beam f ea
ture renders the communication virtually free from detec
tion and jamming. 

Therefore, one of the principal objects of our invention 60 
is to develop a laser pulse communication svstcm em
ploying the pulsed output of a laser de-vice t~ obtain ~ 
yery narrow beam of pulses of li!!ht which m:iy be adapted 
to carry a great amount of information. 

FIGURE 1 illustrates sc\"eral communication paths for . 
!he pu_lse<l laser beam which m.iy be cmplC'yed with our 
mventaon; 

FIGURE 2 represents a basic block dia~ram of a laser 
p.ulse or burst communication system in accord with our 
invention: and 
~IGURE 3. is a detailed block diagram indicating the 

vanous components of a laser pulse communication sys
tem in accordance with our invention. 

A laser pulse communication system mav be described 
as a communication system having a transmitter end that 
emits energy in the visib1e and near visible wavelencth 
spectrum of electromagnetic radiation and consists of dis
crete pulses of this energy. This spectrum includes the 
infrared. optical • .and ultrnviol~t frequencies and is con-
tain~d within a ranse of 101 to 1Q9 mesacyclcs per second. 
A given pcrccnta~e of information bandwidth at such fre
quencies is a larger absolute bandwidth in cycles per ~c
ond than occurs with the same pcrccnta,ge bandwidth at· 
the l_ower radio and microwave frequencies and thereby 
provides a greater amour.t of available communication 
channel~. Fo~ compa~son, at microwave frequencies, 
the ava11ab1c information or modulation bandwidth is· 
limited to a small percentage of the carrier frequency, 
usually about 10 percent. which ·thus provides a modula
tion bandwidth of about 1000 megacycles at X-band. At 
a la.ser ol!tput frequency of 3~10s megacycles per second, 
a very modest bandwith of about l percent rerresents a 
mod~l::ition bandwidth of 3,000,000 megacycles which is 
suffic1ent to transmit approximately one million tele
vision channels. 

Laser pu1se communication is effected by generating 
short dur.ition pulses of high intensity and preferably 
coherent light a:t the transmitter end of the system. 
These pulses of light, which may conveniently be gen
erated by a laser device, are modulated with the informa
tion desired to be transmitted. The laser light pulses 
are of . s~ort duration and merely by way of example 
may be m the order of 0.001 second duration. The 
modulation impressed on the laser pulses is preferably a 
pulse code modulation described in greater detail here· 
inafter. 

Another import:int object of our invention is to develop 65 
a laser pulse communication system adapted to tran$mit 
and receive digital information at an extremely high 
rate of words per light pulse. A laser releases electromagnetic energy stored in dis

crete metastable states as a result of being excited by 
70 an electromagnetic signal of the correct frequency. 

:nus, a flash lamp n:ay excite or optically pump the laser 
mto a metastable higher energy state whereby a stimu· 

Briefly stated, and in accordance with our invention in 
meeting the objects enumerated al:>ove, we provide ::i laser 
device for generating a pulsed beam of light, the c:trricr 
wave, at the transmitter end of a communication 5y-:tem. 
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4 
bted cma.,:!on of rnon<)clmm1:11:..: :mll dircctionnl (co- form lo ckctric:il qunnt1tics \\'ldch :ir·c: cinpl~yed I<> mod-
hercnt) clcc1romagnct1c rau1at1on is emitted from one ul;itc pulses of hi~h intensity nnd prcfcc-nbly coherent 
end of the laser. This clc.:tromngnctic r:idiation or lisht Hsht cmiucd by a pulsed ht!..r llcvlce S. A lli;ht mcdu-
is emitted in a pl:rne wave h:tvjng a very i:mnll divcri:ence, l:11or 6 may be of the tran~mission tyre wherein the 
m the order of 0.05 dcr.rcc or kss. This small diver- :; modulation is impressed externally on tho lnscr output 
.sencc conccnlrn!cs the energy of the h1scr into a beam or possibly the source type wherein the modulation is 
of very intense light, thereby :ichicvinf: a very high en- developed within the la!:er material. At the receiver 
ergy density and permitting long distance line-of-sight end of the system, output data which comprises the re· 
communication. ccivcd information is supplied to termin:il equipment to 

The laser pulse . ommunication system of our inven- 10 rro\'ide a recorded output of this ·received iiifonnation. 
tion is not limited to line-of-sight application". Thus, . The terminal equipment at both the transmitter and. rc-
thc bigi1 energy concentration within the n:?rrow light cei\'er ends comprises· conventional message encoders, 
beam may be reflected from sharply defined clouds, prefcraoly of the high speed type.. These message. en-
buildings, and orbiting sr.tcllitcs for nonlinc-of-sight coders have a data handling rate .much· ~lower than the· 
communication applications. Another distinct applica- 15 r;ite at which the input data is tr:i.nsmitted in ;\ccordancc 
tion of our pulse communication system is communica- with our invention. For this·. reni;on,. 'intermediate &ita 
ton through a plasma of ioniz:iblc gas. Radio frcqucn- sroragcs .7 and 7' and data converters s·.arid. :g~ ··may· be 
cics cannot propagte through a plasm:i. formed about a utilized anhe transmiucr and. receiver· cnd.s,jespectivcly. 
space vehicle during the time the vehicle is re-entering For ma."'<imum utilization of data storage cap:.City, cspc-
tbe atmosphere since the radio frcqt...:ncy is too low 20 cially at the transmitter ·end,.: the storage .is emptied in 
compared to the plasma frequency and the radio signal ·the duration of the. laser pulse. · 
is refkcted thereby. The pl:1sm::i. frequency is 9000y1i Transmitter noise, espccia!ly in a· system employing 
cycles per :.~;cond, where n is the number of clccrrcns a ruby laser and inherent receiver noise. provide a serious. 
per cub: : centimeter. During re-entry, 11 m:iy be typi- degrading effect in the performance of convenLional an-
cally 1016 and no higher than 1017. Thus to penetrate 25 alog modulation techniques. However, digital mo<lula .. · 
the plasma, the frequency of the signal must be higher tion ·tolerates a considerable ·amount of receiver and 
than 3X1012 cycles p::r second. A ruby bser frequency transmitter noise and is preferably employed fo our in-
is 4.3 X 1014 cycles per second and, hence, this laser beam vcntion. Tb is noise level is decrcasctj by maintilini~g 
readily passes through the densest re-entry plasma. A the laser in a. cooled atmosphere. 
second requirement for laser communication through a 30 As one example of digit:1l modulation~ eig·ht digits arc · 
pla:;ma is that the spectral temperature of the laser out- used for each clement of information or character. 
put be appreciably higher than that of the plasma at the The digitized information is in the form of six digits 
laser frequency. This requirement is necessary to attain per. character, :l ·seventh digit is employed as an error 
a discernible signal-to-noise ratio. The sp<:ctral tern- detection bit known as a p:irity check bit. aml an .eichth 
perature of a pulsed ruby laser is in the order of JOll 35 digit for character synchronizing purposes. A n1inin~um 
to 1012° K. and the plasma temperature is about 10< 0 K.. transmission rate of 400 words per· one 0.001 second 
An optical filter at the receiver is preferably employed duration light pulse per seco.nd is :ichicved in accord-
to perform an analogous function of the tuning circuit ance with our invention, assuming 40 digits or bits ·con-
in a radio frequency receiver. If this optical filter can- stitute the :iverage length \vord. For this particular 
not be made as n?rrow as the laser output bandwidth, 40 rninimu·m rate of transmission. the intermcdi:Jte data 
there will be a degradation in the signal-to-noise ratio. storage 7. 7' cap2city is 16 X l OJ bits per pulse anci the . 
This degradation will be in a range from 10-2 to 103-. data rate c~nvcrtcr 8, 8' has a data handlin~ rate of 
A discernible signal-to-noise r::itio is produced even with 16X 106 bits per second. Data rate con.verter 8 may be 
this degradation. a parallel-to-seri:1l converter at the tr:insmittcr end and 

A laser pulse or burst communication system may also 45 converter 8' a serial-to-parallel converter at lhe receiver 
be employed for transmission through an air-water inter- ~nd. Th~se t_ypes of conv.ertcrs arc employed since digita·I 
face. The state of the sea surface, that is, the change mformat1on is most conveniently stored in parallel form 
in the surface due to the moving position of the waves but is transmitted in serial form. It should be understood,' 
of water, has f ,·~quency components in the audio range however, that these converters and data storasc devices 
a!!_d it is, therefore, difficult to transmit audio signals 50 are unncce~sary in the event a mess:igc encoder is oper- · 
:1~1r.~ <-· dr:-:trom::ignetic w:i .. ·e carrier since the sea state able_ at a data h:indling rate of 16X JOG bits per second. 
s .... ·" ... sly degrades the .signal-10-nois:c rati0, A burst Jn hkc manner, the converters.are unnecessary when em-
communication system transmits rapidly, the bursts or ploying a data stor;1gc device which stores digital in-
pulscs ha\"ing a time in!crv:tl cf the r:m!!c of one milli- formation in serial rather than parallel form. A Jioht · 
second. The necessarily high modulation frequencies ;).J demodulator 9 is employed in the receiver end for de- · 
superimposed on this pulsed carrier insures tr.msmission tecting the transmitted light pulses and convcrtinl! the 
through the ::iir-to-water interface bdor..: the sea state digital information con!aincd therein into electrical sig-~' 
has changed significantly. nals. ' 

The several methods of l::l.s:::r pulse communication here- The detailed block diagr.-1m illuslr:tted in FIGURE 3 
in::bove described are pictorially represented in !=JG- GO indicates :1 prdcrrcd embodiment of our invention. Laser 
URE 1 wherein line-of-sight communication is repre- 5 is 2 x 0.25 inch ruby rod contained within an inner 
sentcd as a whole by numerJl 1, nonline-of-sight or re- housing which comprises liquiJ-nitrogen cooled double· 
fleeted communication by numeral 2, cornrnuniQtion \•.::illed Pyrex tube. it bcin; u~cic:1 stood that other laser 
through a plasma 3, and communication thrcu!!h an air- materials :ind suitable containers m~y also be employed. 
to-w::ter interface 4. Land-mounted transmitters and G3 :\n outer housing having: :'.ln ellipsoid:1l reflecting surface 
recei\•crs constructed in :iccorc.bncc '\,\"ith our invention is employed to ~upport the ruby rod and inner hou~ing 
are designated as l'. 2·, 2" an<l 3• corrcsronding to the al one focus of the ellipsoid :rnd a str:tifht xenon flash 
line-of-sight communication I. rdlcctcd communication iamp 10 at the ()thc::r focus. 111e f1:1sh l:1mp is disposed 
2, and communication throu_gh plasma 3. parJllcI to the ruby rod and is cmployctl as the optical 

A basic functional block diagram of a laser pulse com- 70 pump and :s r:i.tc<l at I 000 joules. An electronic pulser 
rnunicat!on system is illustrated in FIGURE 2. At the 11 of convent!on:il circuitry actuates the fl:tsh Jamp at 

the appropriate times; in this particul:lr emho<l.1ment tl1c 
transmitter end of the system, input d:i.t:i., which com-. :1_ctu:ition bcin!! ::t the rate of once :t scc~nd. The opcr=1-
pnses the information to be tr:insmi:tcd, is supplied from t1on of electronic pulst:r 11 may be progr:immcd :ind each 
terminal equipment ar.d converted from oral o: recorded 7;; sequence bcsun by pressing start button 12. Electrical 
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5 6 
conn1.:clions ••i:' cksi~natcd by solid lines in FIGURE JW-1 crystal at this m0Jul:1tion banJwiuth Is :triflroxl~ 
3, conventional li~ln ompms oy widely spaccd-nrurt mntely 1.25 milliwuus. The avcrullC power :cquir~J to 
clashed lines, :rnd coherent light beam b)• closely sp:icc<l· nchicve this b11ndwi<lth is npp'"oxim:itcly 3 watts per 
apart dashed lines. megacycle bandwidth or 75 walls nt n 0.0C>I duty cycle. 

Terminal equipment 13 and 1.3' at the trnnsmittcr :ind fi Thus, amplifier 19 need h:tve :m :1\'l!rngc power output 
rc1:ei\'er ends, respectively, includes the message encoders rnling of npproxim:itely 25 watts for the required band-
<md may, by \vay of cx:unple, comprise a high speed telc- width representing 16 mcgahils per second. An output 
typewriter which punches or prints a paper tape at a speed polarizer or analyzer 21 is positioned· at the clUtput of 
of 60 words per minute. Punched paper tape 7 at the light modulator 6 rind converts the modulated wave to 
transmitter end is usi:.J as a data storage mechanism 10 intensity or amplitude modulation by passing only the 

) 
and printed paper tape 14 at the receiver end is employed properly pollrizcd light. . 
CIS the reCd\'ed information display. element. A flying Sweep i;encr<1lor 17 !s operable al :l frequency.-· of.'. 
spot scanner circuit 15 reads the punched pr:pcr tape 1 16 X 1 OG cyc·lcs per second :md synchronized to. p. vviJe· 
at a prescrihed bit r:tte of 16X io:i bits per ll.001 second the properly timed vertical and horizontal sweeps to· · i 
by passing a scquenti:il binary coded light signal, com:- 15 flying spot ~c:rnncr 15 at the hcg1nnir:ig 'of. each lisht 
sponding to the holes in punched paper tape 7. through pulse generated by iascr S. The si!mal for the S.y_nch"ro- .. 
a suitable converging lens (not shown) to photodetector niz:ition is attained by mc:ins of a beam splitter 22 which 
16. The contents of a prescribed length of the paper is positioned. intermediate the laser .. oµtput and ·polarizer 
tape is thus converted to a plurnlity of ~crial electrical 20 and a photodctector 23 which detects the be.s::inning 
pulses :it the output of photodetcctor 16. Flying spot 20 of this light pulse and supplies· a si~nal to initi:ite the 
scanner circuit 15_ comprises an electron gun supplied operation ·of sweep l!ener:itor 17. Sweep ,generator 17. 
with :i sweep voltage of step w::ive form applied to one is ftlrther syn~hronized ·by the system or· tran~mitter clock 
set of dcfll!ction plates and ~ sweep volt:i.ge of n saw- .24 to insure th:tt thc-horizont:1l :md \'ertic:tl S\vccps occur 
tooth wave f 'lrm :1pplied tc a second set of deflection plates exactly in phase· with the inforrna-tion hotcs punched 
wherein the two ::.ets of plates are disposed in perpendicu- 25 on pripcr tape 7 and th~rcby generate the- information 
l:ir relationship. The two sweep voltages arc supplied bits at.n constant nnc :it the output of :1mpli!ier 19. The 
from sweep generator 17 and they deflect the ilying spot output of sweep ~cnerator 17 pro,,idcs :-i second input 
scanner beam over the perforated p:1per tape. A suit- to the pulse shape and gating circuit 18 to provide a. 
able pulse shaping and gat;ng circuit 18 assures the syn- coincidence signal '"'hereby. the output of photo<lctcctor 
chroni7.ation of the serial binary electric:il pulses with 30 16 may be varied to coincide \\."ith the transmitter dock 
the laser pulse. The output of circuit 18 consists of synchronizing signals. Nonlinear hole spacin!!S which 

. squ:ire wave pulses wherein each pulse represents one may occur in the punched tape 7 arc compcnsntcd for by 
bit of the input information. The square pulses are providing an output from photodcteetor 16 as :i third in-
amplifl:d to a. peak of 5 kilovolts by a conventional put to sweep g.::nerntor 17. As bereinbeforc described, 
wide frequency band power amplifier 19 in order to 35 the digitized inform:ition is in the form of an eight digit 
be of proper magnitude of power and voltage to provide binary code wherein six dit?its or bits form one char01cter. 
approxim:itcly 50 percentage modulation of the light The eighth digit is used fo'f character synchronizing pur-
beam passing through light modulator 6. poses anti is supplied by means of a !it?rialJy eonnectcJ 

The pulsed coherent light output from laser 5 may be tr::msmittcr clock 24, S};nchronous pulse generator 25 ctnd 
modulated either within the bscr material itself by 40 amplifier 26. This ciehth. di!?it is -transmitted on the 
techniques known as ...:eeman or Kerr cell modulation laser beam in ihe form of a s-isna1 cross-polarized rela-
or external to the laser by using a transmission type tivc to the polariz:ition of the other seven digits on the 
modul:itor such :is a Pockets. Kerr. or F:iradav cell or beam. The fly-back time of the flying spot sc:mner 
traveling wave structure. The specific Jight ~oduta·or occurs during-the interval of the eil!hth dfoit. 
employed in our optical pul~ cor.1munication svstem 4;; The lisht demodulator portion of the r~ceivcr. in our-
is a transmission type Modei JW-1 electro-optica( light laser pulse communiaction system detects the rnodulution 
modulator. This modulator is a variable phase-retard:i- on the light be:im by me:ins of :in optic:1l syi;tem con-
tion device which linearly controls the relative phase dif- sisting of collecting lens 27, aperture 28 to reduce back-
fcrence of orthogo~:il components of the polnrized light g;ound light. an opticnl interference filler 29 which pro-
p.issing through it in proportion to the magnitude of :in ;;0 vides an optical bandwidth preferably :is n:trrow as the 
imprcss::d electric field. Since this device requires po- light modulator 6 output bandwidth to further reduce b<tck-
l:u :_·;:' ·"!~ .•. n:m light, an input pol::i.rizer 20 is placed be- ground light, and polarization-sensitive photodctector 9 
tweer. · .1e laser output and the input to the light modu- which i~ a photocmittcr device such as a photomuJtipli~r 
lator to reject unpolarized light. Alternatively, ruby ;1ppropnate to the 4.3 X JOH cycles per second r.adiation· 
rod 5 may be cut such that the cryst:il :ixis is at 90° ;;;; be.mg det~.;t~d. Th~s optical system is conveniently con-
to the ro<l :ixis and polarizer 20 is thereby not required. t~med wuhm a suitable telescope body. Th.c output 
The output of amplifier 19 supplies the electric field to signal ?f photodetector 9 consists of binary pulses or bits 

, 
light modu!::;.tor 6. The characteristics of the Model occu~nng at a 16 X 1 OC bits per second r:ite. This output is 
JW-1 modulator arc such that 100 percent modul:ttion amplified by :i conventionai wide frequency band volt-
(~alf-wave .rcta:d:ition) of the laser output is obtained ao a~e amplifier 30. The information :is described by the 
with a mooulation volt:ige of 9000 volts :it 0.5 micron binary_ bits is ~ispiayed_ by me:ms of a relatively slow 
wavelength. The maximum frequency of operation of o~rating term1~::il equipment 13'. su~h as a tclccypc-
this modulator is 1.6 X 106 cycles per second at ma:cirnum wnter, thu~ ·. 1n m<crmcJi-.ite d:ita ~·t}rage de\'ice ~uch as 
vol!af:c :ind :i continuous duty cycle. The frequency Jim- :i magnetic core storage unit 31 is required. A serial-to-
itation is uctermined by the power losses in the mct<illic G:j parallel converter 8' is utilized to convert the ~rial form 
electrodes required to produce the electric field in the of digital information nvailablc at !he output of amplifier 
modul:itor crystal. However, at reduced operating volt- 30 to :i parallel form suitable for storage purposes in 
age or reduced duty cycle, this ma:cimum mo<lul:ition magnc1ic core <>tor:1ge unit 31. The data r;1te cf con-
bandwidth is incre:ised since the pO\vcr loss varies directly vertcr 8' is a minimum of 16 X lQG bits per sc::oncl :ind the 
with these factors. Thus, a modulation bandwidth of iO storage rate of magnetic core stor:1ge unit 31 has a mini-
25 megacycles. which represents a bit rat-: of 50 mega- mum capacity of 16X 103 bits per 0.001 .o;econd which is 
bits per second (three times that required to transmit 400 the duration of the lif:ht pulse transmitted by the Ja~er. 
·words <.!t.:ring the interval of a 0.001 second pulse per Converter 8' which is a shift register and unit 31 :ire 
second). may be obtained with 100 percent modulation of the type cmployeJ in electronic digital computers. 
and a 0.001 duty cycle. The power loss within the 7,; Synchronization of the scri:1f.10-parallel convener s· ar.<l 
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1'\:1g ... ·.!~·· i:orc stor:t~I! unit .H with lhe tr:1nsmi11cd d;ita 
<lurin~ the ti..::~ !'lnr:10.- ('vrl., ;.; ~d~icvcd bv mc:ins of 
a l11gfc and .!.}'ncl;~oniiatio;t ~ircu:t 32 which. detects th.: 
si~nal representing c:1ch eighth digit. the char:1clcr syn
cllr0nizinf! or cro:.s-pol:lrized bit of information. Alter- u 
natively, a seven digit binary code may be employed. th~ 
synchronizing being accomplished by me:ins of a receiver 
clock 33 and a logic and syn:hronization circuit 32. In 
this alternative case, im.tcad of an eighth or cr~ss-polar
izc<l bit, a series of synchronizing pulses are transmitted 10 
hy transmitter clock :.i immcdiatdy prc.:cding e:ich t:ans· 
milled message. Thc~e syncl1r0nizing pulses provide a 
p.:1sitivc synchronization b~twecn tr!lnsmirter clo.:k 24 and 
rccei\'er cln..:k 3.3 hy aclllating synchronous pulse gen
cra1or 34 which in turn initiates recei\'er clock 33. After 15 
the received message has been stored in the core storag'! 
unit 31, the core storage address register is reset, the core 
is addressed at a rate determined by the speed of the 
terminal equipment 13', and the message is read into the 
terminal equipment upon voltJge amplificettion of the 20 
core sign:ils ·by :1 conventional electronic amplifier 35 
and printed cm paper t:!pe 14. 

From the foregoing description, it can be apprcciatej 
th:it our invc;;~ion makes a\'a:Jablc a ne\\.' system of pulse 
or burst ommunication employing the visible and near- 25 
visib:e rnngc of the electromagnetic radiation sp<:~!rum as 
the c:irricr for the information to be transmitted. The 
pul~cs of high intensity light are modulated by the in
form~!tion to be tr:msmittcd. This information is con
verted to digital form to provide improved performance 30 
in the presence of receiver and transmitter noise. As 
!a"crs :ire further developed, inform:ltion in analog form 
may be employed to moch1bte the laser output. Further. 
the information tr:msmission rate m:iv be increased as 
improved lasers permit pulse repetition· rates greater than 35 
one pulse per second and the generation of longer dura-
tion laser pulses. The information transmission rate 
is presently limited by the peak b;t rate of present day 
commercial scric:.1-to-parallcl converters. As this con
verter peak bit rate is increased to the modulation band- 40 
width limitation of present day light modulators (25 
megacycles per second), and assuming a 0.001 pulse duty 
cycle, an information transmission of 50 megabits per 
second is provided thereb:i: transmitting approximately 
1250 words per 0..001 second burs•. 45 

H:1ving described a new laser pulse communication 
system, is believed ohvious that modifications and 
variat:ons of our invention are possible in the light of 
the :1bove teachings. Thus. the transmitter end of the 
system illusrr:tte<..i in FIGURE 3 may be similar to the 50 
re.::::i-.cr end, that is, emolov a maQ:nctic core storat:e 
uriit .. n.: . ;;: :> 1lel-to-serial con~·erter in-place of the seri~"i-
to-. . ... I converter circuit wbich includes the punched 
p:ipcr zape 7, flying spot scanner, and photodetector 16. 
Further. t hcrmopl:ist!c t=tpe, a shift register, electronic 55 
t!evices employing fl:p-lfop circu!ts. electrostatic charge 
~tor:icc tubes ~nd ima!!e orih!cons mav be utilized as data 
stora~e mc:ins. Also the pulse code m~dulation employed 
is ;;ot li;;;i~ed :o :l bin::ry cede of :::i p:ir!icu!:lr number 
of bits per :Jderess and m:!y in:ludc o:.ber suitable codes. 60 
Finaliy, rh-e mo<lui::l.i'.ion ::t the t:-ar.smi•te:r end may be 
developed within the faser rather th'1n externally thereof. 
It is. therefore. to be understood th:it cbanS?cs mav be 
m:::i.dc in the panicul:::i.r embodiment as described which are 
wi!hin tile full imende:d Sl:Ope of our im:ention as defined 65 
by l~ foi~ow!r:g d:::i::ns. 

\\ n:u '"-0e ciaim as ne~- and ce~.i•e !O secure O\• Lctte:-:s 
P:.itcnt of the United States is: • 

I. A communication sys1cm :ldapled to transmit and 
rcc~ive digital information compri$ing in combination 

me:.ins for storing digital input information at the trans
miw:r en<.! of the system, 

mc;ins for ;cnerating :! high intensity bc:im of light 
con!'ist!ng of r<!l:1tivcly shor< di.Jration pulses :.it the 
tra.n~mitlcr end, 

10 

. :., 

8 
means for modulating th.: li~ht pulses. with :1 wid!.! 

information bandwidth comprising the' input in!or· 
m:ition. 

means for receiving :ind dc1110Jul:Hing the tr:in!:mittcd 
lisht pul~s and thereby pr<widing the inform\1tion 
:it !l receiver end of the system remote from the . 
tr:msmltter end, · 

means for synchronizing the sequence of informntion 
contained on the transmitted and received light pulses, 

n serial-to-parallel converter connected to :m outp.ut 
of said demodulating means, and ' 

means connected to the output of said scrial-to-p::irallcl ' 
converter for storing the digital informatio, at the 
receiver end whercb\' the received information mJy 
be read out at a desired time. · · · 

2. A pulsed laser beam communication system :idnpted 
t<'· ~;-;:!'"mit and receive digital inform<ition through a 
plasma of ionizable gas comprising in combination 

means for generating a highly directi~nal ,and col
limated beam of coherent lii:ht at the tr .1nsmittcr · 
end of the system, said light beam consisting of 
relatively short duration· pulses of intense light char
acterized by a narrow spectral width, 

means for storing digital input information in para:l!cl 
form at said transmitter end. 

a parallel-to-serial converter connected to the otitput of 
said input information storage means whereby said 
digital input information may be read out in serial 
form, 

means for pulse modul:iting the light pulses with a wide 
frequency bandwidth comprising the dii:ital input in
formation in serial form whereby the pulse modu
lated l!sbt be:im is transmitted at a frequency sub
stantially higher than the frequency of the plasma· 
through which said light beam passes and the spec
tral temperature of the output of the coherent light 
generating means is substantially higher than the 
spectral temperature of the plasma at the frequency 
of the coherent light gen.crating means, · · · 

means for receiving and demodulating the transmitted 
ligh~ pulses at the receiver end of the· system remote 
from the transmitter end, · 

means for synchronizing the sequence of digital infor-
mation contained on the tr.:msmitted and received 
light pulses, 

a serial-to-paraIIel converter connected to the output of 
said demodulating means, and 

means connected to the output of said serial-to-parallel 
converter for storing the digita·l information at the 
receiver end whereby th·e received information may 
be read out at a desired time. 

3. A pulsed laser beam communication system adapted 
to transmit and receive digital information through an air
water interface comprising in combination 

means for generating a highly directional ~nd colli
mated beam of coherent light at the transmitter end 
of the system, said light beam consisting of relatively 
shon duration pulses of intense fozht characterized 
by ~ r.arrov.: spectral width, - ~ 

means for storing digital input information in paral!cl 
form at the transmitter end. 

means for reading cu: the digital input information in 
serial form, 

means for modulating the Jig.J.it pulses with a wide fre
quency bandwid<.h comprising the digital input infor
In:!tion in seriaI form ~~.-eb\· the modulation fr.;
quen~es are transmfa:ed thro;gh a.n 2.ir-~"3.ter inter
face in a rel:ltivcly short time during which the sur
face of the water has not changed significantly, 

means for receiving and demodulating the transmitted 
light pu!ses at the receiver end of the system remote 
from the transmitter end wberebv the digital infor
mation is provided at said receive~ end, ~ 

means for synchronizing the sequence of the digiiaI 
inform:ition cont:iined on the traosm!ticd :ind re-
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ccivc<1 "!<"' ,·.ui~cs, mc:ins for com·crting the scri:il 
~~:::1 :.!!:~!~~! idorm:1tion ~1t the output of s:1id modu
lnting means to p<trnllcl form, and 

means connected to the output t)f said scrial-to-r:irnlkl 
converting mean~. for storing the digit<1l inform:1tion .; 
at said receiver end wherchy the n:ccivcd inf orm:i
tion mnv he read out nt a desired time :ind :it a rela
tively slow r:itc. 

·t A pulse communicntion system adapted to transmit 
and receive digital inform:ltion compr!sing in comhination lo 

rncans for genernting .~ high intensity hcnm of light 
characterized b~, a narrow spectral width and consist
ing of relatively short duration pulses at the trans
mitter end of the system. 

me:ins for storing digital input information on tape at 15 
the transmitter end. 

means for reading the tape :it a sclect~d rate of words 
per duration of light pulse. 

means connected ·to the output of the tape reading 
means for generating a sequential binary code com~- 20 
sponding to the digital information stored :in the tape, 

means for modulating the light pulses with a wide in
formation band·width comprising the sequential bi
n:iry code, 

means for r~ceiving and c\cmodulating the tran!'mitte<l 25 
light pulses and thereby providing the information in 
serial form at the receiver end of the system remote 
from the transmitter end. 

means for synchronizing the ~equence of the digital 
information contained on the transmitted and re- 30 
ceived light pulses, and 

mc:ins for storing the digital information :it the receiver 
end whereby the received information m:iy be read 
out at a desired time. 

5. A laser pulse communication system :1dapted to 35 
·:msmit and receive digital inform:llion during the inter-
al of laser pulses comprising in combination 
means for generating a high intensity beam of co

herent light consisting of relatively short duration 
laser pulses at the transmitter end of the system, 

means for storing digital input information on tape at 
the transmitter end, 

means for reading the tape at a predetermined lime 
and at a selected rate of words per duration of J:iser 
pulse, 

means for synchronizing the initialion of the tape 
reading means with the beginning of each ht5er 
pulse, 

40 

45 

means connected to the output of the tape reading 
means for genecting a sequential binary code cor- 50 
responding to the digital informa.tion read from the 
tape. 

m\. .. -;: ·f)i mo<.1ulating the laser pulses with a wide 
fre~u::ncy bandwidth comprising the sequential bi
nary code whereby said binary code is transmitted 55 
at said transmitter end, 

means for receiving and demodulating .the transmitted 
laser pulses whereby said binary code is received at 

10 
means for s)•nchrnnizini: till~ rl!Cl"ivl!u hin:iry cmk with 

the trnnsmillc<..I hin:1ry CllUC, 
a scrial-10-parnllel converter conncctcJ lo :i:i :11nrli

flcd output of salu dcm1.H.lulnti.,g means. um! 
ml!:ms connected to the output of s:lid scri<1l·lO·p:ir.11lcl 

convcric:r for storing the <ligiwl infornrntion in 
parnllcl form :11 the rcct'ivcr end whereby the rc
<:civcc.I inform:ltion m:1y he read out al a dcsirct.l 
lime. 

6. A l:tscr pulse communic:1tion system :1d:1pted to 
lr:msmit :tnd receive di~it:il inform:11ion at a minimum 
r:1tc of ~00 words per l:1ser pulse of approxim:ltcly O.ClO I 
second dur:ition comprising in combination 

mc:tns for generntin1; a high intensity hcani of co· 
hcrcnl light consisting of at least one tascr pul~c of 
:t.ppro:cim3tely o.oor $CCC1nd duration per scccnd. 
:it the transmitter end of the system. . 

mc:ms for storing dii::ital input inform:nion at a mi_ni
. mum rate of 2 X J 06 :iddresscs per second having 

eight bits per address.. · · 
a parallel-to-sc;iat converter connected to the output 

Of the digital slOr:tgC mc:in~. ~:iid COOVCrtcr haviOl? !I 
minimum operating· rate of 16 X I 08 bits per second. 

means including a .be~ml splillcr disposed in the path 
t>f the laser bc:mi for synchronizins the initiation 
of the parallel-to-serial converter and disital stor<1gc 
means with the beginning of each laser pulse. 

means· for pulse code modulating t~e laser pulses with 
a wide frequency bandwidth containing the digital 
input information wherehy the tr.msmissi~n of n laser 
pulse empties the input inform:1tion storage me:tns 
at a minimum rate of 400 words per duration of 
las.er pulse. 

means including a· lens. aperture. optical filter. :ind a 
photoelectric device for receiving :ind dem6dul:1ting 
the transmitted la~r pulses at. a· rcceh.·cr end of the 
system remote from the transmitter end, 

a serial-to-parallel converter connected to the output 
of the demodulating means, s:iid. serial-to-parallel . 
converter having a minimum operating rate of 
16 X I 08 bits per second. 

means for storing the received digital information at a 
minimum rate of 16 x 1 oe bits per: duration o( laser 
pulse whereby the received information may tic read 
out at a desired time and at a relatively slower. 
rate, and 

synchronized transmitter and receiver circuits for tr:ans- . · 
milting and receiving the digital information in cor
rect sequence. 

2,706,215 
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J,317,729 
S\'STr•;M FOR DETlmMI NING MISS.J>IS1'ANCF.. 

USING A GAMMA HA V SOUltCE AND D"· 

2 
rellnblllty is nlso enhnnccd. Since snmmn·tny detection 
methods nro fnhoronlly dlcltnl (ench· gnmmn ruy detected 
re11i1lt11 fo u 11ln·aln ~ounl), the rQl\do\1t problems nro 
reduced. This nl!JO lncrense11 the 1y11tem rclfnblllty, 

Tf.Cl'OI~ . 
Puul H. Calaway, Clcmdatc, Catllt., H441anor Co Elcdronlc G 

Spcclnlty Co., Los An;clcs, Callf ., a corporation of 
Callfornln 

One such llYHlem employs n source of aammn rays 
pince,! In a missile, a detector Jn the tarset, and n dnlo. 
reduci'on system on the ground or In a piloted aircraft 
for nn observer. Output signals are produced by the 
detector in response to each incident radiation photon and 

Filed Mny 14, 1963, Ser. No. 280,205 
6 Claims. (Cl. 250-71.5) 

Thi!I invention rclntcs ton dlstnncc Indicator, and more 
rnrticulnrly to .such n system employing a sn.mmn-rndi11-
tion source in one object which may be detected 
in nnothcr to determine their closest. separation distnnce 
during relative movement. 

Accurnte separation or miss-distance information is 
rcquirecf for analysis of the reliability and accuracy of 
relatively moving objects, such as ·prnctice tar.gets and 
missiles, and particularly those missiles which utilize a 
proximity fuse, thus eliminating the necessity for direct 
hits to destroy or .Qisable the target. For firing practice, 
when using a drone-type target, a built-in miss-distan·ce 
factor is sometimes added to the missile's steering mecha
nisms to prevent a direct hit and the destruction of the 
target. When the missile comes within this predetermined 
miss-distance, jt is considered to have made a dir-ect hit 
and the drone is kept intaCt for the next missile firfo.g. 

While expensive and complex targets are thus not 
destroyed and may . be used for repeated missile firing 
during a firing practice, it is extremely impc:)rtant to know 
how close the missile approached the target, preferably 
before the next missile firing mission so that suitable 
corrective measures may be taken. 

Because · of the high. altitudes and relative speeds be
tween the target and missile, di·rect visual systems are 
not practical. Photographic triangulation, .acoustical' and 
Doppler-radar systems have been tried, but for the most 
part have been quite complex, too expensive, require a 
Jar-ge power source, nrc heavy and ineffective for practical 
miss-distance measurement applications. Moreover, they 
do not provide for immediate miss-distance information; 

l 0 the data reduction system receives the information in the 
form of pulses. The number of pulses received durin1 n 
predetermined Interval of time aro proportional to the 
radiation intensity which varfes occording to the distance 
separating the radioactive source from the detection equip. 

JG ment. This information is then translated into an indica
tion of whether the missile carry.Ing a radioactive source 
was within the critical destruction distance of the target 
cnrrying the detection equipment. 

This scintillation-type of scoring system is Jess costly 
20 and less dftficuJt to install and use than other types of 

scoring systems. For example, most scoring systems 
using radar techniques incorporate-a transponder mounted 
inside the attacking 'missile, thereby changing the actual 
combat characteristics. Complex target-borne equipment 

25 is necessary. The ground stations receiving ~ransmission 
from the transponder equipment ht the target involve 
rather complex and expensive computers. 

In scintillation-type scoring systems, a smaU radio
active tag is installed within the missile; on a ring fitted 

30 around the missile, or in a bolthe'ad which is screwed in 
either a tail fin or some other convenient location. The 
gamma-radiation emitted from the tag on the misslc is 
then received at the target by a s.::intillation-type· radia
tion sensor, and no communication link between the mis-

35 sile and the target is necessary in order to recover miss
distance information. The circuitry required in the tar
get-borne detection system typicaJJy includes a video am
plifier to _amplify the pulse infonn~tion which results 
from the impingement of the gamma-radiation on a ra-

More recently, gamma-radiation detection systems have . 
been used for accurately detecting, measuring and in
dicating rapidly changing radiation intensity levels. The 
radiation intensity received by a scintillation detector 
varies with its dstance from the radiation source and this 
principle forms the basis for scintillation-type detectors. 

40 diation sensot. A pulse-shaping circuit typically is in
volved and a modulating network for the transmitter for 
tran:;mission of the pulse data to the ground station. 
Thus, the cost of instaJJation and maint'!nance of a radia-
tion-type scoring system, both for mis! ite and targe4 is 

45 substantialJy less than ·any of the other types of scoring 
systems. 

'Most scintillation-type scoring systems to date receive 
at the readout station essentiaJJy the same type of data 
input, the data input being in the form of pulse inform:i-

Unlike most other miss-distance systems, the missile
borne equipment of a radiation mi~-distance detection 
system is simple and inexpensive; consisting of n:-~""eJy a 
small, activated gammn-ray source. As the missile is 
generally non-recoverable, a great savirg in cost is realized. 
The activated tag, mounted on the missil~, is so small 
that the missile dynamics are not affected at all by. its 
presence. This means that test missiles can be identical 
to combat missiles with no t:xpensive modifications neces
sary. No interference with radar systems or other com
munication Jinks is experienced when using such a miss
distance indicator. Because of their high energy, the 
gamma-rays are not affected in any manner by the ionized 
boundary layer encountered with extremely high-speed 
vehicles. Also, attenuation from the air between the 
missile and the target is smnll. The decay rate of the 
activated gnmmn-rny source is completely independent of 
the misslle environment and can be chosen to be very 
Jong compared to the duration of a firing mission. Thus, 
after a static calibration on the ground, the source strength 
can be considered to be a system constant. The equipment 
installed in the t:irget can be minimized with the readout 
equipment mounted in the monitor phine, on the ~round, 
or both. This wlll nlw result In n co~t reduction In cn.se 
of n malfunction resulting In the lo!!.• of n tnrgct. System 

60 tion with the pulse repetition rate being a function of. 
the instanfaneous missile tag range from the ·target-borne 
sensor. The frequency of the pulses over n prcdc:cr
mined Jength of time is then transformed into distnncc 
information. Thus, these radiation detection systems 

55 operate by setting a discrete time jnterval ::ind m:"l'iUring 
or counting the pulses received durin~ that time. 

In such a system which samp]es pulses for n di . .;crete 
time interval, error due to missile velocity during that 
time interv·a1 is a continually changing. factor. During 

GO this sample time, the ranse from the sensor to the missile 
changes linearly. At the end of the fixed sample time, 
the range as determined by the number of counts col
lected is always greater than the nctunl missile range on 
an nppronch. The difference between the actu·n1 range 

OlS and the range ns determined from the count rate, assum
ing negligible statistical error, is the so-called velocity 
error. 

Assuming the mis.~ile velocity to be constant, the mi5· 
sile moves the same distance during each sample period. 

10 Error due to missile velocity in a consfont..snmple time 
~yi1tem I~ smn·ll nt lnrse rnngclt, but It becomes s!~nlncant
Jy lnr;or ns the mlsslle llppronches the tnrsct. Therefore, 

70 
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11u1·1:ont ur1·u11 nl lunu rnnuc.1 IM h.ili1t lhnn l'~NIJl\l ~rtnr 111 
ctnsc r1m1.to bccnu110 dhitnncc tt·nvc:llcd .1:\ t:K.'ir.ntlnlly tho 
snmc durlns the sumple time. 

Another dlsndvnntngc in previous sclntlllntlon scoring 
systems lies in the nature of the statistical errors incurred. 
The accuracy of scintillation scorins s)1stems depend pri
m:irily on the stntislical nature· of the nctlvnted gnmma 
11ourcc. Since tho· nclunl dccny rnlo or n rndloh1olopc Is 
or. n rnndom nnturo, the rndlutlon of t?nnrnm rt1y!4 I.~ tmt 
rcnlly tt comttnnl with lime, nnd with thl" rudl111lon UM u 
rnn1i10 mcmmr:nu 11otm:c, there 1!1 n ~t11th1tlcnl vn.rlntlon 
In tho nccurncy or tho N)'fttom. ·fn tho110 prc:vlom1 JoiY8· 
tcr1u1, durln1tt n mlNtdlc rm~"• the tulnl countn In u c(U\l'llnnt 
time lntcrvnl which· lndlcutes. minimum rnn11c. cnn vury 
by n fuctor or one hundred or more. A rndintlon count 
over n period of time converted into distnncc, then, will 
not measure distance with a constant statisticnl nccurncy. 
If the radiation count is extended over a relatively long 
period of time, the effect of these statistical fluctuations 
can be reduced to a negligible value. However, over a 
longer period ·of _time, the velocity error increases. A 
compromise usually is ntade between gathering o. large 
sample of gammns and· esfab1ishins :>. short enough time 
base so that the missile range ·does not change signifi
cantly. 

The distance indicator comprising the present inven
tion overcomes these defccL~ of cnrlicr systems by opcr
ntins in n novel manner which riermits compcnsntion 

4 
numh~r nr l.lm\11t1111t•h'1l1Jhl nml \:OnHll\nl•Wlllth (lh\111 ~(\fl• 
Hlllnt·eMruy> 11ul110~. when lntc.!urntC3d, wilt ulluln n cer• 
tuln voltn9c lov~l, Md the time! ro<1ulr~J to lntcsrut" to 
this level vnrlc:1 Jlncnrly with the count filtc. Since the 

tS count rate is inverse!~' proportionnl to the squ:m~ or the 
scp:irntion disfancc between the niissile nnc.l the lnrgct, 
the time <.lurntlon in chnrging the inlci;ratlng cnpncltor 
is 111~0 pro(\ortionnl lo the !lqttnro of. the rnt,B~· , 

'rhls time tlurntlon Is ralnted to n function which rro· ! 
10 tJuc"s r ""c:onu tlmo b1t!40 which 1!4 lln~nr with dl!§ttrncc3. : 

1'hlll 111 done by fir11t C!011ltolllng tho 0Ull"l1l from n rnmp 
li?oncrntor with t-ho nforoincntlonetl lnlcr,rnlor level by 
rcsctllnll the rump nl tho Knrno time the lnte~rntln; cn.1rncl· 
tor I:. rcNOt. i·ho Jntcsrntor nppenr11 us u !!Cries ot volt· 

rn ngo stnlrcnse funct.lons or constn.nt pcnk nmplltudes, but : 
with the time bns.cs of the stalrcnse functions or mngni- i 

tudes which are proportional to the squnrc of the missile· : 
to-target. range. The modified r:tmp w:tve shape then : 
contains a voltage analog of the missiJc•s appro~ich path ; 

20 to the target., This voltage is stored in a storage network : 
until· a readout circuit is activated by a missile path detec- ' 
tor. The maxin1urn storage voltnse amplitude represents i 
the closest approach of the missile to the target. Makins . 
the voltage proportional to the mensurable time duration · 

2!S linear with distance requires furth~r transformation. 
The missile pass detector, sensing an increase in pulses 

nbove· n given level scneratcs, after a time delay, n pulse · 
thnt triggers the readout system· nnd nctivntes n squnre 
function generator •. ·The voltase on n cnJ"ncilor in the • 

30 function generator is discharged at n rate proportional 
to the square of time until it is equal to the voltage in 
the storage network; thus converting the voltage ampli
tude into miss-:distancc. In this manner, the time interval 
until the two voltages are equal is a direct function of the 

35 range, rather than a square function as was the integrating 
time interval. A clock operating during this time in
terval, is the·n used to drive a decade display that sums 
the number of clo"ck pulses and dispfays it in terms of 
separation or miss-distance. 

for the rnnge ·errors due to missile· velocity through in
strument ·:idjustment prior to the missile firing. Also, the 
statistical error is fixed at some known value, thu~ en
abling the· operator to be able to establish the same 
confidence level for all missile firings and miss-distances. 
This system is based upon a techniq~e of counting a pre
selected number of pulses and determining the time it 
takes to receive this riUmber. of pulses, the time being a 
function of distance. The further· away the missile is 
from the target, the longer it takes to count the selected 
number of pulses~ The time to count the same number 
of pulses is much less than when the missile is closer, 40 
so that the .. percent of error will nearly always be the 
same. This velocity error, being a constant percentage 

lt is therefore an object .of the present invention to 
provide a novel distance indicating system based on gam-
ma-radiation detection. · · 

of the distance, c·an then· be ·compensated for in the 
equipment and in this manner greater. accuracy ·can be 
achieved. The measurement of the time required to 
count n preselected number of pulses due to the random 
radiation of gammas, especially after calibration of the 
system during a sample test before firing prnctice, makes 
the system much more predictable than systems which 
relnte the gamma count rate to a fixed time. This is 
bec·ause the gamma count rate is an inverse square func
tion of source range and thus the confidence level and 
statistical ·accuracy are extremely difficult to establish 
with a constant sample time. 

The distan.ce indicator system of the present invention, 
in one embodiment, consists of a radioactive tag pfaced in 
the missile, a radiation detector and telemetry device 
p;aced in the target and a ground station or station in a 
monitoring aircrnft for converting detection information 
into distance informntion. As the missile contninins the 
rndionctlvc tna nppronches the tnrget, thn rntc of im· 
plngement of gnmmn rnys or. the scinlillntor crystal in 
the tnrget increases. The intensity of the impingemc:nt. 
of samma rays is inversely proportional to the square 
of the range: 

K 
N= Jl2 

where N equals the number of gamma rays/unit time 
nrrlving nt the detector, R cqunls the range or sc11nrn· 
tion distnnce, nnd K equals ·a constnnt. The gamrnn-ray 
impingement information is converted to electrical puL<;es 
which are telemetered to the ground station where this 
information is then converted into n readout of the mini
mum sep:iration distance of the mi~sile from the target. 

The system operates on the principle th::it a preset 

Another object is to provide for a miss-distance indi
cating system of great reliability and accuracy, yet which 
is simple .and inexpensive to mnke, instnll nnd operate and 

4.5 which is relatively lightweight and compact. 
Another object is the provision of a miss-distance in

dicating .system wherein the time rc.;:i;rc:d to count .a 
selected number of gamma radiations from nn object is 
proportional to the square of the separation dist:ince of 

GO a detector from that object. · 
Another object of the present invention is the provi

sion of a radiation-type distance detection system for 
converting t.he time required to sampfo ..,, seJer.:ted number 
of radiaticns into an indication of distance. 

55 Anothr.r object is the provision of a miss-distanr.:e in-
dicatinJ? ~y~tem wherein the magnitude of · 1clodty l':rnr 
is reduced in accordance with separation cJ~stance to pro
vide for a constant percent velocity error for v:"ich a 
compcnsntion may be made. 

OO Another object I~ the provitlon of n rndintlon·typc di~-
tnncc lndicntor ':herein ltnli~tlcnl error due to rundom· 
ness of radiations is fix·~d by relnting the time to count 
a selected number of radiations to distance instead of 
relating the radiation rate to distance. 

05 Yet another object is the provision of a radintion-
type distance detection system wherein velocity errors 
may be calibrated out by adjustment of a voltage r:lmp 
slope in sampling radiations before use. 

70 sun another object is to provide a distnncc indicating 
system wherein radioactive radiation from a missile is 
converted into pulses by apparatus on a target and where
in these pulses nre collected nnd used to control a s:iw
tooth waveform to obtain a voltage an:ilos of separation 

iu distance. 
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A further object Is the provision of n miss-distnncc in- feet cstnbl!shcs n vollnge win<low which eliminates the 
dicnting system wherein the shortest scpni'ntion distnnco pulses ubovc n preset height nnd nlso below nnothcr pre· 
between two rclntlvcty moving objccl!I ls extrnetcd from n 8ct level, as shown by wnvc:form (c),· Thl11 h1 done for 
voltn;c unnlos of the 111qunr13 o( tho 11cpurntlon dl~tnncc!C tho folJowlng reasons: The low-level tube nolno lie· 
which hm1 hcon 11tnred me u rnn:dmum voltnno Jovo1, nnd n Ncrlbcd onrllcr cnn cnuso dcgrndntlon or lhc MY11lcm nc· 
wherein this voltnltc level mny be cornrrnrcd with n squnro curncy by uppenrlns to the computer nnd dll!plny Rystcm 
funcfion wuvo Vtlltngo level over n llncnr time Jntervnl; 22 n!I n gnmmn co:.int. In uddltlon, the cosmic rudin· 
the time f ntervnl until equntlon of snld voltnge levels being tlon fovel which vnries by n fuctor l 0 from i;en level to 
directly proporlionnl to the shortest sepnrntion distnnce. 50,000 feet nJtitude will nlso degrn<le the nccurncy of 

These nnd other ·objects wm become nppnrcnt ns n 10 the sy·•~.cm for the snmc renson. These pubes, due to 
description· 01 the invention proceeds, hnving refcn:nco cosmic rndlatlon, ns mentioned earlier, nre typlcntly 
to tho drnwings, wherein: much grcnler thnn the pulse due to n gnmmn photon 

FrOURE t J~. n block dingrnm or the system; lmplngingr on n sclntlllntlon crystnl. Pulse 24 mny be 
FIOURE 2 shows tho principle wuvo forms ullllzc<.J Jn compnrctl with pul!lic 16 ns nn exnmplc. Therefore, u 

the system; 10 window wns selected which will nccept nU pulses be· 
FIGURE 3 sho\VS · n wnveform of the function gcnern· tween approximately 1 volt and S volts, this· level· being 

tor: established in this embodiment as those pulses caused 
FIGURES 4 and S are circuit diagrams of the target- by the reaction between a gamma photon and thP- scimil-

bornc system; and, · Iation crystal 14. By operating this window, some of 
FIGURES 6 through 14 arc circuit diagrams of various 20 the signat will be lost since there is a finite, although 

portions of the datn processing and readout system. small, probability that one of the low-level or one of the 
Rcferfi'ng now to the· block diagram in FIGURE 1 with extremely high-level pulses is a result of a gamma re-

rcforencc to the wave forms in FIGURES 2 and 3, there action. However, the advantages to be gained by elim-
. is shown the target-borne system JO which operates from inating the noise more -than offsets the disadvantage of 

a t:irget drone. not shown. Within this system, a radia- 25 losing some of the signal with this .type <?f ~ct.work. 
tion detector .12 in one form may consist of a spherical The circuit diagram of the pulse· .height dm:nmmator 
crystal 14 and photomultiplier tu&e· 16. The crystal is is shown in FIGURE 4. 
preferably of polyvinyl toluene and in one embodiment The output f.rom the pulse height discriminator 20 
is on the order of about seve·n inches in diameter. Each is then fed into a one-shot multivibrator 2o. This onc-
gamma which passes through .the crystal excites some 30 shot multivibrator is of (be tunnel diode variety and is 
number of electrons determined by the statistical con- quite unique· in that it can provide an extremely high 
siderations. When these· electrons return from their ex- pulse repetition r~te and maintain a stable pulse height 
cited state to their ground state, .they emit photons of and pulse width. Pulse repetition frequencies of 3 
iit?ht i11 :i.pproximntcly the 4000 A. region~ The out- megacycles are typical in this circt,it, the diagram of 
side of the crystal has been coated with a black epoxy 35 which is shown in FIGURE 4. The reason for driving 
paint to prevent the outside ambient light from affecting the one-shot multivil>rator 28 is -to provide a pulse of 
the photomultiplier tube. The scintillation crystal 14 constant-height and constant-width for each pulse which 
has been covered on the inside with n light-reflecting sub- passes through the pulse height discriminator 20. Thus, 
stance which ·allows these light photons to reflect about one constant-energy pulse is recovered for ench gamma 
the crystal until they nrc received nt · the photocnthode 4.0 which reacts with rhe scin·tillation crystal 14 in the be-
ef the photomultiplier lube Hi. When these photons ginning of the system. These pulses, shown ns . (d) in 
impinge upon the photocathodc of the phototube, photo- FIGURE 2, arc then much easier dealt with in the fol-
electrons are generated. These electrons are then accel- lowing circuit~ ;i. 
crated through the tube and operate in standard fashion These pulses from the one-shot multivibrator 28 arc 
ns in nll photomultiplier tubes. Hoth the scintillntion 4.5 then fed into n scaling network 30. The ·reason for this 
crystal 14 and the photomultiplier tube 16 are conven- scaler is strfotly to divide down the pulse rate for tele-
tional devices readily available on the market today. metering of the data by the target-borne transmitter. 
CrystnlS can be typically purchased from Nu~lear Enter- This technique enables the system to handle higher 
prises, Ltd. in Winnipeg, Canada, and photomultiplier gamma photon count rates from larger radioactive t:igc; 
tubes are available from organizations such ns RCA nnd 50 and s-till remain within stnndnrd IRIG telemetering band 
Dumont. The output from the photomultiplier ~ubc is width. The IRIG standnrds deflne. tclemeterins ch:ir-
a negative going pulse of vnryins amplitude shown ns ncteristics for nll U.S. mltitnry instnllntions, Including 
w:iveform < n) in FIGURE 2. These pulses nro the result telemct<ring bnnd width, pnlc:e repet!tion rate, frequency 
of three ~ 11ctions: stabiffty spurious responses, etc. IRIG is the nbbrcvia-
( 1) the signnl input cnused by the gnmma-r:idiation im- CHS ·tion fo; the Interr:inge Instrumentation Group which 

pin!ting on the crystnl; group i!; Jocnted in While Sands, New Mexico, nnd sets 
(2) inherent tube noise usually of lower level within the stnndnrds for Dntn Transmission rind Reception in Mis-

p~otomultiplier tube itself; and, silc Rnnges. 
(3) cosmic radiation, cosmic background which usually A second one-shot mullivibrntor 32 is providea ,t the 

results in much greater magnitude pulse heights than 00 output of the scaler 30 to provide a c..;nstant-hc.ight. 
the pulses resulting from the gamma radiation. Pulse constan·t-width pulse for a preset number of pulses into 
height from the phototube due to the gamma radi- the scaler network due to the gamma reaction. The 
ation varies typically Crom 10 to SO millivolts. scaler network cnn be described as follows: The output 
The video nmpllncr 18 emplo~oed 1~ of r1 stnndnrd from tho fint ono·~hot nrnltlvlbrntor 28 clrlvcs n con· 

\\'ldc•-hand tr;rn.;f-,tnrl:rl~cl !\'pC wlth thn•e :.t:q?<''i nf ~aln, (\,~ Sll\n·l·C'll1Tt>nl !!<'tH•rnl<'r :14 dllrfll!! 1h~ f'ltl.;e <i11rntf1\n. 
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different division fnctors urc obtulnahlc. This scni;or 
:iystem provides nvo prc:;c:t division fuctors which cnn 
bo ohtnlncd by merely plus-In mcnnll or by rotutlon of 
n switch, not shown. · These fnctors huvc been set lo 
be 3, 5, 10, IS nnd :?O, cnabllng the system to opcrnte 
:tt minimum ranges for tag strength ranging from less 
thnn S millicurics to more thnn 100 millicuries of Anti
mony 124, or its equivalent. These numbers identify 
switch positions in FIGURE s. 

1e1m1tor 46 lntcurnte11 tho Incoming pulses for ra tlmo 
dcrcndcnt upon the snmmn ph<llC\lt count rnte, During 
lhc tlmo tlrnt thl11 lntcgrntor I!! collcctlng counts, n '4ccond 
function ls being performed by n rnmp gcnerntor 54, 

Tho . outriut from the second one-shot mullivibrntor 
32 modulntc5 n telemetering ·transmitter 38. This trnns· 
milter Is n stn11dnrd nirborno solid stnto trnnsmlttcr 
which b rcn<lily nvnilable ·nnd pcrforml'I the convention· 

G who.'ic circuit Is shown 1n FIGURH 7. This generator Is 
developing a linear ramp of const:ml prctlctcrmincd s·lopl! 
(constnnt-negntivc slope). This is done by dischnrsing 
n cnpncitor 56 from n predetermined ·voltage level with 
u constnnt-current drain. The· voltngc on the rnm11 ca-

10 ·rncilor 56 provides, nt the time tbnt the intcgrntor net
work ,..~nchcs is present level, shown ns VRl in wave· 
form (p) of FIGURE 2, tho desired rclntlonship between 
the count rnte nnd n positive, storublc volluge. The stor
age network 60 produces nn output signal whose level is nl function of trnnsmitting pulses. One such typical 

·trnnsmittcr is mnrkcted by Electronic Specialty Co., 
·Los Angeles, Cnlif. The scnlins network 30 is per· 
mnnentJy ·adjusted so that for a given tag s.trength at · 

15 determined by the .level of the ramp voltnge, just prior to 
reset, which is dependent on the time-to-count to the pre
set number shown in waveform (/}fa FIGURE 2. When 
the preset number of counts is received and the intcgrn!<'r 
is shorted, n pulse is genernted which first snnaplcs the 

· minimum missile rnnsc, the pulse repetition rate to- the 
tr:trismittcr 38 ·is never more thnn approximatrlu ~O kc. 
with pulse width of upproxlmulcly 10 microseconds. 20 rnmp vohuge nnd stores thnt voltage in the stornge net

work, nnd resets tho rump function nlso. The voltngo 
on the rnmp cupncitor 56 nt the time of re.set is directly. 
proportlonnl to the L.Znmmn-count rule. This is illustrnted 'I 

by wnvcCorm (g) in r:10URE 2. . 

The pulse Cornrntion from transmitter 38, such ns 
pulse~ shown· ns wnvcf9rm (c) in FIGURE 2, is re· 
covered .. rro·m n ~tnndnnl tclcmctcrlniz receiver 40, ~m·ch 
us Ncnu-Clnrk Model No. I 4SSA, und In tlnrn fed Into 
the comiiuter nnd dlsplny system 22. This system cun 25 
be phckn!?c<l in three po~slblc conflgurntions in order 

The rnmp nnd Jntegrntor functl!'.,nnl operntlon nt tho 
limo that the intc~rnlor reaches its prc~:ct level VJU 
mny be cxplulned fo nnother wny. A compnrutor !2 
senses when the integrntor 46 rcnchcs this level nnd gc:n· 
crates n pulse which nctivntcs a one-shot muJtivibrntorj 

to provide optimum usn~c: 

( l) a 19" rack configuration for a permanent installa-
tion; · 

(2) a portable transit case which is provided with a 
· water-tight cover for work in remote locations; 
(3) a combination of a ~omputer module and a read

out module which is mounted in an airplane cockpit 
so ·that the scoring information is available during 
flight., 

The pulse . data from the receiver 40 is fed into a pulse 
height discriminator 42 in order to eliminate any noise 
which may be generated within the receiver 40 or in the 
data link between the receiver and the computer. This 
fa especially useful when operated with the cockpit read
out unh bec.-luse. of the amount of radio noise generated 
by the rotating machinery, generators, etc., '1'ithin the 
aircraft. Suitable scopes and recorders (not shown) may 
be connected at this point for display or retention of the 
received signal. These pulses then drive a one-shot multi
vibrator 44, also of conventional design, as shown in 
FIGURE 6, in .. order to provide pulse reshaping in the 
event that there is some degradation of the pulse shape 

· by a transmitter or the receiving equipment. The output 
from the ·one-shot multivibrator is a constant-height~ con
stant-width -pulse, similar to the transmitted pulses in 
waveform (c) to provide a convenient operation in the 
Jate·r circuitry. 

The output of the one-shot multivibrator 44 is fed into 
an integrating network 46. 'Ihis network, shown in FIG
URE 6, consists of n constant-current generator 48 which 
plnces n constant amount of chnrso on nn integrnling 
cnp:icitor 50 for ench pulse from the receiving system. 
When the lntcsrulor rl'nches n preset level, shown us 
VR2 In wnveform (/) 1n FIGUIRE 2, corresponding to 
n preset number of pulses received nt the receiver 40, n 
comparator network 52 senses this voltage and shorts out 
the cnpacitor, clearing the integrator for counting agnin. 
The time required for the integrator to count, or build 
up a. voltage to a given preset level is then proportional 
to the ga.mma-count rate received at the target-borne 
.sensor system. 

It is desirable to be able to obtain a voltage inversely 
proportional to the fastest time-to-count in ~. series of 
such counts for later data reduction since the time of the 
fastest charging of the capacitor 56 indicates the closest 
mL'i!\·distnnce. (By "Inter" is mcnnt on the order of JOO 
mllll'4econ<ln.) In ordor to provide this function, n num. 
h·r 11( 11rc1 ati1l11~ 11;.:l·t1r ~ifl111ll;1nco11!'.l\'. Fir~I, tlw in-

30 52a within the chopper-comparator network. This one-: 
shot· pulse serves three separate functions. The leading j 
edge of the one-shot pulse is used to provide a signal to: 
short the integrator 46 and also turn on a readout tran-: 
sistor 58, in FIGURE 8, which transfers the voltage: 

35 on the ramp generator 54 at that time into a storage net
\vork 60, whose circuit is shown in FIGURE 8. This so.;; 
called gating transistor 58 turns off before the end of the 
functional one-shot pulse so that the trailing edge of the · 
pulse can be used to reset_ the linear ramp to its jnitial 

40 peak voltage. The typical pulse width for the triggering · 
one-shot pulse is 50 microseconds, the gate transistor 58 
which transfers the voltage from the ramp generator 54: 
to storage network 60 i~ typically opene~ for 20 to 30 
microseconds. In this way, the storage capacitor 56 con- : 
tinunJly sees the last voltage on the ramp before it resets . 

45 to its original value. Thus, during a missile pass, this 
storage voltage will rise in a step fashion, as shown by . 
waveform (Ii) in FIGURE 2, and will l~::>ld at the maxi
mum voltage level seen at the base of the ramp, shown 

50 
in waveform (g), the maximum level beirg proportional 
to the instantaneous sampled gamma-count rate. 

In order to provide ease of calibration and help elimi
nate noise from the system, an automatic reset function · 
has been provided in the ramp generator 54. When the· 

65 
voltage on ramp capacitor 56 reaches a given preset 
discharge level, n signal from th(! comparator circuit 52 
is senernted which operates the functionril one-shot multi· . 
vibrntor 5%a, thereby shorting or resetting t-he inte!?rntor · 
46, trnnsfcrrinq the instnntnncous r:1mp voltage to the 
slorngc nctw· c 60, nnd rciicttlns the rump scncrntor 54. 

oo Thus, if thl" summn-c0unt rnlc I~ so low thnt the lntcGrn· 
tor does not rench the preset level before the rnmp renchcn 
its bottom point, the system is reset nnd n new snmplc is 
taken. The ramp incline or slope is adjustable for cnli-

Ou brating voltage amplitude with miss·distnnce, ns will be ' 
explained Inter. However, this rnmp voltage never socs 
below VRl in waveform (g). If, however, the gamma- . 
count rate reaches a point that the integrator upper level 
VR1 is reached before the ramp reaches its automatic 

70 reset point VRl, the _presence of a radioisotope within 
the scoring range of the system is indicated. At t·hat time, 
the following functions occur: When the count rate 
renchcs such n level that the system is reset by the com· 
rinrnte>r network !l riithcr th1rn the nutrnnntic r:1mp re:o.ct 

7ti funl·ti<'n in rnmp gC'n('ratnr ~.a. 11 pub.~ j.., !'1'll<.'t:1:~·tl with-
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in the compar:itor 52 which passes to the missile p:lss 
detector 62 which starts n time delay. The time preset 
into this rime dcl:iy is arbitrary but is made long compared 
to the time required for the slowest anticip!'ltcd missile 
to pass through the largest nnticip:1tcd scoring sphere. 5 
During this time, the storage network 60 si.:cs a :-.eric." 
ui step increases in the bottom ramp voltage as the mis· 
site approaches. This is shown in waveform (g). At 
the end of this time delay, it is ::tssumed that the missile 
has passed through the m:ocimum and is progressing 10 
away from the target and the count rate is decreasing. 
Therefore, the storage network is at its peak, as showr. 
in waveform (Ii). This time delay is typically 150 mill! 
seconds. 

If, and only if, voltage VRl in waveform (g) is not 15 
reached by the time the rredeterm.ined volt·:gc VR2 in 
waveform (/) is reached, the time delay is :i.::tiv:1tc<l. At 
the end of this time delay, a pulse from the missile p;iss 
detector 62 is generated which starts a clo,:k 69 in FIG· 
URE 12, running at a calibrated 1 kc. n:tc. This clock 20 
drives a decimal readout network in the diiital di~play 
70, to be described later. This pulse also actuatt: .• the 
function generator 68. This function gcneralor is a 
series of linear voltage ramps calibrated to approxim:ite 
an inverse parabolic shapt!, such as is shown in FIGURE 25 
3. The slope of each linear ramp and the break points 
(the point where the slopes of the linear ramp changes) 
have been calibrated to coincide with the 1 kc. counter 
64 which is running. During the time that this function 
generator 68 is operati.,g and the counter 64 is counting, 30 
the instantaneous vo: i;e on the function generator 68 
is being compared with the voltage in the storage net
work 60. At the time that the two voitages are equal, 
the counter is stopped and the function generator is reset 
to its stand-by value. In this fashion, the square root of 35 
the storage network voltage is taken and the number of 
pulses from the 1 kc. clock is exactly equal to the missile 
miss-distance. 

The display network .consists of t\VO decades of st:md-
2rd silicon control rectifier (SCR) ring counters 72 v-.ith 40 
the second decade dcpcn<ling on a pulse from the tenth 
SCR in the first decade for its cou:itin.s pulse. The 1 
kc. generator described earlier is the counting pulse for 
the first decade. These SCR's have as their load in the 
circuit a 28-volt light bulb which provides the illumin::i- 4;) 
lion to display the proper number. T-hc display units, 
incbding the lights for i!uumioating the characters, are 
produced by Interstate Electronics Corp., North Holly
wood, California. 

One of the novel circuits of the system is shown in 50 
FIGURE- 4. This is the circuit diagram of the high 
speed one-shot multivibr:itor 28 in the target-borne sys
tem. A positive current pulse is coupled through c::ipaci-
tor 80 causing tunnel diode 82 to exceed its peak poi,nt 
current and enter its negative resistance region. Tunnel 55 
diode 82, previous to application of the pulse, is bi:iscd 
in a low voltage state. The duration of time that the 
~unnel diode is held in this negative resistance region 
is determined by the size of inductor 84. When the 
current pulse from capacitor 80 reduces to zero an<l the GO 
voltage across inductor 84 then returns to zero, tunnel 
diode 82 returns to its original state. Pulse height fror:i 
tunnel diode is on the order of 50 millivolts; too small 
ior operation of circuitry in the next stage of the sys
tem. The base of transistor 84 is biased from a highly 05 
regulated 6-volt supply just slightly above the biac;ed 
base of transistor 86 and therefore transistor 84 con
ducts. When the pulse from capacitor 80 causes the 
tunnel diode 82 to enter the high voltage stale, tile 
voltage at the base of transistor 86 exceeds that of the 70 
base of transistor 84 and transistor 86 then begins to 
conduct. A pulse is then generated C'f much greater 
magnitude than that resulting from the tunnel diode 
itself and a great deai of gain is effected. This one-shot 
circuit takes advantage of the extremely high frequency i•i 

10 
c:tpabilitics of the tunnel diode one-shot :ind still provides 
surlicient keying and st<?bility to operate circuitry in the 
system. The one-shot multivibrntor 32 in FIGURE 5 
is functionally the same as the one just described. 

Another important fc:tture of this invention is the mis
sile p:i~r: detector 62 which may be termed the .. when" 
circw:. It produces a sisnal to tell comparator 52 and 
square function generator to operate aftt:r the missile h:ts 
passed so that the closc~t point may be read out. The 
time deh:y provided by detector 62 tells the system when 
to read oui. and thus serves to produce a signal indicative 
of the closest point, which is the b:isic function that the 
entire system is to perform. The operation of missile pass 
detector 62 may be :.>o:!ter understood with ref crcnce to 
FIGURE 6, showing the circuit diagra~s of multivibrator 
44, integrator 46. and the compar:1tor and ramp reset 52. 
Transistors 90 and 92 comprise a comparator, one side of 
which samples the incoming integrator voltage from ca
pacitor SO; the other side of the comparator is biased at a 
r('•.rnlated six volts. Transistor 94 is bi:tscd such that its 
cr~itti::r looks at the nlus six volts and its base leeks at the 
ramp voltage from tcnninal J6 with a drop of approxi
mateiy Vi.o of a volt through diode 96. When the ramp 
voltage reaches a point designated the automatic reset 
point, transistor 90 becomes forward biased, and current 
flows through its collector. This current flows into the 
base of 98 which has been biased in an off condition and 
it begins to conduct; thereby triggering the functional one
shot pulse described earlier. This functional one-shot 
pulse shorts the capacitor in the integrator 46, opens the 
storage gate transistor and resets the ramp. No readout 
is effected. When the count rate reaches a level such that 
the comparator senses that the base of transistor 90 is 
biased higher than the base of transistor 92. ·before transis
tor 94 conducts, a condition exists that a missile is ap
proaching the sensor. Tr:msistor 90 then begins to con
duct and transistor 92 turns off, coupling a pulse through 
pin. T6 to the time del2y in FIGURE 11. Thus, only 
when the integrator level reaches the preset value bcf ore 
the ramp reaches its automatic re:-;ct point, then and only 
ti:len does a puls~ generate from the p:iss detector to affect 
a readout. AH other times, the integrator is shorted. the 
ramp is reset and held in a steady state fashion and no 
readout occurs. 

Another unique feature of the present invention is the 
case of calipration of the system to ::.rcommodate radia
•ion sources of different strengths. Calibration i<:i ::iffectecl 
in the 10Ilowing manner: A radioactive tag which is equal 
to th2t tag to be mounted on the missile is placed a speci
fied distance from the sensor at some time prior to the 
mission time. The miss-distance computer is set on an 
automatic position 100 by a switch on the front panel of 
the unit. Also provided on the front panel is a potentiom
eter 102. This miss-distance indicator samples the count 
rnte, extracts the actual miss-distance, displays for a few 
seconds a readout of this distance, resets the system, counts 
again and displays the information again. This operation 
is controUed by the Readout Display Control and Reset 
Network 104 shown as the unijunction transisfor timer 
network in FIGURES 12 and 14. ;)uring the time that 
the system is automatically displaying, adjustment of the 
front panel potentiometer 102 wiU adjust the miss-distance 
readout until the system continually reads out the proper 
range within the statistical accuracy and confidence levels 
specified. A-single calibration point. that is only one posi
tion of the tag, is sufficient to provide calibration for the 
entire range of the scoring sphere. Once this calibration 
has been eITcctcd, the system is set on a manual mode and 
the operation can be commenced. In the manual mode, 
once a missile has passed and the distance readout in ac
cordance with the calibration sampling, the display will 
hold ·~h!s miss-distance information until released by a 
pus:-i-button 106 located on the front panel :md operated 
by the observer. The adjustment of the potentiometer on 
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the front panel during calibration !.imply chnn~es the slope 
of the linear ramp function. As this store is changed for 
:i given count rate from the radioisotope, the fin:il vulta,ge 
on the ramp function at the time that the preset volt:ige 
is obtained on the integrntor changes. Thus. if the stopc ;i 
is increased without moving the position of the radioiso
tope from the sensor, the final voltage on the ramp for 
storage is less than for the previou" value of slope. When 
the function generator then is activnteu, it runs for a 
longer time before the .,.oltage on the function generator 111 
equals that voltage which has been stored. Therefore. the 
counter runs for a longer time and a higher number is 
read out on a digital display. 1f the slope is decreased, the 
voltage in the storage network .wm be higher, the counter 
will nm for n shorter time and: the readout will display 1.; 
a. smaller . number. Thus, if the system has been pre
viously calibrated for one tag strength and a stronger tag 
is placed at the same range, the system will read out a 
smaller number and the slope must be increased o:t the 
linear ramp in order to readout the proper range. lf a 20 
smaller tag is used, the ·~ope must be decreased in order 
to read out properly. The function of the potentiomet..:::-
in the circuit merely changes the rate at which the current 
is drained from the ramp capacitor; thus changin~ the 
slope of the linear ramp. 

If errors in the system readout due to the velocity of 
the missile are too large to be acceptable, the following 
biasing technique can be employed: The above descrip
tion of the system calibration shows that a change in the 
slope of the linear ramp function-affects a linear change in ;30 
the system readout. Thereforr if an error in range due 
to velocity is known, and it is .cquired that this be elimi
nated prior to the firing, the system can be caHbrated with 
a radioactive tag to read proper :ranges and then a fixed 
change can be effected in the slope to compensate for this 3;; 
linear error induced by missile velocity. This can be done 
with the present system because of the fact that the error 
due to velocity is nearly a constant for any missile range. 
If it were not, a linear change in the ramp function slope 
would not compensate completely, but would only com- 40 
pensate at some point. This biasing technique can be im
plemented with a three-position switch. For example: 
the first position would be the calibration point;·the sec
ond position would bias the ramp for medium approach-
ing velocities; and the third position for high approaching 

45 velocities. This would enable the operator to maintain 
the velocity error below some preset level for any missile 
attack pattern. 

While I have herein shown and described certain spe
cific details for the purpose of illustrating the underlying 

50 principles of this invention and its application, it is to be 
understood that variations and modifications therefrom 
will occur to those skilled in the art and that such de
partures are intended to be within the spirit of the inven
tion as claimed. 

55 What is claimed is: 
1. A miss-distance indicator system for detecting the 

proximity of one object to another, comprising: 
(a) a source of gamma radiation positioned on one 

object~ 
60 (b) radiation detec•ion means on the other object, said 

detection means developing electrical pulses in re
sponse to gamma radiation received thereby: circuit 
means for producing pulses of constant height and 

(c)i~~~~o~t:=~~ti~~e~~~~n cTr~~~s ~~!~::pulses to a OS 

preset voltage level; 
(d) means for measuring the time of integrating said 

circuit means pulses to said preset voltage ~eve!; and, 
(e) means for converting such time interval measure- 70 

ment into separation distance information. 
2. A miss-distance indicator system for detecting the 

proximity of a missile to a target, comprising: 
(a) a source of gamma r~ci:-1\ion on said missile: 

12 
tc~tion means prcidudag electrical pulses in response 
lo said radiation: circuit means for producing pulses 
of constant hcisht nnd width . from said detection 
means pu l!\Cs: I 

(c) means intcsrntin~ s.'li<l circuit means pulses to a, 
preset volta~e level: ' 

( d) means ; or measuring the time of integ.rating said'. 
circuit meaas pulses to said preset yoltage level; and, 

( e) means for converting such time measurement into 
separate dist<-nce information. ~ · 

3. A distance inJicating system for indicating distance : 
to~ .. ulsc producing target comprising: 

r means for receiving pulses: 
( Ll) means for counting a iredetermincd number of -

said pulses; · . 
(c) means for measuring the time interval required to. 

count said predetermined number of pulses, whereby 
said measurement is inversely proportional to the: 
square of the distance to said target; 

(d) circ-uit means for converting said measurement 
into an ci.:ctricat signal directly proportional to the 
distance to said target, said circuit means including. 

means generating a sawtooth voltage waveform of 
uniform peak height and of uniform declining 
slope, 

means storing voltage pulses of amplitude deter
mined by the sawtooth voltage waveform height 
at the end of said time measurement, 

means generating a square function voltage and 
comparing said square function voltage with the 
voltage of said stored voltage pulses, 

means for measuring the time required to equate 
said :voltages, 

means for converting said equating time measure
. ment to an electrical outpµt signal; and, 

( e) readout means for converting said output signal 
to distance information. 

4. A missile distance indicator system for detecting the 
closest proximity of a missile to a target comprising: 

(a) a source of gamma ray radiation of known activity; 
(b) radiation detection means developing an electrical 

signal pulse in response to each received gamma ray; 
( c) means for counting a predetermined number of 

said pulses; . 
(d) means for selecting the shortest necessary tu~e 

interval for receiving a sufficient number of said 
gamma rays to produce said predetermined number 
of said pubes; 

( e) means for measuring said time interval selected by 
said time selecting means; 

(f) means for converting said time measurement to 
. distance information; 

(g) said time selecting means including means for pro
viding a voltage analog of a missile approach to the 
target, and means integrating said voltage analog and 
storing the resultant voltage whereby the maximum 
voltage ampUtude represents the shortest distance of l 
said missile from said target; and, t 

(h) said ~ime measurement means including means for 
generating a declining function voltage, means com
paring said voltage amplitude and said function volt
age amplitude, and means noting the time interval 
required for said function and stored voltages to be
come equal. 

5. A miss-distance indicator system as in claim 4, in
cluding a missile pass detector means for sensing the ap
pro2r-h of a missile; and, 

means starting the c parison of stored and function 
.' voltnges a predet mined time delay thereafter. 

6. A missile · ce indicator system as in . claim 4 
wherein the means converting time interval information 
into distance information comprises counter means gen
cratiri;~ pulses from the starting time for the comparison 
of said volt::i.ge amplitudes until said voltnges are equal; 

(b) radiation detection means on said tar£ct, said de- 75 and, 
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a dispJny system that sums the number of pulses thus 
counted and displays them in numerical form. 

2,987,621 
2,992,422 
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such uses are described in the following co-pending 
patent applications -assigned to the same assignee as the 
present invention: Ser. No. 271,153 filed Apr. 8, 1963, 
by Henry R. Chope for "Nuclear Indicating System,.; Ser. 
No. 271,154 filed Apr. 8, 1963, by Henry R. Chope, 
Leonard C. Brown and William R. Clare for ••indicating 
System"; Ser. No. 271.342 filed Apr. 8, 1963, by Angelo J. 
Campanella for "Nuclear System"; and Ser. No. 272,182 
filed Apr. 8, 1963, by John·J~ Lentz for "Nuclear Measur-
ing System." · 

A brief description of one such nuc1eonics missile 
tracker is also given in the.'..May 4, 1964, issue of "Missiles 
and Rockets" magazine. In this system, a high energy 
gamma source is mounted at one end of a missile. The 
source emits two energies, one· at 1.17 mev. and one at 
1.33 mev. Ground-based directional trackers :at two or 
three stations .are caused to point toward the source anci, 
hence~ toward the missile, thus yielding azimuth:and ele
vation angles. 

Nucleonics· tracking systemc: possess certain:advantages 
over radar and other microwave systems in that:they can 
be designed· to experience little or no problems·with· propa
gation. nlcse systems thm; provide an all-weather capa
biJ.ity for tracking since they are neither affected by "heat 
shimmer .. common to optical systems nor multipath trans
mission and ground clutter:-aberrations ·common to radar. 
The gamma particles detected travel in a ·straight line 
from the source of the detector; scattered or secondary 
gamma photons are discriminated against by. a collimator 
at the detector and by electronic discrimination. 

Actual tests conducted with· airborne, sensitive radia
tion detectors indicate that identifiable signals and direc
tions can be obtained at ~.~ant ranges of approximately 
3000 feet for sources emitting energies at 1.33 mev. maxi
mum energy. The detectable :range of a nucleonics sys
tem at ground level depends' upon the energy of the 
emitting source and its quantity (or amount). The more 
energetic sources possess higher penetrating· power. The 
greater the quantity of source utilized, the greater the de
tectable signal at a given range compared to radiation 
background. -~ 

The nucleonics ranging and identification systems dis
cussed above are cooperative systems in that the radiating 
source of energy is willfuJiy and cooperatively located at 
a given place so as to provide a signal. Such nucleonics 
systems provide certain advantages over competing micro.. 
wave, radiofrequency, or optical systems. Among these 
advantages are: 

(1) The source of energy is self-powered 3nd requires 
no external ~urce of electrical energy; 

(2) A. particular radiating source can be positively identi
fied in terms of its energy spe::trum; 

(3) The source of radiant energy can be made small ~nd 
. extremely lightweight~ 

( 4) The system is silent beyond some ma:timum range 
and d.i:>es not provide a .. telltale" signal subject to 
electromagnetic monitoring at large distances; 

(5) In certain source system~. the radiation can be 
"fumed on" or "turned off," depending u·pon activating 
conditions; and 

( 6) TI1e radiating source can be caused to be extinguished, 
.after which time there remains no detectable radiation. 

My invention takes advantage of these desirable char· 
acteriJtiC$ in a unique method and apparatus which wm 
fl rill be de§Crlbed In connection "·ith a system for locating 
-and identif~·L-:: a particular type of weapon in the lu~nds 
of an~emy. 

Df'.ft:rlptlcn of a wt'apon loeatlng and Identifying rystem 

Tn the system pidorla1ty repr~nted in FIG. I. a con· 
cealed enemy soldier 1 au~pt~ to ~uaclc fow.ftying air· 
craft %. The enemy soldier may be we11 ·cor.ceaicd by 
treet la, fotlage Zh, and "ther temin objeefA 3e which 
c:aute vl4ual detection c£ bJs potrftlon to be dlfflcult. How .. 

4 
ever, after firing weapcn 4, the metallic 1 ifle barrel 5 
is excited by deposited beta emitters and yields a radiation 
pattern similar to that outlined by the dashed line 6. 

It can be seen from FIG. 1 that radar or microwave 
5 detection of the enemy equipment or weapons would 

:ilso be extremely difficult. Objects such as trees 3a and 
foliage Jb would yield strong echoes. Since the aircraft 
is flying at extremely low altitudes (often as low as 100 
feet above the ground), radar detectors within the air-

lO craft would receive a large amount of ground clutter. The 
protecting objects and ground clutter would tend to 
obscure radar signals obtained from the enemy's equip
ment. However, when the rifle barrel S becomes radio
active, the high energy photons emitted from the barrel 

15 penetrate the foliage and provide a radiation pattern 
whose relative intensity is indicated by the dashed out
line 6. 

An attack aircraft "I~ fitted with directional and ranging 
radiation detectors, is also shown in FIG. 1. Two detectors 

20 provide "up" and "down" signals. These detectors (not 
shown) may be constructed in accordance with the prin
ciples set out in the aforesaid co-pending applications. 
The difference between these signals provides angle direc-

. tion in the vertical plane perpendicular to the surface of 
25 the earth •. Two other detectors similarly pro-. .. iJe "left" 

and "right" signals. The difference betv·een these signals 
provides azimuth angle information to the location of 
the radiating target, which, in this case, is the position 
of the hostile soldier. Relative receiving lobes in the 

30 vertical plane are indicated by 8a and 8b in FIG. I. When 
the signals received from both vertical (up-down) de
tectors 11 are equal, the system axis indicated by dashed 
line 9 is pointed directly toward the radiating target. 
Deviations in signal may be read out on a meter within 

35 the cockpit of aircraft 1 to provide the pilot of the air
er.aft with information as to \\'hen to drop a destroying 
missile such as a napalm bomb. Two such destroying 
missiles are indicated at 10a -and 10b in F1G. 1. 

As will be more fully descri:,Cd hereinafter, the read-
40 ings from the two vertical and two horizontal detectors 

are alsO summed and fed to an energy discriminating cir
cuit within the electronic circuits of -the directional de- · 
tector. This circuit then reads out the energy-identifying 
spectrum of the radiating source. This readout then pro-

45 vides ~n identification of the original isotope and weapon 
that is being utilized by enemy soldier 1. 

As is well kn'own, the time of dropping bombs or 
missiles 10a and 10b to assure the maximum probability 
of dest~t.ion depends upon ( 1) the speed of the aircraft, 

50 (2) the vertical and horizontal angles to the target, (3) 
its distance from the tcirge4 and ( 4) the altitude of the 
aircraft. Th~ distance from the target can be determined 
by a measurement of the intensity of the integrated sig-
nals from the four radiation detectors. · 

55 FIG. 2 illustrates a cutaway section of a rifle C'artridge 
suitable for use in the system of FIG. 1. The cartridge 13 
is an ordinary cartridge as would be used· in a rifle, car
bine, or automatic firing wenpon. except lhat some of 
the individual pcJJets of smokeless powder 14 contain a 

60 beta-emittins isotope. In the cross-section view shown 
here. individual pellets 14 which are made radioactive are 
shown to the left of line 15. In order to make difficult the 
dctecti~n of the modified cartridges, pellets 16 shown to 
the right tJf line U arc not radioactive nnd hence arc 

65 ordinary pcltets of i:mokele!;!\ powder required for the 
pnrticntar caliber of bullet 11 U!\Cd by the cartrid~e. 

V:irious methods may be used for :mbcdding the beta. 
· emitting isotope intoi> the individual smokcJe!\s powder 

pellet!. One method causes the beta-emitling isotopes to 
70 be added to the smokeles~ powder pellets during their m:an
. ufac.iuring proccn. A metered amount of beta-emitting 

isotope i~ mixed into the smokeless f'OWder 5Jurry prior 
lo the cxtru~ion of tl~c individmtl pellet!:. The outer c:ise 
of the ".':lrtridgc 13 i~ of con .. ·cntional design. However. 

'15 tining this cn11e I! a ~lecvc 18 of low-Z combu"tibtc ritnslic 
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ma:.~riaL As will be more fully described hereinafter, the 
combination of self ·absorption shiCJding within the m.. 
clividual pellets and the shielding sleeve 18 absorbs sub
stantially all the beta radiation within the unfired car
tridge. This combination shielding-absorber prevents the 6 
formation of beta-excited X-rays within the copper car· 
tridge 13 or the bullet 17. Soft X-rays formed within th' 
smokeless powder pellets are substantially absorbed by 
the plastic sleeve 18, the::cartridge 13,· ti.ae bullet 17, or 

det:-sil some mechanisms for obtaining beta-excited X 
rays. 

Theory of beta-excited X radiation 

In ordinary X-ray tubes, for example, as u~ in 
medical practice, X radiation is generated by electrical 
means. Electrically produced X rays are obtai.ued by caus
ing an accelerated electron to strike. an X-ray target. In 
an X-ray tube, electrons are conventionally obtained from 
a th~rmionic, heated cathode and are accelerated through 
an electrical potential applied between the cathode and 
the target. When a particular electron strikes or impinges 
upon the target, part of its energy is converted to X radia
tion. The maximum frequency . of the X-ray photon 
created can be obtained from the following: 

the firing cap 19. • 10 
FIG. 3 is an outline drawing of a rifte or automatic 

weapon as might be used; m .. combat. Dashed :outline 6 
again illustrates the radiation-field formed with-respect to 

Ee=hv;;ux. 

the radiating rifte barrel when the weapon. is fired;· In the 
operation of my invention, the cartridge illustrated in 15 
FIG. 2 is loaded into magazine 21. When the cartridge is 
fired. the residual combustion products caused· by the 
burning of the smokeless powder pellets stick to:the inner 
walls of the gun barrel 22. This coating of combustion 
products· is rich in beta-emitting isotopes. The· beta rays 
obtained from _the isotopes then activate the gun:-barrel, 
causing it fo be radioacti91e and producing a field::of:X-ray 

where Ee is the energy 'Jf the exciting electron, h i'5 
Planck's constant, a"'A >'mu. is the maxim.um frequency 
of X radiation. Onl} .i small fraction of the e.nergetic 

20 electrons have all their energy converted ~ X radiation. 
The other electrons lose part of their energy by other 
mechanisms, such as ionizing collisio!ls within the target 
before their remaining energy is converted to that of X 
radiation. 

photons. . · 
This action is illustrated in greater detail in FIG. 4 

which shows a partial cross .section of the end Zla of the 
rifle barrel. Combustion products 23 stick to the inner 
walls of the gun barrel 2la;.In·some applications of this 
invention, it may be desirable:to have an adhesive com
pound mixed with the smokeless powder pellets, thereby 
causing the beta-emitting combnstion products 23 to ad-

. here more firmly to the inner:wall of the gun barrel. The 
paths of the beta particles are. il11JStrated schematically 
by lines a, b, c, and d within the gun barrel. As the beta 
particles traverse the ·various paths and strike the metallic 
will 24 of the rlfte barrel 22~· .the· high-speed beta particles 
are decelerated and a fraction..-of:their energy is converted 
in known manner to X-ray photons:Tbese photons travd 
in various directions away from the gun barrel, as indi
cated in FIG. 4 by wavy lines A, B, C, D, ~ F, and G, 
providing the integrated radiation pattern 6 of FIGS. 1 
and 3. The direction of a particular gamma photon may 
be at any angle with respect to the incident beta ray. 
However, for beta particle energies greater than 2 mev. 
(million electron volts), the direction of maximum radia
tion intensity tends toward the forward direction of the 
original beta particle. Due, however, to the absorbin~ 
effect of the gun barrel wall. 24, the maximum radiation 
pattern would be along the axis of the gun barrel, indi
cated vy the dashed arrow 25 in FIG. 4. 

It will thus be seen that, in the system just described, 
the enemy himself unwittingly ·broadcasts his location and 
identifies himself by firing a particular weapon and am
munition. An important advantage of my invention is the 
fact that these cannot readily be identified, in advance of 
ftrins, even by semitive nuclear detection techniques. 
Thus, this system is far superior to prior-art radio-beacon 
systems that have heretofore been proposed for such pur
po9eS; for example, small rad!o transmitters Oi trans~ 
ponders concealed within gunstoc:b or other portions of 
enemy materiel. Any such radiotrequency electromagnetic 
devices of wfficimt radiating power to permit remote 
trackwg are relatively easy to detect by electronic eounter
measure1 ~uipment comroonly accompanying milH.ary 
troops. 

Jn contrast, the beta.exdt~ X-ray sources t>f my in· 
ventlcm remmin dormant Md nonradiating within the 
weapon or other piece of materiel until trigg-:red Into 
actk1a. Since in many areas of limited warfare, a large 
amount ~ enemy equipment ii that whic!J is appropriated 
through enemy action, tbe dormm transmitting aippara· 
tm or beacon I! deUberateJy JmpJanted within equipment 
for which there ii a bigh probability ft will fall Into 
enemy hands. 

A beuer undmUl'Hfl111 of the princlples undertym1 thl11 
~ can be obealoed bf now eumlnln1 In 11eater 

25 In the practice of the present invention, a beta particle 
emitting material is used as the source of high-speed e ~ec
trons. Beta particles are high-speed electrons obtained 
from beta-emitting substances anc hence may also be 
directed against a suitable target material to generate X 

30 rays. Beta-excited X rays possess many advantages over 
the electrically produced X rays. First, bulky electrical 
equipment is not required to provide the .. beam of elec
trons" and accelerating voltages. Secondly, beta emitters 
can be simply shielded. For example, approximately 1A 

35 inch thickness of the plastic material sold commercially 
under the trademark "Plexiglas," an acrylic resin material 
manufactured by Rohm & Haas, Philadelphia, Pa., will 
shield all beta particles from a 2.16 mev. emitter. 

FIG. S shows the basic parts oi a beta-excited X-radia· 
40 tion source. Lining wall 26 is the container or housing for 

the beta emitter. It is constructed of a· material of low 
atomic number (Z). A cover plate 27, constructed of 
a material with a high atomic number (Z), forms the X
ray target. The enclosed space 28 contains the beta-emit· 

45 ting substance. The physical state of the beta emitter may 
be gas, liquid, or solid. Lines a, b, c, and d represent 
schematically some paths of beta particles impinging on 
target 27. Target 27 may be constructed of different ma
terials and have various shapes. Generally, the higher 

50 the atomic numi:ler of the target material, (1) the more 
energetic or penetrating the X radiation and (2) the 
greater the conversion efficiency of the beta particles to 
X·rafi •. 

Dashed line 29 ii" FIG. S illustrates that in some cases 
65 a partitioning member of Iow-Z material may be inter· 

posed between the beta-emitting material an~ the target 
27 so that initially the target 27 is shielded from the beta 
rarticles, thereby preventing the generation of penetrating 
X radiation. In one embodiment of my invention, de-

60 !ttibed in gre~ter detail at a later Point in this spec~ca
tion, the partitioning material :a is gradually removed 
through a se1f-diss<>Jving or corroding action wit.bin the 
material sou to "tum on" the radiation at some specified 
time. 

6:5 Abo shown in Pl'O. Sis an X-radia.tion filter or screen 
30 asaum the outside race of target pla.te 27. Its func
tion, u is well known in the art, is to ¥.nape the resulting 
X-ray spectro"1 by "~reening out" soft X rays. It may 
also be utilb:ed to shape the beam pattern of the X-ray 

N IOU~e ID- known manner. 
11k, result.Ins X-ray 1pectrum obtained from a system 

as sbowo la FIG. s. represented schematically by wavy 
Jlnes A. B, C. It 1 complicated function of the spectrum 
of l-eta r.:>ergin Hd the construction of the structure. 

'Its It depencb upon (I) the cncrn apectnw of tbe beta U· 
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citer in ~ 28, (2) the atomic number, L'lk:kneri--s, and 
lib.ape <1f the target ma:.erU.J 27, and {3 J the a!r.lfflic msm
berr. thicl::nes~. and t;h.ape of the screen <1r fi!te:' 30. F">r 
more det.4iled d~rjptions of bet.a-e7..cited X-ray wurcl!! 
of various ty.J)e4J ar.d ~ign\, ref.erence m;sy be ~ :; 
to U.S . .Rei~ue P~t.ent 25.353, grar..!.ed Mar. !St. 19'53, to 
George .B. Foiter and Walter H. Ce::nter. Jr .. and titl~ 
"Radioactive Thiclcnes"S Gauge .. ; al~J tfJ v.S. Patent No. 
2,999.935. gr-anted Sept. l2, 1961, t'> G'!"Jrg'! B. F~ter 
and titled .. Convertible:R&.dia~;on Source ... T~ p~ten?.~ 10 
explain in .iOD'le dc1.a!l v~riou\ mear;~ a~ me~!J;,ni.-,":3 !or 
obtaining X-radiation 60Urce~ of C.1ff enng char~rten.-,t1c1.. 

The energy of the X radiation produced 0-1 electrons 
tr.:ougb co1faior4 with "'1om.s of a target ma:.- b-: of any 
value up to th-e energy of the originating elec-.:rms. H. A. Hi 
Bethe and W. Heitler, m the "Proceeding.~ r,: the Royal 
Society," vol. Al46, page 63 (1934), ba':.'e ~ven form~·a3 
which, when applied to a continuoi:!:f> spcct.-u:n emitter 
and a thick target, yiel.d an cxpre1.11ion for the X·radiatiCJ!1 
output (Jf en excited target. Th~.e formulas are com;:h· 20 
caterl and etre found to supp~y energy 5pectra which CJnly 
approximate mea5ured results. A better deter.mination of 
the perfo:-:nancc of an ·actual X-radiation ~urce ~,y<stem 
can be obtained from (f comideration of graph:cal energy 
distribution functions. Th~ may be combined according 25 
to certain analytical expre:i:.ion'i to yield a r~lting energ"'f 
dietribution fonctitm for-tr...e ~nal X radiation which i.~ in 
cl~ agreement to that actually mea~ured. 

FIG. 6 i> a graph ~howing the energy di,tribution of 
emitted r.cliation f.or various energjes of the originatir..; 30 
elec~ron.-;. rt can be seen that.as the energy of the originat-
ing electron increases, there i.i; a greater probability that 
the X radiation will have ao energy which a·pproache<i that 

8 
The %"f1?lbol • indica~ the convolution ~w~n ~ gs_ 
and the ;:, functiom. Note that the tic funct1on is wntten 

r;,( R~ E) 

In :hi.; expre~1ion, E, ~ a param.et.er for the convolution 
operation at each beta partjcJe energy.· 

The convolution method provides a powerful mathe
matical tool for obtaining complicated re1iulting functions 
by a comhin:.:tfon of graphical and ana!ytical me!hods. 
Tne mathematical operation of conv0Iut1on can b- per· 
formed by a graphical integration, or if a digital ~m
puter fa available, a numerical integration can be quickly 
made. · 

FIG. 8 iJlu1trate, the energy c.urve, obtained from beta· 
eT.cited X-radiation source~. Curie A in FIG. 8 repre-;cnts 
a !pec!rum without filtering out tre ~ofter or lower 
penetrating X·ray photons. Curve B repre~ent'\ the resu!t
ini output eifter fiitering by a !">creen of proper rnatemsl 
and ~nape. . 

FIG. 9 iJJustrntec; thre.:: X-ray spectra normall;.:ed ti') the 
~a:r.e rn~ximum amplitude for targets of similar ~ha~i; 
and thickne~<oe'> but of different Z ;~rJmbers. Here 1t w1IJ 
he seen that the maximum energy peak is shifted tq hig!'ler 
enc:-gies a·; the Z of the target i<> ma~e Jar?cr. Thus, ~t i'i 
po3 .. .iblc to obtain "~pcctraI signatures of ddferent. exc1!ed 
!!ources by knowing the m<lterial of the target. L1kew1se. 
but not shown here, a different mix of exciting beLa par
ticle~ will cau3e a shift in the maximum energy pe::k. 
The higher the energies of the beta exci!er, the more the 
peak of the resulting X-ray spectra is shifted toward high· 
er energies. 

of the originating e!ectror..s. Each of the curv~!i in FIG. 6 
ca:J be considered a$ an energy di;tributi<m function 

for the X radiation resulting from electron.c.1 of a specified 
energy. There i.3 a particular distribution function for 
each energy of exciting beta particJe~. 

·FIG. lO iJJu;tn~<es a particular X-rny <>pectrum. If the 
~adiation detector count~ and resolves jndividual pulse 

35 heiiht3, then the numners of count-; occur~ing between 
5UCCC~~ive energy levels would be propnrt1onal to the 
area~ Ni. N2, and NJ found under ~~ different parts of 
the curve in FIG. l 0. 

FIG. 7 fa ~mother graph showing the ~pectrum of beta 
particle energies obtained from a particular beta emitter. 
This bpectrum i'i a continuou<; flpectrum extending from 
energies near zero through some maximum energy En,. 
The average energy, Ea_.,, i<s often considered to be ap-
proximateJy one-third Em. Any bingle beta energy, 5Uch 
a<1 E1 in FIG. 7, gives rise to a continuous. spectrum of 
X-ray energies up to a maximum energy of E1· 

FIG. I l illu~trates the distribution of detected pulse 
40 amplitudes in the time domain. The relative num~r of 

pul<!e'! found in each energy band <or voltage level m the 
:s.-s~ociated electronic<>) is proportional to the areas Ni. 
N2, and N.: of the curve in FlG. JO. Tnat is, the area N 1 
rcpresentcs the relative number of counts found betw~en 

4;, the energie-; 0 and E1; the area N2 represents the relative 
number of counts found betw'!en the energie'i Ei and E:i: 
=ind the area N2 represents the number of cou!1ts found 
between the energies E2 and El. 

, 'L resulting X-ray spectrum can be obtained from 
curves as ~hown in FIGS. 6 and 7 by a convolution opera
tion of the di~tribution functions of energy indicated in lifJ 
ecsch curve. The convolution oper&tion is a rea-.onably 
straightforward one to gra<1p and understand and is ex· 
plained in many books on m:1thematical analy~. ~l pa:-
ticularJy understandetb1e di.scu!.'iion of conv0Jut10n 1~ that 
t;i·1en in "Notes on Analog-Digital Conversion Tech· 
nique'>" by Alfred .K. Su!skind, publi.!!hed by The Tech-

Specific embfJdiments of radiatinf? sources 

In the earlier description of a specific locating and 
idr.ntif ying system, the excited bcra emitter was d:posited 
onto the inner lining of a rrnc barrel. Other contamments 
of the exciting energy :?.re useful; ::3pechllly in cases in 

o5 which a delayed time reaction is desired before a given 
piece of eqcipment h to start "broadcasting." Individual 
emitlers may be concealed in various ptaces of equipment; 
for example, within a particular mortar !ihell. under the 
hood of a vehicle, or somewhere within an integral part 

rJoJogy Pre!ss, MJT, 1957, pp. 210-2~2. . . 
The convolution operation prov1de:-t a composite d1'l

tributlon function by cciusin5 one di.stributiCJn funct:on, 
11uch 3.'$ KxCE,. E). to be l'icanned by arsnrher, !.UCh a.~ 
l(,(E). The compooite functi<m t:(P..) ia obtained mathe
m4'tica1Jy as follows: 

60 of a vehicle's engine. 
FIG. i2 shows one form of a delayed action X-ray 

transmillcr. It comprises an outer spheiicaJ container 3 J 
nf .high.Z target material and ~n inner spher:cal lining 
sheJI 32 of low-Z m.:i1eric1l. The bera--emitting material is q(l::)= Jor. g.(Ea, E')ueU~-8')•!B' 

( I ) 6G repre~e,,•ed as a liquid within spherical volume 33, bui it 
rn this e1.pre~~ion, E' i'I a ·;ariab!e of inte~ralion. Wi!h 
thi'i notation, E is regarded ac, a sumrn~tion of increm~nts 
in E' l?etwcen E'=O and E'=.:I:., such that 

( '.l) 

SymbolicaJJy, the convolution of the two functirm~ ;; 
oflen indicated :i.'l f0Uow1: 

~houJd be remembered that the state of the beta emitler 
can he either ~olid. liquid, or g:1:.cou<i. A particularly 
dc'>irctblc form of beta emitter h gac;eow; krypton-85. 
Kr-RS i~ a tot:ally .<i;1fc emitter. Since Kr-85 is cin inert 

70 i.;a<i, it would not be taken into the body mcc!:ani!.mc; even 
if swallowed. 

Jn the embodiment of FIG. 12. the inner lining shell 
32 al~o cnntaim a delayed ·acting <Jil.solving :i~ent (not 
.,howh). After :i period of time, determined by the rclativ<' 

(:!) 76 nmount of !!Oll<.1 low·Z c~nlaincr ~hicld and :Wded ~olvcnt, 
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the container is dissolved or eroded away. Escape valve 
34 is a valve which allows the beta emitter to escape on 
so.me time bas.is. The escape rate of the beta emitter (for 
example, a beta emitter in the gaseous state) can be 
controlled by the valve in such a manner that the X-ray 
transmitter will become totally inactive and not subject 
to monitoring beyond some set time. 

FIG. 13 shows. the condition of tlle X-ra;· transmitter 
of FIG. 12 after the innediner 32 has been largely dis
solved or eroded away. Beta particles, some of whose 
tracks are shown ·by the lines·.a, b, c, d, and e, now strike 
the outer target casing 31".and yield X-ray photons repre
sented schematically by rays A, B, C, D, E, F. and G. 

By way of illustration,. a practical X-ray transmitter 
of this design can be built to have a total outer .. diameter 
of approximately % inch. Such small trGnsmitters may 
be planted in numerous places and spots in various equip
ment subject to appropriation by the enemy. 

FIG. 14 shows another embodiment of an X-ray trans
m}ttc:r. In th~ cross-section view, the emitter ·is placed 
w1t~m a.11 ~rdmary component of a vehicle's engine, such 
as its distributor or oil filter cup JS. Volume:::36a may 
contain the usual distributor elements or oil filter car
tridge, as the case may· be (not shown); while volume 
36b contains the beta emitter, indicated here as a gaseous 
substance contained within:housing 37. The upper wall 
38 of the beta housing is caused on a time basis to dis
solve or erode away, for eY..ample, by chemical attack in 
the same manner as the inner.liner 32 in the transmitter 
of FIGS. 12 and 13. Wben.-:this occurs, a high-Z target 
39 becomes the radiating X-ray transmitier. 

In FIG. 14, cap 40 represents the top of the distributor 
or oil filter cup. It could optionally be the target material 
39, itself. For example, an iron cap is of suitable atomic 
number (Z) for_ use as an X-ray i<lrget. In :mother 
mOdffication (not shown), a:.:combination cap and target 
may be used, fa which the- active target material is 
laminated between layers of a phenolic material. Such 
would provide a usable cap for the top of an engine ele
ment, such as a distributor. 

Element 41 shown in FIG •. 14 is intended to represent 
either a screw securing the cap 40 or a gaseous escape 
val!e•. like the valve 34 in FIG. 12 for "turning off" the 
radiation after some prescribed time· or it may perform 
both these functions. ' 

10 
Nuclear tracking and ·electronics .~stem 

The nuclear tracking and electronics system has the 
functions of providing output data on: (1) the angular 
direction to a remote radiating source, (2) a measure of 

5 it.; distance, and (3) a spectral readout and recognition 
of the particular source's energy distribution characteris
tics. These functions may be performed with relatively 
simple radiation detectors and electronic circuits now to 
be described. FIG. 15 illustrates. in simplified block di-

10 agram form, those circuits of the nuclear tracking and 
electronics system for obtaining such output data in the 
v_ertical or elevation plane. Substantially identical circuits 
may be used to obtain simultaneous data in the horizontal 
or azimuth plane. 

15 The circuits of FIG. 1S comprise a pair of radiation 
detectors SO, signal processing and amplifying :ircuits 
51, and computing, indicating, and control circuits 52. 
The detectors may be one of several well-known types 
e.g., scintillation detectors or lithium-silicon detectors: 

20 Ass~ming for the moment the plane of the paper to be 
vertical, the detectors 56 comprise an upper detector SOa 
and a lower detector SOb arranged to receive radiation 
53 emanating from a remote source through slit colli-

25 mators S4a and 54b, respectively. These detectors and 
collimators may, for example, be constructed and ar
ranged in a manner shown and described in greater de
tail in the aforesaid co-pending application Ser. No. 272,-
18~ of Jo~n J. Lentz. A~ is taught in the Lentz application, 

30 
each colhmator comprises a plurality of parallel plates 
transverse to the vertical plane of the detectors much like 
the slate; of a Venetian blind. The parallel pl~tes of the 
upper collimator S4a are tilted upwa1·d at a small angle 
wi~h respect to a coordinate center plane through the 
axis of symmetry 55 between the two detectors and their 

35 collimators; and the parallel plates of the lower colli
m~tor S4b are til!ed downward at the same small angle 
with respect to this center plane. As is fully explained in 
the Lentz application, when the remote radiation source 

40 is located ~ithin the center plane, equal ••up" and 
"'DOWN" signals U and D are generated in the upper 
and lower detectors and impressed on the upper and 
Jower output lines 56a and S6b, respectively. When 
t~e remot? scc.;;ce is located above the center plane, the 

45 
signal U 1s _greater than the signal D; conversely, when 
the. sourc~ 1s located below the center plane, the signal 
D 1s greater than the signal U. 

Beta-excited X-ray sources of the types I have described 
may be designed lo be entirely stable and to present no 
hazar~s to c:>perating personnel .working around the equip
ment 1a which they are placed •. Their basic desi~n param
eters are well known to those skilled in the art, since many GO 
thousands of ·oeta-excited X-rav sources have been built 

Both detector output signals, U a.nd D, are fed to a 
su?Lrnctor 57 and an adder 58. These may com.prise cir
cu1~s well known to those skilled in the art of computer 
design, so arranged that the subtractor 57 yields at its 
output line 59 a difference signal proportional to the 
value U-D, and the adder 58 yields at its output line 
60 a sum signal proportional to the value U+D. The 
signals U-D and U +D are fed to a divider 61 which also 
functions in well-known manner to produce a signal at 

for industrial uses. In addition to their safety and stability, 
they provide a great flexibility as regards to the quantity 
and energy spectrum of radiation available. Their novelty 
~ applied to the method and apparatus of the pre.sent 55 
"wention, resides in their combination with means such 
as I have jiJst described, by which they can be sele~tivcly 
"turned· on" or "turned off," l\fter predetermined time 
in~.rvals or upon the hai:;pening of specified events, and 
utilized to provide the telltale radiation .pattern permitting 
their location and identification by remote radialion
measuring and tracking apparatus. 

its output line 62 proportional to the ratio · 

• An.other advantage of the c;ources of the present invcn
hotl as that the actual targets yielding X radia.ion arc 
active only so long as the exciting beta raJiation is 
present. Hence, a given weapon or vehicle rendered tem
porarily active becomes totally inert, and undetectable by 
radiation-monitoring means, when the exciting beta emit-
ter is rerr.oved. 

The manner in which the activated radiation i:.ources 
may be located and identified from a remote point wiil 
now i:te described in greater detail in conjunction with 
FIG. l S. FIO. 15 is a schematic block diagram of a 
nuclear detection &i1d tracking system such as might be 
carried in the attack aircraft 1 or F10. t. 

U-D 
-U+D 

00 ·rh· · · 1 · 1s ratio s1gna !S a measure of lhe angular deviation 
of the remote source above or below the coordinate center 
plane (with respect to the -upper and lower detectors) • 
T~e operation of dividing the difference signal U-D 

05 hy the sum signal U +D causes the ratio function to be 
essentially independent of range to the remote source, 
even though the actual received radiation intensity de
creases as the range increases. 

The ratio signal is fed to an amplifier 63 over line 62. 
7v The o~tput of ampli~er 63 then provides voltage in

form::taon on the vertical angle between the coordinate 
center plane through axis 55 and a line drawn from the 
detector assembly 50 to the remote radilltion source 
Thi:.: informntion is fed over line 64 to a cross-hair ty~ 

76 of nircraft indico.ting instrument indicated 1ebemnticaUy 
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METIIOD A~D A Pr ARA TUS FOR D'RttCTlNG 

AND lDE.,'TIFVlNG R~MOTE OBJECTS 
Hm~· R.. Otapt-, Colombe.~- Ohio. ~ to lndmtrial 

N~k~k$ C~tlon.,~~•faft of Ohio 
i-·~uc-d Jnn~ lS. t%4J·S«• No. 377,860 

6 Claim.~ (Cl~ .. lOl-..\8) 

The l'~~C'1'\t in,-enti .. "n rch\tC'$ ~n<.".r~lly tc..'\ n methoo and 
a~rnn't~ f,,r Mt('('tin!: :m,t identifyin~ remote "'r:~t~. 10 
for ~:\ml'lc .. th<." 'fX'$tti,,n :md n~turc l'f c.nemy equipment 

2 
Still another object o( my invel\tion is to provide an im· 

rrovC11.i system whereby enemy "r hostile trOOflS can be 
dfcctivcly located so thnt they may ·be engaged in com· 
Nit. 

Another ohject of my invention is to rrovide a positive 
idcntif~ntfon ~y~tem that will di.'\tinguish between ma-
teriel of frk:ndly and cr.emy forces. ... 

Yet ant.,thcr object of my invention is to provide n nn. 
dear. remQte-0bjcct detecting and loc:iting system which 
remains in:ictivc and virtnally undetectable until activated 
uron the happening of a predetermined event or the lapse 
()fa rrcc.ktem1ined time. 

For :i<lditional objects and ~,d,•anta~s. :md for a better 
unden;t:tf\o\iin!: <'f my invention, attention is now directed 

~t'ki tc\.X\t'-' °M(\f'e {'-'lrticularly. it rcrtain$ to an imflrovcd 
mctlk".l\i and mc-~m~ t\,r ~~i~. l~itin~. and idcn~ifyin~ 
cnc-.my C'~u\1'\mcnt :ttXi :\i'f'.'U":\tu:; ltUC.h :t:c may 't"C ·found 
in i~'latt"d ~~rnrhk:i.1 k~:ttiC\n~ 

A def-en~ _:\.:"ti\'ity rc~h-ins i~.:rc.;i~ini:: <'.mph:t$i:; i~ 
th:\t "'f limit"i \\":lrfarc. Su..:h ,,·:irfa~ m:w be fot\.t.ht.·any
'\\·h~rc <'nth<- ~1,,N:-. :m .. i m:w often N: cha~acter!stic c-f ''P
e~::i,,ru: fc.'USht in jnn..t:.k · .. ,r "'thcr in:H.."'CessiMc tcrr:tin. 

ll> to the follc..,wing dct:tilcd de~~riptfon and accompanying 
dr:nvin~. The features of my invention bclie,·ed to be 
novel arc al~ particularly rointcd out in the nppcnded 
cbim~. 

L ... ~~t.i'71n and dcl"('..'.'!.i<.'n ,,f e.n('.my trc.'<.'l'S :md ~uirment 20 
arc c.'itlk-ult. R~c.far. :c:c.,n:lr. :lnd infrnrcxi l«X:llin~ !lnd 
trndins $)~tcms :tll h:wc :c:cri,"ln." ('t~~ti<.,n:tl limit:\tic.'ni' 
"·hc.n u~"' in jun.de ,,r ~ncrri11:i w~u·fare. E.tT('clive ~c..,un
tem'e~:;un::$ h:we :tl~C\ N-cn .. k,-rl"'t'Cc.i for ul:c a..~:tinst 
th~ ~~ c.,f ,;~~teml:.. Further. in many arc.a~ of the 25 
'Q'~ld. :\ la~c ~r~cntagc .._,f the ~qt1ipment. $UCh :\$ ~'l.m~ 
n~t)t"ttr. :\nd even '\"<.".hid~ is th~t which h!\s l°'ecn ap
f't\'t'rfatt"d ,,r ~r.tut"C'd for .:-c.1nvc!'l'i1.'n !lt'k.i nsc- 'by e.ncmy 
(\r ~ucrrill~ tt'\."c.'~· Un.-kr ~u.:h cir~umi:t:tnccs. it ii: cve.n 
mc.'r"e ... ii~nlt t\."I di~in~1ish ~twc·c.n the C'quirmcnt ,,f !'(I 

tr\"lc..'~ (\,."'\ '"'~ s.i..k ~nd th.~t of tn"-'f'i' c.'n the "-'thcr ~!de. 
ln ~u_"'(l.ro:ari..~ '\\;th ,,ne cml'Niimc.nt c."\f nw im·cntfon. 

tl"-"fe-d item~ ~f miiirary m:.:c.ri~.L for c:t:lmfllc. ,,.C!\t"'n~. 
ammnniti .. -m. (\r v~hid<."!'. !\re pnwidcd with ,..'ne c."'r more 
n~k-.str r.. .. li:ttic.,n·~n('r:\tin~ ~'11:-.:-c~ cm~i .. ic..i c..'lr c.'"'"- ~." 
.:'('Jl.kd :herdn. ~~ ~'ut .. "'C'.!' :rr.: ~" Jc$\sn"1 :t$ h' ?'C in-
1'~i,~ .. .lf\o\i '\-lrtualh· un .. "ictN·t:iNe C'Wn ~'" ~n:;itiw r:tdi:t
ti1..,n-m,mitNinj: m~.:\n~ tmtil th<'Y :<:-:- 0'1ri.~"C'rc-d·· int,., :i.:--

ti.."'\n s.fte.r sa 'f'rc'J"terminc-..i :in~ -i::t.:-.n-:tl c."'r \\l""n t~c h:tp
'f'Cnin..c C'f :l t'~ktc·rmi~i c\•e:!'lt ( ~nc.h :t~ the firin~ ,,f :i ·h) 
'1rt."~f'"\n ~. lf ~u,-:h m:t!<':;el il' pcm-~itlre tc..' fall intc.., the 
h~nd:c '"'f c~~· tr1..''i'"'- e.it~.r !l~i..1cntally <'r :t~ .. -,.,r.iins 
t.~ r.tan. it .. -.~n farer N- h':lt{',.i ~n.i i.knlitlC'\.i r~ nu.:k.:ir 
tn\~l:ins r.~~~n~ <''~" a: ... ,,:isi.kr~~k ,ii:;t:ln~c~ ln a.:--
"'"r .. fa~ .. -(' wi~h m..y in,·cnti,,n. it is .al~,.., f'c.'~i1'k t•' .. k~i~n ~ 
the ~""U:".:'('S !I=<.' t!'l!lt ~'·.::.r~l ,iiffcrc.nt ;:idi~tic.'r. ,:.h:;r:ich.'riS· 
t~~ .:-s.-n ~ r'l\"IJn..:-~i !lth'l i..k:ntifi"-1 .1: the n"nh'te tra..::1-in~ 
l''in:. th..'"f"("~Y ~ii:tin~1i~hir.~ ,,n~ tyi"'<' c.'f ..:::irtn~i ,~r 
-i'l:\nl~i"" ~llij'mc·rit fr,,m :n~.~hcr. 

11 i~ th~.fr1r: 1'r,,.a..ily ~n C'°t"jc-.:-: ,..,f my in\·cn:i,.,n '·' l"(I 

l"-'"'""°;& ~n in-.i'r•w"'i nlC'tl'l\'i :me.'\ ~;";":li!\t\l~ f M c.k:t'.:tin~ 
AnJ J,,~Jl:i:\~ t"('n~.~e ,,"t-~t~ ~n.i l''~:iYely ;,kntifyin~ thc-ir 
~'llT°.:'C' <'f m.!lnnfo .. ·:u:-:- ''r Ni.~in. 

.'\~~~C'.r "'~ft-.."'! ,,f \l'l\" ir.w·:i:i,,~ :, h.' ~r,wi,k :\n im
f\.'"l'Wt-..i n::n.~~ ,,~1:-.:-t 1,~.l\tin~ :<ln~:~ l..k~tifyini: i;yl'tc-m th:'\! M'• 
~ 1~ '•l1nc.rnhk h' ,kfr:i~'·e •"t.'nr.:t·u:-x-.1~ur("$ th:m pri,..,r 
~r't !1\·~:('J'l'\~. 

~il :an ..... tb:':- •'°t"jN't ,,{ the.' r~~r.: ir.,·c-nti,-m i~ h' f''l"\.'· 
'-hie -":'I im~"'''i:'\i r.iC'th,-..i .:m .. i :lj'f'.';~tn!" for <'ff ~tl\·tly 
'-'<':f'-."iin_c :in.i ~ien:if~ini: ('(':":Jin t~~ "'f '''1'~~,n~ :inJ ~ 
~'llti\mf'tll 11:\li!"t\.i ~y C'~1~· M ,:=t~t'rillA !\"t\.~. 

.l\n,"<~.: •'Nt-.'1 ,,! nw in,·C"nti,,n ; .. h' r-r'";,\(.' :ui ;m. 
i'T"•'"~ ~t~,i -.~.~ .t;-roArA:~1~ wht-rr~y WC'.:\J'"""!t 1.'lr ,,:ha 
,,~:~ :.i't'~'t'..;:i:t'.~ :--y :h: C'l'!('llW wi1i h:wc i:-:t<;\.~rtN 
:i.' th1-m ~ ~ilrnt- t~~1;,'-~ .. -ti,·: a.j: 'lll·hi.-!'\ un..kr !-l'nl<' futu:'(' t'.' 
.Acti.'\n ,,:- <"'"C':t~ .:-A\1'11('$ !'\l..'.h """'~f'<'n~ .... :- .. ,~j~--t~ "'' N--.."'l.'ln'I<' 
11 .. ·fr,•C' r:.h~iAtl•'rl sr~nm1it:rf'!l ,,f 1 .. ~,,ti~·~til'n ,.~~ ''"'::ti,,:\. 

·'"'"<~.r ,,~: ~f n,~- ;n,'f':'lti\"'ln i!" :._ .. i"t"'wi..it' A mf.'th,-.J 
--~~~· !n,,;"h t~ ,,~~·t~ ~n,.i C':w:-rl'Y Aflfl:lnlt\l!t eM 
~ Mf('..'1N Al A .. ~•~tA~"'C'. ~ 

In the drnwings: 
FIG. 1 is a rictC\riat sketch showing how the invention 

m:\y l'C applied to location \..,f enemy p~onncl in jungle 
w:irfare: 

FIG. ~ il: n ~cction elevation o{ a rifle C.'lrtrid~e contain
in~ :i rndi<'--icti\•e "°t:tg_sins .. m:itcri:tl ir. accordance with 
the invcnti<.'ln: 

FIG. 3 ilt a sid~ \•iew o{ a rifle. ith1stratin~ the tr:ms
mitted radi:itil'm rattcrn re:;ultins fro!'1 firing the C:irtridgc 
cf FIG. 1: 

FlG. 4 is :i.n cnl:m:cd vertical cross·section thr(lu~h the 
end of the ritlc bait-cl, illu$trating the form:ttion ·of X 
r:t1.iiaticn: 

FIG. 5 is a <:ro~~·scctional ,·ie'". of the m:tk.,r elements 
,,fa h.ct:i-e::tcitcd X-r:w S\.1l.lrcc: · 

FIG. 6 is a ~r:tl-'h iitustr:iting the cner~y dii'tri.buti .. ,n of 
X rac.ii:l.ti"n fr1r ditkrcnt e:tdtiri!: enertics: 

FIG. 7 is a ~r:trh shc..,wing the- ener~y spectrum of a 
N:-t:-t emitter: 

FIG. S is !l grnt'h s.howins. two cner~y srcctr:t of bcta
C:'(.:itC"\i X·r:w son; .. ·es: 

FtG. 9 is ·a srnph sh<"win£: different X-ray energy spcc
trn rk"lttC'\.i :l~:tinst 13f'S'Ct m:ttcrials C\f different atomic 
numhc~: 

Ft(;. 10 i~ !l ~rarh ~howin~ X·r:tY encr~y spectra sub
dividC'\i inh"I $•1.:cc~in~ cner~,. rec:i"m:: 

~::IG. I 1 i~ r. ~mph ilhti'tr.1tin~ 'the time ,iii'tribution of 
rul:;e .!lmr.lituc.k$ c."11't!lincd fn'm :m X-r:w dcte-ctor: 

FIG. 1:. i~ a cro~"-~til'nal \'icw ~f ·one e.mbodimcnt 
<'f ::i.n X-r:~~· !~?.~S~~i!!:~:: c~ .. ~ ... -: fr; " "'ru:-Oi\bi-c):i<icasting" 
.:c..,nditi1.in: 

F1G. l~ i~ :\ cn'~~-i:c.:-ti,,nal '·icw ~hcwin~ the X-r:w 
t•:in~mittcr "'f FlG. 1: in a "~r ..... :tdca~tin~:'. cf•nditic.,n: 

FtG. 14 ~hl"t\\~ anc.'lthcr configur.iti"'n 1.'\f sn X-ray 
tr~n~mitter: and 

F!G. 15 illul'tr:tte~ thc tr:t~'kin~ ~y~tcm and it!': 3!'!'.Xi:itcd 
C'1~tr .. ,ni.:"$ for dctcctini:. k'll::itin~. and identifying ttn
\: ,'\<.'\\·n Sc."l'Uf~S. 

?rfor r:udeN:;u rr.11.r:in.~ .~·.fttm..~ 

l~ T't"l.~-nt re~. !\ nun'l1'cr <'f militMy and s{':tce nppli
'7~t1('1ns "tine ~n f1.."IUfki fur '!'IUdeonics nnging Rnd tr3C.k· 
i~ it~"!ttcm!t. Nucl~ ... ,r.~ it'l°!Ctem1C are s)"Jtem:c in which a 
!tt'lf·l''""'red !t('\\t~"C'C ,,f rA4H:\nt ener~· lnd C"ne <'r more 
,ic'~tC\N <'f ~id cne~y are utili:ed h' me~~ure :a \•ariable. 
~u\'.'h :\..( d\~t~~«'~ "~k. den!'ity. C'r ro.~itiC1n. For example. 
~~h :e~~tems h!'Wc• N-en in\~$t~:ttt'd ~n-J d<."\'elo}.'Od for 
~~\:in~ a mi~c.i1e durin~ the lin-ott rha$C of it! trn~torY . 
ln th~ ~'"~te.m!t. ~ rsdi~eti''C tt<.'11~ i.~ att!\ched to the 
"'i~c.ile A~i the mi~le is trne'L.-eJ at two or more ground 
f.l:\ti,,n~ Tht' A~ttlu f'('~ition A~/or distsi't\."'C to the mi.""' 
.i.ile i~ detc;tttincJ. Nucl<".tr tnekins ,:~"Stems 11uit~ble for 
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at 65. The hnrizontal angle data is. likewise fed lo the 
same indicator from the aforementioned azimuth tracking 
system (not shown). 

Sum signal U+D is fed over lines 60 and 66 to a 
second amplifier 67. The output of amplifier 67 supplies 
range voltage information lo lines 68 and 69. The rnngc 
inf o.rmation on line 68 is fed to a convention:1l range 
indicating instrument 70. This range signal is ;1lso i;up
plied over Jines 68 and 71 to.-a.bomb drop computer 7'1. 
and over line 69 to a pulse:.height :inalyzer 73 for pur
poses shortly to be described. 

Pulse height analyzer 73 ·performs an nmplilude dis
criminating measurement in well-known manner on the 
individual signal pulses from detectors 50. Their •~mpli
tudes or heights are proportional to the energies of the 
incident X-ray photons at the detectors. and the output 
of pulse height analyzer 73 contains information on the 
energy distribution spectrum of the received radiation. 
Specifically, a readout of information from the ·pulse 
height analyzer yields the number of counts founll . in 
successive energy regions for the incident radiation.There 
may thus be presented a simple readout of ·data sum
marizing the relative amounts of energies or pulse ampli
tudes, as previously discussed in connection with FIGS. 
10 and 11. 

The output from the pulse. height analyzer is abo fed 
to a known form. of spectrum ccmparator 75 over line 
74. Another input to the spectrum comparator 75. indi
cated only schematically in FIG. 15 by arrow 76, may 
supply simple spectrum signatures cf known source char
acteristics. 

The spectrum comparator 75 compar~s the energy spec
trum from the pulse height analyzer 73 with a known 
spectrum from input 76 and transmits information o\'er 
line 77 to a spectrum indicator 78; Indicator 78 may read 
out the identifying information-:on ·one of ;1 plurality of 
neon lights. for example, to indicnte visu:tlly which <'ne: 
of several energy spectra is most nearly matched by that 
of the sum signal U+D from radiation detectors 50. Since 
the spectrum of energy from captured energy equipment 
can be predetermined, indicator 78 is analogous to an 
1.F.F. (identification-of-friend-or-foe) indicator such as 
is wen known in radar tracking systems. 

The spectrum identification information from compara
tor 75 is also supplied over lines 77 and 79 to bomb drop 
computer 72. Its function with respect to 'bomb drop 
computer 72 is to provide a .. last instant" override sigm1l 
as to whether or not a destroyins bomh should be dropped 
by aircraH 7 (FIG. 1 ). 

Bomb drop computer 72 receives elevation nngk d~1ta 
over lines 64 and 80 and azimuth ant!!e data from the 
other radiation tracking system (not sh'"own) as indicated 
~chematically ·by arrow H. Also fed into the bomb drop 
computer 72 from other data sources (not shown) Mc 
the aircraft speed (ar:ow 82) and the aircraft altitude 
(arrow 83). The summation of information on aircraft 
speed and altitude. plus the measured inforrn.ation of 
distance and angulnr direction to the target. is med in 
well-known manner to provide an automntic bomb rdcasc 
command signal. ;ndicatcd schematically by arrow 84. 
which i!I' supplied to bomb-dropping: mechanism in the 
:iircraft. To increase the siml"licity of the !'y~tcm and to 
reduce the total aircraft load. the functions of the bomh 
drop computer may, of course. be performed manuatly 
by the aircraft pilot. 

In any event, der:iils of the nircraft fire-contwl :wd in· 
dicator systems fo:-m no part of my prc~nt invcntit10 and 
have f:leen illustrated schematically oniy for cornplr.lencss 
o( illustration. 111c tracking system !Shown in FIG. l S is 
relatively simple a5 regards to number and complexity of 
components utilized. By using solid-state comroncnts and 
miniaturization techniqut!I well known to the nri. rhe air
ernft tracking and control equil"mcnt mny he made very 
li1htwef~ht, 1m1nll, and relfnhle in orieration. A Ir hour.h 
UJiO Jn\'ention hu been pnrticulnrly illustr:ltcd m upplicd 

12 
to airhorne detection. location. and identification of cap
tured or .. planled" equipment, it will be obvious that the 
irwcntion may also be applied l<l land or sc:a operations. 
Foc ex<1mple, two-dimensional trackiQg systems mar be 

5 localed in moving vehicles· or on ships for use in surveil
lance or fire-control operations. 

Il will also be obvious to those skilled in the art that 
a series of beta-excited X-ray transmitters may be 
.. planted'" in or on the same or different pieces of military 

10 equipment. The spectral characteristics of the several X
rny transmitters may be made different by using different ; 
beta. exciters for each source or by using target or shield- · 
ing materials of diff ercnt atomic numbers. By disringuish· 
iag between the different energy spectra received at the 

15 tracking equipment, the positions and time sequences of 
movement of different equipments can be deter;.nined. A 
further means or identifying different transmitters is le> 
design them so that the protective low-Z shielding mate
ri:.1ls arc removed or disintegrated after different time in-

20 tervals. 
The type of beta-excited X-ray transmitter exemplifieJ 

by the rifle and cartridge of FIGS. 2-4 may also be ap
plied to other devices and weapons where the initiaJly 
dormanr. beta-emitting materfal is brought into close phys-

25 ical proximity to the high-Z target materinl by explosive 
or mechanical means. The invention is equally applicable 
to heavier mort:tr or artillery weapons and to various 
forms of shells and munitions cartridges. The principal 
requirements are ~hat the bore of the weapon be lined 

30 with high-Z matcria: and that the radioactive charge be 
shielded by a low-Z material prior to firing. 

While the invention has been illustrated with particular 
reference to nuclear detection and identification of cap
tured enemy equipment. it m:ty also be used in ordinary 

35 commerce as an aid in locating thefts or other misap
propriations of valu:ible personal properties. For exam
ple, prctimed radiation c:?psules, as i!!ustrate<.l in FIGS. 
I! and 13, may be concealed in briefcases, lug~age or 
shipping containers for money, securities. art-works. 

40 jewelry. or other valuables. or concealed within the valu
:ibtc property itself. so as lo give a silent warni~g. aft~r 
a predetermined time. to inspectors or other officials 
equipped with ra~!!ation monitors. 

Thus. while cert:iin specific embodiments of my inven-
45 tion have been shown and described, it will be understood 

that various o<her modifications may be made without 
departing from the principles of the invention. The !'1!'.>
pcndcd claim:: are therefore intended to cover any such 
mod!fications within the true spirit and ~ope of the in-

50 vcntton. 
I claim: 
1. A c:irtridge for firin~ in a gun to permit the location 

of the gun firing tlic cartridge, said cartridge comprising: 
a cartridge case ::ind bullet. 

55 said c:trtridge c:isc having an explosive firing chari;c. 
the improvement comprising a radioactive materfot 

mixed in with said charge that le:ives r~siJunl rndio
:1ctive material in the gun after i;.aid cartridge is fired 
to pn,ducc radialion dc!ectable at a remNe Ioc:ttion. 

60 2. A c:trtridgc as in claim 1, where!n said radioactive 
m:1terial is a bet:t-emittins isotope. said gun has a b:trrel 
of high Z material. and said detected radiation is beta-ex
cited X-rays produced tiy said barrel uctins :is the t:ir~et. 

J. The cartridge. :u; dcscrihcd in claim 1. wherein the 
65 cartrid~e en~ C('mpriscs a !'hiclding sleeve subscantinlly . 

hctwcen the r:tdil':tC'ti\'c mntcri:tl nnd ~:1id case to ub!\orb 
sr.!bstanti:tll\' the radiation from said r:tul::::1ctive material. 

4. The cartri,i~c. :is dcscril:-c<.1 in claim t, wherein s;1id 
radioacfr•c material is a hct:t·emirtins isot0pc. said ~un 

70 h:1s :t ~•arrd l'f hi,!!h Z m:tterial. s:iid detccred radiation is 
beta-excited X-rays, produced by ~nid b3rret actin~ 3!: the 
t:tq;ct. nn<l said cartrid!!C case comprisc:"s a shield sleeve: 
littbstantially hctwcen l\;lid isOtllf'C ;m:J ~aid ~;tSC tC' arsorb 
:;.11hst:1111i:illy the l-ctn r:uli;11i1.'n fn,m s;1il.I isllll'fll"· 

'llS 5. The c\nubin~ttk,n, wid1 ~t munitions cartriJi;e or the 
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like !'!f the type having a· cylindrical casing containing an 
explosive charge, a projectile seated in one end of the 
casing and detonating means seated in the other end of 
the casing, of 

a cylindrical liner composed of a material having a Jow IS 
atomic number interposed between said casing and 
said charge, and 

a bet:i-emitting radioisotope dispersed throughout a 

14 
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ANGLE OF A TT ACK INDICATOR US!NG A 
RADIOACTIVE SOURCE A.NO DETECTOR 

BACK9ROUND OF'THE INVENTION 
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optiom1lly remotC'ly controlled it is within th.: pun·icw uf thi:-. 
invention to locate thc"ratiu computer .28 anJ/or the visual Jis· 
play 32 at the remotely <.:ontrolled location and to prtwide 
mc:ani; on the cr.1ft for transmittin!? output sign:tls from the 

. It is welfknown that as a body. such as a foil member. of an 
aircraft. spac'= craft· or the like travels through air at super
sonic speed. a forw:ardly .·pointed. rearwardly divergent 

I shockwave is normally·.setup about the body at the interface (\f 
subsonic and supcrson.ic-~velocity air. For a given point on the 
upper and lower surfac:cof the bodv. when the craft is.in level 
i:tight. the distance between :~•.• -rt.'spectivc- point and the 
shockwave is a quantity which car. Uc ascertained. When the 
craft "·eers. arches or dives. the shockwave moves with respect 
to the body upper and lower surfaces so as to.become closer to 
one than it was during level flight. 

5 sensors 2""6. 2.gh or ratio computer 28 to th\.' remote control 
location. 

Each sensor l-'<z. l4h. in the cmho<limcnt illustrated. in
cludes a housing 3-S within which is mounted a h:u:k scaucr or 
rcllcr:tinn type nudconic radiation Jcvkc including. a radia-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object.o.f the present invention to provide a systern 
for measuring the distance from diverse . points on a body 
traveling through air at supersonic speed ;to: the shockwave 
thereabout and providing an instantaneous. continuous visual 
result of comparing these distances so the opcr-cltors of the 
cr-.sft may achieve a desired a:lgle· of attack. In the preferred 
l!mbodiment. nucleonic.:rddiations are beamed from the upper 
and lower sides of a foil member on the c:-:Jft near the leading 
edge of the foil member:::ind reflected from the shock wave to 
detectors mounted on= the craft. the relative amounts cf 
reflected radiation being directly proportional to a function of 
the relative proximity. so that a r..itio of reflected radiation 
from the two sides of the shockwave provides a useful indic;i
tion of angle of attack. 

BRIEF DESCR1PTION OF THE ORA WING 

In the drawing. the FIG. is a schematic view of a craft pro
vided wi·~ ar. angle of attack indkator in accordance with the 
principles of tis:: present invention. 

... 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED E.:V ..)UIMENT 

The numeral .JO indicates the leading ed"- _ rl!gion of a por
tion of a flying craft proceeding Jeftw:.1r.;1c;, through the air at 
supersonic vel~ity so as to set up a •.:.ockwave ll about the 
_::raft portion. The shockwa·•e l2 has a segment 14 which 
passes over the upper surface 16 of the craft portion 10 and a 

. segment 1"8 which p:1s:;es cnd~r the lower surface 20 of the 
_craf ! portion lO. Jt should be •1pparcnt that the craft portion 
IO may be a foil member such a!. a wing. or a rotor blade or th<: 

.like. It should also be ap;>ar;!nt that the terms .. upper" and 
··1ower·· are used herein in their usual sense. i.e. relating to a 

·craft in right-side-up !cvd flight. although the inventicm is by 
no means limited to use on a craft so oriented. Within the cr-.ift 
portion IO. near the leading edge 22, in the top of the portion 

.10 is provided at least one se~sor 24.a constructed and ar
ranged to sense the distance between a point on the top of !he 

. craft portion IO and a point on the shoclcwave segmenr 14. 

l o tion source J6 and a detector 38. Each Sl>Urcc 36 may proviuc 
any desirccJ type of nucleonic radiation inc:luding electromag
netic r:1diation. for example. gamma rays fmm a pur..: gamma 
emitter. bci.a-excited bremsstrahlung X-ray~ or a controlll!d 

15 
mixture of beta and brems."trahlung X-rays as fully disclosed 
in the commonly assigned. copending U.S. Pat. <1j>plication of 
Chope. Ser. No. 408.955. filed No\' . .i. 196.i. now Pat. No. 
3,439. J°66. As illus\rated. the radiation from the: rt>spcctive 
sourccs 36 ;s directly outwardly and forwardly tow:~rd the seg-

:w mems t.i. 18 of the shockwave at an acute angle and the 
respc<:live detectors .38 arc oricntt:d at similar angks tt.l 
re1.:dvc radiation reflected or back~attcred by the 
shockwavc. The output signals from the detectors 38 which 

. arc conveyed from the ratio computer 28 and f rum there to 
25 the visual display meter 32. vary directly with the distance 

between the points P where the respective: streams of r:idiation 
intercept the shodc.wa\'C sc:gments 14 ancJ 18. and the rc~pcc
tive detectors 38. 

The housing J4 comprise: radiation shic!lds each having two 
30 collimated o~nings or windows 40 or 42 through v:~:ch the 

r..adiation pas...es from and returns to the sensors 24a. 2~b. The 
shields 34 prevent radiation from interfering with •.my <.lthcr in
strumentation on the craft. 

As an example. if the St>urccs 36 comprise a radioisotope 
35 that emits· gamma photons. the photons tr.ivd in a straight line 

until they encounter the shockwavc segments 1-'. 18. whereu
pon photons will be scattered in all directions. Some of these 
photons will be Sl.-attered or reflected back tow<m.f the respec
tive detectors .38. Each detector 38 will then provide an elcc-

40 trical signal that is proportional to the number of photons 
recein~d per unit time. Due to the placement of the shield 34. 
the o!1!y photons that reach the detector .38 of the sensor 24a 
are those which have heen backscattered by the shockwavc 
segment 14 at the point P., and the only photons that reach the 

45 detector .38 of the sensor 24.? osrc those which have been 
backscattered from the segment 18 of the shoclc\lli-ave at p<'int . 
P,,. Because the backscattered photons are diverging as ti .. y 
travel. the closer the point P ,,. P,, is to its respel.'1ivc detector 

50 
38. the greater the number of pho:\ms which wilJ reach tht: 
respective detc!c:tor per unit time. 

Each •.lete<.:t\'r 38 r:1ay be any one uf several types of con
\'ention<.tl dctectc.w!>: for example. c.i scintillator. ar inr. 
chamber. or a ~olid-state radiation detector. 

55 The output of each detector .38 is :an analogue signal th&>t 
may be readily amplified if necessary. by conventional ampli· 
fying devices to furnish an acceptable signal for. the n1tio com
puter 28 . 

In the figure. the craft is shown proceeding toward the- left 

60 in level flight. the points P .. and Pb being equidistancc from the 
respective detectors JS. Thus the ratio computer computes a 
ratio of one which is supplied to the· visual display device 32 
via the cable .JO to provide a null indication. Upon diving u .. 
climbing. the resultant movement of the shockwave with 

Similarly. the bottom of th!! craft portion 10 is provided near 
the leading edge U thereof with a sensor 24b constructed.and 
arranged to provide an indication of the distance between a 
point on the craft bottom and the shockwavc segment 18. 
Although only one sensor 24a and one sen'°r l4 b is shown. in 
practice. several similar or identical senson 24a. 240 may~ 
employed. 

Each sensor 24a. Ub conveys ib information thror.1gh a 
c::ble 26a, 26b to a ratio computer 28 of ct'n.vcntional design 
constructed anc.I arranged to provide an output that is p~opor
tional to the ratio of the tw<.' input sicinulic throu~h l6a. 26'7. 
The ratio comput~r output may~ ~uppliC'd viu a cable 30 to 
an indicator panel Jl. 

65 respt"ct to the craft portion lO will be picked up by the respec
tive detectors 3ft as un increa5e ~n back scattered radiation de
tected by one and a decrease in backscattered radiation de
tected by the other. Thill informutiun supplied to the ratio 
enrnpuier vi.a the c:uble11 26u. :6h will result in u pmportionatc 

Obviously. if the craft is one· of the type to be controlled 
throughout flight by an onboard operator. the ratio computer 
28 and visual display Jl are best located on the craft i~.relf. 
whcre11 in in1Uilnce11 where the' craft i1 of the type to be at least 

7() ucnccuon or the in<..lic1Stor of the visiual c.Jisplay dcvi<:c: in a 
positive or ne~at1vc:·i1eni.c from the null position thereof, uc. 
cording t<.l a preselected t,;onventiun. Although the display 
device 32 as shown is of the type having a needle etlnstructcd 
and arranged to sweep over a calibrated dial. it would be 

75 within the purview of the inventiM tn ~upply the output of the" 

·, 
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· "r°;ftio. computer 28 to visual displa)·s of other conventional type 
as wtll occur t<' thosl! of ordinary skill in the art upon rcadin~ 
this disclosure. ;; 

Ahhough in the prdem:d c:mbodimc:nt shown in the draw· 
ing. the two sensors l.3a. 2-'b are on opposite surfaces l,f the 5 
foil member. the detector of e~tch being fc..lrward of the ruJia
tion source thereof and the device which converts the data 
provi<l.;;J by the sensors into input for a meaningful visual dis
play is a ratio computer. there-are viable alternatives to each 

4 
been outlined and cxpl:1incd in thh spc:cifo::ititm ;.ts will 
bCl.:t•mc: :tpparc:nt to th<.>Sc: uf urcJinary skill in the: art Upun 

· rcaJin~ this Jisdusurc:. the: prc:scnt invcntiun should be: un
derstood as c:ncompas.~n~ :.ill such muuific:ations as arc within 
the spirit ;xnd scc.'lpc of the: follo~in~ claims. 

I claim: 

of these features, within the purview of the in ... -:ntion. The two 10 
s~nsors wilt also operate to:provide the desired dal61, when 
mount~d one behind lhe other·on a single surface. for instance 
the upper surface, of the foil member. Then if the distance 
between one sensor and its sensing point at the shockwave is. 

I. An angk llf attack indicator for ;a craft of the type that is 
constructed and arrant?cJ to pass through the air at superst>nk 
velocity. setting-up a shtlCkWa\'C: thl.'rcah<.;ut C\lmprising: first 
nuclconic radiation sensor :tnd sc.iun:c means mountable on 
the craft at ;,i !ir't ltication theretln and c,>nstructc:1J and ;ar-1 
ranged to pni\i(.\: an output signal proportional to the prox- 1 

imity of a first point on the shockwa\•e to the sensor means; i 
second nudconic radiation sensc..lr and source means mounta- j 
ble on the! cr.tft at a second location thereon and constructed : 
and arranged to provide an· output signal proportional to the ! 
proximity of a second point on the shock~-.m: to the second = 

scnso:- ~cans: and means for tr..ansmitting the output signals of! 
the first anJ second sensor means to a ratio computer for: 
providing an indication of the angle of attack of said c-raft. 

for instance X. when the craft is in level flight:..:·and the 15 

distance between :he other sensor and its sensing point at th. .. • 
shockwave is. for instance JX. a change of anglc.:of attack 
produces a movement of.the shockwave relative to;both sen
sors so that lhe two distances are !or instance X-a and:.3X-b. 

h should now be apparent that such changes~ once accu-
20 

ratcly and rapidly sensed in accordance with the.:prcsent in· 
vcntion. arc susceptible of being compared with one~another 
and/or with previously ohtained standards in ordc::r to provide 
~ visual display susceptible of rapid. meaningful interpreta- 25 
taon. Instead of a ratio computer; the manipulation of the sen
sor-provided data can be succ~fully accomplished using a 
conventional comparator provided with an analogue or tern· 
plate of the location of ·the.::shockwave at the respccti\·e 
sensing points as a function of most significant parameters. in- 30 
eluding air density and velocity;ofthe foil with respect to the 

2. The indicator of claim I further comprising a ratio com
put-.:r luc:atcd on board s::;ic.l craft; and wherein said tr.ins
mitting means comprises a c:iblc connecting said ratio com
puter to s.'lid first and second sensor means. 

J. The indicator of claim 2 further comprising a visual dis
play dc\·ic:e on board said craft. said visual display device . 

, being operatively connected to said ratio computer and being 
c<)nstructed and arranged to rccci\'c the output there<.lf and 
pr<.widc a changeable visual display proportional thereto. 

4. The indicator of claim I wherein e.ich scr.sor and sm.:rcc 
air. These analogues or templates· vary in shape. depending 
principally upon the shape of the foil member and resistance it means indud~-s a radiation source c<mstructcd and arranged 
presents to the flow of air over its exterior surface and are em· to c:mit nucleonic rm.Har ions tt.iward a presclectt:c.1 regitm on 
piricatly constructed using establi.,.hed aerodynamic principles 35 the shockw<!vc. and a detector constructed and arranged to· 
and techniques during wind tunnel·tests on models of the foil receive radiations . emim:d from the respective rc1dia11on 
members and during flight tests of prototype cr.ift. In in- ~ource then bade scattered or reflected from said shockwa\'e. 

h S. The indicator of claim 4 wherein c:acl': senso!' and source: stances w ere £ ·nsor-provided data is compared ~·ith previ-
ously obtained valu1;:; to prnvide an indic-.ttion of angle of at- means further includes a housing of radiation shielding matcri-
tack, -by mea.~remcnt of \•ariation from the previously ob- .10 al anJ having means defining a first collimating r~cess therein 
tained values. the number of se:n5ors supplying input to the in which the respccti\'e radiation source is received and a 
comparator( s > may vary upwards from c..me. second collimating recess therein in wnic~ r~·.: rt:spcctive dc-

The sensors 24a. 24b. will also perform satisfactorily when tcctor is receaved. 
the respective: radiation sources are mounted where the 6. The indicator of claim S wherein the 'ir.;.t and second 
respective detectors are shown and vice versa or closer or 45 recesses of each sensor and source mean.; .!r': anF,kd with 
further from one another so long as the rc:spective radidtion ;cspcct t<' one another. so as to have a longitudinal ::i.xis inter-
sources arc so directed :is t(> emit radiation which will en· section !!ip:tced outwardly from the craft. 
counter the shockwave and the respective detectors are so 7. The: indicator of cla:m ~ wherein the first sen~or and 
dircct~d as to be in the path of rddiation emanating from the source means is mounted in the upper side of a foil member of 
respective radiati<.,n source that i!'i reflected or back~attcred SO the craft near the leading edge <.>f thc foil member :md adapted 
from the shockwavc:. Beside operations diret..-tly upon the: data t<.' Sc.:nsc: proximity to a segment of the shock wave that passes 
provided by the: sensors 240 . .24b. conventional integr::.tors over the foil: and wherein the SC.'Cond sensor and sour~e means 
may be interposed in the circuits .26a, l6h for instance to in- i!- mounted in the lower side of the foil member <lf the cr:ift 
tegratc the scnwr-to-shockwave distance measurements near the leading edge of the foil member an·J :idaptcu t•J sen"c 

s~ against time or velocity of the foil with respect to the air. The pro~imity to a segment of the sh<.'Ckwave that passes uncicr the: 
resultant signal may then be fed to a ratio computer l8. com· foil. 
parator or other device for constructing angle of attack intcl· 8. An angle of attack indicator for a craft of the ty~ that is~ 
ligence from the sensed inform:it1on. and from there to a constructed and arranged to pass through the air .. , supcrsonk, 
visual display Jl. Of course. as needed. other conventional 60 vel0city. setting up u shoc:kwave :hereabout. comprising· at 
components such as amplifiers. filters, gates and radiation least one ~nsor mounted on the craft proxim:ite the 
shielding may l:.'le incorporated in the circuits 26a. 26b. shock wave. including a nucleonic r:idiation source emitting 

For some pu~s. a comparison or ratio computation of radiation encountering the shockwavc. :inJ a dc:tc:(.·tor ~, 
the output signals provided by the detectors JI may not be directed t<'ward the shockwave as tc..l receive nudconic: radia-
necessary. the output signals being then provided directly to 65 'lion emitted by the nucleonic radaation ~urce then rcnectc<l 
the viwal di5play device J.2 which in that ini;t.Bnce· may exhibil or backscattered by the shock wave, said detector including 
visual indication5 of the ma1nitude of each signal sc:p:m1tely in output means providing a signal proportional to said nudconic 
a side-by-5ide relation5hip. for instance on two bar graph dis~ radiation received by said detector. 
play~. 9. The angle of attack indicator of c:laim 8. further including 

le should now be apparent that the angle of attack indicator 70 a visual display device calibrated in angle of attack unit5; and 
as described t1creinabove, possesses each of the at~ributes scf comparison means connected to said detector output mca:ts 
forth in the spccifict!tion under the heading "Summary of the and providing input to Yid visual display de\·icc. ~id com-
Invention .. hc:rcinbefore. Because the angle· of aittack indica- parison means being constructed and arranged to convert said 
tor of the invention can be modified to some eictent without detector uutput means ~ignul to an input ~ignal for providing 
deputing r"om the principle11 of the invention as they hu\le 75 unalc: of attack visual inJications on said visual tlisplay <.kvicc. 
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I 0. A method for indicating the angle of attack of ~1 c:!""".ift of 
the type that is constructed and arranged to pass through rhc 
<Sir at supersonic velocity. sc:ttintt up a shockwave <Jlxlut the 
craft. comprising: emitting nucleonic r:Wiation from the cr&ift 
toward a selected region on the shodcwuve. dcaecting from the 

· cruft nuclconic radiation reflected or backscattered fr~u11 th!! 
~selected region and pro\"idir.g ~ signal proportion:.il to the de
tected nuclconic r.adiation. 

1 
11. The method of claim Uhfurth.:r including contem· 

poruneously: ~minins 'nucfeonic.:: riu.liintion from rhc: cruft 
toward a second sdc.."Cted r~gion-on·the shockwavc. detecting 
fn.'m the craft nuclec.">nic radiation-rdlectcd or back!'<.:att<:reJ 

6' 
from the second selected region ~nd providing ;.i "i~n~I propor
tional to the detected nuclconic: radiation. 

12. The method of claim 11 further including <.:omparing rhc 
two sign:.ils with one another to provide -a ratio the rcof propor · 

5 rional to the: angle of attack oft he craft. 
13. The m~thod of claim 11 furthc:r indu"Ji:1g: pnwitlrng ~1n 

analogue: of the position of the: shock wave with respect to the: 
er.aft at various angles of attack and comp~ring <•I !cust on1.· tlf 

10 
the: siBnals to the: analogue: tu pwvide an inllii:ation prop.)r· 
lion:al w chc unlr!IC: uf attuc:k or the craft. 

I~ 
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LIGHTING DEVICE COMPRISING TWO OPTICAL 
SYSTEMS AND A RADIATION SENSITIVE DETECTOR 

The invention relates to a sighting device equipped with two 
optical systems which each consist of an optical modulator 5 
and a lens. The optical axes of the two optical systems inter
sect at and with a radiation-sensitive detector. Such a device 
may form part of a horizon sensor which is used to control and 
maintain the attitude of a space vehicle. 

In the last I 0 years the problem of controlling and maintain- I 0 
ing the attitude of a space vehicle ha.ir; been extensively studied 
and many solutions have been proposed, none of which, how
ever, is entirely satisfactory. 

Of the three movements performed by any passive free
body moving in space the rolling and the pitching can be con- 15 
trolled by a device including a horizon sensor. The third move
ment, the yawing, can only be corrected by means of an as
tronomic reference point (for example a star). 

The horizon sensor is designed so that when a heavenly 
body or planet is sighted an image thereof is formed by means 20 
of an optical system on at least one detector sensitive to ther-
mal or photoelectri~ radiation. 

When the attitude of the space vehicle is correct, all the de
tectors receive exactly equal radiation intensities (which may 
be zero). At the slightest deviation the detectors receive dif- 25 
ferent radiation intensities. The signals from the detectors are 
applied through a compar.itively bulky electronic circuit to 
devices which cause the VC'hicle to assume the desired attitude 
by means of gas jets. In this process the rotation of a flywheel 
or any other device capable of changing the position of one of 3o 
the axes of the vehicle may be used. For a satellite circling the 
earth the latter planet will be used as a reference point. Owing 
to the atmosphere :--nd the variations in luminous intensity of 
the light from the surface of the earth, however, it is impossi-

35 ble to use the visible radiation and hence only the sufficiently 
constant infrared radiation can be utilized by the detection 
device. 

Two types of detectors may be used: 
I. Photoelectric . detectors, in which each photon in- 40 
dividually and entirely transfers its energy to an electron of the 
radiation-sensitive material. These detectors. are. rarely used, 
because their sensitivity is low and their detection threshold 
(the value of the wavelength above which no radiation is de
tected) is too high. In addition. if these detectors are to be 45 
used in the middle inf rared range. they must be cooled to a 
low temperature. 
2. Thermal detectors, in which the energy of the radiation 
received is converted into heat. Owing to their sensitivity, 
which is independent of the wavelength, they are to be so 
pref erred in the form of bolometers or thermopiles to the first
mentioned detectors. Bolometers have the advantage of fast 
response. Their greatest disadvantage is, however, that they 
show a certain thermal drift. In operation they require the ap
rilication of :i direct voltage, by which they are heated. This 5 5 
results in a drift which may become considerable and is super
posed on the signal produced by the incident radiation. Con
sequently, weak. radiation cannot be measured. The influence 
of this drift on the measurements has been eliminated by 
distinguishing between the signals produced by the incident 60 
radiation and the signals produced by the heating due to the 
application of the direct voltage; to this end the incident radia
tion is modulated. Thus. the modulated component of the out-

2 
direction. Each sighting device includes two optical syslems 
the axes of which meet at a given angle in the axis of a bolome
ter. The direction of the bisector of this angle relative to a 
fixed direction in space provides an indication of the orienta
tion of the vehicle. The sighting device is proportioned so that 
when the direction of the bisector coincides with the direction 
of sighting the output signal of the bolometer is zero. 

The two optical systems of a sighting device each comprise 
a lens and a modulator. The beams emerging from the optical 
systems converge on the same bolometer. The two modulators 
operate at the same frequency but with opposite phase. A 
deviation from the sighting direction, which shows itself as a 
displacement of the image of a planet or a star, supplies to the 
bolometer signals having the same frequency but different 
strengths and phases. The strength of the difference signal 
provides information about the magnitude of the deviation, 
and the ph~se of the difference signal provides information 
about the direction of the deviation. 

As has been mentioned herein before, it is the purpose of the 
modulation of the radiation to eliminate errors due to the ther
mal drift of the bolometer. However, there still remain errors 
due to optical asymmetries which arise from geometric factors 
but also from factors inherent in the materials used. 

The semiconductor materials used in the manufacture of 
the lenses and modulators (for example, germanium for radia
tions having wavelengths in the middle of the infrared range) 
may have transmission coefficients which are slightly different 
from element to element, which results in the radiation being 
asymmetrically transmitted with consequent shifting of the 
zc::ro point. A correction of the zero displacement may be ef
fected in the electronic circuit associated with the detector, 
but for fundamental reasons this correction is preferably ef
fected at the level at which the error is produced, i.e., in the 
infrared detection. . 

It is an object of the present invention to eliminate the er
rors due to asymmetrical transmission. For this purpose it is 
characterized in that there is inserted between the lenses of 
the optical systems and the radiation-sensitive detector at least 
one auxiliary radiation source, the-lenses· of the optical system 
forming catadioptric systems for imaging the auxiliary radia-
tion source on the radiation-sensitive detector. The output 
signal of the tadiation-sensitive detector due to the auxiliary 
radiation is equal to the interference signal caused by the ap
parent asymmetry. However, the two signals have opposite 
signs. The fact that the lenses of the optical systems can be 
used not only for their proper tasks but also for imaging the 
auxiliary radiation source provides a large advantage. The 
radiation energy of the auxiliary radiation source required to 
supply a given compensating illumination for the detector may 
be considerably smaller than in the known systems, with a 
consequent considerable decrease of the power consumption. 
Further, the aperture angle of the compensating beam coin
cides with the angle in which the interfering radiation is opera
tive and approximates to that t:tf the optical system itself. per
mitting a highly satisfactory compensation whic_h is indepen-
dent of local variations of the optical properties of the detec
tor system. 

The invention will now be described more fully with 
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which 

FIGS. I, 2 and 3 show, by way of example, embodiments of 
a device according to the invention. 

FIG. i shows a sighting device including two optical radia
tion paths I and 2. In each radiation path there is inserted an put signal of the bolometer corresponds only to the signal 

produced by the incident radiation. 
Two types of modulators are used: opticomechanical and 

electro-optical. When a high reliability is required, which is, 
the case in long-life satellites, the use of mechanical systems is 
avoided as far as possible. Hence there is an increasing interest 

65 objective I I or 21 respectively which is made of germanium 
and transmits infrared radiation. The transmissivity of surfaces 
12 and 22 of these lenses is not a maximum and hence these 
surfaces may serve as mirrors for compensation elements 14 

in electro-optical modulators based on the property of light 70 
absorption exhibited by the free electrons in a solid. These 
modulators basically consist of PN junctions of semiconduc
tors to which alternating voltages :?re applied. 

A horizon sensor comprises two sighting devices, one fnr 
the North-South direction and one for the East-West 75 

and 24 respectively. Since the refractive index of germanium 
is about 4, the reflection coefficient of a not specially treated 
surface is comparatively high. i.e., about 36 percent. Together 
with the other elements of the optical system, especially the 
objective itself, this untreated surface constitutes a catadiop
tric system which forms a suitably magnified image of the 
compenution i;ourcc on the radiation-sensitive clement .5. 
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The compensation sources 14 and 24 each comprise a small 
metal surf ace through which a weak electric 'current flows, 
which gives rise to heating and hence to the emission of radia
tion. 

In the embodiment shown in FIG. I such a heat source is in- S 
serted in each radiation path so as to be located in the optical 
axis of the respective sighting device. Each heat source is fed 
with an adjustable electric voltage in a manner such that a 
slight difference between the voltages supplied to the two 
sources, i.e., a temperature difference between them, can be t 0 
used ro compensate for asymmetry errors. 

4 
the above-mentioned kind, one of these sighting devices in
dicating the deviation in the North-South direction and the 
other that in the East-West direction. 

What is claimed is: 
I. A device for sighting on a remote source of radiation, 

comprising a first lens, a modulator aligned with the first lens . 
along an optic axis, a second lens, a second optical modulator ! 

aligned with the second lens along a second optical axis inter
secting the first optical axis, a radiation-sensitive detector in 
the path of both optic axes, whereby the radiation from the · 
remote source is imaged on the radiation-sensitive detector, : 
and a lo.:al source of radiation between the lenses and the 
radiation detector for projecting radiation in the direction of : 
the lenses, at least one internal surf ace of each lens having suf- , 

FIG. I shows the ray paths which corresponds to the two 
functions of each lens: the imaging of an object at infinity is 
shown in full lines and the imaging of the compensation source 
is shown in broken Jines. 

FIG. 2 shows a second embodiment of a device according to 
the invention. fo this device a single source 4 is used to equal-

IS f.cient reflectivity to comprise a catadioptric system for imag- : 
ing the auxiliary radiation source on the radiation-sensitive de- : 
tector. 

ize the radiations "following both paths I and 2 in the zero con
dition. To enable the rays which image the single source 4 on 
the radiation-sensitive detector S to be equally divided 20 
between the two paths, the optical centers of the two paths 
must coincide and lie on the line joining the source 4 to the de
tector 5. This is obtainable by tilting both objectives 11 and 21 
in the manner shown in FIG. l. In this case the electric supply 
has a fixed value. The effective luminous flux radiated along 25 
each path now is determined by a screen 6 by the displace
ment or rotation of which the effective luminous flux follow-
ing each of the paths can be regulated. 

FIG. 3 shows a practical embodiment of a horizon sensor 
usi!1g two optical systems. The two lenses are again designated 30 
II and 21, reference numeral 5 designates a bolometer and 
reference numerals 17 and 27 designate infrared modulators. 
A filter 8 enables a band having a selected value to be trans
mitted. The modulaton 17 and 27 arc fed in phase opposition. 
the intensity and the phase of the infrared signal received by 35 
the bolometer 5 indicating the value and the sign respectively 
of the deviation. 

The bolometric element is disposed in the image focus of 
the lenses II and 21 and the image nodal points of these lenses 
are located so that the two images of the bolometer at infinity 40 
closely approach the horizon. 

A horizon sensor comprises at least two sighting devices of 

45 

50 

SS 

l. A device as claimed in claim I, wherein an auxiliary 
radiation source is disposed in each optical axis passing 
through the optical center of a lens and the center of the radia
tion-sensitive detector. 

3. A device as claimed in claim 2, wherein the radiation can 
be separately regulated for each source. 

4. A device as claimed in claim I, wherein one auxiliary 
radiation source is provided and that the point of intersection 
of the axes of the optical systems lies on a line which joins the 
auxiliary radiation source and the radiation-sensitive detector. 

S. A device as claimed in claim 4, wherein the auxiliary 
radiation source is surrounded by an apertured screen for : 
limiting the auxiliary radiation to the lenses. 

6. A device as claimed in claim 5, wherein the screen is 
movable. 

7. A device as claimed in claim I, wherein the radiation . 
source comprises a small metallic surface through which an 
electric current flows, the radiation emitted by the or each 
surf ace being directed to the lenses. 

8. A device as claimed in claim I, wherein the surfaces of 
the lenses turned to the auxiliary radiation sources are coated 
with antireflection layers. 

9. A device as claimed in claim 8, wherein the lenses are 
made of a material having a high refractive index. 

• • 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

A marine mineral-detection apparatus is described including a 
nacr source of neutrons and a lithium-drifted germanium 
radiation detector shielded from the neutron· source. The 
neutron source is mounted on an extensible member sup
ported within a . mus of neutron-shielding material. The 
source is extended outside the neutron shield to bombard sur
roundin1 mineral values with neutrons. Elements capturing 
neutrons give oft' prompt gamma radiation with discrete ener-
1ies. The radiation detector resolves the radiation into di~tinct 
ener1y peaks for identifying the elements present in the 
mineral values. 

4 Claim~ 2 Drawing figures 
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MINERAL-DETECTION APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

The present invention was made in the course of, or under, 
a contract with the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 5 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

2 
radiation techniques to marine mineral exploration would be 
subject to the foregoing disadvantages and difficulties. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to provide 
an in situ mineral, detection apparatus. 

The present invention relates to mineral exploration devices 
employing neutron· activation analysis. This invention is par
ticularly ;i.pplicable to in situ exploration of the ocean floor 
where it is expected that mineral values are disseminated as 
relatively low-grade stratiform ueposits. It may also have value 

It is also an object to provide a mineral detection apparatus 
which can examine a large volume sample in search of widely· 

10 disseminated mineral values. · 
It is a further object to provide a marine mineral detection 

apparatus for locating deposits in thr presence of background 
radiation and radiation from activated isotopes of sodium and 
chlorine. in the general field of geochemical mapping. 

Neutron activation analysis can be used in a variety of \ .. ays 15 
to identify unknown elements. One widely employed method 
1s to convert the unknown element into a short-lived 
radioisotope and monitor the radiation resulting from radioac
tive decay. Gamma radiation originating in this manner will 
hereinafter be called activation or delayed gammas. Delayed 20 
gammas seldom have energy levels in excess of 1.5 mev. Thus 
the useful activated volume at the ocean floor is limited and 
widely disseminated or randomly scattered minerals may not 
be effectively detected from delayed gamma radiation. The 
presence of background radiation from natural emitters such 25 
as .oK and the thorium-uranium series further complicate 
delayed gamma radiation measurements. More significantly 
the abundant sodium and chlorine in ocean waters are easily 
activated by neutron radiation and the decay of their activa
tion products tend to mask radiation from less concentrated 30 
minerals. 

Another fonn of analysis with neutrons relies on prompt 
gamma detection for identification of neutron bombarded ele
ments. When an element captures neutrons a burst of capture 
gamma radiation is produced after about 10-14 to about 10-14 35 
seconds but prior to radiation from any radioisotope decay. 
Generally. the slower neutrons are more likely to be captured 
by a given element. Spectra signatures including a plurality of 
capture gamma peaks with distinct energies can be deter
mined for various elements and employed to identify these 40 
elements during mineral exploration. However. a gamma 
radiation detector with energy dixrimination to a few hun
dredth of an mev. must be employed to obtain useful capture 
gamma signatures. Capture gammas are at energy levels as 
high as 9 mev. and therefore wilt reveal the minerals within a 45 
larger me sample than will delayed gammas which normally 
do not exceed about 1.5 mev. 

Use of fast neutrons for mineral detection will produce 
gamma radiation from inelastic scattering reactions as will as 

50 capture gammas. Both of these types of radiation occur and 
diminish prior to delayed gammas and accordingly are 
generally termed prompt gammas. Inelastic scattering gammas 
may have some value in mineral identification but can ·blur or 
confuse capture gamma signatures. Consequently it is desira-
ble to minimize the quantity of fast neutrons emitted from a 5 5 

neutron source employed for capture gamma spectroscopy. 

DESCRIPTION OF PRIOR ART 

Marine mineral exploration is presently accomplished by 60 
physically removing samples from on or beneath the ocean 
floor. One manner of obtaining samples is through use of hol-
low drill sections and recovery of the drill cores. Since many 
ocean minerals are believed to be in low concentration dis
seminated deposits. a large number of drill core samples at dif- 65 
f erent locations may be required to determine if a mineral 
field warrants mining and recovery costs. Consequently. such 
sampling methods are time consuming and expensive. 

ln general. neutron activation analysis to date has been 
based on the detection of delayed gamma radiation in ter- 70 
restrial mineral exploration. For example, sec .. Califomium-
25. Proceedings of a Symposium.·· pp. 3 2 l-346. spon5ored by 
the New York metropolit<"l Section of the American Nuclear 
Society. Oct. 22. 1968. J. J. Barker, Ed. USAEC 
CONF-68 l 032, Jan. 1969. Application of delayed gamma 75 

In accordance with the present invention there is provided a 
uicf source of neutrons mounted on an extensible member 
within a body of neutron-shielding material. The nicr can be 
extended outside the shielding material to irradiate surround
ing mineral values with neutrons. A lithium-drifted germani
um crystal for radiation detection is spaced and shielded from 
the S52Cf source. The crystal senses prompt gamma radiation 
produced by the irradiated mineral values with sufficient dis
crimination of energy peaks to define energy spectra signa
tures for element identification. The crystal is contacted and 
cooled by multiple heat-conduction bars submerged at one 
end opposite the crystal in a liquid refrigerant. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 

The present invention is illustrated in the drawings wherein: 
FIG. I is a partially cutaway perspective view of a mineral 

detection apparatus; 
FIG. 2 is a partially cutaway perspective view of a submersi

ble vehicle for lowering the mineral detection apparatus to the 
ocean floor. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Ref erring now to FIG. 1. a gamma ray detection unit 11 and 
a neutron source unit 13 are shown rigidly connected together 
by a suitable rod IS and interlocked bands 17. Units 11 and 13 
are enclosed in generally spherically shaped housing 12 and 
14, respectively. Both housings 12 and 14 have projection of 
reduced diameter 16 and 18. respectively. pointed 
downwardly for penetrating surf ace sediment. A plurality of 
legs 19 are attached to bands 17 to support the units 11 and 13 
on the surface where they are to be used. Chains 21 are 
suitably attached to lower the units to the ocean floor and to 
provide a retainer for power cables 23 entering each unit. 

The neutron source unit 13 includes an encapsulated 
Californium-252 neutron source 25; The UfCf undergoes 
spontaneous fission to produce a higher sustained neutron 
yield for a given source size than other known neutron 
sources. UfCf has an average neutron energy of 2.3 mev. such 
that with little moderation &.he quantity of inelastic scattering 
gammas produced by this neutron source are minimfaed and 
capture gamma signatures can be clearly obtained. It is there
fore particularly well suited for use in a mobile mineral detec
tion unit for seeking widely disseminated marine minerals. 
About 50 to 250 micrograms of zsicr is sufficient for the 
present application but larger or smaller amounts may be used 
to vary the neutron flux. 

The ~:er is encapsulated in an impervious metal material to 
prevent loss of the valuable isotope. Suitable encapsulating 
materials include zirconium. niobium, and tantalum. These 
metals have insignificant capture gamma spectra and are 
chemically and physically compatible with uicr. Zirconium 
has only one relatively important capture gamma peak at 6.29 
mev. while niobium has two peaks which are not very 
prominent and tantalum has no capture gamma peaks of im
portance. Nevertheless. niobium ar.d tantalum absorb more 
neutrons and consequently their overall gamma ray emission 
is higher than that of zirconium. Therefore in regard to source 
background radiation. zirconium and zirconium alloys are the 
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pref erred encapsulating materials of the three metals men
tioned as suitable. 

The encapsulated :1$2Cf neutron source 25 is shown sup
ported by an extensible member 27 in its extended position for 
irradiating surrounding mineral values in geologic strata. One 5 
manner os extending and retracting member 27 is to provide a 
reversible and rotary servomotor 29 driving a helically cou
pled telescoping shaft 31. Member 27 can be prevented from 
rotating with shaft 3 l by a sliding pin and groove connection 
(not shown) between member 27 and a nearby stationary wall. I 0 

The W.Cf neutron source 25. extensible member 27. and the 
servomotor 29 are enclosed within a·n internal pressure v<.:sseJ 
33. Housing 14 may thereby be maintained at ambient pres
sure and thick exterior walls are unnecessary. Pressure vessel 
33 and the walls of housing 14. especially the lower portions 15 

thereof. can be constructed of the recommended encapsulat-
ing materials or of a plastic such as fiberglass to limit capture 
gamma emissions. from the construction materials. A 
hydrogenous neutron-shielding material 35. such as 20 
polyethylene. is provided in the remaining upper portion of 
housing 14 leaving the lower portion of projection 18 substan
tially free of neutron-shielding material. A thin layer of 
hydrogenous or other neutron-moderating material (not 
shown) can be placed on the inside walls of projection 18 to 25 
reduce the energy of neutron radiation if the surrounding 
water will not be an adequate moderator. 

When storing or transferring the unit, the UJCf is retracted 
into the upper central portion of vessel 33 and is substantially 
surrounded by a uniform thickness of shielding material 35 to 30 
limit radiation emission. When the unit is in position with pro
jection 18 penetrating surface sediment. such as may be found 
on.the ocean floor. the ~fis extended into the lower portion 
of projection 18 below shielding material 35 as shown. Sur
rounding geologic strata will thereby be irradiated with 35 
neutrons to produce capture gamma emissions from mineral 
values contained therein. 

The gamma ray detection unit 11 includes a lithium-drifted 
germanium crystal 37 disposed in the hollow projection 16 of 
housing 11. Other radiation detectors having gamma energy 40 
resolution substantially equru to that of the Ge(Li) crystal 
might also be used. e.g .• having gamma energy resolution to 
about tO kev. for peaks in the mev. range. Crystal 37 is encap
sulated in a cadmium and lithium shield to prevent damage 
resulting from neutron radiation. A preamplifier ~8 suffi- 45 
ciently increases the electrical signal from crystal 37 for trans
mission to a recording pulse height analyzer and spectrometer 
(not shown) in a support vessel or vehicle. 

A protective layer or coating of neutron-absorbing material 
50 39 such as an aluminum-boron alloy is applied on the outside 

of housing 12. This protective layer prevents gamma inter
ference resulting from neutron capture by the wall materials 
of housing t 2. A layer of gamma shielding material 41, such as 
lead. is placed :1bove the Ge( Li) crystal 37 to block 55 
background and capture gamma radiation originating above 
1he unit. 

A reservoir 43 of liquid nitrogen or other suitable 
refrigerant is disposed in the main body portion of housing 12. 
The refrigerant reservoir is spaced from the housing 12 wall to 60 
provide a peripheral chamber containing thermal insulation 
45. Metal wires or fingers 49 extend in a passageway 47 from 
the Ge{Li) crystal 37 through the preamplifier 38 into 
refrigerant reservoir 43. The fingers transfer excess heat from 
the crystal 37 into the liquid refrigerant. The refrigerant is 65 
maintained at a constant boiling temperature by a pressure re-
lief valve SI in the wall of reservoir 43. The pressure inside 
housing 12 is maintained slightly above the outside pressure 
by a second pressure relief valve 53. Thus as the unit is 
lowered into the ocean the l·eat produced by the Ge(Li) 70 
crystal 37 provides pressurization in the peripheral chamber 
containing insulation 45 to prevent collapse of housing 12. 
Supplemental heaters and remote pressure-monitoring 
devices (not shown) may be provided to ensure sufficient 
pressure in housing 12. 75 

4 
An attitude indicator SS is placed within housing 12 to 

transmit electrical signals indicating the orientation of the 
unit. The unit may thereby be positioned with the projections 
of reduced Qiamcter 16 ancJ 18 always pointed downwardly 
into the ocean bottom. 

In one manner of operating the app11ratus of the present in· 
vention for marine mineral exploration, the detector and as· 
sociated electronics are calibrated on board the support vessel 
with capture gamma rays from pure materials. The unit is then 
further calibrated by lowering it into the water to identify 
prompt gamma ray peaks emitted by sodium and chlorine. 
Signals from the attitude inr!iu:itor are then used to position 
the unit upright on the ocean. floor with the projections of 
reduced diameter 16 and 18 penetrating the surface sediment. 
With the r..zcf source 25 extended. the signals from the Ge( Li) 
crystal are counted and recorded. The sea water spectrum can 
then be subtracted from that obtained at the ocean floor by 
raising the unit several feet about the surface and taking a 
second reading. The net spectral signatures thus read from the 
detector unit can be compared with known spectral signatures 
for suspected elements and the minerals in a particular loca
tion at the ocean bottom identified. Capture gamma signa· 
tu res for several clements such as gold and manganese are 
given in the following publication by the inventors of the 
present mineral-detection apparatus: "Mineral Exp:oration of 
the Ocean Floor by In Situ Neutron Absorption Using A 
Californium-252 Source," Marine Technology Society Jour
nal, Vol. 3. No. 5. pp. 9-16. Sept.-Oct. 1969. As explained in 
this publication. a spectral signature may comprise severai 
capture gamma peaks at distinct energy levels. lnterf crence 
from another element will probably only obscure one of the 
peaks making up the signature and the element is identifiable 
notwithstanding the interference. For instance, manganese 
emits capture gamma radiation with peaks at 6.04, 6.24. 6.55 
and 6.65 mev. Chlorine has an interfering capture gamma 
peak at 6.64 mev .• but manganese can still be identified from 
its remaining capture gamma peaks. 

Another embodiment of the present invention is shown in 
FIG. 2. A submersible vehicle is shown having a pair of hollow 
projection 7 J and 73 extending from its bottom portion. A 
zszcr source of ·neutrons 6 J is mounted on an extensible 
member 63 for extending into and retracting from projection 
73. Neutron-shielding material 65 surrounds the retracted 
position of the neutron source 61. A Ge( Li) radiation detector 
67 is disposed within projection 71 for sensing prompt gamma 
radiation produced by neutron absorption into surrounding 
mineral values. A reservoir 69 of a liquid nitrogen provides 
refrigeration for cooling the detector. 

The submersible vehicle also includes a propulsion unit 75, 
a compartment for operators 77 and a second compartment 
79 for the associated electronics and data analyzer. The vehi
cle can proceed underwater to locations where minerals are 
suspected to occur. Projections 7t and 73 can penetrate into 
the surface sediment while the vehicle rests on the ocean floor 
and readings are taken. The submersible may then be easily 
moved to examine numerous other locations. 

A mineral-detection apparatus has been described for 
marine mineral exploration. The apparatus is kept mobile by 
use of a small size but high yield nzcr neutron source. This 
source irradiates a large sample of geologic strata to produce 
high-energy capture gamma radiation with minimum interfer
ing garnmu from inelastic scattering. A gamma radiation de
tector of high-energy resolution defines capture gamma spec
tra signatures with sufficient accuracy to identify minerals in 
the presence of activated sodium and chlorine as well as other 
background radiation occurring beneath the 6cean surface. 

We claim: 
I. A marine mineral-detection apparatus which comprises, 

in combination: 
A. a first and a secvnd housing member each having a 

generally spherically shaped portion and a projection of 
reduced diameter extending therefrom, and structural 
means for supporting said housing members in fixed 
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spaced relationship with said projections of reduced 
diameter pointed ~owards a common direction in axially 
parallel alignment; 

8. a neutron source unit disposed in said first housing 
member including 
t. a mer neutron s0urce. 
2. hydrogenous shielding material disposed in the 

generally spherically shaped portion of said first hous
ing member. and 

5 

3. extensible means for supporting said WCf neutron 10 
source in a retracted position near the center of said 
hydrogenous shielding material, and in an extended 
position within said projection of reduced diameter of 
said first housing member to bombard surrounding 
geologic strata with neutrons; 15 

C. a prompt gamma ray detector unit disposed in said 
second housing member including 

6 
tio~ of said second housing member for cooling said de
tector. and 

3. neutron-absorbing material disposed between said Li
drifted Ge crystal and said neutron source. 

2. The apparatus of claim I wherein said neutron source 
unit includes a sealed elongated vessel, containing said exten
sible means and said "'Cf neutron source, mounted. within 
said first housing member and extending into said projection 
of reduced diameter. 

3. The mineral-detection apparatus of claim 1 wherein said 
cooling means includes 

a. a closed reservoir of liquid refrigerant for cooling said 
crystal; and 

b. pressure relief valves within the walls of said reservoir 
and said second housing member for discharging 
refrigerant gas and for maintaining said second housing at 

1. a Li-drifted Ge crystal supported within the projection 
of reduced diameter ·of said second housing member 
for producing electrical pulses in response to prompt 
gamma radiation from mineral values within said 
geologic strata. 

a pressure slightly greater than ambient pressure. . . 
4. The mineral detection apparatus of claim 1 wherem saad 
~f neutron source is encapsulated in a material selected 20 from the group consisting of tantalum. niobium. zirconium 
and alloys thereof. 

2. mea"ls disposed in the generally spherically shaped por- • • • • 
25 
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[57] .ABSTRACT 

A radiographic image pickup apparatus for diagnosis 
using an image detector in which a phosphor layer for 
converting an X-ray image into an optical image, a 
photoconductive layer for storing an optical image as a 
latent image, light emitting means for exciting the pho
toconductive layer segment by segment are laminated 
into a plate form. wherein one of the e!ectrodes sand
~-iching the photooondllciive layer and the light--emit
ting means are respectively divided into mny-formed 
elements in directions orthogon.al to each other, and an 
element selection circuit for successively selecting these 
elements and reading out said latent image in time se.. 
quent:W electric signal is formed i?tegrally on the sub
strate o! the image detector. 
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RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGE PICKUP APP ARA TVS 

CROSS REFERl:.; 'CE TO THE RELATED 
APPLICATION 

Th.i!l application is n continWltion-in-part application 
of U.S. pa~t application, Ser. No. 181,694 filed on 
Apr. 14, 1988. 

A of this invention includes dividing one of the c:lcc
trc.de> sandwiching the ;>hotoconductivc layer into 
array form, providing sdectic :i means for successivc:ly 

. selecting the divided electrodes one by one, and form
s ing this selection means on the 'iUbstrate of tbe detector 

by stacking layers using thin film technology. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the general constmction 
IO of an embodimenc of this invention. 

This invention relates to an image pickup apparatus 
adapted for use in medical radiodiagnostics, and wore 
rsrtic-~arly to a plate.sh.aped image pickup device for 

15 
• ·.e1ving a radiographic image and transforming the 
ir._ ~e into en electric signal sequence. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,535,468 discloses a photographic ap-

paratus for.medical use with a three-layer system lying 
20 

between two electrode8y to which a d--c voltage is ap-
plied. The two outer layers are photoconductors and 
the middle layer consists of a material in which charge 
carriers can be stored. An image radiated from one side 
can be read out from the other side in the form of an 25 
electric pulse sequence by scanning using a light beam 
and can be reproduced on a television screen. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,268, 750 discloses an analogous photo
graphic apparatus havinr. a multi-layer detector includ-
ing only one photoconductive layer. 30 

The detector of these apparatuses luls a pair of paral-
lel plate electrodes sandwiching the photoconductive 
layer and one sign2.l line connected thereto. The latent 
image once stored in the detector in the form of a 
charge distribution is read out as a time sequential signal 35 
by scanning r. spot-shaped laser beam. 

In the solid state image pickup elements, i.e. photo
graphic S-""n!C~ ~uch s.s CCD ~~...s or MOS image 
pickup devices, electronic pixel selection means is 
adopted. This seltction means is integrated on the one-- 40 
chip semiconductor substrate together with the pi.xels. 
These image pickup devices, however, have extremely 
low sensitivity to the X ray for medical use range, and 
hence cannot be directly used as the X ray image pickup 
apparatus for medical use. Further, the image pickup 45 
apparatus for medical use requires a number of pixels as 
many as 40002 at the maximum and an image plane size 
as wide as 4-0 cm X40 cm at the maximum. Thus, the 
techniques of the above.mentioned photographic image 
pickup devices {t:;;>ically, having a number of pixels so 
around 6002 and an image pLme size of 2 inches 4> or 
less) cannot be used. 

SU1't'fMARY OF THE INVE1'i1TION 

In the above-mentioned prior art, th~ capacitance 55 
formed between the two electrodes connected to a 
sign.a.1 I.me is large and hence results in a lowering of the 
signal-to-noise ratio. Further, the mechanism of scan
ning a laser beam on a image pickup field forms a large 
factor of making the device big and complicated. 60 

An object of thi3 invention is to provide a r3.dio
g:raph.ic image pickup apparatus which suppress...""3 the 
mixing of no~: into the time sequential electric sig:i.2ls. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a r2.dio
graphic image pickup apparatus having electronic pixel 65 
selection means ccmpc.ctly integrated with the detc::tcr. 
thereby raizi.nz the reiiability and largely reducin:-: c;;e 
co:;t. 

FIGS. 2 and 3 are a perspective view and a plan view 
showing a ~ part of the embodiment. 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are time charts for illustrating the 
operation of the embodiment o{ FIG. 3. 

FIGS. 5, 6 and 7 ue plan views resp..."Ctively showing 
other embodiments. 

FIGS. 8 and 9 are cross-S.ections showing still othc:r 
embodiments. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBOD™ENTS 

Now, description will be made, referri:ig to FIGS. 1 
and 2. 

FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram ?f the whole radio
graphic image pickup apparatus. A radiographic image 
storing unit 8 has typical dimensions of 40 cm X 40 cm. 
This is an image plane size required for diagnosing the 
breast. This rad.io~phic ~ge storing unit 8 i=c!u.d~ ~ 
photoconducting layer and is in close optical contact 
with a phosphor plate (not shown). The X ray image is 
converted into a light image by the phosphor pl.ate. The 
image storing unit 8 stores charge distributions corre
sponding to the light image as a latent imzge. Further, 
on the image storing unit 8, an exciting unit 9 ..&.Ild a 
reading unit 10 are laminated. The exciting unit 9 and 
the signal reading unit 10 have respectively one dirr:.~
sional disposition and are orthogonal to each otter. 
Designation of a position on an image plane is per
formed by the combination of the respective addresses 
of the exciting unit 9 and the reading unit 10. These 
channel designations are done by channel designation 
units 11 and 12. The signal from the reading unit 10 is 
successively AID converted in an AID converte.r 14 
while being controlled by the channel designation u.nit 
12. This signal is prccessec1 by a signal process:.ng unit 
15, displayed in an image display unit 16, and stored in 
an image file unit 17. Numeral W denotes a control unit 
for controlling the various units. 

FIG. 2 shows details of an example o~ the radio
graphic image storing unit 8, the ~citing unit 9, and the 
reading unit 10. Firstly, the structure v:.ill be '"Xplained. 
A phosphor plate 41 is a ceramic sci:ilt:=Jfator formed. for 
ehample. of CdW04 or Gd2ChS and serv~ also as a 
substrate 13 which is shown in FIG. 1. C::l the phosphor 
plate 41, are laminated :m electrode layer 4-2, 3. photo
conductivc fayer ('3. ~ insulating layer.µ, and S....'lothcr 
electrode layer 45. TI1e photoconductive layer ~ is 
formed, for example, of a lnyer of amorphous sde.n.ium 
(a-Se) or a laminate of a-Se/a-Si, of for example Z µ.w. 
thickness. This corresponds to the above-mentioned 
storing unit 8. The pair of electrodes 42 and 45 SS.!d
wiching the photoconductive lsyer 43 are formed of 
transparent conductive materis.1, for example SnC:. 
ITO (indium-tin-oxide), Sn~.JlTO or Au. The elx
trode layer 42 on the s!lbstrnte side is divided into on~
dimensional 2...rrny electrodes. FIG. 2 s::io\s,.·s :>-'i e...-:::.::.....~r:l:

in which 16 ch:i:mel e1cctrc<lc-~ :'.r:: dispc:cc in =-... : ~::>.:-· 
form. In a ;. ~rcr=i.blc d:$!'O'.".~ti0n '.·0:- :-7::-;:i!c..:.i ::-::~::0-
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graph..ic di~gnoslS, the channel width is 100 µm, and the 
number of ch!Ulncls is 4096. These array-fom1 elec
trodes correspond to the reading unit 10 in FIG. 1. 

The insulating laye1 44 is formed, for example, of 
Sb2S3; r~. SiO, Si02, MgF or an orgnnic insulating 5 
film. On th~ electrode layer 45, are provided stripe 
shaped light-emitting material rows 46 which are dis
posed perpendicular to the electrodes 42. These corre
spond to the e.xciting unit 9 of FIG. 1. The light emit
ting material 46 may be· formed of an EL (electro- IO 
luminescent) light-emitting material or a plane-light
emit!ing LED (light emitting diode). Although the 
figure shows 16 light-em!tting material rows, in· a pref
erable disposition for medical radiographic diagnosis, 
4096 stripe-sh.aped light-emitting material rows, each 15 
having a channel width of 100 µ.mare disposed. In the 
case of the number of electrodrs being 4-096 and the 
number of light-emitting material rows being 4096, the 
vertical and the horizontal lengths of the image plane 
sensor and 40.96 cm and the spatial resolution is 5 20 
Ip/mm. In -the present structure, the X ray image is 
irradiated on part of the rear surface of the phosphor 
plate 41, more specifically on a region corresponding to 
the region where the photoconductive layer 43 is 
fornied. Therefore, the X ray is not irradiated on the 25 
cham.1el d~g!?4tion units 11 and 12. 
Nex~ the operation principles will be explained. First, 

a voltl!ge V is !!pp!ied between all the elements of the 
electrode 42 and the elei:.."'!rode 45, causing all the ele
menl.S of the light-emitting material unit 46 to emit JG 
lights. By this action, charhe is wilformly induced at the · 
interface formed be:ween the photoconductive layer 43 
and the insulating layer 44. Then. the light-emitting 
elements are turned off to term.in.al the excitation. Then, 
a voltage-V' having the opposite polarity to th.at of the 35 
previously applied voltage is applied between the elec
trodes. In this state, an X ray image is injected to the 
phosphor layer .+i. Tne X ray image is converted into a 
light image by the phosphor layer 4L This light image 
transmits the ~nspa.rent electrode 42 and is incident on 40 
the photoconductive layer 43. At this moment, the pre-

. viously induced charge is discharged in accordance 
with the amount of incident light. As a result, a charge 
pattern reflecting the incident X ray image is formed at 
the interface between the photoconductive layer 43 and 4s 
the insulating ]lll ;-d 44. This is the latent ir:ia:- :. After 
the terminatic.a of i.rradia.tion of X ray, t..'it'! reading of 
the latent image is performed. For this pw; ·-:~. one of 
the light-emitting segments 46 is designated by tb.e 
-:-harinel designating unit 11 to emit light. In this state. a so 
vdt.age v identical. to :he firstly applied voltage is air 
pliefi betw· ~one of the ~l~ooes 42 and the electrode 
45. Here, in a small area (onl": picture element) where: a 
selected light-emitting segment anc:! a selected electrode 
cross to each c.t"-er, the charge flowing from the elec- 55 
trorlc- 42 to the photoconductive layer 43 is equal to the 
amoimt of charge discharged upon irradi.atiol". of the X 
ray image and hence represents the image information 
of t.he picture i: ~<!ID~t. By the successive selection of 
the ebctrod.es 42, the image information for ou~ iine i" 60 
successively read out. 1."11en, the selection of the light
ern.itting element «> i3 changed nnd similar scarmin~ is 
successively perf onnctl to read out the X ray ima~e :>...s 

time sequential electric signals. 
Next. the sign.al reading unit will be explained in 65 

detail referring to ::::lG. 3. The figure illustrates the c.:.:.:•.e 
where the sign.cl" d=t.ccting one-dimentions.! clcctro1.2c 
i1.as IG ch.:JHiels. 1!1.: rcs~"'Ctive electrodes 3.r.: ::.::·:1-

nected to one signal line 123 .through respective thin 
film transistors (herein.after abbre "inted a"S TFD 122 
fonned on the substrate 13, i.e. the phosphor plate 41 in 
the structure of FIG. 2. 111e arbitrary on/off of the gate 
signal of the TFTs is possible by a TFT circuit 124 of 4 
X 4 configuration formed on a diff crent portion of the 
substrate 13. This TFf matri.A serves as a channel con
trolling unit. Eight signal lines from the exterior of the 
substrate are used for controlling this matrix. 

FIGS. 4A and 4B show an example of a signal deriv
ing sequence in the present structure. FIG. 4A illus
trates a mode (Hi channel mode) in which the signals on 
16 channel reading electrodes are successively read out 
channelby channel, whereas Flu. 4B illustrates 8 chan
nel mode in which signals are read out 2-channels by 
2-channels. In the latter case, the image fetching at 
twice the speed as that for the 16 channel mode is poss:
ble. This is a high speed low resolution image fetching. 
This is effective for X ray transmission diagnosis. The 
16 channel mode is of low speed but has a high resolu
tion and functions as the picture-taking mode. 

FIG. 5 shows the image reading in th,. case of 4096 
channels. A controlling TFI' circuit 124 for applying 
control signals to the gates of 4096 selecting TFrs U2 
includes a 64 X 64 matrix 126 and two 8 ><. 8 matrices 
m and 128 for controlling the 64 x 64 matrix. Ea.ch of 
these matrices has a similar structure as the matrix 
shown in FIG. 1. With these m::.t&--ice:;, the co:u.tro! of 
4096 channels can be made with 32 control lines. 

FIG. 6 illustrates another matrix disposition for the 
case of 4096 channels. In this case, the contl:olling TFr 
circwt for supplying control signals to the gates of 4096 
selection TFTs 122 comprises a 16 X 256 TFT matrix 
130, a 4 X 4 TFr matrix 132 for performing row selec
tion of the matrix 130, a 16 x 16 TFT matrix 134 for 
performing column selection of the matrix 130, and two 
4 X 4 TFT matrixes 136 and 138 for performing row 
and column selections of the matrix 134, respectively. In 
this structure, mode selection among fine modes of 256 
channel mode, S 12 channel mode, 1024 channel mode, 
2048 channel mooe, and 4096 channel mode. by the 
change in the selection sequence of the matrix 132. 

FIG. 7 illustrates another example of the selecting 
TFr circuit ll2 This example illustrates a structure 
having a ·16 channel reading electrode array 42, for 
enhancing und . .::st.anding. The signals on the respective 
channel electrodes are connected to one signal line 123 
through a first stage selection TFT column 122-1. a 
seconn stage selection TFr column 122-2, a third stage 
selxtion TFT column W ~. and a fourth stage selec
tion TFT column 122-4. The pt~ of 16 selection TFrs 
of the first .~tage are connected alternately to control 
lines 141 ~ and !41B. Similarly, tlle gates of selection 
TFTs in the ~"'Cond stage: ar:e connected to contrc' i.Jies 
142-A and 142-B, the gates of selection TFTs in the 
third stage are con.1ccted tv co:Jtrol lines 143-A and 
l~B, and the gates of selection TFTs in the fou.."Lh 
stage are connected to control lines H4-A and l~B. 
This construction estsblishes a binary decoder. Selec
tion of each one of four pairs of control lines selects one 
channel. Alternate selection of the r<':spcctive pairs per
forms sequential selection of 16 ch::umds. re.a.li:z:ins a 16 
channel mode. The successive selection of S chs.nncl 
mode can be res.lized by mili.og the both of the first p:iir 
of control lines 141-A and 141-B always on and ~ter
ru::.tcly selecting the n:maining p::llrs of control lir.cs. 

FIG. S shows a cross-section of the s:rncam:: of:-.... --:-

"' .A -~~ h~ 

J .. .1. v 
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differs from the embodiment shown in FIG. 2 in the 
point th.at of the electrodes 42 and 45, the upper elec
trode 45 is dividC\.! !rtto one-dimension.a.I arny form and 
L~e lowe.r electrode 42 is uniform. Other reference nu
merals aenote similar parts as in FIG. ~- Numeral 47 S 
<.lenotcs a t.railsp.:irent protection film laminated on the 
electrode 45. Further, on a scintillator piate 41 of FIG. 
8, channel designating units 10 and 12 ue formed. In the 
fi~ however, only a selecting TFf Ul of the ch.an- 10 
ncl designating unit 10 is shown. The TFf U2 is 
for.ued by successively laminating an Al electroc!e 221 
which form, a gate, an insulating layer 44, and an amor
phous silicon layer 222.. A source electrode 223 formed 
of an Al layer is connected tc a reading electrode 45. A 15 
drain electrode 224 similarly formed of nn Al layer is 
connected to a signal line common to the re.ipective 
chm:.nels. Numeral 225 denotes an insulating layer sepa
rating the electrodes. 

FIG. 9 shows another embodiment. In this embodi- 20 
ment. a scintillator plate 41 is not used as a substrate and 
a separate transparent substrate 13 formed of a glass 
plate is used. The image storing unit and TFr 122 have 
similar structures as those in FIG. S, but are succes.- 25 
sively laminated on one surface of the glass substrate 13. 
On the electrode 45, a scintillator 41 is lam:nated. Fur
ther. on anothe:r su....rface of the glac:s !!!!~t.'1!~ ~ LED 
array 46 is provided. 

In each of the embodiments as exrilained above9 at 30 
least the photoconductive layer and the electrode layers 
sandwiching the photoconductive layer are formed on 
one substrate in an integrated laminate, and thin film 
transistor.. for selecting the electrode array are formed 
on a different region of the substrate th.: '.i. the :-.:;g;.ua 35 
i.rrad.i.ated by the X-ray. It is only required for lli~ excit
ing light-emitting means 46 in the structures of FIGS. 2 
and 8, o:- the light-emitting means 46 and the phosphor 
plate 41 in the structure of FIG. 9, to be optically cou
pled with the photoconductive layer. They may not 40 

have an integrated structure. 
~·uthert as the image storing unit, one including two 

phosphor layers as shown in U.S. Pat. No. 4,535,468 
may be used. 

We claim: 
1. A radiographic image pickup apparatus compris

ing: 
a phosphor layer for ·converf.ng a radiographic image 

45 

into an optic3l image; 50 

55 

ut le1'.st one photoconductivc layer optically coupled 
with SD.id phosphor l:iyer; . 

n first and a second electrode tandwiching said pho
toconductive layer, at least one of the first and the 
second electrodes beir.g divided into one· 
dimensional array-formed elements aligned in a 
first direction; 

a substrate on which at least said pbotoconductive 
layer and said first and second electrodes are inte
grated in one body; 

exciting light-emitting means optically coupled with 
said photoconductive layer, said e:xci~.ng 1.ight
emitting means being divided into one-dimensicn.al 
array-formed elements ehgned in a second direc
tion orthogonal to said first direction; 

selection means for se!ectively connecting respective 
elements of one of said one-dimension.al array
formed elements to one signal line, wherein said 
selection means is formed on said substrate in a 
~gion which is not exposed to said radiographic 
image. 

2. A radiographic image pickup apparatus according 
to claim 1, wherein said phosphor layer is a plate
shaped phosphor member and serves also as said sub
st:-:.!~. 

3. A i~ographlc image pickup apparatus according 
to cla~m 1, wherein said substrate comprises an optically 
t.rannsps.rent member having a first surface ~ which 
said photoconductive layer and said first electrode &r.:' 
,~,~ and a second surface opposed to the fint 
~miface, on which ~d exciting light~.:lltting means is 
·:~ked. 

4. A radiographic image pickup apparatus, according 
ro claim 1, wherein said selection meims comprises a 
ylurality of selecting thin ftlm transistors formed on said 
substrate to connect said sign.al line and the respective 
elements of said array-formed clements, a.nd a control 
circuit for controlling the gates of said selecting thin 
film transistors. 

5. A radiographic image pickup apparatus according 
to claim 4, wherein said control circuit includes th.in 
film transistors disposed in a matrix, and the gate of a 
desired selecting thin film transistor is selected by the 
~~ection of a row line and a· column line of the matrix. 

6. A radiographic image pickup apparatus according 
to c1aim 1, wherein said selecting means comprises a 
plurality of thin film transistors for selectively connect· 
ing one signal line and at least one of said array formed 
elements. 

• 0 181 • Cl 
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(57] ABSTRACT 

A detector for computer tomography or digital radiog
raphy has an optimum efficiency and an optimum sig
nal-to-noise ratio, and the thickness of the acquired 
x-ray beam can be selected in a simple way. The detec
tor is formed by a row of J •.uallel, bar-shaped scintilla
tors. Every scintiUator has a row of optical conductors 
extending in the longitudinal direction of the scintillator 
allocated to it. The optical conductors of a scintillator 
are separated from one another by slots, with the slots 
between the optical conductors of neighboring scintilla
tors being in registry. Chips carrying photodiodes are 
plugged into the slots. Every scintillator together with 
the allocated optical conductors is surrounded by a 
reflector. 

S Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet 
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DETECTOR FOR HIGH-ENERGY RADIATION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field or the Invention 
The present invention is directed to a detector for 

high-energy r.l~iation of the type used in a computed 
tomography apparatus or digit.al radiography. 

s 

can also be individually evaluated, so that a plurality of 
parallel slices of an x-ray beam can be acquired. Given 
a thin slice, only one sub-signal can also be acquired and 
evaluated. 

The following are suitable as materials for the reflec-
tors 6 epoxy glues filled with titanium oxide or with 
lead (11) hydroxy carbonate in arbitrary mixing ratios. 
An optimum optical decoupling is achieved when re
flective metallic layers 7 are respectively arranged be-2. Description of the Prior Art 

Detectors for high-energy radiation are known that 
are composed of a series connection of :£Cintillators and 
pliotodiodes. Each detector has one scintillator and a 
maximum or two photodiodes disposed in successive 
planes as viewed in the radiation propagation direction. 
Such detectors are employed, for example, in computed 
tomography. 

10 tween two scintillators 1 with the alJocated optical 
conductors 2. 

The optical conductors 2, which are arranged di
rectly under the scintillators 1, should be largely 
matched to the scintillation material in terms of their 

IS refractive index and in terms of their thermal expansion. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the invention is to provide a det~tor of 
the type initially cited that is optimum in view of effi- 20 
ciency and signal-to-noise ratio, and with which it is 
possible to optionally acquire individual, thin x-ray 
beams, or a plurality of thin x-ray beams lying behind 
one another, or thick x-ray beams. 

The above object is achieved in a detector for com- 25 
puter tomography or digital radiography constructed in 
accordance with the principles of the present invention, 
formed by a row of parallel, bar-shaped scintillators, 
each scintillator having a row of optical conductors 
allocated thereto, extending in the longitudinal direc- 30 
tion of the scintillator. The optical conductors of each 
scintillator are separated from each other by slots, with 
the slots between the optical conductors of neighboring 
sc;ntill;~or:; bdJtg in registry; Chips carrying photodi· 
odes are plugged li'i!.o the slots. Each scinti11ator and its 35 
allocated optical concfo.ctors are surrounded by a reflec
tor. 

DESCRIPT~0~-; OF THE ORA WINGS 

Thus, glass having a high refractive index is advanta
geous for use with scintillator 1 of CdW04, GYO and 
Gd202S. Optical plastics are suit.able for scintillators 1 
of luminescent foils and r~ium iodide. It is advanta
geous to fashion the outermost optical conductors 2 
somewhat longer in the Z-direction than the allocated 
scintillator 1, in order to compensate a signal drop at the 
end of the scintillator 1. 

The number of photodiode rows, i.e. of chips 4, is 
arbitrary. Given a single-sided arrangement of the ph'"'
todiodes 5 on a silicon chip, the back side is mirrored for 
optical rea.Sons. When a metallic mirroring is selected, 
this can simultaneously form the ground cont.act for the 
photodiodes. The employment of two photodiodes per 
layer (or slice) is advantageous for reasons of light en
ergy, whereby these photodiodes can be applied by 
vapor deposition in an a-Si technique on a thin glMs 
substrate at the front and back side. Fundamentally, the 
thickness of the photodiode row should be as small as 
possible. for example 100 µ.m. The active surfaces of the 
photodiodes 5 cover the ends of the optical conductors, 
whereby the active surface of a photodiode 5 can be or 
practically the same size as the exit face of the optical 

The single figure is a perspective view, partly in sec
tion, of a detector for high-energy radiation constructed 
in accordance with the principles of the present inven· 
tion, illustrating the manner of insertion of photodiode· 
carrying chips into a detector module. 

40 conductor 2, this being advantageous in view or the 
light yield. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The drawing shows a module of a detector for high
energy radiation, particularly x-radiation. The radiation 

Given the illustrated detector, the signals from the 
slices having the aJiocated photodiodes 5 can be individ
ually calibrated. Differences in the homogeneity of the 

45 material in each slice can thus be individually measured 
and can also be corrected, even when the output signals 
of a plurality of thin slices of the x-radiation are com
bined to form a thick slice or the x-radiation. 

is incident on the module from above. The module has SO 
a series (row) of bar-shaped scintillators 1 lying parallel 

The photodiodes S have substantially no x-radiation 
incident thereon, so that direct conversion in the silicon 
does not occur; this would lead to elevated noise and 
would lead to image errors in that case wherein the 
output signals of the photodiodes S serve the purpose of 
image generating. 

to one another. A row of optical conductors 2 is in 
optical contact with every scintillator 1. The optical 
conductors 2 are separated. from one another by slots 3. 
The slots 3 between the optical conductors 2 of neigh
boring scintillators 1 are in registry, so that it is possible 
to insert chips 4 into the slots 3 of the illustrated module, 
a series (row) of photodiodes 5 being applied on each 
such chip 4. Every photodiode S is consequently in 
optical cont.act with an optical conductor 2. Every 
scintillator 1 with the allocated optical conductors 2 is 
surrounded by a reflector 6. 

Tapping the signals of the photodiodes S can ensue by 
means of a printed circuit board (not shown) at the 
underside of the module. The sub-signals of the photo
diodes S of a scintillator 1 can thereby be intercon
nected, so that a relativdy large slice thickness of the 
acquired x-ray beam arises. The sub-signals, however, 

SS A further advantage or the illustrated detector is the 
small diode area, even given a large number of chips 4 
and long Z-lengths. A small diode area results in a low 
capacitance of the photodiodes S and a tow dark cur
rent. This is important for the signal gain since the ca- · 

60 pacitance and the dark current influence the electronic 
noise in the amplifier. 

The illustrated module of a detector of the invention 
is composed of eight channels. Modules having a differ
ent channel number, for example with 4, 16 or 32 chan-

65 nels are also possible. A plurality of such modules can 
be united to form a radiation-electrical transducer for 
imaging in computer tomography or in digit.al radiogra
phy, such that all scintillators of the modules lie in series 
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4 
parallel to one another. A plurality of such modules are said longitudinal direction and is in optical contact 
thus connected to one another iri the direction of the with a respective scintillator, said optical conduc· 
arrows 8. tors of each row being separated from each other 

The modular structure is advantageous for economi- by slots, with the slots between the optical conduc-
cal reasons. Thus, individual modules that do not meet S tors of neighboring scintillators being in registry; 
the specification or fail during operation can be re· a plurality of chips, each chip having photodiodes 
placed. · thereon, respectively disposed in said slots with 

A further advantage of this arrangement is that the each photodiode being in optical contact with an 
noise in thin slices is lower than currently known detec· optical conductor; and 
tors. When, given thin slices, only one or two photodi- 10 a reflector surrounding each scintillator and the opti-
odes are driven to collect light, the capaci:~ve noise part cal conductors in optical contact therewith. 
and the noise part in the image caused by dark current 2. A detector as claimed in claim 1 further comprising 
are lowered. Given a higher signal, i.e. a thicker slice, a metallic layer disposed between neighboring reflec-
photodiodes are correspondingly added in. The noise tors. 
part in the image always remains proportionally identi- IS 3. A detector as claimed in claim 1 wherein each chip 
cal. comprises a silicon chip carrying a row of photodiodes 

Aitho':.!gh modifications and changes may be sug- on one side thereof, and carrying a reflective metal 
gested by those sldil<:d in the art, it is the intention of the layer on an opposite side thereof, said reflective metal 
inventor to embody within the patent warranted he:eon layer comprising a ground CN.-:act for said photodiodes. 
aU changes and modifications as reasonably and prop- 20 4. A detector as claimed in claim 1 wherein each chip 
erly come within the scope of his contribution to the art. carries respective rows of photodiodes on borh sides 

I claim as my invention: thereof. 
1. A detectox· for high-energy radiation comprising: S. A detector as claimed in claim 1 wherein each chip 
a row of paraH~l, bar-shaped scintillators, each scin- comprises a glass carrier, and wherein said photodiodes 

tillator having a longitudinal direction; 2~ comprise photodiodes vapor-deposited on both sides of 
a row of optical conductors for each scintillator, said glass carrier. 

wherein each row of optical conductors extends in • - !It 
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[57) ABSTRACT 

This invention relates to a fabrication of a gamma camera 
plate assembly that has long life and improved efficiency. 
Cladding aJ}d reflecting layers provide improvements in 
crystal output Seals prevent moisture leaks. prolonging 
lifetime. Multi-barrier epoxy-filled seals and desiccant-filled 
recesses, elastomer-filled spaces and an extra optical cou
pling layer Provide prolonged life and improved efficiency.· · 
Exterior rings with new glass-to-metal seals and metal-to
metal seals provide strong watertight assemblies. The 
gamma camera plate includes a crystal having an optical 
cladding and a rr:fk:ctor surrounding the cladding. A glass 
mounting plate is connected to one flat surf ace of the crystal 
by an optical coupler. A mounting ring surrounds the crystal 
and an outer surface of the glass plate. Barners arc formed 
in upper and lower surf aces of the mounting ring, and 
complementary barriers arc formed in engaging su1faces of 
the gla$s plate and of the gamma ray window plate. Recesses 
within the barriers hold desiccant An elastomer fills :i space 

. between the central opening in the mounting ring and the 
crystal, and an optical coupler fills the space between the 
window and the reflector. Auxiliary rings connect an outer 
surface of the glass plate through glass-to-metal seals and 
metal-to-metal seals with the main mounting ring. Thin low 
heat sink rings form the final metal-to-metal seals to prevent 
heat transfer to lhc crystal. 

52 Claims, 2 Drawing Sbtxts 
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LOMG LIFE GAMMA CAMERA ft.ATE 
ASSEMBLY wmf JMPaO\'ED UfLECTOK 

SYSTEM 

~. 11se ''"'~ fmpfCWef refOI~ capabU~ of 
pmnu amau, Raolmion fi in part a (cmaion of spacing 
between a cryllal plane and pholomultipJier input windows. 
The invention allows ror reducing the glass plate thicbJejs 

BACKGROUND OF TIIE INVENTION 5 by a factor of four or more. · 

The present invention relates to !clntillation crystal plate 
assemblies used in gamma c::amcias. 

The multi-barrier seal for this Jong life. higher efficiency 
gamma camera plate assembly is made by using only epoxy. 
or by epoxy, glass-to-metal and metal-to-metal soldering, or 
by glass-to-metal seals and mctal-to·md21 welding. AU Prior art crystal plate assemblies are sealed using epoxies 

and various resins. Light reflectors used on crystals MgO 
powder applied on the crystal surf aces by spraying or 
painting a solution of white oxide powder and organic 
wal.C(-free base. 

10 three combinations lead to an improved gamma camera plate 
assembly. The difference between the approaches is only in 
the design of various parts of the gamma camera and its 
assembly process. 

Crystal plate assemblies prepared using the prior art 
procedures have short lif climes. Prior art plate assemblies do 
not allow o~ti_mum efficiency. Available crystal plate assem
blies do not permit USC of thin glass plates, since crystals are 
supported only by the glass plates. 

The all-epoxy sealed gamma camera plate assembly con-
15 sists of a mounting ring, a glass plate. a crystal with a 

multi-layer metal reflector and a thin aluminum gamma ray 
window. . 

NccdS have long existed for improved gamma camera 
plates; ··specifically. needs have existed for lighter weight 
assemblies. Gamma camera plates are needed which will 
have long life and improved efficiency. 

First the crystal with the reflector is attached to the glass 
plate with an optiCA.1 coupler. The glass plate with the crystal 

20 is then au.ached to the metal bamer using epoxy. A multi
barrier seal is used to prevent crack propagation and mois
ture penetration through the cracks. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
2S 

The current invention provides new special crystal scaling 
procedures for gamma camera plates that extend their uscf ul 
lifetimes and allow for reflective systems that increase the 
~fficlency of the gamma camera so as to produce a sharper 
image of the human organ/body being investigated. 

The present invention allows for hermetic scaling of the 
hygroscopic sodium iodide crystals by multi-barrier seals. 
The new seals of the invention use (1) epoxy, (2) mixtures 

Fastening of the crystal to the metal barrier is done in two 
steps. Fint the space between the crystal and the metal 
barrier is filled with a silicone rubber material. In this way 
the glass plate is relieved of the weight of the crystal. :..nd at 
the same time serves as a barrier for possible moisture 
penetration. The part above the elastomer and the multi
layercd reflector is filled with optical coupling material 
stable to the exposure of the gamma rays. The aluminum 

30 radiation window is placed on lhe top using the multi-barrier 
seal assembly. 

of epoxy. _glass-to-metal seals and mcta.1-to-met.al soldering. 
and (3) all welded joints and glass-to-metal seals. all with 35 
new physical shapes and constructions. 

In the new all-epoxy multi-barrier seals, barriers hav~ 
been intrcduc~_ to_ prevent crack propagation in the epoxy. 
as well as to prevent possible moisture penetrating past those 
cracks. The crystals arc further scale(; by cladding layers and 40 

reflective coatings. All crystals are encapsulated by cladding 
layers and optical couplers. 

The combination or epoxy. glass--to-metal and mctal-to
metal soldering is introduced by this _invention to facilitate 
some mechanical advantages of assembly for scaling sodium 4s 
iodide (Nal) thallium-doped crystals. This method, as in the . 
all epoxy method, provides hermetic seals for the cty!ttal 
plates and allows for crystal encapsulation in cladding layers 
and reflective coatings, and by doing so it allows for 
increased efficiency of the gamma ~. . so 

Most rugged and easiest to apply is the welding and 
glass-to-metal seal approach. This combination produces 
hermetic seals .. 'lat provide for long life of the gamma 
camera plate assemblies. This approach also provides full 

55 
crystal encapsulation by means of cladding layers and 
diffusive or mc!itl reflective coating. 

All three. approaches of this invention lea.J to long life 
gamma camera assemblies with improved energy character
istics. The invention eliminates special mountings for the 60 
assemblies required by various manuf acturcrs. The inven
tion eliminates the need for the design of special tools used 
in the ga.mmacamera plate assembly fabrication processes 
and improves crystal sealing. 

The present invention provides uniGtJe approaches for 65 
extending the life of gamma camera plate assemblies. and 
increases efficiency through introducti'-·· of high quality 

11le no-epoxy seal gamma camera assembly -of this invc:n
tion consists of three metsJ rings, a glass plate, crystal with 
a multi-layer reflector. and an aluminum gNnma ray win
dow. 

First the glass plate is connected to the first ring with a 
glass-to-metal seal. For this purpose the glass is doped with 
lead and the wldering is done with In-Zn alloy having a 
melting point between 200° C.-300° C .. The ratio of indium 
vs. zinc determines the exact melting temperature. The metal 
ring is either stainless stceJ or aluminum electroplated with 
Zn. 

11le glass plate and ring assembly is welded to the second 
ring surrounding the first metal ring. A seam weld is used for 
this purpose. After that, using an optical coupler. the crystal 
with the already deposited reflector is mounted on the glass 
plate with the two met.al ring assemblies. 

'The third ring is then connected to the second ring by 
seam welding. After fastening the crystal to the third ring 
with silicone rubber and optical coupling material, the 
gamma ray window is welded to the tltird ring. 

All contact surf aces contain moisture barriers consisting 
of pockets of desiccant. 

The epoxy. glass-to-metal seal. metal-to-metal soldering 
gamma camera plate assembly consists of a glass plate, a 
crystal with a multi-layer reflector, three metal barriers and 
an aluminum gamma ray window. 

Fi~t the glass plate is connected to the first (inner) metal 
ring by a glass-to-metal seal. Here the ring is Al or stainless 
steel electroplated with Zn, and the glass surf ace is doped 
with Pb or indium and a glass-to-met.al seal is formed. The 
glass plate-inner ring assembly is then soldered to the 
second (middle) ring using the same In-Zn solder. 

After tL...:• tllC crystal with the multi-layer n::ftcctor is 
co:incctcd to the glass plate with the optical coupler. 

, ' 
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The mWJe rin1 i1 d«her iOldcred « weidcd w ahe «bird 
ou&a' meul MJ. .ct I multiple MS taJ if applkd betw«n 
abe pu ~ Md cbe «him Ml • a aim ~ for 
~~and~ barriet, 

The cryd is (~ w ~ third ring by a ~liame ~ 
rubber and optical coupling layer over the crystal. The 
aluminum ganurua ray window is connected to the top 
surface of tl1c top ring using either met.al-to-metal soldering 
or scam welding. 

All three embodiments.of this invention ~id other com- 10 

binations provide for fabrication of long life, higher effi
ciency gamma plate assemblies. The spacial resolution of a 
gamma camera employing the plate assembly of this inven
tion is improved when the thin glass platc is used. 

IS 
A gamma camera platc includes a crystal having an 

optical cladding and a reflcc:tOr surrounding the cladding. A 
glass mounCing plate fa connected to one fiat surf ace of the 
crystal by an optical coupler •. A mounting ring surround~ the 
crystal and an outer surf ace of the glass plate. Barriers are 20 
formed il'i upper and lower surf aces of the mounting ring, 
and complementary barriers are fanned in engaging surf aces 
of the glass platc and of the gamma ray window plate. 
Recesses within the barriers hold desiccanL An elastomer 
fills a space between the central opening in the mounting 25 
ring and the crystal. and an optical coupler fills the space 
between the window and the reflector. Auxiliary rings con
nect an outer surface of the glass plate through glass-to
metal seals and metal-to-metal seals with the main mounting 
ring. Thif! low heat sink rings fonn the final metal-to-metal 30 
seals to prevent sealing heat transfer to the crystal. 

These and further and other objects and features of the 
invention arc apparent in the disclosure. which includes the 
above and ongoing written specification, with the claims and 
the drawings. 15 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TiiE DRAWINGS 

AG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a gamma camera plate 
showing a crystal, a glass mounting pJEle, a sealing ring and 40 
combination seals showing the multiple barriers and epoxy 
seals, glass-to-metal seals and metal-to-metal seals. 

AG. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional detail of the structure 
shown in FIG. 1. 

. AG. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional detail of an edge of 45 

a crystiU and mounting plate assembly showing a crystal. a 
glass mounting plate, a mounting ring and epoxy disposed in 
multi-barrier seals. 

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional detail or a gamma camera .so 
mounting plate assembly showing one preferred embodi, 
ment having a crystal or glass plate. multiple cladding 
layers. a reflective layer and multiple mounting rinp which 
arc sealed with a glass-to-metal seal and metal welds. 

4 
oosa Wtf~ of the crystal and the ooscr wnace of fJIC 
moumini pbee, 
S#rim2Jindse~~~wM~ 

mcmaiy mmm 15 m <be~ ria~ and~ Z1 in 
the gUu mmm11ni J'I* bold~ 1JJ. Simibt' ~ 
memary barrim 31 are formed in the: mounting plate to 
inter-engage complementary barriers 33 in the gamma ray 
window35. 

Recess 'J7 in the mounting ring 21 receives desiccant 29. 
Recess 39 also reccives desiccant to prevent ingress of 
moiswrc beyond the barriers. 

Epoxy 41 is disposed in the inter-engaging barriers. 
A first metal ring 43 surrounds an outer end of the glass 

plate 3. A lower inward projecting lip 45 on the first metal 
ring 43 underlies an outer lower surf ace portion of the plate 
3. Metal ring 43 is joined to an outer surf ace of the glass 
plate by a glass-to-metal seal 47. Preferably the surface of 
I.he glass platc J. which is adjacent the glass-to-metal seal 
41. is doped with a m""'W which is compatible to a metal in 
the alloy, which pref crably forms the glass-to-metal seal 47. 

The dopant may be lead or indium and the ?Jloy, for 
example. may be a zinc indium alloy. which has a melting 
point between about 200° C. and 400° C .• depending on the 
composition. 

The first metal ring 43 may be a zinc-plated aluminuni or 
stainless steel ring. 

A second metal ring 51 is joined to the first metal ring by 
a met.al-to-metal seal 53 which may be an appropriate alloy, 
such as an indium-zinc alloy, with an appropriate melting 
point. such as from about 200° C. lo abou~ 400° C. 

The met.al-to-metal seals are made at the top of the rinr. 
and wide space at the bottom or the ring is filled with an 
elastomer 55. · 

The mounting ring 21 is f ormcd with an ext.ended outer 
surface M, which serves as a mechanical pro~ :ction for the 
outer seals and as a locus for coupling to the main gamma 
camera assembly. 

A tlu · ;netal ring 59 is formed in the mounting ring 21, 
and the thin metal ring 59 is joined to the second metal ring 
51 by a metal-to-metal seal 61. or by welding. The gap 63 
betwe..-n the thin integral metal ring 59 and lhe outer 
extension 57 is filled with an elastomer. 

The first. second and third rings allow the first and second 
rings t~ be joined by alloys before the introduction of the 
crystal. The space 55 between the first and scco=:td rings 
provides heat isolation from the glass plate when the ring .59 
is joined to the ring 51 by aJloy soldering o: welding. · 
Elastomer is added to the spaces 55 and 63 aft.er an c.f the 
rings are joined. 

Before membly, lbc glass plase J Jw been fr,:r,>,ed v"'th 
die banim 23. which include projediom 6S and reccs.~. 
67.and with lhedesiccant-reccivingrecesscs%7. Thesc3ting 
ring 21 has been formed with the barriers 31. which include 
the recesses ff and ahe projections 71. and with the &:sic-

DETAILED PESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 

ss cant-n:cciving recesses 37 and 39. The thin gamma window 
plate. 35 is formed with the barriers 33, which include 
recesses 73 and projections 75. The crystal h~.s been coated 
with the cladding 9andthereflector15. The c!adding layers Referring to FIGS. 1 and l. a gamma camera plate 

assembly is generally indicated by the numeral 1. The 
gamma camera platc assembly has a large glass mounting 60 
plate 3 and a cry:;tal 5 joined to the mounting plate by an 
optical coupler 7. The crystal inurrounded by cladding 9, 
which is made up of first and second layers U. and 13 
respectively. The cladding is surrounded by a reflective layer 
15. The reflective layer 15 is surrounded by an elastomcric 65 

layer 17. and the elastomeric layer 17 is overlaid by an 
optical coupler layer 19. A large metal ring ... 1 surrounds the 

preferably have an index of refraction or about 1.5. with the 
refraction of the inner layer bcing slightly grcat.cr than the 
index of refraction of the outer layer. An optical coupler 
could be an acrylic having an index of refraction of about 
1.42 to 1.48, and the glass mounting plate may have an index 
or refraction or about 1.5 to 1.6. 

In the mov"lting procedure, the first ring 43 is attached to 
the swrouno1.~g outer surf ace of the plate, and then the 
second ring 51 is attached to the first ring. 
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Then the optical coupler 7 is spread as a liquid on the S7 extending downward around t.he outer surf ace of the glass 
lower surface of the crystal S and on lhe center of the upper plate 3. Epoxy 41 is added to lhe recesses 67 and desiccant 
surface of the glass plate 3. The ccystal 5 with its cladding is placed in the recesses 'J:I. Then the epoxy 87 is filled in the 
and reflecting coating is placed with one edge of the crystal space between the downward extension 51 and the outer 
and optical coupler contacting the glass plate. Then the 5 surface of the glass plate 3. Then t.he elastomer 17 is added 
crystal is· rotated into full contact with the glass plate, to the space to fill the gap between the: opening 17 and the 
pressing the crystal as the crystal is lowered to ensure the reflective layer 15. 
escape of any gases so that the optical coupler b clear. The optical coupl~ 19 is added atop the reflective layer 

Epoxy 41 is placed in the recesses 67. desiccant 29 is 15. Epoxy 41 and 91 fills the recesses 69 in .the upper 
placed within the recesses 21, and the mounting ring 21 is 10 surfaces of the mounting plate 21, and desiccant is placed in 
placed on top of the glass plate 3 and is imssed into pJacc. the recess 37. ·Then the gamma ray window plate 35 is put 
Then the outer r_ing 59 is joined to the second ring . 51, in place, and the barriers 33 are pressed down into the epoxy 
anchoring the plate 21 on the mounting plate 3. Then the 41. Finally, epoxy 89 is added and the system is ready for 
recesses 55 and 63 are filled with an elastomer. use. The barriers prevent continuous cracks of the epoxy 

Elastomer 17 is added to fill the space between the 15 which might admit moisture inward by preventing crack 
opening 77 in the ring 21 and the reflective layer 15 which propagation. The desiccant traps any moisture molecules 
surrounds the ·crystal, and finally an optical .coupler 19 is which might move inward. and prevents them from entering· 
added on lop of the reflective layer 15 and on upper edges the surfaces within the reflector and cladding. 
of the resilient layer 17 to seal the reflective layer and edges In FIG. 4, the preferred fonn of the invention uses 
of the resilient layer 17 to the inner surface of the gamma ray 20 multiple low continuous scam welds on Jow heat sink scams. 
window plate 35. . A metal ring 43 with an inward projecting Jc,wer lip 45 is 

In the next step. resin 41 is deposited in the recess.es 69 COMectcd to an outer surface 93 of the glass plate with a 
and desiccant is deposited in the recesses 37 and 39 in the glass-to-metal seal, which is pref crably an alloy which 
scaling· ring and the gamma ray window plate 35, which is bonds to a restricted doped area of the glass. The metal ring 
a thin aluminum sheet. The barrier seals 33 arc pressed down 25 43 has a continuous thin upward projection 97. A second 
into the epoxy. Then the thin ring 79 of the mounting ring 21 metal ring 99 with a complementary thin upward projection 
is joined by a metal-to-metal seal 81 to the outer surface 83 101 is positioned adjacent the first metal ring, and the first 
of the gamma ray wi~dow plate 35. Finally, the recess 85 is and second metal rings are joined by a seam weld 103 or by 
filled with an elastomer. soldering with an alloy. The rings arc joined together by an 

By forming the glass-to-metal and the metal-to-metal 30 alloy solder. lt is preferable l:> first electroplate the surfaces 
seals between the z!3ss mounting plate 3 and the first and to be soldered with a metal such as zinc. 
second rings and the metal-to-metal seals between the The second ring has a recess 105 adjacent the u;>pcr 
second and third metal rings before the crystal is joined to projection 101, and has ;m outer projection 107. 
the glass mounting plate, the crystal is protected from The crystal 5 is secured on the plate 3, as previously 
increased temperatures. Moisture is prevented from entering 35 described. Then desiccant is added to the recesses 95 and 
the crystal by the metal-to-metal seals and the glass-to-metal 105. U!-e,e ring 109 is placed atop the glass plate 3. A 
seals and by the epoxy-filled barrier sca!s. and finally by projection 111, which is complementary to projection 107 on 
desiccaut in the dCsiccant-co'1taining recesses. the second ring, is welded or soldered. as previously 

The epoxy-filled barrier seals. because of the serpentine described. The projections 97. 191, 107 and 111 prevent or 
shape of the epoxy which confo1111s to the shape of the 

40 reduce heat contact through tile glass plate or through the 
structure, prevent any crack in the epoxy from propagating major ring 109 toward the crystal. The plate 109 is pre· 
co:npleteJy inward within the epoxy. and theref orc prevent Conned with a recess 113 for receiving desiccant. 
transfer of moisture thro!;gh epoxy cracks. An elastomer 17 fills the space between the opening 77 

An epoxy multiple barrier scaJ is shown in flG. 3. Similar 45 and the reflective layer 15. and t'ptical coupling m..1tcrial 19 
elements have similar numbers. In this case. the metal rings is added to the top of the reflect:·.-'· layer 15 and the top of 
at 'm outer surface of the r~:-ss plate 3 are repl~ by an the elastomeric coating 17 within U1P, opening 77. Desiccant 
epoxy seal 87. The metal-t<:-1.cac:tal seal at the outer edge of is placed within recess 113, and a gamv:r.a ray window plate 
the gamma ray window plate 35 is replaced by an epoxy se;u US with a preformed projertion 117 is placed on the top of 
89. Since cpo~y 91 shows the entire recesses 69, the outer 50 the optical cour1er 19 and ring 109. 1he ring 109 is fonncd 
dc.:;iccant-holding recess 39 ~hown in FIG. 1 is eliminated · with an upw~ facing mojection 119, which·is complemen-
from FIG. 3. t.ary to the end surface 121 of the gamma ray window plate 

In.the as~mbly procedure for FIG. 3, the barriers 23 and 
recesses 17 are preformed in the glass plate 3. and the 
barriers 25 and 31 and recess 37 are preformed in the 
mounting ring 1.1. The barriers 33 are pref onned in the 
gamma ray wiradow plate 35. The cladding 9 and reflecting 
layer U are preformed on the crystal 5. 

Ir. the first assembly step, the optical coupler is spread on 
the lower surf ace of the crystal S and on the upper surface 
of the mounting plate 3, and the crystal is placed on the 
mounting plate by first placing an edge of the crystal on the 
glass plate 3, and then rocking the crystal downward so that 
the optical coupling is joined in a moving line, which 
ensures against the entrapment of ga::. After the crystal 5 is 
mounted on the plate J. the mountint? ring 21 is added with 
the crystal received in central operiing , 1 and the extension 

US. and the seam :.a. the tips of the projections 121 and 119 
is sealed by welding or soldering, as previously describing, 

ss completing the construction of a gamma plate. 
While the invention has been described with ref crencc to 

specific· embodiments, modifications and variations of the 
invention may be constructed without departing from the 
scope of the f nvention. which is defined in the following 

60 claims. 
I claim: 
1. A gamma camera plate, comprising a large fiat crystal. 

an optical coupler on the crystal and a large glass plate 
connected to the optical coupler and having a ledge extend-

6S ing outwvd beyond the crystal, a cladding swTot.mding a 
remaindc1 f'f the crystal, a reflective layer surrounding the 
<.ladding, an elastomer surrounding the reflccti vc layer. an 
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optical coupling overlying the reftcctivc layer. a metal plate 
overlying the optical coupling and the e!astomer and having 
an extension extending outward beyond the elastomer. a 

. main mounting ring extending around the elastomer and 
positioned between the metal plate extension and the glass s 
plate ledge. a fint ~t oi complementruy multiple inter. 
engaging barriers fonncd in the glass plate ledge and in the 
ring. epoxy disposed in the first inter-engaging barriers. a 
second set of complementary multiple inter-engaging barri-
ers f ormcd in the metal plate extension and in the ring, and 
epoxy disposed in the second inter-e:igaging barriers, a first JO 
inner recess between the glass plate ledge and the ring and 
desiccant disposed in the first recess. and a second recess in 
the ring adjacent the metal plate extension and desiccant 
disposed in the second recess. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the cladding com- 15 
prises a first cladding layer adjacent the crystal and a second 
cladding layer surrounding the first cladding layer. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2. wherein the first and second 
cladding layers have different indexes of rcf ra<.;tion. 

4. The apparatus of claim l. wherein the reflective layer 20 
is a metal reflecting layer. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4. w~rein the reflecting layer 
is made of metal sputtered, evaporated or deposited on a 
metal foil. . 
·· ·6. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the met.al reflecting 25 

l!iycr is ~ \>f gold. silver or aluminum. 
7. The apparatus of claim 1. wherein the reflective layer 

is a diffuse white reflective layer having finely divided 
reflective powder held in a resin. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1; further comprising a glass- 30 
to-metal seal between the glass plate and the ring and 
surrounding the crystal, the glass-to-metal seal further com
prising a metal alloy and a metal doped section of the glass 
plate immediately adjacent the metal alloy. 

9 .. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the glass plate is 3S 
thinner than the crystal. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the glass olatc is 
abo·.lt one third or Jess as thick as the crystal. 

11. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the main mounting 
ring extends around an out.er edge of the glass plate, and 40 
further comprising a zinc plated alur.iinum or stainless steel 
second ring surroundir.g the outer ~urf ace of the glass plate, 
a glass-to-metal seal between the outer surf ace of the glass 
plate and the second ring, a third ring surrounding the 
second ring. a met.al-to-metal seal joining the third ring to 4S 
the second ring. and a second metal-to-metal seal joining the 
third ring to the main mounting ring. 

12. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising ~. thin 
, metal. .extension on the main mounting ring adjacent the 
second ring, and wherein the second metal-to-metal seal so 
surrounds an outer surface of the second met.al ring and joins 
the thin metal extension to the second ring, and an elastomer 
in a rec~ss surrounding the second metal-to-metal seal. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12. further comprising an outer 
desiccant recess in the main ring adjacent an outer portion of ss 
the metal pla!c extension. and desiccant disposed in the outer 
desiccant xecess. 

14. A gamma camera plate comprising a fiat crystal, an 
'.)ptical coupler on one large flat surf ace of the crystal, a glass 
plate connected to the optical eoupler, the glass plate having 60 

a lateral e~tension beyond the crystal, a metal ring surround
ing the crystal and having a portion laterally extended from 
the crystal which lies adjacent the lateral extension of the 
glass plate, a portion of the lateral extension of the glass 
plate surrounding the crystal being doped prior to sealing 6S 
with a metal dopant. a metal allov seal engaging the doped 
portion of the glass plate and the ••. etal housing. 

8 
15. The appanuut of claim 14. further oompn~ a 

cladding !'wrounding a remainder of the crystal whkh is not 
contacted by the optical coupler. and a reflective layer 
overlying th<; cl!Mlding. 

16. The apparatus of claim 15. wherein the cladding 
comprises a first cladding layer in contact with the crystal 
and a second cladding layer in contact with the first cladding 
layer, the first and second cladding layers having different 
indexes of refraction. 

17. The apparatus of claim 1S, further comprising an 
elastomer surrounding the reflective.layer. 

18. The apparatus of claim 14, further comprising 
complementary int.er-engaging barriers in the extended glass 
adjacent the housing extension, and epoxy positioned in the 
barriers for providing a long life hermetic seal between the 
glass plate and extension and the housing extension. 
whereby the inter-engaging barriers provide an epoxy 
craeked propagation barrier. 

19. The appcsratus of claim 18. further comprising recess 
barriers between the inter-engaging barriers and the crystal 
for receiving silica gel and preventing mo:sture ingress. 

20. A gamma camera plate, comprising a large fiat cry£tal. 
an optical coupler on the crystal and a large glass pl r : 

connected to the optical c6upler and extending out\' -
beyond the crystal. a cladding surrounding a front and a back 
of the crystal, and a reflective layer surrounding the clad
ding. 

21. A gamma camera plate, comprising a large flat crystal 
having a front and a back, an optical coupler on the crystal 
and a large glass plate connected to the optical coupler and 
extending outward beyond the crystal, 1' mounting pla,te 
surrounding the crystal and overlying the glass plate. elas
tomeric material surrounding the crystal within an opening 
in the mounting pluie, a gamma ray window plate overlying 
the back of the crystal, and an ·optica~ coupler between the 
window plate and the back of the crystal. 

n. Agamma camera plate, comprising a large fiat crystal, . 
an optical coupler on the crystal and a large glass plate' 
connected to the optical coupler and extending outward 
beyond the crystal, a mounting plate surrounding the crystal 
and overlying the glass plate, a gamma ray widow plate 
overlying the crystal and mounting plate, and multiple 
barriers comprising complementary mutually inter-engaging 
projections and grooves in the glass plate and mounting 
plate, and in the window plate and mounting plate, and 
epoxy disposed in the multiple barriers. 

13. The apparatus of claim 22, further comprising a first 
metal ring surTOunding outer s~rf aces of the glass plate, and 
a glass-to-metal seal connecting the first ring to the outer 
surface of the glass :'1"\te. 

24. The apparatus ~f claim 23, further comprisir•g a 
second ring surrounding ~tic- 5rst ring, and a metal-to-metal 
seal between the iirst ancl second ring. 

25. 1be apparatus of claim 24, wherein the second ring 
has a thin surface, and wherein the mounting plate has a thin 
projection, and further comprising a metal-to-met.al seal 
between the thin swf acc and thin projection. 

26. The ap;>aratus of claim 25, wherein the metal-to-metal 
seal is a seam seal formed by welding or by electropl~ng 
and alloy soldering. · -

1:1. The method of constructing a gamma earner.a plate, 
comprising forming a glass plate with multi-barrier projec
tions and grooves around a locus of a crystal. forming a 
mounting plate with complementary multiple projections 
and rrooves. coating a large Oat surf ace of a crystal with an 
optic.~ coupler and coating an area on the glass plate with an 
optical coupler, contacting an optical coupler-coated edge of 
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aymJ imo '"'' ~ wids sbe~~t,,,on tbe ~ "'*· ~ !onmni .,. ~ ~"'' baween me ayfUJ md d!e ~ plze ~void§ or~ .. pbdni 
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~ on w g1w plale and 1!fOOnd the ayJtai, and prejsing 
the inkr"01P,isJJ muldpJe Nrrien ~and filling rh.e 
~ betw«n Che~ wt1h qmy, 

21, The mclhod of cbim 1:1, (~ eompriling the inWal 
~of Joimni a fim mecaJ rins so a outer ed~ or the iJaH 10 
plate with a~~ fa!. and Joim••I a l«OOd outa 
ring &o Che mt rini widx a mda!*mc.ta! seal bdan: joining 
the mouming place co the glass pb!e. . 

29. The method of constructing a gamma camera plate. 
comprising joining a first metal ring to 2r1 outer edge of a 15 
glass plate with a glass-to-metal seal, and joining a second 
outer ring to the _first ring with a metal-ao-metal seal, coating 
a large flat surf ace of a crystal with an optical coupler and 
coating an area on the glass plate with an optical coupler. 
contacting an optical coupler-coated crystal with a coated 20 
area on a glass plate, pressing the crystal into full contact 
with the optical coupling on the glass pl:ue, thereby forming 
an optical coupling between the crystal and the glass plate 
without voids or bubbles, placing a mounting plate on the 
glass plate and around the crystal. and joining the mounting 25 
plate !o the glass plate by joining a thin extension on the 
second outer ring and a thin extension on the mounting plate 
with a metal-to-meta! seal. · 

JO. A crystal mounting having glass-to-metaJ seal com
prising a glass plate, a metal p~ adjacent the glass plate, 30 
an area cf the glass plate adjacent the metal plate being 

JO 
~·,,~~fau:r~lmrim.2Dd•~ 
l'eaff m ~ ,,,., ~ me mN1 pble e1d~ :Ind 
~ di~ Jn ~ «.rood r«m, 

;u, The~ of daim .Jl, funhet' eompri~ a 
gt.u~~ ~ 11etw"1J ~ gJaH pl.Uc Md dJe nn, Ind 
iurrowufing !he cryit!L ~ gfau .. w,metaJ saJ further eom
prifing a meta! alloy and a mcial dopf4 ~km of the~ 
pf31e j~y ~ d1e metal alloy, 

15, The~ of daim3Z, wbercln dsesmin mounting 
rini ~ .-mmd an outer ed~ of me J1aH pf*, m1d 
futtber compmmi a zinc~ aluminum or ftairum ~J 1 

S«OOd ring MJoonding the outer wrface of the gms pbte. 
a glass-to-metll seal between the outer surface of the glass 
plate and the second ring. a third ring surrounding the 
second ring, a metal-to-metal seal joining the third ring to 
the second ring, and a second metal-to-metal seal joining the 
third ring to the main mounting ring. 

36. The apparatus of claim 35, further comprising a thin 
metal extension u.:1 the main mounting ring adjacent the 
second ring, and wherein the second metal-to-metal seal 
surrounds an out.er surface of the second metal ring and joins 
the thin metal extension to the second ring, and an elastomer 
in a recess surrounding the second metal-to-metal seal. 

31. The apparatus of claim 36, further comprising an outer 
desiccant recess in the main ring adjacent an outer portion of 
the metal plate extension, and desiccant disposed in the outer 
desiccant recess. 

38. Apparatus comprising a crystal, an optical coupler on 
one surface of the crystal, a glass plate connected to the 
optical coupler, the glass plate having a lateral extension 
beyond the crystal, a metal ring surrounding the crystal and 
having a portion laterally extended from the crystal which 
lies adjacent the lateral extension o_f the glass plate, a ponion 
of the lateral extension of the glass plate surrounding the 

· doped with a metal dopant prior to sealing and. an alloy 
compatible with the dopant contacting and scaling the metal 
doped area of the· glass plate and the metal plate and joining 
the glass plate and metal plate in a glass-to-met.al seal. 

31. A gamma camera plate assembly comprising a crystal, 
an optical coupler on the crystal, a glass plate connected to 

35 crystal being doped with a metal dopant frior to sealing, a 
metal alloy seal engaging the doped portion of the glass plate 

the optical coupler and extending outward beyond the crys-
tal, a window plate overlying the crystal and having an 
extension extending outward beyond the ayst:-.Y, is main 40 
mounting plate extending beyond the crystal and the glass 
plate, a ftrst metal ring surrounding an outer surf ace of the 
gl:.:"-: n':.£, a glass-to-metal seal joining the first ring to the 
glass plate, the first ring having a first thin extension, a 
second metal ring adjacent the first ring and having a second 45 
thin extem;·'., .. m, a first metal-to-metal seal joining the first and 
sec'Jr.d thin extensions and joining the first and second metal 
rings, the second ring having a third thin extension and the 
mounting plate having a fourth thin extension, a second 
metal-to-metal seal joining the third and fourth extensions so. 
and joining the sxond ring and the mounting plate .. 

32. Apparatus comprising a crystal, an optical coupler on 
the crystal :md a glass plate oonnected to the optical coupler 
and having a ie<!;;e extending outward beyond the crystal, a 
cladding surrounding a remainder of the crystal. a reflective ss 
layer surrounding the cladding, an elastomer overlying the 
reflective layer, d plate overlying and having an extension 
extending outward, a main mounting ring exlending around 
the crystal and positioned between the extension and the 
ledge, a first set of complementary multiple inter-engaging 60 
barriers formed in the ledge and in the ring, epoxy disposed 
in the first inter-engaging barrier&, a first iMer recess 
between the ledge and the ring and desiccant disposed in the 
first recess .. 

33. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising a 65 
second set of complementary multiple inter-engaging bani
en formed in the extension and in !'-~ ring. and epoxy 

and the metal housing. . 
39. The apparatus of claim 38, f urthcr comprising 

complementary inter..:Cngaging barriers in the c.ttcnded glass 
adjacent the housing extension, and epoxy positioned in the 
barriers for providing a Jong life hermetic seal between the 
glass plate and extension and the housing e%'tension, 
whereby the inter-engaging barriers provide an epoxy crack 
propagation barrier. · 

40. The apparatus of claim 39, further comprising recess 
barriers between the inter-engaging baniers and the crystal 
for receiving silica gel and preventing moisture ingress .. 

41. Apparatus comprising a CT"/Stai, an optical coupler on 
the crystal and a glass plate coMccted to the o~tical coupler 
and extending outward beyond the crystal. a cladding sur~ 
rounding ·a remai.:c!er of the crystal, a reflective layc. 
surrounding the cladding, an elastomer surroundinp the 
reflective layer. a gamma ray plate overlying the :!=-stomer 
and extending outward beyond the elastomer, a metal ring 
exr..:nding around the elastomer between the extended 
gamma ray plate and the extended glass plate, a. first set of 
multiple complementary inter-engaging barriers formed 
between the glass plate and the ring, and epoxy disposed in 
the first inter-engaging barriers, a second set of cornplcmcn
tary int.er-engaging barriers formed in the extended gamma 
ray plate and in the ring, and epoxy disposed between the 
inter-engaging ba.rricn, a first recess between the glass plate 
extension and the ring and desiccant disposed in the recess. 
and a second recess in the ring adjacent the extended plate 
and desiccant disposed in the second set of recesses. 

42_ Api-~ comprising a crystal having a bad: and a 
f rt:mt. an optical coupler on the crystal and a glass plate 

-f q un 
_lJ 
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connected to lhe optical coupler and extending outward plate on the glass plate and around the crystal, and pressing 
beyond the crystal. a mounting surrounding the crystal and the inter-engaging multiple barriers together and filling the 
overlying the glass plate, elastomcric material surrounding spaces between the barriers with epoxy. 
lhe crystal within an opening in the mounting, a gamma ray . 49. The method of claim 48. further comprising the initial 
window overlying the back of the crystal. and an optical s step of joining a first metal ripg to an outer edge of the glass 
coupler between the window plate and the back or the plate with a glass-to-metal seal. and joining a second outer 
crystal. ring to the first ring with a metal-to-metal seal before joining 

43. Apparatus comprising a crystal, an optical coupler on the mounting plate to the glass plate. 
the crystal and a glass plate connected to the optical coupler SO. The method or constructing a detector, comprising 
and e·xtending outward beyond the crystal. a mounting 10 joining a first metal ring to an outer edge ofa glass plate with 
surrounding the -ciystal and overlying the glass plate, a a glass-to-metal seal, and joining a second outer ring to the 
gamma ray window overlying the crystal and mounting, and first ring with a metal-to-metal· seal, coating a surface of a 
multiple barriers comprising complementary mutually inter- crystal. with an optical coupler and coating an area on the 
engaging projections and grooves in the glass plate and glass plate with an optical coupler, contacting an optical 
mounting plate, and in the window and mounting plate,.and 15 coupler-coated crystal with a coated area on a glass plate. 
epoxy disposed in the multiple barriers. · pressing the crystal into full contact with the optical cou-

44. The apparatus of claim 43, further comprising a first piing on the glass plate, thereby forming an optical coupling 
metal ring surrounding outer.surfaces of the glass plate. and between the crystal and the glass plate without voids or 
a glass-to-metal seal connecting the first ring to the outer bubbles. placing a mounting on the gl~s plate and around 
surface of the glass plate. 20 the crystal. and joining the mounting to the glass plate by 

45. The apparatus of claim 44, further comprising a joining a thin extension on the second outer ring and a thin 
second ring surrounding the first ring, and a metal-to-metal extension on the mounting with a metal-to-metal seal. 
seal between the first and second ring. 51. An assembly comprising a crystal. an optical coupler 

46. The apparatus or claim 45, whercln the second ring on the crystal, a glass plate connected to the optical coupler 
has a thin .surface, and wherein the mounting has a thin 2s and extending outward beyond the crystal. a window ph~tc 
projection, and further comprising a metal-to-metal seal overlying the crystal and having an extension extending 
between the thin surface and thin projection. outward beyond the crystal, a main mounting plate extend-

47. The apparatus of claim 46. wherein the metal-to-metal ing beyond the crystal and the glass plate. a first metal ring 
seal is a scam seal formed by welding or by electroplating surro•.mding an outer surf ace of the glass plate, a glass-to-
and alloy soldering. 30 metal ~joining the first ring to the glass plate, the first ring 

48. The method of constructing a de.tector, comprising having a first thin extension, a second metal ring adjacent the 
forming a glass plate with multi-barrier projections and first ring and having a second thin extension, a first metal-
grooves around a locus of a crystal, Conning a mounting to-metal seal joining the first and second thin extensions and 
plate with complementary multiple projections and grooves, joining the first and second metal rings, the second ring 
coating a surf ace of a crystal with an optical coupler and 3S having a third thin extension and the mounti- .g having a 
coating an area on the glass plate with an optical coupler, fourth thin extension. a second metal-to-metal seal joining 
contacting an edge of the optical coupler-coated surf ace of the third and fourth extensions and joining the second ring 
the crystal w:.th a coated area on the glass plate, rocking the and the mounting. 
-::rystal into full contact with the optical coupling on the glass 52. 'The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the optical cou-
plat.e. thereby forming an optical co:1pling between the 40 piing is an elastomer with an appropriate index of rcf raction. 
crystal and the glass plate without void~ or bu~oles, placing 
epoxy in grooves on one of the plates, placing the mounting 

4 "1 J_ j 
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[57} ABSTRACT 

A gamma ray imaging camera system and method for using 
it are described w:1kh in representative embodiments 
include a gamma ray collimator. a scintillator· adjacent the 
collimator for converting gamma photons into visible pho
tons, a Jow level visible photon detector including at least 
two optically coupled inverter tubes, a high-speed lens for 
imaging the visible photons onto the detector. a video imagcr 
for receiving, recording and storing sequential images of the 
visible photons defining the detector output, and a ;;ro
grammed computer for processing the images and determin
ing the spatial distribution of the images. 
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1 

GAMMA RAY CAMERA METHOD AND 
APPARATUS 

2 

RIGHTS OF THE GOVERNMENT 

The invention described herein may be manufactured and 
used by or for the Government of the United States for all 
governmental purposes without the payment of any royalty. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

cover a large area. and the photodetcctor. must be ~cc! up 
to the size of the input crystal to achieve efficient l!ght 
coupling. More recently, Dilmanian c.t al (IEEE tran~actt<;>ns 
on Nuclear Science, 37 (1990)) descnbed a gamma 1magu~g 

s system comprising an Nal crystal c:ouplcd by a fiberopt1c 
taper to the entrance port of a H~~u ~crochannel
plate imager (PIAS) photon counting 1magmg system. 
Although the imaging system demonstrat~ an aU;to:W
iograpic resolution of about 0.7 mm FWHM. it w~ l~nutcd 

10 in cross-sectional dimension to 26 mm. To scale this mstru
ment up to Anger camera dimensions would be pro?ibiti.vcly 
expensive since conventional imagers have an acttve diam
eter of only 15 mm. A factor affecting the Dilmanian ct al 
and similar imagers is that there is no pulse height sclcction 

The present invention relates generally to gamma ray 
imaging detectors and more particularly to a gamma ray 
camera having application in the field of nuclear medicine 
for providing spatial images of radioactive substances 
administered into the body to elucidate internal organ f unc
tions. 

15 on the detected gamma photon distribution events. This will 
result in degraded imaging of deep tissue due to Compton 
scattering, which confounds the gamma isotope distribution 
image. In nuclear medicine practice. gamma emitting 'radioiso

tope containing substances may be introduced into an area of 
the body under examination. such as the thyroid. and may be 20 
localized preferentially into a well defined distribution 
depending on the chemical and biological activity of the 
substance. Gamma rays are emitted isotropically from the 
substance at energies characteristic of the isotope. For 
example, tcchnicium (99 m) generates gamma rays at about 25 
140".Key and, because of its relatively short half-life (<l 
day), is used in many nuclear medicine applications. 
Because radiation from· the substance is isotropic, the 
gamma rays must be collimated in order to obtain an image 
of the region of the body into which the radioisotope is 

30 
introduced. 

Detecting gamma ray photons in general requires a high 
gain process to conven a si.nglc photon impact into many 
free electrons that in turn register an electrical impulse in a 
counter. For this purpose, Anger (U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,776.377; 35 
2,779,876) uied scintillation propcnies of certain crystals 
and the high gain provided by photomultiplier tubes; the 
collimator is coupled to a scintillator crystal through a light 
tight thin barrier that passes gamma photons but blocks 
visible photons. The scintillation crystal (typically sodium 40 

iodide (Nal)) converts a gamma photon (having energies 
generally greater than about 40 KcV) into a number of 
visible photons (wavelengths of about 200-1000 nm) pro
portional to the gamma photon energy. The location of 
scintillation points is detected by the photomultiplier tube 45 

. array coupled to the crystal through the light pipe. The whole 
system is configured in a hexagonal close packed arrange
ment such that the signal from a giYen scintillatiOr event 
excites responses in at least seven pho.:omultiplier tubes. i.e. 
a central tube and at least the six nearest tubes. Anger 50 
combined the magnitude of the signal from each photomul
tipfa:r tube :o pr:n·id: a two dimensional position signal 
indicative of the point of gamma ray absorption. This 
process required a large electronic system to compute all the 
coincidental responses from a large set of combinations of 55 
typically 72 elements taken 7 at a time. 

Proposed improvements in recent years for overcoming 
the limitations of the Anger camera. have included use of 
intensifier tubes, position sensing photomultiplier tubes, and 
arrays of solid state photooetcctors. all with very limited 60 
success. The intensifier tube proposals have limited sensi
tivity and resolution because of insufficient gain and high 
background noise. An example of this type of camera is one 
proposed by Lo I. Yin (1979), in which the converting 
scintillation crystal is coupled directly to a fiberoptic face- 65 
plate which is coupled to an image intensifier tube. This 
camera is limited by insufficient gain in the photodetcctor to 

An example solid state detector array type of_ gamma 
imager by Engdahl ct al (U.S. Pat. No. 5,171,998) mcludes 
the usual front end gamma scintillator followed by an array 
of solid state photo-diode detectors, preferably low capaci
tance silicon drift elements. The impact of the gamma ray 
photon is tracked in two dimensions by a complex timing 
scheme on two coordinates. Although small arrays anc1 
imaging devices show some promise. limitations arise ~hen 
making these arrays much larger. Because the photodiodes 
as described by Engdahl ct al arc to be directly mounted to 
the scintillator crystal or light pipe attached to it, there is the 
possibility of gamma ray photons striking directly _on the 
photodiodes. This could have the eff cct of crcaung an 
intense background event structure which would be difficult 
to compensate. 

Two limitations of the original Anger camera addressed 
by recent inventions include the inability of the Anger 
camera· to distinguish pulse height and use of NaI as the 
scintillator. The first limitation does not permit the camera to 
reject multiple scatter gamma photons which confounds the 
isotope distribution image. The secon? is t?e_ c~ of :'-bl 
crystal for its blue spectrum center of its scmtillauon_ pho
tons. This blue spectrum center was selected for opumum 
use of photomultiplier tubes which are more sensitive in the 
blue, although the visible photon yield is no~ly low~r than 
that of other scintillator crystals. Also, NaI 1s f ragxle and 
hydroscopic. requiring careful handling . 

The present invention solves or substantially reduces in 
critical importance problems with prior art camera structures 
by providing an inexpensive gamma camera which uses any 
of several well known gamma scintillation detector crystals 
such as thallium doped NaI or thallium doped cesium iodide 
(Cs!). The increased photon yield of CsI(Tl ). although 
further into the red spectrum, is a desirable attribute, and Cs I 
is less f ragilc and easier to handle than NaI and is not 
hydroscopic. The invention further utilizes a novel high 
gain. low noise, high quantum efficiency intensifier ~ystem 
combined with a video signal processor to produce images 
of radioisotope distributions in the body. 

It is therefore a principal object of the invention to provide 
an improved gamma imaging camera system. 

It is a f urthcr object of the invention to provide a gamma 
imaging camera utilizing a scintillation crystal that permits 
retrofit to existing camera systems. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a gamma 
imaging camera system permitting use of Csl(TI) ~ the 
scintillator crystal which is less f ragilc, less hydroscop1c and 
has greater photon yield than Nal(TI). 

135 
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It is ·a further object of the invention to provide an 
ec~nomical and portable gamma camera having no light 
pipes for coupling the scintillator crystals and the photon 
detector. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring now to the drawings, AG. 1 shows a schematic 
layout of the component pans of representative .gamma 
camera system 10 of the invention. System 10 may be 
configured for imaging radioisotope. distributions in the 
human body. Gamma radiation (rays) 11, such as from an 
isotope source distribution 12 within body B, may be 
directed onto system 10 as at entrance aperture 13 defined in 
light tight enclosure 14. Collimator 15 is disposed at aper
ture 13 and comprises a high-Z material such as lead with an 
array of apertures 16 disposed perpendicularly to the plane 

It is another object of the invention to provide a gamma s 
imaging camera incorporating a high efficiency coupling 
lens to capture the scintillation photons from a large area 
crystal and couple the signal lo a small aperture sensor 
system. 

It is a further object of the invention to utilize night vision IO 
inverter tube assemblies coupled and operated in a novel 
manner. of aperture 13. ll may be noted at the outset that in some 

gamma imaging applications, collimating the gamma rays 
may not be necessary. Accordingly. in one basic embodi
ment of the invention contemplated herein. gamma collima
tion means may be omitted. A gamma transparent visible 

It is another object of the invention to provide a gamma 
camera having ultra low level detection capability with a 

15 
gain of about 109 with noise less than io-3/pixeUsec. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a gamma 
imaging camera wherein the image processing is simplified 
by using conventional video camera output with a VCR and 
personal computer control. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a gamma 
imaging camera incorporating Compton scatter rejection in 
the gamma image by thresholding in the image processing. 

light barrier 17 and scintillation crystal 19 are· di-::poscd 
adjacent collimator 15. Scintillation crystal 19 converts 
gamma photons by the photoelectric effect ir,to visible 

2o photons 21 of longer wavelength detectable h~· visible light 
photodetector devices. Scintillation cry~~:.i 19 may comprise 
any well known material convention·.illy used for this pur
pose, such as Nal(TI). Csl(11), Cc!:3 • BaF,. ZnS, ZnCd-

It is another object of the invention to provide a gamma 
imaging camera incorporating cosmic ray background rejcc- 25 
tion by band limiting of the scintillation events in tlie image 
processing. 

S(Ag). or other phosphors, xenon or other noble gas in gas 
or liquid form, or bismuth gcrntinate, or crystal 19 may be 
a polycrystalline layer of scintilJator material such as gado-
linium oxysulfide activated with terbium or yttrium oxysul
fidc if low energy x-ray imaging is desired. However, 
Csl(TI) may be preferred for gamma imaging because of a It is yet another object of the invention to provide an 

ultra-low level (essentially single-photon) visible spectrum 
imaging camera system. 30 

characteristic high visible photon yield per incident gamma 
A high efficiency short focal length Jens system 23 couples 
the signal defined by photons 21 to a novel ultra high gain, 
low noise imaging system (detector) 25. Because of the 
typical large (about 30 cm) diameter of crystal 19. the signal 

These and other objects of the. invention will become 
apparent as a detailed description of representative embodi
ments thereof proceeds~ 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the foregoing principles and objects of 
the invention. a gamma ray imaging camera system and 
method for using it are described which in representative 
embodiments comprise a gamma my collimator, a scintilla
tor adjacent the collimator for convening gamma photons 
into visible phot.ons, a low level visible photon detector 
including at least two optically coupled inverter tubes, a 
high-speed lens for imaging the visible photons onto the 
detc:::tor, a video imager for receiving, recording and storing 
sequential images of the visible photons defining the detec
tor output. and a program.mcJ computer for processing the 
images ·and determining the spatial distribution of the 
images. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

35 must propagate a distance of about 30 to 40 cm to Jens 
system 23 in order to suitably demagnify the image dimen
sion of sm.irr.c distribution 12. This ratio is about 12: l for a 
typicai no5 ·:-u.l diam) crystal used in nuclear medicine and 
the ent:""«.r• · : port (25 mm diam) of a second or third 

40 generatiu .. ni&;11 vision device. The aperture of lens ~ystem 
23 must be large because the yield is only about 5,000 
vi~~ole photons for the typical nuclear gamma photon (I 00 
to 300 Key). If lens 23 has an aperture of IO cm. this 
converts to a fractional interception at 34 cm spacing of 

45 (10/34)2
, i.e. less than about 10% of the event photon set 

intercepted. At a quantum efficiency of about 10%. the 
number of photons involved in production of the image per 
gamma event is about 40. although other factors might 
reduce this to about l 0 to 20 detected visible photons per 

50 gamma photon. Lens system 23 and imaging system 25 must 
therefore have an extremely high gain with extremely low 
noise in order to render an image of the process. Video 
imaging device 27 (such as a vidicon or CCD device) 

The invention will be more fully understood from the 
following detailed description of represent:itive cmbodi- 55 

rnents thereof read in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings wherein: 

transmits signal ·28 to image processing system 29. 
FIG. 2 shows a detailed axial sectional view of lens 

system 23 and imaging system 24. In a preferred embodi
ment suggested in the figures, lens system 23 comprises a 
three element anti-reflective coated system of two aspheric 
lenses 31,32 and one miniscus Jens 33. Asphcric lens 32 is 

AG. 1 is a schematic of the component parts of the 
gamma camera system of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a view in axial section of the lens system and low 
level imaging system of the AG. 1 camera system; 

AG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of the essential 
components of the imaging device of the FIG 1 camera 
system; and 

AG. 4 is a flow diagram of the operational control process 
for the FIG. 1 camera system. 

60 50 mm diameter with 40 mm focal length (e.g., Spindler 
Hoyer catalog #031746). Lens 33 is 80 mm diameter by 200 
mm focal length spaced about 2 cm from lens 32. Lens 31 
may be the front l 00 mm diameter aspheric clement of a TV 
projeetion lens (e.g .• US Precision lens Delta IOIA). and is 

65 postioned about 3 cm from lens 33. Lens system 23 func
tions most eff cctivcly for visible photons in the 300-900 nm 
range, and at an f number Jess than 1.0 and may be replaced 

·• ·"" .. -:. 
J_ .-~ D 
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by other lens systems as would occur to one skilled in the 
applicable art guided by these teachings. 

Lens system 23 is coupled at light fight seal 35 to imaging 
system 25. The function of system 25 is to detect with high 
quantum efficiency and amflif y light images with an ampli- s 
fication factor of about 10 , but also to maintain the noise 
level to less than about 10-3 events/sec/pixel. In the FIG. 2 
embodiment, system 25 comprises two commercially avail
able night-vision inverter tubes 37.38 (e.g., Varo AN/PUS-4 
UIGen tube 37: Varo 3603-1 IlGen tube 38) coupled output 10 
to input at interface 39 between tubes 37..38 with a low 
temperature fluid 40 such as ethylene glycol. The IlIGcn 
tube 37 has a gallium arsenide photocathode with very high 
quantum efficiency into the red (-900 nm), and is very 
effective with a wide range of scintillators, including Csl IS 
which emits red shifted visible photons for a gamma photon 
photoelectric cvenL A IIGcn tube can be used in 37 if the 
scintillator is Nal(TI) which emits predominately in the 
blue-green spectral ·region. The output of tube 37 is a fiber 
optic face plate coupled to the input of tube 38 which also 

20 has a fiber optic type window. This arrangement can be 
coupled and cooled to less than -20° C., including internal 
high voltage power supplies of the inverter tubes packaged 
with the tubes. The tubes arc cooled by inserting the coupled 
tube assembly into heat conducting aluminum or copper 
cylinder 42 wrapped by a copper tube coil 43 having 2s 
inlet/outlet 44/45 for conducting cooling fluid 47 {such as 
alcohol) from thermally insulated reservoir 48 using pump 
49. Cylinder 42 reduces electrical noise t.iat would other
wise enter the system and uniformly cools tubes 37,38. Auid · 
47 temperature is reduced to about -20° C. by cryocooler 30 

clement SO in reservoir 48 transporting the cooling process 
over conduit 51 from cryocooler 52 (e.g., Neslab model 
CC I OOF). Other well known methods for low temperature 
cooling of detectors may be used, such as liquid nitrogen or 
Peltier ciTect deviecs. but the system shown in FIG. 2 may 35 

have much less vibrational noise than typical fan cooled 
Peltier devices a.-:d is simpler to handle than liquid nitrogen. 

The cooled detector assembly is surrounded by thermal 
insulation material 54 (such as STYROFOAM) and light 

40 
tight metal enclosure 55. The inverter tubes are powered by 
an external low voltage power supply 57. R::gion 59 
between lens system 23 and entrance port 61 of imaging 
system is filled with inert gas such as nitrogen to insulate 
lens 32 (at room temperature) from the cooled detector 25 

4
s 

assembly. Conversely, region 59 may be evacuated. Photons 
21 arc projected by lens system 23 onto the entrance port 61 
of first inverter tube 37. The inverter tubes amplify the input 
light signal by photoelectron emission, acceleration. focus
ing and micro channel plate amplification. Because tube 37 50 
has a gallium arsenide photocathode, system 25 has a very 
high quantum efficiency for red spectrum generating scin
tillation crystals such as Csl(TI). These tubes provide a gain 
of about 30,000 each and. when coupled as shown, yield a 
gain of 30,0002 or about 109 as desired. The spontaneous ss 
thermal emission of all surfaces is drastically reduced when 
the system is cooled to less than -20° C. 

The resultant amplified light signal 63 al output stage 65 

6 
processcr 29. Signal 69 from device 27 i~ first displayed .on 
a real-time monitor 71. The image cornpnses small star-hke 
bursts indicating a gamma interaction or wide arc:i bursts 
indicating typic~l cosmic ray background events. Signal 69 
is also f cd to a conventional video cassette recorder (VCR) 
73 which is controlled in operation by computer (PC) 75 
controlled from software storage unit 77. The recorded video 
signal 79 is transmitted to a typical video imag.e frame data 
acquisition plug-in board 72 {such as an Imaging Technol
ogy Vision Plus-AT OFG) within PC 75. The computer 
program controls the data acquisition at ~CR 73 by me~s 
of a computer 1/0 board 76 ov~ control Imes 78, rcndenng 
the desired outputs at monitor 81 or readout device 83. 

Referring now to FIG. 4, shown therein is a flow diagram 
of operational control process 90 for camera system 10. 
Computer 75 starts and stops the video taping of ~e ¥a~a 
imaging process, collects a thorough record of scmtillauon 
events produced by imaging system 27. and then analyzes 
the images frame-by-frame. For each frame N in a sequence, 
computer 75 digitizes and stores a digital record of frame N 
and N-1 (FIG. 4. block 92). In the step labeled 96. each pixel 
of frames N and N-1 is examined for the analog-to-digital 
converSion value; If the element A,JN) is zero, zero is 
entered in a composite image A,JN)* of the Nth frame 
(block 100). If Aq(N) is non-zero, the pro~ tests to sec 
{block 102) if the A,J.N-1} at frame N-1 1s zero. If the Aii 
element at the previous frame is not zero, then the A;iN)* 
pixel of the composite frame is set to zero. This is -done to 
eliminate an after image event from being registered mul
tiple times in the composite frame. If, however, the A(l{N-1) 
of the previous frame is zero (block 102) then computer 75 
searches (block 104) for non-zero pixels A 1+p,f+-q(N) adjacent 
to A,j.N) and to determine which. of the~ arc max.im~m. 
This is done to find the local maxunurn pixel reprcsenung 
the scintillation evenL The magnitude-of the pixels obtained 
{block 104) is compared (block 108) to a range s<x<t. The 
lower limit s and the upper limit t are preprogrammed into 
software storage unit 77. The purpose of this selection 
process is to cancel scintillation events that arc tOC' low due 
to multiple scatter by a Compton process or too high and 
caused by a cosmic ray cvcnL If the rilaxiPum pixe}(s) do 
not satisfy this window criteria. zero~ are entered in com
posite frame A1•pJ+/N)~ (block l~) or if the ~tcrion is 
satisfied, a value of 1 1s entered m the compos1te frame 
(block 110). The process is repeated for all pixels for a given 
frame {block 112) and composite frames arc generated for 
each frame of the run under analysis (blocks 114.116). Once 
all frames are tested, the program computes a super com
posite frame B=Aq(N)* (block 94). The resultant high 
quality image of the isot0?C distribution is then displayed 
(block 94). Obtaining images of a time cycled p~ess such 
as a beating heart can be greatly facilitated by this system by 
putting a time marker on the video recording synchronized 
with the process. Computer 75 is then directed to examine 
only those frames in a particular point in the cycle relative 
to the time marker and compose images with that subset of 
frames. 

The invention therefore provides an improved gamma 
camera system having particular utility in the fizld of nuclear 
medicine. It is understood that modifications to the invention 
may be made as might occur to one with skill in the field of 
the invention within the scope of the appended claims. All 
embodiments contemplated hereunder which achieve the 
objects of the invention have therefore not been shown in 

of tube 38 is coupled by lens 67 onto a point 68 on CCD 
device 27. Lens 67 also seals region 58 filled with inert gas 60 

such as nitrogen to insulate the lens from the cooled interior. 
Lens 67 is a close up lens that falls the field of device 27. 
Output signal 69 of device 27 containing the positional and 
intensity information of the scintillation event is fed into 
image processing system 29 (FIG. 1). 65 complete detail. Other embodiments may be developed 

without departing from the spirit of the invention or from the 
scope of the appended claims. 

Rcfcning now to FIG. 3, shown therein is a schematic 
block diagram of the essential components of imaging 
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I claim: 
8 

zinc sulfide, zinc cadmium sulfide, ·Qismuth gcnnanatc, 
terbium activated gadolinium oxysulfidc, yttrium oxysul
fidc. and the noble gases. 

l. A gamma ray imaging camera system comprising: 
(a) gamma ray collimating means; 
(b) scintillation means adjacent said collimating means 

for converting gamma photons into visible photons; 

9. The system of claim 5 wherein said lens is a multiple 
5 clement aspheric type. 

(c) visible photon detection means including at least two 
optically coupled inverter tubes and means for cooling 
said inv~rtcr tubes; 

(d) a Jen~ for imaging said visible photons onto said 10 
detection means; 

(c) video imaging means for receiving, recording and 
storing sequential images of said visible photons defin
ing the output of said detection .means; and 

10. An ultralow light level imaging camera system. com
prising: 

{a) a camera lens; 
{b} visible photon detection means including at least two 

optically coupled inverter tubes and means for cooling 
said inverter tubes; and 

{c) video imaging means for receiving, recording and 
storing sequential images of said visible photons defin
ing the output of said detection means. 

11. The system of claim 10 wherein said camera lens is a 
multiple aspheric type. 

en means for determining the spatial distribution of said 15 
images of said visible photons. 

12. The system of claim 9 further comprising means for 
determining the spatial distribution of said images including 
a programmed computer for processing said images from 

2o said video imaging means and for interpreting the spatial 
distribution of said images. 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein said means for deter
mining the spatial distribution of said images includes a 
programmed computer for processing said images from said 
video imaging means and for interpreting the spatial distri
bution of said images. 

3. The system of claim 1 wherein said scintillation means 
includes a scintillator material selected from the group 
consisting of thallium activated sodium iodide, thallium 
activated cesium iodide, cerium fluoride, barium fluoride, 25 
zinc sulfide, zinc cadmium sulfide, bismuth germanate, 
terbium activated gadolinium oxysulfidc, yttrium oxysul
fidc, and the noble gases. 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein said lens is a multiple 
clement asphcric type. 

5. A gamma ray imaging camera system comprising: 
(a) scintillation means for converting gamma photons into 

visible photons; 

30 

13. A method for gamma ray imaging comprising the 
steps of: 

(a) providing a source of gamma rays; 
{b) converting gamma photons from -said source into 

visible photons; 
{c) detecting and amplifying said visible photons using at 

least two cooled optically coupled inverter tubes; · 
(d) optiCally imaging said visible photons onto said 

coupled inverter tubes for pro.viding sequential ampli
fied images of said visible photons; 

(e) storing said sequential amplified images of said visible 
photons; and 

(f) determining the spatial distribution of said sequential 
amplified images of said visible photons. 

(b) visible photon detection means including at least two 
35 

optic3lly coupled inverter tubes and means for cooling 
said inverter tubes; 14. The method of claim 13 wherein said step of deter

mining the spatial distribution of said amplified images is 
performed using a programmed computer for processing 

40 said amplified images and for interpreting the spatial c::;tri
bution of said amplified images. 

(c) a lens for imaging said visible photons onto said 
detection means; and 

(d) video imaging means for receiving. recording and 
storing sequential images of said visible photons defin
ing the output of said detection means. 

6. The system of claim 5 further comprising gamma ray 
collimating means adjacent said scintillation means. 

7~ The system of claim S further comprising means for 45 

determining the spatial distribution of said images including 
a programmed computer for processing said images from 
said video imaging means and for interpreting the spatial 
distribution of said images. 

15. The method of claim 13 wherein the step of converting 
gamma photons into visible photons is performed using 
scintillation means. 

16. The method of claim 15 wherein said scintillation 
means includes a scintillator material selected from the 
group consisting of thallium activated sodium iodide, thal
lium activated cesium iodide, cerium fluoride, barium fluo
ride, zinc sulfide, zinc cadmium sulfide, bismuth germanatc. 

8. The system of claim S wherein said scintillation means 
includes a scintillator material selected from the group 
consisting of thallium activated sodium iodide, thallium 
activated cesium iodide, cerium fluoride, barium fluoride, 

50 terbium acti·1ated gadolinium oxysulfide, yttrium oxysul
fide, and the noble gases. 

* * * 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

A polycrystalline ceramic scintillator exhibiting reduced 
afterglow includes between about 5 and SO mole pc1:cent 
Gd20 3, between about 0.02 and 12 mole percent of either 
Eu20 3 or N~03 as a rare e2rth activator oxide, and between 
about 0.003 and 0.5 mole percent of either Pr20 3 and Th20 3 

as an afterglow reducer. The remainder of the scintillator 
composition is Y 20 3• The resulting scintillator is especially 
useful for a radiation detect.or of the type having a plurality 
of radiation receiving channels. A scintillator body is dis
posed in each channel so that radiation being recei vcd 
therein is incident on the scintillator body and causes the 
body to convert the incident radiation to light energy of a 
predetermined wavelength. The radiation detector also 
includes means for converting the light energy from ihe 
scintillator into electrical signals which are proportional to 
the amount of radiation incident on the scintillator body. 
Methods for preparing the scintillator of the present inven
tion include sintering, sintcring combined •::ith gas hot 
isostatic pressing, and vacuum hot pressing. 

21 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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Eu:z03 or Nd20 3 as a rare earth activator oxide. and between 
about 0.003 and 0.5 mole percent of at least one afterglow 
reducer selected from the group consisting of Pr20 3 and 
Th20 3• The remainder of the scintillator composition is 

4 
produce electrical signals which arc dependent on the inten
sity of the radiation received within each channel. The 
resulting electrical signals arc therefore measures of the 

Y 20~. A radiation detector employing such a scintillator 5 
comprises a_ detector array housing having a plurality of 
channels defined therein. for receiving the radiation. A 
polycrystalline ceramic scintillator having the above com
position is disposed in each channel so that radiation being 
received by the channel is incident on the scintillator body, 10 
and so that the incident radiation causes the body to scin
tillate at a predetermined wavelength. The detector also 
includes means for detecting the predetermined wavelength 
scintillator energy from each of the scintillator bodies, with 

attenuation of the x-ray beam by the portion of the body 
through which the beam has passed. 

In operation, electrical signal readings arc taken from 
each channel 19 at a plurality of angular positions with 
res~t to subject 15, while source 10 and detector 14 arc 
rotated about aperture 13. The resulting readings are digi
tized and transmitted to computer 16, which uses one of a 
number of available algorithms lQ compute and construct a 
picture of the cross-section traversed by the fan beam of 
x-rays 12. The resulting picture is displayed on cathode ray 
lube 11. or, alternatively, may be used to create an image on 
permanent media such as photographic film or the like. the detecting means being coupled to each scintillator body 15 

so as to produce a set of signals related to the radiation 
received in the respective channels of the detector array 
housing. Methods for preparing the yttria-gadolinia ceramic 
scintillatqr. of the present invention include sintering, 
vacuum hot pressing, and sintering combined with gas hot 20 
isostatic prcssir.g. 

In an x-ray radiation detector. channels 19 typically 
comprise a plurality of collimated cells, with each cell being 
of the type schematically illustrated in AG. 2. The cell width 
is defined by the distance between collimator plates 20 and 
21, which plates define window 22 for receiving x-rays 12 
along an incremental portion of the fan beam which the cell 
faces. As can be seen from a comparison of AGS. 2 and 3. 
the cell width is considerably smaller than the cell length, 
that is, the dimension of the cell perpendicular to the plane 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The subject matter which is regarded as the invention is 
panicularly pointed -out and distinctly claimed in the con
cluding portion of the specification. The invention itself, 
however, both as to its organization and its method of 
practice, together with further objects and advantages 
thereof, may best be understood by reference to the follow
ing description taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

AG. 1 is a representational view depicting the clements of 
a typical CT scanner; 

FIG. 2 is an end elevation, cross-sectional view schemati
cally illustrating one char.:iel of a radiation detector. in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention; 

AG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the detector channel 
shown in AG. 2. taken along line 3-3; 

AG. 4 illustrates graphically the cff cct on scintillator 
afterglow of increasing concentrations of Pr 20 3; 

AG. 5 is a graph showing the cff ect on scintillator 
afterglow of increasing concentrations of Th20 3; and 

AGS. 6 and 7 arc graphical illustrations of the depen
dence of the relative light output of the scintillator on the 
concentration of either Pr20 3 or Th20 3 . 

DETAILED DESCRlPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

AG. 1 shows in reprcse!'!tational form the elements used 
in a typical CT scanner for the production, transmission. and 
detection of x-ray radiation. The scanner includes radiation 
source 10. for producing penetrating radiation. Radiation 
source 10 frequently comprises a rotating anode x-ray tube. 
The radiation produced by source 10 is collimated by 
collimator 11 to produce a thin beam of x-rays 12 which is 
projected through aperture 13 toward x-ray detector 14. A 
body to be examined. such as subject 15. is positioned within 
aperture 13 in the path of the fan beam of x-rays 12 in such 
a manner that the beam is attenuated as it passes through 
subject 15, with the amount of attenuation being dependent 
upon the density of subject 15. Radiation detector 14 com
prises detector array housing 18 having a plurality of chan
nels 19 defined therein. Channels 19 arc configured so as to 
receive the attenuated fan beam of x-rays 12, and so as to 

25 of the fan beam. It is desirable to minimize the cell width in 
order to provide good spatial resolution of the fan beam. 
Typical cell dimensions in a practical radiation det~or may 
be about 1 mm. for the cell width and about 20 mm. for the 
cell length. of which approximately 15 mm. is exposed to 

30 radiation. Polycrystalline ceramic scintillator body 26 is 
disposed in channel 19 so that x-ray radiation 12 being 
received by channel 19 is incident on scintillator body 26. by 
passing between collimator plates 20 and 21 and impinging 
upon scintillator body 26. nus incident radiation causes 

35 body 26 to scintillate at a prcdetcn:iined wavelength, 
thereby converting the incid~nt radiation into lower energy 
radiation in the visible or near-visible spectrum. The radia
tion detector of the present invention f urthcr comprises 
means for detecting the predetcnnined wavelength scintil-

40 later energy from each scintillator body 26. The scintma,r.or 
energy detecting means is coupled to each scintillator body 
26 so as to produce a set of signals which arc proportional 
to the intensity of the radiation received in each of the 
respective channels 19 of the detector array. In the embodi-

45 ment illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3. photodiode assembly 24 
is mounted behind scintillator body 26. Active surface 25 of 
photodiode assembly 24 is disposed so as to underlie scin
tillator 26 and to receive the scintillaton radiation which 
body 26 produces. Various means arc available for directing 

so the light produced by scintillator 26 to active surface 25 of 
photodiodc 24. For example. all" of the faces of scintillator 
body 26, except the face adjacent to photodiode 24. may be 
treated to. reflect inwardly any light incident upon those 
treated faces. In the embodiment shown in AGS. 2 and 3, 

55 optical coupling material 27 is also employed. Coupling 
material 27 is disposed between scintillator 26 and photo
diode 24 so as to enhance coupling of the light produced by 
scin~llator 26 to active surface 25 of photodiode 24. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4.421,671 and U.S. application Ser. No. 
60 629,027, referenced above, disclose a class of polycrystal

line ceramic scintillator bodies which are generally useful 
for CT and other x-ray detecting applications. The scintil
lators disclosed therein arc made up of rare. earth yttria
gadolinia hosts and trivalent rare earth activator oxides. The 

65 scintillator compositions may also include one or more of 
the transparency promotors and light output restorers 
described in those patents. The finished scintillator bodies 

14'7 
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arc comprised of a cubic solid solution of the various 
chemical consti~uents. 

Each of the scintillator compositions disclosed in the 
above-ref crcnced documents includes Gd:?03• Y 20 3, and at 
least one rare earth· activator oxide. The resulting scintillator s 
bodies have high x-ray stopping power, high radiant effi
ciency, high density, high uniformity, cubic structure, and 
arc translucent-to-transparent in optical clarity. As used 
herein, the terms "transparent" and .. translucent" refer to 
various degrees of optical clarity in the scintillator material. 10 
The cubic crystal structure of the disclosed scintillators 
provides the scintillator materials with optical attenuation 
coefficients typically Jess than 100 cm. -1, as measured by 
standard spectral transmittance tests on a polished scintilla-
tor material plate at the luminescent wavelength of the 15 
respective ion. Cubic materials are optically isotropic, that 
is, they have the same .refractive index in all direct.ions. 
Accordingly, light travelling through a cubic crystal struc
ture consisting of a solid solution material follows a rela
tively short optical path. As a result, transparency and light 2o 

output arc enhanced. The scintillator compositions disclosed 
in the above-referenced documents can be made to be very 
dense, and, consequently, exhibit high x-ray stopping power. 
Stopping power is measured in ter:ns of the distance an x-ray 
photon penetrates into the scintillator prior to its absorption. 2s 
The absorbed x-ray photons arc converted to optical wave
length photons which arc detectable by photosensors. The 
x-ray stopping length of rare-earth-doped yttria-gadolinia 
polycrystalline ceramic scintillators is primariiy dependant 
on Gd20 3 content, and increases with increased Gd20 3 30 

concentration. A minimum of about 5 mole percent of 
Gd20 3 is needed in such scintillator compositions in order to 
meet the x-ray stopping power requirements for most prac
tical detector designs. Finally, the luminescent efficiency of 
the scintillator compositions described above is enhanced by 35 
properly choosing the rare earth activator dopant. The com
bination of the rare earth .activator oxide and the yttria
gadolinia host results in a scintillator which converts inci
dent radiation into light output at a wavelength compatible 
with available photosensitive devices, and at a reasonable 40 
conversion efficiency. 

In accordance with the present invention, scintillator body 
26 employed in the type of radiation detector illustrated in 
FIGS. 2 and 3, has a composition consisting essentially of 
between about 5 and 50 mole percent Gd20 3 between about 45 
0.02 and 12 mole percent of a rare earth activator oxide 
selected from the group consisting of Eu20 3 and Nd20 3• and 
bet ween about 0.003 and 0.5 mole percent of at least one 
afterglow reducer selected from the group consisting of 
Pr20 3 and Th20 3 • The remainder of the scintillator compo- 50 
sition is Y 20 3 • As used in the scintillator composition of the 
present invention, praseodymium and terbium function to 
reduce the luminescent afterglow of the scintillator material. 
Such afterglow is undesirable in radiation detectors for CT 
systems, because it leads to undesirable distortion of, and the 55 
presence of artifa1ts in, the reconstructed images. The after
glow phenomenom is divisable into primary or fundamental 
afterglow and secondary afterglow. Primary afterglow is of 
relatively short duration, and is thought to be associated with 
the specific rare earth activator involved. Secondary after- so 
glow may be several times longer than the primary decay 
time, and is probably associated with the presence of addi
tional electron-hole trapping centers created by native 
defects and/or low level impurities at various sites in the host 
crystal. It has been found that afterglow may be reduced by 65 
the addition of compensating dopants to the other constitu
ents of the scintillator material. Ii is believed that the added 

6 
dopants reduce afterglow by forming killer centers. which 
centers compete with the activator centers for electron-hole 
pairs that otherwise combine radiatively at the activator 
centers to produce luminescent output. For :.he scintillator 
compositions described in U.S. Pat. No. 4.421,671 and in 
U.S. application Ser. No. 629,027, Yb20 3• SrO and Cao 
were disclosed as dopants that may he added to the described . 1 

compositions in order to reduce luminescent afterglow. 
Praseodymium and terbium were not recogni1.cd in those 
documents as being effective afterglow reducers. To the 
contrarf, praseodymium un:i terbium were included among 
the list oi rare earth clements which may be added to the: 
basic yttria-gadolinia system as activators to enh3.nce scin
tillator efficiency. The present inventors have discovered 
that, if either praseodymium or terhium is added to rare
earth-doped, yttria-gadolinia scintillator material, there is a 
significant improvement in scintillator afterglow. Unexpect
edly, it has been determined that adding these elements in 
even such minute quantities as 0.003 mole percent produces 
a reduction in afterglow. More specifically, the present 
inventors have found that adding as little as 50 parts per 
million (ppm) of either praseodymium oxide or terbium 
oxide to a composition consisting of between about 5 and 50 
mole perc::nt gadolinium oxide and between about 0.02 and 
12 mole percent of either europium oxide or neodymium 
oxide, with the remainder being yttrium oxide, significantly 
improves the afterglow characteristics of the material. 

Referring now to FIG. 4, the effect produced on the 
scintillator afterglow by adding various concentrations of 
praseodymium oxide to the scintillator composition is 
graphically illustrated. The curves labeled A, B, C, D, and E 
in FIG. 4 depict the fractional afterglow (vertical axis) 
remaining at times greater than 10 milliseconds following 
the cessation of x-ray excitation (horizontal axis), for vari
ous afterglow reducer concentrations. Curve A is a plot of 
the afterglow data for a scintillator composition having 30 
mole percent Gd20 3, 3 mole percent Eu20 3, and 67 mole 
percent Y 20 3• For curves B through E various concentra
tions of praseodymium oxide were added to this baseline 
composition. Curves B through E depict the f r=ctional 
afterglow data for scintillator compositions which contained 
0.004, 0.008. 0.016. ~d 0.032 mole percent praseodymium 
oxide. respectively, and correspondingly less yttrium oxide. 
(These mole percentages of praseodymium oxide corre
spond to concentrations of 50, 100, 200 and 400 parts per 
million, respectively.) Each of the scintillator materials was 
processed as follows. The oxide compounds of gadolinia, 
europia and yttria were disolved in nitric acid to fonn a 
nitrate solution. For compositions containing praseodymium 
oxide, Pr60 11 was also dissolved in nitric acid. These two 
nitrate solutions were then mixed and added to a supersatu
rated solution of oxalic acid to produce a co-precipitated 
crystalline oxalate powder. The oxalate powder was washed 
and dried, and then calcined by heating it in air at 800° C. 
to fonn the desired oxide powder. The resulting oxide 
powder was thi;. .• pressed ir:•o disks and sintered al approxi
mately 2,000° C. to fonn tile scintillator bodies. For each 
body, the light output and the luminescent afterglow under 
68 keV x-ray radiation were measured and plotted. It is 
readily apparent from FIG. 4 that increasing the concentra
tion of praseodymium oxide in the scintillator composition 
produces increasingly reduced scintillator afterglow. For 
example, at about 50 milliseconds after x-ray tum-off, 
fractional afterglow for a scintillator material containing 
0.032 mole percent praseodymium oxide (curve E) is only 
approximately 0.02 percent of its value immediately upon 
termination of x-ray excitation. as compared to about 0.13 
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percent for a material without praseodymium oxide (curve 
A). . 

FIG. S illusu-ates similar results when terbium oxide is 
used as an afterglow reducer, in place of praseodymium 
oxide. Curve F is plot of afterglow data for a scintillator 
composition of 30 mole percent Gd20 3, 3 mole percent 
Eu20 3• and 67 m~le percent Y 20 3• (Curve F was obtained 
using a diff crent sample of material than was used for Curve 
A.) Curves G through J show the afterglow characteristics 
for similar scintillator materials which additionally contain 10 
0.0035. 0.007, 0.014, and 0.028 mole percent .erbium oxide, 
respectively, and correspondingly less yttrium oxide. (These 
molded percentages of terbium oxide correspond to concen
trations of 50, 100, 200, and 400 parts per m!llion. respec
tively.) Each of these samples was processed in the same 15 
manner as described above in relation to FIG. 4, with Th,07 

being used in place of Pr60 11 • (h should be understood that 
Pr60 11 and Th40 7 arc converted to dissolved Pr:.?03 and 
Th20 3• respectively. in the scintillator composition upon 
heat treatment of the scintillator material during such prepa- 20 
ration methods as, for example, sintering, vacuum hot press
ing, and sintering combined with gas hot isostatic pressing.) 
With the exception of curve H. the data illustrated in FIG. 5 
shows that increasing the concentration of terbium oxide in 
the scintillator material increasingly reduces scintillator 25 
afterglow. Curve H, for the sample containing 0.007 mole 
percent terbium oxide, exhibits an unusually high afterglow 
which, it is believed, is associated with foreign contamina
tion of unknown origin. At about 50 milliseconds after x-ray 
turn-off. the sample containing 0.014 mole percent terbium 30 
oxide (Curve J) exhibited approximately 0.053 percent of 
the luminescence present immediately after x-ray shut-off, 
as compared with about 0.2 percent fractional afterglow for 
the sample without terbium oxide (Curve F). 

The present inventors have also made determinations of 35 
the fractional afterglow of scintillator compositions employ
ing neodymium as the rare earth activator, in place of 
europium. The processing techniques used to form the 
various materials into a scintillator body and the measure
ment methods employed to obtain the fractional afterglow 40 

data were similar to those described hereinabovc in relation 
to FIGS. 4 and 5. For a scintillator composition of 30 mole 
percent Gd20 3• 69.9 percent Y 20 3 , and 0.1 mole percent 
Nd20 3 , the addition of a small amount of praseodymium 
oxide had no significant effect on scintillator afterglow. At 45 

approximately 160 milliseconds after x-ray turn-off, the 
fractional afterglow of the scintillator composition without 
rraseodymium was about 0.3 percent. When about 0.008 
mole percent of praseodymium ·oxide was added to the 
composition, and the amo.unt of yttrium oxide was corre- 50 

spondingly reduced. the afterglow at 160 milliseconds was 
virtually unchanged. HowcYer, for a scintillator material 
containing C.25 mole percent Nd2 0 3, a significant reduction 
in scintillator afterglow was observed when praseodymium 
oxide was added to the base composition. At 160 milliscc- 55 
onds after x-ray turn-off, a scintiU<ltor composed of 30 mole 
percent Gd20 3, 69.75 mole percent Y 20 3, and 0.25 mole 
percent Nd20 3 exhibited a fractional afterglow of 1.3 per
cent. When 0.008 mole percent of praseodymium oxide was 
added to this composition in place of a corresponding 60 

amount of Y 20 3 , the fractional afterglow after the same 
elapsed time was 0.2 percent. which represents about a 
six-fold improvement. Another scintillator sarr.ple, having 
the same composition of 0.25 mole percent Nd20 3 , 69.75 
percent Y 20 3, and 30 mole percent Gd20 3 , was prepared 65 
using higher purity materials and exhibited an afterglow of 
0.04 percent at 160 mHliseconds after x-ray tum-off. When 

8 
prascodymi um oxide in a concentration of 0.08 mole percent 
was added to this last scintillator composition in place of a 
corresponding amount of Y 20 3 , the scintillator afterglow at 
160 milliseconds was reduced to 0.018 percent. 

The reduction in luminescent afterglow that is achieved 
by the addition of either praseodymium oxide or terbium 
oxide to the rare-earth-doped yttria-gadolinia ceramic scin
tillator of the present invention is accompanied by a reduc
tion in the light output of the scintillator, jn response to 
incident x-ray radiation. However. at least for the concen
trations claimed by the present applicants, the reduction in 
light output is not so severe as to be unacceptable. FIG. 6 
graphically illustrates the dependence of relative light output 
of the scintillator on the conce11tration of either praseody
mium oxide or terbium oxide in the scintillator composition. 
for relatively small dopant concentrations. The data shown 
in FIG. 6 were obtained using a base scintillator composition 
of 30 mole percent Gd20 3, 3 mole percent Eu20 3, <md 67 
mole percent Y 20 3• The light output as a function of dopant 
concentnition was obtained by adding increasing concentra
tions of terbium oxide and praseodymium oxide to the base 
material in place of corresponding amounts of Y 20 3• The 
scintillator samples were prepared in accordance with the 
processing techniques described hcreinabove in relation to 
FIGS. 4 and 5, and the light output of each sample was 
measured under 68 keV x-ray radiation. It can be seen from 
FIG. 6 that doping the base composition with 100 parts per 
million (ppm) of praseodymium oxide. which corresponds 
to approximately 0.008 mole percent of the scintillator 
composition, reduces the relative light output of the scintil
lator by about 17 percenL Doping the base composition with 
100 ppm of terbium oxide, which corresponds to ap!Jroxi
mately 0.007 mole percent of the scintillator composition, 
causes a drop in light output of about 24 percent. FIG. 7 
shows similar light output data for higl:.er concentrations of 
the praseodymium and terbium dupants. The data shown 
therein were obtained using the same base scintillator com
position of 30 mole percent G~03, 3 mole percent Eu20 3, 

and 67 mole percent Y 20 3 • 

The relative light output data depicted in FIGS. 6 and 7 
indicate that increasing the concentration of either praseody
mium oxide or terbium oxide in the scintillator composition 
increasingly reduees the scintillator light output in response 
to a given source of excitation radiation. For applications 
such as CT and DR. the scintillatorJight output can be of 
paramount importance. Where it is desirable to minimize the 
reduction in scintillator light output while simultaneously 
obtaining the benefit of improved afterglow characteristics, 
it is preferable to limit the concentrations of praseodymium 
oxide and terbium oxide to less than about 500 ppm 
(approximately 0.04 mole percent). For many conventional 
CT systems, the dual objectives of maintaining high light 
output and reducing luminescent afterglow can be achieved 
by limiting the concentration of the afterglow reducer to less 
than about 200 ppm (approximately 0.016 mole percent). 
The present inventors have found that the addition of 150 
ppm (approximately 0.012 mole percent) praseodymium 
oxide to a scintillator composition made up of 30 mole 
percent· Gd20 3 , 3 mole percent Eu20 3 , and 66.988 mole 
percent Y 20 3 provides an extremely useful CT scintillator 
material having both good light output and improved after
glow characteristics. 

Either europium or neodymium may be used in the 
scintillator composition of the present invention to function 
as an activator for enhancing seintillator efficiency. Gener
ally, the rare earth activator concentration may range 
between 0.02 and 12 mole pcrcenL Optimum concentration 

.., JfJ 9 
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700° C. and 900° C. for a time ranging from one to four 
hours, to fonn the corresponding oxides. Preferably, if either 
the hot pressing or the sintcring method is to be. used to 
prepare the scintillator, the oxalat~s and/or the resulting 

of Eu20 3 is between about l and 6 mole percent. Nd20 3 is 
preferably added in concentrations of between about 0.05 
and 1.5 mole percent. The radiation conversion character
istics and the decay speed of the resulting scintillators arc 
somewhat different for a europium activator than they arc for 5 oxides a.re milled by one of several methods, such as ball, 

colloid, or fluid energy milling, to enhance optical clarity. It 
shQuld also be noted that the optical clarity of the scintillator 
is typically improved by milling, regardless of the prepara-

a neodymium activator. When europium is employed, the 
principal emission wavelength is about 611 nm, and the 
primary decay speed is on the order of 1 millisecond. The 
emission wavelength of 611 nm is very near the peak 
response of the PIN-type photodiodes which arc typically 

10 
used in CT applications. When neodymium is employed as 
the activator, the principal emission wavelength is in the 
infrared region, and the primary decay .speed is on the order 
of about 0.4 milliseconds. Accordingly, neodymium offers a 
faster response scint!llator, at the expense of some loss in 
detector efficiency due to somewhat of a mismatch between 
the principal emission wavelength of the scintillator and the 
peak response of PIN-type photodiodes. 

The concentration of Gd20 3 may generally range between 
about 5 mole percent and 50 mole percent As noted here
inabovc, materials containing less than about 5 mole percent 
Gd20 3 exhibit x-ray stopping power which is insufficient for 
most practical detector designs. Materials having more than 
about 50 mole percent Gd20 3 become increasingly mono
clinic in crystalline structure. Such materials arc character
ized by lower relative light outputs and poor optical clarity, 
due to grain boundary cracking and non-uniform crystalline 
structure. Materials having such non cubic structure suffer 
from appreciable light scattering and reabsorption due to a 
relatively longer effective light path length, which decreases 
the amount of light available for detection by external 
photosensors. The preferred range of Gd20 3 concentration is 
between about 20 and 40 mole percent 

tion method employed. 
One method for preparing the ceramic scintillator of the 

present invention comprises preparing a multicomponent 
powder of preselected powder constituents by one of the 
powder preparation methods outlined above, and then press
ing the powder into powder compacts. The powder compacts 

15 may be formed either by die pressing at pressures between 
about 3,000 psi and 15.000 psi, or by die pressing followed 
by isostatic pressing at between about 10,000 and 125,000 
psi, in order to funhcr increase the density of the powder 
compact. As a final step, the powder compact is sintered to 

2o yield a transparent-to-translucent polycrystalline ceramic 
scintillator body. The sintering step is conducted by heating 
the compact in vacuum or in a reducing or oxidizing 
atmosphere at a rate of between approximately I 00° C. per 
hour and 700° C. per hour, lo the sintering temperature of 

25 between about 1,800° C. and 2,100° C. This sintering 
temperature is held for between about one and 30 hours, and 
then the compacts are cooled to room temperature over a 
period of time ranging from about two to ten hours. Alter
natively, the sintering sequence may include a hold step at 

30 a temperature lower than the final sintcring temperature. for 
example, the powder compact may be heated at a rate of 
between about 300° C. per hour and 400° C. per hour to a 
holding temperature of between about I ,600° C. and 1, 700° 

The ccram.ic scintillators of the present invention may be 
prepared by sintering, sintering plus gas hot isostatic press- 35 
ing, and vacuum hot pressing techniques. A preliminary step 

C. After a holding period ranging from about l hour to 20 
hours, the temperature may be raised at a rate of between 
about 25° C. per hour and 75° C. per hour, to a temperature 

in the fabrication of the scintillator by any of these methods 
is the preparation of a suitable powder containing the desired 

. · scintillator material constituents. In one method for prepar
ing such a powder, submicron-to-micron powders of yruia 40 
and ~adolinia having purities of, for example, 99.99 percent 
to 99.9999 percent arc mixed with the desired rare earth 
activators in the form of oxides, oxalates. carbonates. or 
rutrates, and mixtures thereof. The selected constituents may 
be r.;ixt:d in an agate mortar and pestle or in a ball mill using 45 
water, hepta.,e, or alcohol as liquid vehicles. Dry milling 
may also be used for mixing and for breaking up powder 
aggregates, and preferably includes employing a grinding 
aid such as l to 5 weight percent of stearic acid or oleic acid 
to prevent powder packing or sticking inside the ball mill. If 50 
any of the chemical constituents a.re added in the form of 
nitrates, carbonates, or oxalates, a calcining step is required 

between about l ,800° C. and 2, I 00° C., for final sintering for 
a period of between about 1 and I 0 hours. Additionally, if 
any grinding aids or compaction aids were used in the 
powder preparation and pressing steps, an oxWation u-cat
ment to remove all organic additives may be employed prior 
to the sintering phase. Funhermore. if the resulting scintil
lator is discolored due to, for example, oxygen deficiency in 
the sintering atmosphere, the ceramic may be made trans
parent to visible light by a suitable oxidation treatment. As 
an example, the scintillator may be heated for between about 
l and 20 hours at a temperature between about 800° C. and 
1,200° C. in an oxygen-containing atmosphere. 

A second method for preparing the ceramic scintillators of 
the present invention involves a combination of the pro
cesses of sintering and gas hot isostatic pressing (GHIP). 
Although the starting oxide powder may be prepared by 
either of the powder preparation methods described herein
abovc, the oxalate co-precipitation method is pref erred for 

to obtain the corresponding oxides prior to fabrication of the 
ceramic scintillator by any of the methods described here
inbelow. 

A wet chemical oxalate method may also be employed to 
obtain the desired scintillator starting powder. The various 
materials may re dissolved in nitric acid to form nitrates, or 

55 this second method of preparing the scintillator. However, 
milling of the oxalate and/or oxide powders is not required 
in order to produce transparent ceramics by the process of 
sintering combined with GHIP. After preparation of the 

the selected molar percentages of the nitrates of the prede
termined chemical constituents may be dissolved in water. 60 

The nitrate solution of the desired scintillator material 
constituents is added to an oxalic acid solution which is, for 
example, 80 percent saturated at room temperature, resulting 
inco-prccipitation of the respective oxalates. These oxalates 
arc washed. neutralized, and filtered and may be dried in air 65 

at about 100° C. for approximately eight hours. The oxalates 
arc then calcined by heating them in air to between about 

powder, a powder compact is formed by cold pressing at 
pressures of between about 3,000 and 10.000 psi, followed 
by isostatic pressing at pressures of between 15 .000 and 
125,000 psi. The powder compact is presintercd to between 
93 and 98 percent of its theoretical density, by heating the 
compact for between about I and IO hours at a temperature 
between about 1,500° C. and I.700° C. The presintered 
compacts arc then gas hot isostatically pressed at pressures 
between about l ,000 psi and 30,000 psi and at temperatures 
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!571 ABSTRACT 

Thh invcr.tion provides :in im:.igi!1!l system ror proclul.!i~g 
nnagcs from elcctromagnc1ic radimim1 such as x-rays. The 
system includes a detector comprised of a radiation-ahsorh
ing layer sandwiched between an arrJy of Cv10S integrated 
circuits (which we call pixel circuits) :ind a surface electrode 
layer transparent to the radiation. Each of' \he pixel circ.:uits 
in '.'le array has a charge collccting electrode. J\n external 
voltage ~tpplicd hcLwccn the surface clcctrm~c layer and the 
charge collecting electrodes prodt11:cs an cll"c!ric: field acro<.:s 
the thickness of the :ihsorhing luycr. Rudiation passing 
through the transparent surface elcc1rnde layer is ahsorhcd in 
the absorbing layer creating electron/hole p:!irs in tre 
ahsorbing layer. A portion or the liberated hole~ (or elcc
tro:is) mi_grates under the influence of the electric field 
toward the charge collecting electrodes. whi:::h collect the 
holes :ind store them as charges on small capacitors Joc:?tetl 
within each circuit. This proce~s results in a disc.::-e~c distri
hution of stored voltages acmi;s the arr~y proportional tn !he 
distrihutinn or radiation photons incident on the ahsorhin!.! 
layer. Circuitry in each pixel 11rnvidcs !'or the voltage o; 
each pixel capacitor to he recorded via readout circuitry •ind 
permits the rc1'clling of· the pixel c:!f1~1citon; .. Preferred 
cmhodimcnts provide fine rcsoiution with a lar);!C numhcr or 
pixels with dimensions ahout the Sii'.C OI° the thickness of' 
human hair. 

49 Claims. 17 Dnnving Sheets 
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X-RAY IMAGE SENSOR 

The pr·:·~nl invention relates to imaging devices and 
spccff1cally lo dcvic.:cs forming images r~om radialion. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Film-screen x-ray imaging devices employing photo
grnphie film arc widely used for medical imaging. However. 

.2 
TFT circuits urc gcncraily slow and noii.y wlth br~c lcabgc 
currents. 

Variqus ttpp.roe:1~ht.:s i•rc rirq~£mly hc.i!l~ p.mpomj 9.ri~ 
investigated for directly acquiring a digital x-ray image. Par 
cxarnph Zhuo and Rowlands (Proc. SPIG 1993: 
1896: I l 4-120) ha vc proposed a readout array fabricated 
using cadium sclenidc TFT technology with an amorphous 
selenium coating. Tran ct. al. disclose. in U.S. Pat. No. 
5,235.195. TFT array circuits coated first with a "planariza-

1 o ti on" layer which in tum is coated with an energy-sensitive 
layer. 

the film is often overexposed in some areas and underex
posed in other areas clue to the limited range of contrast of 
1hc film combined wilh lhc lhickncss and composiLion 
variations of the tissue across the image. Discriminalion of 
conlrast differences of sofl tissue in lhe overexposed and 
underexposed areas of the film can be difficult. This problem JS 

is especially apparent in· film-screen mammography. 

Attempls have been made at replacing film with electronic 
image sensors. Potential advantages of electronic image 
sensors over film include more accurnte measurement of 
x-ray intensity over greutcr ranges. ahility to digitii'.C the 20 

image data. case or :m:hiving and transmilling image data. 
and improved tlisplay capabilities. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention provides a digital imaging system for 
producing images from electromagnetic radiation such a!i 
x-rays. The system includes a detector comprised of a 
radiation absorbing layer sandwiched between an array of 
CMOS integrated circuits (which we call pixel circuits) and 
a surface clcctrcx.lc layer transparcni to the radiation. Each or 
the pixel circuits in the army hue, il c:lwrgc collcc:iing clcc:-
trodc. An external volragc applied hctwccn the surfuc:c 
electrode layer and the charge collecting electrodes produces 
an electric ftcld across the thickness of the absorbing !ayer. 

However. widespread clinical deployment of digital x-ray 
radiC3logy has been hampered by the lack or a rcl~tivcly 
inexpensive. compact. digital x-ray image sensor or sum
cicnl image size and resolution. Present digital x-ray imag
ing systems typically use a fluorescing plate that converts 
each x-ray photon into a large number of visibic light 
photons to produce a visihlc light image. The visible: light 
i magc is then i magcd onto an optical i magc sensor such as 
a CCD. The imaging performance of these techniques is 
degraded by relatively low x-ray t\I visible light conversion 
efficiencies. low collection efficiencies of the light photons. 
aC:..jitional quantum noise from the light photons. and loss of 
resolution due to light sprcadin.JY in the x-ray to visible light 
convener. 

:!S X-ray photons pass through the lrnn~parcnt surf ac-c: electrode 
layer and arc absorbed in the absorbing layer creating 
electron/hole pairs in the absorbing layer. A portion of the 
liberated electric charge migrates under the inf1ucncc or the 
electric field toward the charge C()Jlccling electrodes which 

It is known that selenium is a photoconductive substance. 
i.e. x-ray photons absorbed in a layer or selenium exposed 

JO collect charge and store these charges in small capacitor.s 
locatcc within each circuit. This process results in a discrete 
distribution of stored voltages across the array proponional 
lo the distribution of x-ray photons incident on the .absorbing 
layer. Circuitry in each pixel provides for the voltage on 

35 each pixel capacitor to be recorded via readout circuitry and 
permits the resetting of the pixel capacitors. Advantages of 
this invention over the prior art_TFT technology results from 
our exploitation of the many benefits of CMOS technology. 
These benefits include much better circuit pcrf o:-mancc as to an electric field will create a number of electron/hole pairs 

pcnnilling a current to flow thrnugh the otherwise insulating 
layer. Xerox Corporation developed an x-ray imaging device 
in which an x-ray induced harge distribution on a sclcnium
coated aluminum plate is recorded with a papcr/~oncr pro
cess. Philips Corporation prcsentlv markets a chest x-ray 
imagcr in whicti an x-r;;;· i1"1duccd-charge distribution on ~ J~ 
sclcnium-coatc'l ::1u·;:i·~::.:. ;;: .. :c i:; recorded with scanning 
clcctr:.meters. 

~o well as design flexibility which enables us to fabricate a 
pixel array and readout circuitry together on a sing.le wafer 
or silicon. 

Complimcntar; metal oxide semiconductor (CYIOS) fab
rication technology is a well cstahlishc:cl industry which 50 
involves fabricating integrated circuits on and in the upper 
surface of a .... ·: ... ~r or crystalline silicon. CMOS technology 
utilizes the silic:on of the substrate wafer as the semicon
ductor material :-or transistor fabrication. The high mobility 
of charge carries in single-crystal silicon iesults in fast. 55 
compact. low-noise circuitry. Wafers with dimensions as 
large as six inches arc available for large ;:.: ..::a CMOS 
circuits. 

Thin film transistor ( i.FT) technology is an emerging 
semiconductor fabrication technology in which transistors 60 

arc fahricatcd using a thin film of semiconductor material 
such as amorphous silicon. polycrystalline silicon or amor
phous cadmium sclcnidc deposited on <!n insuiatin£ sub· 
strate. An advantage of TFT technology is the potcmial for 
large area circuits. Ho\.vevcr, the disordered molccul:.>: struc- 65 

turc of these thin films leads to lo•·. charge mohility which 
limits performance. I:, -:ompansor. with CMOS circuits. 
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